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TUESDAY, JANUARY 7, 1873.
Pursuant to the joint resolution heretofore adopted, and under the
order of adjournment on the 2Yth of March, 1872, the House of Representatives of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of K entucky again assembled at the Capitol, in Frankfort, at 12 o'clock, lVI.,
on the 7th day of January, A. D. 1873, and in the eighty-second year
of the Commonwealth.
The roll bein g called, the following members of the Rous~ appeared and repaired to their seats, viz :
Mr. Speaker (M'0reary)W.alter Evans,
John W . Ogilvie,
Wm . A. Allen, ·
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Potter,
W . W . Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, H iram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
E . A. Graves,
E . A.-Robertson,
Vv. W. Baldwin/
0. P . Gray,
John Rowan,
W . R. Bates, ./'
Wm . A. Hoskins,
J . P. Sacksteder,
W. N. -Beckham,
George M . Jessee,
J. R . Sanders,
Joht1 A. Bell,
E. Polk John son,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. ~ell,
J. S. Lawso n.
J. S. Taylor,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W . Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J McE!roy, Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
J. 0 . Moorman,
T. VV. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
W . A. Morin,
E . F. Waide,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. lVI. White,
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J. N. Woods,
J. L. Nall,
R . L. Cooper,
S. H. Woolfolk-52.
Thomas H. Corbett, Mat. Nunan,
J. E . Cosson,
. Mr. Varnon moved the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, Tbat a committee of three be appointed to inform the
Senate that this House is organized and ready to proceed to business.
· Which was twice read and adopted .
And thereupon the Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs.
Varnon, Goodloe, and McElroy.
Information was communicated to the House that the Senate,
.
I
having no quorum present, had adjourned for the day.
Thereup on, on motion of Mr. Waide, the House adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1873.
· Mr. Varnon, from the committee appointed to wait upon th e Senate and inform 'them that the House was organized and ready to
proceed to business, reported that th ey had disc harged that duty.
A message was received from the Senate by Senators Po pe and
Whitaker, announcing that they were also organized and re ady to
proceed to business .
On motion of Mr. Waide,
Ordered, That a committee be appointed by the Speake!!, who, in
conjunction with a committee to be appointed by the Senate, shall
wait upon the Governor, inform him that the two Houses are now
in session, and ready to receive any communication he may desire
to make to this General Assembly; and that they communicate to
the Senate their appointment, and request the appointment of a
committee of the Senate for the same purpose.
And thereupon Messrs. Waide, Garnett, Bush, Scales, Bascom,
and Baker were appointed said committee.
A message was received from the Senate by Senator Whitaker,
announcing that they had appointed a committee on their part, to
act in conjunction with a committee appointed by the House, to
wait upon the Governor and inform him th at the two Houses were
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now in session and ready to receive any communication he may
desire to make to th:is General Assembly.
And having retired, after a time the committee returned · to the
House, and, through Mr. Waide, reported they had di scharged the
duty imposed upon them,· and were informed by tlie Governor that
he would shortly communicate, by way of message, with both Houses
in their re,;,pecti ve chambers.
A message was received from the Governor by Geo. W. Craddock,
S ecretary of State, which was taken up and read a s follows, viz:
Fellow- Citizens of the S enate and House of Representatives:
ln acco rd ance with the provision of th e Constitution, requiring the
Governor, from :irne to time, to "give to the General Assembly information of the state of the Commonwealth, and recomm end to
their consideration such measures as he may deem expedient," I
have the honor to submit to you the following message. Before,
however, enterin~ upon the di,icussion of the various subjects of
which it treats, permit me to congratulate yo·u, upon your return to
the Capital, that in the interval of your recess the State has enjoyed
a season of prospel'ity and of health. With the husbandman rewarded by a fair, if not abundant, harvest, and trade and manufactures
increasing under the natural • impetus affo rd ed by the opening of
new channels, we have abundan t reason to be grateful to Providence fo r His protecting care.
STATE DEBT PROPER.

'rt 1s a source of congratulation and just pride to be able to state.
that our finances are in a most healthy and prosperous condition.
At the close of the fiscal year ending th e 10th day of October, 1871,
the bonded deb t of the State (exclusive of the school debt, which
is a permanerit loan, and not therefore redee mabl e) was $1,069,394,
t hough stated fr1. my last annual message at $ 1,000 less, upon mistaken information . Since that period there has been redeemed and
canceled, up to and inclusive of 10th of October, 1872, bonds amounting in the aggregate to $303,000, leaving unpaid, due and not due,
$766,394. To this amount must-be added $200,000 of bonds issued
under the provisions of the act approved January 18, 1872, to provide
for the deficit in the Tre.asury on account of the Revenue Proper.
This latter class of bonds are payable in five years from date of
issue, but redeemable in one year, at the pleasm·e of the State. It
will be thus seen that the whole amount of the redeemable bonaed
indebtedness of the State, at the close of the fiscal year on the 10th
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day of October, 1872, was $966,394 00. The bonds outstanding and
unredeemed at this date were as follows, to-wit:
6 per cent. bonds past,due ___________________'_______________________ _
6 per cent. bonds past due-----------------------------------------6 per cent. bonds falling due between the '10th October, 1872, and the 1st
of January, 18 73 ________________________________________________ _
6 per cent. bonds matnring in
5 per rent. bonds maturing in
6 per cent. bonds maturing in
6 per cent. bonds maturing in
, 6 per cent. bonds maturing in
6 per cent. bonds maturing in
·s per cent. bonds maturing in
6 per cent. bonds maturing in

1873 ___________________________________ _
1873 ___________________________________ _
1874-_________________________________ _
1875 ___________________________________ _
1876 ___________________ _: ________ _: ______ _
1894 ___________________________________ _
f995 ___________________________________ _
1896 __: _________________________________ _

8 per cent. bonds maturing in 1873 or 1877 ~------------------------ __
Total---------------------------------------------------------

$85,394 00
5,000 00
37,000
246,000
66,000
129,000
20,000
2,000
111,000
60,000
6,000
200,000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

$966,394 00

The means at the command of the Commissionei·s of the Sinking
Fund for the redemption of the foregoing amount of indebtedness,
and the interest thereon, are as follows, to-wit:
Balance in Treasury on the 10th of- October, 1872 ---------------4-----Amount of Joan to Farmers' Bank, at live per ce,~t. interest, on collateral
security ________________________________________________________ _

$544,623 80
200,368 00

Amount of loan to Bank of Kentucky, at five per cent. interest, on collaterals ____________ , -------------------------------------------~--Amount of balance of proceeds of sale of ~entucky Bank stock, at six per

400,000 00

cent. interest_ _____ · --------------------- ____ --------------------4,mount in TreR.Sury not transferred __________________________________ _

647,000
12,028
4,000
40,600

Amount of balance due on Joan to Kentucky River Navigation Company __
406 shares of stock in Bank of Louisville----------------------------260 shares of preferred stock in Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Railroad Company __________________________________________________ f _
2,178 shares of stock in Lexington and Frankfort Railroad Company, estimated to be worth _____________________ _: _________________________ _
Bonds of Louisville and Frankfort Railroad Company---------·--- ______ _
Stock in turnpike roads, estimated to be worth ________________________ _
Amonnt borrowed by Revenue Department under sundry acts of the Legislature __________________________________________________________ _

00
33
00
00

26,000 00
108,900 00
74,519 50
264,433 96
207,919 13

Total resources ______________ : __________________________________ $2,420,392 72

In addition to the foregoing resources, the State has unadjusted
claims against the Federal Government, for advances made during
the war, amounting to $505,478 52, which the Quarter-Master General is preparing, as rapidJy as possible, for adjustment by the
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proper accounting officers in the Treasury Department at Washington. · That these .claims will, at no distant day, be fully audited
and paid, I cannot allow myself to doubt, inasmuch as they are
founded in right and justice, and the principle of law on which they
are based has already been settled by the proper authorities. I
have also hope and confidence that Congress will provide by appropriate legislation for the payment of interest on all the advances
made by the several States in the Union during the war for war
purposes. Not to do so would be sheer injustice and wrong.
REVENUE PROPER.

In my last message I drew attention to the fact that the receipts
into the Treasury for the payment of the current expenses of the
I
State were not sufficient for that purpose, and that a deficit of
$105,411 86 existed as a consequence in what is known as the
Revenue Proper. I also took occasion to urge the importance of
not only supplying that deficit, but that such legislation should be
had as to prevent its recurrence. The suggestions then made, I
regret to say, were only adopted so far as was necessary to supply
the stated deficit. The consequence is that we have again a deficit
still la1·ger than before in the same fund in the Treasury.
The receipts into the Treasury to the credit of the Revenue Proper
from the 11th day of October, 1871, to the 10th day of October, 1872,
were as follows, to-wit:
Amount received from sheriffs________________________________________

$738,707 09

Amount received from corporations_________________________________
Amount borrowed under act of January 18 1 1872___________ ____________

269 1 910 79
200,000 00

'

$1,208,617 88

Amount of expenditures from 10th of October, 1871 1 to
10th of October, 1872 _______________________________ $1,468,572 69
Add deficit of October 10th, 1871-______________________

105;411 86
----

1,573,984 55

Amount of excess of expenditures over receipts on 10th of October, 1872__

$365,366 67

The foregoing figures exhibit the fact that the expenditures for the
fiscal year ending the 10th day of October last exceeded the expenditure of the previous fiscal year $170,084 20, whilst the receipts
(exclusive of the amount borrowed) were only increased $15,541 25.
It is proper to remark in this connection that the increased expenditures of 1872 over those of 1871 is attributable principally, if not

...
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a;ltogether, to the fact that a large amount of claims and unpaid
balances of appropriations made by former Legislatures against the
Treasury, that ought to have been paid in 1871, were not paid until
1872, in consequence of the deficit in the Treasury.
The tlotal estimated receipts for the fiscal year ending the 10th
day of October, 1873, are $1,024,460 03, and the ·t otal estimated
expenditures for the same period are placed at $1,476,469 13, showing (if these estimates should prove to be correct, as I do not
doubt they will) that the expenditures of the current fi scal year will
exceed the receipts $452,009 10. To this deficit must be added the
deficit of $365,366 67 which existed on the 10th day of October,
1872, which will make the total deficit on the 10th day of October
next, the close of the current fiscal year, $717,375 77.
It is scarcely necessary that I should urge upon you the great importance of not only providing for this large deficit by appropriate
legislation, but that you make such provisions as to prevent any
future deficit in the Treasury.
The simple statement of the facts and figures submitted to you
will be sufficient, I trust, to impel you to a faithful discharge of the
most important duty confided to you by the people of the State.
It seems to me that we have now reached the point in our financial affairs when we can safely, prudently, and constitutionally,
divert a very large portion of the receipts which now go into the
Sinking Fund, into the Revenue Proper, and thus relieve, to a great
extent, the present embarrassed condition of the Treasury.
I have shown that the whole redeemable bonded indebtedness of
the State is only $966,394, and I have also shown that we have in
the Treasury to the credit of the Sinking Fund $544,623 80; and in
addition, we have loaned ·t o the Bank of Kentucky and the Farmers'
Bank th_e aggregate sum of $1,147,368, which is bearing five and six
per cent. interest-making the total agg1·egate of $1,_691,991 30 in
cash and available cash assets, to say nothing of other loans, stocks,
and bonds, with which to reueem and cancel said bonded indebtedness of $966,394. The holders of our State bonds have been notified,
in p~rson andJiy public advertisement, in two of the principal newspapers published in the city of New York last spring, of our readiness and desire to pay off the State bonds, with accrued interest, and
without any discount; but they have declined to receive the money
I
'
and surrender the b_onds. I do not, thet·efore, have much hope of
redeeming the bonds till they fall due, or the time shall arrive when
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we have the legal right to tender payment, and thereby stop interest.
When these bonds are red ee med there will be no further charge on
the Sinking Fund than the imterest on the school debt. This debt
amounts to $1,625,068 60, and the annual interest on it to $!J7,504 11.
So that there can he no possible n ecessity for continuing to pay into
the Sinking Fund the whole amount of the present receipts of that
fund. The five cents on each one hundred dollars of the taxable
property of the State, which is now collected and paid into the
Sinking Fund, will be more than sufficient to meet the· interest on
th e school debt . The Auditor estimates that this tax · alone will
realize $ I 94,615.
In vie"~ of the facts submitted, I respectfully recommend that an
act be passed authorizing and directing the Com.missioners of the
Sinking Fund to invest so much of the cash and cash assets on hand
belonging to the Sinking Fung, in five -twenty gold-bearing interest
bo·nds of the United States, or other equally good and convertible
· securities, as will be amply sufficient, in any conti-ngency, to pay off
and fully discharge the outstanding redeemable bonds of the State ;
and that said securities shall be h eld and used by said, Commissioners for the purpose stated, and for no other. I further recommend
the passage of an act directing that all the balance of the resources
of the Sin king Fund, except the five cents now imposed by law on
the one Hundred dollars' worth of the taxable property of the State,
he diverted into, and used for purposes of, the Revenue Proper.
It must be borne in mind that, for the last ten years or more,
whilst the Sinking Fund has been plethoric with money- holding far
more than it had ,any use for-the Revenue Proper has been constantly
short and insufficient to meet the necessary demands upon it, without borrowing from the former fund. This state of things has resulted mainly from the character of legislation which has been
enacted in regard to our finances, and was prompt_ed, doubtless, by a
noble and commendable pride to care for and protect the honor and
credit of the State abroad. But there exists no longer any reason
why the resources of the Sinking Fund should be retained in such
undue proportions and to the neglect of the Revenue Proper. On
the contrary, every consideration of interest and public policy demand s that the one should be diminished and the other incre ased .
It has been shown that the present resources of the Revenue
Prnper are totally inadequate to pay the current expenses of the
State·, and that they -must be increased. Should the legislation sug-
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gested be adopted, we will not only be able to pay off and discharge
the d_eficit existing and due to the Sinking Fund for loans made, but
the re sources for the payment of the current expenses of the State
will be increased, as is estimated, not less than $250,000 per annum. In my last annual message to your honorable body I used the
following language:
"An act was passed and approved 22d March, 1871, entitled' An
" act to change the time for the payment of the revenue into the
"Treasury, and to amend the revenue laws.' The effect of this act
"has tilready been to increase the embarrassed condition of the ·
'' finances, by diminishing the receipts into the Treasury at a period
"of the year when money is most needed, and at the same time
"retarding the collection of the public revenue . The effect of this
"act is virtually to extend to the sheriffs and other revenue collectors
"time until the fourth Monday in Ju.ne in which to pay into the
"'Treasury the public revenue, inasmuch as no judgment can be
"taken against them until that time, there being no fiscal court
"earlier than th a t date. In my judgment this act is a serious injm·y
"to the financial interests of the State, without a ny corresponding
"benefit to the people. I therefore recommend its repeal.
'' The present system of assessment and valuation of the landed
"property of the State for taxation has been a subje9t _of much
"thought and reflection with me, and demands most serious consid" eration at your bands. No system of taxation can be just without
"being equal, or as nearly so as practicable. It certainly is the wish
"of all the people of this State to be just to each othe1·, and to have
"the burthens of taxation equally distributed. Yet· this is far from
"being so. An examination of the Auditor's Report will show how
"unequal and unjust are the present a ssesse d values of the lands of
"the State. In some few counties they seem to be valued full high,
"whilst in a great majority of the counties they are assessed at an
"average rate not exceeding half their value. I most respectfully
"call your attention to this evil, and recommend that you pass some
"act which will secure its correction.
"It will doubtless b ecome your duty to make approp1·iations of
"various sums of money from th e public Treasury during your term
" of office. I shall cheerfully co-operate with you in all proper and
I
"just appropriations, yet I urge the strictest economy in all such leg-
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"islation ; and I especially recommend that no bill be passed appro" priating money without providing for its payment."
I respectfully renew these recommendations, and comm~nd _them
most earnestly to your consideration. It will be recollected that I
drew attention in my last message to the fact, that the largely increased expenses of the State was mainly attributable to the nece·ssarily increased outlay, from year to year, for the support and
maintenance of the affi.icted classes of our people, and for the prosecution of criminal offenders against the laws. I again call your
attention to the same facts, and for the more thorough understand'ing of them, I submit the following tabular statement, furni shed
to me by the Auditor, showing the amount paid out of the Treatm ry,
from 1866 to 1872, inclusive, on account of the several charities of
the State, the expense of prosecuting criminals, and their confine ment in prison:

.'r

T

A

showing the amount paid out of the Treasury to each nf the several named Charitable Institutions, <}c.,
of the State of Kentucky, for the years 1866 to 1872, incl·usive, together with the total amount paid, and amount
of revenue collected during same time, viz :

STATEMENT

.
Names.

1866 .

1,867.

1868 .

1870.

1869.

1871.

1872.

Totale .

- - - - - ------ - --- -Enstern Lnnntic Asylu m_ $44,537 50 $119,535 50 $ 124,419 00
Western Lun atic Asylum_
67,325 00
93,275 00
55,077 66
Blind Asylnm __________
12,449 46
11, 325 85
32,819 15
Denf and Dumb Asy lum __
17,717 52
13,676 47
19,804 85
Feeble. minded Institute __
10 ,720 13
10, 836 34
12,503 64
Kentucky Peni tentiary ___
38,917 00
66, 184 00
56,820 79
Criminal prosecutions ____
103, 154 73
125,102 37
92 ,805 00
Jail ers
99,710 66
] 08,688 91
90,303 01
Idiots _________________
i2,876 61
19,885 09
19, 316 02
American Printing House
fol' tb e Blind ___________
2,580 00 ------ - --------- - ---- ---Conveyance of lun atics __
4 , 429 29
4 , 143 89
4,095 47
Conveyance of convicts __ ---- --------- ---- ----- ---- ---- - ---o
use
of
Reform
_________
H
- ------ ---- ---- - -------- -------_________ _____ 1 _

------$86,233
55,825
ll , 860
19,4 78
39, 168
6,424
95,839
92,805
20,899

50
00
00
JS

62
50
79
08
83

$63,2 71
58,68()
10,958
14,424
25,344

80
00
45
01
00

------------81, 661 01
74,787 77
19,063 89

$ 119,464
69,843
22,728
20,890
31,010
4,691
93,336
90,966
19,656

00
60
98
95
39
50
18
70
95

---- - ---- ---- ---- . ---- --------6,285
-------4,456.08
42
4, lll 15
- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ---- - ---- -------- ----12,549
30
10,961 40
28,7 10 00
------ - - - - - - - --- - - - - --- -- - - -- - - - - - -·

$447,502 50
R evenne collected (proper) 917 , 378 45

$ 138,977
82,416
23, 105
23,569
24,270
25,203
115, 400
11 9,566
26,751

00
64
00
15
72
33
43
03
59

$696,438
482,442
125,246
129,561
153,843
198, 241
707,299
685,828
148,449

30
90
89
13
84
12
51
16
98

3,580
3,896
ll ; 763
15,862

00
69
85
40

6,160
30,4 17
11,763
68,083

00
99
85
10

-- -- - - -·- -

$549,235 00 $5 17,298 41
942,555 11 1,049,107 39

$446,359 22
985,014 38

$363,608 41
924,602 11

$505,4 10 40 $614,362 83 $3,443,776 77
993,076 63 1,008 ,6 17 88 6,820,351 95

$393 ,320 11

$538,655 16

$560,993 70

$487 ,666 23

------- - ----- - ----- - --- - ------ - - -- - - ----- -

Surplus ______ ___ ___ $469,875 95

$53 1 ,808 98

$394, 255 05 $3,376 , 575 18
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I invite your close attention and scrutiny to the facts and figures
set forth in the foregoing table, and submit for your consideration
whethe1· it is practicable to reduce these expenses without detriment
to the public welfare .
'
I have the satisfaction of announcing to you that, since your adjournment, in March last, $ 525,258 72 of the claims of the State
against the Federal Government for advances made during the war
have been collected, and paid into the Treasury. Too much praise
cannot be awarded Quarter-Maste1· General Fayette Hewitt for the
energy, skill, and perseverance which he exh ibited in bring'ing to a
satisfactory settlement this much of our demands against the General Government. He spent many months of constant and wearying labor at Washington to bring about this result, and has received
no other compensation for his services than his salary as Quarte1·Master General, ·his expenses, and the consciousness of duty wellperformed.
In view of the services rendered, and the arduousness of the
duties performed, it occurs to me that it woul<l be but a just compliment to him to award to him a reasonable compensation for the
extra services rendered, and I recommend that the same be done.
TURNPIKE STOCK.

The amount of dividends received by the State on her stock in
turnpike roads the last yeat·- $27 ,847 45, and $20,855 55 the yea1·
preceding-demonstrate the wisdom of the Legislatu re in rep ealing
last wint~r the law which provided for a sale of said stock. It will
be seen that the dividends will amount to more than fifteen per cent.
interest upon the sum for which the sale was about to be effected;
and, indeed , the stock is worth double the amount for .which it was
authorized to be sold, and at which it is_ estimated in stating the
resources of the Sinking Fund. This stock cost the State $2,716,894
80, and inasmuch as so la1·ge a sum has been gathered in taxes from
the people and vested in these stocks, it is the duty of the General
Assembly to legislate so as , to have it taken care of and made to
contribute to the public revenue. The divi<lends to the State upon
its stock in these roa<ls were set apart, both by statute laws and the
Constitution, years ago, for the payment of the public debt, and for
that purpose are made payable to the Sinking Fund . The State
owns the larger portion of the stock in each road, the remainder
being owned by individuals. Each road is managed by a board of

\
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directors elected annually, according to the charter, by the stockholders. The State has thus gone into partnership with individuals, and
is now a member of each one of fifteen or twenty comp1;1-nies. The
entire m~nagement and conduct of the business of the company are
vested in the direotors. Expet·ience has shown that such partnerships
always result in loss to the State; but inasmuch as so large a sum
of the public money has been invested in these stocks, we cannot relinquish our interest in them, and should be vigilant in securing to
the State the largest income from the dividends consistent ':'7ith a due
and just regard to the public convenience and the welfare of the
communities in which these improvements are situated.
The present system of management is not yielding to the State ·
it~ fair and just amount of dividends, nor is it satisfactory to the
individual stockholders. I am satisfied that a change can be made
in this respect beneficial to all parties. As the law ·now stands, the
Governor may appoint individuals to cast the vote of the State for
directors in these companies; but beyond this there is no provision
made by law for any person represe nting the State's interest to look
into the conduct and management of the business of the company.
How much of the earnings of the road .is voted away as salal'ies
to officers; what rules and regulations are provided fot· the collectio n and faithful paying over of the tolls; how much is paid out
for repairs, improvements, labor and material; and how much liberality is indulged in giving passage over the road free of charge,
are imp ortant questions to which the State gets no answer, having
no one aP.pointed by law to investigate and make report on the
subj ect. Whilst the ·legislation of the State has protected and
carefully g uarded its other revenues, this one has been singularly
neglected. I feel impelled by a sense of public duty to call your
attention to it, and recommend that you provide by law fot· the
appointment of a "Commissioner of Turnpike Stocks," who shall
be required to take an oath, execute bond, and give his personal
attention to the selection of every board of directors in these companies; that he be required to overlook the entire government and
conduct of the companies, and make report, showing the
, operations
of each company in detail. This, I am sure, will greatly augment
the dividends to the stockholders, enhance the value of our stock,
and give greater satisfaction to all who use _or are interested in the
roads.
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COST OF RECORD BOOKS.

I invite your attention to the large expenditure, shown by the
Auditor's Report, in the purchase of record books for the use of the
clerks' offices of this Commonwealth..
For .the fiscal year of 1870 there was paid by the State Treasury,
on this account, the sum of $11,163 80. For the year 1871, there
was paid the sum of $15,286 23 ; and for the year 1872, there was
paid on the Sl:!,me account the sum of $24,638 38-thus showing a
steady and rapid increase in the expenditure under this head. I
have not examined this account further back than the yea1· 1870, but
have no doubt it will be found to have gradually grown from year to
year, until it has reached such proportions as to demand the consideration of the General Assembly. It seems .to me that the account
is too large by far, and. that something should be done in order to
keep it within proper bounds.
CRIMINAL LAW AND COURTS.

With the exception of a few cases of flagrant violence, the most
grievous of which I made the subject of a special pro9lamation in
October, I am happy to state that there has been less manifestation
of lawlessness in the State than at any time since the war, indicating that there is not that tendency towards organized .violence
which at one time was so prevalent. This decrease of such crime
is attributable in a great degree to a more healthy public sentiment in condemnation of such acts, and, consequently, a better
administration of the law against such offenders.
I feel it, however, my duty again to invite your attention to the
propriety of making additional provision by law for the detection,
apprehension, and punishment of that class of offenders who, generally in the night and in disguise, assault the persons or depredate
upon the property of such as may fall under their displeasure. The
statutory provisions for the punishment of ordinary offenses against
the law have proved inadequate to the suppt'ession of this form of
violence, and whilst I regard the operation of an enlightened public
opinion as the surest reliance fo1· its ultimate extinction, nothing
which legislative wisdom can suggest should be left undone to
secure the punishment of such offirnders, or hasten the day when
our records shall cease to be disgraced by such crimes.
In my last annual message I discussed this subject at length, and
propose now only to say, in addition, that I will cheerfully unite
with you in any measures you may provide for the thorough eradica-
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tion of the evil. In this connection I respectfully submit some suggestions in regard to the more efficient administration of justice and
the punishment of crimes generally.
The Auditor's Report will show that there has been a large increase in the number of criminal and penal prosecutions in our Circuit Courts within the last twelve months. The costs and expenses
of such prosecutions are largely in excess of what they were the
year preceding. This, I apprehend, has resulted, not so much from
an increase in the number of cases, as from the inability of the
Circuit Judges, fo1· the want of time, to try the cases b efore them.
The cases of the Commonwealth have precedence upon the dockets; and the Clerks, in making up their dockets, in order to di stribute
the civil suits prope1~ly within the number of days allowed for the
term, are compelled generally to allot not . more than half the time
necessary to try the pending prosecutions. The consequence is, that
the docket soo"l becomes deranged, and persons having civil causes,
with their · witnesses, are kept waiting from day to day at heavy
expense, until the pressure on the Judge and Commonwealth's Attorney becomes so great as to induce them to continue, till the next
term, the Commonwealth's cases, upon slight grounds. If, however,
the Judge had sufficient time, and, upon the calling of a case, it
should appear that an important witness was absent, he could postpone it to some other day of the term, and, with the proper exertion, the witness could be brought into Court and the trial progress.
But under the pressure as it now exists, in a large majority of the
counties, if the witness does not answer at once, the case is continued until the next term, thus duplicating the cost.
A speedy trial is as necessary for the interests of the Commonwealth, and for the suppression of ot·ime, as it is for the accused.
The Constitution guarantees it to the latter, and public policy requires it for the former. Owing to the facilities of procuring continuances, on account of the pressure before spoken of, person s guilty
of the highest crimes known to the law are enabled to baffle justice
for years, and at last escape punishment altogether, from the removal
or death of witnesses. Thus the criminal jurisprudence of the State
is brought into disrepute among the people, and the more reckl ess of
them resort for a redress of their supposed grievances to the formation of vigilance committees and other unlawful combinations.
There is no clearer proposition than that the government is bound
to protect society against the crimes of the la\.viess. The judiciary
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is the machinery by which it is to be done, and it should be afforded
every facility necessa1·y to accomplish the end. The duty is chiefly
devolved on our circuit judges, and I take this occasion to say, that,
as a class, no State has a more learned, energetic, or faithful body of
men discharging the duties of courts of similar jurisdiction. Nor
are . there in Kentucky any public officers who perform so much
lab~r of mind and body. The difficulty is, that it is impossible for
sixteen men to perform the labor which is required of the circuit
jn_dges of this State.
The injury to persons having civil suits is equally manifest. The
eno rmou s accumulation of costs tends to deter men from seeking
redress for injuries in courts of justice, and, consequently, they are
tempted to resort to retaliation and violence, as the only alternative
left them. No one familiar with the circuit practice can have failed
to see that such is the tendency of the public mind.
The Auditor's Report shows that there was paid out of the Treasury, during the fi scal year 1872, on account of criminal prosecutions,
including jailers' fees, the sum of two hundred and thirty-four thousand
nine hundred and si:r:ty-six dollars and forty-six cents, being fifty thousr1nd six hund1·ed and sixty-three dollars and fifty-eight cents more
than it cost the year previous. This is about one hundred thousand
dollal's more than it cost to pay all the judges, Commonwealth'-s
attorneys, and every other State officer who draws his pay from the
public Treasury. Of this sum, the jailers received $119,566 03; the
remainder is made up of witness' claims and othe1· costs of prosecution. The Auditor's Report shows the total number of criminal and
penal prosecutions in the State, for the year 1872, to be 3,384, of
which 536 were criminal, and 2,848 were penal; and as it will be
recollected that the State pays no cost except in cases of"felony, it
therefore appears that these 536 criminal cases cost the enormous sum
of $234,966 46, which is -a fraction under four hundred and fifty dollars for each prosecution. This is an appalling exhibition of the cost
of administering the criminal laws. It is hardly credible that crime
should cost the people of the State such an immense sum annually,
and that, too, when hundreds go unwhipped of justice. ·It is, I
. would suggest, a subject which demands a close investigation by
the General Assembly. I do not expect, however, to find a remedy
for the evil complained of in any mere detection of abuses. I have
no doubt that the extraordinary amou~t of the jailers' fees is largely
2-H. R,
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attributable to delays in the trial of persons kept without bail under
indictment, and that the expenses of prosecutions are greatly enhanced by the same causes. If the increase shall continue in the
same ratio, it will not require many years to bankrupt the Treasury.
I am convinced that the trhe remedy for the evils referred tothe only certain means of securing at once the prompt and efficient
, execution of public justice, and a wise economy in its administrntion-is to be found only in an increase of the judicial department
of the Commonwealt.h. By constitutional limitation the State is
inhibited from increasing the present number of circuit court judicial distl'icts until it shall possess a population of fifteen hundred
thousand. Were I satisfied that it had attained that number, I would
unhesitatingly recommend, as the best method of meeting the wants
of the case, the creation of eight additional district;,. But as I have
not sufficient evidence to convince me that we have the population required, I do not make the recommend ation. Debarred from
this means .of relief, we mu st res ort to other methods of supplying
the deficiency. After a careful consideration of the subj ect, I am
satisfied that the institution of criminal cou rts would prove the
most practicable and efficient means of relief, and most conducive
to the public good. · Should such courts be created , I sugges t that
they be required to hold three terms annually in each county in
which they are established. This requirement, by securing speedy
tri als, would not only diminish the expense of prosecutions, but,
by making the punishment more rapid and cet·tain, and inspi ring
a greater fear of public justice and a greater reverepce for law,
would go far to suppress crime in the Commonwealth.
The Circuit Judges being entirely relieved in this mode from the
criminal and penal docket, would be enabled to devote more time
and give greater deliberation to the trial of civil cauaes; a large
amount of costs would be saved to litigants, and I should confidently expect a considerable diminution of the do cket of the Court
of Appeals.
I would also suggest that the County Attorney of each county be
required to aid the Commonwealth's Attorney in a.II p_rosecuticns in
his county; and for his services be entitled to receive a portion of
the fines and forfeitures. This would make it necessary to allow
the Commonwealth's Attorney a salary out ·of the Treasury to compensate him for that per cent. of the fines and forfeitures which
would be given to the County Attorney. An efficien t and faithful
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County Attorney would be a terror to the evil-doers of his county.
He would be of great service in criminal and penal prosecutions.
I~nowing the witnesses, and where to find them, he could have the
proof necessary to develop the truth. The increased degree of skill
with which men have learned to conduct and carry on their schemes
of vice arid wrong has become to be almost a system of warfare
upon society generally, and its success demands additional safeguards for society. It is not my purpose, however, to go into detail
of the measures of reform. I lay the matter before your honorable
body, hoping that your wisdom will devise the proper remedies.
TAXATION FOR CORPORATIONS.

There is another subject to which, impelled by a sense of public
duty, I desire to invite the attention of the Legislature. I allude
to the facility with which enactments are procUl'ed from the General Assembly granting ·authority to l?cal communities and municipalities to subscribe for stock in corporations proposing to construct
railroads or other works of supposed public benefit: Such enactments usually require that the constituted authorities of a community, at such time as they, or a certain corporation itself, may
de signate, shall submit the question of subscription to a popular
vote, and if a majority of the votes cast so order it, shall subscribe
for a specific amount of stock in said corporation, and impose a tax
for its payment on the citizens and property of the locality.
If it were an original question at this day in Kentucky, whether
such enactments are not in excess of constitutional authority, I am
satisfied that Legislators, Governors, and Judges, alike would, to
say the least, hesitate to acknowledge their validity: On the other
hand, such legislation has gone on in our State for a long series
of years, during which different Legislatures, including some of the
wisest and most patriotic citizens of the Commonwealth, have concurred i n such en a ctments, and each successive Executive has given
his official sanction and approval. · Above all, the judicial department, to which all questions involving the constitutionality of laws
are to be finally referred, and to whose judgment the profoundest
respect should be paid, has, in one unbroken chain of deci ions,
from the case of Slack vs. The ]J1.aysville and Lexington Railroad,
in 1852, and end;ng with the case recently decided of Shelby County
Court vs. The 01tmberland and Oh-io Railroad Company, maintained the
constitutional power of the Legislature over the subject.
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· It should be observed, however, that not only were dissenting
opinions published by able judges in these cases, but an attentive
perusal of the decisions themselves will not fail to impress the mind
with the conviction that grave and serious doubts were entertained
by the judges rendering them. While, therefore, I may not feel at
l_iberty to call in question your constitutional warrant to pass bills of
,this character, nor in my own action to ignore precedents of sueµ
authority, :iet I do say, that the evident hesitation and doubt that the
courts have had to pass througp and overcome, in giving their sanction to such legislation, should excite great caution in legislators
when called upon to delegate such power to voting majorities.
Our Constitution, in accordance with that politica·l maxim applicable to all forms of government-that where the power is the checks
must be-has, by well-considered restrictions, carefully guarded the
citizen from oppression either by popular or legislative majorities.
All political power, whether vested in a monarch, an oligarchy, or a
popular majority, inherently tends to become selfish, aggressive, and
despotic. In a democratic republic the fi'rst approaches are usually
creeping and insidious-its encroachments quiet and gradual-often
the slow and cumulative growth of abuses scarcely perceptible. It
soothes the popular apprehension by the agreeable, but delusive
doctrine, that the people can do no wrong; whilst to the ambitious
:politician; with whom the voice of t4e people is as the voice of God,
the popular will is the sanction of the highest law. At length, con·SCi•ous of its strength, and defiant of restraint, it boldly tramples on
the rights of the citizen. In the safeguards and checks of the Con-s'titution alone is provided the means alike of protecting the majority
fi.oni its own illusions, and preventing its oppression of the minority
or the individual citizen . The patriotic ·statesman, therefore, cannot
be too vigila0t in detec_ting, nor too prompt in resisting, every invas'ion
either the letter or spirit of the organic law.
Whilst the .power of the majority is limited to the exet·cise of the
ordinary functions for which government is needed, all is well; but
.;hen it invades the rights of prnperty, overleaping the barriers
erected as a defense to the fruits of honest industry, and disregards
all the checks upon profligate expenditure, burde'nsome debt, and
heavy taxation, under the pretext of developing the resources of
the count1;y-in such case the despoiled citizen ceases to enjoy the
protection of constitutional government.
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It seems to be thought by some that any measure to burden a
community with taxation for the direct benefit of a railroad corporation, can be sanctified by going _through the process of a popular
vote. Is this so? Can any number of men be rightfully empowered
to incumber their neighbors' property for a third or half its value, in
order to build a railroad? If such incumbrance, having the effect of a
mortgage, can be voted by a majority upon the property of a county,
against the consent of the owners, for purpos~s foreign to the ordinary functions of governme nt, then is property (subject to such ex _actions) held by a frail tenure indeed . We cannot shut our eyes to
the fact that, under the operation of the Fifteenth Amendment to
the Federal Constitution, a m f!jority of voters, without' either property or intelligence, may impose upon an objecting community
of property-owners a burden of debt of which the majority will
not pay one cent in the dollar. Some localities in our Common wealth have already suffered from such an infliction. Whil;;t
we are justly proud that our State debt is so small, and that
we have more than sufficient to pay it off, we must recollect that,
under the delegation of this power, an aggregate indebtedness has
been imposed by voting majorities, and now burdens, not the Commonwealth, but counties and districts, cities and towns, amounting
to the sum of fi ftee n millions of dollars, drawing interest payable
semi-annually; and, under existing statutes, majorities are author. ized to vote upon the people in othe1· localities yet millions more.
The indebtedness under consideration is in the form of bonds given by
counties, cities, towns, and districts, which are most generally deliv:
ered to the corporations leading the enterprise, by which they are sold
for from eighty to ninety c{lnts on the dollar. The proceeds are applied partly in payment of officers' salaries and other expenses of the
comp any, and the residue expended upon the enterprise, which too
often , after exhausting the people's money, fails of success, and is
sold out for little or nothing to another corporation, which may so
use it as to oppress the very people who have impoverished themselves to set it up.
The former le gislation of the kind alluded to shows another fact,
that large amounts of bonds have been issued and delivered to corporations, without any security whatever to the tax -p ayers that the
enterprise would go forward, or that one dollar of the money would
be ex pended in furtherance of it. And, while it is cause of gratulation that so few of such bonds have been misapplied here in our own
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Stat~, yet, in view of the notorious frauds that have been committed
in other States in the use of such bonds, it behooves you, I think, to
guard futm·e bills against such dangers. Corporations, in prnuuring
the passage of bills autnorizing them to require county courts, or
city and town authorities, to order elections on questions of subscriptions of stock, have been allowed too frequently to worry the
same .p eople again and again with elections upon the same question.
This gives the company an undue advantage; and when a people
have been summoned to the polls once upon a question, and have
decided against it, they ought not to be subject to frequent repetitions of the same annoyance.
The power of taxation is one of the most delicate of all conferred
upon the Legislature. It is not possessed un;estrained and without
limit, and it can scarcely be transferred from the Legislature to a
mass meeting of the people. It is a .p ower to be exercised by the
Legislature with great care and considera_tion for the welfare of the
citizen. The government may rightfully demand and enforce the
payment of all taxes by the citizen needful to its support; but this
right carries with it the correlative and continuing duty to protect
him from unequal and oppressive exactions.
PENITENTIARY.

The Report of the Keeper of this institution will be placed before
you, and will show its progress for the last year and present condition. I am glad to be able to announce that the wo1·k of enlarging the prison grounds, and erecting sundry new buildings, as provided by an act of the Legislature last winter, has progressed to
.near its completion, and a full report of it will be made by the Com.missioners intrusted with that duty. The improvement is one long
needed, and is not only creditable to its projectors and to the State,
!but secures comfort and encouragement to the fallen female convict .
.It is a noble charity. I herewith present for your respectful consid. eration the report of the Inspectors of the Kentucky Penitentiary,
made to me on the 17th of this month, and invite your attention to
,its sugges.t ions.
A sense of public duty has prompted me to a careful study and
, examination of this important subject, and to present for your
. consideration a few facts and suggestions .
The State of Kentucky fast established its Penitentiary in 1798,
.the purposes of its institution being, as recited in the preamble to
· the act, "to establish a more humane system of punishment of
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crimes than that of death ; to make an effort for a reformation of
offende_rs against the public, and to make restitution and reparation
for the injury done and for the expense of prosecution, confinement,
&c."
under the syste m of management first adopted, a keeper was
appointed by the Governor, who, with suitable assistants, provided
for by law, supervised the conduct of the institution in the hands
of the State and at the expense of the State. This system, which,
with slight modifications, was pursued until 1825, proved to be a
constant and increasing charge upon the Treasury. At this time
· the State entered into a kind of copartne1·ship with the keeper of
the Penitentiary, and it was conducted on this plan, under various
superintendents, until about 1856, during which time, as _the reports
show, large sums of money were made by the partnership, but still
. with loss to the State, the public expenditure, in keeping up the institution, largely exceeding her share of the profits. The system
was then changed to the plan of leasing out for a term of years the
prison shops, mac hi n·ery, tools, &c., with the labor of the convicts,
and that syste m has continued till now, the present lease expiring
first of March, 187 5. The leasing system has proved to be more
costly to the State than either of the others. I have obtained from
the Auditor a statement of the receipts from, and expenditures on
account of, the Penitentiary., ea,ch year, beginning with October.,
1857, and extending to October, 1872, which is as follows:
YEAR.

REOEIPTB.

EXPENSES.

- - - - - -----1857 ----------- -----------------------------------1859
18 58 _____________________________________________
---------------------------- ------------------_
1860 ______ _________ _______________________________ _

$7,740 98
6,600 00
13,633 45

1862
-------------- ·--------------------------------_
1861 ______________________________________________

25,200 00

1863 ____
---- ____
---- ________
---- --- _____________________
------ ---- _ ---- ----------- ----_
1864
__________

21,308 07
600 00

J 86 5 ---- ---- ---- ---- ------ ---- _---- ---- ---- ---- ----·

None.

1866 ---- ---- -------- ------ --------- ---- ---- ---- ··--)868 ----------------------------------------------____________ __________________________________ _
1867
1869 ________ ________ ______ __________________ ______ _
1870 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---·--- ---- _ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---1871 ---__ · _ ---- ---- ------ ---- _---- ---------------_
1872
_______________________________
_______________
Total----------------------------------------

None.
Noue.

12,600 00
None.
None.
None.
None.
None.

9,912 16
$97,594 65

Excess 6f expe nditures ________________________________ ------

$15,146
11,798
9,699
12,322
42,248
2,807
7,138

33
52
16
67
40
90
64

None.

60,000
38,917
98,661
56,820
6,424

00
00
27
79
50

None.

44,663 77
28,083 63,
$434,532 37
97,594 65
$336,937 72
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Showing an excess of expenditures within that period of $336,937 72.
.Whilst the State should neither make mercbandise of her criminals
for a profit to others, nor make penal labor a source of revenue,
it is still desirable, and the General Assembly should see to it,
that the support of such offenders shall. not become a burden upon
the good and law-al;>iding citizens of the Commomvealth. And inasmuch as the plans hitherto pursued for managing and employing
our convicts have resulted only in a growing charge upon the public Treasury, it is time, as it seems to me, after seventy-fo ur year;;
un,:uccessfol trial of them, to seek improvement in some other
method.
Three years ago this subject w.as oonsidered by the General Assembly, and commissi·oners. were appointed who visited many of
the prisons of our sistef States and made an able, and, I think,
conc1usive report,>ce,ntrasting our faulty system with the more improved methods of other States. That report is upon the Journal
of the Senate, December ses'sion, 1869, on pages 57 to 63, and shows
that the W arJen system, established and long used in the States
of New York, Mas;achusetts, Ohio, and elsewhere, has proved much
I
more successful than ours, and is not only self-sustaining, but actually yields a net profit ann.ually to the State. A Penitentiary conducted upon such a ~ystem is undel' the control and management
of men who repre:sent the State, and manag~ it not for their own
profit, hut as directed · by law for th~ accomplishment of the great
rnds and aims of its cl'eation. This system proposes to keep the
priso ner separate from the community whose law he has violated,
and whose society he has forfeited; punish him for that violation,
that others may be deterred from committing like offenses; compel
him to bard labor to pay the expenses which the State . has in curred
in his prosecution and custody;
and, in addition to this, stl'ive to
I
accomplish the still greatei· purpose of reforming, if poss ible, and
restoring hir.µ to society a penitent and useful man. The . officers
placed in charge of the prison are_appointed .and paid by the State,
and, not being allowed to have any pecuniary interest in the labor
of the prisoners, have evei·y inducement to labor faithfully for the
ends proposed. As to the cost of this system, if -our Penitentiary
should be conducted with the same economy as those in other States
where this system has been and is now being tried, it ·may be reaso nably expected to become at least self-sustaining. For these, as
we learn from the report of the commissioners above referred to,

.
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are so managed that the profits derived from the labor of the con victs-all working within the prison-a1·e not only amply sufficient
to defray all expenses, but yield
considerable_ annual surplus.
Why should not a similar result follow the adoption of the plan
in Kentucky? But even if such a success were not attained for
a few years, and the institution under the new system should continue to be an expense to the State, its condition in this respect
can hardly be worse than it is now, and' has been for more than half
a century; so that no fear on this score can be a; proper ground of
objection to the experiment.
But there is yet a higher and far more commendable motive for
the prnposed change-I mean the reformation of the criminal. In
the theory which gives to a Penitentiary its birth and name, a merciful philanthrnpy has allied itself with administrative justice- not to
rescue a felon from lawful punishment, but to redeem, if possible, a
brother man from crime; it pities while it c~ndemns, and loves whilst
it chastens; it denies not to law its claims of retribution, but still
forgets not that we live under" the ministry of reconciliation." Such
a spirit and aim prompted the establishment of our own -inst itution,
as is shown in the preamble of the act which created it; and yet, as
' the almost inevitab le consequence of our present system of manage- ment, our Penitentia1·y has long ceased to be, not only de facto but
even in theory, a place of penitence-nay, populat· opinion regards
it as necessarily a; school of crime; and unhappily, even with the
more intelligent, the very idea of a discipline of reform is too often
received with scornful incredulity. But the spirit of advancing
civilization and of religion, the exig:encies of government, and the
welfare of society, will not permit us to accept such a conclusion.
Fortunately the age in which we live does not accept it; and much
of the best inteHect and noble~t charity of this century has been
devoted to the subject of prison-discipline refor!13, and efforts for
reclaiming the criminal population .
Patriotism and philanthropy alike feel that it is one of the greatest
problems which society, for its own security, is compelled .to solve;
and amidst the dive1·sity of schemes wl.tich ~he subject has evoked, in
one thing all who have thought ea{nestly about it agree, that no plan
of treatment can be of any real advantage to society, the tend ency
of which is not beneficent to the criminal himself. Of such · serious
and vital importance is this question, so profoundly has it interested
the statesmen and philanthropists of all nations, that an International
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Congress was held at London last July, in which nearly all the States
of the civilized world were represented by their delegates, in the
hope of promoting a satisfactory solution of the subject; and although these discussions have by no means solved the dark problem,
nor have the " model p_risons" erected to realize their ideas fulfilled
public expectation, or the hopes of their projectors, still they have
helped to determine certain .principles of g1·eat practical value in
.d ealing with the subject. And, above all, the counsels of the wise
and the charity of good men directed to the subject, have aroused a
spirit of genuine and intelligent philanthropy, which will not rest
until greater results are attained. Such a philanthropy makes no
compromise with crime-has no sympathy with the morbid sentiment which is offended at the just punishment of a Jel~n-but seeks
to make that punishment a means of good-the discipline of a new
life-which shall restore him to society "clothed and in his right
mind ." It is hopeful, because it believes that the inmates of our
Penitentiary are not of necessity the worst of men ; that a convict is
often placed there, not because he is a monster of depravity , but as
an offender against the law, to expiate some rash act to which he
has been driven by the sudden violence of passion, or beguiled by the
syren voice of some peculiar temptation. It hopes even that few can
be so fallen, so utterly lost, that there cannot be found some chord in
their better nature responsive to the touch of human or Divine love,
which shall awaken rhemories of former innocence, and inspire
longings for a better life.
·
It would not insc1·ibe upon the gates of our Penitentiary," whoever
enters here must leave all hope behind," knowing that hopeless despafr not only paralyzes every · virtue in the human heart, but often
seeks to forget its wretchedness in the delirious excitement of great
crimes. On the contrary, its aim is to make the prisoner feel, that,
though punished, he is not forsaken; that society has an interest in
his welfare; is hopeful of a better future for him, and surrounds him
with incentives to repentance and reformation of life.
By the adoption of a system of which these aims of philanthropy .
constitute a prominent feature, I feel assured that not · only would
the interests of humanity be sttbserved, but the claims of ju stice
promoted. So long as our Penitentiary shall be regarded as an
inevitable school of crime-a hopeless den of iniquity-offenders
will continue to escape the penalty of the law, jurors will be loath,
for a single offense committed by a citizen of otherwise fair char-
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a:cter, to doom him, not only to infamy and despair, but to the contagion of a moral pest-house, from which they believe he cannot
escape but with the loss of every trait of virtue . They will be· apt
even t<,> question the moral right of the State to punish the offense
of its citizen by consigning him to certain and utter depravity.
Numerous verdicts of acquittal have doubtless been determined by
such considerations. It is the reformatory feature of the proposed
system which has chiefly induced me to advocate its adoption.
No censure can attach to our present excellent keeper or his predecesf:lors for the evils referred to. They are the fault of the system,
and not of the officers, whosd duty, I am satisfied, has been faithfully
discharged . Indeed, it is difficult to see how they have done so well
as they have under such a system.
It is well that this subject should be considered at this time of your
meeting, when you will not be embarrassed with a pending election for another term under the present system; and that whatever
change you shall in your wisdom deem proper to make, be enacted
in a carefully prepared bill to take effect at the close of the present
lease.
STATE HOUSE OF REFORM .

•

The Commissioners appointed pursuant to law, whose duty it was
to " contract for the erection and inclosure of the State House of
Reform for Juvenile Delinquents," made their report to me about the
25th day of .September last, that the house and inclosures were completed and in readiness for the reception of convicts; and in accordance with the provisions of the statute, I issued my proclamation,
and caused the same to be published through the State, making
known the facts; and thereupon I caused the said buildings and
in closures to be · placed in possession of the" Board of Managers"
created by the 10th section of the act providing for the erection of
the institution. Their report will fully inform you of its progress
under their government. The State has entered upon this great
enterprise in confidence of accomplishing much good; and now that
there has been so much money akeady expended, and the institution
is just beginning to be put in practical operation, I recommend that
you recon struct the laws upon the subject of its management, and
make such prnvisions as will insure economy in expenditures and
the success of the institution . It occurs to me that it is unwise to
expend any more money in buildings or improvements till the num-
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ber of inmates and some fruits of success shall suggest a necessity
for it.
CHARJTABLE JNSTITUTIONS .

Reports from those having charge of the Eastern and Western
Lunatic Asylums, Feeble-minded Institute, Deaf and Dumb Asylum,
and the Asylum for the Blind, will be laid before you, and will show
a gratifying success in their b eneficent labors during the past year,
and their present condition. There is nothing upon which Kentucky
may more justly pride herself than the munificent lib ern lity with
which she has endowed and cherished these noble charities. Although the appropriations made for their support consume more
than one third of the annual revenue s of the State, they have been
uniformly indorsed by the people without a murmur. This generous
indorsement by our .constitu e nts, whilst it encourages us to be liberal,
should make us feel under increased obligation s to use a wise economy in such expenditures. And yet, great as is ow· present disbursement for such objects, I feel constrained, in the cause of suffering
humanity, to recommend an additional outlay for the relief of an
afflicted and helpless class of our fellow-beings. Large numb ers of
those afflicted with insanity cannot be received and treated in the
Asylums for the want of room. Mal)y of these unfortunate beings
are confined in the common jails of the State; others have died
there during the past year; anti still others are confined and guarded
in private families. I most respectfully refer to the observations
and recommendations on this subject contained in my former message, and only propose to say now, that another year's experience
strengthens and confirms my convictions ther ein expressed, and constrains me to again re spectfu lly urge that you make provi sion for
the care and treatment of this entire class of unfortunates.
The report from the Eastern Asylum, situated at Lexington, shows
the i;ieed of a small outlay of money to afford them better supp lies
of water. The sum a sked for is not extravagant, and I recommend
that the appropriation be made.
In con nection with this subject, I most respectfully call your attention to the allowances by law for the support of pauper· idiots. The
State has provided with a liberal hand fot· the insane, the deaf and
dumb, the blind, . and the feeble-minded child ; but its aid to the
more unfortunate idiot is by far the most scant measure of charity
bestowed upon any of our objects of beneficence. This class of
dependents are usually among the poorest people in the State, and
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their surroundin gs the humblest and most uninviting. None but
the moth er or other near relative could afford to nurse and care
fo1: them e ven for a large compensation; and yet whilst the ~tate
has appropri a ted large amounts for_ the benefit of the lunatic, this
most n eedy class of all has an annual per capita allowance of
only fifty dollars. I feel it my duty, moreover, to remind you of
the furth er fact that we have within our State a number of idiotic
coto re d pe rson s, who, in .former days, had kind masters, who sheltered , clothed, and fed them, and had them· tenderly cared for, but
are now deprived of such care and protection. They are prnvid.entially left amongst us dependent upon the public charity, an<l
the claims of common humanity demand that they should be provided for a s \Veil as· the lunhtic of the same race. We have providecl for the latter, and if the law does not already provide for
the former , it should be made to do i:lo. I recommend that you increase the allowance to the pauper idiot, at the same time putting
into the act the most stringent provisions to prevent fraud and imposition upon the Treasury .
MILITIA.

Th e importance of amending the militia law of the State, with a
· view to securing a more ready and useful active militia, in cases of
necessity, a s well as keeping up an organization, was stated and
recommended in my last message . I have only to say, further, that
the occurrences of the past year have made these necessities more
manifest; and I shall cordially co-operate with you in any bill you
shall pass securing these desirable ends.
HON. GARRETT DAVIS.

It becomes my melan,choly duty to announce to yon that, since
your last assembi'ing together, another name has been inscribed upon
the roll of Kentucky's iliustrious dead . Hon . Garrett Davis, late
representative of this Commonwealth in the Senate of the United
States, has closed a long and useful life, distinguished alike for private vit-tu es and eminent public services. Honored with. various
public tru sts for the last forty years, in both the State and Federnl
councils, he brought to the discharge of his duties a zeal and ability
which amply repaid the confidence reposed in him, and won him a
place among the foremost public men of his day . Firmly grounded
in his political principles, honest in his convictions, ardent and bold
in battling for what he thought the right- he was at once an indom-
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itable pa1·ty-leader and a conservative statesman. Warmly a ttached
to the union of the States, he was unwilling that it should be maintained at the expense of the Constitution and of the rights of the
States ; and when he thought these great interests imp eriled by the
revolutionary mea sures and novel legislation which succeeded our
late civil stl'ife, he stood forth the gallant and unflinching champion of the rights of his State and of all the States. Th e purity of
his life and the integrity of his patriotism, whilst they commanded
the respect of his peers and the confidence <;>f hi s constituents, will
make his memory dear to ev;ery true lover of his country.
To honor a wise and good public servant is to do honor to ourselves ; and I am sure that you need not my recommend ation to
place on record a suitable testimonial to the worth · and faithful
services of the d'e parted statesman.
I have appointed and commissioned Hon . Willis , B. Machen, of
the county of Lyon, to fill the vacancy occasioned by thi s sad affiiction, in the full confidence that the interests of the State intrust ed
to his hands will be ably and faithfully maintained. It no w becomes
your duty to fill that vacancy till the ~nd of the term for ·which Mr.
Davis was elected.
HON . JAMES A .

M'CAMPBELL.

I regret to announce the death of Hon. James A. McCampbell,
who was elected at tile August election, 1871, as the ;Represe ntative
of Jessamine county, and who was at his post with you through your
session of last winter. He died on the 25th of Dece mber, 1872, at
his home, among his family and constituents. Upon being officia lly
notified , of his death, I iss ued the proper writ for an elec.tion to be
held on the 11th day of January, 1873, to fill the vacancy occasioned
by his death.
INSURANCE.

Since the adjournment of the Legislature in · March last, the
Report of the Insurance Commissioner upon the bu siness of 1871
has been published, to which I call your a ttention as giving important information in connection with this comparatively new
branch of the administrative dep ar tment of the S tate Go , ern me nt.
The experience of the people of this State in the tran sactions of
the Globe, Kentucky, and some others of the so-called insurance
companies, thoroughly arou sed them to the necessity of some legal
protection against the recurrence _o f such frauds as were practiced
by them, and· in 1870 general in surance laws were enacted, placing
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under the supervision of a Commissioner all insurance companies
doing business in the State.
Insurance needs watching. Sound and well-conducted companies
desire it, and those not so must be forced to submit to it. The
amount of money involved is enormous, and the public is entitled
to all the protection in this respect that can be given by wise laws
well administe1·ed, through competent officers. I renew the recornmen·dations made in my last message in regard to the Insurance
Bureau. An act was passed, entitled "An act to authorize Life In1surance Companies to make special deposits of securities in the
Insurance Department." This law makes the State assume to guarantee the safe-keeping and proper application of certain funds of
Life Insurance Companies. It was never clear to my mind that
this risk should be assumed by the State, or that, under the Constitution, the Legislature could make the whole people responsible for the
safe-keeping and proper application of. the funds of a Life Insurance
Company. It savors too much of the State becoming the guarantor
of the insurer, or of lending her ci·edit in aid of a private corporation., It is no doubt better for the limited number who hold
registered policies that this safe-keeping and proper application of
the whole net value should be guaranteed by the State; but it is a
broad departure from those principles which have long characterized
the public polity of this State for the Commonwealth to take the
risk of keeping and applying the funds of a corporation, without
any benefit arising therefrom to the State. The fonds thus placed
in the ,care of the State are not cash funds, but mortgages on
what is said tQ be unencumbered real estate-said to be worth double,
or at least greatly more than the amount of money loaned thereon.
These depo'sits may amount nominally to many millions of dollars;
but the State authorities cannot, in the very nature of things,
know their real value, nor the trnuble and expense of realizing the
money upon t'i/em.
I am informed by the Insurance Commissioner that a certain company, pursuant to the provision of this law, deposited with the said
Commissioner and State Treasurer a large amount of securities,
consisting of notes and mortgages on real estate, for moneys loaned
by the company, all executed in due form, and of which notice was
properly given. Notwithstanding, copies of these Recurities were
obtained by another Insurance Company, claiming some sort of interest in them, and suits were brought and judgments obtained, and -
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a sale of the mortgage property was only prevented by the interven
tion of the Attorney General on behalf of the State. This transac
tion shows the insta·b ility as well a s insecurity of such pledges. The
effect of the law is to give to the company making the pledge a
factitious credit and standing with the people, unless, indeed, the
State is responsible to the policy-holders for the amount of the
pledge-a question which I do not now propose to discuss. But
whether legal responsibility attaches or not to the State, the language of the act is broad enough to authorize an equitable claim,
such as the Legislature would find difficult to ignore, and all this,
too, in a matter in which the State, under no contingency, can derive a particle of benefit. 1 was so impressed with doubt and dis
trust of this legislation at the time the bill passed, that I declined
giving it the approval of my signature, and I now respectfully
recoinmend its repeal before further liabilities shall be incurred by
the State.
In a recent communication to the Auditor, the Insurnnce Commis
sioner has reported the main facts in reference to an examination
of the affairs of the Glob e: Mutual ~ife fosurance Company,
New
York, commenced hy him, which the company evaded by withdrawing from the State. It is difficult to see _h ow cases of this kind can
be provided for by legislation of this State; but it is important that
the people should know, that, unde1· existing laws, an Insurance
Company not organized by authority of tais State can escape legal
examination by the Insurance Commissione1· of Kentucky by withdrawing from his juri;diction. I trust that in your wisdom some
measure may be devised to guard against such license.

or

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY AND IMMIGRATION.

These two important subjects were discussed at some length in
my former message . I am so profoundly impressed with their value
to the people of the State that I cannot forbear again most respectfully and earnestly inviting your attention to their consideration.
They are subjects exciting the interest and . favorable action of o~r
sister States, and certainly none have more to expect from the advantages they offer than our own. I can conceive of few enterprises in which the State coul_d emb11rk that would yield richer returns tu our people.
RAILROADS.

It is gratifying to note the healthy progress of railroad development in the State during the past year, notwithstanding a certain
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financial stringency which has prevailed throughout the counti·y.
Since your last session, · the Elizabethtown and Paducah Raill'Oad
185 miles in length, has been opened for travel, and already shows'
its heneficial results in bringing intq closer communication portions
of the State which have heretofore been isolated or only accessible
by circuitous routes. Penetrating as it does the western coal and
fron _fields of Kentucky, it is already developing rich mines of the
former, the products of which are finding their way to market, and
thus securing a double purpose in furnishing a cheaper fuel, and
relieving us from the wasteful drain heretofore incurred in ·receiving
our supplies of coal wholly from other States. The valuable beds
of iron ore along the line of the road are also thus brought to the
attention of capitalists, and we shall doubtless soon see the mining
interest of this portion of the State an important source of revenue
to its citizens.
I am gratified also to know that while the western portion of the
State has been thus benefited, incorporated capital has been equally
active in looking to a similar development of the rich eastern counties. The Elizabethtown, Lexington, and Big Sandy road has been
completed from Lexington to Mount Sterling, and during the current
year will be pressed forward to the mouth of the Big Sandy, to con~ect with the Chesapeake · and Ohio. The' latter road, extendi~g
from Richmond, v;irginia, to Huntington, on ·the Ohio river, a distance of more than foUl' hundred miles, is app"roaching completion,
and will in a few weeks be open for travel. Although it lies beyond
our territory, its importance, as the opening
of a new trunk-line of
I
communication between tide-water and the Ohio Valley, justifies me
in hailing its completion as an event fraught with great interest
to Kentucky. When the Elizabethtown, Lexington, and Big S_ant.ly
Railroad, which pierces our eastern, as the Paduc_a h road does our
western, coal and iron fields, shall have b!:)en completed, we _shall
'then have an unbroken line of communication with the eastern and
northern cities, which, by its easier gra9-es and shorter distance, cannot but contribute largely to the more economical shipment of. our
productions, as well as the g13neral development of our mineral and .
agricultural resources.
Other roads of scarcely less importance are in course of construction, and the day is not far distant, I hope, when the facilities for
travel may be such that it may be trne here, as in some of our sister
3-H, _R,
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States, that' ev,ery county seat can be reached from the Capital, and
the return journey made in twenty-four hours.
STATIST~CAL BUREAU.

I heartily renew a recommendatiotl made by my predecessor, in his
annual message at the session of January, 1869, for the establishment
of a Statistical Bureau. I am frequently called upon for statistics of
the- Comm9nwealth, which neither the Executive nor any other of
the State offices can supply. In the message referred to, the Governor calls attention to the fact that no care had been taken of State
publications; that it would be difficult to find a connected series of
.the Auditor's and Treasurer's Reports. But even were this cared for,
it would not meet the wants of the case. Something more than an
office for the custody of public documents is needed. The statistical
information contained in the annual reports. of the several adminie-trative departments is not only meager, but, being for the most part
undigested, is rarely available or satisfactory to the inquirer. An
office of General Statistics is required. It is strange that a species
of knowledge so important to the political economist, the philanthropist, and to ev_ery brnnch of industrial enterprise, as w ell as of the
. highest practical value to the statesman, should have been so long
and so entirely neglected. How often is the legislator embarrassed
for the want of such information, and, after long and laborious research, forced to content himself with a scanty and unsatisfactory
statement of facts which such a Bureau could have, perhaps, in a
few minutes, amply supplied. Should you determine upon the establishment of such a department, I trust that it will be made comprehensive in its scope, embracing vital, social and physical, as well
as political, statistics. The agricultural, mechanical, commercial,
educational, in short, all the important interests of society, should be
included within the sphere of its labors . Nor will the purpose ot'
its institution be accomplished by merely exhibiting the actual condition of these interests. It should be its duty to collect, dige st, and
at times publish, such facts and information as would tend to develop
~nci.perfect them. Its library, therefore, should contain not only the
State publications and others properly and technically statistic, but
works of applied science and treatises of practical value in the useful and economic arts.
I am satisfied, moreover, that the infoJ'mation derived· from such
a Bureau, prop,erly digested and diffused' among the European popu0
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lation, would be effective in inducing many of the better class of
immigrants to seek homes in this State. A department of this nature
can avail itself, to a great extent, of the agency, of all the depart.
ments of government in collecting the facts for its use . The cost
of such an institution need not be great, whilst I am well assured
the benefits to the public will be valuable for all; time to come.
THE VIENNA E:X:POSITION,

An event, in which all the nations of the civilized worla are manifesting an interest, will take place at Vienna, Austria, in May, in the
holding of an Exposition for the manufactures and products of every
countt·y. The United States Government has appointed a Commissioner to make proper arrangements for the exhibition of articles
sent from this country, and I have received communications inviting
the co-operation of the General Assembly and people of Kentucky
to secure a proper representation of our products and manufactures.
I commend the subject to your attention, and, without going into the
details of any plan for effecting the object, suggest that, if properly
improved, it may: be made the occasion for a most favorable presentation to Europe of the advantages which Kentucky presents for
the industrious immig-rant, or the capitalist seeking investment in
mines or manufactures.
THE CENTENNIAL.

The propos1t10n to signaHze the Centennial Anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence has assumed f~rm, and it is proposed to hold a grand International Exposition at Philadelphia.
Various suggestions have been made· as . to the action which should
be taken by the States to promote the success of the occasion; but
as no scheme has been presented for uniform action, and the whole
undertaking not sufficiently developed in its scope, nor _the terms
upon which we are invited to participate, I Hmit myself to a mere
mention of the subject, without specific recommendation- o( any
kind.
EDUCATION,

In tlie age in which we live, alike distinguished for its achievements in science and the arts and for the advancement of leaming
arrd the general diffusion of knowledge, the subject of education has
almost, of necessity, not only become matter of the deepest intere:;:t
to society, but claims and receives the protection and fosterin&" care
t
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of government. When the ,aid of the State was fir st invoked, there
were found ome strict theorists, who, believing that Governments
in their proper sphere are limited to the protection of material interests, and that the support of education, like that of religion, should
depend upon the voluntary principle, felt grave doubts as to the
propriety of its intervention. But the magnitude of the interests
invoh•ed in it as a practical question soon silenced every voice of
opposition, and to-day there is no department of State administration more honored or appreciated than that of public instruction.
We begin to realize that the children of the State are its most precious treasure, and that among the trusts committed to tho se in
autho1·ity there are none higher nor more sacred than that of providing for the tl'a'ining of our youth in knowledge and virtue .
I call your attention to the very able, explicit, and satisfactory
Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction fo1· the last
scltool year. No friend of education will read that paper without
feeling renewed _interest in the subject. It will be see n that the
school attendance has been increased by nearly eleven thou sand
children during the past year, and that but seventy-three of the
5,381 school districts in the State failed to have schools taught under,
the law.
The steady increase of interest among the people, as manife sted
from year to year, and the indomitable energy which the head of the
department bri~s to the work, inspire us with the fullest confidence
that very soon every school district in the State will gath~r up its
children and put itself on record as part of this great enterprise.
It is a matter of the highest moment that the people of Kentucky shall, with one accord, and at once, determine upon having
·and sustaining a system of common schools.
Whatever political 01· other 'differen.ces may obtain among us, this
is one about "lh(hich we cannot afford to differ. it is, and shou ld be,
the pride of the State to preserve her own schools, regulated and
controlled in her own way, and to keep in her own hands the education of her children. We ham witnessed various efforts that have
been made to induce the Congress of the United States to set up a
system of "National Education," which, if ·done, would virtually
take away from the State the control of this subject. It is alarming
,to contemplate the success of such a scheme. Its direct and inevita,bie tendency would be to destroy our id.entity as States and as the
,people of separate States; to promote at once the consolidation and
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centralization of all political power in a Federal Gov~rnment, and
alter at least those forms and institutions of freedom which we have
ever rega1·ded as essential- to the maintenance of our constitutional
liberty.
It will bec~me your duty to make such enactments as will cure
any defects discovered in the workings of our school laws, so as ·
to r~nder them more efficient in securing instruction to every part of
t he S'tate. The success which the system has attained in the past
is doubtless, in a great degree, attributable to the perseverance
and industry with which our Superintendents, traver~ing the State,
have in person urged its claims upon the people; and this means
of securing further strength to the cause ought not to be allowed to
cease. In order to defray the expenses necessarily in curred in accomplishing a thorough canvass of the State, as well as to supply
clerical force needed in the office, I recommend an increase of the
compensation allowed by law to the Superintendent.
I most r espectfully again call your attention to the recommeMdl;l,tion made in my last annual message on the subject of organizing
a syste m of education for our co lored population. The education of
this race is not a duty of charity alone, but is demanded by the best
interests of society. They form a numerous class of our citizens,
sharing with us in civil and political 1·ights, upon whom, too, we are
largely dependent fo1· carrying on the industry, especially the agriculture, of the State ; and just in proportion as they shall be left in
ignora nce and vice, or improved in morals and i1¥elligence, by the
discipline of a suitable system of education, they will become to
the Commonwealth, on the one hand, an incubus of pauperism and
crime; on the other, a useful part of our population. Many of these
people are struggling hard in the direction of educating their children, and have shown a wonderful measure of success. I trust
you will not fail to .provide for d system of schools for this portion
of our population, and offer them encouragement and assistance
in this important department. Should such a system be adopted,
and provision made for the free education of all the children of
the Commonwealth between the ages of six and sixteen years,
Kentucky would be e ntitled, unde1· the law of Congress, to her
pro rata share in the net proceeds of the public lands, which could
be either appropriated as an ample provision for the education of
the colored race in the State, or divided between them and the
schools for whites, 11s may be thought best.

· ,
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PUBLIC OFFICES.

The Auditor and Treasurer 'having removed to the offices provided
for them in the new fire-proof building, I caused to be fitted up the
old offices, and assigned them to the Clerk of the Court ~f Appeals,
Quarter-Master and Adjuant General. I have also caused to be
surrenderea to the owner the private room heretofore rented on account of the State for the storage of books, and have had the books
rleposited -in one of the unfinished rooms in the new State building. The State bas thus been relieved of three items of rent, and
the Court of Appeals room from the encumbrance of the Clerk's
office. There are yet other public officers, who cannot be accommodated on the Capitol Square.. Moreover, the Library rooms in
the Capitol are fast filling up, and their capacity will i,oon be exhausted. It is of the utmost importance that the State shall cease
to be a re'nter from individuals, and that sufficient accommodations
be provided on the public grounds for all her offfoes, and for the
safe-keeping of the public property pertaining thereto; and also,
that some further safeguards be provided by law for the protection
of the State's grounds, Capitol, and other public buildings. I therefore recommend again that you pass such bill as will insure the
early completion of the new edifice commonly called Fire-proof
Offices.
The State Arsenal is situated on a lot of land covered entirely b_y
the building, exce_pt a narrow space leading to the street on one side.
The land all around it, except this narrow outlet, is owned by a private citizen, who has placed it upon the market. He owns from three
to five acres adjoining the lot on which the building stands, all now
lyi!1g out as commons. _ It would be very inconvenient ·to the State
for these lands to be inclosed, and thereby all a.ccess to her armory,
except by means ·of the one narrQw way above mentioned, cut off.
J therefore recommend that authority be given to purchase, for the
State, so much of those lands as will be needful for her ,purposes.
REVISION OF STATUTES AND CODES OF PRACTICE,

Pursuant to the requirements of an act of the Legislature, the
Judges of the Court of Appeals and myself nominated to the Senate
five gentlemen as Commissioners to revise the Statutes and Codes of
Practice, which nominations were confirmed, by the Senate. Hon .
R. T. ·oavis, one of the Commissioner.;;, subsequently declined to ac-
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cept the position, of which I was notifi:ed, but not in time to fill 'his
place on the commission b efore the adjournment of the General
Assembl_y:. Judge James M. Ne:;bitt was afterwards appointed and
accepted the position. Thus the commission was made up of Hon.
James M. Nesbitt and Hon. E . I. 'Bullock for revision of the Statutes,
and Hon . Richard A. Buckner and Hon . Josh . F . Bullitt for the
Codes of Practice, and Judge George W. Craddock umpire of both
boards. · The Commissioners entered at once upon the important
work assigned them with a commendable zeal, 'and have applied
them selves assiduously; but. whether they will be enabled to make a
final report to the General Assembly at -the present meeting, I ,am
not a<lv-ised. I am informed that the revisors of the Statutes .will
have their work in a condition to ·lay it before your honorable body,
if not complete in all° respects, in such a state of forwardness as to
enable you to judge of its merits and to pass upon it. A revision
of the Statutes an<l Codes of Practice having been determined upon
by the Legislature, it should be thorough and well done. I fear the
time provided for its completion in the act will not be sufficient to
secure the b enefits to the public interest that was expected by the
friend s of the enterprise . To codify and properly arrange the whole
body of the laws of the State is not a work of ordinary magnitude.
I feel assured, from the high standing,in their profession of ,the Commission ers in charge of this impo ·tant work, that thei1· reports will
show the wisdom of thefr se lection, in the successful accomplishment
of ,the ,task assigned -them.
SPECIAL LEGISLATION.

Assem bled again, as you are, at the Capitol of the State, to consult and deliberate upon the great subjects of general and public
interest to the Commonwealth , I mo st respectfully recommend
that you do not allow your time to be employed, or the people
of the State to be taxed, for any measures or schemes of a local and
private character, where the object sought can be attained in the
courts. And if our laws are not sufficiently comprehensive fo1· that
purpose, I suggest that they be amended so that the courts m8:Y
grant the relief or privileges which have hitherto consumed so much
time, and ·be en so burdensome upon the Public Treasury.
In conclusion, I invoke your earnest attention to the suhjects I have
herein laid before you, as well as s uch others as may arise during
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the session. Many of those named require careful investigation,
and all tl.eserve action as prompt as is consistent with thorough
consideration. 1n all your labors I shall most cheerfully co-operate
_w ith you in every manner in which I can facilitate your deliberations or· contribu te to the welfare of the Commonwealth .
P. H. LESLIE.

DOCUMENT ACCOMPANYING GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE .
FRANKFORT, December 17th, 1872.
HoN. P. H. LESLIE, Governor of Kentucky :
:::lra: We have the hono1· to present our quarterly report as Inspectors of the Kentucky Penitentiary. Since our last the work
on the extension has been steadily pressed, and appears to be done
in a substantial manner. The recent cold weather was a very
serious hindrance, especially to the bricklayers, but at the present
time they are progressing as rapidly as circumstances will admit.
When the buildings in prncess of erection are completed they will
prove a valuable addition to the institution, and add to the comfort
of the female department.
Another improvement, which we have heretofore urged as essential, is in progress. We allude to the enlargement of the office
buildings at the front entrance . The Clerk and Keeper h ave both
been subjected to great inconvenience by the bad condition of the
roof that covered these structures, and their iaadequacy to answer
the purposes for which they were designed. The Clerk bad no rnom
sufficient for bis books, and the Keeper had no private office where
he could receive visitors or transact his business, and the dingy
appearance that met the eye was anything but creditable to the
State. When finished, this improvement will be appreciated both
for its appearance and convenience.
There are several matters which we deem of considerable im portance, and to which we would call special attention .
1. TaE HEMP DEPARTMENT.-The manufacture of this staple into

bagging, and dressing and baling it, is one of the principal resources
of the prison, and yields, perhaps, the largest return to the Keeper.
Unfortunately, however, for the convicts engaged in this branch of
labor, it is a prolific source of a severe and fatal dise ase. Inhaling
the small p·articles of hemp, the lungs become greatly oppressed,
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and the cases of pneumonia that result are not only numerous, but,
in many .instances, rapidly terminate in death. This is owing to
deficient ventilation of the b,uilding; and until this is fuHy accomplished, the consequences referred to will never cease. The question
has been asked, why these results are not seen in the hemp factories
throughout the country? The answer is plain. In nearly every
instance of the latter character the labor is performed iri an open
shed;where the lint and dust is blown away 1 and, in addition, the
laborer has his hours of respite, during which he can resort to the
open air, and repair his energies. In the priso n the convict is taken
from his cell early in the morning, goes to his task, and works until
breakfast. Going directly from his shop to his meal, and - from the
meal back to the shop, he undergoes the regular routine until dinner.
Then · to the dining h ull, and again back to his shop, he fs similarly
employed until supper, and after that , meal he is marched to his
cell. Having no opportunity what_e ver, except on the Sabbath, to
escape the exposure to the flying particles of hemp, it is really
a wonder that a grnater number do not fall victims to the malady
that ensues. As to the particular mode of applying the remedy,
we do not make any sugg~stions; but mention . the fact, that, for
such a step , we believe there exists a pressing necessity.
2. THE FEMALE DEPARTMEN-r.-Subsequent to the late war, such
was the demoralized condition of the country, that nearly all the
punitive institutions of the land were filled. The demoralization
did not confine itself to the male sex, but quite a number of females,
both white and colored, were brought to the bar of justice to answer for crime. The sudden transition of the negro 'race from
servitude to freedom, necessarily caused many of them to go astray,
and in the commission of acts of thieving the females bore quite
a prominent part; and in almost every case where they were formally tried, they were convicted, and sentenced to the Penitehtiary.
Some of them came to the prison in a condition of pregnancy, and,
in some instances, \.Yith young children in thei1· arms, only a few
weeks old . There being no provision made for lying-in women,
th.o se that were pregnant were always pardoned by the Executive,
whilst those of the latter class were pardoned before they were received by the Keeper . The number of pardons, on account of pregnancy, became rather numerous, and tJaie Inspectors b1·ought -the
subject before the joint committee of the Legislature, and recom-
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mended that some action be taken thereon. This the committee
refused to do, replying" that ithey preferred to leave the whole affair
in the hands of the Governor." Fo1· cases like the above the law
makes no proviaion. The Keeper cannot legally detain the offspring, and it would be inhuman·to take it from the mother; whilst
the offense of the latter might be such as to render it imperative
to incarcerate her. We respectfully suggest that some steps be
taken to meet such cases; either that some provision be made for
the confinement of the prisoner, or the counties from whence they
come be required to detain them until some provision is made for the
chiltl .
·
3. THE PRIVY.-This is located close by the hospital, and, owing
to the scarcity of water, it is never properly cleansed. The stench
from it is almost intolerable, a!1d the use of disinfectants avail but
little in removing it. After consultation with the physicians, -we
anived at the conclusion, that the only mode of remedying the
evil is to have it placed in some other part of the yard, with a
sewer of sufficient size to communicate with the main one, over
which it now stands, dig near it a very large cistern, and from this
force the water to a large tank on the roof. It should be thoroughly
washed out each day, and never be permitted to clog. In this connection we would venture a suggestion for the 'hospital privyeither to have a tank · of water in order to cleanse it out, 01· resort
to the use of the earth closets. _ If the large privy is removed, easy
connection could be established between the hospital and the sewer,
and there is always a ·s ufficient numbe1· of convalescents to keep it
clean. The testimony, however, in favor of the earth closets is
very strong, provided they are abundantly supplied with finely pulveriz·e d dirt.

.

4. SLAUGIITERING HoGs IN THE Y ARD .-A number
of years ago there
.
was a small inclosure outside the walls, which communicated with
the yard by a strong, substantial gate, and which was used exclusively
for slaughtering purposes. An extension of the wall was made, and
the" bull-pen," -as it was termed, was done away with. Why, we
could not untlerstand, for it certainly answered a valuable purpose,
and we woulo ·r espectfully suggest that no animals should be either
kept or 'killed in the yard. The season of hog-killing has something to do with preventing any bad consequences that might otherwise ensue, as the weather is usually cold and bracing at that period,
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and furthermore, ·the portion ·of the yard selected is the best one
possible 'for the ·purpose, b-eing 8irectly over a ·sewer that c·onveys
dff the blood and filth. Notwithstanding this, it gives a most repulsive appearance to 'the yard. The offal is more or less scattered
for a distance around, and whatever efforts are made towards cleaning up, it is seldom fully accomplished until a good rain falls and
washes away the traces left behind.
We· ha:ve carefully examined the new floor \hat was laid in the
cell-house the past summer, an!l can commend it, not only as a well
executed piece of work, but also as most admirably adapted ·to 'the
place. It is composed of coal tar and sifted gravel, ·and, in adciition ·to its firmness .and solidity, it appears to be an effectual sa'feguard against vermin, which were a great annoyance to 'the convicts.
In reference to the hospital, we can speak in terms of commendation, both as to its appointments and management. It is always
kept in excellent order, cleanly, and we!l supplied with whatever
adds to the comfort of the sick. The attending physician, Dr .. W.
~- Rodman, and house physician, Dr. R. W. Wilhoit, are competent and attentive, and we believe the reports from that department will compare favorably with those from any similar institution
in the country. The pneumonia, resultir:ig from the hemp, referred
to above, is the chief obstacle with which the medical attendants
have to contend, and as it is governed by none of the laws that
control disease, the wonder is that as many escape as do. The
hackling-house is situated just south of the hospital, and it is no
unusu::i-1 thing for the floor of the latter to be covered with the small
dusty lint that literally creeps into ·every crevice where it can find
an entrance. This lint is so very fine and minute as to be almost
imperceptible, and by applying a fine brush to the floor, it is astonishing to see the quantity that accumulates in a short space of time.
This constitutes ·an additional reason for having the hemp-house
so constrncted as to afford as free ventilation as possible.
We herewith in close a copy of the rules _placed in our hands
by the Keeper. They are the same that have been in force for
several years past, and meet ·our approbation. There are other
rules that must be made as the exigencies of the case may demand,
or as discretion dictate, that are not printed, and must be necessarily
left to the sound judgment of the Keeper; but the main points of
the government of the prison are comprised in the copy with this
report.
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Concerning the modes of punishment we have made strict inquiry, and are assured that whenever whipping is administered, the
number of stripes never exceeds ten, the limit of the law, and frequently a . less number suffices. We would express the opinion,
that, if practicable to do so, some other mode of punishment should
be adopted .
One other subject, upon which we would express our opinion,
is the necessity for a change in prison discipline and management.
Under the present eystem, the sole object of the Keeper is to make
it profitable; and if the object of such institution s is to look towards
reforming the prisoner, the present mode of conducting the Penitentiary must necessarily fall short of attaining it. Of course, we
could not, in the limits of a report like the present, recommend any
plan that would fully accomplish the desired end. This could be
done only after mature deliberation, and the comparison of the
various modes now adopted; but we throw out the suggestion, and
if it be d_ee med worthy or" notice, your Exeellency can call the attention of the Legislature to it.
Very respectfully,
J.M . .MILLS,
F . CHINN, SR.,
GEO. A. ROBERTSON,
Inspectors Kentucky Penitentiary .

PRISON RULES,
To be Ubserved by all the Pi·isoners Confined in the Kentucky Penitentiary.
At the ringing of the first bell at daylight, the prisoners will rise,
dress themselves, put in order their rooms, and be in readine ss·for
business .
At the second ringing, the cell doors will be thrown open, each
prisoner will then station himself at his cell door, obse rving profound
silence.
At the third ringing, each prisoner will proceed, in haste, to his
appointed place of labor, where he will first wash him self, and then
proceed without delay to business, where the following rule,i are to
be strictly observed:·
.
All conversation, except on business of the yard, is strictly prohibited.
·
When persons visiting the institution, on business or otherwise,
shall speak to a prisoner, he is not to reply without permission from
the Keeper, or, in his absence , one of his Assistants .

.I
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Every man is required to rem ain in his place, nor is he permitted
to leave for materials, water, or under any prntense, save to the
privy, but must ring the bell for the waiter or foreman, who will, in
all cases, provide for his wants.
Gazing on persons passing is strictly forbidden.
At the · first ringing of the bell, at meal-time, such as have iron
in the fire, machinery running, &c., will make preparation to leave.
At the second ringing, each shop will form themselves into a line
ef double file, the foreman, in all cas es, in the rear, and proceed to
the table in order and in silence, where each one will take his station
near his plate.
·
,
When the table bell is rung all will take their seats, and commence
eating in silence.
When bread is wanted, the hand must be held up.
When meat, the knife.
When vegetables, the fork.
vVhen water, coffee, or milk (when we have them), the cup.
When soup is wanted, the spoon must be held up.
When any sign is made, and not noticed, the knife, &c., may be
rattled o.n the table, and held up again.
.
When the table bel,l is rung the second time, all will rise at the
same time and return to their places of business in the same order as
when they came.
At the first ringing of the bell for locking up at night, the fireman
at the engine, the blacksmiths and foremen of shops, will hasten to
put out all the fires and prepare to leave.
At the second ringing, the line of march will be formed in the
same manner as when going to meals, and all will proceed forthwit_h
to the cell door, where they will form two columns of double file in
complete order, observing profound silence, when the roll will be
called.
When the token is given for entering the cells, each prisoner will
retire to his own cell, and he i:i strictly forbidden from entering any
other cell than his own.
Strict• morality is req ufred of all, and every species of profaneness, obscenity, or insult to one another, positively forbidden.
The foremen are required to repo·rt the disorderly of their respective shops.
In any case of difficulty arising between two or more prisoners, in
the absence of the Keeper, an investigation of the same shall be
had by the Assistant Keeper in charge of the ·institution; but shou ld
one of the prisoners be dissatisfied with the investigation, he may,
by applying to the Assistant, appeal directly to the Keepe1·, and the
case shall lay over until his return.
When charges are preferred against one prisoner by another, the
accused shall be allowed ,a fair hearing.
·
Mr. Todd moved the following rel:"olntiou , viz:
Resolved, That the message of the Governor he printed, and that
the Public Printer be directed to furnish each member o( this House
with two hundred copies thereof, with paper covers, enveloped, postage paid, ready for distribution by mail.
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Mr. McAfee moved to amend said resolution by striking out .the
words "two hundred," and inserting in lieu thereof the words " one
hundred."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays .being requiied thereon by Messrs. McAfee and
Woolfolk, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereS . 0. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
J . J. McAfee,
William Sellers,
R. D . Cook,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylo1·,
J.C. Moorman,
E. F. Waide,
J . E. Cosson,
Walter Evans,
Julian N . Phelps,
Jonas D . Wilson,
W . H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
J. N. Woods,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John Rowan,
8. H. Woolfolk-21.
. Those who voted in the negative, were'
Mr. Speaker(lVl'Creary)W
. W . Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
vVm. A. Allen,
George Carter,
William,. McElroy,
A. C. Armstrong,
B. E. Cassilly,
W . A. Morin,
W.W . Ayers,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
William G. Conrad, J . L. Nall,
G. W. Bailey,
W.W . Bal,, win,
R. L. Cooper,
John W . Ogilvie,
.Alp he us W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree, ·
Lewis Potter,
w·. R. Bates,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
W . N . Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H . Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, J.M. White_:.,39.
The resolution, as moved by Mr. Todd, was then adopted .
. Mr. Bush moved the following resolutions, which, being amended,
on motion of Mr. Varnon, were twice read and adopted, viz :
1. Resolved, That so much of the Governo1·'s message as relates to
the State debt, be referred to the Committee on the Sinking Fund.
2. That so much as relates to Revenue Proper, be refened to the
Committee on Ways and .Means.
3. 'fhat so much as relates to Turnpike Stocks, be referred to the
Committee on Internal Improvement.
4. That so much as relates to Criminal Law and Courts, -be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
5. That so much as relates to Cost of Records, be referred to the
Committee on Retrenchment and Reform.
6. That so much as relates to Taxation for Corporations, be re·
ferred, to the Committee on Railroads.
7,. That s.o much as relates to the Penitentiary, be referred to the
. Committee on the Penitentiary.
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8. That so much as relates to the State House of Reform, be referred to the Committee on Charitable Institutions. ·
9 . That so much as relates to the Militia, be referred to tlie Committee on Military Affairs.
10. That so much aA relates to the death of Hon. Garrett Davis,
late United States Senator, be referred to a select committee of five
(5), whose duty it shall be to prepare and report a series of suitable
resolutions.
11. That so much as relates to the death of the late Hon. J as. A.
McC~mpbell, be referred to a select committee, who shall report
suitable resolutions.
12. That so much as relates to Insurance, be 1·eferred to the Committee on Insurance .
13. That so much as relates to the Geological Survey and Immigration, be referred to the Committee on Immigration and Labor.
14. That so much as relates to Railroads, be referred to· the Committee on Railroads.
15. That so much as relates to a Statistical Bureau, be referred to
a select committee of five, to be designated by the S peaker.
16. That so much as relates to the Vienna Exp osition, be referred
to the Committee on the Exp e nditures of the Board of Internal Imprnvement.
17. T hat so much as relates to the Centennial Celebration, be
referred to the Committee on Federal Relation s.
• 18. That so much as relates to Education, be referred to the Committee on Educa tion .
19. ·T hat s.o much of the message as refers to the Revi sed 8tatutes
an~ Codes of Practi ce, be referred to the standing committees on the
Revised Statutes and Codes of Practice.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution directing the firing of a national salute at 12 o'clock,
.l\I., January 8th, 1873 .
The rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolution was taken up and read a; follows,
viz :
R esolved by the Geneml Assembly of the Common wealth of Kentucky,
That the Quarter-Master General be, and he is hereby, directed to
cause a national salute of thirty-'s.even guns to be fired this day, at
12 o'clock, M., in honor of our brave soldiers who fought in the
battle of New Orlean,i, January 8th, 1815 .
.Mr. Bush moved to amend said resolution by adding thereto the
following, viz:
"And hereafter a similar salute shall be fired on said day in each
succeeding year."
Mr. Goodloe moved to lay the amendment of Mr. Bush on the
table..
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And the question being taken on the motion of M1·. Goodloe, it
was decided in the negative .
The question was then taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Bush, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess1·s. Graves and
Todd, were as follows, viz :
Those who vote.d in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L . Cooper,
William Sellers,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
W.W. Bush,
Joseph P. Foree,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E . Ca;;,silly,
E Polk Johnson,
Jonas D. Wilson-17.
·William G. Conrad,
W. A. Morin,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Mat. Nunan,
G. W. Bailey,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John W. Ogilvie,
W. -W. Baldwin,
E. A. Graves,
Lewis PoUer,
·w. R. Bates,
C. P. Gray,
Hiram S . Powell,
W. N . Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, John P. Rowlett,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . S . Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J . McElroy, 0 . W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
E. F. Waide,
George Carte1·,
J. C. Moorman,
J. M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. N. Woods,
J.E. Cosson,
J.· L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk-43.
·walter Evans,
The Senate resolution was then adopted.
Mr. Ogilvie move1 the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Ministers of the several churches of the city of
Frankfort be invited to attend the present session, and open the same
with prayer each morning.
Which was adopted.
On motion of Mr. Scales, indefinite leave of absence was granted

Mr. Anderson.
Mr. Blackburn moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That all bills undisposed of at the last session of the
General Assembly, and now pending before this House, be recommitted to the sev..:ral committees from which the same were originally reported.
Whi~h was adopted.

·,.
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Mr. W. Evans then moved to reconsider the vote by which said
.resolution was adopted.
.
On motion of Mr. Waide, the fu1·ther consideration of said motion
was postponed until to-morrow, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And then the House adjourned.
·

THURSDAY, JANUARY !:I, 1873.
Under the resolution adopted yesterday, referring so much of the
Governor's message as relates to the death of Hon . J. H. McCampbell, late a member of this House, to a select committee, the Speaker_
appointed thereon the following committee, viz: Messrs. W. Evans,
Goodloe, 1'ucker, Cook, and Mynhier.
Under the resolution adopted on yesterday, refe1Ting to a select
committee so much of the Governor's message as relates to the
death of the Hon. Garrett Davis, the Speaker appointed the follow. ing committee, viz: Messrs. Clay, E. P. Johnson, Chrisman, Baker,
and Corbett.
Under the resolution adopted on yesterday, referring so much of
the Governor's message to a select committee as relates· to the establishment of a Statistical Bureau, the Speaker appointed the following committee, viz : Messrs. Blackburn, Bush, Graves, Hoskins, and
Blakey .
/
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Arnold.
The following petitions were presented viz:
By Mr. Robertson!. The petition of the jus!ices of the Fleming county court, praying the passage of an act to allow said court to levy a sum sufficient
to pay off certain expenses incurred by the county in the suppression
of the small-pox.
By same2. The petition of the court of claims of Fleming county, praying
the passage of an. act to change certain provisions of the law, so as
4-H. R.
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to authorize them to appropriate certain funds to any other purpose
than that named in said acts.
By Mr. W. Evans3. The petition· of certain citizens of Crafton, in Christian county,
praying_~n act of incorpo{·ation.
By Mr. Bascom4. The petition of James Wills, praying to be compensated for
keeping a certain idiot.
By Mr. 'l'hrelkeld5. The petition of stockholders in the New Liberty Branch Turnpike Road Company, praying the passage of an act in aid of said
road.
By same6. The petition °'of stockholders in the New Liberty and Owen
'l'urn pike Road Company, praying the passa;ge of a certain act for
their benefit.
· By Mr. Foree7. The petition of certain citizens of Shelby county, prayin~ the
passage of an act allowing certain persons, liable to work on public
roads, to work the side road of the Simpsonville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road, from Simpsonville to the poi_nt at which the turnpike
road
crosses the Brunerstown road,l southeast
of George Price's house.
•
'
By same8. The petition of L. W. Wright and others, directors of the Simp. sonville Turnpike Road Company, praying the passage of an act
allowing the said cpmpany to mak_e said r·oad of a certain width at
c~rtain p_o ints n,ame_d therein.
By Mr. Conrad_~
9. The petition of certain citizens of Gallatin county, praying the
repea~, s~ far as the same applies to said county, of an act, e~_itled
"An act for the protection
of sheep
in the counties
of• Nicholas,
I ••
.
•
Gallatin, and Fleming."
"\Yhich were received, the reading d_ispense4 ~ith, and referred1the 1st and 2d to the qommittee on Co_unty qourts,; the _3d to th.e
C.ommittee on Corporate Institutions; the 4th. to the Committee on
Claims; the 5th and 6th to the Committee on Propo;Sitions a_nd Grievances; the 7th and 8th to the Committee on Internal Improvem{lnt;
-p.nd .the 9th t0 the C.ommittee on the Judiciary.
Tp~ ~0_!-1.Bj'l theµ took up the moti~n mad~ by Mr. W .• Ev::t_ns, to
reconsider the vote by which the House, on yestei·day; aqopted the
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resolution of Mr. Blackburn, in regard to the distributipn of the
unfini shed business of the last session.
Mt·. Waide moved to lay the motion of Mr. Evans to reconsid·er on
the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of M1·. Watde, it was
d~cided in the a.ffirmattve.
A message was received from the Govern.or. by Geo . W. Craddock,
Secretary of State, which was taken up and read as follows, v.iz:

J

E~ECUTIVE OFFICE, anua;i:y 8, 1873. .
Gentlemen of the House of Representatives :
A short time previous to the adjournment of the General Assembly, at its session of 1871-'2, a bill, originating in the House of Re.presentati ves, entitled "An act in aid of the construction of a levee
on the Mississippi river in Fulton county," was presented to me for
my approval.
In the preamble of the bill it is stated, that" Whereas, the Mississippi River Levee Company, incot·porated by an ac.t of this General
Assembly, approved January the 13th, 1872, propose to construct a
levee on the. banks of the .Mississippi river, in Fulton county, so as
_to reclaim from inundation the land in said county lying below the
old town .of Hickman, n.ow subject to overflow from said river."
It then proceeds to enact : '' That from and after the completion of
said levee, for a period of fifteen years, there. shall be, and is hereby,
given and grnnted unto said Mississipp,i .River Levee Company, all
the tax assessed and collected, under an<l by virtue of the general
laws of this Commonwealth, upon the increased value ot all the
property in said district so subject to ovedLow, and sought to be
reclaimed by said levee, over its value, as shown by the assessment
for the year 1871 : Provided, Said levee shall be kept in go.o d repair
and above high water mark."
'l'he second section provides that the county judge, county clerk,
t1,nd sheriff of the county of Fulton, shall constitute a b.oard to ascertain and report to the Auditor the value. of all the prope1·ty in, the
district as shown by the assessment of 1871.
The third section makes it the duty ,of the board of supervisors,
every year alter the completion of the levee, for a period -of. fifteen
years, to ascertain and report to the Auditor "the- total assessed
value of all the taxable estate in said district."
The fourth sectio n provides, that "hereaf.ter the sheriff of, Fulton
county shall collect and pay over to the State only the amount of
taxes on lands redeemed by the construction of said levee, as shown
to be due by the assessment of said land for the year 1871, and shall
account to and P!!-Y over to said levee company any excess over.that
amount on the increased value of said lands in consequence of .the
construction of said levee, and shall· in eve1,y way be responsible to
said levee company on his reven.u e bond for the same. as he now is
to the State," &c.
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By an examination of the act to incorporate the" Mississippi River
Levee Company," it will be found that the company is not only
clothed with the power of erecting levees on the banks of the Mis
sissippi river, but also of constructing a railroad upon the levees so
erected.
It will be found that the company has been investe d, by the act
incorporating it, with very large and extensive powers; and further,
that it is an incorporation of a private nature and for private purposes, as any other railroad company.
The bill under consideration proposes to donate to that company,
for the benefit of its stockholdel's, the revenue of the State fol' a
period of fifteen years, upon the enhanced value of all the taxable
property lying within the district designated, no matter from what
causes such enhanced value may -have arisen. In fact, the language
employed in the bill is broad enough to include every species of
taxable propel'ty within the district, whether real or personal, although, from its general tenor, l am inclined to the opinion that real
estate was only intended to be effected by the provisio ns of the bill.
It seems that the State is not only required to relinquish to a private corporation its revenues upon the increased value of all taxable
property situated in the district, but, in addition to that, it is bound
to incur all the expenses of the operation . The tax es' are proposed
to be assessed and collected thl'ough and by State machinery alone,
and at the expense of the State. New ·duties are imposed upon the
Auditor of Public Accounts, and special boards and agencies are, as
to the county of Fulton, introduced into the revenue system, which
mu st necessarily lead to confusion.
The right of the Legislature to impose a tax on private property,
to build up the fortunes of private individuals or of private corporations, can scarcely be conceded. It is against the spirit, if not the
letter, of the Constitution. It is no less unjust in practice than it is
un sou nd in principle. It would be such an arbitrary exercise of.
power as to incur the censure of all who have a proper !'egard for
the rights of the people, or a proper conception of the legitimate
powers of the government.
The extraordinary power is given to the company, by the eleventh
section of the act by which it was incorporated, to levy and collect,
of its own motion, a tax upon the lands and town lots in the district
subject to overflow; and it is now seeking, by this bill, to appropriate the revenues of the State, upon the increased value of the
same property, to the benefit of its stockholde!'s.
The power of coercing from the people money by taxation is
necessarily one of great delicacy, and should be exercised with a
proper degree of prudence and caution. It is doubtful whether it
ought to be resorted to by the State at all, except to raise funds
sufficient to enable the government to conduct efficiently the admin.,i stration of public affairs. The bill under consideration, it seems to
.me, is not only anomalous in its provisions, but it is unjust towards
other sections of the State. If the character of legislation .which
it prnposes to inaugurate shall become general, or even frequent,
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the effect would necessarily be greatly to embarrass the Treasury of
the State, if not finally to bankrupt it, and thus cripple . the operations of the government.
·
The taxes to sustain a common treasury. should not only be uniform, but equal. No section ought to claim exemption from the duty
of contributing its proportion, according to the value of its taxable
property, to the common fund necessary to carry on the affairs of
government, and whilst I admit that the Legislature has heretofore,
as a matter of charity', or to promote education, which are of a general n~ture, exempted certain property from taxation, and whilst I
am not inclined to criticise such legislation, I am prepared to say
that the policy of transferring the revenues ari's ing from large districts of country from the Treasury to a private corporation is wholly
unsupported by preced_e nt, and is in conflict with every principle of
justice and equality.
But this bill is liable to other and still more serious object.ions.
As before observed, it proposes to donate the prospective revenues
of the State for a period of fifteen years to the Mississippi River
Levee Company. The revenue thus donated would necessarily, by
operation of the revenue laws, be paid into the Treasury. Article
2, section 34, of the Constitution, declares: "The General Assembly
shall ha,•e no · power to pass laws to diminish the resou1·ces of the
Sinking Fund as now established by law, until the debt of the State
be paid, but may pass laws to increase them; and the whole resources of said fund, from year to year, shall be sacredly set apart
and applied to the payment of the interest and principal of the State
debt, and to no other purpose, until the whole debt of the State is
fully paid and satisfied."
. And section 40 of the same article declares : " The General Assembly shall have no power to pass any act or resolution for the appropriation of any money, or the creation of any debt, exceeding the
sum of one hundred dollars, at any one time, unless the same, on its
final passage, shaJl be voted for by a majority of all the members
then elected to each branch of the General Assembly, and the yeas
and nays thereon entered on the Journal."
. The bill under consideration is substantially an appropriation of
money, and although the amount does not appear, and cannot, from
the very nature of the subject, be ascertained until the property shall
have been assessed, and then only for the year the assessment has
been made, yet it may be assumed with almost absolute certainty
that it will in each year amount to more than one hundred dollars,
·and at the close of the period of fifteen years would aggregate quite
a large sum of money. The Journals of the House of Representatives do not show by ""hat majority this bill was passed, nor that the
yeas and nays wern entered upon its passage. It follows, therefore,
that the bill was not passed in conformity with the requirements of
the 40th section of the 2d a1·ticle of the Constitution.
Furthermore, by the I st section of article I of chapter 86 of Revised Statutes, it is enacted," that an annual tax · of seventeen cents
upon each one hundred dollars of value of the real and personal
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estate ditected to be assessed for taxation, shall be paid by the
persons assessed-ten cents thereof for the ordinary expenses . o.f
government, five cents for the use of the Sinking Fund, and two
cents for the support of common schools."
Thus it will be seen that the bill under review proposes to appropriate to the "Mississippi River Levee Company" the per centum of
the revenue arising from the enhanced value of the taxable property
in the district specified in the bill which is set apart by law to the
Sinking Fund. The resources of the Sinking Fund will, of course,
under the provisions of this bill, be diminished, which cannot he
done until the State debt shall have been paid without a plain violatio·n of the constitutional provision above refencd to.
For these reasons I have felt it my duty to withhold my approval
of the bill, and respectfully submit them for the consideratio11 of
yo-ur honorable body.
P. H. LESLIE.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, The Mississippi River Levee Company, incorpo~ated b'y
an act of this General Assembly, approved January the 30th, 1872,
propose to construct a levee on the banks of the Mi~sissippi river iii
Fulton county, so as to reclaim from inundation the land in said
county, lying below the old town of Hickman, now subj'ect to over·ffow from sai<l river; now, ther·efore, in aid of said enterprise,
. § 1. Be it enacted by the 'General Assembly (?f the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That from and after the completion of said levee, for a
period of fifteen year·s, there shall be, and is hereby, given an'd
gfanted unto said Mississippi Rivet· Levee Company, all the tax
assessed and collected, under and by virtue of the genei·al laws of
this Commonwealth, upon the increased value of all the property
in said district so subject to overflow, and sought to be reclaimed
by said levee, over its value, as shown by the assessment for the
year 1871 : Provided, Said levee shail be kept in ' good repair and
above high water mark.
§ 2. That the county judge, county court clerk, and the sheriff of
. Fulton county, are hereby appointed a board of commissioners, to
ascertain and report, under oath, to the Auditor of the State, the
total assessed value of all the property in said district, according to
the asse_s_sment for the year 1871; which said report shall be filed by
the Auditor, and preserved among the records of his office.
§ 3. That from and after the completion of said levee, for fifteen
years, the board of supervisors of tax fol· Fultoh county, in addi:..
tion to the duties now imposed upon them by law, shall ascertain
from the assessor's book, and report under oath to the Auditor, the
' total assessed value of all the taxable estate in said district .
. § 4. That hereafter the sheriff of Fulton county shall collect and pay over to .the State only the amount of taxes on lands 1;edeemed
:by the construction of said levee, as shown to be due by the assess"
ment of said land for the year 1871, and shall account to and pay
,over to said levee ·c ompany any excess over that amount on the
:increased value of said lands, in consequence qf the construction
of said levee, and shall in every way be responsible to said levee
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company on hi1S revenue bot:1d fo_r. r,.ame i=ts he n_o w. i!l to th!'l State,,
except .that action may be ha'.q aga~nst ~.im for same _on. bis bond in
the Fulton circuit court, by notice thereof, as now required in cases
at common law.
;.
.
§ 5. This act shall be in force from and after its passage.
On motion of Mr. Corbett,
Orde,:~d, :hat th,e fo_rther coiisideration of said messa·ge be postponed to, and made the special order of the day for, Monday, 20th .
inst.
A message was received from the Governor by ' Geo. w. Craddock,
Secretary of State, whicb was taken up ·ai d re~d as follows, vi'z :
ExEcuT~VE OFFICE, FRANKFORT, January 6th, 1873.
Gentlemen of the House of . Representatives :

.

.

•,

. On the 27th ~-ay of Ma.re&-)~st,_t'"~-o days 'be(~re you.1· adj.ournment
fQi- reces~, a bill, which origim;t.ed i~ y,91;1r .h(;>;dy,, ent)t,le~ "An act to
amend an act incorporating the Go~hen, Oldharnsburg, and Sligo
Turnpike Company,"_ '3/i'l-S pre~en te,d to . me for approval. The bill
r_epeals the second. section of the act it proposes to amend, and sub-_
stitutes this provision: " Thal in orr?er to _raise _lite rp,eans necessary _to
b?J,ild said r oad, . it shall _be la wf9l, and is qereby impos!')d, _on f).ll .the
lands , in Saltillo precinct, excep~ the lands south pf the i South Hill
'l'urnp~ke, and the land,s of \Vm. H,oskins, . Zach Willboyt e, Jeff:
Willhoyte; .at:14 also. a,11 the lands in the Oh_io rive1: bo,t toms, _b etween
the river and the top of the first line1.of bluffs from the river," a tax
sufficien,t to build said ro~<;I, l;l,nd ,coll ectabl.~ wi~hin two y:ears: Provi<f,ed, ho,wever, The same , snail . be submitted. to the leg.al voters in
said district, at an election to be held at .any lime or times when
a majori~y of the incorporators shall ask
it; and in case a majority of those vo;ing shall vote for it, the tax is to be levied, and its
collection enforced according to the provisions of the charter.
It does seem to me that this is extending .the power of the. majority far beyond the limits of constitutional boundary, and is an inva,-:
sion of the property rights of the _citizen calculated to work great
oppression and unjust hardship. It is den'ied by _ma11y of our abJe'
jurists ( and doubted by many statesmen) that majorities can be
vested with power by the Legislature to yote upon unwilling mino.r.;
ities taxes and subscriptions of stock in private· corporations, though
the same may partake som.e what of a p1,1bJi,c, nature. Yet in K~n;
tucky we have for many years practiced upon , and treated this as a
sound principle; and whilst i~ is not _my purpose n_o w to discuss this
question, I .must say that in many instances in our own State its practical operntion ha!? be~n very '1isast:rous, and_. proved .to b(;'l an unwis,e_.
policy; and it behooves us now more than ever, in view of the receni
accession to our voting pop,ulatiQn-forced upori. us-to exercise the,
greatest caution in the delegatio~ of this power t_o popular. vote.
The great objec.tion to this bill is, that it c~rves out a particular ter:
ritory within Saltillo, precinct, in_Oldham county, w.J-\ich is. dest\tute
of the corporate exii tence and powers that, under the laws, usually
1

for
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attach to counties and precincts, and vests in a majot·ity of those
who' shall vote upon the proposition the P._0 wer of levying a burden,
to be paid within two years, upon the lands of that district sufficient
to build the tumpike road named in the bill, and provides that the
county court shall cause an election to be held at any time or times
when a majority of the incorporators shall ask for it. Whatever
f!!,eaning the framer of the bill may have attached to the language,
it can be so construed as to require that if a majority vote is not
secured upon the first trial, the company is privileged to have the
vote taken again and again, as often as it shall choose. Every legal
voter within the district, however much property or money he may
have, and whether he has any land or not, is made competent to give
his voice in fixing this heavy exaction upon his neighbo1·'s land, in
order to facilitate the speed and pomfort of his own travel, and no
other property is to pay any part of it. Men may live within the
district, owning property (other than land) and money amounting in
value to more than the lands in the district; and whilst they and
those owning no property can thus encumber the real estate, their
property in the same district is exempt from such charge.
If a turnpike road through a county can thus be built, could not
a popular majority be authorized in like manner to command by its
vote a tax upon the lands to build a livery stable, a mill, or to set up
a line of stages? Conceding such right to popular majorities ovet·
the estate of a selected class of persons, or a selected class of property, and carrying out the principle, bankruptcy .must inevitably
result to ·the minority, and that not to support the government, but
to build up a 'n d encourage an enterprising corporation.
For these reasons, and others that might be given, manifesting to
my mind the unconstitutionality of the bill, I am constrained to withhold my approval, and most respectfully here· return the same.
'
P. H. LESLIE.
1

I

Said bill reads as follows, viz :
~ l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the act incorporating the Goshen, Oldhamsburg, and
Sligo Tqrnpike Company be amended as follows: That section
second be so amended as to read : that in order to raise the means
necessary to build said road, it shall be lawful, and is hereby imposed, on all the lands in l:::laltillo pre·cinct, except the lands south of
the South Hill Turnpike, and the lands of Wm. Hoskins, Zach Willhoyte, Jeff. Willhoyte, and also all the land;; in the Ohio river bottoms, between the river and the top of the first line of bluffs from
the river. And the lands lying in said district shall be taxed as
follows: the land within one mile shall be taxed double the amount
of the land beyond one mile: Provided, however, Before this act shall
take effect, the same shall be submitted to the legal voters in said
district at the usual place of voting therein, at an election to be
held at any time or times when a majority of the incorporators
shall petition the county Judge to order an election, notice of which
shall be given in writing, at three of the most public places in said
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district, at least ten days before said election shall be held ; that this
be a substitute in full of the section second in the bill referred to.
§ 2. That section seven (7) be so amended as to read: the · tax
hereby imposed shall be collected as follows: one fourth in six
months, one fourth in one year, one fourth in eighteen months; and
the remainder in two years afte1· the adoption of this act. The persons from whom tax is due under the provisions of this act shall
pay the same to the treasurer of said company, and take his receipt
for the · same, which shall be a full acquittance to said tax-payer for
the amount embraced in such receipts.
§ 3. This act to take effect from and after its- passage.
The question was then put, " Shall the bill pass, the objections of
the Governor to the contrnry notwithstanding?" and it was decided
in the negative·.
·
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :

In the affirmative, none-Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)J. E. Cosson,
W. A. Morin,
Wm. A. Allen,
W.W. Deaderick,
Wm. Mynhier,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
W. W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
G . W . Bailey,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps;
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter, .
W. W. Baldwin,
C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
W. N. Beckham,
James Garnett,
John Rowan,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John P. Rowlett,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
J.P. Hampton,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B M. Brooks,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.W. Bush,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
L. W. Lassing,
Joseph T. Tucker,
· B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
James S . Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
E. F. Waide,
C. M. Clay, jr.
Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
J. Guthrie Coke,
William J . McElroy, F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
T. J . Megibben,
J. ~- Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
J. C. Moorman,
S. H. Woolfolk-76.
Thomas H. Corbett,
And so said bill was rejected.
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,Mr. Scales read the following joint resolution, which, under the
rule, lies one day on the table, viz :
Resolved by tile General Assembly of t!te Co17!-mnnwealtlt of Kentucky,
That when this General Assembly adjourns on the 28th of February,
1873, it shall adjourn sine die.
Mr. Cooper moved tbe following resolution, viz:
R esolved, The the Ch~ef Clerk of this House be allowed to appo.int
a Second Assistant Clerk.
Which was adopted.
Leave was ·ghren to bring in the follow'ing bills, viz:
On motion of M1·. C~rbett1. A bill to charter the Cairo an·d Tennessee River Nanow Gauge
Railroad Company. ·
On motion of same2. A bill for the benefit 9f Lewis F. Marshall', sheriff of Ballard
county.
On motion of same3. A biU for -t-he beneift of scho'ol district No. 5, in Ballard county.
On motion of same4. A bill for the oenefit of A. J. Warden,jr., of Blandville, Ballard county.
On motion of same5. A bill for the henefit of Mrs. Polly George, of Ballard county.
On motion of same6. A bill fcir .t he benefit of Ballard c'o unty.
On motion of Mr. Bat'es7. A bill for the benefit of the Barren County Railroad Company.
On motion of same8. A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in Cave City precinct, in Barren county.
On motion of Mr. Armstrong9. A bill fo am'e nd tlie charter of Augusta Lodge, No. s·o, of F. A.
M., in Augusta_, Brac~en county.
On motion of Mr. Baker10. A bill tb amend the charter of the Newpo1·t and Alexancfria
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. -Walter Evan·s 11. A bill to define t~e offense of petit larceny, and to provide for
and fix its punishment.
On motion of same12. A bill to incorporate the town of Crofton, in Christian county.

f
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On motion of same13. A bill to regulate the toll to be taken by water mills.
On motion of same14. A bjll for the benefit of R. W. Willfams, of Christian counfy .
On motion of same15 . A bill to furthe1· regulate the jurisdiction of the Court of
Appeals.
On moti(in of sa'ine0
16 . A bill to amend the charter of the Public Library of Kentucky.
On motion of same17. A bill to fimend the ch'i!i'rtei· of the 'Christian County Bank.
On motion of sa,me18. A bill to further r·e gulate the duties of 'rriaster commi·s sioneb.
On motion of Mr. Tucker19. A bill to ame rt'd the charte'r of the Louis-ville, Lexihgton, and
Cincinnati Railroad.
On rrrofion of same..:_·
20. A bill for the benefit of the town of Winchester.
On motion of same21. A bill for the benefit of Marcus Devary, of Clatk county.
On motion of same22. A bil1I for the benefit of Clark and Montgo'mery co·u11ties.
On motion of same23 . A bill for the benefit of the town of Mount Sterlin'g.
On motion of same24 . A bill for the benefit of the creditors of the Clark ahd Montgomery Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe25. A bill to incorporate the Mechanics' Loan and Building Asso•
ciation of Lexington.
On motion of Mr. Sell'ers26. A bill for the benefit of Merrill Hardin, of Garrard county.
On motion of Mr. Nall27. A bill for the benefit of ·the jailer of Hardin codrity.
On motion of Mr. Megibben28. A bill for the benefit of the assessor of Harrison county.
On motion of Mr. Rowlett29. A bill to charter the Merchants' Bankihg Company of Caverrla,
Hart county .

T
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On motion of Mr. Woolfolk30. A bill to aid in building and improving school-houses in Hopkins county.
I
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson31. A bill to abolish whipping as a penalty for crime in this Commonwealth.
On motion of same32. A bill to prevent stock from running at large on public roads
in Jefferson county.
On motion of same33. A bill to allow depositions to be forwarded by express.
On motion of same34. A bill for the benefit of married women.
On motion of same35. A bill for the benefit of common schools in Kentucky.
On motion ·of Mr. Foote36. A bill to amend chapter 15, title 10, Civil Code of Prnctice.
On motion of Mr. Coke37 . A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Whitestone Quarry Company."
On motion of Mr. Oarter38 . A bill for the benefit of the common school districts in Lawrence county.
On motion of Mr. Varnon39. A bill to promote immigration.
On motion of same40 . A bill to charter a railroad from Stanford to Bowling Green.
On motion of s_a me41. A bill for the benefit of L. R Yates, of Lincoln county .
On motion of Mr. Webb42. A bill for the benefit of J. R. Hooks, of Livingston county .
On motion of same43. A bill for the benefit of S . H. 'Piles, of Livingston county.
On motion of Mr. Cooper44. A bill to amend the charter of the Ornngeburg and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company, in Mason county.
On motion of Mr. Beckham45. A bill to change the time of holding courts in the 7th judicial
district.
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On motion of Mr. Graves46. A bill to repeal all laws authorizing the sale of lottery tickets,
or the drawing of the same, within the State of Kentucky.
On motion of same47. A bill to take the sense of the people of Kentucky as to the
propriety of calling a convention according to the provisions of
article 13, section 4, of the Constitution of Kentucky.
On motion of same48.. A bill to prohibit the advertising of lottery drawings, and the
sale of lottery tickets for drawings, concerts, &c .
On motion of Mr. Cosson49. A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Pulaski county.
On motion of same50. A bill to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to levy
a tax, and is:rne and sell county bonds, for the purpose of building a
new court-house.
On motion of Mr. Foree51. A. bill to amend the charter of the Simpsonville and Buck
Creek Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same52. A bill for the benefit of the Simpsonville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Bu,ih53 . A bill to subject the railroads of this Commonwealth to the
.payment of local and municipal taxes.
On motion of same54. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company," app1:_o ved February 28th, 1860.
On motion of same55 . A bill for the benefit of Ira J. Bogan, I-ate sheriff of Simpson
county.
On motion of same56. A bill to repeal section 6 of an act, entitled "An ·act to amend
the charter of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company,"
approved Febrnary 6th, 1858.
On mot.ion of same57. A bill for the benefit of the town of Franklin.
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On motion of same58. A bill to convert the House qf R!3fm;m for Juvenile Delinquents into a lunatic asylum for the period of ten years.
On motion of Mr. McKenzie59. Ab.ill for the oenefit of R. W. Major, sheriff of Trigg county.
On motion of Mr. Dyer60. A bill to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to
incorporate the Bank of Union County ."
Orr motion of same61. A bill to incorporate the Caseyville and Tradewater VaJley
Railroad Company.
On motion of Mr. Pott!31'62. A bill to legalize the issue of, and indorsement , made upon,
bridge and road bonds by the Warren county court, under an act
approved December 20th, 1871.
On motion of same63. A bill' for the benefit of Warren county.
On motion of .l\,fr, Nunan64. A bill to amend the charter of the Washington County Agricultural Society.
On motion of Mr . .McAfee65. A bill to charter the Harrodsburg and Baton Rouge 'Furn pike
Road Company, in Mercer county .
On motion of s!}me,-66. A_bill for the benefit of C. Cardwell, of Merce1· county.
On motion of same67. A bill for the benefit of Daniel Mo.o re, of Mercer coun~y. ·
On moti9n of. Mr. Powell68. A bill for the benefit of J. N. Culton, late sheriff of Jackson
county, and his sureties.
0-n motion of same69. A bill for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, late sheriff of Clay
county, and bis sureties.
On motion of Mr. W. H. Evans70. A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Josh Bell county.
On motion of Mr. Blakey71. A bill for the benefit of the owners of stallions and jacks.
On motion of Mr. Griffitb72. A bill for the benefit of the Daviess County Agricultural and
Mechanical Society.
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Ordered, That the Committee on Railroads prepare and bring in
the 1st, 19th, 40th, and 61 st; the Committee on Ways and Means the
2d, 5th, 42d, and 43d; the Committee on Education the 3d, 30th,
35th, and 38th; the Committee on the Judiciary the 4th, I 0th, 11th,
16th, 26th, 39th, 53d, 54th, 55th, 5Cith, 57th, and 58th; the Committee
on County Courts the 6th, 50th, and 59th; the Committee on Claims
the n a, 14~h, 21st, 41st, 66th, and 67th; the Committee on Religion
the 8th; the C_ommittee on Corpot·ate Institutions the 9th, 12th, 20th,
· 23d, 24th, 27th, 37th, 64th, and 72d; the Committee on Revised Statutes the 13th, 18th, 22d, 28th, 31st, 34th, and 71st; the Committee on
the Court of Appeals the 15th; the Committee on Banks the 17th,
25th, 29th, and 60th; the Committee on Codes of Practi_c e the 33d
and 36th; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 44th, 51st,
52d, and 65tr.; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 4~th; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the 49th, 68th, 69th, and 70th;
a select committee, co1;1sisting of Messrs. Coke, Foree, and Foote, the
32d; a select committee, consisting of Me ssrs. McEkoy, Moorman,
Woolfolk, and Allen, the 6~d; a select committee, consisting of
Messrs: Bush, Nall, Bates, and Phelps, the 63d; a select coml!littee,
consisting of Mes_srs. Graves, Goodloe, and Webb, the 46th; a select
committee, consisting of Meesrs. Graves, Todd, Ayers, Goodloe, and
Taylor, the 47th; and a select committee, consisting of Messrs.
Gr.a ves, Goodloe, and Ayers, the 48th.
And then the House adjourne~.
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 10, 1873.
The following petitions were presented, viz: .
By Mr. Armstrong!. The petition -of sundry citizens of Powersville,
county, or within two miles of said town in. any .direction, praying
that the county court hereafter may be prohibited from granting a
license of any kind to any person within the scope of that territory
to sell liquors.
By Mr. Bond2. The petition of sundry citizens, asking change of time of holding the circuit court for Anderson county, from the fi.rst Mondays in .
June and December, to the fourth Mondays in April and October,
or as early in the spring and fall as public policy will allow.
By same3. The petition of sundry citizens, praying a change in the line
between Mercer and Anderson counties .
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe l et to the Committee on Religion; the 2d to the Committee on
Circuit Courts; and the 3d to the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following:
titles, viz :
I. An act to amend the charter of the Bardstown and Green River
Turnpike Road Company.
2. An act fo repeal an act, entitled "An act for the protection of
sheep in the counties of Nich_o las, Gallatin, an<l Fleming," approved
March l.lth, 1872.
Which were read the ffrst time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of th e Hou se and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Internal Improvement, and the 2d to the Committee on County
Courts.
)
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On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Wright
and Tarlton.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, vii:
On motion of Mr. E. P. Johnson!. A bill for the establishment of ah abstract office for Louisville
and Jefferson county.
On motion of Mr. Graves- ·
2. A bill to establish t4e conventional rate of interest at eight per
cent., and to repeal all laws in conflict therewith:
Ordered, That the Committee on Revised Statut_es prepare and
b1·ing in the 1st, and the Committee on Ways and Means the 2d.
Mr. McAfee moved to suspend the rules regulating the order of
business, to enable him to report a bill; whi?h motion was adopted.
Mr. McAfee then introduced and reported a bill, entitled
A bill in.relation to stationery.
Mr. McAfee then moved to suspend the rule requfring its reference
to a committee, which motion was also adopted.

/. ..

Said hill was then read the fir1<t time as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the act, entitled "An act in relation to stationery
furnished the membe1·s of the General Assembly," approved March
16th, 1869, be, and the same is hereby, applied to the present adjourned session of. the General Assembly; and that each member of
the General Assembly, including the Lieutenant Governo1·, shall, for
this adjourned session, be allowed and receive the amount in said
act provided for, in lieu of stationery heretofore furnished members
of the General Assembly; and that five dollars additional shall be
allowed under this a,.ct to each chairman of the several committees
of the two Houses; all to be paid out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated ..
§ 2. This act shall be in force from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second.
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time:
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was taken on the passage thereof, and it was decided
in the· affi1·mative .
5-H.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted-in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (lVI'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
Wm. A. Allen,
W . W. Deaderick,
J. L. Nall,
W . W. Ayers,
John W. Dyer,
. Julian N . Phelps,
G. W. Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatrick, L e wis P otter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. W. Baldwin,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
John Rowan ,
W . N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John l'. Ro wlett,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith /
J . R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell;
_
Wm. A. Hoskins,
William Sellers,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George lVI. Jessee,
William Tarlton,
Church H. B!akey,
E. Polk John son,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
T:homas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
W. B M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W . W . Bush,
J. J McAfee,
T. W. Vam.o n,
B. E. Oassi.lly,
William J. lVIcElroy, E. F. Waide,
James S. Chrisman;
M. E . McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.
T. J. Megibben,
J. N . W oods,
J. Gutht·ie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
S. H. Woolfolk-57.
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert M. Carlisle,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Samuel M.,Sanders,
George Carter,
E . A. Grnves,
C. C. Scales,
William G. Comad,
C. P. Gray,
J. S. Taylor,
Thomas H. Corbett, L. W. Lassing,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. E. Cosson,
Bryan S. McClure, .
C. H. W ebb,
Walter Evans,
J.C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson-20 .
W. H . Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
· Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
Cave City precinct, in the county of Barren.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
read-ing of said bill being dispensed with,
• Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rul e of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being enI
gro1:1sed,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
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The Speaker laid before the House the following communication
from the Commissioners to revise the Statutes, which was taken up
• and read as follows, viz :

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of
K entucky :
GENTLEMEN: In presenting a partial report of the results of our conjoint labors as Commissioners "to Revise, Digest, and Compile the
Statute Laws of the State,"•we have thought it not improper to accom. pany the same with some explanatory observations. We have never
supposed that we were possessed of qualifications which perfectly fitted
us for the task imposed by the commission under which we have acted,
and our distrust has not diminished as our labors progressed, and the
obstacles to be overcome continued to multiply. We, however, brought
to the discharge of this duty a determination, that, if by unremitting
assiduity, perseverance and labor, aided by such intelligence and legal
learning as we did possess, a result satisfactory t9 the Legislature and
the public could be attained, we would achieve it. We trust that it:
will be found that we have done so, and feeling that the best has been.:,,
done which we could accomplish in the period limited to us, we b.e.g,:
leave respectfully to submit our work.
There are some errors in the work, and some emendations nece®at:}"f.
which we have detected, but discovered too late for correction. .at_th'e~
press; but which we propose to point out in the form of "Expla.ua:tory·
Notes."
In the commencement .of our labors we adopted certain ruilis-·for our
governance to which we have inflexibly adhered, prominerit among which
may be mentioned these: we determined not to disturb any-·l'a:iM; which,
by the length of time it had remained upon the statute boo1.-s ,unaI1'.e.t~ed,
furnished evidence that it was acceptable to t~e people; ne.v.er. to interfere with any act, or principle of legislation, which had undeig<c,ne judiT
cial construction and interpretation, whereby the same w.as- understood'.
by the community, and might be presumed to have beim.me: a .rule .of:
conduct or of property.
In a number of instances we have felt constrained to.alter- the phraseology of an enactment; but have been cautious to pr.eserve the sense, .
our object having been to presen~ the le,,,oisla:tive will in.language more simple, perspicuous, and intelligible. We have endeavored to meet~
the wishes of the Legislature in this compilation b~ o.mi.tting_ alL" stat-
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utes which have become obsolete, or have been repealed," by "embodying
in one chapter all laws upon one general subject, and reconciling, as
far as possible, all such as were contradictory or repugnant."
We have also, to some extent, availed ourselves of the license given
in the act cre'a ting the commission, "to make .such modifications and
changes in the laws as, in our judgment, would be for the public interest."
In this respect, however, we have felt the delicacy of the task, and
have acted with great caution, inserting su'-'h new provif ons only after
mature consideration and advice, and counsel with gentlemen eminent
in the profession, of recognized soundness of judgment, and practical
knowledge of our system of jurisprudence. We trust the Legislature
will, in considering these amendments, approve our action as just and
proper.
Impressed with a lively sense of the great responsibility of the duty
assignee! us, we have, at all times, sought the assistance of the ablest
gentlemen of the profession in different portions of the State, and we,
with pleasure, ackno,:vledge the valuable aid ~;e have derived from this
source. We have been much gratified at the uniform cheerfulness manifested by the members of the bar in giving us the benefit of their experience and legal learning.
We have remained in Frankfort, during all the time in which we
have been employed on this compilation, and although it was at the
sacrifice of domesti~ comforts, and to some considerable extent of our
private business, we have become thoroughly satisfied that in so doing
we have acted judiciously. By being at the Seat of Government greater
facilities were at hand of access to the statute laws of other States, with
which a comparison was desirable, as also we had the advantage of
personal interview with legal gentleman throughout the State, coming
·h ere to attend to private businesS', from whose suggestions and criticisms on our work we have derived great benefit. But while we ac'knowledge our obligations to the profession in different parts of the
State for essential aid in this revision, we desire in an especial manner to
express our gratitude to His Excellency, Governor Leslie, to each of
the Judges of the Court of Appeals, and to the Attorney General, for
the imraluable assistance we have derived from their suggestions and
·counsel. The uniform urbanity of those gentlemen, and the readiness
with which they have li-stened and replied, upon all doubtful and trouble.some ques.tfons, has laid us under obligations, not to be forgotten_during

,,
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life. From the State officers, residing at Frankfort, we have been furnished with all the information asked at their hands; and the promptitude and skill with which all the printing required has been executed
by the Public Printer has greatly facilitated the pro~ress of the work.
W e have determined to style this collection of the laws "The General Statutes of Kentucky." It will, of course, be necessary that the
book shall have some particular title, by -w hich it is to be designated,
when cited or referred to, and one which will distinguish it from "The
Statute Laws," by Morehead & Brown, and by Mr. Loughborough, as
also " The R evised Statutes," by Messrs. Nicholas, Wickliffe & Turner.
\ Ve have been unable to select one more appropriate than "The General
Statutes of K entucky." We, however, have no particular preference for
th is, rather than any other title, which may suit the Legislature better.
It will be found that several chapters, on some of the most important
subjects, are not among the sheets which will be first laid upon the
members' tables. This results from the want of time to perfect those
subj ects, and present them in a shape acceptable to ourselves; we are,
however, engaged in completing them, and they-will be furn'ished, before·
the commitee to whom, we presume, the revision will be referred, shall
have completed the consideration of those we now beg leave to report,
a list of which is appended to this report.
We would also remark that we found ourselves under the necessity
of postponing a portion of the duties assigned us under the act. We
were required to make such reference to the decisions of the Court of
Appeals as we might deem necessary. . We could not discharge this
duty, and complete the work for the action of the General Assembly
at this session, it requiring all our time to get it up in "Bill form;"
and further, we were uncertain what portion of the compilation would
be approved or rejected; and we did not think it prudent to do any
part of that work whilst this uncertainty existed. We would also suggest that we have, in the course of our labors, been repeatedly reminded
of the inconvenience, and 3/ubjected to delay, in our researches £nto the
statute laws for the want of an exhaustive, full, and perfect index. We
trust that the Legislature will provide against the recurrence of this inconvenience, if they should adopt our compilation, and provide for its
• publication.
.
Sincerely trusting that the result of our arduous service in compiling
these sheets may prove satisfactory to the Legislature, of essential service as a means of information to the public, and a compendium of the

.I
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statute laws of the State useful to the officers and profession in this
Commonwealth, we leave them at your disposal.
Respectfully,
E. I. BULLOCK,
J. M. NESBITT,

G. W. CRADDOCK, Umpire.

List of Ohapters Reported.

ACTIONS IN CERTAIN CASES ALLOWED.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
ARBITRATION AND AWARDS.
ASYLUM FOR THE TUITION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB.
ATTORNEY GENERAL.
ATTORNEYS.
AUDITOR.
BASTARDY.
BOUNDARY.
CATTLE, HORSES, AND DOGS.
CAUSES OF ACTION WHICH SURVIVE.
CHAMPERTY AND MAINTENANCE.
CHANGE OF VENUE.
CHARITABLE AND RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES.
CITIZENS, EXPATRIATION, AND ALIENS.
1
CLAIMS UPON THE TREASURY.
CLERKS .
COMMISSIONERS OF FOREIGN DEEDS.
CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT.
CONST ABLES.
CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTES.
CONTRACTS.
CONTRIBUTION.
CONVEYANCES.
CORONERS.
COSTS.
COUNTY LEYY.
COURTS.
CRIMES AND ,P.UNISHMENTS.
CURRENCY:
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DESCENT, DISTRIBUTION, EXEMPT PROPERTY, AND ADOPTION.
.
.

4

DUELING.
ELECTIONS.
ELISOR.
ESCAPES.
ESCHEATS AND ESCHEATORS.
EVIDENCE,
EXECUTIONS.
~
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
FEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN. ,
FERRIES.
FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DET A.INER.
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.
FRAUDlTLENT CONVEYANCES AND DEVISES.
FUGITIVES FROM JUSTICE.
GAME A.ND SMALL BIRDS.
GAMING.
GUARDIAN AND WARD.
GUARDS, PUBLIC.
HABEAS CORPUS.
HEIRS AND DEVISEES.
HOLIDAYS.
HUSBAND AND WIFE.
IDIOTS AND LUNATICS.
IMPEACHMENT.
INCLOSURES AND CERTAIN TRESPASSES.
INCORPORATED COMPANIES.
INJURIES TO PERSON OR PROPERTY.
INSOLVENT DEBTORS.
INSPECTION.
lNTEREST AND USURY.
JAILERS.
JAILS AND JAILERS.
JURIES, GRAND AND PETIT.
LANDLORD AND TENANT.
LANDS.
LANDS, PROCESSIONING OF.
LANDS WEST OF THE TENNES.S EE RIVER.
LAWS.

..
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LEGISLATURE.
LIENS IN FAVOR OF MECHANICS, LABORERS, AND MATERIAL MEN.
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.
LUNATIC ASYLUMS.
.
MASTER COMMISSIONER, RECEIVERS, AND OTHER 001\1
MISSIONERS IN EQUITY.
MILLS.
NAME:::l MAY BE CHANGED .
. NOT ARY PUBLIC.
OCCUPYING CLAIMANTS. •
OFFICE AND OFFICER.
PARTNERSHIPS .
PATRO L.S.
PEDDLERS.
PENIT E ~TIARY.
POOR AND POOR-HOUSES.
PORT-WARDENS.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR AND GUARDIAN.
PUBLIC ARMS AND ACCOUTREMENTS.
PUBLIC BINDER.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, STATE AND COUNTY.
PUBLIC PRINTER.
REGISTER.
ROADS AND PASSWAYS.
SALARIES.
SALT AND SAL.T PETRE WORKS AND W ATER PIPES.
SECRETARY OF STATE.
SERGEANT.
SHERIFFS.
SMALL-POX.
SURETIES.
SURVEYORS.
TAVERNS, TIPPLING-HOUSES, &c.
TOWNS.
•
TREASURER.
TURNPIKE AND PLANK ·ROADS.
VAGRANTS.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. ·
WILLS.

/
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Mr. Varnon moved to refer said communication to the Committee
Revised Statutes, but subsequently withdrew said motion.
Mr. Blackburn then moved to refer the same to a select committee
of ten.
Mr. Waide moved to amend the motion of Mr. Blackburn, by striking out the word "ten," and inserting in lieu thereof " fifteen."
Mr. Bush then moved a joint resolution as a substitute for the
pending motions.
On motion of l\Ir. Bush,
The rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
was suspended, and said resolution was taken up and read as fol~
lows, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That a joint committee of ten be appointed by the Speaker of the
House, and six to be appointed by the Speaker of the Senate, to
whom shall be referred the Report of the Commissioners to revise
the Statutes of this Commonwealth.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution as
a substitute, and it was decided in· the affirmative.
Said resolution was t.hen adopted.
On motion of Mr. Bascom,
Ordei·ed, That two hundred .copies of said report be printed ~or the
use of this House.
The Speaker laid before the House a communication from the
Insurance Commissioner.
[ For Response-see Legislative Document No. 7.]
0

J-

Mr. Grave~ moved to print one thousand copies thereof for the use
of this House.
Mr. Griffith moved to amend the motion of Mr. Graves, by striking
out "one thousand," and inserting in lieu thereof " one hundred."
The question was then taken oa the amendment proposed by Mr.
Griffith, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, and
it was decided in the neg~tive.
The yeas and nays being requfred thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Chrisman, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
W.W. Baldwin,
Thomas H. Corbett, .lVI. E. McKenzie,
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W.R. Bate_s,
James B. Fitzpatl'ick, Mat. Nunan,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
Joseph P. Foree,
C. C. Scales,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. Cassius Gopdloe, William Sellers,
B-. E. Cassilly,
E. A. Graves,
Harry I. Todd,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Clinton Griffith,
E. F. W ai~e'-25.
R. D. Cook,
.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Walter Evans,
J. 'L. Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Julia{! N ..Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Base.om, J.P. Hampton,
John Ro~an,
W. N. Beckham,
Geo1·ge M. Jessee,
John P,. Rowlett,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, ·W illiam Tarlton,
Charch H. Blakey,
L . W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Law~on,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,'
l J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
James S . Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Willia_m J. McElroy, C. H. Webb,
Josiah H. Combs,
T. J. Megibben, ·
J. M. White,
William G. Conrad, J.C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
J. E. Cosson,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. WPson,
W.W. Deaderick,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. N. Woods-55.
John W. Dyer,
Mr. Varnon then moved to reconsider the vote by which the motion
of Mr. Graves was lost.
Mr. W. Evans then moved to lay the motion of Mr. Varnon on
the table, which was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Varnon to
reconsid.e r said vpte, an·d it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Varnon then moved to print three hundred copies of said
report.
Mr. Blackburn mo:ved to amend the motion of Mr. Varnon by
striking out "t,h ree hundred," and inserting in lieu thereof " 9ne
hundred and fifty."
And the question being taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Blackburn, it was decided in the affirmative.
The Jeas _l:].nd nays ~eing .required thereqn by Messrs. W. ;Evans
and Foree, were as follows, viz :
Th.os.e w_ho :voted in the affir,mativ_e, w.ereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)John W. Dye.r,
T. J. Megibben ,
W.W. Aye.r<¼
James B. Fit_zpatri,ck, J. L . Nall,
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R. Tarv. Baker,
Alph e us W. Bascom,
W. N . Beckham,
John A. Bell,
S. C. Bell,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. F . Bond,
W. R. M. Brooks,
Jam es S . Chrisman,
C. M. Clay, jr.
J. Guthrie Coke,
R. L. Cooper,
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C. D. Foote,
Mat. Nunan,
Jos~ph P. Foree,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
E. A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
T. W . Varnon,
E. Polk Johnson,
E. F. Waide,
Thomas M. Johnson, C.H. Webb,
L. W. Lassing,
'
J.M. White,
J. S. Lawson,
F. A. Wilson,
M. E. McKenzie,
J . N. Woods-40.

Thpse who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. All en,
W . H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
A . C. Armstrnng,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. R . Bates,
James Garnett,
~- A. Robertson,
Church I-I. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
John Rowan,
Rob ert M . Carlisle,
J. P . Hampton,
John P. Rowlett,
B. E. Ca::lsilly,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M . Sanders,
Jo::liah H. Combs,
J. J . McAfee,
William Tarlton,
William G. Conrad,
William J. McElroy, J. S. Taylor,
R. D. Cook,
J. C. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
Thomas H. Corbett,
W. A. Morin,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J.E. Gosson,
Wm. Mynb'ier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
Julian N . Phelps,
~- H. Woolfolk-36.
The question was then taken on the· motion as amended, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so one hundr_ed and fifty copies were ordered to be printed.
I .

I

Mr. Goodloe, from the Committee on the Library, to whom was
recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate and aid the Union Literary Society of the
Agricult ural and Mechanical College of Kentucky,
Re ported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That ;aid bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz :

T

§ I. B e it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealtli of
K entucky, That T. J. Oliver, president, G. A. Lord, vice president, W.
E . Morrison, secretary, T. Thrnope, treasurer, H . S. Barker, librarian·,
C. A. Board, corresponding s.ecretary, and Jno . W. Radley, editor,
John S. Hockaday, John C. Dabney, J. N. Carden, M. S. Barker, C.
A. Foster, and their associate::l and succes.sors, be, and they are hereby, created a body-politic and corporate, under the name and style
of the Union Literary S9ciety of the Agricultural and Mechanical
College of Kentucky; and as such shall have perpetual succession,
she and be sued, plead and be impleaded, contract and be contracted
with, have and use a common seal, and alter the same at pleasure.
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§ 2. That the object of said society shall be the promotion of
morality and intellectual and social improvement; and to that end
it shall have power to adopt a constitution and by-laws not inconsistent with the general law of the State; and may receive gifts and
donations of books, money, and property, not exceeding $ 10,000 in
value, to institute a library in the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, for the use of its members, and to . do such other
acts, not inconsistent with the law of the State, as may be necessary
to carry out its ends.
§ 3. That the constitution and by-laws of said society shall be
binding -and enforceable against all the members of said society
who subscribe the same .
§ 4 . That the number, name~ and term of the officers may be regulated by the constitution and hy-laws of the society, which shall
regulate its government and general management; said coni;titution
and by-laws may be changed by said society in a mode to be provided in said constitution and by-laws.
§' 5. That there is hereby appropriated, out of the Treasury, the
sum of $1,000, to be drawn and appropriated by the t1·easure1· for the
purchai;,e of such books as may be recommended by the president of
said college.
§ 6. This act to take effect from its paso1age.

The q uJstion was then take'n on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Taylor and
Garnett, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
H.. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
W.W. Deaderick,
Hiram S . Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
E . A. Robertson,
W . W. Baldwin,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
J . R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales, ·
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellersi,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
William Tarlton,
Wm. F. Bond,
J.P. Hampton,
Harry L Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W.W. Bush,
J. J. lVIcAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
E . F. Waide,
B. E . Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
J. M. White,
C. M. Clay, j1·.,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods-50.
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
Thode who voted in the negative, wereThomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sande1·s,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . S. Taylor,

S. C. Bell,
Robert .lVI. Carlisle,
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Thomas H. Corbett, William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb ,
J. E. Gosson,
· J . C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson ,
S. H. Woolfolk-17.
JamP s Garnett,
\Ym. Mynhier,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 11, 1873 .
The following petition was presented, viz:
By M·r. SellersA petition of sundry citizens_of Garrard county, praying the passage of an act to amend the charte1· of the Danville and Ll}ncaster
Turnpik e Road Company .
Which was received , the reading dispensed with, and referred to ·
the Committee on County-Courts.
Mr. Bald win read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealtft of Kentucky,
That a committee of three from the House of Representatives and
two from the Senate, be ,appointed by the respective Speakers, to
investigate the title by which the Commonwealth hol ds the real
estate in the city of Frankfort on which the public buildin gs have
b ee n erected, and what conditions, if any, are contain ed in the
.deeds to the State; and to inquire and report as to th e propriety
and expedieney of a removal of the seat of Government of the
State; and make report to the General Assembly at as early a day
as practicable.
•
Mr. Baldwin moved to suspend the rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one ·day on the table, and to take up .said resolution.
And the question being taken there~n, it was decided in the
affirmative.
Said resolution was thereupon taken up, twice read, and adopted .
_ A me;sage was received from the Senate, ~nnouncing that they
had con curred in a resolution, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled·
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Resolution providing for the selection of a, joint committee, to
whom shall be referred the Report of the Commissioners to revise
and codify the Statutes,
·
With an amendment thereto.
Mr. T . lVI. Johnson moved to t·econsider the vote, taken upon yesterday, ordering the Public Printet· to print two hundred copies of
the Report of the Commissioners appointed to revise and codify the
Statutes.
Mr. Foree moved to lay said motion on the table .
And the question being taken thereo_n, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . T. M. Johnson and Garnett, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (l\1.'0reary) William G. Conrad,
J . J . .M.cAfee,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. D. Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
W.W. Ayers,
R. L. Cooper,
T. J. Megibben,
G . W. Bailey,
W.W. Deaderick,
W. A. Morin,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
J. L. Nall,
W. N. Beckham,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Mat. Nunan,
John A. Bell,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Julian N . Phelps,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
Church H. 13lakey,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. A. Graves,
J . P. Sacksteder,
W. W. Bush,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. R. Sanders,
George Carter,
George NI. .Jessee,
C. W . Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
L. W. Lassing,
J.M . White,
C. lVI. Clay, jr.
J. S . Lawson,
F. A. Wilson-43.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. Tarv. B aker,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
W. R. Bates,
Bryan S. McClure,
S. C. Bell,
L. W. Trafton,
William J. McElroy, Joseph T. Tucker,
James S . Chrisman,
J. 0. Moorman,
T. W. Vamon,
Jo~ah H. Comb",
Thomas H . Corbett, Wm·. Mynhier,
C. H . Webb,
Lewis Potter,
J.E. Co~son,
Jonas D. Wilson,
John Rowan,
J. N. Woods,
W. H . Evans,
Samuel M. Sanders, S. H. Woolfolk-29.
James Garnett,
William Sellers,
C. P. Gray,
Mr. :Blackburn, from the Committee on Railroads, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill _to amend the charter of the Louisville, Cincinnati, ,anft Lexington Railroad Company.
0
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Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as fo the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Foote moved to postpone the consideration, print the same,
and make it the special order ot' the day for the 22d inst.
Mr. Griffith moved to amend the motion of Mr. Foote by postponing the same till the 15th January, and directing the bill to be
printed.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Foote, it,was
decid ed in the negative.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Griffith, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was ordered to be printed, and made special order
of the day for the 15th inst.
·
Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on Banks, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to incorporate the Merchants' Banking Company of Oaverna.
Which hill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on Banks.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on Banks-A bill to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to incorporate the Bank of Union County."
· By Mr. McElroy, from a select committeeA bill to legalize and amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize
the county coUl't of Warren county to levy a tax and issue bonds for
bridge purposes," approved December 20, 1871.
By M1· . Bush, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of the town of Franklin.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said. bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be .as
aforesaid.
Mr. Griffith moved !he following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed by the Speaker,
to inquire as to the cost of the printing of two hund1·ed copies of
the Report of the Commissioners on the Revised Statutes; and if
they have already been printed, who ordered the printing to be done.
This committee to report as soon as practic~ble.
Which was adopted.
.
Whereupon Messrs. Griffith, Cooper, and Beckham were appointed
said committee.
Mr. Bush, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare
and bring in the same, reported .
· Abill for the benefit of Warren county .
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
t ime.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
On motion of Mr. W . Ev!ins,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Bates.I. A bill for the benefit of Willis H. Bush, of Barren county.
On motion of same...!...
2. A bill incorporating Millersburg Academy, in Barren county.
On motion of same3. A bill for the benefit of John Ellis, of Barren county.
On motion of Mr. Hoskins4. A bill for the encouragement of the mineral and manufacturing
interests of this State.
·on motion <Jf Mr. Armstrong5. A bill to establish a graded school in Germantown, Bracken
·county.
On motion of same,6. A bill to provide for buHding school-houses, furnishing fuel, &c.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Wilson7. A bill to amend the road la~s of Breckinridge county.
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On motion of Mr. F. A. Wilson8. A bill to charter the Victoria Coal Mining Company.
On motion of Mr. Ayers9. A bill for the benefit of J. W. Ferguson, late 'sheriff of Calloway county.
On motion of Mr. Walter Evans10. A bill to amend the charter of th!:l St. Bernard Coal Company.
On motion of Mr. PowellI 1. A bill for the benefit of school-houses in -the Ninth Congressional District.
On motion of Mr. Todd12. A bill to inc01·porate the Frankfort Coal an\! Lumber Company.
On motion of same·
13. A bill for the benefit of Misses Virginia and Elizabeth Smith.
On motion of Mr. Conrad14. A bill for the benefit of R. H. Morrow, sheriff of Gallatin
county.
On motion of Mr. Sellers15. A bill to incorporate the St. Bernard Transportation Company.
On motion of same16. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale or
gift of intoxicating liquors to officers and soldiers."
On motion of Mr. Jones17. A bill for the benefit of W. S. Malls, of Graves county.
On motion of Mr. Megibben18. A bill to repeal the second section of an act to amend chapter
3, article 1, section 825, Civil Code of Practice, approved 22d February, 1860.
On motion of Mr. Rowlett19. A bill to increase the terms of the Hart ·circuit court six judicial days, and to change the time of holding the circuit court in the
counties of Green and Metcalfe.
On motion of Mr. Carlisle-:20. A bill to amend the school law of this Common wealth.
On motion of Mr. Woolfolk21. A bill to compel the val'ious coal companies in Hopkins county
to list their. lands with the assessor
for taxation for State and county
.
purposes.
6-H. R.
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On motion of ·Mr. Fitzpatrick22. A bill for the 'benefit ·of school district No. l, in Letcher county.
On motion of Mr. Varnon23. A bill directing the· Coin missioners of the· Si'nking Fund to invest in United States bonds so much of the assets under their control
as they may deem sufficient to pay off the debts of the' State chargeable to said fond.
On motion of Mr. Webb. 24. A bifffor the benefit ·of · Mrs. ·v. W. Fishback.
On motion of Mr. McAfee25. A bill to establish a public library in the town of Hari'odsbutg,
with power to -give'·five jmblic concerts, to sell · tickets the-r efor, and
issue gifts to the extent of fifty per cent. of the amount arising from
such sales.
On motion of Mr. Flippin26. ·A bill for the benefit of J. C. Conkin, late clerk of the Monroe
county court.
On motion of Mr. Beckham. 27. A bill for the relief of Simon Humphrey, late sheriff of Nelson
county.
On motion of same. 28. A bill for the relief of John Humphrey, trustee of the jury
fund of Nelson county.
On motion of Mr. Taylor29. A bill for the benefit of justices·o-f the peace in Ohio county.
On motion of Mr. J. A. ·Bell. 30. A bill for the· benefit of the town of Georgetown.
On motion of Mr. McKenzie31. A bill to regulate official sales in Trigg coun~y. ·
On motion of ' Mr. Dyer32. A bill to incorporate the Caseyville Coal and Transportation
Company.
On motion of Mr. Nunan33. A bill for the benefit of the citizens or" Washington county.
On motion of Mr. Chrisman34. A bill for the benefit of ·E mily S. Tucker, of Wayne county.
On mo'tion of Mr.' Varnon35. A bill to authorize ·the payment of all the pres~nt resources of
tl1e ~inld_ng Fund, except five cents on the one hundred dollars, into
the Treasury, to be applied and used as ordinary revenue.
0
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On motion of -Mr, G_ra,veEj-:36. A bill to establish a joint stock manufactm;ing company, fer
the purpose -of m~u,qfa,ctul'.i.ng, ~o.od~n:w~i:e, _and fo,: other purpose,;
therewith, in Lebanon, M'arion•county.
On motion of•sam~37. A bill to ,amend the charter of the Lebanon and Raywick
Turnpike Company.
On motion of same38. A bill to increase the revenue proper.
On motion of Mr. Powell39. A bill for tqe benefit of school district No. 47, in Clay county.
On motion of Mr. Bascom40. A bill for the benefit of James Ficklin, sheriff of Bath county.
On motion of Mr. Clay41. A bill io a!Jow th:e , county . court of. Bourbon county to issue
bonds and levy taxes to build a court-house.
Ordered, That th·e ,Commi-ttee on the Revised Statutes prepare and
bring in the 1st and 7th; the Committee on Corporate Institutions
the 2d, 8th, 10th, 12th, 21st, 30th, 32d and 36th; the Oom-mittee on
. W a-ys and i Means the 4th, 9th·, 13·1:h,. 35th, and 38th; the Committee
on Edueati0n , the. 5th, 6th; 11th, 20.th, 22\l, an,d 39th; the , Committee.
on Propositions and Grievances the 14th, 17th, 27th, and 28th,; th·e.
Oommittee o-n Railrnads .t he 15th; the Committee on County Ct)l}rts
the 16th, 29th, 33d, and 41st; the Committee on Codes of Practice
the 18th and 26th; the Committee, on , Circuit Courts the 19th; the
Committee ,on the Sinking Fund the 23d; the Committee on Claims
the ,24th; 34t-hi, and 40-th; the Committee on the -l.Jihrary-the 25th; the
Oommittee on- the Judiciary the .31st; the Committe.e on Internal Im-.
provement the ,3.7th; a,nd · a-. seleet commHtee, consisting of ·M essrs.
Potter, Morin, an.d -Rowlett, th.e .3d.
Mr. Gray moved the following resolution, viz:
ResolvBd; Th-at ,t he Com!Ilittee on Charitable. lnstitutions be direeted .
to inquire into the expedien.e:¥ of, e~tabli.ihing or_converting, the State..
House of Reform..for ,Juvenile Delinquents _into a, State Lunati_9 Asylum.
Which was adopted
M1•. Ayers, from th1e Committee on Religion, to whom was recommitted a bin, entitled 1
A·bill to prohibit the sale, gi:ving,-or furnishing intoxicating liquors
on election days,Reported the same without amendment.
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Mr. Cooper moved to commit the bill to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
Mr. Griffith then moved to refer same to the Committee on County
•
Courts.
Pending the consideration thereof, on motion of Mr. Bascom, the
.House
adjourned.
(_J..
V

MONDAY, JANUARY 13, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in a resolution, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
Joint resolution in relation to the title of the public property at
Frankfort, and the propriety of removing ~he seat of government
from said city.
That they had passed a bill, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
An act in relation to stationery.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act in relation to the Louisville Daily Ledger and the Louisville Weekly Ledger, newspapers published in the city of Louisville .
2. An act to incorporate the town of Dulaney, in Caldwell county.
Which hills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on the
Judiciary, and the 2d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Under the joint resolution adopted by both Houses, directing an
inquiry as to the title of public property in Frankfort, and the removal of the Capital, the Speaker appointed the following committee, viz: Messrs. Baldwin, W. Evans, and Todd.
I
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Mr. Jessee, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, to whom
was recommitted bills from the Senate of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of the blind children and youth of the State
of Kentuc"ky;
An act relating to the grounds of the charitable institutions of this
Commonwealth;
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Brooks1. A bill to lock, dam, and make Salt river navigable.
On motion of Mr. Morin2. A bill to amend the charter of the city of Dayton.
On motion of Mr. Sacksteder3. A bill for the benefit of the Kentucky Emigration Association.
On motion of same4. A bill to amend an act, en titled "An act to incorporate the German Insurance Bank," approved March 14, 1872. ·
On motion of same5. A bill to amend an act to require the clerk of the Louisville
chancery court to make a cross-index to suits and cross-suits in said
court, and continue the same, approved March 2d, 1872.
· On motion of Mr. Bailey6. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to exempt the wages of
laborers, who are bona fide housekeepers of this Commonwealth, with
a family, from attachment or garnishee, not exceeding fi.fty dollars,"
approved March 27, 1872.
On motion of Mr. Ogjlvie7. A bill for the purpose of protecting the interest of the State in
turnpike roads where the State has an inter~st.
On motion of Mr. Ayers8. A bill for the benefit of J.E. Churchill, jailer of Calloway county.
On motion of Mr: Gray9. A bill to amend an act for the benefit of common schools in
Clinton county, and the act amending the same.
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On motion of Mr. Seller.s~
10.: A .bill for the b,mefit of sc-h0ol 1distriQt No, .5,.in ,Gar,rard, coun,t y.
On motion of Mr. TraftonI 1. A bill to require all railroad companies in this ·st&te to ..build
substan.tial fences ,on each..side of- the ro~~ .opera,t e4 by ,th.e[F),,-;
On motion of Mr. Garnett12. A bill to amend an . apt, entiHel;l "Ar;i , act cone(lrning. cou.qty
courts," approved March-2, .1860.
On moti.0n of Mr. Mpl{;en,zie~
13. A bill for the benefit ,of, Cadii sch'ool .d istrict, in- Trigg caun,ty..,
On mo.tion, of Mr. 'Fµcker14. A bill to divide the State into districts, and establish ,cr.imim.a,1
courts therein.
Ordered, That the Committee on In.ternal Improve.merit prepare
and bring in the 1st, 2d, a;nd •7th; tl;t,e, Committee- on th.e Judici~ry
the 3d, 5th, and 12th; the Qommittee oJ;LBanks the 4t4; the . C,m;nmittee on Way§l .and Meap.s the. 6th.; the, Qom~~ttee~on . Pro,positilil.ns
and Grievances the 8th; the Comcqu;_tee .on . Education , fbe :. 9th, 10-th,
and 13th; the. Committee on RaUrva,ds. the nt4; and. th.~~C_om!ifiitt-ee
on Circuit Courts the 14th.
The following_ pe.tition a_n9- remonstr~nce were. pr~sented, viz:
By Mr. Taylor·
1. The petition of ·sundry citizens of Ohio a.nd Daviess; coun.ties,
praying for the formatlon of a new county oµt . of paI,"ts
of s~id
1
cou~ties.
By Mr. Bush~
2. The re!I}onstrance of certain citizens of tl;ie tow,n of. F_ranJ.tlin,
against the passage of aJaw submitting_ to. th~ citizens of said .to~n
the .question of a sale of the Franklin Feinale Col1~ge ..
Whic~ w,ere receive!!, the reading . dis,p,e.n,sed. with, aµ.d. refer-re~
the 1st to the Committee on Propositions and , GrieVl'l,JlCJ;f3,i.aI.ld . the.
2d to the Committee on the Judiciary.
The House , took . U,R -the . a_mendmeI.J.t . p,rop,osed .by: the Senate to a
resolution, which orig_ina;ted.., in . tli~ . Ilouse . of Repir!'lset1J_tative.s,. en,
titled
I
Re!;!olution providin.g for 1 the .. selec.t ion , of a joiI.J..t cpwmittee, . to
whom shall be referred the report of t4~ C_ommi~siqnerii . to., revise
and codify the Statutes.
Said amendment was_conQµrred. in.
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Mr. Jessee, from the Comm-ittee on Charitable Institutions, to whom
was recommitted 'a _'biW from the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the . erection and location of Third Lunatic
Asylum,
-Reported the same wi-th amendments thereto.
Mr. Blakey moved an amendment, by way of substitute, for the
bill and •p ending ·.a mendments.
By unanimous consent, Mr. Bush· was permit~ed to offer-amendments to said bill.
Mr. Blakey then moved to print said bill and amendments, and to
make the same the sp-eci:al order of the day for Thursday, the 16th
inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the .question being-taken on the motion of Mr. Blakey, it was
decided in the Blffirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Ayers, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)J. E. C6sson,
Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
John ·w. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. 1Armstrong,
W·alter Evans,
Ju.Jiau N. Phelps,
G. W . Bailey,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
W.W. Baldwin,
Manlius T. F-l_ippi-n,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. 'N. ' Beckham,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
C. P . Gray,
John Rowan,
S . C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
John P.· Rowlett,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J.P. Sacksteder·,
Samuel M. Sanders, .
Church H . Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J . Jone.s,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Cai·lisle,
J. J. McAfee,
J_oseph T. Tucker,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W . Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, E. F. Waide,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
. T. J. Megibben,
C.H . Webb,
Josiah H . Combs,
J . C. Moorman,
J. M. White,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R._D. Cook,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods-63.
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
L. W. Trafton,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J. S. Taylor,
S. H . Woolfolk-6.
Bills ·were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Jessee, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions,A. bill to establish the St. Louis Cemetery, of Henderson.
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By Mr. O~ilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend the charter of the city of Dayt~n.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrnssed and read a thfrd time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of Dayton.
Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, former sheriff of Clay
county, and his sureties.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Graves moved an amendment thereto, which was rejected.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up from the orderl! of the day a joint resolution
from the Senate, entitled
Resolution in relation to building a separate Penitentiary for uegroes in this Commonwealth.
Un motion of Mr. Waide, said resolution was referred to the Committee on the Penitentiary.

s
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The House then took up for further consideration from the orders
of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to prohibit the sale, giving, or furnishing intoxicating liquors
on elec_tion days.
Messrs. Cooper and Griffith then withdrew thefr motions, heretofore . made, to recommit the same .
Mr. Bush then moved an amendment to said bill, which was rejected.
Mr. Graves moved to recommit the same to the Committee on
Religion.
Mr. Waide moved to amend the motion of Mr. Graves by striking
out" Religion," and inserting" Judiciary."
The question was then taken' on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Waide, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The motion of Mr. Graves, as amended, was then adopted.
Mr. Chrisman read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz :
R esolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the two Houses, in their respective chambers, and in the .man- .
ner and form prescribed by law, will,-on Tuesday, the 21st inst., at
12 o'clock, M., proceed to elect a Senator from the State of Kentucky, in the Congress of the United State~, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Hon. Ganett Davis.
The rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolution was taken up, twice read, and
unanimously adopted.
Mr. Hoskins moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed by the Speaker,
to inquire and report to this House by what authority the United
States Government is now occupying, as national cemeteries, the .
private property of citizens of this· State.
Which , was adopted.
Whereupon the Speaker appointed Messrs. Hoskins, T. M. Johnson, and McElroy, said co.mmittee.
And then the House adjourned.
7-H. R.
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1873.
A message was .received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joiht resolution, entitled
Resolution in relation to the election of United States Senator.
And that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of John DeHart, of Elliott county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision a~ to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
Mr. Sellers presented the petition of certain citizens of Garrard
county, praying the passage of an act prohibiting the sale of spirituous liquors in one and three quarter miles of Harmony Church, in
said county.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Religion.
Under the joint resolution heretofore adopted by both Houses, referring the report of the Commissioners to revise the Statutes to a
joint committee, &c., the' Speaker appointed on said committee
Messrs. Bush, Tucker, Varnon, Blackburn, Chrisman, Baker, Foote,
Trafton, Coke, and Garnett. Mr. Bush requesting to be excused from
.serving as chairman of said committee, Mr. Tucker was thereupon
appointed chairman.
Mr. ·Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
they had examined an enrolled bill and a resolution, whi-c h originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate and aid the Union Literary Society of the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky;
Resolution directing the firing of a national salute at 12 o'clock,
M., January 8, 1873;
And also enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act in relation to stationery;
.An .act to .amend the charter of the city of Dayton ;
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Resolution providing for the sele.c tion of a joint committee, to
whom shail be reftrred the report pf the Commissioners to revise
and codify the Statutes;
Joint resolution in relation. to the title of tl)e public property at
Frankfort, and the propriety of removing the seat of government
from ,said city;
And had found the sf).me truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Deaderick inform the Senate thereof.
Bjlls from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the committee to wl_tom they had been referred,
viz:
By Mr. Lassing, from the Committee oi:i Ways and Means-,An act for the benefit of A. Q. Baker, late she1·iff of Boone county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of William Adams & Son, of Ala?offin
county.
Ordered, That said 'bills be read a third time.
-The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Rtsolved, That said bills do pass, and that -the titles .t hereof be as
aforesaid_..
Mr. Lassing, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act fo1· the benefit .of John W. Green, late sheriff of Owen
county,
Reported the same without amendment.
And the question being put," Shall the bi'll be read a third time?"
it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Lassing, from the C9mmittee on Ways ,a nd Means, who were
directed to prepare and_bring ip the l;!ame, reported
·
A bill to tax pawnbrokers.
Which bill was rea·d the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as -to the· second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
·
Oi·dered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett was, on motion, excused from serving on the committee directed to prepare and bring in a bill for the benefit of John
Ellis, of Barren county. And thereupon the Speaker appointed Mr.
Blakey in his stead.
On motion, Mr. Woods was added to the Committee on Religion.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. E. P. Johnson1. A bill to amend the charter of Jefferson College, at Jeffersontown.
On motion of Mr . Scales2. A bill to prevent, by compulsory vaccination, the prevalence and
spreading of small-pox within this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Lassing3. A bill for the benefit of proprietors of breeding farms, and of
, training farms and stables, in Boone county.
On motion of same4'. A bill to amend the charter of the Union and Richwood Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Todd5. A bill to change the time of holding the circuit courts in the
eleventh judicial district.
On motion of .Mr. Foote6. A bill to change the time of holding the circuit, criminal, and
chancery courts in the twelfth judicial district.
Ordered, ·That the Committee on Education prepare and bi·ing in
the 1st; the Committee on Revised Statutes the 2d ; the Committee
on ·Agriculture and Manufactures the 3d; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 4th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 5th;
and a select committee, consisting of Messrs. · Baker, Deaderick, and
Foote, the 6th.
The Speaker laid before the House the reports of A. W. Randolph, ·
•engineer, and ·Ben. M. Harney, assistant engineer, of a survey of a
_portion o~ Salt river, which were read as follows, viz:
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I

To the General Assembly of the Commonwe(llth of Kentucky :
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to submit my report of the survey of
that portion of Salt river lying between Pitt's Point, at the mouth of
Rollin·g Fork river, and the town of West Point, at the mouth of Salt
river, under an act authorizing the Governor to appoint a surveyor to
examine a certain portion of Salt river, and report the conditi on, &c., to
the next General Assembly, approved 15th January, 1870.
At the time of receiving the appointment, which was dated the 15th of
June, 1872, the river was not in a condition to make the survey satisfactory, on account of the high stage of water, and I waited until the river
should get as low as it usually gets at. its low_e st stage, which was riot
until the 16th of September. The distance from Pitt's Point to West
Point is 11 miles and 2,098 feet.
I commenced leveling, but before I had proceeded far I was met by the
back-water from the Ohio river, which rendered further leveling useless;
but from the data I got I have calculated the fall from Pitt's Point to the
mouth of Salt river to be 3.83 feet.
The first serious obstruction to navigation met with is K ey's bar, a distance of 4 miles and 612 feet above the mouth of Salt river.
The next one is at McMurtrie's, which was caused by the loose rock
rolling down into the river.from the quarry from which the rock was
taken to build the Jefferson county court-house.
The third and last bar is a short distance below the mouth of the Rolling Fork river.
At the junction of the streams of Salt river and Rolling Fork river the
two streams meet at nearly right-angles, which has formed a very deep
baflin. Cutting off a small portion of the point on the Rardin county
side of the river,. and erecting a wing-dam from the bar below to ~he Bullitt county side, would give more directness to the current, and would
cause greater velocity, and very greatly assist in keeping the channel
open after the bar below has been cut out.
·
· The distance to Mill creek is 5¾ miles; the distance to Key's house 7t
miles and 166 feet; the distance to Pond creek 11 m ileE'.
The cost of excavating the bar below the mouth of Rolling Fork river,
and. erecting a wing-dam, to be made from the material taken from the
bar-

a

10,666 cubic yards, at $1 50 per yard ________________________________ _
Cutting off point on Hardin side ____________________________ _________ _
Bar at McM nrtrie's ____ ________________ ____ ------ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---Bar
at Key's---------------------------------------------- - - ------_
Removal
of snags _________ _________________________________________

$15,999
300
2 ,666
2, 590
1, 200

00
00
00
00
00

Total-----------------------------------------------------

$ 22,755 00

Incidental expense for accidental rise during progress of work, &c., 25 per
cent. additional ____ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____ ________ ____ ___ ____

$28,443 75
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The above estimate is for the improvement of the river without lock
But I would respectfully recor,nmend, that, in the event of the
river being improved, a lock and dam be placed a.t the foot of Key's bar;
and in that event _the cost of the excavation of Key's bar should be deducted frpm the above total, .and the cost of the lock and dam, and $300
for the removal of some loose rock on th·e bar, be ad.ded-which wouJd be
as follows:

and dam.

451 cubic yards of masonry, at$~ per yard ____________________ ,,,_ _____ _
Two gates, with necessary machinery for working the same, at $1,000 per
g11.te --------------------- . ------. ___________ _______ .--- ·------Removal of Joose rock on bar---------------------------------------Total

$1,705 44
2,,000 00
300 00

-----------------e--------r ---------------- -------. _- - $4,00p
44
---

- And taking the sum of two thousand five hunqred and ninety dollars
from twenty-eight thousand four hundred aqd forty-three dollars and
seventy-five cents, plus the sum of four thousand and five dollars and
forty-four cents, will give the s_u m of thirty tho_usand eight hundred and
fifty-nine dollars and nineteen cents ($30,859 19).
The total c9st of the improvement of the riverr with l9ck and dam, is
as before stated, $30,859 19.
It will be seen, _by the very able report of Major Ben. M. Harney, my
assistant, which I herewith file, marked A, and make a part of this report,\hat the amount of produce shipped down the rive1· annually is $304,000,
Taking ten per cent. of the annual amount of produce shipped, and we
have the sum of thirty thousand four hundred dollars, which is but four
hundred and fiftv-nine
dollars
and nineteen cents less than the estimated
.
'
cost of the improvement, and, at a moderate rate of toll, will cover all of
the expense of keeping the river open.
,
I am of the opinion, that if navigation was extended up the Rolling
Fork as far as Hart's Ferry, the revenue would be very greatly increased,
and the cost but trifling.
I am greatly indebted to Major Ben. M. Harney, my assistant, Capt. J.
Lan.Lee and Dr. Thos. R. Horrell, of Bullitt county, for information and
· assistance during the progress of the survey.
All of which is respectfully ·submitted.
A. W. RANDOLPH, Civil Engineer.
LouISVILLE, KY., Sept. 27th, 1872.

(A.)
To A. W. RANDOLPH, Engineer in charge of Salt River Survey:
As per instruction, I have inquired into the amount of produce a-l0ng
the riy~r, t1J1d the capabilities of increase of the land, if provided with a
quick and certain outl-et to a market.
I am greatly indebte,d to m.any persons f'o11 information i_n :regard to the
amou-nt of praduce annually.sen-t down the river, and -what could or ·would
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be sent if there were proper facilities-more especially to Capt. J. Lan.
Lee, Mr. J as. Hays, Dr. Thos. R. Horrell, Capt. Foster, and Mr. George
Fisher, in regard to produce, and Mr. Jewell as to the amo-qnt of lumber,
&c.; to Mr. Henry Thomas and Mr. J. H. Tucker for general information
as to the river and its variations.
The amount of hay alone amounts to 7,000 tons, and there is still from
ten to fifteen thousand acres of land especially suited to it1;1 production, at
an average of 1¼- to 1½ tons to the acre.
Tobacco can be raised, and would be, to a very large amount, if facilities were provided for its shipment. Experienced tobacco-growers say
the land is fully equal to Hart and Ohio counties fo; raising a first-class
article of tobacco. ·
Lumber, as stuted by Mr. Jewell, a miller, and a man experienced in the
lumber trade, to the amourit of from 1,800,000 to 2,000,000 feet, is annually shipped from various points between Pitt's Point and the mouth of the
river. 'l'he amount of cord -wood, stave-timber, &c., is immense, though I
cou ld not get exact data from whieh to calculate. Very large amounts
are brought out at such times as the river is at a stage to allow it.
The land suitable for producing fruit----peaches especially-is very large,
and fully equal to the Indiana kn0b lands. This crop, more eepecially,
requires a sure and imm~diate conveyance to market. I saw thousands
of bushels going to waste for want of tt-ansportation. If not shipped at
maturity, the crop is utterly lost. There is but one certain outlet, the
Louisville and Nash ville Railroad, which requires a haul by wagon of
from 8 to 10 miles in many instances.
Hay is a crop too heavy arid bulky to be carried any great distance by
wagon, at the ordinary price paid for it, taking into account the ex1rnnse
in raising, cutting, baling, &c.
Fruit will not bear transportation over rough roads and lung distances;
fi.J'st, on account· of bruises necessarily incurred in the tra.nsportation, and
secondly, like hay, the value of -it when in the market would not justify
tue expense.
Tobacco, corn, lumber, cord-wood, &c., lab0r unde1· the same disabilities
as bay aJ.Jd fruit.
In conclusion, I would say, the State would be fully justified in expending the amount requisite to make this river permanently navigable.
RESUME.
Bay, 7,000 tons, at $ 12-__________ ----------------------------------Lumber, 1,800,000 reet, at $25 per 1,000 feet--------------------------Cord-wood, stave-timber, &r. ( e,timllted) -----------------------------1rruit (estimated),---- __ ------------------------------------------ --Tobacco (estimated from land)---------------------- ---------------Com (estimated) -- -------------~---------------------------------~--

Total ___ ---------------------------------------------·· ____

$84,000
45,000
40,000
25,000
60,000

00
00
00
00
00
50,000 00

$304, uoo 00

·- ----
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I have no doubt I have under-estimated every item. I did not want to
leave any one which could be reasonably disputed . I think each separate item could be safely stated at double the amount, especially bay,
corn, lumber, and fruit.
The necessary improvements, and their cost, will .be seen from Mr.
Randolph 's report.
.
I am sat isfied that the work you recommend, and the prices, will complete the work, and bring this portion of the State into regular and constant communication wltb a market.
I cannot close without saying that I am satisfied, from the care and
skill in your profession, that the General Assembly. of tbe Commonwealth
can judge of the necessity of this work.
Very· respectfully,
BEN. M. HARNEY,
.Assistant Engineer.
On motion of Mr. Brooks,
Ordered, That said reports be printed and referred to a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Brooks, Hoskins, Beckham, Graves, and
Scales.
Mr. Blakey, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare
and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of John Ellis, of the county of Barren.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid,
Mi·. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was
recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for a geological and mineralogical survey of the
State,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Hoskins moved to amend said bill by striking out of the seventh
·section, line two, of same, the word "ten," and inserting in lieu
thereof "twenty."
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And the question being taken on said amendment, it was decided
in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. T. M. Johnson and Taylor, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. W. Baldwin,
John W. DyE!r,
Harry I. Todd,
W.R. Bates,
M. Woods Ferguson, Joseph T. Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. Qassius Goodloe, T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
E. F. Waide-14.
J. Guthrie Coke,
· J. P. Sacksteder,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) W. H. Evans,
Mat, Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
_James B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Julian N. Phelps,
W. W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
Ge·orge M. Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
B. Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
• Church Fl. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. ].ones,
William Sellers, .
vV. B. M. Brooks,
L. W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert ,M: Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson 1
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,
J. J . McAfee,
L. W . Trafton,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
Josiah H. Combs,
William J . lVIcElr<.>y, J. M. White,
William G. Conrad, M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cog_k,
· T. J. Megibben,
Jonas D. Wilson,.
J. C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
J.E. Gosson,
W. A. Mol'in,
S. H. Woolfo~62.
W. W. Deaderick,
J. L. Nall,
Mr. Cooper then moved an amendment, which was rej~t~ct
Mr. Goodloe moved the following amendment, viz:
§ 10. In making appointments, the Gove,rnor shall s~le.c t. from the
professors and students of the Kentucky Agricultural a.n.d Mechanica1
College, so fat· as such a selection may be compatible. \'1i,t h the objects
and purpof!eS of this bill.
And the question being taken on the adoptioa th-e-r.eof, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas an d nays being required thereon bJ Messrs. Webb. and
Garnett, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative,. w:ere-.
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrol}g,
M. Woods Ferguson, JuJia:.n .N . Phelps,_
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. P .. Sacksteder,.
Church H. Blakey,
8-H.
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Wm . F. Bond,
W. B. M. Brooks,
John S. Carpenter,
George Carte1·,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Josi ah H. Combs,
William G. Conrad,
R. D. Cook,
W.W. Deaderick,
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C. D. Foote,
Joseph P. Foree,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,
E . A. Graves,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
'M. E. McKenzie,
J . C. Moorman,
W. A. J.Vlorin,
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J. R. Sande rs,
C. C. Scales,
William Sellers,
Harry I. Todd,
L . W. Trafton,
T. W. Varnon,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. N. Woods-34.

, Those who voted in the negative, were.Mr. Speaker(M'Creary)James Garn ett,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. P. Grn,y,
E. A. Robertson,
W. '-IV. Ayers,
George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
E. Polk Johnson,
John P. Rowl ett,
W.R. Bate::i,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N . Beckham,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
Joh n A . Bell,
J . S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
J. J. iVIcAfee ,
E. F. Waide,
B. E. Cassilly,
B,·yan S . McClure,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
William J . McElroy, ·J. M. White,
R. L. Coop er,
Wm . .Myn hier,
F. A. Wilson,
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. W oolfolk-37.
James a. Fitzpatrick,
Mr. Beckham moved an amendment, which was adopted .
Mr. Scales moved an amendment, which was rejected.
Mr. Graves also moved an amendment.
Mr . .T. R. Sanders moved to recommit the bill a nd pending amend ments to the Committee on Ways and Means .
.And the question being taken thereo·n, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Graves then moved to reconsider the vote by which the bill
and amendments were recommitted to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
1
And the questio11 being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mt·. Blakey then moved an amendment to the amendment proposed by Mr. Graves.
Mt·. Deaderick moved to lay the bill and pending amendments on
the table.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon . by Messrs. Deaderick
._a nd Scales, were as follo ws, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
W.W. Deaderick,
E . A. Robertson,
Church H. Blakey,
W. H. Evans,
Samuel M. Sanr!er~,
W. B. M. Brooks,
L. W. Lassing,
William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. J . McAfee,
J. S. Tay.lor,
J . Guthrie Coke,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Jo ~iah H. Combs,
Julian N . Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk-19.
William G . Conra<l,
-Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)John W . Dyer,
Wm. Mynhier,
·wm. A. Allen,
M: Woo<ls Ferg uson, J.' L. NalJ,
A. C. Armstrong,
James B . Fitzpatrick, Mat. Nunan,
W.W. Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin ,
John W. Ogilvie,
W. ,¥. Baldwin ,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
W . R. Bates,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
W . N . Beckham,
J ames Gamet!,
John Rowan,
John A. Bell,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, John P. Rowlett,
S. C. Bell,
E . A. Graves,
J . R. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackb urn,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. A . Hoskins,
Harry I. Todd,
W. W. Bush,
George M. Jessee,
L. VJ. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
E . Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
Thomas M. John so n, E. F. vVaide,
T . .T. Jones,
C.H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
James S. Chrisman,
J. S . Lawson,
J. M. White,
C. M . Clay, jr.,
William .T. McElroy, F. A. W il so n,
R. D . Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. C. Moo1·man,
J . N. Woods-59.
R. L. Cooper,
J.E. Casson ,
W. A. Morin,
Mr. F li·ppin then moved to recommit the bill and pending amendments to the Committee on Ways and Means . ·
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the aflfrm ative.
Mr. Beckh~m, from the committee appointed to inquire as to the
cost of printing the report of the Commission ers to rev i:;e the Statutes, a nd by ·what authority the same was printed, made a report,
which was taken up and read as follow;;, viz :
Your committee, to whom was referred a resolution to inquire as
to the cost of printing the report of the Commissioners to revise the
Statutes, and to ascertain if they have been already printed, and
who ordered the pr in ting to be done, beg leave to submit the statement of the Public Printer and the lette r of Commissioner Bullock,
which contain all the information called for by the House.
W . N. BECKHAM,
R. L. COOPER .
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RESPONSE OF PUBLIC PRINTER TO HOUSE OOMM!'fTEE.

II
I

HoN. CLINTON GRIFFITH, Chairman of the Special Committee of' the House
, to ascei·tain the cost of pi·inting the Repoi·t of the Commissi~ners to revise the Statutes, fc:
1 understand, from the printed report of the proceedings of the
House on Saturday, as well as a communication from yourself, bearing date the 11th inst., that you desire from me, as Public Printer,
the following information, viz:
1st. The cost of printing the report of tl).e Commissioners appointed to revise the Statutes of this State; and
2d. By what authority the Public Printer executed said work, and
who advil:led or directed the printing prior to the action of the Legisture.
I am able to give you a full and accurate response as regards the
work done by me, and most cheerfully comply with your request for
information.
TnE OosT.-I have, up to the present time, printed three hundred
copies of the report, containing seven hundred and two pages, in
folio, on cap paper, for which my bill is:
For s1Jtting type in bill form--------------------------------------------- $1,482 62
Press-work on same in folio form--------------------- ------ -------------- 1, 053 00 ·
Percentage allowed by lt1w --------------------------------------··-------

845 20

Total __________ ____________________________________________________ $3,380 82 ·

Thus the entire bill, for all the printing I have done on· the report,
amounts to three thousand three hundred and eighty dollars and eighty-two
cents. I cannot of course state with entire accuracy what the bill
for the whole work may be when finished by the Commissione1·s, but
I understand from some of them that there remain only a few more
chapters or ' titles to be printed, and these may be approximately
estimated at an additional cost of three to five hundred dollars,
making the estimate ·for the entire cost of the printing a sum less

than

$4,000

!

The paper used in the work is a good article of cap w1·iting paper,
arad was furnished by J. N. Crutcher & Oo,-;-contractors for supplyhig that character of stationery to the State-at - a cost, I am informed, of $623.
"T he State Binder's bill for his work on the report will amount, as
I learn from him cir his agent, to about $216, an estimate only being
,given, for the reason that the Binder's work is not yet executed.
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It will be remembered that the Public Printer has nothing to do
with the paper or binding; but I have given what information I
possessed on these subjects, to facilitate the action of the committee.
THE AuTHORITY FOR PRINTING.-ln response to your question in re- gard to the authority under which .the printing was executed, I have
to state that I did it at the urgent and unanimous request of the
Commiss~oners, but entirely at my own risk and responsibility, looking alone to ·this Legislature for payment. The evident necessity
and propriety of the work, and the fact that the Commissioners requested its execution, and promised to recommend payment for it to
the ,only authority which could order it, mainly induced me to incur
the responsibility.
REMARKs.-Having fully responded ' to your interrogatories, I trust
you will indulge me in some further statements and explanations,
whic? may throw light upon · the subject-matter before your committee.
You allude, in your communication, to the fact that the idea obtains with some members of the Legislatur_e that the _printing of the
report will cost the State "a very large amount." It is for you to
judge, with the facts before you, whether, for a work of _such magnitude and importance,. the Printer's bill is a very large amount
or the_contrary. I have !?harged preci ely according to the rates
allowed by law for similar work. I have neither charged nor asked
increase of pay; nor have I clrarged fully for the numberless revisions, ad,ditions, and corrections n~cessarily attending a work of this
character.
The book is printed in folio,.in the form of printed legislative bills,
with numbered lines, large margins and spacing, and_ on writing
paper-an expensive kind of printing, but one rendered absolutely
necessary, by the reason that the committees and members of the
Legislature will be compelled to have the report in such shape that
it can be interlined and margined with such amendments as may be
desired, before its final adoption. The · manner in which the report
is printed and presented to the General Assembly, has a precedent in
similar action of the revisors of the statutes in 1850-'l. It was
deemed impossible to have prompt or perhaps intelligent action by
the Legislature, with only a single manuscript copy of the report to
be read aloud by the Clerk. The Commissioners, or some _o f them,
represented to me that a great deal of time and expense-perhaps
the cost of a month's session-might be saved to the State by having
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their report p1·esented to the Legislature, at the opening of the session, in a shape that each member might have a printed copy to
read, and thereby regulate his action . From this presentation of the
case I consented to incur the responsibility of publication, not doubting for a moment that the Legislature would be pleased with the
work and promptly order payment.
NuMnER OF Coprns.-1 printed for the Commissione1·s o-nly three
hundred copies of their report; all of which have heretofore been
placed, for obvious reasons, at their disposal. They have distributed
and used a number of these, but directed me to reserve enough to
supply each member and officer of the House and Senate with one
copy. The sheets of the copies reserved for the Legislature, as fr r
as I have printed them, are in the hands of the State Binder, snbj___::_t
to the order of your' honorable body. I uni.lerstand thRt some ge tlemen of both the House and the Senate desired to order more t :rn n
three hundred copies. I ref~rence to this I would suggest, a!H10u g
the extra work would profit me, that such an order at this time would
double the expense to the State, as the type upon which the forms
were printed' has been distributed as the work progresse d.
All of which is respectfully r eported .
S. I. M. MAJOR, Public Printer .

;FRANKFORT, January 11th, 1873.

Hon. Clint . Griffith:
S1R: I regret that. I was not in my room this evening when you and
I
other gentlemen· did me the honor to call, as I would, with great
pleasure, have given to you the information in person which I propose to give in this communicatiorr.
I understand that a committee ""as raised in the House to-day, of
which you are chairman, the object of which is to inquire by whom
and by what authority the printing of the work of the Commissioners
to revise the statute laws was done.
As my colleague, J . lVI. Nesbitt, left for his home to-day, this response must be made by myself alone.
There was no authority of law for the doing of this printing, and
the same was done at the request of the Commissioners alone. The
act under which we received our appointment required us, within
thirty days after our appointment, to meet in Frankfort, and then
commence and complete the work. We did meet as· required, and
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commenced the work. The first difficulty that presented itself was
in re spect of the printing, as out· labors progressed . We had no
clerk allowed us . It was ne cessary that all the manuscript required
to be written must be done by ourselvel:' . Any person would see at
once how very troublesome it would he to us to correct, revise, ·and
remodel our own work, if the corrections had to be made upon and
in the face of our own manuscript, often rendering it necessary to
re-write the whole thing . Moreover, we were per(ectly satisfiedand who could doubt but that such would have been the result?that if we had laid our report before the House in manuscript, that,
of necessity, the first motion would have been to order the same to be
1
-printed. The r esult of this wou ld have been to bave kept th e Legislature detained from all consideration of our revision until the same
could be then ·printed-a period of five or six weeks. We as::1umed
that there could be no cavil ' raised upon our action, if we took the
respon,;ibility of anticipating this cnevitable want, and providing for
it in advance,_\\.·hereby we could so g1·eatly facilitate the action of
the Legislature in their duty to consider and pass upon our labors.
This is the extent of our offendi ng. lVIor.eover, we were anxious to
have the suggestions and criti cism of members and professional
gentlemen. How could this be obtained. _unless the · work was before them? and to prnvide for this want also, we desired the printing done as the several chapters were aqopted by us. Col. Johnston,
very gf,)nerously, in view oft.he absolute necessity of the thing, agreed
to execute the printing, and risk the allo.wance by the Legislature.
Respectfully, yours,
E. I. BULLOCK.
Mr. Beckham moved the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Public Printer be ordered to furnish three hundred copies
of the report of the Commissioners of the Revised Statutes, in lieu
of the two hundred copies ordered by the House, and the one hundred copies ordered by the Senate : one copy to each memb er of the
House and Senate, and two copies each to the. members of the joint
committee on revision, and the remainder to be placed at the dis1
posal of the Commissioners.
The rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolution was taken up, twice read, and
adopted.
And then the House adjourned .
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1873.
The following petitions were presented viz : .
By Mr. Phelps1. The petition of certain citizens of Edmonson county, praying
the passage of a law to empower the coun_ty judge of said county
to issu e the bonds of the county for the purpose of building a new
court-hou se.
, By Mr. Cooper2. The petition of sundry citizens of Mason county, praying for
the incorporation of the town of Stantonville.
By Mr. Cosso n3. The petition of certain citizens of Pula,:;ki county, praying that
James M. Phelps be permded to peddle goods, wares, and merchandise in this State, for two years, without license.
By Mr. W . H. Evans4. The petition of certain citizens of Harlan county, praying to
be stricken from the county of Harlan and added to the county of
Josh Bell .
By Mr. Beckham5. The petition of certain citizens of .Nelson con.nty, praying for
a change of the time of holding the circuit courts of said county.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Ways and Means; the 2d to the Co1pmittee on Corporate Institutions; the 3d and 4th to the Committee
on P;·opositions and Grievances; and the 5th to the Committee on
Circuit Courts.
On motion of M1·. Phelps, indefinite leave of absence was granted
Mr. White .
·
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to authorize the county courts of Grant and other counties
to submit a vote of tax to provide the right of way for railroads.
That they had passed bills, wh~ch originated "in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, vii:
An act for. the benefit of the town of Franklin.

)
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An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
Cave City precinct, in the county of Banen.
With amendments to the last named bill.
An d 'that they had passed hills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to incorporate the Chattaroi Railroad Company.
2. An act to amend the charter of the city of Lexington .
. 3. An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act t? amend the charter
of the Owenton and Ross Mill Turnpike Road Company."
4. An act for the benefit of Joseph Robinson, late sheriff of Franklin county.
Which bills were read the fi1:st time ·and ordered to be read a
seco·nd time.
The r~le of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That th~y be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Railroads; the_2d to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 3d to the Committee on Internal Improvem_ent; and the 4th to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
·The Speaker laid before the House the report of the Board of
Manage1·s and' Medical Superintendent of the Kentµcky Eastern
Lunatic. Asylum.
[For Report-see Legislative Document No. 4.J
On motion of Mr. Goodloe,
Ordered, That the Public Printer print five hundred copies thereof
for the use of the House .
According to order, the House took up for further consideration a
bill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the Louisville 1 Cincinnati, and Lexington Railroad Company.
Mr. Bush and Mr. W. Evans moved amendments thereto, which
were rejected.
Mr. Cooper moved the following amendment, viz:
Insert after the words "seventy-one," in the t'vventy-third line, second section: "And in the event that the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund elect to sell the common stock of said company now owned
by the State in said Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Railroad
Company, as herein provided for, then the amount due the State from
the sale of said stock shall be a preferred ·lien upon said road to any
lien authorized by this act; and should said Commissioners elect not
to sell said stock, then no mortgage or lien made upon said .road
under this _act shall include the said State stock for any indebtedness
9-H.
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othe1· than the present indebtedness of the said Louisville, Cincinnati,
and Lexington Railroad Company."
Mr. Bush moved a substitute, by way of amendment, for the
amendment moved by Mr. Cooper.
And the question being taken on the amendment (substitute) proposed by Mr. Bush, it was decided in the negative..
The question was then taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Cooper, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and Woolfolk, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0reary) W.W. Deaderick,
J.C. Moorman,
A. C. Armstrong, ·
John W. Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
W . W. Baldwin,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W . .Bascom, Manlius T. Flippin,
John Rowan,
S . C. Bell,
Jam es Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
Church H . Blakey,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. W. Bush,
C . .P. Gray,
William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas Nl. Johnson, J. S . Taylor,
Jam es S. Chrisma n,
Bryan S. McClure,
George NI. Thomas,
R. D. Cook,
William J. McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
R. L. Cooper,
NI. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Cosson,
T. J . Megibben,
S. H. Woolfolk-36.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
W.R. Bates, ·
Jame$ B. Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. 'Powell,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
J.ohn A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
J. C.. S. Blackburn,
Wm . A. Hoskins,
William Tarlton,
Wm. F. Bond,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B.. M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
L W. Trafton,
T·ho,maas P.. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
L. W. Lassing,
T. W. Varnon,
George Ca:rter,
J. S. Lawson,
E. F. Waide,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. J . .McAfee,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.
W. A . .Morin,
J. N. Woods,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm. Mynhie1·,
J.M. Wright-44.
Josiah H. Combs,
Mat. Nunan,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Railrnad
Company, for the purpose of taking up and ·consolidating its present
bonded and floating debt, retiring its preferred stock, and completing
its works and equipment,_is hereby authol'ized and empowered to
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issue the bonds of the company, bearing such a rate of interest as
said company shall determine, not exceeding eight per cent. per
annum, payable semi-ann u ally, and having not more than thirty
years to run, to an amount not excee<ling ten millions of dollars,
and secure the payment of the principal and interest of said bonds
by a cnnsolidatefl mortgage on the property and franchises of the
company, including its branches; and may sell or hypotheeate such
bonds, or exchange them for other bonds or preferred stock of said
company, or so much thereof as may be deemed n ecessary, or settle
the floating debt of the company therewith, in such manner and at
such rates as the said company, or its board of directors, may deem
best for the purposes aforesaid.
'
§ 2. That said company may connect its road, or any of its
branches, with the railroad of any other company in this State; and
may pUL·chase or lease and operate any railroad connectin g with its
road or branches; and may sell or lease its road or branches, and
the property and franchises thereof, to any other railroad company
in this State; and may consolidate or make running and operating
arrangements with or subscribe to the stock, or guarantee the bonds
of any other railroad company with which it connects or has running
anangements in this State, upon such terms as may be agreed on by
the contracting parties by consent of a majority in amount of their
respective stockholders; and it shall be lawful for the franchises and
stock or subscriptions to stock, granted and subsc1·ibed to any other
railroad company, to be assigned and transfened to the said Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Railroad Company, and the like
powers and privileges are hereby granted to any railroad company
w ith which the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Railrnad Com-.
pany may contract to make similar arrangements with said Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Railroad Company: Provided, That
the said Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Railroad Company
shall be bound, within two years after the execution of said mortgage hereby authorized, upon the application of the Commissioners
of the Sinking Fund of the State of Kentucky, to contrnct with and
purchase from said Commissioners the common stock of said company now owned by the said State, at the same price and upon the
sam·e terms as those upon which the common stock was sold by said
company to C. P. Huntington ·a nd others, in the year eighteen hundred and seventy -one (1871): And provided further, That no transfer....or assignment of any subscriptions of stock by any other railroad
company shall vest in said Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington
Railroad Company any additional rights or privileges, other than
such as are held by the company assigning the ;,ame at the time of
such sale or assignment.
§ 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its
passage .
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evan s
and Sellers, were as fo ll ows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM1·. Speaker (lW'0reary).T. E . Gosson,
J. L. Nall,
Wm . A. Allen,
W.W. Deaderick,
Mat. Nunan,
A. 0 . Arm strong,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N . Phelps,
W. W . Ayer.·,
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. Powell,
W.W . Baldwin.,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
W.R. Bates,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, John P. Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. P . Grny,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S . 0. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
J. C. S . Bhrnkburn,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
James W. Snyder,
Chul'Ch H . Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
William Tarlton,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
George M. Thomas,
W . B. lVI. Brooks,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, C. VV. Thi·elkeld,
W. W. Bush,
T. J. Jones,
Hany I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, L. \V. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
John S . Ca1·pente1·,
J . S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucke1·,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Va1·non,
B. E. Cassilly,
William J. lVIcEli-oy, E. F. Waide,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
0. H. Webb,
C. M. Olay, jr., •
T. J. Megibben,
F . A. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H . Combs,
W. A. Morjn,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad,
Wm . Mynhier,
J. M. Wright-73.
R. L. Cooper,
Tho5e who voted in the negative, wereAlpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
Bryan S. McClure,
Robe ,-t M. Carlisle,
Manlius T. Flippin,
William S ellers,
John W . Dyer,
JamPs Garnett,
J. S. Tayloe-9.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr . Deaderick moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed .
Mr. Blackburn moved to lay the moti on to reconsider on the table.
And t he question being taken on the motion of Mr. Blackburn, it
was decided in the afffrmative .
Mr. Speaker McCreary moved the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That the Committee on the Judicia,·y be, and it is hereby,
iinstructed to inquire, and report by bill or otherwise, t.he legislation
necessary to secure area ppo1tionment of t.he State of Kentucky into
Representative and Sen a to rial Dist1-icts.
Whi-eh was adopted .
Mr. Bush moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Superintendents of the Eastern and ·western
.Lunatic Asylu ms rep ort immediately t o this House, as accurately as
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possible, the numbe r of lunatics at th-is time in Kentucky, who have
bee n refu se::! admi;;sion in said Asylums on account of a w a nt of
room.
Which was adopted.
L eave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Garnett!. A biJ! to amend an act; entitled "An act to regulate the times of
holding cou!'ts of justices of the peace."
On mot ion of sam e2 . A bj]l fol' the benefit of Wm. and Joshua Butler.
O n mo tion of same3. A bill to authorize the Adair county coul't -to levy and collect
t_nx to pay for 1:ight of way foe a railro ad through sai_d county.
O n motion of Mr. Bates4. A bill for the benefit of F. G. Bybee, late mat·sha l of the town
of Glasgow.
Oa motion of :;ame5 . A bill to prevent the commission of teespass in the county of
Bal'l'en .
On motion of i:;ame6. A bill to amend the clrn,·ter of t be town of Glasg-ow.
On motion of same7. A bil l to prohibit the sale of spi,·ituous, vinous, and malt liquors
iu Gla,;;gow Juncti.on precinct, in the county of Ba,·ren .
On motion of Mr. Bascom8 . A bill for the bene~it and protection of livery-stable keepers in
Bath county .
On motion of same9. A bill to enact a mechanics' lien law for Bath connty.
On motion of lVIr. Lassing10. A bill requiring the ownet·s of sl;ock scales in Boone county to
have test weights.
On motion of same11. A bill 1.o i.ncol'porate Walton Lodge, No. 188, I. 0. 0. F.
0,1 moti.on of Mr. J. D. Wil,;;on12. A bi.ll to regulate 1:hf:' sale of spirituous li.quo ,·s in this 0ommonweall-h .
On motion of Mr. Morin13. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the
recli;;tdci-iog the school districts in the county of Campbell."
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On motion of Mr. Tucker14. A bill to incorporate the Winchester Buiiding and Accumulating Fund Association.
On motion of same15. A bill to provide for the ·w inding _up of insolvent railroad,
turnpike, and plank road companies.
On motion of Mr. Powell16. A bill to amend the school law in relation to the election of
school commissioners.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe17. A bill for the benefit of Elizabeth M. Johnson, of Fayette
county. ·
On motion of Mr. ToddlB. A bill for the benefit of H. H. Crutcher, of Woodford county.
On motion of Mr. Sellers19. A bill to amend an act, entitled'' An act to reduce into one the
several acts in regard to the town of Lancaster, and for other purposes," approved March 9, 1867.
On motion of Mr. Combs20. A bill for the benefit of .M. 0. Napier, of Perry county.
On motion of same21. A bill for the benefit of John Williams, of Perry county.
On motion of Mr. Trafton22. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpornte the
Marble City Mining al1d Manufacturing Compauy."
On motion of Mr. Jessee23. A bill to apply the mechanics' lien law to the town of Eminence, Henry county.
On motion of same24. A bill for the benefit of Mrs. N. E. Long, of Henry county .
On motion of M1·. E. Polk John son25. A bill fo1· the benefit of school district No. 10, in Jefferson
county.
On motion of same26. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 47, in Jefferson
county.
On motion of Mr. W. H. Evans27. ~ - bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the protection of
deer in this Commonwealth."
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On motion of same28 . A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act establishing the county
of Josh Bell."
On motion of Mr. Cook29 . A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act approved March 11,
1871, declaring Roundstone creek, in Rockcastle county, a .navigable
stream."
On motion of same30. A bill to regulate the mode of appointing commissioners and
toll-gate keepers on the Madison Fork of the Wilderness Turnpike
Road.
On mot.ion of same31. A bill to amend chapter 84, article 2, Revised Statutes, title
"Roads and Pass ways."
On motion of same32. A bill to fort.her prescribe the qualifications of school commissioners in this Commonwealth, and to change the mode of their
election.
On motion of Mr. Fitzpatrick33. A bill for the incorporation of the town of Whitesburg, Letcher
county.
On motion of same34. A bi11 for the benefit of Jas. W. Hogg, l~te sheriff of Letcher
county.
On motion of Mr. Thomas35. A bill to amend the act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt
Lick, Tollsboro, and Maysville Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same36. A bill to amend the act incorporating the Concord and Tollsboro Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same37. A bill to amend the act incorporating the Boone Mining and
Manufacturing Company.
On motion of same38. A bill for the benefit of Lewis Plummer, jailer of Lewis county.
Un motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary39. A bill to incorporate the town of College Hill, in Madison
county.
On motion of same40. A bill to provide means fot· securing a proper repre sentation
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of our products and manufactures at the Grand Exposition to be held
in Vienna, Austria, in May, 1873.
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie41. A bill for the benefit of John Lo.uis Farron, of McCracken
county.
On motion of same42. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Woodville, in
McCracken county.
On motion of Mr. McAfee43. A bill to enable the Bl'yantsville and Cane Run Turnpike Road
Company to charge toll for crossing Hickman bridge, on said road.
On motion of same44. A hill to charter the Nevada and Dixville Turnpike Road.Company, in Merce1· county.
On motion of Mr. S. C. Bell45. A bill legalizing the action of the Metcalfe county court in fixing the time of holding cou1·ts of justices of the peace in said county.
· On motion of Mr. Deaderick46. A bill to authorize the county court of Pendleton county to sell
the poor-house property.
On motion of same47 . A bill for the benefit of the German Lutheran Chmch in the
town of Falmouth.
On motion of Mr. Foree48 . A bill for the benefit of the Bagdad and Harrisonville Turnpike Road, in Shelby county.
On motion of same49. A bill for the benefit of the Fox Run and Bullskin Turnpike
Road, in Shelby county.
On motion of same50. A bill for the benefit of the Grove Hill Cemetery, in Shelby
county.
On motion of M1·. Bush-'
51. A bill to further tax foreign insurance companies .
On motion of same52. A bill to exempt from taxation the agricultural and mechanical
associations of this Common wealth.
On motion of Mr. McKenzie53. A bill to exempt undertakers of this Commonwealth from serving on juries.
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On motion of .Mr . Nunan54. A bill to increase the county levy of Washington county.
I
On motion of Ml'. Chrisman55. A bill to authorize the county court of Wayne county to' take
the sense of -the voters of said county as to the propriety of creating
. a fund to sec ure the right of way of a railroad t:ti,rough said county.
On motion of Mr. Bailey56. A bill to incorporate t~e Webster County Chalybeate a·nd Sulphm Springs Company.
On motion of Mr. Graves57. A bill for the b e nefit of J. Henry Kirk, of Marion county.
On motion of same58. A bill for the benefit of school district No . - , Loretto district, '
in Marion county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Revised Statutes prepare and
bring in the 1st, 5th, 9th, 17th, 23d, 24th,_38th, 40th, and 45th; the
Committee on vVays and Means the 2d and 57th; the Committee on
County Courts the 3d, 28th, 30th, 31st, 46th, 54th, and 55th; the Committee on Religion the 7th, 12th, and 47th; the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the l 0th; the Committee on Corporate
Institutions the 11th, l!:lth, 22d, 33d, 39th, 42d, and 56th; the Committee on Education the 13th, 16th, 25th, 26th, 32d, and 58th; the
Committee on Banks the 14th; the Committee on the Judiciary the
15th·, 50th, 51st, and 52d; the Committee on Propos:tions and Grievances the 18th, 21st, 27th, 29th, 34th, and 53d; the Committee on
Claims the 20th ; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 35th,
36th, 37th, 43d, 44th, 48th, and 49th; a select committee, consisting
~ of Messrs. Garnett, Beckham, and Graves, the 4th; a select committee, consisti ng of Messrs. Dyer, S . C. Bell, and T . M . johnson, the
6th; a select committee, consisting of Messrs . Rowlett, McKenzie,
and McAfee, the 8th; and a select committee, consisting of Messrs.
Corbett, Griffith, and Trafton, the 31st;
Mr. W. Evans, from a select committee, to whom was referred so
mu ch of the Governor's message as relates to th-e death of the Hon.
James A. McOampbell, presented . the following preamble and joint
resolution s, viz :
WHEREAS, It has been announced to this General Assembly, by His
Excellency the Governor, that on the 25th day of December, 1872,
the Hon. James A. McCampbell, a member of the House of Repre10-Fr.
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sentatives .f rom the county of Jessamine, departed this life; through
respect to bis memory and many virtues, be it
l. Resolved by t!te General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That it is with deep sorrow and regret that ""e, the members of this
General Assembly, have received the announcement of the death of
the Hon. Jas. A. McCampb ell, an event which carries sorrow to his
many friends, and deprives the State of a useful and honorable public
se1·vant.
·
2. Resolved, That to .the afflicted family of the deceased we hereby
tender our deepest sympathies.
3. Resolved, That, as a further mark of res pect to the memory of
the deceased, we will wear the usual badge of mourning for a period
of thirty days.
.
4. Resolved, That these resolutions be spread upon the Journal,
and that a copy of the same be forwarded to the family of the deceased by the Speaker of the House of Representatives .
5. Resolved, That on the adoption of these resolutions the House
be then adjourned .
The rule requiring joint resolutions to . lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolutions were taken up, twice read, and
un animously adopted.
And then the House adjourned .

..
THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they

'had passed a bill and concurred in a resolution, which originated in
the Ho use of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to ~ablish the St. Louis Cemetery, of Henderson.
Resolution providing for the election of a United States Senator,
to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of the Hon. Garrett Davis.
That they had passed a bill and adopted a r esolution of the fol lowing titles, viz;
An act to charter the Owenton High School.
Resolution in relation to the Commissioners on the Revised Statutes.
Which bill was .r,e.ad the first time and ordered to be read d. second

'.time.
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The rule of the House and consti tutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said hill be r eferred to the Committee on Education.'
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz :
On motion of lVIr. Thomas1. A bill to authorize the Clerk of the Lewis county court to make
out a new cross-index to deeds recorded in the clerk's office of the
Lewis county court.
On motion of same2. A hill for the benefit of R. B. Lovell, late sheriff of Lewis
county.
On motion of same3. A bill authorizing R. B. Lovell, late sheriff' of bewis county, to
list his uncollected fee bills and tax receipt;; with con stables for collection.
On motion of Mr. Trafton4. A bill in relation to grand, petit, and other juries .
Ordered, That the Committee on Revised Statutes prepare and
· bring in said bills.
On motion of lVIr. Blackburn, indefinite leave of' absence was
granted lVII'. Scales.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe, the Public Pl'inter was directed to
print five hundred additional copies of the report of the Superintendent of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum, heretofore presented to the
House.
The Speaker la id before the House the report of the Board of
Trustees of the Kentucky In stitution fol' the Education of the Blind,

[ For R eport-see L egislati·ve Document No. 11.]
On motion of lVIr. Waide,
Ordered, That the Public Printer print one thousand copies thereof.
Th e Speaker laid before the House the report of the Board of
Managers of the State House of Reform for Juvenile Delinquents.

[ For Report-see Legislative Document No . 10.J
lVIr. Waide moved to print one thousand copies of the same. ·
Mr. Graves moved to amend the motion of Mr. Waide by striking
out" one thou san d," and inserting in lieu thereof "five hundred."
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Grnves, it was
decided in the negative.
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Mr. J. R. Sanders moved to amend the motion of Mr. Waide by
striking out" one thousand," and inserting" one thousand five hundred."
And the question being.taken on the motion of 1\11·. Sanders, it was
decided in the negative.
The motion of Mr. Waide was then adopted.
And so the Public Printet· was ordered to print one thousand copies
of said report.
The Speaker la id before the House the report of the rec eipts and
disbursements of the Western Lunatic Asylum for the year 1872.
[For Report-see L egislative Document No. 14.J
Ordered, That the Public Printer print one thousand copies thereof.
The Speaker laid before the House the report of the Kentucky
In stitution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb for the year
1872.

[For R eport-see Legislative Document No. 5.]
Ordered, That the Public Printer pdnt one thousand copies thereof.
The Speake1· laid before the House the following communication,
viz:
To the Speaker of tlte 1/.ouse of R epresentatives:
Sm : I would respectfully request, through you, to make to the
House of Representatives ·a report of the revision of the statute
laws on the subject of'' Common Schools."·
E. I. BULLOCK, Commissioner.
Ordered, That said report be referred to the joint committee het·etofore raised on the subject of the re~ision of the statutes.
Mr. Todd read and -laid on the table the following preamble and
joint resol ution , viz:
WrrEREAS, The National Pl'ison Reform Congress of the United
States will meet at Baltimore, commencing its sessions on the 20th
inst., for the purpose of considering all subjects connected with prison
discipline- and prison reforms, and also public or State cba1·itable
in stitutions; and whereas, the State of Kentucky, thrnugh the Executive thereof, has been invited by the National Prison Association to
attend and participate in the deliberations of said body; therefore,
be it
Resolv!Jd by lite General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Governor of this Commonwealth be directed to appoint
three citizens of Kentucky, suitable persons, as delegates to represent
the State at said mee.ting, anc,l the -sum o.f one hund,red dollars each
is hereby appropriated to defray the expenses of said delegates w ho
may attend; and the Auditor of Public Accounts is direeted to draw
,his warrant on the Treasurnr, who shall_pay. the same, upon the cer-
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tificate of the Governor to the effect that sctid delegates have attended said Congress as herein contemplated.
Mr. Todd moved to suspe nd the rule requiring joint resolutiom1 to
'
lie one day on the table, and take up the same.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirm - ,
ative.
The .yeas and nays being required thereon by , Messrs. Graves and
Ayers, were as follows, viz :
Those wlio voted jn the affirmative, were1Vfr. Speaker (M'C1•eary)W. W. Deaderick,
Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. W. Baldwin ,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, lVl. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertso_n,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R . Sanders,
W . H.. Bates,
W. N. Beckham,
C. D. Foote,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P: Foree,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
James Garnett,
Will iam Tarlton,
Wm . F. Bond,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, George lVI. Thomas,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W . Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Card well, Wm. A. Hoskins,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
George M. Jessee,
L. W . Trafton,
George Carter,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
James S. Chrisman,
Thomas M. Johnson, T. W. Varnon,
C. M. Clay, jl·.
J. J. McAfee,
E. F. Waide,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
Josiah H. Combs,
M. E. McKenzie,
F. A . Wi lson ,
W illi am G. Conrad,
T. J. Megibben,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D . Cook,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm . Mynhier,
J. ·M. Wright-65.
Thomas EI. Corbett,
J. L. Nall,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
Lewis Potter,
G. W . Bailey,
T . J. Jones,
John Rowan,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
L. W. Lassing,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S . Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, S. H. Woolfolk-17.
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. C. Moorman,
Said preamble and resolution were then taken up and twice read .
Mr. Graves moved the following amendment, viz:
Strike out "one hundred dollars," wl;i.erever it occurs in said resolution.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Graves, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereo'n by Messl's. Graves and
Taylor, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. W. Ayers,
J . E. Cosson,
William J. McElroy,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Sam uel M. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey ,
R. 1'a1·v . Baker,
E . A. Graves,
J. S. Taylor,
R. D. Cook,
J . J . McAfee,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas H. Corbett, Bryan S. McClure,
S. H . Woolfolk-15.
Those who voted in the negative, were·
M1·. Speaker(M'Creary)W . H . Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Wm . A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Baldwin,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E . A. Robertso n,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D . Foote,
John Rowan,
W . R. Bates,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
W . N. Beckham,
Wm . Cassius ·Goodlo e, J.P. Sackstede1·,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. A . Hoskins,
William Sellers,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George M. Jessee,
James W . Snyde1·,
Wm . F. Bond, ·
E. Polk John son,
'William Tarlton,
W. B. lVI. Brooks,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, George M. Thomas,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J . Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
L. W . •Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W . Trafton ,
James S . Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
Joseph T . Tucker,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
T. J. Megibhen,
T. W . Varnon,
J. Guthri e Coke,
J. C. Moorman,
E. F. Waide,
Josiah FI. Combs,
W. A. Morin,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad, J. L . Nall,
C.H. Webb,
R . L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
F . A. Wilson ,
W . W . Deaderick,
John W . Ogilvie,
.T. N. Woods,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-66.
Mr. Waide then moved the following amend,nent to said res olution, viz:
2. That the Represe~tatives from Kentucky in sa id Congress be,
and they are hereby, req ueste<l, at the earliest practicable day, to
report to the Governor of Kentucky such matters of interest and
impol'tance to the State of Kentucky as may come before the said
Congress for their consideration .
Which was adopted.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the preamble and
resolution as amended, and it was decid ed in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows , viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative , wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)W. W. Deaderick,
Julian N. Phelps,
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. At·mstrong,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James B. F itzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
W. W. Baldwin,
C. D . Foote,
J P. Sackstede r,
Alpheus W . Bascom, James Garnett,
J . R. Sanders,
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Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Tarlton,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thomas,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee ,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk John so n,
Harry I. Todd,
S . C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson , L . W . Trafton,
J . C. S . Blackburn,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. J . McAfee,
T. W . Varnon,
W. R. lVl. Brnoks,
M. E. McKenzie,
E. F. Waide,
Robe rt M. Carlisle,
T. J. Megibben,
J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L Nall,
J: N. Woods,
C. M. Clay, jr.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. N unan,
J . iVI. Wright-53.
John W. Ogilvie,
R. L. Coope1,,
Those who voted in the neg_ative, wereWm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S . Powell,
G. W. Ba iley,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
Church H. Blakey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. W. Bush,
E. A. Graves,
William Sellers,
Th omas P. Cardwell, L. W. Lassing,
James W . Snyder,
Jo siah H . Combs,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
William G. Conrad,
William J. McElrny, C.H. Webb,
R. D. Cook,
J . C. Moorman,
Jonas D . Wilso n,
Thomas H. Corbett, Wm . Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk-28 .
J. E . Cosson,
And so said preamble and resolutions were adopted.
According to order, the House resumed the furthe r consideration of
a bill from the Senate, together with the severnl amendments proposed thereto, e ntitled
An act to provide for the erection and location of the Third Lunatic Asy lum.
After debate thereon, on motion of Mr. W. Evans,
Orde1·ed, That the further consideration of said bill and amendments be postponed to, and made the special order of the day for,
to-morrow, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And then the House adjourned.
0
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The following petitions and remonstrance were presented, viz :
By Mr. Deaderick!. The petition of sundry citizens of Pendleton county, praying
an increase of jurisdiction of justices in said county.
By Mr. Bates2. The petition of sundry citizens of Glasgow Junction corporation and precinct, praying the passage of a law prohibiting the sale
of spirituous or vinous liquors withfn said precinct.
By Mr. Sellers3. A remonstrance of ce1·tain citizens of Garrard county, against
the passage of a -bill to amend the charter of the Lancaster and Dix
Rive,· Turnpike Road.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st and 3d to the Committee on County Courts, and the 2d to the
Committee on Religion.
On motion, ind efinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Bush,
Bascom, and Ha;npton.
Leave was given to b1-ing in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Bascom1. A bill to incorporate the Bath Iron Company .
.:)n motion of same2. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Frenchburg, in Men ifee county.
Ordered; That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in said bills.
A message was received from the Senate, announ cing that they
had adopted a joint resolutio n, entitled
·
Resolution appointing a joint committee for certain purposes.
That they had concurred in a joint resolution, which originated in
the House of Representati_ves, entitled
Resolution providing for the appointment of Commissioners to the
National Prison Reform Congress.
And that they ha~ passed a bill, entitled
An act partitioning the Fairfield and ·Samuels' Depot '.furnpike
Road, and out of the same incorporating the Faidi.eld and Cox's
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Creek Turnpjke Road Company_, and the-Samuels'- Dep,ot and Cox's
Greek Turnpike Road Company.
Which bill was read the first tiine ;i.nd :ordered ·to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional'provision as to the second
reading of said bill b·e ing dispensed with~
Ordered, That said bill be referred 'to th·e Committee on Internal
Improvement.
Mr. Deaderick, from th·e Committee on Enrollments, reported th.at
they had examined enrolled bllls, which· originated !n th~ Senate, of
the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of the blfod chlrdren and yo nth of the State
of Kentucky;
An act relating to the grnunds of the charitabie institutions of this
Common wealth;
An act for the benefi\ of Willi'am Adams & Son, of l\Iag.offin
county;
An act for the benefit of A. Q ~Baker, fate sheriff of Boone county;
And also enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
Ah act for the benefit of ·the town· of' Franklin ;
An act to establish the St. Louis c ·e metety, of Henderson·;_·
R esolution providi'ng for th·e election of a United 'States Senator,
to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Hon·. Ganett Davis;
Resolution providing for appointment of Commissioners to the
National Phson. Reform Congress;
Anihad .found the sau'ie ,truly enrolled.
Whereupon ·the Speaker affi;xed his signature thereto.
Ordered; That Mr: Deaderick inftlrm th~ S'e nate thereof.
Mr. McKenzie, fr0m the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom
was recommitted a bill from the Senate; entitled
An act to allow .jailers compensati:on-.for, keeping,,pauper lunatics
in the jails -of this Commonwealth,
Reported the sarne ·wi~hout amendment, and.with the expression of
opinion that ·s aid bill ought not to pass.
The question was ~then put," Shall ·the . bill be . read ·a third time1,
the opinion of , the ·,oommittee r to the •contrary notwithstanding? ~· and if was· decided·in· the negative:
And so said bill was- disagreed to ..
I
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Mr. Megibben, from the Committee on Ways and Means; to whom
was recommitted a bi11 from the Senate, entitled
An act to continue the office of Auditor's Agent,
Re.ported the same without amendment.
On motion of Mr. Jessee, said bill was recommitted to the Committe e on Ways and Means, and they were directed to re port thereon
on Wednesday, the 22d inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Baldwin, from the Committee on Ways and Means, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend the revenue laws.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Corbett moved - to recommit said bill to the Committee on Revised Statutes.
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having anived, Mr. Fo-ote moved to
postpone the special order fi.xed for this hour, to make di sposition of
the motion of Mr. Corbett.
And the question being taken thereon, and not having received the
,. requisite number of votes, it was decided in the negative . .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foote and
Balci win, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were1
.A. C. Armstrong,
C. M. Clay, .jr.,
J. S. Lawson,
W. W . Bald win,
William G. Conrad, · Wm.Mynhier,
John A. Bell,
R. L. Uooper,
Hiram S. Powell,
S . C. Bell,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. F. Bond,
C. D. Foote,
William Tarlton,
'Thomas .P . Cardwell, James Garnett,
George M. Thomas,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, E. F. Waide-23 .
Jam es S. Chrisman,
E. A. Graves,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, 'Lewis Potte1·,
W '. W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clinton Griffith,
Samuel'M. Sanders,
vV. R. J3ates,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,.
E. Polk.Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M . .-Jo.hnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
\W. W. Bush,
. T. J. Jone~,
Harry I. Todd,
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L . W. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Garlisle,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Bryan S. McClure,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
B. E . Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
0. H . Webb,
T. J. Megibben,
R. D. Cook,
J. 0 . Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
Thomas' H. Corbett,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. E. Gosson,
J. N. Woods,
J. L . Nall,
W. W. Deaderick,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H. }:Voolfolk,
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. M: Wright-60.
Walter Evans,
According to orde1:, the House, at this hour, took ~p for further con-sideration a bill from the Senate, togethe1· with the amendments and
substitute proposed therefor, entitled
An act to provide for th:e erection and location of the Third Lunatic Asylum.
,,
The original Senate bill reads as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the Genei-al Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars
be, and the sa me is hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not othenvise appropriated, for the purpose of purchasing
a tract of land not exceeding three hundred acres, and erecting thereon a lunatic asylum, to be called and styled the" Thjrd Lunatic Asylum," sufficient for the safe and comfortable keeping and treatment
of at leas t three hundred inmates.
§ 2 . That the Governor shall appoint three competent discreet
persons as commiss ioners, who, after first being duly sworn to faithfully and impartially discharge their duties, shall locate said asylum
on or before May 1st, 1872, at some suitable point in one of the
counties west of the Tennes~·ee river, and contract for the land on
which they locate -it, and take a deed, with clause of general warr anty to th e Commonwealth of l{entucky, so as to secure a good
and perfect title thereto for the use and benefit of said asylum.
§ 3. That when said deed shall have been duly executed by the
vendor or ven dors, and accepted by the commissioners, they shall
iRsue a certificate to the Auditor in favor of the vendor or vendors
fo1· such sum as th ey shall have contracted to pay for the land; and
upon the receipt of such certificate, the Auditor shall draw his warrant upon the Treasurer for said sum, to be paid out of any money
in !he Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 4. When said commissioners t:1hall have purchased the land, and
accepted the deed therefor, they shall immediately proceed to have
the asylum erected, furnis hed, and fitted out, according to the most
improved plans for such in stitutions·; and they are hereby authorized to employ an arc hitect, whose duty it shall be to furnish plans
and specifications for said building, and to superintend the erection
of the same, which plans and specifications shall be considered and
approved by the said commissioners; and to employ and make a
contract with some suitable builder or builders to erect, furnish, and
complete said asylum; and they shall take covenant in favor of the
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Co!fiIDOQ,wealth from such buil_d.e.r or builders, with good and suffi-.;
cient . surety., for a fait,hful compliance with all the term,s a\)d stip u,
lations of the. co.ntra-ct; but . before . letting the contract they shall
advertise fo.r at leaJ:1t twenty da.ys in the. Louisville Cour~er-J ourna.l,.
the Louisville Ledger, the Anzeig.e r, an.cl the Cincinnati Coi:nmercial,
for proposals for · said work, an,d sh,all let . th.e. cot).tract , to the lowest
· and b,C'll>t -bidder or bi.eld ers, who shall execute such covenant; h~1t
the price sh-all n.ot e;xceed the bala~,ce of, the, approp:r iation-rema.in~
ing after paying$for the land.
·
§ 5. Th~ .said commi,ssioners are he reby. au~horized to is~ue certificp.~~s eyery, thr,ee,mpl)_th ~ t<;> t~e Audi~or if.Irfo.vor. o( the building contrnctor or· contractors, for such sum as will pay not exceeding seven ty
per cent. for work actually done, for which sums the Aud itor shall
issue his warrant and the Treasurer shaU pay. the sam,e. in the man,,,
n,el'. required for p~ying th~. ven;<I.o~· of th,e land; but . before issuing
any ce1·tificate to the building contractor or contractors, the commissioners shall, in the prese nce of the county _court judge and clerk,
execute cove-nant, with good and sufficient sureties, to the Commonwealth (to ..be atte13ted ,by; said judge an.cl clerk, and approved by the
Governor.); for the.faithful dischai:ge of all their' dutie s und er this act.
§ 6, W·henevel.' the asylum is completed and ready for the reception of inmates, ,the. comtnissiqners shall notify the. Governor, who
shall: gtve notice thereof by proclamation, and appoint a superin~
tendept of the. asylum to act until the meeting of the , next General
Assembly thereafter.
§ 7. If any commissioner fails to act, the. Governor shall appoint
anothe1·. in his place; and any vacancy shall. be filled by the app.o intment of tbe Govern.or.
§ ,8._ That the . said commissioners, in d.etermining the location of
th e proposed, asylum, shall ta!rn into consideration all the advantages
and conveniences of each county a sking for said location; together
w;ith the val,ue of county or private .subscription which may be made
h¥ each Gounty for .the use _and benefit of the asylum.
§ 9: This act.,shalJ .t ake effect foom its passage .
The . a!Iltm4mentf! proppsed , by the comrpittee are as follows, viz:
1. Amend .section one by striking out i in second line the . words
" .two. hundre!l thousagd,l' and insert in stead ." two huqdred and fifty
thou i;an d .'.'
.
2... Amend section t\yo. by striking ou~ . in, third and fourth . lines,
"shall locate said asylum. on _or befory , May I, 1672, at some suitable
p.ojpt in _on~.of the counties we~t of the T ennessee river," and inse rt
ii:,i ~tyaq , ". shall proce~d to locate said . asylum by making personal
e1am(na t~oµs of ,the vadqus localities .; and they . shall adopt : that
local,itY wJ1ich .. aff'.ords ,the gr.e11test.~a~ \;an_tages necessary. to sustain
apd suppp,rt :rnch . aµ instituti,oq at tht1 lea!'!t cost., and w.ith 1the great.,
e~.t ,benelhs in fertiHty _of so_il, heat!Jfulness, pure and abundl'tnt water,
a fip,t;is,iiiJ:/mty, .abundant .and che!3-p;fu~l, suital;_>le labqr and su pplies ;
apd ,thfl 1s~i~,,co!J!mt11si~ners. shflll locate s~td ins_t.i:t ution 011 or before
tl,.~ 1 fh?1t day of Jup~, H/7.l!·\'
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·3. AmeriH section five · by sh-ilUn'g ,·o ut . in second line 'tiie words
"tliree months," and in'sert' inste'a'd the wor<ls "thirty days."
'The sulistitufe pr·op'osed by 'Mr. 'Bl'akey foacls as follows, vii :
§ 1. Be it ena_cted by the Gen~ral As~embly of (he Crmmonwealtlt of
K entucky, That the sum of one hundred thousand dollars be appropriated to enlarge ·the Western L \l nati,c Asylum ' at ij"opkinsville;
also the sum of thirty th9usand doll,ar1:1 be appropria~ed to enlai·ge ·
the Feeble-mind~d Institute at Fri:!,nkfort; 'and that the Auditod>.e
directed to draw his warrant upon the Treasurer for the above surtj,
for the purposes il}\lic,ated, to be paid out oJ ~ny r,noneys in th~
Treasury not otherwtse appropriated.
§ 2. That the Governor shall appoint three commi~sioners, 1 wlio
shall, a,s directed by him, superintend the enlargement of ea~b, of
the buildings, and 'report '· progress· tb hirh , at le·a st onc'e Mery" three
months , tirltil the w6rk be finished; the st'atem'ehts 1from ' the ·-commissioners to be filed in the ~ecreta,r,y's o(fice Jot·..refer~nce. . , .
§ 3. That the commiss ioners so appointed ~hall see that the })Uildings be erected with as little delay as p'ossibre, ·and that "rio inferior
materials be used in the ·construction of· said brlildings, 'a nd that each
building shall be ·erected according to the . pl.ans iind specifications of
the arch,itect, which ·plans and specificatio.ns mu st have .been approve,d
by·the Governor and commissioners appoint~d by him to superinten,tj
the carryin.g out of tl:.i e same . Said cor,nrn,issioners to employ apd
make contract or·co,ntracts with some suitable builder or ' builders '-to
erect a,n d C,O[!ipl~te B~id buiJdings, a,n~ th~y shall t11ke COVen~.nt' ·jp
favor of the CommoJJWealth from such ,buil.der or builders, with good
and sufficie nt surety for a faithful co.r:Qpliat;1.ce with all the ter1tts ·a1:r<l
stipulations of the .contraqt, ;to b~ approved _by the Goyemor . l3ut,
before letting the coptract, th e,y ~hall i;idvertise, for at . lea!3t tw~nty
day s, in at le!ist thr~e of the mo~t public ne(Wspapers in 'tl:ie Sta,t.e,
for proposals for· sajd work, and iiha:ll let the contract or cohtracts tQ
the lowest and best bidder or bidde1·s.
§ 4. That the commissioners ire hereJ?y authorized to iss ue $;eiitificates every_three ~onths to th!3 Audit9r, and ii.fte1· the same bas.
been approved ·by t.q e Governor, the ,A,uditor shall dra.w his waq~ant
on the Treasurer: Provided, That said certificates shall 11ot exceed
seventy-five per cent. for the work actually dtine.
§ 5. Th.a t s'o scion :=is the ·extension of the Feeble-mii;ided 1Institu'fe
at Frankfort be compleiea, 130 as to afford room sufficient ·for 'toe
accommoda-t·ion of one hundred i·nmates to be comfortably ·careil
for and ·securely .res~rained, then the Su.perintendents of the 'twb
Asylums, viz: at Lexington and at Hopkinsville, ·shall s~lect from
their epileptjc and dem ent~d .patierrts ·fifty '(50) each, and foi·ward
them to the Feeble·-tninded Institute at Frankfort, to ·be received ·by
the Supe1'inte.ndent of said In stitute and properly cared for.
§ 6. That so soon as the fifty (50) epileptic and 'demented patienlfs
are remov·ed from tl;le two Asylums, the :Superintendents of e1!ich
Asylum sha:ll notify the Governor of their readiness to receive ·a ·'l ike
number from their respective districts,' and the Governor shall malte
the same known by proclamation.
I

•
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§ 7. The Governor shall employ an architect, who shall submit
plans and specifications for the enlargement of each institution.
The draft for the Western Asylum shall be drawn so as to furnish
rooms fo~· not less than two hundred (200) lunatics,· ·and the draft for
the enlargement of the Feeble-minded Institute shall furnish rooms
for one hundred (100).
·
§ 8. The necessary expenses in removing said epileptic and demented patients to be paid out of any moneys in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated. That the Auditor shall draw his warrant
on the Treasurer in favor of the Superintendents of said Eastem
and Western Asylums; the accounts shall have first been approved
by the Govemor.
· § 9. This act shall take effect and be in force from its passage .
. The· que stion was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
moved by Mr. Blakey, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requfred thereon . by Messrs. Evans and
Blakey, we1;e as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Creary)J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. D. Cook,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
R. L. Cooper,
John Rowan,
W.W. Baldwin,
Thomas H. Corbett, J.P. Sacksteder,
_W. N. Beckham,
W.W. Deaderick,
William Sellers;
John A. Bell,
Walter Evans,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
J. S. Taylor,
'Church H. Blakey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
George M. Thomas,
Wm. F. B9nd.,
Joseph P. Foree,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. Mc Clum,
E. F. Waide,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
J. C . .Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
James S. Chrisman,
vVm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
C. M. Clay, jr.
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-48.
Those who voted in the negative, were- ·
· W.W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
W. A'. Morin,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John W. Ogilvie,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
E. A. Robertson,
J: C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. R. Sanders,
W. W. Bush,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas NL Johnson, W illiam Tarlton,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
William G. Conrad,
L. W. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
J.E. Cosson,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
John W. Dyer,
J. J. McAfee,
C.H. Webb,
M. Woods Ferguson, M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
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James B. Fitzpatrick, T. J _ Megibben,
Jonas D. Wilson-40.
C. D. Foote,
And so said substitute, by way of amendment, was adopted.
Said bill, as amended, was then read a third time.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, Mr. Wright moved to
dispense with the orders of the day, and pl'oceed with the consideration of this bill .
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative-not having received the number of votes required by the rule.
The yeas and nays being L"equired the1·eon by Messl's. Graves and
Col'bett, were as follows, viz :
~
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
J. E. Coss on,
E. A. Robertson,
W. N. Beckham,
W . W. Deaderick,
J · P . .Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Walter Evans,
J. R. Sanders.
S. C. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Maqlius T. Flippin, . William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
James Garnett,
James W . 8nyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. Polk J ohnson,
William TaL"lton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
John S. Carpentel',
Bryan S. Mi;:Clul'e,
Geo1·ge M. Thomas,
GeoL"ge Carter,
William J . McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
Joseph T. Tucker,
James S. Chrisman,
J . C. Moorman,
E. F. Waide,
C. M. Clay, jr.
W. A. Morin,
J . L. WaL"ing,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Josia h H. Combs, .
J. L . Nall,
J.M. Wright-53.
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)James B. Fitzpatrick, M. E. McKenzie,
W . W. Ayers,
C. D. Foote,
John W. Ogil vie,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hfram S. Powell,
W.W . Baldwin,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John P. Rowlett,
Alphe us W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Harry I. Todd,
W.R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
T. W. Varnon,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C.H. Webb,
W. W'. Bush,
Thomas M. Johnson, F. A. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas H. Corbett, L. W. Lassing,
J. N. Woods-3:2.
M. Woods Ferguson, J. J. McAfee,
The House took up from .the orders of the day the motion hereto-.
fore made to reconsider the vote by which the House had adopted
a resolution, entitled
Resolution concerning- State Library.
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Mr. W aiae moved to lay the motion to reconsi'der on the table.
And the ,11,uestion bein.g, ta.k en O.Q t}le motion q( ~1·. Waide, it was
decided in the affirµiAti~e.
The Hoqs,e took up a.Joint resolutiqn from the. SeQ.ate, entitled
ResoJutio.n ·in . relation to the ·commis;;ioners on the Revised Statutes.
Said resolution was adopted.
l\ilr. Garnett_moved to r~consider the v.ote ~y which sai'd ,resolntion
~~s a,dopted.
Mr. Waide moved to lay the motion Qf Mr. G,arnett on the ta,ble . .
And the que~tiq!l beiQg tll,,k~~ QJl. th_e ,i;p.,otiop. of · Mr. ,Waide, it was
decided_i_n the ~ffl.rma,tive.
The House took up tthe amend;me,nts;proposed by,t.h.e .Sena,te :,o a
bill, which ori-g inated in the House of :Representatives, ,e.ntitied
An act to prohibit the sale of spititµous, vinous, o·r malt liquors. in
Cav_e City preciQ~t,,in· the county Qf 0 B,arren.
Said ame.nd-ments,were concµrred.in.
And the.n t!i,e Ho_uf:!e adjourned.

;~A'DUiRDAY, JANU:A.R Y 18,, ·1873.
Mr. W:illi11tm B11o~n,:a ,m.timbflr .r~tJJ,.:;ned ,toiserve in ,the ,Ho.use -from
the county of Jesflamine, to fill the ,v,ae:ancy QCCa&ioned :by rthe ,death
•of° Hon. :T. A. ,:\\'.lcCaqi,pbell, appear¢:d, ·;prod_uced a certificate o'f hi~
,election, and ,~11;viqg ,take.n the ~at}l pi:e..sc,~ibed by the Constitution.,
,repaired·,to .his seat.
A message was -received from .-the -Senate, announci,ng :that th~y
thad disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Represerrt-~tives, entitled ·
·
·
An act
to
amend
an
act,
entitled
"An
act
to
'fix
the
'fees
of
county
I
•
.attorneys," approved February 2_ls~, 1868.

/
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·That they haid· passedJa•Mil, which,.oi·ig-inated inithe ;HouseofRepresentatives, entitled
An °act to 1le-g alize-and amend an . act, entitled "-An , a.ct:to, authorize
the county court, of •W,a;rren county to le~.,a tax a:ndJssue bonds· for
bri'dge purposes," approvef December 20, ·18711.
And that they had pa·ssed· bills-of the -foUowiill g titles, v:iz:
1. An act for the ·benefit ·of M. 'A. Pickering, ilate·sheriif of C.aldwell county, and his deputy.
2. An act to incorp0rate the l!.ouisville·.Golle,ge ·of :Pha11 macy:.
3. An ·-act to amend~an act, approved March , 1.8, 1872, entitled" An
act to incorpo·r ate ·the•Church iHouse- for Females · and Infirmary for
the Siok.1!
Which bills were read the first •; time -and ,or'der.ed ;to ..he Tead a
seconu ·time.
· f'fhe rrile of- the •House anti. constitutional-pro.visio:n a ,to' the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
-Orderea, ' That they be-Teferred-the lstfto •the -Comrriittee on Ways
and Means, and 'theJZd and·3d -to the-. Gommittee ,on iC-orponate 'lnsti:tutions.
The following ·petitions 'Wel'e •presented :viz::
By Mr. Lawson!. The petiti0n -of -sundr-y citizens ·of ,Nicholas ·county, praying the
passage of an act •to ·prevent the •sale·ofintoxicating ,liq.u 0rs,.atUleadquarters, in Nicholas county.
·By -Mr. ' Rowlett2. The petition of sundry citizens of Hart county, praying .f or ihe
passage of an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, ,vinoqs, and ,malt
liquors ·at Caverna, -in 1Illart county,·or wiihin =a -mUe ,af said town.
By Mr. Davidson3. 'The petiti0n of certain -citiz-ens ,of 'Floyd county, pray,ing for a
change of the dividing lines of Floyd 1and fike :counties, so as to
ta:ke the •petitioners ;from the county ·of Flloyd ,and ,add them 'to the
county of •Pike.
By Mr. 'McAfee4. The petition of certain citizens of Meroor ,ctmnty, pr-ayi1ng for
the passag-e of am ,act to change 'th-e ili:me for :holding :the ,spJiing term
of the Me1·cer circuit court.
Which were received, the reading dispensed -wi<'th, iand r.efer11edtihe ist ,and '2d to 1Jhe C@mmii-ttee ,on ,Religiom; the 3d :to the \Co'm1

1
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mittee on Propositions and Grievances; and the 4th to the Committee
on Circuit Courts.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills and resolutions, which o.riginated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of the town of Frnnklin.
' stationery.
An act in relation to
An act to amend the charter of the city of Dayton.
An act to establish the St. Louis Cemetery, of Henderson.
Resolution providing for the election of United States Senator.
Resolution providing for the appointment of Commissioners to the
National Prison Reform Congress.
Resolution providing for the selection of a joint committee, to
whom shall be refened the report of the Commissioners to revise
and codify the Statutes.
Resolution in relation to the title of the public property at Frankfort, and the propriety of removing the seat of government from said
city.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Corbett!. A bill to reinstate on the docket of th!') Owen circuit court the
case of George P. Cull against Sanders' administrators.
On motion of Mr. Williams2 . A bill to incorporate the Key's Creek Mining and Manufacturing
Company.
On motion of same3. A bill to change the name of the Catlettsburg Normal School.
On motion of Mr. Armstrong4. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 4, Bracken county.
On motion of Mr. Cardwell5. A bill to authorize the county court of Breathitt county to take
the sense of the voters of said county as to the propriety of creating
a fund to secure a survey made through said county for a railroad.
On motion of same6. A bill for the benefit of James W . Linden and Thomas J. Little,
of Breathitt county.
On motion of same7. A bill making it a penitentiary offense for any person to carry
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pistols or any other deadly weapons upon his person in the county of
Breathitt, other than officers or traveling persons.
On motion of Mr. F. A. Wilson8. A) bill to so change the dividing line between the second and
twenty-eighth common school districts, in the county of Lyon, as to
include A. L. Love \•,ithin the boundary of the second district.
On motion of Mi·. McClure9. A bill pr'oviding for the payment for fox scalps.
On motion of Mr. Griffith10. A bill to provide fot· the better pay of jurors while in charge
of the sheriff.
On motion of Mr. Powell! 1. A bill to regulate the fees of county judges.
On motion of Mr. Davidson12. A bill for the benefit of Johnson county.
On motion of same13. A bill in relation to the location of the county seat of Martin
county.
On motion of Mr. Todd14. A bill to incorporate the St. Joseph's Catholic Benevolent
Soci~ty, of Frankfort.
On motion of Mr. Sellers15. A bill for the benefit of the Garrard county court, and to vest
them with certain powers.
On motion of same16. A bill to legalize certain proceedings of the Garrard county
court.
On motion of Mr. T. M. Johnson17 ~ A bill for the benefit of Henry H. Moody, of Green county.
On motion of Mr. Waring18. A bill ~o amend the charter of the Tygart Valley Iron Company.
On motion of same19. A bill to incorporate the Riverton Savings Bank.
On motion of same20. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Riverton Iron and
Mining Company.
On motion of same21. A bill to incorporate the town of Springville, in Greenup
county.

I
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On motien of Mr. Combs~
22. A bill to incorporate tlie ·,town of Mount ,J?leasant, Hardin
county.
On motion of same23. :A, biJI ·to incorporate the town :of Hazard, Perry county.
On motion ,of Mr.-Rowlett~
24. A bill authorizing common school ,trustees . to -submit •to the ·
voters of the several school 'distl"icts i:n Hart · county, whether they
will tax themselves for the purpose of building -sch_ool-houses.
-On motion .of Mr. -Woolfolk25. A bill to amend the charter of the Diamond Coal ··and Minin-g
Company.
On motion of same26. A bill to charter the Galena Mining and Mahufae-tU:ring Company.
On motion of same___:_
27. kbill to charter th·e Fleming Coal tCompany.
On motion of same28. A bill to charter the Collier Mining and l\fanufac-tuting Cq,m_p aqy.
On motion of same' 29. A bill for the benefit of Barnabas Sisk, jailer of -Hopkins
.county.
On motion of same30. A bill to amend the charter of the Bowli.ng, Green 1and Madisonville ,Railro~d .Oorripany.
'
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson31. A bill to amend the common ·school .'law negavdin-g ·teae:h·ers' .
certi:fioates.
On motion of Mr. Foote·82. A -bill -to am_end an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Rebecca Benevolent Society, of Covington."
On motion of Mr. W. H. Evans33. A bill for .t he ·uenefh-df ,Knox county,.
On motion of Mr. S. M. Sanders·34. A bill for-the benent of school district No. 16;-in ·l.:ai·ue county.
On motion of same35. A bill legalizing a tax assessed upon the •citizens ·of La1'ue
1

QQ~nty..
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On rp.otion of Mr. Cook~
36.- A bilho pro,vide for- ,rnaking; the offense, of carrying, concealed
deadly weapons in this Commonwealth a felony, and punishable-by.
confinement in the State Penitentiary.
·
On motion of Mr,- Carter~ .
'37. A bill for the benefit of J. H. Hatten; of Law~ence couinty.
On motion of Mr. Fitzpatrick38.. A bill for th'e benefit of school district N ci • .62, in Pi'ke county.
On motion of same39. A bill for the benefit of Leslie Johnson, late sheriff of Letcher
co.u nty.
On motion of Mr. Thomas40. A bill to amend an act incorporating· the Vanceburg Male·and
FemaJe Academy.
On motion ,of same4~. A .bill fi.xing, th county levy, in Lewis county.
On.. motion of same4i. ·A bill authorizing the sheriff and .other officers in Lewis county
to inse1·~ all leg~.l a/iverfrsements in the. Vanceburg Kentuckian, a
paper puplish,e d in Vanceburg, in said county.
On ,motion ,of Mr. W•ebb-,
43. A hill.. for the , benefit ,of school district No, 5, in , Livingston
cou~ty.
On motion of Mr. Hlakey- .
44. A bill to repj:ial all laws prohibiting deer-d~iving in this Commo11 wealth.
On motion of same- 45. A bill:for the benefit of George W. Cooper, of Logan county.
Op. motion of .Mr. Sackstedei·46 . A bill .to it_1corpol'!ite the St. Xavier's Institute Society.
On motion of same~
47. A bill to amend the charter of the First German Savings Bank,
of Louisville, appr9v.ed March 28, 1872; .
On motion of sar:;nE)48. A bill to , incorporate -the Pewee Valley Wine Comp~ny.
On -motion of Ml". Wright49. A bill to incorporate the Minett Orphan Asylum, of Louisville.
On motion of same50. A bill for the benefit of Eli. H. Murray.

"
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On motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary51. A bill for the benefit of school di::itricts N ~s. 22, 73, and 41, in
Madi son county.
On motion of Mr. Hoskins52. A bill for the ben efi t of Isaac Franklin Arnold and Thomas
Salter Arnold, of Washington county.
On motion of same53. A bill for the benefit of John B. Nichols, cl erk of the county
CQUrt of Boyle county.
On motion of M r. Ogilvie54. A bill for the ben efit of lVIr::i. Barthea Goodhart, of McCracken
county.
On motion of Mr. McAfee55. A bill to amend the charter of the Munday's Landing and
Harrodsburg Turnpike Road Company, in Mercer county .
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the 1st and 50th; the Committee on Corporate In stitutions t~e 2d,
14th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 46th, 48th, 4!:Jth, and 52d;
the Committee on Educat-ion the 3d, 4th, 12th, 24th, 31st, 34th, 38th,
43d, and 51st; the Committee on County Courts the 5th, 8th, 11th,
15th, 16th, and 3fith; the Committee on Claims the 6th, 29th, 33d,
and 37th; the Committee on Revised Statutes the 7th, 10th, 40th,
41st, and 54th; the Committee on Ways · and Mean s the 9th, 45th,
and 53d; the Committee on Propo sitions and Grievances the 13th,
39th, and 44th; the Committee on -Religion the i7th and 36th; the
Committee on Railrnad s the 18th and 30th; the Commit.tee on Banks
the 19th and 47th; the Committee on Charitable In stitutions the 32d;
the Committee on Printing the 4~d; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 55th; and a select committee, con sisting of Messrs.
G . M. Jessee, W. N. Beckham, and F . A. Wilson, the 20th .
On motion, ind efinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Hoskins, Nall , and G ray.
Mr. Goodloe moved the following resolution, viz:
.R esolved, That the Judiciary Committee are instructed to examine
by what law, if any, the species of lottery, known as "policy ," is
canied on in th is Commonwealth, and report by bill or otherwi:ie for
its immediate suppre:ision . .
Vlhich was adopted .
.M:1·. Foote moved to recon sider the vote by which said re solution
was adopted.

.,
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Mr. Goodloe moved to lay the motion of Mr. Foote on the table.
And the question being talie n on the motion of Mr. Goodloe, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The Speaker laid before the House a communication from the
Superintendent of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum, in response to a
resolution heretofore adopted, viz:

I

EASTERN LUNATIC ASYLUM,
SuP,ERINTENDENT's OFFICE,
L EXINGTON, KY:, J'anuary 17, 1873.
To the HoN. JAMES B. McCREARY, Speaker of House of Rep1·esentatives:
In answer to inclose d resolution of inquiry, would state that we
have on file copies of inquest in one hundred and thirty-five (135)
cases of person s adjudged lunatics, for whom admission has been
asked for and application denied for want of r~om. We have had
application fo1· admission of quite a number, 'in whose cases inqu ests had been held and no copies sent us. This class would not
fall short of forty (40) persons; also, we have had letters of inquiry
addressed us in th!: cases of about thirty (30) persons, in whose cases,
as yet, no inquesJs have been held, who are considered insane by
thefr friends, and the majority would most likely be found so by inquest, and o!·dered to this asylum, if there was room to receive them .
From this statement it will be seen that in this district there are, as
nearly as we are able to estimate, two hundred and five (205) insane
PG80ns 1.; nprovided for. This Asylum has forty-three ( 43) more than
i s complement of patients. This forty-three, added to the two hundred and five, makes a total of two hundred and forty-eight cases of
in sa nity in the eastern district not properly provided for.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN W. WHITNEY,
::1uperintendent Eastern Lunatic Asylum.
Mr . Corbett moved to reconsider the ;ote b/ which the House, on
yesterday, order.ed to be read, as amended, a bill from the Senate,
entitled
An act to provide for the location and t rectlo n of the Third Lunatic Asylum.
Mr. E . Polk J-0hnson moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Committee on Military Affairs are in structed to
a sce rtain and report what changes, if any, a1·e necessary in the existing military laws of this Commonwealth, to provide for the proper
organization of the militia forces thereof.
' Said resolution was placed in the orders of the day .
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Thomas moved .the follarwing; resolution, viz:
Resolved, That it -is-·the sense, of this House that a:-11 laws authorizing the Public Lib1·ary of Kentucky to distribute gifts by lotrtery at
any public entertainment ought to be . repealed, and the Committee
on the Judiciary are directed to .bring in a bill to repeal said laws,
and-that -they· reporMo ·this _House on Tuesday ·next.
Mr. Grl.ffith moved to amend said · resoluttion · by ·striking out - all
af,ter the word" directed," and inserting ·in lieu, thereof," be requested
to, report .upon the subjects embraced in this resolution, by bill or
otherwise, as soon as practicable."
Mr. McAfee moved to ppstp_o ne the further consideration of the
resolution and . amendment till Tue'sday next, at 12 o'clock.
And the question being taken thereon, .it_was d'<.cided in. the neg~tive.
The yeas and nays being . requfred thereon by Messrs. W. Evans
and Thomas, were as follows, viz ·
.
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,_
W. W. Deaderick, .
L'ewis Potter, .
G. W. Bailey,
M: Woods Ferguson, J: P. •Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
James B .. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders·,
J. C. S. BLa«kburn1
Joseph •P. ForeeJ
William. Ta1:lton,
Church H . Blakey, , Wm .. A. Hoskins,
Ha!lryJ. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
B: E. Cassilly,
'i'. J.' Jones,
T '. W. Varnon,
Q: M. Clay, jr,
J. S: L-awson,
E. F. Waide;
J . Guthri't Coke,
J. J . McAfeej
C.H. Webb, .
Thomai;; H. Cor.bett,
J. C.J\foorman,
Mordecai·Williams,
Joseph M . Davidson, W. A. Morin,
J.M. Wright-33.
Those who voted in the negative, werelVIr. Speaker (M'Creary)Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H . Evans,
E 1• A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John Rowan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
0. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
W. R. Bates,James Garnett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
W'Tn. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
James W·. :Snyder,·
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm . Brown,
George M. Jessee,
George M. Thomas, W . W. Bush,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld-,
Thomas P. Cardwell, L. W. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
Bryan ·S·: McO!ure, · J. L. W·ar-i ng,
James~ - Chrisman,
Wi lliam .J. McElroy,. F1 A. Wilson;
Josiah H. Combs,
M ..E .. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad, . Wm.,Mynhier.,J., N. Woods-, .
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H., Woolfolk~50.
J. E. Cosson,
.John W. ·ogtlvie, ..
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Mr. E. Polk Johnson moved the following substitute ·for said resolution and amendment, viz:
R esolved, That the Judiciary Committee be instructed to report,
at the earliest practicable day, upon the bill now before them, repealing that portion of the Public Library of Kentucky granting the
right to hold gift concerts.
Mr. Griffith then moved to refer said resolution and amendments
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Griffith, it was
decided inI the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Ayers and
Graves, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. All en,
Thomas H. Corbett, Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstt'ong,
Joseph M. Davidson, John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey.
W .W. Deaderick,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
William Tarlton,
S. C. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
James Gamett,
L. W. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Wm. Brown,
Wm. A. Ho skins,
T. W. Varnon,
V'v. W. Bush,
E. Polk Johnson,
E. F. Waide,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
C. H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mo1·decai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman ,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
J. Guthrie Coke,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-51.
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John Rowan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
E. A. Graves,
· Samuel M. Sanders,
vV. R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
William Sellevs,
Wm. F. Bond,
L. W.' Lassing,
James W. Snyder,
Jo siah H . Combs,
William J. McElroy, J. S. Taylor,
R. D. Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
George M. Thomas,
J.E . Cosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
C. W. T4relkeld,
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H . Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
S. H. Woolfolk-28.
Manlius T. Flippin,
Mr. Graves moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Superintendents of the Eastern and Westeru.
Lunatic Asylums be required to furnish this House, as soon as practicable, the number of patients in their respective institutions, the
number that are on pay, and the number that a1·e wholly indigent,
12-H. R,
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and the nuqi.ber, if apy, from other States, and the annual cost of
each inmate.
Which was adopted.
On motion of Mr. Hoskins, the Public Prin_ter is directed to print
ejght hundred addi,t ional copies of the report of the Board of Ti·ustees of the Deaf and Dumb Asylum presented at this session, for the
use of said institution.
·
Mr. Flippin moved the following resolution, which being amended
on the motion of Mr. Jes.see, was adopted, viz:
R esolved, That the Superintendent of the Institution for the Educa1µ.on and Training of the Feeble-minded Children be requt!sted to
furnish this House, on the earliest day practicable, the number and
former residences of the pupils now in said i~stitution, the cost of
each pupil for the last fiscal year, the number of such that are entirely indigent, and . the amount paid, if any, by the parents, guardians, or friends of such feeble-minded children, the salary of each
officer, teacher, nurse, and laborers of said institution, and the entire
cost of said institution for the last fiscal year;
Mr. Clay, from a select committee, to whom was refened so much
of the Governor's message as relates to the death of the Hon. Garrett
Davis, reported the following resolutions., viz:
Resolved, That the House of Representatives of the State of Kentucky has, with the deepest regret, heard of the death of the Hon.
Garrett Davis, late United States Senator from the State of Kentucky.
R esolved, That the State of Kentucky has lost in his death on~ of
her most prominent citizens, a most faithful champion of her constitutional rights, a statesman without guile, and a man, the memory
of whose supreme honesty in word and deed, and manly virtues in
fulfilling to their fullest extent the varied obligations of life, will
constitute for him an imperishable monument.
·
R esolved, That as a mark of respect to the memory o_f the departed
statesman, that the members and officers of the House of Representatives wear for thirty days the usual badge of mourning, and the
Hall of the House of Representatives be draped in mourning for ·the
same period of t~me.
Resolved, That, as a further mark of respect to the memory of the
deceased, the H_ouse do now adjo,urn.
Whi_ch w;e1:e twice read and unanimously adopted.
Mr. Chrisman moved the following resolutioq, viz :
Resolved, That one thousand copies of the resolutions relating to
the death of the Hon. Garrett' Davis, together with the addresses
delivered on the occasion of their presentation, be printed for the
use of the me.mb,er-s of this House.
W.hich was adopted.
And then the House adjourned.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 20, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had rece'ived official information from the Gove·rnor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated
in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate and aid the Union Literary Society of the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky.
An act for the bene'fit of William Adams & Son, of Magoffin
county.
An act for the benefit of the blind children and youth of the State
of Kentucky.
Resolution directing the firing of a: national salute at 12 o'cloc~,
M., January s, 1873.
That they had concurred in a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
.
Resolution providing for printing and distributing report of Commissioners to revise and codify the Statutes,
·w ith an amendment thereto.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of Marshall Morris, of Grayson county.
2. An act to incorporate the Strangers' Rest Lodge, No. 13, I. 0 ..
0. F., Henderson, Kentucky.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with;
Ordered, T·hat they be referred·-the 1st to the Committee on Waye
and Means, and the 2d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
The following petitions and remonstrance were presented, viz:
By Mr. BakerThe petition of certain citizens of Dayton, in Campbell county,
praying an amendment to the chaTter of said city.
By sameThe petition of certain citizens of Dayton, praying the passage
of a law to prevent the increase of the bonded debt of said city.
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By sameThe petition of certain citizens of Dayton, praying the passage
of an act that ·Red Men's Hall Association, of said city, be exempt
from taxation therein.
By same, The remonstrance of sundry citizens of the·city of Dayton, against .
the passage of a law confirming the sale of the stock of said city in
a street railway.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
The Speaker laid before the House the response of the Superintendent of the Western Lunatic Asylum, to a resolution of this
House, adopted the 15th inst., which was taken up and read as follows, viz:
WESTERN LUNATIC ASYLUM,
l
HoPKINSVILLE, KY., January 17, 1873 \
To the HoN. J AM.ES B. McCREARY, Speaker of House of R epresentatives :
In reply to a resolution of the House of Representatives, passed
January 15th, which reads: "Resolved, That the Superintendents of
the Eastern and Western Lunatic Asylums report immediately to
this House, as accurately as possible, the number of lunatics at this
time in Kentucky who have been refused admission in said asylums
on account of a want.of room," I have .the honor to say, th/'lt, during
the year 1872, one hundred and six persons, through their friends,
have applied for admission into this asylum, who have not been
received. These applications have been from the counties ofAdair ___________________________________________________________________ _
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Brncken___________________________________________________________________
Butler______________________________________________________________________
C1uroll
Critte nden
Edmonson ____ -------- ________________ __ ________ _______ ·____________________
Franklin-------------------------------------------------- --------------Grayson____________________________________________________________________
Hardin_______________________________________________________ _____________
Hickman _____________ - _____ ____ ____ ____ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ _____________ ____
Kenton ___________________________________ - ------------------ , ____________
Marshall------------------------------------------------------ · ____________
N olson _________ ____ ______ ______ ______ ____ ______ ____ __ ____ __________________
R nsse 11 ______________________________________________ . ___ __ __ __ __ __ ______ __
Trigg-------------------------------------- ·------------------------------W nshington ______________________________ -··-- __________________ - , ,_____ __
Barren _____________________________________________________ 1 ' __ ______ _ _ _
Breckinridge________________________________________________________________
Cal lo way ____ ________________________________ --------,------ ______ ____ ______
Christian ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ______ _
Cum berla-nd ____ ____________ ________ ______ ______ ____ ____________ ______ _____
Elliott __________________________ -~- ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ ______ ___
Fulton_____________________________________________________________________
Graves ____________________________________________________________________ _
Hart ________________________________ ··------- ______ ______ ____ ___________ ___
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I am satisfied that the nu~ber of i;i.pplications, large as it is, would
have been greatly increased, but from the general knowledge of the
fact that this asylum was filled to its capacity. ·
The 'number of insane persons in the State who are not provided
for by the Common wealth may be stated at five hundred certainly,
and I believe six hundred and fifty would be a more correct estimate.
This opinion is based upon the application of well-known laws of
vital statistics. A majority of these ins,a ne people have lapsed into
incurable disease-a quiet dementia-in which they are harmless;
but a large minority should have hospital care for their own adv~ntage, and to relieve the communities in which they live of their,
perhaps, dangerous presence. The urgent necessity for speedy extension of hospital accommodation arises from the absolute indis-
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pensableness of facilities for the treatment of recent disease. These
the State has not, and cannot have, until new buildings are erected,
or the chronic insane returned to the counties from which they were
sent. This, however; is a measure that will not, I trust, be entertained for a moment. For such reasons as occur to me for immediate action upon the part of the Legislature in the important matter
of the further provision for the "insane wards ' of the Commonwealth," I wou\d respectfully refer to my report for 1872.
JAS. RODMAN,
Superintendent Western Lunatic Asylum.
Ordered, That said report be referred to the Committee on Charitable Institutions.
Ordered, That Mr. B1·own be added to the Committee on Privileges
I
and Elections, and to the Committee on County Courts.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the committee to whom they had been referred,
viz:
By. Mi·. Qgilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend the charter of the Bardstown and Green River
Turnpike Road Company.
By same~ An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Owenton and Ross Mill Turnpike Road Company."
By same/ An act partitioning the Fairfield and Samuels' Depot Turnpike
Road, and out of the same incorporating ·the Fairfield and Cox's
Creek Turnpike Road Company, and the Samuels' Depot and Cox's
Creek Turnpike Road Company.
Ordered, That said ·bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom
was recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the be·nefit of J. M. Curry, late sheriff o'f Pendleton
county, and his sureties,
Reported the same without amendment.
01·dered, That said bill be read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and tli.at the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
. .Mr. J. A. Bell, from · the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to
whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An ~c;:t to incorporate the town of Dulaney, in Calclwel.l county,
Reported the same with an amendment.
Said amendment was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
.Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, who originated the same, re.ported a bUl, entitled
A bill to amend the revenue laws of this Commonwealth.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be printed, and made the special order of
the day fot· Thursday, the 23d inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom
was recommitted bills of the following titles, viz :
1. A bill to inct·ease the revenue.
2. A bill to provide for a geological and miner_alogical survey of
the State,
Reported the 1st with an amendment, and the 2d without amendment.
Ordered, That the 1st be printed, and its consideration postponed
to the second Tuesday 'ill February .next, and the 2d be placed in the
orders of the day.
Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
originated the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to protect the int_e rest of the State in turnpike roads and
bridges.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be r.ead a second
time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said bill be printed, and made special order of the
day for the 29th inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Merchants' Banking Company of Caverna,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be printed, and made epecial order of the
day for Thursday, the 23d inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. E. Polk Johnson, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to change the time of holding the circuit courts in the eleventh judicial, district.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 5, in Garra~d county.
By Mr . Lassirig, fr9m the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of J. H. Kirk, late sheriff of Marion county.
By ,same. A bill for the benefit of J. W . Furgeson, late sheriff of Calloway
county .
By Mr. McKenzie, from the same committeeA bill to declare certain lakes and creeks in Ballard county navigable.
By sameA bill for the benefit of L ewis S. Lee, late sheriff of Ballard
county.
By Mr. Graves, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of Misses Virginia and Lizzie Smith.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions- _
A bill to incorporate the Frankfort· Coal and Lumber Company.
By sameA bill for the benefit of the town of Georgetown.
By same- .
A bill to incorporate the ·w inchester· Building and Accumulating
Fund Association, of Wincp.ester.
I
By sameA bill to incorporate the town of Crofton, in Christian county .

.
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By sameA bill to amend the charter of the St. Bernard Coal Company.
By sameA bill to authori:zie the sale ·of the Clark- and Montgomery: Tu.npike
Road, in Clark county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, e~titled "An ,act ·authorizing the sale of
certain alleys in the town of Winchester," approv,ed February 19,
1849.
By Mr. Blakey, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, ·entitled "An act to incorporate -the White
Stone Quarry Company."
By Mr. Woolfolk,- from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of the stockholders of the Washington Co~mty
Agricultural Society.
By Mr. Bailey, from the same committee.A bill to incorporate the Webster County Chalybeate and Sulphur
Springs Company.
'
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend the charter of the Fox Run and Bullskin Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby, county.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Nevada and Dixville Turnpike Road Compa:ny, in Mercer county.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Harrodsburg and Baton Rouge Turnpifm
Road Company, in Mercer county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Mundf.''s ,
Landing and Harrodsb urg Turnpike Road Company,, in Mem.er.
county."
By Mr. J. D. Wilson , from the same committeeA bill in relation to roads in Breckinridge county.
By Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Banks-·
A bill to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incoup·@.rate t:h.e-·Ger- man lnsurance Bank," approved 14th March, 1872.
Which hills were read the first time and ord.ered: to be read . a.
second time.
13-H.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The r.iile of. the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Banks, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Christian County Bank," approved March 2, 187 2.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispen sed with,
Mr. Graves moved an amendment thereto, which was rejected.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the Gener.al Assembly of tlte Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That section five (5) of an act, entitled "An act to incorp01·ate the Christian County Bank," approved March 2, 1872, be, and
the same is he1·eby, repealed, so far as it prescribes that the capital'
stock of said bank shall be taxed for county or municipal purposes.
§ 2. The power to pass . any law imposing such tax on such stock
is hereby expressly reserved.
§ 3. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
'Taylor, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Joseph M Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. 1 A. Allen,
W. W. Deaderick,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C . Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
G ; W . Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin, . William Sellers,
W.R. Bates,
C. D. Foote,
James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
George M. Thomas,
John A . Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W. Threlkeld,
.J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
.Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
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William Brown,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. W.Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
E. F. Waide,
George Carter,
J.C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
C.H. Webb, ·
C. M. Clay, jr.
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad, Mat. Nunan,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas H. Corbett, Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
J. E. Cosson,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk-63.
Those who voted in the negative, wereS. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
William J. lVIcElroy,
James Garnett,
J. J . McAfee,
J. S. Taylor-8.
E. A. Graves,
Bryan S. McClure,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Baker1. A bill to amend the charter of the city of Dayton.
On motion of Mr. Mynhier2. A bill for the benefit of Wm. R. Williams, of Elliott county.
On motion of same3. A bill to charter the Rush Branch Coal, Mining, and Manufacturing Pompany, in Morgan county.
On motion of Mr. Moorman4. A bill to incorporate the Muhlenburg Coal and Iron Company,
in Muhlenburg county.
On motion of Mr. Deaderick5. A bill to regulate official sales of real estate in the county of
Pendleto·n.
On motion of Mr. Cosson6. A bill authori~ing the county court of Pulaski county to levy a
tax for the purpose of paying for the right of way for railroads·
through said county.
On motion of Mr. J. A. Bell7. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Georgetown.
On motion of Mr. Foree8. A bill for the benefit of Shelby county.
On motion of Mr. McKenzie9. A bill to classify and amend the exemption faws of this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Potter10. A bill to authorize the Warren county court to employ and
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pay counsel in any litigation in which said county or cou11ty court
may be involved.
On motion of same11. A bill to amend the charter. ·or the Bowling Green and Madis(:)nville Railroad.
On motion of J.\ilr. Nunan12. A bill for the benefit of L.
Thurman, of Washington county.
On motion· of Mr. Powell13. A bill to incorporate the town of McKee, in Jackson county.
On motion of Mr. Corbett14. A bill to abolish the quarterly court in Ballard county.
On motion of Mr. Davidson15. A bill for the benefit of Wm. H. Fitzpatrick, sheriff of Floyd
county, for the year 1872.
On motion of Mr. Jones16. A bill for the benefit of S. A. Walker.
On motion of Mr. Tucker17. A bill for the benefit of Wm. Green, of Montgomery county.
Orde1·ed, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
- and bring in the 1st, 3d, 4th, 7th, and 13th; the Committee on Claims
the 2d; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 5th; the Committee on
Railroads the 6th and 11th; the Committee on County Courts the
' 8th, 10th, and 14th; the Committee on .Revised Statutes the 9th; the
Committee on Ways and Means the 15th; the Committee on Prnpositions and Grievances the 16th and 17th; and a select committee,
consisting of Messrs.' Brooks, Cassilly, Beckham, Graves, and Nunan,
the 12th.
And then the House adjourned .
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· TUESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1873.
The following petitions and remonstrances :were, presented, viz:
By Mr. Varnon}. The ·petition of certain citizens of Lincoln county, praying the
repeal of an act of the 20th of March, 1872, extending the charter
of the Crab. Orchard and Crew's Knob Road.
By same2. The remon·s trance of sundry citizens ·of Lincoln county, against
the repeal of the above named act.
By Mr. Snyder3. The petition of colored citizens of Hancock county, praying that
an additional tithe of one dollar and twenty-five cents on each male
of eighteen years of .age and upwards be levied for school purposes
exclusively, &c.
By same4. The petition of cltizens of Lewisport, in Hancock county, praying the repeal of an act to prohibit and regulate the sale of spirituous and -malt liquors in Lewisport justices' district.
By same5. The remonstrance of certain citizens of Lewisport, male and
female, against the repeal of said -act.
,By Mr. T-ucker6. The petition of certain · citizens of Clark county, praying the
repeal of an act passed ·20th March, 1872, amending the charter of
the Winchester and Red River'Turnpike Road Company.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with,, and referredthe 1st, 2d, and 6th to the Committee ·on, Internal Improvement; the
3d to the Committee on Education;' and the '4th and 5th to the Committee on Religion.
Mr. Corbett read and laid on the table the following joint resolu~
tion, viz:
Resolved .by the Gene1·al -Assembly ,of the ~Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts be -directed to draw his warrant
on tl;J.e Treasurer fin favor of S. Hodge, of Crittenden county, for a
sum -equal t0 the per diem of. a , member· 'o f thisi House, from the 9th
day of January, -1872, up to the 2,Ist day of March, 1872, that being
the length of time from ·the filing of his petition contesting the right
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of J. N. Woods to a seat on this floor, up to the decision of said contest Ly this House.
On motion, of Mr. Corbett, the rule requiring joint resolutions to
lie one day on the table was suspended, and said resolution taken
up and twice read . .
The questain was then taken on the adoption thereof, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
',l'he yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Crea1·y)J. E. Cosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
Wm . A. Allen,
Joseph M. Davidson, J. L. Nall,
W.W . Ayers,
W.W. Deaderick,
John W . Ogilvie,
G. W. Bailey,
John W .' Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,·
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
vV. W. Baldwin,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
W. R. Bates,
C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Wm.. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. A. Graves,
James W. Snyder,
W. ·B. M. Brooks,
C. P. Gray,
J. S. Taylor,
W. W. Bush,
Clinton Griffith,
· Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. Jessee,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
Thomas M. Johnson, T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
E. F. Waide,
B. E. Cassilly,
J . S. Lawson,
C.H. Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
J.C. Moorman,
S. H. Woolfolk-62.
Thomas H. Corbett, W. A. Morin,
· Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E. A. Robertson,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
J. J. McAfee,
William Sellers,
William Brown,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. Thomas,
Josiah H. Combs,
William J. McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
J .M. Wright-22.
W. H. Evans,
Mr. Sellers moved the following preamble and resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, Rumors are afloat to the effect that one of the female
patients at the Feeble-minded School, at Frankfort, has been seduced
and delivered of a child at said institution; and whereas, it is reported that both said feeble-minded girl and he1· child are now inmates of the poor-house in Henry county, Kentucky, as paupers
upon said county; and whereas, it is the duty of this Legislature to
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see that all the patients at said Feeble-minded School are cared for
and protected, and treated with humanity and kindness; therefore,
Resolved, That a committee of three members of this House be
appointed to investigate these rumors, with power to send for persons
and papers, and report to this House the result of their investigation
on the first day of February, 1873.
Which were adopted.
Whereupon the Speaker appointed Messrs. Sellers, Davidson, and
Bond, said committee.
Mr. McAfee moved the following resolution, ·viz:
Resolved, That the Public Printer be instructed to furnish this House
and the Committee on Revised Statutes with two hundred copies of
the Standing Committees.
Which was adopted.
A 'message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had a,dopted a joint resolution, entitled,
Resolution in relation to the appointment of a cierk for the joint
committee on the revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled resolution, which originated
in the Senate, entitled
Resolution in relation to the Commis~ioners on the Revised Statute;
And also an enrolled bill, which originated in the Hous~ of ~epresentatives, entitled
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
Cave City precinct, in the county of Barren;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto:
Ordered,. That· Mr. Deaderick inform the Senate thereof.
The House took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to a
resolution, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution providing for printing and distributing report of Commissioners to revise and codify the Statutes.
Said amendment was concurred in.
Mr. ,Graves moved to suspend the rules, and take up a bill, entitled
A bill to establish and locate the Third Lunati<f Asylum.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, 4 was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Ayers, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (lWCreary)Joseph M. Davidson, J. R. Sanders,
Wm. A. A,llen,
Walter Evans,
Samuel M,, Sanders,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. E-vans,
William Sellers,
W.W. Aye1·s,
Manlius T. Flippin,
James W. Snyder,
G. '\V. Bailey,
James Garnett,
J. S . Taylor,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, G·eorge M. Thomas,
W.W . Baldwin,
E. A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. R. Bates, .
0. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
E. F. Waide,
Church H. Blakey,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
B_. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H . Combs,
J.C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk-41.
J.E. Gosson,
· Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. N. Beckham,
W.W. De~derick,
John W. Ogilvie,
John A. Bell,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. F. Bond,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
W. B. M. Brooks,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan,
William Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
John P . Rowlett,
W .W. Bush,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. P: Sacksteder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson, C. C. Scales;
John S. Carpente1·,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
L. W. Lassing,
' Joseph T. Tucker,
James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
· C. M. Clay,jr.
J: J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad,
W. A. Morin,
C.H. Webb,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
Thomas H . Corbett, Mat. Nunan,
J. M. Wright-4~.
The Speaker laid before the House the report of the Superintendent of the Ken-tucky Institution for the Educatio_n of Feeble-minded
Children and Idiots, which was taken up and read
follows, viz:
KENTUCKY INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION OF
FE.EBLE-MINDED CHILDREN AND IDIOTS,
.
FRANKFORT, January 21, 1873.
HoN. J. B. McCREARY, Speaker of the Hou$e of Representatives:
Srn: In compliance with a resolution passed by the House of Representatives January 18th, asking information in reference to number, location, &c., of each inmate in the Kentucky Institution for
the Education of ·Feeble-minded Children of the State, I have the
honor to pre,ient the following report, viz :

as

!

NUMBER AND LOCATION OF EACH INMATE.
From the city of Louisville _________________________________________________ :____ 18
From the county of Oldham _____ _, _____ __ ________ :____________ ______ ___ _ ________ 1
From the county of Franklin---------------------------------------------------

5
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From the county of Madison____________________ ________________________________
From the:county of Ola rk ______________________________________________________

4
1

Fro m the county of Sh elhY-----~---------t ----------------------~--~-- _________ 1.
From the county of Henderson _________________________________ ________ :._ __ ~---- 3
From the county of Bullitt---------------------------------------- ----- ---,----- ·2
From the county of Gre~n up____________________________________________________ 2
From the county of Daviess ~- -,-- ------------------:_----------~------------------ 1
From the county of Henry______________________________________________________ 4
From
From
From
F'rom

the
the
the
the

county of
county of
county of
co nn ty of

Balla.rd---------------------------·------------·----- -------- 1
Scott-----------------------------'------------------------ 3
Todd ------------------------ ---~-------------------------- 1
Gra n t_ ______ ______________________ . J ________________________ 1

From
From
From
From

the
the
the
the

county
county
county
county

Fayette -----------,-~-------------------------------------- 2
Boyd ·- ------------------------- ------------------- ________ ·2
Ha,rrison ---------------------------'- ----------------- ______ 2
J efferson ________________ _:._________________________________ 1

From
F rom
From
From

the co un ty of
the county of
the county of
the county of

of
of
of
of

7

Logan --'--------------------------------------------------Allen -----------------------------------------------------Mercer -------------------------------- --------------------Warren _____ ..,________ ______________________________________

1
1
1
1

F,·om the county of Bracken ________________ _; ____________ -------------------'-From the county of Hancock_ _____________________________________ : _____________

1
1

From the county of Kenton ------------------.---------------------------------- 6
From tb e county of Ow en ____ ---~ ______________ -~--____________ ____ ____ ____ __ 3
From the county of Campbel!_ ___ ____._____________________________------------,-- 4
From
From
From
Fr.om

the
the
the
the

county
coun ty
cou nty
county

of
of
of
of

Garrard __________ ---------------------- ----'---------------Bourbon ____·__________ --------------~----------------------Ga.lie.tin___________________________________________________
McC racken _________ _: _______________________ ..;_ _________ .,.____

1
1
1
1

From the cou nty of Trimble-------------------- -----------------~-------------- 2
From the county of Mason.-----------------~- ---------------------------------- 1
From· the county of Pendleto n _________________________ :_ ______________________ _
From
From
From
From
From
Frnm
From

tbe
the
the
tbe
the
the
the

county of
co unty of
county of
county of
county of
county of
county of

Hopkins---------------------------,---~---------------------- 1
Laurel ------------------------'----------------------------- 1
Simpson ------------------ --------------------------------- 1
Butler -·---------------~'-----------------------------:..____ 1
Woodford ________ ------------------------------------------ -1
Adair ___ _:____________________ ______________________________ 2
Webster_____________ __________ _____________________ ________ l

Tota.I from Kentucky--------------------------~------------------------- 90
From the State of Indiana ___ :_______________________________________________ 3
Fron! the State of Missou·ri ------------------------------------------------From ·the State of Illinois _____________________________________ ""___________

l
1

From the State of Louisiana. ______________________________________________
From the State of Tennessee ______________ ____ ~ ____________ :_________________

1
1

'1 .

Whole number---------------------------------------------- -------------.1:?:

14-H.
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The average cost, per capita, to the -parent or ·guardian, for tho·se
from other States, is $228 57, the parent or guardian furnishi'ng ·all
_n ecessary clothing
Amount paid by paren_t!I and guardians residing in the State, dun:ng last fiscal
year______________________________________________________________

$390 00

Amonnt pai~ by State f9r. ~opport of inmates during last fiscal year __________ 13,499 12
Amount paid by State-!311.l_aries for employee_s__:_d_orii:ig last fiscal' year ________ 6,000 00
Amount pai~ ~or support of Institution during last .fisQal year ________________ 19 1 889 12

----

Salary
Salary
.Salary
Salary
-Salary

of
of
of
of
of

SALARIES, OF EMPLOYEES.
Superintendent, per annum---------------- ~--------------------· $1 1 500
matron, per -annum-------~-----------------------------------500
500
fi~st teacher, per annum-----------~---------------------------400
second teacher, per annum_~---~----.,-----------------~---------engineer, per annum---------- ________________________________ _
900

00
00
00

00
00

Salary of gardener, per month___________________________________________
.Salary of one male attendant, per -month ______ _____________ -______________

30 0-0

Salary
ASalary
Salary
Salary

four female attendants, -per month_______________________________
one seamstress, per month______________________________________
two cooks (first-cook, $15; second cook, $12), per month__________
three wash women, per mon~b____________________________________

14 00
12 00

Salary of one house servant, per month~--------------------------------Salary of one ha,nd, a former inmate of the Institution, to attend to stock, per

lO 00

month __ ----------------------------------------------------------

10 00

of
of
of
of

27 50

27 00
10 00

Number of i~mates that are entirely indi~ent_ ____________________________________ 67
Number clothed by parents------------------------------------------------ _____ 17
Numbe~ clothed in part by parents ----------~----------------------------- ------ 6

..

Only ·five of the entire number pay any stated sum. It is proper
to state, t~!'l-t smap sums of money have been left by a few parents
. to be §!pent in purchasing toys, &c., for the amusement of the child
by whose parent it was deposited. Twenty-eight of the inmates are
· orphans; twenty-five are ·the children of poor widows; twenty only
have a father, and seventeen father and mother.
·
· Respectfully suqmitted,
E. H. BLACK, Superintendent.
·pn_~~tio~ ~f Mr. flipp~n,
Or{l.ered, That the Public Printer print five hundred copies of said
repor..t for the use of the House.
Leave was given to bring in the ·follo wing bills, viz:
b.n··motion- oCMr. Foote- ·1. A bill to incorporate the Covington Mining and M~flufactqring
Company. - - ·
·
··
·
·
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On motion of same2. A bill to amend the act to in·corporate the school' hoard of the,
city of Covington; and its amendments.
On motion of Mr. Beckham3. A bill for the benefit of John C. BToadhead.
On motion of Mr. Ga't'nett4. A bill to amend the. la'w in: regard to porters· for.. the public
offices.
On motion of same5. A bill to provide a policeman for , the Capitol grounds · and '·pub.:.
lie offices.
Ordered, That · the Committee on Co:r:p·orate' Institutibn; prepare
and bring in the 1st; the Committee on Ed,u·ca.ti-on' thle 2d -; tlie Committee on Propositions and Gr'revan~es the 3d·; and the Committee
on-Public Offices the 4th·and·5th.
A bill from the Senate, of the following title, w..as repor.ted with_.
out amendment, by the committee to whom said bill· had been referred, viz :
By Mr. Trafton',.fro!ll .the Committee on County CourtsAn act to repeal an act, entitl~d "An ac.t for the protection. of
sheep in the counties of Nicholas, G ::a Jlatin, and Fleming," appro.v:.ed ,
March !Jth, 1872.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the Hous.e ~nd constitutional provision as to the third'
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill ' do pass, and· that the, title tliereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were report~d by the1
co!)lmittees to whom same were r'ecomrilitted; ,without" amendment,
and
with the expression
of opinion that said bills ought not to pass,
,
.
viz:
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County "CourtsAn act for . the benefit of Levi' Jackson, presiding judge - of the
Laurel county court.
By .l\tr. ·Varnon, fr.om the. Ooi:nmittee o.n Codes' of, Pra'.ctice:__
An act' amerrdi_ng title 5. of· the Oivil Oode-of Prac.tice.
1'he question being separatelJ taken," S-hall the ' bill be read ·a third
tir,n~, the.op.inion of the committee to .the contrary notwithstanding:?"
it was decided in the negative.
And so said bills we~e disagreed to.

'I
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Mr. Varnon, from the Committee on Codes of Practice, to w hom
was rE!committed a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act amending sections 87 and 450 of the Civil Code of Practice,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. W. Evans moved an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
The question was .thtm taken, "ShaJl the bill, as amended, be read
a third time?" and no quorum voting thereon, said bill was placed
in the orders of the day.
Mr. Varnon, from the Committee on- Codes of Practice, to whom
was recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend section 142 of the Civil Code of Practice,
· Reportea the same wi;hout amendment, and with the expression of
opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
'
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be 1·ead a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding? " and
it w.as decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. ·E. Polk Johnson, from the Committee on Codes of Practice, to
whom was-recommitted a bill from "the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to amend chapter 15, title 10, Civil Code
of Practice, !lpproved March 16, 1869,
Reported the same without amendment. '
01·dered, That the further consideration of said bill be postponed
to, a.nd made the special order of the day (or, Friday, the 24th inst.,
at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, .viz:
, By M1·. E. Polk Johnson, from the Committee on Codes of PracticeAn act to amend section 82 of the Civil Code of Practice.
By sameAn act to amend section 328 of the Civil Code of Practice.
By Mr. Bush, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act in relation to the Louisville Daily Ledger and the Louisville Weekly Le~ger, newspapers published in the city of Louisville ,
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time. '
The rule of the Ho~se and constitutional provision as, to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bush, from the Committe~ on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to subject the railroads of this Commonwealth to the payme'n t of local and municipal taxes.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordend, That said bill be printed, and the _further consideration
thereof be postponed till Tuesday, the 5th day of February, at Ii
o'clock, A. M.
Mr. E. ·Polk Johnson, from the Committee on Codes of ·Practice,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to legalize the forwarding of depositions by express.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read ·a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of s~id bill being dispensed with;
~
Mr. Garnett moved an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill and amendment be recommitted to the
Committee on Codes of Practice.
Mr. Flippin, from the Committee on Codes of Practice, to whom
was recom~itted a bill, entitled
A bill to increase the jurisdiction of the police judge and j-usticei,
of the peace in the voting district of Florence, in the county of Boone,
Reported the same without amendment, a?d with the expression
of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be read a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and
it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Thomas, from the .C ommittee on Revised Statutes_:.
1. A bill for the· benefit of Lewis Plummer, jailer of Lewis county.
By Mr. Bush, from the Committee on County Courts2. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale or
·gift of intoxicating liquors to officers and soldiers."
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By_l\'.{r. Varnon, from. th_e Comlli).ittee on Cod~s of Practice3. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to exempt homeste.ads

I

I
I

I

,I

I
I
I
I

I

I

from sale for debt."
Which bills were read the, finst- time an,d, oi·dered t<;> . be re~d a
second time.
The rule of the House and consti.tu-t ional prov-ision as to-the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be recommitted-the 1st to the Committee on
Claim~ ; the 2d to_ the Committeei on Heligion; and the 3d to the
Committee on Revised Statutes.
Bills were rep9rted by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same., of th~ following titles, viz :
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate In stitution sA bill to, incprporate the Minett Orphan Asylum, of· the city of
Louisville.
By Mr. Trafto_n, from ,the Commlttee on Coun.ty Co.ur,tsA hill to aqienc;l . an act, entitled "An act , creating thlil co.unty of
Josh Bell."
By Mr. Brown, frnm the same co,mm,itteeA bill for the benefit of the Garrnrd county court; and t.o. vest th~m
with_certa_in po.wers. ·
:6y same--;A bill for the benefit of Fleming county.
'
B:v.,Mr. Foote, from -the same committeeA bill to authorize the county court of Pul~ski , county to sell
grounds, levy taxes, and iss~e bonds to : raise money. to build a
court-house.
By s~meA bill for the benefit of Henry M. Shrodes, forme),' justice of the
peace for Ballard counti ,
B_y sameA bill for the benefit of Fleming county.
By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the same committee-;A -bill-to au,t hocize Boµrbon ,cou,nty tQ btJP~ -a court-house.
By sameA bill to_autho r,ize th~ ce.u pty court of Peµdleto,n count_M,to sell the
poor-house p_roperty in said coµ'nty:, and reiq:vest,1 pmce.e ds· of said
sale.
By,._ sam~A bill to legalize certain propee,dingw,of the-Gi'l,f.ri;tr_d •coµn ,t y court.
f

I
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By -Mr. Bush, from the same committeeA bill authorizing the clerk of the Lewis county court to m·a ke out
a new cross-index to deeds recorded in the' clerk's office of the Lewis
county court. ·
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill to extend the time of the assessor of Harrison county for
returning his assessment books_.
By Mr. Thomas, from the s·ame committeeA bill authorizing R. B. Lovel, late sheriff of Le \'V is county, to list
uncoll'ected fee bills and tax receipts with constables in Lewis county
for collection.
By sameA bill to amend the act incorporating the Vanceburg ·Male and
Female Acade!lly.
By Mr. Varnon, from the Committee on Codes of Practi-ce...:__
A bill to repeal the second section of an act to amend chapte1· 3,
article I, section 825, of the Civil Code of Practice, approved 22d
February, 1860.
By sameA bill to amend an act to -prevent the destruction of fish in Dix
river and Hanging Fork.
By Mr. Cassilly, from the Committee on Irtternal Impr-ovementA bill for ·the benefit of Bryantsville and Cane Run Turnpike Road
Company.
By Ml'. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill for the benefit of "Elizabeth M. Johnson.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to change the time of holding courts in the seventh judicial
district .
. ,Which hills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and cohstitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
. Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, That saicl bills do pass, and that the · titles thereof be as
aforesaid ,
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The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House proceeded
to the execution of the joint order of the day, viz: the election of a
Senator in: the Congress of the United States from the State of Kentucky, to fill the vacancy therein occasioned by the death of the
Hon . Garrett Davis, whose term of service is unexpired.
On motion of Mr. Corbett, a committee, consisting of Messrs. Corbett, Chrisman, and Fitzpatrick, was appointed to inform the Senate
that the House of Represe ntatives was now ready to proceed to the
execution of the joint order aforesaid, who, having retire_d, after a
time returned, and reported that they had discharged that duty.
A message was received from the Senate by Mr. Senato.r Talbott,
announcing that they were also ready to proceed with the execution
of the joint·order afo1:esaid.
Mr. F. A. Wilson nominated Hon. Willis B. Machen, of the county
of Lyon.
Mr. Goodloe nominated Hon. R. Tarv. Baker, of the co1rnty of
Campb~ll.
Mr. Blackburn nominated · the Hon .. A. G. Rhea, of the county of
Logan, but subsequently withdrew his name.
After interchanging messages, by which each House was informed
that the same persons were in nomination before them, the House
then, a majority of all the members elected thereto being present,
in pursuance to an act of the Congress of the United Ste.tes, entitled
"An act to regul~te the times and manner of holding elections for
Senators in Congress," approved July 25, 1866, and _ the law of the
State of Kentucl~y upon that subject, and in execution of the joint
order aforesaid, proceeded to name and select a person to serve as
Senator from the · State of Kentucky, in the Congress of the United
, States, for the remainder of the term for which Hon. Garrett Davis
-was elected, and made vacant by reason of his death; and on a call
of the roll, the members present voted thus, viz :
Those who voted for Mr. Machen, were_:_
J. L. Nall,
Mr. Speaker (M'Creary)W. W. Deaderick,
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, Julian N. Phelps,
W. W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Baldwin,
Jo se ph P . Foree,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
W. R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
J. P. Sa.cksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel .M. Sanders,
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Wm. A. Hoskins,
C. C. Scales,
J. C. S. Blackburn!
George M. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
Chm·ch H. Blakey,
J. S. Taylor, ·
E . Polk Johnson,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. ,v. Threlkeld,
T. J. Jones,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Harry I. Todd,
W.W. Bush,
L. W. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
J. S. Lawson,
John S. Carpenter,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. J. McAfee,
George Carte1:,
T. W. Varnon,
Bryan ·S. McClure,
B. E. Cassilly,
E. F. Waide,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
H. Webb,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. J. Megibben,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad,
J. 0. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
S. H. Woolfolk,
W. A. Morin,
Thomas H. Corbett, Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. Wright-70.
Joseph M. Davidson,
Those who voted for Mr. Baker, wereWilliam Brown,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
Thomas P. Cardwell, W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
Josiah H . Combs,
Manlius T. Flippin,
George M. Thomas,
R. D. Cook,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Jonas D. Wilson,"
J.E. Oosson,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods-15.
And then the House adjourned.

S. C. Bell,

o:

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1~73.
A message was received. from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendme nt proposed by the House to a bill,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
· An act to incorporate the town of Dulaney, in Caldwell county.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House ·of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to a mend the charter of the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Railroad Company.
An act for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, former sheriff of Clay·
connty, and his sureties.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
.1 5-H. R,
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And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to prohibit the sale of ardent, vinous-, malt, spirituous,
or intoxicating liq~o~·s, or the mixthre tbe,reof, in the county df
B1·eathitt.
·
2. An act for the 'benefit of Mary Ann Pecantet's heirs, of Graves
county.
.
Which bills.were·read the first time a}!d _o rdered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed' with,
.
Ordered, That they be referred-the l ~t to tlie Committ.e e on Religion, and the 2d to the _Committee on the Judiciary.
The following petitions and remon strances were presented, viz:
By Mr. Moorman..:_
1. 'l'he pe~ition 'of certain citillens and vote_rs of South Carrollton,
Mnhlenbrirg county, praying for t)le passage of art act therein named.
By Mr. Williams2. T·he remonstrance of sundi:y citizens of Eastern Kentucky,
against the passage of any more railroad charters up the Big Sandy
Valley.
By Mr. Ogilvie3. The petition of Elijah Wall ace and others, citizens of Marshall
and McCracken countie~, praying t,!J_at said Wallace may be permitted to build a niill anci dam over Clark's river.
By Mr. Deaderick4. The petition of citizens of school district No. 17, in Pendleton
-county, 'praying _th~ passage of a law to legalize the levy of tax to
,build a school-house.
By Mr. Griffith'
5. The remonstr,a nce of certain citizens
of Daviess a~d Hancock
.,counties, against the creation of a new county out of parts of said
,counties.
By Mr. S. C. Bell-:..
'6. The petition of Jno. D : Gilpin, praY,ing the p~ssage of a law
,attach,i.ng him, to t.he county of Metcalfe.
- By Mr. Gray. 7. Tfe rer:nonstrance of .c.ertain citize,J.}s of Cum~erla,1;1d l}ounty,
,against the passage of any law to levy or collect any additio.11.al p,oll
,or ad valorem tax upon the people of said county.

a
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By Mr. Davidsori.8. i'he petition' of many citizen·s of Johnson county, on matters
pertaining _to common schools ·i n said county.
Which were r~c~ived, 't he reading dispensed ·with, and re.ferredthe 1st, 5th, 6th, and 7th to the Committee on Propositions an-d
Grievances; the 2d to the · Coi:n_mittee on Railroads; the 3d to the
Committee on Internal Improvement; and the 4th and 8th to the
Committee on Education.
· Mr. Deaderick, from the Corrlmitt'e e oh Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled biiis, which originated in the
Senate; of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of J. M. Gurry! late sheriff of Pendle.ton
county, and his sureties; ·
An act to amend the charter of the Bardstown and Green River
Turnpike Road Company;
An act in relation to the Louisville Dai.ly Ledger and the Louisville
Weekly Ledger, newspapers published in the city of Louisville;
An act to incorporate the town of Dulaney, in Ca_ldwcll_county;
An act to ame~d an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Owenton and Ross Mill. Turnpike Roa-d Company;"
An act partitioning the · Fairfield and Samuels' Depot Turnpike
Road, and o.ut of the same incorporating the Fairfield and Cox's
Creek Turnpike Ro~d Company, and ~he Samuels' Depot and Cox.'s
Creek Turnpike Road Company;
And also an enrolled r~solution, which o~iginated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
Resolution providing for printing and distribu~ing report of Com·
missioners to revise and codify the Statutes;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That ~r. Dea:de_rick inform the Senate ther~of.
Mr. E. Polk Johnson moved t_o suspend the rules reg\)lating the
order of busine s, and to allow the Committee o_n Education to report
a bill.
·
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Johnson_, it was
decided in tlie negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Blackburn
and Bush, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affi.rmativ.!l, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) William G. Conrad, · John P. Rowlett,
R. D. Cook,
J. P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Ayei.·s,
Joseph M. Davidson, C. C. Scales,
W.W. Deaderick;
C. W. Threlkeld,
G. W. Bailey,
W.W. Baldwin,
John W. Dyer,
Harry I. Todd,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, L. W. Trafton,
W.R. Bates,
James B . Fitzpatrick, Joseph T. Tucker,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, E. F. Waide,
S . C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
J. L. Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
C.H. Webb;
William Brown,
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S . McClure,
F. A. Wilson,
John S. Carpenter,
J.C . Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
B. E. Cassilly,
W. A. Morin,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-46.
Josiah H. Combs,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
Julian N. Phelps,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
.
Lewis Potter,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Hiram S. Powell,·
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
Church H. Blakey,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
J. R . Sanders,
W .W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, James W. Snyder,
J.E. Cosson,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. S. Taylor,
Walter Evans,
T. J . Megibben, ·
. Jonas D. Wilson-28.
W. H. Evans,
Mr. Thomas moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Committee on the Judiciary be required to iuqulre into the propriety of the passage of an act to refund to persons
the amount of taxes paid on income on United States bonds, under
act approved March 8, 1867 (Acts 1867, vol. 1,p. 83); and that said
committee report by bill or otherwise.
Which was adopted.
.
According to order, the House took up a bill from the Senate,
-entitled
An act to continue· the office of Auditor's Agent.
On motion of Mr. McAfee, said bill was recommitted to the Committe~ on Ways and Means.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
1On motion· of Mr. Foote1. A bill to incorporate the Covington and Pound Gap Railroad
Company.
On motion of Mr. Bascom2. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 59, in Bath county.
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On motion of Mr. Bates.3. A bill for the benefit of Jos. W. Evans, of Barren county.
On motion of Mr. Clay4. A bill to amend section 5, article 2, chapter 83, of Revised Statutes.
On motion of same5. A bill to prevent the intimidation of voters in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Williams6. A bjll to amend the Big Sandy Valley Raih-oad charter.
On motion of Mr. Armstrong7. A bill for the protection of sheep in Bracken county.
On motion of Mr. Morin8. A bill to continue in force five years from March 15, 1873, an
act, entitled «An act for the benefit of the common schools of the
city of Newport."
On motion of Mr. Griffith9. A bill to incorporate the Owensboro Building and Loan Association.
On motion of Mr. Powell10. A bill for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, late sheriff of Clay
county.
On motion of Mr. Davidson! I. A bill to incorporate the trustees of the Prestonsburg Academy
and Normal School Building .
•
Qn motion of Mr. Todd12. A bill to amend the charter of the Frankfort and Flat Creek
Turnpike Company.
On motion of same__..:.
13. A bill for the benefit of Mrs. Letitia Garrard.
On ~otion of Mr. Snyder! 4. A bill for the purpose of establishing a graded or high school
in the town of H1rwesville.
On motion of same15. A bill for the purpose of building school-houses, furnishing
same with furniture, fuel, &c., in the .county of Hancock.
On motion of Mr. Megibben16. A bill to amend the charter of Cynthiana.
On motion_of same17. A bill for the benefit of J.M. Webb,jailer of Harrison county.
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motion of sameA bill requiring the indexing and cross-indexing of certain
in the Harrison circuit court.
motion of same19. A bill in relation to the transfer of the property of Harris.o n ;
Academy.
On motion of same20. A bill
the benefit of J. ,A. Lafferty, late sheriff of Harrison
county.
On motion of same21. A bill for the benefit of James M. Frazer, late sheriff of Harrison county.
On motion of Mr. Trafton22. A bill to amend the charter of Boone Bridge Company.
On motion of Mr. Woolfolk23. A bill to incorporate th~ town of Hanson, in Hopkins county.
On motion of Mr. Brown24. A bill for the benefit of common schools in the county of Jessamine.
On motion of same25. A bill to so amend the common school law as to provide for
the establishment of common schools for the education of colored
children.
On motion of· same26. A bill to provide safeguards against the epread of small-pox
in this Commonwealth.
On motion of same27. A bill to prohibit the practice of medicine or surgery in this
State by any person not a graduate of some regularly establisl;led
school of medicine or surgery chartered by the Legislature of this
or some other State.
·
On ~otion of Mr. ScaleE?28. A bill to incorporate the Covington Pdnting Company.
On motion of Mr. W. H. Evans29. A"b_ill for tl).e benefit of David McGeorge, late sheriff of Hardin
county.
On motion of same30. A bill for the prote.ction of ·fish in 'the Cumberland river and
its tributaries, above the falls.
On
18.
cases
On

for

.

.

.
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OI.1 motion of Mr. Cook31. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of
intoxicating liquors in Rockcastle county."
On motion of same·
'
32. A bill to change the boundary line between the counties of
Rockcastle and Jackson.
On motion of Mr. Thonias33. A bill to amend the law in reference to peddlers.
On motion of Mr. J. R. Sandei.:s34. A bill to incorporate the Christian Church of, Ghent, in Gallatin
county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Railroads prepare and bring in
the 1st and 6th; the Coinmhtee on Education the 2d, eth, 14th, 15th,
24th, and 25th; the Cohimittee on_Clai!J!s the 3d; the Committee on
Revised St_a tutes the 4th, 5th, and 33d; the Committee on Agriculture
and Man·ufactures the 7th; the Committee on Corporate Institutions
the 9th, 11th, 16th, 19th, 22d, 23d, and 28th ; the Committee on Ways
and Means the 10th, 20th, and 21st; the Committee on Inter.nal Improvement the 12th; the Committee on Propositions and Grievanc_es
the 13th, 17th, 31st, and 32d; tlie Committee on County Courts the
18th, 29th, and 30th; the Committee on the Judiciary the 26th and
27th; and the Commtttee oh Religion the 34th.
Mr. Thomas moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Committee on the Judiciary be required to inquh-e into the propriety of submitting to the people of Kentucky the
question of calling a convention to make a new Constitution; and
that said committee report by bill or otherwise.
Mr. Wright moved to lay said resolution on the table.
The fµrther consideration of saJd resolution was suspended by the
arrival of the hour to ·go into the orders of the day.
The House then took up from the o~ders of the day a joint resolution from the _Sena~e, entitled
Resolution in relation to the appointment of a clerk for the joint
committee on the revision of the Statutes.
Said :resolution was read as foJlows, viz:
Resolved by the .General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the joint committee to whom the report of the revisors of the
statutes is referred, be authorized to employ a clerk for . said. c.ommittee, to assist them in their labors.
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Mr. Graves moved the following amendment to said resolution, :viz:
Add thereto, "Provided, That the pay of the clerk so selected shall
not exceed the sum of five dollars ($5) per day."
Which amendment was adopted.
Mr. Chl'isman moved to reconsider the vote by which said amendment was adopted.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
The que_stion was then again taken upon the amendment proposed
by Mr. Graves, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Thomas, "yere as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen ,· '
John W. Dyer,
J.C. Moorman,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
W. A. Morin,
G. W. Bailey,
W. H. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
W.R. Bates,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. N . Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
Church H. Blakey,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
William Brown,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. Jessee,
George M. Thomas,
George Carter,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Josiah H . Combs,
T. J. Jones,
C.· H. Webb,
William G. Conrad,
L. W. Lassing,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Bryan S. McClure,
Jonas ·D. Wilson,
Thomas H. Corbett, William J. McElroy, J. N. Woods,
J.E. Cosson,
M. E. McKenzie,
S. H. Woolfolk-50.
Joseph M. Davidson, T. J. Megibben,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)C. M. Clay, jr.
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W.W. Deaderick,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Vj. W . Baldwin,
M. Wood~ Ferguson, C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J~mes B. Fitzpatrick, Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
C.-D. Foote,
L. W. Trafton,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
W . B. M. Brooks,
J. _S. Lawson,
E. F. Waide,
W.W. Bush,
J. J. McAfee, .
J. L. Waring,
John S . Carpenter,
J. L . Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
B. E. Cassilly,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-34.
J arnes S. Chrisman,
. Said resolution, as amended, was then adopted.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, on motion of Mr.
Varnon, a committee, consisting of Messrs. Varnon, T. N. Johnson,
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and Moorman, was appointed to wait upon the Senate, and 'inform
that body that the House was now ready to proceed still further in
the execution of the joint order of the day, viz: the election of a
Senator to serve in the Senate of the United States from the State
of Kentucky, for the unexpired term for which the Hon. Garrett ·
Davis was elected, and which was made vacant by reason of his '
death.
Having retired, after a time, the committee returned and reported
that they had discharged that duty.
'
A message was received from the Senate by Mr. Senator Johnson,
announcing that they we1·e also ready to proceed to the further execution of the joint order aforesaid.
And the_n, in pursuance to an act of Congress, of date July 25,
1866, entitled "An act to regulate the times and manner of holding
elections for Senators in Congress," and of an act of the General
Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, approved January
5, 1867, the Senate of Kentucky, being then in session, entered the
hall of the House, then in session, and then and there held a joint
session of the two Houses of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, the Hon. John G. Carlisle, the Lieutenant Governor an·d Speaker of the Senate, presiding ov'er, and the same composed of a majority of all the members of each House elected to
said General Assembly.
The Journal of the House and of the Senate of yesterday were _
then read by the Clerks of each House; and it appeal'ing from said
Journals that, on the ballot taken in each House, on yesterday, as
read by the Clerks thereof, in the election of a Senator as aforesaid,
and in the execution of the joint order, Hon. Willis B. Machen had
received- 28 votes.
In the Senate, 76 votes.
In the House,
104 votes.

Total
And that Hon. H.. Tarv. Baker had receivedIn the Senate, In the House,
-

Total
16-H.

3 votes.

15 votes.

It.

18 votes.

.

·A:nd that ·'Hoh. ·Willis B. Macheh had 'teceive'd ·a -majority of all
the votes cast, atHl a majo·t ity ·of an tli'e ·votes cast in eith·er House
'Of the ·General •Assembly.
Thereup·on the Sipe·aker of the Sen-a:te, ind pres1ding officer of the
jbiht :ii"essioh, announced that'the Hon. Willis B. l\ifachen w'a s nominated and elected to ·serve as a ·Senator from the :State or" Kentucky
_in the Congress of the United States, to fill out the unexpired term
!!for whi-ch the Hon. Garrett Davis w'as· e}ected, :and 'wliich was made
vacant by his death.
And then, on m·o-tion of Mr. ·Senator Johnson, the joint session
dissolved, ·the Senate retired •from the Hall -of ·the ,House, and -the
Speaker resumed the Chair.
Mr. Vatnbn moved the fo'llowing-resolution, -v-iz:
_ Resolved, If.hat the use of thi:s 1Hall be ,granted, Thursday··evening,
the 23d inst., to the Kentucky incorporators and friends of the Qentennial Celebrati9n and Exhibition proposed to be held in Philadelphfa on tbe 4th of July, 1'876.
.
I
Pending consideration 'thereof, the House adjourned.

TliURSDAY,-1JANUARY '2'3, 1~73.
The follo·w ing petHions~were preseh1:ed -viz :
By Mr. Bascom. I. -The petitio_n of citizens of -school district No. 59, of-Ba..th county,
..praying the .passage of an -act authorizing the -trustees of · said ·district -to submit to the voters thereof the proposition to levy a tax
.upon the; proper.ty of the district, for -the purpose of buying --a schoolhouse lot and erecting(-a ·b·uilding t1hereoh, &c.
--By Mr. Warin-g- 2. -'Fhe petition of citizens of Portsmouth, Ohio, prayin-g the passage of a law granting to Willis B. Thompson, I of Greenup county,
.Kentucky,..a charter to run a ferry-boat, propelled by steam, befween
said town of Portsmouth and Greenup, in Greenup county.
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3. The petitt~n of. ci~,i-zf)ns_ of O,reeµ~p- ~nd L~~is counti~s,. praying the paitsage of ~n 8:P~ fqr t)i,e l:\~JP.e pui:pos~..
Which were re_c~ive_d,_the r~a~ing dispepsfli:l with, and r~ferrE}dthe 1st to the Cqnimittee on Ed,ucation, and the 2d and 3d to the
Com'm ittee on Propo~i~io~1:1 and G_;i~v;an_q_es:
· · ·
'
'
Q_
I}. rpotioJ1,)_nd_e:fj.n~t.e l,e ave of abs~nce _wl\s grii,nte!I M;~s~~s. Graves
and Cosspn.
On motion ~f M;r. T;aft,pn, le;=i.ve Wl}S. &'.i.v en, ~p b1;ipg in a bill tg,
amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Henderson ftpr!!~
shoe Bend Fe~ce Company.".
Orcfe1·e_d, Tha:t th~ Corrppit_tee Qn Q<;p;pora.~e. lnf?tiWtiptJ,s. prep,~re
an·d bring in the same.
Tb.e H~use. tq9J.,. p-p t,lJ,,e i:e~qlqtion movf:ld op. y_estei;d.ay by. Mr.
Varnon, granting t4~ qse, of this. HJ!·ll, w1. this e;~ning, t~ 'the inQ0rp_gratprs an4 fri_e1,1;ds of t,he Centen.nial Celebrati<_>n &:nd E,&hibition, proposed to be held in Philadelphia on the 4th July, .187~.'
Said resolution was ado]?ted.
A message was received from the Senate., a~nouncing th11,t t~ey
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to regulate the time of holding th.e ·circuit cou_rts, i~ the
..
counties of Nicholas and Maiion. .
Which bil,l was_read -the first time an_d o,rqered to be re_ad a s.e.c ond
time.
The rule of the House_and constitutional provision as to the second
rea.ding of said bill' bei~g dispensed ~ith, ·
Ord;red, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Qircuit
Courts.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee o~ Enrol.lme.nts, rep.or.t ed tha~
the Committe.e had examined· enrolled bil~s, which origi~ated ii:i ~he
Senate, of the following titles, vii:
An act to amend se_c tion 328 of the Civil Cod,e Qf Pfactic_e;
An act to amend section 82 of the Civil Code of Practice;
An. act tq rep,eal an act, entitled "Aµ ~¢t fqr the protection of
sheep in the counties of Nicholas, Gallatin, and Fleming," approved
March 0th, 1872;
:
And also an emolled bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act te amend the c:harter of -the Louisv-ille, ·Cincinnati, and
Lexington Railroad Company;
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And had found the same truly enrolled.
• .Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Deaderick inform the Senate thereof.
Bills were reported ,by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Blackburn, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the trustees
of the Cincinnati Southern Railway to acquire the right of way, and'
to extend a line of railway through certain counties of this Commonwealth."
By Mr. Waring, from the same committeeA bill to .amend the charter of the Tygart Valley Iron Company.
By Mr. Corbett, from a select committeeA bill for the benefit of John L. Farrar, ·o f McCracken county.
By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act incorporating the Riverton Iron and Mining
Company.
By Mr. Beckham, from the same committeeA bill for the benfit of L. R. Thurman.
By Mr. Dyer, from the same committeeA bill amendatory of the charter of the town of Glasgow.
By Mr. Garnett, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of F. G. Bybee, late marshal of Glasgow. '
By Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on BanksA bill to incorporate the Riverton Savings Bank.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The r-ule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being di~;ensed with, and the same being engrossed,
·
· R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up the motion to reconsider the vote by.
which the House, on a former day, discharged the Committee on the
Judiciary from the further consideration of a bill, entitled
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A bill to amend sections 24, 29, and 827, of the Civil Code of Practice, regulating the jurisdiction and pleadings of quarterly courts and
justices of the peace.
-Mr. Chrisman moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Chrisman, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Blakey, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. W. Baldwin,
Walter Evans,
Bryan S. McClure,
Alpheus W : Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, E . A. Robertson,
W. N. Beckham,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. P. Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
C. C. Scales,
William Brown,
James Garnett,
William Sellers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, George M. Thomas,
, George Carter,
James S. Chrisman,
C. P . Gray,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
T. W. Varnon,
E. Polk Johnson,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
R. L. Cooper, . ·
Thomas M. Johnson, Jonas D. Wilson-32.
Joseph M. Davidson, J. J. McAfee,
Those who voted in-the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M' Creary) W . W. Deaderick,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
· E. A. Graves;
John Rowan,
G; W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith, ·
J. R. Sanders,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
L. W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
J. ~- Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E . McKenzie,
L. W. Trafto.n,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Megibben,
E. F. Waide,
John S. Carpenter,
J.C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
W. A. Morin,
C.H. Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk-52.
Thomas H. Corbett,
·
The further consideration of said motion was cut off by the arrival
of the hour for taking up a special order.
The House then, according to order, too~ up for further consideration a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Merchants' Banking Co~pany of Caverna.
Ordered, Tha,t said b~ll be engrossed and read a third time.
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T.he 1mle of the Rou,se and cons.titn·tiomi,L pvovi~ion as; to tµe t4jrd
reading of said bill being dispeni,ed with, and the same being en,-.
grossed,
.
Resolved, That said bill do. pass, and- that· th-_e, title thereof: be as
afor.esaid,
The House then, ~ccording to order, toQk up for fartl.i.er c,ons~der_a._~
tion a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the revenue laws of this Coml_ljl.o nwealth.
Amendments were moved thereto by M:essr.s. Var.non, and Tucker,
which were reje:cted..
Ordered, That· said. hill be engrossed and read a third ~ime.
The rul'e of' t'he Rou13e and consti't ution.a l provision as to th,e t}l.ir<t
reading of said bill b.e ing dispen13ed wit.h., aiad the s&,rp!:) he.ing ~n~
grossed,
R esolved, That sa:i& bill do pass; and tha:t the title thereof be B!c!
aforesaid.
Th.e House th~n t.o.ok ~p the amendment.s proposed by th.e. Sen.atp
to a bill, which originated in the. Hous.e o£ Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, former sheriff of Clay
I
county,. and his· s1J1:l!etieJ3.
Said amendments were coneurred in, and the title of- said- hi:Il
changed so as to read·: .
An act for the ben;efi-t of WilsQn Morg;;t,n, collector of the, :l'evenu~
of Clay county for the-year l§l7'0, and ,his soourities .
• The House then, according to order, tQo}{ up for con_sideration th~
motion he_retofore made by Mr. Corbett, tp .recons_ider the v<:>te l>y
which the Hous;e ordered to be, read, as a;FAended, the t4i-rd ttII.l~, a
bill from the SeD;_ate, entitled
An act to provide for the location an.d erection of the T.liird Lu,
natic Asylum.
Mr-. Corbett moved to postpone the f ur,t'.he:r consid~ratio.n of said
motion, and to make the same the special ender for -tq-mo1,row, at10½ o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided. in the ne~ative.
" The yeas and nays being required t~ereon by M;essi,:s. Graves .~ltd
Corbett, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted i~ the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M' Creary)James S. Chrisman,
W. A. l\icrr.Ln,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. ·Conrad, :T. L. Nall,

•
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A. S. Arnold,
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell;
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Fergusdn, C. C. Seales,
R. Tarv. ·Baker,
James B. Fitzpatr~ck, .J. S. Taylor,
Alpheus W. B"ascom, C. D. Foote,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.R. Bates,
.
Wm. A. Hoskins,
T. W. Varnon,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk .Johnson,
J. L. Warin-g,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
ThomaB'l\'i.. Johnson, C.H. Web·b,
Wm. F. Bond,
T . J. Jon-es,
Mordecai ·Williams,
Robert M. 1 Carlisle,
J.C. Moorman,
F. A. W.ilson-37.
B. E. Cassilly,
''l'.hose who voted in' the neg.ative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. A. ·Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
S. b. B·~n,
C. 'P. Gray,
J. P. Saeksteder,
,cunton Griffith,
Samu'el 'M. 'Sanders,
Church H. Bla'key,
-W. B. ,M. -Brooks,
Geon~e M ..Jessee,
William Sellers,
John S. Carpenter,
_J. S. Lawson ,
James W.. Snyder,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. Thomas,
Josiah H . Corrtbs,
William J. McEh·oy, narry I. Todd,
R. D. Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
R. L. Cooper,
T. J. Megibben,
.. .fose.ph .T. Tucker,
W ..W. Deaderick,
Julian N. Phe)ps,
. E . .F. Waide,
1
W. ·R . Evan·s,
Lewis Potter,
Jonas D. Wilson,
1E. A. 'Robertson,
.J. "N. Woods,
·Jiosep-h P: F,Yree,
James Garnett, ,
'John Rowan,.
S. ,H. Woolfollt-29.
Mr. -MeElroy.,then -moved to lay·the _rnetion to re~onsider on the
table.
And the question being taken on said m0ti0r:1, it -..w;as tlecid·ed in the
negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Corbett and
Ayers, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereChurch H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
William Sellers,
Josiah H. Combs,
· Bryan S. McClure,
James W. ::;nyder,
R. D. Cook,
William J. MeElroy, George M. Thomas,
R. L. Cooper,
J . C. Moorman,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
E'. F. Waide,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Jonas D. Wilson,
James Garnett,
John Rowan,
J. N. Woods-23.
C. P. Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)William G. Conrad, T. J. Megibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
Thomas H . Corbett, W. A. Morin,
Joseph M. Davidson, J. L . Nall,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S . Arnold,
W.W. Deaderick,
John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
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W.W. Baldwin,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
J . P. Sacksteder,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
.T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
L. W. Lassing,
C.H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.
M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson-57.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr: Corbett to reconsider said vo~e, and it was decided in the _a ffirmative.
Mr. Blackburn moved to reconsider the vote by which the amendment (substitute) moved by Mr. Blakey was adopted.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Corbett,
01·dered, That said bill and amendments be recommitted to a select
committee of five me.mbers, with instruction to report thereon to,
morrow, at 10½ o'clock, A. M.
And thereupon the Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs.
Corbett, Blackburn, Megibben, David110n, and Blakey.
And then the House adjourned.
\
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they

had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to re:enact an act, entitled "An act to am.e nd an ·a ct to
incorporate the Bank of Union County."
An act to amend an ·act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the German Insurance Bank," approved ·14th March, 1872.
,
An a.ct to ' amend an act, e11Htled "An act 'to incorporate the ChriEtian 'County Bank," ap'proved March 2, i872.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Bank of Mayfield," approved March IO, 1870.
2. An act for the benefit of Charles G. Ilagan, sheriff of Montgomery county.
Which bills were read the first tirrie and 'ord~red to be read a second
time.
The rnle of the Hbuse and con~titutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills ~eing dispensed with,
, .
Ordered, That t'hey be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Banks,
and the 2d to the Committee on Ways and Means.
·
A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled,
Resolufion in relation to the joint committee on the revision of
the Statutes.
On motion of ~r. Chrisman, the rule requi'ring joint resolutions to
lie one d'ay on the table was suspend'ed, and said resolution was
take'n up, twice read, and adop·ted.
The following petitio·ns were presented, viz:
By Mr. Baker1. Th'e petition of citizens of 'the district of Highlands, in Campbell county, praying for a change of certafn school districts in said
county.
By same:_
2. The petitio·n of citizens of Campbell county, praying that the
property of the St. Joseph Orph'a'n Asylum be exempt from taxat1.oh.
17-H.

R,
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By Mr. McKenzie3. The petition of certain citizens of Trigg county, praying the
passage of a law prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors within
a radius of - miles of Trigg Furnace.
Which were received, the reading dispen sed with, and referred to
the Committee on Religion.
T he Speaker laid before the House the response of the Superintendent of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum, to a resolution heretofore
adopted by the Hou se , which was read as follows, viz:
·

. EASTERN LUNATIC ASYLUM,

I

LEXINGTON, KY., January 23, 1873.\
H oN. J. B. McCREARY, Speakei· of the House of Representatives:
In answer to the House resolution of the 18th of January, 1873,
would submit the following: Ou the 20th of January, 1873, the Eastern Lunatic Asylum contained five huqdred and fifty-four (554) inmates. Of this . number, five hundred and nine (509) were State
pauper patients; forty-five (45) were private or boarder patients.
We have not received .any patients from other States since the house
became full, and at that time discharged tho se from other States that
were with us. There are in the -Asylum two aged female patients
originally from other States, viz : Mississippi and Louisiana. Since
th e war we have been unable to learn or hear anything from their
fri ends, who, perhaps, are dead; if not, have entirely abandoned
them. These patients are very old and feeble, ·and have been in mates of the Asylum: one thirty-four (34), the oth er twenty-eight
(28) year.s.
The State pays two hundred dollars ($200) per year for the support of each pauper State patient. Out of the two hundred dollars
($200) p er State patient, and the moneys received from boarder or
private patients, all expenses of the Asylnm are paid, including all
necessary repairs to buildings, clothing, food, bedding, medicine, and
comforts for patients-all expense of salaries of officers and wages
of employees. The above named sum of two hundred dollars per
y~ar for State patients inclu1es ~11 the State's ex·penditure fo1· the
In stitution, except what may be given by special appropriation.
All of w hich is respectfully submitted.
JOHN W. WHITNEY,
Superintendent of Eastei·n Lunatic Asylum .
bn motion, ind efin ite leave of ·absence was granted Messrs. Baldwin, T. M. John son, Webb, Bailey, and S. M. Sanders.
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On moti-on of Mr. E. Polk Johnson, leave was given to bring in a
bill to create an additional voting place in Jefferson county.
Ordered, That the Committee on County Courts prepare and bring
in the same .
Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Propositions and. Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills
of the following titles, viz:
1. A bill to exempt undertakers from serving on juries.
2. A bill for the benefit of Thomas Ballew, of Pulaski county.
3. A bill for the benefit of J. E. Churchill, jailer o~ Calloway
county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The _rule of the House and constitutional pl'Ovision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be recommitted-the 1st to the Committee on
Propositions a:i.d Grievances, a~d the 2d and 3d to the Committee on
Claims.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to preparn and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of Simon Humphreys, late sheriff of Nelson
county, and his sureties.
l3y sameA bill for the benefit of John S. Humphreys.
By Mr. Davidson, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act for the benefit of Mai-tin county,'" approve.d February 16,
1872.

Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a thi1·d time . .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same bei°:_g engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
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Mr. Corbett, from a select committee, to whom was recommitted
a bill from the Senate, with the amendments proposed thereto, entitled
An act to provide for the location and erection of the Third Lunatic
Asylum_,
-. Reported the same with amendments to the original ~enate bill, in
lieu of amendments heretofore moved.
Mr. Jessee_ moved the following: amendmen~ t~ the amendment
proposed by the, select coll\mittee, viz:
· Ame.n d section 2, after the word, "counti~s," in fou1·tµ line, by
striking o'ut the word~" west of the Tenn ~~s~e ," a~d insert in lieu
thereof these words: "of this Commonwe,a lth."
Mr. Waide then moved a · substitute, by way of amendme_n t f?r. th_e
bill and proposed amendments, as follo~s, viz:
~ l. Be it enacted by the General As~embly of tlze Commonwealth of
K entucky, That the sum of thi1:ty-five thousand dollars be, ·and the
san;ie i~ h,e re_by, apprppriated, for the purpose of , altering, adaing to,
11.n ang\~g, and cqrnp\eting the St;ate Flo.use, of Reform, s<;> a,::i to
rendei-' it suitable for a lunati,c asylum, and for the purpose of refunding to the city of Louisville the sum of money, with in,te_rest
th,,e reon, advanced by that city for the ben.efit of said State House ,
of Refoi:i;n,.
§ 2.. That the act and amendments thereto creating the said State
House o'r Reform, and appointing or a·u tho.r izing the appointment
of Commissioners and officers therefor, be, and the same is hereby,
repealeµ; and_,said .Iniititution shalh hereafter be known as the Third
Lunatic Asylum.
·
§ 3. That the Auditor be, and he is hereby, directed_ to audit and
settle the accounts of said State House of ~eform, and to pay, or
cause to be paid, such liabilities as have been incurred by said State
House of Reform; aJJd w.hen sup4 liabUities shall, ha:ve be en paid,
he is dir~cted to tran'!fe1: to th~ re,venue,.p_roper any appropriation, or
' part of appi·opriation, or appropriatfop1:1 h~retof9re made for th~
benefit of said , Slate House of Reform, that rriay yet remain unexpended.
§. 4. That _the sum of o,Qe. hp1,1.~1;~d a!Jd thi~ty thoµsaQ.4 . d_o llars be,
and the same is hfreby, appropriated, for the purpose of making ar,i
addition to the Western Lunatic Asylum, at Hopkinsville, sufficient
in extent to accommodate not less than two hundred patients.
§ 5. That the Governor iei herel;>y empowl}1:e~ to appoint three suitable Commissioners, who shall prnceed at on.c e to cany into effect
the provis1.o'ns of this act; and :for that purpose they are he1;eby
empowered to employ and contract with such architects, ·artisans,
II}echanics, la!;,orerf?, 011 other . persons, whose services may be necessary thereto, upon such terms as may be ageed upon; and they .sh.all
redn~e all such coritrl'),cts to writing, and the ea:me shaµ be sign_e d in
duplicate, and one copy thereof be sent or given 'to the Auditor . .

r
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§ 6. That said Commissioners shall , after the -commencement of
the work; o,n said institutions, pay to the contractors. therefor, at the
expiration of every thirty days, the-amou.~t estim~ted for , wprk done
to the time of payment, exce:pt twenty,-five per· cent. thereof,. wh\ch
latter a;mount 1;,hall be held by the State as a guarantee for the faithful execution of saicl contracts; aµd to enable them to make such
payment~, th~y ai;e hereby empo~·ered to draw upo,n , the Auditor in
favor Q,f such contracto1·s for such su_ms , as may, froµi time to time,
be due under the above provislone of this act; and the Aµditor is
hereby directed to draw his warrants up~n the Treasurer in payment
of such drafts to th·e extent of the appropriations ~erein made.
§ 7. T,hat .so soon as said. Commissioner.a shall repor.t to the Governor that the said State Ho.use of Re,fc:,rm is ready to be occupied
a:s the Third Lunatic Asylum, it shal_l be t~e duty of the Governor to
appoint a Superintendent therefor, and aV other officers tµerefor that
are usually appointed by the Governor for similar institutions.
§ 8. This act to take effe,ct from and after its passage.
Mr. Bascom then moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Sh~ll th_e main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirma.tive_.
And so. the ma.in, ques'tion was ordered.
'Fhe question. was then taken on the amendment, by way of · substitute, proposed by 1\fr. Waide, and, it was decided i~ the negative.
The yea~ and nays_ being required ther~on by Messrs .. Grai aµd
J. R. Sanders, wern a11 follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A . .A.Hen,,
E. A. Graves,
E. A. Rgber.tson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
0. P. Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
W. R. Bates,
Thomas .M. John,~on, J. R. Sanders,
S. C: Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm . F. Bond-,
William J. McElroy, James W. Snyder,
Robert ,J.W. 0,aljlisl~,
J.C. Mo,o rman,
J. S. Taylo1,,
James S~ Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
George M;. Thomas,
C. M. C)ay, jr.
Mat. Nunan,,
c·. W. Threlkeld,
Julian N. Phelps,
E. F. Waide,
R. D. _Copk,
W. H. Eval).<'!,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk-31.
James Ga,rn~t't,,
'
Those who voted in the negative, werelVIr. Spe_aker (M'Crea1·y)R. L. Co,o per,
M. E. M.cKenzie,
.A. C . .Armstrong,
Thom~s H. Corbett, T. J Megibben,
.A. S. Arno~d, ·
Joseph M. Davidsop, W·. A. M,orin,
·w. W. Deaderick, Johq W. Ogilvie,
W .. W. Ayers,.
G. W. Bailey.,
John W·. Dyer,
Hiral]l S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, John Row~n,
John A. Bell, ·· James B. Fitzpatrick, C. C. Scales,
J. C,. S:. BJackbqr.Q.,
C. D. Foote,
Harry l. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
Joseph P. Fo~ee,
L. W. Traftop,
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W . B. M. Brooks,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Joseph T. Tucker,
William Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
T. W. Varnon,
Thoinas P . Cardwell, Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. L. Waring,
John S . Carpenter,
George M. Jessee,
0. H . Webb,
George Carter,
E. Polk Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Jones,
F. A. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
L. W. Lassing,
Jonas D . Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. S. Lawson,
J. N. Woods-53.
William G. Conrad,
J. J. McAfee,
And so said amendment (substitute) was rejected.
The question was then taken on the amendment moved by Mr.
Jessee, and it was decided in the affit-mative.
· The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. J . R. Sanders a_n d Gray, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Greary)W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
• W.R. Bates,
0. P. Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
S. 0 . Bell,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
James W . Snyde1·,
B. E . Cassilly,
Bryan S. M.cOlure,
J . S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McE!roy, George M. Thomas,
0. M. Olay, jr.,
J. 0. Moorman,
E : F. Waide,
J. Guthrie Coke,
W . A. Morin,
.J. L. Waring,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
J . N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk-45.
Tho:Se who voted in the negative, wereA. 0. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, M. E. McKenzie,
A. S. Arnold,
W. W. Deaderick,
T: J. Megibben,
W.W . Ayers,
John W. Dyer,
John W . Ogilvie,
G. W. -Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W . Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, 0. 0. Scales,
John A. Bell,
0 . D. Foote,
0 . W. Threlkeld,
J . 0. S. Blackburn,
Joseph P. F 'o ree,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, L. W. Trafton,
William Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. A. Hoskins,
. T . W . Varnon,
George Carter,
T . J. Jones,
0. H . Webb,
William G. Conrad,
L, W. Lassing,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas H. Corbett, J. S. Lawson,
F . A. Wilson-39 .
And so said amendment to the proposed amendments was adopted.
The amendments proposed by the select committee to the Senate
bill, as amended, were then adopted.
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U1·dered, That said bill,. as amended, be read a third time.
Said bill, as ·amended, was then read a third time as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the sum of two hundred thousand dollars be, and the
same is hereby, appropriated, out of ~ny money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of purchasing a tract of land
not exceeding three hundred acres, and erecting thereon a lunatic
asylum, to be called and styled the "Third Lunatic Asylum," sufficient for the safe and comfortable keeping and treatment of at least
four hundred inmates.
,
§ 2. That the Governor shall appoint three competent discreet
persons as commissioners, who, after first being duly sworn to faithfully and impartially discha1·ge their duties, shall locate said asylum
on or before May 1st, 1873, at some suit.able point in one of the
counties of this Commonwealth, and contract for the land on which
they locate it, and take a deed, with clause of general warranty to
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, so 'as to secure a good and perfect
title thereto for the use and benefit of iclaid asylum.
§ 3. That when said deed shall have been duly executed by the
vendor or vendors, and accepted by the commissioners, they shall
issue a certificate to the Auditor in favor of the vendor or vendors
fo1· such sum as they shall have contracted to pay for the land; and
upon the receipt of· such certificate , the Auditor shall draw his warrant upon the Treasurer for said sum, to be paid out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 4. When said commission ers shall have purchased the land, and
accepted the deed therefor, th ey shall immediately proceed to have
the asylum erected, furni shed, and fitted out, according to the most
improved plans for such institutions; and they are hereby authorized to employ an architect, whose duty it shall be to furnish plans
and specifications for said building, and to superintend the erection
of the same, which plans and specifications shall be considered and
approved by the said commissioners; and to employ and make a
contract with some suitable builder or builders to erect, furni sh, and
complete said asylum; and they shall take covenant in favor of the
Commonwealth from such builder or builders, with good. and suffieient surety, for a faithful compliance with all the terms and stipulations of the contract; but before letting the contract they shall
advertise for at least twenty days in the Louisville Courier-Journal,
the Louisville Ledger, the Anzeige r, and the Cincinnati Commercial,
for proposals for said work, and shal_l let the contract to the lowest
and best bidder or bidders, who shall · execute such covenant; but
the price shall not exceed the balance of the appropriation remaining after paying for the land.
.
§ 5. The said commi ssioners are hereby authorized to issue certificates every three months to the Auditor in favor of the building contractor or contractors, for such sum as will pay not exceeding seventy
per cent. for work actually done, for which sums the Auditor shall
issue his warrant and the Treasurer shall pay the same in the manner required for paying the vendor of the land; but before issuing
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any certificate to the building contractor or contractors, the ·comrrlissioners shall, in the presence of the county court judge and clerk,
execute covenant, with good and sufficient sureties, to the Commonwealth (to be attested by said judge and clerk, and approved by the
Governqr), for the faithful discharge of all their duties under this act.
§ 6. Whenever the asylum is completed and ready for the reception of inmates, the commissioners shall notify the Governor, who
shall give notice thereof by proclamation, and appoint a superintendent of the asylum to act until the meeting of the next General
Assembly thereafter.
§ 7. If any commissioner fails to act, the Governor shall appoint
another in bis place; and a:ny vacancy shall be filled by the appointment of the Governor.
§ 8. That the said commissioners, in determining the location of
the proposed asylum, shall ·take into consideration all the advantages
and conve:,;iiences of each county a sking for said location, together
with the value of county 01· private subscription which may be made
by each c0unty for the use and benefit of the asylum.
§ 9. That the sum of fifty thousand dollars be, and is hereby, appropriated, in addition to the sum named in the first section of this
bill, for the purpose of providing for the accommodation of seventyfive colored lunatics, in a detached building, but adjacent to the
asylum herein authorized to be erected.
§ 10. That the sum of one hundred thousand dollars be appropriated to enlarge the Western Lunatic Asylum at Hopkinsville;
and that the Auditoi· be directed to draw his warrant upon the
Treasurer for the above sum for the purpose indicated, to be paid
out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 11. That the Governor shall appoint three commissioners, who
shall, as directed by hfm, superintend the enlargement of the building, and report progres8 to him, at least once every three months,
until the work be finished; the statements from the commissioners
to be filed in the Secretary's office for Teference .
.§ 12. That the commissioners so appointed shall see that the building be erected with as littl.e delay as possible, and that no inferior
materials be used in the construction of said building; and th.at said
building shall be erected according to the pl1rns and specifications of
the architect, which plans apd specifications must have been approved
by the Governor and commissioners appointed by him to superintend
the carrying out of the same. Said commissioners to employ and
make contract or contracts with some suitable builaer or builders to
erect and complete said building, and they shall take covenant in
fav.01· of the Commonwealth from such builder or.ouilders, with good
and sufficient surety for a faithful compliance with all the terms ·and
stipulations of the contract, to be approved by the Governor. But,
before letting the contrnct, they shall advertise, for at least twenty .
days, in at least three of the most public new8papers in the State,
for proposals for said work, and shall let the contract or contracts to
the lowest and best bidder 01· biclder8.
§ 13. Th.at the commissioners are hereby authorized to issue certificates every three months to the Audi-tor, and after the same has

,,
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been approved ' by the Governor, the Auditor shall draw his warrant
on the Treasurer: Provided, That said certificates shall not exceed
seventy-five per cent. for the work actually don.e.
§ 14. The Governor shall employ an architect, who shall submit
plans and specifications for the enlargement of said institution.
The draft shall be dr.awn so as to furnish rooms for not less than
two hundred (200) lunatics.
§ 15. This act shall take effect and be in force from its pf!,ssage.
The que stion was then taken on the passage of sai,d bill, as
amended,.and it W!),B decided in t_he affir_mative.
Tµe yeas and nays being required the,reon in 'purs\lance to ~ provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz ·:
Those who voted in the affirmative, we,:eMr. Speaker(M'Creary)W. W. Deaderick,
J. L. Nall.,
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
W .W . Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
R . Tarv. Baker,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. Powell, ·
Alpheus W . .Bascom, Manlius 'l'. Flippi_n,
E_. A. Robertson,
W . R. Bates,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
'S. C . .Bell,
James Garnett,
· Samuel M. Sanders,
J.C . S. Blackburn,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
E. A. Graves,
Williag:i Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
C. P. Gray,
James· ,w. Snyder,
W. B M. Brooks,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
W-m. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thomas,
Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. Jessee,
C. W. Thre1keld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. Polk Johnson,
I:Iarry I. '.!'odd,
John S. Carpenter,
Thomas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
B. E. Cassi.lly,
L. W . Lassing,
T. ·W . Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
E. F. Waide,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
G. W. Little,
J. L. W~ring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. J. McAfee,
C. H. Webb,
Josiah H. ·Combs,
.Bryan S. McOJ.u-re,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad, Wil_li~m J. l\(lcElro~, F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
T. J. Megibben,
.T. N. Woods,
Thomas H. -Corbett, J. C. Moorman,
S. H. W oolfolk-86.
Joseph M. Davidson, W. A. Morin,
In ,the -negative, Jo·h n P. Rowlett-I.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be changed so as to read:
An ,a-Ot to p.r·ovide for the 1ooation and erection of -the Third Lunatic 4sylu~, and the enlargement .of the Western Luna-tic Asylum.
18-H.
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On motion of Mr. Tucker, the rule regulating the order of business
was suspended, and the Committee on the Judiciary permitted to
report a bill from the Senate .
. And thereupon Mt·. Garn ett, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the city charter of Lexington,
Repoi'ted the same without amendment.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe,
Ordered, That said bill be printed, and the further consideration
tliereof be postponed to, and made the special order of the day for,
to-morrow, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe, the House then adjourned till to-morrow at 9 o'clock, A. lVI.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1873.
T4e following petitions were presented viz:
By Mr. Foree1. The petition of certain citizens of Shelby county, praying the
repeal of an act approved March 18, 1872, creating the Lee Academy
at Hardinsville, in said county.
By Mr. Carlisle2. The petition of certain citizens of Kenton county, praying th e
passage of an act to permit John Nelson Bridges, of said county, to
. peddle goods, wares, and merchandise in this State.
By MT. J. A. Bell3. The petition of the chairm.an and board of trustees of the town
of Georgetown, praying the pass age of an act to empower them to
pass an ordinance to prevent the carrying of concealed deadly
weapo.ns within the limits of said town .
-Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredth.e 1st. to the Committee on Education; the 2d to the Committee on
the Judiciary; and the 3d to the Committee on Revised Statutes.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing t.hat they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Misses Virginia and Lizzie Smith.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act authorizing the sale of
certain alleys in th~ town of Winchester," approved February 19,
1849.

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Martin
county," approved February 16, 1872.
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of J. H. Kirk, late sheriff of Marion county.
An act for the benefit of J. W. Furgeson, late sheriff of Calloway
county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act for the benefit of railroad contractors.
2. An act for the benefit of Levi Yocum, sheriff elect of Montgomery county.
3. An act to prohibit the sale of liquors on the Sabbath day.
4. An act to regulate the making, storing, and transportation of
explosive substances.
Which hills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Railroads; the 2d to the Committee on Ways and Means; the 3d to tlie
Committee on Religion; and the 4th to the Committee on the J u1iciary.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Thomas]. A bill for the benefit of James R. Garland, of Lewis county.
On motion of same2. A bill in relation to the city of Vanceburg.
On motion of Mr. Varnon3. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Kentucky and Southern Railroad Company."
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie4. A bill for the benefit of the tax-payers of the city of Paducah
and McCracken county.
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On motion of same5. A bill to amend the cha1·ter of the German Evangelical St. Paul
Church, in the city of Paducah.
On motion of safue6. A bill to inc01·pornte the Society of Franco-American of Mutual
Assistance, of the city of Paducah .
On motion of Mr. Rowan7. A bill to amend the charter of the towrt of Livermore, in
McLean county.
On motion of Mr. S. C. Bells. A bill to authorize Division No . 129 to convey lot.
On motion of Mr. Threlkeld9. A bill to amend the oharter of Harrisbutg Seminary.
On motion of same10. A bill fo1· the benefit of the New Liberty Branch Turnpike
Road Company.
On moti0Ii of Mr. Deaderick! I. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 17, in Pendleton
county.
Ori motion of Mr. J. A. Bell12. A bill to amend an act relating to the town of Georgetown.
On motion of Mr. Foree13. A bill to repeal an act incorporating the Lee Academy, of ,
Hardinsville, Sheloy county.
On motion of Mr. Graves-'
14. A bill to enable John E. Mason, of Marion county, to adopt
Alice Rodgers as his child and heir.
On motion of Mr. Dyer15. A bill to incorporate the Tradewater Navigation and Manufacturing Company.
On motion of Mr. Potter16. A bill for a public free school in the town of Bowling Green,
for the benefit of the colored people.
On motion of same17. A bill to prevent the destruction of fish in Green river.
On motion of same18. A bill to authorize the trustees of the African school at Bowling Green to sell land now in trust, and reinvest in other lands.
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. On motion of Mr. Little19 . .A bill to authorize the Whitley county court to issue bonds for
county purposes.
On motion of Mr. Blackburn20. A bill to charter the W ood:ford Paper Manufacturing Company.
On· moti0n of same-"-21. A bill to incorporate the World's Fait- Agricultural and Mechanical Associatio-n, in Woodford county .
. On motion of Mr. Waring22. A bill to amend section i6, chapter 39, Revised Statutes, en'
titled "Ferries."
On motion of Mr. Fitzpatrick23. A bill for the benefit of W illiam V. Lusk, of Letcher county.
On motion of Mr. Nall24. A bill to amend the charter of the town of West Point, in
Hardin county.
On motion of Mr. McElroy25. A bill to protect fish in the Sulphur Fork of Drake's creek, in
the counties of Allen and Simpson.
On motion of Mr. Thomas- ·
26. A bill amending the Criminal Code of Practice, so a s to all ow
a defendant to give bail in criminal cases pending the trial of the
same before an examining court.
On motiori of Mr. Blakey-,
27. A bill for the benefit of W .' W . Smith, of' Logan county.
On motion of Mr. Gray28. A bill to legalize an order made by the last court of claims for
Clinton county, levying an ad vq,lorem tax of five cents pet· hundred
dol1ars of property fot· county purposes.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe29. A bHI to incorporate Phantom Lodge No. 15, Knights of
Pythias.
On motion of Mr. Walter Evans30. A bili to amend sections 4 and 5; of' chapter 65, of the Revised
Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Combs31. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 15, in Hardin
county.
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Orde1·ed, That the Committee on Revised Statutes prepare and
bring in the 1st, 2d, 8th, 12th, 14th, ·22:1, 23d, 28th, and 30th; the
Committee on Railroads the 3d; the Committee on the Judiciary the
4th ; the Committee on Religion the 8th; the Committee on Corporate In sti tutions the 6th, 7th, 21 st, 24th, and 2!:lth; the Committee on
Education the 9th, 11th, 13th, 16th, and 31st; the Committee on
Prop ositions and Grievances the 10th, 17th, 25th, and 27th; the
Committee on Internal Improvement the 15th and 20th; the Committee on Ways and Means the 18th; the Committee on County
Courts the 19th; and the Committee on Codes of Practice · the 26th.
Mr. W. Evans, from the joint select committee upon the removal
of the Capital, and to make inquiry as to the title of the public
property, made the following report, viz:
To the General Assembly of Kentucky :
The undersigned, joint committee, instructed by a resolution, passed by your honorable body, to inquit·e into the title by which the
Commonwealth holds the real estate in the city of Frankfort on
which the public buildings have been erected, and also as to the
advisability of removing the Capital of the State from said city,
would respectfully report as follows :

THE TITLE
Of the State to the lot on which the Governor's Mansion is erected,
and the three other lots connected therewith, seems to your committee to be a perfect fee-simple title, conveyed by deeds of general
warranty, and on good and sufficient consideration.
The Penitentiary is built on several lots conveyed in 1798 by
Harry Innis to the State, on valuable consideration and in feesimple.
The lots composing the "Capitol Square" were conveyed, six of
them by Andrew Holmes, June 2d, 1794, and two of them by James
Wilket·son about the same time. These deeds were made on a valuable consideration, and the conveyance was in fee-simple, and with
general warranty.
On the face of the deeds your commtttee ·unhesitatingly express
the opinion that the title of the State to all the said property is perfect, and that there i,!! no possibility of a reverter to the vendors of
the State.
Nor does the fact that contemporary history and acts of the General Assembly show that it was the purpose of the . State, and of
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such vendors, to locate the Capital of the State at the city of Frankfort, affect our views on that subject. Your committee believe that
the said Andrew Holmes and James Wilkerson have no heirs now
interested in the removal of the Capital of Kentucky.
And . they also believe that all the force there is in the suggestion
of a reversion of said property to the vendors of the State, exhausts
itself in the idea that the facts connected with the original transactions would give plausibility to an appeal by the heirs of ·t/w vendors to
the Legislature for snme indemnity for any injury sustained by them by
reason of a removal of the Capital.

•

REMOVAL OF THE CAPITAL.
On the question of the expediency .of removing the Capital from
this city we beg to report, that we have carefully considered the subject, and we think it not only expedient, but highly important to
the State, to do so; and lest this conclusion may be thought lightly
formed, we will state to the General Assembly the following as some
of the reasons impelling us to it.
It is not thought possible that the great State of Kentucky, with
its vast wealth, its one million and a half of population, and its
many more inviting localities, can or will consent for all time to
come, or for any considerable length of time, to permit Frankfort,
with its situation and topographical features, to be the Capital city
of the State. That the present is a favorable juncture for the removal of the Capital cannot be doubted by those who think that the
State finances are in a good condition, anq that the State House and
Governor's Mansion are the reproaches that they are to the advanced
and liberal requirements of our people.
It cannot be because on a neighbo.ring hill of no little picturesque beauty there repose the ashes of such honored dead as Boone,
Shelby, and others, that therefore the Capital of the State should
remain i;iear their graves. That would be a devotion to an ide a, a
superstition, if you please, out of place in this utilitarian age.
A large outlay must of necessity soon be made ( see the message
of His Excellency the Governor , only a few days ago read to us) to
erect a new Capitol and other buildings, and there are many reasons
that induce tis to believe that such edifices could be much more
cheaply erected elsewhere than here; and unless it be that the people of the State, for all future time, will consent to permit their
c ·a pital to remain here, it will in every way cost as little to remove
or change it now as at any time.
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lt will certainly .c ost something .e ither to erect creditaQle builcfo1gs
here or elsewhere, and of course it will cost s,omethi,ng to remove
the Capital; b.ut yo.µr c.om.mittee do not believe that •the State should
hesitate to incut· th.e a,i:Iditional cost of providing all the necess ary
buHdings elsewhere over what it would cost to erect them here.
Very n1;1.turally the citizens of Frankfort desire to retain the Capital; but perh.a.ps no s.tranger ever visits the city withou1t won<l,ering
at the' fatuity of the people in their original cho.ice of a Seat of -Govern men t, and not -less so at thek no-t removi.n.g it
The great object had in view, doubtless, by the ,p.eop,l e, in .making
the selection, if indeed they could have had any .o_b ject in selecting so
unpre.posse!3Ri,ng a site, must have bee-n to remove· t.l:ie ,Seat 9f G.over~ment frpm th.e suppo.~ed _c orrupting influ e nces of the l:'lrger c_i,tie_s,
choosing a {ocation where it seemed impossible to extend a large city
in any direction.
Unhappily it has been the lam ent of all ages that our humanity
had a corrupt side; but the zeal of corrupt men in pµr suit of a venal
object is not to be evaded by secluding the Seat of G9vern.ment, or
the legislative body which they propose to attack, in tl_
1e rural d,istricts, even though such chosen retreat be environed by hills te~-fold
as high as ,those which surround the Capital 9f your State. Vice ,i s
penetr.a ting; it entered even the Garden of Eden.
In this age of railroads and other rne!lns of rapid transit, the d_istance of the Capital from the chief cities of the .S tate pr!3sents tJ..O
barrier to the ·.oorruptionist, while it does prevent the count_ercparge
of better influences; for it is lamentab_ly trne, that while a ,well-organized body of shrewd lobbyists may, d_ay by day, ply thei'r trade .in
behalf of any corrupt or wrongful scheme, good m_e~ will _not take
the trniible to come to the remote C11pital city to counteract them.
But in a great city, where, l}!Ilidst much vice, there · generally exist
the highest types of all the virtues and the better moral influ~nces,
these last, if the Capital were near by, would c9mbine and Qefeat
many a corrupt scheme.
That Capitals situate .rem9te from the met1:opolis of a State a:re
not less corrupt than those located in such metropolitan _c ities, is
shown abundantly PY the history of this Union.
Take, for instance, the great States of New Y.o rk ,and Pennsylvania. They
adopted
the ~ame ,..plan a s w.~s pu_rsued. by K~ntucky,
'
.
.
and if commp~ fame justly accu ses them, .their Legi~latures have

.
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not been less purchasable than 'if they sat 'in New York or Philadelphi a. (Indeed, if a man desires to be corrupt, he can and wi ll be so
anywhere.) Are those Legislatures of the two States named less
corrupt than that sitting iµ Boston, in the State of Massachu setts?
Notoriously they are not so. Whoever heard of corruption in the
Massachusetts Legislature; who recently has failed to hear of it at
Albany and Harrisburg?
New York City and Philadelphia conceive the villainy which is
legalized at the remote Capitals of their Sta~es, without the opposition those cities would make .
In all the great States of Europe we see the policy of .Massachusetts pursued, rather than that of New York and Pennsylvania.
Great Britain has its London, and the immense affairs of governm ent
conducted there are doubtless carried on with less corruption than if
elsewhere in the Kingdom. Paris, the gay and frivolous but magnificent Capital of Fashion and Amusement, has ever been France. In
Berlin is concentrated all the power and energy of the modern Teu- ·
tonic races. In Asia we have the same practice for observation ; ,
and even in classic times the same rule prevailed.
Athens and Rome furnish evidence in all their history that it is not
the _great extent and population of the Capital that is dangerous to
the State, but the licentious immorality of het· people that is so .
Philosophically, there can be no objections to a large city as the
Seat of Government that do not apply with equal force to a smaller
one ; and there are many that apply to the latter that do not apply
to the former .
In a large city we have society in all its antipodal features. The·
lowest vices, but the highest virtues; the grossest ignorance, but the
greatest learning; squalid poverty, but the most envious opulence ;.
and it is there that an alert press, with its argus eyes, exists in the
highest perfection. The latter can and will see at all times thedelinqu encies of the government, and expose them. It will see the
vices of legislators and lay them before the public. This is not
alw~ys, nor, indeed, generally done, where the Capital is situ.~ted in,
remote and unimportant places.
...
In the city, when lobbyists would seduce the rural legislator into
the support of plausible acts, beneath whose clean-cut verbiage there
lurked some dangerous scheme, then that learning, those v.irt.u es, that .
19-H.
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wealth, and a vigilant press of the city, could, and perhaps generally
would, prevent their adoption.
We respectfully ask for leave to bring in a bill for the removal of
the Seat of Government.
0. D. McMA.NAMA,
Chairman Joint Committee.
W.W. BALDWIN,
WALTER EV ANS .

>

Mr. W. Evans then moved the following resolution, viz:
· R esnLved, 'That the report be printed, and referred to a committee
of seven, to be appointed by the Speaker, who shall have powe1· to
· ·bring in a bill in accordance with the recommendation of the report.
Which was adopted.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Morin.
Mr. Goodloe presented the following preamble and resolution of
the city council of the city of Lexington, which were read, viz:
WHEREAS, For good and sufficient· reasons, it is proposed to move
the Seat of Government of our State; we desire to present the merits
of Lexington as the future lbcation of the Capital. The Seat of
Governme~t should be centrally loc ated, easily accessible from all
points, with ample accommodation for State officers, members of the
Legislature, and the great number of citizens who have business
relations with the State. Lexington offer::; all these advantages.
The Big Sandy Railrnad will be completed within the next eighteen
months; the Cincinnati Southern H.ailroad will be constructed within
the next few years. Those, added to the Kentucky Central and the
Short-Line, ah-eady in operation, with their prese nt and future connections, will make Lexington so accessible that a large majority of
the,, members of th e Legislature would find it practicable to visit
their families week!y, without interfering with the full discharge of
their duties. Our city can afford the best of accommodation at
moderate rates, while it will not present the objections that apply
to a large commercial and manufacturing city. We are ready and
willing to do everything in om power to induce the Legislature to
make Lexington the future Capital of Kentucky, and hereby request
our Senator and Representative i:t the Legislature to make known
our wishes· on the subject, and request the committee on removal to
visit our city, and consider such advantages as we may be able to
offer.
Resolved, That His Honor, the Mayor, be requested to visit Frankfort, and present this statement to our Senato1· and Representative,
and take such other steps as he may deem prope1· to effect· the purpose we have in view.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe,
Ordered, That they be referred to the select committee heretofore
.ap_poi.nted upon the removal of the Capital, &c.
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Mr. Goodloe presented the following memorial, which was received, and the reading dispen sed with, viz:
MEMORIAL.

To the Sf nate and House of R epresentatives of the State of K entucky :
The American ·woman Suffrage Association respectfully repre_sents :
That whereas, the first section of the second article of the Constitution of the United States expressly provides, that" each State shall
appoint, in such manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, the
electors for President and Vice President;"
And whereas, women are· now unjustly excluded from any participation in the election of these highest officers of the nation;
We therefore respectfully pray your honorable bodies that you
will exercise the authority thus vested in you by the Federal Constitution, and enact a law conferring suffrage upon women who are
citizens of the United States, and of the State of Kentucky, in future
Presidential elections upon the same terms and conditions as men.
And we further respectfully represent:
That whereas, the Constitutions of many of the States -contain no
restriction upon the exercise of suffrage by women in regard to the
election of certain State, county, town, and municipal officers; we
therefore respectfully pray that you will enact a law abolishing all
political distinctions on account of sex, except where the same are
expressly contained in the present Constitution of your. State.
And we further respectfully represent:
That whereas, the Constitution of the State of Kentucky restricts
suffrage for certain· officers to ~en alone, therefore we respectfully
pray yo~ honor_able bodies to take the necessary steps to amend the
State Constitution so as to abolish hereafter all political distinctions
on account of sex.
This memorial is presented in accordance with a resolution adopted
at the annual meeting of said American Woman Suffrage A11sociation, held in St. Louis on the 22d day of November, A. D. 1872,
composed of delegates from auxiliary State societies.
THOS. WENTWORTH HIGGINSON, President.
LUCY STONE, Chairman Ex. Com.
HENRY B. BLACKWELL, Cor. Sec.
MARY GREW, Rec. Sec.
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The officers of the American Woman Suffrage Association are as
follows, viz :

President.
THOMAS WENTWORTH HIGGINSON.

Vice Pre.1idents at Large.
JULIA WARD HOWE, Massachusetts.
HoN. HENRY WILSON, Mnssachnsetts.
MARGARET V. LONGLEY, Ohio.
Mas. W. T. HAZARD, Missouri.
WILLTA~I LLOYD GARRISON, Mass.
MARY A. LIVER MORE, Massachusetts. ,
GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS, New York. HANNAH M. T. OUTLER, Illinois.
Ch<1irman Executive Committee.
LUCY STONE, Massachusetts.
Corresponding Secretary.
HENRY B. BLACKWELL, Massachusetts.
Foreign Corresponding Secretary.
KATE N. DOG GETT, lllinois.
Recording Secretaries.
MARY GREW, Pennsylvania.
.
AMANDA WAY, Kansas.
T?·easurer.
JOHN K . WILDMAN, Pennsylvania.
Vice Presidents .

,•
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Mas. OLIVER BENNETT, Maine.
AUGUSTA J. CHAPIN, Wisconsin,
STEPHEN H. BINGHAM, Michigan.
ARMENIA S. WHITE, New Hampshire.
HoN. 0. W. WILLARD, Vermont.
Mas. A. KNIGHT, Minnesota.
JAMES F~EEMAN CLARKE, Massachusetts. A. K. P. SAFFORD, Arizona.
ELIZABETH B. CHACE, Rhode Island.
libs. 0. I. H. NICHOLS, Colorado.
CELIA BURLEIGH, Connecticut.
AMELIA BLOOMER, Iowa.
OLIVER JOHNSON,· New York.
Mas. HELEN M. STARRETT, Kansas.
Mas. BEVERLY ALLEN, Missouri.
JOHN WHITEHEAD, New J ersey.
Holl. RUFUS LEIGHTON, Wash'n Ter'y. HoN. GUY W. WINES, 'l'ennessee.
PASSMORE WIL;LIAMSON, P ennsylvania. HoN. D. K. CHAMBERLAIN, S. C.
SETH ROGERS, Florida.
ELIZABETH SMITH, Delaware.
GEN. RUFUS SAXTON, Oregon.
MIRIA~i M. COLE, Ohio.
REv. 'CHARLES G. AMillS, California.
MARY F. THQMA.S, Indiana.
SARAH JANE LIPPINCOTT, D. 0.
ROBERT COLL YER. Illlnoi ~.
Executive Committee.
Mas. FRANK LELAND, Wisconsin.
Mns. T. B. HUSSEY, Maine.
LUCINDA H. STO~E, Michig,in.
HoN. NATHANIEL WHITE, N. H.
ABBY J. SPAULDING, Minnesota.
ALBERT CLARKE, Vermont.
JOHN RITCHIE, Kansas.
MARGARET W. CAMPBELL, Mass.
HoN. J. 0 . UNDER WOOD, Virginia.
MARY F . DOYLE, Rhode Island.
Mas. N. 0. CALLAN AN, Iowa.
REv. PHEBE HANAFORD, Connecticut.
ISAAC H. STURGEON, Missouri.
ANNA C. FIELD, New York.
RF.v. CHARLES J. WOODBURY, Tenn.
Mas. 0. 0. I;IUSSEY, New J ersey.
HATTIE ROLLY,, South Caro li na.
ANNIE SHOE~IAJ!ER, Pennsylvania.
MARY E. AMES, California.
.JOHN CAMERON, Delaware.
CoL. EDWARD DANIELS, Virginia.
REBECCA A. S. ~ANNEY, Ohio.
REv . FREDERICK HINCKLEY, D. 0.
MARTHA N. 1icKA YE, Indiana.
HoN. JOHN A. CAMPBELL, Wyoming.
MYRA BRADWELL, Illinois.
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And thereupon Mr. Goodloe moved the following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That the nse of this Hall be tendered Mrs. M. H. T. Cutler and Mrs. M. V. Longley, for the purpose of lecturing on Wednesday evening next-subject, "Woman's Suffrage."
The considerntion of said resolution was suspended by the arrival
of the hour for taking up a special order.
The House then, according to order, took up fo1· consideration a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the city charter of Lexing~on.
_
Mr. Wright moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be n_ow
put?" it was decided in the affirmative . .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodloe and
W. Evans, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
A .• C. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, Julian N. Phelps,
W . W. Ayers,
W . W . Deaderick,
Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W . Bascom, John W. Dyer,
E. A. Robertson,
W.R. Bates,
Jam·es B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. S. Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
0. P. Gray,
C. W . Threlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
L. W . Trafton,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Robert M. Carlisle,
L. W. Lassing,
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter,
J: J. McAfee,
S. H. Woolfolk,
B. E. Cassilly,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. Wright-37.
William G. Conrad,
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evans,
George M . Thomas,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
James Garnett,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
Wm. ·Cassius Goodloe, T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. 0. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. Woods-20.
Walter Evans,
James W. Snyder,
And so the main question was ordered.
The question was then put, "Shall the bill be read a third time?"
and it ,,vas decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Goodloe, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
W. W. ·Deaderick,
Julian N . Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
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W.R. Bates,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
'James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
S. C. Bell,
James Garnett,
J. S. Taylor;
C. W. Threlkeld,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
C. P. Gray,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
L. W. Trafton,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. Jessee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
George Carter,
L . W. Lassing,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring, .
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
S. H . Woolfolk,
William G. Conrad,
Bryan S. McClure,
R. L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. Wright-47.
Joseph M. Davidson, J. C. Moorman,
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
William Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
William J. McElroy, J. N. Woods-10.
R. D. Cook,
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the mayor and council of the city of Lexington shall
be, and are hereby, authorized to lay off .each of the four wards of
said city into three districts, each containing as nearly as shall be
convenient an equal number of the qualified and legal voters of the
city, and establish, from time to time, a voting place in each district.
§ 2. That each district so established shall elect one councilman by
the qualifieq. voters, who shall have resided therein for sixty days
preceding the election, and · possessing all other qualifications now
required by law.
§ 3. ' That the mayor and council shall have no power to increase
the debt now due by the city of Lexington, nor apply the income of
the city, whether derived from taxes, rents, or other sou1·ces, to any
other object than as prescribed by the charter; and it shall be their
duty to confine the expenses of the city govemment to its income;
and any excess the1·eof shall not be a liability of the city, but upon
the mayor and councilmen creating such excess: P1·ovided, however,
That the subscription of stock in the Elizabethtown, Lexington, and
Big Sandy Railroad Company is not included as one of the city
debts referred to in this section.
§ 4. This act shall be in force from and after its passage.
Mr. Jessee moved the previous question.
And then, at 2 o'clock, P. M., Mr. W. Evans moved that the House
do now adjourn.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the negative.
,
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evans
and Baker, wer~ as follow!3, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereR. Tatv. Baker,
William J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wilson- 4.
William Brown,
-Those who voted in the negative, were- .
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Al,pheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
W.R. Bates,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
James Garnett,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. S. Taylor,
J. C: S . Blackburn,
U. P. Gray,
C. W . Threlkeld,
Church I-I. Biakey,
Harry I. Todd,
Clinton Griffith,
W. B. M. _Brooks,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
L. W. Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. Jessee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
L. W. Lassing,
J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
-W illiam G. Co.nrad, J. S . Lawson,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S. McClure,
S. H . Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, M . E . McKenzie,
J. lVI. Wright-47.
W . W. Deaderick,
J. C. Moorman,
So the House 'refused to adjourn at this hour.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Jessee," Shall
the main question be now put?" and no quorum voting thereon,
said motion was lost.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Baker and
Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who· voted in the affirmative, wereWm . A. Allen,
w. w. Deaderick,
J . C. Moorman,
A. C_. Armstrong,
John W . Dyer,
Julian N, Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
W. _W . Ayers,
Jam es B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W . Bascom; · Josep h P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
Jam~s Garnett,
James W . Snyder,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gi:ay, .
J. S. Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W . Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm . A. Hoskins,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
L. W. Traftgn,
W; B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
Josep h T. Tucker,
George Carter,
L. W. Lassing,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad, J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S. McClure,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Thomas H. Corbett, William J. McElroy, J.M. Wright-50.
Joseph M. Davidson, M._E. McKenzie,
In the negative, none-On motion of Mr. Chrisman , the House then adjourned.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 27, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Lewis S. Lee, late sheriff of Ballard
county.
An act to incorporate the Frankfort Coal and Lumber Company.
An act for the benefit of Henry M. Shrodes, for~er justice of the
peace for Ballard county ..
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Represent atives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Merchants' Banking Company of Caverna.
An act to declare certain lakes and creeks in Ballard county navigable.
An act for the benefit of the town of Georgetown.
An act to amend 1.he cha:·ter of the St. Bernard _Coal Company.
An act to authorize the sale of the Clark and Montgomery Turnpike
Road, in Clark cou nty.
An act to amend an act, en titled "An act to incorporate the W hite
Stone Quarry Company."
An act for the benefit of the stockholders of the Washington County
Agricultural Society.
An act .to am end the charter of the Fox Run and Bullskin Tumpike Road Company, in Shelby county.
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act creating the county of
Josh Bell."
. An act for the benefit of the Garrard county court, and to vest
them with certain powers .
,
An act for the benefit ?f Fleming county.
An act to autho1·ize the county court of Pulaski county to sell
grounds, levy taxes, and issue bonds to raise money to build a
court-house.
An act for the benefit of Fleming county.
An act to authorize Bourbon county to build a court house.
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An act to authorize the county court of Pendleton county to sell the
poor-house property in said county, and reinvest proceeds of said
sale.
An act to legalize certain proceedings of the Garrard county court.
An act to extend the time of the assessor of Harrison county for
returning his assessment books.
An act to repeal the second section of an act to amend chapter 3,
article 1, section 825, of the Civil Code of Ptactice, approved 22d
February, 1860.
An act to amend the charter of the Tygart Valley Iron Company.
An act to amend an act incorporating the Riverton Iron and Mining Company.
An act fot· the benfit of L. R. Thurman.
An act amendatory of the charter of the town of Glasgow.
An act to incorporate the Riverton Savings Bank.
An act authorizing the clerk of the Lewis county court to ma}rn out
a new cross-index to deeds recorded in the clerk's office of the Lewis
county court.
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth M. Johnson.
An act for the benefit of John L. Farrar, of McCracken county.
With amendments to the last three named bills.
And that they had passed hills of the following titles, vi'z:
1. An act to amend chapter 105 of the Revised Statutes, title
"Weights and Measures."
2. An act to amend the charter of the Tug Fork Lead, Iron, Salt,
and Oil Mining and Manufacturing, Company, approved February
27, 1865.

3. An act for the benefit of R. L. Ewell, clerk of the Laurel county
court.
4. An act , for the benefit of.Chade~ M. ·Th1·ust,on, clerk
the·
Jefferson county court.
5. An act to establish an assessor's agent for the fu1·ther regulation·
and a ssessment of property in the city of Lo1:1isville, and the coJl:ection of taxes on the same.
Ci. An act for the benefl't of W. E. Duncan, late sheriff of Warr,en
county, and his sureties.
7. An act to amend chapter 32, article 8,. section 2, of ~he Revised
Statutes.

of
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8. An act to regulate the time of holding circuit courts in the
fifteen th judicial district.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be refened-the 1st and 7th to the Committee
on Revised Statutes; the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th to the Committee on
the Judiciary; the 6th to the Committee on Ways and Means ; and
the 8th to the Committee on Circuit Courts.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
' On motion of Mr. Corbett1. A bill to incorporate the Columbus and Milburne Gravel and
Plank Road Company.
On motion of same2. A bill to incorporate the Holly Springs, Bro w nsville, and Ohio
Railroad Company .
On motion of Mr. Brown3. A bill to change the time for holding the terms of the circuit
courts in the tenth judicial district.
On motion of Mr. Williams-'4. A bill to charter a street railroad, from any point in the town of
Ashland, to the depot of the Elizabethtown, Lexington, and Big
Sandy Railroad, on the Big Sandy river.
On motion of same5. A bill to incorporate the Maysville Coal, Salt, and Transfer
Company.
On motion of Mr. Tarlton6 . A bill to authorize the court of claims of Oldham county to
levy a tax for the erection of a new jail.
On motion of Mr. Waring7. A bill to amend the revenue laws in relation to the manner of
coll ecting taxes from incorporated companies.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in the 1st and 5th; the Committee on Railroad s the 2d
.and 4th; the Committee on the Judiciary the 3d; the Committee on
,county Courts the 6th; and the Committee on Revised Statutes the
.2d.
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Mr. Cooper presented a petition of certain citizens of Mason
county, praying the formation of an additional election and magisterial district.
Which was received, the reading dispensed ~ith, and referred to
the Committee on Privileges and Elections.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled resolution, which originated
in the Senate, entitled
·
Resolution in relation to the joint committee on the revision of
the Statutes;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to
incorporate the Bank of Union County;"
An act for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, collector of the revenue
of Clay county for the year 1870, and his securities;
An act for the benefit of Misses Virginia and Lizzie Smith;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act authorizing the sale of
certain alleys in the town of Winchester," ~pproved February J 9,
1849;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the German Insurance Bank," approved 14th March, 1872;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Christian County Bank," approved March 2, 1872;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An a:ct for the benefit of Martin
county," approved February 16, 1872;
And had found the same truly enrolled
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
' Ordered, That Mr. Deaa"erick inform the Senate t!}ereof.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Arnold,
W. Evans, Carlisle, and Tarlton.
~ The Speaker laid before the House the following communication
from the Auditor of Public Accounts, viz:

OFFICE AumToR PuaLIC AccouNTS,
l
·
FRANKFORT, Kv., January 25, 1673.)
HoN. JAMES B. McCREARY, Speaker of the House of Representatives:
Srn: I have the honor to herewith send you a copy of the receipt~·
and expenditures of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum for the year ending
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the 30th of September, 1872, which you wil~ obHge me by laying before the body over wliich, you preside.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
D. HOW ARD SMITH, Auditor.

[ For ·Report-see L egislative-Document No: 14.]
The Speaker laid befor"e the House the response of the Superintendent of the Western Lunatic Asylum to a resolution heretofore
adopted by the Ho'use, which was read as follows, viz :
WESTERN LUNATIC ASYLUM,
i
HoPKTNS~ILLE, Kv., January 23, 1873.)
HoN. J.B. Mc~EARY, Speaker of the House of Representatives :
In answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives, adopted
on the J 8th, which reads: "Resolved, That the Superintendents of the
Eastern and Western Lunatic Asylums, respectively, be required to
furni sh this House, as soon as practicable, the number of patients in
their respective institutions, the number that are on· pay, and the
number that 1;1,re wholly indigent, and the number, if any, from other
States, and the annual cost of each inmate," I have the honor to
say, that, to-day, there are three hundred and twenty-one patients
in this Asylum, and also that five others are daily expected, who
have been written fov, viz: one from the county of Ballard, one
from Daviess, one from Cumberland, and two from Hardin.
Of the number now present, three hundred and seven (307) are
entirely non-paying, and fourteen (14) who pay at following rates:
two at $7, one at $6, eight at $5, and one at $4 per week; one at
$200, and one at $140, per year.
There is but one patient in this Asylum who is not a citizen of
Kentucky. She _was received from the ·south several years ·ago,
when the house was not filled. I would remark, that her board is
paid, and also that I have asked her removal. The average annual
cost of each inmate is $202 70, which is $54 99 less than the average of maintenance for the inmates in fifty-nine asylums for the
insane in this country for the year 1870.
Respectfully submitted.
JAS. RODMAN, Superintendent.
The House then took up the resolution offered on Saturday by Mr.
-Goodloe, tendering the use of this Hall to Mrs. Outler and others, on
Wednesday evening next.
Said resolution was adopted.
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Under the resolution adopted on Saturday, raising a select committee, to whom was referred the report of the select committee in
regard to the removal of the Capital, and the question of the title
to the puBlic property in Frankfort, and with directions to report a
bill, the Speaker appointed the following committee, viz: Messrs. W.
Evans, Baldwin, Chrisman, Griffith, McAfee-, Todd, and Carpenter.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bi:ing in the same, of the followi~g titles, viz :
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of Margaret S. Lillard, guardian of Charles
V. Lillard .
. By sameA bill for the benefit of William Green, of the county of Montgomery.
By same,
A bill to repeal an act approved March 11, 1871, declaring Roundstone creek, in Rockcastle county, a navigable stream.
By sameA bill for the benefit of James W. Hogg, late sheriff of Letcher
county.
-By sameA bill for the benefit of William H. Fitzpatrick, sheriff of Floyd
county, for the years 1871 and 1872.
By sameA bill in rel ation to· the town of South Carrollton.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Charles Kirtley, assignee of James M.
Durham, of Rockcastle county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Isaac N. Webb,jailer of Harrison county.
By Mr. W oo\folk, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of R. H. Morrow, sheriff of Gallatin county.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on Privileges and ElectionsA bill for .the benefit of Levi Jones, of Greenup county.
By Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill fo1· the benefit of Emily S. Tucker, an idiot of Wayne county.
By sameA bill for the benefit -of Marcus Devary, of Clark county.
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By sameA bill for the benefit of W. M. Gray, of Trigg county
By sameA bill for the benefit of R. W. Williams, of Christian county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of W . H. Jefferson, jailer of Trigg county.
By Mr. Davidson, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of Stephen N ethe1·cutt, of Carter county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of M. S. Napier.
By Mr. GrHfith, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of Dr. T . B. Je:ffe1·son, of Trigg county.
The last without expression of opinion thereon by the committee.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
readfog of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the. third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill to exempt undertakers from serving on juries,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereqf be as
aforesaid.
- Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of F. M. Roberts,
Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
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The question was then· taken," Shall the bill be read a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and
it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
lVIr. Davidson, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of William Bellis, Jailer of Estill county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional pl'Ovision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid,
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were direct~d to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of James Ficklin, sheriff of Bath county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
.
.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of" the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the Auditor be instructed to draw his wanant on the
Treasurer for the sum of one hundred and thirty-nine dollars and
twenty-six cents, for the benefit of James Ficklin, sheriff of Bath
county, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated; the same be~ng the amount of damages assessed
against and collected from said Ficklin, under the law for failing to ·
pay in the revenue of the year I 871 by the first day of April, 1872.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage .
.The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being 1;equired thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, werelVIr. Speaker(M'0reary)Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
A. 0. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
Joi,eph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. BascoJil, James Garnett,
John Rowan,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
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C. P. Gray,
J. S. T~ylor,
John A. Bell,
George M. Thomas,
Clinton Griffith,
S. C. Bell,
C. W . Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn, · Wm. A. Hoskins,
ChUl'ch H . Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
L. W. Trafton,
J. S. Lawson ,
W . B. M. Brooks,
Thomas P . Cardwell, G. W. Little,
Joseph T. Tucker,
T. W. Varnon,
J . J. McAfee,
George Carter,
James S . Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
,J. L. Waring,
William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie,
Josiah H. Combs,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
J . C. Moorman,
Jonas D. , v ilson,
.T. N. Woods,
Thomas H. Corbett, Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, J. L. Nall,
W. W. Deaderick,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. lVI. Wright-61.
John W . Dyer,
In the negative, L. W. Lassing-1.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid .
Mr. Griffith, from the _C ommittee on Claims, who wer,e directed to
prepare and bring in the sa me, reported
A bill for the benefit of S. C. · Cardwell and Daniel Moore, of
Mercer county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill. being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
~ I. B e it enacted by t!te General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, an_d he is hereby,
directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer in favor of S. C. Cardwell and Daniel Moore, of Mercer county, fot· the sum of one hundred and six dollars a nd fifty cents.
·
§ 2. This act shall be in force from and a,fter its passage .
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Tboae who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Sp~aker (M'Creary) Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Arm strong,
Jarnes B. Fitzpatrick, Hirnm S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Basco.m, Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson ,
W . R. Bates,
James Garnett,
John Rowan ,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cas~ius Goodloe, J. P. Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J . Rr. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffi th,
J. S. Taylor,
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Church H. Blakey,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William Brown,
Thomas P. Cardwell,
James S. Chrisman,
J. Guthrie Coke,
William G. Conrad,
R. D . Cook,
R. L. Cooper,
Thomas H. Corbett,
Joseph M. Davidson,
W. W. Deaderick,
John W. Dyer,

.
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Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thomas,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
L. W. Lassing,
Hany I. Todd,
J. S. Lawson, ·
L. W. Trafton,
G. W. Little,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. J . McAfee,
T . W . Varnon,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. L. Nall,
J. M. Wright-62.
John W. Ogilvie,
In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Claims, who were directe'd
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of A. W. Dudley and D. M. Bowen, citizens
of Franklin county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be· read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Vrdered, That said bill be engl'Ossed ancl read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was reacl a third time as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the Geneml Assembly of the Commonwealth of
K entucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby,
directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer in favor of A. W. ·
Dudley, of Franklin county, for the sum of one thousand dollars,
and in favor of D . M. Bowen, of Franklin county, for the sum of
four hundred dollars, for their services as Commissioners, appointed
by the Governor to superintend the completion of the "Fire-proof.
Offices;" said warrants to be paid out of any money in the Treas-ury not otherwise appropriated.
·
§ 2. 'This act to take effect from and after its passage.
.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, andi it·
•
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,,
Wm . A. Allen,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Lewis Potter,
W.W . .Aye~s,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A: Robertson, ,
Alpheus W. Bascem, James Garnett,
' Jahn Row.an,

..
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J. R. Sanders,
C. P. Gray,
W.R. Bates,
James W. Snyder,
Clinton Griffith,
John A. Bell,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
S. C. Bell,
C. W. Threlkeld,
T. J. Jones,
J. C. S . Blackburn,
Hany I. ,Todd,
L. W . Lassing,
Church H . Blakey,
L. W. Trafton,
J. S. Lawson,
W. B. M .'Brooks,
Joseph T . Tucker,
J. J. lVIcAfee,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
James S . Chrisman,
J. L . Waring,
lVI. E. McKenzie,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mordecai Williams,
J. C: Moorman,
William G" Conrad,
J. N. Woods,
Wm. Mynhier,
R. L. Cooper,
&. H. Woolfolk,
Thomas H. Corbett, J . L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-52.
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
John W. Dyer;
Those who voted in the negative, were.
A. C. Armstrong,
R . D. Cook,
Hiram S. Po\vell,
William Brown,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, George M. Thomas,
Josiah H. Combs,
Bryan S. McClure,
Jonas D. Wilson-8.
R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
The House theq took up from the orders of the day, and resumed
the further consideration of a bi_ll from the .Senate, entitled
An act to amend the city charter of Lexington.
Mr. Brown moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be read a third time.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodloe and
W. Evans, were as follows, viz:
Tho se who voted in the aflhmative , wereW. H. Evans,
J. S. Taylor,
A. C. Armstrong,
William Brown,
Wm .' Cassius Goodloe, George M. Thomas,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W. Little,
William J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. Woods-16.
Walter Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M' Creary)Joseph M. Davidson, Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen·,
W.W. Deaderick,
Lewis Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
John W. Dyer,
E. A. Robertson ,
Alpheus W . Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
W . R. Bates,
Joseph P. Foree,
J . P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. ·Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn;
Wm. A. Hoskins,
L. W .. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
L'. W. Lassing,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B . .M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,

,
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George Carter,
J. J. MpAfee,
· J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad,
J. C. Moorm~n,
S . H. Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
-Wm. Mynhier,
J. M. Wright-45.
Mr. Foree moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodloe and
Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (l\l'Creary)J ohn W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
Hifam S. Po.well,
A. C. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W . Bascom, James Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W.R. Bates,
C. P. Gray,
J. R . Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
S . C. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. S. Taylor,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
L. W. l,assing,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
J. Guthrie Coke,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad, M. E. McKenzie,
C. H. Webb,
R. L. Cooper,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas H. Corbett, Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-56.
W.W. Deaderick,
Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, were-;J osiah H. Combs,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
G. W. Little,
· J. N. Woods-8.
W. H. Evans,
George M. Thomas,
And so the main question was ordered.
The main question was then put," Shall the bill pass?" and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodloe and
Brown, .were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker.(M'Creary)R. _L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
Wm. A. Allen,
Thomas H. Corbett, Wm. Mynhier,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayers,
W.W. Deaderick,
Lewis Potter,
· Alpheus W. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
E. A. Robertson,
W.R. Bates,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
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S. C. Bell,
James Garnett,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
C. P. Gray,
L. W. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Clinton Griffith,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C.H. Webb,
L. W . Lassing,
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter,
James S. Chrisman, · J. S . Lawson,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. J. McAfee,
J. M. Wright-44.
J. Guthrie Coke,
William G. Conrad,
Bryan S. McClure,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
Josiah H. Combs,
William J. McElroy, George M. Thomas,
R. D. Cook,
J.C. Moorman,
Harry I. Todd,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evahs,
John Rowan,
J . N . Woods-IS.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Foree then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was passed.
1
Mr. Tucker moved to lay the mption !)f M1·. Foree on the table. _
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Tucker, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The y.eas and nays being required thereon by,Messrs. Blackburn
and McA_fee, w.ere as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J oseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
W.W. Deaderick,
E. A. Ropertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J.P. Sacksteder,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
W.R. Bates,
James Garnett,
Jam.es W . Snyder,
John A. Bell,
C• .P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Clinton Gdffith,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
L. W. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
L. W. Lassing,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W .. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
.James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
.J. Gut_!i.rie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
"William G. Conrad, J.C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
W:m. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
'Thomas H. Corbett, Julian· N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-51.
Those who voted in the negative, were'Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. S. Taylor,
.Josiah H. Combs,
G-. W. Little,
George M. Thomas,
·Walter Evans,
William J. McE!roy, Jonas D. Wilson.....,....11.'
·w. H. Evans,
Hiram S . Powell,
And then the, House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, JANUA~Y 28, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they.
had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Winchester Building and Acrcumulattng
Fund Association, of Winc~ester.
That they had passed bilii's, which originated in t]:ie House of Representatives, of the-following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Harrodsburg and .Baton Rouge Turnpike.
Road Company, in Mercer county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate Munday's
Landing and Harrodsburg Turnpike Road Company, in Mercer
county."
An act in relation to roads in Breckinridge county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An aqt for the benefit of the public schools of Louisville.
2. An act to change the manner of collecting the delinquent taxes
of Kentucky.
3. An act amending an act approved March 9, 1868, entitled" An
act fixing the time for the election in thii; State of Representatives
to the Congress of the United States."
4. An act to re-enact and amend the charter of the Paducah and
Tennessee Railroad Company.
5. An- act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Cane Run
Turnpike Road Company.
6. An act for the benefit of licensed tavern-keepers.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Education; the 2d to the Committee on Revised Statutes; the 3d and 6th
to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 4th to the Committee on .
Railroads; and the 5th to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
The following petitions and remonstrance were presented, viz:
By Mr. E. Polk Johnson}. The petition of certain citizens of Jefferson county, praying the
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passage of an act creating an additional voting pt·eci~ct in said
county.
By Mr. Clay2. The petition of citizens of Clintonville precinct, in Bourbon
county, praying the passage of an act to empower the people thereof
to hold an election on the question of allowing the sale 0£ spit-ituous liquors in said precinct.
By Mr. Bates3. The remonstrance of certain citizens of Glasgow Junction and
Glasgow Junction precinct, protesting against the passage of a law
prohibjting the sale of spirituous liquors in said precinct.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on County Courts., and the 2d and 3d to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
The House took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to a
bill, which originated if! the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of John L. Farrar, of McCracken county.
Said amendment was concurred in.
Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a resolution of the House iri regat·d to apportionment of
the State into Senatorial and Representative Districts, made the
following report, viz:
Resolved by the House of Representatives, That the Judiciary Committee be, and it is hereby, instructed to inquire and report, by bill
or otherwise, the legislation necessary to secure a reappo1·tionment
of the State of Kentucky into Senatorial and Representative Districts.
The Judiciary Committee, to whom the above resolution was referred, have had under consideration the same, and submit the
following as their report:
1st. No legislation is necessary in orde1· to secure a reapportionment of the State into Senatorial and Representative Districts at
this present session, because ah enumeration of the voters must precede such apportionment, and the enumeration must take place this
year by the assessors of the State.
2d. No · legislation is necessary at all to secure an enumeration,
because, by general law, it is the duty of the several assessors of
the State to make the enumeration referred to .
. Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 28, Revised Statutes, title "Crimes and Punishments,"
Reported the same with amendments thereto.
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Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Joint Committee on
the Revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Coke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was reco~mitted a bill, entitled
A bill to exempt prescription druggists from serving on juries,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third· time.
The rule of the House and constitutional prdvision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
·
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Gamett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend the law in relation to porters for the public offices.
Which bill was read the first time and orde1·ed to be read a seco nd ·

time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said_bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill b~ engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That hereafter the porter employed by the Quarter-Master
General for bis office shall also act as porter for the Adjutant General and Register of the Land Office.
§ 2. The Governor shall hereafter be authorized to employ a porter
for the Executive office and office of the Secretary of State, at a
salary not exceeding fifty dollars per month.
§ 3. All acts in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
§ 4. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and not
having received a constitutional majority, was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays bein~ required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affil'mative, wereMr. Speaker(lVI'Creary)Joseph M. Davidson, T. J . .Megibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. W. Deaderick,
J. L. Nall,
John W. Dyer,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin,
C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
Harry I. Todd,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph J>. Foree,
L. W. Trafton,

•
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John A. Bell,
S. C. Bell,
W. B . M. Brooks~
Thomas P. Cardwell,
B. E . Cassilly,
J. Guthrie Coke,
R. L. Cooper,

James Garnett,
Clinton Griffith,
George M. Jessee,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Lassing, _
William J. McEli-oy,
M. E. McKenzie,

[JAN. 28.
Joseph T. Tucker,
E. F. Waide,
J. L. Waring,
0. H . Webb,
Mordecai Williams,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. M. Wright-42 .

. Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
J. S·. Lawson,
John P. Rowlett,
William Brown,
G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
James S. Chrisman,
B1·yan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
William G. Conrad,
J. 0. Moorman,
J. S. Taylor,
Thoinas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
George M. Thomas,
W. H. Evans, .
Julian N. Phelps,
0. W . Threlkeld,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Lewis Potter,
T. W . Varnon,
C. P. Gray,
Hiram S. Powell,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
E. A. Robertson,
.T. N. Woods-29.
T. J. Jones,
John Rowan,
Mr. Chrisman then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
, was rejected, and also the vote by which said bill was ordered to be
read a third time.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
And so said votes were reconsidered.
Mr. Chrisman then offered an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Gray offered an amendment to the amendment of Mr. Chrisman, which was rejected.
Mr. Chrisman then, by consent of the House, withdrew his ·amendment.
Mr. Baker offered an amendment, which was rejected.
Amendments were proposed by Messrs . Ogilvie and Waide .
Mr. Trafton offered a substitute for the amendments last named,
which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as· amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
Said bill, as amended, being engrossed, was then read a third time
as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by t~e General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That hereafter the porter employed by the Quat·ter-Master
General for his office shall also act as porter for the Adjutant General and. Register of the Land Office.
§ 2. The Governor shall hereafter be authorized to employ a porter
for the Executive office and office of the Secretary of State, to . be
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paid for his services such amount as the Governor may deem reasonable.
§ 3. All acts in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
§ 4. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, we.r e as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMt·. Speaker (M'Creary)J ames B. Fitzpatrick, E.
Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Joqn P. Rowlett,
W.R. Bates,
James Garnett,
J.P . Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith;
J. R. Sanders,
,
John A. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S . Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Card well, G. W. Little,
L. vV. Trafton,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, Joseph T. Tucker,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E . McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J Megibben,
E . F. Waide,
C. M. Clay, jr.
J . C. Moorman,
.T. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J . L. Nall,
C.H. Webb,
William G . Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N . Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk, .
J.M. Wright-54.
. Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, George M . Thomas,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
T. J. Jones,
J. N. Woods-14~
Thomas H. Corbett,
Bryan S. McClure,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on EnroJlments, repovted" that;
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in the-

.

A:

r

Senate, entitled
\
An act to amend the city charter of Lexin_gton;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives', of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Fleming county;
An act to legalize ce rtain proceedings of the Garrard counity court;
An act to extend the time of the assessor of Harrison counJy fo:c·

.

returning his assessment books;
22-H. R.
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An act to repeal the second section of an act to amend chapter 3,
article 1, section 825, of the Civil Code of Practice, approved 22d ,
February, 1860;
An act to amend the charter of the Tygart Valley Iron Company;
An act to amend an act incorporating the Riverton fron and Mining Company;
·
'
An a ct amendatory of the charter of the town of Glasgow;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Powell, from the Committee on Religion, to whom was recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of° the town of Fitchburg, in Estill
county,
Reported the same without ame ndment, and with th e expression
of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be re·a d a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and
it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
·Mr. Powell , from the Committee on Religion, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in ·
Lincoln county, and to take a vote on the same.
Which bill was read the ffrst time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
On motion of Mr. Varnon,
Ordered, That said "bill be recommitted to the Committee on l{eligion.
M1·. Powell, from the Committee on Religion, who originated the
same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to more effectually suppress and prohibit the wearing or
carrying of concealed deadly weapons in this Commonwealth.
Which hill was read the 'first time and ordered to be read a second
,t ime.
The rule of the Hc;mse and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
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On motion of Mr. Baker, said bill was recommitted tq the Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr . Threlkeld, from the Committee on Religion, to whom was recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile of Salem Church, in Cumberland county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House an1 constitutional, provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill ,do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid,
Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spil'ituous, vinous,
OI' malt liquors,
·
Reported the same wit_h out amendment.
Mr. Garnett moved to recommit said bill to the Joint Committee on
the Revision of the Statutes.
The question being taken on the ·motion of Mr. Garnett, but no
quorum voting the!'eon, said bill wa,; placed in the 01·ders of the day.
Mr. Taylor, from the Committee o_n Religion, who originated the
same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 7 of an act to incorporate the Public
Library of Kentucky.
Which bill was read the fil'st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional pl'ovision as to the second
read~ng of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Wright then moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Wl'ight, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays bein·g required the!'eon by Messrs. Tayl~r and
Lawson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J oseph M. Davidson, M. E. McKenzie,
A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Deaderick,
T. J . Megibben,
Alpheus W. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J.P. Sacksteder,
W . N. Beckham,
John ~- Bell,
C. D. Foote,
J . R. Sanders1
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C: C. Scales,
Joseph P. Foree,
S. C. Bell,
Harry I. Todd,
James Garnett,
Wm. F. Bond,
L. W. Trnfton,
C. P. Gray,
W. B. M . Brooks,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Clinton Griffith,
B. E. Cassilly,
·T. ',V. Varnon,
George ·M. Jessee,
James S . Chrisman,
E. F. Waide,
E Polk Johnson,
J. Gu,thrie Coke,
Mordecai Williams,
T. J. Jones,
William G. Conrad,
J. M. Wright-40.
Bryan S. McClure,
R. L. Cooper,
Thomas H. Corbett,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A . Allen,
L. W. Lassing,
E. A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
J. S. Lawson,
John Rowan,
W. R. Bates,
G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
Church H. Blakey,
J. J. McAfee,
J. S . Taylor,
Thomas P. Card\vell, William J . McElroy, George M . Thomas,
George Carter,
J. C. Moorman,
C. W . Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J. L . Nall,
J. L. Waring,
Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D . Wilson,
W. H . Evans,
Lewis Potter, '
J. N . Woods,
Wm. Cassi us Goodloe, Hiram S. Powell,
S. H. Woolfolk-31.
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Mr. Threlkeld, from the Committee on Religion, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent, vinous, malt, spirituous, or
intoxicating liquors, 01· the mixture thereof, in the county of Breathitt,
I
'Reported the same without amendment.
•
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Phelps'!. A bill for the benefit of the securities of 0. G. Moore, late sheriff
I
of Edmonson county.
, On motion of same.2. A bill for the benefit of 0. G. Moore, late sheriff of Edmonson
-county.
On motion of same3. A bill for the benefit of 0. G. Moore, late sheriff of Edmonson
county.
On motion of Mr. ·.A,yers4. A.bill for the benefit of Murray Male and Female Institute, in
common f!C"h0ol district No. 35, in.Ga:llowa,y county.
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On mo tion of Mr. Waide5. A bill to increase the salaries of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction ·and his clerk.
On motion of same6. A bill to amend an aot, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville StocJs and Bond Board," approved March 18, 1872.
On motion of Mr. Foote7 . A bill to incorporate the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order of
United Workmen of Kentucky.
·
Ordei·ed, That the Committee on Ways and Means prepare and
bring in the 1st, 2d, and 3d; the Committee on Education the 4th'
and 5th; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 7th; and a
select committee, con ~isting of Messrs. Beckham, Jessee, and Waide,
the 6th.
Bills we1·e reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Shelbyville Cemetery Company," approved March I, 1854.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Eli H. Murray.
By Mr. Sacksteder, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act to require the clerk of the Louisville chancery court to make a cross-index to suits and cross-suits, and continue the same, approved March 2, 1872.
By Mr. Phelps, from the Committee on Religion.A bill to prohibit the sale of &rdent spirits in Lee county.
By Mr. Ayei·s, from the same committeeA bill to pro'1ibit ~he sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors inGlasgow Junction precinct, in Barren county.
By sameA bill to pr~vent the sale of spirituous liquors near Harmony
Church, in Garrard county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of the German Evangelical St. Paul Church,
af Paducah:
By Mr. Robertson, from the sa:me committee~
A bill to prohibit the ' sale of spirituous, vinous, or· malt liquors
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within one 'mile and a half of Pleasant Grove· Church or schoolhouse, at the fork of Stinson creek, in Carter county.
By Mr. Woods, from the same committeeA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in the town of
Powersville, Bracken county.
By Mr. Lawson, from the same committeeA bill to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in Headquarters, Nicholas
county.
By Mr. Gray, fr~m the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common
·schools in Clinton county, and the acts amending the same."
By same"A bill for the benefit of school districts Nos. 10 and 47, in Jefferson
county.
By same,
A bill for the various school districts in Hanc~ck county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, and the a.,:nendments thereto, incorporating
the school board of the city of Covington.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as-to the second
re_a ding of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
· Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles. thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion, .who originated the
same, reported a bill, entitled
:A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
the Clintonville precinct of Bourbon county.
Which bill -was read the first time and ordered to be r~ad a second
time.
The rule of .the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time . .
0
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1873.
A message was receiyed from the Senate, announcing that they

,,
I

had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of F. G. Bybee, late marshal of Glasgow.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to tax pawnbrokers.
An act to incorporate the Webster County Chalybeate and Sulphur
Springs Company.
An act fo1· the benefit of John S. Humphreys.
And that they had passed hills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend an act incorporating the town of Greensburg.
2. An act to change the boundary line of the city of Columbus.
3. An act for the benefit of and to reincorporate the Norton Iron
Worlcs.
4. An act to incorporate the Hopkinsv'ille Oar Manufacturing Company.
§ 5. An act for the benefit and reli-ef of persons who have _paid
tax on income from United States bon~s, imposed by an act ·passed
and iapproved March 8, 1867.
6. An act to authorize the Louisville Club of the city of Louis~
ville to change its name to the Beargrass Club.
· Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The ru~e of the House and constitutional provision as to the secondi
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st, 3d, 4th, and ' 6th to the)
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Committee on Coi·porate Institutions; the 2d to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances; and the 5th, to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they had adopted a joint resolution, en.titled,
Resolution concerning State Library.
The following petitions were prnsented, viz :
By Mr. Varnon!. The petition of the trustees of the Male and Female Seminary
in Stanford, praying the passage of a law to allow th em te sell a
portion of their property and reinvest the prnceeds.
By Mr. Williams2. The petition of S. M. Goble, praying for an allowance to him
for taking care of a pauper lunatic.
By, same3. The petition of John Pinkerton, praying the passage of a law
allowing him compensation for taking care of a pauper lunatic. 1
By same4. The petition of the county judge and justices of Carter county,
praying the passage of an act authorizing the county court of Carter
county to levy an ad valorem tax to buil~ bridges, &c.
By Mr. Lassing5. The petition of Samuel Cowan, jailer of Boone county, praying
the passage of an act allowing him compensation for keeping certain
pauper lunatics.
By same6. The petition of L. H. Voshell and other citizens of Boone
county, prnying that compensation be allowed said Voshell for
moneys expended by him in capturing a fugitive.
By same7. The petition of sundry citizens of Boone county, praying the
:passage of a law relieving the sureties of W. A. Rob~rts, late sheriff
-of Boone county, from certain indebteqness to the State.
By Mr. Grny8. The petition of certain citizens of Cumber1and county, praying
·the passage of an act' prohibiting the destrnction of fish in Crncus
-creek.
By ·Mr. Tucker9. The petition of citizens of Clark county, praying that t'he LegisJlature will pot repeal an act fo amend the charter of the Winchester 1
;and Iron works Turrlpike Road Pompany·.
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Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st and 8th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances;
the 2d, 3d, 5th, and 6th to the Committee on Claims; the 4th to the
Committee on County Courts; the 7th to the Committee on Ways
and Means; and the 9th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
On motion of Mr. Phelps,
Ordered, That Mr. McClure be _added to the Committee on Religion.
Mr. Todd, from the minority of the committee heretofore raised to
inquire as'to the title to the public property in ,the city of Frankfort,
and the removal of the Capital, made the following report, viz:

To the General Assembly of Kcntuoky : '
_
We, the undersigned,, of the committee appointed by your honorable body to investigate-the title by which the State holds the real
estate in the city of Frankfort on which the public buildings have
been erected, and what condi-tions, if any, ·a re contained in the deed!!
to the State, and to inquire and report as to the expediency and propriety of a removal of the Seat of Government of. the State, respect
fully submit the following, viz:
As to the title of the State, we are forced to report that we have
not . been able to give to this question that intelligent a:nd carefu\
con sideration its importance demands, beca~se of the difficulty at~
tending an examination of the records containing the title-d_eeds,
some of them being in Woodford county court, coupled with the disposition of the committee to accommodate one of our number, who,
from personal considerations, desires, within a few days, to absent
himself for the remainder of this seasion.
Your committee have not had· before them the title-deeds em-bi·acing the grounds upon which the public buildings have been erected;
but the report of the majority, as well as our r~por.t, is based upon
info1·mation given us by others who prnfessed to have in their possession the proper data, showing the title -of the State.. While we agree.
with the majority of the committee that the title to the public grounds
(according to the best information we have obtained) is that of general warranty, and for a nominal but not a valuable consideration on
thefr face, yet, with due resP.ect to the legal ability and legal opinion of gentlemen of the majority report, we must combat the idea,
that' this fact precludes any possibility of a reverter to the grantors
or their heirs, in the event of a removal of the Seat of Government.
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Gentlemen have overlooked that well-settled principle, that though
a deed may bear upon its face evidence of a valuable considera
tion, such as "one cent in hand paid, the receipt whereof is hereby
acknowledged," yet this fact does not preclude the grantor from
establishing the fact, even by parol evidence, that this was the mere
nominal consideration, while the real consideration was one or ten
thousand dollars, as evidenced by the notes of the grantee in the
pocket of the grantor at the time of the execution ~nd delive1·y of
the deed. They have also overlooked that other well-settled principle of law, th.at the intention of the parties to a conveyance is not
always apparent upon the face of the instrument, but must be deduced fr9m its general terms, the nature of the contract, and the
presumed intention of the parties._ (See Hutchings vs. 1Woo1·e, 4th Metcalfe's Reports, page 112.) They have also overlooked a well-defined
principle of law, that the consideration of any deed may be impeached or denied by plea verified by oath. The honorable gentlemen have also forgotten that other well-settled and adjudicated p1·inciple, that the intention of the parties to any contract may be
presumed by the circumstances surrounding them at the time. For
instance, as where a subscription made to a railroad, upon the condition that the road should be so located and constructed as to make a
certain town a point in said road, it has been held by our own Cou1-t
of Appeals that the location of the road on the route designat~d was
a condition precedent. (See case of McMillan vs. Jrl. <S,- L. Railroad
Company, 15th B. Moni·oe, page 218)
Not to pursue this subject further, we will take it for granted, for
the sake of the argument, that the deeds to the State of the public
grounds contain clauses of general warranty, and that ,the consideration set forth is respectively one, two, three, and five pounds (for
such is the fact, so far as we are advised), and that these deeds do
not contain any clause of reversion: what follows? In view of the
decisions hereinbefore refened to, in the cases to be found in 4th
Metcalfe, page 118, and the case in 15th B. Monroe, page 218, where
the consideration is merely a nominal one, in conveyances of real
estate of considerable intrinsic value, the nature of the contract, the
terms, whether on condition precedent or not, must be determined
by the presumed intention of the parties, viewed by their surroundings at the time of its execution.
We hold that the real consideration for these conveyances to the
State, by individuals, was the pledge of the public faith, through the
I•
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authorized agents of the State (the five Commissioners selected by
the House of Representatives to fix upon a pe1·manent site for the
Seat of Government), that the Seat of Government should be perinanently located at Frankfort, and that this was the real inducement
operating upon the minds of the grantors when they surrendered
and conveyed their landed and personal property .to the State for
public uses.
Another principle well established, bearing upon this point, has
been overlooked by the honorable . gentlemen . maJdng the adverse
report, viz:· that property conveyed for a mere nominal consideration, for public uses, reverts by operation of law to the grantors
or their heirs, whenever the same is abandoned or diverted from its
original purpose. (See various decisions of our Court of Appeals
touching this subject.) The State, through her Repres~ntatives in
legislative session assembled, selected five persons to determine the
vexed question of location permanently of the Seat of Government.
These Commissioners were directed by resolution (see Journals of
the House of Representatives, fall session, 1792) to accept the best
proposals that were made, in a moneyed point of view, as a bonus
for this coveted honor, and to enter into contracts, pledging the
public faith, with those parties whose proposition and donations
should be accepted by them (the Commissioners) . The following
extracts from the Journals of 1792 show that the said Commissioners
did accept the proposals of Holmes, Innis, Wilkerson, and others,
upon a condition p1·ecedent:
"The House then proceeded to take into consideration the proceedings of the Commissioners appointed to fix on the place for the permanent Seat of Government.
"Whereupon, the same were read, and then ordered to be entered at l11rge on the Journal
of this House, which are as follows:
"LEXINGTON, August the 6th, 1792.

•

"Robert Todd, Thomas Kennedy, John Allen, and Henry Lee, Esquires, four of the Commissioners appointed at the last session of Assembly, pursuant to the tenth aTticle of the
Constitution of this State, to fix on the place for the Seat of Government, convened at the
house of Love & Brent, pursuant to notice given in the Kentucky Gazette, and being qualified as the Constitution directs, appointed Levi Todd Clerk of the Board, who took an oath
for the due discharge of his duty.
"On motion, Thomas Kennedy, Esquire, is appointed Chairman to this Board .
. "A proposlll from James Legerwood and other,, offering land in Legerwood's Bend, with
e. subscription accompanying the same, was presented and read.
"A tract of land adjoining Delo.ny's Ferry, was proposed as ll proper place to fix t!le Seat
of Government.
"'.r.he Board then adjourned until to-morrow ten o'clock, to meet at this place."

•
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"TUESDAY, August . 7th, 11·92.
11
The Commissioners met according to 1tdjournment, John Edwards, Esquire, the other
member ·of the Board, attended, and being qualified agreeably ~o the Constitution, took bis
seat.
"Proposals from the town of Louisville were presented by Abrah_am Owens, and read.
11 Harry Innis, Esquire, as attorney in fact fot· Andrew Holmes, proposed the town of
Frankfort, !lnd forwarded a list of contributions, in case the Commissioners .~hall fix the
Seat of Government in that place.
"'l'he town of Leestown wa; also proposed by Harry Innis, Esquire, as attorney in fact
for Haa·cock Lee.
11 The town of Lexiugton wns proposed by a' committee of the to wa, and offers made. ,
"Resolved, That this Boitrd will proceed to view the different places proposed, and
Petersburg.
" 'fbe Board then adjourned-meet at the house of Andrew Holmes, in Frankfort, tomorrow, at two o'clock."
11
WEDNESDAY, August 8th, ), 792.
"The Commissioners met according ·to adjoui:nment, and proceeded to view the place
cRlled Leestown, Frankfort, and toe lands adjacent, and again met, and, after hearing several proposals, adjourned un ~il seven o'clock to-morrow, to meet at this place."
" FRANKFORTj Thursday, August 9th, 1792.
"The Commissioners met according to ndjournment.
"Proposals, in writing, were forwarded by Harry Innis, Esquire, attorney: in fact for
Andrew Holmes, for Frankfort.
"And also for Leestown, by Harry Innis, Esquire, attorney in fa~t for .Hancock Lee and
Andrew Holmes.
11 The Board then adjourned to James Legerwood's house in Legerwood's Bend.
"The Board met according to adjournment, about three o'clock, and proceed~d to view
the ground proposed, and then adjourned to Petersburg."
"PETERSBURG, August 10th, 1792.
"The Board proceeded to view the lands laid off for a town, the river and the lands adjacent, and then adjourned until eight o'clock to-morrow, to meet in Lexington."
"LEXINGTON, August lHh, 1792.
"The Board met accord ing to adjournment.
11· Rssolved, That on Monday, the 3d of September, the B'o1ud will meet at Louisville, to
view that place and the falls, and on Friday, the 7th of September, will again meet at this
place.
'' At which time it is expected'that the persons who have made PROPOSALS, or others who
have any yet to make, will attend prepared to conclude a CONTRACT, and that the purport of
this resolution be published in· the· Kentucky Gazette.
" The Board then adjourned."
11 LEXINGTON Septembe~ 7th, 1792.
1
"A majority of the Commissioners, to-wit: Thos. Kennedy, Robert Todd, John Allen,
and John Edwards, met agreeable to their resolution.
"A letter from the Commissioners of Louisville was presented and read:
11 Also, proposals from John Rogers; in favor of Petersburg.
" Proposals from Petersburg were preseo ted and reitd.
"Addit.ioaal proposals from Lexington were presented and read.
"The Board then adjourned until the 3d Monday in Aprii, to meet at this place."
"LEXINGTON, November 30th, 1792.
"A majority of the Commissioners met agreeable to their resolution, to-wit : Thomas

-
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Kenn edy, Robert Todd, John AlJen, and Henry Lee, convened and resolved, that a,n advertisement be inserted in the Kentucky GazP.tte, notifying that the Commissioners will meet
at the tavern of Love & Brent, in the town of Lexington, on th~ 5th day of December, in
order to proceed to II final decision on this busin ess; those gentlemen who have proposals to
make for Lexington, Petersburg, Frankfo~t, and Lees town, will (it is hoped) come forward
prepared to enter into contracts for th e above purpose. Th e Board then adjourn ed.''
"LEXINGTON, December 5th, 1792.
"A ·majority of the Commissioners met agreeable to their resolution, to-wit: Thomas
Kenn edy, ,Robert Todd, John Allen, 11nd Henry L ee.
" R esolved, As the opinion of this Board, that Frankfort is /he most proper place for the
,<;eat of Government ; that the proposals of Andrew Holmes, Harry Innis, E squire, and other
subscribers, be accepted an¢ agreed to; that II copy of the journ11.Is, together with the report
now agreed to, and the PROPOSALS for Frankfort, be transmitted to the Speaker of the Flouse
of R epresentatives.
"The Board then adjourned.
LEVI TODD,
"A copy-Attest:
" Clerk to the Board of Commissioners."
"HOLMES AND OTHERS' PROPOSALS.''
"Propositions to the Commissioners appointed to fix on the place for the permanent Seat
of Government for the State of Kentucky.
" If the Commissfoners approve of Frankfort as a proper place, I will give to the Government, for the term of seven years, the house and ten em en t lattly occupied by Gen. Wilkerson, described in the plan of said town No. 1.
"The lo ts 58, 59, 68, 79, 74, 75, 83, and 84, marked public ground, sball be conveyed and
warranted to the Government absoiutely.
"The half of the un sold ·Jots, which amount to 37, shall also be conveyed, or 30 the
choice of those un~old.
" The rents of warehouse for seven years .
"In addition to the above, I will deliver, on reasonabl e notice, on the squ1ue marked
Public Ground, ten boxes of g!f1ss, 10 by 12, 1,500 pounds of nails, £50 worth of locks and
hinges. An equivalent of stone and scantling for building.
"If more space is requisi te to be laid off in ho.If-acre Jots, I will lay off 50 acres more,
which shall he added to the number unsold, and divided with and conveyod to the Government, and if the Commissioners choose to divide the lots in preference to making the choice
of 30 of the unsold , I will give the first"choice , i. e., the Commissioners to take one lot and
I will take the second, and so proceed on to the di vision.
"ANDREW HOLMES, by
"HARRY INNIS, his attorne.11 in fact!'
"In additio.n to the above, we, the underwriters, oblige ourselves, onr heirs, &c., to pay to
the sa.id Commissiouers, for the State of Kentucky, three thous11nd dolJars in specie. Witness our hands and seals this 9th day of August, 1792 . •
"HARRY INNIS,
"NATHANIEL SANDERS,
"BEN NET PEMBERTON,
"BENJAMIN CRAIG,
"JEREMIAH CRAIG,
"WILLIAM HAYDEN,
"DANIEL JAMES,
"GILES SAMUEL.
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11
Tn lieu of the stone and 8cantling offered above, I agree to give stone that will build
1,590 perches of wall in any part of Frankfort, aud my saw-mill carriage, wagon, and two
good hors~s, until a sufficiency of scantling for a State House is procured, nod privilege of
taking timber from any part of my tract.
·
ANDREW HOLMES."

I·

Your attention is especially directed to that i,art of the proceedings of these Commissioners found in their meetings at Lexing~on,
August 11th, September 7th, November 30th, and December 5th,
1792. From their proceedings of August 11th, 1792, and Sep_tember
7th, 1792, it is evident that they were disposed to give, and did give,
a fair opportunity to those: localities, desiring the location of the
Seat of Govei·nment at their several towns, to enter the field as competitors for the honor and profit to be derived. Mark the language
used by the Clerk of the Board in his minutes of the proceedings,
from time to time.: "All those persons who have made proposals, or
others who may have any yet to make, will attend before the Commissioners prepared to conclude a contract." Mark the language used
in the minutes of the proceedings of the Commissioners at the meeting last held by them, before they finally concluded on Frankfort as
the most proper place for the location of the Seat of Government.
"Resolved, That the Commissioners will meet, &c., in the town of
Lexington, on the 5th December, 1792, in order to proceed to a final
decisipn on this business. Those gentlemen who have proposals to
make for Lexington, Frankfort, &c., will (it is hoped) come forwarq
prepared to ·ent~r into contracts for the above purpose," viz: the location of the Seat of Government. Mark the language of the resolution fixing on Frankfort as the proper place for the permanent Seat
of Government:
"It is the opinion of the Board that Frankfort is the most proper
" place for the Seat of Government. That the proposals of Harry
"Innis, Andrew Hol_mes, and other subscribers, be accepted Ind agreed
"to."
How were these proposals made? The language therein is plain
and unmistakable. We will give so much in land for a site, and
money and materials necessary to the erection of a State House, &c.,
provided you, as the authorized agents of the State, will fix on Frankfort as the place for the permanent Seat of Government. This proposition, with its condition precedent, \.Vas accepted by the Commission-.
ers upon this basis, and for this, the real consideration. The bargain
between the State's agents, and individuals residing ~ Frankfort,
and others owning real estate here, was concluded~the contract
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entered ~nto. Then, in the face of the decisions we have herein
:referred to, we imhesitatingly assert, that whenever the Seat of Government is removed from its present location, the co,ns1deration on
the part of the State f\'lils, the co·ntract is null and void, and the public grounds, together with thefr improvements, revert to the grantors
or their heirs.
As an evidence that those of the majority entertained doubts upon
this subject of reversion, while they report that there is no possibility
thereof, we have only to quote the following from their report, viz:
"Your committee believe that the said Andrew Holmes and James
Wilkerson have no heirs now interested in the removal of the Capital." Mark you, they don't add the words, or any, others of the
grantors or donors. How the majority of the committee arrive at
this remat·kable conclusion we are at a lo ss to know. We have information to the contrary, Gentlemen of the bar at Frankrort inform us that, time and again, when this question of removal has been
agitated, parties claiming to be heirs of these grantors have consulted with them touching their legal and equitable rights in the
event of a removal of the Capital.
We can well understand the reason why the majority of your committee, or at least a portion of them, lay no stress upon facts c_onn.ected with the location of the Seat of Government, as gathered
from history or the acts of the General Assembly. Had they done
so, they would have been forced to give them that legal bearing
which we have endeavored .t o do in this repot·t.
We will not occupy your valuable time, or exhaust your patience,
by any further elaboration of the legal propositions involved in the resolution; and with an apology for the extended review of this subject;,
we wfll pass to that portion of the resolution involving the question

/of a

../"

"REMOVAL OF THE SEAT OF GOVERNMENT."
This is no new question, but ·one which has been introduced more
than fifty times since the Seat of Government has been established.
Yet, in every effort to remove the same, the friends of the measure
have failed to point out one object of public utility as probably to be
effected by a removal. For this reason the present Seat of Government has held it,, pre-eminence, and baffied its enemies in their repeated and strenuous (not to say, in view of all the facts connected
with the subject, ungenerous) efforts to effect their purpose.
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Have the honorable gentlemen who make the majority report
suggested a single reason showing that public policy demands, or
.the interest of _the State requires, a removal of the .Seat of Government at this time? They do not pretend to say that Frankfort is
not supplied with proper provisions, fuel, I,ights, or other accommo•dations necessary for the comfort of the, members of this honorable
body; or ·that the place is unhealthy; or that its atmosphere is unfavorable to intellectual exertions, or subject to any physical debility; or that its society is unfit for the association of themselves,
their wives and daughters; or that it is inaccessible to any and all
parts of the State; or that there are any corrupting influences brought
to bear upon subjects of legislation which would not be increased
an hundred-fold by locating the government in any one of the principal cities of our State. But they do say that the great State
of Kentucky, with its vast wealth, its one and a half million population, ought not to consent that her Capital should, for all time to
come, or any considerable time, remain at Frankfort, with its situation and topographical features.
Ill-fated, devoted Frankfort! this is not the first time that your
citizens have been compelled to hear your site depressed by overwhelming floods, ·your surrounding hills elevated to mountainous
heights, the country around described as the fit haunts of wolves,
while a crack in the plaster of the State house, or a cobweb on the
ceiling of any of the public offices, were magnified into objects less
portentous than comets, or less to be dreaded t1ian the nitro-glycerine manufacture in the vicinity of Maysville!
In arguing the proposition that the members of the Legislature
would not be more liable to be seduced from the path s of rectitude,
honesty, and public virtue by a removal of the Seat of Government
to one of the metropolitan cities of our Commonwealth, gentlemen
of the majority hold up the Legislature of Massachusetts, which
convenes at Boston, as a paragon of virtue and honesty . While
those of New York and Pennsylvania, whose Capitals are not in the
first commercial cities of those States, are caricatured as the embodiments of crime and fraud, and the victims of the lobbyists.
'What is ,the effect of having the Capital of Massachusetts at her
chief commercial city? As London is England, Paris Fi-ance, so
Boston is Massachusetts; and remove the Capital to Louisville, and
Louisville will become Kentucky. If the Legislatures of Pennsylvania and New York are so corrupt as gentlemen -assert they are;
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if they have fallen under the shadow of that fatal Upas tree, Lobbyism, in the " ruml districts" of tho.se States, what would be the effect
if their Capitals were transferred to New York city 01· Philadelphia,
whare Tammany and other rings have infected the political atmosphere t~ such an exte_n t that .the good and upright of all parties
have been forced to resort to sa nitary measures to prntect the bodypolitic?
The good and great men of our early times., men who framed our
Constitutions, were of the _opinion that it was not desirable, yea
even dangerous, to h~ve the Seat of Government in any large com'- mercial city. The action of New York, Pennsylvania, Missouri,
Illinois, and many other States of this Union, show that the opinion
of our fathers was wise, and that in locating the Seat of Government at Frankfort the Commission.e rs were not, controlled by a ·
" fatuity."
It would be improper for ~s to interlard this report with reference·
01· comments upon that portion of the report of the majority which
refers to what they anticipated would be presented as an argument
in favor of the present Seat of Government, viz: that on one of
the "surrounding hills" repose the ashes of our honored _dead·. We
will leave the draftsman of their report to the tender mercies oL
those who have not fo1·gotten the heroic services of a Clay and
McKee, who fell with their harness on, battling in defense of Olli.'
country, upon a foreign soil , or the patriotism of such statesmen
as Crittenden, Johnson, Letcher, and others, who se1·ved so ]ong
in the councils of the nation. In conclusion, we will present the
following reasons which suggest to us the propriety of the Seat of
Government permanently remaining here:
·
When the State of Kentucky was organized, in 1792, her resources
were limited: She then paid her Governor, together with all others
of her public oJp.cers, a sum in the aggregate not exceeding $3,000.
In her embarrassed condition she directed, in th.e tenth article of heifirst Constitution, that the Legislature of 1792 should appoit1t Commissioners who should have power to fix on the place for the Seat of
Government, and to receive grants from individuals the~eror, and
make such conditions with the grantors of lands on \v.hich they
should conclude as the most proper _place for locating the Capital,
as should by them seem right and proper, and which should be agree23-H.
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able and acceptable to the· grantors. ( See Littell's Laws of Kentucky,
vol. l,page 32.)
Heretofore, in this report, we have shown you that the Commissioners acted as directed• by this article of the Constitution. Wa:s
not the ·public faith, then, pledged in fixing on Frankfort as ~he permanent Seat of Government, under constitutional provisions,-to those
who should vest their money in lots, build houses, and otherwise
improve the place for the convenience and accommodation and
_c omfort of those who should be called here on public, or even private business? Was not this pledge renewed when the first State
House was built, principally by the proceeds of private contribution;
and when that house bl!lrned, and the private funds· of individ'uals
were accepted and applied to the building of a new one?
· The contract made and entered into between the Commissioners
i:nd Holines, Innis, &c., has not only been held inviolable by all past
Legislatures which have convened here, but has received the s anction
and the same construction from two Conventions of the people, who
had full ·power over the subject.
The change of the Seat of · Government at this time involves an
expense of not less than five millions -of dollars. How long would
we be in that good financial conclition refened to by the majority of
your committee with a debt of five millions•added to our present burden? If a removal of the· Capital shoi1ld operate as a reverter to
the grantors of the lands received for public uses on a condition precedeGt, then we assert that it follows that those lots received by the
State, and afterwards sold to individuals, and the money, therefor
plac.ed in the State Treasury, revert also, and the State is in the
attitude of interfering with vested ·rights of her citizens. For the
sake of the argument, suppose there can be no possibility of a re'verter; then we say that, in the event of a removal, the public prop,e r.t y will partake or the general depreciation of property here, and
become .almost worthless. While Frankfort has ever b~en the victim for the shafts of playful humor or ungenerous· sarcasm, i~ the
last tw.enty years, her people have incnrred debts amounting to
nearly a mill~on of dolla1·s in expenditures for water-works, gasworks, hotel, and other public conveniences and comforts. We know
· .of no high misdemeanor on the part of her people by which she
should ,,forfe:i-t the good opinion of this hono1·able body. During the
..time in which the Seat of Government has been located here more
.:th.an one.hundred State Conventions have been held, by each of th~
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political parties of the State, in this place, and yet we have never
heal'd a word from the people about a removal of the Seat of Govern.rnent.
Some have mockingly said, that, notwithstanding the . advantages
Frankfort has had by haviµg the Seat of Government here for nearly
· eighty years, yet she can boast of but few ·manufacturing establishments' and other evidences of enterprise. Had her people been
relieved from the apprehen sion _of losing the_incidental advantage of
having the Capital here; had the subject of a removal not been agitated time and again, thereby depressing h~1· and driving capital
from her mid st, sh_e would to-day be the ,fl.ourishil)g ci~y which her
natural advantages point out {01· her. Remove the Democlean
sword which ha3 hung over the hi;iads 9£ her people so long, by dismissing this s-qbject, and appropriate the proper sum necessary to
complete the public buildings accoi-ding to the plan adopted by your
predecessors, and as recommended by his Excellency in his message
to us, and in the course of a few yei:.l.l's we will silence the taunts of
those who have twitted us upon our lack. of enterprise.
In conclusion, we. will add, that though. we have the honor to represent a constituency whose interest is directly and especially involved in th-iii . question, we would scorn to ask a consideration by this
honorable body of the issue from a local stands point alone. We
.~ave viewed it in the light of its bearing. Qn the interest of the people
of the whole State. The history of the location of the Capital at ·
its pr~sent site shows that the settlement of this vexed question was
sµbmitted to the fairest arbitrament possible, and we only ask that
yom· honorable body will give the question tb,at fair and impartial
consideration that should mark your action upon all questions in
.which the pepple of the State . are interested; and believing that you
wiU sustain the compact made between the contending section.s,
_when the action of the Commissioners was approved al)d accepted,
we have the honor to submit the question.
W. H. SNEED,
H. I. TODD,
OJ the Committee.
O;rdered, That said report be printed, and referred to the select
committee heretofore raised upon the subject of the removal of the
Capital.
A message was received from the Senate, aski:ig leave to withdraw from the House the announcement of their disagreement to a
'
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
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An act to incorporate the Winchester Building and Accumulating
Fund Association, of Winchester.
Which was granted, and the bill delivered to the Senate messenger.
A message was also received from the Senate, asking to withdraw
from the House the announcement of their passage of a bill, entitled
An act to prohibit the sale of liquors on the Sabbath day.
Which was granted, and said bill delivered to the Senate messenger.
Mr. Rowlett, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the protection of
livery-stable keepers in this Commonwealth."
Which
bill was read the first time and oi-dered to be read a second
.
'
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
On motion of Mr. Baker,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee o_n the
Judiciary.
The House, according to ,order, took up and proceeded to consider
further a bill, entitled
A bill to protect the interest of the State in turnpike roads and
br~dges.
Mr. Garnett offered an amendment thereto.
Mr. Clay offered a sub1:1titute for said bill and proposed amendment.
By consent of the House, further amendments were offered by
Messrs. Brown, Ogilvie, and McAfee.
Mr. McAfee then moved to lay ::;aid bill and proposed amendments
on the table.
·
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
On motion of Mr. Tucker, said bill and proposed amendments w:ere
recommitted to a select committee, consisting of Messrs.Wright, Garnett, Bascom, Clay, and Chrisman.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Cook,
Flippin, and Griffith.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an e1~rolled bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled

-
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Ari act for the benefit of William Bellis, jailer of Estill county;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Merchants' Banking Company of Caverna;
An act to declare certain lakes and creeks in Ballard county navigable;
An act for the benefit of the town of Geor&:etown;
An act to amend the cha:·ter of the St. Bernard Coal Company;
An act to authorize the sale of the Clark and Montgomery Turnpike
Road, in Clark county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Whit~ ,
Stone Quarry Company;"
An act for the benefit of the stockholders of the Washington County
Agricultural Society;
An act to amend the charter of the Fox Run and Bullskin Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county;
An act to incorporate the Harrodsburg and Baton Rouge Turnpike
Road Company, in Mercer c~unty; '
. An act to amend an act, entitled "·An act· to incorporate Munday's
°Landing and Harrodsburg Turnpike Road Company, in Mercer
co~nty;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act creating the county of
Josh Bell ; "
An act for the benefit of the Garrard county court, and to vest
~hem with certain powers;
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to sell
grounds, levy taxes, and issue bonds to raise money to build a
court-house;
An act for the benefit of Harrison county;
An act to authorize Bourbon county to build a court -house;
An act to authorize the county court of Pendleton county to sell the
poo~-house property in said @ounty, and reinvest proceeds of said
sale;
An act for the benefit of John L. Farrar, of McCracken county;
An act for the be-nfit of L. R. Thurman;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Orde~ed, That Mr. Deaderick inform the Senate thereof.
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Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee-, on Education, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the public schools of Louisville,
Reported _the same without amendment.
On motion of Mr. Waide, the further consideration of sai<l bill was
postponed to, ~nd m_ap.e the special order of the day for, Friday, the
31st inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Armstror;ig 1 from the Com1Dittee on Education, to whom was
referred a bill fro~ the Senl'!,te, !)ntitled
An act to chi=.u:ter the Owenton High School,
Reported the same with an amendment, whi.c h was adopt.~p. .
• . Ordered, That said b\ll, as ;:tP}ended, be rea~ a tµfrd ~ime.
The rul,e of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill bei~g dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
On motion of Mr. W. Evans, leave was given to bring in a bill,
entitled
A bill to repeal ~II grants, of lottery privileges which this General
A_ssembly may constitutionally repeal, without destroying the vested
rights of individuals.
Mr. Wright moved that the Committee on the Judiciary be directed
,to prepare apd bring in the same.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being 1·equired thereon by Mess!'s. W. Evans
and Brown, we-re as follows, viz :
Those who voted i~ the affirmative, we!·eMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
_C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M: Woods Ferguson, L. W. Trafton,
S. C. Bell,
C. D. •F<_>ote,
J0seph T, Tucker,
J, C. S. Blackburn,
Joseph P. Foree,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Clinton Ql'iffith,
J. L. Waring,
George Ca!'ter,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
C. ,M. Clay, jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wrjght-28.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Those who voted in the negative, we1'.eA. C. Armstrong,
C. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tar,v . Baker;
J.P. Hampton,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.R. Bates,
.W m. A. Hoskins,
E. A. Rob_ertson,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
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John A. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
William Sellers,
Church H . Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
James W . Snyder,
J . S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
G. W. Little, ~
William Brown,
J. J. McAfee, '
George M. Thomas,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
B. E . Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
E. F . Waide,
Josiah H. Combs,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. White,
vV. W. Deaderick,
J. C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
Wm. Mynhier,
.T. N . Woods,
W. H. Evans,
J. L. Nall,
S'. H. W oolfolk-47.
James Garnett,
Mat. Nunan,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, Julian N. Phelps,
On motion of Mr. W. Evans,
Ordered, That the Committee on Circuit Courts prepare and bring
in the same.
Mr. Todd moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Commissioners appointed under act of 1869, to
superintend the erection of fire-proof public offices, be, and they are
hereby, requested to report to this House whether or not they have
settled with John Haly; and if so, what amount, if anything, is now
due said Haly, together with all the facts connected therewith.
Which was adopted.
Bills were reported by the Committee on Education, who were
directed to prepare and bring in th~ same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school districts No. 22 an~ No. 73, in Madison county.
By Mr. Armstrong, fro_m the same committee-,
A bill for the benefit of school district No. 5, in Ballard county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common
school district No. 12, in Woodford county."
By sameA bill for the benefit of common school district No . 59, Bath
county.
l3y sameA bill to amend an act to cause good school-houses to be erected
1
in the eighth and ninth Congressional Districts.
By sameA bill in relation to the Murray Male and Female Institute, in common school district No . 35, in Calloway county .

•
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By sameA bill for the benefit of common school district No. 8, in Harrison
county.

Which bills were read the first time ancl ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule
reading of
Ordered,
The rule
reading of
grossed,

of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
said bills being dispensed with,
That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
said bills being dispensed with, and 1the same being en-

R esolved, That said bills - do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.

Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Corbett!. A bill to repeal the 202d section of the charter of the city of
Paducah, entitled "Tobacco Inspection."
On motion of Mr. Bates-

2. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate sales made
in pursuance of decrees of the Barren circuit court."
On motion of same3. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to repeal an act creating Urania school district, in Barren county."
On motion of same•
4. A bill for the protection of litigants in the county of Barren.
On motion of Mr. Williams5. A bill for the benefit of John Pinkerton, of Carter county.
On motion of same6. A bill for the benefit of S . .lVI. Goble, of Carter county.
On motion of same-

7. A hill authorizing the Carter county court to levy an ad valorem
tax for bridge purposes.
On motion of Mr. Hoskins8. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Danville.
On motion of Mr. Cai·dwell9. A bill for the benefit of Jake Hays, of Breathitt county.
On motion of same10. A bill to declare War creek a navigable stream, in Breathitt
county.
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On motion of Mt·. Brooks11. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Taylorsville and Snider's Turnpike Road -Company."
On motion of Mr. Tucker12 . A bill to incorporate the Louisville, Schoolsville, and Pound
Gap Railroad Company.
On motion of same13. A bill to incorporate the Mount Sterling Water-works Company.
On motion of same14. A bill to incorporate the Mount Sterling Manufacturing Company.
Ou motion of Mr. Hampton15. A bill to change the time of holding the quarterly courts in ·
Lee county .
On motion of same16. A bill for the benefit of the steam mills of Clay and Owsley
counties.
On motion of Mr . Woods17. A bill to better define the line between the counties of Cl'ittenden and Caldwell.
On motion of Mr. Sellet·s18. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
citize ns of Garrard county."
On motion of Mr. Nall19. A bill for the benefit of the Hodgenville and Elizabethtown
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same20. A bill in relation to roads in Hardin county.
On motion of same21. A bill to re-enact an act, entitled" An act to amend the charter
of Elizabethtown."
On motion of Mr. Megibben22. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act authorizing the Harrison county cout·t to appropriate money to aid in building a bridge
across Main Licking, at Claysville, and to levy a tax therefor,"
approved March·21, 1871.
On motion of same23. A bill for the benefit of common school district No. 8, in Harrison county.
24-H,
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On motion of same24. A bill to revive and amend an act to in corporate the Deposit
Bank of Cynthiana.
On motion of Mr. Foote25. A bill for the benefit of Perry J. Moore.
On motion of same26. A bill to require delinquent tax lists to be recorded in the
county court clerk's office.
On motion of same. 27. A bill to make it unlawful for circuit court clerks and county
court clerks to form partnerships for the purpose of practicing law.
On motion of Mr. Blackburn28. A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of common school district No. 12, in Woodford county."
· On motion of Mr. Thomas29. A bill in relation to the Vancebul'g election precinct, in Lewis
county.
On motion of same30. A bill to amend the act incorporating .the Vanceburg, Quick's
Run, and ·Concord Turnpike Road Company .
! On motion of same31. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Quincy,
and Springville Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same32. A bill submitting to the people of the State the propriety of
calling a convention to make a new Constitution.
On motion of Mr. Varnon33. A bill fot· the benefit of E. G. Walls, committee of Sarah Jane
Walls, a paupet· idiot, of Lincoln county.
On motion of same34. A bill rlirecting the assessors of this Commonwealth, in making
the enumeration required by law, to have a column for population.
On motion of Mr. Webb35. A bill for the benefit of Mary G. Davis, of Livingston county.
''on- motion of same36. · A bill for the benefit of common school district No. 28, in Lh'. ingston county.
On motion of Mr. Blakey37. A bill ·to compensate assessors for making an enumeration of
the qualified voters of the State.
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On motion of same38. A bill for the benefit of the clerk of the Logan county court.
On motion of Mr. Scales39. A bill for the benefit of John J. Macklin, former sheriff of
Kenton county.
On motion of Mr. Ferguson40. A bill to charter the Vilda Park Railroad.
On motion of Mr. Phelps41. A bill for the benefit of school distt·ict No. 23, in Edmonson.
county.
Un motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary42. A bill for the benefit of John Hill, of Madison county.
On motion of same43. A bill to incorporate the Richmond, Irvine, and Beattyville
Railroad Company.
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie44. A bill to facilitate the collection of taxes in the city of Paducah.
On motion of same45. A bill to legalize oral testimony in certain cases in the city of
Paducah.
On motion of Mr. McAfee46. A bill to increase the compensation of assessors in this Commonwealth.
On motion of same47. A bill for the benefit of Scotta P. Proctor, in Mercer county.
On motion of same48. A bill to establish a pest-house and prevent the spreading of
small-pox in Mercer county.
On motion of same49. A bill for the benefit of W. E. Cleland, sheriff of Mercer
county.
On motion of Mr. Foree50 . A bill to change the time of holding the circuit courts in the
ninth
On
51.
Point
On
52.

judicial district.
motion of sameA bill to amend the charter of the Beatty's Mill and Todd's
Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county.
motion of sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
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of the Shelbyville Railroad Company, and to authorize cel'tain counties to take stock therein."
On motion of Mr. Potter53. A bill for the benefit of common school districts Nos. 70 and
73, in Warren county.
On motion of Mr. Little54. A bill to provide for indexing certain books belonging to the
office of the clerk of the Whitley county court.
On motion of same55. A bill to amend the penal laws of this Common wealth.
On motion of same56. A bill for the benefit of the sureties of William Cummins, late
sheriff of Whitley county.
On motion of same/
57. A bill to refund certain money to the Whitley county court.
On motion of same58. A bill to amend section 2,, article 4, of the common school law
of this Commonwealth.
On motion of same59. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Williamsburg."
On motion of Mr. Jones60. A bill to exempt all persons over fifty-five years old from poll-tax.
On motion of Mr. Griffith61. A bill to incorporate an Odd Fellows' Lodge in the city of
Owensboro.
Ordered~ That the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures
. prepare and bring in the 1st; the Committee on Revised Statutes
the 2d, 3d, 4th, 29th, 30th, 31st, 32d, 3~th, 37th, 38th, 42d, 46th, and
55th; the Committee on Claims the 5th, 6th, 25th, 33d, 35th, 39th,
49th , and 57th; the Committee on County Courts the 7th, 15th, 17th,
22d, 44th, 45th, 48th, and 56th; the Committee on Corporate Institution s the 8th, 13th, 14th, 19th, 59th, and 61,;t; the Committee on
, Propositions and Grievances the 9th, 10tb, 16th, 18th, and 60th; the
Committee on Internal Improvement the 11th, 20th, and 51st; the
Committee oil Railroads the 12th, 40th, 43d, arid 52d; the Committee
pn Education the 21st, 23d, 28th, 36th, 41st, 53d, and 58th; the Committee oil Banks the 24th; the Committee on the J ucliciary the 26th,
27th, and 47th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 50th; and the
Committee on Codes of Practice the 54th.
And 'ther the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 1873.

,
r

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and si1a1;ned enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated
in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the protection of
sheep in the counties of Nicholas, Gallatin, and Fleming," approved
March 9th, 1872.
An act to amend section 82 of the Civil Code of Practice.
An act to amend section 328 of the Civil Code of :Practice.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend the charter of
the Owenton and Ross Mill Turnpike Road Company ."
An act to amend the charter of the Bardstown and Green River
Turnpike Road Company .
An act in relation to the Louisville Daily Ledger and the Louisville
Weekly Ledger, newspapers published in the city of Louisville.
An act to amend the city charter of Lexington.
Resolution in relation to the join.t committee ~n the revision of
the Statutes.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of R epresentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate 'the Nevada and Dixville Turnpike Road
Company, in Mercer county.
An act for the benefit of W . M. Gray, of Trigg county
An act for the benefit of W. H. Jefferson, jailer of Trigg county.
An act for the benefit of Dr. T . B. Jefferson, of Trigg county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of E. W. Hnghes, of Logan county.
2. An act to amend an act to incorporate the Cumberland and
Ohio Railroad Company.
3. An act to declare Upper Twin Branch, in Lawrence county, a
navigable stream.
4. An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to amend an act incorporating the town of Calvert City, in Marshall county."
5. A n act to anw nd the charter of the town of Carlisle, in Nicholas

•
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Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on the
Judiciary; the 2d to the Committee on Railroads; the 3d to the
Committee on Internal Improvement; and the 4th and 5th to the
Committee on Corporate Institutions.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
• An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
Cave City precinct, in the county of Barren.
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville, Cincinnati, and
Lexington Railroad Company.
An act to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to
incorporate the Bank of Union County."
An act amendatory of the charter of the town of Glasgow.
An act to extend the time of the assessor of. Harrison county for
returning his assessment books . .
An act to amend an act incurporating the Riverton Iron and Mining Company.
An act to repeal the second section of an act to amend chapter 3,
article 1, section 825, of the Civil Code of Practice, approved 22d
'
February, 1860.
An act to legalize certain proceedings of the Garrard county court.
An act to amend the charter of the Tygart Valley Iron Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the German Insurance Bank," approved 14th March, 1872.
An act to amend an -act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Martin
county," approved February 16, 1872.
An act for the benefit of Misse3 Virginia and Lizzie Smith.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act authorizing the sale of
certain alleys in the town of Winchester," approved February 19,
1849.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Christian County Bank," approved March 2, 1872.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Goodloe and Conrad. ·
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Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Sen ate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile of Salem Church, in Cumberland county;
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent, vinous, malt, spirituous, 01·
intoxicating liquors, or the mixture thereof, in the county of Breathitt;
'And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to tax pawnbrokers;
An act to incorporate the Riverton Savings Bank;
An act for the benefit of John S . Humphreys;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Deaderick inform the Senate the1·eof.
Mr. Carpenter, from the Committee on Education, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
.
A bill to increase the salaries of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and his clerk.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and· constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
·
On motion of Mr. Waide,
Ordered, That said bill be . Printed, and the further consideration
thereof be postponed to, and made the special order of the day for,
Wednesday, February 5th, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
· Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on Education , who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to cause good school-h ou ses to be erected in the Eighth and
Ninth Congressional D istricts,'" approved March 13, 1872.
Which hill was read the first time and ordered to be read a secor. d
time. ·
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Davidson moved an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Ordered, .That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time .

.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and tha\ the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Corbett, from the Committee on the Penitentiary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill authorizing the purchase of fire extinguishers for use in the
Penitentiary.
Which bill was read the fi rst time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispe nsed with,
On motion of Mi·. Graves, said bill was laid on the table.
Mr. Moorman, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the bene_fit of the proprietors of breeding farms and of
training farms and stables in Boone county.
·which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Amendments were offered thereto by Messrs. Blackburn, Robertson,
and Foree, which were adopted.
Mr. Ogilvie also moved an amendment.
Pending the consideration thereof, the hour of 12 o'clock, M.,
arrived, when Mr. Ogilvie moved to suspend the orders of the day,
and proceed with the consideration of this bill . And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W . Evans
and Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (lVI'Creary)J ames B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
J. R . Sanders,
A . C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
C. C. Scales,
vV. W. Ayers,
·James Garnett,
William Sellers,
C. P . Grny,
James W . Snyder,
G. W. Bailey ,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. A. Hoskins,
J . S. Taylor,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
George M . Thomas,
W . N. Beckham,
L . W. Lassing,
C. W . Threlkeld,
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John A. Bell,,
;r. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Church H. Blakey,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond, •
T. J. Megibben,
E. F. Waide,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J . C. Moorman,
.T. L. Wal'ing;·
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. Mynhier,
C.H. Webb,
George Carter,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
B. E. Cassilly,
Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai··Williams,
C. M.• Clay, jr.
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad, · Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Wood·s,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk-62.
M. Woods Ferguson, E: A. Robertson,
Those who voted in the negath.e, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,·
E. Polk Johnson;·,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. A. Graves,,
Hiram S Powell-7.
W.W. Deaderick,
The amendment offered by Mr. Ogilvie was then adopted ..
Ordei·ed, That said bill, as aqiended, be engr_ossed and read a third
time.
Mr. Scales then moved ·t o reconsidel' the vote by which said bill, asJ
amended, was ordered to be engrnssed and read a thil'd time.
And the question -being taken thereon, it. was, decided in the &ffii,m,,._
ative.
Amendments were then offered by Messrs. Foote and Sca,les, which
were adopted..
An amendment was offered by Mr. McEll'oy, which was rejected~.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended , be engrnssed and read a third!
time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, Tirnt the pl'oprietors of breeding farms, and of training

farms and stables, shall have a lien on the mares left with them to
be bred, fo11 breeding, thf. • grazing;.ond feed:i.ng of such mares whil st
in - their p9ssession; and that the proprietors of hreeding or training
farms and stables, shall have a li e n on aU horses, mares, or colts,
which may be left in their possession to b.e trained, for the cost of
training, fe'e ding, and grooming: Pro.videa, howeve1·, That if the
owner of any such farm or stable shall surrender the possession of
any such horse, mare, or colt, then the lien named herein sha,ll be .
void and of no effe ct.
§ 2. This act sh all be in force from. its passage.
The question was then taken on the. - P,a:ssage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
25-H.
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The yeas and nays being required the1·eon by Messrs.- McElroy and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (lVl'Creary)C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson ,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
J . R. Sanders,
A. C. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
C. C. Scales,
G. W. Bailey,
E . A. Graves,
James W . Snyder,
Alpheus W . Bascom, C. P. Gray,
J. S. Taylor,
W. R . Bates,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thomas,
W . N . Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trafton,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tu ck er,
Wm. F. Bond,
L . W . Lassing,
T . W . Varnon, ·
J. S. Lawson,
E. F . Waide,
B. E . Cassilly,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad, T. J. Megibben,
J. M. White,
R . L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai William s,
Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk,
M. Woods Ferguson, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M . Wright-50.
James B. Fitzpatrick, Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
R . Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
S . C. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
. W. B M. Brooks,
Bryan S . McClure, , John Rowan,
Thomas P . Cardwell, William J. McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
George Carter,
J . C. Moorman,
J . N . Woods-21,
R esolved, That the title of said bill be changed so as to read:
An act to protect the owners of breeding and trainin g farms and
stables.
·
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act for the benefit of and to reincorporate the Norton Iron
Worlcs.
By Mr. Meg1bben, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act for the benefit of Levi Yocum, sheriff elect of Montgomery
county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of Joseph Robinson, late sheriff of Franklin
county.
Ordered, That said biUs be read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
readi.n g of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Potter, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures,
to whom w as recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal an act, approved March 9, 1868, entitled "An act
to amend an act for the protection of !>hee~ in this Commonwealth,"
Reported the same without amendment.
On motion of Mr. Foote, said bill was recommitted to the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill to create a new school district in Clinton county.
By Mr. Carpenter, from the .same committeeA bill for the benefit of common schools in· Jessamine county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of school district No., 47, in Clay county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of school districts Nos. 5 and 28, in Livingston county.
By Mr. Williams, from the same committeeA bill ·to change the name of the Catlettsburg Normal Academy
to that of the East Kentucky Normal Academy .
By sameA bill to amend the charter of Jefferson College, in Jeffersontown.
By sameA bill for the benefit of sqhool district No. ·1, in Letcher county.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of Harrisburg Seminary.
By Mr. Cooper, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of school district No. 16, in Larue county.
By sameA bill to incorporate Millersburg Academy.
By sameA bill to establish an academy in the town of Germantown, in
Bracken and·Mason counties.
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· By. sameA bill to establish free schools for the colored people in Hancock
,• county.
By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufae' turesA bill to require the .owners -of stock scales in Boone county to
have and keep test weights.
];3y,Mr. Megibben 1 from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of James N. Frazer, late sheriff of Harrison
·-,county.
By Mr. Graves, from the same committee.A .bilhfor the· benefit of John! Hi.U, ,of· Madison ,coun.ty.
Which bills ·were read :the first time. and.ordered to be--read a second ·
time.
The rule of· the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being •dispen sed ·with,
Ordered, That- said,:biUs be: engrossed and read a ·third time.
The rule of the House and constitutionai 'provision as -to the .third
reading ,of. said bills'' being dispensed with,. and ,the same being · engrossed,
Re-solved, , That said ,hills J do •pass, arl<l· that ,the titles' thereof• be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Graves, from -t-he Committee on Ways · and Means, -'who :,were
·i:H.rected to;,prepare arid, bring int1the, sa,me, reported
A bill authorizing 11ewards' for.lcilling 1 wolves, rod foxes, grey -foxes,
and wild cats,
Without the ex.p ression ,of opinion thereon.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read!a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading 1of, said ,bill, being dispensed with,
Mr. Grny offered an -ame-ndment>thereto.
Pending conside1·ation .thereof, the, Hom,e ,adjoumed.
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FRIDAY, J.A'.NUARY 31, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate,, announcing that they
bad concurred in amendments p~·oposed by the House,to a bill, -which
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the location and erection of the Third' Lunatic Asylum.
That ,they had dis~greed to a bill, which originated in the House
of Representatives, en titled
An ,act for the benefit of James W. Hogg, late sheriff of Letcher
county.
Thfl,t they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, .of the 1following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the· Shelbyville Cemetery Company," approved March 1, 1854.
An act for the benefit of, EJi1H. Murray.
An act to amend the law in · relation to porters for the public
offices.
·An- act-,to amend an act -to require the clerk of the ·Louisville chancery court to make a cross-index to suits • and, cross-suits, and continue the: same, approved March,2, 1872.
.
An act. for the benefit .of; R. · W. Williams, of Christian county.
An act to incorporate the to.wn of .Crofton, in 0hristian county.
An act for the benefit of· Sin:ion. Humphreys, late sheriff of Nelson
county, and his sureties,
With amendments ,to ..the last two named. bills.
And that. they had .passed hi1ls of the following. titles, viz:
1. An act to change and fix the time of holdin_g the Hal't ·circuit
court.
2. An act to .incorporate Jhe Bank of Lag.range.
3. An act to incorporate Ivy Loqge, No. 21, -Kn,ight~ of Pythias.
4. An act for the . benefit ,of school district No .. 19, in Kenton
county.
5. An act to. amend.an act, entitled ".A.n..act authorizing the clerk
of the Nelso,n county court , to .make an index and CJ.,oss-index to
deeds in his office, and transcribe the marriage register in said office,"
approved January 24, 1872.
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6. An act for the benefit of John Scott, of Pike county.
Which bills were read the first time and orqered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde,·ed, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on the
Judiciary; the 2d to the Committee on Banks; the 3d to the Committee on Corporate _Institutions; the 4th to the Committee on Education; the 5th to the Committee on County Courts; and the 6th to
the Committee on Ways and Means.
The Speaker laid before the House the following communication,
viz:
WASHINGTON, ~anuary 28, 1873. ·
To the Speaker of the House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky:
Sm: You will please present the inclosed memorial and bill to the
House of Rep~esentatives, and ask for their reference to the Judiciary Committee.
By prompt attention you will much oblige,
Yours, very respectfully,
D. B. SHERROD,
General Agent American P,·inting House for the Blind, and the American
University for the Blind.
P. S. Please inform me as to the disposition or" the in closed papers.

-/

Orde,·ed, That the papers accompanying said communication be
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Woods!. The petition of citizens of Bell City, in Crittenden county,
praying the passage of an act amending the charter of said town.
By M1·. Baker·
2. The petition of citizens of Cold Spring school district, in Campbell county, praying the passage of an act to allow the trustees
thereof to levy a poll-tax, not exceeding one dollar and a half per
head, for the purpose of ~recting a suitable school-house, &c.
By Mr. Davidson3. The petition of citizens of Lewis county, praying the repeal of
an act, entitled "An act incorporating the town of Quincy."

.
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By Mr. Qooper4. The petition of certain citizens of Lewis county, asking the
passage of a law to protect fish in Cabin creek.
Which were received, t_h e reading dispensed with, and referredthe ·1st and 3d to the Committee on Corporate ln3titutions; the 2d to
the Committee on Education; and the 4th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
Leave was given to bring in the following b!lls, viz:
On motion of Mr. Woods1. A bill to amend the charter of Bell City, in Crittenden county.
On motion of same2. A bill to repeal the court of common pleas in Crittenden county.
On motion of Mr. Davidson3. A bill for the benefit of Thomas Hamilton, Oliver McKenzie,
and Joseph Salyer, jr., of Johnson county.
On motion of Mr. Phelps4. A bill for the benefit of Samuel Worley, of Butler county.
On motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary5. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Richmond Cemetery Company."
On motion of Mr. Trafton6. A bill to incorporate the Owensboro Masonic Mutual Relief
Association .
On motion of Mr. Gray·7 _ A bill for the benefit of school district No. 3, in Clinton county.
On motion of Mr. McAfee- ·
8. A bill for the benefit of W. E. Clelland, late sheriff of Mercer
county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in the 1st, 5th, and 6th; the Committee 011 Circuit Courts
the 2d; the Committee on Propositions_ and Grievances the 3d; the
Committee on Claims the 4th; the Committee on Education the 7th;
and the Committee on Ways and Means the 8th.
On motion, indefinite leave of .absence was granted Messrs. Robertson, S. C. Bell, J. R. Sanders, McElroy, Moorman, Bascom, McKenzie, and Hoskins .
.Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of E. W. Hughes, of Logan county,
Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
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The question was then taken, " Shall the bill be read a t~ird time,
the opinion of the committee -to the contrary notw~thstanding?" and
it was deci ded in the negative.
And so said bill . was disagr.eed to.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom th.ey had been ·
referred, viz:
By Mr. Bond, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act for the benefit of M. A. Pickering,. late sheriff of Caldwell county, and his deputy,
By Mr. McKenzie, from the same committeeAn act for the benefit of Marshall Morris, of Grayson..coun.ty.
By sameAn act for the benefit of .W. E. Dun·can, late - sheriff of Warren ·
county, and his sureties.
By Mr. Graves, from the same committeeAn act for the benefit of John DeHart, of Elliott county.
By .Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate In stitutionsAn act to incorporatie the. Louisville College of Pharmacy,
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
.,.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said, bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill~ do pass, and that the titles thereof .be as ·
aforesaid.
The House then, according to order, took up and resumed th e consideration of a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the public schools of Louisville.
Ordered, That sa id bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a third time as folJ.ows, viz:
WHEREAS, By an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the public
schools in the city of- Louisville," approved January 17, 1870, the
gen eral council of the city of Louisvill e was authorized to execute
and deliver to the board of trnstees of the male high school, female
high school, and other public E1chools of Louisville, eighty five bonds
of· said city, fo1· one· thousand d.ollars ( $ 1,000) each, bearing. inte1·est
at the rate of seven per cent. per annum, and the sinking fund of
said city was charged with the principal and interest of said bonds,
and th e receiver of taxes of said city was directed to pay out of the
school . revenues, to the commissioners of the sinking fund, sums suffici ent to meet the principal and interest of said bonds at maturity;
and t wenty-one of sairl bonds have been paid; and it has been represented, that if the e:chool revenues are relieved of the payment to
the ·sinking fund of the .remaining sixty-four bonds, and the sums
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thus relieved appropriated to the construction of three school-houses
for colored childre n in Louisvill e, the school board will be enabled
to provide adequate educational facilities for the colored children of
said city; now, therefore, to effectuate these ends,
§ I . Be it enacted by the General Assemb(y o( the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the second section of an act, entitled "An act for the
benefit of the public schools in the city of Louisville," approved January 17, 1870 , shall be, and read as follows: The sinking fund of the
city of Louisville is charged with the payment of the principal and
interes t of the said bonds .
,
§ 2. That the portion of the school revenues which, und er the act
mentioned in the first section of this act, would have gone to the
commissioners of the sinking fund, shall be appropriated and used
by the Louisville school board in the construction and equipment of
three school-houses for colored children, to be respectively located in
the eastern, western, and central portions of the city of Louisville;
and said sc hool-houses, and the schools to be established and operated
therein, shall be under the control and management of said school
board: Provided, however, That any balance 1eft after building said
hou ses, shall be set apart and invested for the benefit of the colored
schools; and the interest arising therefrom shall be exclusively and
sacredly applied to the payment of teachers of said schools, and for
their maintenance and operntion.
§ 3. This act shall take effect from .its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messr.:,;. J. R. Sanders
and Graves, we1·e as follows, viz :
Thoae who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker(M'Creary)John W. Dyer,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm . A. Allen,
·w alter Evans,
John Rowan,
A. ·C. Armstro ng,
W. H. Evans,
J. P.· Sackstedet·,
R. Tarv. Bake r,
lVI. Woods Ferguson, C. 0. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
J.P. Hampton,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thomas,.,
J . 0. S. Blackburn,
E . Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,,
Church H. Blakey,
G. W. Little,
L. W. Trafton,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. lVIcAfee,
~oseph T. Tucker, .
Thomas P. Cardwell, J . L Nall,
J. L. Warin-g,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. White,
George Carter,
John W . Ogilvie,
Mordecai Williams,,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D,. Wilson ,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Josiah H. Combs,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
J . M.. Wright~4R.
Tho mas H . Corbett, Hiram S. Powell,
Joseph lVI. Davidson,
26-H.
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Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Wm. Mynhier,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
S. 0. Bell,
0. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Jones,
Samuel M. Sanders,
B. E. 0assilly,
L. W. Lassing,
J. S . Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
0. W. Threlkeld,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Bryan S. McClure,
E. F. Waide,
· Jam es B. Fitzpatrick, Wi lliam J . McElroy, C. H. Webb,
0. D. Foote,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson-27.
Resolved, That the ti tie of said bill be as aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the committee, who was directed to prepare
and bTing in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Lassing, from the Committee on Ways and Means- ·
A bill for the benefit of George VV. Cooper, of Logan county. ·
By sameA bill for the benefit of colore'd public schools at Bowling Green.
By M1·.· Bond, from the same cominitteeA bill to empower the Edmonson county court to levy an additional
tax and issue bonds to build a new court-house.
By sameA bill for the benefit of James P. Bailey, late sheri'ff of Lincoln
county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of S. H. Piles, late sheriff of Livingston
county.
By same~
A bill for the benefit of S. A. Walker, of Graves county.
Which bills were i·ead the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
-The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Urdered, That said bills be engrossed and read a thil'd time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
B.esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in the
.Senate, entitled
An act .for the benefit of the public schools in Louisville;
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And had found the same tmly enroJled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
The House then took up from the o.rd ers of the day, and proceeded
further, to consider, a bill, entitled
A bill authorizing rewards for killing wolves, red foxes, grey foxes,
and wild cats.
Mr. Vv. Evans then offered an amendment to the amendment proposed by M r. Gray on yesterday, which was adopted.
The amendment, as amended, was then r~jected.
Mr. Lassing offered an amendme~t, which was adopted.
01·dered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
Said bill, as amended, being engrossed, was _then read a third time
as follows, viz:
~ 1. Be it enacted by the Gen.era! Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That every person who shall kill a wolf, red fox, grey fox,
·or wild cat, within this State, shall be paid out of the Public Treasury, for each wolf two dollars, and each red fox one dollar, and each
grey fox .one dollar, and each wild cat one dollar.
§ 2. Before the amount allowed for killing a wolf, red fox, grey
fox, or wild cat, shall be paid, th.e person killing the same shall produce the head before the clerk of the county court in which the same
was killed, who shall administer to him the following oath or affirmation: You do solemnly sweat·, that the head now produced by you
. is the head of a wolf, red fox, grey fox, or wild cat, which you have
killed in this State, and that you did not take said wolf, red fox, grey
fox, or wild cat in any other State and bring the same into this State;
that you did not breed and raise the same, nor was it done by another,
to your knowledge or belief; and [that you did not] kill the same for
the purpose of obtaining the re.ward for killing wolves, red foxes, grey
foxe s, and wild cats; that you will truly state the time and county in
which ,aid animal was killed.
§ 3. The clerk shall issue to such person by name a certificate,
stating the facts, and that he has take n the oath required by law.
The clerk shall forthwith destroy the head.
§ ,:1. Upon the production of such certificate to the circuit court of
the same county, if it shall, in the opinion of the court, be in due
form, the amount which st;ic h person is entitled to receive from the
Treasury shall be certified by the said court, or the allowance thereof
be certified by said clerk to the Auditor, and the Auditor shall draw
his wanant on the Treasury in f~vor of the person entitled thereto.
§ 5. Any clerk who shall make a false or fraudulent certificate
shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars. Such clerk shall
be paid by the person entitled to said reward twenty cents for each
certifici;i,te.
§ 6. This act shall take effect from its passage.

\
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Mr. Bascom then moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Davidson and
McClure, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy,
A. C. Armstrong,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J . lVIegibben,
Alpbeus W. Bascom, C. M. Clay, jr.,
E. A. Robertson, ·
John A. Bell,
0 . '.D. Foote,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld-15.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett, ,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
'
C. C. Scales,
W. N. BP.ckbam,
J.P. Hampton,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. S. Taylor,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
Georg e M. Thomas,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
Hany I. Todd,
W. B M. Brooks,
L. W. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tu-cker,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W. Little,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
E. F. Waide,
B. E . Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm. Mynhier,
C.H. Webb,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
F. A. vVilson,
Jo seph lVI. Davidson, Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
.John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
.T. N. Woods,
·W alter Ev1rns,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-64.
·w. H . Evans,
Mr. Ho; kins then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
•was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time.
Mr. Davidson moved to lay the motion of Mr. Hoskins on the
;table.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirm:ative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
,was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messr~. Blakey _and
·nyer, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
G. W . Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. P. Sackstede1·,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
J.P. Hampton,
C. C. Scales,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
L. W. Lassing,
William Tarlton,
William Brown,
,J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P~ Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
G. W . Little,
George M. Thomas,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. Guthrie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W. Varnon,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
E. F. Waide,
R. L. Cooper,
Thomas H. Corbett, Mat. Nunan,
J.M. White,
Mordecai Williams,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
Julian N. Phelps,
F. A. Wilson,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
Walter Evans,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. Woods,
W. H. Evans,
J.M. Wright-60.
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Wm. A. Allen,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. J. McAfee,
A. C. A_rmstrong,
John S. Carpente,·,
William .T. McElroy,
Alpheus W . Bascom, James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
W. N . Beckham,
C. M. Clay, jr.
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld-19.
Church H. Blakey,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforeRaid.
Mr. Brow n then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was passed.
Mr. Davidson moved to lay the motion of Mr. Brown on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Davidson, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Bascom, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. W. Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
James Garnett,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
William Tarlton,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
J.P. Hampton,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T . J. Jones,
George M. Thomas,
William Brown,
L. W. Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
Thoma!3 P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
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Robert M. Carlisle,
G. W. Li.t tle,
Joseph T . Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClu.r e,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
E. F. Waide,
B. E. Cassilly,
Wm. Mynhier,
J . L. Waring,
J. Gutht·ie Coke,
J. L. Nall;
C.H. Webb,
Josiah H. Combs,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas H. Corbett, Lewis Potter,
F . A. Wilson,
Joseph M . Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
Jonas D . Wilson,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
J. N. Woods,
'w. H. Evans,
John Rowan, ·
J.M. Wright-60.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creai·y)Chureh H. Blakey,
William J. lVIcE!roy,
Wm. A. Allen,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Megibben,
A. C. Armstrong,
James S . Chrisman.,
William Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld-14.
John A. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
And then the House adjourned.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1873.

I

I

I

t

A message w_as received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in ,a resolution, which originated in the House of Representatives, enti tied
Resolution for the benefit of S. Hodge.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of' the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to prevent the destruction of fish in Dix
river and Hanging Fork.
An act to change tqe time of holding courts in the seventh judicial
district.
!\nd that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act for the benefit of R. H. Williams, sheriff of Owen
county, and his sureties.
2. An act to prevent the wanton destruction of fish ip. Croc~s
creek, in Cumberland county.
3. An act for the benefit of R. G. Scott, of Rowan county.
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4. An act. to amend an act, entitled "An act to imcorp0ra;te the
Western German Savings Bank of Louisville."
5·, An act to amend the charter of the Newp·o rt Street Ra'ilway
Company .
6. An act to incorporate the Oakland Cemetery Company.
7. An act to amend the city charter of Covington.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the ~ouse and constrtutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Ways
and Means; the 2d to the Committee on Propositio-ns and Grievances;
the 3d to the Committee on Education; the 4th to the Committee on
Banks; the 5th to the Committee on Railroads; and the 6th and 7th
to the Committee on Corporate In stitutions.
The following" petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Sellers1. The p'etition of certain citizens of Garrard county, praying the
passage of an act to submit tqe question of taxation to the taxpayers of the people of said county, for the purpose of raising
money to pay for the right of way for the Cincinnati Southern Rallway through said county.
By Mr. Carter2. The petition of certain citizens ~f Lawrence county, pl'aying
the passage of an act to authorize George W. Jordon, of said county,
to sell ardent spirits in said county without license.
By Mr. Gray3. The petition of James T. Baker, assesso r of Cumberland county,
praying the passage of an act increasing the· fees of assessors.
Which were received, the reading- dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on County Courts; the 2d to the· Committee
on Religion; and the 3d to the Committee on Propositi-0ns and Grievan ces .
0 n motion, ind efinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Woods,
Brooks, Bla:key, Webb, and Fitzpatrick.
The House then took up the amendments proposed by the S·enate
to bi1ls, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the
following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Simon Humphreys, late sheriff of Nelson
county, and his sureties.
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An act to incorporate the town of Crofton, in Ch1·istian county.
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth M. Johnson.
An act authorizing the clerk of the Lewis county court to make out
a new cross-index to deeds recorded in the clerk's office of the Lewis
coun ty court.
Said amendments were concurred in; and the title of the last
named bill changed so as to read :
An act to provide for indexing certain records of the circuit comts,
criminal courts, chancery courts, courts of common _pleas, and county
courts.
M,·. Woolfolk, from the Committee on . Corporate Institutions, to
whom were referred the amendments proposed by the Senate to a
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts concerning
the town of Madisonville,
Reported the same with an amendment to the amendment proposed by the Senate.
Said amend ment was adopted .
The Senate amendment, as amended, was then concurred in.
B ills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the committee t<;> whom they had been referred ,
viz:
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate In stitutionsAn act to amend the charter of the Tug Fork Lead, Iron, Salt, and
Oil Mining and Manufacturing Company, approved February 27,
1865.

By sameAn act to amend an act, approved March 18, 1872, entitled "An
act to -incorporate the Church House for Females and Infirmary for
the Sick."
By sameAn act to authorize the Louisville Club, of the city of Louisville,
to change its name to the Beargrass Club.
_By sameAn act to _amend an act incorporating the town of Greensburg.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Strangers' Rest Lodge, l)To. 13, I. 0. 0.
F, Henderson, K entucky.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.

'·
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bUls being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were.reported by the committee, who was directed to prepare
and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to-incorporate the town of Springville, in Greenup county.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Columbus and Milburn Gravel and Plank
Road.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Richmond Cemet~ry Company," approved January 25, 1148.
BysameA bill to amend the charter of the town of Georgetown.
By same- ,
A bill to incorporate the W or Id's Fair Association of .W oodford
county.
By sameA bill to amend an act to incorporate the city of Cynthi~na, approved January 22, 1868.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Caseyville Coal and Transportation Company.
By ·sameA bill in relation to the transfer of the property of the Hari'iso·ll1
Academy in the _city of Cynthiana.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act to reduce into one all previous acts· inco1•porating the town of Woodville, in the counties of lVIcCi·a·cken and,
Ballard.
BysameA bill to incorpo~ate the Victor Coal Mining Company.
By sameA bill for the benefit of the Key's Creek Min-ing and Manufacturing Company, and to incorporate the- same undei: the name of the
Howland Coal and Iron Works.
27-H.

R,
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-~Y Mr. Woolfolk, .from the same committeeA bill to incorporate the Gu~lena Mining and .Manufacturing Company.
By same.A ,hill to ilncorpo.rate the .F.lemim;g ,Coal ,Gompan.iY.
By sameA ,bill to incorporate the CoJlier Mining and Manufacturing CompaniY,
By same.A bill ,to inco1;porate the Muhlenburg Coal and Iron Company.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Diamond 0oal Minin g a,nd Manufacturing .Com.p.any.
By sameA bill to incoTporate the town of Stantonville, in Mason ·county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate tbe town
of Williamsbur.g, in Whitley county."
By sameA bill to incorporate the Society Franco-American of Mutual Assistance of the city of Paducah.
By Mr. Scales, from the same commi.tteeA bill to amend an act, entitled_" An act to incorporate Augusta
Lpdge, No . 80, of Free and Accepted Masons."
By same:
A bill to incorporate the Mechanics' Loan and Building Association, of Lexington.
By saineA bill to incorporate .P hantom Lodge, No. 15, of the Knights of
Pythias.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order of
United Workmen of Kentucky:
By same.
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Union
and Richwood Turnpike Ro-ad Company."
~y Mr. Bailey, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate Wal-ton Lodge, No. 183, of tl?,e Independent
.Order 0°f Odd Fellows.
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'Which bills were read' the first time and<ordere-d to be read a second
time.
The rule of tbe House an.d constitutional'provision as to tne second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered; T,hat said ,bills, be engl"Ossed,and read a, third time.
The rule of the House and constitutionaLprovision as.-to the thii'.d
reading. of said. bills b.eing, dispensed with, and the same being engro ssed ,
Resolved, T,hat saJ.d ,bills do p.ass, ,and that ., the ,titles theceof be .as
aforesaid.
Ml·. Graves mo-ved tne following·resolu:tion, viz :
Resolved, That the Committee. on Revised Statutes be directed to
prepare and bring in a bill, .to make it unlawful for any person in
this Commonwealth to sell, give, loan, or hire any pistol, or any other
deadly weapon, to any minor in this State, without fHst having the
consent of such parent., guardian, OJ/ other; person,. ha;ving: legal contrnl of such minor, in writing, with suitable penaltie.s imposed for
the violation· thereof, as soon as may be practicable.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Graves moved the following resolu.tion;, .,viz.:.,
Resolved, That . the Committee on Insurance of the House be
directed to inquire whether it would or would not be expedient for
the State of Kentucky to· take charge of the insurance busin·ess of
this State, whether of fire, marine, or life~that is, to become · the
insurer herself, and to issue all policies, to.. all persons citizens of this
Commonwealth, or who may. be doing. business in, this State, or who
may have property or property interest therein, and to deny the right
of insuring any policies to any person or persons as· aforesaid by any
corporation, of insuran.ce,. whether chartered by .th-e_-fa,ws of\the, State.
or of any other State-and thus to monopolize, all the insurance business of this State to herself, and to receive all of the premiums and
profits arising from the insurance business of' this State. The netprofits of which to go either to the credit of the ·revenue :proper~·or
to the cred,it of the. sch0ol- fund, thus -saving,~ to the, people. of Kentucky the hundreds of thousands of dollars paid by the people thereof, to build up and to make rich insurance companies of othe1· States,
by reason of t~e exo1·bitant rates of insurance charged by these i'nsurnn.e e companies of 0th.en States, do1n-g. business in this State,
especially since the occurrence of the great fires in . Chi-cago and
Bosto11. It is the profits arising, up_o n the insurance of countr.y property and in count1·y towns th1:1.t creates the wealth of' these companies-none of whom are ever broken~or greatly·iujured by-reason
of fires in the cou,ntry or·in country towas, •but -by fires ini oth,er g1:e_at
cities outside of this State.
Which was referred to the Committee on Insurance.
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Mr. Graves moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That it shall be the duty of the Clerk of this House to
record in the Journal thereof, immediately after the names of those
voting in the affirmative and negative, of those not voting on any
call of the yeas and nays.
Which was postponed, and made special order for Wednesday
ne_xt, at 10½ o'clock, A. M.
· Mr. Armstrong moved the following preamble and resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, A great deal of time of this Legislature is spent in proposing local bills for the benefit of common schools in this Common~
wealth,
Resolved, That the Committee to whom was referred the report of
Commissioners on the revision of the Statutes be requested, at an
early day, to report the school bill proposed therein, with such
amendments and modifications as they may be pleased to make.
Which were adopted.

I [

Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Clay}. A bill to a:mend an act to incorporate the Bourbon Female College, approved March 14, 1872.
On motion of Mr. Williams2. A bill authot·izing the clerk of the Carter circuit coUl't to procure a general cross-index, and to index and cross-index all the,
equity and ordinary suits of the docket on file in his office.
On motion of Mr. Ayers3. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 2, in Calloway county.
On motion of Mr. Powell4. A bill to submit to the qualified voters of this Commonwealth
the propriety of prohibiting the sale of ardent spirits in this Commonwealth.
On motion of same. 5. A bill to appropriate money to clear out obstructions in !tock.castle river.
On motion of same6. A bill for the benefit of Elias W. Robison, of Jackson county.
·On motion of same·7. A bill in relation to the liquor laws of this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Sellers8. A bill to provide for the education _of the . colored children in
1Garrard county.
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On motion of same9. A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Garrat'd county.
On motion of Mr. Megibben'...._
10. A ·bill to revise and codify the charter of the city of Cynthiana.
On motion of Mr. CarterI 1. A bill for the benefit of the jailer of Lawrence county".
On motion of Mr. Thomas12. A bill to amend the act incorporating th~ Salt Lick, Esculapia,
and Mt. Carmel Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same13. A bill authorizing the Lewis county court to levy a tax for the
purpose of improving the jail of Lewis county. ·
0 n motion of same14. A bill to amend the law upon the subject of descent and distribution.
On motion of Mr. Graves15. A bill for the benefit of the jailer of Marion county.
On motion of same16. A bill to regulate the rates of interest or usury on money.
On motion of Mr. Taylor17. A bill to change the time of holding circuit courts in the 5th
judicial district.
On motion of Mr. Potter18. A bill to preserve the records of the county surveyors of this
Commonwealth.
On motion of Mt·. Nunan19. A bill to incorporate the Willisburg, Thompsonville, and Pleasant Run Turnpike Road Company, in Washington county.
On motion of Mr. Blackburn20. A bill for the benefit of the Midway Baptist Church, in Woodford county.
On motion of same21. A bill for the benefit of the Woodford Cream Cheese Company.
On moLion of Mr. Brown22. A bill for the benefit of the town of Nicholasville.
On motion of Mr. SacksLeder23. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the
organization .and regulation of incorporated companies, except bank-
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ing and insurance and railroad companies," approved March 15,
1870.
Ou motion of same24. A bill to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to amend an act,
entitled 'An act to 1·egulate the sale of liquors,'" appl'0ved February
I, 1870.
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie25. A bill,to amend 1 the .charte1• of• the cityi of Paducah.
On motion of same26. A bill to make valid certain acts of the city council of Paducah.
On .motion of same27. A bill to amend tl1e,charte1"of the town of Lebauon.
01·dcrcd, That the Committee on Education prepare and bl'ing in
the 1st, 3d, and 8th; the Committee on · Circuit Oom·ts the 2d and
17th; the Committee on Religion the 4th, 7th, and 24th; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 5th; 6th, 12th, 13th, and 14th;
the Committee on Pr-opositiiens and Grievances the 9th,-20th, and 21st;
the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 10th, 22d, and 27th; the
Committee on .County CoUl'ts the llthrl8tlc, and.19tih; the Committee
on Claims the 15th; the Committee on Ways, and Means the-16th;
the Committee on the J ndicially tl-1-e 23d; a select .cammittee, consisting of Messrs. · Co1·bett, Trafton, and Ogilvie, the 25th; and a select
committee, consisting of Messrs . Corbett; Graves, and Vamon, the
20th.
And then the House adjoumed.
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MON:r)A Y, FEBRUARY 3, lS'iS.
A message was received from the Senate, -a-nnouncing t:hat they
had passed bills, whiab 01·i:ginatecl in 'the ·House of Representa1.ives,
of the fol.lowing titles, viz:
An act t o repeal an ac~ app,·oved Ma.,·ch 11, 1871, decla,ring Roundstone creek, in Rockcastle county, a navigable stream.
An act in relation to 1:he to\-vn of Sooth Ga.1·1·011fo·n .
An act for-the ,benefit ·of Isaac N. Webb., ja'iler of Ha1·1·ison county.
An act for the benefit of Emil,v S . 'rllc't~er, an icliot of W-~.yne
COi.101,,V ,

An act fol' the b e nefit of A . vV. Dudley and D. M . Bowen, citizens
of Frau1di;n col:lnty .
An act to prohibit the saJe of spiYituoos, vino·Lls, or ma.It li.qu01·s in
Glasgow Junction prncinct, in Bane'n ·county.
An .act to P"event the sale of spirituous ltqnors neat· Hal'mony
Cht1l'ch, in Garrard coi.rnty.
An act for the benefit of lihe German Evangelical St. ·PauLChurcb,,
of Paducah.
· An act to prohibit the ,sale of ardent spfrits in Headq uarte1's, Nicholas county.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 5, in Balla1·d county.
An act to amend an act, eh titled "An act fol· the benefit of common echool disti·ict No. 12, in Woodford county."
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 59, Bath
county.
An act to amend an -act to cause good school-houses to be erected
in the eighth and ninth ·Congressiona·l Districts.
An act in relation to the Murray Ma~e and Female Institute, in common school district No. 35, in Calloway county .
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 8, in Harrison
county.
An act to requfre 1,he ownel's of stock scales in Boone county to
have and keep test weights.
And that th.ey had passed bills of the f01lowing 'tlitles, viz :
I. An act Jo incorporate the Dallasburg Oernetery Company.
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2. An act to legalize the acts of W. N. Boaz, as deputy clerk of
the Graves county court.
3. An act for the benefit of John Ewell, jailer of McCracken county.
4. An act to amend an act to incorporate the Laboring Man's Loan
· and Aid Association of Louisville, approved March 15, 1869.
5. An act for the benefit of the janitor of the Court of Appeals.
6. An act to amend section 16 of an act, entitled "An act to amend
an act to incorporate the town of Smith's Grove."
7. Au act for the benefit of the town of Bell Point, in Franklin
county.
8. An act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in Wolfe county.
9. An act to prohibit the destruction of fish by traps, and by seining and netting in the spawning season, in Barren river and its tributaries, in Allen county.
10. ·An act for the benefit of J. B. Otter, of Edmonson county.
· 11. An act to incorporate the Decourcy Station, Taylor Roacl, and
Bank Lick Short Line Turnpike, Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st, 4th, and 6th to the Committee .on Corporate Institutions; the 2d to the .Committee on County
Courts; the 3d to the Committee on Claims; the 5th to the Committee oh Ways and Means; the 7th and Sth to the Committee on
Religion; the 9th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances;
the 10th to the Committee on the Judiciary; and the 11th to the
Committee on Internal Improvement.
Mr. Williams presented a petition of citizens of Olive Hill, Carter
county, praying the passage of a law permitting C. H. Scott to take
a certain amount of toll on all the grain ground at his steam mill.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Propositions an'd Grievances.
The Speaker laid before the House a petition of the citizens of the
town of Caseyville, Union county, praying that the House may take
action with respect to the alleged misconduct of H. A. Pierson,
police judge of said town.
,vhich was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
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Leave was given to bring in the following bills, ,v;jz:
On. motion Qf Mr .. Powell\ ,
I. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act t.o change the line between the counties of Harlan and Letcher."
On motion of Mr. Mynhier2. A bill for the benefit of Magoffin county.
On motion of same3. A bill for the benefit of sc;ho.ol districts Nos. I a.nd 12, of Morgan county.
On motion of same4. A bill for the benefit of James Brough and Oscar McKenzie, of
Morgan county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances pre ·
pare and bring in the 1st; the Committee on County Courts the 2d
and 3d; and the Committee o.n Ed1!1Catfon the 4th.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Carlisle, TraJton, and Carter.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant,
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in tp.e House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to declare certain lakes and creeks in Ballard county navigable.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the White
Stone Quarry Company ."
An act to authorize the sale o,f the Clark and Montgomery Tul·npike
Road, in Clark county.
An act to amend the charter of the St. Bernard Coal Comp.an:y ~
An act for the benefit of the stockholders of the W a shingto,n CountyAgricultural Society.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate M.u nday's.
Landing and Harrodsburg Turnpike Road Co.mpani, in Mercer
county."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act creating the county of
Jo.sh Bell."
An act to authorize Bourbon coqnty, to build a. court-house.
An act for the benefit of the Garrard county co.urt, _and. to vest
them with certain p.owevs .
An act for the benfit of L. R. Thurman.
28-H,
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An act for the benefit of John L. Farrar, of McCracken county.
An act to authorize the county court of Pendleton county to sell the
poor-house property in said county, and reinvest proceeds of said

sale.
An act for the benefit of Fleming county.
An act for the ·benefit of John S. Humphreys.
An act to tax pawnbrokers.
- An act for the benefit of the town of Georgetown.
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to sell
grounds, levy taxes, and issue bonds to raise money to build a
' ·

court-house.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Corbett, from a select committeeA bill to amend the charter of the city of Paducah.
By sameA bill to legalize certain acts, contracts, and proceedings of the
common council of the city of Paducah.
By Mr. Bailey, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions~
A bill for the benefit of the West Point and Elizabethtown Turnpike Company.
By M;r. Woolfolk, from the same committeeA bill to amend the charter of the town of West Point, in Hardin
eounty.
By sameA bill to amend an ' act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Henderson Horseshoe Bend Fence Company.
By sameA bill to incorporate the St. Joseph's Catholic Benevolent Society,
of Frankfort.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the town of Livermore, in McLean
county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Marble
City Mining and Manufacturing Company ,"
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Boone Bridge Company.
By same·
A bill to incorporate the Bath Iron Corp.pany.
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By Mr. Mynhier, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate the Rush Branch Coal, Iron, Mining, Lumbering, and Manufacturing Company, in Morgan county.
By Mr. J. D. Wilson, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate the Tradewate1· Navigation and Manufacturing Company.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the same committeeA bill to amend the charter of the Frankfort and Flat Creek Turnpike Road Company.
By sameA bill .to amend the charter of the Bagdad and Harrisonville Turnpike Road Comp-any, in Shelby county.
By same_:_
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Boone
Mining and Manufacturing Company," approved Feb"ruary 16, 1866.
By same.
A bill to amend an act incorp·orating the Concord and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Corbett, from the same committeeA bill amending an act, entitled "An act incorporating the Vanceburg, Quincy, and Springville Turnpike Road Company," approved
February 18, 1869.
By sameA bill amending an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt Lick,
Tollsboro, and Maysville Turnpike Road Company.
By sameA bill to amend an act incorporating the Cabin Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quick's Run, and Concord Turnpike Road Company," approved
December 17, 1867.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Salt
Lick, Esculapia, and Mount Carmel Turnpike Road Company," approved March 9, 1867.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill authorizing and empowering the levy court or court of
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claims of Magoffin county to increase the county levy, and to levy
an ad valorem tax.
By sameA bill for the benefit of James Brough and Oscar McKenzie, of
Morgan county.
By sameA bill to authorize the Ballard county court to increase the t,axes
to pay off the debts hereafter created by said county.
By same-"A bill to abolish the quarterly court of Ballar1Lcolinty.
By sameA bill to .f acilitate the collection of taxes in the city of Paducah.
By sameA bill to legalize oral testimo!ly in certain cases in the city of Pa't:lucah.
By Mr. W. Evans, froin the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill authorizing the clerk of the Carter circuit court to procure
general index bot>ks, and ·to inde·x -and cross~index arl the equity and
ordinary suits off the docket on file in his office.
Which bills were read lhe first time and order'ed to be read a second
time.
The rule ofihe l!ou'se and constitutional provision as to the secona
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and Mnstl.tutional provisio1'l as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, anci that the titles thereof he as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendmeht, by the severai committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions~
Ari act to incorporate the Hopkinsville Car Manufacturing Com_pany.
By sa:me--=An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act incoi··
,porating the town lilf Calvert City, in Marshall county."
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By sameAn act to amend the charter of the town of Carlisle, in Nicholas
county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, froin th'e Committee on hiternal ImpfovementAn act to dedare Upper·Twin Bran-ch, in 'Lawrenee eounty, a n,avigable sti·eam.
By Mr. Rowlett, from the same committeeAil act to amend ah -act, <entitled '' Ai1 act to incoriforate the Bank
of' Mayfield," approved March 10, 1870.
'Or'dered, That said bills be read ·a thiril time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of ·saitl bills being .dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
On motion of Mt. Reeves, a message was sent to the Senate, asking leave 'to withdraw therefroi:h the arinoun·c ement of the disagreement of the House to a bill, which ~riginateci in the Senate, entitled
An act foil the benefit of E. W. Hughes, 'o f Logan county.
The message having been delivered to the Senate, said bilJ was
returned to the House ··a na lai'd on the Clerk's 'table.
And thereupon, Mr. Reeves moved to 'reconsider the vote by which
said bill was disagre·e-a to .
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act 'to amehd the charter of the city of Paducah.
An act to legalize certain acts, contracts, and proceedings of the
common coun"Cil of the city of Paducah .
MT. Rowlett, frm:n the Committee on Banks, to whom was 1·e6•om"
minted a bill from tlre Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the organization ahd regulating of banking
companies, and to repeal various ·c nartets,
Reported the ,same with amendments thereto .
Ordered, ·that saia bill and amendinenl~ be printed, and "that the
considerati·on thereof be postponed to, .and made the sp·e ciai order
of the <lay for, Fri<l1ay, the 7th inst., at 10½ o'clock, A. M,
Mr. Todd, from the Committee on Banks, who wer'e ·d'irecte~ t"o
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the ;beri-efi't of the Farmilrs' Barlk of Kentucky.
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Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the ·House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be printed, and the consideration thereof
be postponed to, and made special order of the day for, Monday, the
10th inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Taylor moved to suspend the rules and allow him to offer a
joint resolution.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
negative-no quorum voting thereon.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Dyer and
Taylor, were as follows, viz :
I
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. W. Aye1·s,
Bryan S. McClure,
John P. Rowlett,
Thomas H. Corbett, Julian N. Phelps,
James W. Snyder,
James Garnett,
· Lewis Potter,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, W. L. Reeves,
T. W. Varnon,
J.P. Hampton,
John Rowan,
Jonas D. Wilson-16.
J. J. McAfee,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMat. Nunan,
Walter Evans,
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Ogilvie,
W. H. Evans,
A. C. Armstrong,
lVI. Woods Ferguson, Samuel M. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
George M. Thomas,'.
C. P. Gray,
W. N. Beckham,
Harry I. Todd,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. F . Waide,
William Brown,
T. J. Jones,
J. L. Waring,
J. S. Lawson,
George Carter,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
G. W. Li.ttle,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
W. W. Deaderick,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. W oolfolk-32.
J. L. Nall,
John W. Dyer,
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On motion of Mr. Graves, the roll was called, and the following
members appeared in their seats, viz :
M1·. Speaker (M'Creary)Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
James Garnett,
W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P . Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
J.P. Hampton,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
J. C. S. Bl~ckburn,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
George M. Thomas,
Thomas P. Card well, G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
J. J . McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
E . F. Waide,
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C. M. Clay, jr.
W. A. Morin,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas H. Corbett, Wm. Mynhier,
J .M. White,
W. W. Deaderick,
J: L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
F . A. Wilson,
John W. Dyer,
Mat. Nunan,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D . Wilson,
W. H . Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
,S . H. Woolfolk-53.
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
Mr. Allen moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That permission will not· hereafter be giv.en to any member of this body to absent himself from its. deliberations, unless he
will, in person, state, upon his ,•.:ord of honor, that his family is sick,
or that indispensable business requires his absence.
Mr. G1·aves moved to amend said resolution by striking out . the
words " .indispensable business:"
Mr. Little moved to lay said resolution and amendment on the
table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Little, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas. and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Allen, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
E. Polk Johnson,
John P. Rowlett,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
Thomas P . Cardwell, G. W , Little,
George M. Thomas,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry L Todd,
Thomas H. Corbett, W. A. Morin,
E. F. Waide,
W.W. Deaderick,
J. L. Nall ,
J. L. Waring,
John W. Dyer,
Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai Williams,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
F. A. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
M. Woods ·Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
S. H. Woolfolk-31.
J. P. Hampton,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Joseph P. Foree,
Lewiis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
James Garnett,
W. L . Reeves,
W.W . Ayers,
E. A. Gra':es, _
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
T. J . Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
J. C. S . Blackburn,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. White-22.
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Mr. Rowlett then moved to reconsider the vote by which said resolution and amendment were laid on the table.
Mr. Garnett moved to reconsider the vote by which, on Saturday
last, a resolution offered by Mr. Armstrong was adopted, instructing
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the Committee on·the Revision of the· Statutes to report that P,ortion
thereof relating to coi:nmon schools.
The House took up a ·resolution from the Senate, entitled
Resolution appointing a joint com.m ittee for certain purposes.
Said re;;olution w,as .-concurred in.
And thereupon the Speaker anpo.inted on said committee Messrs.
Woolfolk, Powell, Waide, Nall, and Morin.
The House then took up a res0Iuti0.n from the Senate, entitled
Resolution conqerning- Stat,e L'ibrary.
On motion of Mr. C<_>l'bett, the fqrther consideration of said reso.- .
lution was postponed to, and made special order of the day fer,
Thursday, the 6th inst., at 10½ o'ciock., A .. M.
At 12½ o'clock, P. M., Mr. W. Eva_ns moved that the House do now
adjourn.
Anq the question being taken thereon, and no quorum voting, and
no call of the roll, or other step to compel an attendance of a majority being taken, the Speaker thereupon declared the House to be
adjourned for the want of a quorum until to -morrow at 10 o'clock,
A.M.
The yea13 and nays on the motion to apjourn being required by
Messrs. Graves and Ayers, were a_s. follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were- ·
A. C. Armstrong-,
G. W. Little, ·
James W. Snyder,
William Brown,
J. J. McAfoe,
George M. Thomas,
Thomas P . Cardwell, W . A. Morin,
J.M. White,
W.W . 'Deaderick,
Wm. Mynhier,
F . A. Wilsen,
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. W ilson,
W . H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
S. H. Woolfolk-19.
M. Woods Ferguson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0reary)J ames Garnett,
W. L. Reeves,
W.W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan, ·
G. W. Bailey,
C. P. Gray,
John P . Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
E . Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. San.d ers,
J. G. S. Blackburn,
T . J. Jones,
J. S . Taylor,
George· Carter,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
James S . Chrisman,
Bryan S . McQlure,
T. W. Varnon,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
E. F. Wa1de,
Thomas H . Corbett, Julian N. Phelps,
J. 'L. Waring,
· Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Potter,
Mordecai Williams-.:ao
And then the House adjourned..
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1873.
Mr. Graves presented the petition of James W. Hopper, county
attorney for Marion county, acting under authority of the county
court of said county, praying the passage of an a:ct for the more
efficient collection of the State and county taxes in said county.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Ways and Means .
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, v,i z:
On motion of Mr. McAfee1. A bill for the benefit of Mrs. Eugenia C. Lopsley, of Mercer
county.
On motion of Mr. Beckham2. A bill prescribing the sanitary regulations for the Jefferson
county jail.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the 1st, and a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Waide, E.
Polk Johnson, and Wright, the 2d.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled,
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the trustees
of the Cincinnati Southern Railway to acquire the right of way, and
to extend a line of railway through certain counties of this Commonwealth."
- Also asking leave to withdraw from the House the announcement
of the passage by the Senate of a bill, entitled
An act amending an act approved March 9, 1868, entitled "An act
fixing the time for the election in this State of Representatives to
the Congress of the United States."
Which was granted, and the said bill delivered to the Senate messenger. ·
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported.
A bill to amend section 5, article 2, chapter 83, of the Revised
Statutes.
29-H. R.
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Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Foote offered an amendment to said bill, which was rejected.
The question was then put, "Shall the bi:11 be engrnssed and read
a third time?" and it was decided in the negative.
And so eaid bill was rejected.
Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit Courts, to whom were
referred bills from the Senate of the following titles, viz :
An act to regulate the time of holding the circuit courts in the
counties of Nicholas and Mason;
An act to regulate the time of holding circuit courts in the fifteenth
judicial district ;
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.

lji

I

The rule of the House a:nd co.n stitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
·aforesaid.
A message wa1:1 received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the -amendment proposed by the House to an
amendment of the Senate to a bill, which originated i,n the House
of Representatives-, entitled
An act to amend an act to reduce into one the several acts concerning the town of Madisonville.
Bills were reported by the several commtttees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the town cha11ter of Lebanon.
By same, from the Committee on -County CourtsA bill to require the clerk of the Ha1,rison circuit court to index
and cross-index certain cases.
By same-=-. A bill to authorize the county court of Whitley county to issue
bondil to raise funds for county purposes.
By same.A bi11 to authorize the Warren county court to· employ counsel.
By sameA bill for the benefit of. Washington county, authorizing the
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ci:mnty cour~ of said county to levy and collect taxes to pay its
present indebtedness.
By sameA bill to change the time of holding the Lee county quarterly
courts.
By sameA bill for the benefit of the jailer of Lawrence county._
By Mr. Trafton_, from the same committee- .
A bill to authorize the court of claims of Oldham county to levy
tax for the erection of a new jaj_l.
By sameA bill to legalize certain orders and proceedings of the Larue
county court.
By sameA bill for the benefit of the Lewis. coanty court.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to regulate official sales of real and personal property, an d
of settlements of estates, in the counties of Pendleton, Lewis, Bracken ,
and Hickman.
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised Statutes.A bil,J. for the benefit ' of Clinton county court of claims.
By same- A bill to repeal an act, entitled· "
act re_lating to scl_10ol di_st_rict
No. 14, in Sirrtpson_county."
By sam.e A bill to fix the tir;ne of holding terms of circuit courts in the tenth
judicial district.
By same~
A bill to ipcorporate the Mount Sterling Water-works Cofi!pany.
By same·
·
A bill to inco_rporate the-l\1;ou~t Sterli_l\g Fr.ee Ston,e Compa.py.
By sameA bill to inco1·porate t_he.Entei:pris~ Imp_rovement l'!,nd 1\-Janufacturing Cpm_pa.ny.
By Mr. Thoma.a, fi~om the same committeeA bill in relation to granting tavern license in the Vanceburg election pre_cinct, in L~wis co,imty.
By sameA bill in relation to the city of Vanceburg.
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By same.
A bill for the benefit of James R. Garland, of Lewis county .
By sameA bill for the benefit of R. B. Lovel, late sheriff of Lewis county.
By Mr. Garnett, from the same committeeA bill to empower Division No. 129 to convey lot.
By sameA bill t~ legalize the proceedings of the Metcalfe county court at
its June term 1869.
·
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, repo1·ted that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to provide for the location and erection of the Third Lunatic Asylum, and the enlargement of the Western Lunatic Asylum;
An act for the benefit of John DeHart, of Elliott county;
An act for the benefit of Joseph Robinson, late sheriff of Franklin
county;
An act for the benefit of M. A. Pickering, late sheriff of Caldwell
county, and his deputy;
An act to amend an act, approved March 18, 1872, entitled "An
act to incorporate the Church House for Females and Infirmary fo1·
the Sick;"
An act to incorporate the Louisville College of Pharmacy;
An act for the benefit of Marshall Morris, of Grayson county;
An act for the benefit of Levi Yocum, sheriff elect of Montgomery
county;
An act to amend the charter of the Tug Fork Lead, Iron, Salt, and
Oil Mining and Manufacturing Company, approved February 27,
1865;

An act to amend an act incorporating the town of Greensburg;
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An act for the benefit of W. E. Duncan, late sheriff of Warren
county, and his sureties;
An act for the benefit of, and to reincorporate, the Norton Iron
Works;
An act to authorize the Louisville Club, of the city of Louisville,
·
to change its name to the Beargrass Club ;
And also enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incqrporate the Webster County Chalybeate and Sulphur
Springs Company;
An act to incorporate the Nevada and Dixville Turnpike Road
Company, in Mercer county;
An act in relation to roads in Breckinridge county;
An act to amend an act to prevent the destruction of fis4 in Dix
river and Hanging Fork;
An act to change the time of holding courts in the seventh judicial
district;
·
An act for the benefit of W. M. Gray, of Trigg county;
An act for the benefit of R. W. Williams, of Christian county;
An act for the benefit of W. H. Jefferson, jailer of Trigg county;
An act for the benefit of Dr. T. B. Jefferson, of Trigg county;
An act to amend an act, entitled · " An act to incorporate the Shelbyville Cemetery Company,"· approved March 1, 1854;
An act for the benefit of Eli H. Murray;
An act to amend the law in relation to porters for the public
offices;
An act to amend an act to require the clerk of the Louisville chancery court to make a cross-index to suits and cross-suits, and continue the same, approved March 2, 1872;
An act for the benefit of the German Evangelical St. Paul Church,
of Paducah;
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 59, of Bath
county;
An act to legalize certain acts, contracts, and proceedings of the
common council of the city of Paducah;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Paducah;
An act to amend an act, entitled ;, An act to authorize the trustees of the Cincinnati Southei:n Railway to acquire the right of
way and to extend a line of railway through certain counties in this
Commonwealth;"
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Resolution for the benefit of S. Hodge;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signat,ure thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having a.crived, the House, according to order, resumed the consideration of a bill, entitled
A bill to subject the railroads of this. Commo~wealth to the p~yment of local lj.nd municipal taxes_.
Mr. W. Evans offered the following amendment th_ereto, viz:
Add to said bill: "That the value of all bank stock in this. St.a te
shall also be subject to taxation for county and municipal purposes,
and the assessors shall be required to list the same accordingly; but
the owners of said stock shall only be required to pay on the same to
the county and city in which they may reside."
Mr. Wright moved to amend the amendment of Mr. Evans, by
adding thereto the following, viz :
"Provided, That nothing in this act shall be construed so as to produce any inequality in the taxation of bank stock in this State;"
After debate thereon, on. motion of Mr. Baker,
Orde1·ed, That the further consideration of said bill and proposed
amendments be postponed to, and rpafl.e special order of the d_a y for,
to-morrow, at half-past V o'clock,
M.
And then the House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5; 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he haq
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An· act for the benefit of the public schools in Louisville .
An act to prohibit the ·sale of ardent, vinous, malt, spiritu-ous, or
intoxicating liquo1·s, or the mixture thereof, in the county of Breathitt.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile of Salem ChUl'ch, irr Cumberland county.
An act for the benefit of William Bellis, jailer of Estill cou nty .
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the various school districts in Hancock county.
An act to amend the charter of Jefferson College, in Jeffersontown.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Richmond CemeterY: Company," approved January 25 , 1848.
An act to amend the charter of the Diamond Coal Mining a nd
Manufacturing Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Augusta
Lodge, No . 80, of Free and Accepted Masons."
An act to legalize oral testimony in certain cases in the city of Paducah.
And that they had passed bills of the following titl es, viz :
I. An act authorizing the county court of Bullitt com;tty to grant
a tavern licen se to Charles Rufer.
2. An act to charter the Barren County Bank.
3. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the city
of Newport to supply itself and others with pure water, and establish water-works," approved January 6, 1871.
,4. An act to incorporate the Richmond and Three Forks Railroad
Company.
5. An act to incorporate the Louisville Coal Field and Atlanta
Railroad Company.
Which bills were read' the first time a:nd ordered to be read a seco nd
time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading .of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Religion; the 2d to the Committee on Banks; the 3d to the Committee on
the Judiciary; and the 4th and 5th to the Committee on Railroads.
On motion of Mr. Baker, leave was given Mr. Foote to record his
vote in the affirmative on the passage of a bill by the House, entitled
A bill authorizing rewards for killing wolves, red foxes, grey foxes,
and wild cats.
The following petitions and remonstrances were presented, viz :
By Mr. Tucker!. The petition of citizens of' Aaron's Run and vicinity, praying
the repeal of an act approved 8th March, 1871, prohibiting the sale
of intoxicating liquors at said place and in its vicinity.
By Mr. Nunan2. The petition of certain citizens of Washington county, praying
the passage of an act to remove their county seat.
By Mr. Se1lers3. The petition of certain _citizens of Garrard county, praying that
certain damages adjudged against R. F. Scott, late sheriff of Garrard
county, may be released. ,
By Mr. Powell4. The petition of certain citiz.ens of Jackson county, praying the
passage of a law allowing Elias W. Robinson to build a mill-dam
acrnss Station Camp creek.
/
By Mr. Waring5. The petition of citizens of Greenup, praying the passage of a
law reducing the rate of ferriage across the Ohio river at said place.
By Mr. Deaderick6. The petition of certain citizens of Jlendleton county, in regard
to the Falmouth and Claysville Turnpike H.oad.
By Mr. Cooper7. The remonstrance of citizens of Maysville and vicinity, against
the passage of a bill prohibiting the manufacture of Nitro-Glyce),'in.
By sames. The remonstrance of citizens of Maysville and vicinity, against
the passage of an act incorporating the town of Stantonville.
By Mr. Bates9. The remonstrance of the members of the bar of Glasgow,
against the passage of an act reducing the number of the days
of their circuit court.
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Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Religion; the 2d, 3d, and 4th to the
Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 5th to the Committee on Revised Statutes; the 6th to the Committee on Internal
Improvement; the 7th and 9th to the Committee on the Judiciary;
and the 8th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
The Speake1· laid before the House the following communication
from the Auditor of Public Accounts, v_iz:
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OFFICE AuDrToR PuBLIC AccouNTS,
l
FRANKFORT, KY., February 5, iB73.\
HoN. J.B. McCREARY, Speaker of the House of Representatives:
SlR: You will do me the h·o nor to lay before the House over which
you p1·eside, for the information of the General Assembly, the receipts
and expenditures of the Blind Asylum for the year ending the 31st
of December, 1872, which I herewith transmit to you.
With great respect,
Your obedient servant,
D. HOWARD SMITH, Auditor.
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nst

,w,
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[F01· Report-see Legislative Document No. 16.J
On motion of Mr. Jessee,
Ordered, That the Public P1•inter print five hundred copies of said
report.
The Speake1· laid before the House the following communication
from the Auditor of Public Accounts, viz:
·
OFFICE AuDITOR PuBLIC AccouNTS,
~
FRANKFORT, Kv., February 4, 1873.\,
HoN. J. B. McCREARY, Speaker of the House of Representati?Jes·:· ·
Sm: I herewith transmit you, for the information of th.e General
Assembly, the receipts and expenditures of the Deaf and Dumb,
·Asylum for the year ending the 31st of October, 1872..
I have the honor to be,
Very resp'ectfully,
Your obedient serv.an't-,.
D. HOWARD, SMITH, Auditor.
[ For R eport-see Legislative Docunient No; 17.J,
On motion of M1·. Jessee,
01'dered, That the Public Printer print five hundred. copies of said
report. ·
30-H, R,
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.Mr. Clay moved -to reconsider the vote. by which, o_n yest.e rday, the
House r:efused to order. to b.e engrossed and read a thfrd time a , bill,
entitled
A bill to amend section 5, article 2, chapter 83, of. the Revised
Statutes.
The House then, according to order, took up-for consideratio_n a .
resolution offered by Mr. Graves . on Saturday last, directing the
Clerk to enter on the Journal. the names of members not voting on
a call of the yeas and_nays.
Mr. Wi. Evans moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the, question being taken on said m_o tion, it was decided in the
negative . .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Arms-trong, were a~ follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
W.R. Bates,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
John A. Bell,
M. Woods l_i'erg.uson, J.P. Sacksteder,
Wm. F. Bond;
Jo se ph P. Foree,
0. 0. Scales,
William Brown,
Wm. 0as:3ius Goodloe, William Sellers,
W. W. Bush,
J. P. Hamp.ton,
James W. Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thom/ls,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little,
0 '. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. 0assilly,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Olay, jr.,
T. J: Megibben,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. 0. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Dyer,
W. A. _M orin,
S. H. Woolfolk-39.
Those who voted in the .negative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Creary)Joseph M. Davidson, W, L. Reeves,
Wm. _A. Allen,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
A. 0. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
J. S. Taylor,
R. Tarv. Baker,
0. P·. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
Alpheus W. Bascom, George M. Jessee,
L. W. Trafton,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, E. F. Waide,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
J. L. Waring,
Robert M. 0a,rlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
C. H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke, _
Willian;i J .. McElroy, J.M. White,
William G. Conrad; Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
R. D. Cook,
J. L . Nall,
J.M. Wright-41.
R. ,L , Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
The .question was then taken on the adoptidn of said resolution,
.a.11d it was .decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being requi-red thereon by Messrs .. Graves and
Dyer, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. L. Reeves,
Mr. Spe·aker(M'Creary)James Garnett,
Wm. A. A1len,
E. A. Graves,
John Row-an,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
George M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylor,
Alpheus W. Bascom, T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucket·,
W. N . Beckham,
J. S. Lawson,
E. F. Waide,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
J. J. McAfee,
J. i... Waring,
W. BM. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
W. A. Morin,
J. M. White,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
James B. Fitzp·atrick, Jo·hn W . Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-35.
C. D. Foote,
Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted fo the negative-, wereG. W. Bailey,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
W.R. Bates,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
John A . Bell,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
Ghurch H. Blakey,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
'Wm. F. Bond,
Joseph P. Foree,
C. C. Scales,
William Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
W.W. Bush,
J.P. Hampton,
James W. S'nyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thomas,
John S. Carpenter,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
James S . Chrisman,
G. W. Little, ·
L. W. 'T rafton,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
William J. McElroy, 'I\ W. Varnon,
J. Guthrie Coke,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
_R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk-48.
Mr. Scales read a·nd laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
R esolved by the General Assembly of tn.e Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Commissioners appointed to revise the Statutes of this
Commonwealth are hereby dischar.ged from further duty, and that
they be compensated according to the law relating thereto for labor
already performed ; and further, that the remainder of the revision
be intrusted to the Joint Committee that has been raised to revise
the partial report of said Commissioners.
Mr. Cardwell read and laid on the table the following preamble
and joint resolution, viz :
WHEREAS, It has been made known to this General Assembly, that
persons de scending the Kentucky river with coal to Frankfot·t, are
required to pay a heavy c_ity tax befot·e they are permitted to retail
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their coal to the citizens of Frankfort or vicinity, which is a great
hardship, not only to the seller, but the buyer; therefore,
Be it resolved by the General Assembly <.?_( the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That hereafter, any person or persons descending the Kentucky river, and re~ching Frankfort, may, without city tax or re striction, be allowed to retail or sell their coal by retail or otherwise.
The House then, according to order, took up fot· fm·ther consideration a bill, entitled
A bill to increase the salaries of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and his clerk.
Mr. Gray moved to recommit said bill to the Joint Committee on
the Revision of the Statutes.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Chrisman then moved an amendment to said bill, which was
rejected.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the salary of the Superintendent of Public Instruction be, and the same is hereby, increased to the sum of three thousand dollars.
§ 2. That the salary of the clerk of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction be, and the same is hereby, increased to the sum of
twelve hundred dollars.
§ 3 . This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. D . Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph M . Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W.W. Deaderick,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom , Walter Evans,
J . P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
W. H . Evans,
C. C. Scales,
.J ohn A. Bell,
M . Woods Ferguson, James W . Snyder,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
James B . Fitzpatrick, C. W. Threlkeld,
,Church H. Blakey,
C. D. Foote,
Harry I. Todd,
'Wm. F. Bond,
Joseph P. Foree,
L. W. Trafton,
W . B. M. Brooks,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Joseph T. Tucker,
'William Brown,
Wm . A. Hoskins,
T, W. Varnon,
·w. W . Bush,
E. Polk Johnson,
E. F. Waide,
.John S. Carpenter,
J . S. Lawson,
J . L. Waring,
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B. E. 0assilly,
J. J. McAfee,
0. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M . 0lay,jr.,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
Mat. Nunan·,
Josiah H. Combs,
J.M. Wright-58.
William G. Conrad,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
George M. Jessee,
W. L. Reeves,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
W. R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W , Little,
William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
John W . Dyer,
William J. McElroy, George M. Thomas,
James Garnett,
J. 0. Moorman,
J.M. White,
E. A. Graves,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A . WilsoR,
C. P. Gray,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk-28.
J.P. Hampton,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Garnett1. A'bill to enable the counties in this State through which the
Cincinnati Southern Railway passes to pay for and secure the right
of way.
·
On motion of Mr. Bond2. A bill for the protection of fish in Salt river, in Anderson county.
On motion of Mr. Williams3. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act giving the trustees of
the common school district in Catlettsburg the right to levy a tax
for two years to build a school-house in said district."
On motion of same4. A bill to incorporate the Miners' Union, of Boyd and Carter
~o~nties.
On ,motion of same5. A bill authorizing 0. H. Scott to take the one sixth of all the
grain ground at his steam mill in Carter county.
On motion of same6. A bill to incorporate the Oakland Iron Company.
On motion of Mr. Dyer7. A bill to organize the Morganfield public school.
On motion of sames. A bill to regulate the jurisdiction of the circuit court and court
of common pleas of Union and Henderson counties.
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On motion of Mr. F. A. Wilson9. A bill _to fix a standard weigh.t for unslacked lime.
On motion of Mr. Walter Evans10. A bill to -amend section 15 of chapter 24, Revised Statutes .
•
On motion of Mr. Tucker11. A bill to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy
Creek Tm·npike Road Compa·ny.
On motion of same.
I
12. A bill to incorporate the Winchester Savin.gs Bank Company.
On motion .of same13. A bill for the benefit of the Lexington and Winchester Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same14. A bill to amend the charter of the Cincinnati, Covington, and
Cumberland Gap Railroad Company.
On motion of ~ame15. A bill to amend the charter of the Elizabethtown, Lexington,
and Big Sandy Ra-ilroad Company.
On motion of Mr. Weods16. A bill submitting to the voters of each county or voti,ng district in this Commonwealth the question of license to retail spirit-u ous or malt liquors.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe17. A bilJ .to create a lien in fa vQr of real estate agents in certain
localities.
On motion of same18. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Lexington Building and Accumulating Fund Association."
On motion of Mr. Ferguson19. A bill to amend the charter of the Louisville Water Company.
Ordered, That the Committee on Raiiroads prepare and bring in
the 1st, 14th, and 15th.; the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 2d .; the Committee on Education the 3d and 7th; the Committee on Coi·porate Institutions the 4th, 6th, 11th, 18th, and 19th;
the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the 5th; the Committee on the Judiciary the 8th; the Committee on County Courts
the 9th; the Committee on Revised Statutes the 10th and 17th; the
Committee on Banks the · 12th; the· Committee on Cl,aimd the 13th;
and the Committee on Religion the 16th.
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Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examin.ed enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Strangers' Rest Lodge, No. 13, I. 0. 0.
F ., Henderson-, Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Mayfield," approved March 10, 1870;
An act to incorporate the Hopkinsville Car Man.ufacturing Company;
An act to declare Upper Twin Branch, in Lawrence county, a navigable stream;
An act to amend · an act, entitled "An act to amend an act incorporating the town of Calvert City, in Marshall county;"
An a:ct to amend ,the charter of the town of Carlisle, in Nicholas
county;
Resolution appointing a joint committee for certain purposes.
And a lso enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the town of C_rofton, in Christian county;
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth M. Johnson;
An act for the benefit of Simon Humphreys, late sheriff of Nelson
county, and his sureties;
An act to repeal an act approved Marnh 11, 1871, declaring Roundstone creek, in Rockcastle county, a navigable stream;
An act for the benefit of Isaac N. Webb, jail er of Harrison county;
An act for the benefit of Emily S. Tucker, an idiot of Wayne
county;
An act for the benefit of A. W. Dudley and D. M. Bowen, citizens
of Franklin county;
An act to pr.ohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or· malt liquors in
Glasgow Junction precinct, in Barren county;
An act to prevent the sale of spirituous liquors near Harmony
Church, in Garrard county;
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in Headquarters, Nicholas county;
_ An act for the benefit of school district No. 5, in Ballard county;
An ,act to .amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of com-·
mon school district No. 12, in Woodford county;"
An act to amend an act to cause good ·school-houses to be erected
in the eighth and ninth Congressional Dist1·icts;
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An act in relation to the Murray Male and Female Institute, iii common school district No. 35, in Calloway county;
An act for the benefit of common school district No . 8, in Harrison
county;
An act to require the owners of stock scales in Boone county to
have and keep test weights;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, . That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
The House then, according to order, resumed the further consider~tion of a bill, entitled
A bill to subject the railroads of this Commonwealth to the payment of State and municipal taxes,
With the amendments proposed thereto.
M1·. Wright then withdrew his proposed amendment to the amendment offered by Mr. Evans.
After discussion thereon, on motion of Mr. Scales, the fur~her consideration of said bill and proposed amendment was postponed to,
and ~ade special order of the day for, to-morrow, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And then the House adjourned.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1873.
Mr. Hoskins presented the petition of the trustees of the Danville
Theological Seminary, and of citizens of Boyle _county, praying that
certain property belonging to said seminary may be exempted from
taxation.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on the J udicia1·y.
On motion, indefinite · leave of absence was granted Messrs. Nall
and Goodloe.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
. had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to protect the navigation of Beech Fork of Salt river, in
Nelson county.

'
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That they had passed a bill, which originated in the House of
Representatives, en titled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to build a turnpike road
in Lewis and Mason counties."
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act · to locate and define the county line between Estill and
Lee counties.
2. An act authorizi_ng the sale of the poor-house farm in Estill
county.
3. An act authorizing the Cumberland county court to change the
name of Sarah C. Shey.
4. An act for the benefit of E. F. Jordon, of Allen county.
5. An act to charter the Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington
Railway Company.
6. · An I act authorizing the trustees of the town of Barbourville to
guarante·e to the first railroad company making a railroad through
Knox county sufficient land in said town, or adjacent thereto, for a
depot.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th to the
Committee on County Courts, and the 5th and 6th to the Committee .
on Railroads.
A message was also received from the Senate, asking to withdraw .
from the House the announcement of their passage of a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act authorizing tr.e county court of Bullitt county to grant a
tavern license to Charles Rufer.
·Which was granted, and the said bill delivered to the Senate messenger.
Mr. Trafton read and laid on the table the following joint resofotion, viz:
Resowed by' tlte General Assembly of the Commonwealtlt of Kentucky,
That a committee of two from the Senate and three from the House
of Representatives be appointed, to inquire and report wllat additional work and appropriations are necessary to furnish the new
wing to the Capitol, known as Fire-proof Offices, and prepare the
rooms therein for the use of this General Assembly a.nd the State
31-H. R.
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oRfoers; and that they 'a lso inquire and report what facilities and
conveniences are or may be offered at other places for the location
of the Seat of Government.
Mr. Thomas read and laid on the taMe the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the Gener.al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the population of this State now exceeds one million five hundred thousand, and it is the sense of this Genral Assembly that the
State sh·o uld be divided i-n to twenty-four juiHcial districts; therefore,
Rf:solved further, That a committee of eight members-five on the
paDt of the House, to be appointed by the Speaker, and three on the
part of the Senate, to be appointed by the Speaker-be appointed,
and are instructed to bring in a bill dividing the State into twentyfour judicial districts; having due regard to business, territory, and
po,p1:1lation, a'nd providing for the election of the additional judges
and holding of the courts in said districts .
.Mr. Graves .Pead and laid on the table the following joint rescilutio11, viz:
Resolved by the Gener.al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when the two Houses of the General Assembly adjourn on
Monday, the 24th day of February, inst., they will adjourn sine die.
'On motion of Mr. Woods,
Ordered, That a message be sent. to the Senate, asking leave to
withdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House
of a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the Tradewater Navigation and Manufacturing Company.
The message having been qelivered to the Senate, said bill was
returned to the House and laid on the Clerk's table.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr.' Todd'!. A bill for the benefit of Nancy Morton, of Franklin county.
On motion of Mr. Woolfolk2. A bill to incorporate tbe Dozier Mountain Coal Company.
Qn motion of same--,3. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Earlington.
On motion of same!4. A bill to charter the Bank of Madisonville.
On motion of Mr. •E . Polk Johnson5. A bi.'l'l for the benefit of ·the sheriff of Jefferson county.
On motion of Mr. Brown'·6.• A bill to establish a criminal court in the tenth judicial district.
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0 n motion of same7. A bill to increase the pay of officers of ele_ction in this .Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Cooks. A bill to give relief to the policy-holders in the Kentucky In.suran-ce Company.
On motion of Mr. Fitzpatrick9. A bill for the benefit of Elijah Cornett, of Perry county.
On motion of Mr. Blakey10. A bill to provide for. the conveyance of convicts to the House
of Reform.
On motion of same11. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Adail'ville, in Logan
county.
On motion of Mr. Graves12. A bill to provide for the collection of the tax delinquent list in
Marion county.
On motion of same1'3. A bill to amend the road laws of this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Blakey14. A bill to incorporate the Bank of Russellville and Warehouse
Company.
On motion of Mr. S. C. Bell15. A bill for the benefit of J : G. Scott, sheriff of Metcalfe county,
and his sureties.
On motion of Mr. Flippin16. A bill for the benefit of J.P. Thompson, of Monroe county.
On motion of Mr. Mynhier17. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Levi
Kash, judge of the Wolfe county and quarterly courts," approved
March 6, 1868.
On motion of same18. A bill to declare the State Road . Fork of Licking river, in
Morgan county, a navigable stream, from its mouth to John Q. A.
Bailey's mills.
On motion of same19. A bill to declare the Lower Long Branch of Grassy creek, in
Morgan county, a navigable stream, from its mouth to opposite the
school-ho_use, on Jackson Goodpasters' lands.

l
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On motion of Mr. Beckham20. A bill for the protection of bees in this Commonwealth.
Gn motion of Mr. McAfee21. A bill for the benefit of John Wilson, of Mercer county.
On motion of same22. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 46, in Mercer county.
On motion of same23. A bill for the benefit of John Wilson.
On motion of same24. A bill for the benefit of N. E. 'Hobbs, of Merce1· county.
On motion of Mr. Griffith25. A bill to incorporate the Masonic Temple Company of the city
of Owensboro.
On motion of same26. A bill to amend the school laws of Owensboro.
01·dered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 1st, 9th, 15th, 16th, and 17th; the Com!,Ilittee
on Corporate Institutions the 2d, 3d, 11th, 25th, and 20th; the Committee on Banks the 4th and 14th; the Committee on Circuit Comts
the 5th and 6th; the Committee on County Courts the 7th and 23d;
the Committee on the Judiciary the 8th; the Committee on Revised
Statutes the 18th and· 13th; the Committee on Ways and Means the
12th and 21st; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 18th and
19th; the Committee· on Agricultm:e and Manufact1;11·es the 20th; the
Committee on Education the 22d; and a select committee, consisting
of ,Messrs. Scales, Bascom, and McAfee; the 24th.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act concerning county courts.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being disp~nsed with,
01·dered,, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed· with, and the same being en, grossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title. thereof be as
aforesaid.

•
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Mr. Jessee, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare
and bring in the same, repo1-ted
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville Stock and Bond Board," apprnved 18th March, 1872.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
readipg of said bill being dispensec1 with,
On motion of Mr. Waide,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to t.he Committee on Banks.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of John Ewell, jailer of McCracken county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
~ l. Be it enacted by the General As~embly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer of the
State in favor of ·John Ewell, jailer of McCracken county, for whatever amount may be allowed him by the McCracken circuit or common pleas court, for his services in imprisoning, keeping, and providing for James Peay, a prisoner confined in the jail of McCracken
county, under an indictment on a charge of murder: Provided, The
allowance shall not exceed the fees now prescribed by law for similar
· services by jailers.
· § 2. That this act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Thomas H. Corbett, Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlett,
W.R. Bates,
C. D. Foote,
J P. Sacksteder,
W. N . Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
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W. B. M. Brooks,
J._P. Hampton,
J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thomas,
W. W. Bush,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thoma:s P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Oarlisle,
T, .:f. Jones,
L . W. ',l'rafton,
J~hn S.: Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucke1·,
B. E. Cassilly,
G. W. Little,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
E. F. Waide,
C. M. Clay,jr,,
Brya-n S. McClure,
J. M. White,
J. Guthrle Coke,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
J. 0. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R , D. C0ok 1
W. A. Morin;
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper.,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-78.
Those who voted in the negative, wereChurch H. Blakey,
W. L . Reeves-2.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be· as aforesaid.
Mr. McAfee, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill fo1· the benefit of N. E. Hobbs, of Mercer county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and thii;t the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
·
The House then, according to order, took up and proceeded further
to consider a bill, entitled
A bill to subject the railroads of this Common wealth to the payment of local and municipal taxes,
With the amendment proposed thereto.
After debate thereo.n, on motion of Mr. Brown,
Ord~red, That the further consideration of said bill and propoi;ed
amendmetlt be postponed to, and tnade special order of the day for,
to-mo1;row, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, FEBRUAH.Y 7, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representat~ves,
of the following titles, viz :
An act for .the benefit of Levi Jones, of Greenup,county.
An act authorizing rewards for killing wolves, :re.d foxes, grew
foxes, and wiild ·cats.
An act to incorporate the town of Springville, in Greenup county.
An act to amend the cha..rter of the town of Georgetown . .
An act in relation to the transfer ·of tihe property of the Harrison
Academy to the city of Cyn,t;hiana.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of WiUiamsburg, in Whitley county."
An act to amend the charter of the town ·of West J>oint, in Hardin
county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, ·viz:
I. An act in relation to the collection of delinquenttaX:es-that may
be owing the county of Nelson.
2. An act ,to exempt the counties of Estil'l and Lee .from the provisions of section 14, chapter 67, of the Revised Statutes.
Which bills were read the first Iii me .and ordered ,to b.e ,read a second
time.
The rule of the House and 'c onstitutional ,provision as to •the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on W ay.s
and Means, and the 2d to the Committee on County ,Courts.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
·On motion of .Mr . .My.nhier1. A bill to declare the Rockhouse Fork of Licking 11iver a navigable stream.
On motion of same-2. A bill for the benefit of George Sublett, of Elliott county.
On motion of Mr. Jones3. A ·bill for the benefit of ·Pauline J. Chaney, an idiot.
Ordered, That the Committee on Internal Improvement prepare
and bring in the 1st; the Committee on Claims the 2d; and the Committee on the Judiciary the 3d.
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On motion of Mr. Foote, the House took up from the orders of the
day, and proceeded to consider further, a bill, entitled
A bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors.
On motion of Mr. Foote, said bill was recommitted to a select
committee, consisting of Messrs. Baker, Sacksteder, and Foote, with
instructions to report the1·eon on Tuesday next, at half-past 10 o'clock,
A.M.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the trustees of the Cincinnati Southern Railway to acquire the right of
way and to extend a line of railway through certain counties in this
Common wealth."
An act to legalize certain acts, contracts, and proceedings of the
common council of the city of Paducah.
An act t9 amend the charter of the city of Paducah.
An act in relation to ro.ads in Breckinridge county.
An act to change the time of liolding courts in the seventh judicial
district.
An act for the benefit of Dr. T. B. Jefferson, of Tl'igg county.
An act for the benefit of W. H. Jefferson, jailer of Trigg county.
An act to amend an act to require the clerk of the Louisville chancery court to make a cross-index to sui-ts and cross-suits, and con- .
tinue the same, approved March 2, 1872 .
.An act to amend the law in relation to porters for the public
offices.
An act in relation to the Murray Male and Female Institute, in common school district No. 35, in Calloway county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
Glasgow Junction precinct, in Barren county.
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in Headquarters, Nicholas county.
·
.An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common school district No. 12, in Woodford county."
An act for the benefit of A. W. Dudley and P. M. Bowen, citizens
of Franklin county.
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An act to prevent the sale of spiritu~,us liquors near Harmony
Church, in Garrard c_ounty.
An act for. the b~nefit of Eli.zab.eth M. Jo.hnso,n.
An act for the benefit of Emily S. Tucker, an idiot of· Wayn.e
county.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. s., in Harci..spn
county.
, An act to repeal an act approved March 11, 1871, d.eclaring Roundstone creek, in Rockcastle county, a navigable s.t~eam.
An act to incorporate the town of Crnfton, in Christian county:
An act for the benefit of school district No. 5, in Ballard: county.
An act for the benefit of Simon Humphreys, late sheitiff of Nelson
county, an.d his sureties.
An act to amend an act to cause good school-houses to be erec;t.e<f
in the eighth and ninth Congressional Districts.
An Rct to require the owners of stock scales in B,oone county to
have an.d keep test weights.
An act for the benefit of Isaac N. Webb, jailer of Harrison county.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Enrollments, repo1·ted that the
committee had examined enrolled bills, which orig~nated in the Senate, of the following tHl_es, viz:
An act to regulate the time of holding circuit courts.in the fiftee.nth
judicial district ;
An act to regulate the time of holding the . circuit courts in the.
counties of Nicholas and Mason;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre-sentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to reduce into one the sever:;il acts e~n--cerning the town of Madisonville;
An act authorizing the clerk of the Lewis county CQUrt to ntl!l,K.8 outt
a new cross-index to dee.ds recorded in the clerk's office of l~·llewis
county court; .
An act in relation to the town of S.o uth Oai;rollton;
An act to amend the charter of Jefferson College, iirh J'e.ff~:J'Son-.
town;
An act for the various school districts in ~&f!cock CCi.l,lltlicy'._1;: :
. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act. to incor-pera;ta, th.e: RicI;i·-mond Cemetery Company," approved Janua1·y 25, lSA.Bci.,,
32-H.

R,
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An act to · amend the charter of the Diamond Coal Mining and
Manufacturing C_ompany;
An act to amend ' an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Augusta
Lodge, No. 80, of Free and Accepted Masons;"
An act to legalize oral testimony in certain cases in the city of Paducah; .
And had found ·the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto .
. Orde1·erl, That Mr. Ree_ves inform the Renate thereof.
The following remonstrance and petitions were presented, viz:
By .Mr. Griffith}. The remonstrance of citizens of Ohio county, against the creation of the proposed new county out of part~ of Ohio and Dav'iess

.I
·,

counties.
By Mr . Trafton2. The petition of citizens of Henderson county, praying the sub mission to vote an act to prohibit the sale· of liquors in and near
Spottsdlle .
By Mr. Todd3. The petition of citizens of Peak's Mill precinct., in Franklin
county, praying the repeal of the .law prohibiting the eale of liquor

. in said precinct.
By Mr . .Moorman. 4. The petition of the trustees of the town of Paradise, praying
for an. extension of their corporate limi ts.
· By Mr. Arnold5. The petition of citizens of school district No. 2, in Hickman
county , praying the r-epeal of an act _approved 10th March, 1871,
entitled "An act authorizing the tru::lte~s of school district No. 2, in .
·H ickman county, to levy and collect a tax for school puqiose:o."
By Mr. Griffitho. The petition of sundry members of the bar of Kentucky, praying .an ,appropriation of one year's salary to the widow and family
uf' the &a,te Judge Kavanaugh, in consideration of hi:o services to the
State.
Which ,wer,e received, the reading dispensed with, and referred1he 1st and 4th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances;
the 2d to the Committee on Religion ·; the' 3d to the Committee on
·Corporate lnstitu.tions; the 5th to the Committee on Education; and
the .6th to the tC.om.mittee on Claims.
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Mr. Coke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the ben efit of Charles M. Thruston, clerk of' the Jefferson county court,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispe nsed with,
· Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, who were.
directed to ·prepare . and bring in the same, reported bills of the
· following titles, viz:
A bill to amend an act, entitle.d "An act to regulate sales made
under decrees of the Barren circuit court."
A bill to repeal an act, entitled '' An act to repeal an act to organize Urania district, in Barren county."
A bill amending an act approved February 26, 1862, entitled" An
act to amPnd the Revised Statutes in regard to filling vacancies in
the office of sheriff."
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the' second,
l'(;!ading of said bill s being dispensed with,
Urde1·ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the thirc~
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the ·same being engrossed,
R l.~olved, That 1,aid bills do pass, and that the"titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
On motion of Mr. Foote,
Ordered, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking leave to
withdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House
of a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order of
United Workmen of Kentucky.
Said message being delive1:ed to the Senate, said bill was returned
to the House and la'i<l on the Clerk's tahle.
And thereupon the votes hy which said bill was ordered to be
engrossed and 1·ead a third time, and by which the same was passed,
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w'e'!'e, 6n motion of M'r. Foote, reconsidered, ·and the same recommitted to a !!elect committee, consi isti n'g of Messrs. Foote, Scales, and
'I'rafton.
On motion of Mr. Toud,
Ordered, That a message be sent fo the Senate, asking to withdraw
therefrom the announcement of the pass age by the House of a bill,
e'iitit'l ed
An act to incorporate the St. Jo·seph's Cat'holic Benevolent Society,
of Frankfort.
The message having been delivered to the Senate, said ··bHl' was
i·eturned to-'fh·e Hoas'e 'and1 laid on tiie Clerk's tahle.
0n motion of Mr. Coop·e1·,
Ordered, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking to 'withdraw therefrom the announcement of th~ passage by the House of
a bill, entitled
An 'act to incorpora:te the to\\' n of Stantonville, in Mason county.
The message having been 'deHvered to the Senate, said bi!\ was
returned' to· the House and laid on the Clerk's table.
And thel'eupon, on motion of Mr. Cooper, the votes by wliich said
bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time, and by which
said bill was passed, we re rec'onsidered.
On motion of Mr. Cooper, said bill was recommitted to the Committee cih Co1·pora'te Institution s.
The House then, according to order, fo'ok up and resumed the consideratio·n of a bill fmm th·e Sena:te, with the amendments proposed
thereto·, en'tit'l'M
•
Ai1 act to provid:e for the o-rgariization and re·gulation of banking
companies, and to repeal various charters.
\Jn tn'otion of Mr. ·waide, ~he fa1;th·er com,i'dierat'io n of sa id 'bill
aud proposed amendments were postponed to, and made .ipecial
,order of the day for, Wednesday, 12th inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Garn·ett, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, who were
,directed to prepare arid bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend section I, article ~6, .chapter 27, Revised Statutes.
Whfoih bill was read the fivst :tifne· and orde'!·ed to be :rea:d ·a ·second
time.
The rule of 0the Hou:;:e a·nd constitutiopa 1 pr'o'i·isi:on as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
'J'.he tu1·ther consideration ·of s'a-rd bill was clit off oJ the arrival of
.the ,hour for 1i8klrng :up la, ape·ci-al '0'1•de.r,
1
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1'he hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having a1:rived, the House then,
according to order, took up and resumed the further c,onsideration
of a biH, with the amendments proposed thereto, entitled
A bill to subject the railroads of this C,ommonwealth t6 the pay·ment of State and municipal taxes.
Mr. W. Evans withdrew the amendment heretofore proposed by
him.
Mr. Clay then offered the following amendment to the hill, viz:
Add thereto: "Provided, That every part of a railroad shall - be
ex-empt from the provisions of this act until such part shall have
been completed and operated five years·."
Mr. Blakey offered the following substitute for the bill and proposed amendment.
.
Strike out an after enacting clause and insert the fol'Jowing, viz:
§ I. That all the ·railroad,s in thi,i Commonweal~h shall be taxable
for county purposes as other property is now taxable situated in such
counties, and said road::1 shall be valued for such taxation as they a1,e
now valued for State revenue pu1·poses, and no highe1·: Provided,
That no unfinished part of a railroad shall be taxable; and provided,
that no road nor pa.rt thereof shall be taxable to ;p ay debts, or .interest thereon, incurred to build such railroad.
§ 2. This act shall take effect on and afte1· its passage.
Mr. Chrisman then moved to Jay tlie bill and proposed amendments on the table.
On motion of Mr. Baker, the roll was called, when the followtng
members responded· to ·their names, viz:
Mr.Speaker(lWCreary).Toseph M. Davidson, Wm. Mynhier,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. W. Deaderick,
Mat. N1.wan,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter;
W.W. Ayers,
M . Woods Fergnson, Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
fames B. Fitzpatrick, W. L. Reeves,
R. Ta1·v. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
John P. ·R owlett,
W.R. Batei;,,
Joseph P. Foree,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cai,sius Goodloe, Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
C. p : Gray,
James W. Snyder,
· Wm. F . Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S . Taylor,
William Brown,
J.P. Hampton,
George M. Thomas,
W.W. Bush,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Card well, E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carli::1le,
Thomas M. Johnson, L: W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
T. ·J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Law:son,
E. F. Waide,
~

j
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J. L. Waring,
G. W. Little,
James S. Chl'isman,
J. M . .Wh ite ,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. M . Clay. jr.
William J. :.\foElroy, ' Mordecai Williams,
J. Guthrie Coke,
.Ton:is D. Wilson,
M. E . Mr.Kenzie,
Jo siah H. Combs,
J. N. Wnod;,,
T. J. MPg-i lib P U I
William G. Conrail,
S . H. Woolfolk,
.T. C. Mo;inn:rn,
R. D. Cook,
J. M. Wright-SL
W. A. Mo ri n,
Thomas H. Corbett,
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Chrisman, and
it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required t~ereon by Messrs. Sacksteder
and Chrisman, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M' Crear.) )Job u W. Dyer,
W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong, .
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fit.zpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Church H .. Blakey,
Wm. Ca~"ius Goodloe,J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
W. B. lVl. Brnoks,
.J.P. Hampton,
James W. Snyder,
William Brown,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. -Thomas,
Thomas P. Cardwe-Il, Thomas M. John:ion, C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M . Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Ca rpenter,
<;;. W . Littlt>,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
William J McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
E. F. Waide,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J . C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
~·- A. Wil:rnn,
Wtlliam G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
Jonas D . Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-52.
Jo seph M. Davidson,
Those who voted in the n eg a tive, wereWm. A. Allen,
Thomas H. Corbett,
Mat. Nunan,
vV . W. Ayers,
W.W. Dt<a<lerick,
Juhn W. Ogi ld <",
G. W. Bailey,
1\1. Woods Fergu,;on, Julian N. Phelps,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John Rowan, ,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. ' Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W.R. Bate1:1,
Jar;nes Garnett,
J. ~- Taylor,
W . N. Beckham,
E. A. Gnl\·es,
J. L. Waring,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. H. W ebb,
J.C. S. Blackbum,
T. J. Jones,
J . .lVI. White,
W.W. Bush-,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N . Woods,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
S. H . W oolfolk-35.
R. D. Cook,
W. A. Mol'in,
Mr, W. Evans moved ·to reconsider the vote. by which said bill and
amendments were laid on the table.
Mr. Sacksteder moved to lay the motion of Mr. Evans on the table.
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And the question bein~ taken on the motion of Mr. Sacksteder, it
was decided in tlie affirmative.
When the name of Mr. E. Polk Johnson was called on the motion
of Mr. Chrisman, he ro se and stated that he had paired off with Mr.
Tucker, who favored the bill; but that he was opposed to the original
bill and amendments , and would therefore, if voting at all, vote to
lay the same on the table.
An<l then the House adjourned.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

s,

1873.

A me ssage was rec eived from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approv ed and signed e nroll ed bill", which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, vii:
An act to provide for the location and erection of the Third Lunatic Asylum, and the enlargement of the Western Lunatic Asylum.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend· an act incorporating the town of Calvert City, in Marshall county ."
An act to incorporate the Strangers_' Rest Lodge, No. 13, I. 0. 0.
F, Henderson, Kentucky.
An a ct to declare Upper Twin Branch, fn Lawrence county, a navigable stream .
An act to amend the c~arte r of the town of Carlisle, in Nichola~
county.
An act partitioning the Fairfield and Samuels' Depot Turnpike
Road, and out of the same incorporating the Fairfield and Cox's
Creek Turnpike Road Company, and the Samuel:,' Depot and Cox's
Creek Turnpike Road Company.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatirns, of the following titles, viz:
An act to prohibit the sa le of spirituous, vinous, 01· malt liquors in
the Clintonville precinct in B-ourbon county.
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An act t.o prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or mal.t liquors
within one mile and a half of Pleasant Grove Qhurch or schoolp.ous.e, at the fork ·of Stinson creek, i,n Carter. county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in · the towt,1 of
Powersville, Bracken county.
. An act to authorize the county ·court of Whitley coun.t y to issue
bonds to raise funds for county purpos~s.
And that they had passed hills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to amend the charter of the city of Hopkinsville.
2. An act to incorpornte the St. Catherine's Convent of Sisters of
Mercy.
3. An act to amend the charter of the Frankfort Lumber, Brick,
and Implement Manufacturing Company.
4. An act to amend section 77 of the Civil Code of Practice.
5. An act to inco1·porate the 'Wilson Coal and Mining Company.
6. An act for the benefit of common schools of Perry county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
O,·dered, That t~ey be referred-the 1st, 2d, and 3d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 4th to the Committee on Codes
of Practic<t; the 5th to the Committee on Railroads; and the 6th to
the Committee on Education.
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie,
·, Ordered, That a committee be appointed, to act with such committee as may be appointed by the Senate, to wait upon the Governor, and request him to return to the House unsigned a bill which
originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of the German Evangelical St. Paul Church,
of Paducah.
And thet·eupon Messrs. Ogilvie, McClure, and T. M. Johnson, wer·e
appointed said committee.
On motion of Mr. Tod_d, the vote by which the House ordered to
be engrossed and read a third time, and the vote by which it passed
a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the St. J.oseph's Catholic Benevolent Society:,
of Frankfort,
Were reconsidered.
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On motion of Mr. Todd, said bill was recommitted to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, vi_z :
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the C'ommittee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the charter of Adairville.
By Mr. Cassilly, from the Committee on Intern~l ImprovementA bill to amend the chat·ter of the Ora~geburg and Tollsboro Turnpike Road, in Mason county.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to incorporate the Cairo and Tennessee River Railroad Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Trafton, from a select committee, to whom was recommitted
a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order of
United Workmen of Kentucky,
Reported the same with an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Orde1·ed, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to th~ third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engroesed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Said bill having been repot·ted to the Senate, a message was afterwards received therefrom, announcing that they had passed said bill.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Woods,
Foree, Brown,, W. H. Evans, Goodloe, J. D. Wilson, Ogilvie, and
Ayers.
33-H,
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A, riiessag.e, was rece~ved from the Governor by Mr. Botl"J!, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
1;1igned enrolled · bills, which originated in the- House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for th~ benefit of common school ·district No. 59, of Bath
county.
An- act for tlre benefit -of W. M. Gray, of ·Trigg county.
· An act for the benefit of the German Evangelical St. Paul's Church,
of Paducah.
An act for the benefit -of R, W. Williams, of Christian county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Shelbyville Cemetery Company," approved March 1, 1854.
, An act ,for the b-enefit of Eli H. Murray.
An act to incorporate the W ebste1· County Chalybeate and Sulphur
f;,prings Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Fox Run and Bullskin Tu1·npike Road Company, in-Sh:elby county.
An a:ct for. the benefit of Wilson Morgan ·, collector of the revenue
of Clay, co'unty for .the year 1870, and his securities.
An act for the benefit of Fleming county.
An act t0 incorporate 'the Harrodsburg and Baton Rouge Turnpike
Road Company, in Mercer county.
An act , to incorporate the Nevada and Dixville Turnpike Road
Company, in Mercer county.
An .irct fo'r the vario·us sch·oo"l districts in Hancock county. ·
The follqwing petitions and remon st1;ance were presented, viz :
By Mr., Rowlett!. The petition of sundry citizens of Hardyville, pr,aying the passage of an act giving to the police judge of .said town exclusive
jtlriscl'ictfon in said town-, and C0nC'liltTen t j u1•isdiction with the justices
of ,·tha_t 'di:strict.
By Mr. Foote2. The petition of sundry citizens of Covington, praying the repeal of the act exempting the wages of laborers from attachment,

&c ,,
.lBy Mr.- G1·iffi1tlr.'3-i Tlie ,remonstrance ·of •citizens ·a nd vo·ters ·of Owensboro, against
tlre , passage ,of , a biU im.posi'ng, an additional tax for sch·o ol or other
purposes, without ·submitting the same to a v,ote of the city.
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Which were received, the readiRg 1 ·di spe'nsed with, and referredthe 1st and 2d to th e Committee on County Courts, and the 3d to th'e
Committee on Corporate In stitutions.
On _motion of Mr. Scales, leave was _given · him to witlidi·aw the
resolutipn heretofore offered by him, discharging the Oommiss~qne11s
on the Revision of the· Statutes from further service, &c.
Mr. Thomas moved the following resolutions, viz: ·
R esolved , Th at it is the sense of this House, that tl,ie act ~utqorizing the purchase of Collins' History, to be paid Jor out ·of the school
fund, is uncon stitutional, and ought to be repealed; therefore,
R esolved, That the Committee ·on Ed·ucation be instructed to•bring
in a ~m repealing sa~d •act.
Mr. Cooper moved to refer s~id r.e solutiQns to t_h e Oo1pp 1jttee op
tb.e J udicia1:y.
And the qu estion being taken on the motion of Mr. (Joaper, it w~s
decided in the aflirn:iative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Thomas an'.d
W. Evans, were a s follows, v-iz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. L . Cooper, .
T. J. Megibben,
A. 0. Armst11ong,
Thomas H. Corbett,
W. A.,,M?rin,
Alph eus W. Basco~, Joseph J\1. I)~y~~so.n, W . L Reeyef!,
W.R. Bates,
W. W. Deadenck,
John P. Rowle~t,
W. N. Beckham,
M. Woods Fergusq,n, J. R. San,d,~_rs,
S. 0. Bell,
James B. Fitzpatl'ick, O.·O. Sc1i'-.les,
J . 0. S.,'. Blackburn,
C. D. Foote,
Harry) . ~ 1odd,
Church H. J:Hakey,
Jo i,eph P. Foree,
L. W. Tr_~,fton,
, Wm. F. Bond,
James Gar~ett,
T. W . Vl},rnor,i,
W. W. Bush,
Clinton Griffi~h,
J. L. Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
0. H . Webb, . ·
B. E. Cassilly,
.J. J. M_c,4.fee,
,Mord~cai Williams,
0. M. Olay, jr.,
'Bryan ·s. Mcyllire, r 'J.M. ·Wright-fl.
J. Guthrie Coke,
· M. E. l\{cKen.zie,
Th,ose who voted in t~e n,e g~tive, wereWm. Cassii;is GoocUoe, Hira!I\ .S.1Po·wel:l,
Wm. ,A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
E. A.' Rober~son,
A. S . Arnold,
C. P. Gr~y,
John ~.qw~n, ,
W. W. 4-yers,
Tho~!l,S M. John E":o:n, Samuel M.•.San~e)'~,
G. W ,. Ba.iJey,
T. J. Ji;i,n es,
Willi~.r;n S,ellei:_s,
John A. :a.ell,
G. W. Lit.ti~ ,
James W. Soy~~r,
W . .B. M. Brooks,
Thomas '.P. Cardwell, William-J. :McEl_roy, J. S . Taylor,
J. 0 . ~oorman,
. George M. ;Tqomas_,
James S . 9hrisma:n,
Mat. Nu_n.ao,
C. W. Thre).!celg, ·
Josiah H. <::.o,r::µbs, .,
John v,;. Q.gilvie,
E. F. W~~~e,
W_iJ\iam 1G: ,Qpnrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. White,
' R. D. Cook,
Lewis Potter,
F. A. Wilson-37.
Walter Evans,
Manlius T. Flippin,
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Mr. Goodloe read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
!fhat the Auditor of Public Accounts be directed to draw his warrant
on the Treasurer, in favor of D. L. Price, of Fayette county, for sum
equal to the per diem of a member of the Legislature from the 6th
of December, 1871, up to the 24th of January, 1872, that being the
length of time· from ·the filing of his petition contesting the right of
W. C. Goodloe to a seat on this floor up to the decision of said contest by this House.
The rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolution was _taken up and twice read.
The question was then taken on the adoption the1·eof, bµt not
receiving a constitutional majority, was rejected.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitutioh, were as follows, viz:
Those who v9ted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Thomas H. Corbett, ·G. W. Little,
W.W. Deaderick,
M. E. McKenzie,
A. C. Armstrong,
G. W. Bailey,
John W. Dyer,
T. J. Megibben,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, W. A. Morin,
W.R. Bates,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Wm. Mynhier;
W. N. Beckham,
C. D. Foote,
John W. Ogilvie,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell, ·
James Garnett,
C. C. Scales,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. Cassius Govdloe, Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E. A. Graves,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Joseph T. Tucker,
George Carter,
'Thomas .M.. Johnson, T. W. Varnon,
.
C. M. Clay, jr.,
L. W. Lassing,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad,
J. S. Lawson,
F. A. Wilson-43.
R. ·L. Coope~ •
. Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
, John Rowan,
A. S. Arnold,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
Gburch H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. Thomas,
W.W . Bush, - ·
William J. McElrny, C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. C, Moorman,
E. F. Walde,
B. E. Cassilly,
Mat. Nunan,
J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
Julian N. Phelps,
C.H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Hiram S. Powell; ·
J. M. White,
R. D. Cook,
W. L. Reeves,
J.,N. Woods,
Joseph M. Davidson, E. A. Roberts;0'n,
S. H. Woolfolk-39.
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Mr. Griffith then moved to reconsider the v~te by which said resolution was rejected.
At ten minutes past 12 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Goodloe moved that the
House do now adjourn.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
\ ,
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and
Graves, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, w'e reMr. Speaker(M'Creary)W. W. Deaderick,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
C. M. Clay, jr.
G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. J. McAfee,
J.M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
W. A.· Morin,
F. A. Wilson-26.
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
C. D. Foote,
W. L. Reeves,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckhapi,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Ben,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
George M. Thomas,
Church H. Blakey,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
W.W. Bush,
M. E. fyicKenzie,
E. F. Waide,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Megibben,
C. H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
Wm. Mynhier, J. N. Woods,
J . Guthrie Coke,
William G. Conrad, Mat. Nunan,
J.M. Wright-45.
So the House rdfused to adjourn at this hour.
Mr. Allen read !'l,nd laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
1. Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
It shall be a joint standing rule of each House, for the remainder of
the present session, that the roll of members of each House be called
by the Clerk thereof, at 10½ o'clock, A. M., each day.
2. That the Clerk of each House shall carefully note the absence
of each member failing to .answer o.n such call.
3. The member absent at such call shall fo1·feit his per diem for
that day.
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4. The Clerk of each House shall, at the close, of each day , notify
the Auditor of the nam es of tho se thus absent, who shall deduct the
per diem of tlrn t day from the pay of ·s,a ch m erpp er: Provided, however, Th at leave of abse nce, for reason s shown, may be given any
memb er, a nd for such abse nce the member so absent shall not forfe'it
his per diem under this rule.
The rule requiring joint resolution s to lie one .day on the table
being su spended , sai!J resolutio'n was taken up and twi ce read.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe, said resolution was referred to the
Committee on th_e J udici-a ry.
Mr. Graves the n moved to reconsider -the vote by wliic'h, said resolution Was so.referred.
Mr. Foote moved to lay the mQtion of 'Mr. Grnv~s pn the table.
The consideration .of. said, motion was eut off by· the arriv,al 0f the
hour for t aking up the orders of the •diay.
L eave was given to bring in the following bills, viz: '
On motion of Mr. Threlkeld!. A bill to i-ncorpor-ate the Young Men's •Savings Association of
New Liber,ty, Owen county.
On motion of Mr. J . A. Bell2. A bill for the benefit of the Iron 'W·or~s Turnpike Roa:d Company.
On motion of Mr. Nunan3. A bill to amend the dhart-er of the 1 Springfield and Cha-pli'n
Turnpike Road Coll).pany, in Washington county.
On motion of Mr. 'Baileyi
4. A bill to repe>al an act, entitled •1An act to prohibit : the sale , cir
intoxicating liquor, in the town of Claysville, in Webster county."
On motion of Mr. 'Little5. A .bill to · au.tborize the county, court ·of Whitley iounty t:o sell
I
certain public grounds.
· On motion of saine6. A bill to establish a criminal court in the fifteenth judicial dis.t rict.
On motion of same'7. A ·bill for the bene'fit of F. B: Cre~kmore, of 'W hitley county.
On ,motion of 'Mr. Blackb;urn8. A bill for the benefit of -Newton Craig, 0.f, Scott c·o·µ nty.
t(l n motion of Mr. Ghri£man_::
·
9. A bill to appropriate a sum sufficient to erect a suitable monu1
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ment over the remains of Ephraim L . .Van Winkle, late Secretary of
State.
On motion of Mr: McElroyIQ. A bill to repe al so much of an act, entitled "An act to erect a
T,hird Lunatic Asy lu m," as ap.propriates one hundred thousand dolla1·s to enlarge th e Western Lunatic Asyluq1 at Hopkinsville.
On motion of Mr. Corbett! I. A bill to incorporate Corbett's 9emetery, in or adjoining the
town of Blandville, in Ballard county.
·
On motion of same12. A bill for the benefit of Richard :W . _and Lizzie B. Lockwo1'. th,
of Ballard county.
On motion of,Mr. B_ates13. A bill for the ben efit of school district No. 5, in Barre n county.
On motion of Mr. Bascom14. A 1:> m ·for the benefit of James Wills, of Menife e coun ty.
On motio·n of same15. A bill to incorporate the Exchange a_nd Deposit Bank -of
Owingsville.
On motion o_f Mr. Clay16. A bill for the benefit of the Stoner .Mouth con gregation of the
Presby~erian Church, Bourbon county.
On motion of Mr. Williams17. A bill to am end an act, entitled-" An act to incorporate the Big
Sandy Highway Bridge Company-."
On motiio,n of same18. A bill for the benefit of colored schools in the tow n of Catl ettsburg._
On motion of Mr. Armstrong19. A bill fo.r. the benefit of the Ag.ricultural Association of Bracken
and Mason counties.
On motion of Mr. Cardwell20. A bill for the benefit of John Gibbs and wife, of . the county of
Wolfe.
On motion of Mr. Morin21. A bill to incorporate the Califo.r.nia and Twelve-mile Turnpike
Road Company, in Campbell county.
On mo tion of Mr. Wood s22. A bill allowing R. lVI. Walker, late sheriff of Critt_enden county,
further time to return his delinquent list.
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On motion of Mr. Davidson23. A bill for the benefit of the Prestonsburg Academy and Normal
School.
On motion of same24. A bill for the benefit of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Spradlin, widow of
Samuel Spradlin, deceased, of Floyd county.
On motion of same-

25. A bill for the benefit of the late sheriffs of this Commonwealth.
Oq motion of Mr. Todd26. A bill to allow compensation to jurors in quarterly, police, and
justices' courts, in the city of Frankfort.
On motion of same27. A. bill to incorporate the town of Peak's Mill, in Franklin
county.
On motion of Mr. T. M. Johnson-

'I

28. A bill to economize in the management of the charitable ·institutions of this Commonwealth.
' On motion of same,
29. A bill to require county creditors to file their claims with the
clerk for ten days preceding the court of claims.
On motion of Mr. Waring.
30. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 6, in Greenup county. ·
On motion of Mr. Megibben--

31. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the
organization af!d regulation of incorporated companies, except banking, insurance, and railroad companies," approved March 15, 1870.
On motion of Mr. Rowlett32. A bill to charter the town of Bacon Creek, in Hart county.
On motion of Mi·. Arnold33. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Clinton.
On rriotion of same34. A bill fot· the benefit of Hickman county.
On motion of same35. A bill for the benefit of Hent'y Yarber, of Hickman coQnty.
On motion of same36. A bill to amend the charter of the Mississippi Railroad Extension through ICentucky.
On motion of Mr. Carlisle37. A bill for the benefit of H. W. Eggleston, of Kenton county.

I
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On motion of Mr. Foote38. A bill for the benefit of Martha A. Hightower, of Kenton
county.
On motion of Mr. Fitzpatrick39. A bill for the benefit of George W. Daniels, of Owsley county. '
On motion of Mr. Graves40. A bill to amend the town charter of Lebanon.
On motion of Mr. Varnon41. A bill to charter the Hu stonvilie Cemetery Company.
On motion of same42 A bill to amend the charte1· of the town of Orab Orchard.
On motion of Mr. Blakey43. A bill to amend the charter of the Logan Female College Company.
On motion of Mr. Wright44. A bill to incorporate the Evansville and Henderson Railroad
Packet Oomparry.
On motion of Mr. Speaker McOreary45. A bill to amend the charter of the Paint Lick and Higµ Point
Turnpike Road Company, in Madison county.
On motion of Mr. Graves46. A ·bill to ame1~,d the law in -referen0e to carrying deadly
weapons.
On motion of Mr. Cooper- '
47. A bill to amend the ch·arter of the Union Agricultural Society, ;
of Mason and Brac·ken counties.
On motion of Mr. Rowan48 . A biJl for the benefit of Eliza Clark, of Daviess county.
On motion of Mr. Little49 . A bill to repeal an -act to exempt homesteads from sale for
debt in this Common wealth.
On motion of Mr. Deaderick50. A bill for the benefit of the Falmouth and Claysville Turnpike
Road.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in the 1st, 2d, 11th, 27th, 32d, 33d, 40th, 41st, 42d, and 44th ;,
the Committee on County Courts the 3d, 5th, 29th, and 37th .; the
Committee on Propositions an<l Grievance_s the 4th, 17th, 25th, and
48th; the Committee on the Judiciary the 6th, 26th, and 31st·; th~ .
34-H.
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Committee on Education the 7th, . 16th, 18th, 23d, and 30th; the
Oommittee on Claims the 8th, 14th, 24th, and 34th; the Committee
on Public Buildings the 9th; the · Committee on Charitable Institutio_n s the 10th, 28th, and 38th; the Committee on Revised Statutes
the 12th, 43d, 45th, 46th, and 49th; the Committee on Banks the 15th;
the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 19th and 47th;
the Committee on Ways and Means the 20th, 22d, and 3-5th; the
Committee on Internal Improvement the 21st and 50th; the Committee on Milita1·y Affairs the 39th; the Committee on Railroads the
36th; and a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Morin, S. C. Bell,
and T. M. Johnso n, the 13th.
And then the House adjourned.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governo r that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated
in the Senate, of the fol1owing titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of, and to reincorporate, the Norton · Iron
Works.
An act for the benefit of' LeYi Yocum, sheriff elect of Montgomery
county.
An act for the benefit of W. E. Duncan, late sheriff of Warren
county, and his sureties.
An act for the benefit of John DeHart, of Elliott county.
An act to incorporate the Louisville College of Pharmacy.
An act for the benefit of Marshall Morris, of Grayson county.
An . act to amend 'an act, approved March 18, l 872, entitled "An
act to incorporate the Church House for Females an<l Infirmary fo1·
the Sick."
·
An act to amend the charter of the Tug FoPk Lead, Iron, Salt, and
Oil Mining and Manufacturing Company, approved February 27,
1865.

,
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An act to amend an act incorporating the town of Greensburg.
An act to authorize the Louisville Club, of the city of Louisville,
to change its name to the Beargrass Club.
An act for the benefit of Joseph Robinson, late sheriff of Franklin
county.
An act to inc_orporate the Hopkinsville Oar Manufacturing Com~
pany ..
An act for the benefit of J. M. Curry, late sheriff of Pendleton
'
county, and his sureties.
An act to incorporate the town of Dulaney, in Caldwell county.
An act for the ben~fit of A. Q. -Baker, late sheriff of Boone county.
Aq act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Mayfield," approved March 10, 1870.
An act to regulate the time of holding circuit courts in the fifteenth
judicial district.
Resolution appofoting a joint committee for certain purposes.
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of
Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Society Franco-American of Mutual
Assistance of the city of Paducah.
An act to incorporate Phantom Lodge, No. 15,•of the Knights of
Pythias.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of school district No. 1, in Letcher county.
An act for the benefit of John Hill, of Madison county.
An act for the benefit of colored public :;chools at Bowling Green.
An act to empower the Edmonson county court to levy an additional tax and issue bonds to build a new court-house.
An act to incorporate the Caseyville Coal and Transportation
Company.
An act for the benefit of the Key's Creek Mining and Manufacturing Company, and to. incorporate the same under the name of the
Howland Coal and Iron Works.
An act to incorporate the Guylena Mining and Manufacturing
Company.
An act to incorporate the Collier Mining and Manufacturing Company.
An act to incorporate the Muhlenburg Coal and Iron Company.
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An act to incorporate Walton Lodge, ~o. 183, of the Indep en dent
Order of Odd Fellows.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to in co rporate the Boone
).\~foing and Manufacturing Company," approved February 16, 1866.
An act to fix the time of holding terms of circuit courts in the
tenth judicial district.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles,· viz:
. 1. An act to ar:nend a11 act, entitled "An act to jncorporate Cecilian College, in Hardin county," approved J an uary 25, 1867.
2. An act for the bimefit of Nancy Edwards, an idiot, of Lawrence
county.
3. An act to amend chapter 47 of the Revised Statutes, e11titled
·,, Husband and Wife."
4. An act to authorize the county court of Cum_b erland county _to
establish ferries across Cumberland river, in said county."
5. An act for the benefit of Daviess county. ·
6. An act to charter the Owenton Cemetery Company.
7. An act to incorporate the River Transportation Company.
s. An act to incorporate the Eclipse Woolen Mm,,·.
9. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Second Presbytertan Church of the city of Louisville."
10. An act for the benefit of the Maysville and Lexington Railroad, Northern Division.
11. An act to incorporate the Spring Station Railway Company.
12. An act for. the relief of the stockholders of the Ev1 nsville,
Henderson, and Nashville Railroad Company.
13. An act for the benefit of H. C. Parrish, of Barren county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
'time.
The rule of. th~ House and constitu.tional provision as to the second
reading of said bpls being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Education; the 2d to the Committee on Claims; the 3d to the Committee
on Revised Statutes; the 4th, 5th, and 13th to the -Committee 'on
County Cou rts; the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; and the 10th, 11th, and 12th to the Committee
_on Railroads.
The following p'etitions were presented, viz : ,
By Mr. Bascom!. The petition of citizens residing on Licking rivet, praying the
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repeal of certain provisions of the act incorporating the Licking
River Lumbering and Mining Company.
By M1·. Dyer2. The petition of John Rush and wife, praying the passage of an
act to allow his said wife to tra.de as a ferJie sole.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Corporate Institutions, and the 2d to the
Committee, on Proposition s and Grievance13.
Un motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary, leave wa's given to bring in
a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Sally Stagner, of Madison county.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Revised Statutes pre.pare and
bring in the sa,m.e .
The Clerk was directed to return to the Senate, and report as
passed, a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to incorporate the Tradewater Navigation and Manufacturing Company.
Which was accordingly done.
The House took u.p for consideration the message of the Governor,
returning to the House, with his objections thereto, a bill which
originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act in aid of the construction of a levee on the Mississippi, in
Fulton county.
The question was then put, "Shall the bill pass, \he objections of
the Governor ,to -the contrary notwithstanding?" and it was decided
in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in ·p ursuance to a provision of the Constitution, w ~re as follows, viz :
•
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Hiram S . Powell-5.
W.R. Bates,
James B. Fitzpatrick,
Those who voted in the negative, weneMr. SpeaJrnr{M'0reary)Manlius T. Flippin,
W ·. L. Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Baile-y,
James Garnett,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W . Bascom, E. A. Grnves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
0. P. Grny,
C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. A.. Hoskins,
William Sellers,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George lVI. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
Chqrch H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
George M. Thomas,
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C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
L. W. Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
W.W. Bush,.
J. J. McAfee,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
E. F. Waide,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
.T. L. Waring,
J. C. Moorman,
Josia h H. Combs,
W. A. Morin,
J.M. White,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
R. D. Cook,
F. A . Wilson,
Julian N. Phelps,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods-59.
Thom as H. Corbett,
Walter Evans,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. W. Evans read and laid on the table the following joint resolutions, viz :
I. Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of K entucky,
That when this General Asse mbly adjourns on Thursday, the 6th day
of March, 1873, it adjourns to meet again, at 10 o'clock, A. M., of
Wednesday, the 1st day of May, 1873.
2. That the Joint Committee on the Revision of the Statutes and
Code be, and they are hereby, authorized and directed to sit during
the recess aforesaid; an<;! those members of said joint committee
who atte nd at the sittings of said committee, or who ·are absent
therefrom by its leave, shall receive pay during said recess as though
the General Assembly were in session; but the othe1· me mbers of the
General Assembly, and the officers thereof, shall not be paid for the
time from the 9th day of March, 1873, to the 27th day of April, 1873,
both inclusive.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and pring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Thomas, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill in relation to the Cabin Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester
Turnpike Road Company.
By sameA bill in relation to the county levy in Lewis county, and the collection of the same.
By sameA bill authorizing the Lewis county court to levy an additional tax
to pay off the debt of said county, and to aid in the building of turnpike roads in said county.
By sameA bill in relation to the assessment and collection of turnpike taxes
' in Lewis county.
By sameA bill authorizing the Lewis county: court, at the court of claims,
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to levy a tax to repair the old jail in Lewis county, or building a
new jail and jailer's house in said county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Richard W . and Lizzie B. Lockhart, of
Ballard.
By Mr. Wright, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the sale and
stora ge of illuminating oils, made from coal, petroleum, and other
bituminous substances, &c," approv ed March 26, lt:370.
By sameA bill to prevent the killing of birds in Garrard county.
By Mr._Garnett, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "·An act to incorporate the Paint
Lick and High Point Turnpike Road Company, in Madison county."
By same'
A bill for the benefit of Sally Stagner, of Madison county.
By M r. S cal es, from the Committee on Corporate In stitutionsA bill to incorporate the Covington Printing Company .
By Mr. Bas~om, from the Committe e on BanksA bill t o am e nd an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the First
Germ a n S avings Bank of Louisville."
W hi ch bills w ere read the first time and ordered to be re ad a second
tim e .
T he rule of th e House and constitu tio nal pro vision as to the second
r eading of said bills beiµg disp e nse d w ith,
Ui·dcred, That said bills be engrnssed a.n<l read a third time .
T he rul e of the House and con s titutional provision a s to t he third
readi ng of said bills being dispensed ~vith, and the sa me bei ng en~rossed,
R esolved , That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
a foresa id .
Mr. Bates, from the Committee on R evised Statutes, who were
directed to pre pat·e and bring in th e same, reported
A bill fo r th e protection of litiga nts in B a rren county.
W h ich bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
ti me .
T he rule of the House and constitution al provision as t o the second
r eadin g of said bill being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on Re- ·
vise d Statutes.
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Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in ,the same, reported
A bill to increase the powers of the corporate authorities of the
towns of Georgetown and Monticello.
Which bill was read the ffrst time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill bei'ng dispen sed with,
Mr. Chrisman offered an amendment to said bill, which was
adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and -read a third
time.
The rule of the House and co1istiti.1tio'nal provision as to the third
reading of said bill ·being dispensed with, and the sa:me being engrossed,
_
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof ·be ·as
aforesaid.
According to order, the House took up and resumed the consid'e ration of a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of the Farmers' Bank of Kentucky.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of th_e House and constitutiQnal provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Tucker, from the Co'mmittee on Revised Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill providing for the appoin tment of Commissioners to represent Kentucky at the International Expositio n at Vienna.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, A Grand International Exposition for the display of the
manufactures, arts, and products of the whole coun·try will be held
in Vienna, Austria, commencing in May, 1873, in which all the
nations of the civilized world are manifesting an interest, and to
which delegates have already been appointed from nearly all the
leading powers of Europe, and from many States of thjs Union;
and whereas, the United States Government has been duly invited
to make such arrangements as are right and proper to promote the
success of this Grand Exhibiti'on; and the Governol'. of this ·common wealth has received communications aEking the cp-operation of
the General Assembly and the people of Kentucky in securing -a
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proper representation there of our minernls, arts, products, and manufactures, whereby .the whole of Europe may kn ow and understand
the wealth and resources of our State, and duly appreciate the advantages which Kentucky presents ·to the industrious imn;i.igrant and
to the capitalist seeking investment; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the · Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the Governor of this Commonwealth be, and he is,
authorized and empowered to appoint three citizens of Kentucky,
as Commissioners to attend said Exposition at Vienna, and take
charge of the interests of thi s State, and promote, in every way that
is necessary ~nd proper, a full represen tation there of our minerals,
arts, products, and manufactures.
§ 2. That when the Commissioners shall have performed the duties
herein set forth, they shall prese nt to the Governor of this Commonwealth vouchers, showing the necessary expense of each in going to
said Exposition and attending to the aforesaid duties, and returning
to Kentucky; a nd thereupon the Governor shall direct the Auditor to
draw his warrant on the Treasurer for such sum for each as he may
think right and proper.
§ 3. This act shall take effect from its ·passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mi'. McAfee moved to amend said bill by "designating the persons
that we desire to represent Kentucky in the International Exposition."
Mr. Bascom then moved to lay said bill and proposed amendment:
on the table.
·
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
The _yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Waide and
Hoskins, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. -A-- Allen,
Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps;.
A. S. Arnold,
William G. Conrad,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Sam·uel M. Sanders,.
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gra:y,
J. S. Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas .M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
L. W. Lassing,
J. M. White,
Wm . F. Bond,
Bryan S . .McClure,
S. H. Woolfolk-23 •.
Thomas P. Cardwell, Mat. Nunan,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Walter Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E... A. Robertson,
W . R. Bates,
C. D . Foote,
J . 1?. Sacksteder,
·w. N. Beckham,
James Garnett)
0. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
William. Sellers,,
35-H.
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W. B. M. Brooks,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
W.W. Bush,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
George M. Thomas,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
B. E. 0assilly,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
0. M. Olay, jr.
G. W. Little,
Joseph T. Tucker,
R. D. Cook,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
R. L. Cooper,
William J. McElroy, E. F. Waide,
Thomas H. Corbett, M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
Joseph M. Davidson, J . C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams;
W.W. Deaderick,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
John W. Dyer, .
Lewis Potter,
J.M. Wright-48.
On motion of Mr. Tucker, said bill and proposed amendment were
recommitted to the same committee.
• A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw from the House the announcement of their disagreement to a
bil~, w.hich originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
an act to incorporate . the Society Franco-American of Mutual
Assistance of the city of Paducah,
Which was granted, and the bill' delivered to the Senate messenger.
Mr. :Bascom, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to charter the Barren County Bank,
Reported the same with an amendment, which was adopted .
. 01·dered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time .
. The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr . .Ba~com, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was recommitted ,a bill, entitled
A bill ,to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louis·ville Stock and Bond Board," apprnved 18th March, 1872,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading -0f said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and -that the title thereof be as
.aforesaid.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
:-Senate,, of .t he following titles, vfz :
·
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An act for the benefit of Charles M. Thruston, clerk of' the Jefferson county court;
An act for the benefit of John Ewell, jailer of McCracken county;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act authorizing rewards for killing wolves, red foxes, grey
fQxes, and wild cats;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Georgetown;
An act in relation to the transfer of the property of the Harrison
Academy to the city of Cynthiana;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Williamsburg, in Whitley county;"
An act to incorporate the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order of
United Workmen of Kentucky;
An act to amend the charter of the town of West Point, in Hardin
county;
An act · to authorize the county court of Whitley county to issue
bonds to raise funds for county ·purposes;
An act to amend i;tn act, entitled "An act to build a turnpike road
in Lewis and Mason counties;" • ·
An act for the benefit of Levi Jones, of Greenup county;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
the Clintonville precinct in Bourbon county;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in the town of
Powersville, Bracken county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Deaderick infot·m the Senate thereof.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Thomas.
The Speaker laid before the House the following response from
the Governor to a resolution heretofore adopted by the House, viz:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE, FRANKFORT, February 10, 1873.
Gentlemen of tile House of Representatives :
_ The r~solution adopted by your honorable body, calling upon "the
Commissioners appointed under act of 1869, to superintend the erecrjon of the Fire-proof Public Offices, to report whether or not they
have- settled with John Haly, and if so, what amount, if anything, is
now due said Haly, together with all the facts connected therewith,»
was handed to me ten days ago; and although I was not one of that
Board of Commissioners, yet the Governor being by the terms of the
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act ex-officio Chairman of the Board, I have felt it to be my duty to
take action under the resolution, and now report to you that I have
attempted to convene said Board of Commissioners, but failed to get
them together.
Their records and papers pertaining to theirs and Mr. Haly's
accounts are in the hands of the Secretary of the late new Board of
Commissioners, appointed to superintend improvement of said Public
Offices, and can be seen and inspected by any one you may desire.
I respectfully refer you to my message accompanying the report ·of
said new Board of Commissioners to the General Assembly, made
31st January, 1872, w,hich is 1,1pon Senate Journal, pages 306-7.
I can but restate the same facts there reported.
Respectfully,
P. H. LESLIE.
Ordered, That said response be referred to the Committee on
Claims.
And then the House adjourned.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1873.
The following petitions and remonstrance were presented, viz:
By Mr. Armstrong1. The petition of citizens of Bracken county, praying, the passage
(?f a law for the better protection of she~p against the ravages of
dogs.
By Mr. Todd2. The remonstrance of citizens of Peak's Mill precinct, ag~inst
the passage of a law to repeal the act prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors in said' precinct.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Agl'iculture and Manufactures, and the
2d to the Committee on Religion.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had J?assed hills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of school district No. 5, in Garrard county.
An act to incorporate the Winchester Building an'd A9cumulating
Fund Association.
An act to amend the act incorporating the Vanceburg Male and
Female Academy.
An act to exempt undertakers from serving on· juries.
An act for the benefit of Charles Kirtley, assignee of James M.
Durham, of Rockcastle county.
An act for the benefit of S. C. Cardwell and Daniel Moore, -of
Mercer county.
An aet to amend an act, and the amendments thereto, incorporating the school board of the city of Covington.
An act for the benefit of school districts No. 22 and No. 73, in
Madison county.
An act to create a new school district in Clinton county.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 47, in Clay county.
An act to change the name of the Catlettsburg Normal Academy
to that of the East Kentucky Normal Academy.
An act to amend the charter of Harrisbui·g Seminary.
An act to establish free schools for the colored people in Ha~cock
county.
An aot for the benefit of S. A. Walker, of Graves county.
An act to incorporate the W orld'-e Fair Association of Woodford
county.
An act to incorporate the Fleming Coal Company.
An act to i~corporatf;l the Rush Branch Coal, Iron, !\fining, Lumbering, and Manufacturing Company, in Morgan county.
An act authorizing and empowering the- levy court or c-ourt of
claims of Magoffin county to increase the cou_n ty levy, and to levy
a-n ad valorem tax.
An act to authorize the Ballard county court to increase the taxes~
to pay off the debts hereafter created by said county.
An act to facilitate the collection of taxes in the city of Paducah.
An act for the benefit of Washington county, authorizing the
county court of said county to levy and collect taxes to • pay its
present indebtedness.
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An act to change the time of holding the Lee county quarterly
court.
An act to authorize the court of claims of Oldham county t~ levy
tax for the erection of a new jail.
An act for the benefit of Clinton county court of claims.
An act to incorporate the Mount Sterling Water-works Company.
An act for the benefit of school districts Nos. 10 and 47, in Jefferson county . .
An act for the benefit of common schools in Jessamine county.
An act for the benefit of school districts Nos. 5 and 28, in Livingston county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to cause good school-houses to be erected in the Eighth and
Ninth Congressional Districts,'" approved March 13, 1872.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the city of Cynthiana, approved January 22, 1868.
An act to amend the town charter of Lebanon.
With amendments to the last six named bills.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to legalize the official actions of William W. White,
deputy clerk of . the Clay circuit court.
2. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act 1.n relation to official
sales in Boyle and Lincoln counties," approved March 7, 1871.
3. ·An act authorizing an additional examiner in Floyd county.
4. An act to require the clerk of the Wolfe circuit court to index
and cross-index certain judgment and order-books in his office.
5. An act to authorize the city of Hickman to subscribe and pay
for stock in the Mississippi River Levee Company .
. 6. An act to incorporate Greensburg Lodge, of Free and Accepted
York Masons.
7. An act to incorporate Cox Lodge, No. 464, of Ancient York
Masons.
8. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Maysville, Flemingsburg Coal and Iron Region Railway Company."
9. An act to authorize the county court of Knox county to guat·antee the right of way through said county to the first company
making a railroad through said county.
10. An act authorizing the judge of the Owen county court to
convey the Owen County Seminary.
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11. An act to anthorize the Pike county court to issue bonds for
court-house and other purposes.
12. An act to authorize Wm. A. Varney to erect a mill-dam across
Pond creek, in Pike county.
13. An act to define the boundary line of the town of Prestons- burg, and submitting to a vote of the citizens thereof the question of
regulating the· sale of spirituous and vinous liq uol's therein.
14. An act to amend an act to incorporate Alexander College, in
the town of Burksville.
15. An act to amend section 621 of the Civil Code of Practice.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That they be referred-the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th to the
Committee on the Judiciary; the 5th, 6th, and 7th to the Committee
on Corporate Institutions; the 8th and 9th to the Committee on Railroads; the 10th and 11th to the Committee on Coun.ty Courts; the
12th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 13th to
the Committee on Religion; the 14th to the Committee on Education; and the 15th to the Committee on Codes of Practice.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Alilsistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, ~hich originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled ".An act to incorporate the Richmond Cemetery Company," approved January 25, 1848.
An act to amend the charter of Jefferson College, in Jeffersontown.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Augusta
Lodge, No. 80, of Free and Accepted Masons."
An act in relation to the town of South Carrollton.
An act to legalize oral testimony in certain cases in the city of Paducah.
An act to amend the charter of the Diamond Coal Mining and
Manufacturing Company.
An act to provide for indexing certain records of the circuit courts,
criminal courts, chancery courts, courts of common pleas, and county
courts.

-----------
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And that certain bills, whic)l originated in the House of Representatives, had become laws without the signature of the Govemor,
of the following titles, -viz:
An act to incorporate the Riverton Savings Bank.
An act to incorporate the .Merchants' Banking Cqmpany of Caverna .
Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to
whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Laboring Man's Loan
and Aid Association of Louisville, approved March 16, 1869,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid. ·
Bills were reported by the committee, who was directed to prepare
and bring in t~e same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the Whitley county court to sell cet·tain lands.
By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of the sureties of Wm. Cu mm-ins, late sheriff
of Whitley county.
Which bills were read the fit-st time and 01·dered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House- and constitutional provisfon as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Urdered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the thit·d
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
afpresaid.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Revised Statutes, who
originated the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to protect the interests of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
in certain cases.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz;: ·
~ I. Be it enacted by the Geneml Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That in all actions and prnceedings in the courts of this
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or any other State, or the courts of the United States, to which the
Commonwealth of Kentucky is a party, or in which it has an interest, and for the defense or prosecution of which provision is not otherwise provided by law, the Governor of this State shall have power
to emp loy counsel to rep resen t and attend to such interest; and may
direct the Auditor to draw hi::1 warrant upon the Treasurer· for areaso nable fee for said counsel, and such other cost, including witness
claims, as may be incurred in prosecuting or defending said actions
and proceedings, and the same shall he paid . .
§ 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its
passage.
Orde1·ed, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and con:ititutiotial provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutiqnal provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the ·same bei.ng eng rossed,
The question was then taken on· the p.assage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative. ·
The yeas and nay::1 being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the ConstitutioTJ, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, werelVIr. Spe~ker (M' Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
C. D . Fllote,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
Hiram S . Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
\V. L. Reeves, ·
W. H.. Bates,
0. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
W. N . Beekham,
· Clinton Griffith,
John Rowan,
J{lhn A. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
John P. Rowlett,
S. C. Bell,
George iVI. J essee,
J. R. Sanders,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
\V. -8. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones·,
James W. Snyder,
RobertlVI. Carlisle,
L. W. Lassing,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
G. W. Little,
Joseph T. Tucker,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Bryan S. McClure,
E. F. Waide,
William G. Conrad,
William J. McElroy, J. ~- Waring,
R. L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
· Joseph M. D1:1vidson, T. J . Megibqen,
Mordecai Williams,
W. W. Deaderick,
J.C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
W. A. Morin,
S. H. Woolfolk-66.
36-H.
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Those who voted in the negative, were.Thomas H. Corbett, J. S. Taylor,
L. W. Trafton-4.
M_anl ius T. Flippin, '
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid .
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendment proposed by the Hoqse to a bill,
which originated.in .t he Senate, entitled
An act to charter the Owenton High School.
And that they had adopted a resolution, entitled
Resolution making certain inquiries of the Auditor.
On motion of Mr. Evan;:, the House took up and proceeded to
con sider.the resolution offered by him on yesterday, entitled
Resolution providing for a recess of this General Assembly, and its
reassemblage on a certain day .
Mr. Blakey offered the following amendment thereto, viz:
- Add, "Provided, That upon the reasse mbling of the Legislature at
th e time herein specified, no other bu siness ::ihall be considered except the report of the Commissioners on the revi:;iion of the Statutes:
And provided further, That no mileage shall be allowed for such rea ssembl ing."
Mr. Scales then moved -to lay the resolution and proposed amendment on the table.
A nd the q aestion being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
negative.
The Y,eas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evans
and Graves, were as follow s, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
C. P . Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
Robert lVL Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W . i:::lnyder,
James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
R. L. Cpoper,
J. J. McAfee,
C.H. Webb,
Joseph-M. Davidson, 13ryan S. McClure,
Morde cai Williams,
W.W . Deaderick;
Julian N Phelps,
F. A. vVilson,
John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
S. H. Woo lfolk,
James B. F itzpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
J.M. Wright-30 .
. Those who voted in the negative, wereMt·. Speaker (M' Creary)William G. Conrad, W. A. Morin,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. :0- .Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
Thomas H. Corbett, ,Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
M . Woods Ferguson, vV. L. Reeves, ·
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E. A. Robertson,
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Alpheus W. Bascom, ·James Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George M. Jessee,
S. C. Bell,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H . Blakey,
E. Polk Jnhnson,
L. W. Trafton,
W . B. M. Brnok;1,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W.W. Bush,
L. W. Lassing,
T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, E. F. Waide,
J . L. Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. M Clay,jr.,
T. J . Megibben,
J.M. White,
J . Guthrie Coke,
J. C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods-52.
Josiah H. Combs,
Mr. Rober~son then offered tqe following amendment to the amendment proposed by Mr. Blakey, viz:
Add thereto," except aL;o business that has been introduced and
remaining unfi.n ished at adjournment on the 6th of March, 1873."
Mr. Graves then offered the following substitute for the resolution
ll
and proposed amendments, viz:
Resolved by the General Assem.b~IJ of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when the two Houses of this General Assembly shall adjourn
on Friday, the 7th day of March, 1873, they will adjourn sine die.
Mr. Bascom then move~ the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Waide and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJulian N. Phelps,
Mr. Speaker(lVl'Creary)Robert M. Carlisle,
Wm. A. Allen,
B. E. Cassilly,
E. A. Rob~rtson, ·
A. C. Armstrong,
Williarn G. Conrad,
John P. Jlowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
R. L. Cooper,
C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas H. Corbett, William Sellers,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W R. Bates,
W. W. Deaderick,
John A. Bell,
John W. Dyer,
C.H. Webb,
J.M. White,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. A. Graves,
Church H. Blakey,
L . W. Lassing,
J.M. Wright-29.
Wm. ·F . Bond,
M. E. McKenzie,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. S. Arnold,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
R,.. Tarv. Bal}er,
C. P. Gray,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
W. L Reeves,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
John Rowan,
W. B. M . .Brooks,
George lVI. Jessee,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E : Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders,
John S. Carpenter,
Thomas M . .Johnso n, Jam es W. Snyder,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. JoneJ3,
J . S. Taylor,
'

,j
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J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Th1·elkeld,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. J. iVIcAfee,
L . W. Trafton,
R. D. Cook,
~ryan S . McClllre,
T. W. Varnon,
Joseph M. Davidson, William J. McElrny, E. F . Waide,
Walter Evans,
T. J. Megibben,
J. L. Waring,
·James B. Fitzpatrick, J.C . .Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
Manlills T. Flippin,
W. A. Morin,
J. N . Woods,
Joseph P. Foree,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk-51.
· On motion of Mr. Griffith, said resolution and propose d amendments were referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, with instruc- ·
tions to report thereon on Tuesday next, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Leave was given to bring in the following bill;;, viz:
On motion of Mr. Cokel. A bill for the benefit ,of established merchants within the State
of Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. McAfee2. A bill for the benefit of David Thompson, of Mercer county.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson3. A bill to amend the cha1·ter of the Broad\-vay and West Louisville Railroad Company.
On motion of Mr. Griflith4. A bill to amend the charter of the Owensboro and Russellville
Railroad Company.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson-5. A bill to incorporate Valley Lodge, No. 511, of Free and Ancient York Masons.
On motion of Mr. Sackstede r6. A bill to exempt the wages of laborers, who are bona fide housekeepers of this Commonwealth with a family, from attachment or
garnishee, not exceeding fifty dollars, approved March 27, 1872.
On motion of Mr. Bates7. A bill to amend the charter of the Glasgow Deposit Bank.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the 1st and 2d; the Committee on Railrnads the 3d and 4th; the
Committee on Corporate lnf:ftitutions the 5th; the Committee on Revised Statutes the tith; and the Committee on Banks the 7th.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to charter the Owenton High School;
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And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile and a half of Pleasant Grove Church or schoolhouse, at the fork of Stinson creek, in Carter county;
An ac.t for the benefit of school district No. 1, in Letcher county;
An act for the benefit of John Hill, of Madison county;
An act for the benefit of colored p~blic :;chools at Bowling Green;
An act to empowe1· the Edmonson county cohrt to levy an additional tax and issue bonds to build a new court-house;
An act to incorporate the tow.n of Springville, in Greenup county ·;
An act to incorporate the Collier Mining and Manufacturing Company;
An act to . amend an act, entitled." An act to incorporate the Boone
Mining and Manufacturing Company," approved February 16, 1866;
An act to fix the time of holding terms of circuit courts in the
tenth judicial district;
And had found the same truly enroll.ed.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
On motion of Mr. Graves, the further consideration of a bill, entitled
A bill to increase the revenue,
Was postponed to, and made special order of the day for, tomorrow, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Dyer.
On motion of Mr. Foote, the further consideration of a bill, entitled
A bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors,
Was postponed to, and made special order of the day for, tomorrow, at half-past 10 o'clock, A. M.
And then the House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1873.
The following petitions and remonstrance were presented, viz:
By Mr. Foree1. The petition of citizen:3 of Shelby county, praying the passage
of an act creating an additional magistrates' district in said county.
By Mr. Todd2. The petition of citizens of Peak's Mill_ precinct, in Franklin
county, praying the repeal of a law prohibiting the sale of spirituous
liquors in said precinct.
By Mr. Nunan3. The remonstrance of citizens of Washington county, against
the change of their county seat.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on County Courts; the 2d to the Committee
on Religion; and the 3d to the. Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Williams and
Davidson.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to authorize sales and conveyances by trustees under a
power .
. Which bill was read the first time an<l ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
On motion of Mr. McAfee,
Ordered, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking leave to
withdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House
o.f a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of Bryantsville and Cane Run Turnpike
Road Company.
According to order, the House resumed the consideration of a bill,
with the amendments proposed thereto, en'titled
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A bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors.
Ordered, That said bill and amendments be printed, and that the
same be postponed to, and made special order of the day for, -Tuesday, the 18th in st., at 11 o'clock, A. M .
On motion of Mr. Waide, the further consideration of a bill from
the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the organization and regulation of banking
companies, and to repeal various charters,
Was postponed to, and 'made special order of the day for, W ednesday, the 19th in st., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Lewis F. Marshall, sheriff of Ballard
county.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS , Under the act approved 22d March, 1871, amending the
revenue laws of this Commonwealth, a penalty of five per cent. was
imposed, and required to be collected, on all taxes remaining unpaid
on the 1st day of April, 1872; and whereas, the Auditor of Public
Accounts, under the provisions of said act, charged Lewis F. Marshall, sheriff of Ballard county, with said penalty of five per cent.
on the amount due by him, as shown by the books in the Auditor's
office on the 1st day of April, 1872; and whereas, it appears that
said Mar::ihall had in his hands claims upon the Treasury and money,
amounting, together, to the sum of $4,307 !32, on the 1st day of April
aforesaid, but was prevented, by circum:stances over which he had
no control, from depositing the same to the credit of the Treasury of
the State in the Commercial Bank of Kentucky, at Paducah, that
being the nearest depository under the law, and distanced twentyfive miles from said Ma rshall'::i residence; and whereas, it appearing
that said Marshall <lid deposit the said amount of $4,307 92 on the
2d day of April following, it seems but ey_uitable and just that the
said Marshall sh_ould have the five per cent. so paid on the said sum ,
of $4,307 92 refunded him; therefore,
~ I. Be it · enacted by the General Assemb(y of the Commonwealt!t of'
K entucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts he·, and he is hereby,
directed to draw bis warrant on the Treasury for the sum of $215 39,
il_l. favor of' Lewi s F. Marsh"ll, sheriff of Ballard county, that being
the amount of the five per cent. charged on $4 307 9t, against said
Marshall, in his settlement of the revenue of Ba llard county fo1· the
year 1871.
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
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The rule of the House and con stitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed ·with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being disp e nsed with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were a s follows, viz :
Those who voted in 1he affirmative, wereJ nlian N. Phelps,
Mr . Speaker(M'Creary)W. W. D eade1·{ck,
Wm. A. Allen,
M Wood s Fergu son, Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
. James B. Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. Powell,
G. ·W. Bailey,
Q. D. Foote,
E . A. Robertson,
John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Jo seph P. Foree,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Jamf's Gamett,
J. R. Sanders,
W. R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
Wm. A. Ho skins,
J. S. Taylor,
George M. Thomas,
S . C. Bell,
E. Polk John son,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas .M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Church H . Blakey,
T. J. Jone ,s,
Harry I. Todd,
T. W . Varnon,
W. B . M. Brooks,
G. W. Little,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S . .l\foCIL1re,
E . F. Waide,
Rubert M. Carli sle,
William J . McElroy, J. L. Waring,
C.H . Webb,
John S . Carpe nter,
M. E . McKenzie,
C. lVI. Clay, jr.
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. White,
F . A. Wilson,
Jo ~iah H. Combs,
J. C. Moorman,
William G. Conrad, W. A. M01·in,
.1. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
·
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
H.. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nun a n,
J.M. Wright-65.
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
In the negative, none-R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Bills \Vere reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Wright, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill to auth<, rize the mayor of the city of Louisville to subscribe
in the name, and for and in behalf of the said city, for ten thousand
additional shares of the capital stock of the Elizabethtown and Pa. d ucah Railroad Company.
,
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to incorporate the Ashland and Catlettsburg Street Railway
and Trnnsfe1· Company.
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By Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of Samuel Cowan, jailer of Boone county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and tbe same being engrossed\
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the· titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Bates1. A bill to amend the law in regard to the mode of publishing
private and local acts of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. Bascom2. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Marshall, in Bath
county.
On motion of Mr. Hoskins3. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Perryville, in Boyle
county.
On motion of same4. A bill for the benefit of H. L. Whitehouse, of Casey county.
On motion of Mr. Cardwell5. A bill to change the county line between the counties of Bre.athitt and Wolfe.
On motion of Mr. Brooks6. A bill to protect small birds and game in the county o.£ BillHitt.
On motion of same7. A bill empowering the Spencer county court to sel1 the old circuit and county court clerks' offices in said county.
On motion of sames. A bill to amend section 1, article 3, chap,tei-47,.Rtwised. Statutes~
On motion of Mr. Powell9. A bill in relation to' jail guards.
On motion of same10. A bill for the benefit of Jack.son 00.un.ty •.
37-H.
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On motion of Mr. Jones! I.. A •bill to p·ay Jurors in Justices, 0f the peace and quarter.ly
· courts of this -Commo·nwealth.
On motion of Mr. Megibben12. A hill ,to amend the chanter ;0f Leesburg; in Harrison ccmntiY.
Ordered, That the CommitJtee on Corporate Instituti'ons prepare
and bring in the ·2d and 13d ; the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances the 4th, 5th, 8.'nd 10th; the Committee on Religion the
6th; the Oommittee -,on Counti}' Courts the , 7th iand 12th; the Committee on Revised Statutes the 8th; the Committee on Circuit Court.s
the 9th; a select committee; -consisting of Messrs. Gr..aves, McElroy,
and Mynhier, the 1st; and a select committee, consisting of ·Messr,s.
Gray, Corbett, and Allen, the ,) 1th.
The Honse then, according to order, took .up and. proceeded. furthE)r
to consider a bill, with the amendment.s .proposed .the1:eto, ,en titled . _
A ,bill to increase the revenue.
After debate thereon, and the hour of 12 o'clock, M ., having
arrived, Mr. W. Evans moved to suspend the order-a of the day,
and .proceed w.ith the cons.id.e ratjon of said. bill and amendments.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. W. Evans, it.
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and -nays being required thereon by Messrs. Wright. and
Waide, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.
Mr. Speaker (M'Creary)E. A. Gra:ves,
.w. L. Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
T. J. Jon·es,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
L. W. Lassing,
James W. Snyder,
W.R. Bates,
J. J. McAfee,
J. S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. 'J'homas,
S. C. Bell,
William J. McE.lroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
William G. Conrad,
T. J. Megibben,
L. W. Ti·afton,
R.. L. Cooper,
J.C. Moorman,
J. M. White,
Thomas H. Corbett,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
James Gai:nett,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Wo.olfolk-39.
Those ,who voted in the negative, wereJ.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
..A. S. Arnold,
W. W. Dead.erick, . John P. Rowlett,
.G. W . .Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatl'ick, J.P. Sacksteder,, 1
,R. Tarv. Baker,
J. R. Sander1;1,
Alp he us W. Basco.int C. D. Foote,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M: Sanders,
W . .B ..M . .Brnak~,

,.
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Robert M. Carlisle,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Joseph T. Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
G. W .. Little,
E. F. Waide,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
C.H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
J. M. Wright-31.
R. D. Cook,
Said bill was then placed in the orders of t!1e day.
The Ho1mse took up from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section I, article
26, chal)ter 27, Revised
Statutes.
.
I
01·dered, That said bill be engrossed and ·read a third time.
The rule of the Hou~e and ·constit~1tional provision ~s to the ·third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, arid the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
•
The House also took up from the orders of the day a bill 'from the
Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend chapter 15,
title 10, Civil Code of Practice," approved March 116, 1869.
01·dered,' That said bill be recommitted ·to the Committee on Revised Statutes.
The House then took up the amendments proposed by the Senate
to bills, which originated in the · House of Reprnsentatives, of the
following titles, viz :
An act '.to amend the town charter of Lebanon.
An act to amend° an act to in<}orporate the city of Cynthiana, approved January 22, 1868.
An act for the benefit of school districts N 0s, 5 and 28, in Livingston county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to cause good school-ho uses to be ·erected in the Eighth and
Ninth Congressional Districts,'" approved March 13, 1873.
Said amendments were concurred in.
The House took up the motion, heretofore made by Mr. Reeves, to
reconsider the vote by which the House disagreed to a bill from the
Senate, entitled
An act fo1· the benefit of E. W. Hughes, of Logan county.
M1·. Reeves then withdrew his motion to reconsider said vote, and
the Clerk was directed to report said bill to the Senate as disagreed
to.
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Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to prnhibit the sale of spirituous liquors in the town of
Caverna.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That s·aid bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule ~f the House and constitutional pro vision a s to th e third
reading of ·said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
•
1
The House resumed the consideration of a bill, entitled
A bill to provide for a geological and mineralogical survey of 't he
State.
Oi·dered, That the further consideration of said bill be postponed
to, and made special order of the day for, to-morrow, at half-past 10
o'clock, A. M.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which ol'iginated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to authorize the mayor of the city of Louisville to subscribe in the name and for and in behalf of said city, for ten thou sand
additional shares of the capital stock of the Elizabethtown and
Paducah Railroad Company.
And then the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1873.
The following petitions and remonstranpe were presented, viz:
By Mr. Scales1. The petition of a committee of the school board .of the city of
Covington, praying that some provision may b~ made by law, not inconsistent with the Constitution of the State, for the education of the
colored children of the State.
By Mr. Brooks2. The petition of Ben Chapeze and others, pr'aying that the act of
15th March, 1871, enlitled "An act for the benefit of common school
district No. 31, in Bullitt county," be repealed, and that certain taxes
collected thet"eunde1· should be refunded.
By Mr. Nunan3 . The i'emonstrance of certain citizens of Washington county,
against the passage of a law removing their county seat.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referred-the 1st and 2d to the Committee on Education, and the 3d to the
Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Mynhier. 1. A bill to provide for transcribing the o!·iginal surveys, plats, and
certificates of Morgan county.
On motion of Mr. Waring2. A bill to incorporate Lodge No. 199, Independent Order of Odd
Fellows.
Ordered, That the Committee on County Courts prepare and bring
in the 1st, and the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 2d.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the Hou5e of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the Whitley county court to sell certain lands.
An act for the benefit of the sureties of Wm. Cummins, late sheriff
of Whitley county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of Hugh Barclay, jr., of Logan county.
2. An act to prohibit the carrying of concealed deadly weapons.

•
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3. An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to amend the charter
of the Bank of Ashland, and incorporate the Bank of Shelbyville,''
approved February 24, 18ti9.
4. An act to amend tl,ie, cha'l'ter of the Merchants'
Bank of Ken.
.
tucky, and _!he act amendatory thereof, approved March 3, 1860.
5. An act for the be-nefit of A. C. Bowman, la:te· she1'iff of Breathitt
county, and his sureties.
Which bills we're read the f'i-rst time and o·rdered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st and second to the Commit.tee on the Judiciary; . the 3d a:nd 4th to the Committee on Banks;
and the 5th to the Committee on Ways a·nd Means.
Mr. Tucke·r, from the Committee on Revi .. ed Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring. in the same, reported
A bill to fix the rate of tolls to be taken and charged ~y owners
and operators of water-mills and horse-mills.
Which biU was read the first time and ordered to be read a· second
-time.
The rule of the· House and constitutronal prodsion as to the second
. reading of said bili being dispensed with,
Mr. Blakey offere:l an amendment, which was adopted.
Mr. Cardwell also offered an amendment.
Mr. Graves then moved to lay sa:id bill and p·roposed amendments
on the table.
And the question being taken thereon, it was de-cided ·in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, bytthe several ·committees to whom they had· been
r·e ferred; vfa:
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Ways arid MeansAn act for the benefit of Charles G. Ragan, sheriff of Montgomery
county.
By Mr. F. ·A. Wilson,' from the Co1mmittee on County CourtsAn act 'for the benefit of Daviess county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a thi-r d time,
The rule of the Ho1rse and constitutional provision as to the third
read,i'n·g oh~aid'bills ·beittg· dispensed with,
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R esolved, Th.at said bills do. pass, and that the titles ther.eo.f be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Tucke1-, from tbe Committee on Revi sed Statutes, ·who were
di11ected to prepare and ,bring in the same, ,reported bills of the following titles, viz :
A bill to amend an act , entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
Marshall, in Bath county."
A bill for the bepefit of tbe mar::1 hal of Mt: Starling.
A bill to am e nd the charter or' the qi-ty of Louisville.
A bill for the benefit of the city of Louisville.
Which bills were read the first time and order.ed to be rea.d a second ·
time.
The rule of tbe House and conetitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills bein g dispense d with,
Ordered, Tbf.l,t said bills be e ngrossed and read a third time :
I
The rule of the House and constituti.onal provision as to the third
reading of said bill;; bein g disp ensed with, and. the ,sam('.! being engrossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that t4e titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing th!J.t they
had passed a bil.l, entitled
An act ,providing fo1: the collection of the revenue tax and county
levy for the years 1872 and 1873, for, Clay and Breathitt counties.
On motion of Mr. Powell, the rul e requiring said bill to be referred
to a committee being suspended, said bill was taken up and read the
first time.
Orde1·ed, That said bill be read a second time.
Th.e rul.e . of th e Hou se and.constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of th e Hou se and constitution al provision as to .the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be ai;i
afore said ..
According to order, the House took :up and resumed the consideration of a ·bill, entitled
A bill to provide for a geological and mineralogical survey of .the
State .
Mr. J. R. Sanders offered an amendment, which was_rejected.
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Amendments were offered by Messre. Foote and J. R. Sanders,
which were adop.ted.
Mr. Scales offered an amendment, which was rejected.
The question was then put, "Shall the bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third time?" and it was decided in the affirmati've.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. J. R. Sanders and McAfee, were· as follows, viz.:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM1·. Speaker (l"1'Crea ry) W.W. Deaderick,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Arm strong,
M. W onds Fergneon, Lewis Potter,
A . S. Arnold,
·c. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
G. vV . Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
W. L. Reeves,
AlpheL1s W. Bascom, James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
W. R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
J. P. Sackatetler,
W. ·N. Beckham,
C. P . Gray,
J. R . Sanders,
Church H .. Blakey,
Clinton Gr'iffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond ,
Wm . A. Ho skins,
James W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
George iVI. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P . Cardwell, E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
Thomas M. Johnson , T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cas,:illy,
J . S. Lawson.
E. F. Waide,
C. lVI. Clay, jr.
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
Jo siah H. Combs,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
J. C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
R . L. Cooper,
W. A. Morin,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Thomas H. Corbett,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. vVright-59.
J.E. Gosson,
J. L. Nall,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Manlius T. Flippin,
C. C. Scales,
W. W. Ayers,
T. J. Jones,
William Sellers,
R. Tarv. Baker,
J. J. McAf'ee,
J. S. Taylor,
S. C . .Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. Thomas,
Rubert M. Carlisle,
John W. Ogilvie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Jam es S. Chrisman,
Julian N. Phelps,
Joseph T. Tucker,
William G. Conrad,
John Rowan,
J.M. White-21.
Mr. McAfee then moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question bei!i g taken thereon; it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being req.uired the1·eon by Messrs. McAfee and
Samuel M. Sanders, were as follows, viz:
Thoile who voted _in the affirmative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
.Manlius T. Flippin,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
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T. J. Jones,
"William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
.J. S. Taylor,
J. J. McAfee,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. Thomas,
• Mat. Nu nan,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Josiah H. Combs,
William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
.Joseph T . Tucker,
Julian N. Phelps,
R. D. Cook,
J. M. White-29.
Thomas H. Corbett, E. A. Robertson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, J., L. Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
-Lewis Potter,
A. C. Arme,trong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S . Arnold,
James ·Garnett,
W. L. Reeves,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
W.R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Harry I. Todd,
L. W . Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
W. 8. M. Brooks,
Thomas 1\1. Johnson, E. F. Waide,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Law,;on,
John S. Carpenter,
William J . McElrny, C.H. W ebb,
F. A. Wilson,
B. E. Cassilly,
lVI. E. McKenzie,
J. N. ·Woo·ds,
C. M . Clay, jt·.,
'I'. J. Megibben,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J . C. Moorman,
S. H. W oolfclk,
J.M. Wright-50.
R. L. Cooper,
W. A. Morin,
J.E . Gosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, Mt·. Foree moved to \
dispense with the orders of the day, and proceed with the consideration of this bill.
And the question being taken on the motion of "Mr. Foree, it was.
decided in the negative, not having received the number of votes.,
required under the rule.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree andi
Graves, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
J. E. Gosson,
Lewis Potten;.
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Fer.guso n, Hiram S. Powell; ,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
W. L. Reeves,
W.R. Bates,
James Garnett,
Jo,hn P .. Rowlett,
w. ·N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
.c. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
Cl inton Gr-iffith,
Jam es W. Snyder,.
Wm . F. Bo.nd,
George ,M. Jessee,
Harry, L Todd,
W . B. M. B•rooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
L . W. Trafton,
Thomas P . CarclweII, Thdmas M. Johnson, T~ 1W .. Varnon,
Robert M. Cai-lisle,
G. ' W. Little,
·
Ji;. F. Waide,
John S . Carpenter,
William J. 'McElroy,_ J. L, Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,_
C. H .. W,eb.b,
38-H.
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C. M Clay,jr.,
J. Guthrie Coke,
R. L. Coope r,
Thomas H. Corbett,

J. C. Moorman,
W. A. Morin,
Wm . Mynhier,
J. L. Nall,

[FEB. 13.
F. A. Wilson,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J.M. Wright-47.

Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Spealcer (M'Crea1·y)M anlius T. Flippin,
Juli an N . Phelps,
VVm. A . Allen,
U. P. Grny,
E. A. Rob t> rtson,
W . W. Ayers,
Wm. A . Hoskins,
J ohn R owan,
G. W. B ailey,
T.,J. Jones,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
L. W. Lassing,
William Sellers,
James S . Ch ri sman,
J. S. Lawson,
J . S. Taylor,
Jo~iah H. Combs,
J. J. McAfee,
George M. Thomas,
William G. Conrad,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W . Threlkeld,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. White-28.
Walter Evans,
Said b}H was then placed in the orders of the day.

I
I,·

Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Railroads, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A hill to authorize certain counties in this Commonwealth to levy
a tax and pay for right of way and depot gl'Ounds for Cincinnati
Southern Railway.
Which bill was,read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispen sed with,
Amendments were offered by Messrs. Tucker and Carlisle, which
were adopted .
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
Said bill bein·g engrossed, as amended, was read a third time as
follows, viz:
WHEREAS, An act was passed by this General Assem bly, approved Februa1·y 13th, 1872, en'titled "An act to authorize tho trustees of the Cincinnati Southern Railway to -acquire the rigbt of way, and to extend a line
of ndlway through certain counties in thi s Commonwealth;" and whereas,
th e peopl <;, of the counties herei nafter nam ed are deep ly interested in tho
location and construction of said lin e of railway and its appeudages in
and through said counties; and it is nece1:1sary, in order to enable tb em to
secure such location and construction, and the benefits arising therefrom,
that ::i. sum of money sufficient to pay tho costs and expenses of procuring
tbe right of way and providing depot groundti for sa id railway, should be
r aised by each of said counties; and )Nhereas, tbe people of said counties
have npplied to this General Assembly for authority to r aise money by
taxation, and _by the issue of bonds; for the purposes aforesaid, upon the
conditions .hereinafter stated; now, therefore,
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§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken tvcky , 'rlrnt whenever any ten resid ents and owners of prope1·ty ai-sessed
for taxation for 8tate 1·evenue purpoaes in any of th~ counties of Whitl ey,
Laurel, Mad ison, Clark, Bourbon, Harri~on, Kenton, Scott, Franklin, Ande1·so n, Woodto rd , FayetLe. Jessamin e, Men·, ·:·, Garrard, Boyle Lincoln,
Rockcastle, Casey, Pulaski, Russell, Way ne, l:i inton, Cumberland , Monroe, Adair, 1\1.etcalfe, Jotih Bell, Gallatin , K11 ux . Clay, Owsloy, Jackso n,
and E~tilt, shall muke application thcrefo1·, in writing, to the presiding
judge of the .c ounty court in which said app li cant r esiues and owns prop~
erty as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of such judge forthwith to cause
the several jus'tice1s of the peace in and for said county to be summoned,
to meet within ten days after said applicatjon , is made; nnd , when so
assembled, they may ma ke an order upon the r eco rd s of said court, s ubru it.ting to tile qualified voters in said county the question of r_aising, by
taxation, and by the issue of bonds, in such sums as may be required , not
greater than tl.10 amount hereafter named, and directing a poll to be
opened at the us ual voting place or places in each election precirn.:t in
said county, on a day designated in said order, for the purpose of taking
the sense of said voters upon the said qu es tion; the sa id election shal l be
held within thirty days alter the date of 8ai d Ol'der , and not less than fifteen days ' notice thereof shull be g iv en by p1·inted poRtorR, one of which
shall be pnt up at the door of the court-house, and one at each voting place
in said county. It sha ll be the duty of tbe presiding judge, nt the time
such election is ordered, to appoint the necessary offi cers to condud the
same; who shall have all the pr,wel's, perform all the duties, and rece ive
the compensation prescribed by tbe general, laws of this Commonwea lth
in cases of election for county officers. 'rhe poll -bo.ok shall be returned to
the clerk of the county court within three days afte1· the election; an.cl
the clerk shal l forLhwit. h repo1·t the same to tho presiding judg-e of said
court; and said judge, together with the clerk, sha ll at once proceed to
ascertain the result of said election, and enter the same upon the records
of thl3 court, which record shall be conclu sive of the regularity and res ult
of said election; tbe result 01· validity of said election shall not be questioned, unless proceedings for Lhat purpose be commenced within thirty
days after said result is ascertained and stated npon the records of the
court.
§ 2. At said election the follow'ing questions shall be propound ed to
each voter: "Are you in favor of raising, by taxation. the sum of - dollars (the amount specified in the appli cation and order to be here
in serted), upon c.o ndition that the Cin cinnati Southern Railway sha ll be
located and constrncted through this county, and the eaid mon ey to be expended within this co unty solely, for . paying for tho right of way and
depot grounds?" and the sense of the voters shall be rcordcd in the affirm·ati ve or negative, as the case may be. In case a majority of the votes
cast at said election shall be in the affirmative, it shall be the duty of the
presiding judge at once to appoint three commissionel's, who shall , undet·
oath, ascertain and report the cost of the right of way through said
county; and he Rh all cause tbe several justices of' the peace for said,
county to assemble within ten days after the said report is reoeived, and
when so assemb led, the said commissioners shall r eport the coAt of the
right of way as aforesaid; and it shall be the duty of the said justices at
once to levy a tax upon the taxable property in said county, subjeet to
taxation for Slate revenue purposes, sufficient to raise the sum specified in ·
said report, or such part thereof as may_be determined upon ; and for the
remainder of tbe amount authorized to be raised the presiding judge
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shall forthwith issue the bonds of said county, for an amount not less than
one hundred dollars eac h; nor more t.han oue thousand dollars -each, s igned
by him as pl'esiding judge, and countersig ned by the clerk of• tho county
court, payable to bearer, with interest at tiny rate not exceeding ten per
cent. per nnnum, payable semi -annually, at such place as said presiding
judge may determine; and said bond s sha ll have coupons or interest
warrants attached t her eto, attested by the signatu r e of the c;lerk of tho
county court. It s ha ll be the d uty of said court, annually, at its sitting
as a court or claims, to levy and ca use t.o be collected a tax upon the taxable prope1·ty in said couut.y subj ect to asRess meut for State revenue purpoaes; sufficient to pay tho interest on said bonds, and to provide as-i nkin g fund for the r edemption of the bonds at maturity; said bo11ds, when
issu ed, shall be delivertid to t.he Commissioners of tbe Sinking Fund as
hereinafter provided.
§ 3. All taxes lev ied under authority of this act shall be collec:ted by
the sheriff at the same time and in the same mann er that the county
levy is requirnd to be levied ; but before proceed ing to collect th e same,
he shall.execute a bon d, with goo d and sufficitint securiLy, to be approved
by tile presiding judge of the county court, st_ipulat in g for ·a faithful performance of hi s duties un.d er t.his acL, and that be wil l promptly pay over
to the Commissioners of the Sink.ing Fund fo r said coun.ty all moneys
collected by bim; and in case be sha ll fail or refuse to execute such bond.
tbe prel:! iding fudge shall appoint a SJJecial collector, who shall exec ute a
lik e bond, and exe rcise all the powers or a sheriff in making such coll ee1,ions. The sheriff ,or s-pecia l coll ecler shall r ecflive the same compensation, fo r making collectior.is und er thi s aet, as is al lowed by law for c:ollecting the State r evenue. For a breach, of the bond of the sheriff or special
eollector, the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund may sue in their own
na,mes for the use anJ, benefit of the county; and· in case of their .11efusal
to sue when neq;uired by any tax-payer, s uch Lax-payer may p1•oseoute-an
action on said bond in the name-ot srud. co mmi ssioners; but, he shall be
lia,ble for al-I costs and expenstis in case such s uit is not suceessfu l.
§ -!. It shall be the duLy of said justices of the peace, at their second
meeting, as required by th is act, or within thirty days thereafter, and
every two years aftenva1rds, to elect three Commi'Ss ion ers of the Sinking
Fund, who shall serve two years, aud un t il their successors are elected and
qualified. · The said commiss ion ers shall take an 6atb that they will faithf.ul-1-y perf'ol'm the duties of their office, a,nd· shalL execute separate bonds,
with good and sufficient au-reties, to be approved by the presiding judge of
the county court, cooditi0ned that they will weJ.l and trwl.r do and perform
all the things required of them by this act, and, any arneadments thereto;
and th at they will prromptly account for and pay over to the pl'Oper persons al,I moneys recived by ~Imm, aH moneyfl raised fuy Luxation unde1, obis
act, and .all r,noneys raised 1,)y the sales 0t bo.nds autL10rized by thiA act,
that may come to their hands. 'l'b ey shall receipt for all moneys that
may come to their bands. Th ey may se ll or h.ypothecate said bonds.
§ 5. Whenever tbe Ci_u,cinnati SouLhern Railway shall be located. in any
one of Lhe said counties, and its constru ction actually commenced therein,
i t shall be the duty of the Commissioners of tme Sinki,n g Fund for Auch
county to pay the owners of the land r equired -to be taken for rig.ht of
·way and .depot gr0unds the sums ascertained to be due them.
~ 6. The amount authorized to be rai sed by taxation, and by the issue
-of bonds, shall not be greater in any of the counties herein named than
.a sum actually necessary to pay for ri g ht of way and depot grounds for
,said railway; and this shall in no county exc.e ed the sum of seventy-five
1
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thousand dollars. In case such election s,hall be set aside, a . second elec,
t ion may be ordered and held, upon new application being made; but no
suc h election s hall be held. until after the exp iration of sixty days from
the elate of the first election, and no more than two election s shall be held
under this act in any one coun ty.
§ 7. The CommiRtiioners of the Sinking F und shall, out of the money
in thei r hand s raised for that purpose, pay the inter e~t on any bonds
issued under t he prqvisions of this act; and they shall have the custody
and manngement of all money r aised for the redemption of said bonds,
and may loan the same out, from t im e to tim~, upon good security, until
the maturity of said bonds; or they m:iy, when so a uth orized by the
presiding ju dge, by an order entered. upon the r ecords of bis court, use
the who)e, or any part of said last mentioned money, in purchasing. said
bonds before maturity. 'l'bey shall, once in each year , make a setLlement
of the.fr accounts with the presiding judge in the same manner, that admini strators and guardians are r.cqui r ed to settle, and the same shal l be
recorded in a book to be kept for that purpose. The prtJsi din g judge
shall, at each ann ua l settlement, a llo w said coinmi ss ioners a r easo nable
compensation for t,hcir ser vices, to be paid out of t he money in their
bands; said judge shall rece ive the s um of three dollars for making each
settlement, to be paid in lik e mann er.
§ 8. "A ny Comniissioner of the Sinking Fund may be r emoved by t:he
presiding jud ge, fo r good cause show n, upon ten days' notice; a nd in case
of such rcmo,;al , or in case of vacancy ffom any oth er cause; th-e presiding judge sha ll fill th e same by appointment. It shall be the duty of the
presiding judge to see tbat the snrety furnished by the said comqi iss ioners is at a.II times s uffi.c ient ; a nd he shall , wb.e never appli ed to · by th.a
count_y attorney or any tax- payer, make inqu iry concerning the solvency
or sufficiency of any s urety, and shall forthwi ,t h remove any commissioner
who fa il s or refuses to forn ish new or additional sec nrity when required.
§ 9. .A. maj<Jrity of the justices of the peace in commi ssion in sai d
county s,h all co nstitute a quorum to tran sact busin ess und er th is aqt ;
and in case of th e abse nce of the pres iding jud!.{e, they shall elect one
of their number to preside. 'l'b e fa.Bure or omisaion of the pre.s iding
judge or ju stices of the peace to perform any act, 01· enter a_ny order, at
the t ime tbe same is herein r equired to be performed or entered, shall
not avoid any p1·oceding herein a utho r ized or required; but such .a ct may
be pe1·forme<l, and such ord er entered, at any subsequent time, with the
same effect as if Lhere had been no. s uch fa ilu re or om ission .
§ 10. W hen sa id railway shall paRs t hroug h any election precin ct, in
any of th e con nti es named in the fit,s.t secti011 of this act, any ten residents a nd own ers of property assessed fo r tax.ation for State revenu,e p,urposes in said precinct s hall ma ke a.pplie;aLion. i,n. writing., t,o the presi,ding
judge of tbe county cou rt, -it sha ll be-the duty of sa id judge to cause the
justices of the peace fo r said precin ct or precincts to be s umm oned, as
directed in the fi1,st section of thi s aet; a nd when so ass.embled they may
make aT) ordet·, submitting to tb e quaJ-itied voters of such pre.c in ct th.e
ques ti on of rai sing by taxation, and. tli.e issue of bonds, such sui;n as may
be necessa.ry to pay fo r the ri ght of way and for depot gro und s in said
preci net fo r said 1·ai !way. Said election sha ll be held, the r es ult ascertain ed, the same proceedings had, by the same persons and officers as required by th is act for submitLin g sai d question to the vo!e of the co.unty.
Sa id courL sha ll appoint Commissioners of the Sinking Fund , levy an d
cause to be collected the t,ax, and do al-I-other, things as is r equired by
this act in cases where counties vote a tax under this act. If bonds
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sh all be issued for any precinct und er tl~i s act, said judge, in additi on to
t he oth er things r equired by this act, shall specify in said bond th e
num ber and naine of the prec inct. 'fil e purpose and meaning of thi s
secti on is be1·eby decl art,d to be, th at if said railway shall pass throug h
any precinct in any of th e counti r.s named in this act, a nd s uch co unty
sha ll no t submit the qu estion stated in t his act to the peopl e of th·e coun ty,
th en said question may be submitted to a vote of the peopl e in s uch el ectio n precin ct; and said el ecti on, and all proceedings thereunder, shall be
in accorda nce with the provi sions of thi s act.
§ 11. Th e provisions of thi s act shall not apply to , or op erate upon, th e
third legis lative di strict of the coun ty of K enton.
§ 12. Thi s act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
Th e question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative. ·
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Coke and
E. Polk Johnson, were as follows, viz: ·
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm . A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
A . 0. Armstrong,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Hiram S. Powell,
Vv. W . Ayers,
C. D. Foote,
W. L. Reeves,
R. Ta rv . Baker,
Jami's Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
Alph e us W . Bascom, C. P. Gray,
John Rowan , ·
W . N. Beckham,
Wm . A. Ho skin s,
John P. Rowl ett,
S . 0. Bell,
Georg e M . J es;;ee,
J. R . Sanders,
Olrnrch H . Blakey,
Thomas M . Johnson, C. 0. Scales,
Wm . F. Bond,·
T. J. Jone~,
William Sellers,
W . B . M. Brooks,
L. W. Lassing,
James W. Snyder, .
W . W. Bu sh,
J. S . Lawson,
George M . Thomas,
Thoma s P. Cardwell, J. J. McAfee,
0. W . Threlkeld,
R obe rt M. Carlisle,
Bryan S . McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
John S . Carpenter,
M . E. McKenzie,
Josr.ph T. Tu eker,
B. E . Oass illy,
T. J . Megibben,
T. W. Varnon,
Ja mi's S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
E . F. Waide,
0 . 1\1. Clay, jr.
W . A. Morin,
J. M. White,
Jo ~ia h H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A . Wilson,
W illiam G. bonrad,
J . L. Nall,
J. N . Woods,
R. D . Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
S . H . Woo lfolk,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. M. Wright-65 .
J . E. Co s~ on,
W.W. Deaderick,
Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJ. C. S. Blackburn,
Joseph P. For.ee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J. G uthri e Coke,
E . Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor-8.
R. L. Coop er,
J.P. Sacksteder,
R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid .
Mr. Chris man movecl to recon sider the vote by which said bill was
passed .
Mr. Fo~te moved to lay the motion of Mr. Chrisman on th~ table.
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And the question being taken on the motion of Mr . Foote, it was
decided in the affirmative .
On the question of th e passage of this bill Mr. Speaker McCreary
asked to ·-be, and wat,, excused from voting thereon, for reasons stated
by him.
Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, who were
directed to pre pare and bring in the same, reported
A b_ill to amend chapter 53 of the Revise d Statutes, entitled" Interest and Usury,"
Without an ex prP ssion of opinion th ereon by the committee.
Said bill was read the first time a s follows, viz:
. § 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'l'h at it s hall be lawful for all perso ns to contract by memorandum, in
writin g, signed by the party or parties cha rgeable th ereon , to pay or
r eceive any rate o; interest fo r the loan or fo 1·beara nce of mouey which
may be agreed on by the pul'ties to such co ntract, not exrecd ing eight
dollars upon one hun d red dollars for a year, u11<l at the same rate for a
grnate1' or less sum a nd fo r a longer or shorlet· time. § 2. 'fh at no contra ct fo r th e payment of a g reater rate of interest than
six per cent. per annum, fo r the lo:w or forbearnnce of money, s hall be
binding in law, unl ess a memorandum t,her eo f shall be made in writing,
a nd signed ·by the party chargeable thereon.
§ 3. That all judg ments ron<l e1;ed up on any con.tract, in writing, for tbe
pn,fment of money, shal l bear th e same rate of i11terest which is provided
by such co ntract; but upon contl'acts in w hi eb.no rate of intere1:1t is agreed
upon, tbe judgment, sha ll bear six pel' cent. per a nnum.
~ 4. After tbo dcatb of tbe payor or obligo r of a contract for the loan
or fo rbeara nce of money at a higher rate of in te rest than six per ce nt um·
per ann um, such contract,.after maturity, and any judgmen t rendered
thereon, shall bear six per centum per a nnnm .
§ 5. That if a ny rale of interes t exccedi fl g the rate authorized by the
first section of this act sball be charged, tbe who le in terest sball be forfeited ; and if the lend er· in s ucb usuri ous contract refuse, before suit
brought, a tend el' of th e pr incipal, wiLbout intere1:1t,, he may, in any suit
brought on such co ntrac t or assurance, recover the principal, but shall
pay the costs ~f such suit.
§ 6. Tb ut nothing in tbis act sball be construed to authorize any bank,
or other incorporated in stituti on, t o charge a g reater amount, in cludi ng
exchange, than eig ht per cent. per annum ou auy bill, bond, note, or other
obligation, di sco unted or purchased by it.
§ 7. 'l'bat al l acts ur pa r ts of acts coming in confl ict with th e provisions
of this are hereby repealed, and espech~ll y t he act approved MM·ch 14th,
1871, chapter 1554.
.
§ 8. Tbi s act shall take effect from and after its passage.
At half-pa st l o'clock, P. M., Mr. E. Polk John son · moved that the
Hon se do now adjou rn.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. John son, it
was decided in the n egative .
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The yeas and nays being required thel'eon by Messrs. Graves and
Sandel's, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in th e affit·mative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)B . E. Cassilly,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
R . L. Cooper,
George M. Thomas,
A. S. Atnnld,
W. W. Denderick,
C. W. Threlkeld,
G. W. Bailey,
Walter Evans,
E. F. Waide,
Alpheus W . Bascom, E. Polk John son,
J.M . White,
W . W. Bush,
J. L. Nall,
/ J.M. Wright-18.
Those who voted in the negative, wereLewis ·Potter,
E. A. Graves,
Wm. A. Allen,
'Hiram S. Powell,
C. P. Gray,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
W. L R eeves,
R. 'Farv. Baker,
John Rowan,
George M. Jessee,
W.R. Bates,
Thomas M. Johnson, John P . Rowlett,
W. N·. Beckham,
J . R . Sanders,
T . J. Jones,
S. C. Bell,
Samuel M. Sanders,
L. W. Lassi ng,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
J . S. Lawson,
C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
William S ell ers,
G. W . Little,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Jam es W. Snyder,
Thomas P . Cardwell, J. J. McAfee,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, Harry l. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
L. W. Trafton,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzi~,
T. J. Megibben,
T . W. Varnon,
William G. Conrad,
F . A. Wi lso n,
J . C. Moorman,
R. D. Cook,
S. H. W oolfolk-50.
Wm. Mynhier,
Jo sep h P . Foree,
Julian N. Phelps,
James Garnett,

.

01·dered, That said bill be read a second time.
.
. The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of sa1d bill bein g dispensed with,
Mr. Thomas then moved to lay said bill on the table .
And the question being taken on the niotion of Mr. Thomas, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being req nired thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Foree, were as follows, viz:

Those who vote_d in the affirmative, were--:Alpheu s W. Bascom, R. L. Cooper, .
J. J . McAfee,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W. W . Bus h,
.
Wm. A. Hoskins ,
William Sellers,
Robert .M. Carlisle,
E . Polk Jonn son,
George M. Thomas,
John S . Carpenter,
T. J. Jones,
E. F. Waide,.
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S . Lawso n,
J,. N. Woods,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
G. W. Little,
i. M. Wright-22.
William G. Conrad,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Spea'Irer (M'C1·eary)E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm . A. Allen, ·
C. P , Gray,
W. L . Reeves,
W.W . Ayers,
George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas M. Johnson, John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
L. W. Lassing,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
Bryan S. McClure,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
William J. McElroy, C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Megibben,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. C. Moorman,
- C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Mynhier,
Harry I. Todd,
R. D. Cook,
J. L Nall,
L. W. Trafton,
J.E. Cosason,
Mat. Nunan,
T. W. Varnon,
Joseph P. Foree,
Julian N . ..l;>helps,
J. M. White,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
F. A. Wilson-45.
At 2 o'clook, P . . M., Mr. Bascom moved that the House do now
adj ourn.
And the qqestion being taken on said 'motion, it was decided in the
, negative.
rhe yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs:Foree and
Taylor, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sande.rs,
Alphet:is W . .Bascom, G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
Robert NI. Carlisle,
J. C. Moorman,
George M. Thomas,
B. E Cas;; illy,
J. L. Nall,
J. L. Waring,
Will iam G. Co mad,
Mat. Nunan,
J. M. White,
W. W. Deaderick,
Lewis Potter,.
J. M. Wright-20.
Wm. A. Hoskins,
E. A. Robertson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(lVI'Creary)C. P. Gray,
John Rowan,
Wm. A. Allen,
George M. Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,
W. W. Ayers,
Thomas M. Johnson, J.P. Sackstede1·,
,W.R. Bates,
L . W . Lassing,
Samuel M. 'Sanders, .
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawso n,
C. C. Sc11les,
W. B M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McElroy, J. S. Tttylor,
John S. Carpenter,
M . E . McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld ..
C. M. Clay, jr.,
T. J . Megibben,
Harry I. Todd,
L. W. Trafton,.
R. D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W . Varnon ,. •
J.E. Cost:ion,
Julian N . Phelps,
F. A . Wilson,,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. Woods-4.~ James .Garnett,
W . L. Reeves,
E .. A. Graves,
On motion of Mr. Graves,
3!J-H. R.
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Ordered, That said ' bUl be-. piiinted, and that· the further consideration thereof be postponed to, and made speeial lord er of the day for,
Monday, the 10th· day of, March next, at I l ·o'cl9ck, A. M.
A message was received frpm the. Govern.ox ,by Mr Botts, .Assistant :
Secretary of State,,: wbic,h was ta.k en .up. and read as follow,s, viz:

1

STATE oF KEN-TUCKY, ExEcu:r1vE DEPARTMENT,
FJtANKF_<?RT, February 13, ~87:t.~

Gentlemen of tlze Se,nate and House of Representatives:
I have the honor, in a.c,cordance.,withJequest,1,to tran:;,m.i-t ,!'t co.py ,of ···
the proceedings of a public meeting .o f the citizen~ ,of Fra1;1kfott and
.Franklin county, _h el~ in this city the IOt~ in~tant. The req.uest d s
coupled with o.ne that I · shall mak~, such. rti~arks as I n:rn.y d~e~ .
proper under , th,e ciiigurnstances, In my lanpual mess.ag~,·,P.ag{l -13,,
under the .. head of ci-iminal law ancjl. th'fl .cqurts, I took occasien. to .
cal_~Y'}U}.' at_tenti_on ,to tbi~ .gep!Jra.l sul;>j_«?.ct,. anq to recomm.en.d .legjslative action for the better detection, apprehension, and punishment of
the class of offenders denounced by this meeting, and I know not
how.I ·can ,do .,more th.an to ci.Le you again to those , rema11ks, and
recommend them to your earnest consideration. In doing so, I must
be permitted _to express, the g~atification with .which .I have witnef:jsed
this very prompt and unanimous exp ression of the people of Frankfort and Franklin county in condemnation of ··l awlessness in all its
forms. It tends _ to,. reµw.v,e th,~ ,impress~on ..whjch, may, , have gone
abroad that they ar.e indifferent ,to such ac.ts, a,1;1d as an oi:ga;nization ..
of public sent_imenh- w(ll, I am confi_cjent, g9 far to,_,aid . the law .in,
their th_o rough suppression.
Respectfully,
P. H ..:LE~LIJ?,,
Ordered, That said ,message be , refori:ed. to .the Committee on the .
Judiciary.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee' on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, wp.ich originated iQ the .
House of Rep1:e~~ntatives, of th~.fqllowing titles, viz:
An ,act .to authoi,:ize th~. mayor of -the.,city,- of Louisville to subscribe
in the name, and f.Q.r and in behal_f. of the said city, for ten thQus~nd '
additional shares of the capital, stock of the, Elizab~thtown aqd P~-·
ducah R~ilr_o ~dJJompany;
An act for the benefit_of school district No. 5, in Garr,ar:d. -county;
An act to amend_ an .Jrnt incorporating _the Vanceburg Male . aqd
'Female Acade_IDY;
An ac_t t o_exempt !-1114ertakers from §!ervirrg en juries;,
An act for the benefit of Charles Kirtley, assignee of :Tames M ..
Durham, of Rockcastle county;
An act for the benefit of S. C. Cardwell and Danie1 Moore, of
Mercer county;

.
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· An act to amend an act, and the amendments thereto, incorporating the school board of the city of Covington;_
An act for the benefit of school districts No. 22 and No. 73, in
· Madison county;
An act to create a new school district in Clinton county ;
An 'act' lfor ·the ·benefit ·of ·school 1aistt·ict No. 47, in Olay county;
!A:n •act 'to ·change tlle n-ame of 'the' Gatletrsl:Jilrg 'Ndilmal 'Acaileihy
to that of the East Kentucky Normal Academy;
An act to a:mehl:l 1the charter 'of Harrisburg Seinrna:ry;
An •a:ct ·to establish free 'schoo'ls rt'cir 'the 'colored peb'p1e ·in Ha.ii-cock
county;
An act 'for the 1benefit of S. A. Waiker, ·of 'Graves 'county;
1An •act
to '"ihcorpora'te %he . Caseyville ·Goal ' and Trtrnsp'ortation
Company;
An act foi· the b'erletfit 1o'f thell(eyis 0reek Mining and Manufacturfog 'Company, arrd to 'i ncorporate the ·s ame 'under the name of the
Howland· Coal and Iron Works;
An act to focorp-orate :the Guyl na Min'i'ng "arid Manu'f actriring
Compa'ti'y;
An act to incorporate 'th'e Fleming Ooaf ·Oo'rrifrt(tiy;
An act t'o incorpo1·ate the Muhlenburg ·coal arid li-o'rt ' Go'inp_any;
An ac't ·'to iinco1iJorate Warton Lodge, No. 183, of the Independent
Order of ·Odd Fellows;
An ·a ct au'thorizihg and efup'o-wering the l'evy c'otirt or court 'of
claims of Magoffin county to incr~ase th'e county le'vy, and to levy
·a n ad 'valo'fom tax ;
A'n ·a ct 't o a-m'en'd' the town ·cha'rter of Lebanon ;
'An act for the benefit of Wasliington 'c'ounty, au't h'orizi'iig the
county court of said ·coti'nty to l~vy ahd ·c ollect faxes to pay its
present fotlebtedness;
An act to change the time of holding the Lee county quarterly court;
~ An act to a1Hh'orize' tbe court or ·claims
Oidham county 'to levy
tax for the erection of a new jail;
.,.
An act to "legalize ··certain orde~s and proceedings of the Larue
county court;
An act for the benefit of Oiinfon coiirity cdurt of claims;
And had found the same truly enroiled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed liis signature thereto.
'Orilered, Tliat ·Mr. Dead·erick inform the-Senate thereor:And then-the li'omie· adj~1.friied. ·
I
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Represen tatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Marcus Devary, or Clark county.
An act for the benefit of Stephen Nethercutt, of Carter county.
An act for the benefit of M. S . Napier.
An act to incorporate the Victor Coal Mining Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Marble City Mining and Manufacturing Company."
Ari act to amend the_charter or the Boone Bridge Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Frankfort and Flat Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of Saliy Stagner, of Madi ~on county.
An act to prohibit the sah of ardent spirits in Lee county .
.With an amendment to the last named bill.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1.. An act to authorize railroad companies incorporated by the
laws of this Commonwealth to execute, issue , and sell t heir mortgage bonds, and to secure the payment thereof by executing mortgages upon their property, rights, and franchises.
2. An act respecting companies organized, and to be organized,
under an act, entitled "An act to provide for the organization and
regulation of incorporated companies, except banking, insurance,
and railroad companies," approved March 15, 1870.
3. An act to amend the charter of the Citizens' Passenger Railway
Company of Louisville.
4. An act to incorporate the Short Route Rail way Transfer Company.
5.. An act to incorporate the Harlan County Mining and Railroad
,•Company. .
.
6. An act to. authorize John E. Cooper, of Morgan county, to buUd
,a mill -dam across Licking river, in Morgan county.
7. An act for the benefit of T. P. Card~ ell, of Breathitt county.
8. An act t? incorporate the National Pipe Contract Company .
.9. An act to incorporate the Slate Fo rd C_o al Company.
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10. An act to amend an act incorporating the Merchants' Insurance Company, approved February 28, 1860.
11. An act to amend section 665, title 13, of the Civil Code of
Practice, on evidence.
12. An act to incorpo_rate the Central University.
13. An act to amend an act approved March 28, 1872, authorizing
sheriffs to sell real estate to pay revenue tax.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be refet'l'ed-the 1st, 3d, 4th, and 5th to the
Committee on Railroads; the 2d, 8th, and 9th to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions; the 6th and 7th to the Committee on Internal
Improvement; the 10th to .the Committee on Insurance; the 11th to
the Committee on Codes of Practice; the 12th to the Committee on
Education; and the 13th to the Committee on Ways and Means.
The following petitions and remonstrances were presented, viz:
By Mr. Flippin1. The petition of sundry citizens of Tompkinsville, praying the
passage of' an act prohibitipg the sale or giving of spirituous liquors
wit.bin one mile of said town.
By Mr. !"fcOlure2. Th1e petition of sundry citizens .o f Casey county, praying an
appropriation for the erection of a bridge across Green river.
By Mr. Waring·
3. The petition of certain citizens of Greenup county, praying the
passage of a law prohibiting the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt
liquors, in the county of Greenup. '
By Mr. Powell4. The petition of certain citizens of Jackson county, praying to
be refunded the expenses incurred for payment of certain guards.
By Mr. Carlisle5. The petition of sundry citizens of Keriton county, praying the
passage of a law to prohibit the sale of liquors in a portion of said
county.
By Mr. Megibben6. The petition of sundry citizens of Cynthiana, praying an amendment of the charter of said city.
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,By same7. The remonstranc_e of 1sund·1y citi~ens .of Oynthiana, ragainst the
proposed -amendment of the c.harter of said ,oity.
By Mr. Waring8. The remons.tr,anoe of ce1}tain citizens .o f Greenup county,, against
the. passage of. a ·prohibitory -liquor law;,
Which were received, the , reading .dispensed w:ith, 1and re'forredthe 1st and 5th ,to 1the Committee on Religion; the ,3d and ·8th to the
Committee on the Judiciary; the 4th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 6th and 7th .to ,the Committee on 0o~porate Institutions; and the 2d to a sele.ct commiitte:e, COf\sisting of
Messrs . .McClure, Hosktns, Y.a·r.non,, .C(j)oper, and Garnett. '
The Speaker laid befor.e the House the memorial of Anton Sontag,
. in regard to jmmigPation, ;whioh, was read.
01;der~d, Tb.at. the ,same be referred to the Committee on Imm.igtiation and Labo.r.
Ordered,, That Mr. Beckham be ,·added ,to ,th.e Committee on Immigration and Labor.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs . .Armstrong, Little, )\1orin, a.u d, Garnett.
A message_was received from the Gov,ernor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had, approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Hause of Representatives, of th~ follo~·ing. tides, viz:
An a<;t to prohibit the sale of· spirituous, vinous, or mah liquors in
the Clintonville precinct, in Bourbon county.
A.n act to in~orporate the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order of
United Workmen .o f Kentucky.
An act in relation to the transfer of the property of the Harrison
Academy to the city of Cynthiana.
An act authorizing rewards for ..killing wolves, red. foxes, grey
foxe13, and .wild ca~s.
An act to authorize the county court of Whitley cou•nty to issue
, bonds to rais(;l funds for county pui:poses.
An act to_ prohibit the sale of spirituous liqu.ot·s in the town of
Powersville, Bracken county.
·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act tpincqr,porate the Boone
_Mining and Manufacturing Company," approv,ed February 16, 1866.
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An -act to prohibit the I sale •of spirituous, -vinous,• or · malt liquors
within one mile and a - halft of Pleasant ' Grove Chlll'ch· or ' schoolhou se, at the fork of Stinson creek, in Carter county.
An act to .incorporate the, Goili:er Mining and Manefa'cturing Company.
,
An ae-t : to · emp·ower·· th'e Edm0nson ,county court to levy an 1 additional tax a11d issue ho,n·ds to build a new· couirt·hou·se.
An act for the benefit of col0red pu,blic ::;cho_ohi at Bowling G'reen.
>An act to ,amend the• charte1·· of 't he town- •of Georg·e to wn.
An act for the benefit of Levi Jones, of G1·eenup county:
An act to -amend·-the -charter -of. the town of· W·est Point; in ·Hardin
cou·nty:
An act 'to amend aa act; entitled ·" Ah act to iri'c orporate the ·town
of Williamsburg, in -W hitl E\y county."
An act to amend an act -to reduce into one ·the ' several acts concerning the town of ;Madiso-nvill1e·. .
An act to amend an ·act, entitled "An act to build ··a turnpike 'road
in Lewis and Mason counties."
An act to ·fix the time of holding- terms of' 'circuit courts in the
· tenth judicial district.
·
The Speaker laid before the House the Report of the Trustees of
the American Prin ting House for· the Blind.
[ For R eport-see L egislc£tive, Document No. 12.]
Ordered, · That the Public Printer print ~ usual numbh· of sa-id
,, report for the ,use·of
the House, and· that the same be referr'ed to ·the
.
Committee on Charitable Institutions.
Bills were reporte·d, by the committee originating the same, of the
folldwing titles, viz :
·
By Mr. Thomas, from the Committee on Revised Statutes_:_
A Lill authorizing the Lewis county court to' make an allowance to
the clerk of the Lewis circuit court, for continuin'g the general and
cross-index to ,suits in the Lewis circ'Uit coul't. ·
By Mr. Bates, from the same committeeA bill to prevent the selling, · giv-ing, or furnishing -of·spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors, in the town of Glasgow, on the Sabbath.
Which bills'were· read the· first time and ordered to' be read a second
time.
The rule•of the House and constitutional •provision as 16 the-second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
0

0
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,' and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be ae
aforesaid,
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill for the benefit of the Iron _W orlcs Turnpike Road Company.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Scotta P. Proctor, in Mercer county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill' to amend an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one the
sevei-al acts concerning the town of Perryville, in Boyle county."
By Mr. Morin, from the Committee on EducationA bill to continue in force an act, entitled "An act for the benefit
of the common schools in Newport, Campbell county."
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised Statutes. A bill to authorize the circuit court clerk of Butler county to make
a general cross-index.
By same--:A bill for the benefit of the Schoolsville Branch of the Winchester
and Red River Iron Works Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Bascom, from th~Committee on BanksA bill to amend the charter of the Glasgow Deposit Bank, approved February 27, 1869.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to incorporate the Christian Church in the town of Ghent,
in Carroll county.
By J\fr. Wright, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Southwestern Furniture Manufacturing Company," approved March 5,
1868.

Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
-The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of sa:id bills being dhipensed with,
· Urdered, That said bills be engrossed a'nd read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. T·ucker, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, to whom
was recommitted a bill, entitled
. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act 0 to exempt homesteads
•
from sale for ·debt,"
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do· pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Co1;bett then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was passed.
Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on R_e vised Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to allow compensation to jurors in quarterly, police, and
justices' courts, in the city of Frankfort.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read_a second
time . .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the.
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Corbett offered an amendment thereto.
On motion of Mr. Todd, said bill was recommitted to the Committee on Revised Statutes.
Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, who were·
directed to prepa1·e and bring in the -same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Mrs. Barthea Goodhart, of McCracken.
county,
Without expression of opinion thereon.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to he nead a second,
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision asto,the second.
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
· Mr. Reeves moved to lay said bill on the table.
40-H.
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And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Reeves, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. 'Wright, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, _w ho origin- ·
ated the same, reported
A bill to further amend the law in relation to peddlers.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
~ I. Be it enacted by the General Assemb~y of the Commonwealth of
K entucky, No perso n shall b~ deemed a peddler within the meaning
of any law of this Commonwealth because of the selling by him, in
any way, of agricultural implements, sewing machines, or portable
mill s.
§ 2. This act shall take .effect and be in force ·from and after its
passage . ·
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered , That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
1·eading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was then taken on the -passage of said bill, and it
w·a s deeided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Phelps and
Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Tho;;e who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
T. J. Megibben,
W. W. Ayers,
J . Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
G. W . Bailey,
Joisiah H. Combs,
Mat. Nunan,
. W. R. Bates,
William G. Conrad,
William Sellers,
W .. N. Beckham,
R. D . Cook,
George M. Thomas,
John A. Bell,
Thomas H. Corbett, Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
Walter Evans,
Jo seph T. Tucker,
Church H. Blakey,
M. Woods Ferguson, T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
James Garnett, 1
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E. Polk Johnson,
J. N. Wood s,
John 8. Carpenter,
L. W. Lassing,
S. H . Woolfolk,
Georg.e Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
J .M. Wright-38.
B. E . Cassilly,
William J. McElroy,
Those who voted in the nega tive, were. Mr.S1p.e.aket·(M'0reary)C. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
Clinton Griffith,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Ta1w. Baker,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, · George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
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Thomas M. Johnson, John P. Rowlett,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sandet:s,
W. B.' M. Bt•ooks,
J. S. Lawson,
W.W. Bush,
Samuel M. Sa,nders,
J. J. McAfee,
Robert M. Carlisle,
C. C. Scales,
M. E. McK,enzie,
James S. Chrisman,
James W. Sny,der,
J. C. Moorman,
R. L. Cooper,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.E . Cosson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. W. Deaderick,
J. L. Nall,
L. W. Trafton,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Julian N . .Phelps,
F. A. Wilson-43.
E. A. Graves,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, _who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, repo1·ted
A bill for the benefit of J. J. Wood, late sheriff of Clinton c,om;1ty,
&c_.
Which was read the first _time aa follows, viz:
WeEREAS, In the year 1801 the i:evenue of Clinton county amounted
to the sum of $2,448 90. J. J. Wood, then sheriff of said county,
was prevented from collecting any of said revenue except $ 11, I 00. ,
The amount of payments made by him and his securities, Thomas
Travis, James H . Wood, Wm. Perkins, and Ballinger Wright, administrator of Ambrose Pierce, deceased, is $3,646 77; whereas, we
find, after deducting the aforesaid sum of $1,100, and $9 75 cpsts,
his payments exceed his receipts the sum of $2,537 02; then deduct
attorneys' fees of $110 98, leaves a balance in excess of collections
by said sheriff of $2,426 04; then deduct the sum of $1,085 89,
amount refunded to said Wood and his sureties by act of the General Assembly of the Commonwealtli of Kentucky, his payments
then exceed his credits by the sum of $1,340 15; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the said sum of $1 ,340 15 be, and the same is hereby,
refunded to the said J. J. Wood, Thos. Travis, James IJ, W-ood, Wm.
Perkins, and Ballinger Wright, administrators of Ambrose Pierce, deceased, said sheriff's securities; and for said sum the A,uditor of Public Accounts will· draw his warrant on the Treasury, payable to the
said J. J. Wood, Thomas Travis, J. H. Wood, William Perkins, and
Ballinger Wright, administrator as aforesaid, to be paid out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, of which said
sum, $382 95 shall be paid to the sa_id Ballinge1· Wright, as ad min~
istrator _aforesaid, it being the full· amount paid by said deceden~s
estate, by reason of said decedent's suretyship; the said Thomai;i
Travis and James H. Wood shall receive of said sum hereby ap~
propriated the full amount, less interest, paid by each of them on
said revenue bond, subject · to a . credit of any amount or amounts
received by them, or either of them; and the said Wm. Perkins s~all
receive of said fund hereby appropriated the full amount, less interest paid out by him on said revenue bond, ~fter giving• a credit for
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what he sold the land for he bought at sheriff's sale, as the property
of the said J. J. Wood, and all and every other sum or amounts received by him from the said J. J. Wood, or any other person or
persons for him.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the se~ond
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
re ading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
The qu estion was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were a's follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Crnary)J . E. Cosso~,
Mat. N unan,
Wm. A. Allen,
W.W. Dea'~ erick,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N . Beckham,
0. P. Gray,
C. C. ,Scales,
· John A. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
J.C. S .·Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, George M . Thomas,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. W . Bush,
L. W. Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
James S . Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. White,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J.C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
It. D. Cook,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-70.
R. L. Cooper,
In the negative, C. H. Webb-I.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforeAaid.
Mr. Wright, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
I'\
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, A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to exempt the wages of
laborers, who are bona fide housekeepers of this Commonwealth
with a family, . from attachment or garnishee not exceeding fifty
dollars."
:Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with, :
Mt·. W. Evans o·ffered an amendment thereto.
Mr. Graves offered a substitute for the bill and proposed amendment.
Mr. Bates offered an amendment to the substitute proposed by Mr.
Graves .
Mr. Bascom 'then moved to recommit said bill and proposed amendments to the Committee on Revised Statutes.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and· nays being required thereon by Messrs. T. M. Johnson and Fitzpatdck, were ,as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
A. S. Arnold,
Thomas H . Corbett, J. L. Nall,
R. Tarv. Baker,
J. E. Gosson,
Mat. Nunan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W. N. Beckham,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm. F . Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
W.W. Bush,
Wm. A. Hoskins, _
GeOL"ge· M. Thomas,
Robert M. Carlisle,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Jones,
L . W . Trafton,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
L. W. Lassing,
J. L. Waring,
Josiah H. Combs,
M. E . McKenzie,
J.M. White,
R. D. Cook,
W . A. Morin ,
J.M. Wright-39.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)William G . Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
W . W . Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, W. L . Reeves,
G. W . Bailey,
E . A. Graves,
John Rowan,
W.R. Bates,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
J. C. S . Blackburn,
J. J. McAfee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B M. Brooks,
Bryan S . McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McEh-oy, F. A. Wilson,
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J. N. Woods,
John S. Carpenter,
T . J. Megibben,
S. H. W oolfolk-35.
George Ca rter,
J. C. Moorman,
James S . Chrisman
Julian N. Phelps,
On motion of Mr. Griffith,
Ordered, Th a t Mr. Beckham be add·ed to the committee raised on
the question of the propriety of the removal of the Capitol, &c.
Leave wa s given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motio~ of Mr. Flippin!. A bill to regulate the salaries of county judges in this Commonwealth.
On motion of same2. A bill to prnhibit the sale of spirituous liquors, &c., in Monroe
co_unty.
On motion of same3. A bill legalizing certain surveys of land made by R. J. Moxey,
late surveyor of Monroe county.
On motion of Mr. Bailey4. A bill for the benefit of tax-payers and collectors in this Commonwealth.
On motion of same5. A bill to incorporate the Claysville Male and Female Academy,
in Webster county.
On motion of Mr. Dyer6. A bill for-the benefit of Mary F. Rush, of Union county.
On motion of same7. A bill for the benefit of John S. Geigel', late clerk of the Union
cou,nty court.
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie8. A bill to establish public schools for the benefit of colored children of McCri:i,cken county.
On motion of Mr. Foree9. A bill to amend the charter of the Fisherville and Buck Creek
Turnpike,Road Gompany.
On motion of M,r. Jones10. A bill to add Graves county to the corpmon pleas court district,
and el3tablish_a chancery term o_f said court in said county.
On motion of Mr. S. M. SandersI I. A bill for. the benefit of school distri~t No. 24, in Larue county.
On motion of same12. A bill to amend the charter of the HodgenvJlle and Elizabethtown Turnpike Road Company.

f
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On motion of Mr. Cosson13. A bill to legalize an act of the Pulaski county court mad·e at
its January term, 1873.
On motion of Mr. Bates14. A bill to organize Urania school district, in Barren county.
On motion of Mr. Cl'ay15. A bill to incorporate the St. Patrick's Benevolent Society, of
Paris.
Orde1·ed, That the Committee on Revi,,eu Statutes prepare and
bring in the 1st .; the Committee on Religion the 2d; the Committee
on Codes of Practice the 3d; the Committee on the Sinking Fund
the 4th; the Committee on Edu0ation the 5th, 8th, 11th, and 14th;
the Committee on Proposition s and Grievances the 6th; the Committee on County Courts the 7th and 13th; the Committee on lnternal Improvement the 9th and 12th; the Committee on the Judiciary
the 10th;- and the Committee on Chat"itable Institutions the 15th.
And then the House adjourned.

I

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1873.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to regulate the time of holding the circuit courts in the
counties of Nicholas and Mason.
\
An act for · the benefit of Charles M. Thruston, clerk of the Jefferson county court .
.An· act fo1· the benefit of John Ewell, jailer of McCracken county.
That they had disagreed to bilLs, which originated in the Honse of
Rep1·esentat1ves, of the following titles, viz: ·
An act for the benefit of ·Margaret S. Lillard, guardian of Charles
K. Lillard.

.
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An act for the benefit of James N. Frazer, late sheriff of Harrison
county.
..An act for the hene:fit of N. E. Hobbs, of Mercer county.
An act to require the clerk of the Harrison circu~t court to index
and cross-index certain cases.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate sales made
und er decrees of the Barren circuit court."
That they had passed bills, which origin~ted in the House of Representatives, Qf the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to reduce into one all previous acts incorporating the town of Woodville, in the counties of McCracken and
Ballard .
· An act for the benefit of the West Point and Elizabethtown Turn'
pike Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Bagdad and Harri;onville
Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county .
An act to amend an act incorporating the Concord and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company.
An act amending an act, entitled "An act incorporating the Vanceburg, Quincy, and Springville Turnpike Road Company," approved
February 18, 1869.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorpornte the Vanceburg, Quick's Run, and Concord Turnpike Road 'Company," appr~ved
December 17, 1867.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Salt
Lick, Esculapia, and Mount Carmel Turnpike Road Company," approved March 9, 1867.
An act for the benefit of the jailer of Lawrence county.
An act to empower Division No. 129 to convey lot.
An act to legalize the proceedings of the Metcalfe county court at
its Jun e term 1869.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louis-'
ville Stock and Bond Board," approved 18th March, 1872.
An act in relation to the county levy in Lewis county, and the
collection of the same.
An act authorizing the Lewis county court, at the court of claims,
to levy a tax to repair the old jail in L~wis county, or building a
new jail and jailer's house in said county. ,
An act to incorporate the Covington Printing Company.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
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An act for the benefit of'the city of Louisville.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the sale and
storage of illuminating ·oils, made from coal, petroleum, and other
bituminous substances, &c," approved March 26, 1870.
·An act to prevent the killing of birds in Garrard county.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
And that they h·ad passed hills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of A . H. Kinin'mouth, of Butler county .
2. An act for the benefit of William E. Paull, jailer of Cumberland
county.
_
3. An act for the benefit of Andrew Rainey, of Estill county.' ·
.4. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the civil
jurisdiction of the police court in the city of Hickman, Fulton
county," app roved F ebrnar;y 8, 1872.
5. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act ·to amend and reduce
into one the several acts respecting the town of Hickman," approved
March ·10, 1854.
6. An act for the benefit of the Lagrange and Shelbyville Turnpike Road Company.
· 7. An act to amend the charter of the Mount Freedom and Jessamine County Turnpike Road Company .
8. An act for the ben efit of the Big Sandy Telegraph Company.
9., An act for the benefit of the Owenton and Steel's Run Turnpike
Road Company.
10. An act to empower the Grayson county court to levy an additional tax to build a new jail.
Which bills ·were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the secon.d
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st, 2d, and 3d to the Committee on Claims; the 4th to the Committee on Circuit Courts;, the
5th to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 6th, 7th, and 9th to theCommittee on Internal' Imprnvement; the 8th to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions; and the 10th to the Committee on County
Courts.
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. McClureThe petition of the officers of the Middleburg an,d Liberty Turn ··
41-H.
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pike Road Company, and of the county judge of Casey county, praying the passage of an act to allow them to ernct two f.ull gates on
said road, from ·Middleburg to Liberty.
By Mr. CossonThe petition of certain citizens of Pulaski county, praying for an
act of incorporation for a turnpike road from Bryant's road to a
certain point in Pulaski- county.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Internal Improvement.
Indefinite leave of abse nce was granted Messrs. Moorman, Fitzpatrick, Taylor, Scales, Clay, and Bush.
On motion of Mr. Waring,
Ordered, That a cornmi't tce,· consisting of Messrs. Waring, Webb,
and McElroy, be appointed,
in conjunction with such committee as
.
may be appointed by the Senate for sa·me purpo::;e, to wait on the
Governor, and req•uest him to return unsigned to the House enrolled
bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the follo wing ti Illes, viz:
An act to incorporate the to'A·n of Spl'ingville, i·n Greenup county .
An act for 'the benefit of the Key's Creek Mining and Manufact1uin g Company, and to incorporate the same under the name of the
Howland Coal: and Iron Works.
Mr. ,Bascom moved to reconsider the vote by which the House, on
ye sterday, rejected a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the laws in rel atio n to peddlers.
A message was receiv ed from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to charter the Owenton High School.
An act to e·xempt tmder takers from servin g on juries.
An a ct for the benefit of S. C. Ca.t'dwell and Daniel Moore , of
Mercer county.
An act for the b enefit of school district No. 47, in Clay county.
An act to incorporate y\T al ton Lodge, No. 183, .of tlre Independent
Order of Odd Fellows.
An act to change the time of holding the Lee county quarterly court.
An act to amend the charter of Harrisburg Seminary.
to establish tree schools for the colo1·ed people in Hancock

.
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An act to incorp.orate the Fleming Coal Company.
An act to ame nd an a ct, and the ame ndments th.ereto, incorporating the school b.oard of the city of Covington.
An act to authorize the court of claim!! of Oldham county to levy
tax for the ·erection of a ne·w jail.
An act to incorporate the Caseyville Coal and Trnnsportation
Company.
An act to inco1 porate the Guylen-a Mining a:nd , Manufacturing
Company.
An act for the ben·efit of Charles Kirtley, assig,nee of James M.
Durham, of Rockcastle county .
An act to amend the town charter of Lebanon.
An act for the benefit of school di ~tricts No. 22 and No. 73, in
Madison county .
An act to amend an act incorporating the Vanceburg Male and
Female Academy .
An act to legalize certain orders and proceedings of the Larue
county court.
An act for the benefit of Clinton county court of claims.
An act for the benefit of Washington county, authorizing the
county court of said county to levy and collect taxes to pay its
present indebtedness.
An act to create a new school district in Clinton county. '
An act to ch.a°'ge the name of the Catlettsburg Normal Academy
to that of the East Kentucky Normal Academy.
An act authorizing and empowerins- the levy . court or court of
cl_aims of Magoffin county to increase the c~unty levy, and to levy
an ad valorem tax.
An act for the benefit of S. A. Walke1·, of Graves county.
An act for the benefit of John Hill, of Madison county.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted joi~t resoluti:ons of the follo\>ving titles, viz·:
Resolution in relation to the completion of the Public Buildings,
known as the Fire-Proof Offices.
Resolution consenting to the purchase of certain grounds in the
city of Paducah, and county of McCrncken, by the Goverpment of'
the United States, for custorn-house and other pu1:poses.
And that they had passed bills o-f the following ·titles, viz:
I. An act for the benefit of ·the Eastern Lunatic Asylum.
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2. An act to amend the charter of the Elizabethtown and Paducah
_Railroad Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being disp ensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Charitable Institutions, and the 2d to the Committee on Railrnads.
The Speaker laid before the House th e following communication
from the Auditor of Public Accounts, which was taken up and read
as follows, viz :
OFFICE AUDITOR Puauc AccoUNTS,
l
FRANKFORT, Kv ., February 15, 1873.\
Hox. J . B. McCREARY, Speaker[!{ the House of Representatives :
SIR: I herewith tran smit to you, for th"e information of the General
Assembly, statements of the receipts and expenditures of the Feebleminded Institute, from the 1st of January to 30th of June, 1872, and
from the 1st of July to 17th of Dece mber, 1872.
Previous to the 1st of July last, the mon ey of the institution was
disbursed by t_he Superintendent-since that date by the Treasurer.
Hence two separate_stat_e ments.
I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
· D. HOW ARD SMITH, Auditor.
[Jior Report-see L egislative Document No . 15.]
On motion of Mr. Jessee,
Ordered, That two hundred copies of said report be printed for the
use of the House and said Institution.
,,.
Mr. Gray, from a select committee, who were directed to prep are
and bring in the same, reported
A bill to pay jurors in justices and quarterly courts in this Common~ealth.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That it shall be legal for six jurors to try all civil cases
before the justices of the peace and quarterly courts of this Commonwealth, when a jury is demanded by either party; and the
party so demanding said jury shall be taxed three dollars to pay
the same, unless it is agreed by both pa,rties to have a jury, then
three dollars is to be taxed as a jury fee, to be paid by the unsuccessul party in the action.
'
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§ 2. That no jury shall be required to try any civil case in the
justices' or quarterly court, unless demanded by one or the other
parties to the action, or by the agreement of parties, as directed in
the first sectio n of this a0t.
·
§ 3 . This act to take effect from and after i~s passage.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional prnvision as to the second
readi-ng of said bill being dispensed with,
.
Mr. Corbett offered the following amendment, viz:
Strike out the word "six," from the first section of the bill, and
insert th·e word "twelve."
Mr. T. M. Johnson moved to lay the bill and proposed amendment
on the table.
And the question b eing taken on the motion of Mr. Johnson, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Jones and
Corbett, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Oreary)R . D . Cook,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
George M. Thomas,
S. 0 . Bell, ·
Thomas M. Johnson, 0 . W. Thi·elke ld,
J . 0 . S . Blackburn,
L. W. Lassing,
L . W . Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Mynhier,
Jo sep h T. Tucker,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Hiram S. Powell,
T. W. Varnon,
Josiah H. Combs,
W. L. -Reeves,
J. L. Waring-24.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
0. P . Gray,
Julian N. Phelps,
W.W . Ayers,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
E. Polk Johnson,
John Rowan,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm . .F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. B . M. Brooks,
Bryan S . McClure,
James W. Snyder,
Georg~ Carter,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
William G. Conrad,
M. E. McKenzie,
0 . H. Webb,
Thomas H . Corbett, J. L. Nall,
J . M. White,
J.E. Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N . Woods-32.
Manlius T. Flippin,
John W . Ogilvie,
Mr. Powell moved to postpon·e the further consideration of said
bill and proposed amendment until Wednesday, the 19th inst., at 11
o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on th~ motion of Mr. Powell, it
was decided in the negative_.
Tge yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. S . M. Sanders and Ogilvie, were as follows, viz:

I
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Oreary)J oseph P. Foree,
W illiam Sellers,
Alpheus W . Bascom, E. A. Grnves,
George M. Thomas,
John A. Be ll,
Thomas M. Johnson, 0. W. Threlkeld,
J . .J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd.,
S. 0. Bell,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
William J. McElroy, L. W. Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Mynhier,
Jo se ph T. Tucker,
Robert M. ·Oal'lisle,
Hiram S . Powell,
T. W. Varnon,
Josiah H. Combs,
W. L. Reeves,
J . L. Waring,
R. D. Cook,
E. A. Robertson,
F. A. Wilson-28.
Manlius T. Flippin,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
CJ. P. Gray,
John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
Wm. A. Hoskin s,
Julian N. Phelps,
G. W. Bailey,
George M. Jessee,
Lewis Potter,
W . R. Bates,
E. Polk Johnson,
John Rowan,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson.,
Samuel M. Sanders,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H . Webb,
"William G. Conrad, M. E. McKenzie,
J. M. White,
Thomas H . Corbett, J. L Nall,
J. N. Woods,
J.E. Gosson,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. Wright-3 1.
lVI. Wood·s Ferguson,
The amendment proposed by Mr. Corbett was then rejected.
Mr. Graves then moved to recommit-said bill to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Grnves, it was
decided in the negatiye.
·
The yeas and nays being requit"ed thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Powell, were as follows, v.\z:
Tho.,e ·who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods FeTguson, William Sellers,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Joseph P. Foree·,
George lVI. Thomas,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Grnves,
L. W. Trafton,
S. 0. Bell,
Thomas i\1. Johnson, Joseph T. Tucker,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. Myn-hier,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Hiram S. Powell,
J. L. Waring,
Robet·t M. Cadisle-,
W. L. Reeves,
F. A. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
E. A. Robertson,
J.M. Wright-25.
R. D. Cook,
Those who vote.d in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Julian N . Phelps,
W,. W. Ayers,
E. Polk Johnson,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
T . J. Jones,
John Rowan,
W . R. Bates,
L. W. Lassing,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson.,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,_
James W . Snyder,
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George; Carter,
B1·yan S. McClure,
C. W . Threlkeld,
William G. Conrad,
William J . McEll'Oy, Harry I. Todd,
Thomas H. Corbett, M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
J.E. Cosson,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
Manlius T . Flippin,
Mat. Nunan,
J . N. W oods- 35.
C. P. Gray,
John W. Ogilvie,
Mr. Ogilvie then moved the pre vious question.
And the question b eing taken, " S hall the ~ain question be now
put?" it was dec ided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
T. M. Johnson; were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereThomas H . Corbett, Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A . 'Allen,
J. E. Cosson,
John W Ogilvie,
W.W . Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Julian N. Phelps,
G. W. B ailey,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, U. P. Gray,
vVm. A. Hoskins,.
J. R. Sanders,
W . R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J oh n A. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Broob,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. H. Webb,
George Carter,
J. L. Nall,
J . .M. White-30.
William G. Conrad,
Those who voted in the n egative, wereMr. Speake1· (l\ll'C 1·ea1·y)E. A. Grnves,
W. L. Reeves,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
E. A. Robertso n,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
Robert M. Carl isle,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. Thomas,
Josiah H. Combs,
William J. McElrny, C. W. Threlkeld,
R. D . Cook,
·w m. Mynhier,
T. W. Varnon,
M. W oods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
J . N. Woods,
Joseph P . Foree,
Hiram S. Pow ell,
J . M. Wright-24.
And so the main qu estion was ord ered.
The main question was then put, "Shall the bill be engrossed and
read a third time?" and it was decided in the affirmative .
The further con siderntion of said' bill was susp'ended by the arrival
of the hour for taking up the ordet's of the day.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the Louisville Hotel Company.
Mr. E . Polk Johnson moved to suspend the rule and order of business, as also the rule requiring the reference of said bill to a committee, a nd take up said bill.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Johnson, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by ~essrs. Fo.ree and
Graves, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mt". Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, W. L . Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
0. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W . Ayers,
Wm. A . Hoskins,
J . R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E . Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
W.R. Bates,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, George M . Thomas,
John A . Bell,
T. J. Jones,
0 . W . Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
L . W. Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
J. 0. S . Blackburn,
J. S. Lawson,
L . W. Trafton,
W~. F. Bond,
Bryan S: McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm . Mynhier,
J. L . Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Nall,
J . M. White,
Josiah H. Combs,
Mat. Nunan,
F. A. W ilson,
William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
.T . N. Woods,
Thomas H. Corbett, Lewis Potter,
J.M. Wright-47.
J. E. 0osson,
Hiram S. Powell,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge M. Jessee,
Julian N. Phelps,
R. D . Cook,
J . J. McAfee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Manlius T . Flippin,
William J. McElroy, William Sellers-IO.
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Graves,
Said bill was then taken up, read the first time, and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of _the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
'
aforesaid.
On m.otion of Mr. Bates, the following statement was entered on
the Journals of the House:
·
When the bill, entitled "An act to r~peal an act, entitled 'An act
• to exempt the wages of laborers, who are bona fide housekeepers
of this Commonwealth with a family, from attachment or garnishee
not exceeding fifty dollars,'" was under consideration on yesterday,
it appears from the Journal that Ml'. Bates offe1:ed an amendment to
the substitute proposed by Mr . Graves .
The amendment so offered by Mr. Bates was not designed to be
~onsidered as · an amendment to Mr. Graves' substitute, but to the
bill repealing the law exempting the wages of laborers to the amount
I
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of fifty dollars, an·d for the purpose of continuing in 'force said law,
so far as it applied to debts owing by laborers to vendors of spiritUOUt:J, vinous, or malt liquors.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Enrollments, re.ported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated i.n
the Senate, entitled
An act to inco1·porate the Louisville Hotel Company;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Represe ntatives, of the follo.wiqg titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Winch·ester Building and Accumulating
Fund Association, of Winchester;
An act for the benefit of school districts Nos. 5 and 28, in Livingston county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to cause good school-houses to be erected in the Eighth a~d
Ninth Co-ngressional Districts,',; appi·oved March 13, 1872;
An act to ame nd an act to incorpornte .the city of ,Cynthiana, approved January 22, 1868;
An act to a6end the charter of the Boone Bridge Co~pany;
An act to incorporate .the Rush Bra-nch C.oal, Iron,.Mining, Lumbering, and Manufactu·r ing Company, tin Morg-an c<rnnty;
An act to authorize the Ballard county court to 1ncrease the taxes
to pay off the debts .hereafter created by said county;
An act to facilitate the collection of taxes in the city of Paducah;
An act to authori7.e the -Whitley county court to sell <5"ertai.n lands;
An act for the ben efit of the suret_ies cif, Wm. Cummins, late sheriff
of Whitley county;
And had found the same truly enrolled . .
Whereu pon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
The House took up the amendments proposed by the Senate to a
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of school districts Nos. 10 and 47, in Jefferson county.
Said amendments were concurred in.
Mr. Foree read· and laid on the table the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That from and after 'Monday, the 17th inst'., the House
will meet at half-past 9 o'clock, A. M.,. Saturdays excepted, take ,a
recess at I o'clock until 3 o'clock, P. M., a~d adjourn at 5 o'cloclF,
42-R.
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At the evening session t)le business shall be confined to rep~rts from Standing Committees.
Orde1·ed, That the consideration of said resoluti~n be postpon·ed to,
and made special order of the day for, Wednesday, 19th inst., at 11
o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Arnold read and laid on the table the following joint 'resolution, viz:
R esolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That'it is the sense of this House that it cannot complete the revi sion
of the Statutes thi s session; that this General Assembly will, on Mon- ·day next, at 12 M., adjourn sine die.
Which lies one day on the table.
Mr. Gra-ves · read and laid on the table the following preamble and
joint resolution, viz :
WHEREAS, It is believed that the revision of' the Statutes and Code
of Practice was prematurely ord ered; and whereas, the revision
and codification have ·not been completed in the time prescribed by
law, and will not be in time for this Legislature to act on the same
with that care and caution that their importance demands; and
whereas , there was and is n·o positive necessity for said revi!,ion
and codification ; and whereas, there is much reason to believe that
the people of this Commonwealth will require a revision of their
State Constitution at no great distance of time, which, if done, would
seem to require another revision of the Statutes and of the Code of
, Practice; and whereas, this Legislature is much advance d in its
second month, and nothing having bee n done upon this subj ect in
either Hou·se' of this General Assembly on the subject of said revision of the Statutes and of the Code of Practice, therefore,
Be it resolved by the General Assembly of t/ie Commonwealth of Kentucky, That from and after the p!is~age of this joint resolution , all
further efforts at completion of said revision and codification cease
and determine.
Which lies one day on the table.
Mr. Graves moved the following resolutio.n, viz:
R esolved, That the Committee on the Revised Statutes be directed
• to bring in a bill supplemental to the law known as the" red fox
scalp law," to require the respective county courts of this Commonwealth, at their several courts of claims, to provide the mflans and
pay for all wolf, red fox, grey fox, and wild ca t scalps produced in
their respective counties as having been killed therein, as now prnvided by law, instead of the same being paid for at the State Trnasu ~y.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said resolution,
ii\ was decided in the negative.
·The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. F. A. 'Wilson
and Bell, were as follows, vi·z:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
William Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
Joseph_T. Tucker,
J . C. S . Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
F. A. Wilson,
Wm. F . Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
J. N. Woods,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J. McElroy, J.M. Wright-23.
Robert M. Carlisle,
vV. L. Reeves,
Those who voted in the nega.tive, we1·eMr.Speaker (M'Creary)C . P. Gray,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
·'
G. W. Bailey,
T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
L. W. Lassing,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. -Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
George Car ter,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. Thomas,
Josiah H . Combs,
M. E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
Willia m G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
L. W. Tl'afton,
R. D. Cook,
J. L. Nall,
T. W. Varnon, .
Thomas H. Corbett, Mat. Nunan,
J. L. Waring,
J.E . Cosson, ·
John W. Ogilvie,
C.H. Webl:J;
Manlius T. Flippin,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. White~38.
Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Potter,
Mr. McAfee moved the following resolution, viz :
ResoZ.Ved, That the following shall be a standing rule of this House
during the remainder of this session of the General Assembly: The
reg ular orde1· of business in this House shall not be suspended or
interrupted unless th e eame shall: be ordered by a vote of seven "
ei ghths of the members voting, and upon such question the yeas and
nays shall be called: Provided, That the yeas and ,nays may not be
called where the rules are unanimously suspen_ded.
Which was postponed until next Wednesday, at 11 o'c;lock, A. M.
Ordered, That the _consider~tion of said resolution be postponed
till Wed nesday, 19th inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Foree1. A bill for the benefit of the trustees of school district No. 62, in
Shelby ;ounty.
·
On motion of sameA bill to incorporate the Itarrison:vii1e and Hardinsville' Turnpike Road Company, fo Shelb_)'. coun:t:}',
On motion of same3. A bill to amen'd ·chapter 75J of the acts of 1871-'72 .
On motion of Mr. Carlisle·
4. A bill to incorporate the Covington ·Iron Company.

2:
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On motion of .Mr. Cook5. A bill.for ·an appropriation to remove obstructions out of Rockcastle river, above-where the Lebanon brnnch of the Knoxville Railroad crosses said river.
On motion of Mr. Varnon6. A bill for-' the benefit of Mildred Broadus, a paup·er. idiot of
Lincoln county.
On motion of Mr. Ferguson7. A bill_ to reduce the jurisdiction of magistrates and justiees of
the p-eace in Jefferson county.
On motion-of sames. A bill to charter Falls City Club, of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Wright9. A bill to prevent blackmailing, and to punish persons guilty of
the same.
On motion ·of same10. A bill to incorporate Clay Lodge, N~. 1, Kniglits of Pythias, of
Louisville..
On motion of same1 I. A bill to provide for the registration of voters.
On motion' of Mr·. Ogil\rie12: A bilrto amend the charter of the Paducah, Benton, and Murray_Gravel-Road Company, in McCracken county.
On motion , of Mr. McAfee13. Ii.. oill- to regulate · the· fees of circuit' court clerks and define
the duties of Comm·onwealt"h Attorner,s.
On m·otiori" of same'
I'll. X. bill for the Henefit of c·. S. Abell, in Mercer county.
On motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary15. A bill for laying off' the county of Madison into new school
districts.
Oh motion or" same16. A bill to legalize certain acts of the Mercer county court.
On mo.tion of Mr. Th1·elkeld1
l ?': A bill' to en~6l'e constable~ to collect del;nquent taxe,dn Owen
county.
On motion of Mr. McKenzie18. A bill to r~gulate the compensation of" member's pf tlie General
Assembly.
·
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On motion· of Mr. Potter19. A bill to amend' the charter of the city of Bowling Green.
On motion of Mr. Sellers20. A bill to authorize the Garrard county couf·t to levy a tax to
build a hospital for small-pox patients.
On motion of same21. A bill in regard to the turnpike roads in Garrard county.
On motion of same22 . A bill for the benefit of the several county judges of this 9ommonwealth.
0n motion of Mr. Coroett23 . A bill tb amen·d th·e cHarter of the town of Blandville, Balla1·d
county.
·
·
l
'
On motion of Mr. McClure24. A- bill for the beneiit of Middleburg and Liberty Turnpike
Road Comp·any, in Casey county.
On-motion of Mr. Jessee25. A bill in aid of the unfinished turnpike roads of Henry co.unty.
Ordered, That the Committee on Education · prepare and bring in
the l'st and 16th; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 2d•
5th, 12th, 24th, and 25th; the Committee on County Courts the 3d,
14th, 15th, 17th, 20th, and 21st; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 4th, 8th, 10th, 19th, and 23d; the Committe·e on Claims the
6th; tlie' Gommittee on Revised Statutes the 7th, 13th, and: 22d; the
Committee on the Judiciary the 9th- and 11th; and the Committee on
Ways and· Means the 18th:
On motion of Mr. Graves, the resolution heretofore offered by Mr.
Thomas, declaring the popuH1tion of the State to exceed· one million
five Hundred tliousand, and ' that the State be divided into twentyfom~ judicial districts, was ref,erred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr. Brooks moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That it is the- sense· of this House that the resolution
just offered by the gentleman from Marion (Mr. Graves) in relation.
to the revision of the Statutes, in. so far as it sets forth that "the
revisio~ ·was prematurely orde1·ed," &c., is a censure upon the House,
and therefore ought to be withdrawn.
Pending consideration of said resolution, tlie House adjourned.
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MONDAY; FEBRUARY 17, 1873.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Woods1. The petition of William Watson and others, praying to be taken
from the county of Livingston and· added to the county of Crittenden.
By Mr. S. C. Bell2. The petition of certain citizens of the town of Edmonton, praying the passage of a law permitting Henry Shannon to keep a coffeehouse in said town upon payment of the required tax .
By Mr. Rowlett3. The petition of certain citizens of Canmer, praying the repeal
of an act passed in the year 1871 in regard to the selling of spirituous liquors, so far as to allow druggists to sell the same for medical
purposes.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on County Courts, and the 2d and 3d to the
Committee on Religion.
A message was received from the Senate, anqouncing that they
had adopted a resolution, entitled
Resolution in relation to land to be acquired by the United States
in the city of Covington, for the erection of a public building.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorpol'ate the Bath Iron Company.
An act to incorporate the Mount Sterling Free Stone Company.
An act for the benefit of James Brough and Oscar McKenzie, of
Morgan county.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to incorporate the Bell Mine Coal and Transportation
Company .
·
2. An act to incorporate the Pomeroy Coal Company.
3. An act for the benefit of the stockholders of the·Bath Seminary,
in Bath county.
4. An act to incorp01·ate the truslee_s of the Bapt_ist F emale College of Liberty Association, in the State-. of Kentuc1cy.
t, ..
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5. An act for the benefit of citizens of foreign birth in municipal
elections.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provisi on as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That th ey be referred- the 1st and 2d to the Committee
on Corp.o rate Institutions; the 3d and 4th to the Committee on Education; and the 5th to the Committee on the Judiciary.
On motion of Mr. Waide, leave was given to bl'ing in a bill, entitled
'
A bill to p-rotect the people of this Common wealth again st the unlawful acts of disguised persons, midnight marauders, or ku-klux.
Ordered, That a select committee, consititing of Messrs. Beckham,
Reeves, Waide, and Toud, prepare a nd bring in the same.
Mr. Flippin moved the following resolutio n, viz:
Resolved, That the Co1-rrmiseioners now engaged in rev1s10g and
compiling the Statutes of Kentucky be requested to furnish this
House, by to-morrow morning · at half-past IO o'clock, a statement
sho wing what portion of the Statutes has not yet been reported to
the General Assembly by them, what f1:1rther portio n, if any, they are
now ready to report, and at w hat time they can make a complete
and final report to this General Assembly of all the work assigned
therµ by the commission under which they a1·e acting.
Which was adopted.
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Thomas.
Mr. Waring, from the joint committee appointed to wait on the
Governor and request him to r etu rn, unsigned, bills, which origin ated
in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An ac t to incorporate the town of Springville, in Greenup county;
. An act for the benefit of the Key's Creek Mining and Manufacturing Company, and to incorporate the same under the name of the
Howland Coal and Iron Works;
Reported th at they had disch a rged their duty ; that said bills were
returned to them unsigned by the Governor, and were by them laid
on the table of the Clerk of the Senate.
And after a time, a message was received from the Senate, asking
leave ta withdraw from the House the ·announcement of the passage
of said bills by the Senate, which was g ranted.
Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, _reported
A bill to amend the road laws of this Commonwealth.
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Which bill was read the fit-st time and ordered to be 11ead a second
t im e.
The rule of th-e House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
On motion of Mr . Tucker,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on Railroads.
Mr. Varnon, from the 0ommittee on Codes of Practice, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate , entitled
An act to amend section 77 of the bivil Code of Prnctice,
Reported the same with.out amendment.
Mr. Wright moved to am end said bill by stt·iking out the word
'' conductor," which was rejected.
Mr. Wright also mo,1 ed to amend said bill by striking out the words
"other legal process."
Mr. W . Evans then moved to recommit said bill and proposed
amendments to the Committee on Codes of Practice, with instructions to repo1·t thereon on Wednesday next, at half-past 10 o'clock,
A.M.
And ·the g_.uestion b"eing taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Wright and _
Cariisle, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRobert M. Carlisle,
E . Polk Johnson,
E. F. Waide,
Josiah H. Combs,
J . R. Sanders,
J.M. Wright- 8.
Walter Evans,
George M. Thomas,
·
1
1 hose who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'0reary)R . D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen;
Thomas H . Corbett, Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
J.E. Co,;ison,
lliram S. Powell,
vV. W . Ayers,
M . ·woods Ferguson, W. L Reeves,
G. W. Bailey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Joh n Rowan,
W .R. Bates,
_ C. P . Gray,
Samuel JVI. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm. A. Ho skins,
vVilliam Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
Jam es W . Snyde1·,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F . Bond~
Bryan S. McClure,
L. W . Trafton,
W. B. M . Brooks,
William J. -McElroy, T. W . Varnon ,
T.homas P. Cat:dwell, M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
B . E. Cassilly,
Wm . Mynhier,
C.H . Webb,
James S . Chrisman,
Mat. N unan,
J.M. White,
William G. Conrad, J ohn .W. :Ogil vie,
J. N . .W oods~48.
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The hour of 12 o·'clock, M., ~aving arrived, Mr. Varnon moved to
suspend the orders of the day,.and proceed with the, consideration .9f
th.is bill.
And the question being taken on the motion of ·Mr. Varnon, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Evans and
Combs, were as follows, viz :
.
Thos'e who voted in the affirmatiwe, wereMr ..Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, .Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Hiram S. Powell,
E. A. Graves,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
Jo,h n Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. A. Hoskins,
, John P . Rowlett,
W. R. Bates,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
L. W . Lassing,
James W . Snyder,
J. C. 'S. Blackburn,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J. McElrqy, L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. ·l\foKenzie,
Joseph T. Tucker,
B. E. Cassilly,
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L Nall,
J. L . Waring,
William G. Conrad, Mat, Nurtan,
C. H. Webb,
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.'N. Woods-54.
Those who voted in the negative, wel'eJ osiah H. Combs,
William Sellers,
E. F. Waide,
Waltel' Evans,
George M. Thomas, · J.M. Wright-6.
'The second amendmenF prnposed by Mr. Wdght .was th~n rej,ec~e~,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a thil'd: time as follows, viz:
[For bill-see Aets present session.]
The question was then taken on the passage of sa.id1 bill\ and· itwas decided in the affil'mative.
Resolved; That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
ha:d passed a bill, which originated in the : House of. Represen~atLves,
entitled
An ' act to incorporate the town of Springville, in Greenup county, .
With an amendmenll thereto.
1
Said amendment was taken up an.d conc.urred. in,
43-B.
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Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Charles G. Ragan, sheriff of Montgomery
county;
An act for the benefit of Daviess county;
An act providing for the collection of the revenue tax and county
levy for the years 1872 and 1873, for Clay and Bre'a thitt counties;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz: ·
An act for the benefit of Marcus Devary, of Clark county; ·
An act for the benefit of Stephen Nethercutt, of Carter county;
An act for the benefit of M. S. Napier;
An act to incorporate the W orId's Fair Association of Woodford
coun!y;
An act to incorporate the Victor Coal Mining Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Marble City Mining and Manufacturing Company;"
An act to amend the charter of the Frankfort and Flat Creek
Turnpike Road Company;
An act to incorporate the Mount Sterling Water-works Company;
An act for the benefit of Sally Stagner, of Madison county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senp,te, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to establish an additional voting precinct
in the county of Jefferson, approved March 12, 1809.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson, the rule requiring th·e reference
of said bill to a committee was suspended, and said bill taken up
and read the first time.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House . and constitutional prevision as to the third
ll'eading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved,, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
afoves.aid.
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Bills were reported by the several committees, who were _directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By M;_r. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill to regulat_e official sa,les in Trigg county.
By sameA bill to authorize the clerk of the circuit court of Madison county
to procure index books,. and to index and cross-index equity and
ordina1·y suits off the docket on file in his office.,
By sameA bill to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to regulat e the sale of liquors," approved February I, 1870.
/
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish
a system of public schools in the city of Owensboro, for white children in said city."
By sameA bill for the organization of the public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksA bill to incorporate the Exchange and Deposit Bank of Owingsville.
By .l\Ir. Varnon , from the Committee on Codes of PracticeA bill to provide for indexing certain books belonging to the office
of the clerk of the Whitley county court.
_By Mr. E. Polk Johnson, from the same committee-.
A bill to amend s·e ction 646 of the Civil Code of Practice.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corpqrate InstitutionsA bill to charter the Lebanon Wooden Ware Manufacturing Comp.any.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA ,h ill for the benefit of the Baptist Church of Midway, in Woodford county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of the Woodford Cream Cheese Company.
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By Mr. Blackburn, from the Committee on RailrnadsA bill to amend an act to cha1·ter the Owensboro and Russellville
Railroad Company," approved February 27, 1867.
,
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second·
time.
.
.
The rule of the House and _c onstitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time. ·
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being en/ grossed,
R esolved, That said bills do· pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid:
Bills were reported, by the committees originating the satne, of the
following title's, viz:
By Mr. Wright, from the Committee-on Revised Statutes- ,
A, bill to authorize the judge of the Jefferson county court to appoint a collector of back taxes for Jefferson county.
By Mr. Sacksteder, frqm the Committee on ·Codes of Practice--'A bill to prdvide for an interpreter for the Louisville , chancery
court and the Jefferson court of common ·pleas . .
Which bills were read the •first tirrie -and ordered 'to be ·read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed w'ith,
Ordered, That said' bills· be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
.
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be 'as
aforesaid.
Mr. Varnon, from the Committee on Codes of Practice, to whom
-was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
. An act to amend section 621 of the Civil Code of' Practice,
Reported the same without amendment, and · with the expression
,of opinion that said bill ought'not to pass.
The question was then taken, "Shall the bill be read a third time,
,th~ opinion of the committee to the contl'ary •notwithstanding?" and
iit was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they

had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to authorize · the judge of the Jefferson county court to appoint a collector of back taxes for J~ffersoti county.
At ten minutes past I o'clock, P. M., Mr. Powell moved that the
House do now adjourn.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr: Powell, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Webb and.
Johnson, w~re as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, L. W. Lassing,
James W. Snyder,
Robert M. Carlisle, · William J. McElroy, George M. Thomas,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
0. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
Julian N. Phelps,
Harry I. Todd,
Josiah. H. Combs,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. White-20.
J.E. Oosson, ·
John Rowan,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Oreary) Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P; Rowlett,
A·: S. Arnold,
E. A. Graves,
J. P. S'a cksteder,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson, .
L. W. Trafton,
S . C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph ·T. Tucker,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
B1·yan S. McClure,
T, W. Varnon,
Wm. F . Bond,
Wm. Mynhier,
.T. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. L. Nall,
C.H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
Mat. Nunan,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
W. L. Reeves,
J. M. Wright-39.
R. D. Cook,
Bills from the Senate, of the following · titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the C'ommittee on Oorpora:te 1Institutions.:_
An act to incorporate the Eclipse w ·o olen Mills.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Slate Ford Coal Company.
By Mr. Gray, from the Com~ittee on EducationAn act to amend an act to incorporate Alexander Oollege, in the·
1 town of Burksville.
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By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to incorporate the Short Route Railway '];'i·ansfer Company.
By Mr. Blackburn, from the sa_me Qommittee- An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Maysville, Flemingsburg Coal and Iron Region Railway Company."
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, ·
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.

TUESDAY: FEBRUARY 18, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House to a bill
which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to charter the Barren County Bank.
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of
Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of schools in New Castle, Henry county.
An act for the benefit of John Ellis, of the county of Barren.
An act for the benefit of Scotta P. Proctor, in Mercer county.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate. the Henderson Horseshoe Bend Fence Company."
An act amending an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt Lick,
\
Tollsboro, and May.sville Turnpike Road Company.
An act amending an act incorporating the Cabin Creek Turnpike
Road Company. _
An act to incorporate the Cairo and Tennessee- River Railroad
Company.
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An act to amend an?ct, entitled "An act to reduce into one the
several acts concerning the town of Perryville, in Boyle county."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Southwestern Furniture Manufacturing Company," approved March 5,
1868.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act in relation to the fees of officers in certain cases.
2. An· act to amend article 25, chapter 28, of the Revised Statutes.
3. An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
4. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of
ardent spirits in Headquarters, in Nicholas county."
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordere_d, That th ey be referred-the 1st to the Committee on the
Judiciary; the 2d to the Committee on Revised Statutes; the 3d to
ihe Committee on Education; and the 4th to the Committee. on Religion.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to establish an a'd ditional voting precinct
in the county of Jefferson, approved March 12, 1869,
And had_found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
The following petition and remonstrances were presented, viz:
By Mr. Bondi. The petition of citizens of Anderson county, praying the passage of an act more effectually to suppress seining in Salt river in
said county.
By Mr. McKenzie2. The remonstrance of sundry citizens of Trigg county, against
the passage of an act to prohibit the traffic in ardent spirits at, or
within three miles of, the Trigg Furnace, in said county.
By Mr. Mynhier3. The remonstrance of citizens of Morgan county, against the
erection of mill-dams across Licking river.
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By Mr. ·Trafton4. The remonstrance of citizens, male and female, of Spottsville,
Henderson county, against the· repeal of the act of the last session
prohibiting the sale of ardent spirits in said town.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 2d
and 4th to the Committee on Religion; and the 3d to the Committee
on Internal Improvement.
On motion, indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Ogilvie.
· The Speaker laid before the House the following ,response ·of the
Commission.ers to revise the Statutes, to a resolution heretofore
adopted by the House, viz:
FRANKFORT, Kv., February 18, 1873.
HoN. JAMES 'B. McCREARY, Speaker of House of Representatives:
SIR: In answer to a resolution of the bran.ch of the General Assembly over which you preside, we respectfully state that the following
· chapters of the revision of the Statutes have not been reported, viz:
I. Fees of Public Officers.
2. Landlord and Tenant.
3. Militia.
4. Revenue Agent, now called Agent of the Auditor.
5. Revenue and Taxation. ·
6. Treasury Warrant Claims.
7. United Sta.t es Senator, how elected or appointed.
The chapters on Revenue and Taxation, Landlord and Tenant,
Treasury Warrant Claims, and United States Senator, are printed,
and, ..yithout being reported, have been placed upon the tables of
the members of both Houses.
1
The chapter on the Militia is at the press, and will be completed
in a short time.
The chapter on Revenue Agent is also at the press, and we are
awaiting the pr oof impression,
I
We are now at work upon the chapter on Fees. This chapter is
lengthy, and, to make it perfect, requires the examination of every
· law in the Statutes and Codes of Practice in any way relating to the
subject of Fees. We hope to complete this chapter by the first of
March.
The resolution calls upon us to state at what time we can make a
complet e and final report of all the work assigned us by the law
under· which we were appointed. This we can not now do, for the
follo wing r eason: the law require~ us to make to the Statutes notes
of the decisions of the Court of Appeals bearing upon them. This
we have not attempted, because the proper time to begin that work
has not arrived, and will not, until the General Assembly adopts at
least one chapter of our report. When that is done, we will add the
notes at once, and hope if the work is taken up chapter after chapter
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by the General Assembly, to keep up with them, a.t all events, we
will do so as nearly as we can.
We ask permission here to say, that if we were permitted to make
marginal references opposite each section to the book and page in
which a decision touching the section may be fo-qnd, ,much -time
would be saved, the book would be greatly diminished in size, much
more convenient, and of more real value. But above all, give us
time to make a complete index; for, without that, all law books are
comparatively worthless, and especially those to which constant
reference is required.
We have, in the course of our practice, seen courts -cQmpelled to
adjourn juriel;!, and spend hours of time hunting for sections of the
law, which, with complete indices, might have been found in as
many minutes.
It will afford us great pleasure to answer, as for as we can, any
resolution of_ the General Assembly, or any inquiry of any one of
the members, in respect to what we have done or may be doing.
Respectfully,
E. .I. BULLOCK,

J .M. NESBITT, Oom'rs..Leave was given to bring in•the following bills, viz:
On motion of .l\fr. CooperA bill to incorporate the Maysville Chair Company.
On motion of Mr. F.ooteA bill to incorporate the Williams . Machine ComI?any of Covington.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in said bills.
A message w~s also received from the Senate, a,s4ing to withdraw
from the House the announcement of their djsagreement to the
passage of a bill, which originated in the Ho-qse of Represenatives,
entitled
An act for the benefit of' James N. Frazer, late sheriff of Harrison
county, and his sureties,
Which was granted.
On motion of Mr. Foote, the further consideration of a bill, entitled
A bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors,
Was postponed to, and made special order of the day for, to-morT
row, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
44-H.
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Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz :
On motion of Mr. Ferguson1. A bill to amend an act approved March 21, 1872, entitled "An
act for the benefit of Jefferson county."
On motion of Mr. Snyder,
2. A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Hancock county, and his
sureties.
On motion of same3. A bill for the benefit of the heirs of Horace Willford, deceased.
On motion of Mr. Clay4. A bill to incorporate the Citizens' Bank of Paris.
On motion of Mr. Woods5. A bill for the benefit of William, Geo. T ., and William H. Watson, of Livingston county.
On motion of Mr. Graves6. A bill to charter the Sulphur Sprin·g Turnpike Road Company,
in Marion county.
Ordered, That the Committee on County Courts prepare and bring
in the 2d, 3d, and 5th; the Committee on Banks the 4th; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 6th; and that a select committee,
consisting of Messrs. E. Polk John son, ,Brooks, and Sacksteder, the
1st.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Jefferson Southern Pond Draining Company.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson, the rule requiring its referenee
to a committee was suspended, and said bill taken up and read the .
first time.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
~eading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
' The rule of the House and constitution al provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
~ Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title . thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. W. Evans, 'from the majority of the committee to whom was
referred a resolution, entitled
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Resolution providing for a recess of this General Assembly, and its
reassemblage on a certain day,
Reported the following at' a substitute for the resolution and proposed amendments thereto, viz:
1. Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when this General Assembly adjourns on Thursday, the 6th day
of Mar.ch, 1873, it will adjourn to meet again at 10 o'clock, A. M.,
on Thursday, the 1st day of May, 1873.
·
2. That the Joint Committee on the Revision of the Statutes and
Code be, and they are hereby, authorized and directed tG sit during
the recess aforesaid; and those members of said joint committee
who attend at the sittings of said committee, or who are absent
therefrom by its leave, shall receive pay during said recess as though
the General Assembly were in session; but the other members of the
General Assembly, and the officers thereof, shall not receive mileage
for their attendance, nor per diem from the ninth day of Mat·ch, 1873,
to the 27th day of April, 1873, both exclusive: Provided, That on the
reassembling of the Legislature at the time herein specified, no other
business shall be considered except the report of the Commissioners
on the Revision of the Statutes, and such other business as has been
introduced and remains unfinished at adjournment on the 6th of
March, 1873.
Mr. Jone:i moved_to amend said resolution as follows, viz:
Add thereto : That the Clerk of the Joint Committee shall report
the names of the members absent, and that their pay shall stop for
every day they are absent; and the Clerk shall make out a list of the
names of each member absent, and the number of days absent, and
forward the same to the Auditor.
Mr. Gray moved to amend the amendment offered by Mr. Jones,
as follows, viz :
Add thereto : No member of the Joint Committee shall have leave
of absence unless in case of sickness of himself or family; and in
case of absence, his per diem shall cease for the time,,he is absent.
Mr. Graves then offered the following amendment as a substitute
for the resolution and proposed amendments, viz :
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when the two Houses of this General Assembly shall adjourn
on Monday, the 10th day of March, 1873, they will adjourn sine die.
Mt·. Corbett then moved to lay said resolution and proposed amendments on the table.
And the_question being taken on the motion of Mr. Corbett, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon 'by Messrs. Robertson
and J. R. Sanders, were as follows, viz:

•
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJulian N. Phelps,
Mr.Speaker(M'Creary)W. W. Deaderick,
Wm. k; Allen,
W. H. Evans,
,
Le.wis Potter,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers;
C. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. J;oree,
W. R. Bates;
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J~mes W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnso n,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas·P. Cardwell,. Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
L . W. Trafton,
~eorge Carter,
T. J. Jones,
B. E. Cassilly,
L. W. Lassing,
Joseph T. Tucker,
T. W. Varnon, .
James S. Chrisman,
J.. S. Lawson,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L . Waring,
William G. Conrad-, William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
J.M. White,
R: D. Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
R,_L. Coop.er,
'I\ J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
T-homas H. Corbett, J.C. Moorman,
S . H. Woolfolk,
J. E. Cosson-,
J. L. Nall,
J. M. Wright-55.
Joseph M. Davidson;
Th·ose. who'·voted in the negative, wereG. W. Bailey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlt'!tt;
R. Tarv. Batker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,J. P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham;
E. A. Graves,
·Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. B~ll, .
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
George M. Jessee,
Wiifial?'.l Tarlton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
C. M. Clay, jr.
Wm. Mynl}ier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
· W. L. Reeves,
J. N. Woods-26.
W·alter-Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were- reported with'
amen4ments, by the ·several committees td whom they had been re-.
ferred, viz :
By Mr. Scales, from the Committee on Corporate InetitutionsAn act to amend the city cha1·ter of Covington.
By .Mr. Waring, from the Committee on RailroadsAp aet to incorporate the Chataroi Railway Company.
By-Mr. Reeves, fr"om the same c.ommittee~
- An act to incorporate the Ric~montl 'and Three Forks Raikoad
Company.
Said ame11dments were severa'lly concurred in.•
Ordered, That said bills, as amended, be read a third ti;me.
The rule of the,·HouB"e ·and ' constitutional" provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid, except the last named bill, which is chang..:d so as to read:
An act to incorporate the Richmond, Irvine, and Three Forks Railroad Company.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz:
By-Mr. Carlisle, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the Decourcey Station, Taylor Road, and
Bank· Lick Short Line Turnpike Company.
By Mr. Scales, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to amen·d the cha:rter of the New·port Street Railway Company.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate- InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the National Pipe Contract Company.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee ·on BanksAn act to amend the charter of the Merchants' Bank of Kentucky,
and the act amendatory there'of, approved Ma1·ch 3, 1860.
Urdered, That said bills be read a ·third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third'
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to create an additional voting pl~ce in Jefferson county.
By Mr. Flippin, from the Committee on Codes of PracticeA bill for the benefit of John C. Conklin, late clerk of the Monroe
county C'Ourt.
By Mr. McKenzie,·from· the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of 0. G. Moore, late sheriff of Edmonson
county, and his securities.- By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to incorporate the Cairo and Ship Island Railroad Company.
By Mr. Scales,- from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Shelbyville ·Railroad Company, anil to authorize certain counties
to take stock in same.
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By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, sheriff of Hancock county.
By Mr. Foote, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, sheriff of Hancock county,
and his sureties.
By Mr. Lassing, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of R. N. Walker, late sheriff of Crittenden
county.
By Mr. Bond, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of W. E. Clelland, late sheriff of Mercer
county.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksA bill to incorporat_e the Deposit Bank of Cynthiana.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitution a~ provision as to the second
.reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mt. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who originated the
same, rep_orted
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Eli H.
Murray."
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
· The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third tiµie.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Thomas Ballew, of Pulaski county,
Reported the same without amendment.
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Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being en'
grossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
'
And then the House adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to regulate official sales of real and personal property, and
of settlements of estates, in the counties of Pendleton, Lewis, Bracken,
and Hickman.
_ That they had passed bills, which originated _in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of R . H. Morrow, sheriff of Gallatiin county.
An act for the benefit of William Green, of the county of Montgomery.
An act tq amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Union
and Richwood Turnpike Road Company."
An act authorizing the clerk of the Carter circuit court to procure
general index books, and to index and cross-index all the equity and
ordinary suits off the docket on file in his office.
An act to amend the chat·ter of the Orangeburg and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road, in Mason county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Paint
Lick and High Point Turnpike Road Company, in Madison county."
An act for the benefit of Samuel Cowan, jailer of 'Boone county.
An act for the benefit of the Iron Works Turnpike Road Company.
An act to prevent the selling, giving, or furnishing of spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors, in the town of Glasgow, on the Sabbath.
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An act for the benefit of the-Schoolsville Branch of the Wincµester
and Red River It-on Works Turnpike B,oad Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Glasgow Deposit .Bank, ~pproved February 27, 1869.
An act to incorporate the Christian Church in the town. of Ghent,
in Carroll county .
An act to inc?rporate the Exchange and Deposit .Bank of O}Vin.gs•
ville.
And that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to authorize the election of police judge and town marshal
in the town of Brownsville, in Edmonson county.
Which bill was read the fit-st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That eai_d bill be referred to the C0mmittee on Corporate
Institutions.
The: following _petiti"ons were _Presented, viz :
By Mr. Foote1. 'J'.he petition of certain citizens of Covington, praying the passage of an act to repeal an act approve.d March 27, _1872, to ex.e mpt
the wages of laborers.
,By Mr. Trafton2. The petition of certain citizens of Cairo, in the county of Henderso'n, praying the passage of an act legiilizing certain acts of the
police judge, ma~shal, and town trustees of said town.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on County Courts, and the 2d to the Committee on Corporate ln&titutions.
Mr. Chrisman_ moved to reconsider the vote by which the Ho1.1se,
on yesterday, laid on the table a resolution offered by Mr. Evans,
providing for an adjournment of this General Assembly, and its reasserI?-bling on a , certain day.
The House took up the motion heretofore made to rec9nsider the
vote rejecting a bill, en~itled
A bill to further amend the laws in relation to peddl,ers.
_And the qµestion being taken on the _ motion ,t o i:eco~sider said
vote, it was· decide~ in the a.flitmative.
·
Mr. Basc~m then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was ?rdered to be ep~r_o_ssed, ~nd read a third time.
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And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
After debate thereon, it was again ordered that said bill be engrossed and r·e ad a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, No person shall be deemed a peddler within the meaning
of any law of this Commonwealth because of the s~lling by him, in
any way, of agricultural implements, sewing machines, or portable
mills.
§ 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its
passage.
The question was again taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)fosiah H. Combs,
T. J. Megibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. D. Cook,
W. L. Reeves,
W.W. Ayers,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas H. Corbett, J. P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph M. Davidson, Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Walter Evans,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
Joseph P. Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,Joseph T. Tucker,
William Brown,
E. A. Graves,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Clinton Griffith,
E. F. Waide,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
E. Polk Johnson, ·
Jonas D. Wilson,
T: J. Jones,
S. H. Woolfolk,
B. E. Cassilly,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J. S. Lawson,
J.M. Wright-53 .
J. J. McAfee,
. \ J. Guthrie Coke,
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. R. S!filders,
James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
James W. Snyder;.
J.E. Cosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. S. Taylor,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Julian N . Phelps,
L. W. Trafton;,
C. P. Grny,
Lewis Pott~r,
C.H. Webb,
George M. Jessee,
Hiram S. Powell,
F. A. Wilson,
Thomas M. Johnson, John R owan,
J. N. Woods-21R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
45-H.
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A message was received from the Senate, ruimouncing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act for the benefit of 0. G. Moore, late sheriff of Edmonson
county, and his securities,
With an amendment thereto.
Said amendment was taken up and concurred in'.
Mr. Bates moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That no member of this House shall be privileged hereafter to speak more than five· minutes on any bill or question appertaining thereto, an:d shall not speak but one~ until every other member desiring to do so has spoken on the same.
M1·. Cook m6ved to lay said resolution on the table.
{\.nd the q u_estion being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas, and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bates and
Cas!lillY, were as follows, viz:
Tho,se who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker(M'Creary)William G. Conrad,
William J. McElroy,
M. E. McKenzie,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
R. Tarv . .Baker,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
Wm. F. Bond,
C. D. Foote,
C. C. Scales,
James W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Joseph P. Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
E . .A. Graves,
L . W. Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Clinton Griffith,
E. F. Waide,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
George Carter,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. L. W a.ring,
James S. Chrisman,
Thomas M. Johnso·n, J.M. White,
F. A. Wilson-40.
J. J. McAfee,
C. lVI. Clay, jr.,
Josiah H. Combs,
Those who v~ted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. Meg'ibben,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. C. Moorman,
Joseph T. Tucker,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W, Varnon,
Thomas H. Corbett, J. L . Nall,
C.H. Webb,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter, (
J. N. Woods,
T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sanders,
J.M. Wright-24,
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw from the House the announcement of their disagreement to a '
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitied
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An act for the benefit of schools in New -Castle, Henry coun,ty.
Which was grnnted, and said ·bill retur-ned to the Senat,e.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Bond1. A bill for the benefit of A. Portwood, sheriff of Anderson county. ,
On motion of Mr. 00rbett2. A bill to repeal the proviso in section 1 of an act, entitled "An
act authorizing the Auditor to remit damages on · delinquent property," ap-p roved March 28, l!ill72.
On motion of same. 3. A bill to extend the corporate limits of the town of Lovelaceville, in Ballard county.
On motion of same4. A bfll to authorize the transfer -of ci¥il ,cases from the cil'cuit
court to the court of common pleas, in BaHard county..
On motion of Mt·. Bates5. A bill for the benefit of W. P. Bush, of Barren co.unty .
.0n motion of Mr. Speaker McC:1,eary6. A bill for the benefit of Charles K. .O.ldham, .sh.e.ciff of Madison
county.
On motion of Mr. Car-dwell7. A bill for the benefit of William S. Allen, late sheriff of Breathitt
co~mt-y.
On motion of Mr. F. A. 'Wilson8. A bill for the benefit of school district-No. 3, in Logan -cotinty.
On motion o.f same9. A bi,11 for the benefit of Mary Carter; a minor, in Lyon county.
On motion of Mr. Ayers10. A .bill for the benefit of C. E. Curd, of Calloway county .
.On motion of Mr. Baker11. A bill to amend the charter of the Newport and Licking Turnpike Road Company, in Campbell county.
On motion of Mr. McClure12. A bill for the benefit of Casey county.
On motion of Mr. Gray13. A bill for the ·b enefit of Major J. A. Brents, of 01inton county .
·
.On .motion of M.r. Woods14. A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous or ma-It liquors in Crittenden co-unty.
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charter of Marion, in Crittenden county.
On motion of Mr. Griffith! 6. A bill to amend the charter of the Owensboro Savings Bank.
On motion of Mr. J. R. Sanders17. A bill for the benefit of J. B. Pierce, former jail er of Trimble
county.
On motion of Mr. Davidson18. A bill to incorporate the Northeastern Kentucky Mineral, Improvement, and Railway Company.
On motion of Mr. Todd19. A bill to run and re-mark the line between the counties of
Franklin and Woodford.
On motion of Mr. Sellers20. A bill to incorporate the Antioch and Burdett's Mill Turnpike
Road Company, in Garrard county.
On motion of Mr. Lassing21. A bill to encourage and protect the planting and cultivating
of hedge fence1 in Boone county.
On motion of Mr. Nall22. A bill to prevent certain trespasses in Hardin county.
On motion of same23. A bill to charter the Elizabethtown and Middle Creek Turnpike
Ro_ad Company.
On motion of same24. A bill to increase the pay of justices of the peace of Hardin
county to four dollars per day, while holding court of claims in said
county.
On motion of same25. A bill to require express agents to pay county court clerks a
fee of fifty cents for filing the license of said agents.
On motion of Mr. Combs26. A bill to create and regulate the office of county treasurer for
.Perry and Harlan counties.
Dn motion of Mr: Megibben·27. A bill to authorize the Harrison county court to appropriate
;money fo_r the erection of a bridge on the Cynthiana and ·Ashbrook
:Mills Tumpike Road.:
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On motion of Mr. Rowlett28. A bill for the benefit of John E. Abbott, administrator of D. C.
Dorman, deceased, late sheriff of Hart county.
On motion of Mr. Jessee~9. A bill for the benefit of the heirs of Squire Jones, deceased,
of Henry county.
On motion of Mr. Arnold30. A bill for the benefit of the heirs of Wm. Cook, of Hickman
county.
On motion of same31. A bill for the benefit of Wm. Jones, of Hickman county.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson32. A bill to amend an act, entitled '' An act to establish a State
' House of Reform."
On motion of Mr. Brown33. A bill to amend the charter of the Mt. Freedom and Jessamine
County Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same34. A bill for the benefit of the heirs of Mary Scott, of Jessamine
county.
On motion of same35. A bill for the benefit of Andrew J. McCampbell, late sheriff of
Jessamine county. On motion of same36. A bill to regulate proceedings under sale of real or personal
estate of ·infants sold by their trust~es under judgment or decree of
court. ·
. On motion of Mr. W. H. Evans37. A bill for the benefit of Spencer King, sheriff of Josh Bell
county.
On motion of same38. A bill for the benefit of John F. King, sheriff of Knox county.
On motion of Mr. Carter39. A bill to amend and continue in force an act to empower
the county court of Lawrence county to levy an additional tax in
said county, and for other purposes.
On motion of same40. A bill for the benefit of common school district No. I, in La\\'.rence county.
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On .motion of Mr. Coke41. A bill .to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
judge of the city court of Leuisvi'lle," ap1provea February .3, 1871..
On motion of same42. A bi-11 to regulate the fee.s of officers of .the city court o.f Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Cassilly43. A bill fQr the benefit of the Irish Building and Loan Association, of Louisvillle.
On motion of Mr. Sacksteder44. A bill to pr.event delays of c1iiminal pno.secution on. accou-nt of
the absence of defendant's w:itn,e;Sses.
On motion of s~me45. A bill to compensate attorneys who are appointed ·by the c,ourts
to defend persons who are charged with criminal offenses who are
. unable to emploN counsel.
On motion of Mr. Davidson4;6. A bill -to amend the road laws of this Commonwealth.
On motion .of lVJr. 0o_oper47. A bill to amend the charter of the town of German.town,, .in
Bracken and Mason counties.
On motio-n of s.ame48. A bill requiring certain qualifications of physician13 p,re.v ious to
their practicing medicine or surgery .
.on mo,t~0in of Mr. Alle_n49. A bill to aothorize the county-court of Meade CO'\lnty to i:aise
a fund to complete the payment for building the new court-ho11;se.
On motion of Mr. Threlkeld50. A bill to amend ~he char,ter of Hanisburg Semipa_ry, in Owen
county.
On motion of Mr. J. A. Bell51. A bill to incorporate the Press Printing Company.
On motion of Mr.-Foree- .
52. A bill for th,.e .benefi.t of school district No. 47, in Shelby county.
Qn mot.i on-of .Mr. Nunai;i53. A bill to legalize certain acts or'the Washington county .c~mJt.
On motion of Mr. 0hrisman54_. A bill to ab_olish the printing of the private acts of the General
.Assembly, and directing the Secretary of State to caus_e :the s.a.~e- to
be substantially _bound in manuscript in lieu thereof.
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On moti'o n of Mr. Bailey55. A bill for the benefit of a male· and· female academy in the
town of Claysville, Webster county.
,
Ordered, That the Committee on Ways and Means prepare an<l
bring in the 1st, 6th, and 7th; the Committee on Revised Statutes
the 2d, 29th, 4tst, 42d, 44tli, 15th, and 46th; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 3d, 15th, 20th, 32d, 33d, 47th, 50tl\., and 51st;
the Committee on Circuit Courts the 4th and 36th; tlie Committee
on County Courts the 8th, 9th, 24th, 25th, 27th, 37th, 38th, 39th, ·and
53d; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the 10th, 19th,
22d, 26th, 48th, and 49th; the· Committee on the Judiciary the 11th,
31st, an<l 43d; the Committee on Military Affairs the 13th; the Committee on Religion the 14th; the Committee on Banks the 16th; the
Committee on Claims ·the 17th, 2·8 th, 34th·, and 35-th; the Commfttee
on Railroads the 18th; the Committee on Agriculture and lVIanufactures the 21st; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 23d; the
Committee on Education the 40th, 52d, and 55th; the Committee on
Printing the 54th; a select committee, consisting of Messrs. T. M.
Johnson, Jessee, and Morin, the 5th; a select committee, consisting
of Messrs. Hoskins, Varnon, Cosson, Nall, and Garnett, the 12th;
and a select committee, consisting of Messt·s. Arnold, Jones, and'
Bond, the 30th.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a resolution, entitled
>
Resolution in relation to the duties of the Commissioners on the
revision of the Statutes.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to create an additional voting place in Jefferson county.
An act to amend an act, ent_itled "An act for the benefit of Eli H.
Murray."
A bill for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, sheriff of Hancock county.
An act for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, sheriff of Hancock county,
and his sureties.
With an amendment to the last named biH.
And that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of John P. Barrett, late sheriff of Ohio
county.
Which hill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That siid bill be referred to the Committee on Claims.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Sanford Goin, of Franklin county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That the further consideration of said bill be postponed
to, and made special order of the day for, Tuesday, 25th inst., at 11
o'clock, A. M.
I
On motion of Mr. Waide, the further con!:!ideration of a bill from
the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the organization and regulation of banking
companies, and to repeal various charters,
Was postponed to, and made special order of the day for, to-morrow, at I }~o'clock, A. M.
·
On motion of Mr. Foote,
A bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors,
Was postponed to, and made special order of the day for, to-mor, row, at half-past 10 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Todd, from the Committee on Public Offices, to_ wh~m· was recommitted bills from the Senate of the following titles, viz :
An act to increase the salary of the chief clerk of the Land
Office;
An act to promote public service in the· Auditor's O_ffice;
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That the further consideration of said bills be postponed
to, and made special order of the day for, Tuesday next-the 1st at
half-past IO o'clock, A. M., and the 2d at fifteen minutes before 11
o'clock, A. M.
Mr. E. Polk Johnson moved the following preamble and joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS,· The following acts of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and Journals of the two Houses thereof,
are missing from the Library of the State, viz : Acts from 1792 to
1798; Acts from 1799 to 1806; Acts from 1807 to 1812; Journals
from 1792 to 1815; Journals from 1816 to 1822; thernfore, be it
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the State Librarian is hereby instructed to pUl'chase, for the
use of the State, such copies of the above men~ioned Acts and Jour-
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nals as he may be able to "secure, to an extent not exceeding two
sets of each; and upon his certi,fying the cost of the same to the
Auditor, he shall draw his warrant on the Trnasurer for the amount
expended.
Which lies one day on the table.
l\_lfr. Threlkeld moved the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by lite General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That our Senators be instructed, and members in Congress requested,
to use all honorable means in their power to have the . law giving
pensions to the soldiers of eighteen hundred and twelve so amended
as to apply to all who were in actual service, without regard to the
length of ti me of such service; also to ·pension the surviving widows
of said soldiers, whether married before or after the war.
'
Which lies one day on the table .
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in _the same, of the following titles, viz:
By M1·. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksA bill incorpornting the Citizens' Bank of Paris.
By sameA bin to incorporate the .Winchester Savings Bank.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corpornte InstitutionsA bill to extend the streets and alleys of Marion, in Crittenden
county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Bell City,
in Crittenden county."
By Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means. A bill for the ben efit of Charles K. Oldham, sheriff of Madison._
county.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 6, in Greenup county ..
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to prohibit the selling of spirituous, vinous, or malt liq,111ors-,
in Tompkinsville, Monroe county, or within one mile thereof.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a se:a.ond .
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the s.ec.oncL
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time . .
46-H.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the thit-d
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as·
aforesaid.
On motion of Mr. Evans, the rule was su~pended, and the follo·wing resolution, heretofore offered by Mr. McAfee, was taken up for
consideration, Yiz:
Resolved, That the following shall be a standing rule of this House
during the remainder of this session of the General Assembly: The
regular order of business in this House shall not be suspended orinterrnpted unless the same shall be ordered by a vote of seven eighths
of the members voting, and upon such question the yeas and nays
shall be called: Provided, That the yeas and nays may not be called
where the rules are unanimously suspended.
Mr. Griffith offered the following amendment,· viz:
Provided, That the resolution shall not apply to the postpon~ment
of, or dispen sing with, the orders of the day.
Mr. Walter Evans then moyed to amend the amendment by excepting Tuesdays and Fridays .
. M1·. Brown offered the foHowing substitute for the resolution and
amendmenti;,, viz:
That during the remainder of this session the regular order of
business shall not be suspended for any purpose except by unanimous
consent of the House.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
proposed by Mr. Brown, and it was decided in the negative.
The -yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Baker and
Ferguson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstrong ,
Josiah H. Combs,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
R. D . Cook,
J.P. Sacksteder,
G. vV. Bailey,
W.W. Deaderick,
Harry I. Todd,
W. R. Bates,
Joseph P. Foree,
Joseph T. Tucker,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. Cas::;ius Goodloe, T.Nf. Varnon,
William Brown,
E. A. Graves,
E. F. Waide,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
J.M. White,
John S. Carpe nter,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
J. M. Wright-30.
. . Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M . Woods ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N. B.e.ckham,
C. D. Foote,
J. R: Sanders,
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John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm . F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
William Sellers,
George Carter,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
B. E. Cassilly, ·
J. S. Law on,
J. S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McA e,
0. W. Threlkeld,
William G. Conrad,
Bryan S . .McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
R. L. Cooper,
M . E . McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas H. Corbett, T. J. Megibben,
C.H. Webb,
J . E. Gosson,
J. 0. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
Joseph M: Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk-48.
The amendment proposed to the amendment of Mr. Griffith, as
also the amendment propo.;;ed by Mr. Griffith, were then rejected.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the resolution as
proposed by Mr. McAfee, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Evans and
McAfee, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Walter :mvans,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
0. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W . R. Bates,
Wm. A. Hotikins,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
William Sellers;
S . C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
Wm. F . Bond,
T. J. Jonoo,
J. S. Taylor,
' W. B. M. B'i-ooks,
J. S. Lawso n,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, . J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
Jose ph T. Tucker,
George Carter,
William J . McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
E. F. Waide,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. White,
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H . Woolfolk,
R. D. Cook,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright- 61.
W. W. Deaderick,
Those who voted in t-he negative, wereAlpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Fergu·son, C. C. Scales,
William Brown,
Manlius T. Flippin,
L. W. Trafton ,
B. E. 0a,isilly,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J . L. Waring,
R. L. Cooper, .
Clinton Griffith,
C. H. Webb,
Thomas H. Corbett, T. J. Megibben,
J. N. Woods- 17.
Joseph M. Davidson, J. P. Sacksteder,
And so said resolution was adopted.
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Mr. Foree then moved to reconsider the vote by which said resolution was adopted.
Mr. Grave_s moved to la-y the motion of Mr. Foree on the a '.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays -being required thereon by Messrs. Scales and
Brown, were as follows, viz :

./'

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Walter Evan s,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
• W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayer1:1,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
Jo~n P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
E. A. Graves,
J. R . Sanders,
\V. R . Bates,
C. I_>. Gray,
Samuel M . Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
C. W . Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
Hany I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpentef·,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker;
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
E. F. Waide,
C. M . Olay, jr.
J. C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm . Mynhier,
C.H . Webb,
Josiah H . Combs,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
William G. Conrad, Mat. Nunan,
F . A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Gosson,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk-64.
W. W. Deaderick, .
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Thomas H. Corbett,
T. J. Megibben,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Joseph M. Davidson, W. L. Reeves,
William Brown,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. P. Sacksteder,
B. E. Cassilly,
W:m. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
R. L. Cooper,
Clinton Griffith,
J. N. Woods-15.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, whic_h originated in the
,Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Laboring Man's Loan
.and Aid Association, of Louisville," approved March 15th, 1864;
An act to charter the Barren County Bank;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre$entatives, of the following titles, viz :
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An act for the benefit of the West Point and Elizabethtown Turnpike Company;
An act to amend the charter of the Bagdad and Harrisonville
Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county;
An act for the benefit of the jailer of Lawrence _c ounty; .
An act to legalize the proceedings of the Metcalfe county court at
its June term 1869;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville Stock and Bond Board," approved 18th March, 1872;
An act in relation to the county levy in Lewis county, and the
collection of the same;
An act authorizing the Lewis county court, at the court of claims,
to levy a tax to repair the old jail in Lewis county, or building a
new jail arid jailer's house in said county;
An act for the benefit of . the city of Louisville;
An act to authorize the judge of the Jefferson county court to appoint a collector of back taxes for Jefferson county;·
And had found the same truly enrolled. ·
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Deaderick inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Gove,;nor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Louisville Hotel Company.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the city of Cynthiana, approved January 22, 1868.
An act to facilitate the collection of taxes in the city of Paducah.
An act to incorporate the Winchester Building and Accumulating
Fund Association, of Winchester.
An act to amend the charter of the Boone Bridge Company.
An act for the benefit ·of school districts Nos. 5 and 28, in Livingston county.
.
An act to incorporate the Rush Branch Coal, Iron, Mining, Lumbering, and Manufacturing Company, in Morgan county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to cause good school-houses to be erected in the Eighth and
Ninth Congressional Dis.tricts,'" approved March 13, 1872.
An act to authorize the Balla1·d county comt to increase the taxes
to pay off the debts hereafter created by said county.

[FEB. 20.
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An act for the benefit of the sureties of Wm. Cummins, late sheriff
of Whitley county.
An act to authorize the Whitley county court to sell ce1·tain lands.
An act to amend an act to establish an additional voting precinct
in the county of Jefferson, approved March 12, 186D.
An act to authorize the mayor of the city of Louisville to subscribe
in the name, and for and in behalf of the said city, for ten thousand
additional shares of the capital stock of the Elizabethtown and Paducah Railroad Company.
And then the House adjom:ned.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1873.
The following petitions and remonstrances were presented, viz :
By M1·. E. Polk Johnson-·
I. The petition of citizens of Harrod's Creek precinct, in Jefferson
county, praying the passage of an act to legalize the subscription
of stock by the Jefferson county court to aid the construction of the
Louisville, Harrod's Creek, and Westport Railway, and to authorize
said county court to impose a tax upon the tax-payers of said precinct to pay said subscription.
By Mr. Foree2. The petition of citizens of school district No. 47, in Shelby
county, prayi!lg an appropriation to aid them in rebuilding a school·
h0use in said district.
By Mr. Deaderick3. The petition of sundry citizens of Pendleton county, praying
the pa_ssage of an act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors.in
the town of Falmouth, in said county.
By Mr. Sellers. 4. The remonstrance of sundry citizens of Garrard county, against
the repeal or amendment of the acts passed for the protection of fish
and game in said county.
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By Mr. Lawson- .
5. The remonstrance of citizens of . Headquarters, in Nicholas
county, against the repeal of an act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors in said town.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Railroads; the 2d to the Committee on
Education; the 3d and 5th to the Committee on Religion; and the
4th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances .
.Mr. Coke, from the Committee on Railroads, who were directed
to prepare and bring fo the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of the Louisville, H arrod's Creek, and Westport Railway 'Company.
Which bill was read the first time and orgered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
_second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provi sion as to the third
reading of said bill being disp ensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A mess age was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred ii! amendm ents proposed by the House to bills, which
originated in the Senate, of the full owing titles, viz:
An act to amend the city charter of Covington.
An act to incorporate the Chatarni Railway Company.
That they had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of James N. Frazer, late sheriff of Harrison
county, and his isureties.
And that they had passe d bills, which originated in the House of
Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the b-enefit of Lewis F. Marshall, sheriff of Ballard
county.
- An act to protect the interests of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
in certain cases.
An act to ameri.d an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the First
German Savings Bank of Louisville."
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An act for the benefit of. the Louisville, Harrod.'s Creek, and Westport Railway Company.
A message was also received from the Senate, asking to withdraw
from the House the announcement of their disagreement to a bill,
which originated in the House of Represe·natives, entitled
An act to regulate official sales of real and personal property, and
of settlements of estates, in the counties of Pendleton, Lewis, Bracken,
and Hickman.
Which .was granted .
On motion, indefinite ]eave of absence was granted Mr. Snyder.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Bates1. A bill for the benefit of S. S. Farris, sheriff of Barren county.
On 'motion of Mr. Mynhier2. A bill to legaiize a certain survey made in the name of Willi a m
Day, in Morgan county .
On motion of same3. A bill to legalize a certain survey made in the name of D. J.
Mosley and Joseph H. Amyt, in Morgan county.
O,·dered, Tha~ the C~mmittee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 1st, and the Committee on Revised Statutes the
2d and 3d.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend section 77 of the Civil Code of Practice;
An act to amend section 621 of the Civil Code of Practice;
An act to amend an act to incorporate Alexander College, in the
town of Burksville;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Maysville, Flemingsburg Coal and Iron Region Railway Company;"
An act to incorporate the Short Route Railway Transfer Company;
An act to incorporate the Slate Ford Coal Company;
'
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre. sentatives; of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of William Green, of the county of Montgomery;
An act for the benefit of_school districts Nos. 10 and 47, in Jefferson county;

1
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An act to amend an act to !'educe into one all pl'evious acts incorporating the town of Woodville, in the counties of McCracken and
Ballard;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Henderson Horseshoe Bend Fence Company;"
An act to incorporate the Bath Iron Company;
An act amending an act, entitled "An act incorporating the Vanceburg, Quincy, and Springville Tur.npike Road Company," approved
February 18, 1869;
An act amending an act inco!'porating- the Vanceburg, Salt Lick,
Tollsboro, and May3ville Turnpike Road Company;
An act amending an act incorporating, the Cabin 01'eek 'l'umpike
Roa~ Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate· the Vanceburg, Quick's Run, and Concord Turnpike Road Company," approved
December 17, 1867;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Salt
Lick, Esculapia, and Mount Carmel Turnpike Road Company," approved March 9, 1867;
An act .to incorporate the Mount Sterling F!'ee Stone Company;
An act to empower Division No. 129 to convey lot;
· An act to incorporate the Cairo and Tennessee River Railroad
Company;
An act to incorporate the Covington Printing Company;
An act for the benefit of Samuel Cowan, jailer of Boone county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville;
An act to amend an act; entitled "Ah act to reduce into one th·e;
several acts concerning the town of Perryville, in Boyle county;"
An act to ahlend an act, eh titled "An act .to incorporate the Sou-th:rwestern Furniture Manufactll-ring Comp.any," approved March, 5, .
1868;

'

An ,act for the benefit of O, G. Moore, late sheriff of Edmonson,
county, and his securities;
An act to amend an act,· entitled "An act for the benefit of Eli ,H, .
. Murray;"
Ah act for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, .she1·iff of Hancock.c.o:unty:i,
And had found th·e same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signatu_re thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Deaderick inform the ·senate thereof..
47-B,
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A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the World's Fair Association of Woodford
county.
An act to incorporate the Victor Coal Mining Company.
An act in relation to the county levy in Lewis county, and the
collection of the same.
An act authorizing the Lewis county court, at the court of claims,
to levy a tax to repair the old jail in Lewis county, or building a
· new jail and jailer's house in said county.
An act to legalize the proceedings of the Metcalfe county cour,t at
its June term, 1869.
·
An act to amend the charter of the Bagdad and Harrisonville
Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county.
An act for the benefit of the West Point and Elizabethtown Turnpike Company.
An act for the benefit of the jailer of Lawrence county.
An act for the benefit of Ma1·cus Devary, of Clark county.
An act for the benefit of Stephen Nethercutt, of Carter county.
An act for the benefit of M. S. Napier.
An act for the benefit of Sally Stagner, of Madison county.
An act to amend the charter of the Frankfort and Flat Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
-An act providing for the collection of the revenue tax and county
levy for the years 1872 and 1873, for Clay and Breathitt counties.
The House took up from the orders of the day the several amendments proposed by the Senate to bills,~ hich originated in the House.
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in Lee county.
An act for the benefit of common schools in Jessamine county.
An act for the benefit of James Brough and Oscar McKenzie, of
Morgan county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the sale and
storage of illuminating oils, made from coal, petroleum, and other
bituminous substances, &c," approved March 26, 1870.
An act for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, sheriff of Hancock county,
and his sureties.
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An act to prevent the killing of birds in Garrard county.
Said amendments were severally concurred in.
Mr. Baker, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the city of
Newport to supply itself and othet·s with pure water, and establish
water-works," approved January 6, 1871,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Railrods, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to incorporate the St. Charles Coal Company.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional pt·ovision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Cumberland and
Ohio Railroad Company.
Reported the same with a substitute by way of amendment thereto.
On motion of Mr. Bates,
Ordered, That said substitute be printed, and the consideration
thereof be postponed to, and made special order of the day for,
Tuesday, the 2.5th inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
The House then, according to order, took up and proceeded to
consider further a bill, entitled
A bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,.
or malt liquors,
With the amendments proposed' thereto by_the committee.
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Amendments were o;ffered ·by ·Messrs. Sellers, Nunan, Graves,
Trafton, and Arnold, which were adopted.
.Mr. Coke mpved to amen~ said bill by adding and including therein "the city of Louisville."
Mr. Waide then moved to lay said bill and amendmentJS on the
table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr.' Waide, it was
decid°ed in the negative.
The -yeas and nays being required the11eon by Messrs. Evans and
Chrisman, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. A'.llen,
James S. Chrisman,
J . C. Moorman,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
William G.. Cqµrad,
W. L. Reev()s,
G. W. Bailey,
John A. Bell,
J. E. Gosson,
Samuel -M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Walter Evans,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
Manlius ·T. Flippin,
E. F. 1W aide,
W. B. M. Bi;ooks,
E. A. Graves,
J.M. White,
George Carter,
J. P. Hampton,
Jonas D. Wilson-26.
B. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElroy,
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Those who vote.d in the negative, wereE. A. ~obertson,
A. S. Arnold,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
George M. Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. P. Sack:steder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N .. Beckham,
L. W. Lassing,
C. C. Scales,
J. C. S. Blackbum,
J. S. Lawson,
William Sellers,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
J. Gu,t hri_e Co~e,
T. J. Megib-0en,
C. W. Threlkeld,
R. D. Cook,
W. A. Moriµ,
Harry I. Tocld.,
R. L. Cooper, ·
Wm. Mynhier,
L. W. Trafton,
T·homas H. Corbett, Mat. Ntinan,
F. A. Wilson,
j, N. Woods,
Joseph M. Davidson, Julian N. Phelps,
]¾. W pods F.er.g;1_1s,on, Lewis Pott.er,
S,. H. W ooHolk,
,C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. M, Wright-~5.

Mr. Speaker(M'Creary)C. P. Gray,

Th.e ,further consideration of ,said bill was cut off' by the arrival of'

1;he h_o,µr fo,r t@.king pp the qrdei:s of ,th._e 4ay.
The House then took up fi;om th.e. ord()rs of the ,day jo.i-n.t resolu¢,i_ons from t,h e ·S,e1µat~, _e.f the £oJJ.owi_ng ,~~Hes, viz :·
Resolution making certain inquiries of :th.e A»Jitor . .
J,lesoluMon- in ~el{l._ti oJil to l~nd to he acquired ·by the United States
iin the city of Covington, for the erection of a public building.
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Resolution consenting to the purchase of certain grounds in the
city of Paducah, and county of McCracken, by the Government of
the United States, for custom-house and other purposes.
Said resolutions were severally concurred in:
On motion of Mr. Bascom, a joint resolution from the Senate, entitled
·R esolution concerning- State Library, and the amend_ment proposed
thereto by Mr. Brown,
Were referred to the Committee on the Library.
The House then took up the motion heretofore made to reconsider
the vote by which the House passed a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to exempt homesteads
from sale for debt."
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
And then, on motion of Mr. Graves, said bill was laid on the table.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolleq. bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled ·"An act to authorize the city of
Newport to supply itself and others with pure water, and establish
water-works," approved January 6, 1871,
And 1had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto ..
Order-ed, ·That Mr. Deaderick inform ·the Senate 't hereof.
And then the House adjourned,
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1873.

a

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend an act to establish an additional voting precinct
in the county of Jefferson, approved March 12, 1869.
An act for the benefit of Daviess county.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Laboring Man's Loan
and Aid Association, of Louisville," approved March 15th, 1864.
An act for the benefit of Charles G. Ragan, sheriff of Montgomery
county.
That they had disagreed t~ a bill, which originated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
A bill to increase the powers of the corporate authorities of the
towns of Georgetown and Monticello.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of school district No. 16, in Larue county.
An act to ~ncorporate Millersburg Academy.
An act to establish an academy in the town of Germantown, in
Bracken and Mason counties.
An act to amend the charter of Adairville.
An act to continue in force an act, entitled "An act for the benefit
of the common schools in Newport, Campbell county ."
An act to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to organize and establish
a systeql of public schools in the city of Owensboro, for white children in said city."
An act to charter the Lebanon Wooden Ware Manufacturing Company.
An act for the organization of the public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county.
An act incorporating the Citizens' Bank of Paris.
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And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to authorize the trustees of school district No. 2, in Hickman county, to levy and collect
a tax for school purposes."
2. An act empowering the board of trustees of the town of Ashland to purchase lands and establish a public park.
3. An act to amend section 33, chapter 24, Revised Statutes.
4. An ac.t to incorporate the Christian Church at W~rsaw.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and con~titutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Education; the 2d and 4th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions;
and the 3d to the Committee on Revised Statutes.
The following petition was presented, viz:
By Mr. VarnonThe petition of citizens of Highllind precinct, in Lincoln county,
praying the passage of a law to prohibit the sale of intoxicating:
liquors in said precinct.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Religion.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie1. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
German Evangelical St. Paul Church, of Paducah," approved 6th
Februa1·y, 1873.
On motion of Mr. Varnon2. A bill to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
Stanford Female College.
Orde1·ed, That the Committee on Religion prepare and bring in
the 1st; and the Committee on Corpornte Institutions the 2d.
Indefinite leave of absence was grnnted Messrs. Goodloe, Bates,
and Bascom.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution directing the firing of a national salute on the 22d February, 1873.
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The rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolution was taken up, twice read, and
unanimously concuned in.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Railroads, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to incorporate the St. Bernard Transportation Company.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Corbett then moved to amend said bill by striking out the
eighteenth section thereof.
Mr. Blackburn offered an amendment to the amendment proposed
by Mr. Corbett.
The further consideration of said bill and proposed amendments
was cut off by the arrival of the ·hour for taking up the orders of
the day.
The House then took up from the orders of the day, and proceeded
with the further consideration of a bill, and the amendments thereto,
entitled
A bill to provide for a geological survey and mineralogical survey
of the State.
Said bill, as amended·, being engrossed, was then rea:d a ·third time _
as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the G-overnor is hereby authorized and required, as soon as may be
after the passage of this act, to appoint a State Geologist, who shall be a
pe1·son of competent scientific and practical knowledge of the sciences of
geology and mineralogy; and the said State Geologist shall, by and wi-th
the consent of the Governor, appoint two suitable persons to assist him
in the discharge of his dutie~, one of whom shall be a competent and
skillful chemist.
§ 2. That it shall be the duty of the said State Geologist and his assistants, as soon as may be practicable after his 1said appointment, to commence and carry on, with as much expedition and dispatch as may be
con sistent with minuteness and accuracy, a thorough geological, mineralogical, and chemical survey of this Stato, with a view to determine the
order and comparative magnitude of the several strata or geological formations of this State, and to discover and examine all beds or deposits of
ore, coal, flora, and such other mineral substances as may be useful or
valuable, and to analyze the same, and to perform such other duties as
may be neces~ary to make a full and compl ete geological, mineralogical,
and chemical survey of this State: Provided, That the survey contemplated
by this act shall be a continuation of the survey already made by Professor Owen.
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§ 3. That it shall be the duty of the said State Geologist and his assistants to make full and complete examinations, assays, and analyses of all
rocks, ores, flora, or other substances, as may be submitted to them for
that purpose, and to furnish, if required, a detailed and complete account
of the results so obtained; and at the court-house of each county in t his
State, iu which be shall discover valuable mineral deposits, the said Geologist shall deliver either a written or verbal discourse upon their examinations, assayfl, and analyses of all such rocks, ores, and flora, wiLhin
such county; and said Geologist, or his assistants, shall deposit at tbe
clet·k's office of such county in which he shall discover minerals or other
substances, such specimens as ho shall deem of value, for the inspection of
the citizens and visitors of said county.
§ 4. That it shall be the duty of the said Geologist and his assistants to
visit add make such exploration of each county in this State, beginning
with the mineral regions, as will be sufficient to satisfy him whether it
conta ins valuable min eral or other deposits, and the extent, nat ure, a nd
value thereof.
§ 5. That it shall be the duty of said Geologist and his assistants, on or
before the 1st day of December in each and every year, to make a report
of the progress of said survey, accompanied with such maps, drawings,
and specimens as may be necessary and proper to exemplify and elucidate
the.same, to the Governor, who shall lay such report before the General
Assemb ly.
§ 6. That it shall be the duLy of the said Geologist and his assistants
to forward to tbe Go.vernor, from time to time, during the progress of said
survey, such specimens of rock, flora, ores, coals, and other mineral sub. stances or useful matters discovered and exam ined , as may be pro})er a nd
necessary to form a, complete cabinet of the specimens of geo logy, mineralogy, and other useful matte1·s of the State; and the Governor shall
cause the same to be deposited, in proper order, in some convenient room
in the State Capitol, there to be preserv ed for public in spection. He shall
also furnish like specimens to the Kentucky University, which shall be
preserved by the officers thereof in li ke manneri for the use of the scholara
in said D niversi ty, and the examination of vi sitors thel'eof.
§ 7. That for the purpose of carrying into effect the provi sions of this
act, the sum of ten thousand dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated, to be expended under the direction of the Governor: Provided, lwwev.m;.
The principal Geologist shall not r eceive more than ten dollars per day, 11or ·
the assistants more than seven do ll ars per day each, for the time they ar.ein actual service: And provided further, 'rhat the appropriation beiiein ,
made shall only be used so far as the Governor may find, on investigation, necessary to obtain the services of a competent Geologist and assist-.
ants du1·ing that part of the year when such Geologist can be ]Jr©fitably
employed in the prosecution of such survey.
§ 8. 'fbe Governor shall have power to remove any of the- personsappointed un der this act for negligence or incompetency, or an¥ other
cause which be may deem sufficient for such removal, and appoint others.
in their stead.
§ 9. The prin cipal Geologist and each of his assistants, befere e-nlel'ing
upon the duti es of their offices, shall take an oath faithfully tl,),1~erfonn aJIJ
the services required of them under this act, and to abstain.fa'-Om:all peen ,
niary speculations for themselves or others in the objects. of tbe11· stu·vey
du1:ing their progress, and that they will not conceal any ,u~luable, disco.v..
48-H. R.
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ery or information from the owner or owners · of the laml -on which such
discovery is made-; but 1in all things wtll so conduct the survey, &c., a:s
wil!l (if practicable to do so) duly notify the community generally; and
especially the owner or owners of the land on which all such valuablo discoveries ·are made. ·
·
§ 10. This act shall take effect from =its passage.

1 I

I
,

Mr. Davidson then .moved to reconsider the vote by which said Bill,
as-amended; was;ordered to be read ·a third time. ,
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Davidson, it
was decided in the negative.
The 'yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and
Scales, were as, follows, viz .:
Those who voted in the ,affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)W. W. Deaderick, ·
Mat. Nunan,
G. W. Bailey)
W. H. Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton . Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
J. P. Hampton,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Willia·m Brown,
George M. Jessee,
T. W. Varnon,
Geerge, Carter, .
E . Polk Johnson,
J . L. Waring,
R. L. Cogper,
J. S. Lawson,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas H., Co_rbett, J. J. Mc Afee ;
J. N·.' Woods,
J.E. Cosson,
Wm . .Mynhier;
J.M. Wi·ightL-34.
Joseph M. Davidson;
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen;
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram ,S. Powell;
E. A. Graves, .
E. A. Robertson,
A. S . Arnold,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
John Rovi1 an,
R. Tarv. Bake·r ,
Thomas M. Johnson, John ·P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
T . J. ·Jones,
J .P. Sacksteder,
Wm. F. Bond, ·
Bryan S. McClure, · Samuel M. Sanders;
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J. McElroy, William Sellers,
John S. Carpenter,
M., E. McKenzie,
J. S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
T : J. Meg,ibben,
C. '. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J.C. Moorman,
E .. F. Waide,
Josiah H. Combs,
W. A. Morin, ·
C.H. Webb,
William G. Conrad,
J. L . Nall,
J.M. White,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter;
S. H. W oolfolk-42.
The· question was again taken on ·the passage of said bill, and it
was decided. in the affi.1·mative.
The yeas and nays being required· thereon· in pursuanc-e to ;a pro-·
vision of the Constitution, were as , follows, viz :
Th'ose· who ,voted in ,the: affirmative; were.,....- , Mr. Speaker (M'Oreary)Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
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C. D. Fo0te,
YW. L. Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
E .. A. Graves,
J. P. Sackst'eder,
W. R: Bates,
J. R. Sanders,
Clinton Griffith,
W. N. Beckham,
J. P. Hampton,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
Harry I. T"o'dd,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. C. S. Blackbur.n,
T. W . Varnon,
George' M. Jessee,
Wm. F. Bond,
E . F. Waide,
E. Polk Johnson,
W . B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
'William Brown,
C. H.: W.ebb,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
Mordecai Williams,
J . J. McAfee,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, F. A. Wilson,
George Cart-er,
Jonas D. Wilson,
M. E. McKenzie,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. N . .Woods,
J. C. Mo01·man,
C. M. Clay, jr.
S. H. Woolfolk,
W . A. Morin,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. M. W right-56.
Wm. Mynhier,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
J.E. Gosson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Manlius T. Flippin, · John, Rowa;n,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
' G. W. Bailey,
T . J. Jones,
William Sellers,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Bryan S. McClure,
•Wm. Tarl ton,
T .. J . Megihben,
J . S. Taylo1·,
S. G. Bell,
James S. Chrisman,
Mat. Nunan,
C. W . Threlkel4,
William G. Conrad, Julian N. Phelps,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Thomas H.· Corbett, E. A. Rob'e rtson,
·J.M. White-25.
W. W. Deaderick,
Resolved, That the title of said··bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Baker moved the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That when this House adjou,rns on this day, it will, adjourn to meet.again on Monday next , at IO· o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken ,on the adoption of said resolution,
it was decided "in· the negative.
The yeas and nays being req.uired the1·eon by Messrs. Baker and
Casserly, were. as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, we1·eR. Ta-rv. Baker,
J.P. Hampton,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
C. C. Scales,
W. B. iM. B-1:ooks,
George.M. Jessee,
William Sellers,
John S . Carpenter.
E. Polk Joh,nso.n,
William Tarlton,
B. E. Cassilly,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
Josiah -H. Combs,
J. J. McAfee,
Joseph T . ::I'ucker,
William G . Gonra:d,
T. J. Megibben,
T. W. Varnon,
E. F. )Vai?e.
_Joseph M. Davidson, W. A. Mori.n,
W.W . Dea:der-ick,
J. L. Nall,
J. L. Wanng,
W. H. Evans,
Mat. Nu-nan.
C.H. Webb,
Jo~eph.P. Foree,
Hira~ S. Powell,
S. H. ,Woolfolk-33.
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(lWCreary)R. L. Cooper,
.Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
Thomas H. Corbett, Lewis Potter, ,,,
A. C. Armstrong,
J. E. Gosson,
E. A. Robertson,
Walter Evans,
John Rowan,
A. S. Arnold,
W. W. Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlett,
C. D. Foote,
J. P. Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
J. S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Gt·iffith,
C. W . Threlkeld,
S·. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
J. M. White,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
J. S. Lawson.
Mordecai Williams,
Wm . F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
F. A. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wilson,
M. E . McKenzie,
J. N . Woods,
. George Carter,
James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-47;
C. M. Clay, jr.
Wm. Mynhier,
At fifteen minutes past one o'clock P. M., Mr. F. A. Wilson moved
that the House do now adjourn.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Wilson, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Baker and
Combs, were as follows, viz :
Tbo3e who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker(M'Creary)J. E. Gosson,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
W. W. Deaderick,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
William Tarlton,
W.R. Bates,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
E. F. Waide,
B. E. Cassilly,
'William J. McElroy, J. M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad, E. A. Robertson,
J.M. Wright-25.
R. L. Cooper,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
A. S : Arnold,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
J. P. Hampton,
J. S. Taylor,
:S. C. Bell,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Harry I. Todd,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, Joseph T. Tucker,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L:Waring,
George Carter,
T. J. Megibben,
C. H. Webb,
..C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods-44 .
.Manlius T. Flippin, Julian N. Phelps,
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution appointing a joint committee to visit the House of Reform for Juvenile Delinquents, and report its fitness and capacity as
a temporary lunatic asylum.
The rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table being suspended, said resolution was taken up and read as follows, towit:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That a committee of two from the Senate and tht·ee from the House
of Representatives be appointed to visit the House of Reform for
Juvenile Delinquents, and to report its fitness and capacity for the reception of lunatics as a temporary relief until the Thit-d Lunatic
Asylum is completed.
Mr. Brooks then offered the following amendment thereto, viz:
"They shall also visit Paroquet Springs in the county of Bullitt,
and examine the property belonging to the springs company."
Mr. S. M. Sanders moved to amend the amendment proposed by
Mr. Brooks as follows, viz:
Add thereto the following: "also the Rough Creek Springs in Hardin county."
The question being taken on the amendment to the amendment
proposed by Mr. Sanders, it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the amendment proposed .by Mr.
Brooks, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thernon by Messrs. Graves and
Mynhier, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J. E. Cosson,
J. L. Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. W . Deaderick,
Mat. Nunan,
A. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
J.P. Hampton,
C. C. Scales,
·w. N. Beckham,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
William Tarlton,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, T. W. Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
.J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
C.H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. J. McAfee,
J.M. W~ite,_ .
Josiah H. Combs,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai W1lhams,
William G. Conrad,
T. J Megibben,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. Wright-48.
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Those who voted in theinegative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
J. C. Mo@rman,
Harry I. ,T odd,
S. C. Bell,
.E. A. Robertson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John Rowan,
· E. F. ' Waide,
C~ D. Foote,
Samuel M. ·San'ders, Jonas D. ·Wilson,
E. A. Graves,
J. S. Taylor,
J. N. Woods--,16 .
. Bryan S. McClure,
Tht1 question was then taken . on concurring in said resolution, ·as
amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The,yeas a_n d, nays .b eing required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
, Sanders, were ·as follows, viz:
Those who voted i:n the affirmative, were.. Mr. Speakei:.(M'Creary)Joseph P . Foree,
·John P. Rowlett ,
·· Wm. A. Allen,
0. P. Gray,
J. P: Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv•.iBiaker,
J. P. ;Hampton,
C. C. Scales,
.4Jpheus W. Basco.m, . Wm. A. Hoskins,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
William Tarlton,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. S. ~aylor,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, . C. W. Threlkeld,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
,W m·.' F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
iJ oseph T. Tuicker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
,,John S. Ca1;penter,
Bryan.S .. McCJure,
E. F. Waide,
B. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElr,oy, J. L. Waring,
Josiah H. Combs,
T. J. Megibben,
· G. H. We~b,
·· William·& .. -Con-rad, •Wm. 'Mynhier,
J.M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
. J . L Nall,
Mo1·decai Williams,
. J .. E. Cosson,
Mat . .Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
J. N . Wood s,
W. H. Evans,
· Hiram S. Powell,
·s. •H. Woolfolk,
C. D. Foote,
E .. A. Robertson,
J.M. ,Wright-60.
!!'hose. who voted in the•negative, wereManli.us T.-·Flippin,
J. C. ·Moorman,
Samuel'M.1 Sanders-5.
E. A.' Grav-es,
John Rowa:n,
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the· commit~ee ,.had examined .enrolled. bills; which originated .-ia the
Senate,-of•,the,foUowing titles, ,viz:
An act to incorporate the· Chataroi Railway Company;
An act_ to amend the cha1:ter of the .New-p ort Street Railway Company;
An act : to· incorporate the Decourcey · Station; T•aylor Roa<l; and
Bank Li.ck Short. Line Turnpike ComP,any;
An act to incorporate the Eclipse Woolen Mills;
An actto incorporate the National Pipe Contract Company;
1
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An act to amend the charter of the Merchants' Bank of Kentucky,
· and the act amendatory thereof, approved March 3, 1860;
An act to amend the charter of the Jefferson Southern Pond Draining Company;
And also ~nrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre:. sentatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of R.H. Morrow, sheriff of Gallatin cou~ty;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpor~te the Union
and Richwood Turnpike Road Cotnpany;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate ·the Paint
Lick and High Point Turnpike Road Company, in Madison county;"
An act for the benefi,t of the Iron Works Turnpike Road Company;
An act to prevent the selling, giving, or furnishing of' spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, in the town of Glasgow, on the Sabbath;
An act for the benefit of the Schoolsville Branch of the ·Winchester
and Red River Iron Works Turnpike Road Comp·any ·;
An act to incorporate the Christian Church 'in -the town of Ghent,
in Carroll county;
An act to incorporate the·Exchange an"d Deposit Ban:k of Owingsville;
An act to create an additional voting place in Jefferson county;·
An act for the benefit of the Louisville, Harrod•s Creek, a-nd Westport Railway Company;
An act authorizing the clerk of the Carter circuit court to procure
general index books, and to index and cross-indei all th:e' equity and
ordinary suits off the docket on file in his office;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the sale and"
storage of illuminating oils, made from coal, petroleum, and other
bituminous substances, &c," approved March 26, 1870;
And had found the same truly ent·olled.
Wh_e reupon the Speaker affixed his signature thel'eto. ·
Ordei·ed, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had p·assed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Enterprise Improvement and Manufacturing Company.
An act amending an act approved February 26, 1862, entitled "An
act to amend the Revised Statutes in rega rd to filling vacancies in
the office of sheriff."
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town
of Marshall, in Bath county."
An act for the benefit of the marshal of Mt. Sterling.
An act for the benefit of the Woodford Cream Cheese Company.
An act to amend an act to charter the Owensboro and Russellville
Railroad Company," approved February 27,. 1867.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Shelbyville Railroad Company, and to authorize certain counties
to take stock in same.
An act to extend the streets and alleys of Marion, in Crittenden
county. ·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Bell City,
in Crittenden county."
An act for the benefit of school district No. 6, in Greenup county.
An act to protect the owners of breeding and training farms and
stables.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
And that they had passed bills, of the following titles, ,viz :
l. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate -the
Louisvple Rolling Mill Company," approved February 28, 1850.
2. An act for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in Allen
county.
3. An act for the benefit of common school district No. 42, in Allen
county.
4. An act to provide for the leasing of tl,ie inte1·est of the State in
the Louisville and Nash ville Turnpike Road, on the north side of Barren river, in the county of Warren.
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5. An act for the benefit of Joseph Durha% ,of L.e~ c,<UHl•t y.
Wh,j,ch bi1.l~ :yv~re reaq thll fi-f,St tip_te ~q.g. ~r4er.~,d tQ,q~ p~~/l .~ E!e.c,ol},d
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional prP,-yjs,iQQ. P.,S to t4J:l Sf3CQllP
rel'!,dipg pf ~<l-i-.4 biJ!.!3 b~jqg ~i~peqJ!ed. wHµ,
Ordered, That they be ref~.,rre4---:-t}!,e t,st te ~J:!e f¾Qrµrr}itt .e e op. {],OJ:~
po rate Institutions; the 2d and 3d to the 0ommi.ttt)e op j ,g.1,p;atioq;
the 4th to the -0 ,ommittee .or,. lnt.erm1J .J:m,prooveime»t, · imd tb/3 5th ~o
the 0ommiti~e gn fJ.qµnty 90,~rt1;1.
A message was also received from -tb.e Senate, ,apnoun.ci,ng th~
they had adopted a joint re,s,olu~iq,i ,ij.flµ ·pa1;1s._e,d -~ biJ,1, ;\;V<hLch priginated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
R.es.olutioi:i of jn9-uirf j}! r.eJatiqg. .tP tq..e l~_a sjng tji~ locks and dams
on the Kentucky river.
An act for the benefit or" the Kentucky lostjtuti.o"Q. for the EdQCatiol). pf th.e Blind .
Which biJl w~_s re~d tpe -first .tiin.,e ,a nd ,org.e;I'.ed ta be ,r,ead a _sec,ond
time .
The rule of the fl.O;lillle anql ~.opijtit~tjQ.q.p.l -p r,q,yisL0i:i as to -the s.econd
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
,Or1/,pred, 'Ph.l¾t S,#J,d ,W~l :Q,e _i·~fep·,e,~ M tJm 0Qpi;mitt.~-~ PlJ. Gb~rjta,hl13
Institutions.
Leave was given to bring in the followh1g;biUs, yiz:
O,n rµotioir.i pf J.\1f.- W;im~µ,is.--:1. A bill to ~ety;l the ~41!r~er of the t9i\VD q.f :Cat:l,eftsburg.
On motion of same2. A ,bi)! ,tq increal;le th~ ju_rj_s,~ict,io,n ,o f th.e police .o ourt of the
town of Ashland.
On motion of Mr. Armstrong3. A biJI t9 j;n~,o,rpof:~!«il t~u(l ,A.ug,1;1il;l~ :a,~d ~/ -0.lifetJJ'u.r npike Road
Company, in Bracken and Rob.erts,9~ ,co;u .nt~es.
On ~9.t i.o n .o f J»:r. P:l;ielps-=:4. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An .~ct -.t o ,p r.ovi.de for the imprq.v.e;111ei;it .of t;l;ie -p ,ublic r.o,ads .in :Butler ,county," avpr.o:ved Febr.ual\f
2d, 1872.
On motion of same5. A bilJ -to ,~st.~blil[!h a feirrf ,Qn Gr.een ri:ver, -near _M organto.wil,
Butler county.
49-H,
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On motion of Mr. Morin6: A bill to renew the charter of the Alexandria and Flagg Spring·
Turnpike Road Company, in Campbell county.
On motion of Mr. Gray.
7. A bill to pay Samuel Jones for keeping William Jones, a pauper
idiot, from May, 1871, to Septembe1·, 1872.
-On motion of sames. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
clerks of the county courts of Lewis, Clark, and Montgomery.
On motion of Mr. Davidson9. A bill for the benefit of Pike county.
On motion of sameI 0. A bill for · the benefit of Joseph T. Ratliffe, sheriff of Pike
county, for the year I 871.
o ·n motion of Mr: Jones! I. A bill to authorize the justices of Graves county ·to distribute
among the several school districts of Graves count.y the proceeds of
the money ari sing from the sales of lands donated to Graves count,r
by act in 1834, and to repeal an act passed March 8, 1872.
,.
On motion of Mr. Combs12. Ab.ill to legalize certain proceedings of the November term of
the Perry county court, 1872.
On motion of Mr. Trafton13. A bill to amend an act entitled "An act to organ ize and establish a system of public schools in the city of Henders·on."
On motion of Mr. Arnold14. A bill-to amend an act authorizing the county clerk to appoint
a deputy in the city of Columbus.
On motion of Mr. W. H . Evans15. A bill for the benefit of Leonard Farmer, of Bell county.
On motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary16. A bill for the benefit of Green Boulware, of Madison county.
on ·motion of Mr. Beckham17. -A bill to authorize Lewis Greenwell and others to erect a fish
dam across Beech Fork, in the county of Nelson.
On motion of Mr. J. A. Bell18 . .- A biH for- the benefit of the Stamping Ground and Lecompt's
Run Turnpike Road Company.
·
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On motion of Mr. Blackburn19. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Public Library of Kentucky."
On motion of Mr. Deaderick20. A bill to .'l.mend the road laws of the county of Pendleton.
On motion of same21. A bill to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors in the town of
Butler, in Pendleton county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
ard bring in the 1st, 3d, 18th, and 19th; the Committee on the Judi-.
ciary the 2d and 8th; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances
the 4th, 5th, 9th, and 10th; the Committee on Internal Improvement
the 6th, 17th, and 20th; the Committee on Claims the 7th, 15th, and
16th; the Committee on County Courts the 12th and 14th; the_Committee on Education the 13th; the Committee on Religion the 21st;
and a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Jones, Corbett, Allen,
and Nall, the 11th.
Mr. J: A. Bell presented the p etition of the stockholders of the
Stamping Ground and Lecompt's Turnpike Road Company, praying
the passage of an act authorizing the sale of the same, and also
authorizing the Scott county court to purchase it.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Graves and Sel~
lers.
Mr. Brown read and laid on the table the following joint reso~liltion, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kenmtaicy~ .
That a joint committee of five members, t.wo from the Senate- and
three from the House, to be named by the Speaker of the respeGtiwe
Houses, be appointed and directed to inquire into the manag.ement>
receipts, expenditures, and all other material facts showing the condition of the Kentucky River Navigation Company, and to report ·t·he
same to the General Assembly as early as practicable. 'rhe Com- ,
mittee arn further directed to inquire into and report afil , material
facts in regard to the receipts, expenditures, and management of theKentucky riY er improvements before they _w ere leased to ,the navi- _
gation committee; shall have power to send for person~.aDd pape1:s, .•
The House then took up and proceeded to further e:onsider· a bin:/
an<l ·the amend~ents prop~sed thereto, entitled
· ·
A bill to incorporA.te the St. Bernard Transportatian. Qomp_any_. _ · i.:·
• .. '

•

'
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Mr. Blackburn then withdrew the ame.l'.l,dme»tt :P r,opos~d by ,bim t.o
th.e amend~en·t of Mr, .Corbett,
'
Mr. Corbett also withdrew his amendme~t.
Mr. Moorman offered an amendment, which was adopted.
Mr. Blackburn o:ffet'.e d a-o .ame,n dment ,to s.aid biU.
Mr. Scales then moved the previous que~tion.
And .the ,qu~tion beil'.lg ,taken, "$hall ,the main .q,uest ion be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas ;~9,d ,njlys b.ein;g required .th~lltl.O:ll by Messrs.· Waide and
Ayer.s 1 W1e.re as -,(0;\)jQ.w.s, vJz :
ThQse wlho ,y.9,tetl in th:e affirmative, were-,W m. A. Aille,o,
lames ·S. tChrisman)
Wm. M-y.nhi<ir,
A. C. 1).ri:qstr.oi;ig,
9. fyl. Clay, jr.,
Lew:~s Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
J. Guthrie Co~e,
W. L. J~eeves,
John A. Bell ;
Josiah H. Combs,
E. A. Robertson,
S. C, Bell,
-R. i,. Cooper,
J. P. Saoksteder,
J.C. S. Bh.!,C!~b.ur.n,
.J.E. qasso.n ,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
Manlius T. Flippin,
C. W. TJvelkeld,
Wil,lia,m Brown,
J. r. HamP,ton,
~arry I. Todd, .
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. L : ·Waring,
Jo.hn S. :Cal'p.e.ruter,
T . .J. Jo.nes,
Jonas D. ·Wrilson.,
Ge,org-e .0.~rt_~rJ
,l . ~-· ,J;,aw,t?on,,
} . -~ . w;9Qds,
B. E. Cassilly,
A.- ~orilf,
J_. l).i. V,Vr~~ht-3p_.
'.fh_o se w~o voJ~d i,n ~~e neg~tiv.e, ~v,e_i;eMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Bryan S. ~cC,lµre,
}ohn Rowa!J,
A. S . Arnold,
William J. Mc'Elrny, 'Samuel M. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
M. E. 'McKenzie,
·W ·illiam lfarlton,
W. N. Beckham,
J. C. Moorman,
J. S. Taylor,
W. J3. M. Bro.oks,
.J:. L. Nl}l,l,
L. W. Tl'afton,
Joseph 'M. "Daviffson, Julian N. Phelps,
E. F. Waide,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. M. White-22.

W...

C. P .. Gr,lj\y,
· fFihe ·8imen'dment ,JHtopose.d l>y ,Mr. ·iBlaokhur.n ,-was -then adopted.
Ol'dered, ·That s13-id ' bi,ll, .a _s amen,ded, ;be ·,e ngrossed and read ,a t.~i.z:cJ
time.
Sa;id bil-1, as ~ITlendE)~" bei_n g ~\l~_Fo.ss_ed, .w,4s rea<cif a tbir,d time as
follows, viz:
:§ 1. Be it enacted·by the General 4 ~:;embly·of the Commonwealth of ~entuc~Y,,
That Joh,n "¥.eland,- Job-n B. At~mson, Thomas Rutter, t?t, John Bovle
and' E.. G. Sebreef,and their .associates, successors, .and assigns, ·are .hereby
created a body-pol.itic, and .corpor-ate, ·.by :tbe name of tbe St. !Bernard
Tran11portation Comp.any, by wqich name it may sue and be 1;1~ed, c~ntract 'and be contracted 'w·ith, bave·perpetmil success·ion, and have and L
use
a common seal, which tbey-.m!ly ~lter -at pleasqre. ,Sil/id com,pany ma,y
have an,d, (u}J.Y.~X;\l:,\li~e,,!l,11, ~~e ppw;~r,s .~~res.s),,Y,PS>pfw.r.~Q. 1b.y tWs,1a~~, ,~qt!
all a,RPrO_p!)iil.te ,mc1dental powers'.
·
0
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§ 2.· Said c0mpany shall have power to1 take by gift, to purchase· in fee
simple, to hold, to sell, lease, and in a.Jl lawful ways to use, real and personal estlite, not to e'xceed in value three million dollars; to build, own,
an-d navigate, on aH nav,gixbte w'a·t ers, steam-boats, tugs, barges, and all
other means of transpo·rtation by watei'; to buy, sell, and transport coi-.1,
petroleum, ores, and all kinds of prod mm and ma.n,ufactured' articles; to
buHd, equip, own, a-ncl operat.e a raill'oad as her-einafter provided; to borrow money at a rate of interest n·ot exceeding ten lJer oent. per annum;
to pledge, hypothe·c ate, and mortgage tbei,v i·eal and pe1•sonal pr<:>perty,
but not their .corp0rate franchises, to s.ecu:r-e any d~bt they may create,
and to sell and dispose of their property in aH lawful ways; bnt· they
sb~ll not ex:ercise any banki'ng privileges, nor shaH they owe mor-e than
@ne hundred tbouaa:od doHars borrowed money at a'll·y thn:e.
§ ·3, The capital stock of sai·d compa:ny sh-aH be five hundred thousand
<h>11nrs ($5.0 0,000), but the company after its organfaati0n m'ay, from time
to ti-me, ir-rcrease it until the wbole amount· thefoof sh a.fl reach one mi'!Hon
dollars. Smd capital stock shall be personal estate, and shall be divided
into shal'es of one hundred dollars each. Each ·sh:1-1.·e shnil1 be entitled, at
aH meetings of the stockhold ers, to·one vote; which voto may be cast by
the owner of the stock iri person, or by some o·t her person au-thori21ed in
writing to vote i,t.
§ 4. That the persons na,med: in t);ie fi.r-st section of thrs act, or any
th,re'e of the·m, may,· a~ soon as practicmbfo after tbe passage _o f this act,
open books fo-r s u-bscriptions to the .capital stcrck of the cempany, ari'd
w•h.en as much as three b'·t1Frd,r ed tih0'usand dollars of said stock is subscribed for, the persons so named, or any three of them, may cal1l 11 -m eeting of smch stibscl'ibers (giving to each rl.ue 1i0tice), at such time and place
in the State of Kentucky as maiy he deemed most convenient; and such
subscribers may, at s-nch meeting, chodse frem am0ng themselves l!,. board
of directors-five in ·number-and a ·sebretary aml a treasurer. The offi.
cers so chosen shall bold their offices ·1H1trl thei-F successors• ar-e chosen.
But said c0mpar.iy s-hall not proceed to do busi,ness untiI at :least forty
thousa;nd dolfa1rs shll.11 be paid in .on sueih ,subser'i ption to said capital
St'0ok.
§ 5. Each board of cHrectors chosen shaH elect one of their number
president. Such president shall preside also at all meetings of the stockholders, amd ·the secretary of the company shaU, act as secr_e tary of such
meetings. In the absence of eiWer from: such meetings, their places· for
th~ oecas·ion may be' ,fil<l,ed iby tb•e stockholders. The mode of selec·ting
te-mporarY._ ·©ffieers may ·b e regulated by the 1by-laws.
·§ 6. There sh-a ll ·be a general meeti-ng of the stockholders in the month
©f A,pril in- ,eacb year, of wMcli d•ue notice stial,I be given. \L'he manner of
givhtg such notice, and ~He precise day of such annual meeting, shall be
:fi.xed by 1byclaw. 'it'n:e1•e may wlao be called <Bpeoi-a.l meetings of the stoc:kholElePs as hereinafter ·provided: At such meetings the stockholders may
:fix the dn•ties and salaries of therr officers aad employees, and shall be snpreme in all matters where power is conferred on said company by this
net, whether ,such power be in terms given to the stockholders or to the
board of directors.
§ 'l. After the :first boar~ of directors all subsequent beards s~a;ll consist
of n0t Jless than ·five nor more .t,hab eleven members, the precise number
within those limits to be fi,x ed by the stockholders at the time of election . .T.hey sba,11 be chosen ut· the a-nnua-1 meetings in Ap1li'l, .and s-halll
hold their offices until their successors are.chosen. At snob meetrngs, also,,
the secretary and treasurer shall be elected and they shall hold thei.c·
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offices in like manner. All of said officers shall be stockholders in the
company. Said board of directors, after electing th eir president, may fix
hi s duties, if th ey have not already been fixed by the stockholders. They
may fill all vacancies in the board and in all other offices of the company.
Th ey may create all such subordinate offices for the company as may be
deemed advisable by them , and may select persons to fill the same at
pl eas ure. The board shall have general power to manage and conduct the
affairs of the company; to employ its agents and to fix the duties of all the
offi cers and employees of the company, and remove and dismiss the same
at pleasure. The board shall, at th e annual meetings of the company held
in the month of April, cause full reports of the operations and condition
of the company to be made to the stockho ld ers. They shall -require the
books of the company to show their proceedings and the accounts of the
company .and the exact conditions of its affai1·s. They may also make
calls upon the subscribers upon the unpaid stock, of not tixceeding fifty
per cent. at the first call, and not exceeding ten per cent. thereof at any
subsequent call; but no call under this seQtion shall be made under twenty
days after a previous one.
§ 8. The board of directors shall, with the assets of the company, provide ror the payment of its debts and liabilities, and may, from time to
time, declare dividends to the stockholde1·s, to be payable in such way and
manner, and at such times, as they may direct.
§ 9. All the stock, assets, and property of the company shall be liable
for the debts and liabilities of the company; but the property of the in. dividual stockhold ers, except all -their intereAt of every kind in the company, shall not be so liable.
§ 10. The secretary and the treasurer shall, before entering on the discharge of their duties as such, give bond to the company, with surety to
be approved of by the board of directors, for the faithful discharge of all
their duties. The duties of said officers may be fixed by the board of
directors, and ooe person may fill both of them.
§ 11. Stock in the company may be paid for in cash, in real or personal
_estate, or in the stocks and bonds of the United States or either of the
States, or of any other corporation, or in any othe1• species of personal
· p1·operty which the board of di1·ectors may ·consent and agree to take in
payment for such stock .
§ 12. The principal office of the company shall be at such plaee in this
State as the company may, from time to time, appoint; and in all suits or
proceedings against the company the summons, process, and notices may
be served by delivering copief! to the president, or secretary and treasurer,
or othe1· chief officer of the company, in the county where the suit was
brought; or, if either of such officers shall not be found in such county,
th en such summons, notice, or pl'Ocess may be executed by delivering
.copi es thereof to any authorized agont of the company in such county;
but no Tl!_ere laborer for the company shall therefore be deemed such
agent. 'l'he said company may exercise its powers in this State, and in
.any othe1· of the States of the Union, and elsewhere.
.
§ 13. The president of the board of directors may, nt any time, call
·special meetings of the stockholders. On the request, in writing, of any
·three stockholders owning not less than-one tenth of the shares of the
·capital stock of the company, the said president shall cal.l a special meet-ing of the stockholders of the company, to be held within twenty days
. ,afte1· such petition is presented. Due notice, as prnscribed by the_by-law's,
,shall be given of such meetings.
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§ 14. 'fhe stockholders shall have power to remove their officers at
pleasure; and they s hall also have power 'to cancel any subscription when
any subscriber to its capital Atock, for ten davs after the same is due fails
to pay the first call made for payment ori such subscription; and should
any subscl'ibe1· to said st0ck have paid in part for th e same, but fails, after
due not.ification ; to pay any subsequent call J'or ten days after the same was
due, the stockholders who may have paid all such calls shall have power ·
at any general or called meeting, to order to bo issued to such delinquent
subscriber a paid up certificat e of stock for as ma ny shares thereof as the
money paid by him on call s will fully pay for at par, or they may, by resolution ,· declat·e that no furtlie1· dividends s hall b~ made,· paid, or allowed on
the capital stock held by such delinquent until all arrears due from him
are fully paid. On any increase of the capital stock of the company as
all owed by the third section of this act, such increase may be disposed of
by the company to the best interest of the stockholders.
§ 15. This company shall be liable to taxation like an individual by the
State and the counties and cities in which its properties may be situated;
but should it build a railroad, as herein provided for, then, on such railroad and its incid entr-, it shall pay taxes as provided for by the act to tax ·
railroads, approved February 20, 1864.
§ 16. Said company may, by a vote of two thirds of the stock voting
at any general or called meeting of the stockholders, issue not more than
two hundred thousand dolla1·s in preferred stock, which shall he a portion
of the capital stock, a nd may be r edee med at par at such times as may be
provided for, and stated in the certificates for said stock, or by agreement
between the hold er thereof and the board of directors or company; such
p1·efened stock ma_y, at any time, be exchanged for common stock, share
for share. 'fbe holders of such preferred stock shall be entitled to divi dends, in preference to the other stockholders, of not e)l:ceeding ten per
cent. per annum; and the rate of such preferred dividends shall be fixed
by th e stockholders when they vote to iss ue the preferred stock, and shall
be stated in the certificates. In no year bhall such preferred stock receive
a larger dividend than that stipulated; and any deficiency in one year in
such dividend shall be made up in .succeeding years out of the net profits
of the company.
§ 17. The boa1·d of directors may, by by-laws not inconsistent with this
act and th e laws of the State, regulate the manner of conducting all elections of the company, and may in the same way provide for the carrying
into effect of an.r and all powers r,onferred by this act.
§ 18. Said company may, by writ of ad quod damnum, issued from the
cou,nty or circuit court of the couTJty where the land may be situated,
condem'n such land as they may need for landings, depots, places of deposit for coal, ores, produce, and merchandise, and for handling the same,
. and for right of way, not exceeding fifty feet in width, from any. established railroad to the same. Proceedings on such writ shall be with the
same effect, and, so far as applicable, shall be conducted in the same manner as provided by Jaw in ·tb e 84th chapter of the existing Revised Statutes for the co11demnation of land for roads and passways; but said company shall not enter on, or take posf'ession of, such land, until th~y have
paid to the owner of th o land the full amount of money at which the
damage to such owner was assessed; and on su~h pay~ent they m?-y
enter on such land and continue on same, notw1thstandmg any appeal
from the judgment 'on the writ, until such j_udgment is reversed_: Provided, That no land shall be condemned by said company under this fec-
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tion whicli is used by the owner as a lantling, or whfoh he, in good faith,
_
is prep·a ring tb us-e as such: .
§ 19': Sa1d company lna:y, after acquiring the right of way by purchat.e,
or by gift, O'l' by writ of ad quad damnum, as provid·ed in tihe next preceding sedion; construct, from any existing railt6ad or any railfoad hereafter
to be constructed, a way, of the kind to suit their bus·fness, whether railway or kamway, tb· an1y p'J'ace of deposit or lantling on a:ny river that
that they \'nll;.y ow;n or ha-ve leas·ed or condemne'd1 In constructing such
way, said c'ompany shaH not, e~cept, for purp·eses of constrllction, obstruct
any public hig,hwa:y, nor shall they connect tb'eir way with any existing
railroad, unle8!! upon terms to· be agreed on with such railroad conipany;
Irr if no agreement with such rai-lroad 'COmp:my can be made satisfactory to thi·s· company; then the· right to c'o11nect, a·n d tbe cor:1n·ecti1rn with' sueh
railroad may lYe made, or compensation made to such failroad company,
such compensation to oe fixed ; on a writ of ad qudd ddmnum . to be issued,
imd proc·eedings t·h ereon' regulated irt ~II respects as pro·vid·e·~ fo1; in the
next precedin~ S'ection. On tlhe way so to be construct-ed said company
inay carry all the ,articl-es to l)e· transported by them; and' fo1· the purpose
may own ·and run eng.in·es and cars, and ma-y make running arrangements
with such railroad companies.
§ 20.- The stO'ck of this company shall onJy be transferable on the books
of th'e company. On a-JI stock full-y paid for, the SL1b'scrib!w shall be entitled to certificates of stoek, which certificates shnll be issued under the
seal of the coi:n pa·n y, and signed by tlJ'e jlr'esident ·and secretary thereof,
and sha:U show th'e nurhb'er 'o f shares to which the bolder i-s entitletl-. The
certificatEJs may he for aa many of such shares as the owner may desire.
Such eertificates may Tue renewed, if proper; but on al'l renewals the old
certificatils, unless lbst or de'stroye'd, shaH fi,r st be delivered up to be can;
c~led; a-nd when so canceled, they shail be pres>erve'd by the secretary . .
.S-rroula any Sllcb lbss or destruction occtrr, on sati'sfactory proof therebf
to the board of directO'ra, new cerlii-ficates shaH bil issued to repla-ce those
lost or des'tr1·0yed·; ,
,
§ 2i.- Tbi-s act sh-a,11 at all tim-es be subject to modification or repeal at
tlie pleaSll·re of the General ASStl'll'l·bly.
§ 22. The company created by this act is hereby em-powered to con·stru'ct, own, a:n>d operate a railrO'ad, to· begin' in any pface i'n Hopkins
county wbich the board of dire'etors may sele.-c t; an'd i,a:i'd railroad may terroi-n ate a-t ·an:.y point in this -State west o'f tile present line of the Evansville,
Henderson, and Nashv-ill'e Rail-road; ai-rd it' on th'e Ohio riv·e r,· then n'ot
Ie'ss tltan tw·enty mile·s· west of ib'e c'ity of Henders·on. 'J.',hey m·ay, in
order t-o own such railro:ad facilities as aTe intended t-o b'e hereby granle'd,
agree with any uilrea:d il'hia-rtere'd by this State to· Fay down a third or
fourth tail o'n said r ai'lroad on terrn·s to be agre·ed on between this com- _
pan·;v and such ottrer ra:i'iroads.- Th'ey ·may- als-o· buy any railroad w1hfoh
may b'e la:wfoHy bough·t and sold under th·e laws of this State by in-diviiauals. They may bri'dige either the Odroberla'nd, 'fennes·see, Tradewater,
'or Ob-io rivers, and any rntermedtate stre11:ms in the'i-11 ro't'fte; but under
th-e Eill:me rights and restrict-ions as ate imp·os·e d 01'1 other railroa:d compa·n ies a-u't>hor.'izEfd to bridge suc'h streams; and they shall not o·bstruct
navigation in, so bri<l-gi'ng sueh streams; T_h ey may acqui're all lands·
necessary for right of way (not over sixty feet in width), depots, work' ·s hops, m·nchiiiie ·shops, r6a-nd houses•, w'Mier ·t anks, an'd ·otbe'r proper and
neP,essary structmres fo1· tfre rai11ro·ad-, ·eit•ber by purchasing the sa-tr}e, O'r by
condemning the same by writ of ad qttod dammim, wi-th the same effect, and
in the same way and manner, as the condemnation of property for other
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purposes is provided for in the eighteenth section of this act. When
the company s'hafl have paid to the· owners the money at whicb said
land was -first a,ppl'aised by those appointed, the company ma-y then enter on the la_nd, an'd :proceed to subject it to the uses for which it was
condemned; but in ~he event of an appe~l from such original ol' any int('lrmediate valuation, if on the trial and final termination of the cause the
land is valued highe·r than by the persons aforesaid, the c'ompany shall
forthwith --pay at/c'h e'xcess ovei· the amount ab paid, o·r else va-ca:te th'e land
so taken . Bnt should they pay such excess an'<l cos·ts after va'Cating, as
herein provided, tbey may then re-ei;i,ter on such land. No exceptions to
the repo1·t of" s(1ch p·ersolis, ncir shafI any appeal in such cases, prevent
the entry of the said company on such land after they have paid the original valuation of the sam\cl, _~nq. the costs of ~be pronee!ling. Said company may fix the gauge of th·e'1r rai'Iro·ad, and i:nay build it with single or
double tracR: . "They may run engines and cars u·p·on the same as- oth'er
railro'ads a.re aut·ho1·i.ied to do. They may coiinect their track with that
of other railroads inco"rporated by t_his State; -and instead of terminating
on either the Uumbel'land, Ohio, Tradewa·ter, or 'fenness·ce rivers, th·ey
may, on te1·ms to be agreed on between the companies, connect their track
with that of any otber railroad, and )Ilay make running _arrangements
with any !'ailroad in this State . . Bu,t if said company sliaIT purchase the
Madisonville an'd. Soa·wneetown Raitr;oad, such purchase sball be subject
to the duly of lhe last named rdilroad cciirqYany, in building tnefr road, to
build it by tb·e town of Madisonville.
§ 23. Sai'd ,company shall be pubtfo common carriers, and subject li'O t:h e
Jaws regul·atin'g suil'h. .
.
§ 24-. That the provisions of this act shaH not apply to the county of
M:uhlenburg.
'
.
§ 25. This act shall take effect from and after its passag-e,
Mr. s ·caitis again moved the previous ·question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nsays being requii;ed thereon by Messrs. Waide- a'lld
.Ayers; were as follows, vi~:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wer'eWm. A. Allen,
iarnes
Chrisman,
w. A. Morfn,
A. G. -A r'mstrong;
G, M-. 'Glay; jr.
IJewis Pott-er,
A. S. Arnold,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Hiram S. Pawell,
G.- W. Bailey,
-Josi,a h H. Combs,
W. L. Reeves,
John A. Bell,
J. E. Cosson,
John Rowan,
S. b. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
C. c. S"eales,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Manlius T. Flippin,
0. W. Threlke!td;
Wm., F. Bond,
G. P; Gray.;
Harry I. Todd·,
William Brown,
J.P. Hampton,
Janas D. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. A. Hoskins,
J. N. Woods, .
John S. Carpenter,
J; S. Lawson,
J.M. Wiigh't-34.
B. E. Cassilly,
Th·ose who voted i:n the negfltive, were.;:_
Mr. Speaker (M'Oreary)Bryan S. McOiare,
Samuel M. Sa:ridei,s,
W. w,. Ayers,
William J. McElroy, William Tgrlton,
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W. N. Beckham,
W. B. M. Brooks,

J. S. Taylor,
J . 0. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. L. Nall ,
E. F. Waide,
George Carter,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. L. Waring,
R. L. Cooper,
Joseph M. Davidson, E .. A. Robertson,
J.M. White-22.
T. J. Jones,
The main question," Shill the bill pass?" was then put, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Waide and
Ayers, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the ·affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Oreary)C. M. Olay,jr.,
Lewis Potter,
VVm. A. Allen,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstrong,
Josiah H. Combs,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S . Arnold,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
J.E. Gosson,
J P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
W. W. D·e aderick,
0. 0. Scales,
John A. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
S. 0. Bell,
Manlius T. Flippin,
L. W. Trafton,
J.C. S . Blackburn,
C . .P. Gray,
E. F. Waide,
Wm. F. Bond,
J.P. Hampton,
J. L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
J.M. White,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
Jonas D. Wilson,
George Carter,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
B. E. Oassilly,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wl'ight-46.
James::,_ Chrisman,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
J. L: Nall,
William Tarlton,
T. J. Jones,
John Rowan,
J. S. Taylor,
.
William J. McElroy, Samuel M. Sanders, 0. W. Threlkeld-IO.
J. 0. Moorman,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Brown then moved to recon~ider the vote by which said bill
was passed.
Mr. Hosk ins moved to lay the motion of Mr. Brown on the table.
Then, at fifteen minutes before 12 M., M1·. Trafton moved that the
House do now adjourn.
And the. question being taken on the motion of Mr. Trafton, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Waide and
Brooks, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. 0. Armstrong,
Clinton Griffith,
William Tarlton,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld;
0
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Harry I. Todd-10.
W. A. Morin,
George Carter,
J. E. Cosson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Cr~ary) W. H. Evans-;
W, L . Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E. A. Robertson,
G . W. Bailey,
0. P . Gray,
John Rowan,
W. N . Beckham,
J. P. Hampton,
P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Wm . A. Hoskins,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
C. C. Scales,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
William J. McElrny, E. F. Waide,
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
B. E. Cai!silly,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H . Combs,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
· R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-43 .
. Walter Evans,
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Hoskins, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
. The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Waide and
Jones, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Josiah H. Combs,
Hiram S. Powell,
John A. Bell,
R. D. Cook,
W. L. Reeves,
S. C. Bell,
J.E . Gosson,
J.P . Sacksteder,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
W . W. Deaderick,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
W. H. Evans,
C. W . Threlkeld,
William Brown,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter,
J. S . Lawson,
Jonas D . Wilson,
B. E. Cassilly,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods,
C. M. Clay;jr.,
Julian N . Phelps,
J.M. Wright-32.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, were--;Mr. Speaker(M'Creary)Clinton Griffith,
John Rowan,
A. C. Armstrong,
J. J. McAfee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
A. S. Arnold,
William J . McElroy, William Tarlton,
W. N. Beckham,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J.C. Moorman,.
E. F. Waide,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
J . L. Waring,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White-23.
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
And so the motion to reconside1· the vote by which said bill was
passed was laid on the table.
And then the House adjourned.
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The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr I Fote·e 1. The pe'tiiion of sundry citizens of sohool distr-ict No. 6-2, in
Shelby county, prifying the pas'sag-e of an act directing payine~nt to
be made out of tire schooi fund to Mrs. J. J. Keeny, for teaching a
school therein.
By Mr. Waring:_
2. The petition: of citizens of Greenup county, praying the passage
of an act submitting to the voters of said county the ques'tion' of prohibiting the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in less quantitie·s tba'n one g,allori, in said county.
By Mr. Hoskins3.- The petition- of the o'ffice'rs' of the B·oyle county court~praying
the passage of an act to increase their jurlsdictio·1'1.
Which were re'Cie-ive'd, the reading disp'ense'd with, and. referredthe 1st ' t<1 the· Committee on Education i the· 2d
to the Committee on
.
Revised Statutes' ; alid the 3d to fhe Committee on Propositions and
Grievances.
Indefinite· leave .o f absence was granted Mr. Hoskins.
On motfbh of Mr. Ferguson, leave was given to brin-g in ii ·biil,
entitled
A bill to ,r educe the tax on oa-rrew-'gauge railroads.
Or.dered, ThM the Committee· on Raih'oads prepa1·e and bring in
said bill.
· Bills from foe S~nate, of the following titles, were reported without amemim:enf oy the severa1 -committees to whom they had been
referred, viz~
By Mr. Trafton, from the Co'mmi:t tee on County CourtsAn act to_legalize the acts of W. N : Boaz, as drepufy cle:rk of ·the
Graves cotinty tlodrt.
By Mr. Biackburn, from the Committee oB RailroadsAn act for the benefit of the Ma;ysvill.e and Lexington Railroad,
Northern Division.
By sameAn act to incorporate the _Spring Station Railway Company.
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By s.ame.~
An act for the benefit of railroad contractors.

!By

sanµl--;-:-

Ap act to ~mend the charter of the Eliz-a:b.e:thtown and Paducah
Railroad Company.
By Mr. Reeves, from the same committee--,,
• An act to incorporate the Wilson Coal and Mining Company.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule or .the House and cons.titutional provision as -to -the third.
reading of said biµs bei.ng dispensed :with,
Resolved, ·That said bills do pass, and that the -titles -t hereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Blackburn, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was
referred a bill from the Sena.te, entitled
An ~ct to re-.en.-a.c t l;l.nd amend the charter of the Paduca:h and
Tennesi;ee Ra_ilr.oad C,ompan~,
Reported the same with amendments, which we.re adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be re.ad a third time.
The xule of the Ho:use and constitutional p-rovisio.n ,as to the thir.d
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resol:ved, That said bill .do pass, and that the title -thereof be as
afor.esaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were dir.e.c ted
to -pr.epare and bring in the same, of the following titles, ;viz:
By Mr. Arnold, from a select committeeA 1biM for the :benefi-t of W-illiam Cook's heirs.
By Mr. iBlackburn, from the Commi.t tee on Rai:1-roadsA bill providing for the collection of the railroad tax in the county
of M.ontg,0mer,y.
By sameA ·hill to ,amend a-n act, entitled "An act to i-ncorporate the Kentucky and Southern Rai!lroad Company.:'~
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of.the ilo:ase and -eonstitutiona:l provision as to the second
rea:ding of said 'bills ·b_ej_ng dispensed }V~_th~
01"4ere¢., Th~t !:!aid biJ,ls be engrossed and 11"ead a :third time.
'l'he r-ule •of Jthe House a~d ~onstitutional p-i:ovision _a s to the ,piird
reading of sai,4 ,bi,lls ,b#ng <lliap.ens,ed ~1-* , (l!.pd ~ sa.~ baj.l~g .e~grossed,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of 0. G. Moore, late sheriff of Edmonson
county, and his securities.
An act for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, sheriff of Hancock county.
An act to incorporate the Covington Printing Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Salt
Lick, Esculapia, and Mount Carmel Turnpike Road Company," approved March 9, 1867.
An act to empower Division No. 129 to convey lot.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to reduce into one the
several acts concerning the town of Perryville, in Boyle county."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Henderson Horseshoe Bend Fence Company."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Eli H.
Murray."
An act for the benefit of Samuel Cowan, jailer of Boone county.
An act for the benefit of William Green, of the county of M,o ntgomery .
An act for the benefit of school districts Nos. IO and 47, in Jefferson county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Southwestern Furniture Manufacturing Company," approved March 5,
1868 .
Mr. Blackbqrn, from the Committee on Railroads, who were
dil'ected to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bowling Green and Madisonville Railroad Company," approved March
22, 1871.

Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Gommo.n?J)ealth of Kentucky,
That her eafter the board of directors of the Bowling Green and Madisonville Railroad Company shall be composed of ten members.
·
§ 2. That on the fourth Tuesday in March; 1873, and annually thereafter, there shall be elected by the stockholders of said company five
directors, who shall bold ~heir offices as such for two years from the date
of their election, or untJil their successors shall have qualified . .·.
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§ 3. That prior to ·said election the present board of directors of said
company shall divide themselves into two class<Js, by lot or otherwise· the
first class to consist of four members, and the second class to consi~t of
:five members; and the first class, so designated as aforesaid,' shall vacate
their offices on said fourth Tuesday in March, or when th eir successors,
elected under the provisions of this act, shall have qualified; and annually thereafter there shall be an election by said stockholders for five
directors, the second class aforesaid vacating their offices on the fourth
Tuesday in March, 1874, or when th eir successors shall have qualified.
§ 4. That before any director shall serve as such, be sh1tll tidrn an oath,
before some officer of this Commonwealth authorized to administer oaths,
to faithfully and impartially discharge the duties of his office.
§ 5. Any stockholder in said corporation may cast bi s vote by duly
authorized pr'°xy.
§ 6. It shall be the duty of said board of directors to adverti se the time
and place of all elections for directors in the Bowling Green, Madisonville,
and Greenville newspapers, at least ten days before said election; and it ·
shall also be the duty of Raid board of directors to keep the books of said
company open for the subscription of stock for at least twelve months
from the date of the first election of directo1·s as aforesaid.
§ 7. No subscription of stock shall be valid unl ess to be paid in money,
county, town, city, or district bonds, at their marketable value.
·
8 8. This act shall take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed witb,
Mr. Potter offered the following substitute, by way of amendment,
to said bill, viz :
WHEREAS, The charter of the Bowling Green and Madisonville Railroad Company makes no provision for the election of a board of directors after the first election, and the present board of directors bold their
office for life.

§ 1. Be it enacted by the Genei-al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the present president and directors of t,he Bowling Green and Madisonvill e Railroad Company shall vacate their offices on the fourth Mon.day in J\'farcb, 1873, or as soon the1·eafter as their successors slrnll be duly
elected and qualified; but said directors sha ll be el igible for re election.
§ 2. It. shall be the duty of the president and directors of said railroad
company to cause au election to be held on the foui·th Monday in March,
1873, at their pl'incipal office in the city of Bowling Green, for tho purpose
of electing a board of directors of said company, at which election tbe
counties of Warren and Butler, and all persons who have subscribed stock
in said company, shall be permitted to vote fot· a board of directors of sai_d
company, who shall hold tbeit· offices for th e term of one year, and until
their successors shall be dnly elected and qualified; and unless the president and directors of the present board of directors sha ll cause said el~ction to be held, any subsequent act of said board of directors shall be vOJd,
except they may cause an election of a board of directors as soon th ereafter as practicable. .
.
§ 3. It shall be the duty of the president and directors of tbe B_owling
Green and Madisonville Railroad Company, immediately after their election, and before entering upon the duties of their office, to take an oath
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faithfo.lly to perform the duties impose<j :g.p,on t)lem by t4is act, J!.-pd the
act to ~hjch tbj.s is am epdator¥,
.
· § 4, It shall b,e the d1qty of sa-iq poar<;l of directors to 11-dr~rtjs,Q the timQ
and pli;i.ce of holdi_n g nl) e)e.c tio.n.s .for a board of dire,c tors for aa_id CO!ll.·
pany, at least ten days in the newspap,!:lrS publish,eg ip :Bowling Green,
Greenville, an.ct Madi eyoQ;ville, befor_e .s aip el~.ction .is b.eld.
§ 5. It shall. .b,e ,t he duty of sa.i,:l board of directors to k.e.ep th,e b99ks ~f
said compa.or open fo1· tl~.e subscription .0f stoqk to said railroad. compaQy
for at JeaAt twelv.e montl:)s froin the .date of the ejection, f'.oi; -~Ae s,gbscription of s_tock ~o s.&id raill'Oad comp&ny, or -~ ntil a suffl,c;,ienc¥ of stpck shal_l
be subsoril)e<l to f.\lrpish a .reas.o~a,ble .gui:ira,I).t e.e tbat said c.ompf+PY c;:in
build said road; then said co.mp~ny shall put said .ro.ad u.nder cpp tra_cp, al)g,
prosecute it to comple.ti<rn .as 13peedHy as possi);>le.
·
~ 6. No· subscription of stock to stiid company hereafter ti+lr~n shall be
vaTid uQl_ess ,it be .su,b scrib,e,d in gooq fait:h, payable -in ip.oney Q,r coun~y,
town, or .city b,ondi,, ~t their mer.c,h anta,ble ya-l.4/:l.
§ 7. Th,a t no .e ouI)ty th.at }la!:} v.q;te.d to .s,1,1bscribe stock,
may hereafter
vote .suhsc,riptions of st0,ck to said railro:;td .e.qmpany, s.hu.Jl be re.q uired to
issue t,heir b0.n_di, to said c.o !llpanJ uptil, it;i the opini0n pf sq.id po_ar!f o,f
directors, there shaU be a sufficien,Cf .of stock s1,1ps,cribed to g:uarantee the
comple_tion of ,eajd -road.
§ 8. Should th.Ii' p.resen_t board of dirtictors .fail to :CaQse ~I} election to
be held to elect a board of directors for said ,eompany, as -provid.e d in
this act, then a majority of tbe ~toci/:_holq,epfl, aI),d th.e coun,t,i es of W~rreq.
and Butler (all stockholders casting one vote for every $100 of stock
subs@ribed) hy their represell,ta·t iyes, may cause an election to be held for
the election of a board of directot'.S for ,s.aig. com-paDy, ag'1e~11,olr to the pmvisi_ons of this act and the act ~o which this i,s _a m~ndato,ry'; aJ?d hi all
elections held for a board of directors the counties having voted subscriptions of sto.ck shall cast their votes by their representatives f.or a ,b oard of
dire.c tors.
§ 9_. T,his _a pt shall take effect fr.0111, and P,,fter its pass~g~.

.or

The question .was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
prqp,osed .by Mr. P1Jtter, ~nd it was .~eci_d ed in the ~ffl._r.ro.at~ve.
The yeas aI_ld I_la-y b,e~.ng reqt;tire.d the.re.on by Messrs, .Co,rb,et_t al).d
Potter_, were as follows, viz :

i-n

Those :who v.o teq
the affl.rm-~ tiv,e, wer.e""7"
J. P. Hampton,
Hiram S. Fowetl,
A. C. Armskon,g,
George M . Jessee,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. J\')'.ers,
Thomas _
M. _:Johnson, JoJrn ltpwan,
G. W. B.ailey,
T. J. l,o_n es,
:Sa~u.el M. S~n~ers,
Thomas P. C_a rdwell, J. S. ~awsop"
William Sel1ers,
Jam.es S,. Q.hrisman,
J . .J,. _l\{cAfee,
J. S. T~ylo_r, ·
Josj.a h H. .Qo.tnb.!i!J
l3ry~~ .S., ).\1cC.lur.e,
.0. W. T _hrel~eld,
Willi.am G.. Cpn.rad,
Wil.J~am J. 1\lpEl.refJ
R ,. W,ebp,
Thomas H. :C.01·pe.t t,
M. E. MeKenz~e,
.J , M.. WIJ.i,t ~,
J.E. Oosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods.,..,.-35.
Joseph P. F.eir.ee,
Lewie Pott.er,

Wm. A. Allen,

.c.
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) W.W. Deade_rick,
C. C. Scales,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, Harry I. Todd,
W . N. ;Beckham,
C}inton Griffith,
L . W ..Trafton,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. A. Hoskins,
E. F . Waide,
William Brown,
J. C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
Julian N. Phelps,
Mol'decai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.
W . L. Reeves,
J.M. Wright-23.
R. L. Cooper,
John P. Rowlett,
_
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enr9llments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in Lee county;
An act for the benefit of common schools in Jes.s amine· county;
An act for the benefit of James Brough and Oscar McKenzie, of
Morgan county;
An act to amend the charter. of Ada-irville;
An act to prevent the killing of birds in Garrard county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incor_pornte the First
German Savings Bank of Louisville;"
An act to protect the interest of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
i-n certain cases ;
An act for the benefit of Lewis F. Marshall, sheriff of Ballard
county;
An act to continue in force an act, entitled "An act for the benefit
of the common schools in Newport, Campbell county;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to •organize and establish
a system of public schools in the city of Owensboro, for white children in said city ; "
An act for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, sheriff of Hancock county,
and his sureties;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Deaderick inform the Senate thereof..
And then the House adjourned.

'
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
apprnved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Sen_a te,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the city of
Newport to supply itself and others with pure water, and establish
water-works," approved January 6, 1871.
An act to amend an act to incorporate Alexander College, in the
town of Burksville.
An act to amend section 621 of the Civil Code of Practice.
That they had concurred in the amendments proposed by the
House to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Richmond ancl Three Forks Railroad
Company,
· The title whereof, by said a'mendmerit, is changed so as to read :
An act to incorporate the Richmond, Irvine, and Three Forks Railroad Company,
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of
Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to provide for indexing certain books belonging to the office
of the clerk of the Whitley county court.
An act to authorize the Warren county court to employ counsel.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of George W. Cooper, of Logan county.
An act authorizing the Lewis county court to make an allowance
to the clerk of the Lewis circuit court, for continuing the general and
cross-index to suits in the Lewis circuit court.
An act to authorize the circuit court clerk of Butler county to make
a general cross-index. ,
An act to authqrize the clerk of the circuit court of Madison coµnty
to procure index books, and to index and cross-index equity and
ordinary suits off the docket on file in his office.
An act to incorporate the Cairo and Ship Island Railroad Company.
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And that they had adopted resolutions and passed bills of the
following titles, viz:
Resolution appointing joint committee to visit the House of Reform and Feeble-minded Instit}lte for certain purposes.
Resolution in relation to the disbursement of the funds of the
State in support of the several charitable institutions.
1. An act to ,repeal all laws heretofore enacted adopting John
Elrod as heir-at-law of H. B. Elrod or Jane Elrod,·of Warren county.
2. An act for the benefit of the kindred of Pierre Victor Eustache,
deceased, late of McCracken county.
3. An act for the benefit of 1Farish Arnett, sheriff of Magoffin
county.
4. An act in relation to the arrest of drunken persons in the local
ju1·isdiction of the police court of Bardstown.
5. An act legalizing certain proceedings of the Owen county court.
6. An act legalizing certain proceedings of the Boone county ·court.
7. An act to define the county ljne between the counties of Magoffin ancl Breathitt.
8. An act to amend an act approved March 23, 1871, entitled "An
act to amend the law in relation to county judges," approved February 13, 1858.
9. An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to authorize the Christian county court to issue Londs for the purpose of building a courthouse, and to establish a sinking fund to liquidate said bonds,"
passed F,ebruary 13, 1867.
10. An act to incorporate the Kentucky Society for the prevention
of cruelty to animals.
11. An act of i-n·c orporation ·for -Mayfield Lodge, No. 151, I. 0. 0.

F.

r

12. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Fulton County Agricultural Society," approved January 18, 1867 . .
13. An act to incorporate the Owingsville Depot Turnpike Road

Company, in Bath county.
14. An act to authorize ·the clerk of the Allen circuit court to make
a cross-index to suits and causes on file in said office.
15. An act to establish the boundary of common school district
No. 5, in Breathitt county.
16. An act to amend an act, entitl.ed "An act to incorporate the
Guthrie City and Franklin Raifroad Company," approved March 21,
1870.
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Whidi bills were read the first time and or.dered to be read a second
time.
The l'llle of the House and constitutional provisi.on as t.o the second
reading of said bills being- dispensed with,
Ordered, That they he referred-the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4t_h to the
Committee on the Judiciary; th.e fith, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th to the
Committee on County .Courts; the 10th and 11th to the Co,nmittee
on Corporate Institetions; the 12th to the Committee on Agricultur~
and Manufactures; th 13th t.o th.e Gom mittee on Internal Improvement; the 14th to the Committee on Circuit Courts; the 15th to the
Committee on Ed·ucation; and the 16th to the Committee on Railroads.
Indefiniite le-ave. of abse-nce was granted M1·. Deaderick.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assist:
ant Secretary of State, which was taken up and read as follows, viz:
.Gentlemen of the H ouse of Representatives :
Afte,r a careful consideration of the bill originating in your honorabl e
body, entitled "An act to incorporate the Cai ro and Tennessee River Railroad Company," I feel constrained to withhold my approval of it, and respectfully re:turn it with my reasons for R\lCh conclusioQ.. The bill creates
]3ernard A. Neal and othei·s a corporation under the name of the Ca,iro
and Tennessee Hiver Railroad Company, and vests it with privileges and
powers to build and operate a railway trom the Mississippi rive.r, in :Ballard county, to the 'l'ennessee State line, i_n the direction of Pa,ris, Tennessee. It pro.vi des, in section one, that the company may, for that purpose,
enter upon and take posses1:1ion of so much land as may be necesoary (not
exceeding one hundrec;l feet) to construct, complete, and operate, said raiJroad and its appendages; and that if said compltny cannot agree with th!>
owners as to compensation for lands E\O taken, it is authorized to institute
proceedings before a justice of th e peace; and prosecute the same through
the instrumentality of a sheriff and jury and the cir<;mit court, by which
the Ian(,). i1;1 t9 be condemned itnd the right of use for such purpose made
absolute in the company. The bill furth er provides, t lfat ''pend ing the inquisitions and other matters provided for in this section (section 1), the sa-id
compaJi}y shall .lia:v.o full powei:, right, anc;l aµthor \ty to ,proceed with the
work of constructing, completing, and operating the s_ilid railrQad, over,
upon, and through said lands, wit,hout awaiting th e result of said inquisition; and o.n the final awa11d of th e court shall pay to the ow.ne1•s of the
land such damages and costs so adjudged." It furt.h er provjde.s that the
jury, in estimating the ~.amages sustitined by the owner of land thus
taken, shalil "find the actual value thereof," and, "for the extinguish ment
of danrng-es," sha!J ~1;1,ke ipto ~ons,iderntion the benefits resulting to the
owner from 'constructing_ said railroad. My objections to this bill are:
1st. 'That it authorizes the company to enter upon and take possession
,of the land of a citizen before it is either bought or paid ,for, or even the
process of c9,n9,eqrnation is com'!Ilen qed, which is iri pl~ jn contr,ayenj;ion
of the Constitution of Kentucky, which d(lclares (ar.t_icle 13, SQction 14)
that no man's property shall ·be taken or applied to publtc use without
_.ijuat compensation being previously made to him; the limit of legislat.iv,e
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power on the subject being to prescribe the mode in whi.ch such compensation sball be ascerta/ned and 9e,termin_e d in a fa/r _a nd ju!l.t manner. In
th? _cas.o of Walker. v~. M~rtin, Chi.of J usti?e Marshall deliver,ir,Jg the
oprn1on of tho court, it 1s decided, that the L ~g1slature ha.s no constitutio.n al right to gran.t s;ucb a p,ower as this bill gives to the Cairo and Tennessee River Raikoad Compa,i;iy, of en,tering upon and taking possession of
lands before compe,nsation bas been mad_e.
2d. No provisio9 is 1:i:iade ii) the bi,11 for tbe citizen to have any notice of
the proceedings for condeml),ation .at any time, either, previous to, or
pending their p,rogre!)S, or.even after it ha.s go,ne to the circuit court, a,9d
1,n the absence of such noti,ce the company can proceed ex parte from first
to last.
3d. There is n,o provision saving the rights of married women, infants,
or other persons laboring under disabilities, nor is there any provision
securing to s,ueh persons, o.r to noi;i-residents, or even to the citizens, any
notification Qr opportuni,t y to be 1/eard up.on ~po ,q.ue~tions-however importa,i;it to them--wbich this ral;lh pr.oc~~;d ing may io.v olve.
4t~. The bill 1;1Ilowa the compaJiy to seize and take out of the citizen's
poss~ssion his lai;id, and deprive him of its use and occupancy withoQ.t
compensa.tio,n, 1,1_, od leave~ him to the tardy chtinces of getting sometbiil.g
only at the et1<l of perhaps a tediou.s and ex~en!l_ive litigation.
·
5th. The bill, in u,ndertaking to give di.rectjons to the jury as to what it
shall do in holdi,ng the inquest, does not sufficiently secure to the citizen
the full vajue of t~10 prope.rty taken from him.
P. R LESLIE.
The .b ill referred to in said message reads as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enac.ted by the General Asse'ffl,bly of tl~e Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That Berojl,rd A. Neal, Lucian Anderson, S. S,toats Taylor, J. D. C. Adkins, R. D. Caldwell, J. M. Hudson, J. F. McElrath, J. L. Dismukes,
E. Anderson, B. Harding, W . D. S.ullivan, H. S. Hale, 'l:. A. Henry, J. H.
Oberly, Joo. D. Wilds, Jno. 0. J;[arkless, W. H. Hale, Coleman Fa1·thing,
Wm. Hall, Wm. Sheppard, A . Z. Warden, sr., Henry P. Melton, Dr. R. M.
Shelton, Thos H. Cor.bett, an,d S. S. Story, and thei.r al:\sociate~, sqccessors,
and a.s signs, ,be, and th ey ~re hereby, created a body-politic and corpor~te,
undel' the nan1e and style of tbe Cairo and 'renqe.ssee River Railr,oad Qompany, and by that name be, aqd they ii,re hereby, m11ide capable in law aqd
in E}qµity to sue and be sued, plea~ ~nd be 'impleaaed, defend and be defended, in any court of law or equity in thil:! St!1,te or elsewhere; to mak~,
have, and use a common s.eal, ancl the same to revise and alter at pleasul'.e;
to have p~r.petual s.ucr.esiion; to make, adopt, and repeal by-laws, rules,
and ,regulations, for the governm.ent of th~ company, and shall be, and hereby ar~, invesFed with all tbe r,rivileges, powers, a_nd im,muni~ies which are
or may be n~c~ssary ~o construct. {)quip, complete, maintain, and operate
a rai,lroad, with such width of gauge as to said company may seem prope~,
with a single · 01· d9qble line of rails or track; with necessary depots,
braQches, switch,es, ,sidE} -Fracks and turnouts, from ~?Y point in ~nllard
county, i,n the State of Kentucl,ry, qp_posi~e to or w1th1n one mile of a
point op])Osite to the city of Cairo, in the State of Illinois, on the ~ost
eligible route by the way of, or within o.ne mile of, ~he town of Blandv1lle,
B~llfJ.t'd county, and 1"1.ayfield, G1:av.ell cornty, to iiom.e pqj~t O? the line
div.idin"' the St~es of Kentucky and '.J;ennessee, in the d1rect1on of the
town of Paris, in Henry county, 'i,n .!:!!I-id S.t ate _'l'en,nes,~ee ;_and f9r that
purpose to enter upon, i:,a).{_e possessi9n ?f, its beremafter J!':ov1ded, so mu?h,
land as may be necessary, not exqeeduig one hund,re~ fE}et, to qonstruc~1 ·
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complete, and .operate said railroad and its appendages; and if said company cannot agree with the owner or own ers of said land taken as aforesaid, application may be made to any justice of the peace of the connty
in which the land may be 1,!ituatcd; who, thereupon, shall issue his warrant, directed to the sheriff of his county, requiring him to summon a
jury of twenty (20) bona fide housekeepers, not related to the owner or
own ers of the said land, or in anywise interested in the same, to meet on
the land to be valued , or as near to it as practicable, on a day nam ed in
said warrant, not less than ten (10) nor more than twenty (20) days after
the issuing of }he same; and if any of the jurors shall fail to attend, said
sheriff sball forthwith summon as many jurors as may be necessary, with
those in attendance, to complete the pannel aforesaid. From said pannel
or number each party, or the attorney or agent of eithet· party, if present,
if not, then the sheriff, for the party absent, may strike off four (4) jurors
each, and the remaiuing twelve (12) shall act as the jury of' inqa.est of
damages, after having been sworn by the sheriff justly and impartially
to fix the damages which the owner or owners shall sustain by the use
and occupation of the land r equired by the company, and shall fix the
a,ctual value thereof. In estimating the damages the jury shall take into
consider ation the benefits resulting to the owner from constructing said
railroad through the lands of said o.w ner, but only in the extinguishment
of damages. The ·jury shall red,uce their verdict to writing, and sign the
same, and it shall be returned by the sheriff to the clerk of the circuit
court for said county, who shall docket the same as other suits, giving iL
the precedence of all civil business; and upon the call of the docket, the
court shall enter an order confirming the said inquisition, unless defense
be made and sufficient cause be shown against it; and when so confirmed,
the clerk shall enter it of record, at the expense of the company; but if
set aside, the court may direct another inquisition to be ta.ken in the same
·m anner. Such inquisition shall describe the bounds of the land taken, and
the extent and duration of the interest in the same; and such damages,
when tendered or paid to the owner or owner~ of said land, or bis or her
or their agent or legal representatives, or to the clerk of said court, for
the use of any such owner, when he, sbe, or they may refuse to receive
the same, or reside without the county, shall vest in said company tbe
right to enter upon said lands. Pendiug the inquisitions and other matters
provided for in this section, the said company shall have full right, power,
and authority to proceed with the woi·k of constructing, completing, a.nd
operating their said railroad over, upon, and through said lands, without
awaiting the result of said inquisition; and on the final award · of the
court, shall pay to such person or persons the damages and cost so adjudged.
§ 2. Said company, in addition to having powers as aforesaid to con struct, complete, and operate a line of railroad as aforesaid, shall be, and
they are hereby, invested with full power and authority to purchase or
lease, for a term of years or in perpetuity, any line or lines of' railway
with which their proposed line shall or may connect, or to let, lease, or
sell their own proposed line of rai lway to any other railroad company,
upon such terms as may to said Cairo and 'fenncssee River .Railroad Company seem best and proper.
§ 3. The capital stock of said company shall be one million dollars,
which may be increased by the company to such sum as will defray the
cost of constructing said road, not to exceed five million dollars; which
stock shall be divided 1 into shares of fifty do·llars ($50) each; and said
shares shall be deemed personal property, and may be issued and transferred in such manner as the board of directors may prescribe.
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§ 4. The affairs of said company sbf\.ll be managed by a board of eleven
directors, which may be increased to any number nnt exceeding twenty.five; and Berna1·d A. Neal, John 0, Harkl ess, Lucian .A.nderson, J. L. Dismukes, J. D. C. Adkins, J. M. Hudson, T. A. Henry, S. Stoatii Taylor
B. Harding, John D. Wilds, and J. H . Oberly. are hereby appointed th~
tirst board, who shall hold their offices until their successors are elected
and qualified in such mann er as hereafter presr,ribed. Said board shall
h ave power to elect one of thefr number president, and appoint such
other officers as may be prescribed by the by-laws.
§ 5.. Said company sh all have power to unite or connect its railroad with
any other railroad now constructed, or which may hereafter be constructed, upon suc h terms as may be mutually agreed upon between the companies so connecting; and, from time to time, to borrow such sums of
money, not exceeding its capital stock, as may be necessary for the purposes of said company, and at any rate. of interest not exceeding ten (10)
per cent. p er annum; and to issue and dispose of its bonds, in denominations of not less than one hundt·ed dollars each, for an amount so borrowed; and to mortgage their corporate property, real or personal, and their
franchise, or convey the same by deed of trust, to secure the payment of
the money so borrowed, or any other debt of said company.
' § 6. Said company may receive subscription to their capital stock payable in United States, State, city, county bonds, or money.
§ 7. The said boa rd of directors named in the 4th section of this charter shall have power to open books for subscription to the capital stock
of said company, at such times and places as they may designate; and
when the su111 of not less than twentv-five thousand dollars shall be subscribed and paid for, or secured to ·be paid, th ey shall proceed to give
notice, of not less than twenty days, to the stockholders of said company.
Said notice shall be in writing, stating time and place vf holding said
el ec ~ion ; which election s hall be held at some place within this Commonwealth. Each share of stock shall er:title the bolder thereof to one vote
for each share in value; and said vote may be cast either in person or by
written proxy. And annually thereafter, on the first Monday in M:ay,
shall proc:eed to hold- an election for directors of said Cairo and Tennessee
River Railroad Company.
§ 8. This act to take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken," Shall .the bill pass, the objections of
the Governor to the contrary notwith standing?" and it was decided
in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
In the affirmative-none.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Oreary) Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
A . 0. Armstrong,
M . Woods Fergnson, W. L. Reeves,
W. W. Ayer.a,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Jqseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
W. ~- Beckham,
0. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
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C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
J. P. Hampton,
William Sellers,
J. 0. S. Blacltbrirn,
George M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylor,
C.hurch H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johhson,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas. P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
Robert M. Carlisle,
L. W. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
E. F. Waide,
George Carter,
Bryli.n S. McClure,
James S . Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
C.H . Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
Josiah H. Combs,
T. J. Megibben,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad, J. C. Moorman,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. fy.Tynhier, .
Jdnas ·D. Wilson,
Thomas H. Corbett, J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
J. M . Wright-69.
J.E. Cossori,
Julian N. Phelps,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Arnold moved to reconsider the vote by which the House, on
yesterday, passed a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of railroad contractors.
·On motion of Mr. Waide, a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Cumberland and
Ohio Raili'oad Company,
Was postponed to, and made special order of the· day fo,·, to-morrow, at half-past IO o'clock, A. M.
· The following petitions and remonstrances were presented, viz :
By Mr. Reeves1. The petition of citizens of Todd county, praying the .p assage of
an act' prohibiting certain animals from running at large.
By Mr. Gray~
2. The petition of citizens of district No. 2, of Cumberland county,
praying the passage of an act to change their voting place.
By Mr. Deaderick_3. The petition of citizens of Pendleton county, praying the passage· of an act to provide for the election of road commis.s ioners and
of common school commissioners by a vote of the people.
By Mr. Jessee4. The petition of certain citizens of Campbellsburg, Henry county,
praying the passage of a Sunday prohibitory liquor law.
By Mr. Mynhier5. The remonstrance of certain-citizens of Morgan county, ag·a inst .
the erection of mill-dams across Licking rivei·.
By Mr. -Rowlett6. The remonstrance of certain citizens of Canmer, Hart ·county,
0
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against tlie repeal of the law _pr"Onibiting the sale of spiritudus
liquors in said town.
By Mr. Deaderick- ,
7. The remonstrance of citizens of Pendleton county,_against the
passage of an act to prohibit the sale of liquors in the town of Batler, in said county.
Which were received, the read1.ng dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures; the 2d
to the Committee on Pi"ivileges and Elections; the 3d to the Committee on County Courts; the 4th, 6th, and 7th to the Committee on
Religion; and the 5th to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
Leave was given to bring in the foilowing bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Powell!. A bill to define the boundary line between the counties of Clay
and Jackson.
On motion of Mr, Jessee2. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Pleasureville, in
Henry county.
On motion of same3. A bill to incorporate the town of Somers' Station, in Henry
county.
On motion of same4. A bill to repeal the turnpike law in district No. 2, in Henry
county.
On motion of same..,_
5. A bill to amend the charter of the Eminence and New Castl!e·.
Turnpike Road, in Henry county.
On motion of same6. A bill to amend the turnpike law of Henry county, so. as toi
allow the president and directors of any unfinished turn.pike to, sell.
or mortgage th eir road and franchise, to raise money to, help com,-. .
plete them.
Ordered, That the Committee on Propositions and. Gde:vanc.es prepare ancl bring in the I st; the Committee on Revised Statutes the
2d; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 3d; and the Com- '
mittee on Internal Improvement the 4th, 5th, an<l 6th.
The House theh took up and resumed the further consideration of
a bill, entltl'ed
A bill to amend the charter of the Bowling Green ~nd.i Mad,~s.op.ville Railroad Company.
51-H.
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According to order of yesterday, said bill, as amended, being ·engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Common1JJealth of Kentucky,
That hereafter the board of directors of the Bowling Green and Madisonville Railroad Company shall be composed of ten members.
§ 2. That on the fourth Tu esday in March , 1873, and annually thereafter, there shall ho elected by the stockholders of said company five
directors, who shall bold their offices as such for two years from the date
of their election, or until their successors shall have qualified.
§ 3. That prior to said election the present board of directors of said
company shall divide themselves into two classes, by lot or otherwise; the
first class to consist of four members, and the second class to consist of
five mem berR; and the first class, so desig nated as aforesaid, shall vacate
their offices on said fourth Tuesday in March, or when their successors,
elected under th e provi sions of this act, shall have qualified; and annually thereafter there shall be an election by said stockholders for five
directors, the second class aforesaid vacating their offices on the fourth
Tuesday in March, 1874, or when their successors shall have qualified.
§ 4. That before any director shall serve as such, , he shall take an oath,
before some officer of this Commonwealth authorized to administer oaths,
to faithfully and impartially discharge the duties of his office.
§ 5. Any stockholder in said corporation may cast his vote by duly
authorized proxy.
§ 6. It shall be the duty of said board of directors to advertise the time
and place of all olections for directors in the Bowling G1·een, Madisonville,
and Greenville newspapers, at least ten days before· said el ~ction; and it
shall also be the duty of Raid board of directors to keep the books of said
company open for the subscription of stock for at least twelve months
from the date of the first election of directo1·s as aforesaid.
§ 7. No subscription of stock shall be valid unless to be paid in money,
county, town, city, or district bonds, at their marketable value.
§ 8. This act shall take effect from its passage.

Mr. Blackburn then moved to reconsider the vote by which said
bill, as lamended, was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time.
Mr. Pot.t er moved to lay the motion of Mr. Blackburn on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Potter, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Corbett and
Potter, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereLewis Potter,
Manlius T. FHppin,
Wm. A. Allen.,
J.P. Hampton,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ay,ers,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
G. W. Bahl.ey,
Samuel M. Sanders, ·
T. J. Jones,
W.R. Bates,
William Sellers,
Thomas P. Cardwe'11, J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
J. J. McAfee,
James .S . Chrisman,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Bryan S. McClure,
Josiah H. Combs,
William J. McElroy, J.M. White,
William G. Conrad,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas H. Co1·bett, W. A. Morin,
.J, N. Woods-31.
Wm. Mynhier,
J.E. Cosson,·
W. H. Evans,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
C. P . Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
L . W. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
T .. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
E. Polk John son,
E. F. Waide,
Robert M. Carlisle,
L. W. Lassing,
J. L. Waring,
John S . Carpenter, ·
M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
George Carter,
T. J. Megibben,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J . C. Moorman,
J. M. Wright-3!J.
Pending debate, the further consideration of said bill was cut off
by the arl'ival of the hour for taking up a special order.
The Hou se then, according to order, took up and . resumed consideration of a bill fro_m the Senate, entitled
·An act to increase the salary of the chief clerk of the Land
Office.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a thiI·d time as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
K entucky, That the present salary of Richard Sharp, the chief clerk
of th e Land Office, be, and the same is hereby, increased three hundred dollars per annum, payable as now provided by law.
§ 2. This act to be in force from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative, the same not having received a constitutional majority.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were a s follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
W.R. Hates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
J. P. Hampton,
C. C. Scales,
William Bl'Own,
George M. Jessee,
William Sellers,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Georg·e Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Va~non,
Josiah H. Combs,
M. E. McKenzie,
J . L. Warrng,
William G. Conrad,
W . A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. Wright-38.
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
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ThQse whp voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J. E. Cosson,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A . .Allen,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
C. P. Gray,
J. S. Taylor,
W . N. Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Church ,EI. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
E . F. Waide,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryaµ S. McCJlure,
C. H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, J.M. White,
James S. ChriE;man,
T. J. M~gibben,
Jonas D. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
J. N. W oods.,.,..-84.
Thom.aS. -H, CQrbett,
And so said bill -was disagreed to.
. Mr. Baker then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was disagreed to.
Mr. Todd presented the following letter, addressed to him by the
Auditor of Public Accounts, which was read, -viz:
OFFICE AUDIIJ?OR OF PUBLIC A0GOUNTS,
}
FRANKFORT, KY., Feb. 24, 1873.

HoN. H. I. ToDD, Chairm(l,n (Jommittee on Publiq O:picr;s, House of ll_epresentatfoes :
S~R: The Sen:;i,te bill which passed that bouy l,a st winter with ~reat
una:nimity, for the purpose of increasing the compensation for clerk hire
in this de'J)artmont, and now· pending in the House of Representatives, isone ,of great importance, to tbe public service, and I desi1,e to call your attention, and that of the House,, through you, to -i t.
The present compensation now allowed by law ($8,000 . per annum) is
totally in.adequi1te to retain a sqfficient {or~e .of trained, ski/led, and comp E3terit clerks to enable me to discharge thoroughly and accurately the
duties imposed upon me by law. An examination· of the Auditor7s report will, it seems to me, satisfy any intelligent man of that fi;i.9t. That
r epo.rt does not show the amoQ.nt of lal;rnr act~_a lly performed ii). tpis
department, but· it does show the results of that la b·or, the character of it,
and the absolute necessity of hav>ing thoroughly eompetent -men to ·dis-·
charge it.
\
'l'he amoun.t paid into the Treasury anp,uaH.y, as shown by ~y las~
report (and which, of course, bas -to ' be dj~j)ursed), exceeds $B,500,000.
The whole · 0f this large amount of money, which is paid into and o~t of
the Treasury, is on papers prepared in the Aaditor's Office, where all of
the financiµJ aeco.unts of the State avti kept. It would be diffi.eult -i-n a
-communicatjon ,of this kind to go into a-ny detailed stateme.J}t of the
minute rp.J1,Q _n er ·in whjph these .a ccounts are _k,ept, sc as to make _the .EloµE1e
,understarid fully ,t he amount of l~bo,i- to be p~rforll)ed in o;r,d er to ~E)~.[>__
1tbem correptly_.
But I will give a brief .oqtjin.e o_f my c;l.9,ti.es.
'l'here ai·E3 o.i;i~. hund-red and sixteeq ,counti es in the State; frQµi E)ftCQ of
'these counti!;l~ one pr µiore asseE11,ore' 900.ics ..11,re ,,returnec;I tp_I}lY, d(:lpartiment. Ef!.pb- 0ne 0£ the~e books has to be .tlrnroughly te~te_d and Jri~I},
both in t.h e !lXten'sions.aqd additions;.. and ~heq ,t hus · corrected, tl;i~y-.11-r~
,13ubmitted-·to· a system of recapitu)ati,q ns; in o.rd;er to prove tho.roug,hly
.their accuracy, in order to prevent aerrors. .A:fter this is done, the accounts
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of the several sheriffs a:qi:J co1!1:1ctQrs a,re map.e , out froil!- t,'hem, anp the
amount of the reven UEl que ~he State froni ~a,c h charg~d to t4~m. This
involves four or fi vo months of the most arduous labor.
'.fbese separate accounts have to be kept with one . hundred and sixteen
county clerks . and as.many cireuit clerks and t1msLees ofjury"fund, to say
nothing of clel'lrs of.other courts, and w ith every corporation in ,the State,
embracirig b_a pks of ev.ery character, r~ilro1}ds, tqrppikll companies, infJtu:3cnce coµip!J,ni!JS, m~nufact_u1:ing !l-114 mi,ning companies, cities, t.o wns,
br.idg.~s cqll,e ~ting to/1&, ga,s c.ompa,l!i!l&, &'fc., 4"c. T/:/;°n cpm,~s tl).e acppuf)tS
pf , our charitable in sti-t utipns, ooe hund r ed and s ixteen scpool commissioners, agents of the Sta.te for forfeited la,nds !J.p.d isc beated 'es~ates, ·~w:l
the sinking fgn .~ accotrnt_s. And, jn addition t.o all tljie immens.e amount
of labor, every claim presented against the State bas to be examined, it
matter.a not how small or large the amount, the proper voucher -urepared,
and w~1,r~J.r>t; .d_r~wn, !!,nd I)Umb.<Jred for.,i~s -pay;Qi_~n~, ~~ d thep, ,Cp!!,rgog. tp
the proper account.
The foregoing is but a very meagre outline of the work to be performed.
i-n the Auditor's Office; ·but it js suifficieqt, l hope, t.o give the House some
idea of the amount, as 'fell as th,e ~h,a ra.c t~r, of tbE(l1J,p.9r -p erform_ed. }f.o
man is capable of filling the position of cJerk in this office without being
skillful in figures; and the most of them must be thorough accountants
and good st!l,Lutory la~ yets. And even wi.t~1 these ,q.ual_iii_Q1,1Ji.o ns he musj;
have copsi.d erabl,e exper_ience in the c,b~ract,e r ,qf work -to b,e ,q oqe to fil~
his position .s:;itisfactorjly. ':+J;ie ,4"ud/to.r's Office is no place f.9r ~ 1!1-er~
boy or an i_nexpe~·i~nced and unquali,fieq map; -~):ie work tQ be doqe is to9
important and. too constantly pres~ing,.
·
I submit, in view of t he facts stated, whether $8, 000 divideq b,et'lyeen
eight men, giving three of the most competent $1,200 e~ch, four $800, 11-nd
on e $700 ( leaving only ,$500 to pay for extrp. labor), is any 'thing like ade' quate compenR.atJon (qt· ~he amount and c ha racter of l~bor reqder,ed? I do
not hesitate to state that there is no class of men in the State who are so
inadequatel-y paid for their services as the clerks in the Aud.i-t or1s Office ;
and I cannot', therefore, ho-pe to retain th.eir services witbou.t an increase
of the compensation now given them. The biJl pending before th.e Rouse
does nqt, ini m.:Y ju.dgmen,t, give t.h.em t:he fuJl. vaJ~e of tbeir ~ervic.es, bµt I
hope it will enable me to r etai n or employ c9mpetent men.
I therefot·e ask, in t~e interest of the pubtic s,ervice, ,and no.t as a personal
favor to me or the clerks in my emp}oy, .the pass,_age of the bill pending_.
The best jnterests .o f -the State demand it, i.n my judgment. The labors
of the Aud,i.tor's Office now are not w~at they were ten or fifteen yea·rs
ago; they baye g,r,eatly increaseq, and will (JOJlJtinue to incrtas,e ;with tb.e
populati_oz:i a_n d _!:>usin.ess of the St,at.e.
-y ery r,e'?pe,c,tfu))y,
Your obe,dient sei;vant,

,

. D ..'HOW,4-RD SMI'rH, f?J,dit,or.

The House to.ok up, ~ccor_d.i-l )g t.o org.e r, az:id resumed t,h.e <;o_nsi<ler.ation of. a bill from the Sen.ate, en-titled
•An act to promote public service in the Auditor's Offi,c e.
Mr. Jones offered an amendment ~o s~id b\11.
lY,fr_. ,G ra_y 9ffered an am~nd~ent ~o the am~ndme~t _fr,o,Po,sed by
Mr. Jones, which was rejected. '
,
The amendment proposed by Mr. Jones was then rejected.

\
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01·de1·ed, That said bill be read· a third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That, to enable the Audito1· of Public Accounts to a.ischarge his official duties with greater facility and promptness, and
to enable him to pay the clerks employed in his department a compensation more nearly the value of the services rendered by them to
the State, the sum of three thousand dollars per annum is hereby
appropriated, in addition to the sum now allowed by l~w for all
clerk hire in that department.
§ 2. This act shall be in force and effect from and after its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative, the same not having received _a constitutional majority.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) Walter Evans,
· Hiram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
R .. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
William Sellers,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
·wm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. J. McAfee,
E . F. Waide,
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
Ja:mes S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
C.H. Webb,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
.T. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad, Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-41.
R. :J... Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. C. Moorman,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
Wm. Mynhier,
G. W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckham,
J.P. Hampton,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,
L. W. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
. C. M.' Clay, jr.
Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
Thomas H. Corbett, William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams,
J.E. Gosson,
T. J. Megibben,
Jonas D. Wilson-31.
Manlius T. Flippin,
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Griffith then moved to reconsider the vote by which s~id bill
was disagreed to.
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Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled resolutions, which originated
in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
Resolution making certain inquiries of the Au<litor; ·
Resolution consenting to the purchase of certain grounds in the
city of Paducah, and county of McCracken, by the Government of
the United States, for _custom-hou·~e and other purposes; 1
Resolut.ion in relation to land to be acquired by the United States
in the city of Covington, for the erection of a public building;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of school di«trict No. 16, in Larue county;
An act amending an act approved February 26, 1862, entitled "An
act to amend the Revised Statutes in regard to filling vacancies in
the office of sheriff;"
An act to amen<l an act, entitled "An act to incorpora,te the town
of Marshall, in Bath county;"
An act for the benefit of the marshal of Mt. Sterling;
An act to amend the charter of the Glasgow Deposit Bank, approved February 27, 1869;
An act to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy Creek
Turnpike Road Company;
An act for the benefit of the Woodford Cream Cheese Company;
An act to amend the charte1· of the Owensboro and Russellville
Railrnad Company, approved February 27, 1867;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Shelbyville Railroad Company, and to authorize certain counties
to take stock in the same;"
An act incorporating the Citizens' Bank of Paris;
An act to extend the streets and alleys of Marion, in Crittenden
county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate Bell City,
in Crittenden county;"
An act for the benefit of school district No. 6, in Greenup county;
And bad found the same truly enrolled .
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
'
.
And then the House adjourned.
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The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Foree1. The petition of certain citizens of school district No. 62, in
Shelby county, praying that the trustees of said distri-ct be allowed
to settle certain matters in dispute, in regard to the teaching of the
commo·n schools in said district.
By Mr. Combs=---2. · The petition of sundry citizens of Clay county, praying for a
change of the county line 1:ie~ween the counties of Clay and Perry.
By Mr. Cooper3. The petition of citizens of Murphyville precinct, in Mason
county, asking the prohibition of the sale of spirituous, vinous, and
malt liquors in said precinct.
Which were _re ceived, the reading dispensed with, and referred-the 1st to the Committee on Education; the 2d to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances; and the 3d to the Committee on Religion.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles; viz :
An act to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to regulate the sale of liquors," approved February I, 1870.
An act for the benefit of John C. Conkin, late clerk of the Monroe
county court.
_
That they had passed bills_, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the foilowing titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Thomas Ballew, of Pulaski county.
An act to increase the salaries of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and his clerk.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act . for the benefit of the Quarter-Master General of this
Commonwealth.
2. An act to change the time of holding the circuit courts in the
ninth judicial district.
3. An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town of Shelbyville.
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4. An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to the. town of Danville.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
01·dered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee
on. Ways
.
and Means; the 2d to the Committee on Circuit Courts; and the 3d
and 4th to the Committee on Corporate Instttutions.
Mr. Baker, frolll,, the Committee pn Circuit Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to authorize the transfer of causes pending in the circuit
court to the court of common pleas, in Ballard county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the sec ond
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitntional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Brown moved to suspend the regular order of business, and to
take up a resolution offered by him on Saturday last, proposing to
rais~ a joint committee to investigate the affairs of the Kentucky
River Navigation Company.
Ohjections being made thereto, the yeas and nays were taken on.
said motion, which res ulted as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were·
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S . Powell,
R. T a rv . Baker,
W. H. Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
Alph e us W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
W.R. Bates,
C. P. Gray,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinto n Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
Church H . Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P . Cardwell, Brya n S. McClure,
L . W . Trafton,
John S . Carpenter.
William J. McElroy, T . W. Varnon,
53--:H,
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E. F . Waide,
M. E. McKenzie,
B . E. Cassilly,
.T . L. Waring,
T. J. Megibben,
James S. Chrisman,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M . Clay,jr.,
W . A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. L. Nall,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Ogilvie,
William G. Conrad,
J . M. Wright-53.
Julian N. Phelps,
R . L. Co~per,
Lewis Potter,
J. E. Gosson,
Those who voted· in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M' Creary)J. Guthrie Coke,
J P. Sacksteder,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
J . R . Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
. T . J. Jones,
Samuel M . Sanders,
G . W. Bailey,
J.C. Moorman ;
J.M. White,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A . Wilson-16.
Robert M . Carlisle,
S e ven eighths of the members present not voting therefor, said
motion was rejected.
The House then, according to order, resumed the further consideration of a bill from the Senate, entitled
'
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Cumberland and Ohio
Railroad Company,
With the amendment proposed by the committee as a substitute
therefor.
Mr. Bates offered the following amendment to the substitute proposed by the committee, viz:
Add to section 6: "And provided further, That the lessees of said
road shall not, directly or indfrectly, take or receive any stock in said
road."
The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment pro,
posed by Mr. Bates, it was decided in the negative . ,
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bates and
Foree, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA . C. Armstrong,
W. A. Morin,
J. S . Taylor,
W.R. Bates,
Julian N. Phelps,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Church I-I. Blakey,.
Lewis Potter,
J.M. White-IL
J. C. Moorman,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)J. Guthrie Coke, ·
Hiram S . Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S . Arnold,
Thomas H. Corbett, E. A. Robertson,
W . W. Ayers,
Manlius T. F lip pin,
John Rowan,
G. W . Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
J. R . ·sanders,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee ,
C. C. Scales,
S. G. Bell, ·
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
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J. C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
Wm. F. Bond,
J.·· s. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
Robert M . Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
E. F. Waide,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, J. L. W ariug,
George Carter,
T. J Megtbben, ,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk-42.
And so said amendment was rejected.
Mr. McElroy offered an amendment to said substitute, which was
adopted.
Mr. McElroy also proposed the following amendments to said substitute, viz :
§ 9. That the bonds to be issued by the counties of Barren, Allen,
and Trimble, in payment of the stock subscrib ed to the Cumberland
and Ohio Railroad, shall all be prepared as of the same date, with
coupons attached, and payable at the same place, and to fall due, as
provided in the order made by the county courts submitting the question of subscription or no subscription to the voters o{ said counties;
but said bonds shall only be delivered to the president and directors
of said railroad company in payment of stock subscribed by the
counties respectively, in monthly installments, as the work progresses
in the counties respectively, upon the monthly report of the lo cal
engineer of the estimate of the value of the work done in such
county on said railroad; which report shall he verified by the oath
of said e ngin ee r, taken before the judge of the cou.n ty court of such
county in which the wot'k is done, and shall be filed by him and preserved in his office.
§ 10. That when said report is made, sworn jo, and filed, it shall
t.hen be the duty of the county judge of the county in which the
work has been done, to deliver to the president and directors of said
railroad company a sufficient number of s&id county bonds, at par
value: to pay eighty-five per cent. of the amount so reported to have
been done on said railroad in said county, and no more, until the
estimates made, reported, and filed, and the work is done in. said
county, equal in amount to the whole amount of stock subscrib ed
by such county to said railroad company; and then it shall be the
duty of said county judge to deliver to said preside nt and directors
of said, company the bonds of eaid county to an amount sufficient,
with what has been previous07 delivered, to pay all the stock subscribed by said county.
§ 11. The bonds shall be signed by the county judge, and tested
by the cle1·k of the county court, but the coupons shall only be
signed by the clerk of the county court.
12. When the county judge shall have said bonds prepared for his
and the clerk'!:! signature, as herein provided, he shall summon all 'the
' justices of the peace of his ~ounty to convene at the c~urt-house,
and hold a term of said county court, and then determme, by an
order on the records of said court, in what manner said bonds are
to be safely and securely kept, until they are delivered. to the J.?resident and directors of said railroad company, as herem provided:
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Provided, however, That nothing in this act shall be so construed as
to · in any way affect the contract and agreement heretofore made
between the president and di1.-ectors of the Cumberland and Ohio
Railroad Company, and the president and direc_tot·s of the Glasgow
Railroad Company; which contract the respective parties thereto
are fully" authorized to comp lete and carry out in good faith, a'nything in this act to the contrary notwith standing.
§ 13 . All parts of the charter of the Cumberland and Ohio Railroad Company, and the amendments to the same, in conflict with
the foregoing sections, are. repealed.
§ 14. Strike out section 9 of substitute, and add : This act shall
t ake effect from its passage; but sections 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 of this
, act shall apply only to the counties of Barren, Allen, and Tri.m ble.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said proposed
amendme nts, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElrny and
Bates, were as follows , viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Wi lliam G . Conrad,
W . A. Morin,
G. W. Bailey,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
W.R. Bates,
Manlius T . Flippin,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. C. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
L~wis Potter,
Church H. Blakey,
C. P . Gray,
J . S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
Wi lli am J. McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
J. M. White-2 1.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
M . ·woods Fergnson, E. A. Robertso n,
A. S . Arnold,
C. D. Foote, ·
,J.P. Sacksteder,
W . W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
George M. Jessee ,
C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. Po lk John so n,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, . Harry I. Todd,
J ohn A . Bell,
T . J . Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
J. S . Lawson,
E. F. vVaide,
William Brown,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L . Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H . Webb ,
John S . Carpenter,
M. E . McKenzie•
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter,
T. J . l\iegibben,
F. A. Wilson,
B. ·E. Cassilly,
John W . Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
J . Guthrie Coke,
Hiram S. Powell,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Walter Evans,
W . L. Reeves,
J.M. Wright- 45 .
And so said amendment was rejected.
The question was then taken on the adoption. of the amendment
p toposed by the committee as a substitute for the original bill, and
it was decided in the affi:-mative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed wit.h,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secretary of State, which was taken up and read as fo llows, viz :
Gentlemen of the House of Representatives:
I ha,e had under consideration a bill, which origin~ted in the House of
Representatives, entitled ''An act to incorporate the Muhlenburg Uoal
and Iron Company," and not being willing to approve the same, I return
it for your consideration, with my objections.
There are several grave and serious objections to suffering this bill to
become a law, which I might feel disposed to overlook, and give it my
sanction, because they may be regarded as being mere questions of policy,
in which case I am greatly inclined to defer to the collected wisdom and
superior information of the General Assembly; sti ll, it may not be improper to adve1·t to some of them. In the first place, this bill proposes to
create D. C. Buell and his associates a body-politic. Who are the associates of D. C. Buell? What their names and place of residence? The
public may have woigbty r easons for desiring to know these facts; and
yet there is nothing in the bill which requires that this information shall
ever be furni shed. It will be remembered that within the last three years
a system of laws were perfected and passed amply providing for the incorporation of all companies of the character which this professes to be ;
and among the thingt1 r eq uired to be stated in the preliminary notice, is
"the statement of th e nam es of the corporators." Every member of the
General Assembly will readily suggest to himself states of case which,
under our criminal laws, and for civi l purposes, th e names and places of
· r esidence of these corporators might be important to be known.
Again, the bill provides for conferring power upon a marr ied woman,
either with or without the consent or concurrence of her hu shand , to become the owner of stock in thil:! company, and then declares that the stock
or shares so held by a married woman shall be deemed her separate estate,
a nd shall in nowise be subject to the control or be liable for the debts of
her husband, &c.
·
The wife, according to this bill, can, with the means of the husband, become the owner of the stock, and when acquired, it shall in nowise be
subject to his debts. An easier mode cou ld not well be devised by which
a dishonest husband , disinclin ed to pay his debts, cu.n place his means in
the name of. his wife, enjoy the fruits of hi s fraudulent conduct, and leave
his creditors to suffer. The unlimited and sweeping discreLion and power
given to "D. C. Bu ell and his associates" to embark in any conceivable
business or avocation which is by them considered beneficial, with no liability for debts attaching to their private property, is to me a subject of
alarm. Without-enumerating seriatim the many things they are empowered to do as mine1·s, millers, merchants, manufacturers, machinists, lum ber dealers, ship-builders, and traders in general, suffice i t to say that they
have a general power to do anything "they may deem desirable," anywhere in Kentucky~ and almost anywhere else.
But passing ·any furth er notice of these objectionable f~atures of ~he
bill, th ere is one which, t.o my mind, is insnperable, an? ,~b1ch cons.tra1_ns
me to withh_old my approval. I cannot resist the conviction that the bill,
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in the shape it has p'assed, is in conflict with the 37th section of article
two of the Constitution, which provides that "no law enacted by the
General Assembly shall r elate to more than one subject, and that shall be
expressed in the t it le." 'fhe title of this bill is "An act to incorporate
the Muhlenb urg Uoal and Iron Company ." It would import th at the subj ect therein expre.ssed was the creatio n of a company to operate and
transact some character of business connected with coal or iron, ,or both.
That, then, "is the subject "-if it even be conceded that coal a nd iron
could by any in tendment be considered "one subject." But grant that
the subject may be claimed to h ave been t he creation of a corporation for
' th e purpose of the transaction of any business connected with coal and
iron-and this would be the largest latitud e- then bow, I ask, cou ld a bill
having the title purporting and expressing that much, be stretched to such
breadth as to comprehend and operate upon almost every conceivable
branch of business? Would any r eason ing or reflecting man look in to an
act incorporatin g a coal and iron company to find the g rant of a pow er to
mine for a nd deal in lead, oil, salt, or any other minerals, "by whatsoever
names they may be call ed ," a nd prepare the same for market by convert ing them into such merchantable state, ,or man ufacture them into such al'ticles, as the company may deem necessary or desirable? Would any one
expect to find therein a grant of power to engage in th e business of
building "steamboats, railroads, bridges, &c;" to make lumber, flour,
meal, or any other ar ti cle the company deem desirable for its business?
Not such , or so many, of these things as might, in point. of fact, be necessary as an in cident to the main business of coal an d iron , but just every
thing this company may deem desirable, and in whatever county or
n eigh borhood it shall choose in the State of Ke ntucky.
'l'he section of the Constitution to wh ich I have referred was r egarded
by the framers of that in strumen t as important, a nd for salutary purp oses, not the least of which was to prevent hasty and inconsiderate legislation; and its beneficial influences have been felt and acknow ledged by
all our predecessors. It is g 1·ati fy ing to know that it has not been overlooked but in few in stances.
With these suggestions, indi cating my objections, I most respectfully
r eturn the bill.
P. H . .LESLiflJ.
The bill referre,1 to in said m essage, reads as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General -Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Th a t D . C. Buell an d bis associates are created a body-corporate,
u nder the name of the Muhlenburg Coal and Iron Company.
· § 2. The said corporation and their successors, und er the name aforesaid, shall have perpetual suucessio n, with power to contract a nd be contracted with, sue and be sued, answer and defend, in all courta and places,
as an individu al perso n; to have and use a common seal, and alter the
same at pl eas ure; and to make all necessary by-laws and r egulati ons for
the government of said company, and the conduct of its affairs, not inconsistent with the Constitution a nd laws of this Commonwealth.
§ 3. The said company shall have power to purcha e and hold suuh
estate, in Kentucky and elsewhere, by lease, in fee or otherwise, and such
mining privileges, rights of way, and other ease ments, as it may deem
necessary or desirable for its business ; shall have power to dig, bore,
min e, and search for coal, iron, lead, fire-clay, oil, salt, and othe1· minerals,
products and deposits in or upon the earth , in whatever foi.·ms th ey may
exist, and by w hatever names they may be called; shall have power to
purchase, extract, take ·out, develop, smelt, reduce, refine, manufacture,
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and prepare for market any or all of such minerals, products, and do. posits, to convert them into such merchantable state, or manufacture them
into such articles, as the said company may deem necessary or desirable,
and to use or transport and sell the same in th eir natural or manufactured state, in or out of this Commonwealth; shall have power to make
lumber, flour and meal, and any other article or substanue which the said
company may deem desirable for its business, and to use or sell the same
as it may deem advisable; shall have po"\Ver to purchase, make, erect, or
construct such furn aces, mills, houses, wharves or landings, wagon-roads,
railroads, bridges, and other structures; such steamboats, barges, and
other boats; such engines, machinery, tools, implements, goods, and personal property, as the said company may deem necessary or desirable in
carrying on its business, and to use and dispose of the said structures,
articles, and appliances, in any lawful way, as fully and freely as an indi vidual perso n might do; shall have power to sell, co nvey, tran sfer, and
assign a!l, or any part or interest in said estate, real or personal, corporeal or incorporeal, and to exercise any necess,a ry and proper power to
carry out the express powers herein granted; but nothing herein contained 1:1hall be construed as granting to th e said company any banking
powers.
§ 4. It shall be lawful for the said company to borrow money upon
notes, bills, bonds, or indorsements, at such rates of interest or discount
as may be found necessary; and to pledge or mortgage its property as
security for the payment thereof: Provided, That the sum so borrowed
shall not at, any .time exceed three fourth s of its capital stock.
§ 5. The stoc kholders shall not be individually liable for the contracts,
liabilitieB, and debts of said company.
§ 6. The capital stock of said company shall be one hundred and fifty
thousand 'dollars, divided into one hundred and fifty thousand shares,
which shares shall be personal property, an d shall be ev idenced and
tranEferable as the company may by its by-laws prescribe. Each share
shall be entitled to an equal interest in the property and profits of the
company, and to one vote in the meeting of stockholders; and the holder
may give his vote in person or by proxy.
§ 7. The affairs of the company shall be managed by a president and
board of directors in suc;h manner as the by-laws may prescribe. The
board of directors shall consist of not less th a n five not· more than nine
stockholders, including the president, if there be that many, or all of the
stockholders, if the number be less than five. The directors shall be
elected by the stockholders. The pl'esident shall be chosen from among
the directors, and shall be a member of the board; he may be elected by
the stockholders or by the directors, as the by-laws may prescribe.
§ 8. The president and board of directors shall be elected annually,
and shall continue in office until th eir successors are duly chosen and
qualified. The directors may fill any vacancy occurring in the ' board
during the interva:l between the annual meetings of stockholders.
§ 9. The by-laws of the said company shall be established by the stockholders, and shall only be set aside or amended by them. The by-laws
shall prescribe the time and manner of holding meetings and elections;
the functions and duties of the managers and officers of tbe company;
the number of persons, within the limits prescribed in the charter, that
shall compose the board of directors; and the number of members that
shall constitute a quorum of the board.
§ 10. The principal office of the company may be l?cated at such place
or out of t his State as the company may deem advisable ; but the com-
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pany shall have in this State an office and an agent therein, upon whom
process may be served in any action against the company.
§ 11. This act shall continue in force for the period of thirty y~ars.
§ 12. At the expiration of this charter the board of directors last
elected shall continue in office as trustees to close up the business of the
company, dispose of its effects, settle outstanding debts, and divide the
r esidue of the proceeds amoug the stockhold ers, in proportion to the
number of shares they, the stockholders, may severally hold, or to make
such other d-isposition of Lhe interests of the company as the stockholders
may determine upon : Provided, The stockholders shall not have elected
other persons to perform those duties.
.
~ 13. It shall be lawful for married women to subscribe for, acquire, and
hold, in their own name, any number of shares in the capi tal stock of said
compi¾ty; and tho stock or shares RO held by any married woman, in her
name, shall be deemed her separate estate; shall in nowise be subject to
the control, or li able for the debts, of her husband, and may be used or
di sposed of by her as freely as though she were unmarried.
§ 14. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
On motion of Mr. Walter Evans,
Ordered, That said message and bill be printed, and that the further consideration thereof be po,stponed to, and made special order
of the day for, Friday, 27th inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
The House then took up the amendment proposed as a substitute
by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to protect the owners of breeding and training farms and
stables.
The question being taken on concurring in the amendment proposed by the Senate, it was decided in the negative.
And so the House refused to concur in the same.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Bates1. A bill for the benefit of Christopher Poynter, of Barren county.
On motion of Mr. Williams2. A bill requiring timbermen to stamp their logs, and to fix the
p1·ice for catching loose logs, platforms, and rafts on the Ohio, and
Big and Li:ttle Sandy rivers.
On motion of same3. A bill creating an additional voting place in Boyd county.
On motion of Mr. Armstrong4 . A bill to amend the charter of the city of Augusta, in Bracken
,county.

On motion of Mr. Morin5. A bill to amend the charter of the Newport and Dayton Street
.1 Railroad Oompan.y.
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On motion of Mr. Gray6. A bill £or the benefit of Daniel P. Wright, of Clinton county.
On motion of Mr. Sellers7. A bill for the benefit of Joh11 L. Slavin, former she1;iff of Ga1·rard county.
On motion of sames. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
trustees of the Lancaster Presbyterian Chu1·ch."
On motion of same9. A bill to fix. the time of holding the Garra1·d circuit court.
On motion of same10. A bill to repeal section 616, Civil Code of Practice.
On motion of same11. A bill to amend the 3d article of chapter 86, Revised Statutes,
and the several amendments thereto .
On motion of same12. A bill to amend the charter of the Bryantsville and Cane Run
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same13. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to repeal an act, entitled 'An act to amend section 760, Civii Code of P1·actice,' approved
March ·4, 1865," approved February 9, 1872.
Un motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary14. A bill to incorporate the Central Kentucky Coal and Mining
Company .
•
On motion of Mr. Gray15. A bill for the benefit of H. C. and C. T. Neely, minor children
residing in Cumberland county.
On motion of Mr. Waring16. A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in Greenup county .
On motion of Mr. Trafton17. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Cairo, in Henderson county."
On motion of same18. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a system
of public schools in the town of Corydon, in Henderson county."
On motion of Mr. Arnolcl19. A bill to amend an act in relation to common pleas court in
Hickman county.
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1On motion of same20. A bill to allow Hickman county to create a sinking fund.
On motion of same2i. A bill to authorize the voters of the town of Clinton to vote
whether whisky shall be sold in said town or not.
On motion of Mr. Brown22 . A bill to amend the charter of the Nicholasville and Kentucky
Rivet· Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same23. A bill to amend the charter of the Nicholasvil,le and Jessamine
County Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Carlisle24. A bill to require the clerk of the ~enton county court to make
a cross-index of deeds and mortgages recorded at Independence.
On motion of same25 . A bill to create an additional voting place in the third district
in Kenton county.
On motion of Mr. Webb26. A bill for the benefit of E. J. Ross, assessor of Livingston
county.
On motion of Mr. Blakey27. A bill to charter the Logan County Bank.
On motion of same28. A bill for the benefit of lessors.
On motion of Mr. Coke29. A bill to amend the cha1·ter of the Manufacturers' Bank of
Louisville .
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie30. A bill to incorporate the Paducah Germanic Musical Society.
On motion of Mr. McAfee31. A bill to change and amend the boundary of the town of Harrodsburg.
On motion of same32 . A bill for the benefit of M. T. Lowry, in Jessamine county .
On motion of Mr. S. C. Bell33. A bill authorizing the county coµrt of Metcalfe to sell the
poor-house of said county.
· On motion of Mr. 0osson-·
34. A bill to regulate the collection of the revenue in Pulaski
county.
.
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On mo~ion of Mr. B·e ckham35. A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, . vinous, and malt
liquors in Nelson county.
On motion of Mr. J . A. Bell36. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent and punish
certain trespasses in Scott and Woodford counties."
On motion of Mr. Mynhier37. A bill for the benefit of Elliott county.
,:
On motion of same38. A bill to incorporate Asher Lodge, No. 531, of Free· and Accepted Masons .
On motion of Mr. Chrisman39. A bill in 'relation to the purchase of record books and stationery for public use in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Bailey40. A bill authorizing the sale of the poor-house farm in Webster
county.
On motion of Mr. Todd41. A bill for the benefit of C. C. Lee, of Franklin county.
On motion of Mr. Bascom42. A bill for the benefit of James Ficklin, late sheriff of Bath
county.
01·dered, That the Committee on Revised Statutes prepare and
bring in the 1st, 11th, and 15th; the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances the 2d, 36th, 41st, and 42d; the Committee on County
Courts the 3d, 12th, 20th, 24th, 25th, 26th, 33d, 37th, and 40th; the
Committee on Corporate Institutions the 4th, 8th, 17th, 21st, 22d, 23d,
31st, and 38th; the Committee on the Judiciary the 5th and 28th;
the Committee on Military Affairs the 6th; the Committee on Claims
the 7th and 32d; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 9th; the c ·ommittee on Codes of Practice the 10th and 13th; the Committee on
Railroads the 14th; the Committee on Privileges and Elections the
16th and 35th; the Committee on Education the 18th; the Committee on Banks the 27th and 29th; · the Committee on Religion the
30th; the Committee on Ways and Means the 34th; the Committee
on the Library the 39th; and a select committee, consisting of Messrs.
Arnold, Corbett, and Bond, the 19th.
Mr. Williams moved the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of tlte Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when this General Assembly adjourns on the 12th day of March,
that it adj ourn sin~ die.
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Which lies one day on the tali_le .
Mr. Foote moved ~he following resolution, viz:
R esolved, Tbat this House will not entertain any new bu siness,
except th e revision of the statutes, after the 4th day of March, 1873,
excep t" by the suspension of the rules of the House.
On motion of 1)1r. Brown, said resolution was laid on the table.
M r. Foote read and laid on the table the following joint resolu~ion, viz :
R esolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That this General Assembly t a ke a recess from and after the 7th day
of March, 1873, until th e second T uesday in May, 1873, except the
joint committee on statutes shall continue in session and draw their
pay the same as if no rece ss took place; but the balance of the
members of the two Houses shall not draw pay from the 10th day of
March until Saturday previous to the said second Tuesday in May,
1873; that from and after the reasse mbling of the two Houses of
this Gen eral Assembly, on the second Tuesday in May, 1873, no new
business, except the revision of the statutes shall be taken up or introduced, except by a suspension of the rules by a vote of seve n
eighths of the members pre ee nt.
Ml'. Blakey moved and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz :
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of K entucky,
T'hat the joint committee raised for the purpose of looking out a
s uitable location for a temporary a sylum for the insane, shall take
into consideration the advantages and inducements offered by the
B uena Vista Springs, in Logan county.

M1·. Blakey moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That on and after the 27th of ·February the House will
I

I

hold night sessions, except Saturdays, commencing at half-past 7
_o'clock, and adjourning at half-past 9 o'clock.
Mr. Nall offered the following amendment ·a s a substitute therefor,
viz:
Resolved, That on and after the 3d day of March the House of
Rep r ese ntatives meet at half-past 9 o'clock in the morning, adjourn
at 1 o'clock; meet again at half-past 2 o'clock, and adjourn at 5
o'clock; and that the afternoon session of each day be devoted exclusively t.o the revision of the statutes.
On motion of Mr. Brown, said resolution and proposed amendm ent were laid on the table .
Mr. Beckham moved the following joint resolutions, viz:
R esolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Th a t whe n this Ge ner1t1,l Assembly shall adjourn on the 13th day of
March, 1873, it shall adjourn to meet again _on the 13th day of May,
1873; and be it further
·
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R esolved, That the joint committee of the two Houses on rev1s10n
shall remain in session at the Capital during the interim, and that
only said joint committee of the two Houses shall be entitled to
-receive compensation as members of the Legislature during said
interim; and be it further
R esolved, That 'A, hen this General Assembly sh.ill reassemble as
aforesaid, on the 13th day of May, 1873, that the work of the committee on q:wision of the statutes, and that alone, shall be considered.
Which lie one day on the table.
•
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Hampton.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to legalize the acts of W. N. Boaz, as deputy clerk of the
Graves county court;
An act to incorporate the Richmond, Irvine, and Three Forks Railroad Company;
An act f'ot· the benefit of the Maysville and Lexington Railroad,
Northern Division ;
An act to amend the cnarter of the Elizabethtown and Paducah
Railroad Company;
Resolution directing the fit-ing of a national salute on the 22d February, 1873;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate Millersburg Academy;
An act to incorporate the town of Springville, in Greenup county;
An act to amend an act incorporating the Concord and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company;
An act to incorporate the Enterprise Impi:ovement and Manufacturing Company;
An act to a'mend the ~harter of the Orangeburg and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road, in Mason county;
An act to charter the .Lebanon Wooden-ware Manufacturing Company;
And had found the same truly enroJled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourn.ed.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1873.
The following petitions and remonstrances were presented, viz:
By Mr. Foree1. The petitio'n of citizens of Cropper's Depot, in Shelby county,
praying the passage of an act prohibiting th'e sale of intoxicating
liquors at or within one mile of said depot.
By Mr. ~orbett2. The petition of citizens of Mayfield Creek Valley, in Ballard,
praying for the passage of an act co.nferrin~ certain powers upon the
county judge of said county in relation to school districts, &c .
By Mr. Bascom3. The petition of citizens of Sharpsburg precinct, in Bath county,
praying the passage of an act empowering the county court of Bath
county to levy a tax on said precjnct to aid in the construction of a
turnpike road.
By Mr. Speaker (Mcbreary)4. The petition of citizens of Rockcastle county, praying the repeal of an act changing the boundary line between the counties of
' Rockcastle and Laurel.
By same5. The petition of colored citizens of Louisville, praying that
equal education al privileges be granted to colored people of this
Commonwealth.
I
By Mr. Bascom6, The remonstrance of citizens of Bath county, against the passage of an act providing for the sale of Bath Seminary..
By Mr. Scales7. The remonstrance of sundry citizens of Co ington, against the
repeal of the $50 garnishee law.
By Mr. Lawson8. The remonstrance of citiz_ens of Headquarters, in Nicholas
county, against all laws prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors
in said town.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st and 8th to the Committee on Religion; the 2d, 5th, and 6th
to the ·Committee on Education; the 3d to the Committee on Corpo-
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rate Institutions; the 4th to the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances; and the 7th to the Committee on County Courts.
A message was received from the · Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House to a bill,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to re-enact and amend the charter of the Paducah and
Tennessee Railroad Company.
That they had disagreed to a bill, which origi~ated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of William Cook's heirs.
, That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act ·p roviding for the collection of the railroad tax in the
county of Montgomery . ·
An act to amend an act, 'eutitled "An act to incorporate the Kentucky and Southern Railroad Company."
An act to incorporate the Deposit Bank of Cynthiana.
An act to incorporate the Winchester Savings Bank.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
That they had adopted a joint resolution and passed bills of the
I
following titles; viz :
Resolution authorizing the creation of an additional standing
committee of the two Houses ot' the Genernl Assembly.
1. An act to repeal the 4th section of an act, entitled "An act to
incorporate the Lee County Lumbering, Mining, and Manufacturing
Company."
2. An act to authorize the sale of the Stamping Ground and Lecompt's Turnpike Road.
3. An act for the benefit of school district No. 47, in Larue county.
4. An act making an appropriation for the benefit of J. 0. Farley,
of McCracken county.
5. An act to amend the title of an act, e ntitled "An act to amend
an act, entitled 'An act to regulate the sale and stprage of illuminating oils made from coal, petroleum, and othel· bituminous substances,'" appro.v ed February 24, 1873.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being disptmsed with,
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Orde1·ed; That they he referred-the 1st and 2d to the Committee
on Internal Improvement; the 3d to the Committee on Education;
the 4th to the Committee on Claims; and the 5th to the Committee
on Revised Statutes.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Varnon1. A bill to charter the Crab Orchard 1 Springs Company and Female College.
On motion of same-

2. A bill to incorporate the Crab Orchard Salts Manufacturing
Company.
On motion of Mr. Goodloe3. A bill to incorporate the Board of Trustees of the Kentucky
Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
On motion of same4. A bill for the protection of carriage builders in the county of
Fayette.
Ordered, That the Committee on C:orporate Institution s prepare
and bring in the 1st and 2d; the Committee on Religion the 3d; and
the Committee on Ways and Means the 4th .
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Threlkeld .
Mr. Bates moved to reconsider the vote by which the House, on
yesterday, passed a bill from· the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to incorporate - the Cumberland and
Ohio Railroad Company.

Mr. McElroy moved to suspend the regular order of business and
take up said motion.
1

Objections being made thereto, under the rule the yeas and nays
were taken on said motion, which resulted as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A . Allen,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
Walte r Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W . Ayers,
W. H. Eva ns,
W . L. Reeves,
R . Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Man li us T. Flippin,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckham,
C. D. Foote,
J. R . Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
S . C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
William Sellers,
C. P. Grny,
J. S. Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm . F. Bond ,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P . Cardwell, E. Polk Johnson.,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Joh"nson, L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
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Bryan S. McClure,
George Carter,
E. F. Waide,
B. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
C.H. Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr. ,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. White,
J. Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H . Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L . Cooper, ·
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
Thomas H. Corbett, Julian N . Phelps,
S. H. W oolfolk-67.
J. E. Cosson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW.R. Bates, ,
W. B. M. Brooks, ·
Samuel M. Sanders,
J. C. S . Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
J.M. Wright-6.
An_d so the House decided to take up said motion.
Mr. T. iVI. Johnson then moved to lay the motion of Mr. Bates on
the table.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affi.rmati ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. J. R . Sanders and McElroy, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S.. Arnold,
J.E. Cosson,
iohn Rowan,
W.W. Aye1·s,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
C. C. Scales,
W. N . Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
William S.ellers,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
J. C.. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
T. W . Varnon,
W . B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
E. F. Waide,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
Mordecai Williams>,
C. M. Clay, jr.
W. A. Morin,
F . A. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
John W. Ogilvie,
.T. N. Woods,
Jo siah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. ,WoolfoHr.,.
William G. Coni·ad,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-47;
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
·
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Thomas H. Corbett,
Wm. Mynhier,
G. W. Bailey,
Joseph M. Davidson, J. L. Nal<l,
_R. Tarv. Baker,
W. H . Evans,
Lewis Potter, .
vV. R. Bates,
M. W ocids Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. S.. Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
E. A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
C. P. Gray,
.I. 1\1. White,
. George Carter,
William J . .McElroy, ,fonas. D . .Wilson-26~
James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman>
54-B.
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And so the motion to reconsider said vote was laid on the table,
and the Cl erk was directed to repo rt said bill to the Senate as passed
by the House.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secretary of State, which was taken up and read as follows, viz:

'

\.
I

'I
I

I

l

I

l
:

1
\

-;

I

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives:
Four bills have been presented to me and ca.refully cons idered. 'l'hey
all orig in ated in your honorabl e body, all pertain to Lewis county, and
h ave the following titles;
No. 1. '' An act to amend an act., entitl ed 'An act to incorporate the
V anceburg, Qni c:k's RUT1, and Concord 'Turnpike Road Company,' " approved December 20, 1867.
.
No. 2. "An act amendi ng an act incorporating tho Vancebui·g, Salt
Li ck, 'l'ollsboro, and Maysvil le Turnpike Road Company."
No . 3. "An act to amend the act in corporating the Cabin Creek Turnpik e Road Company."
No'. 4. "An act amending an act, entitled 'An act to incorporate the
Vanceburg, Quincy, and Springville Turnpike Road Company,'" approved
17th February, 1869.
These bills, each and all of them, make it the imperative du.ty of the
county court of Lewis county to subscribe stock for and on 'behalf of
L ewis county, amounting to many thousands of dolla1·s, to the capital stock
of va1·ious turnpike road compan ies, and to issue and deliver the bonds of
the county tburefor, and levy and have collected a tax upo.n the people
of the county to pay the interest and principal of said indebtedness. If
th ese bill s had !'l imply vested the power to be exercised in the discretion
of the county co urt to subscribe for stock upon th e part of the county in
the companies, or if the privilege had been given to the people of that
county to decide for themselves whether tboy desired to subscribe for the
stock and tax themselves to pay for it, I should have cordially approved
th e bills; but assuming, as the bills do, that the stock shall be subscribed,
and the taxes levied for its payment, is in effect that the Legislature
makes the contract for the county to thns burden itself by st~cb subscription, and directs the county court to execute. the contract. If the Legislature bas the power to r equire that court to subscribe for fifteen
thousand dollars of stock in four turnpike road companies, then it also
has the power to require a ny subscription of stock . by that court to any
oth er companies, and to any amo unt. Has the Legislature the power to
decide for the peop le of the county that such county shall become a
stockholder in any private corporation for any amount, and direct the
subscription of stock and its payment by taxation ? If so, the Legislature
might se lect one or more lines of railroad projected through the State,
and direct that the courts of the counties through which it is located shall .
make subscriptions of stock sufficient to build and complete it, or the
burthen might be distributed among all the counties of the State. I do
not think sncb power belongs to the law-making department of the Governm ent. The people of Lewis county have the right to judge for themselvee whether they desi re and are prepared to make such contract with
the turnpike road companies referred to, and no power elsewhere bas the
right to impose such obligation upon them. Th ere is a limit fixed in the
Constitution, article 2, sections 35 and 36, beyorid which the Legislature
cannot.impose a· debt upon the State; and yet, if the power aRsumed in
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the bills under conside1·ation Lhat the General Assembly can choo!le the
corporations in which counties shall become stockholders, determine the
amount, and command the subscription of stock, and direct its colleetion
by taxation, it r es ults ihat the entire property of the people can be encumbered by the Legishiture with the most onerous burdens, and without
tneir consent.
I do not, therefore, think that either of these bills should become a law.
I have treated them all in tliis message because of each having the same
objection.
With great r espect, they are here returned with these my objections.
P. H. LESLIE.
Said bills were severally read as follows, viz:
AN ACT to amend a n act, entitled "An llct to incorporate the VAnceburg, Quick's Run, and
Concord Turnpike Road Company," approved December 17th, 1867.

'

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of said act are amended as follows:
The said road shall be built by the t axes authorized to be collected and
the subscription to be made by the Lewis county court. The county cout·t
shall select a president and three direcion, for said road, whu sliall be
tax-payers on sa id road, and liv e within the boundary li able to taxation;
which president and directors shall locate said road, and may employ a
comveten t engineer to ass ist them. 'l'he president shal l receive not exceeding two dollars per day, and the directors une dollar per day each ,
for the iime they may be engaged in locating and superintending the
building and construction of sa id road; their claims ·to be made out, sworn
to, and allowed by th e Lewis county court, and, paid out of the taxes collected to build said road.
§ 2. The Lewis county court shall, in addition to the one tbonsnnd dollars per mile subscribed to aid in building said road, subscribe to tbe
stock of said road tbe sum of three t_!:tousand dollars, to be used in building a bridge across Salt Lick creek where saicl road crosses said creek;
and said three ihousancl dollars shall be paid out ot the five-cent bridge
tax fund s ; and said bridge tax is pledged for tbat purpose until said
three thousand dollars is paid; and said bridge tax for 1873, and every
year hereafter till said three thousand dollars is paid, shall be used for,
that purpose, and the bonds issued for said three thousand dollars shall be
paid out of said bridge tax; and if there is any surplus of said tax now on
hand, the same shall be used in making up said sum of three thousand
dollars; and the Lewis county court shall make such or4ers as may be
necessary to have said money paid over to aid in building said bridge.
· § 3. The tax authorized to be colleeted shall be colleeted for tbe year
1873, and every year thereafter uniil said road is completed. The president and directors of said road shall cause two mil es and one half of said
road to be built in the yea1· 1873, commencing at Vanceburg, and shall
use all the taxes collected in 1873 to build said two miles and one half
and the bridge acr.oss Salt Lick creek; and if the taxes of 1873 are insufficient for th at purpose, then the taxes for 1874 a'nd other years shall be
used till said bridge and two miles and one half are completed; and when
completed, the said president and directors shall cause two miles and one
half of said road to be built, commencing at Concord; and when said:
two miles and one half is completed, then the said president and direct., ors shall cause two miles and one half of said road to be built on theVanceburg end of said road, and so on in that manner until said road is
completed.
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§ 4. As soon as the bridge across Salt Lick creek is completed, and the
two miles and one half of road built on the Vanceburg end of the road, then
the president shall establish a toll-gate on said road at the bridge across
Salt Lick creek, and collect full toll for said two miles and one half.
§ 5. To assist in building bridges on the two mi.Jes of said road, corp.mencing at Concord, the .county court shall subscribe one thousand dollars, in addition to the one thousand dollars per mile, to the stock of said
compan y, wbich sum of one thousand dollars shall be paid out of the fivecent bridge fund in said county.
§ 6. All property liable to taxation for State revenue within the boundary authorized to be taxed shall be assessed and pay tax to aid in building said road; and th_e tax-payers may pay their taxes to the treasurer of
said road on or before November first of each year; and all taxes not
paid on that day shall be listed with the sheriff for collection, who shall
proceed to collect the same on or before January first thereafter, and pay
same over to the treasurer of said road. The sheriff shall collect all the
taxes, and also ten per cent. on the amount from each person, and shall
retain said ten per cent. in full for collecting and paying over said taxes.
The tax shall be one dollar upon each one hundred dollars' worth of taxable property within the boundary a.uthorized to be taxed.
§ 7. The president and directors of said road shall appoint an assessor,
who shall be a tax-payer on said road, to assess the property each year
liable to taxation on said road, who shall return his books to the Lewis
county court on or before May first, and shall be allowed not exceeding
ten cents for each list taken by him, to be paid out of the taxes colle<]ted.
§ 8. The president and directors sf said road shall appoint a treasurer
for said company, who shall give a bond, with good surety, which bond
shall be tak en by the Lewis county court. Said treasurer shall hold bis
office for one year, and until his successor is appointed and qualified; and
shall be allowed one per cent. upon all sums collected or paid to him,
which shall be in full for his compensation.
§ 9. No property liable to taxation on any other road shall be assessed
for taxation on this road.
§ 10. The county attorney of Lewis county shall attend to the interest
of the county in said road .
·
§ 11. When said road is completed', the presid ent and directors shall not
receive any salary, but they shall not pay any . toll on said road while in
office.
§ 12. This act shall .take effect from and after its passage .

.AN .A.CT amending an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt Lick, Tollsboro, and Maysville Turnpike Road Company.

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
The county court of Lewis county is authorized to subscribe two thouisand dollars to the stock of the Vanceburg, Salt Lick, Tollsboro, and
Maysville Turnpike Road Company, which two thousand dollars shall be
'in add.ition to the stock already held by Lewis county in said road; and
,said two · thousand dollars shall be used in building bridges across Salt
.Lick creek and Cabin creek, where said road crosses said creeks-one
.thousand dollars to be appropriated to each bridge. The county judge of
Lewis county shall make the subscription of the tw.o thousand dollars to
the stock of said company, on the part of Lewis county, at a regular or
,special term of the said county f ourt, and issue to the said company the
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bonds of Lewis county for the amount, drawing interest-at the rate of ten
per cent. from date till paid.
§ 2. The directors of said road company shall have the right to appoint
an assessor or assessors to assess the taxable property authorized to be
taxed to build said road, which assessor or assessors shall return their
assessors' books to the Lewis county court, and shall be governed by the
law regulating the duties of the county assessor; and the county court
shall have the same power in 1·ed ucing the assess ments or controlling
same as now allowed by law. The books shall be returned before May
first of each year, and the assessors shall be allow~d for making said assessment an amount not exceeding the amount now allowed to the county
assessors by law.
§ 3. All laws exempting the stockholders from taxation to build said
road are hereby repealed; and all sLockholders in said road ht>lding property with in the boundary liable to taxation shall pay tax on their property in the same manner as other tax-payers.
§ 4. After the road is completed, the president shall not receive a salary
exceeding fifty dollars per year; and the directors shall not receive any
s~la ry, but shall not pay any toll on said road during their continuance
in office.
§ 5. This act shall take effect from its passage.

AN ACT to amend the act incorporating the Cabin Creek Turnpike Road Company.

· § 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That said company is authorized to change the location of said road so
as to cross Cabin creek (the south fork) near Henderson's house, and from
thenee on the s.o uth side of said creek to the Mason and Lewis county line,
and fo1·111 a junction with the Bull creek branch road.
.
§ 2. That said -company may extend their road up Cabin creek so as
to intersect the Vanceburg, Salt Lick, Tollsboro, and Maysville Turnpike
·Road, but shall not tax any person paying tax on said road.
·
§ 3. In order to assist said company in building a bridge across Cabin
creek, the county court of Lewis county shall subscribe one thousand dollars stock in addi,t ion to the one thousand dollars per mile, and issue the
bonds of Lewis county to said company for said amount; and Lewis
county shall have stock to that amount in said company, which bonds
1jhaH draw tbe same interest as the bonds authorized by the original act.
§ 4. That said company shall only elect two directors for said road.
§ 5. '.rhis act shall take effect fr.om and after its passage.

AN ACT amending an net, entitled "An act to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quincy, and
Springville Turnpike Road Company," approved February 18, 1869.

§ 1. Be it enacted by the Ge~eral Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That sections second and third of said act are hereby repealed.
§ 2. '.rhat said road shall be built with the taxes and the county subscription. The tax shall be assessed and collent!)d for the year 1873, and
every year thereafter until said road is completed. The county ~ourt of
Lewis county shall, in addition to the one tbbusand dollars per mile subscribed to aid in building said road, subscribe two thousand dollars to,
said company, to be used in building a bridge across Kinnickinick creek,
\
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where said bridge crosses said creek, and issue the bonds of Lewis county
for that purpose upon the sam.o terms as bonds authorized to be issued by
the fifth section of the act of which this is an amendment.
§ 3. The county judge, county clerk, and county attorney of Lewis
county, shall appoint a president and four directqrs for said road, two of
which directors shall live above Kinnickinick ct·eek, and the other two
below Kinnickinick creek, and which president and directors shall hold
their office for one yea1·. The directors shall locate said road and make
a report of tbe location to the county court, which said court shall confirm unless accepted to; and in that case the court shall bear the same in
the same manner as in the establishment of county roads. The president
and directors shall be tax -payers on said road, and live within the taxable boundary. The compensation of said presid ent and directors shall
be fixed by the county court, and shall not exceed two dollars per day
for the president, and one dollar per day each fot· the dfrectors, to be paid
out the taxes collected to build said road. .Before said officers shall be
paid, they shall make out and swear to their accounts, and have the same
allowed by the Lewis county court. The county court shall appoint an
assessor to assesa the property liable to tax to build said road, and his
compensation shall not exceed ten cents for each list, to be allowed by the
county court, and paid out of the taxes collect_ed. The assessor sball return the assessment to the Lewis <:ounty court on or before May first in
each year. The county court shall appoint a treasurer for said company,
who shall give a bond iu the Lewis county court, with good surety, and
shall hold his office for one year, and until his successor is appointed and
qualified, and shall be paid one pet· cent. upon all taxes paid to him, as a
compensation for receiving and paying out the same. AU tax-payers
may pay their taxes to said treasurer on or before the first day of November in each year; and all taxes not paid on or before that. day, shall be
listed with the Aheriff for collection, and said sheriff shall collect the same,
and ten per cent. upon the amount, and whicl¼ ten per cent. he shall retain in full fot· collecting said taxes. The sheriff shall collect and pay
over said taxes on or before the first day of January after securing the
same. The i,heriff shall have the same power in collecting said taxes
(and shall be liable for the same in the same manner and upon his official
bo.nd given to collect the county levy) as he has in collecting t6e State
revenue.
§ 4. All taxes collected for the ye&r 1873 shall be used in building the
road, commencing at Vanceburg; aqd as soon as two and one half [miles]
of said road is completed, a toll-gate shall be established on said roatl outside of the town limits of -Vanceburg, and at or below Fairview, and shall
collect one half toll. The taxes collected in 1874 shall be used in building the road from the Gt·eenup line towards Vanceburg; and as soon as
two miles and one half is completed, a toll-gate shall be established on
said road, and shall collect one half toll. The taxes collected shall be so
expended each year un·til the entire road is completed-that is, the entire
tax shall be expended the first year on the Vanneburg end of the road,
and then on the Springville end the next year, and in that order till the '
entire road is completed.
§ 5. The county attorney shall see to the interest of the county in said
road.
§ 6. If the taxes for the year 1873 shall not be sufficient to build two
miles and one half of said road, then so much of the taxes to be collected
in 1874 as may be necessary, shall be used for th t t purpose; and the
l
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county court shall make the necessary orders on the treasurer for tbe
taxes to be coll ected in 1874.
§ 7. As soon as tho road is completed, the president and directors shall
not receive any salary, but ehall not pay any toll on said road while in
office. Property taxed on another road shall not be taxed on this road.
§ 8. 'l'be president shall cause a survey to be made to ascertain the
land liable to taxation to aid in building said road.
§ 9. This act shall take effect ·from and after its passage.
On tmotion of Mr. Goodloe, the further consideration of said message was postponed to, and made special order of the day for, Monday, 10th March next, at 11 o'clock, A. M .
·
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie,
Ordered, That a committee be appointed, to act in conjunction
with a committee to be appointed by the Senate for same purpose,
to wait upon the Governor, and request him to return to the House,
unsigned, an enrolled bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend an act to reduce into one all previous acts incor.porating the town of vVoodville, in the counties of McCracken and
Ballard.
And thereupon the Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs.
Ogilvie; Bailey, and Lawson, who were instructed to inform the
Senate of their appointment.
On motion Jr Mr. Waide,
Ordered, That a committee be appointed, to act in conjunction
with a committee to be appointed by the Senate for same purpose,
to wait upon the Governor, and request him to return to the House
-unsigned, an enroll ed bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
.
.
An act to amen_d the charter of the city of Louisville.
And thereupon the Speake r appointed on said committee Messrs.
Waide, Wright, and Ferguson, who were instructed to inform the
Senate of their appointment .
The House th en took up the motion heretofore made, to reconsider
the vote by which the House ordered to be engrossed and read a
third time,. as amended, a bill, ent.i tl ed
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bowling Green and Madisonville Railroad Company," approved March
22, 1871.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
affirmative.
And so said vote was reconsidered.

JOJJRN.A.L ;OF THE
,, 'Mr. "Blackbut~. · then moved to reconsider the vote by which the
amendment (by way of substitute) offered by Mr. Potter was ·adopted.
· And the qu·e stion being taken on the motion of Mr. Blackburn, it
was decided fo the affirmative.
And so said vote was reconsidered .
The question was then again taken on the adoption of the amendment (as a substitute) proposed by Mr. Potter, and it was decided in
the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Potter and
~ates, were as follow s, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJohn W. Ogilvie,
J . E. Gosson,
Wm . A. Allen,
Lewis Potter,
.Manlius T . Flippin,
W.W. Ayers,
Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
0. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
W . R. Bates,
John Rowan,
T. J. Jones,
S. 0. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
0. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P . Cardwell, Bryan S . McClure,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. iVIcElroy, J.M. White,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. W oods-29.
William G. Conrad,
Thomas H : Corbett, Wm.•lVJynhier,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Oreary)Joseph M. Davidson, 0. 0. Scales,
.A. S . Arn@ld,
Walter Evans,
J. S. Taylor,
R. Tarv . .Qaker,
· W. H. Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
'.Alpheus W. Bascom, . M. Woods Fergneon, L. W. Trafton,
,W. N.'Beckham;·
0. D. Foote,
Joseph T . Tucke1·,
John A . Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, T. W. Varnon,
, .J . C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
E. F. Waide,
Church H. Blakey,
1\1. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
William Brown,
T . J. Megibben,
0. H . Webb,
Ro~ert M. Carlisle,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
.Geo'rge Carter,
Julian N. Phelps,
F. A. Wilson,
,B .. E. eassilly,
W. L. Reeves,
Jonas D. Wilson,
CJ . lY[. Olay-,.jr."
John P . Rowlett,
S. H . Wool fo lk,
.J. Guthi•ie Coke,
J . P. Sacksteder,
J. iVI. Wright-44.
·R l,. G0oper,
J. R. Sanders,
: :knd so said. amendment was rejected.
· (h·dered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
. [·:.',Bner.rirle. of. the Jio·use and cons'titution al provision as to the third
-i-e.a:din.g, ·?f sai_dr bil! · being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed, "
Re{blv'eil, 'I)hat ,said .ibill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
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The House took up from the orders of the day a joint resolution
from the Senate, entitled
Resolution appointing joint committee to visit the House of Reform and Feeble-minded Institute for certain purposes. _
Said resolution reads as follows, viz :
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That a committee of two on the part of the Senate, and three on
the part of the House of Representatives, be appointed by the respective Speakers, whose duty it shall be to visit the State House of
Reform for Juvenile Delinquents, and also the Feeble-minded Institute, and report to the two Houses the capacity of each of said in1stitutions, and the number of lunatics who may therein be accommodated, and the probable· cost of preparing the buildings for their
reception; and that said committee be authorized to associate with
them some person who is experienced in the management of such
institutions.
Mr. Gray moved to amend said resolution by adding thereto:
"The committee shall also visit Paroquet Springs, in Bullitt county,
and· examine the buildings, and report as- to their fitness, capacity,
&c., for a temporary lunatic asylum, and upon what terms the buildings, together with the lands attached, can be leased by the State."
Mr. Blakey moved to amend the amendment proposed by Mr. Gray
by adding thereto :
"And also Buena Vista Springs, in Logan county, for similar purposes."
The amendment proposed by Mr. Blakey to the amendment offered
by Mr. Gray, as also the amendment offered by Mr. Gray, were then.
rejected.
The question was then taken on concurring in the res_o lution, andl
it was decided in the affirmative.
T~e yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Grave.a. and{
S. C. Bell, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, _w ereM1·. Speaker (M'Creary)William G. Conrad, J. L. Nall, •
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L . Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,.
A. C: Armstrong,
Thomas H. Corbett, Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayers,
J.E. Gosson,
Le'wis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
Joseph M. Davidson, Hiram S .. Powell,
E. A. Robertson,
R. Ta1·v. Baker,
Walter Evans,
Alpheus W. Bascom, W. H. Evans,
John .Rowan,
W.R. Bates,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
Samllel. M. Sanders, ,
W. N. Beckham,
Manlius T. Flippin,
C. C. Scales,
· John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
WiUi.am, Sellers,.,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
55-B.
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'J. S . Taylor,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry 1. T,odd,
Church H. Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. B.o nd,
.E. Polk John s.on,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas NL Johnson, .T. L. Waring, ·
C.H. Webb,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
J. lVI. White,
Robert M . Carlisle,
J. S . Lawson,
Mordecai William!>, ·
John S. -Carp.e nter.
Bryan S. McClure,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, F. A. Wilson,
.Jonas D. WHs.o n,
B. E. Cassilly,,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. N. Woods,
James S. Chl'isman,
T . J. Meg-ibben,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J . C. Moorman, .
C. M . iClay,jr., .
J. M. W right-7 L
J. Guthrie ·Goke,
W. A. Morin,
Josiah N:.COombs,
Wm. Mynhier,
Those who votled -in ·the negative, wereE. A. Graves,
3'. J. McAfee,
C. W. Threlkeld-3 .
And so said resolution was concurred in.
The foll.owing preamli>le and resolution, offered heretofore .by Mr.
Ca11dwell, was then taken up, viz:
J. C. S. 'Blackbum,

I

\

1

l·

.

WHEREAS, It has been made known to this General Assembly that
persons d-e scending the Kentucky river with coal to F rankfo1•t are
required to ,p ay a heavy city tax ,befo1•e they •are permitted to r.e.t ail
thefr c_o al to the citizens of Frankfort or vicini.ty, which is a g1:e~t
hardship, not only to the seller but the buyer; therefore, be it
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of K entucky,
That"hereafter any person ot· persons-descending the Kentucky river,
and reaching Frankfort, may, without city tax or restriction, be
allowed to retail .or sell their coal by retail .or otherwise.
· Said resolution was then adopted.
The following resolution , heretofore offered by Mr. Threlkeld, viz:
Resofued by the General Assembly of the Commonw.ealth of K entucky,
That our Senators be instructed, and members in Congress requested,
to use all honorable means in their power to have the law giving
pensions to the soldiers of eighteen hundred and twelve so amenµed
as to apply to all who were in actual service, without regard. to the
length of time of such service; also to pension the surviving widows
of said soldiers, whether married before or after the war,
was _taken up and adopted.
The House took up a _joint resolution from the Senate, entitled
Resolution in relation to the disbursement of the funds of the
State in suppor.t of the several charitable institutions.
Mr. Davidson offered an amendment to said resolution, _which .was
adopted.
The resolution, as amended, was then concurred in.
The House :.too.k up .also a joint resolution from the Senate,Tenti-

tled

!7.

Resolution in relation to the completion of th.e P.ublic Buildings
known as the, Fire'-proo£ Offices.,
Sa-id' resoluti@n was, eimeur:red in,..
And 'then the House adjourn~d-.
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The following petitions and remonstrance·s were presented, viz:
By Mr. Beckham!. The petition of citizens of Nelson · county, prayi'ng the passage
of an act submitting to the voters of said county whether or not the
.sale of spirituous_liquors, or any mixture thereof, may be sold in said
county, to be drunk as a beverage.
'
·
·
By Mr. McClure2. The petition' of James F. Robinson, praying that the name of
Mary F. Gadberry may be changed to that of Mary F. Robinson;
and that she rrtay be adopted as his heir and representative.
By Mr. W. H. Evans3. The petition of Nelson Durham, the sheriff of Bell county, praying the passage of a law allowing hitn further time to collect unpaid
taxes and fee bills for the years 18.6 9 and 1870; and also directing
the Auditor to credit him wi'.th his delfnquent list for those years.
. By Mr. Armsfrong4. The p etition of citizens ot Bracken county, praying the passage of a law to submit the· question of " an option liquor law" to
the vote of each voting precinct in ,the Commonwealth .
. By Mr. Myn·hier- ·
5. The remonstrance of sutrdry· citizens of Morgan county, agains~
the erection of mill-dams across Licking river.
,
By Mr. C'ook6. The reqionstrance of cifize·ns o( Laurel and Rockcastle coun~
ties, against the passage of an act to change the boundary line be-,· tween said counties.
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By Mr. Waring7. The remonstrance of citizens of Portsmouth, Ohio, and others,
against the passage of a law granting a charter to W. B. Thompson to run a ferry-boat to be propelled by steam between 'the city of
Portsmouth, Ohio, and Springville, Kentucky.
Which were rec,eived, the reading thereof dispensed with, and referred-the 1st and 6th to the Committee on Propositions and G!'ievances; the 2d to the Cqmmittee on the Judiciary; the 3d to the
Committee on County Courts; the 4th to the Committee on Religion;
the 5th to the Committee~on Internal Improvement; and the 7th to
the Committee on Revised Statutes.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing· that .they
had passed bills, which originated in the House "'f Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend iln act, entitled "An act for the benefit of com- ,
mon schools in Clinton county, and the act amending the same."
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in the town of
Caverna.
An act to incorporate the Society Franco-American of Mutual
Assistance of the city of Paducah.
An act for the benefit of the Baptist Church of Midway, in Woodford county.
A~ act to incorporate the St. Charles Coal Company.
An act to provide for an interp1·eter for the Louisville chancery
court and the Jefferson court of common pleas.
An act to prohibit .the selling of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in Tompkinsville, Monroe county, or within one mile thereof.
With amendments to the last two- named bills.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act for the benefit of married women in this Commonwealth.
2. An act to authorize Samuel Salyer, of Magoffin county, to
.adopt John P. Siner as a legal heir-at-law.
3. An act for the benefit of th~ town of Greensburg.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
ireading of said bills being dispens,ed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st and 2d to the Committee
,on the J u·d iciary, and the 3d to the Committee on Religion.

•
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A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they haq passed a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the General Association of Colored Baptists
in Kentucky.
The rule of the House requiring its reference to a committe·e being
suspended, said bill was taken up and read the first time .
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision a s to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
On motion of Mr. Foote, leave was given to bring in a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of B. B. Mullins, sheriff of Pendleton county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Ways and Means prepare and
bring in the same.
Mr. Brooks, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Citizens' Passenger Railway
Company, of Louisville,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a tliird time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be ae
aforesaid.
Mr. Coke, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize railroad companies incorporated by the laws
of this Commonwealth to execute, issue, and sell their mortgage
bonds, and to secure the payment thereof by executing mortgages
upon their property, rights, and franchises,
Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that sai\l bill ought not to pass.
The question was then taken, "Shall the bill be read a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and
it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
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Mr. T. M. Johns-on, fl"om the Committee on Charitable Instituti.ons,
to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for thie benefit 0€ the E,astern Lunatie Asylum,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, Th,at- said bill b'e rea:d a thi11d time.,
Said 'bill was' then 1,ead a third time as follows, viz·:
~ I. Be it enacted by the General AssembZy of the Commo·nwealth of
Kentucky, That the sum of two thousand dollars be, and the same is
hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the use of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum, to be
expended by the Boan] of Managers of said Asylu,m in building
r eservoirs and cisterns, and in bo-ring deep ,,. ells, so as to secure, at
all seasons of the year, an ample supply of water for all the uses
and ·purposes of said institution; and the Auditor, on th\:l application
of the President· of said Board of Manage1·s, i-s hereby authorized
an'<i directed to issue his warrant on the Treasure1· for the payment
of the same.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, but not
having received a constitutional majority, it was disagrned to.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)C. M. Clay, jr., .
'i'. J. Megibben, ·
.A. C. Armstrong',
J. Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morfo,
A. S. Arnold,
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Willia-m G. Comad, J. L. Nall,
Alpheus W. Bascom, ~- L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvfe,
W. R. Bates,
Thomas H. Co1·bett, Julian N. Phelps,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Fottet;
J. C. S. Blackburn,
John W. Dyer,
E. A. Robertson;
Church H. Blakey,
Walter Evans,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm . F·. Bond,
M. Woods Ferguson, Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
C. D. Foote,
L. W. Trafton,
RoberfM. Carlisle,
joseph P. Foree,
Joseph T. Tuc'lrer,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. L. War.in~.
J?. E. Qassilly.,
E_. Polk Joh,nson,
Mo_rde_cai_Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
Thomas M. Johnson, J.M. Wright-45.
Those who voted in the negative, werewm'. A. Alfen,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
W.W. Ayers,
T. J. J•ones,
J. S. Tayfor,
S. C. Be-Ilj
J, J. McAfee·,
E. F. Wai'de-,
R. D. Cook,
Bryan S. !\f~Clure,
J. M. White, _
W· H. Evans,
William J. McElroy, Jon·as D. Wilson,
Manlius '1'. Flippin,
Mat'. Nurian,
J. N. Woods-19.
E·. A. Gr'arves·;
Mr. Waide then moved to reconsider· the- vote by which iia:id bill
was disagreed to.
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A mess,age was .received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary -of State, announcing that the Governor hadj apprnved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to create an additional voting place in Jefferson county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Paint
Lick and High Point Turnpike Road Company, in Madison county."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Union
and Richwood Turnpike Road Company."
An act for the benefit of the Schoolsville Branch of the Winchester
1
and Red River Iron Works Turnpike Road Company1•
An act to 'incorporate the Christiah Church in the town of Ghent,
in Carroll county.
An act authorizing the clel'k of the Carter circuit court to procure
general index books, and to index and cross-,i ndex all the equity and
ordinary suits off the docket on file in his office.
An -act to protect the interest of the Commonwea,lth of Kentucky
in certain cases.
.
An act for the benefit of R.'H. Morrow, sheriff of Gallatin county.
An act for the benefit of the Iron Works Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, en-titled "An act to regulate the sale and
storage of illuminating oils, made foom coal, petcoleum, and other
bituminous substances, &c," approved March 26, 1870.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpor.ate· the Marble City Mining and Manufacturing Company."
An act to amend the charter of Adairville.
An act to continue in force an act, entitled "An act fot· the benefit
of the common schools in Newport, yampbell county."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish
a system of public schools in the city of Owensboro, for white children in said city."
An act for the ben·efit of Lewis F. Marshall, sheriff of Ballard
coqnty.
An act to prohibit the sale of · ardent spittits in Lee county. .
An act for the benefit of the Maysville and Lexington Railroad,
Northern Division.
An act to incorporate the Decourcey Station, Taylor Road, and
Bank Lick Short Line Turnpike Company.
c An ant to amend the chai-ter of the Jefferson Southern •
Pond Draining Company.
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An act for the benefit of James Brough and Oscar McKenzie, of
Morgan county.
An act to prevent the killing of birds in Garrard county.
An act for the benefit of G. W. Taylor, sheriff of Hancock county,
and his sureties.
An act to prevent the selling, giving, or furnishing of spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors; in the town of Glasgow, on th e Sabbath.
An act to charter the Barren County Bank .
An act to amend the charter of the Glasgow Deposit Bank, ap proved February 27, 1869.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Shelbyville Railroad Company, and to authorize certain counties
to take stock in the same."
An act for the benefit of the Woodford Cream Cheese Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Maysville, Flemingsburg Coal and Iron Region Railway Company ."
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town
of Marshall, in Bath county."
An act to amend the cha1·te~ of the Orangeburg and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road, in Mason county.
An act for the benefit of the marshal of Mt. Sterling.
An act amending an act approved February 26, 1862, entitled "An
act to amend the Revised Statutes in regard to filling vacancies in
the office of sheriff."
An act for the benefit of school district No. 16, in Larue county.
An act to extend the streets and alleys of Marion, in Crittenden
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Bell City,
'in Crittenden county."
An act to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
An act incorporating the Citizens' Bank of Paris.
An act to incorporate the Mount Sterling F1·ee Stone Company.
An act to incorporate the National Pipe Contract Company.
An act to incorporate the Slate Ford Coal Company .
An act to amend an act, entitl,ed "An act to incorporate the First
. German Savings Bank of Louisville."
A messag~ was received· from the Senate, asking to withdraw from
the House the announcement of the passage by the Senate of bills,
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which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following
titles, viz :
An act to authorize the circuit court clerk of Butler county to make
a general cross-index.
An act to incorporate the St. Charles Coal Company.
Leave was given to withdraw, as requested, the first named bill.
·Mr. Brooks, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the road laws of this Commonwealth,
Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that said bill ought not to pass. ,
On motion of Mr. Baker,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted •to the Committee on the
J udiciary, w ith instructions to report a bill making the provisions of
same applicable to the county of Rockcastle.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Blackbm-n, from the Committee on RailroadsA hill to incorporate the Central Kentucky Coal and Mining Company.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Brnadway and Dunkirk Railway Company.
By Mr. Coke, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to tax railroads, turnpike
roads, and other corporations in aid of the Sinking Fund," approved
February 20, 1864.
By Mr. T. M. Johnson, from the Committee on Oharitable InstitutionsA bill to incorporate Valley Lodge, No. 511, A. Y. M., in Jefferson,
county.
By Mr. Waide, from the same committeeA bill to amend the articles of incorporntion of the People's Bui.Id:.
ing and Loan Association, of Louisville.
By sameA bill to incorporate the St. Patrick's Benevolent Society of Paris-.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Kentucky Masonic Relief Association.
56-H.
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By sameA bill to incorporate the Benevole nt Society of Colored People at
Millville, in Woodford county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a •second
time.
The rule of the House a:rrd constitutional provision as to the
second teadi~g of said bills being dispensed with ,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a thi rd tim·e.
The rule of the Hous_e and con stitutional provision as· to the third
readin-g of said bills being dispensed with, and the same . being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
In,le/foite lea-ve of'. .absence was granted Messrs. J. R. Sanders, S.
M. Sanders, Scales, Morin, and T. M. John son .
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secre.tary of State, which was taken up and read as follows, viz:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE, FRAN KFORT, February 28, 1873.
G entlemen of the House of R epresentatives:

In addition to the four bill s pertaining to Lewis county, refetTed to
in my message delivered to your honorable body on yesterday, I find
there is one more which originated with· them in the House of Representatives, entitled "An act to amend an . act incorporating th e
Concord and Tollsboro Turnpike Road Compan y," which is subject
to the same objections as the oth'ers; and for the same reasons given
in the message of yesterday, I respectfully return this bill, that it be
considered with the others.
P. H. LESLIE.
The bill referred to in said message reads a s follows, viz:
AN AOT _t0 am end an act incorporatin g the Concord and' Tolisboro Turnpike Road Company.

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the 0omrnon?J)ealth of Kentucky,.
That .said company are authorized to issue the bonds of said company to
an amount not exceeding two thousand dollars per mile of said road; and
the taxes authorized to be collected are pledged for the redemption of
said bonds.
§ 2. The said company may erect a toll-gate on their road near Tollsbol'o, and collect toll as soon as they make a· suitable and safe' crossing
across Cabin creek, where their road crosses said creek.
§ 3. The Lewis county court are authprized and directed to subscvibe
one thousand dollars stock in said company, to be used in building a
bridge ,across Cabin creek where said road crosses said creek; and·1 this '
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one thousan d dollars shall be in add ition to the stock of Lewis county fo
said road.
§ 4. The president and directors of said company shall have the night
to charge p!m,ons hauling logs on said road, with fo ur horses or mul es, or
two yoke of oxen or mu les, ext'ra toll not exceed in g double of tbe toll
now charged; and all persons hauling on said road, and willfully injuring
the same, shall be li able to all injury that they may do to said road, to be
recovered by said company in any co urt having jurisdictio n. '£h e said
company shall have the l'igbt to appoint an assessor to assess the property
liable to taxation on said road, and ,u.llow said assessors not exceeding ten
cents for each list mad('I. Said assessor shall be governed by the l aw in
r efer ence to county assessors; and shall mf,ke out a nd r eturn his book to
the Lewis county court on or before May 1st of each year.
§ 5. 'f bis act shall take effect from its passage.
On motion of Mr. Eva ns, the further co,nsideration of said message was postponed to, a nd made special order of the day for, 10th
March, at 11 o'clock, A . M .
Under the ·reso lution heretofore adopted by both Houses, entitled
Resolution in relation to the completion of the Public Buildings
known as· Fire-proof Offic.es,
The Speaker appointed the following committee ·of the House, viz:
Messrs. Trafton, Allen, and T. M. Johnson.
Mr. Ogilvie, from the joint committee app~inted to wait on the
Governor, and request him to return unsigned a bill, which orignated .
in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend an act to reduce into one all previous acts incorporating the town of Woodville, in . the codnties of McCracken and
Ballard,
Reported that the Governor had complied with their request, and
the committee returned and laid said bill on the Clerk's table.
According to order, the House took up a:nd proceeded to consider
t he message of the Governor, r·e turning, with his objections thereto,
a . bill, which originate.d in the House of Representativei;, entitled
An act to incorpot·ate the Muhlenburg Coal a:nd Iron Company.
After debate thereon, the question ·was p,µt, " Shall the bill pass,
the objections of the Governor to · the contr ary n0twithstanding?"
and it was decided in the negative., a · constituti0nal majority not
hav"ing voted therefor.
The yeas and nays being required thereo,n in pursuance to a . provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in -the aflfrmative, wer_eA. 0. Armstrong,
0. M. Olay, jr.
Mat. Nunan,
· A. S.. Arnold,
J , Guthrie Coke,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
R. D. Cook,
W. L. Reeves,
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Alpheus W. Bascom, R. L. Cooper,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
J.E. Cosson,
William Sellers,
J. C. S. ·Blackburn,
John W. Dyer,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
Walter Evans,
L. W. Trafton,
Wm. F. Bond,
W. H. Evans,
T. W . Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. L. Waring,
William Brown,
C. D. Foote,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, F. A. Wilson,
John S. Carpenter,
E. Polk Johnson,
Jonas D . Wilson,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. Wright- 39.
George Carter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'0reary)Joseph P. Foree,
John W . Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayers,
0. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
E. A. Robertson,
W.R. Bates,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
S. 0. Bell;
T. J. Jones,
John P. Rowlett,
R obert M. Carlisle,
J. J . McAfee,
J. R. Sanders,
B. E. Cassilly,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, E . F. Waide,
William G. Conrad, M. E. McKenzie,
0. H. Webb,
Thomas H. Corbett, W. A. Morin,
J.M. White,
Joseph M. Davidson, Wm. Mynhier,
.T. N. Woods,
Manlius T. Flippin, J. L. Nall,
·S. H. Woolfolk-39.
And so said bill was rejected.
[For message and bill, see pages 477, 478, 479, and 480 of this Journal.]
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
· An act to amend the city charter of Covington;
And also enrolle·d bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
.
)
An act for the benefit of Thomas Ballew, of Pulaski county;
An act to increase the salaries of the Superintendent of Public 1n:
struction and his clerk;
An act providing for the collection of the railroad , tax in the
county of Montgomery;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Ken,tucky and Southern Railroad Company;"
And had found the same truly enrolled.
)
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
.And then the House adjourned.
.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1873.
A message was received fr9m the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend the charter of the Merchants' Bank of Kentucky,
and the act amendatory thereof, approved March 3, 1860.
An act to amend the charter of the Newport Street Railway Company;
An act to incorporate the Eclipse Woolen Mills.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Represent_a tives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of the Lewis county court.
An act for the benefit of James R. Garland, of Lewis county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bowling Green and Madisonville Railroad Company," approved March
22, 1871.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Clarksville and Princeton Railroad Company," approved March
25, 1872.

2. An act to incorporate Highland Coal Company, of Hopkins
county.
3. An act to authorize the Auditor of Public Accounts to allow
certain tax credits claimed by Theodore Schwartz & Co., of Jefferson
county.
1
4. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the severnl acts ~n relation to the town of Calhoon," approved March 4, 1s72.
, 5. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of
spirits in Breathitt and Powell counties.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Railroads ; the 2d and 4th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions;
. the 3d to the Committee on Ways and Means; and the 5th to the
Committee on Religion.
. .
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Cook1. The petition of Wash Johnson; ~ssessot· of taxes fot· Laur.el
county, praying the passage of an act giving him further time to .
return hi s asse;;sor's book .
. By Mt·. F. A. Wilson2. The petition of certain citizens of Cloverport, praying the passage of an act empowering the trustees of thf) Methodist Episcppal
Church of that place to sell their olcl church property.
'
Which were received, the reading dtspensed with, an~ r,e ferredthe 1st to the Committee on Prop!)sitions and Grievances, and the 2d
to the Committee on Religion.
Bills from; the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several co'?mittees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. Wool~olk, from thf Committee on Ways and MeansAn act for the benefit of A. C. Bowman, late sheriff of Breathitt
county, and his sureties.
By Mt·. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act to incorporate the Centrnl University.
By .!\fr. Ca; ~illy, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act for the bene.fit of S. P. Card well, of Breathitt county.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksAn act to amend· an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Bank of A~hland, and incorporate t~e Bank of Shelbyville,"
approved February 24, 1869,
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committ~e on County CourtsAll act to empower the Grayson county court to levy an additional
tax to build a new · jaii . .. .
' '
·
·
By Mr. Davidson, from tqe Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to change the boundary line of the .~ity of Columbus.
By Mt·. Armstrong, trom the' Committ'ee on EducationAn act for the benefit of school district No. 19, in Kenton countf
-

~

'
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By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to authorize the Pike county court to issue bonds for courthouse and other purposes.
By Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of T. A. Leper, jailer of Livingston county.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the River Transportation Company.
·
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the same committee-.
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the Louisville Rolling Mill Company," approved February 28, 1850.
By sameAn act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Second
Presbyterian Church of the city of Louisville."
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Com.mittee on Internal ImprovementAn act for the benefit of the Lagrange and Shelbyville Turnpike
Road Company.
Orde1·ed, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled ,
An act ~o provide for a March term of the J essamirle quarterly
court.
The rule requiring said bill to be referred ' to a committee being
suspended, said bill was_takeri up and read the first time:
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and conetitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional prnvision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
.Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the Judiciary; to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Mary Ann Pecantet's heirs, of Graves
county,
Reported the same without amendment.
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Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
[For bill, see Senate Journal of January 21, 1873·]
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pur-suance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. D . Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
G. W. Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
James W. Snyder,
J. S . Taylor,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. P. Gray,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
W. R. Bates,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W .' Trafton,
W. N. Beckham,
T . J . Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
S. C. Bell,
L. W. Lassing,
T. W. Varnon,
E. F. Waide,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
Wm . F . Bond ,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . L. Waring,
W . B. M. Brooks,
William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
William Brown,
M . E . McKenzie,
J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
B. E. Cassilly,
J . L. Nall,
J. N . Woods,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
S . H. Woolfolk,
Josiah H. Combs,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-61.
:William G. Conrad,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJ . C. S . Blackburn,
Manlius T. Flippin-2.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of the
police judge of the town of Hawesville," approved Febmary 10,
1871,

Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
The question was then taken," ~hall the bill be read a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and
it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
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Mr. Blakey offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That no business shall be in order until the call of the
counties is completed; and that each member of the House, when
his county is called, shall have the privilege of having two local bills
reported by any committee he may designate.
Which was adopted.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz: _
On motion of Mr. Corbett!. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Blandville and Cairo Turnpike Road Company," so as to authorize
said company to issue their bonds to complete their road.
On motion of Mr. Bascom2. A bill to change the time of holding the quarterly courts in
Menifee county.
On motion of same3. A ,bill to incorporate the Rodg~r's Mill and Hinkston Bridge
Turnpike Road Company
On motion of Mr. Armstrohg4. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Bro.oksville, in
Bracken county.
On motion of Mr. ,Cardwell- .
5. A bill for the benefit of George Carson, former sheriff of Wolfe
county.
On motien of Mr, J. D. Wils·o n6. A bill to authorize the sale of certain church property in Cloverport, Breckinridge county, and reinvest the proceeds of sale.
On moti9n of Mr. Waring·
7. A bill to incorporate the Greenup Exchange Bank, in Greenup
county.
On motion of Mr. Jones8. A bill to incorporate the town of Ricker Grove, in Graves
county.
On motion of same9. A bill to incorporate the town of Priorsburg, in Graves county.
On motion of Mr. Rowlett10 .. A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act .to suppress public
drinking-houses in Hart county," approved February I, 1867.
On motion of Mr. Waring11. A bill to inc_orporate the Buffalo Finance Company,_
57-H, R,
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On motion of Mr. Wright12. A bill to inc?rporate the American Industrial College.
On motion of same13. A bill to incorporate the Muhlenburg Mining Company.
/
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring . in the 1st, 9th, and 13th; the Committee on Ban.ks the 2d,
3d, and 7th; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the 4th;
the Committee on Ways and Means the 5th; the Committee on Re'ligion the 6th and 10th; the Committee on Privileges and Elections
the 11th; the Committee on Education · the 12th; and a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Corbett, Ogilvie, Ayers, and Jon es, the
8th.

I

I

Indefinite leave of absence was granted Mr. Foree.
A messag e was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitle~
An act to amend the charter of the Pulaski Agricultural and Mechanical Association.
Which bill was read the first time and or·dered · to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures.
I
A message was received from the Senate, announcing th at they
"had passed a bill, which originated in the ·House of'Representatives,
entitled
An act for the benefit of the cijy of Louisville,
With an amendment thereto.
On motion of Mr. Davidson,
Ordered; That a committee be appointed, to act in conjunction
'w ith such committee as may be appointed by the Senate for the
same purpose, to wait up?n the Governor, and request him to return
to the Senate, in which it. originated, unsigned, an enrolled bill, en·titled
An act to incorporate the Chataroi Railway Company:
' ! And .thereupon the ·speaker appointed on said c9mmittee Messrs.
D avidwn, Corbett, and Ayers.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were ·directed
to prepare and bring irr the same, of the following titles , viz :
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By Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary!. A bill to de.fine the offense of petit larceny, and to provide for

and fix its punishment.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit Courts. 2. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to create the common
pleas court in Crittenden county.
By Mr. Waide, from a select committee3. A bill detaching sundry citizens of Henry county, and adding
them to the county of Oldham.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That the 1st be pr~nted, and placed in the orders of the
day; the 2d be recommitted to the Committee on Circuit Courts;
and the 3d also be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who wet·e
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Mel'l'il Hardin, of Garrard county.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, The Legislature of Kentucky, by an act approved 6th
day of March, 1872, empowered and directed the Auditor of Public
Accounts to draw his warrant upon the Treasurer of the State for
the sum of $4,084 5ti, in favor of Merril Hardin, for the reason s recited in the preamble to said act, which sum was accordingly so paid
by the Treasurer to Hardin on the 21st day of March, 1872; and
whereas, the liens mentioned in said prea mble are now being enforced by appropriate ji;idicial proceedings in the Garrard circuit
court, and said Hardin thereby deprived of all benefits of his purchase, and made to account for rents, it is deemed right and proper
that he should be accounted to hy the Commonwealth for the in terest
upon the aforesaid sum from the 6th November, 1866, the date that
he paid ,it, until refunded by- the Treasurer; now, therefore,
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Gommonwealtlt of
Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby,
empowered and directed to draw his warrant upon the Treasurer of
the State for the sum of $1,317 25, being the amount of said interest,
in favor of said Merril Hardin; and the Treasurer is directed to pay
the same out of any funds not othe1·wise appropriated .
§ 2. This act to take effect from and after its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be.read a second time.
The rule of the House arid constitutional provision a ~ to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with, .
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The 'yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
J. E. Cosson,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, W. L. Reeves, ,
A. S. Arnold,
John W. Dyer,
John P. Rowlett,
Walter Evans,
William Sellers,
G. W. Bailey,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evans, .
James W. Snyder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Manlius T. Flippin, J. S. Taylor,
W. R. Bates,
Joseph P. Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
C. P. Gray,
L. W. Trafton,
W. N. Beckham,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
L. W. Lassing,
E. F. Waide,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
J. L . Waring, .
William Brown,
J. J. McAfee,
J.M. White,
George Carter,
M. E . McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
Josiah H. Combs,
Mat. Nun an,
S. H. Woolfolk,
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-55.
R. D. Cook,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Creary)Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
W.W. Ayers,
T. J. Jones,
Wm. J. McElroy-6.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Ayers, frqm the Committee on Religion, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors at the Falls of Rough, in Grayson county, or within five miles thereof.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
'
Mr. J. D. Wilson offered an amendment thereto, which was adopted .
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up the amendments proposed by the Senate
to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the
following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Winchester Savings· Bank.
An act for the benefit of the city of Louisville.
Said several amendments were concurred in.
The Speaker laid before the House the following communication
from the Auditor, viz:
OFFrnE AUDITOR PuBLIO AccoUNTS,
l
FRANKFORT, Kv., March 1, 1873.\
HoN. J. B. McCREARY, Speaker of the House of R epresentatives:
Sm: I have the honor to send you herewith, for the information of
the General Assembly, the receipts and expenditures of the Western
Lunatic Asylum for the year ending the 31st day of December, 18_72.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
D. HOW ARD SMITH, Auditor.
[ Par Report-see Legislative Document No. 13.]
- On motion of Mr. Waide,
Ord'ered, That the Public Printer print the usual number of copies
of said report for the u13e of the House.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. McElroy, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to protect fish in Sulphur Fork of Drake's creek, on the line
between Allen and Simpson counties.
By Mr. Bond, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of A. Portwood, sheriff of Anderson county.
By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesA bill to prevent the destruction of fish in Salt river, in Anderson
county.
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to extend the corporate limits of the town of Lovelaceville,
in Ballard county.
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By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one the several acts incorporating the town of Blandville, in Ballard
county."
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of S . S. Farris, .sheriff of Barren county.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill to organize Urania school district, in Barren county.
By Mt·. Bascom, from· the Committee on BanksA bill to change the time of holdi!lg the quar~erly court in Menife e county.
By sa meA bill to incorporate the Rodgers' Mills and Hinkston Bridge Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee · on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to a·mend the charter of
the city of Augusta, in Bracken county."
•
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to protect birds and game in Bullitt county.
By Mt·. F. A. Wilson, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill empowering the Spencer county court to sell the old circuit
and county court clerks' offices in said county.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Prnpositions and GrievancesA bill to authorize the Butler county court to establish a ferry on
Green river, near .l\forgantown, at or near "Morrison's Old Ferry."
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to provide for the improvement of the roads of Butler county," approved February 2d, 187.2.
By same___..:.
A bill for the benefit of Charles E. Curd, of Calloway coun·ty.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for ·-the benefft of the Stoll'er Mouth Presbyterian ChUl'ch,
Bourbon county.
By Mr. D_a vidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to increase the county levy of Boyle county.
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By Mr. Morin, from the Committee on EducationA bill fo1' the benefit of Cold Spring school district, in Campbell
county.
By Mr. Corbett, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate the Twelve-mile and California Turnpike
Road Company, in Campbell county. .
By sameA bill for the benefit of the Middleburg anii Liberty Turnpike
Road .
•
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on the Judiciary. A bill to incorpo.r ate the Dayton and Bellview Gas-light Company, in Campbell county.
By sameA hill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the city of Dayton," aproved
, 1873.
By Mr. Corbett, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill declaring Wolf river a ;avigable stream.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on .ReligionA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
Crittenden county .
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Owensboro Masonic Mutual Relief Association.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Masonic Temple Company of Owensboro.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev- .
ancesA bill to define the line between the counties of Olay and Jackson.
By sameA hill for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, late sheriff of Olay county.
By sameA bill to re-enact and continue in force an act, entitled" An act
for the benefit of A. W. Nickell, late sheriff of Johnson county, and
his securities," approved February 3, I 871.
By Mr. Corbett, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to declare Middle creek and Bull ,creek, in Floyd county,
navigable strea ms.
By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An· act to amend an act to author-
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ize the Shelby county court to issue bonds for the benefit of turnpike
roads."
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of Pauline J. Chaney, an idiot, in Graves
county.
By Mr. Bascom, from the. Committee on BanksA bill to incorporate the Greenup E xchange Bank.
By Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of the heirs of Hor ace Welford, deceased, of
Virginia.
By M1·. Corbett, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill concerning the public roads in Hardin county.
By Mr. Ogilyie, from the same committeeA bill to charter the Elizabethtown and Middle Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for . the benefit of C. L. Howard, late sheriff of Harlan
county.
By sameA bill to create and regulate the office of county treasurer for the
counties of Perry and Harlan.
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Corporate Institution sA bill to allow the State agent at the Rio b1·idge, in Hart county,
to make necessary improvements, not ·to exceed one hundred dollars
in value.
By Mr. Rowlett, from the Commi_ttee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of John E. Abbott, administrator of D. C.
Doran, late sheriff of Hart county.
By Mr. Armstrnng, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish
a system of public schools in the city of Henderson."
By Mr. Arnold, from a select committeeA bill to transfer the equity causes from the Hickman circuit court
to the Hickman court of common pleas.
By Mr. Bond, from the Committee on Ways and Means......:.
A bill for the benefit of John M. Hunley, committee of Henry
Yarbro, an idiot.
'
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee oti Banks-·
A bill to incorporate the Bank of Madi~onville.
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By ~r. Woolfolk, from., th.e 0.omm:ittee on Corporat~ hi,stitµtiqn1;1A bill to incorporate the town of Hanson, in Hopkins county.,
By Mr. GJ,iffith, from the C.ommittee, on CLE1-imsA bill fot· the ben.efit of Sl.l,muel Jqnes, <;oni,nj:~tee Qf Willi1.J.m ,on~s,
an idiot, of Clinton c.o unty.
By Mr. Baker, from the Qom.mJ,t tee on t4t JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of Nelson Bridges, of l{ent,QQ. county.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Prop?sitions and !}rie;v-.
ancesA bill defining ·the boundary line between the counties qf Ha,rl~IJ;
and. Bell.
By Mt·. F. A. Wilson, from .the Committee on p.o,u nty Qo,urtsA bill to prevent the destruction of fish -in C.umbe.r-land i:iver- an.,d
i_t:;; tribu,tat·ies abo-ve the,falls of sa1d. river.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GvievancesA bill for the ben.ef;it ofl J. F. Hatten, compijttee 9f.qeorge Clay (an
idiot), of Lawrence county.
By same- .
A bill for the benefit o.f.lo.se,ph. E-.Rl),,J;J_i.tf, sh.erHf q.( );like col.).nty fo.r
the year 187:1.
By s~meA bill to amend an act to prohibit th~ sale of spirituous and intoxicating liquors in Rockca1;1tle county, approved March the 1st, 1870 ..
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill to authorize the sale and conveyance of the seminary p..ro,perty situate in the town of Mt. Vernon, in Rockcastle counti, and,
appropriate the proceeds arising therefrom to common school, pur-.
poses for said county.
By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the Committee on County C0,t1rtsA bill for the benefit of the assessor of Livingston co.uaty..
By Mt·. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksA bill to incorporate the Logan County Bank.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Russellville Banking and Warehouse·
Company.
By Mt·. Armstrong, from th·e Committee on Edu.cationA bill to provide for redistricting the school districts, of the count~of Madison.
58-R,
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Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
Th~ rule of the House and constlt~tional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up the joint resolution heretofore offered by Mr.
Brown, which, being amended, on motion of Mr. Chrisman, was
again read as follows, viz :
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That a joint committee of. five members, two from the Senate and
three from the House, to be named by the Speakers of the respective
Houses, be appointed and directed to inquire into the management,·
receipts, expenditures, and all other material facts showing the condition of the Kentucky River Navigation Company, and to report the
same to the General Assembly as early as practicable . The committee are further directed to inquire into and report all material facts
in regard to the receipts, expenditures, and management of the Kentucky river improvements before and after they were leased to the
Navigation Company, and what amount they are now due the Sink'j.pg Fund for advancements and rents. The committee shall have
p~nver to send for persons and papers.
S~id resolution, as amended, was then adopted.
A.ml then the House adjourned.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which origin~ted in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to authorize the transfer of causes pending in the circuit
court to the court of common pleas, in Ballard county. ,'
An act for the benefit of the Key's Creek Mining and Manufacturing Company, and to incorporate the same under the name of the
Howland Coal and Iron Works.
With an amendment (substitute) for the last named bill.
Ahd that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act -to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate Greensburg Deposit Bank," approved March 18, 1872.
2. An act to change the time of holding the county court of Jessamine ·county.
3. An act to incorporate the Owenton and Sparta Telegraph Company.
4. An act to incorporate the city of Mayfield. .
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Banks; the 2d to the ·Committee on County Courts; and the 3d and
4th to the- Committee on Corporate Institutions.
The following petitions and remonstrance were presented, viz:
By Mr. Brooks1. The petition of citizens of - - county, praying for tlie establishment of an additional voting precinct in said county, on Quarry
Switch.
By Mr. Waring2. The petition of certain citizens of Greenup county, praying the
passage of an act prohibiting the sale of spirituous, vinous, malt, or
intoxicating drinks in said county.
By Mr. Foree3. The remonstrance of citizens of Shelby.county, against the pas-
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sage of an act prohibiting the sale of liquors at Cropper's depot, in
said county.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Prnpositions and Grievances; the 2d to
the Committee on the Judiciary; and the 3d to the Committee on
Religion.
Leave was liven to 'b1-ing in t,h'e -following oills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Allen1. A bill to 'regulate . the time of taking depositions in Meade
county, to be read in Vhe circuit and quarterly courts of said county.
· •On motio·n of ·same2. A bHI authorizing the ·peop~e of Meade county to take the sense
of the qualified voters of said county at the next August election,
whether or tlot they w:ish to change the location of the seat,oif justice
in said county.
-On motiO'n of M'I'. My·nhier-=3. A bill for the ben'efit ·of Amos [)a:vis, sheriff of Morgan county.
On motron -of same. 4. A bill to provide for recording in a separate book all the patents
and surveys of land 'in Maigoffin county.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson5. A bill to further pi"oteti ma11rfod 'women ih the possession of
:iea•l and perEionlll ·est'ftte.
On motion of Mr. Todd'6: A biil to ·am~ntl' aiil act incorporatin g the Coinmonwea1th Printing Company.
·
·On ·motim1 ar Mr. il'essee......a.
7 . .A bill to amend t'fie cha11ter ro;f ·the Cnmb'er1and· and Ohio R~ilroad Company.
On motfion 1 of Mr. Dy,er~
8. A b~ll for the benefit of former sheriffs of Union county.
-On mtltioh ·of -M r. :0hrh,man·c9, A 1bi'M fdr tlie lien1efit' of jerefuiah 0ve'it6fi, a;n idfot, of Wayne
.county.
<On motion of sameiJiO. A bill ta extend ·the-corporate Hmi'ts of ·the town·of Mon'ticello.
l()n :nfotHm
Mr. 1Mi0Clur-e11. A bill for the benefit of W iMiaril Chamberlain, of Russell
county.
1
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On ~otion of -M r. Blakey12. A bill to incorpona'lie the Auburn Build-ing and 1.ean .Associatien.
Ordered, That the Committee on Circuit Courts prepare and bi:ing
in the 1st; the Committee on CoQnty Courts the 2d, and 8th ; the
Committee on Ways and Means the 3d; the Committee on Revised
Statutes the 4th; the Committee on the Judiciary the 5'th; the Committee on Corporate lnstitu,t iro ns the 6th, lOt_h, arnd 12th ; "the Com•
mittee on Claims the 9th and 11th; and a select committee, consisting of Messrs. J. R. Sandets, F. A. Wilson, and Webb, the-7th.
Indefinite leave of absen'c e was granted Messrs. W. Evains,· Lassing, Graves, and Robertson.
The House took up tthe amendmen:t prop·osed hy tbe . Senate to a
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to prohibit the selling of spirirtuo·us, ·vin'Ous, -01· rna!lt liquors
in Tompkinsville, Monroe county, or within one mile there.of.
Said amendment was concurred in.
·
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary ,of State, a1{nouncing :that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of -the--fo~l 0\\;ing tililes, viz:
An a:e't for the ·benr:efi,t of common sch'o01ls in Jessamirre •dotl-lity.
An act to mcorporate Mi-llersburg ~cademy.
An act to incorporn:te the Enterprise Jmprnveme1it · a'il:d Manufactmring Company.
Nn act to amend an a:ct, entitled· " An act to fooorpotate the Kentucky and Southern Railroad Company."
An act providing for the collection of the railroad tax :in the
county of Mcrntgomery.
An act for the bene'fiit of Tho'mas -B-allew, of Pu1aski ·county.
An act to increase the salaries of the Superintendent of Public In~~
struction and his clerk.
An act to ch'a"t'te1· the Lebanon ·wooden..:wa:re Manufacturing ·Company.
An act ·to 'incorporate the town df Springvllle, in G'reenn~ co·unty.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
re'coriuriitted ·a bill, entitled
A bill for the ben'efit df Warren county,
Repotted th'e same ·-without ·a:m'endment.
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01·dered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitution,a l provision as to the third
reading of said bill · being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
·
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act in relation to the collection of delinquent taxes that may
be owing the county of Nelson.
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts in relation to the town of Calhoon," approved March 4, 1872.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Highland Coal Company, of Hopkins
county.
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on the JudidaryAn act in relation to the arrest of drunken pe1·sons in the lo·c al
jurisdiction of the police court of Bardstown.
By Mr. Brown, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to amend an act, entitled" An act to authorize the Christian
county court to issue bonds for the purpose of building a court-house,
and to establish a sinking fund to liquidate said bonds," passed Feb·ruary 13th, 1867.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAn act to change and fix the time of holding the Hart circuit
court.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Corbett, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to
whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the Headquarters and Steel's Run Turnpike Road, Company,
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Reported the same with a substitute by way of amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
- By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the charter of the town of Livermore, in McLean
county.
By. Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of the common schools in Bracken county.
By Mr. Morin, from the same committ~eA bill establishing a justices' district, and providing for the election
of justices and a constable, in Fern Leaf voting precinct, in Mason
county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal Improvement'A bill to authorize Elisha Wallace, of McCracken county, to build
' a dam and erect a saw and grist mill on Clarke's river, in McCracken
county.
By Mr. Jones, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesA bill to repeal the 202d, 203d, 204th, 205th, 206th, and 207th sec- ·
tions of the city charter of Paducah, in McCracken county.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on Privileges and Elections- A bill to prohibit the sale of vinous, spirituous, or malt liquors in
Nelson county, or in the incorporated towns in said county.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors, &c., in Monroe
county.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to provide for the transcribing in the county court clerk's
office the original surveys, plats, and certificates of Morgan county.
By Mr. Trafton, from the same committeeA bill to authorize the county judge of Metcalfe county to eell and
convey the poor-house farm in said county, and reinvest the proceeds.
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By sameA bilJ to amend the charter of the town of Marion, in Crittenden
county.
By Mr. Myirhie1,, from the same committee-.
A bill for the benefit of Elliott county.
By MP. Corbett, from the Committee on Inter.nal ImprovementA bill authorizing Linus Greenwell, of the county of Nelson, to
erect a fish-dam across the Beech Fork of Salt rive1·, in Nelson
county.
By Mr. E>avidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of New Liberty and Owenton Turnpike Road
Company. .
By sameA bill for the benefit of the New Liberty Branch Turnpike Road •
Company.
By Mr. Trafton, frQm the Cornmittee,on Cou,nty CourtsA bill for the benefit of the county of Pulaski.
By Mr. MeKen,zie, from ,the, 0ommittee on P1·opositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of 0. P. Shackelford, tax collector for Ed- '
monson coullty, and his securities.
By l\lr. Davidson, from the same c.0mmittee,A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent and punish
certain trespa..sse1;1 in Scott. and Woodford counties," ~pproved March
26, 1872.

,,

,I

- By Mr. Blakey, from the Committee on Corporate In.stitutlonsA bill to jn.Qorporate the Owen.sboro Building and Loan Association.
By sameA bill tQ inc9rp.orate th.e Auburn B.a ilding and. Loan Asso,ciati.on .
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill to 01:gaoize the Mqrganfield p,u blic sQhool.
:By Mr. Re,e ves, from t.he Co-o;unittee o;II the J udic;iary;A .},).ill to ,re,g: ulate the. jµrisdiction of the circ,uit cou.rt and court of
common pleas of Union and Henders(!n. counties.
,By -Mr. Mynhier,. f,rom- the Co,QJ.1m~ttee on Ge.rp orate Institutio.nsA bill to amend the charter of. the c;ity of Bowling G1·een.
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By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to le~alize certain proceedings of the Washington county
court.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the same committeeA bill to amend the charter of the Springfield and Chaplin 'l'urnpike Road Company.
By sameA bill to authorize the sale of the poor-house farm in Webster
coun ty.
By Mr. Blakey, from tlie Qommittee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to enlarge the corporate limits of the town of Monticello.
By Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of Jeremiah Overton, an idiot, of Wayne
county.
By Mr. Bailey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the charter of the Logan Female College Company.
By Mr. Lawson, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors near
Trigg furnace, fn Trigg county.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to direct the running and re-marking the line between the
counties of F1·anklin and Woodford.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Trenton, in Todd county," approved March 25, 1872.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being di,spensed with, and the same being .engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
59-H,
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Mr. '. Davidson, from th.e Committee on Propositions and Cirievau ces, who were directed to pre.pare and bring iri the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of J. G. Scott, sheriff of Metcalfe countJ..
Which bill was read the first t~me as follows, viz :
_WH»REAS, Judgment was -rendered against J. ·G. Scott, sheriff of
Metcalfe county, by the Franklin circuit court, at its August term,
1872, in favor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, for the suin of
$2,f>84 52, the balance of the revenue due from said sheriff for the
y-f!ar ·1sn, together with $ 102 54, the i,1Jfterest thereon, and $5 16 92
damages; and whereas, said Scott has paid off and satisfied said
judgment, including the taxes, the interest, and damages, and the
same has been paid into the Treasui·y ; therefore,
~ 1. Be it ·enacted by the 'G-eneml Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the Auditor of Publ:i<:: _Acco\mts be, and he is hereby,
directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer in favor of the said
J:· G. S-cott foi· the sum o'f $51)6 92, the damages paid by said Scott
as aforesaid, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not ·otherwise appro.priated.
.
. § 2. fhis act shall -take effect and be in force· from and after its
passage .
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time .
. The rule of the-· House and constitutl.onal prnvision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed w'ith, ·
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and 1·ead a third time.
-The ru1e of the House and constitutional provis'i on as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed _with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
· The yeas and nays being requ'ir~d thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, we·re as follows, viz:
Those ~ho voted in the a·f firmative, werel\fr. Speaker (M'Creary) William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
Win. A. Allen,
'Thomas H. 'Corbett, Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph M. '.Davidson, 1J;Ji,rar'n S. Powell,
A. S. Ar.no.Id,
Jo,hij W. D,yer_,
W. L. Reeves,
w .. w .:,A~ers,
. war~er,Evans,
John LRowan, '
G. W . Ba~ley,
W. :r=,:. Evans,
_J opn P. ij.owlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flip.pin,
Williiim Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
Vi_ . E,. Ba;tes,
Cl\r,itop yriffith, .
J,. ~,., Taylor, .
W. _N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawtlon,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
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Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. J . McElroy,
E. F. Waide,
Robert lV~. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
W. A. ~orin,
C.H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. White,
J. L. Nall,
James S. Chi;isman,
Jonas D. Wilson, .
Mat. Nunan,
C. M. CJa,y, ir.,
J. N. Wo.ods,
John W. Ogilvie,
Josiah H. Co.robs,
S. H. W oolfolk-63.
In the i;iegative, ~one 7
Resolved, Tha,t the title of said bill be ~s aforesaid.
Mr. Corbett, fr.om . the Co,w,.n;i,i,t \e,e on Interiwl lmPi11ove,r;nent,, to
whom "'.as refel.'red. a bill (rorn the Senate, entitJ.e1
An act to authorize John E. Cooper, of Morgan county, to build~
mill-dam a,cros~ L\Cking rive,r, in ¥orgaµ 90,unw,
.
.
Reported the same wlth an amen cl ment thereto; which was adopted_.
Or1e1·ed, TJ,iat said bill, as ~~_e nde1, b,e r~-~1 a tjiird ti~e.
Said bill, as amended, was re~d a third. ti,r;ne as follo,ws, ,:iz:
§ 1. Be it enactffd by the Genqral 4ssembl!/ qf the (Jommontpealth of
Kentucky, That John E. Cooper, of Morgan county, is hereby give_n ·
the p!'ivilege and authority to huild and erect a mill-dam across Licj{~
ing river, at o.r- ,!Jieal_' wher-e the oW r;nill-dam stoo.d, formerly owned
by Hazlerigg ~ Ji3ar;ber, at West, Libe,nty.
§ 2. Sa,\d d~m sh·~n not ex,ce~d sif feit ip. height, a~d thir.ty f~et i,n
the cei;iter; ~hall o_i:1~y be built four feet h\gh, with a ·downwP:rd s,lope
thereto. The '.G~i;i.er,a.1' Assembly .resen;e!3 \he right to repeal, amen~,
or modify this act, ·~t any tir;ne; .a,nd sh <;\~ld this act be repe~,Jed, an~
the dam 9rdered ~o, be, removed or ta.J.<en out, the O";ner, 9f the s~i~
dam sha)l r.em<;>Vf:l t~e same a,t hi!3 O\Yll expen ~e.
§ 3. This ac,t shall ta1ce eff.'ect fro~ its p!",s.!3,age.
T_he questiop. Wjl.S tl;ien taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided .in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required_ thereon by Messrs. Blakey and
Bascom, \t·ere as follows, viz:
Thqse "'.!iP voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Spe1'1,~!cll,'(~'Orea1·y)James S . .Ohi:i!3_ll\~µ,~ ,Tuµ,~p. N, Phelp~,,
Wm.~- A;(\en,
Josiah H. _Cpfl\b~, .
Hiram ,S. Pow~ll,
A. C. Armst~{:11.}g,
William G. ()onrad, William ~eUers,
A. S. Arq~l~,,
Thomas ~- ()orpe,tt, . ,9. W: 1]µr.elkel~,
G. W. Bail_e:y,
/osen!i ~- :r;>~vid~\W, Harr.y J. 1'PM,
W.R. Batt11;:1, ··
W. H. Elrnns,
)..,. W. Traftoµ,
W. N. Bech;h~rn, ·
George M. Je.s~e13,
Joseph T. Tuc~er,
S. C. Bell,
;Bryan S. McQlµre,
T. W. Varnon,
Church H. Blalcey,,
-W. A. Mori~,
.J. M. W~1~~ •..
W. B. _M. Brooks,
Wm. Myn~i~J,
t\iordecaJ "':ilham~,
Thomas P. Catawell, J. t. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
George Carter,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk-38.
B. E. Cassilly,
John W. Ogilvie,
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. 'Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin,
W. L. Reeves,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
John Rowin,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
John P. Rowlett,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E.· Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
C. M. Clay, jr.
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
R. D. Cook,
J. S. Lawson,
E . F. Waide,
J.E. Cosson,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
John W. Dyer,
M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb-27.
Resolved. That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Davidson then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was passed.
Mr. Corbett moved to lay the motion of Mr. Davidson upon the
table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Corbett, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Baker and
Bascom, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
A. S. Arnold,
R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Thomas H. Corbett, Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
W.R. Bates,
Joseph M. D11vidson, C. W. Threlkeld,
W. H. Evans,
L. W. Trafton,
· W. N. Beckham,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
Thomas P. Cardwell, W. A . .Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson-31. ·
George Carter,
B. E. Cassilly,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Manlius T. Flippin, John Rowan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. P. Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
James S . Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, E. F. Waide,
C. M. Clay, jr.
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
J.E. Gosson,
Mat. Nunan,
C.H. Webb,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,J. N. Woods,
Walter Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
S. H. Woolfolk-33.
And so the House refused to lay the motion to reconsider on the
table.
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Ordered, That the further consideration of said motion be postponed.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An . act for the benefit of J no. P. Barrett, late shel'iff of Ohio
county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time. .
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, It appears to this General Assembly that J oho P. Ba_rrett,
late sh ~riff of Ohio count,y, was pre.v ented by protracted sickness of
himself and family, the death of two of his deputies, and the resignation
·of others during his illnes1,, from collecting in due time the revenue of
Ohio county for the years 1870 and 1871, and failed, in consequence
thereof, to pay said revenue into the Treasury as required by law to do,
but has since paid the full amount of said revenue, and interest thereon,
and has been released by act of the Legislature from the damages incurred for the year 1870; and whereas, it appears that his failure to pay
said revenue in due time was not the result of negligence or fault on his
part, but of causes beyond his control, and such as call for . legislative
interposition in hi& behalf; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commoninealth of Kentucky,
That John P. Barrett, late sheriff of Ohio county, and his securities, be,
and they are hereby, released from the payment of the sum of twelve
hundred and twenty-seven dollars and seventy-eight cents ($1,227 78),
being the damage adjudged against them at the August term of the
Franklin circuit court in the year 1872, for the balance of revenue from
Ohio county for the year 1871.
§ 2. That the Auditor is hereby directed .t o give said .Barrett credit on
the revenue due by him for the year 1872 for the sum of' one thousand
and thirty-four dollars and seventy cents ($1,034 70), being the interest
paid by him into the Treasury on the revenue of Ohio county for said
years 1870 and 1871, and for the further sum of one hundred and eighty-'
eight dollars and sixty-six cents ($188 66), being five per cent. additional
on the sum of three thousand seven hundred and seventy-three dollars and
thirty -seyen cents paid by him into the '.L'reasury on the 2d and 3d days
of April, 1872, on the revenue of 1871.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.

The question was then take'n on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro-..
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0reary) William G. Conrad,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
W. L. Reeves,
J.E. Cosson,
John Rowan,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph M. Davidson, John P. Rowlett,
John W. Dyer,
William Sellers,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James W. Snyder, - Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans, .
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J. S. Taylor,
W. H. Evans,
-W. R. Bates,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Clinton Griffith,
W. N. Beckham,
Harry I. Todq,
S. C. Bell,
G~orge M. Jessee,
L. w·. Trafton,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Joseph T. Tucker;
J. S. Lawson.
Church H. Blakey,
T. W. Varnon.,
W. B. M. Brooks,
B11yan S. McDlu11e,
William J. McElroy, E. F. Waide,
William Brown,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Ca1·d well, M. E. McKenzie,
·c. H. Webb, '
Wm. Mynhier,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Morde.cai Williams,
J. L. Nall,
B. E. Cassilly,
Jonas D. Wil~on,
James S. Chrisman,
Mat. NQ.J;J,~t},
C. M. Clay, jr.,
· John W. Qgilvie,
J. N. W<;>ods,
Lewi1;3 Potte.r,
J;l. W O,<;>)folk-57,.
Josiah H. Combs,
In the ne&'at-ive-none•.
Resolved, That the title of said bi,ll he as aforesaid.
l\1r .. Mynhier, from t4e Oorn,rn,itte,e P.n .C<>rporate In,s titut.iQ~.s, .\Vhc;>
were directed to prepare and ·l:>ri'ng· in the sam,e, reparted
A bill to amenc;l \l,n act, entitled" An !;'Ct to inqorporate th~ Publi~
L.i b,rary of l{ent.1:1cJ,cy ." .
Whioh biH was read the first ti•me and ordered to be read a second
tb;ne.
The rule of the Hoµse and constituliional provision as to the second
reading of sa,id bill b.e in~ disper;ised w~th,
Oi·dere</,, That E\ai(J hill be e.ngrossed ~nd rea_d ~ th.ircl thne • .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of !\aid pill bei~g disp!lt,lsed with,. and the ti~me bei_ng, e.ngrossed,
Resolv~d, That flaid bili do _p ass, and t4at ttie *le ther.e_o f be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Blackburn 1then moved to rec@nsider the vote by which said
bill w~s passed.
Mr. Baker moved to Jay the mqt~on qf 'l\;[r. Ell'Lc.~burn op .tile t1:1,ble.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Baker, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by-Messrs. E. ·Po.l k Johnson and Blackburn; .were as follows, viz : ·
·
Those who voted in the affirmative, were~
Wm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad, Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
J.E. Cosso.n,
Vf. L. ,Reeves,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evaps,
John Rowan',
R. Tarv. Bake11,
Manlius T. ,Flippin, J. S. TttJlor,
Alpheu_s W. -Bascom, C. P. Griay,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Tod·d,
W. N .. Beckham,
,Bryan S.M~0lure,
v. :{,;·Walling,
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J. 0. S. Blackburn,
William J. M-cElroy, J.. M. White,
B. M. Brooks,
NL E . McKenzie,
~fordecai Williams,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. 'Wilson,
George Carter,
John W. Ogilvie,
j, N-. Woods-34.
G. M. Clay,, .fr.,
Those who voted in t,he negati've, were-'Mr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powe'll,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph M. Davidson, William Sellers,
S. C. Bell, ,
J(?hn W. Dyer,
.L . W. Trafton,
Ohurch H. Blakey,
W. H. Evans,
Joseph T. Tucker,
William Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
'f. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Ca.t·dwell, E. F0l1k Johnson~
E. F. Waide,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
C.H. Webb.,
James S. Chrisman,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. W oolfolk-24.
'Mr. Dav'icl.son, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances, who were directed to prepare and 'bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitle_d "An act to prevent the destruction
of fish in the Kentucky river and its tributaries," approved March

·w.

13, !'872.

Which bill wii.s read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being -dispensed with,
Mr. Waide offered an amendment thereto, which w~s adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and constitu_tional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed w'ith, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Enrollmen~s, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills and resolutions, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of T. ·A. Leper, jailer of Livingston county;
An act to change the boundary line of the city of Columbus;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Bank of Ashland, and incorporate the Bank of Shelbyville,"
approved February 24, 1869;
An act for the benefit of T. P. Cardwell, of Breathitt county;
An act to amend the charter of the Citizens' Passenger Railway
Company, of Louisville;
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An act to incorporate the Central University;
An act to empower the Grayson county court to levy an additional
tax to build a new jail;
.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville Rolling Mill Company," approved February 28, 1850;
Resolution appointing joint committee to visit the House of Reform and Feeble-minded Institute for certain purposes;
Resolution in relation to the completion of the Public Buildings,
known a~ the Fire-proof Offices;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to establish an academy in the town of Germantown, in
Bracken and Mason counties;
An act for the benefit of the Lewis county court;
An act for the benefit of James R. Garland, of Lewis county;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in the town of
Caverna;
An act for the benefit of the city of Louisville;
An act to authorize the clerk of the circuit court of Madison county
to procure index books, and to index and cross-index e-quity and
ordinary suits off the docket on file in his office ;
An act for the benefit of the Baptist Church of Midway, in Woodford county;
.
And had found the same truly enrolled, .
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 4·, 1873:

A message was received from · the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate·,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend' the charter of the Elizabethtown and Paducah
Railroad Company.
An act to legalize the acts 'of W. N. Boaz, as deputy clerk·of the
Graves county court.
An act to incorporate the Richmond, Irvine, ahd Three Forks Rail~
road· Company .
An act to amend the cjty charter of. Covington.
That they had disagreed to bills, which o.r'iginated in the House of
Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend section 1, article 26, chapter 27, Revised Statutes'.
An act t'o amend· section 646 of the Civil Code of Practice.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Repl
resent'atives, of th·e · following titles, viz :
An act to amend the cha1'ter of the B1Joadway a'nd Dunkirk Railway Oompany.
.
An act to' fctrther amehd the laws iri relation t'o ped'dlers.
-Arid that they had pa:ssea bills of the following titles, vii:
1. An act to amend an act for the benefit of the Carlisle arid Jacks-·
town T~rnpike Road Company, upper fciute, approved December 20,
1871.
2·. An act to amend section 894 of the Civil1Code of Practice·.
3. An act for the benefit of school district No. 4, in Nicholas
county.
4. An act to incorporate the Elizabethtowrl Building and Loan·

Associi'i.tion:
5. An act to incorporate the Hecilti.' Coal' and Mirliri~ Company.
Whi8h bills were read the first time and ordei"ed;to· Be read a second
time.
The' rule of the H·ouse · and constitutioitfi.l pro'Visfon as to the· secorld
reading of said bills being dispensed with;

60Lu~ ii.
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Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 2d to the Committee on Codes of Practice;
the 3d to the Committee on -Education; and the 4th and 5th to the
Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Mr. Dyer presented the petition of the officers of Uniontown, praying the repeal of certain acts in relation to said town.
Which was received, the reading thereof dispensed with, and re·ferred to the Committee on County Courts.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted to Mr. Goodloe.
Leave was .given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Mynhier!. A bill for the benefit of James Hogg, committee of Nancy
Frasier, a pauper idiot, now of Rowan county.
On motion of Mr. Clay2. A bill to authorize the county court of Bourbon county to pay
G. M. Hibler, circuit clerk of said county, fot· continuing index and
cross-index of suits in said court.
On motion of Mr. Varnon3. A bill to authorize the county court of Lincoln county to erect
a work-house in connection with the poor-house of said county.
On ' motion of same4. A bill to charter a turnpike road company from Richard Moore's,
in Lincoln county, to Hay's dug road, in said county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Claims prepare and bring in the
1st; the Committee on the Revised Statutes the 2d; th e Committee
on Propositions and Grievances the 3d; and the Committee on Internal Improvement the 4th.
Mr. Rowlett moved to reconsider the vote by which this House, on
yesterday, passed a bill from the Senate, entitled
An _act to change and fix the time of holding the Hart circuit
court.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Rowlett, it \1\, as
decided in th.e affirmative.
Mr. Bates then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was ordered to he read a third time.
·
And t~e question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bates, it was
decided in the affirmative.
Mr. ~ates _then offered the following substitute by way of an
amendment for said bill, viz :
'
Strike out all after the enacting
clause, and insert in lieu thereof:
That the Hart circuit_ court hereafter shall commence on the first
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Mondays in May and November, and continue eighteen juridical
days; that the Green circuit court shall hereafter commence on the
foUl"th Mondays in May and November, and continue twelve juridical
days; that the Metcalfe circuit court shall hereafter commence on
the second Mondays in June and December, and continue twelve
juridical days; that process issued from the clerks' offices of said
courts, in said counties, and that shall hereafter issue from them, shall
be made returnable to said courts in conformity with this act.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from the time of its passage.
And the question being taken on the adoptio.n of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on ordering said bill to be read a
thfrd time, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bates and
Potter, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmath•e, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Thomas H. Corbett, W. L. Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. W. Deaderick,
John Rowan,
A. C .. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
A. S . Arnold,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. P . Sacksteder,
W.W. Ayers,
C. D. Foote,
C. C. Scides,
R. Tarv. Baker,
U . .P. Gray,
William Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
Brya11 S. McClure,
.J. L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Megibben,
J.M. White,
John S. Carpenter.
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter,
Mat. N_u nan,
F. A. Wilson,
B. E. Cassill y,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Julian N . Phelps,
J. N . Woods,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-61.
R. L. Cooper,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. R. Bates,
W. A. Morin,
J. S. Taylor-3.
The rule of th e House and constitutional provision as to the thir.d
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bascom moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
Mr. Clay moved to lay the motion of Mr. Bascom on the table.
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.And· the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Cla,y, it was
decided in the affirmative.
~ -~essage was ~eceived from the Senate, announcing that they
,JJ,aa paseed a :b.ill, en~~tled
An act to incorporate .the Cairo and Tennessee River Railroad
Company.
The '~ule requ\ring _tqe refer~nce of Sfl;id bill to a commi~tee being
,su~pe_nded, said bill' wa~ t11ken up aµd r~ad the first time.
O~dered, That said bill be read a sec~ nd qme.
The rule of tpe House and ,c~pstitutional ·prevision as to the second reading of said bill bei~g di spe nsed with,
. Ordered, That said bill be 1·ead a third time.
The rule o~ the House and con stitutipna,l prov.ision as to the third
reading of s,~ld bill being dispensed w;ith,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that t~e tttl~ th!!,feof -be as
aforesaid.
·
Mr. Coke, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom ,,wa:s refened
a bill from the Senat.e, entitled
. An act for the relief <?f the stockholders of the Evansville, Henders_on, and _Nashville Railroad Company,
Reported the sa':Ile '"-ith an amendrµent, and withoµt th!'l expr0ssion of an opini9n thereon.
Order_ed, That the consideration of said bill and proposed amendment be . postponed to, and made tpe spedal order of the day for,
to-morrow, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Griffith, from .the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in ,the same, reported
A l:!ill for the benefi.t of Thos. M. P'u rnell.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, T!ios·. M. Purne.11, a constable in the Millersburg precinct' of ·Bou1:bon county, acting under an order of A. J. Boo.th,
sheriff of said county, did, in the month of Octobet', 1870, summon a
posse of men to quell a riot -th en proceeding in the said district,
between a nu_mber o,f Irishmen on one side and negroes on the other,
,and · expe,nded anµ ,paid out the .s um of $120 60 to the qien sum·moned ' by him on· that occasion, and w,ho se1·ved as such; and said
claim has been allowed by the -Bourbon circuit court and the Auditor
.doubting his authority to pay the same in the form presented, therefore,
j l. ,B e it enacted by the General Assembly of tile Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be directed to issue
his warrant upon the '.frnasurer in favor of Thos . M. Purnell'for the
supi' pf ,$12.0 60, .being the amount expended anµ paiµ oq_t u_n9er or-
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der of A. J. Booth, she11iff of Bourbon county, to quell a riot existing
in said county aforesaid .
§ 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
Ordered, Th11-t said ~ill be ·read a secon\l tim,e.
The. rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the Hou~e a!ld cqnstitutioµal prov,ision as to the third
reading of said Qill being dispen_s!)d with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affirmativ~.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Con~*ution, 'were as ·follow!:'!, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. :;;peake1· (M'Creary)C. M. Clay,jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
. Wm. A. Allen,
· J. Guthrie Coke,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. l!aker,
R. L. CooP,er,
Jo_hn P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph M. Davidson, J.P. Sacksteder,
W.R. •Bates, ·
W. W. Deader:iqk,
0. 0. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
John W. Dyer,
.W illiam Sellers,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
J. ·S. Taylor,
·o. Bell,
C. f. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. -Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry ,I . Todd,
Church I-I. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
-L. rW , Traf,ton,
Wm. F. ,B9p.d,
T. J. Jones,
Josep\l T. Tucker,
W. B. lVI: Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
:Robert M. 0a1:lisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
John S. Carpenter,
T. J. Megibben,
. JY[prdecai Williams,
George 0a!·ter,
\l'j. f... ~oriµ,
A. Wi!son,
B. E. 0ass1lly,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wpght-61.
'·
Those who v9ted in th_~ ne~ative; _wereW. W. Ayers,
,~mes w_. Snyder,
Jonas D. Wilson-4.
/ William J. McElroy,
·
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to
whom was recommitted a bill, entitll;ld
A bill to incorporate the St. Joseph's Catholic Benevolent Society
of Frankfort,
Reported the same without amendme-nt.
Ordered, 'Jlhat said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, That said . bill do pass, and that the title there~f be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Jessee, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, who
were directed to prnpare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Rebeckah Benevolent Society of Covington, Kentucky."
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
,
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported by the
several committees to whom they had been referred, viz :
By Mr. McElroy, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to prohibit the de.s truction of fish by traps, and by seining
and netting, in the spawning season, in Barr.en river and its tributaries, in Allen county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation
to the town of Danville.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to prevent the wanton destruction of fish · in Crncus creek,
in Cumberland county.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on Education:_
An act to incorporate the trustees of the Baptist Female College
of Liberty Association, in the State of Kentucky.
· By Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of Nancy Edwards, an idiot, of Lawrence
county.
By Mr. Carpenter, from the Committee on InsuranceAn act to amend an act incorporating the Merchants' Insurance
Company, approved February 28, 1860.
By Mr. Wright, from the Committee on Revised StatutesAn act to amend the title of an .act, entitled "An act to amend an
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act, entitled 'An act to regulate the sale and storage , of illuminating
oils made from coal, petroleum, and other bituminous substances,'"
approved February 24, 1873.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to authorize · the sale of the Stamping Ground and Lecompt's Run Turnpike Road.
By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesAn act to amend the cha1·ter of the Pulaski Agricultural° and Mechanical Association.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the St. Catherine's Convent of Sisters of
Mercy.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksAn act to incorporate the Bank of Lagrange.
With an amendment to the last named bill, which was adopted .
Orde1·ed, That said bills, the last as .amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispen sed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Coke, from the Committe~ on RailroadsA bill to amend the charter of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the Carter county court to· levy an ad valorem
tax for bridge purposes.
By Mr . Mynhier, from the Committee on Corporate lnstitutions'A bill to incorporate the Miners' Union of Boyd and Carter counties.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on JleligionA bill to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, of Cloverport, to sell certain church property.
By Mi< Blakey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the town of College Hill, in Madison county.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on County Courts_A bi~l for the_· benefit of ~ary ·Carter, a minor, of Lyon county.
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By Mr. Foote, f.rorrl the same committeeA bill for th~ benefit of school district No: 2, in Lyon county.
By Mt·. Trafton, from the same committeeA bill in regard to tli1'npike roa'ds in Garrard ,county in which said
county owns stock.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on Privileges and ElectionsA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors or intoxicating
beverages in Greenup county.
By Mr. F. A. Wilson; from ' the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act. authorizing the Harrison
county court to appropriate money to aid in building a briclge across
main Licking, at Clayville, and to levy a tax therefor," approved
March 21, 1871.
By Mr. Megibben, from the Comm'ittee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of John A. Lafferty, late sheriff of Harrison
county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill for the benefit of the unfinished turnpike roads in Henry
county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Covington Mining and Manufacturing
Company.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on Education_.:.
A bill for the benefit of common school district No . 24, in Larue
county.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances'
A bill to authorize the trustees of the Stanford Male and Female
Seminary to sell part of their land and invest the proceeds.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee_on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of E. G·. Walls, committee of Sarah Jane
Walls, a pauper idiot, of Lincoln county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the ,Committee on Corporate Institutions.
.
A bill to incorpm·ate the Falls City Club of the city of Louisville.
By Mr. Wright, from the Com~itt!le on _R,evised StatutesA ~ill to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Young
Men's Real Estate, ~uild.ing, and Accumulating Association, of Louisville," approv:ed, Mar.~h 28, 1872.
By Mr Coke, f~_om_the Committee on the Judfoiary- .
A bill to amend the charter of the Louisville Baptists' Orphans'
Home.
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By Mr. J. A.. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Maysville Chair Company.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on Privileges and ElectionsA bill to incorporate the Buffalo Furnace 'C ompany.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 17, Pendleton county.
By Mr. J. A. Dell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill for the benefit of the Iron Works Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Foote, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to legalize certain acts of the Mercer county court.
By ~r. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to change a part of the eastern . boundary of the town of
Harrodsburg. ·
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
0,-dered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
·The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being, dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Circuit Courts, who were.
directed to p·r epare and bring in the same,. reported
A bill to change the time of holding the circuit, criminal> a-ndi
chancery courts in the twelfth judicial district.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second:
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to. the sec.ond,
r eading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, 'That said bill be engrossed and read a third ttme,
The rule of the House and constittltional provision ais to -the third,·
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the, ti,tle thereof, be aa
aforesaid.
61-H. R.
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Mr. M·e gib,ben moved to reconsider th'e vote by which said ·b ill
was passed.
.
-Mr. Rowl'Eltt, ·from the Committe'e o·n Claims, wli'o were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, rep'o rted
A bill for the benefit of the G'fa'sgow Railroad.
Which bill was read the fi:rst thne ·and· ordered to be read a second
time~
Tlie rule oflh'e Hou·se 'a nd constitutional pro,~ision as to the second
reading of said bill being •dispensed ,vith;
Ordered, Th·at s-ahl bill be recom'rni'tted to the Committee 'o n Claims.
Mr. Ayers, froiri the ·Committe'e on R'e ligion, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
.
· A biU to prohibit the granting of lic'ense for the ·s ale of spiritu'o us,
vinous, or malt liquors in the town of Butler, or within one mile
tht!reof.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
titife. .
The rule of the House and constituti-onal provision as to the
second readi'ng •o f sahi bill being dispensed with,
,Mf . .0eaderick 'offered an amendment thereto-, which was i=Ld·o,pted.
· ·(!)r'tfei'e'd,1 That sai'd 1!,ii'l, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
ifiime.
fie rule of 'th(dlotise and c'ohstitution1al jkovision ·as to the thii·d
reading of said bill being dispensed with, arid the same being engfossed,
Resolved, That s·aM bill d'O pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesail:l.
Mr. Deaderick, from the Committee on Enrollm~nts, reparted that
tlie comrrlitfe"C h-aH examined enrolled_bills, which originat'ed in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for th'e ben·efi.t of Ma1~y Ann Pecantet"'B heirs; of Graves
county;
An act to re-enact an·d amend the c,h arter o'f the Paducah -and
Tettrlessee Railroad Company ~
'.1\.n ·a ct·for the benllfit of sch'Ool distri-ct No·. 19, 1n Ke'ntoh county ,;
An act to inc·o rporate the Spring Station ,~ail way Company; '
An
to inborpbrate the Wilson Coal and Mining Company;
An aet t,o amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Seeond
Pce.sbyter.ia.n Church of the city of Louisville;"

aet
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An act to incorporate the Riv.el' Txansport_ation Co,mp,~1'Y;
An act to authorize the Pike cou~tY.i c9,1,1;t ~Q, i~~ue bi;,,n.d~ f9:1,·. cp~r~house and other purposes;
An ~ct for the benefit of A. Q. J;lo.w!J},~n.., late sheriff of Breathitt
county, and his sureties;
An act for t4e bene.tlt of tl;i._e Lagrange and Shelbyville Turnpike
Road Com_p~_nyv;
An act to incpl;'p,or_/l~~ th~ ~eAer.al .i\.~sopiaVo,n ~f C.<;>~Rre,~ ~l;l,J?tists
of K.eqtuc)sy ;
l\:n act to pr.9vid·e for a Marc~ term of the Jessamin~ q.uanterly
court;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the H9\]_ij~ 9f &ef~~sentatives, of the ~ol,lo,w~r;i_g,- tWes, viz:
·
An act to amend nn act, entitled "A.~ a;9t (or the l;>enefit of c_qmmon schools in Clinton county, and the act" amending the same;"
_An act fo1· the benefit of George W. Cooper, of Logan county;
An act to incorporate the Society Franco-American of Mutual
Assistance of the city of Paducah;
An act authorizing the Lewis c~rnnty court to make an allowance
to the clerk of the Lewis circuit court, for continuing the general and
cross-index to suits in the Lewis circuit court;
An act for the organization . of the public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county;
A.n act to incorJ?orate the C.11:iro ~nd S~iI,> Isl.and Railroad Comp11;ny;
A_n act to inc9rporate the Winqhester ~avin~s. Ban~;
An act to prohibit the selling of spirituou~, v'inous,, oi: ma;It, liquo,rs
in Tompkiqsvill~, Mo~ro,e qounty, or wi.thi1' one mile th«treof~
An act to incorporate the St. Charles Coal Company;
An f\Ct to ~me~_d ~fl a~t, e~titl~d "A,r;i f!,Ct ~~ in_corpgr~_te th_e Bo,wling Green and Madisonville Railroad Company," app~ove_d M~rch
22, 1871;

An act to authorize the transfer of causes pending in the circuit
court to the court of co~mon piea~, in Ballard 'c o~nty;
A:nd had found the same truly enr~lled.
Where~pon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Deaderick inform the Senate thereof.
The Speaker laid before th_e Hous_e the following; communication•:
viz:
F •RAIIIKF..OR'll , KY., March 4, 1873.
Ho.N. J.B. McCREARY, Speaker of•.the 11.:ouse of Representa'1ives: : · . .;
DEAR SIR: I beg leave to tender, most respectfully, my resignation,

J
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as a member of the House of Representatives of . the Kentucky
Legislature, to take effect from this day.
With assurances of high regard,
I am, very truly,
Yours, &c.,
E. F. WAIDE,
1 liird District, Louisville.
Mr. Chrisman offered the following 1-esolution, viz:
Resolved, That the members of the House of Representatives of
·~he Gen_eral Assembly of Kentucky receive with regret the resignation of the Hon. E. F. Waide, of Louisville, recognizing, as they
have done, and do now, his integrity as a man and his ability as a
Representative.
Which being twice read, was unanimously adopted.
And then t~e House adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 1873.
A message :was received from th'e Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Columbus and Milburn Gravel and Plank
Road Company.
- An act for the benefit of Richard W. and Lizzie B. Lockhart, of
Ballard county.
An act to regulate official sales in Trigg county.
An act to extend the corporate limits of the town of Lovelaceville,
,in Ballard county.
An act to amen~ an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
,one the several acts incorporating the town of Blandville, in Ballard
,county."
.
· An act for the benefit of Charles E. Curd, ~f Calloway county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish
.a system of public schools in the city of Henderson."
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An act to transfer the equity causes from the Hickman circuit
court to the Hickman court of common pleas.
An act for the benefit of the assessor of Livingston county.
An act to incorporate tbe Logan CouJltY Bank.
An act to incorporate the Russellville Banking and Warehouse
Comp-any.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Bowling Green.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vin.ous, 01· nialt liquors
at Island Station, or within two miles thereof, in McLean county.
2. An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to create the Hartford
Seminary, of Ohio county."
3. An act for the benefit of school district No. 30, in Butler county.
4. An act for the benefit of school district No. 1, of Metcalfe
county.
5. An act to incorporate the Odd Fellows' Temple Association, of
Louisville.
6. An act to incorporate the Tobacco Bank and Wa1·ehouse Company, of Covington.
7. An act for the benefit of Samuel Worley, of Butler county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
• Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Religion; the 2d, 3d, and 4th to the Committee on Education; the 5th
to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 6th to the Committee
on Banks; and the 7th to the Committee on Claims.
The following petitions _w ere presented, viz:
By Mr. Web.bl. ' The petition of sundry citizens of Livingston county, praying
an act empowering the county court of said county to levy a tax for
the purpose of raising money to build a bridge across Buck creek, in
said county.
By Mr. W. H. Evans2. The petition of certain citizens of Clay county, praying the
passage of an act changing the boundary lines between said county
and Bell county, so as to include t~e petitioners in Bell.
. By Mr. Sellers3. The petition of the attorneys of the Garrard county bar, pray-
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ing the establishment' of a chancer,y district, to be composed of the
countie_s of Garrard, Lincoln, Boyle, Mercer-, and Pulaski·.
By Mr. 0hr-i sman4. The petition of. sundry citizen·s of the town of Monticello, praying the 'pa~sage of an act to prevent the vending. of ard·ent spirits in
said town.
By Mr. Foree5. The pet,ition of citizens of school distr{ct No., 62, of Shelhy
county, praying the passage of an act to secUl'e to Mrs. J. J. Keeney
the s.chool fund.due said district.
Which were r.ec.eiv:ed, the reading disp.ensed ,with, and referre.dthe 1st to the Committee on Ways and Means; the 2d to the Committee on P.ropos~tions. and Griev.ances; the 3d to the Committee on
the J ud-iciaoy j the 4th to the Committee on Religion ; a"nd the 5th to
the Committee on Educatio_n.
A message was. received from the Senate, announcing that they
had pas~ed a bill, entitled
An act to amend section 77 of• the Civil Code of Practice.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The ru}e of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Codes of
Practice.
A message was also received from the Senate, asking to withdraw
from this House the announcement of their concurrence in an amendment proposed ·by this House _to a bill·,_which originated in the Senate,
entitled
An act to in.c orporate the Chattaroi Rail way Company,,
Which was granted.

.

~r._McE}r<?Y, m,oved t~e following resoluti_on, vi~:
R:~folved, 'f~a~ f~ol)l ~nd ~fter to-day this Hous.e will meet at halfafter 9 o'clock each 'day;- and so soon as· any portion of the statutes
is reported to this House, we will take it up each day at I 1 olclock,
and proceed to the consideration of the same unti,l ad,jot;i~nm,ent.
M~. .For~e IDQ((~d to a,~_en,d_sa.i,d. r,t.Jsolt;i,ti_~oq by str~~tr;ig Q.Ut after ~he
,vwc,J; 11 ~~," in th~ -. s~.co.n(i liQ~-,-th~ woxd.!! " hi;i.\f-afte.1c.u
And the que_~tj;OI\ ·b eing- taktin on th~ ad.9p,tion 0£ t):i,~ &.I!l(;lJlq{D,,eQ.t.
proposed by Mr. Foree, it was deci'ded in the negativ,e,..
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-Mr. 'G raves then moved to amend said resolution by 'striking out
atfer the word " at," inn the
second line, t:l'i'e wdrds "half-after,,
and
~
l
to ins'e rt 1n lieu 'th'er'e of 'tne words ''-one mi'n'ute lYefore:"
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amenament
pr.o posed by Mr. Graves, it was decided in the affirmative.
'".rhe yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess'rs. Gra·ves and
Foree, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in tbe affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Joseph P. Fo·ree,
Lewis Po'tte·r,
W~. A. Allen,
E. A. Gtaves,
W. L. Re'eve·s,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Ro·birtson,,
George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
W ·. W. Ayers,
John A. Be,111 .
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C, ~c~les,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylo'r,
Wm. F. Bond,
· Hryan S. McClure,
C. W. Th're'lk'eld,
Robert M. Ca-.-lisle,
M. E·. McKenzie,
T . W, Vam'on,
Wm. Mynhier,
C.H. Webb,
George Carter,
William G. Conrad, J. L . Nall,
J. M:. White,
Thomas i:I. Corbett, Mat. Ntin·a n,
Mo'rd'ec11i Williams,
Joseph M. Duvidson, John W·. ·Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J .. N. Wo'o ds-3'J.
Manli'us T·. ·Flippin, Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, w'ere~
A. S. Arnold·,
·Josiah H. Combs,
W·. A. Mori:n,
_R. D. Qook,
I:Ii.ram S. Powell-,
G. W- Bailey,
W. R. Bates,
R. L. Cooper,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
J.E. Cosson,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
John W. Dyer-,
Harry I. Todd,
W, B M. Brool;{s,
W. H. Evan13,
L. W .. Trafton,
Thomas P. 'Cardw"ell, Tborrpis M . .'Johnson, 'Joseph ,T. Tuck'er:,
Johp ~- bi!.rpenter,
J. S. Lawso'n,
J. L. Waring,
B. E. Cas~'illy,
'G. 'w. Little,
F. A. Wilson,.
Jam~s ·s. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, S. i:I. Woolfolk,
C. M. .Clay,jr.
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. Wright-34.
J. 'G uthrie ·coke,
Mr. Tucker offered the following amendment to tlre . resolution as
ame'n ded-, viz :
Ac'!d !th'ere'to th·e wo'rda, " and h'o 'persoh sli'aH be a.llo\ied fo sjle·ak
ov-er five mi'ri'u'tes on any ·o'ne proposition ·c onnected \ivitli t'he revisidn, irnle:s's by tne 'un·a nimous c:'onsent of th'e House."
.Ami the question being ta.'ken o·n the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Tucker, i,t w-as d·eci-d'ed in the affi'rmati-v6.
M'r. 'Sp'e'a ket (McC~ary) 'the'tl uffereil the 'fo4fo\vi~g sub!iii'tute, by
"'ay of an amendriient, for the resoiution as amehded, viz:
Resolved That from and after this date, this Hoose shall meet at
twenty mi~utes past 9, A. M., each day, except Sunday, an~. shall,
stand adjourned at 2, P. M.; and when any part of the rev1S1on ot
0
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the statutes is reported to this House, it shall be taken up and considered each day at half-past l l o'clock: Provided, however, That on
every Wednesday and Saturday, orders of the day shall be called
for at 12 o'clock.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amenlfment
proposed by Mr. Speaker (McCreary), it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken upon the adoption of the resolution
as amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Waring,
. Ordered, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking to with,draw therefrom the announcement of the passage, as amended by
the House, of a bfll, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the -Chattaroi Railway Company.
01·der-ed, That Messrs. Waring, Davidson, and McKenzie bear
said message to the Senate.
The House then, according to order, took up and proceeded to
consider a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the relief of the stockholders of the Evansville, Henderson, and Nashville Railroad Company,
With the amendment proposed thereto by the committee.
The amendment proposed by the committee is to strike out section
four of the bill. '
Said section' reads as follows, viz :
§ 4. That anything embraced and contained in this act shall not
be held or construed as in any way affecting the rights and interest
of Ghristian county as a stockholder in the Evansville, Henderson,
and Nash ville Railroad Company; nor any stockholder in said Evansville, Henderson, and Nashville Railroad Company, who voted against
said consolidation, or who failed to vote for said consolidation as
claimed by this act; nor shall anything in this act embraced and ·
contained be. held or construed as in any way affectin'g any suit or
suits heretofore instituted and now pending in the name of Christian
county against the Evansville, Henderson, and Nashville Railroad
Company, or said Evansville, Henderson, and Nashville Railroad
Company and others, as defendants in any court, or which may
hereafter be instituted in the name of Christian county, ot· in the
name of said county and others, against the said Evansville, ·Henderson, and Nashville Railroad Company .and others, for the purpose ·
and objects of protecting and maintaining the rights and interest of
Christian county as a stockholder in the said Evansville, Henderson,
and Nashville Railroad Company.
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The question was then taken on the ..i.doption of the amendment
proposed b-y th<e committee, and there being a tie vote thereon, it
was, under the rule, decided in the negati;ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reeves .and
Blakey, wel'e as follo.w s, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M1 Crea1·y)-W. W. Be~de1;ick,
Le,wis Potter,
John W. Dyer,
iohn P. Rowlett,
A. S'. Arnold,
G . W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. p; Sa:clt:sUid'er,
Har11y I. Todtl;
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
W. N. Beckh•a ni,
Clinton Griffith,
L; W. 'f:ra(ton;
E . Polk Johnson,
Josep,h T. 'fucker,
.John A. Bell,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, T. W. Varnon,
Rooert M. Ca-rlisfo,
J'. If Lawson,
J. :l. Wai·i'ng;
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
C. .H. Webb,
,F. A. Wilson,
Jam€S S.·.C~rismau,. W. A. Morin\
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. Ii. Woolfo1k-35.
Joseph lVI. Davidson, J. L. Nall,
Those who voted in the negiti\re; ·wereW m. A. Allen,
W. ff . Evan's,
W. L. Reeves,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin·,· E: 8.. Robeittsorr,.
W.R . .Hat-es,
lames <iiamett,
0 ; ,C. Scales\
s·., C. Belt . .
E. A. Graves,,
Willialll Sellerl!,
G. W. Little,
Ja'mes· W. Snyder,
Chu·rch H. Bla"key,
"1"'iHram Br6,vn,
Bryan· S. Mc0ilare·,
Jl. s-. 'Fay for,
C. M. Clay,jr.
William J. McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
Josiah H . Combs,
lVI. E. J\foK~nzie,.
J. M-. Whi:te,
William Gi Conra<{, T .. J. Megibben,
J:onas D. Wil'son,
R. D'. Cooli,
Mat'. Nuriar'I',
.f. N-. Woods;
R-. ·JL. Cooper,Julian N. P.be1'p-s;
J. M, W 1ffgb.t-'-80·..
J.E. Cosson,
Hiram S·. Powell,
Or-dered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule or the House and constitutional provi1,ion as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Todd1. A bill to change the Penitentiary system of this State.
On motion of Mr. Arnold2. A bill to repe,a l an act, entitled "An act declaring certain lakes
and creeks in Ballard county navigable."
On motion of Mr. Warin1'3. A bill for the benefit of John D. Russell, of Greenup county.
62-H. Jl.
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On motion of Mr. Tucker4. A bill to incorporate the Mt. Sterling and Cartei· County Mining

and Manufacturing Company.
On motion of same_:_
5. A bill for the benefit of Montgomery, Clark, and Bath counties.
On motion of same6. A bill for the benefit of the Kiddville and Montgomery T_urn_·Jlike Road Company.
On motion of same·7. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Mt. Sterling.
On motion of same_:_
8. A bill to extend the boundary of the town of Mt. Sterling.
On motion of same9. A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile of Mt. Zion Church.
On motion of Mr. Oardwell10. A bill for the benefit of Powell county.
On motion of Mr. Jessee11. A bill to authorize the court of claims of Henry county to levy
an ad valorem tax of not exceeding twenty cents on the one hundred dollars' worth of property in said co_unty,_to pay county indebtedness.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Penitentiary prepare and
bring in the 1st; the Committee on. the Judiciary. the 2d, 3d, 4th, ·5th,
6th, 7th, and 8th; the Committee on County C.ourts the 9th and 11th;
and the Committee on Claims the 10th.
And then the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, ' MARCH 6, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendm~nt proposed by the House to a bi-II,
which orig-inated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to incorporate the. Cumbedand and Ohio
Railroad Company,
With an amendme~t to the amendment proposed by the House.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, of Cloverport, to sell certain church property.
An act to _amend an act, entitled "An act to tax railroads, turnp'ike.
road.,, and other corporations in aid of the Sinking Fund," approved
February 20, 1864.
An act for the benefit of 0. ·P . . Shackelford, tax collector for Edmonson county, and his securities.
With amendments to· the last two named bills.
Arid that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act for the benefit of W. E. Clelland, late sheriff of Mercer
county.
2. An act to incorporate the Covington Iron Company.
3. An act for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in Lawrence county.
4. An act for the benefit of C. M. Hanks and Samuel Spradlin, of
:wolfe county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ord_e,.ed, That they be referred-the 1st and 4th to the Committee
on Ways and Means; the 2d to ·the Committee on Corporate Institutions; and the 3d to the Committee on Education.
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Blackburn, Combs,
and Webb.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
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signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of R epresentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Lewis county.
An act for the ben.efit of the city. of Lo.1,1;isvi_ble_.
An act for the benefit of J ~mes R. Garland, of Lewis county.
An act to prohibit ~he sale of spirituous liquors in the town of
C'averna.
},,.n act for the benefit of tfie ·Baptist ·( %arch of Midway, in Woodford county.
An act to authorize the clerk of the circuit court of:M.adison county
to procure index books, and to index and' cross-index equity and
ordina1;y suits off the docket on file i-n his o'ffic-e.
·
An act to establish an academy fo the town of Ge1\m-antown, in
·i!J'racken and' Mia.son counties.
The following petitions were presen-ted, viz -:
·JiJy .Mr. 0ookL -If.lie peHtion .o(-au.n·dry ci~zens of 1Roc:keastle and'lLanr.e l ca,tmties, praying the passage of a law exempting staig,e co.ae;hes fU'om
1ih-e payment of to-111 on --the Grab Orchard 1Fork of the W iilclerness
T~rnpike Road.
By Mr. Speaker (McCrna1•y)2. Th:e .peJitiOln of dtizerns of Berea, in .Madison county, p,raying
.the· p,assa,ge of an act to a:mend .tihe charter of ctiheir town.
Which were received, the reading disp~nsed with, and l'eferreclthe 1st to the ,Committee on Pr<;>ip.o,ait.ionl;l a~~ Grievances, aini;J the 2d
-to ithe Gommittee on i0ol'po.r.ate Jn11Jtitutiona.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
Qn m(:):t,i on ,of M,r.. Myllihier-:1. A bill for the benefit of Johnson V. Oakley, of Morgan ,CQUt1ty .
.O~ ,moiJon of l\'.[r. ;Qlay-:-:·
2. A bill to incorporate the Agricultural and Mechanical Assoc.iaiti;on .of -0<:>lored J?,eaip,l e of ~<i\.\lirh91n Cil,OUin~y.
0\1 mo;:0,1 of JY.i.•·. Fergus_
on:-:-3. A ,bi:hl .to d.9,n~~e to ,\he 1per-sq.r1s .Qwing the .s.ame all tax~s WAich
.l.>:1:rne _qee.n due f9f _.more than ,thre,~· ~e.~rs.
On motion of .lVJ.r. '\{'rl;l;f~O,l;l--:-:~- A J»Il ,t.o amen\! th.e c~art.~:1' of ,the W~bs~~l' Qoal _c:,o.m,p,~ny, .~nd
the amendments thereto.
·
·'
. ,Q.n ~otion .of- sp.n;i.er-:,5. _,A ;l?,ill ~9 lol,rµen<;l .~n a,~~. e~titl.e,~l" A,TJ. 11~t to inc,9,r_p.9ra,t~ ,th,e So.~ th
Kentucky ltailroad Company."
1
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OD motion of Mr. Cook6. A bill for the benefit of Rockcastle county.
Ordered, That the Committee on C,l.aims ,prep~u:e and bring in the
1st; the Committee on Agriculture ,8<D~ l\i[a1;rnfactures the 2u; the
Committee on Revised Statu-tes :tlte 3d ,and 5th; the ,Committee on
Corporate lnstituti-0ns the i1ih; a-nd a -1>electi commit~ee, consisting of
Messrs. Baker, Blakey, and Armstrong, the 6th.
:Mr. Corbett, Jnem the .C0i1,nr~~ttee on the J?eni~enti~1·y, who were
directed to prepal'e and /bring in the same, reported
A bill to pay :fo,r the ereCjt~on .of -staihle for the U!le of Penitenti_1,1,ry.
Which bill was read 11he first 1time an~ order~d _to .beJ·ea:d a second
time.
The ru'le of the House and constitutional provision as to th e secon d
re&ding of said .bhll l/>e4Jg disp;ensed ,wiith,
Mr. Gray offered an a-rrienclment thereto.
Ordered, Tha.t said bill and proposed amendment be recommitted
.to the ,Committee on the Penitentia1\y.
Mr. Trafton moved to r.eco-nsider the vote by which the House, on
yesterday, passed a bill, which originat~d in the Senate, entitled
An act for th.e .relief of the stockholders -Of t.he .Evansville, Henderson, and Nashvil'le Railroad Com_p any.
Mr. Jessee,· from the Committee on ·c haritable Institutions, to w hom
was recommitted a bill from t,he Senate, ent,itled
An act for the bene:fi-t of Miss Blankenship, of Cumberland county,
Reported the same without amendmfnit.
The qu-€sti0-n -was then taken Olll ondering said bill to be i:ead a
third time, and it was decided in the negati,vre.
And so said bill w,a,s disag·reed to.
Mr . .Jessee, ,fP0m the Committee on .Oha1·~t~ble Institutions, who
were direct~d to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of the
following .t~tles, viz :
A bill for·,the benefit of J. T. ;Freema.11, of Whitley county.
A bill ,fort-he henefi:t of John H. Fem'bertou, of Whi.tley county.
Which bills ~ere read the fit-st time _and ordered to be read a second
time.
The mle of ,the House an<;I constitutional provision as to the second
reading o( sa;i(;l bWs being disp,ense,d with,
Ordered, T,h-~t said bills be 'engros~~d a~d nead a third time . .
The rul~ 0rf the House and constitutional provisio-n .as to the third
reading of salid >billa being dispensed with, and the same being en~
grossed,
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Resolved, That said bms do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Baker, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare
and bring in the same, reported ·
A bill for the benefit of Rockcastle county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde,·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, On the night of the 13th of February, 1873, the circuit court
clerk's office at Mt. Vernon was destroyed by fire, together with all the
Statutes of Kentucky and Codes of Practice, Reports of Decisions of the
Court of Appeals, and Digests of the same, which had been furnished by
the State for Rockcastle circuit court; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That it shall be the duty of the Secretary of State to buy and furnish, for
the use of the circuit court of Rockcastle county, 1 copy of the Revis~d
Statutes, 1 copy of Myers' Supplement, 1 copy of the Code of Practice, .
a full set of the Decisiont:i of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky, 1 copy
of Monroe & Harlan's Digest of the same, and 1 copy of Cofer's Digest.
For the cost of said books, and the transportation of the same, the Secretary shall make out an account and exhibit the same to the Auditor of
Public Accounts, and he shall draw his warrant on the Treasurer of the
State for the sum, who shall pay it.
§ 2. Thi s uct shall take effect from its passage.

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thel'eon by Messrs. Baker and
Cook, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
J. L. Nall,
Wm . A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph .M. Davidson, Lewis·Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves, ·
C. C. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
U. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
J: S. Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas .M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
W . B. M. Brooks,
' J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
-Thomi:is P. Cardwell, G. W. Littl~,
L. Waring,

.r.
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J.M. White,
Bryan S. McClure,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter.
F. A. Wilson,
T. J. Megibben,
George Carter,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. C. Moorman,
James S. Chrisman,
J. N. Woods-61.
Wm. Mynhier,
J. Guthrie Coke,
William G. Conrad,
In the negative, S. H. W oolfolk-1.
Resolved, That- the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
M1·. Jessee, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, en titled "An act to provide for the location
and erection o.f the Third Lunatic Asylum,"
Without an expression of opinion thereon.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constit_utional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispens~d with,
Mr. Corbett moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
Charitable Institutions.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Corbett, it
· was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required the1·eoil by Messrs. McElroy and
Graves, were as follows, viz:
Thooe who voted in the affirmative, wereAlpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves, ·
W. L. Reeves,
Thomas H. Corbett, M. E. M~Kenzie,
S. H. W oolfolk-7.
M. Woods Ferguson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J. E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
.Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
·W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E. A. Robertson,
G. W .. Bailey, .
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan,
W.R. Bates,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
0. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
Clinton . Griffith, .
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
George M. -Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
. J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Tbdd,
William .Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
G. W. Little,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Johns·. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
Wm. J. McElroy,
J . .L. Wa~ing,
· James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. White,

'.
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W. A. Morin·,
Mordecai Willi'arns,
C. M. Olay,jr.,
F. A. Wils0n,,
Wm . .My'n>hier;
J . Guthri1e Coke,
.Tonas D. Wi:ls6h,
William G. ©orrrad, J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-64.
John W. •Gg;H:vie~R. D. Oo·0 k,
R. L. Co'ope1•,
Mr. Blakey then offered the following substitute, by way of ameiid'ment, to said bill, viz :
Strike out all affo1· the en'a·cting clause ·a·nd insert: "That s-o' much
of a:n a-ct passed at 1ihce: present session of thj;s Genera;} Assem"bly, and
app roved on the - day of Febrl!ary,. H373, entitled 'An act ,to provide for the location and erection o~ the Third Lunatic Asylum,'
as provides for the erection of the Thfrd I.unr1tic Asylum, and all
the provisions of said act relafi'ng th·ereto, be, and the same a1·e
hereby, repealed: Provided, Ji-ovj~vm·,, That nothing in this a-ct shall
be so construed as -to repeal ·any portion of said act relating to the
e nlargement of the Western Lunatic Asylum."
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.
Mr. Graves moved . to· lay safd hi1l and proposed amendment on
the table.
A11d the question being taken t!lereon, it was d'ecided1 in' the negative.
'l'he ye·as a11d nays being i·equired thereon by Mes~i-s. McElroy and
Gray, were as follows, viz _:
Those· who voted i:n' the affirmative, wei·e,_
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
J. R'. Sanders-4.
J. E. Cosson,
Those wl;o votecf in• tl:re m!ga-ti,v e, wereMr. Speaker (M'.'Creary)Joseph· NI. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
Julian N. Pnelp's,
Wm . A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Fotter,
A. S. Arnold,
Manlius· 'F. Fli'p'pin,
W.W.- Atyers,
,C. D. Foote,
I'lira-m S. Po.well,
W. L. Ree-ves,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
W.R. '.B'!ltes,
C. P. Gray,
·W . N. E-e:ckham,..
Olin.ton Griffith,,
John Rowan,
C. C. Scales,
John A. BeN:,
George M. Jessee,
S. C. Bell,·
Thomas .M. Johnson·, James W. Snyder,
J. S. Taylor,
Church H. Bla:key,
T . .T. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. B·omf,
J. S. Law·s on,
Harry I. Todd:,,
W. B. M. E11ooks,·
G. W,··l-,ittle,
T. w. _Va1'11'on,1
Robert M. Carlislie,
J. J . .l\fokfee,
John S. Oa1ipe1Her,,
.Brya11:-~. N1c01u1•e,
:J. L. Waring,
George Ca'l'te1·,
William J. McElroy, J.M. Whit~, .
Mordec_a i WHliam~,
James S. •Chri<sman,
T. J. Megi'l!,beti,.
F. A. Wilson, .
C. M. 01-ay,Jr.,
J.C. Moorm1an,
J. Guthl'ie ·Coke~
Wm., Miy'.nhier, ,
J. N. ~!')O~S, .
William G. Oon-iti1d,: · J. -L. ~all,
:S. H. Woolfolk,
,J. M-.· WPi-ght.:...-6:I.
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan·,R. L. Cooper,
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The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
offered by Ml'. Blakey, and it was decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messl's. Corbett and
Blakey, w ere as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Bryan S . McClure,
J . P. Sacksteder,
Wm . A. Allen,
T. J. Megibben,
William Sellers,
G. W. Bailey,
J.C . Moorman,
James W. Snyder,
Mat. Nunan,
J'. S. T.aylor,
Chul'ch H. Blakey,
Wm. F. Bond,
Julian N. Phelps,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay, jl'.
Hiram S. Powell,
J. M. White,
J . Guthrie Coke,
W . L. Reeves,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
E. A. Robe1•tson,
J. N . Woods,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowap,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlett,
J . M. Wright-30.
Those who voted in the negative, wel'eA. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad,
William J. McElroy,
A. S . Arnold,
R. L . Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
W . W. Ayers,
Thomas H. Corbett, W. A. Morin,
Alpheus W . Bascom, J.E. Cosson,
Wm . Mynhier,
W . R. Bates,
Jo seph M. Davidson, J. L . Nall,
W. N. Beckham,
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
John A. Bell,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
J . R. Sanders,
W. B M. Brooks,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
W illiam Bro wn,
George lVI. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Jones,
T . W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring,
Geol'ge Carter,
G . W. Little,
Mordecai Williams,.
J a mes S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
F. A. Wilson-45.
Mr. Wright offered an amendment, which was adopted.
Mr. Graves then offered the following substitute for said. bUI', as ,
amended, viz:
Strike out all after the enacting clause, and insert: That the
farm and buildings at Anchorage, commonly called and· known as·
th:e Hou se for Juvenile Offenders, shall he adop1ted, declared, and
established a3 the Thil'd Lunatic Asylum; and that all laws and parts
of laws appropriating money for the enlargement of the Asylum at
Hopkin sville, and establishing the Third Lunatic Asylum, be, and
the same are hereby, repealed.
§ 2. That the Goveq1or of this C.ommonwealth is authorized hereby
to have the said building at Anchornge fix4;id up in a . suitable man- ,
ner to receive lunatics, provided the same shall not. exceed $25,000,;
and report the items of expenditure to the next Le:gi11lature.
63-H.
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The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute,
and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Gray, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
Church H . Blakey,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
W. L. Reeves,
S. H. Woolfolk-19.
R. D. Cook,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Thomas H. Oorbett,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.E. Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
W. -R. Bates,
James G~rnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk John son,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
· T. W. Varnon, ·
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . L . Waring,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams,
J. Guthrie Coke, ·
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad, J. C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
W. A. Morin,
J.M. Wright-57.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
•time.
Mr. McElroy then moved that said bill, as amended, be read a third
time on this day.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. McElroy, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Corbett and
Graves, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were• Mr.Speaker{M'Crnary)John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
C. D. FooJe,
W. L . Reeves,
W. W . ..A.yerf!,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
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0. P. Gray,
John Rowan,
W.R. Bates,
George M. Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson, J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
C. C. Scales,
G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
James W. Snyder,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . S. Taylor,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
-Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J Megibben,
T. W. Varnon,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
J.M. White,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
J. E. Cosson,
Mat. Nun an,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk-66.
Those who voted in the negative, wereG. W. Bailey,
William Brown,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas H. Corbett, J. N. Woods-6.
Said bill being engrossed, was then read a thfrd time as follows,
viz:
~ I. Be it enacted b11 the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That so much of an act, entitled "An act to provide for
the location and erection of the Third Lunatic Asylum," of this Commonwealth, as appropriates one hundred thousand dollars for the enlargeillent of the Western Lunatic Asylum at Hopkinsville, be, and
the same is hereby, so amended ais to strike out all that part relating
to the enlargement of the Western Lunatic Asylum at Hopkinsville;
but this act shall not, in any manner, affect the erection of the Third
Lunatic Asylum, as provided for in said act.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
McElroy, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, we1·eMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Manlius T. ,Flippin,
Hiram S . Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
W. L . Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
A. S . Arnold,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P . Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W . R. Bates,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,.
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W. B. M. -Brooks,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
Robel't M. Carlisle,
J . J. McAfee,
L . W. Tl'afton,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
George Carter,
William J. lVIcElroy, T. W. Vamon,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
J . L. Waring,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
J . M. White,
J. Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
William G .' Conrad,
Wm. Mynhiel',
F. A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
J . L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
J . M. Wright-69.
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
R. D. Cook,
T. J . Megibben,
Alpheus W. Bascom, W. H . Evans,
William Sellers-7.
William Brown,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as afore,mid .
Mr. Cooper moved to reconsider the vote by which ·said bill was
passed.
Mr. Gray moved to lay the motion of Mr. Cooper on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Gray, it ~as
decided in the affirmative .
·
Mr. Jessee, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, to whom
was refe1:red a bill from the 'Senate, entitled
An act for · the benefit of the Kentucky Institution for the Education of the Blind,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Phelps ·offered an amendment ther.e to.
Mr. Chrisman offered a substitute by way of amendment fo1· the
bill and proposed amendment, which was rejected.
The amendment proposed by Mr. Phelps was then .also rejected.
Ordend, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the sum of ten thousand do1la,rs be, and the same is hereby,_appropriated to 't he use and benefit of the' Kentucky Institution for the Educa·tion of the B'l io'd. Said sum to be expended by the board of directors or
managers of said Institution in the following niann_er, viz: eight thousand
,dollars in procuring aud ·erecting suitable apparatus and fixtures for heating the asylum· buildings, and the sum of ,fifteen hundred dollars in pro•cudng and erecting gas cpipes and fixtures for lighting up said •buildings,
and the sum of five hundred dollars in procuring models of the eye, ear,
·,brain, and other members of the 'human body, and also models of various
·insect.a and animals, for edt1cational purposes ; and the Audi-tot· is hereby
,authorized and directed, on the application of the President of said board
,of directors, to issu_e his warrant on, the_Trea~urer for the same, on_e fourt-1;,.
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payable in three, one fourth in six, one fourth in nine, and tlie remaining
one fourth in twelve months from the first d-ay of January, 1873.
§ 2. Tb is act to be in force from its passage.
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required the1·eon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi.1·mative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
J.E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
R. Tarv. Baker,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
W.R. Bates,
James Garnett,
J P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Ca-rpenter,
G. W. Little,
F. A. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S . McClul'e,
.T. N . Woods,
C. M. Clay, jr.
M. E. McKenzie,
S . H. Woolfolk,
J. Guthrie Coke,
T . .T. Megibben,
J . M. Wright-53.
R. D. Cook,
J . L. Nall,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad, William Selle1·s,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
J . J . McAfee,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McE!roy, J. M. White,
George Carter,
Wm . Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson-15.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Emollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled Lills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act in relation to the collection of delinquent taxes that may
be owing the county of Nelson;
An act fo1' the benefit of Jno. P. Barrett, late sheriff of Ohio
county;
An act in relation . to the arrest of drunken persons in the local
jurisdiction of the police court of Bardstown;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the Christian
county court to issu<': bonds for the purpose of building a court-house,
and to establish a sinking fund to liquidate said bonds," passed February 13th, 1867;
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An act to incorporate the Highland Coal Company, of Hopkins
county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the se:veral acts in relation to the town of Calhoon," approved March 4, 1872;
And also enrolled bills,· which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Richard W. and Lizzie B. Lockhart,. of
Ballard county;
An act to further amend the laws in relation to peddlers;
An act to regulate official sales in Trigg county;
An act to amend the charter of the Broadway and Dunkirk Railway.Company;
An act to extend the corporate limits of the town of Lovelaceville,
in Ballard county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
Blandville, in Ballard
one the several acts incorporating the town of
'
.
county;"
An act for the benefit of Charles E. Curd, of Calloway county;
An act to transfer the equity causes from the Hickman circuit
court to the Hickman court of common pleas;
An act for the benefit of the assessor of Livingston county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signatUl'e thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 1873.-

pre-

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of George W. Cooper, of Logan county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bowling Green and Madisonville Railroad Company," approved March

;, of

ail-

22, 1871.

He,
1to
trd

lit

An act to incorporate the Society Franco-American of Mutual
Assistance of the city of Paducah.
An act to amend 1:1n act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common schools in Clinton county, and the act amending the same."
An act to authorize the transfer of causes pending in the circuit
court to the court of common pleas, in Ballard county.
An act to prohibit the selling of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in Tompkinsville, Monroe county, or within one mile thereof.
An act authorizing the Lewis county court to make an allowance
to the clerk of the Lewis circuit court, for continuing the general and
cross-index to suits in the Lewis circuit court.
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Bank of Lagrange.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Warren county.
An act for the benefit of R. N. Walker, late sheriff of Crittenden
county.
An act for the benefit of Cold Spring school district, in Campbell
county.
An act to incorporate the Dayton and Bellview Gas-light Company; in Campbell county.
An act to incorporate the Owensboro Masonic Mut-qal Relief Association.
An act for the benefit of the heirs of Horace Welford, deceased, of
Virginia.
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An act to authorize the sale and conveyance of the seminary property situate in the town of Mt. Vernon, in Rockcastle county, and
appropriate the proceeds arising tbr.refrom to common school purposes for said county.
An act to provide for redistricting th e schoo l districts of the county
of Madison.
An act fOT the benefit of the common schools in Bracken county.
An act to amend the articles of incorporation of the People's Building and Loan Association, of Louisville.
An act to amend the ch-arter of the Logan Female College Company.
And that they ~ad passed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act directing the Auditor to pay certain guard clailll,;! in
Powell county.
2. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Marion County Agricultural, Mechanical, and Stock Association,"
approved January 16, 1868.
3. An act to amend an act, en'titled "An act to incorporate the
Short Route Railway Transfer Company."
4. An act for the benefit of the Louisville Industrial Exposition,
and to amend the charter thereof.
5. An act to authorize the Grant county court to sell its poor-house
farm in said county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Claims; the 2d to the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures;
the 3d to the Committee on Railroads; the 4th to the Committee on
the Judiciary; and the 5th to the Committee on County Courts.
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Cardwell, Sellers,
Morin, Baker, and Foree.
The House ~ook up the amendment proposed by the Senate to a
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled.
An act for the benefit of 0 . P. Shackelford, tax collector foi.· Edmonson county, ~nd his securities.
Said amendment was concurred in •.
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The House took up also the amendment proposed by the Senate
to the amendment proposed by the House to a bill, which originated
in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Cumberland and Ohio
Railroad Company.
Said amendment, proposed by the Senate to the House amendment,
was concuITed in.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that the Go·vernor had approved
and signed enrolled bills, which originate4 in the House of Representatives, of the follow;ing · titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to .incorporate the Louisville Rolling Mill Company," approved February 28, 1850.
An act to amend an act, entitl_ed "An act to amend the charter
of the Bank of Ashland, and incorporate the Bank of Shelbyville,"
approved February 24, 1869.
An ~ct to amend the charter of the Citizens' Passenger Railway
Company, of Louisville.
An act for the benefit of T. A. Leper, jailer of Livingston county.
An act to empower the Grayson county court to levy an additional
tax to build a new jail.
• An act for the benefit of T. P. Cardwell, of Breathitt county.
An act to change the boundary line of the city of Columbus.
An act to incorporate the Central University.
An . act to provide for a March term of the Jessamine quarterly
court.
Mr. Waring, from the committee appointed to wait upon the Senate, and to ask to withdraw therefrom a bill, which originated in the:
Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Chattaroi Railway Company,
. Reported that they had discharged that duty, and laid said bill on
the Clerk's table.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same,. of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to charter the Crab Orchard and Crew's Kn.ob Turnpike
Company,'" approved March 20, 1872.
64-B,
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By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the town _of Hickory Grove, in Graves county.
By Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means- '
A bill to provide for the collection of delinquent tax lists in Marion county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from .the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate the Lebanon and Pope's Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill for the benefit of. the heirs of '~quire Jones, deceased, of
Henry county.
By Mr. Jones, from a select committeeA bill to incorporate the town of Pryorsburg, in Graves county.
By sameA bill in relation to the seminary fund of Graves county.
By sameA bill to add Graves county to the common pleas district in the
fhst judicial district, and to provide for chancery terms of said common pleas in said county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second'
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
_
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be · as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment by the several committees to whom they had been
refel'fed, viz:
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to authorize the county court of Cumberland county to establish fenies across Cumberland river in said county.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit Courts- _
An act to change the time of holding the cit-cuit co urt in the 9th
judicial district.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
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Th e rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, 'and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
On motion of Mr. Bailey,
Ordered, That a committee be appointed, consisting of Messrs.
Bailey, Mynhier, and Bates, to act in conjunction with such committee as may be appoint.ed by the Senate, t_o wait upon the Governor and request him to return un signed, to ,this House, in which it
originated, an enrolled bill,. entitled
An act for the organization of the public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county.
After a time, Mr. Bailey, from the committee, returned, and reported that the committee had discharged their duty, and laid said enrolled bill upon the Clerk's table .
. Mr. Jessee, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Sol. Downey, pauper idiot, of Henry
county.
Which bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, It appearing to the Henry circuit court, at its September
term, 1871, that Solomon Downey, an idiot, is still alive, and in care of
bis committee, 1ind halil not sufficient estate for his support, and that his
parents are still unable to support him; and said court having ordered
that an allowance of $50 per annum be continued from the last payment
to the 7th day of June, 1871, to be paid to his committee, William Petty,
and that the same be certified to the Auditor; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

Th at the State Auditor be, and be is hereby, directed to draw his order
upon the Treasurer in favor of William Petty, committee of said Solomon Downey, at the rate of $50 per annum, from 31st March, 1867, date
of last payme nt, until the 7th of June, 1871, time of re-examination, in
favor of said Downey, to be expended by said Wm. Petty for the benefit
of said Solomon Downey, to be accounted for by said William Petty in
his reports to said court.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed \.Vith, and the same being engrossed,
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Th9se who voted in the affirmative, wereMt·. Speaker (M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Hiram S. Powell,
-Wm. A. Allen,
Thomas H. Corbett,
W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
A. S . Arnold,
W. W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
W.R. Bates,
C. P. Gray,
William Tarlton,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylot·,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
S . C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. ·Todd,
Church H . Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
Wm . F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Megibben,
J . M. White,
John S . Carpenter,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
J. Guth!'ie Coke,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wt·ight-61.
R. D. Cook,
In the negative, Robert M. Carlisle-I.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Carpenter, from the Committee on Insurance, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to establish an Insurance Bureau, approved March 10, 1870,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
Be it enacted by the Genei-al Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the 3d section of an act to establish an Insurance
Bureau, approved March 10th, 1870, be amended so as to read:
"The Insurance Commissioner shall receive an annual salary of
$8,000 ." And that the 5th section of said act be amended so as to
read: " The Commissioner may appoint a clerk to assist him in the
duties of the B,urel!,u, who ~hall receive a salary of $4,000 per an,num, to be pa,id as now authorized by law."
·
§ 2. This act shall be in force from and after its passage.
Mr. Beckh.a m moved to am·e nd said bill by striking out of the 4th
lline thereof the figures " $8,000," and inserting in lieu thereof the'
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figures " 6,000;" and also by striking out of the 6th line the fig·ur'es
" $4,000," and inserting in lieu thereof the figures " $3,000."
Mr. Threlkeld moved to amend the amendment offered by Mr.
Beckham by striking out therefrom the figures " $6,000," and inserting in ,lieu thereof " $5,000," which was rejected.
The amendment offered by Mr. Beckham was then adopted.
The question was then put," Shall the bill, as amended, be read a
third time? " and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Jessee and
Ogilvie, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J.P. Sacksteder,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Hany I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
· Thomas M. Johnson, · L. W. Trafton,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
William Brown,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
John S . Carpenter.
T. J. Megibben,
.T. L. Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. Wright-42.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
A. C. Armstrong,
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
J, E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
S. C. Bell,
C. !'. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
George M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
Jonas D. Wilson,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, S. H. Woolfolk-30.
Mr. Jessee then moved to recommit said bill to the same committee.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElroy
and Jessee, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Oreary)J ames S. Chrisman,
Wm. J. Mc~lroy,
Wm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad, · Wm. Mynhier,
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A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Ayers,
G. W. Bailey,
W.R. Bates,
S. 0. Bell,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William Brown,
Thomas P. Cardwell,
George Carter,
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E. A. Graves,
0. P. Gray,
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T. J. Jones,
J. S. Lawson,
Bryan S. McClure,
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John W. Ogilvie,
Samuel M. Sandet·s,
William Tarlton,
J. S. Taylor,
J.M. White,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. N. Woods,
S. H. Woolfolk-31.

Those who voted in the negative, wereA. S. Arnold,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
W . L. Reeves,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, 0. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trnfton,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thom.as M. Johnson, Joseph T. Tucker,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
T. J. Megibben,
J. L. Waring,
0. M. Olay,jr.,
J. 0. Moorman,
Mot·decai Williams,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
Julian N, Phelps,
J.M. Wright-36.
R. L. Cooper,
Mr. Carpenter moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be riow
put?" it was decided in the negative. '
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Jessee and
Jones, were as follows, viz :
_
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm .. Cassius Goodloe, 0. W. Threlkeld,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Gr-iflith,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J, McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
B. E. Oassilly,
0. M. Olay, jr. J. 0. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-32.
R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
Those who voted in the negative, were~
Mr. Speaker(M'Oreary)William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
J. E. Oosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
W. L. Reeves,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
S. 0. Bell,
0. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Bl~key,
George M. Jessee,
William Tarlt~n,
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W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,~
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, J. N. Woods,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk-36.
Mr. Reeves moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill, as
amended, was ordered to be read a third time.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Reeves, it was
decided ~n the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by -Messrs. Mynhier and
Jessee, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)J. E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
W. L. Reeves,
. A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. R. Bates,
George M. Jessee,
William Tarlton,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jone~,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
Bryan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
Thomas P. Card.yell, William J. McElroy, C. H. Webb,
George Carter,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
.T. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad, Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk-36.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. S. Arnold, •
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. C'assius Goodloe, Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Gl"iffith,
T. W. Varnon,
Robert M: Carlisle,
E. -Polk Johnson,
J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee, ·
Mordecai Williams,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.
J.C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-32.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Julian N. Phelps,
And so said vote was reconsidered.
Mr. Jessee moved to amend said bill by adding thereto the following section, viz :
§ - . That the Insurance Cominissioner shall be elected by the
qualified voters of this Commonwealth at the same time, and shall
hold his office for the same term, as the Treasurer of this State; that
so much of the act to which this is an amendment as is in conflict
with this act, is hereby repealed.
Mr. Corbett then offered the following amendment to the amend. ment proposed by Mr. Jessee, viz:
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Strike out the word " Treasurer" therein, and insert the word
"Governor," which was rejected.
The question was then taken on 1he adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Jessee, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Myn.hier
and Jessee, were as follows, viz :
Those .who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
A . C. Armstrong,
Thomas H. Corbett,
J. L. Nall,
W.W . Ayers,
J.E . Gosson,
John W . Ogilvie,
W.R. Bates,
James Garnett,
J. R . Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
J. S . Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, J. N. Woods-27.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)John W. Dyer,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
.M:. Woods Fergnson, E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, .T. P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Harry I. Todd,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
L. W. Trafton,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
J . L . Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Megibben,
Mordecai Williams,
John S . Carpenter,
J. C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
B. E. Cassilly,
Julian N. Phelps, ·
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Lewis Potter,
_S. H. Woolfolk,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-43.
R. L. Cooper,
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
Said bill, as amended, was read a third time as follows, vi-z:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the third section of an act to establish an Insurnnce
Bureau, approved March 10, 1870, be amended so as to read: "The
Insurance Commissioner shall receive an annual salary of $6,000;"
and that the fifth section of said act be amended so as to read: " The
Commissioner may appoint a clerk to assist him in the duties of the
Bureau, who shall receive a . salary of $3,000 per annum, to be paid
as now authorized by law."
§ 2. This act shall be in force from and after its passage.

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, as
amended, and it was decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon -by Messrs. S. M. Sar(:;
ders and Ogilvie, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
John W. ,Dyer,
J. P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
0. W. Threlkeld,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
W. N. Beckham,
James Garnett,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, L. W. Trafton,
J ohn A. Bell,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
T . .W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J Megibben,
J. L. Waring, ·
J. L . Nall,
Mordecai Wflliams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
E. A. -Robertson,
iF. A. Wilson-32.
J . Guthrie Coke,
R. L . Cooper,
John P. Rowlett,
Those who voted in the _negativ~, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
A. C. Armstrnng,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan.,
W.W. Ayers,
Thomas H. Corbett, John W. Ogilvie,
G. W. Bailey,
J.E . C~sson,
Julian N . Phelps,
·W. R. Bates,
Manlius .T. Flippin,
Le;wis Potter,
S . C. Bell,
C. P. Gr_a y,
HirallJ S . .Pow:ell,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
W illiam Brown,
T. J. Jones,
J.M. White,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods,
GeO!'ge Carter,
William J. McEkoy, ·s. H. Woolfolk,
James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-39.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Wright then moved to reconsider the vote by wh!ich said bill
was disagreed to.
M1·. Cooper, from the Committee on Insurance, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to repeal an act, entitled" An act to authorize Life Insurance
Companies to make special deposits of securities in the Insurance
Department."
Which bill was read the first time and placed in the orders of the
day.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mt·. GoodloeA bill for the benefit of A. G. Hunt, of Fayette county.
On motion of same.,
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize Thomas B.
Megowan,jailer of Fayette county, to appoint a dep11ty jailer."
o5-B, R,
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-On motion of sameA bill for the benefit of ,Joseph B. Rodes, of Fayette county.
On motion of sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "A9 act fixing the time of holding
the terms of the circuit courts in the 10th judicial district.
On motion of Mr. GriffithA bill to amend the city 'c harter of the city of Owensboro.
On motion of Mr. CookA bill to authorize the judge of the 15th judicial district to hold
special chancery terms of said court in the county of Rockcastle.
On motion Qf Mr. WrightA bill to exempt certain persons fr o m jury service.
On motion of Mr. CarpenterA bill to amend the charter of the Louisville House of Refuge.
Ord~red, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the s~me.
Mr. Wright, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill prescribing sanitary regulations for the Jefferson county
jail,
Without an expression of opinion thereon .
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill ·being dispensed with,
Pending_consideration of said bill, the House adjourned.
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Mr. Arnold presented the remonstrance of'sundry citizens of school
district No. 2, in Hickman county, against the repeal of an act for
the benefit of said district.
Which" was received, the reading dispensei with, and referred to
the Committee on Education.
·
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz: ·
On motion of Mr. Garnett1. A bill\o authorize the trustees of the town of Columbia to sell
and convey a part of Jefferson alley in said town.
On motion of same2. A bill for the benefit of J. G. Winfrey.
On motion of Mr. Corbett3. A bill for the benefit of James W. Carpenter, of Ballard county.
On motion of Mr. J. R. Sanders4. A bill repealing all laws preventing netting and seining in the
streams of the counties of Trimble and Carroll.
On mdtion of same5. A bill to repeal an act for the better organization of the public
schools in the town of Carrollton, and to establish the common school
district of Carrollton, in Carroll county.
On motion of :Mr .. Powell6. A bill for the benefit of John Lucas, jailer of Clay county.
On motion of same7. A bill to exempt the citizens of Clay c_ounty from paying toll on
the Crab Orchard branch of the Wilderness Turnpike Road.
On motion of Mr. Nalls. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent certain trespasses in Boone and other counties," approved March 9, 1867.
On motion of M1·. J . R. Sanders9. A bill incorpor~ting the town of Prestonsville, in Carroll county.
On motion of Mr. Bailey10. A bill to limit the jurisdiction of the police judge of Dixon, in
Webster county.
On motion of sameI 1. A bill to repeal an act prohibiting the sale of liquor in ~he
town of Claysville, in Webster county.
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On motion of Mr. W. H. Ev ans12. A bill for the bene~t of Wm. Tinsley, late sheriff of Knox
county.
On motion of same13. A bill for the benefit of.James W. Ingram, justice of the peace
of Bell county.
On motion of Mr. Sacksteder14. A bill to amend the charter of Pewee Valley, in Oldham
county.
' On motion of Mr. Wright15. A bill to regulate the mode of providing and paying claims for
fox, wolf, and wild cat scalps.
On motion of same16. A bill regulating exemption of wages, &c., from att~chment,
&c.
On motion of same17. A bill for the suppression of lawlessness in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Graves18. A bill to amend the law in reference to sheriffs and thefr sureties.
On motion of same19. A bill to repeal the bill commonly calle'd the wolf, red fox, &c.,
bill.
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie20. A bill to amend an act to amend chapter 83 of the Revised
Statutes, title "Revenue and Taxation," approved March 28, 1872.
On motion of Mr. Allen21. A bin to prevent the sale of vinous or malt liquors in the Garnettsville district, in Meade county.
On motion of Mr. Moorman22. A bill to focorporate Mount Olivet Encampment, No. 55, I. 0.
0. F., at Greenville, Muhlenburg county.
On motion of Mr. Trafton23. A bill to incorporate the Henderson Transportation Company.
Ordered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 1st, 7th, and 8th; the Committee on the Revised
Statutes the 2d, 15th, 16th, and 17th; the Committee on the Judiciary
the 3d; the Committee on Education the 5th; the Committee on
Claims th.e 6th; the Commiuee on Corporate Institutj!ons the 9th,
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14th, 22d, and 23d; the Committee on County Courts the 10th, 12th,
and 13th; the Committee on Chat·itable Institutions the 11th; the
Committee on Ways and Means the 18th, 19th, and 20th; the Committee on Religion the 21st, and a select committee, consisting of
Messrs. Jessee, S. M. Sanders, and Taylor, the 4th.
A message was' received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and_signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the River Transportation Company.
An act to re-enact and amend the charter of the Paducah and
Tennessee Railroad Company.
An act to incorporate the General Association of C'olored Baptists
of Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 19, in Kenton county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Second
Presbyterian Church of the city of Louisville."
An act for the benefit of A. C. Bowman, late sheriff of Breathitt
county, and his sureties.
An act for the benefit of Mary Ann Pecantet's heirs, of Graves
county.
An act for the benefit of the Lagrange and Shelbyville Turnpike
Road Company.
An act to authorize the Pike county court to issue bonds for courthouse and other purposes.
An act to incorporate the Spring Station Railway Company.
That they had concurred in a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution directing an inquiry into 'the condition and management
of the Kentucky River Navigation Company.
That they had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend the revenue laws of this Commonwealth,
With amendments thereto.
That they had adopted a joint resol1:1tion, entitled
Resolution concerning the Revision of the Statutes.
· And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act for the benefit of the Louisville Board of Trade.
2. An act to amend the charter of the S'pring Station Railway
Company.
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Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be r~ferred-the 1st to the Committee on Ways
. and Means, and the 2d to the Committee on Railroads.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
. By Mr. Mynhier, from a select committeeA bil~ for the benefit of common school district No. 5, in the county
of Barren.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of common school district No. 5, in Ballard
county.
By sameA bill to exempt the property of the Danville Theological Seminary from taxation for certain purposes.
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Corporatt) InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Lexington Building and Accumulating Fund Association."
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion:A bill to incorporate the Board of Trustees of the Kentucky Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. ·
By M1·. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill to provide for the erection of school buildings in common
school district No. I, in the town of Hawesville.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Commi~tee on BanksA bill to amend the charter of the Manufacturers' Bank.
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee ori .RailroadsA bill to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railroad Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
'
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Mr. Graves offered an amend.m ent to the last named bill, which
was rejected.
_
Ordered, That said bills be e,ngrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same. being engrossed,
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R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
-Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion, to whom was refe rred
a bill from the Senat_e, entitled
An act for the benefit of the town of Bell Point, in Franklin
county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill·being dispensed with,
R esolved, ' That said bill do pass, and that the title "thereof be. as
aforesaid.
Under the joint resolution heretofore adopted, directing an inquiry
into the condition and management of the Kentucky River N avigation Company, the Speaker appointed the follo wing committee on
the part of the House, viz: Messrs : Varnon, Blakey, and Reeves.
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Varnon, Flippin,
Rowan, Brooks, Hoskins, Phelps, Griffith, and Arnold.
The House took up for consideration a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Chattaroi Railway Company.
Mr. Carter moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
And the question being taken· thereon, it was decided in the affirm~
ative.
Mr. Carter also moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill, as
amended, was ordered to be read a third time.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Carter then offered an additional amendment to ·said bill,
which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
,
The House took up fi:om the Clerk's table a bill, entitled
A bill for the organizatio_n of the public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county.
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Mr. Bailey mov;ed to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decid,ed in the affirmative.
Mr. Batley also moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
Said b-rH was placed in the orders of the day.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the Home of Representatives,
entitled
An .act for the benefit of school district No·. 5, in Ballard county.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, re.ported that
the qommittee had exam,i ned ~nrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of tbe follo,w ing titles, viz:
An act to c;h,ange and. fix the time of hold:ing the Hart circuit
court;
An act to prevent the wanton destruction of fish in Crocus creek,
in Cumberland county;
An act to .p11ofribit the destruction of fish by traps, and by seining
and netting, in the spawning season, in Ba11ren river and its t1:ibu-. ·
taries, in All~n county;
An act to incorporate the St. ·Catherine's Convent <1f Sisters of
Mercy;
An act for :the benefit of Nancy Edwards, an _idiot, of Lawrence
county;
.An act to amend an· ,act incorporating the Merchants' Insurance
Company, approved February 28, 1860 ; ·.
An act to authol'ize the sale of the Stamping Ground and Lecompt's Run Turnpike Road;
An act t•o amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation
to the town of DanviUe ;
An act to amend the title of an act, entitled l' An act to amend an
act, entitled ., An act to regulate the sale and storage of illuminating
oils made from coal, petroleum, and other bituminqµs substances,'"
approved Feb11uary 24, 1"873;
An act to .inc-orpora:te the trustees of the Baptist Female College
of Liberty Association, in the State of Ke·ntucky ·;
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An act to amend the charter of the Pulaski Agricultural and Mechanical Association ;
An act to incorporate the Cairo and_ Tennessee River Railroad
Company;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Represe ntatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Columbus and Milburn Gravel and Plank
Road Company;
An act to amend· an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish\
a syste m of public schools in th'e city of Henderson;"
An act to incorporate the Logan County Bank;
An act to incorpora.te the Russellville Banking and Warehouse
Company;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Bowling G1·een ;
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, of Cloverport, to sell certain chui·ch property;
J
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Wright moved the following re~olution, viz:
Resolved, That motions to reconaider shall have precedence of all
other matters in the orders of the day.
Ordered, That said resolution be referred to a select committee,
c~nsisting of Messrs. Bascom, Garnett, and Reeves, with instructions
to report. thereon on Monday next, at 12 o'clock, M.
Mr. Ayers moved the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of t!te Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when the two Houses adjourn on Monday, the 17th day of
Ma1:ch, 1873, they will adjourn sine die.
Which lies one day on the table.

•
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M1·. T. M. Johnson moved the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by lite General Assembly of tlie Commomnealtli of' Kentucky,
That no re-solution looking to the adjournment of this General Assembly will he entertained until after the reception and adoption of the
report of the Joint Committee on the Revision of the Revised Statutes.
Wjiich lies one day on the table.
Mr. Blakey moved the following resolution, viz:
Resotved, That during the remainder of the present ses~ion, when
the cqunties are called, each member may have one local bill rep_orte_d
by any committee he may designate. If the call of the couqt1es 1s.
66-R.
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not completed during the day, the Clerk shall begin on the following
call where be left off:
Mr. Graves moved the following as a substitute for said resolution,
viz:
Resolved, That this House will hold two night sessions in each
week, at 7½ o'clock, P. M., oh Tuesday and Friday evenings, when
nothing shall be in o,rder except but to consider local bills.
M1·. Wright offered the following amendment to the substitute proposed by Mr. Graves, viz :
The counties shall be called at such .night sessions, and each mem- .
ber may call up two local bills on each call.
Mr. J. R . Sanders moved to lay the resolution and proposed
amendments on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. J. R. Sanders,
it was decided in the negative .
. The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McClure and
T . .lVl. Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)W m. F . Bond,
W. L. Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
J.E. Gosson,
J. R. Sanders,
W. R. Bates 1
William J . McElroy, William Tarlton,
W. N . Beckham,
Mat. Nunan,
F. A. Wilson-12.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
E. A. Graves,
Lewis Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. A. Hoskins,
E. A. Robertson,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel .lVI. Sanders,
Church H. B~akey,
T. J . Jones,
James W. Snyder,
Robert M. Carlisle,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
. George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E . Cassilly,
M. E . McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
J.C. Moorman, ·
J.M . White,
William G. Conrad, "Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
J . L . Nall,
.T. N. Woods,
Thomas H. Corbett, John W . Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
M. Woods Ferguson, Julian N. Phelps,
J . M. Wright-40.
James Garnett,
Mr. Cooper then moved to lay Mr. Wright's proposed amen dment
on the table.
I
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirm- ·
ative.
And thereupon the Speake1· ruled that the resolution, substitute,
and ame~dment were laid on the tabl_e.
I
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Mr. Goodloe offered the following joint resolution, which lies on
the table one day, viz:
Resolved by the -General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That no motion for final adjournment will be entertained until bills
have been considered !:Ind acted upon prnviding for the education of
all the children of the Common wealth, the suppression of lawlessness, and for the promotion of immigration.
Mr. Blakey moved the following resolution, vi'z :
R esolved, That on and after the 12th day. of March, when the coun. ties_are called, each ·member may have one local bill reported by any
committee he may designate. ,vhen the call is not completed on
any one day, the Clerk shall commence on the succeeding call with
the first county following the last one called .
. Mr. Graves offered the following substitute for said resolution, viz:
Resolved, That from and afte,r the 10th inst. this House will hold
afternoon sessions, commencing at 3 o'clock, for the consideration of
local and private bills alone. Whenever all the lo cal and private
bills introduced have been reported and acted upon, said sessions
shall cease.
·
0.)1 motion of Mr. Bascom, said resolution and proposed substitute
were referred to a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Bascom,
Bla}rny, and Graves.
Mr. Garnett read and laid on the table the following joint resolutions, viz:
I. Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Th at when this General Assembly shall adjourn on the 17th day of March,
1873, it shall adjourn to meet again on the 13th day .of _May, 1873.
2. And be it further resolved, That the Joint Committee of the two Houses
on Revis ion of the Statutes shall remain in session at Frankfort during
the interim, and that only said Joint Committee of the two Houses shall
be entitled to receive compensation as members of the Legislature during
said interim.
.
3. And be it further resolved, That when this General Assembly shall reassemble as aforesaid on the 17th day of May, 1873, that the work of the
Committee on Revision of the Statutes, and that al6ne, shall be considered.
Mr. Graves moved to suspend the rule requiring said resolution to
lie one day on the table, and take the same up.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, it was
decided in the negative.
I
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Coke, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
James Gar~ett,
Lewis Potter,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, W. L. Reeves,
S. 0. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
C. 1'. G~·ay,
Wm. Tarlton,
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· Robert M. Carlisle,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S . McClure,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
M. Woods Ferguson, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-24.
Those who ,voted in the negati'.le, wernMt·. Speaker (M'Creary)Willia m G. Conrad, Julian N. Phelps,
Wm . A. Allen,
Thomas H . Corbett, Hiram S . Powell,
A. C. Armstrong,
J. E. Gosso n,
E. A. Robertson,
. W.W. Ayers,
W . H. Evans,
J. P. Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
Wm . A. Hoskins,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas lVl. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
J. J . .McAfee,
Harry I. T odd,
George Carter,
lVI. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. C . .Moorman,
J.M . Whi te,
James S . Chrisman,
Wm . Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nnnan,
F. A. Wi lso n-3G.
At 12½ o'clock, P. M., .Mr. Brown moved that the House do now
adjourn.
And the question being ta.ken thereon, it was decided ·in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
. Graves, were as follows, viz :
Those who votecl. in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
J. E. Cosson,
William Tarlton ,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. W. Threlkeld-7.
William Brown,
,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
lVI. Woods Ferguson, vV. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves, .
John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
C. P. Gray',
J. R. Sanders,
W. ' R. Bates,
Thbmas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
G. W. Little,
C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
J. J. McAfee,
James W . Snyder,
Church H . Blakey,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
George Carter;
.M. E. McKenzie,
L . W. Trafton,
B. E. 'Cassilly,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm . Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
William ·G. Conrad, J . L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
Thomas H. 0orbett, Julian N . Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk,
John W . .Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
J. lVI. Wright-51.
Mr. Beckham offered the foll'owing resolutions, viz:
.
1: ·Resolved; That it is the sense of this House that the work of revising
the statutes shall be completed during this session of the Legislature.
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2. Resolved, That to that end a recess should be taken.
3. Resolved, That it is the sense of this House that when this General
Assembly shall adjourn on the 17th day of March, 1873, it shall adjourn
to meet again on the 13th day of May, 1873.
4. And be it further resolved, That it is the. sense of this House that the
Joint CommiLtee of the t_wo Houses on Revision of the Statutes shall remain in se1;sion at Frankfort during the rnterim, and that only said Joint
Committee of the two Rouses shall be entitled to receive compensation
as members of the L eg islature during sai d interim.
5. And be it further resolved, 'l'hat it is the sense of this Rouse that
when this General Assembly shall rea11semble, as aforesaid, on the 17th
day of May, 1873, that the work of the Committee on the Revision of the
Statutes,· and that alone, shall be considered.
Mr. Robertson offered the following amendment to the 5th resolution, viz:
Add thereto these words: "Except business introduced and remaining unfinished at adjournment on the 17th of March."
Said resolutions and proposed amendment being taken up, Mr.
Reeves called for a division of the question.
And the question being taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Robertson, it was decided in tne negative. ·
The question was then taken on the adoption of the first resolution offered by Mr. Beckham, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reeves
and Blakey, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. P . Gray,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. R. Sanders,
A . S . Amold,
T. J. Jones,
C. C. Scales,
W. W . Ayers,
· G . W. Little,
James W. Snyder,
G. W. Bailey,
Wm. J . McElroy,
William Tarlton,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. E. Mc~enzie,
J . S. Taylor,
W . N. Beckham,
J . C. Moorman,
C. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
Wm . Mynhier,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
J . L. Nall,
J.M. White,
George Carter,
Mat. Nunan,
F . A. Wilson,
B. E . Cassilly,
Julian N. Pqelps,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
S . H . Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-43.
John W. Dyer,
'
Those wh-o voted in the negative, wereChurch H. Blakey,
E. A. Graves, '
Samuel M. Sanders,
Rober.t M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams-8.
James Garnett,
W. L . Reeves,
And then the Hou13e adjourned.
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MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Nelson Bridges, of Kenton county.
An act establishing a justices' distdct, and providing for the elec~
tion of justices and a constable, in Fern Leaf voting precinct, in
Mason county.
An act to authorize Elisha Wall ace, of McCracken county, to build
a dam and erect a saw and grist mill on Clark's river, in McCracken
. county.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to protect fish in Sulphur Fork of Drake's creek, on the line
between Allen and Simpson counties.
An act to change the time of holding the quarterly court in Metcalfe county.
An act to i~corporate the Rodgers' Mills and Hinkston Bridge
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to protect birds and gar:o.e in Bullitt county.
An act empowering the Spencer county court-to sell the old circuit
and county court clerks' offices in said county.
, An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the improvement of the roads of Butler cotJnty," approved February 2d,
1872.
An act for the benefit of the Stoner Mouth Presbyterian Church, ·
Bourbon county.
An act to increase the county levy of Boyle county.
An act to incorporate the Twelve-mile and California Turnpike
Road Company, in Campbell county .
An act for the benefit of the Middleburg and Liberty Turnpike
Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Masonic' Temple Company of Owensboro.
An act to define the line between the counties of Olay and Jackson.
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An act to re-enact and continue in force an act, entitled "An act
for the benefit of A. W. Nickell, late sheriff of Johnson county, and
his securities," approved February 3, 1871.
An act to declare Middle creek and Bull creek, in Floyd county,
navigable streams.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to
authorize the Shelby county court to issue bonds for the benefit of
turn pike roads."
.
An act for the benefit of Pauline J. Chaney, an idiot, in Graves
county.
An act to charter the Elizabethtown .and Middle Creek 'furnpike
Road Company.
An act for the benefit of C. L. Howard, late sheriff of Harlan
county.
,
An _act to allow the State agent at the Rio bridge, in Hart county,
to make necessary improvements, not to exceed one hundred dollars
in value.
An act for the benefit of Samuel Jones, committee of William Jones,
an idiot, of Clin.ton county.
An act -to prevent the destruction of fish in Cumberland river and
its tributaries above the falls of said river.
An act to repeal the 202d, 203d, 204th, 205th, 206th, and 207th sections of the city charter of Paducah, in McQrncken county.
An act for the benefit of J. G. Scott, sheriff of Metcalfe county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors, &c ., in Monroe
county.
An act to prov,ide for the transcribing in the county court clerk's
office tp.e original surveys, plats, and certificates of Morgan county.
A~ act to authorize the county judge of Metcalfe county to sell and
_convey the poor-house farm in said county, and reinvest the proceeds.
An .act for the benefit of Elliott county.
An act authorizing Linus Greenwell, of the county of Nelson, to
erect a fish-<lam across the . Beech Fork of Salt river, in Nels on
county.
An act foi·· the benefit of the county of Pulaski.
·An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent and punish
certain trespasses in Scott and \Voodford counties," approved March
26, 1872.
An act to organize the Morganfield public school.
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An act to regulate the jurisdiction of the circuit court and court of
common pleas of Union and Henderson counties.
An act to legalize certain proceedings of the Washington county.
court.
An act to amend the charter of the Springfield and Chaplin Turnpike Road Company.
An act to enlarge the corporate limits of the town of Monticello.
An act authorizing the sale of the poor-house farm in Webster
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Trenton, in Todd county," approved March 25, 1872.
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
An act to authorize the Carter county court to levy an ad valorem
tax for bridge purposes.
•
An act to incorporate the town of College Hill, in Madison county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act authorizing the· Harrison
county court to appropriate money to aiµ. in building a bridge across
main Licking at Clayville, and to levy a tax therefor;" approved
March 21, 1871.
An act to authorize the trustees of the Stanford Male and Female
Seminary to sell part of their land and invest the proceeds.
An act for the benefit of E. G. Walls, committee of Sarah Jane
Walls, a pauper idiot, of Lincoln county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Young
Men's Real Estat~, Building, and Accumulating Association, of Louisvil1e;" approved March 28, 1872.
An act to amend the charter of tbe Louisville Baptists' Orphans'
Home.
An act to legalize certain acts of the Mercer county court.
An act t~ change a part of the eastern boundary of the town of
Harrodsburg.
An act for the benefit of schools in New Castle, Henry county.
An act to incorporate the Ashland and Catlettsburg Street Railway
•and Transfer Company.
An act fo~ the benefit of W . E. Clelland, late sheriff of Mercer
county,
An act declaring Wolf river a navigable stream.
A act to incorporate the Greenup Exchange Bank.
An a ct concerning the public roads in Hardin county.

(
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An act to incorpornte the Bank of Madisonville.
An act for the benefit of New Liberty and Owenton Turnpike Road
Company.
An act for the benefit of the New Liberty Branch Turnpike Road
Company.
An act to incorporate the Auburn Building and Loan Association.
An act to direct the running and re-marking the line between tlte
counties of Frnnklin and Woodford.
With amendments to the last eleven named bills.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
• 1. An act for the benefit of the jailer of Fayette county, Ken~
tucky.
,
2. An act to amend the charter and laws of the town of Bellview,
in Campbell county.
3. An act to amend an :3-ct, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville {)i:phans' Home Society," approve·d ·February 26, 1849.
4. An act to incorporate the Maysville Manufacturing_Association.
Which bills were read the first time and ~ordet·ed to be read a secopd
time.
The rule of the House and constitutiona:-1 provision as to tµe second
reading of said bills being dis11ensed with,
·
'
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Revised Statutes, and the _2d, 3d, and 4th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Leave was given to bring in the -following bills, viz:
On motion of l\fr. Ogilvie· ·
1. A bill for the benefit of Thos. D. Grundy, sheriff of McCracke-11,
county.
On motion of Mr. J. A. Bell. 2.
bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of S. W~.
Thompson and his sureties, late clerk of the ·Scott county court."
On motion of Mr. Chrisman3. A bill for the benefit of John W. Duncan, sheriff of Wayne
county.
On motion of Mr. Bates4. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of the county ju~ and' justices of the peace of Barren county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Ways and Means- nrepare and
• bring in the 1st and 3d; the Committee on Propositions, and Griev~

a
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ances the 2d; and a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Ayers,
My,nhier, an.d McElroy, the, 4th,.
The following p etitions were presented, viz:
Ry Mr, Armstropg- ·
I. The petition of members . of the Brooksville bar, in Bracl,rnn
coun.t y, p.raying the paJ3saije of an act named therein.
BY Mr. J. A. Bell2. The p etition of citizens of Sqo.tt county, p.r~Jrtn,g the passage of
a law prohibiting the own,e1;s _0,f li,v e s_toc'k frol]l allowi-ng their stoc:k
to run at la1;ge on any of the public. roads of sai(i coi,rnty.
By JVIt. Garnett3. The petitiou of citizens of Columbia, Adafr county, praying_t~e
pa.ssage of au act to allow the· trustlles Qf sah:\ tow n ta sell and c_onvey a portion of an alley therein.
By Mr. McClure~
4. The peµtien. of John B. Grllver, of Russell county, praying t4at
co.~ peny1atio~ be mad~ him for damages don e him by the State tro ops
in the. late war.
. Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st, 2d, and 3d tq the, Comrpjttee on Propositions and Grievanc~s,
and the 4th to the Committee _oµ, Military Affairs.
lp,qeµnite leave. of al;>s~nce wa!'! g_r~nted .l\'le!lsrs . Ca,rter, R<?wlett,
. an._~, O!ay . .
A message was received from the Sen ate, announcing that they
had concurred i!) the amepdments proposed by the House to bills,
which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
f\,11, ac,:t fot· the benefit o.f the Headqnafters and Steel's Run Tur~.pike Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Chattaroi R1~.ilway Company .
.l\.ll. _apt to inc.orpor,ate tl!e B~nk of L_agrap.ge.
Mr. Q,orbett, fiiotl\ th_e Co~mitt.ee on, lntl)r.nal lmp~.o,¥eme~t,. who.
were directed to prepare and bring in . thf} . same, reported
1\, 1:>i,ll te> iil'llen_d aq , apt, entitled "_A,1'1 ~pt to, incorp,or1;itll Hodgenville and Elizabethtown Turnpike Road Company," approved l\larch ,
9 ~ 1868.

_

W\ii~h bill~was i:«:Ja<l the fire;t ti~ll APd. or-<l~re.d to t,e re!"d a ,e;e9ond
time.
_The :p~le of th~ :fl~us~ a,pq constH~tional, ,l're>.vision as ~o the secqp.d
rep,fli,qg of sa\q. bill b~fog: dispf,ns~d w,iJq,
OrdBred., That said bill ·be engrossed and read a third time ~

,.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to th'e ihird
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and · that th'e title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up an urr'1-fi.1nished report of a former day·, viz :
A_ bill prescribing 's anltary i·egulati1ons for ,t he Jefferson county jail.
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to \he Oomm.hte'e ijh the
Judiciary.
·
Mr. Jones, from a select committe-e, ta whom wars 'reao·m mitted a
bin, entitled
A bill to amend the 24th and 29't h ·s e·cfrens of the Civil Code ·o f
Practice, and of justices courts·in this C-omrn.dnwealth,
Reported the same with an amendment thereto.
Mr. Bascem mov·ed to recommit said bill and proposed amendment to the Joint Committee on the Revision of the Statutes.
Aifd the ·question being -taken oh 1ihe 'm otion 'o f Mr,. Bascom, it
was deci'ded in the ,negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by .Messrs. Jones :and
. McEiroy, were -as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi.ifnati'v-e, we1·e~
Mr.Speake1'.(lVfC1·~ary)J. E. Cosso;n,
Harry I. Tod'd,1
Alpheus W. Bascom, lVI. Woods Ferguson, L. W. Trnfton•,
W. ~- Beckham,
James Garnett,
Joseph T. _Tucker1
John .A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J. L. Waring,
. S. C. Bell,"
Thomas J.\lt.• Johns{fo, M6't d·ec'a i Willfams-,
Wm. Mynhier, .
F. A. Wilson, .
George Carter,
B. E. Gass_illy,
W- L Reeves,
· J.M. Wright-23.
James 's. "Chrisman,
E. A. Robertson,
.Those who voted in the negative, werew A. Allen,
T. J. Jones,
Le\vis Potter,
W. -Little,
Hi'ram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. W. Ayers,
uryan S. McC!u-re,
J. R. s ra nd'ers·,
William J. McElroy:, Sa1,11u-el.¥. Sa~ders,
· G. W. Bailey,
W. R. Bates,
M. E. McKenzie,
James W. Snyder,
1
William G. Conrad,
J. 'C. Moo·i-m'a n,
J. ff Taylor,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas H. Corbett, Mat. ~un:an,
l, ;M. White,
W.W. Deaderick,
John W. Ogilvie,
1.- N. Woods,
John W . Dyer,
Juli'a n N. Pbeip·s,
S. H. Woolfolk-31.
· W. H. Evanf:!,
·
·T he amendment proposed by th•e comfuittee was·then reje-c't~d.
-M-r. Corb'ett ·offeretl an -anlendmeht·tNo_, 1) i(h3aid bill.
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Mr. Tucker offered an amendment to the amendment proposed by
Mr. Corbett, which was rejected .
. Mr. McElroy called for a division of the question on the amendment proposed by Mr. Corbett.
The first branch thereof was rejected.
The second branch thereof was _a dopted.
Mr. Corbett offered an amendme!].t (No. 2) to said bill.
On motion of Mr; Garnett,
Ordered, That said bill and proposed amendments be recommitted
to the Committee on the Revised Statutes.
The House, according to order, took up and resumed the con,sideration of the message of the Governor, returning to this House, in
which they originated, with his objections thereto, bills of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend an act incorporating the Concord and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quick's Run, and Concord Turnpike Road Company," approved
December 20, 1867.
An act amending an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt Lick,
Tollsboro, and Maysville Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend the act incorporating the Cabin .Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
An act amending· an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Vanceburg, _Quincy, and Springville Turnpike Road Company," approved 18th February, 1869.
Ordend, That the further consideration of said message· be postponed to, and made special order of the day for, Saturday, the 15th
inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. T. M. Johnson, from a select committee, who were directed tq
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of W. P. Bush, of Barren county.
Which bill was
read the first time and. ordered to be read a second
.
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the sec-ond reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of
the ho.u r for taking up a special order.
The House then, ac_c·o rding to order, took up and resumed the conisideration of a bill, entitled

f
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A bill to amend chapter 53 of the Revised Statutes, entitled "Interest and Usury."
Mr. Little offered a: substitute, by way of amendment, for said bill.
Mr. Bascom moved to recommit said bill and proposed amendment to the Committee on Revised Statutes.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom, it was
decided in the affirmative.
I
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Chrisman, were a s follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi.1·mative, 'fereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J ; R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D . Foote,
J. S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
J . C. Moorman.,
Joseph,T. Tucker,
Willi am G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
Mord ecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
F . A. Wilson,
Thomas H . Corbett, Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Dyer,
W. L. Reeves,
J.M. Wright-30.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
J. L. Nall,
W.W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Mat. Nun an,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. R. Bates,
<J . .P. Gray,
Samuel lVI. Sandet·s,
W . N. Beckham,
-Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
Bryan S. McChue,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McEh:oy, . J.M. Whi te,
J.E. Gosson ,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk- 25.
Joseph M. Davidson,
Mr. Garnett, from tlie majority of the select committee, to whom
was referred the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That motions to, reconsider shall have precedence of _all
other matters in .the orders of the day,
Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that said resolution ought not to be adopted.
The question was then take·n -on the adoption of said resolution,
the opinion 9f the majority of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding, and it was decided in the negative.
The House took up from the orders of the day the several ame11:dments proposed by the Senate to bills, which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Deposit Bank of Cynthiana.
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An act for the benefit of the Key's Creek Mining and Manufacturing Company,'and to incorporate the same under the name of the
. Howland Coal and Iron Works.
An abt to prov<ide for an interpreter for the Louisville cha'ncery
court and the Jefferson court of commo,n pleas.
An act to amend an act 1 entitled "An act to tax i:ailro,a<ls, turnpike
roads, and other corporations in aid of the Sinkin:g ,Fund," approved
February 20, 1864 .
. An act to amend the revenue laws of this Commonwealth,
An act to -incorporate the Ashland and Catlettsbur-g Street Rail way
and Transfer Company.
·An act for the b'e n·efit of th'e New Liberty and Owenton Turnpike
Road Company.
An act to dire·ct the running and re-marking the line betwee-n •the
eountie·s of FranklhJ •ang W ood:fercl..
A act to incorporate the Gree·nup E'xchange Bank.
An act for th~ benefit of W. E. Cielland, late ·sheriff· of Mercer
comity.
An act for the benefit of the New Li,b'erty Branch Turnpike Road
Company.
An act decfaring Wolf river ·a navi'g-able stream.
An act colicer'ning the public roads in Hardin county.
An act to itrcorporate the B'a nk of Madisonville .
An aet to in(:0rporate th·e Auburn Building and Loan Associcition.
Said amendments were liev-erally '<fo'rrcurred in.
Mr. Bascom, from the select committee, to whom the resolution
, offered by Mr. Blakey on Saturday, the substitute therefor by Mr.
Grives, and the proposed amendment to the suhstitute offered by
Mr. Wright, were referred, rt:.p0rted the following substitute, by -w ay
of amendment, to said resolution and proposed alhendments, viz :
Resolved, That from and after this date this House will ·hold two
evening sessions per week, beginning a~ half-.past 7 o'elock, P_. M.-;t he s~ssions to be held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. At such
' sessions the cciuriti'es shall be 'calle'd, aiid ' th'e ine"mb'er allowed to call
Uf> two local hilts, -p ertaining ,to his own c·o-unty only,•from ·the ha-nds
of any committee .he may design·at'e . If •a:n:y . biU · be c~lled ap, over
which discussion arises, said bill shall be recommitted to the com, mittee reporting it. If the call of the counties is not completed at
, one session, the Clerk shall, at th'e h'e xt evening 1res'sibn, 'r'esuin'e the
call where he ceased·. Thi's re-solution shall be ia force until the call
of the coun~ies be twi'ce -made.
Mr. Wright offerecLan amendment thereto, which was rejected.
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The amendm_e nt (substitute) was then adopted.
The resolution, as amended,, was then adopted.
The House_took up from the ordevs of the day a joint resolution
from the Sena,te, entitled
Resolution of inquiry in relation to the leasing the locks and dams
on the Kentucky river.
On motion of Mr. McAfee, said resolution was referred to the joint
committee of inquiry into ·the condition and man~gement of the Kentucky River Navigation Company.
~r. Reeves, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to incorp-orate the Bank of Lagrange;
And also enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Warren county;
An act for the bene(it of .R. N. Walker, late· s~eriff of Crittenden
county;
An act to amend the articles of incorporation of the People's Building and Loan Association, of Louisville ;
An act for the benefit of Cold Spring school district, in Campbell
coan-ty;
An act to inc011p.orate the. Dayton and Bellview ·Gasalight Company, in Campbell county;
An act to-incorporate the Owensboro Masonic ~lutual Relief Association;
An act for the benefit of the heirs of Horaee W.elf~rd, deceased, ef
Virginia;
A:µ act to authorize the sale and conveyance of the seminary property situate in the town of Mt. Vernon, in Rockcastle county, and
, appropi)i.ate the proceeds a11ising ther-efrom to common school, pm•poses for said county;
An act to provide fo1,1 redistricting the ,school districts of the county
of Madison;
An act for the benefi t of -the .common schools in Bracken county;
An act for the benefit of 0. P. Shackelford,, tax collector for Edmensqn county;, arul his securities;An act to amend the charter of the L'ogan Female College Company;
0

•
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An act for the benefit of E. G. Walls, committee of Sarah Jane
Walls, a pauper idiot, of Lincoln county;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 5, in Ballard county;
Resolution directing an inquiry into the condition and management
of the Kentucky River Navigation Company;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Sp_eaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourned.

TUESDAY, MARCH 11, 1873. ,
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the Hou·se of Representatives,
entitled
An act to add Graves county to the common pleas district in the
first ju'dicial district, and to provide for chancery terms of said com~
mon pleas court in said county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend the charter of the city of Maysville.
An act to change the name of the Trayser Piano-forte Company,
of Maysville.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
t
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bil.ls being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On. motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson1. A bill to incorporate the Louisville and Highland Turnpike
· Company, in Jefferson county.
On motion of Mr. Threlkeld- ·
2. A bill to amend the charter of Harrisburg Academy,
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On motion of Mr. Garnett3. A bill for the benefit of T. H. Curd, George·W. Nell, and W. J.
Page, of Adair county.
.
Ordered, That the Committee on Claims prepare and bring in tlie
3d; a select committee, consisting of Meesrs. Wright, Ferguson, and
E. Polk Johnson, the 1st; and a select committee, consiating of
Messrs. J. A. Bell, Armstrong, Nall, Allen, and Threlkeld, the 2d.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Wright, from a select committeeA bill to incorporate the Louisville · and · Highland Turnpike ·Company, in Jefferson county.
By Me. McKenzie, from the Committee on Propositions and Gi·ievancesA bill to 1·_e peal an act, entitled "An act for· the benefit of Levi
Kash, judge of the Wolfe county _and quarterly courts," approved
.March 6., 1868.
By sameA bill for the benefit of James G. Ficklin, late sheriff of Bath
county .
By same- ·
A bill to amend the charte1· of the town of Frenchburg, in Menifee
county .
By sameA bill for the benefit of_ Gabe Hays, of the county of Breathitt,
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of S.. W •.
' Thompson and his sureties, late clerk of the Scott circuit court.

-By sameA bill for the benefit of R. F. Scott, sheriff of Garrard county ..
By sameA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to change the lie.es- between the -counties of Letcher and Harlan."

I.... .
•

By sameA bill to declare War creek, in Breathitt county, a. 11a.v.igable
stream.
By sameA bill authorizing the county court of Butler county t0, establish a.
feny on Green river in said cou·nty.
68-H. R,
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By same~"'
..
A bill.to :p¢rmi't ,J.o'hn , Willliains ~o .erect a mill-dam aoross Trouble~
some creek, in Perry county.
By Mt·--D ~vidso-n, from ttie same committee.A. bill to am.e.nd the. chartei: o( the town of Brooksville, in .Bracken
county . .
,. , .,
By sa.me,-,.,-,
· A bill , to,, amend an acti entitled "An , act to incorp.orate the Big
u , ,
S.andy Highway Bridge Company."
· By same·· ·, · ·
A bill authorizing the st.earn mills in Carter county to,take the one
sixth of all the grain ground at said steam mills for .toll. , .
By same-:-;;: A bill to regulate the taking up of property found adrift upon cer- ·
tain rivers in, this Commonwealth.
By sa~e-,
A bill for the benefit of Henry C. Fitzpatrick, collector of the revenue of Floyd county for the year 1870.
Which bill's were, rea d the first time and: or.dered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional pt·ovision as to the secop.d
reading of said bills beitig dispensed with,
Ordered, ~hat said bills be engrossed and mad a third time. .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of satd bills being dispensed with, and .t he same being engrossed,
.
1
R
esolved,
That
said
bills
.do
pass,
and
that
the
·
titles thereof be as
I
•
•
aforesa~d.
.
' Bills from 'the Senate, of the following titles, were reported wit_hout amendment by the several committees · to whom they had . been
r~ferred·, viz:
By Mr. '.frafton, from the .C ommittee on County CourtsAn act to define the coun_ty \ine .b etween t'h e counties of Magoffin
and Breathitt.
By Mr. Davidson: from ·the -Committee 9n Prqpositions . and .Gdev...:
.
e.nces.
1
An act to authorize William A. Varney to erect a mill-dam across
Pond cre~k, i.!1, Pike. c9u.nty. . . J
Ordered, That said bills be read a thir<! ti.me.
·,

~
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,· The -rule of the House and c0nstitutional provision as to the 'third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That -said bills ao pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid. , ,
·lndefinit~ leave of absence was granted Mr. Allen.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Al:lsistant Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved
, a,n d sign~d enrolled bill~., which originated ~I?- , the »ouse of Representatives, of .ttie following title~, viz : .
. ,.
An act to incorpornte the Colu,mbus and Milburn Gravel and Blank
Road Company.,
f\.n ~ct_to authoriz~.. the trustees of the, ~ethodist Episcopal Church,
South, of Cloverport, to sell certain church property.
An 1;1,ct to /itn,~n-d an act, ,enti0~4 "An . n.ct to orgapize .a nd. establish
a system of public schools in ~he city of ,H;enc;lers_o n."
. .r
, _An ~c,t t9 a,rr,i~nd the charte1· of the city of Bowling Green.
An act to incorporate the Logan County Ban~.
___
An act for the b.enefit of school district No. 5, in Ballat·d county.
, _The Hou.~e took ur;,an unfinishe~ -r~po1·t of .yesterday, viz:
A bill for .the benefit of W. P. Bush, of Barren county.
'IJ
f)rde1·ed,. Th.at, s8rid_bill pe _.engr9.ssed ti,~d ref!..d a,third ,_t ime. . !'
The -rule of tl;ie House aµd _constitutional p_rov,ision f!.l:l to the thit·d· ·
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
.
•
I .
On motion of Mr. Graves, said biJl was laid on the table.
Mr. ,McKenzie, from the .Committee on Propositions and Griev.a~c~s, who we~e dir~cted to , prepare and bdng i_n t~e sa~e, repo~ted
A~, bill tot authoriz.
e the county court of Lincoln county to establish •
· .·
I
a work-house in connection with the poor-house of said county, and
specifying
the ". offenses
fo1· which
persons
IJJ.ay• be committed
thereto,
••.
•
'
.
'·
•
·,.
•
'
•
'
•
•
J
Without an expression of opinion thereon .. ,
Which bHl was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
, l , ,.
.. ,
,
,
,
1
,
, ••
, , ,.
~- · i
· The rule
of
the
House
and
constitutiona:l
provision as t? .the
i
· .
• •
se,qood ~ea.ding of ~p,id biU .being dispensed with,
· " On motion of Mr. S_c ales, ·
.
,· Q.rder~d,. ,~h~t s,ai1 .bip be 1:,ep~m~i~te4 to,,the Committee o!,1- .. the
Judj.c,iary .
·
,
On mo~ion of Mr. Basco,f,Il, leave was given to bring in a bill, e~ '
·I titled
A bill to incorporate the Exchange Bank of Sharpsburg. .
l
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Ordered, That the Committee on Banks prep are and bring in said
bill .
Mr. Scales moved the following .resolutio.n, viz:
Resolved, That when this House shall adjourn Rt 2 o'clock, P. M.,
this day, the members will form . in regular pro cession and proceed to
the Episcopal Church of this city, and attend the nuptial ceremonies
of the Hon. W. vV. Deaderick, a member of this House.
Which was adopted.
M1· . .l\foKenzie, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances, who ·were -_directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the ben efit of W.W. Smith,
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Which bill was read the ffrBt time and ordered to be read a sec on d
time.
The rule of the House and comtitutional provision as to the second
reading of said oill being dispensed with,
Amendments weTe offered by Messrs. F. A. "Wilson and Garnett,
which were adoptetl.
lVIT. David;;on offered an amendment to said bill.
Mr. S . M:Sanders then moved to lay said bill and proposed amendments on the table .
The question being taken on the motion of Mr. Sanders, and no
quorum voting thereon, said bill and proposed amendments were
placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. McElroy, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to increase the civil jurisdiction of the quarterly and justices'
courts of Barren county.
,
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
· time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision. as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said bill be ~ngrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Oonwwnwenlth of Kentucky,
'That in additio n to the present jurisdiction of t he qunrterly court of Bar'ren county, said court'1:1 jurisdiction shal l hereafter be concurFent with the
,circuit qourt of said ,county of Barren over a ll actions for tbe recov ery
,ot' money or .p ersonal pt·operty where the matter in controversy is within
the jurisdiction of said cit·cuit court, an'd not exceeding five hundred dolda1·s i-n value, exclu sive of interest and c.osts.
§ 2. The sev:e1:al justices of the peace of Barren cou nty shall hereafter,
ii.n .a ddition to thei.f presen_t jurisdiction, have concurrent j1irisdiction with
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th e quarterly court in all cases for the recovery of mon ey or personal
property w ithin the jul'isdiction of the quarterly court, not exceeding in
value one hundred dollars, exclusive of interest and costs.
§ 3. All acts in con:fli ct with this act, so far as the same relates to cou r ts
of Barren county, are repeal ed.
3 4. 'l1 bis a.ct sha ll take effet:t from its passa.ge.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it

was dec ided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Gray, were as follows, viz:
Those "vho voted in the affirmatiYe, · wereE. ,Polk Johnson,
'Hiram S . Powell,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Thomas M . Johnson, \V. L . Reeves,
W.W. Ayers,
E. A. Robertson,
T. J. Jones,
G. W. Bailey,
J. ·p_ Sa.cksteder,
J. S. Lawson .
·w. R. Bates,.
Bryan S . McClure,
0. 0. Scales,
S. 0. Bell,
iWilliam J . McElroy, William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Taylor,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. -Guthrie Coke,
0. W. Threlkeld,
J. 0. Moorman,
William G. Conrail,
Hari·y I. Todd, ·
Joseph M. Davidson, W. A. Morin,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Wm. Mynhier,
John W. Dyer,
J. l\1. White,
J. L . Nall ,
W. H. Evans,
Mordecai Williams,
M. W o.o ds Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D . Wil so n,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilv:ie,
J . N. Wood s,
Julian N. Phelps,
C. D. Foote,
S. H. Woolfolk-46.
Lewis Potter,
James Garnett,
C. P. Gray,
Those who voted in ,the negative, ·wereMr. Spe&ker(M'Oreal'y)J . E. Cosson,
L. W. Trafton,
James S . Chrisman ,
E. A. Gra-ves,
F. A. Wilson-8.
R. L. Cooper,
·L. W. Lassing,
R esolved, That the title of said bill be a s aforesaid.
Mr. Davidson, from the 0ommittee on .Propositions ancl Grievances, who were dire.cted ·to prepare .and bl'.ing in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Joseph W. Evans, .of Barren county.
Which bill .was read the first .time and ,ordere.d to be l'.ead a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional pro,·ision as to the second
•reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be eng1;ossecl and read a ,third time.
Said bill being .engroseed, ;was read a third time as follows, viz:
·WHEJ.tEAS 'l'he Governor of thh; Commonwoalth, on the
day of
1

d
c-

~y,

t l'·

he
[·y

in
D1-

er,
th

, 1872, i~s ue bis prociamation, offering therein the sum or five (rnndred
dollars to a ny perso n or persons who would apprehend Ja1_nes Taylor,
who l.i ad been indicted in the M.etcalfe circuit court for the crime of murder, and who was at sa.id time a fugitive from justice,·and deliver him to
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the jailer of Jeffer.son connty, State of Kentucky; and whereas, on the
day of
, 1872, Joseph W. Evans, .o f the county of Barren,
did arrest, in pursuance to said proclamation, the said. 'l'aylor, and start
with ·him to the county of Jeffers'on, in the Sta~e. aforesaid, but was prevented from so doing by the said 'l'aylor being taken from his custody
by an order of the Hon. V. H. Jones, an acting judge of the county court
of Barren county, before whom be was commanded, by writ of habeas
corpus, to produce the body, of tlrn said 'l'aylor; now, the1·efore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken. tucky, That the Auditor uf this State be instructed to draw his ~arrant
· in favor of the said Evans, upon the Treasurer of this State, for the sum
of five hundred dollars.
§ 2. This act shall ta.ke effect from the date of its passage.
The questio~ _was then tak~n on the passage of said bill, and not
having received constitutional majority, 'said bill was rejected.
l
I
.
The y~as· and ·nays being requireU thereon in pursuance to a provision of the · Constitution, were ·a;i foilo~~,· viz :
· ·
Those who voted in the affirmative, were...:..:..
G. W. Bailey,
C: D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus -W . Bascom, James-Garnett,
C. ·c.· scales,
W.R. Bates, • .
E. A. Graves,
O.' W. 'fh1·elkeld,;
W. -N. Beckh.1;1,qi,
George M. Jessee, .
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
E . Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. Guiflh:rie ,Coke,
t M. E. Mcl\.enzie, · t
0. jH . Webb,
·
William G.- Conrad,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
Joseph M. Davidson, J. L . Nall,
J. N. Woods-32.
James B. Fitzpatrick, Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, wer'eA. C. 'Armstfong,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
William J. McElroy, James W, Snyd·e r,
Church H. Blakey, .. , J,, C. Moorman,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
. John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
• 0: P: Gray, . ,. ··· ,. ,· 1,M~is P~tter; '' , ·' . Jonas D. Wilson,
-'.Dhorrtas-:Mt·Johiisoh, '" Hiram ·s. Powell; :· · ·s: .H. Woolfolk-20.
T. J .. Jones,
,, , Samuel lVI. Sanders,
11
, •
1,, -Mr.. J?o_weH :then mo1r1ed to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was rejected.
,· 1. Mr,. Reeves-, from, the. Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined enrolled bills, which origi,nated i.n the 'Senate, of the following titles, viz: ·
:Alil act to incorporate the Chattaroi Railway Company ; 1
.An act to amend an act to i-ncorporate the Our:ribel'land and Ohio
Railc.oa.d Company; '
;,. ·
... An , act foJ· ,the ,henefi~ of the Kentucky Institution for the Education of the Blind;
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An act to authorize the county court of Cumberland county to establish ferries across Cumberland river in said county; ·
An act fo1· the benefit of the Headquarters and Steel's Run ·Turnpik~ Road Corilpany;
'·
·
'
A'n · act tb change the_time of holding . the cir~uiJ court in the 9th
judicial disti·ict;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his sign'atur~ th_ereto:
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
i

,

fl

' ,I

l)

i .

I

• ''

A message was received_ fro.r,n the Senate, announcing t~at ..they
had adopt~d, a!:!_ame11ded ~n t:µ ~-Senate, so much of the report of the
joint committee on the report of t)le Commi.ssi9ne~s t,Q re~ise .~l~e
statutes, as is co_mpri~ed u.n_~er th~ (ollo?;in_g hePJqs., vi;:
Chapt_e r 1, title "Actio~s in Certain Cases Allowed."
Chapter 2, title "Advertisements."
Chapter 3, title "Arbitrations and- Awl;lrd~."
Chapter 4, title "Asyl~m for the Tuition of the Deaf and Dumb."
Chapter 5;'title "Attorney General. '. '
·
. ,,
Chapter 6, title ''. }\.tto~r:ieys." ..
Chapter 7, title .'. ' Audi~or.': . · ,
'
t
Chapters, title" Bastardy."
Chapter 9, title "Boundary." ·
Chapter 10, title "c"attle, Horses, an4 Dogs."
Chapter 11, title "Cau ses of Action which Survive."
Chapter 12, title "Champerty and Maintena.nce."
Chapter 13, title "Change of Venue.''_
Chapter 'a; title ,·,'cha1;itable Institutions and Religious Societies."
Chapter 15, title "Citizens, Expatriation, and Aliens." ·
Chapter 16, title 1." Claims upon the Tre_asury.''.
Chapter 17, title "Clerks."
,
_
Chapter 1s; titl~ "Commissioners of Foreign Deeds." ' .' •·. ·
The hour oi half-past 1 o' cl~ck,' A.·M·., h~vi~g arrived: the House,
according to order, took up the said me~sage of the Senate, and proceeded with the consideration of the same . .
Chapters '1, 2, 3, 4, and ·5 of the said r~pcirt ~f the Senate., of the
titles aforesaid, were then .severally ~d9pted.
To chapter 6, title "Atforriey~,,; Mr. Jesse<! offered an a111eµdment,
which was rejected.
·
'
~
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Mr. Garnett moved to amend said chapter by striking therefrom
i::ections 3 and 4 of article 1, and inserting· in•lieu .thereof the following, viz:
,
"Upon the p,;oduction of such certificate to any two judges of the .
Court of Appeals, or any t.wo circuit judges, or a circuit judge and
the chancellor of the Louisville· chancery court, it shall be thei1· duty
to exam ine the applicant thoroughly touching his qualifications as a
lawyer; and if thereupon they believe he is qualified to p1·actice as
an attorney at law, they shaII grant him a license accordingly, otherwise, they shall refuse such license."
The question was then taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Garn ett, and it ~as decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
E. Polk Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. vV. Bailey,
George .lVI. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Bryan S. McC lure,
J. S . Taylor,
James B. Fitzpatrick, William .J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
Jam es Garnett,
M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
E. A." Graves,
W. L. Reeves,
Jonas D. Wilson-17.
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
Those \vho voted in the negative, wereMr. Speak er (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, J. P: Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, vVilliam Sellers,
W . R. Bates,
E. Polk Johnson,
James vV . Snyder,
John A. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
.J. C. Moorman,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M . Carlisle,
W. A. Morin,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E . Cassilly,
Wm. Mynhier,
Joseph 1'. Tucker,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
J. lVI. White,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nuuan,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L . Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
.T. N. Woods,
J.E. Gosson,
Lewis Potter,
l:5. H. Woolfolk,
Job n W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wdght-38.
W . H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
Mr. Graves moved to ame1~d said chapter by striking out of the
same section 15 of ar;ticle I, which reads as follows, viz:
§ 15. Attorneys at law shall have ·a lien upon any choses in action,
account, or other claim or demand, put into his 01· the'ir hands fo1· suit
or collection; and when he or they haYe been employed by either
plain tiff 01· defendant in any action which is prosecuted by him or
th em to recovery, shall ·have ·a lien upon the judgment for money or
prop erty, either personal or real, which may be recovered in said
action, !egal costs excepted, for the amount of any fee which may
have been agreed upon by the parties, or, in the absence of such
agree ment, for a fail- and reasonable fee for the services of such
attorney.
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And the question being taken on the amendment prop osed by Mr.
~raves, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requit-ed thereon by Messrs. Graves
and Jessee, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas lVI. Johnson , William Sellers,
Bryan S . McClure,
J. S .-Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
Church H. Blakey,
William J . McElroy, C.H. Webb,
J.E. Cosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods-20 .
E. A. Graves,
Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J ames Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
James S . Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
J . Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
Joseph T . Tucker,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
J.M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
Hiram S. Powell,
Mordeca-i Williams,
Joseph M. Davidson, W. L. Reeves,
F. A. Wilson,
, John W. Dyer,
E . A. Robertson,
S . H. Woolfolk,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. P. Sacksteder,
J. M. Wright-36.
Chapter 6, title "Attorneys," was then adopted without amendment.
The Honse then, under the resolution heretofore ad~pted, took a
recess until half-past 7 o'clock, P. M.
At half-past 7 o'clock, P. M., the House again assembled, the
Speaker in the Chair.
!3ills were reported, by the several committees, who were directed;
to preparn and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate Instituti.o nsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Blandville and Cairo Turnpike Road Company," approver! March 6,. 1868.
By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesA bill to incorporate the Agricultural and Mechanical AJ;sociation
of the Colored People of Bourbon county.
By .Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of James W. Carpenter, of Ballarcl county.
69-H.
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By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA hiH to amend the charter of the town of Catlettsburg.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of James W. Wills, sr., of Menifee county.
By Mr . J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate ln stitu tionsA bill to amend the charter of the town of Germantown, in
Bracken .and Mason countie::;.
By Mr. Morin, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the hen efit of sc hool district No . 44, in Campbell county.
By M1·. Tucker, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to fix the boundary of the town of Mt. Sterling, in Mon tgomery county.
.By sameA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile of Mt. Zion Church, Clark county.
By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to provide for defining and ma rking the line ~etween the
counties of Crittenden and Caldwell.
By .Mr. Tucker, from the Committ'e e on the JudiciaryA bill tq create a lien in favor of real estate agents in certain
localities .
By sameA bill authorizing the jailer of Fayette county to appoint an ad ditional deputy jailer.
By Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on Education- ·
A bill for the benefit of common schools of Johnson county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell , from the Committee on Corporate In stltution sA bill to incorporate the town of Peak's Mill, in Franklin county .
By Mr. vVoolfolk, from the Committee on Corporate In stitution sA bill to incorporate the Antioch and Burdett's·Mill Turnpike Road
Company, in Garrard county.
By ~ r. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Trustees of the Lancaster Presbyterian Church."
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionA bill for the benefit of Henry I-I. Moody, of Green county.
By :[\;f r. F. A. Wilson, from the Committee on Courity Cou rtsA l:>ill for the benefit of the magistrates of Hardin county.
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to charter the Dozier .Mountain Coal Company.
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By ·.Mr. Ayers, from th; Committee on ReligionA bill to amend the c!tarter of the_ town of Monticello, and to
regulate the traffic in sp irituous liquors therein.
·which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the sec ond
reading of said bills b ein g dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and reaa a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional pro.vision as to th e thfrd
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being eng rossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
a foresaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amend ment, by the several committees to whom they had been
r eferred, viz :
By .Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal Improvement- '
An act to incorporate the Owingsville D epot Turnpike Road Com- '
p any, in Bath county.
By Mr. J. A. Dell,. from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act empowering the board of trustees of the town of Ashland
t o purchase lands and establish a public park.
By sameAn act to amend the charter of the Frankfort Lumber, Brick, and
I mplement Manufacturing Company.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Pomeroy Coal Company.
By ·sameAn act to authorize the city of Hickman to subscribe and pay for
stock in the Mississippi River Levee Company.
By Mt·. Davidso n, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of James W a:lte1·a, committee of Polly Plewm an, an idiot of Estill county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of Andrew Raney, of Estill county.
By Mr. Robertson, from the Committee on ReligionAn act to define the boundary line of the town of Prestonsburg,
a nd submitting to the vote of the citizens thereof the question of
r egulating the sale of spirituous and vinous liquors therein.
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By Mr. F. A. Wilson, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to authorize the Grant county court to sell the poor-house
farm in sai'd county.
By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the JudidaryAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts respecting the to~vn of Hickman," approved
March 18, 1854.
By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to amend the charter of the Spring Station Railway Company.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksAn act to incorporate the Tobacco Bank and Warehouse Company,
of Covington.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional prnvision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of William E. Paull, jailer of Cumberland
county.
,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read a thil·d time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

Th at the sum of' one hundred and ninety-five dollars is hereby appropriated to Wm. E. Paull, jailer of Cumberland county, for tbe support of
two lunatics of said' county; and that the Auditor of Public Accounts be
directed to issue his warrant upon the Treasury for that sum, to be paid
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. This act to_take effect from its passage.
'
. The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
Tlie yeas and nays being rnq uired 'thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Tho,1e who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J ohn W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
1G. W . Bailey,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
tA.lpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, E. A. Robertson,
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W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. San_ders,
John A. Bell,
Samuel M. Sanders,
C. P. Gray,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Scales,
'
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry ,I . Todd,
C. M . Clay,jr.,
Wm. J. McElroy,
Mordecai Williams,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. N . Woods,
J. E. Cosson,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
J.M. Wright-54.
In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed
to prepare and bring. in the same, reported
A bill for the be nefit of Wm. Chamberland, of Russell county.
·w hich bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said !:>ill, being engrossed, was read a third tiine as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

'.l.'hat the sum of two hundred and nine dollars be allowed Wm. Chamberland for keeping Davis Chamberland, a lunatic from the county of .Russell, from the 13th day of March, 1871, until the 28th day of March, 1872,
making 380 days, at the rate of two hundred dollars per annum; and the
Auditor is hereby directed to draw his warrant upon the Treasurer for
said sum, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. ~hi·s act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
w.as decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi1·mative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
1
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Hiram S . Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Scales,
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E. Polk Johnson ,

William Sellers,
Thom as M. Johnso n, J. S. Taylor,
,vm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson ,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Harry I. Todd,
G. W. Little,
John S . Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Wi llia m J . lVfcElroy, Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman~
C. M. Clay, j f..,
M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J.C. Moorman,
Jona s D. Wilson,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Wood s,
William G. Conrad,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. L. ·Nall,
J. E. Cosso n ,
J. M. Wright-59.
Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
In the negative-non_e.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Claims, who were 1ire_c ted
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit_of Barney Sisk, jailet· of Hopkins county .
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
T he rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
Said bill, b eing engrossed , was read a thit-d time a s follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, directed to
draw his warrnnt upon the Treasurer for the s um of one hundred and
thirty-three dollars in favor of Barney Si_sk, jail er of' Hopkins county, for
keeping a pauper lunatic, one Alonzo Gooch, from the 25th day of October, 1871, until the 25th day of June, 1872, eight months, to be paid out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. ·This act shall take effect.and be in forne from and after its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said b_ill, and it
w as decided in the affirmative.
'
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pt·ovision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
...
Those \.Vho voted in the affirmative, were1\IIr. Speaker (l\i'Creary)Jose ph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
Wm . A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
John W . Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
Julil}n N . Phelps,
W . VV. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Lewjs P otter,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. 1 Graves ,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. John son , William Sellers,
S. C . .Bell,
L. W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,

S. C. Bell,
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Church H. Blakey,
Wm. F. Bond,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Joh1i S. Carpenter,
James S. Chrisman,
J. Guthrie Coke,
William G. Conrad,
R. L. Cooper,
J. E . Cosson,
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J. S. Lawson,
C. W . Threlkeld,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W illiam J. McEl1:oy, Mordecai William s,
M. E . McKenz ie,
F. A. Wilson,
J . C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
W m. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-57 .
In the negative-none.
. Resolved. That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion, who were directed to
prepat·e and bring in the same, reported
A _bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors in the county of Kenton.
"Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a secon<l
time.
The rule of the House and con stitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tucker offered an amendment to said bill, which was adopted.
Ordei·ed, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read ·a third
.
time.
Mr. Foote moved that said bill be read a third time on this day.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Foote, it w as
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thet·eon by Messrs. Grnves and
Gray, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speak~r(l.WCreary)W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
·wm. Cassius Goodloe, W . L. Reeves,
vV. W. Ayers,
C: P. Grny,
E . A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, George M. . Jessee,
J. R. Sanders,
vV. N. Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M . Sanders,
John A. Bell,
L. W. Lassing,
0. C. Scales,
Robert .M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson.
William Sellers,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W , Little,
J. S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. lVIcAfee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C: M. Clay, jr.,
Bryan S. Mc0lur!3,
Harry I. Todd,
J. Guthrie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie,
Joseph T . Tucker,
R. L . Cooper,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai William:;;,
J.E. Oosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
Joseph 1\1. David,wn, J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-47.
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
~
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Those who voted in the negative, wereG. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
Jonas D. Wilson,
E. A. Gi-aves,
J. N. Woods,
S. C. Bell,
Church H. Blakey,
William J. McEfroy, S. H. Woolfolk-II.
Wm. F. Bond,
Hiram S. Powell,
Said bill, as .amended, being engrossed, was read a third time as
follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the act, entitled "An act to suppt·ess the selling, giving, or furnishing spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors to minors," approved March 22,
1871, be, and the same is hereby, repealed, so far as it applies to the
county of Kenton; also the acts therein referred to.
§ 2. That hereafter -it shall be unlawful for any person, the keeper, or
servant of said keeper, of a ny saloon, coffee-house, or other place where
spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, or a mixture thereof, is kept for sale
by any licensed vendor thereof, to sell or give to any minor any of the
foregoing liquids, or a mixture thereof, without the _consent of their
parent, or if he or they be dead, without the consent of their guardian.
It shall also be unlawful for any minor over the age of eighteen years to
purchase or receive any of said liquids, or a mixture thereof; and any
person over the age of eighteen years who shall violate any or all of the
provisions of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and subject to
such fines and penalties as are here inafter set forth.
·
§ 3. That, for the first offense, any persons violating any of the provisions of this act, UJ)On conviction thereof by any competent tribunal,
he or she shall be fined five dollars, together with the costs thereof, including an attorney's fee of five dollars, to be paid to any legally licensed
and authorized attorney who may prosecute the same.
§ 4. That for the second offense by the vendor thereof, or his or their
servants, after having been convicted of the first offense with the same
minor, ho or she shall be fined and imprisoned, in discretion of the court,
either one or both, the fine not to exceed fifty dollars, and the imprisonment not to exceed thirty days in the county j ail, together with the costs
and an attorney's fee of twenty-five dollars, to be paid to the attorney
pl·osecuting the same.
§ 5. Tha_t for the third offense by th e vendor thereof, or his or their servants, with the same minor, after having been convicted of the first and
second offense, he or she shall be fin ed not exceeding one hundred dollars,
or iruprisoned in the county jail not to exceed sixty days, or both, in discretion of the court, together with the c<,sts and an attorney's fee of fifty
dollars to the attorney prosecuting the same; and shaU be deprived of his
or their licen se; and any license thereafter issued to him or her shall be
void: Provided, 'l'hat nothing herein shall make void any bond given by
said ve ndor.
§ 6. That for the second offense committed by any minor over eighteen
y ears of age, after having been convi cted of the first offense, he or she
shall be fined or imprisoned, or both, in discretion of the co urt, the fine
not to exceed fi fty dollars, and the imprisonment not to exceed thirty
days in the county jai l; and for any further offense in the discretion of
the court, but not to exceed double the foregoing pen alties.
·
§ 7. That for the violation of section th ird of this act, any court having
the jurisdiction of a·.justice of the peace shall have jurisdiction to try.
the same.
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§ 8. That the fines imposed by t.b is act, when for offenses committed in
any incorporated city or town, shu.11, when collected, go to the revenue
proper; and the officer collecting the same shall pay it over to the prOp!;1_r
ofilcei.·, and take his r eceipt for the same; and the officer so receiving the
same Ahal! account to the proper authorities therefor.
§ 9. That the vendors shall be Jiable under this act for any violation
thereof ·by any person in his employ, or acting for him or her, by bis or
her knowledge and consent; and the person so employed. or acting shall
also be liable to the same fines and pena!Lies, and may be prosecuted in
the same mann er and modes.
§ 10. Provided, That the provisions of this act shall only apply to the
county of Kenton.
·
§ 11.. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.

Mr. Ogilvie then moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Powell, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM1·. Speaker (M'Creary)J. E . Cosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
Wm. A. Allen,
Jo seph M. Davidson, J. L. Nall,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
Mat. Nunan,
W.W . Ayers,
W . H. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
W. L. Reeves,
W. N . Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
.
C . .P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. C. Scales,
Wm. F . Bond,
. L. W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
' Rob ert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. Guthrie Coke,
B!'yan S . McClure,
Mordecai W illiams,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-42.
R. L. Cooper, •
Those who voted in the negaJive; wereS.' C. Bell,
W illiam J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wi1son,
James Gai·nett,
Samuel M. Sanders, J. N . vVoods,
E. A. Graves,
"\Villiam Sellers,
S . H. Woolfolk-1,0 _
George M. Jessee,
The main question was then put, '' Shall the bill pass?" and i t. w,.as..
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves. and
Powell, w.e re as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. C. Scales,
W.W . Ayers,
L. W . Lassing,
J. S. Taylor.
W. N. Beckham,
J. J. McAfee,
C. W. Threlli:;eli:l~.
70-H.
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Joseph T. Tucker,
John W. Ogilvie,
John A. Bell,
Mordecai Williams,
E. A. Robertson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J.M. Wright-19.
C. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
George M. Jessee,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)James Garnett,
' J. L. Nall,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Hiram ·s. Powell,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
W. L. Reeves,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. F. Bond,
G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. lVIcEiroy, F. A. Wilson,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R . L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
Joseph M. D·a vidson, J.C. Moorman,
.T. N. Woods,
John W. Dyer,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk-34.
W. H. Evans,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Davidson then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was rejected.
And then the House adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12, 1873. ·
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Govern~1· that he h~d
approved -and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
-0f the fo~owing titles, viz :
An ac.t ' to change and fix the time of holding the Hart circuit
-c ourt.
An act ito amend the title of an act, entitled "An act to amend an
.act, entittled 'An act to regulate the sale and storage of illuminating
,oils made from coal, pet'roleum, and other bituminous substances,'"
approved ·February 24, 1873 .
An .act ,t0 amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation
tg ,the ,.town ,of Danville.
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An act to incorporate the trustees of the Baptist Female College
of Liberty Association, in the State of Kentucky.
·
An act to incorporate the Cairo and Tennessee River Railroad
Company.
An itct to incorporate the St. Catherine's Convent of Sisters of
Mercy.
An act to prohibit the destr1;1ction of fish by traps, and by seining
and netting, in the spawning season,
in Barren river
and its \ tribu.
.
taries, in Allen county.
An act to amend the charter of the Pulaski Agricultural an<l Mechanical Association .
An act to prevent the wanton destructi.on of fish in Crocus creek,
in Cumberland county . .
An act for the benefit of Nancy Edwards, an idiot, of Lawrence
county.
An · act to amend an act incorporating the Merchants' Insurance
Company, approved February 28, 1860.
.
An act to authorize the sale of the Stamping Ground and J:,ecompt's Run Turnpike Road.
That they had disagreed to a bi!l, which originated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
An apt for the benefit of the heirs of 'Squire Jones, deceased, of
Henry county.
That they had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Mechanics' Loan and Building Associ:a,tion, of Lexington,
With amendments thereto.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act to legalize the proceedings of the president and directors of the Danville and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company.
2. Aµ act authorizing the Ma1·shall cou.nty court to issue bonds and
levy a tax to build or repair bridges in said county.
4
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to b e read a sec_ond
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as. to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with;
Ordered, That said bills be referred to the Committee on l~ternal
Improvement.
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On motion of Mr. Powell,
Ordered, That a committee, consisting of MessTs. Powell, E. Polk ,
Johnson, and Conrad, be appointed to wait on the Senate, and t~equest to ,.,vitbdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage by
the House of a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to define the county line between the counties of Magoffin and Breathitt.
Indefinite leave of absence was granted Messrs. Waring, Deaderick, and Tarlton.
Leave was gi ven to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Cosson1. A bill to establish and maintain a public school in district No.
1, in Pulaski county.
On motion of Mr. J. A. Bell2. A bill to authorize the county court of Scott county to prohibit
live stock from running at large on public roads of said county.
· On motion of Mr. Potter3. A bill to provide for the representation of Warren county in
corporations wherein said county may hold stock.
On motion of Mr. Little4. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Williamsburg."
On motion of same5. A bill to authorize the county court of Whitley county to increase taxation for county purposes.
On motion of Mr. Bond6. A bill to incorporate the Fox Creek and Washing,ton County . ·
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Corbett7. A bill to incorporate a steam fe~ry company at the head of
I sland No. 1, on the 'Mississippi river, in Ballard county.
On motion of sames. A bill to i.Pcorpora:te the. Union Agric'ultural Associ:ation near
Fort Jefferson, in Ballard county.
On motion of same9. A bill to incorporate the Fort Jefferson and Milburn Gravel and
IPlank Road Company, in Ballard coUtity.
,On motion of Mr. Morin~
,10. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
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Olay Fire and Marine Insurance Company, of Newport," approved
March 10, 1856.
On motion of same11 . A bill to further amend the charter of the Newport and Cincinnati Bridge Company.
On motion of Mr. Davidson12. A bill for the benefit of Benjamin F. Stumbough and others,
of Johnson county.
On motion of Mr. Garnett13. A bill to arnend an act, entitled "An act to add part of Adair
to Casey county," approved December 19, 1827, and an amendment
thereto approved January 29, 1844.
On motion of Mr. Sellers14. A bill to better mark and define the county lines between Garrard and Lincoln counties.
On motion of same15. A bill to incorporate the United Colored B.aptist Church of
Lancaster.
On motion of same16. A bill to amend an act, entitled '' An act to amend the charter
of the ·town of Lancaster."
On motion of Mr. Nall17. A bill to amend the charter of Elizabethtown.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson18. A bill to incorporate Daniel Boone Lodge, No . 2, Knights of
Pythiae, of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Scales19. A bill to incorporate the North Kentucky Bl'idge Connecting Railway and Construction Company.
On motion of Mr. Fitzpatrick20. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 37, in Letcher
county.
On motion of same21. A bill for the benefit of common schools in Letcher county.
On motion of Mr. Thomas22. A bill to incorporate the Tollsboro Cemetery Company.
On motion of same23. A bill to incorporate t~e Vanceburg Building Association.
On motion of Mr. Foote~4. A bill to incorporate the Transit -Railway Company.
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On motion of Mr. Webb25. A bill for the benefit of W. R. Stringer, of Livingston county.
On motion of Mr. Blakey26. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of justices of the peace and
quarterly court of Logan county.
On motion of Mr. Carlisle27. A bill to amend the charter of the city of Ludlow.
On motion of Mr. Clay28. A bill to incorporate the Paris Harmonic Society, of Paris.
On motion of Mr. Graves29. A bill to further amend the revenue laws of this Commonwealth.
On motion of same30. A bill to amend the charter of the Lebanon Female College.
On motion of Mr. Ogilvie31. A bill for the benefit of J. C. Calhoon, late sheriff of McCracken county.
On motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary32. A bill to enable th? county court of Laurel county to ~evy an
ad valorem tax for the purpose of building a new jail , and for other
purposes.
On motion of Mr. Foote33. A bill to prohibit the selling of spirituous, vinous, and malt
liquor3 to minors in the city of Covington.
On motion of Mr. Chrisman34. A bill to charter a turnpike r ad from Monticello to the Pulaski
line.
- On motion of Mr. Griffith35. A bill to amend the charter of the Owensboro and Russellville
Railroad Company.
Ordered, That the Committee on Education prepare and bring in
the 1st, 20th, 21st, and 28th; the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances the 2d, 12th, 13th, 14th, 17th, and 30th; the Committee
on Religion the 4th and 33d; the Committee on County Courts the
5th and 32d; the Committee on Internal lmprov:ement the 6th, 16th,
22d, 23d, a~d 34th; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 7th,
8th, 9th, and 15th; the Committee on · Insurance the 10th; the Committee on t_h e Judiciary the nth, 26th, and 27th; the Committee on
Railroads the 19th, 24th, and 35th; the Committee on Claims the 25th;
the Cqmmittee on Ways . and Means . the 29tµ.; a select commi~tee,
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consisting of Messrs. Corbett, Graves, Bates, McElroy, Brooks, and
Ogilvie, the 3d; a select committee, consisting
Messrs. Wright,
Coke, and E. Polk Johnson, the 18th; and a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Corbett, Davidson, and Ogilvie, the 31st.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved
and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An ~ct to incorpornte the Russellville Banki~g and Warehouse
Company.
An act for the be_n efit of R. N. Walker, late sheriff o'f Crittenden
county.
An act to amend the charter of. the Logan Female College Company.
I
An act to provide for redistricting the school districts of the county
of Madison.
An act for the _benefit of 0. P. Shackelford, tax collector for Edmonson county, and his securities.
An act to authorize the sale and conveyance of the seminary property situate in the to~n of Mt; Vernon, in Rockcastle county.
An act to incorporate the Dayton and Bellview Gas-light Company, in Campbell county.
An act for the benefit of the common schools in Bracken county.
An act for the benefit of the heirs of Horace Welford, deceased, of
Virginia.
An act to incorporate the Owensboro Masonic Mutual Relief Association.
An act for the benefit of Warren county.
An act fortthe benefit of E. G. Walls, committee of Sarah Jane
Walls, a pauper idiot, of Lincoln county.
On motion of Mr. Gray,
Ordered, That a message be sent to the Senate, -asking to withdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House of
a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of Henry H. Moody, of Green 9ounty.
'l'he message having been communicated to the Senate, the said
bill was delivered to the messenger, returned to this flouse, and laid
upon the Clerk's table.
And thereupon Mr. Gray moved to reconsider the vote by which
said bill was passed.
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The House took up and resumed the consideration of the resolutions heretofore dffered by Mr. Beckham, in relation to a recess and
a reassemblage of this Genera,] Assembly.
The second resolution offered by Mr. Beckham reads as follows,
viz:
R esolved, That to that end a recess should be taken.
The question was taken on the adoption thereof, and .it was decided
in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Beckham
and Bell, were a s follows, viz:
' Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. N . Beckham,
J. Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
John A. Bell,
John W. Dyer,
Wm. Mynhier,
Church H. Blakey,
C. D. Foote,
W. L Reeves,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,Samuel M. Sanders,
John S . Carpenter,
George M. Jessee,
Jo seph T. Tucker,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb-18.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary).J a mes Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. P . Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
W.R. B_a tes,
J. S. Lawson,
George M. Thomas,
S. C. Bell,
G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
William G. Conrad,
M. E . McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
R. L. Cooper,
J.C. Moorman,
J .M. White,
Thomas H . Corbett, J . L. Nall, ·
Mordecai Williams,
J.E . Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
F . A. 'Wilson,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie, ·
Jonas D. Wilso.n,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Wiolfolk-47.
James B. Fitzpatrick, Lewis Potter,
·
The resolutions numbere d 3, 4, and 5 were then rejected.
A message was received from the Se11ate, asking leave to with-draw from the I;Iouse the announcement of their clisa~reement to
a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, ,e ntitled
An act to incorporate Phantom Lodge, No. 15, of the Knights of
Pyhtliias,
Which was granted.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
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By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised StatutesAn act for the benefit of the jailer of Fayette county, Kentucky.
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts-,
An act to change the time of holding the county court of Jessamine county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third ·
re_ading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pas_s, and· that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Tarlton presented the petition of sundry citizens of Pewee
Valley, in Oldham county, praying the repeal of the charter of said
town.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
Bills were reported by the committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to incorporate Brnthers' Lodge, No. 132, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, of Owensboro.
By sameA bill to authorize the trustees of the town of Columbia to sell and
convey part of Jefferson alley in said town.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Prestonsburg Academy and Normal,
School Joint Stock Company.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the town of Elizabethtown.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Mrs. Margaret Decker. •
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a, second1
time.
'The mle of the Ho use and constitutional 'provision as to the se·cond·
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the Ho use and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bi1ls being dispensed with, and the same being en.grossed,
71-H,

R,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as·
aforesaid.
Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositio_ns and Grievances, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent deer-driving
in the counties of Estill, Jackson, Perry, Harlan, Butler, Grayson, and
Edmonson," approved March 28th, 1872.
Which bill vrns read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Blakey offered a substitute by way of amendment thereto.
The further consideration of said .bill and proposed amendment
· (substit ute) was cut off by the arrival o.f the hour for taking up a
special order.
The House then, according t~ order, resumed the ·con sideration of
so much of the r~port of the Joint Committee on the Revi sio n of the
Statutes as was reported to this House by the Senate as adopted by
the Senate.
Chapter 7, articles 1 and 2, title "Auditor," being under consideration,
Mr. Thomas offered an amendment thereto, which was rejected.
The further considei·ation of said report was cut off by the anival
of tbe hour fot· taking up the orders of the day.
The Ho use then !ook up from the orders of the day the am·endments proposed by the Sen'ate to brns, -which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorpornte the Mechanics' Coan and Building Association, of Lexington.
An act for the benefit of schools in New Castle, Henry county.
Said amendment~ were concurred in, and the title of the last
nam~d bill .c h~nged so as to read :
An act in relation to the settlements of the accounts of the trustees or the managers of the Henry Female College, and Henry Male Academy, and the lottery connected therewith.
The House took up from tbe orders of the day, and proceeded to
consider further, a bill, with the amendments proposed thereto by the
committee, enti~l!l<l
A bill to increase the revenue.
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Mr. McAfee moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
Mr. Goodloe moved to lay Raid bill and proposed amendments on
the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Goodloe, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being req?ired thereon by Messrs. Graves
and McElroy, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
W . N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith ,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
George lVI. Thomas,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. J. lVIcAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
John S . Carpenter,
Lewis Potter,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Hiram S. Powell,
T. W. Varnon,
William G. Conrad,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Mordecai Williams,
J. E. Cosson,
J. R. Sanders,
S. H. Woolfolk,
John W. Dyer,
Samuel M. Sanders, J.M. Wright-31.
W. H . Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Oreary)C. P. Gray,
Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
George M. Jessee,
John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Aye1·s,
Thomas M. Johnson, Julian N. Phelps,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
W. L. Reeves,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
E. A. Robertson,
G. W , Little,
J. S . Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McC!u1·e,
C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
J. C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
James B. Fitzpatrick, W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
James Garnett,
Wm . Mynhier,
J. N. Woods-38.
E. A. Graves,
J. L. Nall,
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. McAfee t'o recommit said bill to the Committee on the Judiciary, and it was
decided in the ,negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Garnett, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)W. H. EvanE!,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Fo'ote,
William Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
William G. Conrad, J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
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Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
J. C. Moorman,
J. M. Wright-25.
J. E. 0osson,
.J. R. Sanders,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John W. Dyer,
Those who voted in the negativ'e, wereW.W. Ayers,
Julian N. Phelps,
George M. Jessee,
W.R. Bates,
Thomas M. Johnson, W. L. Reeves,
S. 0. Bell,
T . J. Jones,
E. A. Robertson,
J. S. Taylor,
J. S. Lawson,
Church H. Blakey,
George M. Thomas,
G. W. Little,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
0. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, 0. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
James B. Fitzpatrick, W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
James Garnett,
Wm. Mynhier,
Mat. Nu.nan,
S. H . W oolfolk-35.
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
C. P. Gray,
The several amendments proposed by the committee were then
adopted.
Mr. Wright offered an additional amendment.
Mr. Tucket· then moved to recommit said bill and amendments to
a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Garnett, Wright, Graves,
Reeves, Coke, Varnon, and Beckham.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Tucker, it was
decided in the affil'mative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mes'srs. Graves and
S. C. Bell, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wel'eMr. Speaker (M'0reary)J ames B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
Wm. A. Allen,
0. D. Foote,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, 0. 0. Scales,
W. R. Bat~s,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
. W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
S. 0. Bell,
L. W. Lassing,
L. W. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Robert M .. Carlisle,
W. A. Morin,
T. W. Varnon,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
J. M. White,
Willia~~- Conrad,
Ma!. Nunan,
Mordeca~ Williams,
R. L. Vooper,
Juhan N.. Phelps,
F. A. Wilson,
J.- E. 0osson,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J.M. Wright-43.
.John W. Dyer,
W. H. Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. 0. Armstrong,
0. P. Gray,
Hiram S. Pow~ll,
W.W. Ayers,
T ..J. Jones,
W. L. Reeves,
,G. W. Bailey,
G. W. Little,
E. A. Robertson,
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Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan. S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
William J. McElroy, George M. Thomas,
John S. Carpenter,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
Thomas H. Corbett, Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
John W. Ogilvie,
James Garnett,
S. H. Woolfolk-28.
E. A. Graves,
•
A message was received from the Senate, asking to withdraw from
the House the announcement of the passage by the Senate of a bill,
which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled ·
An act to add Graves county to the common .p leas district in the .
first judicial district, and to provide for chancery terms of .said common pleas court in said county,
Which was granted, and said bill returned to the Senate.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Enrollments, re{>'orted that the
committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to protect fish in Sulphur Fork of Drake's creek, on the line
between Allen and Simpson counties;
An act to change the time of holding the quarterly court in Menifee county;
An act to protect birds and game in Bullitt county;
An act empowering the Spencer county court to sell the old circuit
and county court clerks' offices in said county;
An act to a~end an act, entitled "An act to provide for the improvement of the roads of Butler county," approved February 2d,
I
1872;
An act for the benefit of the Stoner Mouth Presbyterian Church,
Bourbon county;
An act to increase the county levy of Boyle county;
An act for the benefit of the Middleburg and Liberty Turnpike
Road Company;
An act to ·define the line between the. counties of Clay and Jackson;
· An act to re-enact and continue in force an act, entitled "An act
for the benefit of A. W. Nickell, late sheriff of Johnson county, .and
his securities," approved February 3, 1871;
An act to declare Middle creek and Bull creek, in Floyd county,
navigable streams;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to
authorize the Shelby county court to issue bonds for the benefit of
turnpike roads;"
0
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An act for the benefit of Pauline J. Chaney, an idiot, in Graves
county;
An act for the benefit of C. .L. Howard, late sheriff of Harlan
county;
An act to allow the State agent at the Rio bridge, in Hart county,
to make necessary improvements, not to e»ceed one hundred dollars
in value;
An act for the benefit of Samuel Jones, committee of William Jones,
an idiot, of Clinton county;
An aqt to prevent the destruction of fish in Cumberland river and
its tributaries above the falls of said river;
An act to repeal the 202d, 203d, 204th, 205th, 206th, and 207th sections of the city charter of Pad ucah, in McCracken county;
· An act for the benefit of J. G. Scott, sheriff of Metcalfe county;
An act to authorize the county judge of Metcalfe county to sell and
convey the poor-house farm in said county, and reinvest the proceeds;
An act for the benefit of Elliott county;
An act authorizing Linus Greenwell, of the county of Nelson, to
erect a fish-<lam across the Beech Fork of Salt river, in Nelson
county;
An act for the benefit of the county of Pulaski;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Wright moved the following joint resolutions, viz:
1. Resol·ved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Public Printer be, and be is hl:lreby, instructed not to print and
publish, as a part of the Session Acts of the present session of the General
Assembly, any part of the ".Revision of the Statutes" acted upon and
udopted by this body, and approved by the Governor.
2. The .Public Printer is hereby instructed to print and publ"ish, in a
volume or v.:>lumes, separate from the Session Acts, and properly indexed,
three thousand copies of the .Revision of the Statutes that have been or
shall be adopted by this body, and approved by the Governor.
3. Said copies of the .Revision of the Statutes shall be distributed as the
Session Acts are now by law directed to be distributed, and any surplus
of COJJies remaining on hand after such distribution shall be placed in the
State Library.
4. The P ublic Printer shall, in preparing said separate volumes of the
"Revision of the Statutes," print each chapter of said revision as soon as
it is approved by tbe Governor, and shall furnish two hundred copies of
the same for the use of this body.

Which lie one day on the table.
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Mr. Todd moved the following preamble and joint resolution, viz: ·
General Carey H. Fry, who was Major of the Second Ken tucky Infantry in the Mexica.n war, and tbe immortal poet and soldier in
the same war, Col. Theodore O'Hara, are dead, and their remains lie in
distant States; and, as their old moth er, "Kentucky, claims the ashes of
h er brave," it is due to th ese sons, who have added so much lustre to her
nan:re, that their ashes should be brought to that mother's bosom, and laid
beside their compatriots, McKee, Marshall, Clay, Willis, Vaughan, and the
host 9f hernes whose monument already marks the spot where th ey should
r est; th erefor e,
Be it resolved by the General A ssembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Th at the Governor be directed to h ave th e remairls of General Carey H .
F1·y and Col. Th eodore O'Hara brought to an d deposited in the State military lot at Frankfort, and th eir graves mar ked with appropriate stones.
Which lies one day on the table.
Mr. Varnon moved the following resolution, viz :
R esolved, That the Commit.tee on Banks be, and !they are hereby, instructed to investigate and report, at the earliest practicable day, ~be value
of the stock of the Bank of Louisvill e, in which the State of Kent ucky
bolds $46,000.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Varnon moved the following resolu tion, viz :
Resolved, That the Quarter-Master General of this Commonwealth- report to the House the names of all who have fi led mrtitary claims with
hi m for payment, which would have been allowed but for the act of March,
1869; and in making bis report be will report only sncb claims as, in his
judgment, will be paid by th e General Government; and be will further
report whether or nut it would be proper to re1)eal in part said act of 1869.
Which was adopted .
Mr. E. Polk Johnson moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That after th-e 20th day of lVIarch, 1873, no leaves shall
be granted for the introduction of any bills not general in their
nature, nor shall any of the standing committees originate any bills
not of that character.
Upon motion of Mr. Bascom, said resolution was laid on the table.
Mr. E. Polk Johnson moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That no leave of absence shall hereafter be granted to
any membet· of this House, unless upon his own statement to the
House that business of importance, or the illnes» of himself or some
member of his, family, necessitates sllch absence.
Which was rejected .
Mr. Wright moved the following resolution , viz:
R esolved, That after this call of the counti es no new business shall
be introduced.
Mr. Scales moved to amend said resolution by striking out the
word " business," and inserting in lieu thereof the word "resolutions."
WHEREAS,
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Mr. Ogilvie moved to lay said resolution and proposed amendment
on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Ogilvie, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Wright and
Davidson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Thomas M. Johnson, Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
T. J. Jones,
C. C. Scales,
J. S . Lawson,
William Sellers,
G. W. Bailey,
J. S. Taylor,
Alpheus W. Bascom, G. W. Little,
John A. Bell,
William J. McElroy, George M. Thomas,
S. C. Bell,
W. A. Morin,
C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
Harry I. Todd,
J.E. Cosson,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai Williams,
W. H. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
F. A. Wilson,
James B'. Fitzpatrick, Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk-34.
Clinton Griffith,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)E. A. Graves,
J.P. Sacksteder, .
W . N . Beckham,
E . Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
J . J. McAfee,
James W . Snyder,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J.C. Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
W. L . Reeves,
J. N. Woods,
C. D. Foote,
.
E. A. Robertson,
J. M. Wright-25.
James Garnett,
And then the Ho_u se adjourned.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 1873.
A message was recei vecl from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governot'. that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to change the time of holding the cit-cuit court in the 9th
judicial district.
An act to authorize the county court of Cumberland co u nty t o establish ferries across Cumberland river in said county.
An act for the henefit of the Kentucky Institution for the- Educa tion of the Blind.
An act f01' the benefit of the Headquarters and Steel's Run Turnpike Road Company .
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Cumberland and Ohio
Railroad Company.
An act to incorporate the Chattaroi Railway Company.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act authorizing R. B. Lovell, late sheriff of Lewis county, to.
list uncollected fee bills and tax receipts with constables in Lewis,
county for collection.
,
·
An act to regulate the taking up of property found adrift upon certain rivers in this Commonwealth.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Catlettsburg.
An act to amend the charter of' the to\.vn of Monticello, and to
regulate the traffic in spirituous liquors therein.
· Arnl that they had passed bill s of the following titles , viz :
l. An act for the benefit of the town .of Eminence.
2. An act to r epeal all acts incorporating the town of Elkton, in
Todd county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
72- IL R,
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Ordered , That they be referred-the 1st to the Com mittee on
County Courts, and the 2d to the Committee on the Judiciary.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Thomas!. The petition of certain citizens of Ohio county, p raying the
passage of an act to prevent the sale of lottery tickets in this Commonwealth.
By Mr. Morin2. The petition of citizen s of Anderson City, praying the passage
of an act to incorporate their town.
Which were received, the 1st read, and referred to the select committee to whom was recommitted "A bill to increase t he revenue,"
and the reading of the 2d dispensed with, and referred to the Committee on Corporate Institution s.
·
On motion , leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs.
Phelps and S . C. Bell.
The House took up and proceeded to consider the joint resolu tions
offered by Mr. Wright on yesterday, entitled
Resolutions in relation to the printing of the revision of the statutes.
On motion of lVfr. F. A. Wilson,
Orde1·ed, That said resolutions be referred to a select committee,
consisting of Messrs. F. A. Wilson, Wright, J. A. Bell', Grav es,
·Blakey, Reeve s, and E. Polk John son.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on -Enrollments, reported ·that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the town ·of Bell Point, in Franklin
county;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
A act to incorporate the Greenup Exchange Bank;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors, &c., in Monroe
county;
An act to provide for the transcribing in the county cou rt clerk's
office the o!'iginal surveys, plats, and ce1·tifi.cates of Morgan county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent and punish
certain trespasses in Scott and Woodford counties," approved March
26, 1872;
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An act to legalize certain proceedings of the Washington county.
court;
An act to amend the charter of the Springfield and Chaplin Turnpike Road Company;
An act to enlarge the corporate limits of the town of Monticello;
An act to authorize the Carter county court to levy an ad valorem
tax for bridge purposes;
An act to authorize the trustees of the Stanford Male and Female
Seminary to sell part of their land and invest the proceeds;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson, leave was given to bring in a
bill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the Louisville and Shelbyville Turnpike ~oad.
Ordered, That the Committee on Internal Improvement prepare
and bring in thi: same.
Bills were reported by the committ~e, who were directed to prepare and bt'ing in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mi·. McKenzie, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to incorporate th0 Oak Ridge Turnpike Road Company,~in
Mercer county.
:8y_sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the citizens of Garrard county."
By sameA bill to define the boundary line between the counties of Rockcastle and Jackson.
By same•
A bill to authorize the county courts of Scott and Franklin coun7
ties to compel persons to keep stock off of public 1:oads.
.
By Mr. Woolfolk, from the same committeeA bill to amend the charter of the Lebanon Fem.ale College.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second,
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bills be engrossed and read -a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr: Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bi.11 from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of A. H. Kininmouth, of Butler county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be l"ead a thirq time.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the sum of two hundred and seventy-three dollars be,
and the same is heteby, appropriated to A.H. Kininmouth, for taking
care of William B. Kininmouth, a pauper lunatic, in Butler county,
for two years and ninety-two days, at the rate of two hundred dollars per annum; and that the Auditor of Public Accounts be ordered
to issue his wanant for said sum in favor of said A . H. Kininmouth,
to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated .
.
§ 2. Tbis act to 'take effect from its passage.
The ·question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
_ The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pt·o 7
vision of the Constitution , were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affil'rnative, were•
Mr. Speaker(M'Creary)lVI. Woods Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
W . W. Ayers,
Jami's Garnett,
W. L. Reeves,
G. W. Bailey, .
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Samuel M . Sandern,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
W. R. Bates,
C. P. Gray,
"William Sellers,
W. N ....Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
· John A. Bell,
Geo1:ge M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
.
E. Polk Johnson,
Geo1·ge M. Thomas,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson , C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
·
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd ;
William Brown, ,
L. W. Lassing,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Robert M. Carlisle.,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
.John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little,
C. H. W.ebb,
J3. ,E. Cassilly,
J. J. McAfee,
J. lVI. White,
:James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
Willi~m G·. Conrad,
William_J. McElroy, F. A . Wilson,
IR. L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
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J . E. Cosson,
John W. Dyer,
W. H. Evans,

J. C. Moorman,
J. N . vVoods,
W. A .. Morin,
S. H. Woolfolk-65.
J. L. Nall,
In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
The House took up an unfinished report of yesterday, and the
amendment proposed thereto by Mr. Blakey, viz:
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent deer-driving in
the counties of E5till, Jackson, Perry, Harlan, Butler, Grayson, and
Edmonson," approved March 28, 1872.
On motion of Mr. Cht·isman,
Ordered, That said bill and proposed amendment be recommitted
to the Commi.ttee on the Judiciary.
J\1r. Griffith, from ~he Committee on Claims, who wern dirncted to
prepare and bring in the sam~, reported
A bill for the benefit of John Haly.
Which was read the first time as follows; viz :
WHEREAS, John Haly claims that the State of Kentucky is indebted to
him $8,834 66, balance for work and material done and furnished on Fireproof Public Offices; and it also appears that th~ Commissioners appointed to superintend condition of that improvement, under whose
auspices said Haly done the work, a.re divided and disagree among themselves as to the true and just standing of the said account between Haly
and the State; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the · General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the Governor shall appoint three capable and discreet men,
who shall, after being duly sworn ~o faithfully discharge the du ties
assigned them under .this .act, carefu!:y examine all the accounts betwet>n
the p.arties, and bear their evidence, and whether, in fact, there is any
sum due said Haly in justice and equity, and if anything, how much,
and mal<e report thereof to the Governor in writing.
§ 2. If said report shall show any sum due said Haly, the Govel'Ilor is
hereby authorized to direct tile Auditor to draw his warrant on the rrreasurer in favor of said Haly, and the '1'1·oasu1·er is directed to pay the same.
§ 3. Said Commissioner8 are hereby clothed with power and authority
to iidminister oaths to witnesses of both parties introduced before them
on said investigation; and false swearing or perjury by any one before
them, [shall] be punished as provided now by law against such crimes;
and said Commissioners are authorized to issue subpcenas for witnesses;
and their summons for such witnesses shall be executed by any sheriff,
constable, or town or city marshal, and the witnesses subject to same pen ~
alties for disobedience as in other cases.
§ 4. The Commissioners shall make full report in writing of the entire
case and all tho evidence brought before them; said report shall be filed
and preservetfby the Governor in his office.
§ 5. The Commissioners shall each be paid five dollars per day for the
time they are oc<mpied, and their expenses, as well as also the witnesses
and other officers for their services the foes allowed by law in such -cases;
all which shall be repor~ed to the Governor by said Commissioners, and
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he shall direct the payment thereof by the A udi tor and Treasurer. It
shall also be the duty of the Governor to have the State r epresented
throughout said investigation by counsel for the State.
§ 6. This act shall take effect from its passage.
Orde1·ed, That said bill be read a second time.

The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Oi·dered, That said bill be engrossed and read a thii·d time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being en grossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
·
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the a'ffirmative, wereAlpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, W. A. Morin,
W . N. Beckham,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. Powell,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote ,
C. C. Scales,
Wm . F. Bond,
James Garnett,
Harry I. Todd,
Rob ert M. Carlisle,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Joseph T. Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
0. P. Gray,
T. W. Varnon,
Clinton Griffith,
0. H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
E. Polk Johnson,
· Mordecai Williams,
Thomas M. Johnson , F .. A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Dyer,
L. W. Lassing,
· J. M. Wright-30.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr.Speaker(l\il'Oreary)E. A. Graves,
W . L. Reeves,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. A . .Allen,
T. J. Jones,
A. 0. Armstl'Ong,
J. S. Lawson,
J. R. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
G. W. Little,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Sellers,
G. W . Bailey ,
W.R. Bates,
William J. McEiroy, James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. S. Taylor,
J. C. Moorman,
George M. Thomas,
Church H. Blakey,
William Brown,
J. L. Nall,
0. W. Threlkeld,
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. White,
J .E. Gosson,
John W. Ogil vie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
S. H . Woolfolk-37.
Joseph P. Foree,
And so said bill was rejected.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved
and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :

.
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An act to protect fiah in Sulphur Fork of Drake's creek, on the line
between Allen and Simpson counties.
An act to change the time of holding the quarterly court in Menifee county.
An act empowering the Spencer county court to sell the old cfrcuit
and county court clerks' offices in said county.
An act to protect birds and game i.n Bullitt county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the improvement of the roads of Butler county," approved February 2d,
1872.
An act for the benefit of the Stoner Mouth Presbyterian Church,
Bourbon county.
An act to re-enact and continue in force an act, entitled "An act
for the benefit of A. W. Nickell, late she1-i-ff of Johnson COUf!tY, and
his securities," approved Febrnary 3, 1871.
An act to define the line between the counties of Clay and Jackson.
An act to declare Middle creek and Bull creek, in Floyd county,
navigable streams.
An act authorizing Linus Greenwell, of the county of Nelson, to
erect a fish-dam across the Beech Fo1·k of Salt river, in Nelson
county.
An act for the benefit of Elliott county.
An act to authorize the county judge of Metcalfe county to sell and
convey the poor-house farm in said county, and reinvest the proceeds.
An act for the benefit of J. G. Scott, sheriff of Metcalfe county.
An act to repeal the 202d, 203d, 204th, 205th, 206th, and 207th sections of the city charter of Paducah, in McCracken county.
An act for the benefit of the county of Pulaski.
An act to prevent the destruction of fish in Cumberland river and
its tributaries above the falls of said river.
An act for the benefit of Samuel Jones, committee of William Jones,
an idiot, of Clinton county.
An act to allow the State agent at the Rio bridge, in Hart county,
to make necessary improvements, not to exceed one hundred dollars
in value.
An act for the benefit of C. L. Howard, late sheriff of Harlan
county.
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An act for the penefit of Pauline J. Chaney, an idiot, in Graves
cou nty .
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to
authorize the Shelby county court to issue bonds for the benefit of
turn pike roads."
An act for the benefit of the Middleburg and Liberty Turnpike
Road Company.
A message was received from the Senate, aski:Jg to withdraw from
the House the announcement of the passage by the Senate of a bill,
which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to regulate the jurisdiction of the circuit court _and court of
common pleas of Union and Henderson counties .
Which was granted.
Mr. Cassilly, from t~e Committee on Claims, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of the Glasgow Railroad,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be engl'Ossed and read a thil'd time.
Said bill, being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, .By an act of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth
of Kent ncky , approved March 20, 1872, it was enacted that an act ap proved February 20, 1864, entitl ed· '·An act to ·tax railroads, turnpikes,
and other corporations in aid of the Sinking Fund," shou ld not apply to
the Glasgow Hailroad until said railroad is finished and completed to the
town of Tompkinsville, not to exceed four years from the passage of said
act of March 20, 1872, and providing further that the tax levied on said
Glasgow Railroad for the year 1871 should be released; and whereas,
said tax for the year 1871 so released, amounting to $918, having been
collected by the Auditor; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
TbaL the Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby directed to refund and
pay to the pt·esident and directors of said Glasgow Railroad Company
said tax, so improperly collected, out of any money in the Tteasury not
otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. This act to take e-ffoct and be of full force from and after its passage.

The question was then taken · on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided ·in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Fergnson, W . L Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D . Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
W. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
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G. W. Bailey,

C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, . Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
W.R. Bates,
E. Polk Jo-hi1son,
Geot·ge M. Thomas,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Wm. F. Bond,
W illiam J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
lVI. E. McKenzie,
C. H. Webb,
Robert M . Carlisle,
J. C. Moorman,
J. M. White,
,
John S . Carp enter,
W . A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
B . E. Cassilly,
J. L . Nall,
F . A. Wilso n,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
C. M . Clay, jr.
R. L. Co op e r,
John W . Ogilvie,
S. H . Woolfolk,
John W . Dyer,
J. M. Wright-54.
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam G. Conrad,
J. E. Coss on-2.
R esolved, That the title of sa id bill be a s aforesaid.
Th e House then took up fr~m the Clerk's table a preamble and
joint r esol uti on, offe red on yesterday by Mr. Todd, entitled
Resolution providing for removal of remains of Gen. C. H . Fry
and Col. Theodore O'Hara.
Said preamble and resolution, on the motion of Mr. T. M. Johnson, was amended by inserting therein the name of "Adjutant George
W. Cardwell ."
Said preamble and resolution, as amehded, was aga in read as
follows, v iz:
WHEREAS , General Carey H . Fry, who was Major of t he Second Kentucky Infantry in the Mexican war , and the im mortal poet and sold ier
· in the same war, Colone l 'rh eodore O'Hara, and Adjutant Geo. W. Card well, are dead, and their remains li e in distant States ; and, as thei r old ·
mother," Kentucky, claims the ashes of her brave," it is due to these sons,
who have added so much luster to her name, t hat their ashes sho uld be
brought to that moLhei-'s bosom and iaid beside their co mpatriots, .M.oKee,
M:.u-sball, Clay, W illis, Vaughn, and the host of heroes whose mon um ent
already marks t.be spot where they- sho uld rest; therefore,
R esolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That
th e Governor be directed to have the remains of Ge!1-. Carey H . Fry, Col.
Th eodor e O'Hara, and Adj uta.n t George W. Cardwell, brought to and de posi ted in the State military lot at .1:''rankfort, and theit· g raves marked
with appropriate stones.

The question was then taken on . t he adoption thereo f, and it was .,
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas ·and nays being r equired thereon in pm:suance to. a ·pw~
vision of the Constitution , were as follows, viz :
73-H.
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Those who voted in the afijr_mative, wereMr. Sp.eaker (M'Creary)C. D. Foote,
·w. L. Ree·v es,
Wm. A. Allen, ·
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstro.n g,
Wll}, Cassius Goodloe,J. R. Sanders,
W.W. Ay.er1:,
E. A. Graves,
.Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P . O,ray,
0. C. Scales,
W. R. Bate.s,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Joh.n son,
.George M. Thomas,
Chur~h H. Blakey,
Thomas M . Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
L. W. Lassing,
Hany I. Toad,
Robe1·t l\'I. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little,
·T . W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
,C, H. Webb,
C. M . Clay,jr.,
W. A. Morin,
.J.M. White,
William G. Conrad;
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordec1:1i Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Na:11,
F. A. Wilson ,
John W. Dyer,
Mat. Nunan,
S . H. W~olfolk,
M. Woods .F.erguson, Lewis Potter,
,J .M. Wright-.54.
Those who voted in the negative, wereG. W. l3ailey,
Bi·yan S. McC.lure,
J. C. Moorman, '
S. C: Bell,
Wm. J. McElroy,
James W , Snyder-6.

t

,I

The title of said preamble and resolution was so amended as to
add thereto the .w ords, " and Adjutant George W. Card well."
On motion of Mr. Mol'in,
Ord{}r~d, Tb.at a committee, consisting of Messr,s. Morin, McKenzie,
and Webb, be appointed, to act in conjunction with such committee
as may be appoii;ited by the Senate, to wait upoµ the Governor, and
request him to return, unsigned, to this Ho.use, in which it originated,
aµ enroll.ed bill, entitleq.
An act for the benefit of Cold Sp.ring ,school district, in Campbell
county.
1\,nd that th!'lY inform the Senate of their appointment.
The House th.en, accordi?g to order, took up and resumed the consideration of the report of the Senate agd it.s action thereon, on the
report of the Joint Committee on the r-epo;rt of the Commissioners
to revise the statutes.
Chapter 7, title "Auditor," article I, being read, Mr. McElroy
offernd thereto the following amendment, viz :
Amend section 2 by striking out so much thereof as fixes the pay

of the Assistant Auditor and ' Clerks in the Auditor's Office, and insert in lieu thereof, after· the wo1·d "be," in the fourteenth line, the~e
·words: "Two thousand dollars per annum; and the further sum of
eight thousand dollars is hereby allowed to the Auditor annually, to
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enable him to employ and pay such clerks as he may d·e em necessary
for the proper discharge of the business of his office."
The question was then taken on the adoption of said proposed
amendment, and it was decided in the' negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon ~y Messrs. McEiroy and
S. 0. Bell, were as fotlows, vrz:

. I

Those who voted in-the· affirmative, wern---'-'
W. L. Reeves·,
James Garnett,
Wm . A. Allen,
E . A. Grave-s,
Samuel lVI. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor, _
S. C. Bell,
George M. Th,omas,
Bryan S·. McClure,
Wm. F. Bond,
Willfam J. M'c Elroy, C.H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J.C. Moorman,
J.M. White,
C. M. Olay, jr,,
F. A. Wilson,,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. E. Cosson,
Jonas _D. Wilson,
John W ,. Ogilvie,
W. H. Evans,
S. H., Woolfolk-33.
Lewis Potter,
Joseph P . F01·ee,
Those who voted in tih,e· negative, wet~
Mr. Speaker (lVI'Creary)J_ohn W. Dyer, .
~Iiram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstl'O'ng,
M. Woods Fer'g uson, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Jame-s B. Fitzpatrick, J. R, Sanders,
C. C. Scales,
W.R. Bates,
C. D. Foote,
John A. BelI,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Po~k Johnson,
John S. Carpenter;
L., W. Lassing,
JoseJjh T. Tuc·ker,
T. W. Varnon 1
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
J. N. Woods,
Witliarn G. Ooni'ad,
J: L. Nall
R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
J. lVI. Wdght-34.
Joseph M.. Davidson,
Mr. Ga,rnett then mov ed to r-econsider, the vote' by which> said
amendment was rej.ecte'd,
And the question b'eing taken 011 the m(,}tiori of Mt'., GarneU, it
was decided in the afli-r-mative.
And so said vote was re'oonsidered·.
Mr. Foote then moved to amend the •a:inrendine-1-it offeted by Ml'i
McElroy, by striking out therefrom tbe word" eig'hi," a'. nd to· in•se-rf; in
lieu thereof the: w9r'd " nin·e."
And the qae--stion-being' ta1~e:n dn: the ad·option of the ameti.dln:ent
to the l'l.m~ndmeut, i:t wa:s deoided in the ille·g:a<tive.
·
The yeas and nays being required the·r eon by Messrs,,, Ogilvi6
and McElroy, were as follows, tiz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Arm strong,
John W . Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzp 1atrick, Mat. Nunan,
W.R. Bates,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. F. Bond,
James Garnett,
Hany I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
C. P. Gray,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
Clinton Griffith,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Thomas M. Johnson, F. A . Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
L . W. Lassing,
J.M. Wright-26.
Joseph M. Davidson, J. S. Lawson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (lVI'0reary)Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
William Sellers,
W. W. Ayers,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
G. W. Bailey,
Bryan S . McClure,
George M. Thomas,
W. N . Beckham,
William J; McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
J. 0. Moorman,
Joseph T. Tucker,
S. 0 . Bell,
Wm. Mynhier,
C.H. Webb,
Church H. Blakey,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
W. L. Reeves,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrnd,
E. A. Robertson,
S. H. Woolfolk-31.
J. E . Cosson,
The question was then again taken on ,t he adoption of Mr. McElroy's amendment, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Article l of said chapter, as amended, was then adopted.
Article 2 of said chapter was then adopted.
And then the House, according to a resolution heretofore adopted,
took a recess until half-past 7 o'clock, P. lVI.
At half-past 7 o'clock, P. M., the House again reasse mbled, the
Speaker in the Chair.
Bills were repo1·ted by the several committees, who were directed
to pre.p are and bring in the same·, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to charter the Hustonville Cemetery Company.
By Mr. MyRhier, from the same committeeA bill to amend the charter, and amendments thereto, i1;1corporatfog the
town
of Crab Orchard.
·
.
I
By Mr. Foote, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill for the benefit of H. W
ggleston, of Kenton county.
By Mr_. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill to authorize the trustees of Russellville to appoint _an in. ,,llpector aQd weigher of-coal.
By Mr. E. Polk Johnson, from a select committee.A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act requiring the Jefferson
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county court to appoint a measurer of tan-bark for said county,"
approved March 21, 1872.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Muhlenburg Mining Company.
By Mr. Wright, from a select committeeA bill to incorporate Daniel Boone Lodge, No. 2, Knights of Pythias, in the city of Louisville'.
By Mr. Sacksteder, from the Committee on the JudidaryA bill to amend the charter of the Louisville House of Refuge.
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill for the benefit of the Silve1· Creek and Walnut Meadow
Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to enable the county court of Laurel county to levy an ad
valorem tax for the pUl'pose of building a ·new jail, and for . other
purposes.
By .Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 7, in Marion county.
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the_benefit of Alice Rodgers.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to incorporate the Paducah Germanica Musical Society.
By Mr. Carpenter, from the Committee on EducationA bill to establish schools for the education of children of ·citizens
of African descent, in McCracken county.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to allow the bona .flue voters of the Garnettsville district, in
Meade county, to vote for or against the sale of spirituous, vinous,
and malt liquors in said district.
By Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill fo1· the ben efit of Amos Davis, sheriff of Morgan county.
By Mr. Bailey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorpor,te Mount Olive Encampment, No. 55, of Odd
Fellows, at Greenville .
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the same committeeA bill to extend the limits of the town of Paradise, in Muhlenburg
county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend the charter of the Simpsonville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county.
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By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to authorize the clerk of Nelson county circuit court to index
and cross-index deed-books in his office.
By Mr. Cosson, from the Committee on EducationA bill to establish and-maintain a public school in district No. I, in
Pulaski county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Press Printing _C ompany.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend the charte1· of the Fisherville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to regulate the pay of the members of the court of claims
of Todd county.
By_sameA bill to incorporate the Baptist Church at Elkton, in Todd county.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Cemmittee on County CourtsA bill for the benefit of Mary F. Rush, of Union county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Gip Taylor and Nace Waller, former sheriffs of Union county.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on Education__:.
A bill for the benefit of common school district No. 76, in Warren
county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Commit~ee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Willisburg, Thompsonville, and Pleasant
~un Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Gmves, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of John W. Duncan, sheriff of Wayne county.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entitled, " An act to incorporate the Clayville Male and Female Academy."
By sameA bill for the organization of the public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county.
. By MF, Mynhier, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the county court of Whitley county to' increase
taxes for county purposes.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Williamsburg."
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By Mr. Bl,a key, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate ,t he Maysville Coal, Salt, and Transfer Company.
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to further amend the charter of the Newport and Cincinnati
Bridge Company.
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill to authorize the county court of Bourbon county to pay Geo.
M. Hibler, circuit clerk of said county, for continuing index and
c1·oss-index of suits in said county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the s·econd
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bills be engros,ied and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Speaker McCreary moved to reconsider the vote ·by which the
House passed a bill, entitled .
A bill for the benefit of the Silver Creek and Walnut Meadow
Turnpike Road Company.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported by
the several committees to ·whom they had been refel'l'ed, viz:
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of Hugh Barclay, jr., of Logan county.
By M1·. J . A. Bell, from the Co[llmittee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Kentucky Society for the prevention of
cruelty to animals.
By sameAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville Orphan Home Society," approved February 26, 1849.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Odd Fellows' Temple Association of
Louisville.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Maysville Manufacturing Association.
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. By sameAn act to amend the charter of the city of Maysville.
By Mt·. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of Frank Arnett, of Magoffin county.
By Mr . .Morin, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of school d-istrict No. 4, in Nicholas county.
By Mr. Cooper, from the same committeeAn act to amend an act, en titled "An act to create the Hartford
Seminary, of Ohio county."
By Mr. J. A . Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to charter the Owenton Cemetery Company.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act fqi.· the benefit of R.H. Williams, sheriff of. Owen county,
and his sureties.
By Mr. Blakey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend arid reduce into one the several acts in relation
to the town of Shelbyville.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the same committeeAn act to incorporate the Hecla Coal and Mining Company.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of school district No. 47, in Larue county.
By Mr. Coke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of the Louisville Industrial Exposition, and
to amend the charter thereof.
By Mr. J. D. Wilson, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend an act for the benefit of the Carlisle and Jackstown Turnpike Road Company, upper route, _a pproved December
20, 1871.

With an amendment to each of the last two named bills, which
was adopted.
Ordered, That said bills (the last two as amended) be read a third
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispen sed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as.
aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1873.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Todd1. The petition of Timothy Sullivan, asking the General Assembly
to purchase his house and lot adjoining the Penitentiary warehouse.
By Mr. Speaker (McCreary)2. The petition of certain citizens of Laurel county, praying the
repeal of an act approved 24th February, 1871, changing the county
line between the counties of Rockcastle and Laurel.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referred-'the 1st to the Committee on the Penitentiary, and the 2d to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
The Speaker laid before the House the response of the QuarterMaster General, to a resolution adopted by the House 12th March,
1873, which was read as follows, viz:
STATE OF KENTUCKY, OFFICE OF QUART.ER-MASTER GENERAL,}
FRANKFORT, Murch 14th, 1873.
HoN. JAMES B. McCREARY, Speaker of House of Representatives:
Srn: In response to a resolutio-n of the House of Representatives, approved Murch 12th, 1873, calling upon the Quarter-Master General for
information concerning certain military claims, &c., I have the honor to
herewith submit a list of claims, amounting in the aggregate to $2,366 46,
that are found to be correct, and would have been so reported to the Legis- ·
lature under acts of February 17th, 1866, and March 9th, 1867, and would
have been good claims against the General Government; but many, if
not all, of these claims not coming within the provisions of the act of
March 16th, 1869, no action was had upon them.
In addition to the above, there are other claims, amounting to the sum
of $22,061 41, suspended for want of additional evidenc>e, many of which
may be made perfect.
Very respectfully,
W. ~- LOBBAN,

Chief Clerk Quarter-Master 'General Kentucky.
.Adams, John

LIST OF CLAIMS.
w. __________________________________________________
_

$149 ~

A bah ire, J nco b __________________ ---- --'-- -- ------ ---- - -- -- ------ -- --

14 00

Amount carried forw a.rd __________ _: __________ -------------- --

$163 00

74-H.
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Amount brougb t forwdrd __________ :_ __ -------- ____ -- ---- ---Bell, Edmund ______________________________________ _______________ _
Cu Iver, Jnmes _______________________________. _------ _______________ _
Curry, Wi Hiam __________________________ __________________ ____ ___ _
Hughes, Marshall_ _________________________________________________ _ •
Jones, B. F, _______________________________________________________ _
In gram, M. P. _____________________________________________________ _

[MAR . 14.
$163 00
44 00
7 61
543 42
70 80
77 20

124 13

Lane, Edward ________________ -------------------------- __________ _
Lane, John W, ____ · _________________ · ___________________________ _

71 20
70 80

· 111,cA II ister, Joseph ____________________________ ----;---- _____________ _
P etty, Mrs. M. _______________________________________________ ·_____ _

74 00

Pollock, Wm. A, ____ -------------------------------- __ __ __ ________ .

81 50
690 00
30 40

Rout, Wesley -------------------- ------ ------------ -- -------------Robinson, J. H. ___________________________________ . _______________ _
Shields, John T·----------,---- _._____________________ ---- -- ---- ____ _
Th oroas J a,roes R.. _________________________________________________ _
Wh eat, Sinclair··----·---------------------------------------------Yates, L. R. ______ ____ _______ · --------------------- ---------------

6 80

4"3 40

60 20
10 00
198 00

$2,366 46

i

t

On moti~n of Mr. Varnon,
Orde1:ed, That the Public Printer forthwith print two · hundred
copies of said report for the use of the House, and that tQ.e same be
refe"r red to the Committee on Military Affairs.
Mr. Ogilvi·e moved to reconsider the vote by which the House, on
yesterday, rejected a bill, .entitled·
A bill for the benefit of John Haly.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Blakey ·and
.Bailey.
A message was i·eceived from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed _biUs, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the· following titles, viz :
An act to prevent the destruction of fish in Salt river, in Anderson
county.
An act for. the benefit of S. S. Farris, sheriff of Ba rren cou nty.
An act to authorize the Butler county court to establish a ferry on
Green river, n ear .Morgantown, at 01: near" Morrison's Old F erry."
An act defining the boundary i'ine between the counties of Harlan
and Bell.
An act to fut·ther a·mend th·e cha1·te1· of the Newport and Cincinnati Bridge Company.
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An act to authorize certain'·counties in this Commonwealth t.o levy
a tax and p ay for right of way and depot grounds for Cincinnati
Southern Rail way.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
And that they _h ad passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. .t\n act to supprei,s lawlessness in this Commonwealth.
2. An act concernin g the appointment of a superint~ndent and
commissioner of roads and bridges of Ohio county.
3. An act to define the line between the counties of Clay and
Jackson.
4. An act to prevent live stock of all kinds from running at large
in Jefferson county.
5. An act for the benefit of the school trustees of Powell county
for the year ending 30th June, 1872.
6. An act for the b e nefit of John Grumbly,. of Todd county.
Which bills we1·e read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the secon.d
reading of said bills being di spensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on the
Judiciary; the 2d, 3d , and 4th to the Committee on County Courts;
the 5th to the Committee on Education; and the 6th to the Committee
on Religion .
Bills we1·e reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and b1-ing in the same, of the followi.ng titles, viz:
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the protection of the
li ve ry-stable keepers of the Commonwealth," approved January 31,
1871.
By Mr. Garnett, from the same committeeA bill to repeal so much of an act, entitled "An act for the
· ben efit of the clerks of the county courts of Lewis, Clark, Montgomery, Ma.s on, Nel son, Cumberland, A.~air, Clinton, ;Russell, Todd,. Logan, and Simpson, as applies to the counties of Cumberland, Clinton , Adair, Ru ssell, and Todd."
By Mr. Griffith, from the Commit.tee on ClaimsA bill fo'r the benefit of John L. Slavin, former sheriff of Garrard
county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered ,to be read a second
time.

\
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of 'the House and constitutional prnvision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
· Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize Samuel Salyer, of Magoffin ,county, to adopt
John P . Siner as a legal heir-at-law,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
'

I

Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to exempt the wages of
laborers, who are bona fide housekeepers of this Commonwealth
with a family, from attachment or garnishee, not exceeding fifty
dollars,'.'
With the expression of opinion by a majority of the committee
that sa\d bill ought to pass.
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be read the first time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstandfog?" and
it was decided in the affirmative.

I1,

9 I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth

i

I I

'q'

Said bill was then read the first time as follows, viz:
of

Kentucky, That an act, entitled "An act to exempt the wages of
laborers, who are bona fide housekeepers of this Commonwealth
with a family, from attachment and garnishee, not exceeding fifty
dollars," approved March 27, 1872, be, and the same is hereby, repealed.
§ 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
T.he rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill bei'.ng dispensed with,
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Mr. Wright offered the following suhstitute, .by way of amendment
thereto, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That hereafter the wages or salaries of all persons who may work, labor,
or render service tu any person or corporation in this Commonwealth,
shall be, and tbe same are hereby, exempted from aLtacbment, garnishment, and execution, to an amount not exceeding fifty dollars.
§ 2. All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby rcpuled.
·
§ 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its pasaage.
M1·. Foree offered an amendment to the amendment proposed by
Mr. Wright, which was rejected.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
(substitute) proposed by Mr. Wright, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bailey and
Garnett, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative~ wereA. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. A. Graves,
George M. Thomas,
John S. Carpenter,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph 1'. Tucker,
B. E. Cassilly,
G. W . Little,
T. W. Varnon,
J.E. Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-22.
M. Woods Ferguson,
·
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen, .
· C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett, ·
W. L. Reeves,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
W. R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
J. P. Sackstede1·,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
W.W. Bush,
L. W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert .lVL Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Bryan S. McClut·e,
L. W. Tcafton,
William .G. Conrad,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
J . C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
Joseph M. Davidson, Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
John W. Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk-43.
James B. Fitzpatrick,
Orde1·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, Mr.T. M. Johnson moved that the same
have its third reading on 'this day.
And the constitutional majority not having voted therefor, it was
decided in the negative.
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The yeas and ·nays being require.d thereon by Messrs. Reeves and
T. M. Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affit-mative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. _W oods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
G. W. Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
J . P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.R. Bates,
Thomas NI. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
W.W. Bush,
L. W. Lassing,
J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
F. A. 'Wilson,
C. M. Olay, jr.,
Bryan S. McClure,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad, WiUiam J. McElroy, S. H. Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, J . L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-33.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong;
James B. Fitzpatrick, Mat. Nunan,
W.W. Ayers,
Wm. Cassius GQodloe, John W. Ogilvie,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
John S. Carpenter,
T. J . Jones,
George M. Thomas,
B. E. Cassilly,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
R. L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jof'eph T. Tucker,
J.E. Cosson,
J.C. Moorman,
T. W, Varnon---:32.
W. H. Evans,
Wm. Mynhier,
Said bill was then placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bl'ing in t~e same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Knox county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a seco\1d
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second · reading of said bill being dispensed . with,
Mr. Ferguson offered an amendment thereto.
The further conside1•ation of said bill was cut off by the arrival of
the hour for taking up a special order.
The House then, according to order, took · up and resumed the further c0nsideration of the report from the Senate of their action upon
the report of the Joint Committee on the report of the Commissioners
to revise the statutes.
Chapter-8, title Bastardy;"
Chapter 9, title "Boundary;"
Ghapter· 10, title "Gattie, Horses, and;, Dogs;"
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Chapter 11, title "Causes of Action which Survive;"
Chapter 12, title "0hamperty and Maintenance;"
Chapter 13, title "Change of Venue;"
Ohaptet· 14, title "Charitable Uses and Religious Societies.;"
Chapter 15, title "Citizens, Expatriation, and Aliens;"
Were severally adopted.
Ohaptet· 16, title "Claims upon the Treasury," articles 1, 2, 3, and 4,
being taken up, Mr. Ogilvie moved to amend section 3 of article 4,
by striking out the words "sixty cents," and inserting in lieu thereof
the words "seventy-five cents."
Mr. Foree offered an amendment to the amendment proposed by
Mr. Ogilvie, which was rejected.
The que.stion was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Ogilvie, and it was decided in the affi.t·mative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and
Graves, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAlpl1eus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Lewis Potter,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
Hiram S. Powell,
William Brnwn,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. R. Sander::1,
Robert M. Carlisle,
L. W. Lassing,
William Sellers,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawf'on,
J. S. Taylor,
0. M. Olay, jr.,
G. W. Little,
George M. Thomas,
R. L. Cooper,
J. J . McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
J.E. Cos,mn,
J. 0. Moorman,
Q. I-1. Webb,
Joseph M. Davidson, Wm. Mynhier,
J. M. White,
W. H. Evans,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
M. Woods l<'erguson, Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wil son,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk-37.
James Garnett,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Oreary)John W. Dyer,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. 0 . A rmstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W.R. Bates, ,
E. A. Graves,
0. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
0. P. Gray,
L. W. Trnfton,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzi·e,
J. M. Wright-29.
William G. Conrad,
W. L. Reeves,
Articles 1, 2, 3, and 4 (the last as amended) were then adopted.
Article 5 of said chapter being taken up, Mr. Foree offered the
following amendment there:tio, viz:
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Strike out of section I," to the Tipstaff for his services three doJlars," and insert at the end of the section "the Sergeant of the
State shall perform the duties heretofore performed by the Tipstaff."
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
propose d by Mr. Foree, and it was decided in the negative.
T he yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and
'I'. M. Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Little,
Wm . A. Allen,
Samuel M. Sanders,
William S ell ers,
A1pheus W. Bascom, Bryan S. McClure,
William J. McElroy, J . S. Taylor, ·
Church H. Blakey,
W m. F . Bond,
J. 0. Moorman,
George M. Thomas,
Wm. Mynhier,
0. W. Threlkeld,
J . E . Oosso n,
W. H. E van s,
Mat. Nunan,
0 . H . Webb,
Lewis Potter,
Joseph P . F oree,
J.M. -Whit e,
Jonas D.· Wilson-25.
0. P. Gray·,
Hiram S. Powell,
Thomas M. Johnson,
Those who voted in the negative, .wereMr. S peaker (M'Creary)John W . Dyer,
E. A. Robertson,
A . 0. Arm stron g,
M . Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. ·Sanders,
W.W. Bush,
James Garnett,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert .M. Carlisle,
Wm. Oas:;:ius Goodloe, L . W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
E. A. Graves,
Joseph T. Tucker,
B. E. Cassilly,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
C. M. Olay, jr.,
T. J. Jones,
Mordecai Williams,
Wil liam G. Conrad,
L. W. Lassing,
.F. A . Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, W. L. Reevc;is,
J.M. Wright-33.
Section 1 of article 5 was then adopted.
T he furth er consideration of said report was postponed.
Mr. Reev es, from the Committee · on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled ·bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Farish Arnett, sheriff of M ag·offin county;
An act for the be~ efit of Jaines Walters, committee of Polly Plewman, an idiot of Estill county;
A n act to amend the charter o·f the Frankfort Lumber, Brick, and
Impl ement Manufacturing Company;
An act to authorize the city of Hickman to subscribe and pay for
stock in the Mississippi River Levee Company;
An act to define the boundary line of the town of Prestonsbm·g,
and submitting to a vote of the citizens thereof the question of regul atlng the sale' of spirituous and vinous liquors therein;
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An act to autho1·ize William A. Varney to erect a mill-dam across
Pond creek, in Pike county;
·
An act for the benefit of William E. Paull, jailer of Cumberland
county;
An act for the benefit of Andrew .Raney, of Estill county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and red uc e in·
to one the several acts respecting the town of Hickman," approved
March 18, 1854;
An act to incorporate the Pomeroy Coal Company;
An act empowering the board of trustees of the town of Ashland
to purchase lands and establish a public park;
An act to incorporate the Tobacco Bank and Warehouse Company,
of Covington ;
An act to authorize the Grant county court to sell the poor-house
farm in said county;
An act to amend the charte1· of the Spring Station Railway Company;
An act to incorporate the Owingsville Depot Turnpike Road Company, in Bath county; ·
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the Ho use of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act in relation to the settlements of the accounts of the trustees or the managers of the Henry Female College, and Henry Male
Academy, and the lottery connected therewith;
An act to amend the re.venue laws of this Commonwealth;
An act to incorporate the Mechanics' Loan and Building Association, of Lexington;
An act to provide for an interpreter for the Louisville chancery
court and the Jefferson court of common pleas;
An act fo1· the benefit of W. E. Clelland, late shel'iff of Mercer
county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to tax railroads, turnpike
roadd, and othe1· corporations in aid of the Sinking Fund," approved
February 20, 1864;
An act declaring Wolf river a navigable stream;
An act for the ben efit .of the New Liberty and Owenton Turnpi~e
Road Company;
An act for the benefit of the New Liberty Branch Tu rnpik e Road
Company;
75-H.
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An act authorizing the .sale of the poor-house farm in Webster
county;
An act to direct the running and re-marking the line between the
counties of Franklin and Woodford;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Trenton, in Todd county," approved March 25, 1872;
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Nash ville Railroad Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled '·'An act authorizing the Harrison
county court to appropriate money to aid in building a bridge across
main Licking at Clayville, and to levy a tax therefor," appro ved
March 21, 1871;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Young
Men's Real E state, Building, and Accumulating Association, of Louisville," approved March 28, 1872;
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville Baptists' Orphans'
Home;
An act to legalize ce1·tain acts of the Merce1· county court;
An act to change a part of the eastern bqundary of the town of
Harrodsburg;
And bad found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the Senate thereof.
And then .the House adjourn ed .

i'
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SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1873.
Thfj following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Todd1. The petition of citizens of Forks of Elkhorn precinct, in Franklin county, praying the repeal of the law prohibiting the sa_le of
spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in said precinct.
By Mr. McKenzie2. The petition of the tr.ustees of the · tow;n of Canton, praying
that certain books be allowed to the police judge of safd town.
Which were recei ved , the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Religion, and the 2d to the Committee
on County Courts.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Bascom, Beckham, Bates, Sellers, Nall, Conrad, Woolfolk, Woods, and J. D. Wilson .
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to· repeal an act, entitled "An act requiring the J etferson
county court to appoint a measurer of tan -bark fo1· said county,"
approved March 21, 1872.
That they ~ad passed bills, which ot·iginated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act_to provide for a geological survey and mineralogical survey
of the State.
- An act to incorporate the Miners' Union of Boyd and Carter counties.
A n act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of_
the city of Augusta, in Bracken county,."
An act to exe'mpt the property of the Danville Theological Seminary from taxation for certain purposes.
An act to amend an act, entithid " An act to incorporate the Big
Sandy Highway Bridge Company."
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to regulate the sale of spirituous _·or other intoxicating
liquors.
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2. An act to amend the charter of the Georgetown and Paris Turnpike Roa<l Company .
3. An act to amend the charter of the Eminence and Fox Run
Turnpike Road Company .
4. An act to amend the charter of the Jefferson and Brownsboro,
and Harrod's Creek and Sand Hill Turnpike ' Road Company, and
branches.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered. to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and consiitutional pr·ovisien as to the seco11d
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
,
, Orde1·ed , That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Re]tgion, and the 2d, 3d., am! 4th to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor h~<l approved
and signe<l enrolled bills, which originated in: the House of Representatives, of th~ fo'llo-wing titles, viz:
An act to prohibit the sal~ of sp irituous liquors, &c., in Mon'roe
ccrnnty.
An act to authorize the. trustees of the Stanford Male and Female
Seminary to sell part of their land and invest the proceeds.
An act to provide for the transcribing in the county court clerk's
office the original surveys, plats, and certificates of Morgan county.
An act to authorize the Carter county court to levy an ad vaiorem
tax for bridge pu,rposes.
An act to enlarge the corporate limtts of the town of Monticello.
An act to amend the charter of the Springfield and Chap)in Turnpike Road Company.
An act to legalize certain proc·eedin,g's of the Washington county
court.
An act to amend ,an act, entitled ".An act to p11event and punish
certain trespasses in Scott an~ Woodford, counties," approved March
26, 1872.
Leave was given to bring in the following ·bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Bond!. A bill to inco1·porate Anderson City, in Anderson county.
On mot19n of Mr. Gorbett2. A. bill for the benefit of school district No. 45, in Ballard county.

I
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On motion of Mt·. F. A. Wilso-nA bill to charter the Lyon Iron Mining Company, in Lyon
county.
On motion of Mt·. McAfee4. A bill to incorporate the Mercer County Medical Society.
On motion of Mr. McClure5. A bill for the benefit of Mary F. Gadberry, of Casey county.
On motion of Mr. Powell- ·
6 . A hill for the benefit of J. N. Colton, late sheriff olf J ac'k:son
county.
On motion of Mr. Griffith7. A bill for the benefit of the late sheriff of Daviess county.
On motion of Mr. Rowlett8. A bill for the benefit of Peter Perry, of Hart county.
On motion of Mt·. Brownfl. A bill for the benefit of Bethel Academy, in the county of Jessamin e.
On motion of same- 1
10. A bill to provide for official advertisement of sale3 made by
sheriff:1 and master commissioners, in Jessamine county.
On motion of Mr. Clay11. A. bill to prohibit and punish persons intimidating voters.
On motion of Mr. Moorman12. A bill to incorporate the Ifothrock Coal and Mining Comp a ny.
On motion of same13. A bill for t,h e benefit. of C. B . Wickliffe, sheriff of Muhlenburg
. county.
On motion of Mr. Varnon14. A bill to incorporat,e the Central Kentucky Trotting Park Association.
On mot.ion of Mr. Dyer15 . A bill to amend the Highland: Racing Park Association.
On motion of same16. A bill in relation to persons convicted _of penal offenses in
Union county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institution's prepare
and bring in the 1st, 3d, 12th, and 14th; the Committee on Education
the 2d and 9th; the Committee on Codes of Practice the 4th; the
Committee on the Judiciary the 5th and 11th; the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances the 6th; the Committee on Ways and
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Means the 7th; the Committee on Claims the 8th; and the Committee
on County Courts the 10th, 13th, 15th, and 16th.
Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on Education, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to establish in this Commonwealth a u.nifo,,m system of com,mon schools fo1· the education of children of African descent.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time . .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be printed, and the consideration thereof
postponed to, a'nd _made special order of the day for, Thurs~ay, the
20th inst., at IO o'clock, A. M.
A message was received from the Senate, askbg to withdraw from
the House th~ announcement of the passage by _the Senate of a bill,
which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of Cold Spring school district, in Campbell
county,
Which was granted, and the bill delivered to the· Senate messenger.
The House took up the amendments proposed by the Senate to a
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to authorize certain counties in this Commonwealth to
levy a tax and pay for right of way and depot grounds for Cincinnati Southern Railway.
Mr. Carlisle offered an amendment to the amendments proposed
by the ·senate.
Which was adopted.
The amendments proposed by the Senate, as amended, were then
concurred in, and the title of said bill changed so as to read :
An act to authorize certain counties in thi s Commonwealth to
purchase land for a right _of way and depot grounds for, and lease
the sam e to . the Trustees of the Cincinnati Southern Rail w_ay.
The House took up a resolution from the Senate, entitl ed
Resolution· author~zing the creation of an additional standing
committee of the two Houses ot' the General Assembly.
Mr. Scales offered an amendment thereto.
Mr. Blakey offered an amendment to the amendment, which was
adopted.
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On motion of Mr. Chrisman, said resolution and · proposed amendments ' were referred to a select committee, consisting of Messrs.
Chri sma n, Blakey, Webb, Brown, anrl Threlkeld.
The House also took up a resolution from the Senate, entitled
Reso lution concerning the Revieion of the Statutes.
Mr. Scales offered an amendment thereto.
Mr. E. Polk Johnson offered an amendment to the-amendment.
On motion of .Mr. Foree, said resolution and proposed amendments
were referJ·ed to the Committee on Revised Stat utes.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to add part of Adair to
. Casey county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the· House and constitutional provision as to th<: third
reading of said bill bei~g dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R t.wlv·ed, That s~id bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
The House took up the joint resolution heretofore offered by Mr.
Blakey, directing that the joint committee raised for the purpose of
looking out a suitable location for a temporary asylum for the insane, to take into consideration the advantages and ind ucements
offered by the · Buena Vista Springs, in Logan county.
The question being taken on the adoption thereof, it was decided ·
in the negative.
And so said resolution was rejected.
The House resumed the consideration of a bill frotn the Senate,
entitled
.An act to provide for the organization and regulation of banking
companies, and to repeal certain charters,
With the amendments proposed thereto by the committee.
The amendments proposed by the committee were then a dopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The further consideration of said bill was p_ostp on ed.
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.Mr._Gray moved the folio-w ing resolution , viz:
Resolved, That it shall be the duty of the Clerk of thi s House, at
10 o'clock, A. M., each day, t.o call the roll of members of' this House,
and t.o insert in the Journal of this body th~ n~mes of all then
present.
Mr. Dyer moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the que stion being taken on said motion, it was decid ed in
the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Gray, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker(M'Creary)L. W. Lassing,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
J. S. Lawson,
C. C. Scales,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
G. W. Little,
George M. Thomas,
William Brown,
J. C. J.Y.Ioorm;1n,
W.W. Bush,
W. A. Morin,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Caesilly,
Wm. Mynhie1·,
Ha_rry I. Todd,
Mat. Nunan,
L. W. Trafton,
J . Guthrie Coke,
T. W. Varnon,
J. E. Gosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
Josep h M. Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
J.M . White,
John W. Dyer,
vV. L . Reeves,
Mordecai Williams,
F. A. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
J ohn P. Rowlett,
M . Woods Ferguson, J . P. Sacksteder,
J. M. Wright-38.
E. Polk John son,
J . R . Sanders,
Those who voted in the negative, wei·eWm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
Wm. J. McE!roy,
A. C . .i\rlJlstrong,
C. P. Gray,
M. E. McKenzie,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
Lewis Potter,
Robert-M. Carlisle,
T . .T. Jones,
E. A. Robertson,
J 13.mes S. Chrisman,
J. J. lVIcAfee, .
C.H. Webb-!7.
James Garnett,
Bryan S. J\1cClure,
Mr. Garnett moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Audit:or of Public Accounts b~ directed to r epo1·t to
Houselst. The amount of back taxes due the State from Jefferson county.
2d . The amount of taxes that wi ll go into the hauds of the agent who
will be appoi nted coll ecto r of back taxes for Jefferson county, under the
act passed at the present session of the General Assembly, entitled "An
act , to autuorize the judge of the Jefferson county cour t to appoint a
collector of back taxes for Jeffer~on county."
3d. The amount of the sai d agent's commis~ion for collecting said back
taxes; that is, the amount tbe agent will receive for co ll ectin g.
4th. W,hat necessity there is, if apy, for the specia l act for collecting
the back taxes in said coqnty; and the necessity, if any, for co ll ecting
the back taxes in that county in a different mode from that of co ll ecting
similar taxes in the other count ies of this State; and the necessiLy, if any,
for releasing the interest and damages on the back taxes in said county,
and not releasing on similar taxes in other counties of this Commonwealth.
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Mr. E. Polk Johnson moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Johnson, it was
decided in the negative.
Said resolution was then adopted.
Mr. Scales moved the following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That in -the considerntion ·of the revision of' the statutes in
t.hiR House, no member shall speak longer than five minutes nor more
than once on the same subject, except the chairman or some one member
of' the committee.
M1•. Graves offered the following a-s a substitute therefor, viz:
Resolved, That from and after this date the revision of the statutes
sha ll be taken up at half-past 10 o'clock, A . M., each day, to the exclusion
of other business, and thus continue from day to day until the revision is
completed; and that no member s hall speak more than once nor longer
than five minutes on any amendment, except the chairman of the committee.
·
, The considerat.ion of sai d resolutitrn and proposed substitute was
cut off by the arrival of the hour for taking up a special order.
The House then, according to order, resumed the consideration of
the report from the Senate of their action upon the report , of the
Joint Committee on the subject of the revision. of the statutes.
The House then took up cliapter 16, title "Claims upon the Treasury,'! articles 5 and 6.
To section 6 of article 6 Mr. Chrisman offered an amendment,
viz:
To strike therefrom, in the second line, the words "one hundred," ·
and insert in lieu thereof the words "seventy-five."
Which was adopted.
Mr. Thomas then moved to reconsider the vote by. which said
amendment was adopted.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Thomas, it
was decided in the negative .
Mr. Todd then offered a substitute for section 6 of article 6 as
amended.
The forther consideration of said report was postponed until halfpast 11 o'clock, A. M., on Monday next.
Mr. Ro\.vlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an emolled bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to change the time of holding the county court of Je~samine county;
-76-H. R .
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And also enrolled bill s, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the fo1lowing titles, viz: .
An act to incorporate the Rodgers' Mills and Hinks_ton Bridge
Turnpike Road GompantY;
An act to incorporate the Ashland and Catlettsburg Street Railway
and Transfer Company;
And had found the same truly enrolled .
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourned.
:

i
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MONDAY, MARCH 17, 1873.
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The Speaker, Hon. J. B. McCreary, being absent, the House was
called to ord~r by the Clerk, who thereupon announced that the firs t
bu siness in order was the election of a Speaker pro tem.
For that office, Mr. Chrisman nominated Hon. Thos. W. Varnon .
Mr. Clay nominated Hon . Joseph 0. S. Blackburn.
And on taking the vote it stood thus, viz:
Those who voted for i\fr. Varnon, wereMat. Nunan,
James Garnett,
A. 0. Armstrong, ,
John W. Ogilvie,
Clinton Griffith, ·
A. S. Arnold,
Hiram S. Powell,
E. Polk Johnson,
. J _. 0. S. Blackburn,
Samuel
M. Sanders,
T.
J.
Jones,
.James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Taylor,
\Thomas H. Corbett, J. S . Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. E. Gosson,
William J. McElroy, L. W. Trafton,
John W. Dyer,
C.H. Webb,
J. 0. Moorman,
W. }-I. Evans,
F. A . Wilson-28 .
M. Woods Ferguson , W. A . .Morin,
C. J). Foote,
Those who voted for lVfr. Blackburn, wei:eWm. A. Allen,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,.
George M . Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,
Qhurch B,. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. R. Sanders,
Wµi. F.. iBond,
L. W. Lassing,
C. C. Scales,
,W.. JY. Bush,
G. W. Little,
James W. Snyder,
-~J,3. rE..-Oassilly,
J . J. McAfee,
George M. Thomas,
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M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W. Varnon,
Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Potter,
J.M. White-29.
E . A. G,:aves,
W. L. Reeves,
Hon. Joseph C. S. Blackburn having received a majority of, all the
votes cast, was declared duly elected Speaker pro tempore , and being
conducted to the Chair, returned thanks for the honor conferred upon
him.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was grnnted Messrs. J . A. Bell and
Davidson.
A message -:,vas received from - the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint re solution, entitled
Resolution in relation to the One Hundredth Anniversary of Independe nce of the United Colonies of North America.
That th ey had disag reed to bills, which originated in the House
of l{ eprese ntatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the be nefit of school district No. 17, Pendleton county.
A n act to prnvide for the collection of delinquent tax lists in Marion county.
An act authorizing the steam mill s in Carter county to take the one
s ixth of all th e grain ground at said steam mills for toll.
An act -to create a lien in favor of real estate agents in certain
localities .
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representativ es, of the following titles, viz : ·
An act to amend the charter of the Carrollton and Eagle Creek
Turnpike Road Company .
An act to incorporate the St. Joseph's Catholic Benevolent Society
of Frankfort,
A n act to abolish the quarterly court in Ballard county.
An act in relation to th e granting tavern license in the Vanceburg
election precinct, in Lewis county.
An act in relation to the Cabin Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester
Turnpike Road Company .
An act in relation to the a ssess ment and collecti~n of turnpike
taxes in Lewis county.
An act to incorporate the Central Kentucky Coal and Mining
Co mpany.
A n act for the b enefit of John E . Abbott, administrator of D. C.
Doran, late sheriff of Hart county.

J. Guthrie Coke,
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An act for the benefit of John M. Hunley, committee of Henry
Yarbro, an idiot.
An act for the benefit of J. F. Hatten, committee of George Clay
(an idiot), of Lawrence county.
An act for the benefit of Jeremiah Overton, an idiot, of Wayne
county.'
An act in regard to turnpike roads in Garrard county in which said
county owns stock.
An act for the benefit of th;e unfinished turnpike roads in Henry
county.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 5, in the
county of Barren.
An act to provide for the erection of school buildings in common
school district No. 1, in the town of Hawesville.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate th e
Hodgenville and Elizabethtown Turnpike Road Company," approved March 9, 1868.
An act for the benefit of Gabe Hays, of the county of Breathitt.
An act to declare War creek, in Breathitt county, a navigable
stream.
An act authorizing the county court of Butler county to establish a
ferry on Green river, in said county.
An act to permit John Williams to erect a mill-dam across Troublesome creek, in Perry county.
· An act for the benefit of Henry C. Fitzpatrick, collector of the
revenue of Floyd county for the year 1870.
An act to amend an a~t, entitled "An act to incorporate the Blandville and Cairo Turnpike Road Company," approved March 6, 1868.
An act to incorporate the Agri~ultmal and Mechanical Association
of the Colored Peop~e of Bourbon county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Germantown, in
Bracken and Mason• counties.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 44, in Campbell county.
An act to fix the boundary of the town of Mt. Sterling, in Montgomery county.
An act to provide for defining and ma1·king the line between the
counties of Crittenden and Caldwell.
An act authorizing the jailer of Fayette county to appoint an additional deputy jailer.
An act fo1· the benefit of common schools of Johnson county.
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An act to incorporate the Antioch and Burdett's Mill Turnpike
Road Company, in Garrard county.
An act to authorize the trustees of the town of Columbia to sell
and convey part of Jefferson alley in said town.
An act to amend the ch a rter of the town of Elizabethtown.
An act to define the boundary line between the counties of Rockcastle and Jackson.
An act to authorize the county courts of Scott and Franklin counties to compel persons to keep stock off of public roads.
An act to charter the Hustonville Cemetery Company .
An act for the benefit of H._W Eggleston, of Kenton county.
An act to authorize the trustees of Russellville to appoint an rnspector and weigher of coal.
An act for the benefit of Amos Davis, sheriff of Morgan .county.
An act to incorporate the May sville Coal, Salt, and Transfer Company.
An act for the benefit of .common school district No. 24, in Larue
county.
An act to amend the charter of the Lebanon Female College.
-An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the protection of the
Ii.very-stable keep ers of the Commonwealth," approved January 31,
1871.

An act for the benefit of Cold Spring school district, in Ca mpb ell
county,
· With amendments to the last four named bills.
And that they had pa ssed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act for the benefit of A. H. Ditto, committee of Polly Miller, a pauper idiot, of Henry county.
2. An act for the benefit of William Pollard, committee of Eliza
Pollard, a pauper idiot, of Henry county.
·
3. An act to rep eal an act amending the charter of Nicholasville,
approved January 6, 1871.
4. An act for the benefit of keepers of licensed stud horses, jacks,
and bulls.
5. An ·act for the benefit of Belleville H. Herndon.
6. An act for the benefit of R. W . Lawler, jailer of F1·anklin
county.
7 . An act to amend the articles of incorporation of the Irish· Building and Loan Association.
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8. An act to amend the charter of the town of Cynthiana, in
Harrison county.
9. An act fol' the benefit of George W. Sewall, common school
commissioner of Breathitt county.
10. An act for the benefit of the Louisville Medical College .
. I l. An act authorizing the Wolfe circuit court to allow certain
guard claims, and directing the Audito1· of Public Accounts to pay
the same.
12 . An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
Which bills were read the first time ancl ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That t_h ey be referred-the I st, 2d, -6th, and 11th to the
Committee on Claims; the 3d, 7th, 8th, 10th, and 12th to the Committee on Corporate In stitutions; the 4th to the Committee on Revised Statutes; the 5th to the Committee on the Judiciary; and the
9th to the Committee on Education .
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Todd1. A bill to amend an act to incorporate the Little Benson and
Lane's Mill Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Ferguson-'2. A bill to amend an act approved March 21, 1872, for the county
of Jefferson.
Ordered, That the Committee on Internal Improvement prepare
and bring in the 1st, and a select committee, consisting of Messrs.
E. Polk Johnson, Brooks, and Sacksteder, the 2d.
Mr. Chrisman moved the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That the Speaker of this House appoint a select committee, composed of seven members, t.o inquire ·into the extent of
the late fire at Lawrenceburg, and report whethe1· 01· not any relief
should be afforded to the sufferers thereby.
Which was adopted.
And thereupon the Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs.
Chrisman, Bond, McAfee, Scales, E. Polk Johnson, Todd, and Varrion.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted chapte r 19, title '·Common Schools," of the report of
the joint committee on the report of the CommiEsioners to revise
the statutes.
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Mr. Wright moved the following resolutions, viz:
Resolved, That in acting upon the revision of the statutes, this
House will adhere to the following rules, viz:
1. W .h en any section proposes to increase any salary or allowance
now authorized by law, the yeas and nay s shall be called, and the
section shall require for its adoption a constitutional majority .
2. That the order for the previous question shall fl pply 9nly to the
section under debate upon which the previous question is ordered.
Which were adopted.
Bills were reported by the several committees, ·who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions-;A bill to incorporate a stea m ferry company at the head of Island
No. I, on the Mississippi river, in Ballard county.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Union Agric ultural and Mechanical Assotion, near Fort Jefferson, in Ballard county.
By M r. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of scho ol district No . 45, in Ballard county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrosse d,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof' be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up and proceeded to consider the message
of the Governor, delivered to the House on the 27th F ebruary, ult.,
in which he returned to the House unapproved, and with his objections thereto, bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to i ncorporate the
Vanceburg, Quick's Run, and Concord Tumpike Road Company,"
approved December 20, 1867 .
2. An act amending an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt
Lick, Tollsboro, and Maysv ille Turnpike Road Company.
3. An act to amend' the act incorporating the Cabin Creek Turnpike Road Company.
•
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4. An act amending _a n act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Vanceb urg, Quincy, and Springville Turnpike Read Company," approved 18th February, 1869.
[ For message and bills-see House Journal 11th Feb., 1873 .J
The question was then taken on the passage of the first named
bill, the objections of the Governor to the contrary notwithstanding,
and it was decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of th e Constitution, we1·e as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW illiam Brown,
W . H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
J . E. Goss on,
Mat. Nun an,
Ge orge M. Thomas- 6.
Those w ho voted in the negative, wereWm. Mynhier,
Wm . A . ·Alle n,
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
A. S . Arnold,
Clinton Griffith,
W . L. Reeves,
W.W. Aye r~,
George M . Jessee,
E . A. Robertso n,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk John so n,
Wm . F. Bond,
Thomas M. John son, John P. Rowlett,
J. R . Sanders,
W. W . Bush,
T. J. Jones,
Samuel M. Sanders,
L. W. Lassing,
B. E. Cassilly,
C. C. Scales,
Jam es S. Chrisman,
J. S : Lawso n,
.T. S. Taylor,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Bryan S. McClure,
T . W . Varnon,
M . Woods Ferguson, Wm. J. l\foElroy,
J.M. White,
C. D. Foote,
M. E. McKenzie,
F . A. Wilson,
Joseph P . Foree,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-45.
Ja mes Garnett,
W . A. Morin,
And so said bill was rejected.
The question \Y as al so taken on the passage of the second named
bil l, the objections of the Governo1· to the contrary notwithstanding,
and it was decided in the negative.
}
The yeas and nay s being required thereon in _pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follow s, dz :
. Those who voted in th e affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Mat . Nunan,
vV illiam Brow n,
CJ. P . Gray,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. E. Gosson ,
G. W. Little,
Ge orge M . Thomas- 9 .
Th ose who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Clinton Griffith,
vV. L . Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
Ge orge M. Jessee,
E . A. Robertson,
W. W . Ayers,
E. Polk John $o n,
John P . Rowlett,
J . C. S. Blackb urn ,
Thomas lVI. Johnso n, J. R . Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones, ·
Sa muel M. Sanders,
Wm . F . Bond,
L. W . L assing,
C. C. Scales,
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W. W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
J . S. Taylor,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. J . McAfee,
C. W . Threlkeld,
James S . Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
C. M. Clay, jr.
William J: McElroy, L. W. Trafton,
J. Guthrie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie, · T. W. Varnon,
John W. Dyer,
J.C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
C. D. Foote,
W. A. Morin,
J.M. White,
Joseph P. Foree,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
James Ga1·nett,
John W . Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-47.
E. A. Graves,
Lewis Potter,
And so said bill was rejected .
The question was also taken on the passage of the thii:d named
bill, the objections of the Governor to the contrary notwithstanding,·
and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and uays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision. of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted.in the affirmative, wereWilliam Brown,
W. H. Evans,
George M. Thomas-5.
J.E. Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
Those who voted in the negative-, wereWm . A. Allen,
E. A. G11aves,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. P. Gray,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
George M. Jessee,
E. A. Robertson,
W. W. Ayers,
E. Polk Johnson,
John P. Rowlett,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. R. Sanders;
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
Samu~! M. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
L. vV. Lassing,
C. C. Scales,
B. E .. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
, J . S. Taylor,
Q. M. Clay, jr.,
Bryan S. M;cClure,
C. W :. Threlkeld,.
J. Guthrie Coke,
William J. McEll'oy, Hany I. Todd,
John W. Dyer,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W . Traftoq,
M. Woods Ferguson, J . C. Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
C. D . Foote,
W. A. Morin,
J.M. White,
Joseph P. Foree,
Wm~ Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
James Garnett,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-48.
And so said bill was rejected.
The question was al~o taken on the passage of the fourth named
bill, the objections of the Governor to the contrary notwithstanding,
and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision, of ·the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. H. Evans,
George M. Thomas-2.
77-R. R.
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Those who v_o ted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
James Garnett,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
E._A. Graves,
Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
C. P. Gray,
W . L. Reeves,
W.W. Aye rs,
Clinton GL'iflith,
E. A. Robertson,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George lVI. Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
W. W. Bush,
T . J. Jones,
C. C. Scales,
B. E. Cassilly,
L. W. Lassing,
J. S . Taylor,
James S . Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
J. Guthrie Coke,
B1·yan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
J.E. Gosson,
W-illiam J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
John W. Dyer,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
. C. D. Foote,
W. A. Morin,
J.M. Wright-50.
Joseph P. Foree,
Wm. Mynhie!',
And so said bill was rej ected .
The House also took up and proceeded to consider the message of
the Governor, delivered to the House on the 28th clay of February
last, returning to the House unapproved, and with his objections to
the passage thereof,
An act to amend an act incorporating the Concord and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company.
[ F01· message and bill-see House Journal 28th February.]
The question ·was then taken on the passage of said bill, the objections of the Governor to the contrary notwithstanding,· and it was
decirled in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a proyision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Little,
George M. Thoma:;;-2.
Those who voted in the negative, wereVI/ m. A . Allen,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
E. A. Graves,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
C. P. Gray,
E. A . .Robertson,
W . 'vV . Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Ge0rge M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
· W.W. Bush,
L . W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S . Law:;on,
C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Bryan S. McCl ure,
L. W. T rafton,
J. Guthrie Coke,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
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J . E. Gosson,
John W. Dyer,
M. Woods Ferguson,
C. D. Foote,
Joseph P. Foree,
And so said bill was

M. E. McKenzie,
J. C. Moorman,
W. A. Morin,
Wm. Mynhier,
John W . Ogilvie,
rejected.
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C.H . Webb,
J.M . White,
F. A. Wilson,
J.M . Wright-50'.

Mr. Chrisman, from the select committee raised and appointed this
day to inquire i-nto the extent of the recent fire at Lawrenceburg,
and the measure of relief that ought to be afforded its citizens, reported the following preamble and joint resolutions, viz:
WIIEREAS, It has been made known to this General Assembly that, on
t he evening of tbe 15th inst., tbe town of Lawrenceburg was almost totally destroyed by fire, and that many of tlrn citizens thereof rendered
des ti tu te and powerless; therefore, be it
1. Resolved. by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That we, the members of tbc General Assen:i bly of Kentucky, tender to
the suffe rers out· most heartfelt sympathies, and petition the cities and
towns throughout the Commonwealth to contribute to the relief of the
sufferers.
~
2. 'rhat the sum of ten thousand dollars be, and the same is hereby,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury, for the relief of the
Lawrenceburg sufferers; and that W . F. Bond, Dr. J. A. Witherspoon,
Geot·ge W . Withers, and W. · E. Bell, be, and m·e het·eby, constituted a
commitLee to dispose said amount for said relief; and that they report to
this Go11eral Assembly the manner in which the money was ·expended.
Which li'e one day on the table .
The Hou se then, according to order, took up and resumed the consideration of the report from the Senate of their action on the report
of the joint committee on the report of the Commissioners to revise
the Statutes.
The question being on the adoption of the substitute offered by
Mr. Todd for the sixth section of article_ 6, title "Claims upon the
Treasury," as amenqed hy the House .
Said substitute reads as follows, viz:
§ 6. To the committee of an idiot by order of circuit court, for his
support for a year, a sum not exceeding one hundred and twentyfive dollars, and the court shall determine upon the amount to be
allowed from proper evidence by affidavit or otherwise .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Rowlett and
Graves, were as follows, viz:
'fhose who voted in the affirmative, wereJ.C. S. Blackburn,
Mat.
nan,
Harry I. T odd,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S . Powell,
L . W. Trafton,
G. W. Little,
C. C. Scales,
J. lVI. Wright-9.

.Nu
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Those· who voted i-n the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Clinton Griffith,
Lewi s Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
George M. Jesse e,
W . L. Reeves,
A . S. Arnold,
E. Polk John son,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W . Ayers,
Thomas M. Johnso n, John P. Rowlett,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
J. ·R . Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
L . W. Lassing,
Samuel M. Sanders,
B. E . Cassilly,
J . S. Lawson,
James W . Snyder,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
· C. M. Clay, jr.,
William J . McElroy, Geo1·ge M. Thomas,
J. E . Cosson,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. H. Evans,
J.C. Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
lVI. Woods Ferguson, W . A. Morin,
C. H. Webb,
James Garnett,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. White,
E. A. Graves,
John W . Ogilvie,
F. A. Wilson-43.
C. P. Gray,
And so said substitute was rejected.
Mr. McElroy offered the following amendment to section 8 of same
article, viz :
Amend section 8, article 6, chapter 10, of report from Senate, by
striking out the worrl "seven," and inserting in lieu thereof the word
"five."
\
Mr. Graves offered the fo.11owing substitute for the original section
reported from the Senate, and for the amendment proposed by Mr.
McElroy, viz: '
-The per di·em of me:m0ers of the General Assembly shall be five
dollars for each day's attendance on the same, and fifteen cents p er
mile for necessary travel to an_d from the sessions of the respective
Houses: Provided, That 1io member shall draw pay for any day or
days he may be absent from the r::essions of the House or Senate,
"Unless caus·ed by sickness of himself or family.
Mr. Wright offered the following amendment to the substitute proposed by Mr. Graves, viz:
.
Strike out all after the word" the," in the ·fi.1:st line, and insert" the
members of t1!_e General Assembly shall receive fifteen cents per mile
·for nece ssary travel to and from the sessions of their respective
Houses, ·an'd shall receive no other pay or emolument in any form."
Mr. Clay moved the pre vious question.
And the question being taken," Shall the · main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
Furthe1· action thereon was cut off 'by the arrival of the hour to
adjourn under a resolution heretofore adopted.
And then the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 18, 1873.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
By -Mr. MynhierThe petition _of sundry citizens of Magoffin county, praying ,t he
· passage of ,a .law to allow Mason Gullett to retail ardent spirits
under license at ·his house.
By Mr. 1MoormanThe petition of citizens of Mercer Station -and vic-i nity, Muhlenburg county, praying the passage o°f an ·act to prohibit the sale of
ardent spirits, vinous or malt liquors, within two -miles of said Station.
Which were ·received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Religion.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Scales.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had ·passed bills, which oi·igihated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, .v.iz:
An act in relation J;o the city of Vanceburg.
An act ·t o incorporate the Cevington Mining and Manufacturing
00mpany.
An act to incorporate the B~ffalo Furnace Company.
An ·act to prohibit the ,granting of license for the sale of spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors in the town of Butler, or withjn one mile
·thereof.
An act for the benefit of J. T. Freeman, of Whitley coun\y.
An act for the benefit of John H . Pemberton, of Whitley county.
An act to incorporate the Board of Trustees of the Kentucky Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcop·al Church.
:An acl for the benefit ,of Ja•mes W. Wills, sr., of Menifee county.
An act to incorporate the Press Printing Compamy.
An act authorizing the Lewis county court to levy an additional
tax to pay off the debt of said cou,nty, and to aid in the building of
turnpike roads in said county.
An act for the benefit of the Farmers' Bank of Kentucky.
·with amendments to the last two named bills.
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And that they had· passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to incorporate th e Tug River Coal Railroad Company.
2. An act to increase the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in
Ballard county, and to regulate appeals from their courts.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Rail·roads, and the 2d to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Bills were reported by the several committees originating the
same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Armstrnng, from th e Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of common schools in Kentucky.
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the Anderson county court to issue bond s and
levy a tax for the relief of certain citizens of Lawrenceburg.
Which hills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engros.sed and re~d a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, ·That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up an unfinished report from the Committee on
Claims, viz :
A bill for the benefit of Knox county.
Mr. Ferguson withdrew the amendment offered by him.
Ordered, Tha t said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, It is made manifest to the General Assembly of th e Commonwealth of Kentucky that the county of Knox has a good and suffici ent j ail whi ch requires no guards to prevent the escape of prisoners
confined therein; a nu whereaR , it has been further shown , that, in con sequence of excitement attending the killing of Sampson by J o Berry, in
said county, and the confinement of said Berry in jail, a nd the assault
made up_on the guards and witnesses by Berry's frieuds, and the threats
and demonstrations made by them, the county judge of said county bad
reasonable grounds to believe that an attempt ~o r escue Berry would be
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made, or that he would be taken out and bung by a mob, and therefore
ord ered a guard for said jail, which c)aim amounts to $526, and which,
und er an act of the Legislature approved the - - day of - - - -,
18-, will have to be paid by said county of Knox, which would be unjust; tl.Jerefore,

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Cornrnrmwealth of Kentucky,
'l'bat said county of Knox be exempt trom Lhe payment of said guard
claims out of' the county levy, anti that the sheriff thereof is directed to
pay said claims, amounting to five hundred and twenty -six dollars, out of
the rev enue due from Knox county for the year 1873, and the Auditor of
Public Accounts is directed to credit said shel'iff with said amount upon
settlement of his accounts for the revenue of Knox county for the year
1873.
§ 2. That this act to take effect from its passage.

The question · was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, J.E. 0oseon,
J . S. Lawson,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
G. W. Little,
\V. H . Evans,
W. A. Morin,
R. Tarv . Baker,
John A. Bell,
M. Woods Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, Hiram S. Powell,
John S. Carpenter,
Clinton Griffith,
George M. Thomas,
B. E. 0assilly,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
J. Guthrie Coke,
L. w·. Lassing,
Mordecai Williams-24.
Those ·who voted in t.he negativ e, wereWm. A. Allen,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
VV. W. Ayers,
T. J. Jones,
C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
J. J. McAfee,
James W. :Snyder,
W.W. Bush,
Bryan S . McO!nre,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. l\foE!roy, C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
J.C. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
0. M. Clay,jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
Joseph T. Tuckee,
James Garnett;
Lewis Potter,
T. W . Varnon,
E. A. Grave s,
W . L. Reeves,
0. H. Webb,
0. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
J.M. White-30.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to prepare and bring in the rnme, reportea
A bill for the benefit of George Sublett, of Elliott county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House a nd constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
.
Ordered, That said_ bill be engrossed and read a thi~·d time.
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The rule of the House and con stitutional prov"ision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with; and the same being eng_rossed,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof ?e · as
aforesaid.
M.r. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to paJ the expenses of D .. R. Haggard, State agent, sent to
Missouri after Cutler and Taylor, charg.e d with forgery,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time .
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
~ 1. Be it enacted by the Generrrl Assembly of the Commonweq,lth of Kentucky,
That the .Auditor of P ublic .Accounts be, and he is, directed to draw his
warrant upon the 'l'reas,ury for two hundred and eighty -three dollars, in
favo r of D. R. Haggard, for money expended by him in the pursuit of
Norman 0utte1· a nd John M. 'l'ayl or, of Missouri, charged with the crime
of forgery.
§ 2. 'l' his act to tak e effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, but no
quorum voting thereon, it was placed in the ord ers of the day.
The yea5 and nay s being required thereon in pursuance to a pro. vision of the Constitution, were as follo~':S, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmatiYe, wereGeorge \V . Anderson, James B . .Fitzpatrick, John W . Ogilvie,
J . 0. S. Blackburn,
C. P. Gray,
·
Lewis Potter,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Clinton Griffith,
Hiram S. Powell,
John S. Carpenter,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. S.anders,
B. E . Cassilly,
L. W. Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
G. W. Little,
T. W. Varnon,
J . Guthrie Coke,
J . J. McAfee,
C. H. Webb,
R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
John W. Dyer,
William J. McElroy, S. H. Woolfolk-29.
M. Woods Fergnson, Wm. Mynhier,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, E. A. Robertson,
Church H . Bl akey,
E. A. Graves,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
W. W . Bush,
T. J. Jones,
,.
George M. Thomas,
· James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
· ]. E. Casson,
J. C. Moorman,
Joseph T. Tucker,
0. D. Foote,
J. L . Nall,
J. lVI. White-21.
A message was received fro·m the Senate, announcing that they
h ad passed a bill, which originated in the .Rous~ of Representatives, ,
entitled
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An act to authorize the Anderson county court to issue bonds and
levy a tax for the relief of certain citizens of Lawrenceburg.
And that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act authorizing the city council of Frnnkfort to make a subscription to the Lawrenceburg sufferet·s.
The rule requiring its reference . to a committee being suspended,
said bill was taken up, read the first time, and ordered to be !ead a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as .
aforesaid.
The House took up the joint resolution repot·ted on yesterday by
Mr. Chrisman, from a select committee, entitled
Resolution for relief of suffere rs by fire at Lawrenceburg.
Said reso lution was again read.
Mr. Graves offered the following amendment, viz:
Strike from same the words "ten thousand," and insert in lieu
thereof the words" five thou sa nd."
Mr. Brown moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affii'mative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. 0oopet· and
Lawson, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
J.E. Cosso n,
Mat. Nunan,
George W . Anderaon, John W.. Dyer,
J.P. Sacksteder, ·
A. 0. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
C. C. Scales,
J. 0. S . Blackburn,
Wm. Cas:iius GoodlQe, George M. Thomas,
Wm. F . Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
0. W . Threlkeld,
William Brown,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
W.W. Bush,
J. S . Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
G . W . Little,
T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,.
W. A. Morin,
S. H . Woolfolk,
B. E. 0assilly,
James S. 0hri~man,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-40.
0. M. Olay, jr.
78-B.
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Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
William J. McElroy, W. L. Reeves,
R. L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
E. A. Robertson,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. C._ Moorman,
J. S . Taylor,
James Garnett,
•Wm. Mynhier,
C.H. Webb,
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. lVI. White,
C. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
.F . A. Wilson-19.
Bryan S. McClure,
The main question being ordered, the question was then taken on
the adoption of the amendment proposed by Mr. Graves, and it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Ayers, were as follows, vfa :
Those who vot!:)d in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Clinton (;riffith,
Lewis Potter,
W. W . Ayers,
Bryan S . McClure,
E. A. Robertson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Wm. J . McElroy,
J. S . Taylor,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J . C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
James Garnett,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. White,
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
F. A. Wilson-19.
C. P. Gray,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Andet·son, John W. Dyer,
Mat. Nun an,
A. C. Armstrong,
W . .H. Evans,
J. P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods FeJ_·guson, J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
George M. Thomas,
William Brown,
Thomas lVL Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
:W. W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little, .
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
C . .lVI. Clay,jr.,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk-37.
R. L. CoGper,
And so said amendment was rejected.
The question was then taken on the ~doption of the .resolution
reported by the committee, and not havi'1g received a constitutional
majol'ity, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of .the Consti_tution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the ·aHirll)ative, wereGeorge ·w. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, J. L. Nall,
A. C. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Mat. Nunan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. P. Sa,cksteder,
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J. C. S . Blackburn,
James Garnett,
J..R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
William Brown,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.W . Bush,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
L.
Trafton,
J3. E. Cassi'lly,
G. W , Little,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J. Mc Afee,
Mordecai Williams,
J. E. Cosson,
W. A. Morin,
S. H. Woolfolk-36.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Clinton Gl'iffith,
W. L. Reeves,
W. W. Ayers,
T. J. Jones,
E. A. Robertson,
Church H. Blakey,
L. W. Lassing,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
William J. McElrny, J. S. Taylor,
J. Guthrie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie,
George lVI. Thomas,
R. L. Cooper,
J C. Moorman,
Joseph T. Tucker,
John W. Dyer,
Wm. Mynhier,
C.H. W ebb,
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
C. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
F. A. Wilson-30.
The hour of half-past 11 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House,
according to order, resumed the consideration of the report from .the
Senate of their action on the report of the joint committee on the
report of the Commissioners· to revise the statutes,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Wl'ight to the substitute offered by Mr. Graves -for
the amendment proposed by Mr. McElroy to section 8, article 6,
chapter 16, and it was decided in the negative.
The yea!=! and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Wright and
Tucker, were as follows, viz:

w:

Those who voted in . the affirmative, wereJ. Guthrie Coke,
•. James Gat'nett,
T. W. Varnon,
John W. Dye1·,
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
C. D. Foote,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J.M. Wright-IL
Joseph P. Foree,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Those who voted in the negative, wereM. Woods Ferg.uson, John W. Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
George W . Anderson, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Lewis Potter,
E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. C._A1·mstrnng,
C. P. Gray,
W. L Reeves, ·
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
E. A. Robertson,
R. Tani-. Baker,
George M. Jesse-e,
John P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sa,nders,
J. C. S , Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
L. W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
W.W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
George M. Thomas,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClllre,
0. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
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B. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
L. W . Trafton,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. M. Clay, jr.
J . C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
W. A. Morin,
J .M. White,
R. L. Cooper,.
J. E. Cosson,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
S . H. Woolfolk-51.
Mat. Nunan,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
proposed by Mr. Graves for the amendment proposed by Mr . .McElroy
to said section, and for the section reported from the Senate, and it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Mynhier, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
John W . Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. P . Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
George M. Jessee,
J: S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H. Webb,
W. H. Evans,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
Joseph P. Foree,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson-20. ·
James Garnett,
Mat. Nunan,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
J.C . S. Blackburn,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J P. Sacksteder,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
W.W. Bush,
Thomas M. Johnson, George M. Thomas,
John S. Carpenter,
L. W. Lassing,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E . Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd, .
James S . Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, L . W . Trafton,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
T ..W. Varnon,
R. L. Cooper,
J . L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
J . E. Cosson,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk,
John W. Dyer,
W . L. Reeves,
J.M. Wright-42.
The question was then taken on. the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. McElroy to said section, and it was decided in the
.affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElroy and
•Garnett, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
George M. Jessee,
Hiram S. Powell,
.A. C-. Armstrong,
E. Polk Johnson,
W. L. Reeves,
W. W. Ayers, .
Thomas .M. Johnsoi:i, E. A. Robertson,
W . N . Beckham,
T. J . Jones,
John P. Rowlett,
1Church H. Blakey,
L. W. Lassing,
J. R. Sanders,
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Robert M. Carlisle,
J . S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
James S. Chrisman,
G. W. Little,
0. C. Scales,
0. M. Clay, jr.,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . S. Taylor,
J. E. Oosson,
William J . McElroy, George M. Thomas,
W. H. Evans,
M. E. McKenzie,'
· 0. W. Threlkeld,
Joseph P. Foree,
J . C. Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
Jam es Garnett,
Wm. Mynhier,
0. H. Webb,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
E. A. Graves,
Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai Williams,
0. P. Gray,
John W. Ogilvie,
F. A . Wilson,
Clinton Griffith,
Lewis Potter,
S. H . W oolfolk-45.
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, B. E . Oassilly,
W. A. Morin,
R. Tarv. Baker,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
R. L. Cooper,
L. W. Trafton,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
John W. Dyer,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W . W. Bush,
l\lI. Woods Ferguson, J.M. Wright-17.
John S. Carpenter,
C. p. Foote,
Said section, as amended, was then adopted.
Mr. Todd then moved to reconsider the vote by which section 7 of
article 6, chapter 16, title "Claims upon the Treasury," was adopted.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Todd, it was
decided in the affirmative .
Mr. Todd moved to amend said section by striking therefrom the
words, "nor shall the whole sum so expended exceed in any one
year two thousand five hundred dollars."
Pending consideration of said motion, the hour for taking a recess,
under the resolution he1·etofore adopted, arrived, and the House took
a recess until half-past 7 o'clock, P. M.
At half-past 7 o'clock, P . M., the House again assembled.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the follow,ing titles, viz:
By Mr. Todd, from the Committee on BanksA bill to incorpornte the Exchange Bank of Sharpsburg.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee· on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate the Fox Creek and Washington County Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Morin, from the Committee on EducationA till to establish a common school for 'the benefit of the colored
people of Catlettsburg and vicinity.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit Courts. A bill to regulate the official sales of real and personal property
in the county of Bracken.
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By Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on EducationA hill to amend an act to incorporate the Bourbon Female College,
approved March 14, 1872.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Paris Harmonic Society, of Paris.
By Mr. Cassilly, from the Committee on CJaimsA bill for the benefit of I:.eonidas H. Voshell, of Boone county.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to incorp orate the Alexandria Cemetei·y Company, in Campbell county.
By Mr. Carpe·nter, from the Committee on In suranceA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Clay,
Fire? and Mar,ine Insurance Company, of Newport," approved March
10, 1856.

By Mr. Morin, from the Committee on EducationA bill to authorize the school commissi'oner of Campbe11 county to
redistrict the schoo1 districts of said county, and to repeal an act,
entitled '" Ah act to pl'Ovide for the redistricting the school districts of
C~mpbell county," approved March 5, 1872.
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to pl'ovide for oi·ganizing and establishing a system of public schools in Winchester.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Mount Sterling and Cartet· County Mining
and Manufacturing Company.
By Mr. Moorman, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesA bill to amend an act, entitled'' An act to incorporate the Daviess
County Agricultural ~nd Mechanical Association."
By Mr . Tucker, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act fixing the time of holding
the terms of the circuit courts in the tenth judicial district."
By M r. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpcwate the Little
Benson an~ Lan·e's Mill Turnpike Road Company," approved March
20, 1871.

By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled " An act to amend the charter_of
the town of Lancester."
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By Mr. Trafton, from t.he Committee on County CourtsA bill in relation to person s con victed of penal offenses in Union
county .
By. sameA bill to ame.nd an act to incorpora te the Highland RaGing Park
Association.
By Mr. Mynhier, from th e Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the county of Hickman to raise a sinldng fund
for county purposes.
.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to authorize the vot ers _of t he town of Clinton to vote upon
proposition a s to whether ard ent spirits shall be sold within the corporate limits of said town ,. a nd to prohibit the sale of same.
By Mr. Woolfolk, from th e same com.mltteeA bill to amend the originial and amended acts incorporating the
town of Earlington.
By M1·. Scales, from the same commi.tteeA bill to amend the charter of the Shelbyville and Louisville Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Blakey, from th e same committeeA bill to amend the charter of the Nicholasville and Kentucky
River Turn.pike Road Company.
By Mr. Robertson, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors in the city of Covington.
By Mr. Thomas, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to incorporate the Boone Mining a.nd Manufacturing Company,'" approved February 13, 1873.
By sameA bill amending an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt Lick,
Tollsboro, and May sville Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Tucker, from the sam e committeeA bill to exempt ce1·tain p erson s in Fayette county from work on
public roads.
By M_r. Coke, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to 1:1,mend the charter of the Elizabethtown and Padu_cah
Railroacl Company.
By M1·. Cassilly, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of John son V. Oakley, of Morgan county.
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By Mr. Griffith, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of James Hogg, committee of Nancy Frazer,
a pauper idiot, now of Rowan county.
By Mr. Blakey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate Olay Lodge, No. 1, Knights of Pythias.
By sameA bill'to incorporate the Evansville and Henderson Railroad Packet
Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitu.t ional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispe~sed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The ru,le of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof' be as
aforesaid .

Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, we1·e reported without amendment by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :

By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of John T. Ratcliff and Samuel P. Ratcliff,
of Carter county.
By sameAn act to amend an act, entitle~ "An act in relation to official
sales in Boyle and Lincoln counties," approved March 7, 1871 .
By Mr. Blakey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend the charter of the city of Hopkinsville. ·
By sameAn act to incorporate Greensburg Lodge of Free and Accepted
York Masons.
By same-

An act to incorporate
By Mr. Trafton, from
An act to amend an
act to amen<l tr.e law in
ary 15, 1858.

Ivy Lodg~, No. 21, Knights of Pythias.
the Committee on County Courtsact approved March 23, 187 l, entitled "An
relation to county judges," approved Febru-

i
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By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act te incorporate Cecilian
College, in Hardin county."
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend the charter of the Mount Freedom and Jessamine
County Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to repeal an act amending the charter of ·Nicholasville,
approved January G, ,1871.
By sameAn act fo1· the benefit of the Louisville Medical College.
By ~r. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act authorizing the Marshall county court to issue bonds and
levy a tax to build or repair bridges in said county.
Vrdered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of .s aid bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
afot;esaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. J. A. Bell and
Corbett.
The House took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to a
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of Cold Spring school district, in Campbell
county.
Said amendment was concurred in.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
recommitted a bill, entitled
. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Rebeckah Benevolent Society, of Covington,"
Reported the same with amendments, which were adopted..,
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
Said bill being engrosi;ed, was read a thit·d time as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That the act to incorporate the Rebeckah Benevolent Society, of Covington, Kentucky, approved March 9, 1868, be, and the same is hereby, so
amended as to read as follows:
§ 2. That Elizabeth J. Bryant, Jane Race, E. B. Frances, Jane Reed,
Jane Wine, Frances Bean, Jane Rusk, and Emily Beckerdike, their associates, successors, and assigns, be, and they are hereby, created a body79-B.

R,
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corporate and politic, by the name and style of "The Mother Lodge of
the Rebeckah Benevolent Society" of Covington, Kentucky, with perpetual- succession, and full powers to have a common seal, and change the
same at pleasure; to sue and qe ·sued, the same as a natural person; to
acquire, qy purchase, lease, or oth'el'Wise, real and personal property, fur
the use and benefit of said society, not exQeeding the sum of fifty thousand dollars; they may sell, lease, and convey, or otherwise dispose of
the same, and reinvest the proceeds thereof for like purposes, as their
interests an_d necessities may require; and they may do and perform all
acts for the promotion of said society, not inconsistent with this act and
the laws and Constitution of the United States and of this Commonwealth.
§ 3. The objects of this association shall be purely charitable; they
may provide for a weekly s·um of money to be paid to its members in
case df sickness, and pecuniary benefits in case of de.a th, and for the
support. and education of orphans, and such other charitable objects as
consistent with their constitution and by -laws.
§ 4. The. said Mother Lodge shall have the right to establish branch
or subordinate lodges in such other towns and places as may be deem ed
practicable, and for the promotion of its objects, under such rules and
regulations as may be deemed advisable.
.
§ 5. The Mother Lodge shall hold at least one session in each year, in
which each subordinate lodge shall be entitled to have equal representation with the Mother Lodge, at which the general constitution and bylaws of the association may be amended by the members thereof.
§ 6. The subordinate lodges shall enjoy all of tbe rights and privileges
herein granted, except the right to establish other lodges.
·
§ 7. 'l'he Mother Lodge and all subordinate lodges shall be composed
entirely of females, who shall, at least once in each year, elect a presiding
officer, a secretary and treasurer, and such other officers as they may
deem necessary .
§ 8. 8hould any of said lodges at any time have any money on band
Dot needed for present use, they may loan the same upon good security,
at any rate of interest not to exceed ten per cent. per annum. Should
they desire · to diapose of any property, they may dispose of th e same to
the highest bidder, or at private sale 01· otherwise, as they · may deem
advisable.
§ 9. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative. ·
_The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Foree, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW~ . A: Allen,
C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
George W. Anderson, James Garnett,
J. P . Sacksteder,
• A'. C. Armstrong,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
'· A. S. Arnold,
Clinton Griffith,
William S ~Jlers,
W. W. Ayers,
E . Polk Johnson,
J. S·. Taylor,
W- N. Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson, George M . Thomas,
Wm. F. Bond,
L. vV. Lassing,
Harry I. Tod-d,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
• Robert M . Carlisle,
John S. Carpenter,
J.C. Moorman,
Joseph T. Tucker,
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C. M. Clay,jr.,
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W. Varnon,
J. L. Nall .
Guthrie Coke,
Mm·decai Williams,
J.E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H Woolfolk,
John W . Dyer,
Le_wis Potter,
J. M. Wright--'--40.
M. Woods Ferguson,
Those who voted in the negative, were-'J. C. S . Blackburn,
Joseph P. Foree,
William J. lVIcEiroy,.
Church H. Blakey,
E. A,. Graves,
M. E. McKenzie,
James S. Chrisman,
C. P. Gray,
James W . Snyder-II.
R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S. McClure,
Resofoed. That the title of said bill be as· aforesaid .
Mr. Coke, from the Committee on _the Judiciary, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize sales and conveyances by tr~stees under a
power,
Reported the same \.vith amendments, which, were adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time .
.
.
I
Said bill, as amended, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentueky1
It shall be competent for any person or corporation conveying rewl or per- ·
sonal estate, or any interest therein, in ti'u st, to secure the payment of any
debt or debts, or to indemnify any person who ,may be a surety for him or
it, for the paym ent of' any debt, or for the performance of any contract, to
authorize and empower the truetee named in the deed, whenever required
by an_y creditor secured, or surety indemnified thereby, or by the personal
rep1·esentative of such creditot· or 1rnrety, after the debt due to such creditor, or for which such surety may be liable, shall have become due and ,
payable by the grantor, and default shall have been made by him in the
payment thereof, or any part thereof, to sell the property conveyed at public auction, in such parcels, and upon such terms, as may be directed or
specified in the deed, the t-rustel' havi ag first given such notice of the time,
place, and terms of sale as may be directed by the dl'ed.
§ 2. In every such case as that mentioned in t,he first section of this act,
it shall be the duty of said trustee, when required, as therein mentioned,
to muke such sale as may be required by the deed; and upon compliance
by the purchaser with th e terms of the sale, the trustee shall execute and
deliver to him a deed, fort.he property purchased by him, which deed shall
vest in such purchaser all the ri g lit, title, intet'est, legal and equitable, of
the grantor, as folly as if he bad executed tind deliv ered the same in pet·son, subject, howev er, to any ljen that may be reserved in such deed for
unpaid purchast:i money.
,
§ 3. In case of the failure of tlie purchaser, at such sale, to comp·ly with
the terms of ·t1ale, or of his failni·e to make any deferred payments at the
maturity thereof, the trustee shall have power, and it shall be bis duty;
when required by either the gt·antor or any creditor or surety, secured ?r
indemnified by said deed, to again sell, at public auction, for cash. said
property, or so much thereof as may be necessary to pay the purchase
money then upaid and the expense of resale; and if upon such resale th~
property shall not t·ealize aa amount sufficieat to pay such unpaid purchase money and expenses of resale, the purch!lser so in default shall be

J.
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liabl e to sai d trustee for the difference, and the trustee shall have power
to make such resale as often as a pui·chaser shall fail to comply witli the
terms of sale, or to pay the purchase money when due.
§ 4. The proceeds of sale of prnp erty sold by s_uch trustee shall be applied by him to the payment, first, of the expenses attenuing the execution of the trust, including such commissions to the trustee as may be
agreed on in the deed: Provided, Th at in default of s1,1ch agreement in the
deed, the commission of th e tru stee shall be three per cent. on the first five
hundred dollars, or Jess amount, two per cerrt. on all above five hundred
dollars up to five thousand dollars, and one per cent. on all over fiv e thousand dollars, of the residue of the proceeds of sale, and the remaind er
shall then bo applied to the payment of the debts secu red, or to the indemnity of the tmreties indemnified by the deed, and the s urplus, if any,
sliall be paid to Lhe grantor.
§ 5. In case of th e dC:Jath of the trustee named in any deed contemplated
by this act, before the execution of the trust, the grantor, his personal
representative or assigns, and the ce.stui que trust, bis or their personal r ep . resentative or assigns, may, by agreement, to be recorded in the county
court clerk's office where the deed of trust is record ed, appoint a tru1:J tee
who shall have all the powers of the original trustee, and in default of
such agreement for thirty days after such death, the personal r epr esentatives of the trustee shall have all the power, and be subject to the duties
of the original trustee ; but when more than one trustee is nam ed in the
deed, then, in case of the death of one or more, the survivor or survivors
may and shall f>Ct alone in the execution of the trust.
§ 6. In case the trustee appointed to carry out the provisions of the
trust ·under the said deed shall remove·from the county or State, or become
incompetent, or fail, or r efuse to carry out the provisions of the said deed,
any court of competent jurisdiction shall, on application of the beneficiary
in the deed, appoint the sheriff of t,he court to carry out the provisions of
the trust deed.
.
§ 7. All laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
§ 8. This act shall only apply to cities having not less than seventy-five
thousand (75,000) inhabitants.
§ 9. This act shf.ll not apply to married women,
§ 10. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirm a ti \' e.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Ayers, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the a:ffirmath'e, wereWm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
George W. Anderson, M . Woods Ferguson, E . A. Robertson,
A. C, Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
J. P . Sacksteder,
, A. S. Arnold,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
R. T~rv. Baker,
E. A. Graves,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter;
Clinton Griffith,
Joseph T. Tucker,
B. E. Cassilly,
E . Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
C. M . Clay, jr.,
L. W. Lassing,
Mordecai Williams,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. J. McAfee,
J.M. Wright-27,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereW.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Lewis Potter,
George M. Jessee,
Church H . Blakey,
Thomas M. John son, William Sellers,
Wm . F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . S . Taylor,
W.W . Bush,
William J. McE!roy, George M. Thomas,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
R. L. Cooper,
L . W. Trafton,
J . C. Moorman,
Jo se ph P. Foree,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson-25.
J a mes Garnett,
R esolved, That the title of said bill be a s aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.

WEDNESD AY, MARCH 19, 1873.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Tucker1. The petition of Clark and Powell counties, praying the pass age
of an act prohibiting the gift or sale of spirituous, vinou s, or malt
liquors within one and a half miles of West Bend, in Powell county .
By Mr. Lawson2. The petition of citizens of Nicholas county, praying !he passage of an act suppressing the sale of intoxicating liquors in said
county.
By Mr. Sellers3. The petition of school district No. 34, in Garrard county, praying the passage of an act levying a tax on said district for the purpose of building a school-house.
By Mr. Sacksteder4. The petition of citizens of .the city ·of Louisville and the county
of Jefferson, praying the rejection of an act, which originated in the
Senate, prnhibiting cattle from running at large in the county of
Jefferson.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 2d to the C,ommittee
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on Reli gion; the 3d to the Committee on Education ;· and the 4th to
the Committee on County Courts. ·
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. W. H. Evans1. A bill to amend an act creating the county of Josh Bell.
On motion of Mr. Webb2. A bill to incorporate the Cumberland Valley Mining Company.
On motion of Mr. Ferguson3. A bill to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Trafton4 . A bill to incorporate the _Henderson Water-works Company.
Ordered, That the Committee on County Courts prepare and bring
in the 1st, and the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 2d, 3d,
and 4th.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Mynhier,
Ayers, and Coke; and to Mr. Gray, on account of sickness in his
family.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to f:!. bill, wqich orig_inated ii} the House of Represe ntatives, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors at the Falls of Rough, in Grayson county, or within five miles thereof."
That they had passed bills, which ol'iginated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to .p rohibit the sale of spirituous and intoxicating liquors _in . Rockcastle county, approved March the 1st,
1870.

An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors near
Trigg F"urnace, in Trigg county.
An act to amend the charter of the Manufacturers' Bank.
An act to repeal an a:ct, entitled "An act to change the lines between the counties of Letcher and Harlan."
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile of Mt. Zion Church, Clark county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to 'incorporate the Trustees of the Lan~aster Presbyterian Church."
An act to enable the county court of Laurel county to levy an ad
valorem tax for the purpose of building a new jail, and for ·other
purposes.

r
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An act to allow the bona fide voters of the Garnettsville district, in
Meade county, to vote for or _a gainst the sale ~f spirituous, vinous,
and malt liquors in said ·district.
An act to authorize the county court of Whitley courity to increa.-,e
taxes for comity purposes.
An act to repeal so much of an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the clerks of the county courts of Lewis, Clark, Montgomery,
Mason, Nelson, Cumberland, Adair, Clinton,. Russell, Todd, Logan,
and Simpson," as applies to the counties of Cumberland, Clinton,
Adair, Russell, and Todd.
An act. to amend an act, entitled "An act to add part of Adair to
Casey •county."
That they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolu~ion for the relief of the sufferers by the late fil'es at Lawrenceburg and Carlise.
And th:at they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act for the protection of counties, cities, &c., subscribing
stock in railroads, turnpikes, and other improvements.
2. An act to incorporate the Ohio and Red River Packet Company.
3. --'.ln act to incorporate the Rockcal:'tle Railway Company.
4. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, en tfrled 'An act to incorporate the Kentucky and Great Eastern Railway Company.'"
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House· and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed w ith,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st, 3d, and 4th to the Committee on Railroads, and the 2d to the Committee on Corporate In~titutions.
Mr. Graves moved to reconsid~r the vote by which this House, on
yesterday, passed, as amended, a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize sales and conveyances by trustees under a
power.
· Mr. Bond, from a majority of the committee heretofore appointed
to investigate certain rumors with respect to the conduct and management of the Institution for the Education of the Feeble-minded,
at Frankfort, made the fo llowi ng report, viz:
[For Report-see Legislative Document No. 18.J
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Mr. Sellers, from a minority of said committee, made also the following report, viz :
[For Report-see Legislative Document No. 18.J
On motion of Mr. Bond,
Ordered, That said reports and accompanying proofs be printed,
. a nd that the consideration thereof be postponed to, and made the
special order of the day for, Tuesday, the 25th inst., at 10 o'clock,
A.M.
On motion of Mr. Foote,
· Ordered, That a committee, consisting of Messrs. Foote and Varnon, be appointed, to wait on the Senate, and a sk to withdraw therefrom the announcc;iment of the concurrence of this House, in · the
_amendments proposed by the Senate, with an amendment, to a bill
w hich originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to authorize certain counties in this Commonwealth to
purchase land for a right of way and depot grounds for, and lease
the same to, the Trustees of the Cincinnati Southern Railway.
Said message having been communicated to the Senate, the bill
was returned and laid upon the Clerk's table.
Thereu pan Mr. Foote moved to recon sider the vote by which this
House concurred in the Senate amendments to said bill as amended.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Foote, it was
decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Carlisle then moved to reconsider the vote by which the amendment t 0 the Senate l:'-mendments, proposed by him, was adopted.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Carlisle, it
was decided in the affirmative.~
Mr. Carlisle then, by unanimous consent, withdrew his said amendment.
The amendments proposed oy ihe Senate to said bill were then
concurred in.
Mr. Jones moved to reconsider the vote by which this House, on
yesterday, rejected a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Knox county.
Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Railroads, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill t.o amend an act incorporating the Cincinnati, Covington,
and Cumberland Gap Railroad Company, approved 11th March, 1867.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time. ,
1
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispens~d with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading Qf said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up the amendments proposed by the Senate,
to bills which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act authorizing ·the Lewis county court to levy an additional
tax to pay off the debt of said county, and to. aid in the building of
tu rnpike roads in said county.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 2·4, in Larue
co unty.
An act to amend the charter of the Lebanon Female College.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the protection of tp.e
livery-stable keepers of the Commonwealtb," approved January 31,
1871.

/

Said amendments were severally concurred in.
The House took up also the amendment (substitute) proposed by
the Senate, to -a bill which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of the Farmers' Bank of Kentucky.
On fDOtion of Mr. Garnett, said amendment was referred to the
Committee on Banks.
The House resumed the c·o nsideration of an unfinished order of a
former day, viz:
An act to provide for the organization and regulation of banking_
companies, and to repeal certain charters.
According to order, said bill, as amended, was read a third time.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
Resolved, That the title of sa:id bill· be as aforesaid.
Mi·. 'Cooper moved to reconsidet· the vote by which said bill. was.passed.
And ·the question being taken on said motion, it was decided, in
the affirmative.
80-H. _R.
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Aud so said vote was reconsidered.
The question was· then again taken on the passage of said bill,
and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messt·s. Griffith and ·
McElroy, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpatrick, 0. 0. Scales,
John S . Carpenter,
0. D . Foote,
Harry I. Todd,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
B. E. 0assilly,
J.E. 0osson,
John P. Rowlett,
C.H. Webb-16.
John W. Dyer,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
James Garnett,
John W. Ogilvie,
E. A. Graves,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Clinton Griffith,
E. A. Robertson,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. Sanders,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
T . J. Jones,
J8.lmes W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. F. Bond,
L. W. Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. ,M. Brooks,
J . S. LawE1on,
George M. Thomas,
William Brown,
G . .W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.W. Bush, .
Bryan S. McClure,
L. W. T,·flfton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J . McE!roy, T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
J .M. White,
C. M. Olay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
F. A. Wilson,
R. L. ·Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
W. H. Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk-47.
Joseph P. Foree,
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Said bill, as amended, read s as foll ows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of.the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That not less than five persons may associate themselves togethe~· and become in corporated for the transaction of a banking business.
§ 2, Among the powers of such bodies corporate shall be the following:
1. 'fo h_ave perpetual succession.
2. To sue and be sued by the corporate name.
, 3. To have a common seal and alter the same at pleasure.
, 4. To render the shares or interests of stockholders transferable, and to
prescribe the mode of making Stich transfers.
5. To exempt the private property of stockholders from all liability for
corporate debts O(! the books of the company.
6. To make, contracts, acquire and trunsfer such real estate as may be
necessary for the transa-Otion of the busin ess, possessing the same pow ers
in such respects as private individuals now enjoy.
5. To establish by-laws and alter the same, and make all rules and regutations deemed expedient for the management of their affai rs, not inconsistent with tqe Constitution or laws of this State or of the United States,
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8. To ti-ansact a financial business as a natnral person; to loan money,
<lisconnt promissory notes, bny and sell exchange, stocks, bonds, and other
evidences of ·debt, as anthorized by the existing general laws of the State;
and the promi ssor_v notes made negotiable and payable at its bankinghonse, or any other ban.king-hquse or place of business, and inland bills of
exchange which may be pnrclrnsed or discounted prior to matul'ity by the
corporation, shall be placed on the footing of foreign bills of exchange,
and like remedy may be bad thereon, jointly and seve1·ally, against the
makers, draw ers, indorsers, or parties thereto .
.9 To rec·eive bonds of tho United Stateei, of any State, or authorized by
the law of any State, stocks, vouchers, certiticates, and approved mercantile secu1·ities of :wy kind, and ]H·oducts of the country, real and perso~al
property, in pledge for the security of money loaned, advanced, or for
debts owing.
10. To receive on deposit gold, silver, ba·n k notes, United States T1·easury notes, and other ClUl'rency lawfully c~·lrnlating .as money, and repay
the same in such manner, at snch times, and with such interest, not exceeding six per cent., as may be agreed upon with the depositors by genera I or special con tract; ancl may issue letters of credit, payable at any
place in the United States or elsewhe1·e, for the accommodation-of mere;hant:; and travelers; but not to issue any notes to circulate as money.
11. 'l'o declare dividends, and provide a contiugen-t fund out of the
profits of the business; to elect or appoint a president, cashier, and such
officers, agents, and servants, or till any vacancy therein, for any period
not exceeding one year, and pay such compensation, and take such bonds,
as are thought proper, and receive· installments of not less than ten per
centum of the authot·ized capital on account of payment for stoc\r, at
such times as may be indicated in the publication, and to recover, by due
process of law, any unpaid balance due on the subscription of stock.
§ 3. The capital of any corporation organized hereunde1· shall not be
less than $50,000, in cities or towns of 10,000 or leeis inhabitants; and
where the population exceeds 10,000, shall not be less than $100,000, which
shall, in all e;ases, be folly paid up in eighteen months after the subscription thereto.
§ 4. Before commencing business, except that of their own organization,
they must adopt articles of incorporation, wbicll shall be signed and acknowledged by them, as deeds are required to be acknowledged and recorded, in a book kept for that purpose in the office of tbe clerk of the
county court of the county where the bank is to be located.
§ 5. A notice shall be published for at least two weeks in some newspaper (having the largest permanent bona fide circulation), as convenient as
practicable to the place of business, and shall specify1. The n.a mes of the corporutors, name of the corporation, and the place
of transacting business.
2. 'l'he amount of the authol'ized capital stock, and the times when it is
to be paid in ..
3. 'l'ime of the commencement and termination of the corporation.
§ 6. 'l'he corporation may commence business as soon as the articles are
filed for record in the office of the county court clerk, and as soon as
twenty per centum of the authorized capital is actually paid. The president and directors must also first certify, under oath, before a judge, justice, or notary, that said per centum has heen paid, and file said certificate
for recoi:d with the county court clerk, which shall be prima facie evidence
of the existence of the corporation. No change in .any of the foregoing
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particulars shap be valid, unless recorded and published as the original
articles are required to be; nor shall any change be made, at nny time, or
in any manner, inconsistent with this act.
§ 7. Corporations formed hereunder shall endure not longer than t~enty
years, but may be renewed from time to time: Provided, That three fourths
of the stock cast at !1l1Y regular election, held for that purpose, shall be in
favor of such renewal.
§ 8. The corporation ,shall not be dissolved prior to the period fixed upon
in the articles of incorporation, escept by vote of a majority of the stock,
and not until after the depositors are fully paid; and no such premature
dissolution shall take place unless preceded by the newspaper publication
required at its organization.
§ 9. Any corporation organized hereunder shall cease to exist by, a non use1· of its franchises for three years at any one time; but shall not forfeit
its franchises by reason of any omission to elect officers, or to hold meetings, at any time prescrib11d by the by-laws: Provided, 'l'h e officers shall
be elected, or meet.ings held, within two years from the time appointed
th£irefor.
§ 10. No persons acting as a corporation, under the provisons of this
act, shall be permitted to set up or rely upon the want of a legal organiza,tion as a defense to an action brought against them as a corporation;
nor sball any person who may be sued on a contract made with such corporation, or sue for an injury done to its property, or for a wrong done to
its interes.ts, be permitted to rely upon such want of legal organization in
his defense.
§ 11. If any officer, agent, clerk, or servant, shall appropriate an,y of the
funds to I his own use, or shall willfully fail to make corr~ct entries, or
knowingly make false entries on the books of any corporntion organized
under this act, with intent to cheat or defraud the corporation, or any otb er
p erson, or to conceal any improper appropriation of funds, the person. so
offending shall be guilty of lelony,, and shall, upon conviction thereof, be
confrned in the Penitentiary of this Commonwealth for not less than one
nor more thnn ten years.
§ 12. It shall be the duty of the president, cashier, or other officer, on
the first Monday in January in each year, to pay into the Treasury of the
State, for the benefit of the ordinary revenue thereof, at the rate of fifty
(50) cents on each one h1rndred dollars (ihil00) of capital paid into said
bank, in full of all tax or bonus; and the officers of the corporation shall
report, on the 10th days of January and July in each year, under oath, the
condition of said bank, including its assets, liabilities, and deposits which
hav·e not been withdrawn for two yea1,s last past, and in such manner as
the laws of the State require of other banking corporations.
§ 13. For taking and certifying . the acknowledgment of the articles of
incorporation, the clerk of the county court shall be allowed a .fee of one
dollar; ~nd for recording said article.s an.d tbe certificate he shall receive
a fee of ten (10) cents for each one hundred (100) words.
§ 14. That all bank charters pasRed prior to the present sessi0n of the
General Assembly, and under which no 01·ganization has been effected and
no business done, be, and the same are hereby, repealed, unl!ISS an -organization be effected and business begun before six mon.t hs shall have elapsed
from the time of the approval. of this bill.
§' 15. Tha.t the report required by section twelve shall be published in a
newspaper having the largest permanent bona fide circulation, as convenient as practicable to the place of businesa ..
§ 16. This act shall take effeut from it~ passage..
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A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secreta-ry of State, which was taken up and read as follow s, viz:
EXE?UTIVE OFFICE, FRANKFORT, Mal'Ch 19, 1873.
Gentlemen of the House of Representatives :
The bill origin ating in your honorable body, entit;!ed "An act, t o amend
the articles of incorporation of the People's Building and Loan Association of Louisville," has been carefu lly considered by me, and I regret that
a sertse of duty compels me to withhold my approval, and to return tbe
same wjth my objections.
The bill purports to be an enabling or curative act to remedy some deficiency in tbe articles of incorporation of a company at Loui sville, having
the corporate name of "The People's Buildi·ng and Loan Association of
Louisville." In order to secure to that company the enjoyment of the principal benefit -contemplated, this act proposes to co nfor authority upon the
company, which, in my judgment, should not be granted ,to any corporation or class of individuals, The proposition i8 to authorize the company
to collect into its vaults, by one rnea,ns and another, a sum of money, and
then to put up to tbe high est bidder the privilege of becoming a borrower
of this money, at six per cent. per annum, payable monthly. The amount
thus bid for the privilege of borrowi"ng is called ''a premium;" and whatever per cent. upon the money so borrowed the premium may be, is mado
collectable by law. Tbe evident meaning and intention of the bill is,
to vep.t this corporation with the right to loa,n itE money at any rate of
interest it may be able to obtain, without limitation as to maximum, and
to allow its collection, thus giving it exc lu sive privileges above all other
corporations and citizens of the State. If such privilege has been granted
in any enactment to any individual, or collection of individuals, it has
escaped my notice. I am not aware of such having been done. It is true
th e bill provides for such loaning only to members of the company; but
this in nowise_ relieves it of its objectionab le .features of class legi ~lation;
and if it should become a law, why shall not the same 01· Si!Il ilar rights
and privileges be granted to all other corporations in the State ,? And
with .this as a precedent, we may reasonably suppose the i;ame character
of pri 1vileges would soon be extended to organizations all over the State.
Money is the g reatest conventional power in the world, and all experience
of the past admonishes and warns us to guard it with stringent regulations. Reasonable usury laws have been regarded as a public conveni ence;
and that the· rate of interest should be made low and uniform everywher e
in the same Commonwealth, is obviously cert,ain . The history of this
question among the Jews, the experience of England and oth~· countries,
as well as many of our sister States, attest the truth of this position. We
have a general law upon the subject of interest and usury, ap_plicable to all
corporations and individuals in the State, and no reason occurs to me why
exclusive exemptions from its restl'ictions should be granted to the company ,asking the passage of tbis bill, or to any other class of persons; but,
upon the contra1,y, ,the consequences and .in:fl.nences resulting to the public
will be of'. a m0st baneful charac;ter. I make these suggestions most respectfully, and return the bill for your further action.
P. H. LESLIE.

Said bill; so returned, with the objections of the Gove1:n?r thereto,
is as follows, v-iz :
WHEREAS, Articles of incorporation of "The People's ' :Building and
Loan Asso·ciati'on, of Louisville," were heretofore filed and recoi-ded in
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the county court clerk's office of Jefferson county, under the authority of
the general acts of this Commonwealth in reference .t o snch corporations;
and whereas, the said corporation asks to have said articles of incorporation so ame11ded as will enable them to carry out the objects of said
corporation i"n the most economical manner, and with the greatest benefit
and security to the persons interested in said institution; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General .Assembly of the Oomuwnwealth of Kentucky,
That said col'poration mny loan its funds to its own stockholders, at a
rate of interest not to exceed six per cent. per annum, pa:yable one half
per cent. per month; and whenever said corporation has funds on hands
to loan, it shall be lawful, and the said corporation is hereby authorized,
to offer the loan of such funds, in such amounts as may be deemed proper,
to its stockholders, at auction, amongst themselves, to the highest and
btist bidder, for the priority of loan; and to reserve, have, and take, for
the uses of said corporation, in addition to the rate of inte1·est aforesaid,
such premiums as may be offered by the successful bidder for the privi- .
lege and priority of ~uch loan or loans; such premiums to be paid or
secured as may be provided in the by-laws of the corporation at the time
of completing such loan.
§ 2. But nothing herein shall be construed as exempting the money and
property of said corporation from taxation for revenue purposes.
~ 3. 'l'his act shall take effect from and after its passage; and shall be
subject to alteration, amendments, or repeal by the Legislature.

The question was then taken, "Shall the bill pass, the objections
of the Governor to the contrary notwithstanding?" and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
I
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, E. Polk Johnson,
J.P. Sacksteder,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
B. E. Oassilly,
Mat. Nunan,
Geo1·ge M. Thomas,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Pow~ll,
Harry I. Todd-13.
lVI. Woods Ferguson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
0. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
W. L Reeves,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
J. 0. S . Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
L. W. Lassing,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
William Brown,
J. J . McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
Robe1·t M. Carlisle,
0. H. Webb,
James S. Ohl'isman, . Bryan S. McClure,
Wil)iam J. McElroy, J.M. White,
0. M. Ola/, jr.
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
J. 0. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
J. E. Gosson,

,,
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John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
James B. Fitzpatrick,
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J: M. Wright-49.

And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Blakey read and 'laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kent·ucky,
That when the two Houses of this General Assembly adjourn on·
Tuesday, the 1st day of April, 1873, they will adjourn sine die.
Mr. Blakey moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That it is the sense of this House that the consideration
of the report of the Commissioners appointed to revise the statutes
should be abandoned, in order that the whole time of the House may
be devoted to the unfinished business now before it, and thus secure an early adjournment.
On motion of Mr. J. R. Sanders, said resolution was laid on the
table.
Mr. Graves moved the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That from and after this day no new leave or resolution
shall be intro.duced, except by the unanimous consent of the House.
On motion of Mr. McAfee, said resolution was laid on the table.
Mr. Foote read and laid on the table the following joint resolution,
viz:
WHEREAS, It has become apparent to this General Assembly that it
will be impossiQle for the Joint Uommittee on the Revision of the Statutes to euccessfully fini sh their labors before the first of July, unless the
members thereof are relieved from all other duties; and believipg that
they can finish said work by the 20th day of May, if relieved from all
other labor, and believing, too, that said committee can perfor!Il said work
much more accurately when divested of all other legislation; therefore, be
it
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when this General Assembly shall adjourn on Tuesday, tile 25th
day of March, 1873, it will take a recess qntil Tuesday, the 20t,h day of
May, 187,3 , except the said Joint Committee shall rem ain in session unLil
said 20th day of May, unless they shall have sooner completed the revision of said statutes; that during tbe sitting of said commiuee, the members thereof sh~ll re~eive their regular per diem, if present, or absent by
leave of said committee; but the balance of the members of this General
Assembly shall not be entitled to their per diem during said recess; that
upon the convening of the same on the said 20th day of May, no local
legislation shall ·be taken up, except by consent of four fifths of the members present, it being the intention of this General Assembly to then
adopt and enact the revision of the statutes, and such other general legislation as may ·be actually necessary, and adjourn sine die.

Mr. Scales moved to suspend the rule requiring joint resolutions to
lie one day on the table, and take up the same.
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And the question ,being taken on the motion of Mr. Scales, it was
decided in the negative, not having received a requisite number of
votes under the rule.
The yeas and nays being taken thereon under the rule, were as follows, viz:
These•who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
John ·W. Dyer,
W. A. Morin,
George W. Anderson, W. 1-J. Evans,
J. L. Nall,
A. S. Arnold, .
M. Woods Ferguson, John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
W. L. Reeves,
· W. N. Beckham,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. A. Graves,
J.P. Sacksteder,
U. P. Gray,
Church H. Blakey,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
William Brown,
George M. Jessee,
William Sellers,
W.W. Bush,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. :Snyder,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Jones,
George M. Thomas,
John S. Carpenter,
L. W. Lassing,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Caseilly,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
B1·yan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
C. M. Clay,jr.
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams-48.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstro.ng,
J. C. Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
C.H. Webb,
.J.E. Gosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. White,
Thomas M. Johnson, E. A. Robertson,
F. A. Wilson,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
S. ·H. Woolfolk-I 7.
William J. McElroy, Joseph 'l'. Tucker,
Mr. Graves moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That from and after Satu·rday, the 22d instant, the Revision of the Statutes shall be taken up at half-past eleven o'clock,
A. M. each day, to the exclusion of all other business, and thus continue the same, from day to day, until the revision is completed or
discontinued; and that no member shall speak longer than five minutes to any amendment that may be offered, except the chairman of
. the committee.
On motion of Mr. Powell, said resolution was so amended as to
strike therefrom the words "or discontinued."
Mr. Wright offered the followi-ng amendment to said resoluti0Q,
~ hich was adopted, v-iz :
Add thereto: '' And from and after this day this Hou,se shall hold
, night sessions, exc~pt on Saturday, beginning at 7½, P. M.; but at the
first of said sessions the call of the counties shall be completed under
the p1·esent rule."
Mr. Tucker then moved to str-ike out .from 'M·r. Graves' orig'i-nal ·resolution the words " except the chairman of the committee."
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And the question bting taken on the motion of Mr. Tucker, it
was decided in the· negative.
Mr. ;E- P. Johnson moved the previous question.'
And the question being taken, "Shall· t_he main q.uestion be now
put?" it was decided in the affirma,tive.
The yeas and nays. being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
E. P. Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
J. P. Sacksted·er,
~amuel M. Sand'ers,
George W. Ande1·so-n, E. A. Graves,
A. C. Armstrong,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W . Sny'd·e r,
Thomas M. Johnson, J . S. Taylor,
A. S. Arnold,
T. J . Jones,
George M. Thomas,
W . N. Beckham,
J. C. S. Blackourn, · L. W. Lassing, ·
C. W. Threlkeld·,
Wm. F. Bond',
J. S. Law'son,
Han·y I. Todd,
Bryan S . .MceJh.ire,
L. W. Trafton,
W . B. M. Brooks, ·
William Brown, ·
Wm. J. McElroy,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W .W. Bush,
M. E. McKenzie,
'f. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
J.C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
B. E . Cassilly,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman, , John W. Ogilvie,
Mordecai Willfams,
J. E. Gosson,
Lewis Potter,
F. A., Wilson,
John W. Dyer,
E. A. Robe rtson,
S. H. Woolfolk,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
J.M. Wright-49.
M. Woods Ferguson,
Those who voted in the negati'.ve, we·reChurch H. Blakey,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, W. L. Reeves,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
G. W. Little,
C. C. Scales,
Joseph P. Foree,
J . J. McAfee,
William Sellet·s-10.
James Garnett,
And so the main question was ordered'.
Mr. McAfee called for a divisio~ of the question.
And the question being taken on th_e first branch thereof, on tli e
original resolution offered by Mr. Grnves, as amended, it was d·ecided' '
in the negative, not having received the number of votes required
~nder the rule.
The yeas and nays being. requit-ed the1·eon by Messrs. Brown and'
Goodloe , we1·e as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen, .
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
George W. Anderson, E. Polk John.son,
James W. Snyder,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. N. Beckham,
T. J. Jones,
George M. Thomas,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
81-H.
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Wm. F: Bond;
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
W. B. .M. Brooks,
J. L. Nall,
Joseph T. Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
John W . Ogilvie,
C.H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
Lewis Potter,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
E. A. Robertson,
F. A. Wilson,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders, J.M. Wright-33.
Those who voted in the negative, were'
A. S . Arnold,
C. D. Foote,
J. C. Moorman,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Fo1·ee,
Mat. Nunan,
William Brown,
James Garnett,
Hiram S . Powell,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, W. L. Reeves,
L. W. Lassing,
John P. Rowlett,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
R. L. Cooper,
G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
J.E. Cos~on,
J. J; McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
John W. Dyer·,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
W. H. Evans,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams-27.
The further consideration of said resolution and proposed .amend "
ment was postponed.
Mr. Arnold, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom wa,s referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An aqt to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Guth., rie City and Franklin Railroad Company," approved March 21, 1870,
Reported the same without amendment, and without ex pression of
opinion th~reon.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispen_sed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
· And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Bush moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was disagreed to,.
,. 'M1·. Baker moved to lay the motion of Mr. Bush upon the table.
'And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Baker, it was
decided in the affirmative .
.:And then the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1873.

I

::,

Mr. Speaker McCreary having returned to the House, resumed the
chair.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz.
An act to incorporate the· Baptist Church at Elkton, in Todd county.
An act for the benefit of Mary F. Rush, of Union county.
·
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
·
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Masonic Relief Association.
An act to incorporate the Lebanon and Pope's Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
An act for the benefit of Sol. Downey, pauper idiot, of Henry
county.
An act to incorporate th-:: Oak Ridge Turnpike Road Company, in
Mercer county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of the citizens of Garrard county."
An act to amend the charter, and amendments thereto, incorporating the town of Crab Orchard.
An act to extend the limits of the town of Paradise, in Muhlenburg
county.
An act to amend the charter of the Simpsoi:iville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county.
•
An act to amend the charte1· of the Fisherville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road Qompany.
An act to incorporate the Will'sburg_, Thompsonville, and Pleasant Run Turnpike Road Company.
, A~ act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Williamsburg."
An act to amend an act, approved 24th January, 1872, entitled'
"An act to authorize the ~lerk of Nelson county circuit court to index
and cross-index deed-books in his office." ·
An act to incorporate the town of Hanson, in Hopkins county.
With an amendment to each of the last two named bills.
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And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I . An act to autho1·ize the poor-house commi;,sioner of Ohio county
to 's ell the old poor-house prope1-ty of said county.
2. An act to incorpol'ate th·e town of Beaver Dam, in Ohio county.
3. An act fo1· the benefit of the Minerva and Bel'\-s{ey's Creek Turnpike Road Company, in Mason -county·.
4. An act to amend the charter of the Lexington and Newtown
Tur~pike Road.
5. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time for
holding the circuit courts in the 5th judicial dist1·ict," approved Janu ~ry 13, 1872.
Wµich bills were read the first time and ordered to -be read a second
"'time.
The rule of the !Jouse and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
· ,
_ Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
County Courts; the 2d, 3d, and 4th to the Committee on Corporate
Institutions; and. the 5th to the Committee on Circuit Courts.
Th_e following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Little!. The petition of certain citizens of Whitley county, praying the
p~ssage of an a_c t to ip.corporate the Williamsburg G'eological and
· Mining Company. _
By M1·. Todd2. The petition of merchants of Frankfort, praying the repeal of
Jhe law exempting fifty dollars from garnishee of laboring housekeepers.
Which were received, the reading ·dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Corporate Institutions, and _tµe 2d to the
. Corp..mittee, on Revised Statute1;1.
,_ Mr. ·Ogilvie read and laid on the table th~ following joint resolu_
J ion, vtz:
Resolved by the General Assembly_ of the Common1.pealth of Kentucky,
That when this General .Assembly adjourns on the 31st day of March,
.187'3, it will adjourn sine die.
The Spe_aker laid before the Hou se the following communication
, t'.1:om the Auditor of Public Accounts, viz: ·
.

STATE, OF KEN'JlUCKY,

}

OFFIOE QF _;\UDIT0R OF Punuc AocpUN'.£~,
FRANK;FORT, March ?0th, 1873.

Hon. Jos. a. S. Blackbu~n, Speaker pro tem. House Representatives:
·srn: In consequence of some mi's take or oversight in enrolling the act
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of March 26, 1872, entitled "An act for the appropriation of money," tho
6th section of said act, appropriating eight doll'ars per day each to the
Door-Keepers of the Senate and House o( Representatives for their services,
was omitted, and said act was approved by the Governor with tbat mistake
in it. 'l'his was not ascertained by me ur;itil after I paid said Door-Keepers the foll amount of the compensation voted to them by the LegiRlatul'e,
and 1 am thus put ,in the positi on of having paid, a,nd the Door-Keepers
having received, their compensation without warrant of law.
You will do me the favor of laying the foregoing facts before the House,
with the request that a supplemental bill be passed correcting tbe mi·s take
set for-th, and th.at it be done as soon as it may be compatible with the
feelings of that body, as the present session of the General Assembly is
rapidly drawing to a close. ·
1 have the honor to be
Very respectfully,
Yam: obedient servant,
D. HOWARD SMITH, Auditol'.
Orde1•ed, That said communication be referred to th·e Gommittee on
Claims.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom were referred
bills from the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of A. H. Ditto·, committee of Polly Miller, a
pauper idiot, of Henry county;
An act for the benefit of W_m. Pollard, committee of EHza ]?ollard,
a pauper idiot, of Henry county;
Reported the same without amendment.
(!rdered, That said bills be read a third time.
_
The rule of the House-, and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Griffith, from th·e Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, en.titled
An act authorizing the Wolf -circuit court to allow certain guard
claims, and directing, the AmJ.itor of Public Accounts to pa-y the
same,
Reported the same without amendment, and without expression of
opi,n.i,on thereon.
Urder.ed, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House ·a nd constitutfonal -provision as to the' third
reading of said bill being d-is.p ensed with,
The ,question was then tak:en on the passage of sarid bill, and it
was decided in the negath'e.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
0
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Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for ihe benefit of Hickman county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of s.aid bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That the further consideration of said bill be postponed
to, and made the special order of the day for, Thursday, 27th inst.,
at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Rowlett, from t~e Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and· bring in the same, reported bills of .the following titles,
viz:
A bill for the benefit of John J. Macklin, late sheriff of Kenton
county.
A bill for the benefit of Peter. Perry, committee of John Perry, a
"pauper idiot ( of color), of Hart county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The. rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof' be as
aforesaid.
·
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw
from this House the annou:icement of their disagreement to a bill
which originated in this House, of the following title, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to regulate sales made
·under decrees of the Barren circuit court."
Which was granted, and said bill returned to the Senate.
The House then, acco1·ding to order, took up and resumed the consideration of
A bill to establish in this Commonwealth a uniform system of common schools for the education of children of African descent.
Mr. Carpenter offered the following amendment thereto, viz:
Add: " SEc. - . All State taxes collected in this Commonwealth
from ,persons of color shall be paid into the African School Fund."
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Mr. Tucker moved the previous question.
And · the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Baker and
Goodloe, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sande1·s,
James W. Snyder,
George W. Anderson, James Garnett,
A. 0. Armstl'Ong,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
0. W. Threlkeld ,
W. W. Bush,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
L. W. Lassing,
Joseph T. Tucke·r ,
C. M. Olay, jr.,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
R. L. 0oop·er,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,.
J.E. Gosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
Mordecai Williams,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
F. A. Wilson, .
J.M. Wright-1l4.
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
C. D. Foote,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0reary) Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
E. A. Gi-aves,
Hiram S. Powell;
W.W. Ayers,
George M. Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,
T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W.R. Bates,
J. S. Lawson,
0. 0. Scales,
William Sellers,
Church H , Blakey,
G. W , Little,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J. McElroy, George M., Thomas,
William Brown,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. C. Moorman,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
W. H. Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk-33 .
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Carpenter, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gra~es and
Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJohn S. Carpenter,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
John W. Dye1·,
E. A. Robertson,
T . W. Varnon,
J.M. Wright-IO.
M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
0: D. Foote,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)James B. Fitzpatrick, Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Hiram S. Powell ,
A. S. Arnold,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
W. W. Ayers,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. C. Scales,
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William Sellers,
T. J. Jones,
W.R. Bates,
James W. Snyder,
L. W. Lassing,
W. N. Beckham,
J. S. Ta,ylor,
J . S. Lawson,
J. C. S. Blackbum_,
George M. Thomas,
G. W. Little,
W. B. M. Brooks,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. J. lVIcAfee,
William Brown,
Harry I. To.dd,
Bryan S. McClure,
v:,1. W. Bush,
William J . McElroy, L. W. 'J;'rafton,
R obert M. Carlisle,
C.H . Webb,
M. E. McKenzie,
B. E . Cassilly,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman, .J.C. Moorman,
Mordecar Williams,
W. A. Mo1:in,
· C. lVI. Clay,j1·.,
F. A. Wilson,
J. L. Nall,.
R. L. Cooper,
J. N . Woods,
Mat. Nunan,
J. E. Cosson,
S. H. Woolfolk-57.
John W. Ogilvie,
W. H. Evans,
Ordei:ed, That said bill be engrossed and- read a third time .
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follo'ws, viz:

il

§ 1. B e it enacted by the (i}eneral Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Th at there shall be throughout the State of Kentucky a uniform system
of common schools for the ed ucation of the child1·en of citizens of African·
descent.
·
§ 2. The school fund shall be known as the African School Fund, and
shall consist of the followi·n g· provisions, viz:
1. An annual tax of twenty cents on each one hundred dollars in value
of the property owned or held by all persons of African de::;cent.
2. A cap itati on of one dollar on each male citizen of African descent ,
between tho ages of twenty-one and sixty years.
3. All taxes levied on dogs owned or kept b_v any colored person.
4. All fines and forfeitures at:ssessed against any colored person by existing laws in aid· of the common schools, shall hereafter be paid into the
African School Fund.
5. And all sums of money that may be hereafter receive-d annually by
this Commonwealth,. by virtue of any act or resolution of Congress. providing for the distribution of public lands or proceeds from the sales
thereof for edqcational pul'poses, shall constitute the annual revenue of
the African School Fund, and shall not be drawn out or appropriated
otherwise than in pursuance of this act in aid of common schools for the
ben efit of tbe colored obildr'en of this Commonwealtih.
§ 3. Tbe revenu'.e arising annually from the. resources provided by this
act shall constitute the sum to be distributed each year by the Superintendent of Public lnstruction, as now provided by the common school
law.
§ 4. The assessor of each county shall keep a separate column in his
book showing th.e enlistment of capitation and taxable property of all
colored citizens of African descent th erein subject to taxation by the provisions of this act.
§ 5. The sheriff of each county shall be allowed five per nent. of the
taxes collected and paid into the Tr('asury by him for the African School
Fund.
§ 6. 'Jibe sheriff shall appropriate the taxes, or any part thereof, collected from any· colo'red cit.izen, to whatever fond said colored ciUzen
may designate, in all cases where he is not aole to pay the entire ·tax
assessed against him for State, county, sch·ool,. and municipal purposes.
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~ 7. The Auditor shall keep a separate account for the ·African Sc;ibool
Fund, which shall constitute a basis for the Superintenderlt's annual pro
rata distribution to the colored children of this Commonwealth.
§ 8. The Superintendent shall,· on ·or ' before the first day bf September,
1873, and on the same day of each year thereafter, ascertain and estimate
as near as may be the revenue that may accrue from. all sources·dilri_ng '
the school · year, the ·pro rata share thereof each colored ' pupil child will
be entitled to, acor.d ing to the whole number of colored child1·en between
the ages of six and twenty years in the StateJ and the proportion thereof ~
each county and each district will be entitled to according to the whole 1
11umber of such children residing in each county and district respectiv'~ly,
as sho wn by the returns of the county commissioner : 'Provided, 'That the
pro rata share of each colored child shall· not 'exceed that of the white
child in ·any one year.
§ 9. The county commissioner shall be res'ponsible· on his official bond '
for the proper distribution of whatever portion of the A.frican ·SchoolFuud may come into his possession, and may receive such additional .
con)pen'sation ·for· his· services under this act as the 'cour't uf claims may
allow.
·
§ 10. The commissioner ·may lay off the · county into suitable 'districts,
most convenient to the greatest num'l:Jer of colored ' children in each
county, so that no district shall contain more than one hundred nor less
than twenty colored children of pupil age.
§ 11. In counties where there are not a sufficient number of colored
children to form various schools, a single sc~ool may be organized and
taught in tho locality in which the greatest number of colored children
reside, ~nd all the colored child.ran in the coun_ty shall have the pri•vilege
of attending said school.
§ 12. 'fhree colored trustees may be elected by ·the qualified colored '
voters in each distl'ict, where said voters are competent to hold an<;! conduct an election according to the common school I.aw; but in all cases.
where said voters are not qualified, the commissioner shall appoint tliree
colored trustees. ·
§ 13. The trustees shall have. the power to prov.i de a suit~ble sc~O'Olhouse, employ a teacher, cause a school to be -taught in their r.e spectiv~
districts for the b.~nefit of the colored children therein, and spall notify
their pll,r.ents that it is their privilege· to send their children to said school
free of charge. · They shall also report to' tbe commissionl)r the fen'gth of
time said school ~as taught by a qualifiEfd teach'er, not les~ than three,
months in eayh year, except wbe1·e there are not more than t'w enty
colored cbildreri in a district, then· the school' ·may be taught' for a les51 •
time than three months, with the consent of the commissidner. '
§ 14. The county commissione1· shall 'employ. a suitable person to take
the census of each distdct a~ th~ ,proper time, and pay said person a
reasonable compe!'}sation out of the funds th!)-t may be appropriated to , .
said district, if the trustees are not compete'n·t; he shall also report.
to the Superintendent the census of each district, .and the African schools '
taught in ' his county that are entitled to 'the 'pro ' rata amount due each r
district repor,ted to bin: . ·
§ 15. No per·sori shall be deemed qualified to teach an African eommo~.'
school unl'ess such person shall firs.t have obtained a certificate from·the''
commissioner testJfying that he is qualified to teach the simple elements ·
of a plain English' education.
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· § 16. The teacher of each African common school shall teach six hours
each da.y, keep a register of the school, and within ten days after the
close of the session shall report to the commissioner the highest, lowest,
and average number of pupils in attendance during the session.
§ 17. The colored teachers may organize a Teachers' County Institute
or State Association for themselves.
.
§' 18. No school-house erected for an African school shall be located
nearer than one half mile of a school-house erected for white children ,
except in cities and towns, where it shall not be nearer than four hundred
feet.
§ 19. The State Board of Education shall prescribe a course of study
and adopt rules for the government of the African common sr.hools.
§ 20. The Superintendent shall make a digest of the school laws which
may be applicable under the provisions of this act to the government of
African common schools, and distribute the same to the commissioners for
the use of the trustees.
§ 21. The provisions of any law on the subjept of common schools for
the white race in this Commonwealth, so far as the same may be compatible and not inconsistent with the purposes of this act, shall be, and the
same are hereby, made applicable to the conduct, management, govern ment, and general control of the common schools for the education of th e
children of African descent.
§ 22. This act shall take effect from its passage.

Mr. McElroy moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be engrossed and read a third time.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. McElroy, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. '.l'arv. Baker,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
J. S . Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
G. W. Little,
George M. Thomas,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H. Webb,
W. H. Evans,
William J. McElroy, F. A. Wilson,
James Garnett,
J.C. Moo1·man,
J. N. Woods,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk-26.
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJohn W. Dyer,
·Wm. A. Allen,
Hiram S. Powell,
George W. Anderson, l\'I. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
C. D. Foote,
A. C. Armstrong,
John P. Rowlett,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
A. S. Arnold,
T. J. Jones,
W.W. Ayers,
James W. Snyder,
L. W, Lassing,
W.R. Bates,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. J. ·McAfee,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Harry I. Todd,
M. E. McKenzie,
W. B. M. Brooks,
L. W. Trnfton,
W. A. Morin,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Joseph T. Tucker,
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John S. Carpenter,
J. L. Nall,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
John W. Ogilvie,
J . M. White,
C. M . Clay , jr.,
Julian N. Phelps,
Mordecai Williams,
· Lewis Potter,
. R. L. Cooper,
J.M. Wright-40.
J.E. Cosson,
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of
the hout· for taking up a special order.
The House then, according to order, resumed the consideration of
the report from the Senate of their action on the report of the Joint
Committee on the report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statutes .
. Mr. Todd withdrew the amendment prnposed by him 'to section 7,
article 6, of chapter 16.
It is ordered to be entered on the Journal that Messrs. Speaker
McCreary, Sellers, Arnold, Bates, and Phelps were absent from the
House when the vote was taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
McElroy to section 8 of chapter 16, article 6, but if they had been
present they would have voted for said amendment.
· Mr. Garnett moved to amend said chapter ·by striking therefrom
the 7th section of article 6.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Garnett, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Scales moved to amend said chapter by striking therefrom section 9 of the 6th article.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in
the negative.
Chapter 16, title "Claims upon the Treasury," as amended by this
House, was then adopted.
Chapter 17, title" Clerks," and chapter 18, title" Commisi;ioners of
Foreign Deeds," were also adopted without amendment.
·
The House then took up the rnth chapter, reported from the Senate, title " Common Schools."
·
Mr. Goodloe moved to amend section 7 of article I, by striking
therefrom, wherever it occurs, the word "white."
Mr. Scales moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. "Brown and
Baker, ,vere as follows, viz:
Those who voted in tlie affirmative, wereMr,Speaker (M'Creary)E. A. Graves,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
George M. Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,

7'.16
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Georgc;i, W. Anderson,
A. C. Arr;nstrong,
W .. W. Ayers,
W. I{ . .Bates,
W. N. Beckham,
, J. C. S. Blllckburn,
:: w. B. M. Brooks,
Robert M. Carlisle,
· James S. Chrisman,
. .c. M.JJlay, jr.,
J. E. Cosl;lon,
· James"'B. Fitzpatrick,
,, C. D.-Foote,
James Garnett,
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Samuel M. Sanders,
E. Polk Johnson,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. C. Sc.alei,,
James W. Snyder,
T. J. ,ones,
· J. S. Taylor,
J. S. La:ws.on,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. J. McAf~e,
L. W. l'r11,fton,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. C. Moorm'a n,
Joseph T. Tucker,
T. W. Varnon,
W . A. Morin,
J. L. Nan,
C. , H .. Webb,
J.M. White,
John W. Qgilvie,
Mo1·de_cai Williams,
Julian N . Phelps,
Lewis Potter,
F. A. Wilson,
·s.-H. W oolfolk-46.
Hiram S. Powell,

•.Those who voted in the '. negative, were.A. S. Arnold,
Joseph P. Foree,
, Wm. Sellers,
R. 'rarv. B,aker,
Wm. Cassiu~ Goodloe, George M. Thomas,
, Ch_u(c~, H. ~la~ey,
Clinton ~ri,ffith,
Harry I. Todd,
Wilham Brown,
G. W. Little,
J. N. Woods,
William J .' McElroy, J.M. Wright-17.
B. E. Cassilly,
W. H. Evans,
.- Mat. Nunan,
The qu'estion was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
,,pr,o posed .by Mr. Go.odloe, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodloe and
•. E. P. John~on, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were. ·R. Tarv., a~ker,
1Mat. Nupan,
G~orge M. Thomas,
William Brown,
William Sellers,
J.M. Wright-7.
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,
.
.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Sp_eaker(lWCreary)M. W oorls Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
:·, wm. A. Allen,
James .B. ·Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. Powell,
E. A. Robertson,
George W. Anderson, C. D,.,Foote,
_1 A. C. _Arml;!trong,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
'A. S. A~nold,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Seales,
, iW. R. l3'ates,
W. N. Beckham,
E.. Polk Joh.QsQ-n,
Ja.r;nes W. Snycler,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S, T~Y.l~r,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jo:nek - . .
C. W. Threlkeld,
·-:rw. 'B. M. Br'ooks,
J. S. Lawson,
-Harry I. ·'l'odd,
W.W. Bush,
G. W .. Little,
: L. W. Trnfton,
"; 1~obert M . y~i:ljsle,
_J3rya;~ ~- McClure,
Joseph T. Tqcke1·,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, T . .W . Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
J,, C. Moorman,
J.M. White,
C. M. Clay,,jr.,
W. A. Morin,
,Mordecai -Williams,
J. L, Nall,
· F. A. W.ilson,
R. L: C.ooper,
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J. E. Cosson,
.John W. !'.)gilvie,
· .J. N. Woods,
JohJJ W. Dyer,
Julian K Phelps,
S. H . W oolfolk-61.
W. H. Evans,
Mr. Dyei; 'then moved to rec_onsider the vote by which the amendment proposed by Mr. Goodloe was rejected.
·
Mr. -vv·right moved to lay the motion of Mr. l)yer on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of ,Mr. Wright, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who ·voted in the affirmative, wereMr.SpealFer (M'Creary)M. Woods ,Fergui;ion, Lewis Potter,
Wm : A. ·Allen,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robe'r tson,
George ·W.-A,nderson, C., D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
A .- C. 4.rmstrong,
Joseph P .' Foree,
J. R ..Sanders,
A. S . Arnold,
James Garnett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. W._Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
James W. 'Snyder,
W. R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
W . N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J . C. S., Blac,kbuyn,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. .Todd,
Church .H. Blake·y,
.Thomas M . .Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
·W . B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W.W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
· T :· W. Vamon,
Robert •M. Carlisle,
Bryan S .:McCJure,
J.M . .White,
B. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElroy, Morde.cai Williams,
Jarnes S. Chrisman, , M. E . McKenzie,
F. A. -vv·ilson, .
- C. iVI. Clay,jr.
.J. _C. •Moorman,
.T.-N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. lVI. Wright-56 .
Julian N . Phelps,
.John W. Dyer,
Those who_voted in the negative,. wereR. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
'William Brown,
-Mat .. Nunan,
George M. Thomas--6.
Mr. Blakey then offered the following amendment:
Strike out section 9 and insert in lieu thereof: "The bonded surplus
of the -several counties ·!?·h all -remain in the -State· Treasury to the
credit of each county to which it is respectively due, and shall bear
interest -at the rate of six per centem per annum."
Further consideration of said report was postponed until to-morrow, at II ½ o'clo~k, A. M.
Mr. ·Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled. bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An . act for the benefit of R. H. w 'il!iams, sheritf of Owen county,
apd _his ~uret~es;
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An act to charter the Owenton Cemetery Company;
An aqt for the benefit of Hugh Barclay,jr., of Logan county;
An act for the benefit of A. H. Kininmouth, of Butler county;
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals;
.
An act to amer-d and reduce into one the several acts in relation
to the town of Shelbyville;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 47, in Larue county;
An act to amend an act for the benefit of the Carlisle and Jackstown Turnpike Road Company, upper route, . approved December
20, 1871;

I

II

I

I

II

An act for the benefit of school district N?. 4, in Nicholas county;
An act to incorporate the Hecla Coal and Mining Company;
An act to incorporate the Odd Fellows' Temple Association of
Louisville ;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create the Hartford
Seminary, of Ohio county;"
An act for the benefit of the jailer of Fayette county, Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville Orphan Home Society," approved February 26, 1849 ;
An act to incorporate the Maysville Manufacturing Association;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Maysville;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act authorizing R. B. Lovell, late sheriff of Lewis county, to
list uncollected fee bills and tax receipts with constables in Lewis
county for collection;
An act for the benefit of the Key's Creek Mining and Manufacturing Company, and to incorporate the same under the name of the
Howland Coal and Iron Works;
An act in ·relation to the granting tavern license in the Vanceburg
election precinct, in Lewis county;
An act in. relation to the Cabin Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester
Turnpike Road Company;
An act in relation to the assessment and collection of turnpike
taxes in Lewis county;
An act to incorporate the Deposit Bank of Cynthiana;
An act to prevent the destruction of fish in Salt river, in Anderson
county;
An act for the benefit of S . S. Farris, sheriff of Barren county ;
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An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend the charter of
the city of Augusta, in Bracken county;"
An act to authorize the Butler county court to establish a ferry on
Green river, near Morgantown, at or near "Morrison's Old Ferry;"
An act to incorporate ,t he Twelve-mile and California Turnpike
Road Company, in Campbell county;
An act to incorporate the Masonic Temple Company of Owensboro;
t
An act concer.ning the public roads in Hardin county;
An act to charter the Elizabethtown and Middle Creek Turnpike
Road Company;
An act for the benefit of John E. Abbott, administrator of D. C.
Doran, late sheriff of Hart county;
An act for the benefit of John M. Hunley, committee of Ijenry
Y arbl'O, an idiot;
An act to incorporate the Bank of Madisonville;
An act defining the boundary line between the counties of Harlan
and Bell;
. An act for the benefit of J. F. Hatten, committee of George Clay
( an idiot), of Lawrence county;
An act to incorporate the Auburn Building and Loan Association ;
An act for the benefit of Jeremiah Overton, an idiot, of Wayne
county;
An act to incorporate the town of College Hill, in Madison county;
An act for the benefit of the unfinished turnpike roads in Henry
county;
An act to prohibit the granting of license for the sale of spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors in the town of Butler, or within one mile
thereof;
An act for the benefit of J. T.· Freeman, of Whitley county;
An act for the benefit of John H. Pemberton, of Whitley county;
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 5, in the
county of Barren ;
An act to exempt the property of the Danville Theological Seminary from taxation for certain purposes ;
An act ·to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Hodgenville and Elizabethtown Turnpike Road Company," appr.oved March 9, 1868;
An act to declare War creek, in Breathitt f.!OUnty, a navigable
, stream;
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An act for the benefit of Gabe Hays, of the county of Breathitt;
An act to permit John Williams to erect a milled am across Troublesome creek, in Perry ·county;
An act to amend an act, e;titled "An act to incorporate the Big
Sandy Highway Bridge Company;"
An act to regulate the taking up of property found adrift upon certain rivers in this Common wealth; ·
An act for the benefit of Henry 0. Fitzpatrick, collector of the
revenue of Floyd county for the year 1870;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Blandville and Cairo Turnpike Road Company," approved March 6, 1868;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Oatlettsb'urg;
An act for the benefit of J1;1mes W. Wills; sr., of Menifee county;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Germantown, in
Bracken and Mason counties;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 44, in Campbell county;
An act authorizing the jailer of Fayette county to appoint an additional deputy jailer;
An act.for the benefit of common schools of Johnson county;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Monticello, and to
regulate the traffic in spirituous liquors therein;
An act to authorize the trustees of the town of Columbia to sell
and convey part of Jefferson alley, in said town;
An act to amend the c·harter of the town of Elizabethtown;
An act to define the boundary line between the counties of Rockcastle and Jackson;
An ·act for the benefit of H. W Eggleston, of Kenton county;
An act to authorize the trustees of Russellville to appoint an inspector and weigher of coal;
An act for the benefit of Amos Davis, sheriff of Morgan county;
An act to incorporate the Press Printing Company ;
An act to further amend the charter of the Newport ax;i.d Cincinnati Brid,ge Oompa-riy;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to add part of Adair to
Casey county;"
And had found tlie s~me truly ~nrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature_tl:iereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
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Leave ~as given fo bring in the f~Uowing bilis, vi~:
On motion of Mr. Williams!. A bill to re-enact an act, entitled ··An act tJ incorpoi·ate tlie Big
Blane Improvement Company," approved January 17th, 1871.
On motion of same2. A bill to re-enact an act, enti'tleci aAn act -~o . incorporate t~e
Boyd C~unty Navigation, Manufacturing; and lmpro~ement Com.:.
pany," approved February 8th, 1871.
On motion of Mr. lVIcAf~e'
3. A bill fo1· the benefit of Robert Gallaher, jailer of Mercer'
county.
On motion of Mr. Carlisle4. A bill to amend an act, en ti tied "An act to authorize certain
c~urities in this Commonwealth to leVY, a tax and P~Y for right of .
way and depot grounds for Cincinnati Sou'ihern Railway."
O~dered, That tlie Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare. .
and bring in the 1st and 2d; the Committee on Claims the 3d; and
the Committee on R~ilroads the 4th.
.
Mr. Clay moved to reconsider the vote by· whi'ch this House, on
yesterday, disagreed to a bill froin the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the organization and regulati~n of banking
companies, and to repeal various cha1·ters.
·
Leave of atfsence, mdefinitely, was granted Mr. Reeves.
.
. . . .
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secretary of State, announ°cing that the Governor had approved '
•.
I
: ,
.
and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
l
-,
I
!
r. .,
•
••
'
•
An act for· the benefit of the New Liberty Branen Turnpike Road
Corripariy.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Trenton, in Todd county," approved March 25, 1872.
An act auth~rizing the sale of the poor-house farm in w ·e bster
county.
An act for the benefit of W. E. Clelland, late sheriff of Mercer
.........
county.
An act for the benefit of the New Liberty and Owenton Turnpike
Road C~rnpany.
.
_
An act to provide . for an interpreter for the L~uisville chancery
com·~ and° the Jefferson court of common pl~as.
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An act to incorporate the Ashland and Catlettsburg Street' Railway
and Transfer Company.
_A n act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Young
Men's Real Estate, Building, and Accumulating Association, of Louisville," appr~ved March 28, 1872.
An act to legalize certain acts of the Mer~er county court.
An act to amend the charter of the Lo.u isville and Nashville Railroad Company.
An act t,o incorporate the Rodge~s' Mills and Hinkston Bridge
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to change a part of the eastern boundary of the town of
Harrodsburg.
An act in relation to the settlements of the accounts of the trustees or the managers of the Henry Female College, and Henry Male· .
·Academy, and the lottery connected therewith.
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville Baptists' Orphans'
Home.
An act to dit-ect the running and re-marking the line between the
counties of Franklin and Woodford.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act authorizing I he Harrison
county court to appropriate money to aid in building a bridge across
main Licking at _Clayville, and to levy a tax therefor," approved
March 21, 1871.
'•
An act to am encl an act, entitled "An act to tax railroads; turnpike
road,;, and other corporations in aid of the Sinking Fund," approved
February 20, 1864.
An act to amend the revenue laws of this Commonwealth.
An act declaring Wolf river a navigable stream.
The House then, under the resolution heretofore adopted, took a
recess until 7½ o'clock, P . M.
At 7½ o'clock, P . M., the House again assembled.
On motiqn of Mr. Chrisman, leave was given to bring in a bill to
authorize the sale and co.n veyance of the property of the Kendrick
fostitute, in Wayne county.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
ip the same.
The House took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to a
bill which originated in this House of the following title, viz :
An act to amend an act, approved January 24th, 1872, entitled" An
act to authorize the clerk of ·the Nelson cit-cuit .court to make crossindex to deed books in his office."
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Said amendment was concurred in.
Mr. Ogilvie, from the select committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to provide for the representation of Warren county in corporations wherein said county may hold stock.
Which bill was read the fit-st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with, .
On motion of Mr. Blackburn,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on Railroads.
On motion of Mr. Anderson, leave was given to bring in
A bill in regard to certain streets in the city of Louisville .
. Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in the same.
Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to legalize the proceedings of the president and directors of
the Danville and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a thi.rd time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Varnon then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was passed. ·
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment by the several committees to whom the same were
referred, viz :
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend the articles of incorporation of the Irish Building
and Loan Association, of Louisville.
·
By sameAn. act to amend the charter of the town of Cynthiana, in Harriso'1
J
county.
By ·sameAn act to incorporate thr town of Beaver Dam, in Ohio county.

1·

I

By Mr. Garnett, from t,he Committee on the Judicia1·y_An act for t_h,e beny_~t of t~e ki_n~;e·d of Pierre Victor Eustache,
deceased, late of McCracken co.~nty.
,By same·
An act for the benefit o( Belleville H. Herndon. ·
By Mr. Lassin_g, from the Corr_imittee on Ways and Me~ns,An act fo; the benefit of W. E. Clelland, late sheriff of Mercer
,f,?Unty.,
· By Mr. Foote, from the Committee on_County CourtsAn act concerning the appoin'tme~t 'of a st;iperintendent and com- ·
missioner
of roads and bridge.s for Ohio county.
!J ! '
. •
By same.An act to authorize the poor-house commissioner of Ohio county
to sell t,h,e.~ld p~or-house ~r,op~rt,Y of said cou~ty.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on IQtern_al ImprovementAn · act to arne~d the char'te~ ~f the Georgetown and Paris ·Turn.pike R,oad Cotpp~_ny.
- By sameAn act toI amend
the charter of th.e Lexington
and Newtown Turn:t
;c • .
'
pike Road.
·
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act for the benefit of Joh~ Sc.ott,· of ~i~e county. ·
By Mr. Brown, from the Committee on County Courts.An act
t~ locate a~d define th~' county line 'between
Estill and
Lee
•
•
I
•
cou,nties.
By sameI
An act to authorize the sale of th.e poor-hous,e farm in Estill
county.
By Mr. Blakey, from the Committee 011 Corporate lnstitutiol)s- ·
An a~t to incorporate 'the c't ty ·~r M;ayfield. ··
.
.
t
i
,
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
Th~ .~,;1,~e of th,e House and constitution a! provi~ion as to t~e third
rel19in g 9f said bills being dispe11s!;ld wit4,
l:"""' • ' .1
·•
"..
.
·· Resolved, That said bills do pass, avd ~hat the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
l3ills were repprted by the sever11-I committe~s. who were directed
to' prepare and ,b ring in the same, of 'the following titles, viz : . .
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate lnstitutio.i~s!1, bill ,in ff!t~a,rd ~o CCrrtain s,treets in t_h~ city of Louisrme : .
--1
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By _Mr. (J;a,r,nett, from. ~he Com.~ittee ,on -~he J ~diciary,A bill to -aµiend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate St. Augustine Cemetery, near Lebanon."
By same_A b,ill for. tµe l;>enefit of Amold S . Hardy.
By Mr. Robertson, from the Co.i:o.rnittee o_n ReljgionA bill 1to p1~e,yent the sale of intoxicating liquors in, the Murphysv!pe pnecinct, ~n ,.\Vlason county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from a select committeeA bill for th~ Qenefit of J. C. Galhou~, late ~heriff of M;cCcacken
99un~y.
By Mr. Trafton, from t.he Committee on County CourtsA bill to submit to the qualified voters of Meade county the ques~
tion of removal of c9unty :,eat.
By Mr. Armstro_ng, from the Committee on Education....,,..
A bill for tq_e benefit of scqool district No. 46, in Mercer county.
By Mr. Moorman, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to prohibit the .sale of spirittHJUB. or intoxicating liquors at
.Mercer's Station, in Mublenburg county.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Co~porate In,stitutionsA bi!l to inco~porate the Rothrock Cofll ~:nd Mining Company.
By ~fr. Foote, from the Com!Di~tee on Cou~ty CourtsA bill to facilitate !he coll~ctior of d_elinqµent taxes in Ow.en
county.
By M1·. Blakey, fi:orp the Committee 011 ,_corporate In~titµitoµsA bill charter.i ng the Young Men's Savings Associat~on of New
Liberty, Owen county.
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts.
A bill for the bene6it of the Fal~outh and Claysville Turnpike
Road, in .Pendleton co,unty.
'
'
By sameA bill to em_P,ower the court of claims ,of Shelby county to levy an
ad(\ition11l ad valorem tax.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on Education4, ,bi1) tp repeal an ~ct, enti~led "An act to establish an institu.tion
of learning in the town of Hardinsville, in Shelby county."
By Mr. Foote, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill providing for copying the surveys, plats, and certificates of
"land in Warren county.
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By Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill to change the county line of Pulaski and Rockcastle counties.
By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to authorize the sale and conveyance of the property of the
Kendrick Institute, in Wayne county.
By Mr. Blakey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Williamsburg Geological and Mining
Company.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Scuflleto.wu' Fence Company," approved March 21, 1871.
By Mr. Cassilly, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of Mrs. V. W. Fishback.
By Mr . .McKenzie, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of S. H. Piles, late sheriff of Livingston
county.
By .M:r. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal Impl'OvementA bill to authorize the change of the State road at Cane creek
bridge, between Milburn and Columbus.
By Mr. Blakey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Augusta and Mount Olivet Turnpike
Road Company, in Bracken and RobertsQn counties.
By M1·. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to fix the time of holding the Garra1·d circuit court.
By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to enable the court of claims of Henry county-to pay county
indebtedness.
By Mr. McClure, from the Committee on· ReligionA bill to prohibit the sale of liquors in the town of Eminence,
Henry county.
By Mr. Jessee, from the Committee on Oharitable InstitutionsA bill for the benefit of Martha A. Hightower, a pauper lunatic.
By Mr. Thomas, from the Committee on Revised StatutesA bill to amend an act incorporating the Concord and .Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company.
By sameA bill to amend the act _incorporating the Cabin Creek Turnpike
Road Company.

W.
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By M1·. Rowlett, from the Committee on Claims-
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A bill for the benefit of Geo. P. Gillum, sheriff of Logan county.
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Blackburn, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Owensboro
and Russellville Railroad."
The last named biU without the expression of opinion thereon by
the committee.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being di spensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.

FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1873 .
The following petitions and remonstrances wern presented, viz:
By Mr. Speaker (McCreary)}. The petition of P. M. Doughty, praying the passage of a law
to make void a_U contracts for future fulfillment, except with merchants, unless reduced to writing.
By Mr. Waring2. The petition of citizens of Greenup county, asking to be relieved
of corporate taxation.
By Mr. Wright3. The remonstrance of certain citizens of Louisville, against the
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passage of a Senate bill to prohibit' cattle from runrling at' ·1arge in
Jefferson corlnty.
By Mr. Carpefiter- .
4. The renfd11strance of other citizens of Louisville, against tn~
passage of the same.
By Mr. Ferguson5. The remonstrance of oth'er citi~en·s of Louisville, against ' tlfe .
passage of the same .
By .M.r. E. Polk Johnso·n6. The remonstrance of other citizens of Louisville, against the
passage of the same·.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referred- ·
the 1st and 2d to the Committee on Revised Statutes, and the ·ad, 4tn,
5th, and 6th to the Co1hinittee on County courts.
Leave of absence, indefinite1y, was granted to Messrs. S. ri.
Sanders, McEiroy, Webb, and Garnett.
On motion of Mr. Thomas,
Oi·dered, That a committee, consisting of Messrs. Thomas, W. H.
Evans, and Little, be appointed, to act in conjunction with sucli
committee as may be appointed by the Senate, to wait on the Governor and request him to return, unsigned, to the Senate, ~n enrolled
bill, which originated in this House, of the following title, viz:
An act in relation to the Cabin Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester
Turnpike Road Company.
Afte1· a time, said committee reported that they had discharged that
duty, and returned the bill to the Senate.
On motion of Mr. Griffith,
Ordered, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking to withdraw
therefrom the announce-ment of the' disagreement by this House to
the passage of a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
Ari act authorizing the Woffe' c'frcilit court to allow certain gu'a:rd
claims, and directing the Auditor of ·Public Acc·o,ints to pay' the
same!
The message having been delivered to the Seriate, said bill was ·
returned and laid upon th.e Clerk's table .
And thereupon Mr. Griffith moved to re.consider the ·vote by whfoh
said bill was disagreed to. '
A message was received from the Senate, arrrio'uncing' thirt'·they "'
had received official info1·mation from the Governo'f that lie·· h·dd
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·approved and signed e?rolled bills, which ori&;inated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz: .
An act for the benefit of William E. Paull, jailer of Cumberland
county.
An act for the benefit of James Walters, committee of Polly Plewman, an idiot of Estill county.
An act to authorize the city of Hickman to subscribe and pay for
stock in the Mississippi River Levee Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts respecting the town of Hickman ," approved
March 18, 1854.
An act to amend the charter of the Frankfort Lumber, Brick, and
Implement Manufacturing Company.
An act empowering the board of trustees of the town of Ashland
to purchase lands and establish a public park.
An act to authorize the Grant county court to sell the poor-house
farm in said county.
An act to define the boundary line of the town of P,restonsburg,
and submitting to a vote of the citizens thereof the question of regulating the sale of spirituous and vinous liquors therein.
An act to change the time of holding the county court of Jessamine county.
An act to amend the charter of the Spring Station Railway Company.
An act to incorporate the Owingsville Depot Turnpike Road Company, in Bath county.
An act to authorize William A. Varney to erect a mill-dam across
Pond· creek, in Pike county.
An act to incorporate the Pomeroy Coal Company.
An a ct for the benefit of Farish Arnett, sheriff of Magoffin county.
An act to incorporate the Tobacco Bank and Warehouse Company,.
of Covington.
An act to incorpornte the Bank of Lagrange.
And that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the severnl acts in relation to the city of Frankfor.t," approved March 16, 1869.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read: a . s,econd
time.
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The rule of the HouJe and constitutional p_rovision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Corporate
Institutions.
Bills were reported by the committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Griffith, from th e Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of R. T. McGiauling.
By Mr. Cassilly, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of Sally Sanders.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrnssed and_read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provisio n a·s to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
'
• M1·. Ogilvie moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved. That the sessions of this House, from and after March 24th,
begi{!ning at 9:20 A. M. and ending at 2 P. M., shall be devoted exclusively to the consideration of the revision of the statutes, after the call for
petitions and r emonstrances shall have bee11 made each day. From and
after said date this House will hold evening sessions, excepting Saturdays,
beginning at 7:30 P. M., for the purpoRe of considering the reports from
the regular and select committees: Provided, The orders of the day shall
be called every Tuesday and Thursday night, to the exclusion of other
busin ess. Said evening sessions to be continued until otherwise ordered
by a majority vote of this House.
Which was adopted:
Mr. Bates moved to reconsider the vote _by which said resolution
was ad'opted.
Mr. Ogilvie moved .to suspend the rules aqd take up said motion.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Ogilvie, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being taken thereon, under the rule, were as
follows, viz:
Those ·w ho voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Fe1·guson, E. A. Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
George W. Anderson, E. A. Graves,
J, R. S!!-nders,
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A. C. Armstrnng,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,·
A. S. Arnold,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,. ·
R. Tarv. Baker,
'.Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,'
W. N. Beckham,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,.
L. W . Lassing,
J. S. Taylor,
J.C. S . Blackburn,
J. S. Lawson,
C ..W. Threlkeld,
G. W . Little,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
·Joseph T. Tucker,
John S. Carpenter,
J.C . Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
W. A. Morin,
J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
C.H. Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. White,
R. L. Uooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
Mordecai Williams,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N . Phelps,
J. N. Woods, '
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-60.
Those who voted in the negative, wereW.R. Bates,
Joseph P. Foree,
William J. McElroy,
James B. Fitzpatrick, James Garnett,
George M. Thomas-6.
Mr. Rowlett then moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the
table.
I
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirrµative.·
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who· were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of the heirs of Mary _Scott, of Jessamine
county .
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
WHERE AS, In consideration of taxes paid, it is the duty of a government to furnish every citizen thereof witli protection for life, liberty, and
property; and whereas, Mrs. Mary Scott, of the county of Jessamine,
was ejected from her farm in said county by the United States military
authorities in the spring of 1863, an'd the said farm was used by them, as
a mili tary post, until after the close of the recent war, and she was
d eprived of her home, and any right of occupancy thereof; and whereas,
she has departed this life; therefore,
§ 1. B e it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, authorized and
r eqnired to draw his warrant on the Treasury in favor of the heirs of the
aforesaid Mary Scott for the sum of one hundred and forty dollars ($140),
to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated;
that being the amount she was required to pay, and that she did pay, to
the State for taxes for revenue purposes in the years 1863, 1864, and 1865,
on the lands of which the United States had forcible possession at the
time, and through the years named.
§ 2. That this act shall ta].re effect from its,passage.
Ordered, That said bill be 1·ead a second time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading· of ·said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then put, "Shall the bill be. engrossed and read
a third time?" and it was decided in the negative.
The y~as and nays being requil'ed t~ereon by Messrs. Brown and
Arnold, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
Mat. Nunan,
WiUiam Brown,
Harry I. Todd,
Hiram S. Powell,
B. E. CassiHy,
Mordecai Williams,
M. Woods Ferguson, C. C. Scales,
J. N. Woods-13.
,Clinton Gl'iffith,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (l.Vl'Creary)J a mes B. Fitzpatrick, Le,vis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
George W. Anderson, James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
A. C. Armstrong,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Th1·elkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Bryan S. McClure,
L. "'vV. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. J. McElroy,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
Robert M. ·Carlisle,
J.C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H . Woolfolk,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-46.
John W. Dyer,
A nd so said bill wa~ rejected.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the ;ame, reported
A bill to pay expenses for certain services rendered by the Sergeant-at-Arms of House of Representatives.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed wit!:i,
· Mr. Jessee offered an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrnssed and read a third
time.
Said bill, as ~mended, being engrossed, was read a third time as
follows, viz :
WHEREAS, An investigation by a special committee of the House of
.Representatives in regard to certain rumors as to the Feeble-minded
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Institute, and that the expenses of said investigati·on committee, including mileage and per diem of witnesses, amounted to the sum of four
hundreq and twenty dollars and thirty-seven cents; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General A.ssembly of the Commonwealt h of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts draw his warrant on the Treasurer
in favo r of R. A. Thomson for the sum of four hundred and twenty dollars and thirty-seven cents, 'to be paid out of any money in the Treasury
not othen vise appropriated.
·
§ 2. This act to take effect from and after its passage.

The question was then taken on the passage of ·said bill, and it
was decided in the affii·mative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz .:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Crnary)James B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
Julian N . Phelps,
George vV. Anderson, Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
E. A. Graves,
s ·amuel .M. Sanders,
W. R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
W . N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
Wm. Sellers,
Jo hn. A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, George M . Thomas, ,
Ch urch H. Blakey,
T. J . Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
G. W. Little,
L. W . Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
J . J. McAfee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
B. E. Cassilly,
Bryan S. McClure,
'T. W. Var-non,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, J. L . Waring,
C. M . Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
J . M. White,
.R . L. Cooper,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
John W . Dyer,
W .' A. Morin,
J. N . Woods,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
W . H.' Evans,
M . Woods Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,·
J.M. Wright-63.
In the negative, J. E . Cosson-1. .
Resolved, That the title of said .bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claima, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Mrs. Russell Kavanaugh,
Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that the same ought not to pass .
The question was then taken on the motion to reconsider the vote
by which said bill was rejected, and it was decided in the negative.
i'Ir. Cassilly, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referre~
a bill from the Senate, entitled
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An act directing the Auditor to pay certain guard claims in Powell
county,
Reported the same with an amendment, which was adopted.
The question was then taken, "Shall ,the bill, as amended, be read
. a third time?" and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Cassilly, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Henry F. Armendt, of Ohio county.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz :
§ I. B e it ena.cted by the General Assembly of the Commonwea.ltl! of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby directed, and authorized
to pay to said Armendt the amount allowed by the Butler Circuit Court
for said presses and cases, to-wit: the sum of four hundred and seventysix ($476) dollars, out of any money in tbe Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. This act ~hall take effect from and after its passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision a s to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time. .
I
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being en- ·
grossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative, not having received the constitutional
majority.
The yeas and nay/being required there.on in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpa'.trick, C. C. Scales,
G. W. Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
William Sellers,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
George M. Thomas,
· John A. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
... W . .13. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
William Brown,
J. L . Nall,
C.H. Webb,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
J. M. White,
i B. E. Cassilly,
Julian ·N. Phelps,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods-39.
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)George M. Jessee,
E. A. Robertson,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders, .
James S . Chrisman,
Bryan S . McClure,
James W. Snyder,
J.E. Cosson,
William J . McE!roy, Joseph T. Tucker,
John W. _D yer,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
J oseph P. Foree,
J . C. Moorman,
. S. H. Woolfolk,
James Garnett,
W. A . Morin,
J.M. Wright-26.
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Brown moved the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That a committee of five members from this House, to be
named by the Speaker, be appointed, to inquire into anq report all the
facts in connection with the colleetion of the claim of this State against
the United States for military supplies and arms furni shed to the United
States Government before, during, and since the war, and by what
a uthority th e Commissioners of the Sinking Fund or the Quarter-Master
General of the State employed attorneys to collect said claim. They will
inquire into the kind and character of service rendered, the sums paid
t herefor, and report as early as practicable. The committee sha11 have
authority to send for persons and papers.

Which was adopted.
'

And thereupon the Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs.
Garnett, Clay, Little, E. Polk Johnson, and Bates.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to first, and adopted the second, third, fourth, and fifth
amendments proposed by this House to the action of the Senate on
the report of the joint committee on the report of the Commissioners
to revise the Statutes.
Mr. Todd then moved that the House recede from said proposed
amendment so disagreed to.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Todd, it was
decided in the negative.
Mr. Foree then moved that the House do insist on their said proposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Foree, it was
decided in the affirmative.
This action of the House being communicated to the Senate, a
message was received therefrom, announcing that they adhered to
their disagreement to said proposed amendment, and that they had
appointed a committee of conference on the subject of said disagreement.
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And thereupon, on motion of M1·. Varnon, a committee of conference, viz : Messrs. Varnon, Todd, and Scales, were appointed, to act
in conjunction with the committee of the Senate, upon the subject
of said disagreement; and they were directed tq so inform the Senate.
Mr. McElroy, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in theSenate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of John T . Ratcliff and Samuel P. Ratcliff,
of Carter county;
An act to incorporate Ivy Lodge, No. 21, .\{.nights of Pythias;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Hopkinsville;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Cecilian
College, in Hardin county ; "
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act in relation to official
sales in Boyle and Lincoln counties," approved March 7, 187i;
An act to incorporate Greensburg Lodge of Free and Accepted
York Masons;
An act to amend the chat!ter of the Mount Freedom and Jessamine
' County TU:rnpike Road Company; ·
An act to amend an act approved March 23, 1871, entitled "An
act to amen<l the law in relation to county judges," approved Febru_ary 13, 1858;
An act to authorize Samuel Salyer, of M1:1-goffin county, to adopt
John P. Siner as a legal heit--at-law;
Au act authorizing the .Marshall county' court to issue bonds and
levy a tax to build or repair bridges in said county;
An act to repeal an act amending the charter of Nicholasville,
approve'cl January G, 1871;
An act fo1· the benefit of the Louisville Medical College;
An act ~uthorizing the city council of Frankfort to make a subscription to the Lawrenceburg sufferers;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre,sentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the 'charter of the Carrollton and Eagle Creek
'Turnpike Road Company;
An act to provide for a geological -survey and mineralogical survey
-of the St'ate;
An act to authorize certain counties in this Commonwealth to
purchase land for right of way and depot gi·ounds, and lease the
isame to the trustees of the Cincinnati Southern Railway;
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An act to incorporate the Miners' Union of Boyd an(Carter counties;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to change the lines between the counties of Letche1· and Harlan; "
An act authorizing the county court of Butler county to establish a
ferry on Green river, in said county;
An act to fix the boundary of the town of Mt. Sterling, in Montgomery county;
An act to prohibit the s~le of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquot·s
within one mile of Mt. Zion Church, Clark county;
An act to provide for defining and marking the line betwee~ the
counties of Crittenden and Caldwell;
An act to incorporate the Antioch and Burdett's Mill Turnpike
Road Company, in Garrard county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Trustees of the Lancaster Presbyterian Church;"
An act to authorize the county courts of Scott and Franklin counties to compel persons to keep stock off of public roads;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the S_peaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. McElroy inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Cassilly, from the Committee on Claim:;;, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of S. M. Goble, of Carter county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being disp ensed with,
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of
the hour for taking up a special order.
The House then, according to order, resumed the further consideration of the report from the Senate of thefr action on the report of
the Joint Comm\ttee on the report of the Commissioners to revise the
statutes.
The amendment offered by Mr. Blakey to section 9, article 1, chapter 19, title _"Common Schools," was then rejec~ed.
Article 1 of said chapter was then adopted.
Mr. Blackburn then moved to strike out article 2 of said ch apter.
Pending the consideration thereof, the hour of adjoiunment, under
the rule, anived,
And then the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in_ the amendment proposed by the House to a b_ill,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the Louisville Industrial Exposition, and
to amend the charter thereof.
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act fo1· the benefit of Alice Rodgers.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Daviess
County 1\.gricultural and Mechanical Association."
An act for the benefit of James Ficklin, sheriff of Montgomery
county.
An act for the benefit of James W. Carpenter, of Ballard county.
An act to incorporate the Paducah Germanica Musical Society .
.An act for the benefit of Gip Taylor and N:ace Waller, former
sheriffs of Union county.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Rockcastle county.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Levi
Kash, judge of the Wolfe county and quartedy courts," approved
March 6, 1868.
An act ,to incorporate Brothers' Lodge, No. 132, Independent
Order of Odd Fellows, of Owensboro.
An act to incorporate Daniel Boone Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias, in the city of Louisville.
An act to authorize the county court of Bourbon county to pay Geo .
. · M. Hibler, circuit clerk of sa~d county, for continuing index and
cross-index of suits in said court.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 45, in Ballard
county.
An act to incorporate the Alexandria Cemetery Company, in
Campbell county.
AIL act to amend an act to incorporate the Highland Racing Park
Association.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to incorporate the Boone Mining and Manufacturing Company,'" approved February 13, 1873.
An act to incorporate the Evansville and Henderson Railroad
Packet O9mpany.
An act for the benefit of Wm. H. Fitzpatrick, sheriff of Floyd
county for the years 1871 and 1872.
An act to organize Urania school district, in Barren county.
An act for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, late sheriff of Olay
county.
I
An act for the benefit of John A. Lafferty, late sheriff of Ha1·rison county.
An act for the benefit of the Glasgow Railroad.
An act for the benefit of John W. Duncan, sheriff of Wayne
county.
An act for the benefit of John L. Slavin, former sheriff of Garrard county.
An act for the benefit of cqmmon schools in Kentucky.
An act to incorporate the Fox Creek and Washington County
Turnpike Road Company.
..
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Bourbon Female College,
approved March 14,'1872.
An act to incorporate the Paris Harmonic S~ciety, of Paris.
An act to authorize the school commissioner of Campbell county
to redistrict the school districts of said county, and to repeal an
act, entitled ''An act to provide for the redistricting the school districts of Campbell county," approved March 5th, 1872.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Little Benson and Lane's Mill Turnpike Road Company," approved
March 20th, 1871.
An act to amen~ the charter of the Shelbyville and Louisville
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Nicholasville and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company.
An act amending an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt Lick,
Tollsboro, and Maysville Turnpike Road Company.
An act to exempt certain persons in Fayette and Scott counties
from_work on public roads. ·
An act to amend the charter of the Elizabethtown and Paducah Railroad Company.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Owensboro
and Russellville Railroad Company."
An act to incorpornte Phantom Lodge, No. 15, of the Knights
of Pythias.
An act in relation to the Cabin Ct'eek, Sand Hill, and Manchester Turnpike Road Company.
~n act_,,to amend the charter of the town of Frenchburg, in Menifee
county.
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville House of Refuge.
An act to incorporate the Union Agricultural and Mechan,cal Assotion, near Fort Jefferson, in Balla.rd county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Brooksville, in Bracken
county.
With amendment to the last six named bills.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. ,An act to 'prevent live stock of all kinds from running at large
in Mason and Fleming counties.
2. An act for the benefit of William Paull, William Dayton_, and
William Hubble, of Robertson county:
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Oi·dered, That the same be referl'ed to the Committee on County
Courts.
, Leave of absence, fndefinitely, was granted to Messrs. E . Polk
Johnson, Powell, Blakey, Allen, Taylor, and Morin.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Threlkeld!. A bill to amend an act, passed and approved January 26, 1871,
entitled "An act to authorize the Owen county court to subscribe
stock in the Owenton and Stamping Ground T·urnpike Road Company." On motion of Mr. Baker2. A bill to amend the law in relation to county treasurer of -Campbell county.
On motion of same3. A bill to amend the charter of the district of Highlands.
On motion of same4. A bill for the benefit of Charles . Moorman, of Campbell county.
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On motion of Mr. Little5. A bill for the benefit of Joel Wilder, of Whitley county.
On motion of same6; A bill for the benefit of Joseph L. McCarty, assignee of E. F.
Adkins, of Whitley county.
On motion of same7. A bill to amend the law in relation to jail guards in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Bates8. A bill to change the time for electing the officers of the South
Kentucky Fair Ground Association .
On motion of Mr. Williams9. A bill to incorporate the Eastern Kentucky Land Mining, Man •
,ufacturing, ~nd Transportation Company.
On motion of same10. A bill to define and enlarge the boundaries of the town of
Ashland.
On motion of Mr. PotterI 1. A bill to amend section 4, chapter 43, of'the Revised Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Brnoks12. A bill to create an additional precinct in B~llitt county.
On motion of same13. A bill to require the prepayment by the plaintiff of the leg al
fees in all' civil actions, when such process is sent out of the county
for service in which the action is pending.
On motion of Mr. J. R. Sanders14. A bill regulating the building of hotels, theatres, churches,
factories, and other buildings where persons congregate.
On motion of Mr. Todd15. A bill to ii1eorporate the Frankfort Operative Mercantile Busi•
ness House.
On motion of Mr. Sellers16. A bill for the benefit of Wm. Bradford Jennings, of Garrard
county.
On motion of same17. A bill to cause banks in this Commonwealth to pay a county
tax.
On motion of same18. A bill to amend an act, entitled- "An act. to reduce into one
the several acts in regard to the town of Lancaste_r."
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On motion of same1~. A bill to provide for the building of good school-houses in
Garrard county.
On motion of Mr. Jones20. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in
Graves county.
On motion of Mr. Waring21. A bill to relieve certain parties in the town of Greenup from
municipal taxation.
0 n motion of same22. A bill to regulate the tolls on the Greenup fert'y.
On motion of same23. A bill to amend the charter of the Eastern Kentucky Railway
Company.
On motion of Mr. Phelps24. A bill resubmitting to the qualified voters of Morgantown, and
within one half mile of the corporate limits thereof, the question of
prohibition or no prohibition of the sale of spirituous, vinous, or
malt liquors in the limits thereof.
On motion of Mr. Varnon25. A bill for the benefit of W. G. Saunders, sheriff of Lincoln
county.
On motion of Mr. Brown26: A bill to establish a graded school in distl'ict No. 1, in Jessamine county.
On motion of same27. A bill to authorize the trustees of Bethel Academy, in Jessamine county, to sell or lease, for common school purposes, to the
trustees of common school district No. 1, in said county, th~ property
now held in trust for said academy.
On motion of Mr. Woolfolk28. A bill to ·incorporate the town of Nortonsville, in Hopkins
courity.
.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in the 1st, 9th, 15th, 18th, and 28th; the Committee on the
Judiciary the 2d, 3d, 4th, 8th, 10th, 13th, 14th, and 20th; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the 5th, 6th, 12th, 16th, and
24th; the Committee on Revised Statutes the 7th, 21st, and 22d; the
Committee on County Courts tp.e 11th; the Committee on Banks the
17th; the Committee on Education the 19th, 26th, and 27th; the
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Committee on Raikoads the 23d, and the Committee on Ways and
Means the 25th.
Mr.· Olay read and laid on the table the following joint resolution,
viz:
Resolved by the Genei-al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when this General Assembly adjourns on Monday, the - day of
April, 1873, it will adjourn sine die.
On motion of Mt·. Olay, he is excused from serving on the com~ittee appointed under the resolution offered by Mr. Brown on yesterday, directing an inquiry into certain payments for services rendered
in obtaining claims against the General Government, and Mr. Beckham is appointed thereon in his stead.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on RailrnadsA bill to amend the charter of the Big Sandy Valley Railroad
Company.
By Mr. At·mstrong, from the O.ommittee on E_d ucationA bi,11 for the benefit of school district No. 34, in Garrard county. Which bills were read th e first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engroesed and read a third time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Wright, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend chapter 47 of the Revised Statutes, entitled
. "Husband and Wife,"
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Threlkeld offered an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
Said bill, as amended, was read a third time as follows, viz :

...

§ 1. Be it enactBd by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That section 4, article 2, chapter 47, of the .Revised Statutes, be so amended
as to read as follows:
§ 4. "Where the husband abandons the wife, and lives separate and apart
from her, or abandons her and leaves the State, without making sufficient
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provision for her maintenance; or where he is confined in the penitentiary for an unexpired t erm of more than one year; or where he becomes
permanently deranged in his mind so as to be incapable of managing his estate
or transacting ordinary business, the wife may, by petition in equity, he
empowered to use, enjoy, and sell, for her own benefit, any property she
may acquire thereafter. or may have acquired, or inherited, since the
abandonment or leaving the State, or becoming unable to transact business
from mental derangement; to make contracts, sue and be sued, as a single
woman; and also to recover in her own name any property, debt, or_
choses in action, to which she is entitled, or to which the husband is
entitled in her r ight. She may also be empowcl'ed to sell and convey,
by her own deed, any of her real estate freed from any claim of her hus band, or dispose of the same by will: Provided, That in case insanity is
the cause of such incapability, he shall have been adjudged a lunatic by a
competent jury.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Speaker
McCreary and Chrisman, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
W . H. Evans,
William Sellers,
W . W. Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, George M. Thomas,
G. W. Bailey,
0. D. Foote,
0. W. Threlkeld,
W. R . Bates,
Joseph P . Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Joseph T. Tucker,
J. 0 . S. Blackburn,
Geol'ge M . Jessee,
T . W. Vamon,
Wm. F. Bond,
G. W. Little,
J. l,. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
J.M. White,
William Bl'own,
M. E . McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
Robert M_. Carlisle,
Mat. Nunan,
.T. N. Woods,
John P. Rowlett,
S. H. Woolfolk,
0 . M. Olay,jr.
J-ohn W. Dyer,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J . M. Wrigp.t-36.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr.Speaker (M'01'eary)Clinto0n Griffith,
J . L. Nall,
A. 0 . Al'mstl'ong,
Thomas M. Johnson, John W. Ogilvie,
S . 0 . Bell,
T. J. Jones,
Julian N. Phelps,
James S. Chrisman,
L. W. Lassing,
Lewis Potter,
R. L. Cooper,
J . S. Lawson,
J. R . Sanders,
J.E. Cosson,
Bryan S. McClUl'e,
James W. Snyder,
E. A. Graves,
J . C. Moorman,
C. H. Webb-21.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as afornsaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed a bill,_which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Big Sandy Valley Railrnad
Company.
Mr. Varnon, from the joint committee of conference on the subject of
the disagreement between the two Houses in regard to the first amend-
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mont proposed by this House to the action of the Senate on the matter ·
of the revision of the statutes, made the following report, viz :
Th e joint committee appointed by the two Houses, to confer on the
disagreement of the two Houses in relation to the amount to be paid to
t he Assistant Auditor, and the Clerks in the Auditor's Office, have -had
the same under consideration, and respectfully submit the following
r eport, viz : 1 .
.A.mend section 2, article 1, line 14, by inserting between the words
'' thousand " and "dollars," the words "two hundred and fifty;" and in
line 15, after the word "of," strike out " $11,000," and insert " $9,500," so
that that part of the section will then read, commencing in the 13th line,
a nd after the word "Governor," "he shall have power to appoint one
assistant, whose salary shall be two thousand two hundred arid fifty
dollars per annum; and the further sum of ni~e thousand five hundred
dollars ($9,500) is hereby allowed to the Auditor annually, to enable him
to employ and pay such clerks as he may deem necessary for the proper
d ischarge of the business of his office."
.A.. GA.LL.A.TIN TALBOTT, .
(Jfiairrnan Senate Cfl"""'' fff P.P. ,

JNO. J. GATEWOOD,
K. F . PRICH.A.RD,
THOS. W. V .A.RNON,
H. I. TODD,
C. C. SCALES.
· A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted the report of the committee of conference aforesaid.
The House then took up the said report.
And the question being taken on the adoption thereof, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas a.nd nays being require.cl thereon unde1· a rule of the
House, were as follows, viz :
Those ·who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote ,
James W. Snyder,
A. S . Arnold,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, Harry I. Todd,
vV. R. Bates,
Ge orge M . Jessee,
L. W. Trafton,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
vVm. F. Bond,
J. J . .l\foAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
J . L. Nall,
J. L . Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
Julian N. Phelps,
C. H. Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.
John P. Rowlett,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
J. P. Sacksteder,
J. N. Woods,
85-H. R,
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John W. Dyer,
J. R. Sanders,
J.M. Wright-31.
M. Woods Ferguson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
J.C. Moorman,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
W. N . Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson, Lewis Potter,
S°. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
William Sellers,
W. B. M. Brooks,
L. W. Lassing,
George M. Thomas,
Rpbert M. Carlisle,
G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J.E. Cosson,
Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
W. H. Evans,
M. ·E. McKenzie,
S. H. Woolfolk-24.
And so, under a rule of the House, the Speaker declared said
report to be disag1·eed to.
The House then, according to order, resumed the consideration of
the report from the Senate of their action on the report of the joint
c9mmittee on the report of the Commissioners to revise the Statutes .
. Mr. Clay offered a substitute for article two of chapter nineteen,
title " Common Schools," and the amendment proposed thereto by
Mr. Blackburn, to which substitute Mr. Goodloe offered an amendment; but Mr. Clay subsequently, on leave of the House, withdrew
his said amendment.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amend~ent
proposed by Mr. Blackburn, to-wit: to strike out all of article two
of chapter nineteen, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foote and
Brown, were as follows, viz :

if
I

Those who voted in the affirn:iative,wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)James S. Chrisman,
L. W. Lassing,
W . .w. Ayers,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J.C. Moorman,
G. W. Bailey,
R. L. Coope1·,
Lewis Potter,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
L. W. Trafton,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Gra~es,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
C. H. Webb-20.
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
J. S. Lawson,
William Sellers,
A. S. Arnold,
G. W . Little,
James W. Snyder,
W. R: Bates,
J. J. McAfee,
George M. Thomas,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld~
W. B. M. Brooks,
.M. E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
J. L. Nall,
T . W. Varnon,
J.E. Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
J. L. Waring,
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Mordecai Williams,
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C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
J. N. Woods,
Wm. Cassias Goodloe, J P. Sacksteder,
S. H. Woolfolk,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. Sanders,
.J.M. Wright-36.
Pending the consideration of said article, the hour for adjournment,
under the rule, arrived.
And then the House adjourned.

'•

MONDAY, MARCH 24, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An ~ct to prohibit the sale of vinous, spirituous, or malt liquors in
Nelson county, or in the incorporated towns in said county.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Rebeckah Benevolent Society, of Covington."
."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate St. Augustine Cemetery, near Lebanon."
• An act to incorporate the Baptist Church at Elkton, Todd county.
An act for the benefit of J. C. Calhoun, late sheriff of McCracken
county.
An act for the benefit of Geo. P. Gillum, sheriff of Logan count~.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
Crittenden county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Marion, in Crittenden
county.
An act to provide for organizing and establishing a system of public schools in Winchester.
·
An act to authorize the county of Hickman to raise a sinking fund
for county purposes.
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An act to authorize the voters of the town of CHnton to vote upon
proposition as to whether ardent spirits shall be sold within the corporate limits of f'.!aid town, and to prohibit the sale of the same.
'W ith amendments to the last five named bills.
And that they had passed bills of the following· titles, viz :
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Wm.
H. Miller and others, sureties of Q. C. Sh-anks, late sheriff of Ohio
county," approved February 3d, 1870.
2. An act authorizing druggists to sell spirituous liquors by retail
in the town of West Liberty.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills· being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Ways
and Means, and the 2d to the Committee on Religion.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Asi;;istant Secretary of State, announcing that the Gove1·nor had approved
and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to add part of Adafr to
Casey county." .
An act to incorporate the Press Printing Company.
An act authorizing R. B. Lovell, late sheriff of Lewis county, to
_list uncollected fee bills and tax receipts with constables in Lewis
county for collection.
An act to incorporate the Odd Fellowis' Temple Association of
· Louisville.
'
An act to incorporate Ivy Lodge, No. 21, Knights of Pythias.
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals.
An act to further amend the cha1'ter of the Newport and Cincin nati Bl'idge C9mpany.
An act to incol'porate the Auburn Building and Loan Association .
An act to amend a1i act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the city of Augusta, in Bracken county."
An act to amend the charte1· of the town of Monticello, and to
regulate the traffic in spirituous liquors therein . .
An act to amend the charter of the town of Elizabethtown.
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An act to de.fine the boundary line between the counties of Rockcastle and Jackson.
An act to authorize the trustees of the town of Co!umbia to sell
and convey part of Jefferson alley, in said town.
An act for the benefit of Henry C. Fitzpatrick, collector of the
revenue of Floyd county for the year 1870.
An . act for the benefit ·of J eremiah Overton, an idiot, of Wayne
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Big
Sandy Highway Bridge Company."
An act to exempt the property of the Danville Theological Seminary from taxation for certain purposes.
An act for the benefit of J. F . Hatten; committee of George Clay
(an idiot), of Lawrence county.
An act to incorporate the Masonic Temple Company of Owensboro.
An act to charter the Elizabethtown and Middle Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Twelve-mile and California Turnpike
Road 9ompany, in Campbell county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Catlettsburg.
An act for the benefit 1of John E. Abbott, administrator of D. C.
Doran, late sheriff of Hart county.
An act to prohibit the granting of license for the sale of spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors in the town of Butler, or within one mile
-thereof.
An act to permit John William,; to erect a mill-dam across Tl'Oublesome creek, in Perry county.
An act fot· the benefit of Gabe Hays, of the county of Breathitt.
An act concerning the public roads in Hardin county.
An act to authorize the Butler county court to establish a ferry on
Green river, near Morgantown, at or near" Morrison's Old Ferry."
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 5, in the
county of Barren.
An act to prevent the destmction of fish in Salt river, in Anderson
county.
An act for the benefit of S. S. Farris, sheriff of Barren county.
_ An act to amend the charter of the town of Germantown, in
Bracken and Mason counties.
An act for the benefit of common schools of Johnson county.
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An act for the benefit of school district No. 44, in· Campbell county.
An act to declare War creek, i-n Breathitt county, a navl.gable
stream.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Hodgenville . and Elizabethtown Turnpike Road Company," approved March 9, 1868.
An act for the benefit of J. T. Freeman, of Whitley county.
An act for the benefit of the unfinished turnpike roads in Henry
county.
An act for the benefit of Amos Davis, sheriff of Morgan county.
An act to authorize the trustees of Russellville to appoint an inspector and weigher of coal.
An act authorizing the jailer of Fayette county to appoint an additional deputy jailer.
An act for the benefit of H. W Eggleston, of Kenton county.
.
An act defining the boundary line between the counties of Har,lan
and Bell.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Blandville and Cairo ·Turnpike Road Company," approved March 6, 1868.
An act for the benefit of Jqhn H. Pemberton, of Whitley county.
An act for the benefit of James W. Wills, sr., of Menifee county.
An act authorizing the county court of Butler county to establish a
ferry on Green river, in said county.
An act to incorporate the Antioch and Burdett's Mill Turnpike
Road Company, in Garrard county.
·An act to provide for a geological survey and mineralogical survey
of the State.
An act to authorize the county courts of Scott and Franklin counties to compel persons to keep stock off of public roads.
An act to amend the charter of the Carrollton and Eagle Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to provide for defining and marking the line between the
counties of Crittenden and Caldwell.
An act to fix the boundary of the town of Mt. Steding, in Montgomery county.
An act to incorporate the Miners' Union of Boyd and Carter counties.
An act to repeai an act, entitled '' An act to change the lines between the counties of Letcher and Harlan."
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An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile of Mt. Zion Church, Clark county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Trustees of the Lancaster Presbyterian Church."
An act for the benefit of John M. Hunley, committee of Henry
Yarbro, an idiot.
An a:ct in relation to the assessme~t and collection of turnpi~e
taxes in Lewis county.
·
An act in relation to the granting tavern license in the Vanceburg
election precinct, in Lewis county. ·
An act to regulate the taking up of pro'perty found adrift upon _certain rivers in this Commonwealth.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, ·was granted to M1·. Foote.
On motion of Mr. Foote, he is excused from further service on the
joint committee on the report of the Commissioners to revise the·
Statutes.
The House then, according to order, resumed the consideration of
the report from the Senate of their action on the report of the joint
committee on the report of the Commissioners to revise t_he statutes.
Article 2 of chapter 19, title "Common Schools," was adopted.
Mr. Tucker then moved to reconsider the vote by which article 2
was adopted.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Tucker, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Rowlett then offered a substitute, by way of amendment, for
article 2 of said chapter.
Mr. Varnon moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon l:iy Messrs. Brown and
Thomas, were as follows, viz:.
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)C. M. Clay, jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
W. R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell, ·
L. W. Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W •. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McA.fee,
T. W. Varnon,
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C.H. Webb,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Brown,
J.M. White,
M. E. McKenzie,
W.W. Bush,
S. H. W oolfolk-40.
J. L. Nall,
Robert M. Cal'lisle,
James S. Chrisman,
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. L. Cooper,
G. W. Little,
.T. L. Waring,
VV. H. Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai WiHiams,
William Sellers,
J. N. ,voods-11.
C . •D. Foote,
Joseph P. Foree,
George M. Thomas,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute, by
way of amendment, propo;:;ed by Mr. Rowlett, and it was decid.ed in
t he affirmative.
,
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Thomas, vvere as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
G. W. Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
vV. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
T . J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
S . C. Bell,
W. B. M. Brooks,
L. W. Lassing,
L . W. Trnfton,
W. W. Bush,
J. J. McAfee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E . McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White-31.
C. M. C!ay,jr.,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. vV. Ayers,
J. S. Lawson·,
George M. Thomas,
W.R. Bates,
G. W. Little,
J . L. Waring,
,vmiam Brown,
Bryan S. iVIcClure,
C.H. Webb,
J.E. Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai Williams,
W. H. Evans,
John W . Ogilvi.e,
J. N. Woods,
James B. Fitzpat1·ick, William Sellers,
S. H. Woolfolk,
E. A. Graves,
James W. Snyder,
J.M. Wright-22.
Clinton Griffith,
Mr. Clay then moved to recon sid er the vote by which the amendment (substitute) proposed by Mr. Ro wlett was adopted.
Mr. Graves moved to lay the motio n of Mr. Clay on the table.
And the question being taken on th e motion of Mr. Graves, it was
decided in the affirma\ive.
T he yeas and nays being required 'thereon by Messrs. Brown a nd
Thomas, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr. Speaker(lVI'Creary)R. L . Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
A. 0. Armstrong, :

\
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A. S. Arnold,
C. D. Foote,
Joh:n P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
James W. Snyder,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
L. W. Lassing,
T. W. Varnon,
W.W. Bush,
J. J. McAfee,
C.H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-38.
C. M. Clay, jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. R. Bates,
J. S. Lawson,
George M. Thomas,
William Brown,
G. W. Little,
J. L. Waring,
J. E . Cosson,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
W. H . Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
James B. Fitzpatrick, William Sellers,
S. H. Woolfolk-15.
A1·ticle 2 of chapter 19, as amended, was then adopted.
Article 3 of same chapter was then taken up and adopted.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Sellers, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Creary)J ohn W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S . Arnold,
James B. Fitzpat_rick, William Sellers,
W.W . Ayer.i,
C. D. Foote,
James W. Snyder,
Joseph P. Foree,
George M. Thomas,
G. W. Bailey,
W. R . .Bates,
E. A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
W . N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Wm. F . Bond,
L. W . Lassing,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S . Lawson,
J. L. W,aring',
W.W. Bush,
G ..W. Little,
C.H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McK.enzi~,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay,jr.
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
J. E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. M. Wright-51.
In the negative, William Brown-I.
Articles 4, 5, and 6, of same chapter, were then .adopted.
Mr. Chrisman then moved to strike out the whole of section 8 of
article 7 of said chapter of same title.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Chrisman, it
was decided in the affirmative.
86-B,

B..
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Mr. Thomas then moved to strike out section 9 of said article.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Thomas, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mf)ssrs. Sellers and
Foote, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)W. H. Evans,
M. E. McKenzie,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
Mat. Nunan,
G. W. Bailey,
'.Thomas M. Johnson, Wm. Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawtion,
George M. Thomas,
William Brown,
G. W. Little,
Hany I. Todd,
J.E. Cosson,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L . Waring-1 8.
Those who· voted in the negative, were--:A. C. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
A. S. Arnold,
C. D. Foote,
James W. Snyder,
W.R. Bates,
E. _A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton.
Wm. F. Bond,
L . W. Lassing,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
W. W. Bush,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
ltobert nl. Carlisle,
John W . Ogilvie,
Mordecai Williams,
Jam es S. Chrisman,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Lewis Potter,
S. H . Woolfolk ,
R. L. Co_oper,
John P. Rowlett,
J.M. Wright-34.
John W . Dyer,
Article 7 of said chapter, as amended, was then adopted; and the
numbers of the sections thereof so changed as to correspond with
the amendment.
·
Amendments to article 8 of said chapter were offered by Mestirs.
Foree and Threlkeld, which were rejected, and said article adopted.
Articles 9, 10, and II, of said chapter, were then adopted.
To article 12 of same chapter, Mr. Varnon offered an amendment,
which was adopted.
And said article, as amended, .was then adopted .
Mr. Armstrong then offered an amendment to chapter 19, which
was adopted; and said chapter, as amended, was adopted.
A message was receive_d from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted so much of the further action. of the Senate on the
revision of the statutes as is comprised under the following heads ,
viz: '
.Chapter' 20, title "Confession of Judgment."
Chapter 21, title "Constables ."
Chapter 22, title "Construction of Statutes."
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Chapter 23,· title "Contracts." ·
Chapter 24, title "Contribution."
Chapter 25, title "Conveyances."
Chapter 26, title "Coroners."
Chapter 27, title "Costs."
Chapter 28, title "County Levy."
The House took up said report, and chapters 20, 21, and 22 were
adopted.
To chapter 23, amendments were offered by Messrs. Wright and
Bush, which were rejected.
Chapters 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 were then adopted.
To chapter 28, Mr. Rowlett offered an amendment, which was rejected.
Chapter 28 was then adopted.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee ,had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of John Scott, of Pike county;
An act to locate and define the county line between Estill and Lee
counties;
An act for the benefit of the kindred of Pierre Victor Eustache,
deceased, late of McCracken county;
An act to incorporate the city of Mayfield;
An act for the benefit of A. H. Ditto, committee of Polly lVl.iller, a
pauper idiot, of Henry county;
An act for the benefit of Wm. Pollard, committee of Eliza Pollard,
a pauper idiot, of Henry county;
An act for the benefit of Belleville H. Herndon;
An act to authorize the poor-house commissioners of Ohio eounty
to sell the old poor-house property of said county;
An act to incorporate the town of Beaver Dam, in Ohio county·;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House 0£ Representatives, of the following- titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the ·st. Joseph's Catholic Benevolent Society
of Frankfort;
,
An act to abolish the quarterly court in Ballard county;
An act in relation to the city of Vanceburg;
An ac.t authorizing the Lewis county court t.o levy an additional
tax to pay off the debt of said county, and to aid in. the buildin·g of · ·
turnpike roads in said county;
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An act for the benefit of Cold Spring scl_iool district, in Campbell
county;
An act in regard to turnpike roads in Garrard county, in which
said county owns stock;
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 24, in Larue
county;
.
An act to incorporate the Buffalo Furnace Company;
An act for the benefit of Sol. Downey, pauper idiot, of Henry
county;
An act to incorporate ,the Boa.r d of Tri.lstees of the Kentucky An~ual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church ;_
An act to amend the charter of the Manufacturers' Bank ;
An act to incorporate the Agricultural and Mechanical Association
of the Colored People of Bourbon County;
An act to amend tlJ_e charter of the Lebanon Female College ;
, An act to chart_er ,t he Hustonville Cemetery Company;
An act to amend the charter, and amendments thereto, incorporating the town of Crab Orchard ;
. Ap 8;Gt to enable t~e county court of L'aurel county to levy an ad
valorem tax· for the purpose of building 8: new jail, and for other
;purpos~s;
An act to allow the bona fide voters of the Garnettsville district, in
Meade county, to vote for or ag.ainst the sale of spirituous, vinous,
and m~lt liquors in said district;
An act to extend the limits of the town of Paradise, in Muhlenburg
county;
. An act to amend the charter of the SimpRonville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county;
An act to amend an act, approved January 24th, 1872, entitled" An
act to authorize the dlerk of the Nelson circuit cou_rt to make crossindex to dl)lld books in his office;"
Ap act to amend the charter of the Fisherville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road Company;
.An ac;t to inporporate the Willisburg, Thompsonville, and Pleasant Run Turnpike Road Company;
_,An act to authorize the codnty court of Whitley county to increase
taxes for county purpos~s;
A!} a.c t to i~c~rporat,e _the lV[aysville Coal, Salt, and Tr~nsfer Com-
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An act to repeal so much of an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the clerks of the county courts of Lewis, Clark, Montgomery,
Mason, Nelson, Cumberland, Adair, Clinton, Russell: Todd, Logan,
and Simpson," as applies to the counties of Cumberland, Clinton;
Adair, Russell, and Todd;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
On motion of Mr. Graves,
O1·dered, That a committee, consisting of Messrs. Grave's, Thomas,
Bond, McKenzie, and Woolfolk, be appointed to wait upon the Senate and inform them that the House had completed the consideration
of so much of the report from the Senate in regard to the revision of
the Statutes as they have reported to this House, and to request the
report of any further action had thereon by them.
And then the House, according to an order _heretofore adopted,
took a recess until 7½ o'clock, P . M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again assembled.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Claims, to -whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Lewis Plummer, jailer of Lewis county,
Repo1-ted the same without at?endment.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provisfon as to the third ·
reading of said bill being dispensed' with, and the same being engrossed,
·
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House resumed the consideration of a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of S. M. Goble, of Carter county.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. B e it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and is hereby, authorized to
draw his warrant on the Treasury in favor of S. M. Goble for $250, pay ,
for taking care of Bird Goble (colored), a pauper lunatic, from the 10th
day of October, 1871, until the 10th day of January, 1873, by order of
the county court of Carter county.
, .
.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from itFJ passage.

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and
it I
•
was decided in the negative, not having received the constitutional1majority.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a o.
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
W. R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
William Selle1·s,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Je ssee,
George M. Thomas,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
L. W. Lassing,
T. W. Varnon,
R. L. Cooper,
J . J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
John W. Dyer,
Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai Williams,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods-32.
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. P. Sacksteder,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speake·r (M'Creary)W. B. M. Brooks,
Lewis Potter,
George· W. Anderson, Robert M. Carlisle,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
James S. Chrisman,
John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
James W. Snyder,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. M. White-23.
Wm. F. Bond,
J. L. Nall,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Arn-old then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was rejected.
Mr. Frank Sacksteder, a member returned to this House from the
third district of the city of Louisville in place of Hon. E. F. Waide,
.resigned, presented his certificate of election, and having taken the
oath required by law, repaired to his seat.
Mr. ·Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring i'.n the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of the Auditor of Public Accounts :
Which was read the first time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, The act, entitled "An act for the appropriation of money,"
.approved March 26, 1872, contained section 6 as it passed this General
.Assembly appropriating eight dollars per day to each of the Door.k eepers of the Senate and House of Representativea for their services;
.and whereas, by an unintentional mistake said sixth section was left out
,of the enrolled bill approved by the Governor; aQd whereas, the Auditor
1,of Public Accounts, without knowing of the omission of the sixth sec·tion in said enrolled bill, paid said :Poor-keepers the full amount due
·them for their services up to, and inclusive of, the 29th day of March,
1872, the day of adjournment, at the rate of eight dollars per day; now,
·for remedy whereof, therefore,
. § 1. Be .it enacted by the General -Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'~hat the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, released and
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absol ved from any and all liability or r esponsibility growin g out of his
havi ng paid to the Door -k eepers of th e Senate a nd H ouse of R epresentatives of t he p resent Ge ner al Assembly eig ht dollars per day, each, for
their ser v ices fr o111 th e comm encement of t heir du ties up to, and inclusive
of, t he 29 th day of Mai·ch, 1872; a nd saiu section 6, m entioned i n the preamble her eof, is hereby r e-en acted.
§ 2. T h is act shall be in fo r ce a nd effect from its passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The r ule of t he House and constitutional provision as to the second
readin g of said bill being disp ensed w ith,
_
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third ti~e.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being· engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
w a s decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follow s, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Ct·eary)W. H . Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
George W . "A nderson, James B. Fitzpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
A . C. Arm strnng,
Joseph P . Foree,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. S . Arnold,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
W . W . Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
J . R . Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
Alpheus W . Bascom, George M. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
W . R. Bates,
E. Polk John son ,
George M. Thomas,
W. N . Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
L. W . Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J.C. S . Blacl{burn,
J. J . McA.fee,
T. W . Varnon ,
Wm. F . Bond,
Bryan S . Mc0lu1·e,
J . L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
J . M. White,
Rob ert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
John W . Ogilv1e,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
John W . Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk-55.
vValter Evans,
In the negative-none .
R esolved, That the title of said bill be a s aforesaid.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and hl'in g in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of W. R . Stringer, of Livingston county.
Which w as read the first time as follows, viz :
0

W H EREAS, J ohn W. Dunford was found , by an inquest legally held, to
be a lunatic, and was, by ap. order of the judge of the Livingston county
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oourt, placed .in the custody of W. R. Stringer, a committee, for the
period of thirteen months and one week, the insane asylum being so
crowded he could not be received therein; and whereas, W. R. Stringer
received, in 9bedience to said order, said lunatic, and waited upon, clothed,
and 11:l.ieted the said John W. Dunford during the said thirteen months
and one week, from the 21st day of F ebruary, 1871, to the 28th day of
March, 1872.
.
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of K entucky,

That W . .R. Stringer be allowed the sum of $221, and that the Auditor
draw his warrant upon the Treasurer for said sum, in favor of said
Stringer, payable out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
·
§ 2. This act to be in force from and after its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the secontl'
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and _constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed, ·
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro·v.ision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)J. E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
,Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H . Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith, .
George M. Thomas,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
&. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Thomaf:! M. Johnson, T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
L. W. Lassing,
J. L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
C.H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall;
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk-51.
In the negative-non~.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An ac:t. fot the benefit of Leonard Worley, o.f Butler county,
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Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
Clf opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
The question was then taken, " Shall the bill be read a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and
it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and brfng in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit
of Arnold S. Hardy, jailer of Marion county.
•
I
Which bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
[ For bill-see Acts present session.]
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a· third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being en- ·
grossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative, not having received a constituti,?nal
majority.
The yea3 ·a nd nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro:
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson; W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
W.R. Bates, ·
Clinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bel_!,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
L . W. Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
M. E. McKenzie,
Joseph T. Tucker,
C. M. Clay,jr.
John W. Dyer,
Mat. Nun.a n,
T. W. Varnon,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. L. Waring-30.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)J. E. Cosson,
George M. Thomas,
A. C. Aumstrong,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.W. Ayers,
Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
S. C. Bell,
J. L. Nall,
. . Mordecai Williams,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. A. Robertson,
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
James W. Snyder,
S. H. Woolfolk-21.
And so sai~ bill was rejected.
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Mr. Evans then moved' to reconsider the vote ,b y which said bill
was rejected.
The House took up the amendments proposed by the Senate to
bills which originated in this House, of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the voters of the town of Clinton to vote upon
proposition as to whether ardent spirits shall be sold within the corporate limits of said town, and to prohibit the sale of the same.
An act in relation to the 01:\,bin Creek, Sand .. Hill, and Manchester Turnpike Road Company.
Said amendments were concurred in.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on qaims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of R. W. Lawler, jailer of Franklin county,
Reported the same without amendment and without the expression of an opinion thereon.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer in favor of Robert W. Lawler, jailer of Franklin
county, for the sum of ninety dollars, payable out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise ·appropriated, in order to refund to said Lawler
the amount which he has paid out of his private funds, as rewards for
the recapture of certain desperate felons, who escaped from the jail of
Franklin county.
§ 2. This act shall be in force from its passage. ·
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gosson and
Brooks, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, J. P. Sacksteder,
W.R. Bates,
Joseph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
L. W. Lassing,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
/
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
J. L. Waring,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
Mordecai Williams-27
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(McCreary)J. ·E . Cosson,
William Sellers,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Ayers,
Thomas M. Johnson, George M. Thomas,
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S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackbum,
B1·yan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
S. H. Woolfolk-24.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in Jhe same; of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Griffith, from the c ·o mmittee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of Mildred Broadus, a pauper idiot of .Lincoln county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Mrs . Elizabeth J. Spradlin, of Floyd county.
By Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of John Pinkerton, of Carter county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
'I:he rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act making an appropriation for the benefit of J. C. Farley, of
McCracken county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The ruJe of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed. with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as ,
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and . bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of John Pearce, of Trimble county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time. -
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That ·said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was then taken on t~e passage ..of said bill, and no
quorum voting thereon, said bill was placed in the orders of the day.
And then the House adjourned.

·'

TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1873.

I

I

Mr. Sellers presented the remonstrance of Joana Loudon, by
certain friends, against the action of the committee appointed to
investigate certain charges against the Superintendent of the Feebleminded Institute.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Charitable Institutions.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to repeal an act amending the charter of Nicholasville,
approved January O, 1871.
-An act to· amend the charter of the Mount Freedom and Jessamine
County Turnpike Road Company.
An act to· amend an act approved March 23, 1871, entitled "An
act to amend the law in relation to county judges," approved February 13, 1858.
An act for the benefit of the Louisville Medicai College.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate 0ecilian
College, i_n Hardin county."
An act for the benefit of John T. Ratcliff and Samuel P. Ratcliff',
of Carter county.
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' An act authorizing the Marshall county court ·to issue bonds and
levy a tax to build 01· repair bridges in said county.
An act to authorize Samuel Salyer, of Magoffin county, to adopt
John P. Siner as a legal heit--at-law.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Hopkinsville.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 4, in Nicholas county.
' An act for the benefit of the jailer of Fayette cou_n ty, Kentucky.
An act to incorporate the Hecla Coal and Mining Oompany.
An act for the benefit of Hugh Barclay, jr., of Logan county.
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation
to the town of Shelbyville.
An act fo1· the benefit of A. H. Kininmouth, of Butler county.
An act to amend an act for the benefit of the Carlis.le and Jackstown Turnpike Road Company, upper route, ap.proved December

<

20, 1871.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create the Hartford
Seminary, of Ohio county."
An act to charter th·e Owenton Cemetery ·Company.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 47, in Larue county.
An act for the benefit of R. H. Williams, sheriff of Owen county,
and his sureties.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Louisville Orphan Home Society," approved February 26, 1849.
An act to incorporate Greensburg Lodge of Free and Accepted
York Masons.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act in relation to official
sales in Boyle and Lincoln counties," approved March 7, 1871.
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend chapter 47 of the Revised Statutes, entitled
"Husband and Wife."
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors 01· intoxicating
beverages in Greenup county.
An act to incorporate the Muhlenburg Mining Company.
An apt to establish a common school for the benefit of the colored
people of Catlettsburg and vicinity.
An act for the benefit of. school district No. 46, in Mercer county.
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An act . chartering the Young Men's Savings Association of New
Liberty, Owen county.
An act to empower tlie court of claims of Shelby county to levy
an additional ad valorem tax.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to establish an institution of learning in the town of Hardinsville, in Shelby county."
An act to authorize the sale and conveyance of the property
of the Kendrick Institute, in Wayne county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
l. An act to charter the Southern Land and Construction Company.
2. An act for the benefit of Asa Gilbert, late sheriff of Clay county.
3. An act to incorporate the town of Lynnville, in Graves county.
4. An act to amend the charter of the Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel Road Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule or the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st and 3d to the Committee
on Corporate Institutions ; the 2d to the Committee on the Judiciary,
and the 4th to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Bush, Lassing,
and Little.
Mr. Frank Sacksteder was added to the Committees on Banks and
Insurance.
Mr. Wright was added to the Joint Committee on Revision of the
Statutes in place of Mr. Foote. ·
On motion of Mr. Goodloe, the consideration of the reports of the
majority and minority of the committee appointed to inquire into
certain charges against the Superintendent of the Feeble-minded
Institute, was postponed to, and made special order of the day for,
Friday, the 29th inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M
·Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled uills·, which originated in
th~ Senate 1 of the following titles, viz :
An act to authorize th~ sale of the poor-house farm in Estill
CC?Unty;
An act for the ben.efit of W. E. Clelland, late sheriff of Mercer
county;

i.
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. An act for the benefit of the Louisville Industrial Exposition, and
to amend the charter thereof;
An act concerning the appointment of a superintendent and commissioner of roads and bridges for Ohio county;
An act to amend the cha1·ter of the Georgetown and Paris Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend the charter Qf the town of Cynthiana, in Harrisoncounty;
An act to amend the charter of the Lexington and Newtown -Turnpike Road;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act ~o amend the charter of the Kentucky Masonic Relief Association;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors near
Trigg Furnace, in Trigg _county _;
An act to incorporate tha Oak Ridge Turnpike Road Company, in
Mercer county ;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the citizens of Garrard county;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act ~o incorporate the town
of Williamsburg;"
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the protection of the
livery-stable keepers of this Commonwealth," approved January 31,
1871;

And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. 'l'homas, Ferguson, Varnon,, and Lawson·.
.
A message was received from the Senate; announcing that they
had adopted of the report of the Commissioners to revise the statutes,
as amended by the Senate, the following chap'ters, viz:
. Chapter 29, title "Courts."
Chapter 42, title "Ferries."
Chapter 43, title " Foreign Corporations.'i
Chapter 44, title "Fraudulent Conveyances and Devises."
Chapter 45, title "Fugitives from Justice.''
Chapter 46, -title "Game and Small Birds."
Chapter 47, title" Gaming."
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Chapter 48, title "Guardian and Ward."
Chapter 49, title "Guards, Public.''
Chapter 50, title " Heirs and Devisees."
Chapter 51, title" Holidays."
On motion of Mr. Todd,
Ordered, That a committee, consisting of Messrs. Todd, Varnon,
and Frank Sacksteder, be appointed, to wait upon the Senate, and
ask leave to withdraw therefrom the announcement of the non-con-·
currence of this House to the report of the joint committee of conference on their disagreement as to the first amendment proposed by
this House to section 2, article I, chapter 7, title "Auditor."
Who, after a time, reported that they had discharged that duty,
and that leave was granted to withdraw said announcement.
On motion of Mr. McKenzie,
Ordered, That a committee, consisting of Messrs. McKenzie, Rowlett, and Bascom, be appointed, to act in conjunction with such
committee as may be appointed by the Senate for the same purpose,
to wait upon the Governor and request him to return, unsigned, to
this House, in which it originated, ·an enrolled bill, entitled
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
near Trigg Furnace, in Trigg county.
Who, after a time, returned and reported that they had discharged
their duty, and laid said bill on the Clerk's table.
On motion of Mr. Griffith,
Ordered, That a committee, consisting of Messrs. Griffith, Dyer,
and Threlkeld, be appointed, to wait upon the Senate, and request
to withdraw therefrom the announcement of the disagreement of
this House to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act directing the Auditor to pay certain guard claims in Powell
county.
.
, Who, having communicated said request to the Senate, returned
and laid said bill on the Clerk's table.
The House th.e n, according to order, resumed the consideration of
the report from the Senate of their action on the report of the joint
committee on the report of the Commissioners to revise the statutes,.
Ch'.a pter 29, title "Courts," being up for consideration.
Amendments were offered thereto by Messrs. W. Evans, Graves,
Rowlett, Chrisman, Goodloe, Sellers, and Beckham, which were
severally adopted.
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Mr. Ogilvie moved to amend section 1 of article 21, in fourth lin[.
by striking therefrom the word" fifty," and inserting in lieu thereof
the words" one hundred."
· '
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Ogilvie, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Ogilvie an~
W. Evans, were as follows, viz ·:
Those who voted in the affi1·mative,wereA. C. Armstrong,
T. J. Jones,
John P. Rowlett,
J .- S. Lawson,
J P. Sacksteder,
W . W. Ayer1:1,
G. W. Bailey,
J. J. McAfee,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. R. Bates,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. R. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks, .
William J. McElroy, James W. Snyder,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John W. Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
C.H. Webb, ·
J oseph P. Foree,
Mat. Nunan,
J. M White,
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Clinton Griffith,
Julian N . Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk-33.
George M. Jessee,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0reary)R. L. Cooper,
William Sellers,
William Tarlton, .:, George W. Anderson, J. E . 0osson,
Alpheu s W . Bascqm, Walter Evans,
George M. Thomas,
"'vV. N . Beckham,
W. H. Evans,
Harry· I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Joseph T. Tucker,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, T. W. Varnon,
Wm . F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
J . L. Waring,
William Brown,
Thomas M. Johnson, Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
E . A. Robertson,
J. M. Wright-28.
James S. Chrisman,
The question was then taken on the adoption of chapter ·29, title .
"Courts," as amended, and it was de~ided in the affi1·mative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodloe and
Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
George W. Anderson, Joseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
A. 0 . Arm strong,
E. A. Graves, ·
J.P. Sacksteder,
Frank Sacksteder,
George M. Jessee,
W .W. Ayers,
J. R. Sanders, '' · '"'
G. W . Bailey,
E . Polk Johnson,
Alpheu s W . Bascom, Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
George M. Thomas,
W . R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
0. W. Threlkeld,
W. N. Beckham,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
S. 0. Bell,
·
Bryan S. McClure,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J. McElroy, T. W.-Varnon, ·
87-H,
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W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
.T: L. Waring,
J~hn S. Carpenter,
J.. L. Nall,
J. M. White,.
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
Mordecai Williams,
R .'L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D: Wilson,
J., E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Dy:er,
Lewis Pott~f,
S. H. W oolfolk-48.
.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Tarlton,
James S. Chrisman,
William Sellers,
C.H. Webb-7.
Walter Evans,
·
·
Chapter 42, title" Ferries," being under consideration,
Mr. W. Evans moved to add to last secqon thereof the following,
viz:
Provided, That this chapter of the revision of the statutes of this
State, reported by E. I. Bullock and J. M. Nesbitt, and now being
considered by this House, shall take effect or be in force until the
General Assembly has passed on and adopted the whole of said
revision, unless it be otherwise specially enacted in such chapt~r.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Evans, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereo_n by Messrs. Brown and
Evans, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the apirmative, wereWilliam Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
William Sellers,
J. N. Woods-6.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Creary)J ohn W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
A. C .. Armstrong,
Joseph P.Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
A:. S. Arnold,
E. A. Graves,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder,
G-,. W. Bailey,
E. Polk -Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
W.R. Bates,
T. J. J.9nes,
Harry I. Todd,
W. N. Beckham,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
S. C. Bell,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. B,ond,
B1·yan S. McClure,
.T. L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J.. MoElroy, C.H. Webb,
John .S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrism.an,
J. L . Na-JI,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M, 0lay, jr.
John W : Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. L.' Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wri~ht-49.
J.E. Cosson,
Chapter 42, tit'le "Eerries," ~as th,en ad<,>pt~d without amendment.
'
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Chapter 43, title "F9reign QorporatiqDE~," b_e iqg under consideration, the question was takeQ on the ac;lopt~on ther_e9f, a.n'd it was
decided in thE} affirm~tive.
The yeas and nays being required-thereon by Messrs. Evans and
Goodloe, were as follorws, viz :
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Those who voted in the 3rf,firm~ttre, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, Jaqies B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Fotee,
John P. Rowle.tt,
A. S. Arnold,
E. A. Graves,
J. P. Sacks_teder,
W. W. Ay.ers,
Clinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
E. Polk Johnso_n,
James W. Snyder,
Alpheus W. ~ascorp, Thomas M. Jo,hnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
W. R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
W. N. Beckham,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
John A. Bel~,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
S. C. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
W. B. M;. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White;
John S. Carpenter,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
John W. Ogilvie,
S: H. W oo1folk,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Julian N. Phelp~,
J.M. Wright-49.
R. L. Cooper,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWalter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, George M. Thomas,
J. N. Woods-6.
Chapter 44, title "Fraudulent Conveyances and Devises," and;
chapter 45, title "~ugitives from Justice/' were each adopted without amendment.
To chap,ter 46, title "Game and Small Birds," Mr. Clay-offered an
amendment, which was adopted.
·
Mr. Go_qdloe offered the followin~ amendment to sec~ion ,2 of said1
c~ap~er:
In section 2, line 2, after the word " premises," add the words, "or
at any time;" and by striking out of second lin(? the words, begJn,, ning at the word "smaller," to the end of the section, and addin,g ih
lieu thereof tµe wor1s, " or other game, unless witl!- the consent of
t~e owner of the premises he n,1,ay be O_!l,"
And the question- being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Goodloe, it was decided_in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs.. Griffitq_, ~nf
~- :j?pl~ _J ohn.~on, w~re a~ ,follo.~ ~' viz,:

'
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAlpheus W. Bascom, Wm . Cassius Goodloe, William Tarlton,
W. N. Beckham,
William J. McElroy, George M. Thomas,
John A. Bell,
J. L. Nall,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
Lewis Potter,
J . L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. A. Robertson,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
James W. Snyder,
J.M. Wright-19.
J. E. Gosson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(McCreary)James B. Fitzpatrick, John P. Rowlett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
George W. Anderson, Clinton Griffith,
George M. Jessee,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrnng,
A. S. Arnold,
E . Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders,
W. W. Ayers,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld ,
.G. W . Bailey,
W.R. Bates,
J. S. Lawson,
Joseph T. Tucker,
S. C. Bell,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
lVI. E. McKenzie,
J . lVI. White,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Mat. Nu nan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
John W. Dyer,
• John W . Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Ph elps,
S. H. Woolfolk-39.
Chapter 46, title "Game ~nd Small Birds," as amended, .was then
adopted.
Mr. Graves moved to reconsider the vote by which chapter 29,
title "Courts," was adopted.
And the question being take n on the motion of Mr. Graves, it was
decided in the negative.
And then, under the rule heretofore adopted, the House took a
recess until half-past 7 o'clock, P. M.
At half-past 7 o'clock, P. M., the House again assembled.
The House took up the several amendments proposed by the Senate to bills which originated in this House of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate Phantom Lodge, No. 15, of the Knights
of Pythias.
I
.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in Critte.nde.n county.
An act to incorporate the town of Hanson, in Hopkins county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Marion, in Crittenden county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Frenchburg, in Menifee county.
An act to incorporate the Union Agricultural and Mechanical Assotion, near Fort Jefferson, in Ballard county.
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An act to provide for organizing and establishing a system of public schools in Winchester.
1. An act to amend the charter of the town of Brooksville, in
Bracken county._
2. An act to amend the charter of the Louisville House of Refuge.
I
•
•
3. An act to. authorize the county of Hickman to raise a sinking
fund for county purposes.
Said amendments were concurred in, and the titles of the last three
named bills so changed as that the first thereof shall read,
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts incorporating _the town of Brooksville, in
Bracken county."
The second so as to read,
An act in relation to the punishment of persons aiding in the
escape of inmates from the Louisville House of Refuge.
And the third thereof so as to read,
,
An act to authorize the Hickman county court to issue bonds for
bridges, and to raise a sinking fund to pay same.
-The House then took up the motion heretofore made to reconsider
the vote adopting the resolution by which J: N. Woods was declared
to be duly entitled to a seat in this House as a Representative. from
the county of Crittenden.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
And so the House refused to reconsider said vote.
The House took up from the orders of the day a bill, as amended
by this House, from the Senate, entitled
An act amending sections 87 and 450 of the Civ'ii Code of Practice.
The question was then taken, "Shall the bill, as amended, be read
a third time?" and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
On µiotion of Mr. Phelps,
Ordered, That a committee, consisting of Messrs. Phelps, Conrad,
and Rowan, be appointed to wait on the Senate, and request to
withdraw therefrom the announcement of the disagreement of the.
House to a bill, which originated in_the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Samuel Worley, of Butler cou'nty . .
Said request being communicated to the Senate, said bill was;
,;_eturned and laid upon the Clerk's table.
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The House took u'p the niotion 'to reconsider the vote by which
the House passed a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of railroad contractors.
And the question being taken on said motion, it w,as decided in the
·affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Arnold, the vote by which said bill was ·ordered
to be read a third time was also recon sidered .
M1·. :Arnold the·n offered an -amendment to said biU.
On motion of Mr. Brow'n, sa:id b'ill was recommittea to the CJoin·mittee on the Judiciary.
A message was 'received from 'the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act for the benefit of R. F. Scott, sheriff of Garrard county,
With an amendment tnel'eto as a 's ubstitute therefor.
Said amendment was taken up and concurred in.
The House ·tocfk up 'a joint resolution frorn the Senate, entitled
Resolution in relation to the duties ·of the Commissione1·s on the
revision of ·the Statute's .
.A:nd ·the question being talfon on c'oncurririg ih the adoptio'n
tliereof, it was decided in the negative.
The House then took up the motion to reconsider the vote by
which this House rejected a resolution., entitled
Resolution for the benefit of D. L. Price.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
affirmative .
Mr. Goodloe offe.red an amendment to said 'resolution, which was
adopted.
Said resolution, as amended, reads as follows, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of tlte Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts be directed to draw his warrant on
the Treasurer in favor of D . L. Price, of Fayette county, for a sum equal
,t.o. the per diem of a member of the Legislature from the 6t9 of December,
1871, up to •the 24th of January, 1872, that being the length of time from
·t·l:Ie filing of bis petition, contesting the right of W . 0. Goodloe to a seat on
;this floor, up to the decision of said contest by this House: Provided, Tba~
,on making suP,b .parment, the_Auditor shall deduct therefrom so much of
·,the time as thi·s 'Geiiera:l Assembly was not in ·session:

The question "''as then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
.as amended, and it was decided in 'the negative.
The yeas .and nays being required 'thereon in pursuance to a prowision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :

;.
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJ. S. Lawson,
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad, J. P: Sacksteder,
A. C. Arm strong,
R. L. Cooper,
Frank Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
J.E. dosson,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Harry I. Todd,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
Joseph P. Foree,
Joseph T. Tucker,
William Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
Clinton Griffith,
S. H. Woolfolk-27.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. S. Arnold,
E. A. Graves,
J_ulian N. Phelps,
W. W. Ayers,
J.P. Hamptirn,
J:.ewis Potter,
R . Tarv. Baker,
E. Polk Johnson,
E. A. Robertson,
W . N. Beckham,
Thotnas M. John·son, John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
J. J. McAfee,
William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J . l\'1:cElroy, 0. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
J(?hn W. ,D yer,
J. L. ~all,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
W. II. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-33.
And then the House adjourned.
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.lVfr. Speaker (M'Creary)C. M. Clay, jr.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26, 1873.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled ·
An act for the benefit of John J. Macklin, late sheriff of Kento n
county.
That they bad passed bi}Js, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
,
An act for the benefit of James P. Bailey, late sheriff of Lincoln
county.
.
An act to iricorpornte the St. Patrick's Benevolent Society of Paris.
An act for the benefit of Wm. Chamberland, of Russell county.
An act for the benefit of Barney Sisk, jailer of Hopkins county.
An act to incorporate the Prestonsburg Academy and Normal
School Joint Stock Company.
An act for the benefit of George Sublett, of Elliott county.
An act for the benefit of Leonidas H. Voshell, of Boone county.
An act to amend an .act, entitled "An act fixing the time of holding the terms of the circuit courts in the tenth judicial district."
An act for the benefit of Johnson V. Oakley, of Morgan county.
An act for the benefit of Peter Perry, committee of John Perry, a
pauper idiot (of color), of Hart cdunty.
An act for the benefit of Arnold S. Hardy.
An act for the benefit of the Falmouth and Claysville Turnpike
Road, in Pendleton county.
An act to authorize the change of the· State road at Cane creek
bridge, between Milburn and Columbus.
An act to incorporate the Augusta and Mount Olivet Turnpike
Road Company, in Bracken and Robertson counties.
An act to fix the time of holding the Garrard circuit court.
An act to amend the act incorporating the Cabin Creek Turnpike·
Road Company.
An &ct to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 34, in Garrard county.
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And that. th~y had passed bills of the following titles, vi'.? :
I. · An act for the benefit of the incorporated banks of the county
of Jefferson.
·
2. An act to incorporate the Sodo·m Turnpike Road Company, in
Scott county.
3. An act to amend an act, entitled "An- act to incorporate the
Cairo and Tennessee River Railroad Company," approved March
10, 1873.
4. An act to further amend the charter of the Christian County
Bank.
5. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Central West Kentucky Agricultural and Mechanical Association, in
Graves county," approved Februa1·y 25, 1860.
6. An act to incorporate the Frankfort True Friend Society.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st and 4th' to the Committee
on Banks; the 2d and 0th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 3d to the Committee on Railroads; and the 5th to the
Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures.
Mr. Ayers, from the Committee. on Religion, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to prohibit' the sale of intoxicating liquors at Cropper's Depot, in Shelby county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Phelps moved to reconsider the vote by which the House disagreed to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act i"or the benefit of Samuel Worley, of Butler county.
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And the quesfion being taken on the motion of Mr. Phelps, it was
decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Phelps, the vote by which said bill was ordered
to be read a third time was then also reconsidered.
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on
Claims.
Mr. McElroy, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in
the Sehate, tintitled
An act to amend chapter 47 of _the Revised Statutes, entitled
" Husband a:nd Wife ·;"
And also enrolled bills, which originated iri the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Wm. H. Fitzpatrick, sheriff of Floyd
county for the years -1871 and 1872;
· An act to incorporate the Central Kentucky Coal and Mining
Company;
An act to organize Urania school district, in Barren county·;
An act for the benefit of Wilson Morgan, late sheriff of Clay
county;
An act to organize the Morg.a nfield public school;
An act for the _benefit of John · A. Lafferty, late sheriff of Har:.
rison county;
An act to amend an act, entitled t' An act to •inco1:porate the Rebeclrnb Benevolent Society, of Covington;"
An act - to incorporate the Covington Mining and ]Vfahufacturing Comp'a ny;
An act for the benefit of the Glasgow Railroad;
An act for the- oe'nefit of Rbckc"astle county;
An act to incorporate th'e Lebano'n and Pope's Creek Turnp'ike
Road Company;
An act to provide for the erection of school btiildings in common
school dis'trict No. 1, in the town of Hawesville;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Levi
Kash, judge of the Wolfe coliiity antl qu'a rterly cour't s,"· appl'Oved
March 6, 1868;
An act to incorporate B'rotllers' •Lodge, No. 132, In'd ependent
Order of Odd ·F ellows, of dwe'n sboro ;
An act to incorporate Daniel B'oone Lodge, No. 2, -Knighfa,.. of
Pythias, in the city of Louisville;
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An act to incorporate the Baptist Church at Elkton, in Todd county;
An act for the benefit of John W. Duncan, sh'.erfff of Wa'y ne
I
county;
An act to authorize the county court of Bourbon county to pay Geo.
M. Hiblei·, circuit ·clerk of said county, for continuing index and
cross-index of suits in said court;
An act for the benefit of John L. Slavin, former sheriff of Garrard county;
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 45, in Ballard
county;
An act for the benefit of common schoo·ls in Kentucky;
An act to authorize the Anderson county comt to issue bonds and
levy a tax for the relief of certain citizens of Lawrenceburg;
An act to incorporate the Fox Creek and W ashing'ton County
Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend an act to incorporate the 'Bourbon Female College,
approved March 14, 1872;
An act to in:co1·porate the Paris Harmonic Society, ·of Paris;
An act to incorporate the Alexandria Cemetery Company, in
Campbell county;
An act to authorize the school commissioner of Campbell county
t.o redistrict the school districts of .said county, and to repeal an
act, entitled'' An act to provide for the redistricting the school districts of Campbell county," approved March 5th, 1872;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act · to incorporate the
Little Benson a·n d Lane's Mill Turnpike Road Company," approved
March 20th, 1871;
An act to amend an act to in.corporate tbe Highland Racing Park
A_ssociation ;
An act to amend the charter of the Shelbyville and ·:t.·o uisville
Turnpike Road Company;
An act t'o amend the charter of the Nicholasville and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company;
An act to arriend an a~t, entitled" An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to incorporate the Boone Mining and Manufacturing Company,'" approved Febrnary 13, 1873;
An act amending an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Salt Lick,
Tollsbcro, and Maysville Turnpike Road Company;
An act to exempt certain persons in Fayette and Scott c·ounties
from work on public roads;
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An act to amend the charter of the El.izabethtown and Paducah Railroad Company;
An act to incorporate the Eyansville and Henderson Railroad
Packet Company ;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate St. Augustine Cemetery, near Lebanon;"
An act for the benefit of J. 0. Calhoun, late sheriff of McCracken
county;
An act for the benefit of Geo. P. Gillum, sheriff of Logan county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Owensboro
and Russellville Railroad Company;"
An act to amend the charter of the Big Sandy Valley Railroad
Company;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. l\foElroy inform the Senate thereof.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted M1·. Bates.
Mr. Wright moved to suspend the rules, for the purpose of allowing him to introduce a resolution in regard to the business of this
House.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Wright, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being taken thereon, under the rule, were as
follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, J. P . Sacksteder,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree, .
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Beu, ·
Bryan S. McClure,
Joseph T~ Tucker,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
William J . McElroy, J. L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E . McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
John S . Carpenter,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
John W. Ogilvie,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
E. A. Robertson,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
John Rowan,
S. H . Woolfolk,
J.E. Cosson,
John P. Rowlett,
J . M. Wright-40.
John W. Dyer,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, Thomas P . Cardwell, -Mat. Nunan,
G. W. Bailey,
William G. Conrad, Julian N. Phelps,
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R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. F. Bond,
William Brown,

Walter Evans,

: W. H. Evans,

J.P. Hampton,

781

Lewis Potter,
Harry I. Todd,
Mordecai Williams-15

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted the following chapters of the report of the joint committee on the report of the Commissioners to revise the statutes, viz :
Chapter 31, title" Currency."
Chapter 32, title "Descent, Dist~·ibution, Exempt property, and
Adoption."
Chapter 33, title "Dueling."
Chapter 34, title "Elections."
Chapter 35, title" Elisor."
Chapter 36, title "Escapes."
Chapter 37, title" Escheats and Escheators."
Chapter 38, title "E,·idence."
Chapter 39, title "Executions."
Chapter 40, title "Executors and Administrators."
Chapter 41, title" Feeble-minded Children."
Chapter 52, title "Husband and Wife."
Chapter 53, title" Idiots and Lunatics."
Chapter 54, title "Impeachment."
. Chapter 55, title "Inclosures and Certain Trespasses."
Chapter 56, title "Incorporated Companies."
Chapte1· 57, title" Injuries to Personal Property."
Chapter 58, title "Insolvent Debtors."
Chapter 59, title "Inspection."
Chapter 60, title" Interest and Usury."
Chapter 61, title" Jail and Jailers."
The House the~ 1:esumed the consideration of the report from the
Senate .of thefr action on the report of the joint committee of the
I
report of the Commissioners to revise the Statutes.
Chapter 47, title" Gaming," being under consideration, Mr. Fitzpatrick offered an amendment thereto, which was rejected.
Said chapter was then adopted without amendment.
Chapter 48, title "Guardian and Ward," and chapter 49, title
" Guards, Public," were then adopted.
To chapter 50, title "Heirs and Devisees," Mr. W. H. Evans
offered an amendment, which was rejected.
Said chapter was then adopted without amendment.
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Chapter 51, title "Holidays," and chapter· 31, title "Currency,"
~ere then adopted wi~hout,amendment.
Chapter 32, title "Descent, Distribution, Exempt Property, and
Adoption," being taken up, Mr. W. Evans offered an amendment .
thereto, which was rejected.
Said chapter was then adopted without amendment.
Chapter 33, title" Dueling," being taken up, Mr. W. Evans offered
an amendment thereto, which was rejected.
Said chapter was then adopted without amendment.
Chapter 34, title" Elections," being taken up, Mr. E . P.- Johnson
offered the following amendment thereto, viz: "Add to section 1,
article 3, these words : Provided further, That all officers of election
under this section shall be white persons."
Mr. Scales then moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now .
put?" it was decided in the _n egative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evans
and Goodloe, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
W . W. Ayers,
J . P. Foree,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N . Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scale_s,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J.P. Hampton,
James W . Snyder,
John S. Carpenter,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W . Threlkeld,
James S . Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-27.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
. Wm. Cas.sius Goodloe, Frank Sac.~_steder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
Wm. Sellers,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
E . Polk Johnson,
J. L . Waring,
J.C . S. Blackburn,
T-. J. Jones, ·
C.H. Webb,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. J. M;cElroy,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P . Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
:f. A. Wilson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J . L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
J . N. W pods,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H, Woolfolk-36.
Mt·. Johnson then moved that he be permitti:d to withdraw his saiq
amendment.
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.411d- the question beiqg taken on the motion of Mr. Johnson, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requjred tji.er,eon by Messrs.. Bascom and ·
Scales, were as follows, viz :

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)William G. Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
John W. Ogilvie,
George W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
W.W. Ayers,
J.E . Cosson,
Lewis Pot.t er,
G. W. Bailey,
John. W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
E. ·A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. L. Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
J. lVI. White,
W. B. M. Brooks, ·
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,.
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
S. H. Woolfolk,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm . J . McElroy,
J.M. Wright-41.
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKeI,1zie,
Those who voted i~ t}le negat.lve, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Mat. Nunan,
Joseph T. Tucker,
Alpheus W .. Bascom, C. C. Scales,
C.H. Webb, , .
C. M. Clay, jr., ,.
William Sellers,
Jonas D. :Wilson,
Walter Evans,
James W. Snyder,
J. N . Woods-14.
Thomas M. JohnsoI,1, L. W . Trafton,
And thereupon said amendment was withdrawn.
Amendments were offered to said chapter by Messrs . W. Evans
and J. R. Sanders,, which were r_ejected .
Mr. Wright moved _to strike o·ut section 15 of article 12 of said
chapter, and insert in lieu thereof the following, viz:
§ 15,. Any person convicted of robbery, forg ery, counterfeiting,
bribery, or perjury, or other like crime, shall forfeit his right of
suffrage and right to hold office.
Aµd the question being talqm on the adopti~n of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Wright, it was decided in the affirmative .
Said chapte_r, as amended, was. then adopted.
Chapter 35, title "Elisor," chapter 36, title "Escapes," and chapter 37, title "Escheats and Excheators," were then adopted without
amendment.
Chapter 38, title "Evidence," being under consideration, .!.\fr. Bascom moved to strike out section 22 of article 1, which motion was
reje(lted.
....
~
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Mr. Bascom also moved to strike out section 28 of said article,
which reads as follows, viz :
§ 28. No one shall be incompetent as a witness because of his or
her race or colpr.
·
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
Goodloe, were as follows, viz: "
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAlpheus W. Bascom, Thomas M. Johnson, . J. R. Sanders-5.
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMt·. Speaker (M'Creary) Walter Evans,
John Rowan,
George W. Anderson, W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. W. Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Govdloe, 0. 0. Scales,
E. A. Graves,
William Sellers,
G. W. Bailey,
R. Tarv. Baker,
0. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
0 . W: Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
S. 0 . Bell,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph T. Tucker,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S . McClure,
0. H. Webb,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J. McElrny, J.M. White,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
F. A. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
0. M. Olay,jr.,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
S . H. Woolfolk,
J.E. Gosson,
E. A. Robertson,
J.M. Wright-58.
John W. Dyer,
Mr. Cooper offered an amendment to said chapter, which was
rejected.
Said _chapter, as amel)ded, was then adopted.
The further consideration of said report was postponed until to·morrow.
A message was received from the Sen~te, announcing their concurrence in the third . and fourth, and their disagreement to the first
and second amendments proposed by the House, to the action of
the Senate on chapter 19, title "Common Schools," of the proposed
revision of the statutes.
The House then took up the matter of disagreement between the
· two Houses in regard to the first amendment proposed by the House
to said chapter.
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Mr. Carpenter moved that the House do recede from their said
proposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Carpenter, it
was decided in the negative. ·
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and Clay, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
J.P. Hampton,
William Sellers,
A. C. Armstrong,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
A. S. Arnold,
R. Tarv. Ba'lcer,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J; L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Dyer,
J.P. Sacksteder,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Walter Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
J.' M. Wright-28.
W. H. Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)C. M. Clay, jr.,
Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayers,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
G. W . Bailey,
_Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
S . C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
Joseph .T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
C. H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J . McElroy, J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E . McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson-36.
Mr. Chrisman then moved that the Home do insist upon its said
proposed amendment.
'
And the question being ta!cen on the motion of Mr. Chrisman, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so the House decided to insist upon its said proposed amend- .
ment.
The House took up the matter of disagreement between the two
Houses as · to the ~econd proposed amendment of the House to said
chapter.
Mr. Arnold moved to recede therefrom.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Arnold, it was.
decided in the negative.
Mr. Chrisman mov~d that the House do insist thereon.
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And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Chrisman, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so the Hous~ decided to insist on its said secon,d prop.osed
amendment.
Mr. Goodloe moved that a committee of conference be appointed
on the subject of the disagreement between the two Houses with ,
regard to the first and second amendments proposed by this House to
the action of the Senate on chapte1· 19, title "Common Schools," of
the revision of the statutes.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Goodloe, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And thereupon the Speaker appointed on said committee Me ssrs.
Goodloe, Clay, and J. A. Bell, on the part of the House; who were
directed to inform the Senate of their appointment, and to request
the appointment of a committee for the same purpose on their part.
And then the House, under the rule, took a recess until 7½ o'clock,
P,M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again reassembled .
Bills ·w ere reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring .in the same, of the foll~wing titles, viz:
By Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled, "An act to incorporate Lost Ford
and Otter Creek Turnpike Road Company, in ·Madison county," approved March rn; 1869.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Eastern Kentucky Coal, Iron, Lumber,
Land, and Manufacturing Company.
By sameA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile and a half of West Bend, Powell county.
By. sameA bill for the benefit of the Kiddville and Montgomery Turnpike
Road Company.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Mt.
Sterling Water-works Company."
By same·A bill to amend the charter of the Winchester Cemetery Company.
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By sameA bill to authorize the appointment of an additional examiner to
take depositions in and _for Floyd county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and make into
one the several acts relating to the charter and amendments thereto
of the town o~ Mt. Sterling," approved March 18, 1871.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Mt. Sterling Gas-light Company.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Lexington and Winchester
Turnpike Company.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Montgomery, Clark, and Bath counties.
By sameA bill for the benefit of William Litt1e, curator of the estate of
Robert E. Moore, deceased.
· By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Newport and Dayton Street
Railway Company.
By Mr. Baker, from the same committeeA bill affixing penalties a,nd forfeitures upon corporations and
persons exercising corporate po"'.l'ers that are reqqired to give bond
and have failed to do so.
By Mi·. Rowlett, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of William R. Williams, of Elliott county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be rea.d a secondi
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The_rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the· third'
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being, engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to suppress lawlessness in this Common-wealth,
Reported the same without amendment.
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On motion of Mr. Bascom,
Ordered, That said bill be printed, and that the further consideration thereof be postponed to, and made special order of the day for,
Friday, the 28th inst., at 8 o'clock, P. M
Mr. Tucker, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of keepers of licensed stud qorses, jacks,
and bulls,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Brown moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on Revised Statutes.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in
the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Blackburn
and Sellers, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were'Mr. Speaker(M'0reary)Walter Evans,
James W. Snyder,
George W. Anderson, James Garnett,
0. W. Threlkeld,
W.W. Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, L. W. Trafton,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
J.M. White,
William Brown,
Wm. J. McElroy,
F. A. Wilson,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson-20.
George Carter,
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
Those who voted in ~he negative, wereA. 0. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
W. ~- Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
J . P. Hampton,
0. 0. Scales,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, William Sellers,
S. 0. Bell,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. T odd,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J . .lVlcAfee,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. L. Nall,
0. H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Julian N. Phelps,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
0._M. Olay, jr.,
E. A. Robertson,
S. H. Woolfolk,
John Rowan,
J.M. Wright-42.
R. L. Cooper,
J. E. Gosson,
Said bill was then amended.
Ordered,. That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill b~ing dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Blackburn, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, entitled 'An act to incorporate the Kentucky and G1·eat Eastern Rail way
Company.'"
·
Reported the same with an amendment, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
.
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the _title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Whitley county court.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
'
Ordered, That the further consideration of said bill be postponed
to, and made special order of the day for, Friday, the 4th day of
April, at 8 o'clock, P. M.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of M. T. Lowery, of Jessamine county"
I
Which bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General .Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Acr.ounts bo, and he is hereby, authorized and
dii:ected to draw bis warrant on the Treasurer, in favor of M. T. Lowery,
for the E!um of ~even hundred dollars, to be paid out of any money in the
Treasury not othe_rwise appropriated.
§ 2. That this act be in force from ·an.ct after its passage. ·

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to. the third
reading or' said bill being dispensed with, and. the same bei-ng ~n.1 grossed,
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The question was t~en taken on the passage .of said bill, and it
was decided in the-affirmative.
The yeas· and na),:S being t·equi-red thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the aflhmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
George W. Anderson, John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
A. C. Armstrong, .,.
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
G. W. B.ailey,
W. H. Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett, .
C. C. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
~ohn A. Bell,
E. A. Gr,ves,
G. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
L. W. Trafton,
Wm. F. Bond,
J.P. Hampton,
Joseph T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
William Brown,
William J. McElroy, · C.H. Webb,
Thomas P. Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
F. A. Wilson,
George Cart.er,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
James S. Qhrisman,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-56.
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Lewis Potter,

In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of _said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and brir;ig in the same, reported
A bill to cause a head and foot-stone to be erected over the grave
of Henry Morton ( of color).
Which was read the first time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, Henry Morton (colored), who served this body in the capacity of porter for thirty-six years faithfully, has recently died; and whereas,
we desire to show our appreciation of faithful performance of duty in a
public servant, no matter what may be his station in life; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assenibly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That the sum of fifty dollars be appropriated to purchase a suitable head
.and foot-stone for the grave of said H enry Mo1:ton, which sum the Auditor
shall draw his warrant for in favor of Harry I. Todd, who is authorized
,tie carry this act into effect.
.§ 2. This act shall take effect from itfl passage.
'Ordered, That said bill be read ·a second time.
The rule of the House· and constitutional provision as to the second
,reading o( said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrnssed and read a third time.
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The rule of the If ouse and constitutional pr~vision as to the third
reading of said' bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was- then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affamative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bailey and
T. M. Johnson, were as follows, viz:
'
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Oreary)R._L. Cooper,
J. P. Sacksteder,
George W. Anderson, John W. Dyer,
Frank Sacksteder,
Walter Evans,
J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Alpheus W. Bascom, W. fl. Evan~,
0. 0. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Harry I. Todd,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
"L. W. Trafton,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
Joseeh T. Tucker,
W. B. M. Brooks 1
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
George Carter,
Mat.' Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
James S. Chrisman,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. l\tl. Wright-41.
0. M. Olay, jr.
E. A. Robertson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. 0. Armstrong,
E. A. Graves,
Lewis Potter,
W. W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Bryan S. McClure,
0. H. Webb,
S. C. Bell,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, J. M. White,
James Garnett,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk-IS.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they

'·

had adopted a resolution, entitled
Resolution in relation to the enrolling of the chapters of the
Revised Statutes when acted on by the two Houses.
That they had receded from the amendment proposed heretofore
by them to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to protect the owners of breeding and training farms and
stables.
And had passed said bill with an amendment thereto.
That they had passed bills, which originated ii] the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of James Ficklin, sheriff of Bath county.
An act for the benefit of the Auditor of Public Accounts.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
. I. An act to amend chapter 102, entitled "Treasury Warrant
Claims," of the Revised Statutes.
2. An act to pay for the erection of a stable for the use of the
Penitentiary.
3. An act to amend the execution laws of this Commonwealth.
4. An act to incorporate the Mountain Railroa~, Mining, and Manufacturing Company.
5. An act providing for levying a tax in aid of common schools in
Grant and Pendleton counties.
6. An act to change the time of holding the Grant county quarterly
court.
7. An act to prevent cattle, horses, sheep, mules, and jennets from
running looee on the public highways, within a radius of two miles
of the Dry Ridge, in Grant county.
8. An act to incorporate the Dry Ridge, Knoxville, and Demossville Turnpike Road Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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Ordered, T.hat they be referred-the 1st and 3d to the Com'm ittee
on Revised Statutes; the 2d to the Committee on Penitentiary; the
4th to the Committee on Railroads; the 5th to the Committee on
Education ; the 6th to the Committee on County Courts; the 7th to
the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures, and ·t he 8th to the
Committee on Internal Improvement.
Mr. F. A. Wilson moved that a committee be appointed to wait
upon the Senate, and to request to withdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House of a bill, entitled .
An act to cause a head and foot-stone to be erected over the gl'ave
of Henry Morton (of color).
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House to chapter
· 46, title "Game and Small Birds," of the revision of the statutes.
And that they had appointed a committee of conference, to act
_with the committee of the House, in relation to the disagreement
of the two Houses with.,.respect to the first and second amendments
proposed by the House to chapter 19, title ''Common Schools," of
the prop·osed revision of the statutes.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Fitzpatrick.
The Speaker laid before the House a report of the Board of Visitors of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky.
Ordered, That the usual number of copies of said report be printed
for the use of the House .
[ For Report-see Legislative Document No . 19.]
According to order, the House resumed the considerati_o n of a bill,
entitled
A bill for the benefit of Hickman county.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was read a third time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, The foll owing have been established to the satisfaction of the
General Assembly, to-wit: Two men were confined in the jail of Hickman
county on a charge of rape. The jail was sufficient and safe to prevent
escape or rescue by ordinary means; but an organiz~d band of lawl e~s
men, from the county of Fulton, in Kentucky, and Obion and Weakly, m
th e State of Tennessee, called Ku-Klux, suddenly made their appearance
in Clinton and surrounding the jail, avowed their determination to take
said two ~en o~t of the jail. The jailer of the c·ounty, with a few brave
and determined citizens, opposed tbe mob, and drove them off. But, as /
they retired, they avowed openly their intention to augment their force,
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and return with strength and arms enough to carry their lawless purpose
into execution. The good and Jaw-abiding citizens of Hickman county
determined to form a guard of the jail, and prevent t~e rescue, in which
they were encouraged by the county judge, and with promise of compensation for time actually lost from their ordinary and customary pursuits.
The attack on the jail was renewed; but, because of the precaution of
having a large force of armed citizens, the assailants, after a brief fight,
and exchange of some twenty shots, were driven off, and their purpose
frustrated, the men retained to answer the justice of the Commonwealth,
and are both now in the penitentiary; and whereas, this supernumerary
guard cost the county of Hickman the sum of $888 75 ;- wherefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, directed to
draw bis warrant upon the Treasury for the sum of eight hundred and
eighty-eight dollars and seventy-five cents, in. favor of the sheriff of Hickman county; and the money, when received by said sheriff, shall he held
as other county funds, and for which he shall be liable upon his county
revenue bond.
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.
, The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative, not having received a constitutional
majority.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the· affirmative, were- .
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, Harry I. Tod·d,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. L. Wadng,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
J.P. Hampton,
C.H. Webb,
Wm. F. Borid,
George M. Jessee,
F. A. Wilson,
W. BM. Brooks,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J P. Sacksteder,
J. N. Woods, _
John S. Carpenter,
Frank Sacksteder,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Walter Evans,
. J. R. Sanders,
J.M. Wright-27.
Those who voted in the negative, weL·eW. W. Ayers,
R. L. Cooper,
William J. McElroy,
0-- W. Bailey,
J.E. Cosson,
M. E. McKenzie,
Alpheus W. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilvie,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
JuJ.ian N. Phelps,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White-24.
A message was received froiri the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant
Sec1'etary of State, announcing th_a t the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bill!!, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the town of College Hill, in Mad1son county.
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An act to incorporate the Maysville Coal, Salt, and Transfer Company.
An act to incorporate the Board of Trustees of the Kentucky Annual Conference of the Methodist Ep iscopal Church.
L
·
An act to amend the eharter, and amendments thereto, incorporating the town of . Crab Orchard.
An act for the benefit of the Key's Creek Mining and Manufactur. -ing Company, and to reincorporate th_e same under the name of the
Howland Coal and Iron Works.
An act to amend the charter of the Big Sandy Valley Railroad
Company.
An act to incorporate the Maysville Manufacturing Association.
An act in relation to the city of Vanceburg.
An act to charter the Hustonville Cemetery Company.
An act in regard to turnpike roads in Garrard county- in which
said county owns stock.
An act to amend an act, approved January 24th, 1872, entitled "An
act to authorize the clerk of the Nelson county court to make crossindex to deeds in his office, and transcribe the marriage register iq
said office."
An act to incorporate the Willisburg, Thompsonville, and Pleasant Run Turnpike Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Agricultural and Mechanical Association
of the Colored People of Bourbon County.
An act to incorporate the St. Joseph's Catholic Benevolent Society
of Frankfort.
An act to amend the charter of the Manufactu.rers' Bank.
An act authorizing . the Lewis co~nty court to levy an additional
tax to pay off the debt of said county, and to aid in the• building of
turnpike roads in said-county.
An act for the benefi·t of common school district No. 24, in Larue
county.
An act for the benefit of Cold Spring school district, in Campbell
county.
An act for the benefit of Sol. Downey, pauper idiot, of Henry
county.
An act to authorize the county court of Whitley county to increase
taxes for county purposes.
.
.
An act to incorporate the Oak Ridge Turnpike Road Company, in
Mercer county.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the citizens of Garrard county."
An act to extend the limits of the town of Paradise, in Muhlenburg
county.
An act to enable the county court of Laurel county to levy an ad
valorem tax for the purpose of building a new jail, and for other
purposes.
An act to amend the charter of the Lebanon Female College.
An act to allow the bona fide voters of the Garnettsville district, in
Meade county, to vote for or against the sale of spirituous, vinou s,
and malt liquors in said district.
An act to repeal so much of an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the clerks of the county courts of Lewis, Clark, Montgomery,
Mason, Nelson, Cumberland, Adair, Clinton, Russell, Todd, Logan,
and Simpson," as applies to the counties of Cumberland, Clinton,
Adair, Russell, and Todd.
An act to amend the charter of the Fi~herville and B.uck Creek
_ Turnpike Road· Company.
An act to amend an a ct, entitled " An act to incorporate the to wn
of Williamsburg."
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Masonic R elief Association.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the protection of the
livery-stable keepers of this Commonwealth," approved Ja nuary 31 ,
1871.
An act to amend the charter of the SimpRonville and Buck Creek
Turnpike Road Company, in Shelby county.
An act to incorporate the Buffalo Furnace Company.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act making an appropriation for the benefit of J. 0. Farley, of
'McCracken county;
An act fo1· the benefit of R. W. Lawler, jailer of Franklin county;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one t~e several acts incorporating the town of Brooksville, in
· Bracken county;"
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An act in relation to the punishment of persons aiding in the
escape of inmates from the Louisville House of Refuge;
An act to authorize the Hickman county cou1·t to issue bonds for
.bridges, and to raise sinking fund to pay same;
An act to establish a common school for the benefit of the colored
people of Catlettsburg and vicinity;
An act for the benefit of Leonidas H. Voshell, of ~oone county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act fixing the time of holding the terms of the circuit courts in the tenth judicial distl'ict;"
An act for the benefit of Johnson V. Oakley, of Morgan county;
An act for the ben~fit of Peter Perry, committee of John Perry, a
pauper idiot (of color), of Hart county;
An act chartering the Young .Men's Savings Association of New
Liberty, Owen county;
An a.ct for the benefit of the Auditor of Public Accounts;
An act for the benefit of James P. Bailey, late sheriff of Lincoln
county;
An act to incorporate Phantom Lodge, No. 15, of the Knights
of Pythias;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
· in Crittet1den county;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Marion, in Crittenden county;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors or intoxicatb;ig
beverages in Greenup ,county;
. An act to amend the charter of the town of Frenchburg, in Menifee county;
An act for the benefit of R. F. Scott, sheriff of Garrard county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the third, fourth, fifth, and seventh, and disag1·eed
to the first, second, and sixth amendments proposed by thi;; House to
chapter 29, title "Courts," of the proposed revision of the Statutes.
The House resumed the consideration of the report from the Sen at~
of their action on the report of the joint committee on the report of
the Commissioners to revise the Statutes.
Chapter 39, title "Executions," being under consideration, M1·.
Graves moved to strike out subsection one of section two of article

a
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one, and insert· in lieu thereof these words : "All executions shall be
returnable to some rule day of the court, not under sixty nor more
than one hundred and twenty days from the teste."
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Graves, it was decided in the negati,v e.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Foree, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
M. E. McKenzie,
W . N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnso1~, James W. Snydei·-10.
M. Woods Ferguson,

I

·I
I
I
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)C. M. Clay, jr.,
Lewis Potter,
E. A. Robertson,
George W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
John Rowan,
A. C. Armstrong,
J. E. Gosson,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
C. W. Threlkeld,.
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
Harry I. Todd,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
.T. L. Waring,
John A. Bell,
J.P. Hampton,
J. C. S . _Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. H. Webb,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
J. -M. White,
W. B . M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
F. A. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wilson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. M. Wright-46 . .
George Carter, Julian N. Phelps,
James S. Chrisman,
Mr. Graves also moved to strike from section six of article thirte·e n,
'
.
after the word " machine," these words : " all portraits, pictures, and
paintings not acquired 01· kept for sale, not exceeding three hundrnd
dollars in value."
Mr. Chrisman offered the following substitute for the amendment
proposed by Mr. Graves, viz:
Strike from said section the same words proposed to be stricken
out by the amendment proposed by Mr. Graves, and insert in lieu
thereof these words: " and all family portraits and pictures."
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute for
the amendment of Mr. Graves, proposed by Mr. Chrisman, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption C?f the amendment
proposed by Mr. Graves, as amended by the substitute offered by M1·.
Chrisman, and it was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Grave~ and
Beckham, were as follows, viz:
Th-ose who voted in the affi.rma"tive, wereMr. Speaker(McCreary)John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
George W. Anderson, Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
A. ·c. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Q. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,.
James W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J.P. Hampton,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle, . E. Polk Johnson,
J. L. ·waring,
John S. Carpenter,
Thomas M. Johnson, J.M. White,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S . McClure,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
William J. McElroy, J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J.E. C,osson,
John 'Y· Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-54.
Those who voted in .t he negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
S. C. Bell,
J.P. Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
C.H. Webb-6.
Mr. Carpenter offered an amendment to section 8 of article 13.
Mr. W. Evans offered a substitute for the section as reported from
the Senate, and the proposed amendment of .Mr. Carpenter, which
was adopted.
Said section, as thus amended, was then adopted.
And then chapter 39, title " Executi~ns," as amende_d, was adopted.
Chapter 40, title" Executors and Administrators," was then adopted
without amendment.
Chapter 41, title "Feeble-minded Children," being under consideration, .Mr. Bl~ckburn moved to strike out section 3, and substitute
therefor the foJ}owing, viz:
§ 3. The Governor is authorized to appoint seven commissioners,
five of whom shall reside in Franklin county, and two in counties
adjoining thereto, any four of -whom shall constitute a quorum, who
shall be confirmed by the Senate before they go into office. Each of
the said commissiopers shall hold his office for two years, and until
his succ·essor is qualifi.ed. It shall be the duty of. said commissioners
to select a Superintendent of said Institution, who shall be a competent physician. The Superintendent shall reside in the Institution,
and give his entire time and attention to the duties Qf his office.
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And the question being taken on the adoption thereof, it was
decided in the affirmative.
Said section, as thus amended, was then adopted.
Mr. Coope1· offered an amendment to section 11.
.Mr. Wright offered an amendment to the amendment proposed by
Mr. Cooper, which was rejected.
The amendment proposed by Mr. Cooper was then adopted . .
Mr. Rowlett offered an amendment to section 5, which was adopted.
Mr. Rowlett offered an amendment also, by adding a~ additional
section 1G thereto, which was adopted.
And then chapter 4-I, title "Feeble-minded Children," as amended,
was adopted.
And then the House, according to ordei·, took a recess until halfpast 7 o'clock, P. lVI.
At half-past 7 o'clock, P. M., the House again reassembled.
The House took up a joint resolution from the Senate, entitled
Resolution in relation to the One Hundredth Anniversary of Independence of the United Colonies of North America.
Which was twice read and concuned in. ·
Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to further amend the charter of the Christian County Bank,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to
a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to protect the owners of breeding_ and training farms and
stables.
Said amendment was concul'l'ed in.
Bills were reported by the committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 28, in Clinton county.
By Mr. Cosson, from the same committee·
A bill for the benefit of school district No. 62, in Shelby county.
;
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By Mr. Armstrong, from the _same committeeA bill to amend · an act, entitled" An act to cause good schoolhou ses to be erected in the Eighth and Ninth Congressional Districts."
Which bills were read the first time and ordered, to be read a_second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed w ith,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rllle of the_House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being en·
grossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be' as
aforesaid.
Mr. Scales moved to reconsider the vote by ·which th·e House con-_
curred in a joint resolution from the Senate, entitled
Resolution in r~lation to the One Hundredth Anniversary of Indep end ence of the United Col'onies of North America.
Mr. T. lVI. Johnson moved to reconsider the vote by which the
Honse passed a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of school district No. 28, in Clinton county.
The House took up the motion hei·etofore made, to reconsider the
vote by which the House disagreed to a bill, which originated in the .
Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the organiza:tion and regulation of banking
companies, and to repeal various charters .
And the question being taken_thereon, it was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Foree, were_as follows, viz:
Those who voted in• the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker_(lVI'Creary)W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
George W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. P. Sacksteder,
G. W . Bailey,
James Garnett,
Frank Sackst-eder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
. W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
C.H. W_ebb,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,

•
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J. N. Woods,
R. L: Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. W oolfolk-41 .
J. E. Cosson,
Lewis Potter,
Walter Evans;
E . A. Robertson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. S. Arnold,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Wm. J. McElroy,
E. A. Graves,
James W. Sn yder ,
R. Tarv. Baker,
William Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T . J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton-13 .
James S. Chrisman,
And so the vote by which said bill was disagreed to was reconsidered.
The question was then again taken on the passage of said bill ,
and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
A_rnold, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, C. M. Clay,jr.,
John P. Rowl et t,
G. W. Bailey,
Walter Evans,
. J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sackstede r,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk John son,
Harry I. Todd ,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
S. C. Bell,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
J. L. Nall,
C. H. Webb,
Wm. F. Bond,
Lewis Potter,
J.M. White-26.
John S. Carpente.r,
John Rowan,
Those who voted in the negative, w ereA. C. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. S. Arnold,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
R-. Tarv. Baker,
C. P. Gray,
-James W . Snyder,
William Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. Jessee,
L . W. Trafto n, ·
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson, F. A. Wil son,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Jones,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
J. E. Cosson,
William J. McElroy, S. H. W oolfolk-31.
W. B. Evans,
And so said bill was again
disagreed to .
I
And then the House adjourned .
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governo1· that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of the Louisville Industrial Exposition, and
to amend the charter thereof.
·
1
An act for the benefit of A. H. Ditto, committee of Polly Miller, a
pauper idiot, of Henry county.
An act for the benefit of Belleville H. Herndon.
An act for the benefit of Wm. Pollard, committee of Eliza Pollard,
a pauper idiot, of Henry county.
An act to locate and define the county line between Estill and Lee
counties.
An act to authorize the poor-house commissioners of Ohio county
to sell the old poor-house property of said county.
An act for the benefit of the kindred of Pierre Victor Eustache,
deceased, late of McCracken county.
An act to incorporate the city of Mayfield.
An act to amend the charter of the Lexington and Newtown Turnpike Road Company .
. An act concerning the appointment of a superintendent and commissioner of roads and bridges for Ohio county.
An act to amend the charter of the Georgetown and Paris Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of W. E. Clelland, late sheriff of Mercer
county.
An act to authorize the sale of the poor-house farm in Estill
county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Cynthiana, in Ha:rrisoncounty.
That they had concurred in-the amendment proposed by the House
to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of keepers of licensed stud horses, jacks,
and bulls.
With an amendment to the amendment proposed by the House.
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That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the H ouse
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Benevolent Society of Colored People of
Millville; in Woodford county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the L exington Building and Accumulating Fund Association."
An act to regulate the official sales of real and p erson al property
in the county of Bracken.
That they had passed bills, w hich originated in the H ouse of R epresentatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend the cha1·ter of the South Kentucky Railroad Company.
An act to amend the original and amended acts incorporatin g the
town of Earlington.
An act providing for copying the surveys, plats, and certificates of
land in Warren county.
An act to enable the court of claims of Henry county to p ay
county indebtedness.
And that they had passed bills of th e following titles, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of J. W. Bradburn, of Hardin county, and
others.
2. An act to incorporate th e H enderson Library Associa tion .
3. An act changing the time of holding the ~eptember term of the
Trimble county quarterly court .
4. An act for the benefit of J. T. Quarles.
5. An act for the benefit of C. M. Hanks, jailer of Wolfe county.
6. An act for the relief of the sheriff of Trigg county.
7. An act to amend al} act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Pdnceton, Marion, and Ohio River Railroad Company," approved
March 28, 1872.
8. An act to incorporate the Kentucky and South Eastern Railway
Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be· referred..:.._the 1st and 6th to the Committee
oii Ways and Means; the 2d to the Committee on Education ; the
3d and .5th to the Committee on County Courts; the 4th to the Com-
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mittee on Claims; and the 7th and 8th to the CoJnmitt~e on Railroads.
Mr. Jessee, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liqgors in the town of Clayville."
Which bill was read the first tirp.e and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrol;lsed and read a third time.
The r[!le of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being Mspensed 'with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. T. M. Johnson.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which 01·iginated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of James Ficklin, sheriff of Montgomery
county;
An act in relation to the Cabin Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester Turnpike Road Company;
An act to incorporate the St. Patrick's Benevolent Society of Paris; ·
An act to incorporate the town of Hanson, in Hopkins county;
An act for the benefit of Wm. Chamberland, of Russell county;
An act .for the benefit of Barney Sisk, jailer of Hopkins county ;
An act to incorpornte the Prestonsbui·g Academy and Normal
School Joint Stock Company;,
An act for t_he benefit of George Sublett, of Elliott county;
An act to incorporate the Muhlenburg Mining _Company;
An act to authorize the voters of the town of Clinton to vote upon
proposition as to whether ardent spirits shall be sold within the corporaJe limits of said town, and to prohibit the sale of the same;
An act for the benefit of Arnold S. Hardy;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 46, in Mercer county;
An act for the benefit of the Falmouth and Claysville Turnpike
Road, in Pendleton county;
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An act to empower the court of claims of Shelby county to levy
an additional ad valorem tax ;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to establish an institution of learning in the town of Hardinsville, in Shelby county;"
An act to authorize the sale and conveyance of the property
of the Kendrick Institute, in Wayne county;
An act to authorize the change of the State road at Cane creek
bridge, between Milburn and Columbus;
An act to incorporate the Augusta and Mount Olivet Turnpike
Road Company, in Bracken and Robertson counties;
An act to fix the time of holding the Garrard circuit court;
An act to amend the act incorporating the Cabin Creek Turnpike
Road Company;
An act to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy Creek
Turnpike Road Company;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 34, in Garrard county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Wh~reupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secretary of State, which was taken up and read as follows, viz:
STATE OF KENTUCKY, EXEOUT[VE DEPARTMENT,
i
FRANKFORT, March 28, 1873.\
Gentlemen of the House of Representatives :
The bill which originated in your honorable body, entitled "An act to
authorize certain counties in this Commonwealth to purchase land for a
right of way and depot grounds, and lease the same to the trustees of the
Cincinnati Southern Railway," makes it the duty of the county judge of
any of the counties named, upon the petition of any two residents of the
county owning property therein assessed for taxation for revenue purposes, to summon the justices of the peace of bis county to meet within
ten days; and when so assembled, they may make an order submitting to
a vote of a ll the voters of the county assessed for tax for revenue purposes, the question of raising by taxation, and by the issue of bonds, to
raise a fund sufficient to buy the right of way and the necessary depot
.grounds for the Cincinnati Southern Railway through such county, not
-exceeding the sum of sev.enty-:five thousand dollars.
After prescribing the manner in which the vote shall bo taken, it is
enacted th_at the clerk of the _county court and the county judge. shall
constitute a board to count the vote and enter the result upon the records
of the court, which record shall be conclusive of the regularity and the
result of such election, and the saime shall not be questioned unless pro:ceedings for the purpose be commenced within thirty days thereafter.
The fifth section enacts that whenever the Cincinnati Southern .Railway
,shall be located in any one of the said counties, it shall be the duty of the
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commissioners of the sinking fund for s uch county to pay the owners of
. the land required to be taken for right of way and depot grounds the
sums ascertained to be due them.
The tenth section enacts thrtt, upon the payment of the money to the
owners of the land as heretofore provided for, the title to such land shall
vest in the county; and the commit1sioners of the sinking fund for the
county shall have power and authority to lease the same to the trustees
of the Cincinnati Southern Railwoy, upon such terms and conditions as
may be agreed upon; but no such lease shall continue for a longer period
than nin ety-nine years; and whenever the said trustees, or their successors or assigns or lessees, shall cease to use the said lands for the purpose
hereinbefore specified, the same shall at once, without notice or demand,
revert to the said counties in fee simple.
The charter heretofore granted by this Legislature to the trustees of the
Ci ncinn ati Southern Railway (which has been accepted) clothes them
with foll power to purchase and condemn lands in the several counties
recited in this bill, in order to acquire the right of way, depot grounds,
&c., necessary for building and operating the road, and invests them with
the same rights, powers, and privileges in this regard that have been
granted to similar enterprises in this State. But this bill proposes, as I
understan d it, not to authorize the trustees to purchase the right of way,
but to sect1re to them the lands necessary for their purposes, by a nominal
lease, which will probably be virtually a donation from the counties
t hrough which the road shall pass. It provides that whenever it shall be
so ordered in any of these cot'tnties by a majority of vote1·s owning prop erty assessed for revenue purposes, a tax shall be imposed upon all the
taxable property to raise a fund sufficient to purchase, for the use of the
Cincinnati Southern Railway, all the necessary real estate for the location
of the road and for depot purposes. The property so purchased is authorized to be leased to the trustees of the corporation for ninety-nine years,
by a board of commission ers appointed by the cou.n ty court, upon such.
terms as may be agreed upon between , the trustees and said board. It
will be observed that th e purchase is to be made of only such real estate
as the corporation may indicate, and only for the use of the corporation;
and inasmuch as the board of commissioners cannot appropriate the real
estate so purchased to any other' object or use, and cannot lease the same
except to this o_n e corporation, it follows necessarily that the corporation
will be able to obtain the use of the property for ninety-nine years upon
just such terms as it may prescribe .
.No one can fail to see that under the provisions of this bill there can be
no mutuality in any contract between the trustees of the road and the
board of commissioners. The idea, therefore, of securing to the tax-payer,
out of any proceeds of the lease, even the semblance of an equivalent for
th e tax coerced from him under the provisions of the bill, will be Rimply
preposterous. In fact, no equivalent seems to have been intended, for
no provision is made in the bill as to what shall be done- with the rents
for the use of the land; and the means for securing it, if any were intended, are not within the power of the board of commissioners. It is,
therefore, presumable, as before indicated, that the obj ect of this measure
is to induce the counties to offer a vit·tual donation of the necessary lands
to secure the location of the route of the road within their borders. But
even if a reasonable rental for the use of the property should he obtained,
. the obj ectionable character ot the measures contained in the bill would
not be obviated. The gravest objection to the legislation which it proposes is, that it is founded on the presumption of an unconditional power
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of taxation. This power of taxation is on e, the exercise of which, invading, as it Qoes, tbe sanctity of private pt·operty, and exactin g from the
hands of industry a portion of its earnings for tbe publi c n ecessiti es, has
always been one of the most deli cate and in sidious character; and th e
distinguishing excellency of representative and constitution al government
is the safeguards which such, governments provide against its abuse. The
odrnm of its exercise is infinitely agg ravated when, without th e plea. of
public necessity, it exacts from the citizen money wh er ew ith to enr ich
private individuals, especially when associated in so me groat cor poration
created for their own private profit. .Against such abuse our own State
Constitution has carofupy guarded. In its power to levy and collect taxes
from the people tbe State is not probably r estricted as tu eith er the amo unt
or rate of taxation; but it is certainly restricted in th e objects for which
it may be exercised, for taxes are, as properly defined, charges or contributions imposed by the Legislature upon pe:r sons or property to raise
money for public purposes, or to accomplish the public ends of government. Such being the only leg itimate objects of taxation, it follows that,
to impose a tax, or to authorize the imposition by any agencies for private
purposes, or to build up private corporations, or to promote private enterprises, is wholly unauthorized. A. law, therefore, authorizing t-axation for
any other than public purposes, is void; and, though a tax may pass
through the hands of public officers with a strict regard to all tho forms
of law, yet, if it be for private purposes, it is uncon stitution aL
The Cincinnati Southern Railway is, to all intents and purposes, a p1·ivate corporation. It is organized for pecuniary profit alone. The public,
as such, has no pecuniary in terest in it. Its ultimate business is that of a
common carrier. The L egislature cannot exercise any contro l over its
rights under the charter, for the reason that it is a private and not a public corporation; and, although the proposed road is one of great importance to the section of the State tht·ough which it may pass, and to
the whole State, yet, like all other railroad corporations, it is projected in
the interest of the stockholders and not of the public, and it is clear to
my mind that no incidental benefits arising to the community from the
· operations of a private corporation can, in any sense, rend er it a public
one, or justify the exercise of the taxing power in its behalf. Such being
the case, can the Legislature confer upon a majority of the voters ii:i anv
of the counties named iu tho bill the power to tax the property of th~e
minority, in ·order to r aise a fund to purchase the right of way for the
road and grounds for depots, without any eq uivalent for the taxes thus
coerced from an unwilling and protesting minority? I am clearly of the
opinion that it cannot be constitutionally done. It was decided in the
case of Hensen vs. Vernon, in 1869, by tho Supreme Court of Iowa, "that
the Legislature has · no power to authorize a J.ocal majority to vote a tax
upon the people of a district, the proceeds of which ,are to be given or
donated to a private company organized for pecuniary profit, and in
which the tax-payer has no interest, and for the taxes exacted receives no
return." The same doct.r ine is approved by our· own Supreme Court in
the Cypress Pond Draining Company case vs. Hooper, &c., and to the
same purport are decisions rendered by the Supreme Courts of the States
ofN ew York, California, Oregon, Alabama, Wisconsin, Illinois, Mississippi,
Michigan, and perhaps oth er States. Our own State Constitution, article
13, sections 2 and 14, dis.t inctly denies any po'Yor of taxation for purposes
of ,donation for such purpose as indicated in the bill, which, thoug h cal led
a lease, I am. constrained to r ega11d as a donation; for, notwithstanding the
bill provides that the commissioners shall not pal't with . the legal title to
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the land, but shall only lease it to the trustees for ninety-nine years, and
that the land shall revert and the fee shall vest in the county upon the
corporation ceasing or abandoning the use of its road, still the transaction amounts to a donation of the lands to the co1·poration. I baYe
searched in vain to find in it any provision wbicb seeures, or even contemplates securing, any dividends, rents, profits, or other compensation
whatever to remun erate the unwilling tax-payer for the money which
this bill proposes to wrest from him. It is a bonus held out to induce the
trustees to locate th!.' road through the counties proposing to contribute
the right of way and. the necessary grounds for building depots. This is
the first time, so for as I have any knowlege, that the Legislature bas
gone so far as to impose a tax, or authorize a majority, by vote, in any
locality, to do so, in order to raise a fan<.l to be donated to a private corporation .
I most respectfully, but earnestly, contend that the Legislature has not
the constitutional power to coerce contributions of money Ol' property for
any such purpose. To require a person to become a stockholder in a
private corporation against his will, through the process of taxatiO"n, is as
far as the legislative power has ever been hitherto exe1·ted; and even such
l egislation I regard as very questionable. I seriously doubt, as I have
expressed it in a former mcsFiage, whether the Legislature can constitutionally empower voting majorities to impose a tax npon all the citizens
of a county, and compel them, however unwilling, to become stockholders in a private corporation.
Suppose that the landed proprietors of one of our counties should think
it desirable, and for the public benefit, to invite and settle immigrants
among them, and to this end should ask of the Legislature to empower
the county court, if so instructed by a majority of the voters of the
county, to impose a tax on the people for the purchase of lands to be
leased at a nominal rent to a certain number of immigrants, would the
Legislature regard the incidental benefits of such a measu1·e Aufficient to
justify them in authorizing it? I am satisfied that the Legislature would
not give its sanction to such a mea<:lure; and yet, as a mere question of
constitutional power-and this is a question of power, and not of expediency-no objection can possibly be alleged against such an enactment
that could not be urged with equal force and propriety against allowing
county s11bscriptions to railroads to be made by voting majorities, whilst
even on the grounds of expediency or of in~idental public benefits, it
might, perhaps, be truly plead that, in the county proposing the immigrant scheme, no railway enterprise could equally promote the public
welfare.
The maxium that ."the end justifies the means," is as false and mischievous in public policy as in private morals; and yet it requires the
unceasing vigilance and firmness of the patriot statesman to detect and
guard against its insidious approaches. It tempts in the guise of an
angel of light, and deceives by its professions of devotion to the public
good. The surest safeguard to the legislator against the persuasion of
its siren voice is a firm, unwavering observance of the Constitution in its
letter and spirit. I would respectfully and earnestly urge up'on you the
responsibility which you share in deciding upon this subject wiLh the
other departments of government. For whilst it is the province of th e
cot,rts to decide whether the purpose indicated in a law is public or otherwise, and sus-tain or annul such enactment according to their judgment,
yet the courts are under no greater obligations to observe the Constitution
and enforce its guarantees and restraints, than are the _legislators ·and the
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Gov~rnor; and it is of the hig hest importance to the public interest that
an unconstitutional meaaure sho uld not receive the sanction of the lawmaking power. In accordance, therefore, with my duties under the Constitution, I herewith most respectfully return the bill with these my
objections.
P. H. LESLIE.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, An act was passed by this General Assembly, approved February 13th, 1872, entitled "An act to authorize the trustees of the Cincinnati Southern Railway to acquire the right of way, and to extend a line
of railway through certain countieR in thi~ Commonwealth;" and whereas,
the ·people of the counties hereinafter named are deeply interested in the
location and construction of said line of rail way and its appendages in
and through said countieR; and it is necessary, in order to enable them to
secure s·uch locaLion and construction, and the benefits arising therefrom,
that said counties shall be authorized to purchase and lease to said trustees the right of way and depot grounds for said railway; and whereas,
th e people of said counties have applied to this General Assembly for '.
authority to raise money by taxation, and by the issue of bonds, for the
purposes aforesaid, upon the conditions hereinafter stated; now, therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That whenever any ten residents and owners of property assessed for
taxation for State revenue purposes in any of the counties of Whitley,
Laurel, Madison, Clark, Bourbon, Harrison, Kenton, Scott, Frank lin , Anderson, Woodford, Fayette, J essam ine, Mercer, Garrard, Boyle, Lincoln,
Rockcastle, Casey, Pulaski, .Russell, Wayne, Clinton, Cumberland, Monroe, Adair, Metcalfe, Josh Bell, Gallatin, Knox, Clay, Owsley, Jackson,
and Estill, shall make application therefor, in writing, to the presiding
judge of the county court in which said applicant resides and owns property as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of such judge forthwith to cause the
several justices of the peace in and for said county to be summoned, to
meet within ten days after said applicu.tion is made; and, when so
assembled, they may make an order upon the records of said court, submitting to the qualified voters assessed for tax for revenue purposes in
said county the question of raising, by taxation, and by the issue.of bonds
in such sums as may be reqaired, not greater than the amount hereafter
named, and directing a poll to be opened at the usual voting place or
places in each election precinct in said county, on a day designated in
said order, for the purpose of taking the sense of said voterfil upon the
said question; the said election shall be held within thirty days after the
date of said order, and not less than fifteen days' notice ther~of shall be
given by printed posters, one of which s hall be put up at the door of the
court-house, and one at each voting place in said county. It shall be the
duty of the presiding judge, at the time such election is ordered, to appoint the necessary officers to conduct the same; who shall have all the
powers, perform all the duties, and receive the compensation prescribed
by the general laws of this Commonwealth in cases of election for county
officers. The poll-book shall be returned to the clerk of the county court
within three days after the election; and the clerk shall forthwith report
the same to the presiding judge of said court; and said judge, together
with the clerk, shall at once proceed to ascertain the result of said election, and enter the same upon the records of the court, which record shall
be conclusive of the r egularity and result of said election; the result or
validity of said election shall not ,be questioned, unleas proceedings for
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that purpose be commenced within thirty days after said result is ascertained and stated upon the records of the court.
§ 2. At said election the following questions shall be propounded to
each voter: ".A.re you in favor of or against the tax authorized by the
General Assembly, approved on the - day o f -- , 1873?" (the date of
the approval of this act to be inserted); and the sense of tho voters shall
be recorded in the affirmative or negative, as the case may be. In case a
majority of votes cast at said election shall bo in the affirmative, it shall
be the duty of the presiding judge at once to appoint three commissioners, who shall, under oath, ascertain and report the cost of the right of
way and depot grounds through said county; and he shall cause the
se-veral justices of the peace for said county to assemble within ten days
after the said report is received; and when so assembled, the said commissioners shall report the cost of the right of way and depot grounds
as aforesaid; and it shall be the duty of the said justices at ouce to levy
a tax upon the taxable property in said county subject to taxation for
State revenue purposes, sufficient to raise the sum specified in said report,
or such part thereof as may be determined upon; and for the remainder
of the amount anthor_ized to be raised, the presiding judge shall forthwith iss ue the bonds of said county for an amount not less than one hundred dollars each nor more than one thousand dollars each, signed by him
as presiding judge, and countersigned by the clerk of the county court,
payable to bearer, with interest at any rate not exceeding ten per cent.
per annum, payable semi-annually, at such place as said presiding judge
may determine; and said bonds shall have coupons or interest warrants
attached thereto, attested by the signature of the clerk of the county
court. It shall be the duty of said ()Ourt, annually, at its sitting as a
court of claims, to levy and cause to be collected a tax upon the taxable
property in said county subject to assessment for State revenue purposes,
sufficient to pay the interest on said bonds, and to provide a sinking fund
for the redemption of the bonds at maturity; and said bonds, when iasued,
shall be delivered to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund as hereinafter provided.
.
§ 3 . .A.11 taxes levied under authority of th is act shall be collected by
the sheriff at the same time and in the same manner that the county
levy is required to be levied; but before p1·oceeding to collect the same,
he shall execute a hood, with good and sufficient security, to be approved
by the presiding judge of the county court, stipulating for a faithful performance of bis duties under this act, and that be will promptly pay over
to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund for said county all moneys
collected by him; and in case he shall fail or refuse to execute such bond,
the pres iding judge shall appoint a special collector, who shall execute a
like bond, and exe1·cise all the powers of a sheriff in making such collections. The sheriff or special collector shall receive the same compensation , for making collections under this act, as is allowed by law for collecting the State revenue. For a breach of the bond of the sheriff or special
collector, the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund may sue in their own
names for the use and benefit, of the county; and in case of their refosal
to sue when required by any tax-payer, such tax-payer may prosecute ,an
action on said bond in the name of said commissioners; but he shall be·
liable for all costs and expenses in case such suit is not successful.
§ 4. rt, shall be the duty of said justices of the pea-ce, at their second
meeting, as required by this act, or within thirty days thereafter, and
every two years afterwards, to elect three Commissioners of the Sinking
Fund, who shall serve two years, and until their successors are elected and
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qualified. The said commissioners shall take an oath that they will faithfully perform the duties of their office, and shall execute .separate bonds,
with good and sufficient sureties, to be approved by tht1 presiding judge of
the county court, conditioned that they will well and truly do and perform
all the things required of them by this act, and any amendments thereto;
and that they will promptly account for and pay over to the pt·oper persons all moneys received by them, all moneys raised by taxation under
this act, and all moneys raised by the sales of bonds authorized by· this
act, that may come to their hands. They shall receipt for all moneys
that may come to their bands. They may sell or hypotbecate said bonds.
§ 5. Whenever the Cincinnati Southern Railway shall be located in any
one of the said counties, it shall be the duty of the Commissioners of th e
Sinking Fund for such county to pay the owners of the land required to
be taken for right of way and depot grounds the sums ascertained to be
due them.
§ 6. The amount authorized to be raised by taxation, and by the issue
of bonds, shall not be greater in any of the counties herein named th an
a sum actually necessary to pay for right of way and depot grounds for
said railway; and this shall in no county exceed the sum of seventy-five
thousand dollars.
§ 7. The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund shall, out of the money
in their hands raised for that purpose, pay the interest on any bonds
issued under the provisions of this act; and they shall have the custody
and management of all money raised for the redemption of said bonds,
and may loan the same out, from time to time, upon good securi ty, until
the maturity of said bonds; or they may, when so authorized by the
presiding judge, by an order ent.e.red upon the records of his ·court, use
the whole, or any part of said last mentioned money, in purchasing said
bonds before maturity. They shall, once in each y ear, make a settlement
of their accounts with the presiding judge in the same manner that administrators and guardians are required to settle, and the same shall be
recorded in a book to be kept for that purpose. The presiding judge
shall, at each annual, settlement, allow said commissioners a r easonable
compensation for their services, to be paid out of the money in their
bands; said judge shall receive the sum of three dollars for making each
settlement, to be paid in like manner.
§ 8. Any Commissioner of the Sinking Fund may be removed by the
presiding judge, for good cause shown, upon ten days' notice; and in case
of such r e moval, or in case of vacancy from any other cause, tbe presiding judge shall fill the same by appointment. lt shall be the duty of the
presitling judge to see that the surety fumisbed by the said commissi-oner.s
is at all tim·es sufficient; and be shall, whenever applied to by the county
attorney or any tax-payer,, make inquiry concerning the solvency or
sufficiency of any surety, and shall forthwith remove any commissioner
who fails or refuses to furnish new or additional secut'ity when required.
§ 9. A majority of the justices of the peace in commission in said
county shall constitute a quorum to transact business undet· this act; and
in case of the absence of the presiding judge, they shall elect one of their
number to preside. The failure or omission of the presiding judge or
"justices of the peace to perform any act, or enter any ortler, at the time
the same is herein required to be performed or entered, shall not avoid
any proceeding hm-ein authorized or required; but such act may be performed, and such order entered, at any subsequent time, with the same
effect as if there bad been no such failure or omission.
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§ 10. That upon the payment of the money to the owner of the land as
herein before provided for, t he _title to such land shall vest in the county;
and the Co mmiRs ioners of th e Sinking Fund for th e county shall have
power and authority to lease the same to the Trustees of the Cincinnati
Southern .Railway, upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed
u pon; but no such lease shall continue for a longer period than ninetynine years; and wbeneve1· the said trustees, or th eir successors or assigns ,
or lessees, shall cease to use the said la.nds for th e purposes hereinbefore
specifi ed, the same shall at onco, without notice or demand, revert to the
said coun ties in fee simpl e.
§ 11. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.

The question was then taken," Shall the bill pass, the objections
of, the Governor to the contrary notwfthstanding?" and it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who vpted in the affirmativ·e, were- ·
A. C. Armstrong,
·walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
John A. Bell,
W . H. Evans,
C. 0. Scales,
W illiam Brown,
James Garnett,
William Selle1·s,
Thomas P. Cardwell, C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
J. P. Hampton,
Jonas D. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods-19.
John E . Gosson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
A . S . Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson , E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
Jo!:'eph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
G. W . Bailey,
E . A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Clinton Griffith,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W . .Bascom, George M. Jessee,
Frank S acksteder,
W.R. Bates,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders, ·
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
W . .N . Beckham,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Th relkeld,
J. 0. S . Blackburn,
J . J. iVIcAfee-,
J. L. Warin,g,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J. McElroy, J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. VVilson,
George Carter,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-47.
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N . Phelps,
And so said bill was rejected.
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw
the announcement of their disagreement to bills which originated in
the House of Representatives·, of the following title.s, viz:
An act for the benefit of William Cook's heirs.
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An act for the benefit of John J. Macklin, late sheriff of Kenton
county.
Which was granted.
A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they bad passed a bill, entitled
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within two miles of Mercer Station, in Muhlenburg county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to he read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision ·as to the secon4
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Raikoads.
The House then took up the matter of the disagreement of the
Senate to the amendments Nos. 1, 2, and 6, proposed by the House of
Representatives to chapter 29, title " Courts," of the proposed revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Cooper moved that the House do recede from the first and
second of its said proposed amendments.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. W. Evans then moved that the House recede from its sixth
proposed amendment, viz: which proposes to increase . the civil ·
jurisdiction of justices of the peace.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Ogilvie and
Jones, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affi1·mative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)George Carter,
E. Polk Johnson,
George W. Anderson, James S . Chrisman,
Thomas M. Johnson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
R. L. Coope1·,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J.E. Cosson,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Walter Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
J. L. Waring,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
M. Woods Ferguson, Mordecai Williams,
Wm. F. Bond,
James Garnett,
F. A. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J.M. Wright-29.
John S. Carpenter,
C. P. Gray,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
T. J. Jones,
J.P. Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. R. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
William J. McElroy, C. C. Scales,

'
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S. C. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
James W. Snyder,
Robert M. Carlisle,
W. A. Morin,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
C.H. Webb,
William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
S. H. W oolfolk-34.
J.P. Hampton,
Mr. McElroy then moved that the House do insist upon its said
proposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. McElroy, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required ther.e on by Messrs. McElroy
and Ogilvie, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
George M. Jessee,
J. P. Sacksteder,
W.W. Ayers,
T. J. Jones,
Frank Sacksteder,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. R. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. J. McElroy,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
W. A. Morin,
J. L. Waring,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J. L. Nall,
C.H. Webb,
William G. Conrad, John W . Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
S. H. W oolfolk-35.
J; P. Hampton,
John Rowan,
Those who voted in the negative, we1·eMr. Speaker (M'Creary)George Carter,
C. P. Gray,
Clinton Griffith,
George W. Anderson, James S. Chrisman,
R. Tarv. Baker,
R. L. Cooper,
E. Polk Johnson,
Thomas M. Johnson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J.E. Gosson,
W. N. Beckham,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
W. H . Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
M. Woods Ferguson, Mordecai Williams,
Wm. F. Bond,
James Garnett,
F . A. Wilson-26.
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Cassius Goodloe,
On motion of Mr. Graves,
Ordered, That a committee of conference be appointed on the subject of the disagreement of the two Houses in regard to the sixth
amendment proposed by the House to chapter 29, title "Courts," of
the proposed revision of the statutes.
And thei·eiipon the Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs.
Ogilvie, Goodloe, and Bascom, on the part of the House, who were
directed to inform the Senate of their appointment, and to request
the appointment of a committee for the same purpose on their part.
.

.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that th·ey
had concurred in .the amendments proposed by the House to the
followi ng chapters of the revision of the sta tutes, viz:
Chap ter 34, title "Elections."
Chapter 39, title "Executions."
Chap ter 41, title" Feeble-minded Children."
The House then, according to order, resumed the further consideration of the report from the Senate of their ·action on the report of
t he Joint Committee on the report of the Commissio ners to revise the
sta tutes.
Chapter 52, title "Husband and Wife," being under consideration,
Mr. Chrisman offered an amendment thereto, which was adopted .
Said chapter, as amended, was then adopted.
To chapter 53, title "Idiots and Lunatics," Mr. Graves offered the
follow ing amendment, viz:
Strike out of sections two and five, in article two, the words "seventy-five," and insert in li eu thereof the word " fifty."
A nd the question being taken on the motion proposed by Mr.
Graves, it was decided in the neg ative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Ayers, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW . W. Ayers,
Lewis Potter,
0. H. Webb,
.
S. 0 . Bell,
John Rowan ,
Jonas D. Wilson-8.
E. A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr . Speaker(lWCreary)J. E. Gosson ,
John W. Ogilvie,
Ge orge W . Anderson, John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelp's,
A. S . Arnold,
Walter Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frnnk Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
C. 0. Scales,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
0 . P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
Joh n A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
.J. L. Waring,
0. S. Blackb urn ,
Thomas M. Johnson, J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J . Jones,
Mordecai: Williams,
J ohn S. Carpenter,
Bryan-S. McClure,
F. A. Wilson;
James S . Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, J. N. Woods,
C. M. Olay , jr.,
W. A. Morin,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Wi lliam G. Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-46.
R. L . Cooper,
Said ,chapter was then adopted without amendment.
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Chapter 54, title" Impeachment," was then adopted without amendment.
To chapter 55, title "lnclosures and Certain Trespasses," Mr.
Rowlett offered the following amendment, viz:
Strike out sections 1 and 2 of the fourth article thereof.
Mr. E. Polk Johnson called for a division of the question.
And the question being taken on striking out the first section of
said article, it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on striking out the second section of
said article, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Rowlett
and Powell, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.R. Bates,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
S . C. Bell,
C. P. Grny,
John P. Rowlett,
Thomas P . Cardwell, J. P. Hampton,
C. C. Scales,
James S. Chrisman,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
J.E. Cosson,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
·John W. Dyer,
William J. McElroy, J.M. White,
W. H. Evans,
John W . Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods-24.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J ohn S. Carpenter,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. R. Sanders,
W . W. Ayers,
William G. Conrad, James W. Snyder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L . Waring,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
C. H. Webb,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
Mordecai Williams,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
F. A. Wilson,
J.C. S . Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Wm. F. Bond,
M. E. McKenzie,
S. ff Woolfolk,
William Brown,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-32.
Robert M. Carlisle, · Lewis Potter,
Amendments were then offered by Messrs. Powell and Dyer, which
were adopted.
Mr. Garnett moved to strike out sections 3 and 4 of article 2.
Pending the consideration thereof, the hour for taking a recess
until 7½ o'clock, P. M., arrived.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again reassembled.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, ~vhich originated in the Hou;;e _of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of the Iron Works Turnpike Road Company.
90-R,

R,
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An act to amend an act incorporating the Concord and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Winchester Cemetery Company.
An act to authorize the appointment of an additional examiner to
. take depositions in and for Floyd· county.
An act to amend the charter of the Newport and Dayton Strnet
Railway Company.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 62, in Shelby county.
'.An act to amend an act incorporating the Cincinnati, Covington,
and Cumberland Gap Railroad Company, approved 11th Ma1·ch, 1867.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act for the benefit of the Baptist Church of Bedford, in
Trimble county.
2. An act to charter the public schools of Falmouth, and district
No. 1, in Pendleton county.
3. An act to legalize certain orde1·s and the sale of the poor-house
property of Morgan county.
Which hills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time. '
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Religion ; the 2d to the Committee on Education; and the 3d to the
ommittee on Cou'nty Courts.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the, Judiciary, who were
dirfcted to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A 'bill to .compensate assessors for making an enumeration of the
qualified voters of the State.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
§ 1. B_e .it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That each assessor shall be allowed two cents for each
vote1· retumed by him in the enumeration for the yea1· 1873.
§ 2. This act to be in force from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.

The Tule of the Heuse and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.

.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engroi;zsed,
The. question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
·
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were_:_
Mr. Speaker(McCreary)William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
George W . Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
•Hiram S. Powell,
A. C. Ar mstrong,
J. E . Cosson,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S . Arn old ,
John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
W. W . Ayers,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evan s,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus vV. Bascomj James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
W. R . Bates,
Josep h P. Foree;
William Sellers,
W. N . Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,James W. Snyder,
John · A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
L . W. Trafton,
Wm. F. Bond,
J.P. Hampton,
J. L. W·aring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
George M. Jessee,
C.H. Webb,
W illiam Brown,
J . J . McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
John S. Carpenter,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
George Carter,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
James S. Chrisman,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-56.
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Julian N . Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm . A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, C. W. Threlkeld,
G: W. Bailey,
Jame.s Garnett,
J.M. White,
S. C. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods-II.
Robert M . Carlisle,
William J. McElroy,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be a s aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment by the several committees to whom the same were
referred, viz :
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionAn act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within two miles of Mercer Station, in Muhlenburg county.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act for the relief of the sheriff of Trigg county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, 'of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Evans, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quick's Ru"i-1, and Concord Turnpike Road Company," approved December 17, 1867.
By sameA bill to define the boundaries of the town of Ashland·.
BysameA bill to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Fair Ground
Association.
By sameA bill amending an act, entitled'' An act to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quincy, and Springville Turnpike Road Company," approved
February 18, 1869.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
Tpe rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, Th,a t said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to.the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resqlved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
On motion of Mr. Armstrong, the Public Printer was directed to
print eight hundred additional copies. of, the report of the Board of
Managers of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky,
for the use of said Institution.
A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the St. Bernard Transportation Company.
With amendments thereto.
The House then, according to order, took up for consideration a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to suppress iawlessness in ~his Commonwealth,
Mr. Robertson moved to amend section 5 of said bill, by strik'ing,
out in lines 5 and 6 of said section the w ords " one fourth of said
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reward to go to the informer," by striking out in line 6 the word
"fourth," and in~erting in lieu thereof the words "third of said
reward to go;" and by striking out .the word" fourth," wherever it
occurs in line 7 , and inserting in lieu thereof the word" third ."
And the question being taken on the adopti~n of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Robertson, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gray and
Carpenter, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were- ·
William J. McE!roy,
Mr. Speaker(M'Creary)John W. Dyer,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Fergnson, M. E. McKenzie, ·
George W. Anderson, James B. Fitzpat1·ick, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P . Fot·ee,
John Rowan,
J. C. S . Blackburn,
James Garnett,
J . ij.. Sanders,
Robert M. Carlisle,
C. P . Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carte1·,
Clinton Griffith,
L . W. Trafton,
James S . Chrisman,
George M. Jessee,
C.H. Webb,
C. lVI. Clay, jr.,
L. W. Lassing,
F. A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S. McClure,
S . H. W oolfolk- 30.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
John S. Carpenter,
Julian N . P.helps,
A. S. Arnold,
William G. Conrad, • Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
J . E. Cosson,
J.P. Sackste<ler,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. R. Bates,
vV . H. Evans,
William Sellers,
W. N. Heckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
J.P. Hampton,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. L. Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
J . J . McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
w: B . M. Brooks,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William Brown,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods, ·
Thomas P. Cardwell, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-36.
Mr. McElroy moved to amend said bill by striking out the whole
of section 5 thereof, and by striking out of section 8 all after the
word" pe1:jury," in line 3.
And upon the adoption of the amendment proposed by Mr. McElroy Mr. Gray demanded a division of the question.
The question was then taken on the first division thereof, viz ,: "to
strike out the fifth section," and it was decided in the negatiye.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElroy and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (l\.i'Creary)C. M . Clay, jr.
E. A. Robertson,
Wm . A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
J. R. Sanders,
George W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, L . W . Trafton,
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Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, C.H. Webb,
F. A. Wilson ,
L . W . Lassing,
S. C. Bell,
Robert M. Carlisle,
George Carter,

William J. McElroy,
M. E. MgKenzie,

S . H. Woolfolk-20.

Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
J. E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
W.R. Bates,
JAmes Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sack!lteder,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
·William Seller::,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snydei·,
Wm. F. Bond,
J.P. Hampton,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
E . Polk Johnson,
.T. L . Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter, · Bryan S. McClure,
Jonas D. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad, J. L . Nall,
J.M. Wright-46.
R. L. Cooper,
Section 5 of said bill reads as follow.;, viz:
§ 5. For the purpose of more effectually enforcing the prov1s10ns
of this act, the Governor ~ hereby authorized and directed, upon the
presentation of evidence made under oath satisfactory to him that
there has been a violation of the foui·th section of this act, to offer a
reward of not less than $1 00 and not more than $500, for the apprehension and conviction of each of ,the offender.;; one fourth of
said reward to go to the informer, one fourth to the officer making
the arrest, one fourth to the county attorney, and one fourth to the
Commonwealth's ·Attorney prosecuting the offender or offenders.
. Mr. E. Polk Johnson then moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and ·nays being required thereon b)'i Messrs. Bascom and
1
, Baker, were as follows, viz:
1
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
John S. Carpenter,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Comad, Frank Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
J. E. Cosson, ·
William Sellers,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
James W. Snyder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evans,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Harry I. Todd,
W. N. Beckham,
J.P. Hampton,
J. L. Waring,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk John son,
Morde.c ai Williams,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
Jonas D . Wilson,
W. B. M. Brooks,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
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J.M. Wright-35.

Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S. McClure,
Wm . J. McElroy,
George vV. Anderson, John W. Dyer,
Alph eus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, M. E . McKenzie,
S. C. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robert.son,
James Garnett,
John Rowan,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
Robert M. Carlisle,
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
Geo rge Carter,
Clinton Griffith,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
George lVI. Jessee,
F. A. Wilson.,
(,J.M . Clay,jr.,
L . W . Lassing,
S. H . Woolfolk-27.
So the main question was ordered.
At I I½ o'clock, P. M., Mr. F. A. Wilson moved that the House do
no w adjourn.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr . .Wilson, it
was decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and Fitzpatrick, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge Vv'. Anderson, R. L . Cooper,
E. A. Rob~rtson ,
Alpheus W. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
James B. Fitzpatrick, C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
Joseph P. Foree,
L. W. Trnfton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Clinton Griffith,
C. H. Webb,
George Carter,
L. W. Lassing,
F. A. Wilson,
James ·s. Chrisman,
Wm. J. McElroy,
S. H. Woolfolk-23.
William G. Conrad,
M. E. McKenzie,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
J.E. Cosson,
,Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S . Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
W . H. Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W.W. Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
W. R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
J. P. Hampton,
Harry I. Todd,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
George lVI. Jessee,
J. L. Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
J:N. Woods,
John S . Carpenter,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. M. Wright-40.
C. M. Clay, jr. ,
The question was then taken on the second division· of the amendment propose d by Mr. McElroy, viz: By striking out of section 8.
all after the word "pe1:jury," in line 3, which are th ese words, viz:
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"and he shall be discha1·ged from all liability for any violation of
this act, so necessarily di sclosed in his testimony; and , furthermore,
the person against whom he testifies shall not be received to prove
any violation of t.his act theretofore by such witness," and it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and Cooper, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
William J. McElroy,
George W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, M. E . .McKenzie,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
S. C. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
James Garnett,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle, . C. P. Gray,
L. W. Trafton,
George Garter,
Clinton Griffith,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
George lVI. Jessee,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
L. W. Lassing,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . M. Wright-30.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
J. E. Cosson,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
J . P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Seller::1,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Tocld,
Wm. F. Bond,
W. A. Morin,
.T. L. Waring,
W. B. J.Vl. Brooks,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
William Brnwn,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Julian N( Phelps,
J. N. Woods-34.
John S. Carpenter,
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be read a third time?"
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Baker and
Wright, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr. Speaker (M'·Creary)C. M. Clay,jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
·wm. A. Allen,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
.A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
· M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
·w. R. Bates,
Wm. Cas!lius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
C. l'. Gray,
William Sellers,
.John A. Bell,
J . P. ,Hampton,
James W. Snyder,
.J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
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J. J. McAfee,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. L. Waring,
Bryan S . McClure,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Card well, William J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wilson,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. N . Woods,
John S. Carpenter,
W. A . Morin,
J . M. Wright-45 .
Those who voted in the negative, wereS. C. Bell,
John W. Dyer,
C.H. Webb,
James S . Chrisman,
C. W. Threlkeld,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
L. W. Trafton,
S. H. Woolfolk-9.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
~ I. Be it enacted by tlze General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That if any person shall send, circulate, exhibit, or put up
any threatening notice or letter, signed with such person's own or
another's name, or anonymously, he shall, on conviction thereof, l>e
fined not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars,
and imprisoned in the county jail not less than three months.
§ 2. If any two or more persons shall confederate or band them selves together, for the purpose of intimidating, alarming, or disturbing any person or persons, or to do any unlawful act, they or either
shall, on conviction thereof, be confined in the Penitentiary not less
than six nor more than twelve months, 01·, in the discretion of the
jury, fined not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred
dollars, and imprisoned in the county jail not less than three nor
more than six months.
§ 3. If two or more persons shall unlawfully confederate or band
together, and go forth armed or disguised, they shall each, on conviction thereof, be imprisoned in the Penitentiary not less than six
nor more than twelve months, or fined, in the discretion of the jury,
in a sum not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred
dollars, and imprisoned in the county jail for a period of not less
than three nor more than six months.
§ 4. If any injury shall result to the person or property of any
person or persons by reason of any of the unlawful acts denounced
in the preceding sections of this act, the person or persons engaged
or participating, or any one of them, in such unlawful act or acts,
shall, on conviction thereof, be confined in the Penitentiary for a
period of not less than twelve nor more than eighteen months, in
the discretion of the jury.
§ 5. Fo1· the purpose of more effectually enforcing the provisions
of this act, the Go•vernor is hereby authorized and directed, upon the
presentation of evidence, made under oath, satisfactory to him, that
there has been a violation of the 4th section of this act, to offer a
reward of not less than one hundred and not more than five hundred
dollars, for the apprehension and conviction of each of the offenders;
one fourth of said reward to go to the informer, one fourth to theofficer making the- arrest, one fourth to the county attorney, and one
fourth to the Commonwealth's Attorney prosecuting the offender or
offenders.
§ U. It shall be the duty of the several sheriffs and other pea_ce
officers of this Commonwealth, up~n information furnished them by
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written affidavit, made before any officer of the county autho1·ized
to administer an oath, setting forth that said p erson or persons know,
or have reasonable grounds to believe, that two or more persons
disguised, or otherwise, bearing arms or dead ly implements of any
character, have, within twenty-four hours preceding the time of the
making of such affidavit, visited any house, or we1·e seen in any
neighborhood, disguised and bearing arms or other deadly implements, with a view of injuring, alarming, or intimidating any citizen of said neighborhood, or that any citizen of said neighborhood
has, within said period of time, received any injury to his person or
that of any member of his family, or to his property, by reason of
the act or acts of' any two or more person s, confederated or banded
together, in disguise .or otherwise, for any unlawful purpose, to summon a posse comitalus of not less than five nor more than ten persons,
gt'>od and true men, and forthwith repair to such n eighborhood,
where he may summon an additional pos3e of not less than five nor
more than twenty-five other persons, from the law-abidin g citizens
of said neighborhood, and with the entire posse so summoned, shall
at once proceed to exercise all possible diligence and energy for the
discovery and arrest of all such offenders against the law ; and to
this end the sheriff and his posse shall have power to pursue and
arrest any and all such offenders beyond the boundaries of his
county, into any other county of this Commonwealth, wheneve1· he
has reasonable grounds for believing that such offenders, or any of
them 1 reside in, or have fled to, such other county; and it shall be
his duty, immediately after making such arrests or arrest, to carry
the persons or person so a:nes;ted before any magistrate of the county
where the offenses or offense was committed, to be dealt with according to law.
§ 7. If any sheriff or other peace officer shall refuse or fail to discharge any of the duties imposed upon him by the provisions of this
act, he shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not less
than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars, for each separate
offense ; and if any person summoned by the sheriff, or any other
peace officer, as a member of his posse, shall refuse or fail to obey
said summons, without good and sufficient cause, he shall, on like
conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not less than thirty nol' more
than three hundred dollars.
§ 8. For the pm·pose of carrying out ' the provisions of the 6th
section of this act, and defraying all necessary expenses incurred
by the sheriff and his posse in execution thereof, the sheriff or other
peace officer shall make out an itemized account of said expenses,
and make oath to its correctness before the presiding judge of bi.$
county, who shall certify the same to the Auditor of Public Accounts,
which officer shall, upon presentation of said account and ce:'tificate,
draw his warrant upon the Treasurer of the State for the full amount
of said account in favor of such sheriff or other peace officer, which
warrant shall be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 9. In any prosecution under this act, it shall be no exemption for
a witness that his testimony may criminate himself; but no· such
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testimony given by- the witness shall be used against him in any
prosecution, except for pe1:jury; and he shall be discharged from
all liability for any violation of this act, so necessarily disclosed in
his testimony; and, furthermore, the person against whom he testifies shall n.ot be received to prove -any violation of this act theretofore by such witness.
§ 10. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
The main question was ordered, and partly executed by the taking.
of the vote on the i;iecond division of the amendment proposed by
Mr. McElroy to the bill under considera!ion, when Mr. McElroy
moved to recommit the bill to the Committee on Military Affairs,
which motion the Speaker decided to be out of order. at this time.
From this decision of the Speaker Mr. Bascom appealed to the
House, and reduced his appeal to writing.
And the question being taken, "Shall the decision of the Chair
stand as the decision of the House?" it was decided in the affirma-tive.
•
And so the House sustained the Speaker in his decision· of the
question of order stated.
At 1 o'clock, A. M. (this day's session of the House being continued until March 29th), Mr. Dyer moved that the House do now
adjourn.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Dyer, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requil'ed thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and Foree, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speakei· (l\I'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
M. E. McKenzie,
Alpheus W. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
W. A. Morin,
S. C. Bell,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
James B. Fitzpatrick, C. W. Threlkeld,
C. H. ' Webb,
George Carter,
James Garnett,
James S. Chrisman,
L. W. Lassing,
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad, William J. McElroy, S. H. Woolfolk-21.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm . A. Allen,
J.E. Cosson,
John Rowan,
A. U. Armst1·ong,
vValter Evans,
J P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
C . .P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. ,Baker,
W. R. Bates,
J. P. Hampton,
William Selle1·s,
W. N . Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
J.C. S . Blackburn,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
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John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D . Wilson,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J .. N. Woods,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Julian N . Phelps,
J.M. Wright-37.
John S. Carpenter,
Hiram S. Powell,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Mr. Bates then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was ordered to be read a third time.
Mr. Carpenter moved to lay the motion of Mr. Bates on the table.
And then, at ten minutes past 1 o'clock, A . M., Mr. Jessee moved
that the House do now adjourn.
b-nd the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bates and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMt·. Speaker (l\il'Creary)George M . Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
S. C. Bell,
W. A. Morin,
C.H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. A. Robertson,
F. A. Wilson,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
S. H. W oolfolk-16.
James Garnett,
Those who voted in the negative, wet·eWm. A. Allen,
John S. Carpenter,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
J.E. Cosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
Fr-ank Sacksteder,
R . Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, William Sellers,
W. R. Bates,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
John A . Bell;
J.P . Hampton,
J. L. Waring,
· J . C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
Wm. F. Bond, ·
J. J . McAfee,
Jonas D. Wil:son,
W. B. M . Brooks,
Bryan S . McClure,
J . N. Woods,
Thomas P. Cardwell, John W. Ogilvie,
J . .M . Wright-36.
Mr. Bascom moved to recommit the bill to the Committee on Military Affairs.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas an<l nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and
Bascom, were as follows, viz :
'
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAlpheus W . Bascom, William J. McElroy, L. W . Trafton,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Robertson,
C. H, Webb,
R. L. Cooper,
J. R. Sanders,
F . A. Wilson,
James B. Fitzpatrick, C. W. Thr.e lkeld,
S. H. Woolfolk-12.
Joseph P. Foree,
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Those who voted in th·e negative, wereMr .Speaker (M'Creary)J ohn S. Carpenter,
John W. Ogilvie,
Wm . A. Allen,
J.E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S . Arnold,
W . H. Evans,
John Rowan,
W.W . Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
R. 'l'arv. Baker,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,.William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
· C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
J. P . Hampton,
Harry I. Todd,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George M. Jessee,
J. L. Waring,
Wm . F. Bond,
E . Polk Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
W . B. ·M. Brooks,
J . J. McAfee,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas P . Cardwell, Bryan S . McClure·,
J. N . Woods,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E . McKenzie,
J.M. Wright-42.
At It o'clock, A. M., Mr. Bascom moved that the House do now
adjourn.
.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being reqqired thereon by Messrs. Foree and
Bascom, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAlpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
J . R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
L W. Trafton,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
F. A. Wilson-12.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)J. E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. C. Armstrong,
W . H . Evans,
John Rowan,
A. S . Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
W. W. Ayers, .
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. P. Gray,
William Se llers,
W.R. Bates,
·J . P . Hampton,
James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
E. P olk Johnso n,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
Wm. F . Bond,
·William J. McElroy, Jonas D . Wilson,
W. B. M. Brooks,
W. A. Morin,
J. N . Woods,
John S. Carpenter,
John W. Ogilvie,
J . M. Wright-40.
C. M . C_lay, jr.,
•
Mr. W . Evans moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" and no quorum voting thereon, said motion was lost.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess1·s Bascom and
W. Evans, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J ohn S. Carpenter,
W. A. Morin,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
J. E . Cosson,
Julian N . Phelps,
A . S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
J . P. Sacksteder,
I}. Tarv. Baker,
M. W_oods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
William Sellers,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
J . P. Hampton,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
J . L. Waring,
J. C. S . Blackburn,
E. Pcilk Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J . .McAfee,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McElroy, J . .!VI. Wright-45 .
. Those who voted in the negative, ·wereE. A. Robertson,
L. W. Trafton,
. C.H. Webb-3.
Mr. E. Polk Johnson then moved a call of the House .
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. E . Polk Johnson and Wright, were .as follows, viz:
Wm . A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J.P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
W . N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
J.P. Hampton,
James W. ~nyder,
S. C. Bell,
George iVL Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson ,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
Thomas P . Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
·J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson, ·
J. E . Cosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. lVI. Wright-43.
Walter Evans,
At 2 o'clock and forty-five minutes, A. M., Mr. Bascom moved that
the House do now adjourn.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom, it was
decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being require_d thereon by Messrs. Baker and
Wright, were as follows, ·v iz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S . Arnofd,
James Garnett,
Mordecai Williams- 3.
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Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
J. E. Cosson,
E. A. Robertson,
W. H. Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P . Gray,
W. N. Beckham,
J. P. Hampton,,
William Sellers,
George M. Jessee,
John A. Bell,
0. W. Threlkeld,
E. Polk John:,;on,
Hany I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Bryan S . McClure,
J. L . Waring,
Wm. F. Bond,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. J. McElroy,
C. H. Webb,
F. A. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
John S. Carpenter,
Hiram S. ):>owell,
J. M . .Wright-39.
C. iVI. Clay, jr.,
A quorum having appeared in the House, on motion of Mr. Wright,
all further proceedings under the order fo1· a call of the House were
dispensed with.
Mr. Wl'i'ght then moved that the further consideration of the bill
be postponed to, and made special order of the day . for, Tuesday
next, at 8 o'clock, P. M.
And the question being taken on the motion of ,Mr. Wright, ·it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Sacksteder
and Brown, were as follows, viz:
.
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L . Nall,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. vV. Ayers,
William G. Conrad, Julian N. Phelps,
G. W. Bailey,
J.E. Cosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
R. .Tarv. Baker;
W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W. vV. Baldwin,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
William Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
C. W . Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
J. P. Hampton,
· Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
E . Polk Johnson,
J. L. Waring,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
T. J . Jones,
C. H. Webb,
William F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
J. iVI. White,
William Brnwn,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. M.:Elroy, F. A. Wilson,
John S . Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J . N. Woods,
vV. A. Morin,
J.M. Wright-48.
George Carter,
Those w.ho voted in the negative, wereJ.P. Sacksteder,
Jonas D. W_ilson-4.
W.R. Bates,
L. W. Lassing,
And then. the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1873.
On motion of Mr. Cooper,
Ordered, That Messrs. Cooper, Robertson, and Waring be appointed a committee, to act in conjunction with a committee which
may be appointed by the Senate for the same purpose, to wait upon
the Governor, and request him to return, unsigned, to the Senate, in
which it originated, an enrolled bill, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of Maysville.
Leave of absence, indefinit~ly, was granted Mr. Dyer.
On motion of Mr. Bond,
'
Ordered, That the consideration of the majority and ~inority reports of the committee heretofore appointed to investigp-te certain
charges against the Superintendent of the Feeble-min~fd Institute
(made_ a special order for this day), be postponed to, and made
special order of the day for, Tuesday, April 1st, at 11 o'clock,
A.M.
The House took up from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to establish in this Commonwealth a uniform system of common schools for the education of children of African descent
.,, .
Mr. Brnwn offered a substitute for said bill by way of amendment
thereto.
On motion of Mr. Brown,
Ordered, That said proposed amendment be printed, and that the
consideration of said bill and proposed amendment (substitute) be
postponed to, and made the special order of the day for, Monday,
the 7th day of April, at eight o'clock, ,P . M.
Mr. Wright, from the Committee on Revised Statutes, to whom
was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill providing for the appointment of commissioners to represent Kentucky at the International Exposition at Vienna,
Reported the same without amendment.
On motion of Mr. J.P. Sacksteder,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Commi~tee on theJudiciary.
Mr. Carpenter, from the Committee on Education, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported
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A bill to incorporate the American Industrial College.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and consti.tutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde,·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House, according to order, resumed the consideration of the
report from the Senate of their action on the. report of the joint
committee on the report of the Commissioners to rev~se the Statutes.
Chapter 55, title "lnclosures and Certain Trespasses," being under
consideration, the amendment proposed by Mr. Garnett was then
rejected.
Said chapter, as amended, was then adopted.
And then the House a~journed .

MONDAY, MARCH 31, 1873.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
·
By Mr . .iVIcAfee1. The petition of sundry citizens of Anderson county, praying· tlie·
concurrence by this House in a Sen::i,te bill providing for the relief of
the Lawrenceburg sufferers by fire.
By Mr. Morin2. The petition of citizens of, and property-holders in. the district
cited by an act to authorize a portion of the Jamestown magisterial
district, in Campbell county, to purchase the Newport and D'ayton
Turnpike Road, and to bridge Taylor's creek, praying the passage of
said act.
91-H,

R,
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Which were received, the first read, and the reading of the second
di spensed with, and it referred to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
/ Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of M1·. Ogilvie!. A bill for the benefit of the Paducah and Northeastern Railroad
Company.
On motion of Mr. Todd2. A bill for the benefit of common school district No. 3, in Franklin county.
Ordered, That the Committee on J;lailroads prep are and bring in
the 1st, and the Committee on Education the 2d.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was -granted Messrs. Lassing,
G1·aves, and W oolfolik.
A message was received from the Governo·r by Mr. Botts, Assistant Secreta;y of State, announcing that the Governor had approved
and sign ed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to a mend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the se veral acts incorporating the town of Brooksville, in
Bracken county."
An act for the benefit of R. F. Scott, sheriff of Garrard county.
An act to amend the charter of the Elizabethtown and Paducah Railroad Company.
An act for the benefit of the Falmouth and Claysville Turnpike
Road, in Pendleton county.
An act to incorporate Augusta and Mount Olivet Turnpike- Road
Company, in Brncken and Robertson counties.
An act to incorporate the Prestonsburg Academy and Normal
School Joint Stock Company.
An act to amend the act incorporating the Cabin Or.eek Turnpike
Roaa UorQpany.
An act to incorporate the St. Patrick's Benevolent Society of Paris.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 34, in Garrard coun~y.
An act for the benefit of Barney Sisk, jailer of Hopkins county.
An act to amend the charter of the Winchester and Muddy Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
An ~ct for the benefit of George Sublett, of Elliott county.
An act to authorize the change of the State road at Cane creek
bridge, between Milburn and Columbus.

=
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A.n act for the benefit of Jam~s Fi~¥-Jin, sheriff 9f _Bath co~,n,ty.
An act for th.e bene.fit of Arnold S. Hardy.
An act for the benefit of Wm. Chamberl\tnd, of Russell co.) mty. _
An act to authorize the voters of the towi;i of Clinton to v,ote up,0.11
proposition as to whether arde,n t spirits shall be ~otd within ~pe ,cp_rporate limits of said town, and to pro~ibit th.e sa,e .?f !iqe ~am~;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An a,ct .t o e!!tabl\sh a_n ips.titution of learning in the town of Hardinsville, in i;;helby c<._m~ty."
An act to_ authorize the sale and co_nveyance of the prope1:ty
of the Kendrick Institute, in Wayne ~o.~nty.
·
An act_to in.corporate th_e l\:111ihle_n burg .lVI,ini11g C,c;,~,p~ny.
An ac_t in relation to the Cabin Cr.eek, SaQd Jlill, a,n<,l Manchester Turnpike Road Company.
· ' ·
An act to emp_o wer the ~ot,ll't of cla~~s of Shelby co1;1r;ity to levy
an additional ad valorem tax.
An act fo1· the benefit of school disti;ict No. 46, in l\1ercer county. ·
An act for the benefit of James P. Bailey, late sheriff of Li,4c;9Jn
county.
An act for the benefit of Peter Perry, committee of John Perry;
.._a,
pauper id~o.t (of qolo,r), of Ha1·t c,ounty.
An act for the benefit of Leo~idas H. Voshell, of Boone .c~uqty.
An act for the benefit _of Johnson V. Oakley, of Mo1:g.a\1 couµty.
An act for the benefit of John Scott, of Ptke cou_n ty:
An act for the benefit of John
L. -.Slavin,
former
sheriff
of Gar•
I
•
·t
.
.
rard county.
An act for the benetjt 9f co~mqn schools in Kent«;m ,cop.nty.
An act for the benefit of the Auditor of Public Accounts.
(; An act to ~mend an act, rntitl'1,d "An act .fixin% the ti~e Qf ~ol,d- ,
ing the terms of the circuit cou_rts in the ten~h judici_al d~strict,''
An act for the be.nefit of the Glasgow Railroad.
·
I
-'\.n' ~ct to o~ga~iz~ Ur~~ia ,schooi'<listrict,' in Barren county.
An act to incorporate the Alex,anpria Cemetery Cp~pa~y, in
Campbell county.
An act to incorporate the Evansville and Hend~~s~n. ,Rp,ilro~,d
Pac~e.t:C9.mpany.
J\n ,act r~mending_an act \ncorporntjng the Van~eb~rg, .S alt ~iq_k,
Tollsboro, and Maysville Tu~·npike Road Company.
, An act to incorporate thelaris I-Ia~1?-o~ic ~oc~ety, of Paris.
An act to authorize the school commissioner of C!3-~P.l>ell , ~oH.n,~y
to redistrict the school districts of said county, and to repeal ail
-K.
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act, entitled "An act td provide for the redistricting the school districts of Campbell county," approved March 5th, 1872.
An act to exempt certain persons in Fayette and Scott counties
from work on public roads.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Owensboro
and Russellville Railroad Company."
An act to incorporate Brothers' Lodge, No. 132, Independen t
Order of Odd Fellows~ of Owensboro.
An act to amend the charter of the Nicholasville and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Little Benson and Lane's Mill Turnpike Road Company," approved .
March 20th, 1871.
-An act to amend the charter of the Shelbyville and Louisvi Ile
Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of John W . Duncan, ·s heriff of Wayne
county.
An act for the benefit of Wilson M_o rgan, late sheriff of Clay
county.
An act for the benefit of John A. :Lafferty, late sheriff of Harrison county.
An act to incorporate the Fox Creek and W ashi-ngton County
Turnpike Road Com:pany.
An act to incorporate Daniel Boone Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias, in· the city of Louisville.
An act to amend chapter 47 of the Revised Statutes, entitled
"Husband and Wife."
An act to authorize the Anderson county cout't to issue bonds and
levy a tax for the relief of ce1·tain citizens of Lawrenceburg.
An act to incorporate the Baptist Church at Elkton, in Todd county .
I
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Rebeckah Benevolent Society, of Covington ."
An act to amen d an act, entitled 'cc An act to incorporate St. Angustine Cemetery, near Lebanon."
An act fo r the benefit of Geo. P. Gillum, sheriff of Logan county.
An act for the benefit of .J. C. Calhoun, late sheriff of McCracken
county.
An act· fu incorporate the Lebanon and Pope's Creek Turnpi ke
Road 0ompany.
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An act to amend an act to incorporate the Bourbon Female College,
approved March 14, 1872.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Highland Racing Park
Association.
An act to authorize the county court _of Bourbon county to pay Geo.
M. Hibler, circuit clerk of said county, for continuing index and
cross-index of suits in said court.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Levi
Kash, judge of the Wolfe county and quarterly courts," approved
March 6, 1868. ·
An 'act for the benefit of Rockcastle county.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 45, in Ballard
county.
An act for the benefit of Wm. H. Fitzpatrick, sheriff of Floyd
county for the years 1871 and 1872.
An act to provide for the erection of school buildings in common
school district No. I, in the town of Hawesville.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in Crittenden county.
in act chartering the Young- Men's Savings Association of New
Liberty, Owen county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spit"ituous liquors or intoxicating
beverages in Greenup county.
An act to establish a common school for the benefit of the colored
people of Catlettsburg and vicinity.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Frenchburg, in Menifee county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Madon, in Crittenden county.
An act in relation t_o the punishment of persons aiding in the
escape of inmates from the Louisville House of Refuge. ·
An act to incorporate Phantom Lodge, No. 15, of the Knights
of Pythias.
The House took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to the
amendment proposed by this House to a bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of keepers of licensed stud horses, jacks,
and bulls.
·
Said amendment was. concurred in.

•
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The House took up the several amendments proposed by the Senate to bills which originated in this House of the fo1lowirig titles, viz:
An act to amend an act incorporating the Cincinnati, Covington,
and Cumberland Gap Railroad Company, approved 11th March, 1867.
An act to incorporate the St. Bernara Trnnsportation Company.
Said amenc1riients were severally concurred in.
The Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepai"e ancl
bring in the same, reported bills of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Garnett1. A bill to amend chapter 28 of the Revised Statutes, title
" Crimes and Punishments."
By Mr. W. Evans2. A bill to require delinquent tax lists to be recorded in the county
effort clerk's office.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
'ti:me.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
rl:!aaiiig of iaid bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be recommitted-the first to the Committee on
the-Judiciary, and the second to the Joint Committee on the Revision
of the Statutes. ·
Mi·. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred bills from the Senate of the following titles, viz :
An ii.ct t'o repeal all laws heretofore enacted, adopting John Elrod
~s heir-at-law of H.B. Elrod or Jarie Elrod, of Warren county;
An act to establish an assessor's agent for the further regulation
and assessment of property in the city of Louisville, and tl:_i.e collec-tion of taxes on the same;
. Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
'bf opinion that said bills ought not to pass. · .
The question was then severally taken, "Shall the bill pal's, the
opini~ri of the comni1ttee to th'e contrary notwithsthnding ?" and it
was decided in the negative.
An'd so said bi1ls ~ere disagreed to.
Mr. W. Evans,from th'e Oomrilittee ·o n the Judiciary,'to whom was
referred a resolution offered by Mr. Thomas, providing for the redis'tVicting of tl\e S'tate into a certain number of judicial di'stricts,
Reported the same without the expression of opinion therein.
On motion of Mr. Foree, said r'e solution 'llva's laid on the table .

•
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Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the. Judiciary, to whom was
referre~ a bill from the Senate, entitled _
An act for the benefit of R. L. Ewell, clerk of the Laurel county
court,
Reported the same with a substitute as an amendment thereto,
which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit artd relief of persons who have paid tax on
income from United States bonds, imposed by an act passed and
approve~ March 8th, 1807,
:Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, An act was passed and approved March 8th, 1867, entitled
"An act to tax income on United States bonds;" and by said act a tax of
five (5) per cent. was imposed on income derived from United States
bonds against all tax-payers owning and deriving income from D nited
States bonds in this State; and whereas, said tax so imposed and col. lected was assessed and collected as a separate tax, and the reco1·ds of the
Auditor's Office will show a complete list of the names of all persons
from whom said tax was collected, and the amount paid by each taxpayer; and whereas, the Court of Appeals of this State, in the case of
the Bank of Kentucky against the Commonwealth, decided and declared
saiu act of March 8th, 1867, illegal and unconstitutional; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuqky,
That all taxes assessed and collected of tax-payers in this State, under
said act of March 8th, 1867, and entitled "An act to tax income on United
'States bo.nds," sha,ll be refunded and paid back to each and e-very person
from whom the same was collected; and the Auditor of Publi"c Accounts
is hereby dil·ected, upon the presentation to him of the tax receipts, or
other satisfact-ory evidence showing the payment of said tax udder said
act of March 8th, 1867, by any person from whom: said tax was collected,
shall draw his warrant upon the 'freasurer in favor of such person for
the amount of tax so paid, and in conformity to, and corresponding with,.
the name of such person, and amount of tax paid by such person, as ·
s·h own and evidenced by the records of the Auditor's office; or in case of
the death of any person from whom said tax was collected, the warrant
shall be drawn by the Auditor in favor of the personal representatives of
such deceased person, and which warrant shall be paid out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. That said act, passed and approved March 8th, 1867; and entitled:
"An act to tax income on United States bonds," be, and the same is here"'
by, repealed .
.§ 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage•.
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Mr. W. Evans moved to amend said bill by striking out section
two thereof.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
Said bill, as amended, was then read a third time.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative, not having received a constitutional
majority.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affit-mative, wereW. N. Beckham,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Hiram S. Powell,
S. C. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree, •
E. A. Robertson,
William Brown,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
George Carter,
C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
R. L. Cooper,
Clinton Griffith,
Morde.c ai Williams,
J.E. Cosson,
J.P. Hampton,
F. A. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
J.M. Wright-28.
M. Woods Ferguson, Le.wis Potter,
James B. Fitzpatrick,
·
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Thomas P. Cardwell, J. L. Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
James S. Chrisman, Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayers,
E. Polk Johnson,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
T. J. Jones,
John P . Rowlett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Bryan S . McClure,
W.R. Bates,
Wm. J. McElroy,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. White-24.
Mr. Chrisman then moved to reconsider the vote by which said
bill was disagreed to.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Chrismlj.n, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Chrisman also moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill,
as amended, .w as ordered to be read a third time.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Chrisman, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said votes were reconsidered.
Mr. Foree then moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
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And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Foree, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Evans, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)J. E. Casson,
.
Lewis Potte1·,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
W. W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
W .R. Bates,
James Garnett,
John P: Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
William J. McElroy, James W. Snyder,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
J. C. Moorman,
J. lVI. White,
Thomas P. Cardwell, W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter;
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-41.
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, wereAlpheus W . Bascom, Manlius T. Flippin,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
C. P. Gray,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Eva ns,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods-10.
W . H . Evans,
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to prohibit partnerships to practice law between circuit
'
chancery, and criminal court clerks and county court clerks.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

.

The House then, according to order, resumed the consideration of
the report of the Senate of their action on the report of the joint
committee on the report of the Commissioners ·to revise the Statutes.
Chapter 56, title "Incorporated Companies;"
Chapter 57, title " lnj uries to Persons or Property; 1,
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Chapter 59, title cc Inspection;"
Were each adopted without amendment:
Chapter 58, title "Insolvent Debtors," was, on motion of Mr. Garnett, amended, and, as amended, was then adopted.
Chapter 60, title "Insel't and UsUl'y," being under con sideration,
Mr. Foree moved to amend the same by striking out all of article 2.
Mr. W. Evans offered an amendment to the amendment prnposed
by Mr. Foree.
M. Blakey offered a substitute, as an amendment fo1· the amendments proposed by Messrs. Foree and Evans, which was rejected.
The amendment proposed .by Mr. Evans was then rejected.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Foree, and it was decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and
S. M. Sanders, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wel'eWm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. R. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W.R. Bates,
J. P. Hampton,
James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
Bryan S. McClure,
Har1·y I. Todd,
Thomas P . Cardwell, William J. McElroy, J. M. White,
Geo1·ge Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson- 23.
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
Those who voted in the negative, wereAlpheus W. Bascom, C . .P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith, John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
John P. Rowlett,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
J. J . McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
J . C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
J .. E. Cosson,
W . A. Morin,
J. N . Woods,
Walter Evans,
John W. Og.ilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
M. Woods Ferguson, Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-29.
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
•
Amendments were offered by Messrs. Rowlett and Bascom, which
were adopted.
.
Said chapter, as amended, was then adopted.
Chapter 61, title "Jails and Jaile1·s/' being under consideration,
Mr. W. Evans offered an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
And said chapter, as amended, was adopted .
· · And then the House, under the rule, took a recess until 7½ o'clock,
P.M.
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At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the · House again reassembled .
.A message J'as received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to repeal section 17 of an act to incorporate the Chattaroi
Railway Company, approved 11th March, 1873 .
• Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Railroads.
Mr. Chrisman moved the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved bj; the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
,T he when the two Houses of this General Assembly adjourn on
Tuesday, the 15th day of April, 1873, they shall adjourn sine die.
The rule re·quiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolution was taken up, twice read,. and
adopted.
Messrs. Chrisman, Clay, and Threlkeld were appointed a committee to communicate said resolution to the Senate.
On motion of Mr. Williams, leave was given to bring in a bill,
entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Big Sandy Valley Railroad Company."
Ordered, That the Committee on Railroads prepare and bring in
said bill.Bills wet·e reported by the several committees, who w ere directed
to prepare ana bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to ihcbrJ>orate the United Colored Baptist Qhtli'ch, of Lancaster.
By Mr. Bailey, from the same committeeA bill to amend the charter of the ·Webster Coal Company, approved March 9, 1867, and amendments thereto, approved March
20, 1871.
By Mr. M·cmure, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to a'mend an ac't, ·e ntitled "An act to prohibit the sale of
spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in Morgantown, or within one
half mile of the corpora.te limits ther'eof," approved February 28,
1872.
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Which bills were read the fi rst time and ordered to be read a second
'time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision a's t~ the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend the charter of the Paducah, Benton, ancJ Murray Gravel Road Company.
By Mr. An derson, from t.h e Committee on Corporate lnstitutio~sAn act to change the name of the Trayser Piano-forte Company,
of Maysville.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and c,:onstitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up the motion heretofore made to rc:iconsider
the vote by which the House passed a bill, entitled
A bill uniting the offices of Adjutant General and Quarter-Master
.General.
Mr. Brown moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the table.
And the question being taken qn the motion of Mr. Brown, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
Beckham, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr. Speaker (M'Creary)W. H . Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
Wm. A. Allen,
Manlius T. Flippin,
William Sellers,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P . Foree,
James W. ·Snyder,
William Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodlpe, J. M. White,
Thomas P. Cardwell, C. P. Gray,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
T. J. Jones,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods,
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J.E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-26.
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Those who votEld in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, James S. Chrisman,
E. A. Robertson ,
G. W. Bailey,
R. L. Cooper,
J P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W . Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
W. R. Bates,
James Garnett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
·w. N. Beckham,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
W. A. Morin,
J. L. Waring,
Church H. Blakey,
J. L. Nall,
C. H. Webb,
John S. Carpenter,
Julian N. Phelps,
Mordecai Williams-31
George Carter,
The question was then taken on the motion to reconsider the vote
by which said bill was passed, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brow~ and
Wright, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
George W. Anderson, James Garnett,
J.P. Sacli;steder,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders, ·
W. R. Bates,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
J. S. Lawson,
John A. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. J. McElroy,
S. C. Bell,
L. W. Trafton,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
W. A. Morin,
Church H. Blakey,
C.H. Webb,
John S. Carpenter,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
John W. Ogilvie,
George Carter,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
Julian N. Phelps,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Lewis Potter,
F. A. Wilson-41.
R. L. Cooper,
Hiram S. Powell,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm . A. Allen,
J.E. Cosson,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
W'illiam Sellers,
W illiam Brown,
W. H. Evans,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thom.as P. Cardwell, Manlius T. Flippin,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad,
Joseph P. Foree,
J.M. Wright-15 .
On motion of Mr. Wright, the vote by which said bill was ordered
to he engrpssed and read a third time was also reconsidered.
Mr. Wright offered a substitute by way of amendment for said
bill.
By consent of the House, Mr. Ogilvie also offered a substitute , by
way of amendment for said bill.

.
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Mr. McElroy moved that said bili and prqposed amendments be
r ecommitted to the Joint Committee on the Revision of the Statutes.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. McElroy, it
-was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays bein,g required thereon by Messr~. Wright and
Brown, were as follows, viz:·
·Those who voted in the affirmative, wer,e Ge orge W . Anderson, C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. P. Sacksteder,
- Alpheus W. Bascom, R. L. Cooper,
Frank Sacksteder,
W . R. Bates,
M. Woods Ferguflon , J. R. Sandl,'l_rs,
W. N . Beckham,
James Garn_ett,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
J . S. Lawson,
C. W . Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
William J . McElroy, L. W. Trafton,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Wl;lring,
Cl;rnrch H. Blakey,
W. A. Morin,
C. B . }.V,ebb,
J,_o hn S. Carpenter,
J . L . Nall,
J.M. White,
Seorge Carter,
Lewis Potter,
F. A. Wilson-32.
James S. Chrisman,
E. A. Robertson,
Those who voted in the neg ativ e, wereMr. Speaker (M' Creary)Manlius T . Flippin,
Hiram S . Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W . W. Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe; William Sell ers,
Will iam Brown,
C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd ,
Thoma£ P . Cardwell, T. J . Jones,
Mordecai Williams,
W illia m G. Con rad,
J. J . McAfee,
Jonas D. Wilso n,
J.E. Cosi,o n,
,Bryan S. McClure,
J. N . Woods,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
_J.M. Wi;ight-26.
W . H. Evans,
Ju lian N . Phelps,
And then the Hoµse adj our11ed.
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TUESDAY, APRIL I, 1873.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Flippin1. A bill for the benefit of J. B. Evans, of Monroe county.
On motion of Mr. Graves,
2. A bill for the benefit of Joseph Campbell, for the keeping of a
pauper lunatic.
On motion of Mr. Sellers3. A bill to incorporate the Lancaster Building and Loan Association.
On motion of Mr. Morin4. A bill to authorize a portion of Jamestown magisterial district,
in Campbell county, to purchase the Newport and Dayton Turnpike,
and to bridge Taylor creek.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the 1st; the Committee on Claims the 2d; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 3d; and the Committee on Internal Improvement the 4th.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who wern dfrected
to prepare and bring in th.e same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Morin,· from the Committ~e on EducationA bill to establi!i! h a colored free school at Bowling Green.
By Mr. Waring, from the ·Committee on RailroadsA bill to amerid an act, entitled" An act to amend the charter of
the Big Sandy Valley Railroad Company."
By Mr. Blackburn, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to amend the charter of the Eastern Kentucky Railway
· company .
.By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on .the JudiciaryA bill to further define the duties of Commonwealth and county
attorneys.
By sameA bill to provide for the payment of conveymg prisoners to the
House of Reform.
By sameA bill for the benefit of the tax-payers of Carter county.
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Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and con stitutional provision as to the second
reading o( said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, ·'rhat said bills be engl'Ossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to '
whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Jefferson and Brownsboro and
Harrod's Creek and Sand Hill Turnpike Road Companies and
branches,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bascom moved to recon~ider the vote by which this House
adopted a resolution offered on yesterday by Mr. Chrisman, providing for a final adjournment of this General A~sembly on the 15th inst.
Mr. Bla~kburn moved the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the Genei-al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That a committee, consisting of three members of the House and
two members of the Senate, be appointed, whose duty it shall be to
inquire into the cause of the delay in the enrollment of the chapters
of the revision of the Statutes, and the presentation of the same to
the Governor for his consideration; and it shall be the duty of the
said committee to inquire into and report to the two Houses of this
General Assembly who,,if any one, is responsible for this delay, and
what, if any thing, is necessary to secure the prompt presentation of
the said work to the Governor, together with any and all other bills
passed, or that may be passed, by this General Assembly.
Th~ rul e requiring jojnt re solutions to lie on·e day on the table
· being suspended, said resolution was taken up, twice read, and
adopted.
Said resolution having beeh communicated to the Senate, a mes -·
sage was received therefrom, announcing that they had· concurred
in the adoption · of the same.
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And thereupon the Spealrnr appointed on said committee, on t he
part of the House, Messrs. Blackburn, F. A. Wilson, and Blakey.
The House took up a joint ret-!olution from the Senate, entitled
Re,:olution in rela tion to th e enrolling of the chapters of the
Re ,·ise d Statutes when acted on by the two Houses.
Said resolution being twice read, was concurred in.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts, Assist~nt Secreta ry of State, which was taken up and read as -£:ollows, viz:
STATE OF KENTUCKY, EXECUTIVE DEPART(\1ENT,
I
· FR,ANKFORT, March 31, 1873 .\
Gen tlemen of the Senate and House of R epresentatives:
In complia nce with the terms of a resolution which was adopted
by you r honorable body, and ap'proved 18th day of January, 1873,
providing for a ppointment of Commissioners to the National Prison
Reform Congress, I appointed Hon. K. F. Prichard, John Thom pso n
Gray, Esq., and Rev. John F. South, who visited and attended said
Co ngress at the city of Baltimore; and I have the honor now to lay
before you the joint report of said Prichard and Gray, and the separate report of said South, made to me upon their return.
Respectfully,
P. H. LESLIE.

Ordered, That said message be refe1-red to the Committee on the
Pe nitentiary.
[ Fo1· R eport-see L egislative Document No. 21.]
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Botts 1 Assistant Secretary of _S tate, which was taken up and read as follows, viz :
. STATE OF KENTUCKY, EXECUTIVE DEPART MENT,

}

March 27, 1873.
Gentlemen of tlte S enate and House of R epresentatives:
I herewith respectfully lay before you a communication from His Excellency, John McEnery, Governor of Louisiana, inclosing an, address to
the people of that State and of the Union, issued by authority of a joint
resolution of the General Assembly of Louisiana, and invite your serious
consideration of th e allegations which it presents.
'fhe bitter strife which characterized the contest which succeeded the
late Gubernatorial electicm ·' in Louisiana, and the calamities which ensqed, have for months painfully occupied the attention of the whole
country, and need no recital here. .The domestic troubles of our sister
State may excite interest and sympathy in us, but they are beyond the
pale of our censure or advice. Whatever of alleged wrong and fraud
may have attended this strife of parties, it is not for us to inquire into.
FRAN:li::FORT,

92-H.

R.
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Such evils a State, which is of right sovereign and independent, must
deal with for itsel(
But the struggle in which Louisiana appeals to us now, is no mere
conflict of intestine ' factions. Her agony is a political crisis of the
nation. The constitutional liberty, the independence of every State, is
involved in the issue. To-day a species of pro-consular Government has
superseded the elect of the people in that State-a Government created
by the interlocutory decree of a United States District Jt1dge, and which
would not live ·a day but for the support of Federal authority maintained by Federal bayonets. A Federal District Judge usurping authority in matters purely political, over which he had not the least
jurisdiction, has presumed upon the allegations of a bill in chancery
to restrain and set aside the legally appointed board of returning officers
for the State of Louisiana, and recognize others, without authority of
law, in their stead; and to set aside in like manner the legally elected
Governor and other State officers and members of the General Assembly, recognizing in their place defeated candidates whom the illegal board
had declared elected upon the pretended evidence of fraudulent and
fictitious returns.
He furthermore enjoined and restrained the proprietors of the New
Orleans Republican, the official journal of the State of Louisiana, from
publishing any official notice or statement of the canvass of votes emanating from the lawful Governor of the State or the board of returning
officers. To complete his work of usurpation, this satrap judge issued
from his private residence an order-not the mandate of? judge in court,
but a vice-royal decree, of which the Committee of the United States
Senate on Privileges and Elections says: " Out of court, at his hou se,
" late at night, December 5, without application by any party, he made
"the following , order, which is without parallel, and, it is hoped, will re" main so in judicial proceedings." By this order he commanded the
marshal, with a detachment of Federal troops, acting as a posse comitatus,
to seize upon the building used as a State-house, with instructions to
exclude the legislators elected by the people, aIJ.d admit only those persons whose names were on the lists furnished by the pretended Secretary
of State. Of these a General Assembly was organized, who i_m mediately
proceeded to impeach and suspend from office the lawful Governor of
the Statl!, and installing their partisan, the Lieutenant Governor, in hi s
place.
Of the order which authorized these extraordinary proceedings the
report of the Committee of the United States Senate says : " It is impos" sible to conceive of a more irregular, illegal, and, in every way, inex" cusable act on the part of a judge. Conceding the power of the court
"to make such an order, the judge out of court had no rnore authority
"to make it than had the mai·shal. It has hot even the form of' judicial
"process. It was not sealed, nor was it signed by the clerk, and had no
" i:nore legal _effect than an order issued by any private citizen."
And in reference to a bill in ·equity, under which writs of inj_unction
were granted restraining the lawfully elected members and officers of
the· I.:egislature from assisting in the organization of the, General Assembly, the report of said committee declares:
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"Indeed, it is impossible not to see that this bill was filed, and the re" straining order thereon was issued, for the sole purpose of accomplish" ing what no FecLral court has the jurisdiction to do-the organization
." of a State Legislature. And your committee cannot ref/ain from ex" pressing their astonishment that any J uclge of the United States should
" thus unwarrantably have interfered with a State Government, and know
" no language too strong to express their condemnation of such a pro" ceeding."
Unfortunately for the cause of constitutional liberty, public peace and
justice, the Federal Executive, under a mistaken sense of duty, instead
of reb uking this presumptio us order of a District Judge, determined to
enforce it, and the usurping Government is sustained to-day under his
authority by the military power of the United States.
The most reprehensible and ominous feature', perhaps, of the whole
transaction, is found in the fact that the unlawful and unconstitutional
acts of both the ,District Judge and the Federal Executive are sought
to be justified, not on the ground of right, but of expediency. The
District Judge, for instance, admits the validity of the lawfully appointed
returning board, but s upersedes it for fear its recognition might be productive of evil. The President must have been, ere this, fully convinced
that the Government which was created and is still maintained in Louisiana by the authority and military power of the United States is not in
anywise the lawfully elected Government of that State; and yet he
continues to recognize and support it as the de facto Government, forgetting that it is 'such only by t11e intervention of his authority and the
army of the United States; for all concede that, but for the illegal
interference of the United States authorities, civil and military, the lawfully elected Government would have been peaceably inaugurated as the
Government both de j acto and dt· Jure, ahd as such, submitted to by the
people.
Upon what plea can any authority be justified in taking advantage of
its own wrong, or can derive a legal right from its own V\olation of law?
The proposition ;Vhich claims a right in such a case to recognize a de
facto Government, when fai rly interpreted, amounts plainly and simply
to thi s: That a President of the United States may, in the interests of
party, if so inclined, through the agency of the Federal Court, supported
by Federal troops, directly or indirectly crush out the Government
elected by the people, and installing the defeated candidates of his party,
recognize them, in defiance of Constitution and laws, as a Government
de facto, denouncing and treating all recusants as rebels.
For such procedure the Congressional legislation to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution will always furnish in the Southern States abundant occasion and pretext. I do not impute to- the
President such sinister purpose in the present instance; and yet by
whatever motives he may have been actuated, the disastrous result has
attended his policy, and to-day unhappy Louisiana is more a. pro-eon~
sular Province th an a sovereign and independent State of ou1' Federal
Union. By the intervention of Federal authority, under the- pretext of
enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment, the Government of her· ehoice has
been set aside, and the candidates of a defeated political patty made- to
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bear rule over her. We learn, therdore, without surprise, that within
h er borders "business is paralyzed, commerce frightened away, trade
" stopped, credit destroyed, confidence lost, and withal taxes increased."
No plea can excuse such an outrage upon the constitutional rights of
a State. The control of her own elections, untrammeled by any interference from without, is essential to self-government, and is guaranteed
to her by the Federal Constitution and laws. It is true that, by th e act
of Congress of May 3 I, I 870, candidates for certain offices, if defeated
by a denial of the right of suffrage to the black man, and the sole question of title to such offices arises out of such denial, may bring the case
before a Circuit or District Court of the United States, which shall have,
concurrently with the State Courts, jurisdiction thereof, "so far as to
"determine the rights of the parties to such office by reason of the
"denial of the right guaranteed by the Fifteenth Article of Amendment
"to the Constitution of the United States."
This law was enacted simply to secure to the colored man his right of
suffrage; -and from its operation candidates for seats in a State Leg islature are specially excepted. But such provision of law, whilst it may
serve as a p1°etext, cannot be plead to authorize such a s ubversion of
State Government as we are considering. Could it be so used, selfgovernment in the States would be at an encl. If, as is conceded, the
setting up of the usurping government in Louisiana was a wrong, it is
a wrong still, and every day of its continuance is an aggravated wrong.
That the Governor and Legislature who have been thus wrongfully
superseded should still assert their claim to offices to ,vhich they believe
they have been fairly elected by the people, and firmly maintain their protest against the Federal interference which has forbidden them the exercise of their rights, is a duty to their State and to the cause of republican
liberty which they cannot honorably avoid, and in the discharge of
which I feel they are entitled to our largest sympathy and moral sup·port. Besides, their cause is our cause; for their danger is our danger.
The bitter cup of wh_ich they drink to-clay may be soon commended
to our own lips. For the President of the United States, in his last
annual message, has declared, in full view of this case, that" No Ex·" ecutive control is exercised in any one of the Southern States that ·
"would not be exercised in any of the States under like circumstances."
We must recollect that the .present status of Louisiana is quite different from that' of the seceding States after the late civil war. Then the
-extraordinary and unconstitutional measures adopted in the reconstruction of those States-'-measures acknowledged to be above and beside the
Constitution-were with some plausibjlity justified by their advocates on
.t ke grounds that, being a case, from the very nature of the federal com.p act not provided for in the Constitution, the victors had the right to
,dictate terms to the vanquished; and much exceptional legislation was
.excused by the maxim that "the public safety' is the highest law." In
fact, the unsuccessful attempt at secession by the Southern States wrought
a political revolution in the entire nation, the inevitable results of which
-were. of necessity accepted. But to-day, as when this act of usurpation
was laid upon her, Louisiana is a reconstructed State·, fully entitled to all
· ·the rights guaranteed by the Constitution to the sovereign and independ-
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ent States of the Federal Union; and when any of those rights are invaded in her, they are potentially and virtually invaded in all. To
abandon her is to abandon the common cause of State rights, the preservation of which is the only bond which can perpetuate our cherished
Federal Union.
'
If the great wrong which has been perpetrated against her shall pass
unchallenged and unredressed now, it may serve as a precedent to render
resistance to similar encroachments more difficult in the future. The
rolling stone which a child's hand may easily arrest in its first careeJ;,
often becomes a resistless, crushing avalanche, that no obstacle can
check. Surely if an earnest appeal be made to the Congress of the
United· States, there will be found in our national councils statesmen
enough pati:iotic, ju st and wise of heart, to rectify the wrong which has
been committed, and restore to our sister State the rights and benefits of
self-government.
I therefore recommend that a respectful but earnest and solemn prote:;t against the unwarrantable intervention of Federal quthority in the
State of Louisiana, to which your attention has been called, be prepared
and uttered by the General Assembly of the State of Kentucky in a
suitable form, to be laid before the Congress of the United States, and
that our Senators be instructed, and our members in the House of Representatives be requested, to give all proper aid in supporting the appeal
proposed to be made by the people of Louisiana for a redress of their
grievances.
P. H . LESLIE.

LETTER FROM GOVERNOR OF LOUISIANA.
EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS, NEW ORLEANS, March 13th, 1873.
To E-Iis ExcellenCJ! PRESTON H. LESLIE, Govemor of Kemucky:
DEAR SIR: I have the honor herewith .to inclo,e to you an address to the people of Louisi:ma and of the Union, i,suctl by authority of :t joint resolution of the General Assembly.
Permit me to ask your seri ous attention to its allegations, and also to request that you lay it
officially before the Legislature of your great State.
The people of this State, without distinction of past sectional feeling, present party differences, or of birth, race or color, feel that an issue has been made in our case by the illegal and
monstrous usm1)ations of certain officials, which, if su ffered to be decided against us, either by
!he non-action or adverse action of Congress, involves most certainly and gravely the liberties
and the rights of every other State.
The President has said, in his message: "No E xecutive control is exe,-cised in any one of
them (the Southern States) that would not be exercised in.any of the States under like circtt11lstances.''

What has been the action referred to?
A United States District Jndge, sitting on the bench o the Circuit Court, has seized a State
• Capitol, by the use of the United States army, created a Legislature by· an interlocutory order of
the nature of an injunction, and in, talled that Legislature in power by admitting them into the
Capitol, past the gnard of United States Marshals, whose orders were obeyed by those troops,
and e:,cluding all others claiming seats, until that Legislahue had been seated and sworn.
Senator Carpenter characterizes this action thus:
" I do not want to go before the people of 'Wisconsin with the testimony of these Louisiana
Republicans themselves, admitting their frauds, in setting up this Kellogg Government, and
,wiih our votes here sustaining this acknowledged fraud and usurpation finally executed and accomplished by the military force of the Government of the United States."
The majority of the Senate committee say of it this:
.
"The testimony does not show that voters were disfranchised in many ipstances on account
of race, color, or previous condition of servitude, and therefore the law of the General Govern-
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ment was not violated sufficiently to authorize the interference of Durrell. The injunction
placed by the Eighth District Court of the State upon the counting of the returns by the
'Lynch board' was legal, and should have been respected.
"The whole interference by the United States Court, in the organizatipn of the Legislature,
is a gross ustfrpation. The Constilution expressly gives to each State lhe organizalion of its
own Legislature. A member has no right to contest for his seat before a cotu;t of the United
States.
"It is therefore evident that such a court has no authority to seat a hundred members at the
instance of the Lieutenant Governor. In this connection it becomes the painful duty of the
committee to express their opinion of the action of Judge Dmrell. A proceeding so µ1unifestly illegal has never come before Congress for its consideration in connection with a court of
the United States, and the committee fail to find words with which to express their abhorrence
of the action of Durrell."
Senator Schurz speaks of it as follows:
"A Federal Judge is applied to for interference. Overstepping his jurisdiction, he does interfere; he restrains all other returning officers l?ut those recog11ized and designated by him,
from returning the vote. By an act of usurpation still more palpable and flagrant, he orders
that the State House be taken possession of by troops; be virtually orders who shall be members of the Legislature-nay, I think it is not an inexctisable exaggeration when I say he virtually makes or creates that L e,,,rislatttre. In executing these gross and flagrant usurpations, he
is supported by the military force of the Federal Government. The usurpation is consummated
under the protection of Federal bayonets. . The Legislature, so created by the interference of
the Federal Court, convenes.
*
*
*
Thus the usurpation is consummated-a
usurpation without the shadow of law as an excuse, with nothing but fraud and force to stand
upon-a usurpation palpable, gross, shameless, and utterly subversive of all principles of
Republican Government-a usm1Jalion such as this country bas never seen, and probably no
citizen of the United States has ever dreamed of. The offupring of this Legislatu1·e is the Kellogg Government."
And even Senator Morton cannot avoid, in his extreme parlis~usJ,ip, showing his honest
opinion of its villainy in these words: "Tlie conduct of Judge Dnrrell, sitting in the Circuit
Court of the United States, cannot be juslified or defended. He grossly exceeded his jmisdic,f
;:* ·X·
tion, and assumed the exercise of powers to which he could lay no claim."
In the Antoine case Judge Durrell not only assumed lo determine who constituted the legal returning board, but to prescribe who should be permitted lo take part in the organization of the
Legislature, and to enjoin all persons from taking part in the 01·ganization who were not retzwned by the Lynch boa,·d as elected, and this assumption of jurisdiction was made in the
face of the express provisions Jn the act of 1870, that its benefits shoulcl not e"tend to candidates
for electors, for Congress, or for members of the State Legislature.
"His order, issued in the Kellogg case to the United S(ates Ma1·shal, to take possession of
the State House for the purpose of preventing unlawfu l assemblages, under which the Marshal
called to his aid a portion of the army of the United States as a posse comitatus, can only be
characterized as a gross usurpation."
Upon these facts our citizens, in one of the largest mass meetings ever held in New Orlea11s,
appointed a committee of two hundred, of the most worthy and respected people of the city,
to wait upon the President and request the withdrawal of Federal interference. In reply to
the notice of their coming, Attorney General Williams sent me the following dispatch, which I
quote without comment :

I

I

WASHINGTON, D . C:, Dec. 13.
Your visit with a hundred citizens will be unavai li1w so FAR AS THE PRESIDENT IS C0KCERNED. His decision is MADE, and WILL NOT DE CHANGED, and the sooner it is acquiesced in
the sooner good order and peace will be restored.
(Signed)
GEO. H. WILLIAMS, Attomey G'ene,·al.

In the extremity of our clistl'ess, business being paralyzed, commerce frightened away, trade
·stopped, credit destroyed, confidence lost, and withal taxes increased, we appeal to our brethren·
of sister States to consider onr situation. vVe feel that what is onr sad lot to-clay may be theirs
.some other day through the same means, and that therefore they should, and doubtless will,
feel interested in seeing that their Senators and Representatives in Congress take steps to right
those wrongs. Our only hope is in the interposition of the States of the Union through Congress.
.
Because if we seek to right ourselves, our enemies will revive agai11st us the unhappy cries
of the late civil war, and falsely represent us as seeking to re-open its dead issues. As to this
question, we ·point to the record of the l:i.st political canvass in this State to demonstrate to you
what is the truth, that our people have honestly and squarely accepted all the results of the
·.w ar; the measures of recc;mstruction; the enfranchisement, suffruganship, and right to hold
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office, of the colored people, and all the constitutional amendments. In the last canvass the
People's or Fusion ticket had upon it R epublicans and Democrats, white and colored, Southern
and Northern men, Federal and Confederate soldiers. In our platform we ignored all past
differences. We so ught solely to obtain a Government ·of the whole people, that should be representative, economical, and just. This Government we obtained by the honest votes of the
people at the late election. It has been wrested from us by this grave usurpation. I cannot
describe to you the gloom and despair of our people. 'vVe feel that unless their cause is made
a common one by the people 'of the other States, elections, so far as we are concerned, are a
mockery, and free government ended.
Hoping that this appeal may receive your mature and deliberate attention, and will be by
you made known to the people of your State, and that it may enure to the benefit of free and
just government throughout the Union, and earnestly inviting you to join in the appeal now
being made by the people of this State to the President for an extra session of Congress, in order that necessary ana legal measures may be inaugurated by that honorable body which will
give lo the people of Louisiana a just, free, and republican government,
I remain, sir, with great consideration,
Your obedient servant,
JOHN McENERY,
Governor of Louisiana. ·
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ADDRESS'
To t!te People of Louisiana by the Governor and Legislature, in Pursuance
of a Resolutz'on of the Legislature.
The undersigned were appointed by a resolution of the General Assembly of the State to
a ddress their fellow-citizens in reference to the contest, grnwing out of the election of the 4th
November last. with a view of vindjcating the course they have thought proper to pursue, and
of indicating that wh ich they recommend for the consideration and adoption of their constituents in the present grave emergency of our State.
•
ll is a source of con,olation and confidence to us, in the discharge of this duty, that in onr
past conduct, as your servants, we are able to present the foll indorsement of the highest political authority which could be invoked or desired on the question at issue, to-wit: that of the
most prominent representatives of the political party opposed to us i,n. that august tribunal, the
U nited States Senate. A committee of that body, composed exclusively of Senators who supp orted the reconstruction and enforcement acts of Congress, which have been set up as the basis
,md pretext for the violent reversal of the legally expressed will of the peoplejn our last ,elect ion, and the installation of a usurping minority in our State Government, has, after a full
investigation of the law and facts, arrived at the following conclusions:
r. That the action of a United States Judge, in foisting into the Chief Executive office of the
State a person who was legally returned as defeated by a majority of over six thousand votes,
a nd further by an illegal order directing the occupation of the building leased for a State Honse,
a nd through armed force and menace of United States troops, installing as members of the
General Assembly of Lo11isiana, persons who were never elected by the people, and had no
other title to such places but that conferred by the allegations of a hill in chancery, and excluding the lawfolly returned and elected members, is unanimously and emphatically col')demned as
an act of jucJjcial usurpation, abuse, and outrage.
2. It is shown by the same committee that the lawfnl and regular returns of the votes of the
people were set aside by a corrupt, dishonest, and partisan Board of Canvassers, who ,substituted for the real and proper evidence of such votes and election, ex pm·te affidavits, census
estimates, newspaper reports, and other equally inadmissible data. ·
3. It is conceded by the same committee, that no de jure or. lawful government can be created
by such modes of canvassing, or making up the election returns, and that no court or other tribunal can impart any legality to a tenure to office thus obtained.
4. It is with like unanimity admitted by the same high authority that the State officers, who
had the regular and lawful returns, were entitled to enter upon their offices, and that those who
contested their rights on charges of fraud and violence, sqould be remitted to the tribunals
which had jurisdiction of such controversies, and that in this case this unifo1m practice and
law were reversed, and theprima facie right accorded to those who merely alleged or claimed
their election against those who had the legal and proper returns.
These several propositions being concurred in by all of the committee· of the United States
Senate, a majority thereof declared that the Government of Kellogg and his party over this
State was a gross and flagrant usurpation.
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Th ese conclusions of a committee of tbe highest political authority in the nalion have fully
confirmed and justified the course pursued by tbe exectitive aud legislative officials who were
returned as the elect of the people of Louisiana, and wbo proceeded duly to organi ze the government of the State. To have done otherwise would have been an abandonment of a pl:.in
duty, and a surrender of the rights of the people wbo had eleded them.
The Government thus organized has been confronted by another, resting entirely upon the
outrageous judicial orders of a United States Judge, and upon an illegal and purely fictitious
and fraudulent return of the votes of the people. Unhappily for the honor of the Republic and
the cause of right, justice, and law, tbe President of the United States deemed it bis duty to extend to this fictitious and fraudulent Government the protection of the United States army.
This was clone at first under a grossly erroneous view of bis duty as the Chief Executive of the ·
Nation, to enforce an order of a United States Court, whether legal and constitutional or not,
even though that order was a palpable excess and abuse of jurisdiction and authority.
It is still more to be lamented that th is support and protection of a usurping State Government has been continued by the President in the exercise of his political power, when he could
no longer defend his course by a concession to a United States Judge, of the authority to decide
such questions, ancl after a full investigation and exposure, by a proper tribunal, of the illegal,
fraudulent, and usurping character of that Government. The position of the President, supported by the opinion of a single member of the committee of the United States Senate, was
based on the a sumption that there existed a de facto Government in Louisiana, separate and
apart from, and opposed to the de Jure Government, and that he was bound to recognize the de
fa cto authority.
Totally dissenting from this vit::w, that there can be any legal Government in a State entiqed
to recognition by the Federal authority which is 11ot de Jure, as well as de facto, we have further
to record the mortifying fact, as declared by the report of the committee of tbe United States
Senate, that such Government is maintained, and its authority enforced, by the aid of the military power of the United States. It bas even been intimated that the Government de ;1we
does not command the support and approval of tbe people of the State, because that Government is unwilling to defy and unable tci overcome the power of the United Stales. Because of
this unwillingness and inability the stupendous falsehood is proclaimed that the people of Louisiana voluntarily submit to, and acquiesce in, this usurpation. _If we re. ist the Executive of
the United States, which, with ~rms, defends this usurpation, we are rebels; if we do not resist
it, we submit to and acknowledge its, authority and power. We do not believe that the
founders of this Government, or the friends of republican institutions and of liberty, in any part
of the world, have ever sanctioned such a doctrine and proposition. \Ve believe that tbe Federal Government, represented by Congress and the President, are under a sacred constitutional
obligation to protect and defend the people of the State in the enjoyment of their republican
right of selecting their own political agents, and that this right is utterly disregarded and
trampled on by the course pursued in our case.
In so clear a path of duty and manhood, we have deemed it imperative to assert lhis right,
guaranteed by the Federal Constitution, and to endeavor to perform the functions ru1d exercise
the powers confided to us by the people. We are prevented and hindered therein by what we
regru·d the wrongful and unconstitutional intervention of the Federal Executive. Such intervention being so regarded by us, we cannot if we would, and we would not if we could, cease
our protest and opposition thereto . We appeal to our brethren iJ1 the other States for their
sympathy and support of a position which they are all interested in maintaining, thus vindicating a cardinal principle of our political system. We have no other hope or means of defen e
against the wrongs done us . We c3,11 only assert our rights, refuse submission to usurpation,
and abide the judgment of the American people in our ca,e. Meantime, it behooves the people
of Louisiana to preserve their manhood, their dignity, and their patience. Suffering under the
greatest indignities which can be perpetrated upon a free people, they are threatened wilh the
prolorlgation of a reign of corruption, spoliation, and oppression for four years longer.
We have no other recourse -against such calamity, and no means of re-establishing our rights
as a people and our status as a republican State, but by a firm and unyielding acll1erence to the
lawful Government of the State. vVe therefore urge our fellow-citizens to give us their zealous support and encouragement in our endeavors to support and put in operation this Government, not by violent resistance to the authority of the United States, but by a firm and united
opposition to any and every act of the usurping Government of Kellogg and his confederates.
In view of the great disasters of our State, resulting from political troubles, we have been
disposed to make large concessions and compromises to ecure peace and good governm ent to
L ouisiana ; but all propositions of that character have been haughtily rejected by the usurpers.
Emboldened by the countenance and support extended to them by the Federal Executive, nothing, then, is left to the free aud honest citizens of this State who elected us aud our associates,
but to rally with renew.eel earnestness and devotion to the defense aud support of the de Jure
and lawful government. With their approval and support, we have au abiding confidence in
the eventual triumph of our cause, and the recognition by a just and honest national adminis-
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tralion of the equal rights of Louisiana, as one of the glorious Union of this great Republic
and Confederncy.
.
Dishonor, the reproach of the people, and self-abasem ent mu t attach to all who, havin.,. on ce
a,sumed th e pos ition so clearly pointed out as that of du;y and manhood, shall aband;n the
same, or shrink from any of its responsib:l ities and obli:;a,ions.
·

JOHN McENERY,
Governor of th, State of Louisuma.

HUGH J. CAMPBELL,

B. F. JONAS,
Committee on the pa,·t of the Senate.

H . F. VICKERS,
LEWIS TEXADA ,
FERGUS FUSILIER,
J. 1-I. McCALEB,
Committee mi tke part of the .Eiouse of R epreJe-;1iatbes.

Ordered, That two thousand copies of said message be printed,

and the same be referred to the Committee on Federal Relation s.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they·
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Big Sandy Valley Railroad Company."
A message was also received from the Senate, asking to withdraw
from the House the annou-:icement of their disagreement to a bill,
which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Benevolent Society of Colored People of
Millv ille, in Woodford county. ,
And also the announcement of their passage of a bill, which orig in ated in the House of Representatives, entitled
·
An act to amend the charter of the Newport and Dayton St1·eet
Railway Company.
·which was granted, and said bills returned to the Senate .
.Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
directed to prnpare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to prohibit and punish pe1·sons guilty of intimidating qualified voters.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
§ '1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That if any person or persons shall, by mean8 of violence to pe1·son , fam ily or property, prevent, binder, control, or intimidate, or shal l, by such
means, attempt to prevent, binder, cont1·ol or intimidate any person fro m
exercising or in exercit;ing the right of suffrage, to whom such right i ·
secured by law; or shall, on account of any vote that a voter may give at
any election in this Commonwealth, use auy violence to such voter's per son, fami-ly, or property, he or they shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction thereof, be fined not less than one' hundred dollars, or impl'isoned not less than one month nor more than one y'ear, or both so
Jined and imprisoned, at the discretion of the jury.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.
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Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
T he rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second

re ading of said bill peing dispensed with,
Mr. Bascom moved to print said bill, and pla'c e the same in the

.

order., of the day.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom, it
was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill be engrnssed and read a third time.
Mr. Clay moved to dispense with the constitutional provision and
rule of the House_, and that said bill be read a third time to-day.
And the question being · taken on the motion of Mr. Clay, and
having received the number of voted required by the Constitutio n, it
was decided in the aflit-malive .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
Anderson, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affi.1·mative, wereM r. Speaker (M'C1·eary) W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
W m. A. All en,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Al'Uold,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John Rowan,
W .W. Ayers,
G. W -. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
Jobn P. Rowl ett,
W. R. Bates, .
C. P. Gray,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellel's,
John A. Bell,
J.P. Hampton,
james W. Snyd e1·,
W m. F. Bond,
E. PollcJohnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
'William Brown,
T. J. Joiies,
Harry J. Todd,
T homas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
J ohn S. Carpenter,
William J. M<;Elroy, J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. H. Webb,
B . E. Cassilly,
J . C . .Moorman,
J . M. White,
James S. Ch1·i sman,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Wil liams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
.T. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
J. G uthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
Jobn vV. Ogilvie,
J. N . Woods ,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. M. Wright-58.
J . E . Cosson,
Walter Ev a ns, ..
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, J,' P . Sacksteder,
Alpheus vV. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, Samuel M. Sandel's-8.
S. C. Bell,
J . S. Lawson,
Said bill being engl'ossed, was then read a thil'd time.
The question was then ta.ken on the passage of said bill, anu it
"'"as decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
Anderson, ':'l' ere as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wernMr. Speaker(M'Creary).Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
W . H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold, .
Manlius T. Flippin,
E . A. Robertson,
W. W. Ayers,
Joseph P . Foree,
John Rowan,
W. R. Bates,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N . Beckham,
,vm. Cassius Goodloe, J.P. Sacksted er,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sackt5tedei·,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
C. P. Gray,
William Sel1e rs,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
·
J.P. Hampton,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cat·dwell, T. J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
John S . Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
Wm . J. McEkoy,
J.M. White,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chl'isman,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
C. l\-1. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D . Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N . Woods,
R. L Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. M. Wright-58.
J.E . Cosson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, J. S. Law,;on,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, Samuel M. Sanders-7.
S. 0. Bell,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid. ·
Mr. Clay moved to reconsider the vote by · which said bill w as
passed .
.Mr. F. A. Wilson moved to lay the motion of Mr. Olay on the
t able.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Wilson, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The House then, according to order, took up and resumed the consideration of the reports of the majority and minority of the committee, raised ll!lder the resolution heretofore offered by Mr. Sellers,
to inqqire into certain reports regardi'ng the conduct and manage~
ment of the Institution for the Education and Training of Feebleminded Children.
Mr. Bond, from the majority of said commit~ee: moved the following resolution, viz:
.
Resolved, That the committee be discharged, anc,1 afte1· hearing the
report of the majority of the committee, and after ipvestigating all
the evidence in the case, this House is of the opinion that Dr. Black
'
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1s 111 nowise culpable in the matter referred to; and that all reports
prejudicial to bii- character, in this regard , are wholly unsustained by
a ny competent. proof, and that the investigation ha::1 show n that Dr.
Black ba.1:1, in hi" offiee, discharged all his duties faithfully, and to the
best of hi s ability.
Mr. Powell offered the following amendment (by way of substitute)
for the resolution offered by M r. Bond, viz:
Resolved, That, while this House acquits Dr. Black of guilt, in the
seduction of the girl, Joana Loudon, yet th ey find from the eYi<lence
in the reports t hat she became pregnant ""hile in a State institution
under his ch1uge; and the Hou;;e, therefore, finds hirn guilty of cu lpable negligence in the care of th e wat·ds placed under his charge, 01·
this outrage could ne ve r have occurred.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
(substitute) pt·oposed by Mr. Powell, and it was decided in the nega tive.
The yeas and nays being requit-ed thereon by l\Iessrs. Blackburn
an d J . A. Bell, were as follows, viz:
Thoc;;e who voted in the affirmative, wereW . N . Beckham,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell ,
"William Brown,
W. H . Evans,
\Villiarn Sellers,
Thomas P. CardweJJ, J.P. Hampton,
Jonas D. Wil,mn ,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods, ·
William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-16.
J. E. Coe.son;
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (l\!I'Crea ry)James B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilvie,
Wm . A. Alle n,
Joseph P . Foree,
Lewi s Potte1·,
George W. Ander:;on, James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson ,
E. A. Grave s,
·John Rowan ,
W .W. Ayers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
J P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jesse e,
J. R . Sander:;;,
J. C. S. Blaekbum,
E. Polk John son,
Samuel i\1. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
T . J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm . F. Bond ,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
George Cal'teJ· ,
M. E. McKenz ie,
J . L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Cnke,
J. C. Moorman,
1\fordec r1i Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson-44.
M. Woods Ferguson, J. L. Nall.
Mr. Griffith then offered the following substitute (by way of amendment) for th e resolution proposed by Mr. Bond, viz: ·
' Resolved, That it is the judgment of this House, after hearing the
r eport of the majority and minority of the committee to investigate
t he ,rnbject, and a due consideration of the cause, together with the
proofs repoi·ted by them, there is no just sense for attaching a sus-
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picion to the conduct of the Superintendent of the F eeble-minded
Jn :;titnte in regard to the matte r alluded to in said investigation; and
that no l'eason ap pears for furthel' action on the s ubj ect-matter of
sai d reports.
Mt·. Brown offered an amendment to the substitute proposed by Mr.
Griffi t h, whic h was rejected.
The amendment (substitute) offe1·ed by Mr. Griffith was then
adopted.
_
The question was then t ake n on the adoption of the resolution , as
amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Sellers and
B lackburn, were as follow s, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM r. Speake r(M'Cr eary)M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson ;
Wm. A. Al len,
James B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
George W Anderson, Joseph P . Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
A lp heos vV. Ba,com, Jam es Garnett,
J .P. Sacksteder,
Jo h n A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Frank Sacksteder,
, '. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
J . R. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George lVI. Je ssee,
C. W. Thrnlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. T odd ,
W m F. Bo nd ,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon ,
Jo hn S. Ca rpenter,
Brya n S . McClure,
J. L. Waring,
Ge orge Carter,
William .J. McElroy, J.M. White,
B. E . Cassi ll v,
M . E . .McKenzie,
l\!Iordecai William,:,
J . Guthrie Coke,
J.C . Moorman ,
F. A. Wiloo n,
Wil liam G . Co nrad,
J. L. Nall ,
J. l\l. Wright-44.
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
ThoRe who voted in the negi\tiv e, \YereTho rnas P. Card well, J.P. Hampton,
Hiram S. Powell,
J . E. Cossun,
Mat. Nu nan,
\Villiam Sellers,
vV. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelp s,
Jonas D. Wilsou- 9.
A nd then, under the rule, the House took a recess until 7½ o'clock,
P.lVL
At 7½ o'clock , P . M., the Hou se agai n reassembled.
13ills from th e Senate, of th e following titles, were reported witho ut amendment by the committee to whom the sa me were referred,
Y lZ:

By M1·. \Varing, from the Committee on Railroad::;An act to repeal sect.ion 17 of an act to incol'porate the Chataroi
Railway Company, approved 11th March, 1873.
By sameAn act to incm·porate the Rockcastle Railway Company.
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By' sameAn act to incorporate the Kentucky and Southeastern Railway
Company.
Ordered, That said bi1ls be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed w ith ,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid .
On motion of Mr. Blackburn , leave was given to bring in a biH,
entitled
A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
less qnantities than one qnart within on e and a half miles of Troy
post-office, in Woodford county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Religion prepare and bring in the
same.
\
Leave of absence, ind efinitely, was granted Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who wer~ directed to prep a re and b1·ing in the same, reported
A bill to authorize the sheriff and master commissioner of Fayette
co~nty to adverti se sales of real and personal prope1·ty in said
county .
. ·which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of th e House and constitutional provisionas to the ~econd
reading of said bill being di spensed with,
Ordc1·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the Hom:e_and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispen sed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
The House then took up th e motion heretofo!'e ~ade to reconsid er
the vote by w hich the House concurred in the adoption of a resolution from the Se·nate, entitled
Resolution in relation to the One Hundred th Anniversary of Independence of the United Colonies of North America.
Mr. Goodloe moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the table ..
And the question beihg taken on the motion of Mr. Goodloe, it was
decided in the negative.
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· The yeas and nays being required- thereon by Messrs. Scales and
Fitzpatrick, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N . Beckham,
J.E. Cosson,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Wiilter Evans,
William Sellers,
W. B. M. Brooks,
W. H. Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown, ,
.Manlius T. Flippin,
T. W . Varnon ,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J.. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
E. A. Graves,
-Mordecai Williams,
B. E . Cassilly,
J.P. Hampton,
Jonas D. Wilson ,
J. Guthrie Coke,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods-20.
Josiah H. Combs,
Hiram S. Powell,
Those who voted in the negative, wereM1·. Speaker (M'Creary)M. Woods Ferguson, J. L. Nall,
George W. /\nderson, James B. Fitzpatrick, Julian N . Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Pottel',
W. W. Ayers,
James Garnett.,
E. A. Robertson, .
G. W. Bailey,
C. P. Gray,
John P . Rowl ett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clinton Griffith,
J. R: Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk John son,
C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld;
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton ,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S . McClure,
C. H. Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.
William J. McElroy, J. lVI.. White,
R. L. Cooper,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. Wright-42 .
The fmther consideration of the motion to reconsider the vote by
which the adoption of said resolution was concurred in, was cut off
by the anival of the hour for taking up a special 01·der.
The House then, according to order, took up and resum ed the consideration o~ a bill from the Sen ate, entitled
An act t-0 suppress lawlessness in this Commonwealth.
Mr. Carpenter then withdrew the motion heretofore_ made by him
to lay on the table the motion of Mr. Bates, to reconsider the vote
':Jy which said bill was ordered to be read a thfrd time.
Mr. Brown then renewed said motion.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Brown, it was
decid ed in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodloe and
Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were~
William Brown,
W . H. Evans,
Hiram· S. Powell,
. Thomas P. Cardwell, Manlius T. Flippin,
William Sellers,
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"\i\Tilliam G. Conrad,
Wm. C~ssius Goodloe, Jonas D. Wilson,
J. E. Cosson,
J.P. Hampton,
J. N. Woods-13 .
\¥ alter Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (l\'i'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
vVm. A. Allen,
1\11. Woods .Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, James B. Fitzpatrick, E . A . Robertson,
G. W . Bailey,
Joseph P. Foree,
John P . Rowlett,
J . P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
Frank Sackstede.r,
W. N. Beckham,
~- A. Graves,
.T. R. Sanders,
Jo hn A. Bell,
C. l'. Gray,
Samuel M . Sander;i,
S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Scales,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
vV. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
L. vV. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L . Vv aring,
l; eorge Ca!'ter,
Bryan S. McClure,
G. H. Webb,
B. E . Cas,:1i lly,
W illiam J. McElroy, J.M. White,
J ames S. Chrisman,
T. J. l\!Iegibben,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-53.
J . Guthrie Coke,
John vV. Ogilvie,
The question was th~n taken on the motion of Mr. Bates, to reconf' ider the vote by which said bill was .ordered to be read a third time,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. 'Brown and
Goodloe, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affi rmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
George \V. Anderson, .i\1. Woods Ferguson, Lewia Potter,
VV. W. Ayens,
Jam es B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
G. \V. Bailey,
Jos eph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
A.lp heus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
G. C. Scales,
.J .C. S . Blackburn,
George .M . J es,,ee,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk John:son,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W m. F. Bond,
'1'. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
vV . B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
.81·yan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
B. E. Cas,:;illy,
Wm. J ..McElroy,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKe nzie,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
T. J. M.egibben,
J. -M. Wright-56 .
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam Brown,
W. H. Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Manlius T. Flippin,
William Sellers,
Josiah H . Combs,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Cosson,
J.P. Hampton,
J. N. Woods-14.
Walter Evans;
Hiram S. Powell,
And so said vote was reconsidered.
lVIr. Jessee then moved to amend said bill by adding after the word
"anonymously," in the third line of section 1, these words: "For the
purpose of alarming or intimidating," and by striking out the word
"and," in the fith line of same s~ction, and inserting in lieu thereof
the word "or."
And the question being· taken on said proposed amendment, it was
decided in the negative ..
The yeas ·and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Evans and
Goodloe, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the aflh-mative, wereWm . A. Allen,
. James B. Fitzpatrick, T. J. Megibben,
George W. Anderson, Joseph P. Foree,
LJwis Potter, ·
Alpheus W. Bascom, · James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Gi-aves,
Frank Sacksteder,
S . C. Bell,
C . .P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders;
George Carter,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
William J. McElroy, J.M. White-31.
R. L. Cooper,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
C. C. Scales,
G. W. Bailey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
William Sellers.,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,James W. Snyder,
J.P. Hamp~on,
Harry I. Todd,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. L. Nall,
.
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
Josiah H. Combs,
William G. Conrad,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-34.
J.E. Cosson,
Mr. Jessee also moved to amend said bill, in section 5, by striking
out all after the word ·" offenders," in the fifth line.
And the );~lilesti:onl being tak-en~'.on the1ia~iarion ofJ<e'aid Jtroibsel/,l
, ·; ,J'.ff\ ~ $ :,p<lo 8
amend men t;l1~1lwas1jh e6 decilfti 1iJilid'[affir't1\i~~,
,illi::,r, n() .a .8
,::lJH ti ..Ii .I..
,CI'.J ul~ ;i!f~t ·
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Garnett and
Chrisman, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
M. Woods·Fergmon, Julian N. Phelps,
George W. Anderson, Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. 0. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
0. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey, ' George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
GeQrge Carter,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . L. Waring,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Wm. J. McElrny,
C.H. Webb,
R. L. Cooper,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. White-33.
Those who voted in the negative, werevV. W. Ayers,
William G. Conrad, John P. Rowlett,
G. W. ·Bailey,
J.E. Casson,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Walter Evans,
William Sellers,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
W. H. Evans,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brnoks,
Clinton Griffith,
T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
E. Polk John son,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. J. McAf'ee,
Jonas D. Wilson,
John S. Carpenter,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
B. E. Cassilly,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. lVI. Wright-32.
Josjah H. Combs,
Hiram _S. Powell,
Mr. Blackburn off{;)red the following amendment, viz:
Strike out all after the word "testimony," in the fifth line of seqtion 8.
And the question being taken on the adoption thereof, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Fitzpatrick
,and W. Evans, )Vere as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
AlpHeus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. B_ell,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Scales,
J. C . .S. Blackburn,
E . .Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
0hurch H. Blakey, .
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B.1\1. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
George ·carter,
William J. McElroy, C. H. Webb,
B. E. Oassilly,
T.•J. Megibben,
J.M. White,
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J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams;
James S. Chrisman,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-47.
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Julian N . Phelps,
R. L. Cooper,
Those who voted in the negative, were.
vV . W. Ayers,
J.E. Cosson,
J.P. Hampton,
G. W . Bailey,
Walter Evans,
T. J. Jone,;,
William 8ro'vvn,
W. H . Evans,
Hiram S . Powell,
Thomas P. Cardwell, James B. Fitzpatrick, William Sellers,
John S. Carpenter,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe,J. N . Woods-19.
William G. Conrad,
Mr. Blakey offered the following amendment, viz:
Strike out in line three of section 2 the word "unlawful," and insert in lieu thereof the word" felonious."
And the question being taken on the adoptjon of the amendment
p roposed by Mr. Bi'akey, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Powell and
Brown, we1·e a s folloyvs, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJohn W. Ogilvie,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Wm. A. Allen,
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S . Arnold,
Lewis Potte1·,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
Alp he us W . Bascom, James Garnett,
vV . N. Beckham,
John P. Rowlett,
E . A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
C. P . Gray,
J ohn A. Bell,
J. R. Sanders,
S . C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sander.;;,
Church H. Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
T. J. Jones, _
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B1·yan S . McClure,
John S . Carpenter,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, L. W . Trafton,
J. M. White-41.
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
J. N. Nall,
James S. Chrisman,
.Those who voted in the negative, w~reW. W. Ayers,
W. H. Evaris,
William Sellers,
G. W . Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Harry I. Todd,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
Manlius T . Flippin,
T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J.P. Hampton,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
E . Polk Johnson,
J. N. Woods,
J.E. Gosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-22.
Walter Evans,
Mr. Cooper offered the following amendment, viz:
Strike out sections 2 arid 3 of the bill, and insert in lieu .t hereof
the following, viz : If any two or more persons shall confederate or
. band themselves together, and go forth armed or unarmed, disguised
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or not disguised , for the purpose of intimidating, alarming; or disturbing any person or persons, they, or either of them , shall , on conviction thereof, be fined not less than one hundred nor more than
three hundred dollars, or imprisoned in the county jail not less th an
two nor more than six months, or both so fined and imprisoned, in
the discretion of the jury.

l,

And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Cooper, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Evans a nd
Powell, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, '!oseph P . F9ree,
E . A. Robertson ,
Frank Sa ckstede r,
- A.lpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
George Carter,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. Sande rs,
B. E. Cassilly,
Bryan S . McClure,
Samuel M. S a nders,
James S . Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay, jr.
T. J Megibben,
L. W . Trafton ,
Lewis Potter,
J. L. Waring-21.
R. L. Coope1·,
Tho_se who voted in the negative, were--:Walter Eval}s,
Julian N . Phelps,
W m. A. Allen,
A. S . Arnold,
W. H. Evans ,
Hiram S . Powell,
w.·w. Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
C. C. ScRles,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sell ers,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
James W. Snyder,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd ,
S. C. Bell,
J. G. S. Blackburn,
J.P. Hampton, .
T. W. Varnon ,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. M. White,
William Brown,
T. J. Jones,
Mordecai William s,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
·Jonas D. Wilson,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
J. N. Woods,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
J. M. Wright-41.
J. E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
Ordered, That said bill, as ·amended, be read a third time.
Said bill, as amended, was the_n read a third time as follows, viz :
~ I. B e it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
K entucky, That if any person shall send, circulate, exhibit, or put up
any threatening notice· or letter, signed with such person's own or
another' s name, or anonymously, he shall, on conviction thereof, b e
fined not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollai:s,
and imprisoned in the county jail not less than three months.
§ 2. If any two or more persons shall confederate or ba nd t.he rn selves together, for the purpose of intimidating, alarming, or disturbing any person 01· persons, or to do any felonious act, they OJ' either
shall, on conviction thereof, be confined in the Penitentiary not less
than six nor more than twelve months, or, in the discretion of th e
jury, fined not less than on~ hundred nor more than five hundred
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dollars, and imprisoned in the county jail not less than three not·
more than six months.
§ 3. If two or more persons shall unlawfully confederate or band
together, and go forth armed or disguised, they shall each, on con viction thereof, be imprisoned in the Penitentiary not less than six ·
nor more than twelve months, or fined, in the discretion of the jury,
in a sum not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred
dollars, and imprisoned in the county jail for a period of not less
than three nor more than six months.
·
§ 4. If any injury shall result to the person or property of any
person or persons by reason of any _o f the unlawful acts denounced
in the preceding sections of this act, the person or persons engaged
or participating, or any one of them, in such unlawful act or acts,
sh all , on conviction lihereof, be confined in the Penitentiary for a
period of not less than twelve nol· more than eighteen month,i, in
the discretion of the jury.
§ 5. For the purpose of more effectually enforcing the provisions
of this act, the Gove1·nor is hereby authorized and directed, upon the
presentation of evidence, made under oath, satisfa~tory to him, that
there has been a violation of the 4th section of this act, to offer a
reward of not less than one hundred and not more than five hundred
· dollars, for the apprehension a:nd conviction of each of the offenders.
§ G. It shall be the duty of the several sheriffs and other peace
officers of this Common wealth, upon information furnished them by
written affidavit, made before any officer of the county authorized
to administer an oath, setting forth that said person or persons know ,
or have reasonable grounds to believe, that two or more person s
disguised, 01· otherwise, bearing arms or deadly implements of any
character, have, within twenty-four hours preceding the time of the
making of such affidavit, visited any house, or were seen in any
neighborhood, disgui sed and bearing arms or other deadly implements, with a view of injuring, alarming, or intimidating any citize n of said neighborhood, or that any citizen of said neighbol'hood
has, within said pet·iod of time, received any injury to his person or
that of any member of his family, or to his prop erty, by reason of
the act or acts of any two or more persons, confederated or banded
together, in disguise or otherwise, for any unlawful purpose, to summon a posse comitatus of not les8 than five nor more than ten persons,
good and true men, and forthwith repair to such neighborhood,
whe1·e he may summon an additional posde of not less than five nor
more than twenty-five other persons, from the law-abiding citizens
of said neighborho.od, and with the entire posse so summoned, shall
at once proceed to exercise all possible diligence an·d energy for the
discovery and arrest of all such offenders ag·a inst the law; and to
this end the sheriff and his posse shall have power to pursue and
arrest any and all such offenders beyond the boundaries ot' his
county, into any other county of this Commonwealth, whenever he
has reasonable grounds for believing that such offenders, or any of
them, reside in, or have fled to, such other county; and it shall be
his duty, immediately after making such anests or arrest, to carry
the persons or person so aneRted before any magistrate of the county
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where the offenses or offense was committed, to be dealt with according to law.
§ 7. If any sheriff or other peace officer shall refuse or fail to di scharge any of the duties imposed upon him by the provisions of this
act, he shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not less
than fifty nor more than five hundred dollars, for each separate
offense; and if any person summoned by the sheriff, or any other
peace officer, as a member of his posse, shall refuse or fail to obey
said summons, without good and sufficient cause, he shall, on like
conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not less than thirty nor more
than three hundred dollars.
§ 8. In any prosecution under t.his act, it shall be no exemption for
a witness that his testimony may criminate himself; but no such
testimony given by the witness ;;,hall be usecl. against him in any
prosecution, except for pe1jnry; and he shall be discharged from
all liability for any violation of this act, so necesrnrily disclosed in
his testimony.
§ 9. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
The. question was then taken on th~ passage of said bill, and it
w as decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chl'ismari
and Cooper, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were~
Wm. A. Allen,
J.E. Gosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
George W . Anderson, Walter Evan::i,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H . Evans,
Hiram S . Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
M . Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John P . Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. P. Sacksteder,
John A . Bell,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
J. ,0. S. Blackburn,
E. A . Graves,
William Sellers,
Church H Blakey,
C. P. Gray,
James W . Snyder,
William F. Bond,
J . P. Hampton,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B M. Brooks,
E . Polk Johnson,
T. W . Varnon,
William Brown,
T . J. Jones,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J . S. Lawson,
0. H. Webb,
John S Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
J.M. White,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
Jonas D. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. Wright-58.
R. D. Cook,
•
Those who voted in the negative, wereG. W. Bailey,
R. L. Cooper,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, Samuel M. Sanders,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. M0Elroy, C. W. Threlkeld, .
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
L. W. Ti;afton-12.
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Mr. Griffith then moved to amend the title of said bill so as to
read:
An act 'to amend chapter 28 of the Revised Statutes, title " Crimes
and Punishments."
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Griffith, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. E;vans and
B1·own, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson ,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham, ·
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
·c. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
S . C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
E . Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
_Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jone s,
J. L. Waring,
W . B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
C.H. Webb,
John S.·Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
Geo1·ge Carter,
.M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-50.
J. Guthrie Coke,
John W . Ogilvie,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam Brown,
Manlius T . Flippin,
Hiram S . Powell ,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm . Cassiu s Goodloe, William Sellers,
R. E. Cassilly,
J. P . Hampton,
Harry I. Todd,
J.E. Cosson,
William J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
·
J . N. Wood s-16.
W. H. Evans,
And then, the House adj ourn ed .
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent the destruction of fish in the Kentucky river and its tributaries," approved March
13, 1872.

An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, entitled
', An act to charter the Crab Orchard and Crew's Knob Turnpike
Company,'" approved March 20, 1872.
An act for the bimefit of common school districts Nos. 70 and 73,
in Warren county.
An act to incorporate the Exchange Bank of Sharpsburg:
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
l. 'An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authol'ize the
county clerk of Cumberland county to procure books and indexes,
for the purpose of transcribing the mutilated records of the surveyor's office of said county, and also to amend an act transcribing the
surveyor's books and records of Cumberland county.
2. An act to change the time of holding the county and quarterly
courts of Lee county.
3. An act to authorize Mary Boyd to erect cattle-stops across
John's creek, in Pike county.
Which bills were read the first. time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st and 2d to the Committee
on County Courts, and the 3d to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
On motion of Mr. Jones, leave was given to bring in a bill, entitled
A bill for the b·enefit of' H. C. Rye.
Ordei·ed, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the same.
\
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Bills were reported by the committee, who were directed to prepare and b1·ing in the same, of the follo~i~g titles, viz :
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA hill to incorporate the Hillsboro and Plummer's Landing Company.
By same.
A bill for the benefit of the Hillsboro and Mouth of Fox, and the
Tilton anrl Day's Mill Turnpike Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend the articles of incorporation of the Irish Building
and Loan Association, of Louisville;
An act to further amend the charter of the Christian County Bank ;.
Resolution in relation to the enrollment of the chapters of the
Revised Statutes when acted on by the two Houses;
And also enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
.
An act to protect the owne1·s of breeding and training farms and:
stables;
An act for the b~nefit of the Iron Works Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend the original and amended acts incorporating the
town of Eadington;
An act to enable the court of claims of _H enry county to pay
county indebtedness;
.
An act to amend an act incorporating the Concord and Tollsboro
Turnpike Ro.a d Company;
An act to amend the charte.r of the Winchester.· Cemetery Co.m~pany;
.J
,.!
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- An act to authorize the appointment of an add'itional examiner to
take depositions iivand' for Floyd county;
An act for the benefit ·of scliool district No. 62, in Shelby county;
A n act to amend an act, en tit.led "An act to amend the charter of
the Big Sandy Valley Railroad Company;"
R esolution directing an inquiry as to certain delays in regard to
the revision of the statutes;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
~ Ordered, ·That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
Leave was given to bring in the follo wing bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. BlakeyA bill to amend the charter of Ru ssellville.
On motion of Mr. Todd:__
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town of Frankfort, and for other p~nposes."
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare and
bring in the same .
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they had
concurred in the amendments proposed by the H ouse to chapter 52,
title" Husband and Wife," and to chapter 61, title" Jails a nd Jailers,"
and to chapter 58, title" Insolvent Debtors," and to the second amen dment proposed by the House to chapter GO, title" Interest and Usury,"
of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
And that they haq disagreed to the amendments proposed by the
House to Nos. I, 2, and 3, to chapter 55, title " Inc~osures and Certain
Trespasses;" and also to the first amend me nt proposed by the House
to chapter 60', title" Interest and Usury," of said proposed Revision .
Mr. Goodloe moved to recon sider the vote by which t he House, on .
yesterday, passed a bill from the Senate, entitled
Arr act to incorporate the Kentucky a nd Southeastern Railway

I.

Company.
, A message was received from the Senate,.announcing that they had
adoptep chapter 30, title "Crimes and Punishments," of the proposed
Revision of the Sfatutes.
The House then took up and proceeded to consider said chapter.
Amendments were offered thereto by Messrs. W. Evans, -Gray, and
F. A. Wilson, which were rejected.
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Mr. W . Evans offered the followin_g amendment, viz:
Add to section 3, .of article 3, these words: "But the .Governor
shall have powe1·, in his discretion, to commute the sentence of death,
in cases of persons convicted of -murder, to confinement in the penitentiary during the life of the person so convicted."
.
Mr. Wright offe1·ed the following amendment (by way of -substitute)
for the amendment proposed by Mr. Evans
·
The Governor shall not have power to commute a sentence of
death to impriso nment for life, or any other term.
Mr. Garnett then proposed the followi.ng amendment, as ,a substi,tute for said section and the amendments proposed theret.o, ,viz:
Strike out the section and the proposed amendments, and insert in
lieu thernof the following, viz:
~ 3. If. any person be guilty of "wiHful murder, he shall jbe ·punished
with death.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
( substitute) proposed by Mr. Garn~tt, and .it was decided in the negative.
· The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and Gar'nett, were as· fol.lows, -viz:
Those who voted in the affir,mative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, Manlius T. Flippin,
Julian N . Phelps,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Lewis Potter,
W. W. Ayees,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
S. 0. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, John P. Rowlett,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
0 . ,w. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. l\1°c0lu1:e,
Harry I. Todd,
0. M. Olay,jr.,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Va-rnon,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. _0. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
0. H. W,ebb-37.
R. L. Cooper,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'0reary)J. E. 0osson,
Mat. Nunan,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
0. P. Grny,
Samu-el M. Sandie1'.s,
, John A. Bell,
J. P. Hampton,
0. 0. Scales,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
-E. Polk Johnson,
James W : Sny'iler,
Church H. Blakey,
J. J. McAfee,
J . M. White,
W. B. M. Brooks,
,M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
William Brown,
T. J. Megibben,
Jonas D. Wilson,
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W . A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
J obn S. Carpenter,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wl'ight-37.
R. D. Cook,
The amendment proposed by Mr. Wright to the amendment of Mr.
Evans was then rejected.
Mr. Gray moved to reconsider the vote by which the amendment
proposed by Mr. Garnett was rejected.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Evans, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooper &nd
Clay, were as follows, viz:
•
Those who voted in the affi.1·mative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Frank Sackstede1r,
Wm. A. Allen,
J.E. Cosson,
J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. H. Evans,
C. C. Scales,
W. N . Beckham,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm . F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
W. B. M. Brnoks,
Thomas M. Johnson, F. A. Wilson,
William Brown,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. L. Nall,
J . N. Woods,
Robert M. Carlisle,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
' J.M. Wright-38.
George Carter,
Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell ,
W.W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
E . A. Robertson,
Alpbeus W. Bascom, George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
John P. Rowlett,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan .S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, L. W. Trafton,
C. M. Clay,jr.
T. J. Megibben,
T. W. Varnon,
J. Guthrie Coke,
.J. C. Moorman?
J. L . Waring,
William G. Conrad, John W . Ogilvie,
C.H. W ebb,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
J.M. White-31.
Manlius T. Flippin,
"'
Mr. McElroy moved to suspend the rule, and take up the motion
made by Mr. Gray to reconsider the vote by which the amendment
proposed by Mr. Garnett was rejected.
And the question being taken thereon, and not havJng received the
irequisite number of votes required by the rule, said motion was rejected.
The yeas and nays being taken thereon, under the rule, were as .
follows, viz :

'
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
George vV. Anderson, James Garnett,
E . A. Robertson,
G. W . Bailey,
0. P. Gray,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clinton Griffith,
John P. Rowlett,
S. 0. Bell,
George lVI. Jessee,
Samuel lVI. Sanders,
W. B. lVI. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, 0. 0. Scales,
'l'homas P. Oa1·dwell, T . J. Jones,
0. W. Threlkeld,
Robert lVL Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
'·
Geo rge Carter,
Bryan S . McClure,
L. W. Trafton ,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
0. M. Olay, jr.,
J. 0 . .Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
0. H. Webb,
William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. lVI. White,
R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
F. A. Wilson-44.
Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in t.he negative, we1·eMr. Spe~ker (lVI'Oreary)John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nun an,
R. Tarv. Baker,
R. D. Cook,
William Sellers,
W. N. ·Beckham,
J.E. Ooseon,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
Walter Evans,
Mordecai Williams 1
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
W . H. Evans,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Ch urch H. Blakey,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. N . Woods,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
J.M. Wright-23.
William Brown,
T. J. Megibben,
Mr. Wright moved an amendment to article 7, section 6, which
was adopted.
Mr. W . Evans· then moved to strike out section I of article 11, and
insert in lieu thereof the following, viz:
§ 1. Persons guilty of larceny of goods and chattels of the val ue of
t wenty dollars or more, shall be punished by confinement in t 4e Penitentiary of not less than one nor more than five years; and all larceny shall
be denominated petit larceny, except in ca·ses where tbe property stolen
shall exceed in value twenty dollars in gold coin.
§ 2. That hereafter the punishment of the offense of petit larceny shall
be a fine of not exceeding one hundred dollars, or impri sonme nt in the
county jail not exceeding six months, or both such fin e and imprisonment
may be inflicted for said offense, at the discretion of tbe court or jury trying the offender. Such imprisonment may be in the work-house of any
county or city which has one, instead of in the county jail.
§ 3. Punishment by the infliction of lashes for petit larceny is hereby
abolished.
§ 4. That hereafter the judges of the several county courts, and the
judge of the city court of Louisville, shall have jurisdiction to try and
punish any person charged with petit larceny committed wit,hin their several co nn.ties, or in said city of Loui1,1ville.
§ 5. No indictment fo1· petit larceny shall be necessary ; _but all warrants of arrest therefor shall be on a written affidavit, to be filed in the
cause.
-§ 6. All laws in regard to bail, pending the trial of the cause and con •
. tin uances of the same, shall be observed by the judge.
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§ 7. Person s accused of the offense of petit larceny, and arrested on saitil
cbarge, sba11 be entitled to trial by a jury, should one be demanded by the
aecused ; otherw ise the trial may be by the judge, who may th en determine t he g uilt or innocence of the acused, and fix his puni shment as
herein pre8cribed ; and if on the trin l tho proof should sho w that any
other offense bad been com mitted by the accused in stead of petit larceny,
t he said judge may hold to bail as in examining courts.
§ 8. 'rbe aceuscd slrn.11, on conviction, have tbe right to appeal to th e
circuit court from the judgment of such judge: Provided, The fiuo in flicted be twenty dolbrs or over , or if there be over five days' impri so nm.eut adjudged, which appeal shall be allowed on his executing bond with
good surety before the clerk of th e circuit court of the county in th e .
amou nt of th e judgm ent ; and if there be impri sonment as a pat·t of such
j udgment, then by adding to th e amount of tbe fin e and costs five dollars
for e:w h d~y's imprisonment in~i.cted by such judgment; said bond to be
conditioned as other appeal bonds, a nd it, shall operate as a supersedeas of
t he judgment, and in the circuit court shall be tried as other appeal e.
Appeals to tho Court of Appeals shall be alfowed as in other causes where
t he fine in t he cit·ouit court is ·fifty dollars or over, whether such excess
be inflicted id a money fine or in impri so nment; and a judgment fo r
twenty days' imprisonment shall , under this section, be deemed equiv11le nt in determining the right of uppeal to the Court of Appeals to fifty
do ll ars.
§ 9. All laws in conflict with .t his act are hereby repealed; but no stat ute in regard to horse-stealing shall be deemed in con flict herewi th.
§ 10. All indictments now p ending in any court in this Common wealth ,
charging any perAon or p erso ns with larceny, shall still be tri ed on such
i.ndictmenLs in said co urts; b ut .on the trial t he accused shall hav e th e
benefit of the 1st, 2d, aT.Jd 3d sections of this act.
~ 11. 'rhi s section and all its subsections to take effect on the adoptio n
of th is r evision of the statutes.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said a mendmen t ,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and n ays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evan s
and Baker, were a s follow s, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
John S. Carpenter,
J.P. Sacksteder,
William Sellers-7.
Walter ~vans,
Those wh o voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(l\1'Oreary)R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
Wm . A. Allen,
R. L . Coop er,
Julian N. Phelps,
George VV . And erson, J. E. Cosson,
Lewis Potter,
W .W. Ayers,
M . Woods Fergason, Hiram S. Powe]] ,
G. W . Bailey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E A . Robertso n,
John Rowan ,
Alpheus W . Bascom, James Garnett,
E . A. "Graves1
John P. Rowlett,
J ohn A . Bel_l,
S. C. ;Bell,
.
0. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackbum,
E. Polk Jobnson,
Harry !.~Todd,
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Church H. Dlake-y,
\V. B.'M. Brooks,
Robert M. Carlisle,
B. E. Cassilly,
James S. Chrisman,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. Guth rie Coke,
W illiam G. Conrad,

Thomas M. Johnson,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Law::;on,
Bryan S. McClure,
Wm. J. McEh-oy,
T. J. Megibben,
J. C. Moorman,
J. L. Nall,
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L . W. 'f.rafton,

T. W. Varnon,
J. L. Waring,
C. H. Webb,
J.M. White,
Mordecai Williams,
F. A. Wilson,
J. M. Wright-51.
iVfr. Graves then offered the following amendment, viz:
In article 11, section 1, strike out the word "ten," wherever it
occurs, _and insert the word "four." .
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by 'Mr. Graves, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gray and
Graves, were as follows, viz:

-r

Those who voted in the affirmative, werelVIr. ,S peaker(M'Creary)William G Conrad,
J. L . Nall·,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
4-. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evan.s,
John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
Jt1li.an N. Phelps_,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
.John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
S. C. Bell,
J. P. Hampton,
John Rowan,
Ch urch I-I. Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
John P. Rowlett,
vVm. F. Bond,
"Thomas M. Johnson , Samu~] M. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
C. C. Scales,
Tho mas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
L. vV. Trafton,
Ro bert M. Carlisle, ·
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, C. H. Webb,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson-50.
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. C. Moorman,
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
R. D. Cook,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
Walter Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Manlius T. Flippin,
T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Mordecai Williams·,
John S. Carpenter,
E . Polk ,Johnson,
Jonas D. Wilson-17.
James S . Ghdsman, J.P. Sacksteder,
The further consideration of said chap ter was suspended by the
arrival of the hour for taking a recess.
And then the House, under the role, to"ok a recess until 7½ o'c'lock,
P.M.
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At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again reassembled.
The House took up the motion heretofore made by Mr. Thos. M.
Johnson, to reconsider the vote by which the House passed a bill,
entitled
An act for t~e benefit of school district No. 28, in Clinton county.
Mr. Graves _then moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the
table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, it was
decided in the affirmative.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. W_-Evans, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to change the time of holding the circuit courts in the 13th
judicial distri_ct.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate the Moore and Noland Turnpike Road Company.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled " An act to incorporate the Lincoln
and Boyle Turnpike Road..Company."
By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill for the protection of bee-keepers in this Commonwealth.
By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one the acts in regard to the town of Columbia."
By Mr. vV. Evans, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of J. B. Evans, of Monroe county.
By sameA bill providing for transcribing the plats, surveys, and certificates
of land lying in Magoffin county.
By sameA bill for the protection of sheep in Bracken county.
By sameA bill to prescribe and regulate the rates of ferriage upon the Ohio
river for boats plying to and from the corporate limits of the town of
Greenup.
By sameA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the granting
'of license for the sale of spirituous or vinous liquors in the town of
Harrodsburg, or within two miles thereof."
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By sameA bill to amend an act to provide for the organization and regulation of incorporated companies, except banking, insurai;tce, and railroad companies, approved March 15, 1870.
Which hills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed ~ith,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional pi:ovision as to the third
. reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
-Bills from; the Senate, o_f the following titles, were reported without amendment by the several committees to whom they had been .
referred, viz :
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Qommittee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Owenton and Sparta Telegraph Company.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Dallasburg Cemetery Company.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act for the benefit of the Minerva and Beazley's Creek Turnpike Road Company, in Mason county.
By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufac-:
turesAn act to amend an act, entitled " An act to .incorporate the Fulton County Agricultural Society," approved January 18th, 1867 .
. By Mr. Morin, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in Allen
county.
BysameAn act for the benefit of common school district No. 42, in Allen
county.
By Mr. Evans,,from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of the administrator of Asa Gilbert, late sheriff
of Clay county.
·
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
95-B. R.

•
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The rule of the H ouse and· constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be. as
afo1·esaid .
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill t~ repeal an !lCt, entitled "An act authorizing rewards for
_k illing wolves, red foxes, grey foxes, and wild cats."
· Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
Mr. F. A. Wilson moved that said bill pe read a second time to morrow at 8 o'clock, P. M.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. F. A. Wilson ,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays .being required thereon by Messrs. Brown ~nd
'f odd, were as fol~pws, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.M1:,Speaker (M'Creary)C. M. Clay, jr.,
T . J. Megibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
J. Guthrie Coke,
W . A. Morin,
J . N. Nall,
A . C. Armstrong,
·William G. Conrad,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. S. Arnold,
W.W. Ayers,
·waiter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W. Bascom, W. H . Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W . N. _Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
·Manlius T. Flippin, J.P . Sacksteder,
..S. C. Bel_l,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
.Church H. Blakey,
C. P . Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel lVI. Sanders,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
-W. B. M. Brooks,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J . S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
John:$. Carpent.er,
J. J . .fy.IcA~ee,
C. Vf. Threlk~ld,
B. E . Qassilly,
Wi]liam J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson-48.
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. 'l'arv. Baker,
James B. Fitzpatrick, T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
Clintop Griffith,
C. H. Webb,
George Carter,
B1·yan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
} osiah H . .Co!I\bs,
Julian N. Phelps,
Mord~cai Williams,
It D. Cook,
C. C. Scales,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. E. Cosson,
Harry I. Todd,
J. N . W oods-18.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
. recommitted a bill, entitled,
A bill to prohibit the sale, giving, or furnishing intoxicating liquors
on election days,
.

.,
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Reported the same with a substitute (by way of amendment)
t herefor.
Mr. J. P. Sacksteder offered an amendment to the amendm ent
(substitute) proposed· by the committee.
Mr. J. R. Sanders then moved to lay the bill and proposed amendments on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Sanders, it was
decided in the negative.
At 9 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Goodloe moved th.a t the House do now
a djourn.
And the questi-on being taken on the ·motion of Mr. Goodloe, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Ayers, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speake1· (M'Creary)J osiah H. Combs,
W. A. Morin,
J. L. Nall,
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. L. Coop·er,
Hiram S ; Powell,
Walter Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
A. S. Arnold,
S. C. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
J. P. Sacksteder,
W m. F. Bond,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
Wm. , Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
W illiam Brown,
R obert M. Carlisle,.
C. P. Gray,
. James W. Snyder,
John S. Carpenter,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W. Threlkeld,
G;e orge Carter,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
R. E. Cassilly,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
Jame13 S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
G. M . Clay, jr.,
T. J. Megibben·;
F. A. Wilson~40.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen;
J.E. Cosson,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Thomas M : Johnson, William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
J .. S. Lawson,·
J. L. Waring,
John A. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
. C.. H. Webb,
Church H. Blakey~
William J. McEh:oy, l\Iordecai Williams,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods-28.
R. D. ·co9k,
And then the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, AfRIL 3, 1873.
A message was received from · the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Clay
Fire and Marine Insurance Company, of Newport," approved March
10, 1856.

An act to incorporate the Williamsburg Geological and Mining
Company.
An act for the benefit of Martha A. Hightower, a pauper lunatic.
An act for the benefit of Sallie Sanders.
An act for the benefit of Mildred Broadus, a pauper idiot of Lincoln county.
An act for the benefit of W. R. Stringer, of Livingston county.
An act for the benefit of John Pin_k erton, of Carter county.
An act for the benefit of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Spradlin, of Floyd
co'unty.
An act to amend an act, entitled '.' An act to incorporate the Mt.
Sterling Water-works Company."
An act to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Fair Ground
Association.
An act to amend the charter of the Webster Coal Company, approved March 9, 1867, and amendments thereto, approved March
20, 1871.

An act to establish a colored free school at Bowling Green.
An act to incorporate the American Industrial College.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act to in()orporate the Grand Division of Sons of Temperance .
2. An act to incorporate the Woolen Manufacturing Company.
3. An act providing for the collection of railroad tax in the county
of Montgomery.
4. An act to incorporate Confederate City, in Rowan county.
5. An act to amend the charter of the tow·n of Danville.
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6. An act to require attachments to be noted of record in the
office of the county clerk of Jefferson county.
Which bills were read the first time and orde1·ed to be read a secon<t
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the l st to the Committee on Re ligion; the 2d and 0th to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 3d
to the Committee on Railroads; and the 4th and 5th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
refe!'fed, viz:
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn a ct for the benefit of the Big Sandy Telegraph Company.
By Mr. Jones, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesAn act ·to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Central West Kentucky Agricultural and Mechanical Association, in
Graves county," approved February 25, 1860.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAn act to amend an act, entitled" An act to regulate the civil
jurii!diction of the police court in the city of Hickman, Fulton
county!" approved February 9, 1872.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from t!:!_e Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to provide for the le13:sing of the intereat of the State in
the Louisville and Nashville Turnpike Road, on the north side of
Barren river, in the county of Wanen.
By Mr.• Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts.
An act to -prevent live stock of all kinds from running at large in
Mason and Fleming counties
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House ,and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and tha~ the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to · prepare and bring in the same, of the fo·llowing titles, viz :
By Mr. F .. A. Wilson, from the Committee on County Courts-:A bill for the protection of property on T(\nnessee river .
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By sameA bill in relation to the· sheriff of Calloway county.
By Mr. Blakey. from the Committee on Corporate Institution sA bill to amend the charter of Russellville.
·which bills were read 'the fast time and ol'dered to oe read a second
ti me .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
. Ordered, That said hi'lls be eng1·ossed and read a third time.
The "rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
J'eading of said bills being disp~nsed with, and· the same. being engrossed·,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
a foresaid .
The Hous~ then took up the motion heretofore made, to recon sider
the vote by which the House disagreed to a bill from the Senate,
entitled
An act to provide a priv·ate secretai·Y for the Governor.
On motion of Mr. McKenzie, the consideration of said motion was
postponed to, and made special order of the day for, to-morrow, at 8
o'clock, P . M.
On motion of Mr. W. Evans,
Orde1·ed, That Messrs. W. Evans, McAfee, and Threlkeld, be ap-pointed a committee to w~it upon the Senate, and ' request to withdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House of
a bill, which originated herein, entitled
A blll to repeal an act, en·titled "An act to prolfibit the granting of
license for the sale of spirituous or vinous liquors in the town of
H arrodsburg, or within two miles thereof;"
After a time said 'c ommittee returned, and reported that they had
discharged theit- duty, and laid said bill upon the Clerk's table.
Thereupon Mr. McAfee moved ·to reconsider the v·ote by which the
House passed said bill.
And the question being taken on the' motion of Mr. McAfee, it was
de~ided "in the .affirmati\re. '
On motion of Mr. McAfee, the vote by which said bill was ordered
·t o be read a thir:l 'time was ·a lso reconsidered.
And thereupon said' bill was 'reccimrrtitted to tne Committee on tne
Judici"ary.
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Leave was given to bring in .the followi~g bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Chrisman!. A bill for the benefit of John W. Duncan, of Wayne county.
On motion of Mr. Moorman2. A bill to incorpornte the town of Carbondale, in Muhlenbu rg
county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Ways and Means prepare and
bring in the first, and the Committee on Corporate Institutions the
2d. ·
Upon their motion, it is order~d tha_t Messrs. Garnett and Bates be
relieved from further service on the committee heretofore raised
under the resolution offered by Mr. Brown, to inquire into the expenditures in tp.e prosecution of the claim of this Common w ealth
again st the Goverrment of the United States, for expenses incurred
by this Commonwealth in the equipment, pay 1 &c., of troops during
the late civil war.
And thereupon Messrs. Blakey and Wright 'r'7ere appointed in their
place.
'
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, _reported tha t
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to cl:ange the name of the Trayser Piano-forte Company,
of Maysville;
..,An act to amend the charter of the Jefferson and Brownsboro an d
Harrod's Creek and Sand' Hill Turnpike Road Companies. and
branches;
1
An act for the benefit of keepers of licensed stud horses, jacks,
and bulls ;
act to amend the charter of the. Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel Road Company;
An act to repeal section 17 of an act to incorporate the Chattaroi
Rail way Company, approved 11th Ma1·ch, 1873 ;
An act for the relief of the sheriff of Trigg county;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liqu ors
within two miles of Mercer Station, in Muhlenburg county;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre . sentatives, of the ( following .titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent the destru ction of fish in the Kentucky river and its tributaries," approved March
13, 1872;
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An act to repeal an act, entitled " An act to amend an act, entitled
'An act to charter the Crab Orchard and brew's Knob Turnpike
Company,'" approved March 20, 1872;
An act to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railway
Company;
A n act for the benefit of common school districts Nos. 70 and 73,
i n Warren county;
An act providing for copying the surveys, plats, ff!ld certificates of
la nd in Warren county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing th at they
had adopted so much of the report of the joint committee on the
report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statutes, as is comprised
under the following heads, viz:
Chapter 62, title "Jurors, Grand and Petit."
Cha pte1· 63, title "Lands."
Chapter 64, title "Lanos, Processioning of."
Chapter 65, title" Lands West of the T ennessee River."
1
Chapter 66, title" Laws."
Chapter 67, title " Legislature."
The House, according to order, resumed the consideration of the
re port from the Senate of th eir action on the report of the joint
committee on the report of the Commissioners to Revise the St atutes.
Chapter 30, title "Crimes and Punishments," being still under consideration,
Mr. McElroy moved to amend said chapter by striking out all of
section ,1 of article 11, as amended on yesterday, and insert in lieu
thereof the following:
§ I. Persons g uilty of larceny of goods and chattels of the value
of four dollars or more, shall be punish·ed by confinement in the penitentiary of not less than one nor more than five years; and pen:ons
g uilty of la1·ceny of goods and chattels of less value than four dollars, shall be punished by stripes, not exceeding thirty-nine, unless in
t hose cases -in which the punishment is specifically prescribed in this
chapter.
And th e question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. McElroy, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas a nd nays being required thereon by Messrs. Carpenter
and E . P. Johnson , were as follows, viz:

·
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'fhose who voted in the aflit-mative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Josiah H. Combs,
J . C. Moorman, '
G. W . Bailey,
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, W . H. Evan::1,
8 . C. Bell,
J.P. Hampton,
E . A. Robertson,
Church H Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
Jam es W. Snyder,
Thomas P. Ca1·dwell, J. J . McAfee,
L. W. Trnfton,
James S. Chrisman,
WiHiam J . M~Elroy, J.M. Wright-21.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0rea1·y)J. E. Cosson,
John Rowan,
Wm. A. Allen ,
Walter Evan::1,
John P . Rowlett,
George W. Anderson, M . Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
Wm. Cassius Goodlo e, J R. Sanders,
R. Tarv . Baker,
E. A. Graves,
· Samuel .M. Sanders,
W. R. Bates,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
W. N . Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John .A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, T. W. Varnon,
vVilliam Browll/,
J. S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H. Webb,
Joh n S Carpenter,
M. E. l\~cKenzie,
J.M. W'hite,
George Carte,r,
T. J. l\fegibben,
lVforde!}ai Williams,
B. E. Cassilly,
W. A. Morin, ·
F. A. WUson,
C. lVl. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N . Woods-53.
R. L. ·Cooper,
Lewis Pott.e r,
Mr. Wriglit then moved to ameQd said chapter by adding thereto
the following as an additional article thereof, viz :
It shall be unla'Yful for the keeper, or any of the officers or turn keys employed in the penitentiary, to flog any prisoner confined
therein. Any person violating the provisfons of this article shall,
on conviction thereof, be confined in the county jail not less than
thirty days nor more than three months, and shall forfeit his office.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Wrig.ht, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays. being required thereon by Messrs. Wright and
Gray., were as follows, viz:
Those who vo~ed in the affirmative, wereW alter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. Woods,
James Garnett,
C. C. Scales,
J.M. Wright-8.
E. ;J?9l~ 'Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (lVI'Creary)William G. Comad, T. J. Megibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
W. A. Morin,
George W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
96-II.
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A. C. Armstrong,
J. E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayei·s,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
E . A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
W.R. Bates,
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessel:),
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd~
S. C. Bell,
W. B. lVI. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
John S . Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
B. E. Cassilly,
' Wm. J. McElroy,
F. A. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson--54.
Mr. Garnett then offered the following amendment (No. 1) to section 2 of article 11 of said chapter, viz:
Strike out the word " five" whereve1· it occurs therein, and insert
in lieu thereof the word "two."
Mr. Bascom then offered the following as a substitute for the amendment proposed by Mr. Garnett, viz:
Amend section 2 of article 11, by striking out all after the word
"jennet," in the ffirst line, and inserting the following: "He shall
be punished with death, or confined in the penitentiary, at the discretion of the jury, for a term of not less than five years."
And the question being taken on the adoption of the substitute
proposed by Mr. Bascom for the amendment proposed by Mr. Gar nett, ·it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays· being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
Garnett, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Bailey,
Alpheus W. Bascom-2
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M' Creary)J. E . Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson ,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlett,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold,
James Garnett,
J. P. Sacksteder,
W. W·. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. R. Bates,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
George M .. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
Ir' .
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J . S. Lawson,
Church H. Blakey,
T. W. Varnon,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
George Carter,
J . M. White,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jam es S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M . Clay,jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
F . A. Wil~on,
Will iam G. Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
'R. D. Cook,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. W oods-60.
R. L. Cooper,
The amendment (No . I) proposed by Mr. Garnett was then
adopted.
Mr. Garnett then offered amendments to article 11, sections 4 and
5, and ·article 17, section 17, and to a:·ticle 29, section I, of said
chapter, which were adopted.
Mr. Evans offered an amendment to article 13, section 2, of said
chapter, which was adopted.
Mr. Foree offered an amendment to article 17, section 26, of said
chapter, which was adopted.
Mr. Clay offered a substitute (by way of amendment) for section
3 of article 18 of. said chapter, which was adopted.
Mr. Blakey offered an amendment to sections 5 and 6 of article
J8, which was adopted.
,Amendments were also offered to said chapter by Messrs. W.
Evans, Graves, and Webb, which were rejected.
Mr. W. Evans then offered an amendment to article 29 of said
chapter.
Mr. Graves offered a substitute for the amendment proposed by
Mr. Evans.
Pending consideration of said chapter and proposed amendments,
the hour for taking a recess arrived.
An d then, under the rule, the House took a recess until 7½o'clock,
P.M.
At 7½ o'clock, P . M., the House again reassembled.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary,_who originated
the same, reported
A bill to repeal an. act to amend the charter of the town of Harrodsburg, approved February 17, 1872.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the secon d reading of said bill being di spensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being di spensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then, according to order, took up and proceeded to
consider furthe1· a bill, entitled
A bill to 1·epeal an act, entitled "An act authorizing rewards for
killing w_o lves, r-ed foxes, grey foxes, and wild cats ."
Said bill was then, according to an order of the House heretofore
made, read a second time.
Mr. Powell then moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
the judiciary.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Powell, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Powell and
Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM1·. Speaker (1"1'Creary)J ames B. Fitzpatrick, John Rowan,
G. W . Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
J.P. Sacksteder,
· William Brown,
Joseph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. P. Hampton;
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
T. W. Vampn,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring,
C.H. Webb,
R. D. Co?k,
B1·yan S. McClure,
J. E. Cosson,
J'ulian N. Phelps,
J. lVI. White,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
Jonas D . Wilson--28.
M. Woods Ferguson,
Those who vot~d in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad;
T. J. Megibben,
.A. U. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
W. A. Morin,
-VValter Evan11,
J. L. Nall,,
A. S. Arnold,
W. W. Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John W . Ogilvie,
Al'ph·e us W. Bascom, James Garnett, .
Lewis Potter,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
E . A. Robertson ,
S; C. Bell,
C. P,. Gray,
John P . Rowlett,
Church H . Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Robent M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. J. lVIcAfee,
C. W. Th1·ellceld,
James S. ChJ'isman,
William J. McElroy, F. A. Wilson ,
b . M. Clay,jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
J . N. Wo ods-39 .
I
,.
Mr. Bro~n then moved to lay said bill on the table.
I
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And the qu estion being taken on the motion of Mr. Brown, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gray an d
Nall, were as follows , viz:
·Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W . BaUey,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan,
William Brown,
. Joseph P. Foree,
J . P . Sacksteder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. P. Hampton ,
Frank Sacksted er,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
.J. R'. Sanders,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. S. Lawson ,
Harry I. Todd ,
R. D. Cook,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Vamon,
J.E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie ,
C. H . Webb,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
J . M. White,
lVI. Wo ods Ferguson, Hirnm S. Powell,
Jonas D. Wilson-28.
James B. Fitzpatrick,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (lVl'Creary)James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. M. Clay, jr. 1
W. A. Morin,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad, _ J . L. Nall,
A . S. Arnolil,
·walte1· Evans,
Lewis Potter,
W. W Ayer::i,
Manlius T. Flippin, . E. A. Robntson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett ,
John P. Rowlett ,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snydei-,
S. C. Bell,
George M . Jes;:ee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, .I. L. Waring,
Ch urch IL Blakey,
J. J. McAfee,
F . A. Wilson,
W . B. lVI. Brooks,
William J. McElroy, J. N. Woods,
Robert M. Carlisle,
lVl. E. McKenzie,
J. M. Wright-40.
B. E. Cassilly,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
Said bill l:ieirig engrossed, was then read a third ti·me a s follows,
vi.z:
9 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the .Commonwealth of
K entucky, That an act, entitled "An act authoriz ing rewards for killing wolves, red foxes , grey foxes, and wild cats," approved 13th Fe bruary, 1873, be, anrl the sa me is hereby, repealed .
§ 2 . This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
The question was then taken on th'e passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nay s being· required thereon by Messl's. Brown an d
Vv . H. Evans, wel'6 as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Oreary)James S. Ch1·isman,
M. E. McKenzi e,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. M. Olay, jr.,
T. J. Megibben ,
George W. Ande1son, William G. Conrad,
W. A. Morin,
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A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Ayers,
Alpheus W . Bascom,
W . N. Beckham,
John A. Bell,
S. C. Bell,
J.C. S. Blackbm·n,
Church H. Blakey,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Robert M. Carlisle,
B . E. Cassilly,

Walter Evans,
J. L. Nall,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter,
James Garnett,
E : A. Robertson,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John P. Rowlett,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
.James W. Snyder,
C. P. Gray,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas M. Johnson, F. A . Wilson,
J. J. McAfee,
J.M. Wl'ight-41.
William J. McElroy,
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Those who voted in· the negative, wereG. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
William Brown,
C. D. Foote,
J . R. Sanders,
Thorp.as P. Ca1·dwell, J. P . Hampton,
C. C. Scales,
George Carte1·,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
Josiah H. Combs,
J . S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
R. D. Cook,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H. Webb,
R. L . Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. White,
J . E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. Woods-30.
Resvlved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
Mt·. Clay moved to lay the motion of Mr. Rowlett on the table.
At ·t wenty minutes before 10 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Powell moved that
t he House do now adjourn.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Powell, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Powell and
W. ~- Evans, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold, .
C. D. Foote,
Julian N. Phelps,
William G. Comad,
Joseph P . Foree,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J.E. Cosson,
T. J . Jonei;;,
Frank Sackstede1·,
M. Woods Ferguson, Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White-14.
J ames B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilvie,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr.Speaker (.M'Creary)C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. N , Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson.
A: C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
John P . Rowlett,
W. W. Ayers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
'I
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William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J . McElroy, C.H. Webb,
F. A. Wilson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson-42.
T. J. Megibben,
George Carter,
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Clay, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Powell and
Blackburn, were as follows, viz: . •
Those who voted in tlie affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(McC!'eary)Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Megibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad,
· A. C. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,.
A. S. Arnold,
Manlius T. Flippin, . John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
Church H. Blakey,
William J. McElroy, F. A. Wilson-35.
W. B. lVI. Brooks,
l\tl. E. McKenzie,
Those who voted in the .negative; were.
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
Frank Sacksteder,
J.E. Cosson,
J. S. Lawson,
J. R. Sanders,
M. Woods Ferguson, Bryan S .. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Julian N. Phelps,
T. W. Varnon,
C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
C. H. Webb,
Joseph P. Fo ree,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Jonas D. Wilson~l9.
George M. Jessee,
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Nunan.
And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 1873 .
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Threlkeld and
Moorman,
Billi:! were reported by the committee, who were directed to prep are and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the_Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to· incorporate the OaJdand Iron Company.
By lVfr. Anderson, from the same committeeA bHl to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Boyd
County Navigation, Manufacturing, and Improvement Company," approved February 8tl1, 1871.
Which hills were read 'the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the r~ouse and constitutional provision as to the second
re ading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordc_red, That said bills be engrnssed and read a third time .
· The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
re ading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and r.hat the titles thereof be as
a foresaid.
Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to
whom wa:s refe1-red a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend section sixteeri of an act, entitled " An act to
a mend an act to incorporate the town of Smith's Gro".e,"
Rep o rted the same without amendment.
Orde1·ed, That ,:aid bill be read a third time.
T he rule of the House and comtitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
· R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title ther«tof be as
a foresaid .

On mot-ion of Mr. Carlisle, leave was given to bl'ing in a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Forrest Hill Building and Loan Associati~n, in Kenton county.
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Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare and
bring in the same.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that the_y
had concurred in the amendments proposed by the House to bills,
which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following
titles, viz .
An act for the benefit of R. L. E well, clerk of the Laurel county
court.
An act to suppress lawlessness in this Commonwealth.
And the titl e of the last named bill .changed so as to read:
An act to ame nd chapter 28 of the Revised Statutes, title " CJ"imes
a nd Punishments."
Th a t they had passed a hill, which originated in 'the House of Represe ntatives, entitled
An act to facilitate the collection of delinquent taxes in Owen
county. And that they had pa:ssed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend· an act, entitled" An act to empower county
courts to take stock in turnpike road s in this Commonwealth," approved March fl, 1868.
2. An act to incorporate the Southwest Kentucky Immigration
and Real E state Company.
3. An act provid ing compensation for the services of W. R . Bradley, in the defense of the action of the State of Missouri against the
State of Kentucky, for th e recovery of Wolf Island.
Which ·bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
t ime;
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being .dispen sed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the ,Committee on Internal Improvement; the 2d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; and the 3d to the Committee on Claims.
Mr. R~wlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined ~nrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of ·the folio.wing titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of R. L. Ewell, clerk of the Laurel county
court;
An act for tihe benefit of common school district No. 42, in Allen .
county;
97-B.
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An act for the benefit of the kindred of Pierre Victor Eustache,
late of McCracken county;
An act for the benefit of the Minerva and Beazley's Creek Turnpike Road Company, in Mason county;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Union Ag1·icultural and Mechanical .Association, near Fort Jefferson, in Ballard county;
An act to provide for organizing and establishing a system of public schools in Winchester;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which the
House rejected the substitute {amendment) offered by Mr. Garnett to
section 3 of article 3 of chapter 30, title "Crimes and Punishments,"
of the report from the Senate of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
The question was then taken on reconsidering said vote, and it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. T. lVI. John son and McElroy, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Ander11on, R. L. Cooper,
J.C. Moorman ,
A. C. Armstrong,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John W . Ogilvie,
Vv. W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, 0. P. Gray,
S. 0. Bell,
J . P. Hampton,
John Rowan,
'l'homas P. Cardwell, Thomas M." Johnson, John P. Rowlett,
Rubert M. Carlisle,
T. J . Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
0. M. Olay,jr., .
J. J. McAfee,
C.H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Bryan S. McClure,
F. A. Will'lon-35.
William G. Conrad, William J . McElroy,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Oreary)J . E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv . Baker,
0 . D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Samuel M. Sanders,
John ·A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George M. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
E. Polk Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
Church H. Blakey,
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W. B. M. Brooks,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
·William Brown,
T. J. Megibben,
J. N . Woods,
B. E. Cassilly,
W . A. Morin,
J. M. Wright-35.
R. D. Cook,
J. L Nall,
The House took up also the motion to reconsider the vote by which
the House disagreed to the report of the joint committee of conference on the subject of the disagreement of the two Houses with
respect to the amendment ·proposed by the House to section 2 of
article l of chapter 7, title "Auditor," of the report of the Senate of
the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
An:! the question being taken on reconsidering said vote, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElroy
and McClure, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, 'wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
A. S. Arnold,
C. D. Foote,
J. P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
George M. Jessee,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
W. ,A. Morin,
C.H. Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-38.
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW : W. Ayers, .
Joseph P. Foree,
M. E. McKenzie,
W. N. Beckham, ·
E. A. Graves,
J. C. Moorman,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, John W. Ogilvie,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
John Rowan,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J.E. Cosson,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Sellers,
Manlius T. Flippin,
William J. McElroy, Jonas D. Wilson-20.
The ·question was then again taken on concurring in the report of
said joint committee of conference, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElroy and
Foree, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)William G. Conrad, J. L. Nall,
George W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
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M. Wood s Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
A. S . Arnold,
Jame s B. Fitzpatrick, J . P . Sacksteder,
R . Tarv.' Baker,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D . Foote,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassi us Goodloe, C. C. Sc:-iles,
J. C. S. Blackburn ,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
W . B. M. Brooks,
T. W . Varnon ,
. Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. J essee,
E. ' Polk .Toh n,::on,
J . L. Waring,
George Carter,
J. S. Lawso n,
C.H. Webb,
B. E . Cassilly,
J. J. McAfee,
F. A. Wilson,
- Jam es S . Chrisman,
T.'J Megibben,
J . N . Wood s,
C. M. Clay,jr.
W. A. Morin,
J. M. Wright-48.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Those w ho voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. C. Moorman ,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
John W . Ogilvie,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
Julian N. if>help s,
Thomas M . Johnson , John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
T. J . .Jone;,,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Josiah H. Combs,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Sellers,
R. D . Cook,
William J. McElroy, J. M. White ,
J.E. Gosson,
M. E. McK e nzie,
Jona ;, D. Wilson-24.
The House fook up the disagreement of the S enate to the amendme nts proposed by th ~ Hou se to section;, 1 and 2, article 4, chapter
55, title " Inclosures and Certain Trespasses," of the report from the
-Sen ate of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Rowlett moved that the Hou se do insist upon its said proposed
amendments.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Rowlett, it
was decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Rowlett,
Ordered, That a committee of conference be appointed on the
subject of the disagreement of the two House s with respect to the
propose d amendments aforesaid-that they inform the Senate of
th ei1· appointment, and request the appoint!'Ilent of a committee for
the same purpose on thei1· part.
And thereupon the Speaker appointed upon said committee, on the
-part of the .House, Messrs. Rowlett, Foree, and T. M. -Johnson.
The House took up also the di;,agreement of the Senate to the
amendment proposed by the House to article 1 of chapter 60 , titl e
'' Interest and Usury," of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Bas~om moved that the House do insist upon the said proposed
amendment.
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And the question b eing taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom , it was
decided in the affirmative .
On motion of Mr. Foote,
Ordered, That a committee of conference be appointed on th e subject of the disagreement of the two Houses with respect· to th e pi·o- _
posed ame ndments aforesaid-that they inform the Senate of th eii·
appointm ent, and reqnest the appo intm e nt of a committee for the
sam e purpose ·on their part.
And thereupon the Speaker appointed upon said committee, on the
part of the House, Messrs. Foote, Bascom, and Griffith.
The House took up and pl'Oceeded to con sider still further chapter
30, title " Crimes and Punishme nts," of the report from the Senate of
. their action in regard to the pl'Oposed Revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Graves withdrew the substitute, proposed by him on yesterday,
fo r the amendment proposed by Mr. Evans .
Mr. Gray then offered another amendment in lieu thereof, which
was rej ected.
T he amendment proposed by Mr . Evans t·eads a s follows, viz:
Add to a1·ticle 29 the following:
~ 5. Carrying concealed deadly weapons shall be lawful in the following cases : 1s t. Wh ere the person has reasonable grounds to believe his person, or th e per,;;on of some of his family, or his property ,
is in dang-er from violence or crime; 2d. By sheriffs, constabl es, ma1·shals, ttnd poli ce men, when nec esaary for the protection in the dis ch arge of their duties; 3d. During the night, where the business or
occ upation of th e person requires that he should go abro ad fi;om his
home.
- The question was then taken on the adoption thereof, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. T. M. John so n and Blackburn, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were- ·
Mr . Speaker(M'Creary)William G. Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
Wm. A. Mlen,
R. L. Cooper,
John W . .Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstro-1Jg,
vValter Evans,
Lewis .Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
W . H. Evans,
E . A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin , John Rowan ,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
JoseRh P. Foree,
John A. Bell,
C. P . Gray,
Samuel M.' Sanders,
William Sellers,
S . C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
James W . Snyder,
J. C. S . Blackbµrn,
E. Polk John son ,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,

\
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-W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
W"illiam J. McE!roy, J. L. Waring,
Robe1·t NI. Carlisle,
T. J . Megibben,
J. M. White,
George Carter,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
W. A. Morin,
J.M. Wright- 48.
Those who voted in the negative, were, George W . Anderson, R. D. Cook,
Bryan S. McClure,
G. W. Bailey,
J . E. Cos8on,
Hiram~ - Powell,
Thomas P. Cardwell, James Garnett,
F. A . Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
E. A. Graves,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
T. J. Jones,
J. N. Woods-15.
Amendments were offered by Messrs. Blakey, Cook, and Flippin,
which were rejected.
Amendments were offered by M~ssrs. Beckham and Gray, which
were adopted.
, Mr. Beckham offered the following amendment, viz:
Add to article 4, section 3, these words: "or with confinement in
the penitentiary for life, in the discretion of a jury."
The question wa;; then taken on the adoption thereof, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messr~. Garnett and
Chrisman, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
J. L. Nall,
Wm. A. Allen, ·
J.E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans, ,
Lewi;; Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpatrick, .J. P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
C. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
Church H. Blakey,
M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
W. B. M . Brook;;,
T . J. Megibben,
Mordecai Williams,
William Brown,
J . C. Moorman,
J. N, Woods,
Thomas P. Cardwell, W. A. Mol'in,
J.M. Wright-37.
Robert M. Carlisle,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge vV. Anderson, James Garnett,
John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Clinto,n Griffith,
E.' A. Robertson,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
John Rowan,
James S. Chrisman,
E. Polk Johnson,
John P. Rowlett,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
J . Guthrie Coke,
T. J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
. William G. Conrad, J. S. Lawson,
F . A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
Bryan S. McClure,
Jonas D . Wilson-29.
M. Woods Ferguson, Wm. J. McElroy,
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Chapter 30, title "Crimes and Punishments," as amended, was then
adopted.
The .Hou_se took up also, of said report,. chapter 62 , title "Jur.ies,
Grand and Petit."
Mr. Ga rnett offered an amendm ent thernto, which was adop ted.
Said ch a pter, as thus amended, was then adopted.
The House then, under the rule, took a recess until 7½o'clock, P.

M.
At half-past 7 o'clock, P. M., the House ~gain reassembled.
Mr. J.P. Sacksteder moved the following resolution , viz:
R esolved, That after this day the night sessions of this House, as
now provided for, shall be continued eac4 night, exce pt Saturday
night, un til 11 o'clock.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to
whom was referred a bill from the S enate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington,
Reported the same with an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Orde1·ed, That said bill, as amend ed, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and con stitutional provision a s to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House, according to order, took up a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefi t of Whitley county.
On motion of Mr. Cook, the consideration of said bill was postponed to, and made special order of the day fot, Tu esday, the 15th
inst., at 8 o' clock, P. M.
The Hom:e then, according to order, took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which the House disagreed to a bill from the S enate ,
entitled
An act to provide a private secretary for the Governor.
Mr. Brown moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the table.
And the question being Jaken on the motion of Mr. Brown , it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown an d
T. M. Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affir-!!1.ative, w·e reWm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
Bryan S . .McClure,
S . C. Bell,
J.E. Gosson ,
William Sellers,
William Brown,
W. H. Evans,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J osiah H. Combs,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. N. Woods-12.
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Those who voted in the negative, were1\fr. Speaker(l.WCreary)R. L . Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
George Vv". Anderson, Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
-A . S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potte1·,
YV. W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E A. Robertson ,
James Garnett,
,John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N . Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
\V B. M. Broolrn,
T. J. Jones,
C. C. Scales,
Thomas P. Card well, J. S. Lawson ,
James W. Snyder,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Wm. J. McElr'oy,
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. White,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
W. A. Morin ,
Mordecai Williams,
J . Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson-40.
William G. Conrad,
The question was then taken on the motion to reconsider the vote
by which said bill was disagre ed to, and.it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays bein11: required thereon by M.essrs. Brown and
Cooll, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJulian N. Phelps,
Mr. Speaker (l\lI'Creary)Walter Evans ,
George W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
James B . Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson ,
John P. Rowlett,
A. S. Arnold,
C. D . Foote,
J. P. Sacksteder,
W. W. Ayers,
Jose ph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Y.,T. N. Beckham,
Clinton Gri-ffith,
J: R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
C. C. Scales,
J . C. S . Blackburn,
Thos. M. Johnson,
W . B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
'J;.'homas P. Cardwell, J. S .-Lawson,
'.Harry I. Todd,
Geo1·ge Cart.er,
Wm. J. McElroy,
T . W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. White,
J . Guthrie Coke,
vv. ·A. Morin,
l\fordecai Williams,
William •G. Comad,
:J. L. NaH,
F. A. Wi lson,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-52.
J. E. Cosson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJosiah H. Cembs,
Bryan S. McClure,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
William Sellers,
G. W. Bailey,
W . H. Evans,
Jonas D. Wilson.
S. C. Bell,
Manlius T. Flippin,
J. N. Woods-13.
William Brown,
Robert M. Carlisle,
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The question was then again taken on the passage of said bill,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
I
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Ci·eary)R. L. Cooper,
J. L Nall,
George W. Anderson, J. E. Gosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. 0. Armstrong, .
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
R. 'l'arv. Baker,
J ame::1 B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, 0. D Foote,
John P . Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. P. Sacks.teder,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
J R. Sanders,
W. B M. Brooks,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. S.c ales,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson, James· W. Snyder,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
. Harry I. Todd,
B. E. Cassilly,
J . S . Lawson,
T. W, Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
:William J . M0Elroy, J. L. Waring,
C . .M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
J. Guthrie Coke,
T . J. Megihben, .
F. A. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
W. A. Morin,
J.M. Wright-51.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
W.W. Ayers,
Josiah H. Combs,
Samuel M. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
R. D. Cook,
William Sellers,
:S . C. Bell,
W . H. Evans,
J.M. White,
Church H Blakey,
Manlius T. Flippin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William Brown,
James Garnett,
J. N. Woods-18.
Resolved, That the title of said bjll be as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as foll~ws, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That the Governor of this Commonwealth be, and he is hereby, allowed
to employ and have a private sec1·etary to assist him in the labor~ of bi~
office. 'l'he salary of ,said private secretary shall not exceed twelve hundred dollars pet· annum, and shall be payable out of the Treasury monthly,
as the salaries of other public officers. The Governor shall be responsible
for all the official acts of his said private s_ecretary.
§ 2. 'l'his act shall take effect from its passage.
Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or m~lt liquors in
Lincoln ·county, and to take a vote on the same,
Reported the same without amendment.
01·dered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
98-H, R,
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The rule of the H~use and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispens.e d with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
afo1\said.
The House took up the motion heretofore made by Mr. Goodloe to
reconsider the vote by which the House_ passed a bill from the Sena te, entitled
An _act to incorporate the Kentucky and Southeastern Railway
Company.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in
the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Waring, the vote by which said bill was ordered
to be read a third time was also reconsidered.
01·dered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
On moti-on of Mr. Blackburn, leave was given to bring in a bill,
entitled
A bill to create a board of registration for the county of Fayette.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the same.
The House resumed the consideration of an unfinished report of
yesterday, and the substitute (by way of amendment) proposed. therefor by the committee, and the amendment offered by Mr. J. P. Sacksteder to tbe amendment proposed by the committee, viz:
A bill to prnhibit the sale, giving, or furnishing intoxicating liquors
on election days.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
to the substitute proposed by the committee, and it was decided in
the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. J. P. Sacksteder and Ferguson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM1·, Speaker(M'Crea,ry)Robert M. Carl.isle,
George M. Jessee,
George W. Anderson, George Carter,
T.ho.mas M. Johnson,
A. U. Armstrong,
B. E. Cassilly,
Bryan S. McClure,
A. S. Arnold,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
W. W. Ayers,
J. Guthi;ie G0.ke)'
Jut.ian N-. P.helps,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Josiah_ H, Cq.m):>s,
Lewis ~o..tter.,.
W. N. Beckham,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
S. C. Bell,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
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J. R. Sanders,
0. D. Foote,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Harry I. Todd,
James Garnett,
William Brown,
J.M. Wright-36.
Thomas P. Cardwell, Clinton Griffith,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Manlius T. Flippin,
William Sellers,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad,
T. J. Jones,
J.M. White,
R. D. Cook,
J. S. Lawson,
Mol'decai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
William J. McE!roy, F. A. Wilson,
·
J.E. Cosson,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
J. N. Woods.:...._24.
Said amendment reads as follows, viz:
Add to section 3 these words: "but shall not apply to the city·of
Louisville and Jefferson county .' 1
Mr. Graves then offered the following amendment, viz:
Add to section 1 these words: "or for Representatives in the
Congress of the United States."
Mr. Blackburn then moved to lay said bill and amendments on the
table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Blackburn, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Blackburn, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Geqrge Carter,
Thomas M. Johnson,
Wm. A. Allen,
8. E. Cassilly,
Bryan S. McClure,
George W. Anderson, J. Guthrie Coke,
M. E. McKenzie,
A. S. Arnold,
Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
R. Tarv. Baker,
William G. Conrad,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
James W. Snydel',
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
Josep'h P. •Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Clinton Griffith,
J.M. White,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
George M. Jes1,ee,
J.M. Wright-33.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
J. E. Gosson,
Lewis Potter,
vV. W Ayer:5,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W. N. Beckham,
Manlius T. Flippin,
John P. Rowlett,
Qh_u~ch H. Blakey,
James ~arnet1,
William ~el~er.i,
Wilham Brown,
E. A. Gtaves,
.T. L. Wann,,,,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, F. A. Wilson,
H.. D. Cook,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
Joht;t W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods-27.
And so said bill was rejected.
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Said. bill, and the substitute proposed therefor by the committee,
read as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwe11.lth of Kentucky,
That all persons in this Commonwealth, who are authorized to sell intoxicating liquors of any description, by retail or otherwiBe, be, and they are
hereby, prohibited from selling, giving, or furnishing the same to any person or persons on election days.
§ 2. That any person named in the above section, who shall sell, give,
or furnish intoxicating liquors of any description, to any person or persons, on election days, in this Commonwealth, shall be liable to a fin e. of
one hundred dollars for each offense. to be recovered bv fndictment in the
circuit court of the county in wl.Jicl; the offense is committed. But this
act shall not apply to any druggist who sells, gives, or furnishes such
liquors on such days, bona fide for medical purposes.
§ 3. This act to take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That all persons in this Commonwealth who are authorized to sell intoxicating liquors of any description, by retail or otherwise, be, and they are
hereby, prohibited from selling, giving,' or furnishing such liquors to any
pereon or persons on any day appointed by law for the election of State or
county officers, or for the election of electors for President of the United
States.
§ 2. That any per1<on mentioned in the first section of this act who shall
sell, give, or furnish intoxicating .liquors, of any description, ,to any person or persons, on the election days aforesaid in this Commonwealth, shall
be fined one hundred dollars for each offense, to be recovered by indictment in the circuit court of the county in which the offense is commitLed.
Said fine may be recovered in the Louisville city court, if the offense is
committed in said city. But nothing in this act shall apply to any druggist who may sell, give, or furnish on such days such liquors, bona fide for
medical purposes.
§ 3. This act to be in force from its passage.

I

Mr. Waring, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to cha:ter Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington Railway
Company,
Reported the same with an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Ordered,. That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
Mr. Megibben withdrew, by leave of the House, his motion to reconside,i· the vote by which this House passed
1
A bill to change the time of holding. the circuit, criminal, and
chancery courts in the 12th judicial dist1·ict.
The House took .up the motion to reconsider the vote by which this
House disag1·eed to a bill' from the Senate, entitled
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An act to further provide for the completion of the unfinished
apartments in the building known as ·the Fire-proof Offices in the
city of Frankfort.
On motion ·of Mr. Todd,
Ordered, That the consideration thereof be postponed to, and made
special order of the day for, Thursday, the 10th inst., at 8 o'clock,

P. i\1.
Mr. Todd, from the Committee on Public Offices, who were directed to prepare and bring in the salI).e, reported, without the expression of an opinion thereon,
A bill to erect a monument over the grave of E. L. Van Winkle,
late Secretary of State.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That the further _consideration of said bill be postponed
to, and made special order of the day for, Thm·sday, the 10th inst.,
at 8½ o'clock, P. M.
Mr. Baker,, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An ac:t for the benefit of married women in this Commonwealth,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That the consideration of said bill be postponed to, and
made special order of the day for, Tuesday, the 8th inst., at St
o'clock, P. M.
Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same,_of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on EducationA bill to establish a school district from parts of Fayette and Mad- .
ison counties.
By Mr. _S acksteder, from the Committee on the JudfoiaryA .bill to incorporate the Immigration Association of Kentucky.
By Mr. Garnett, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of Thos. H . Curd, Geo . W. Nell, and W. J.
Page.
Which hills were read the fit·st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed _with,
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That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
said bills being dispensed with, and the same being en That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof _be as

Bills from the Senate, of the following titl~s, were repo1·ted without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
refened, viz :
By Mr. J. A . Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Sodom Turnpike Road Company, rn
Scott county.
By Mr . Blackburn, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act for the protection of counties, cities, &c., subscribing stock
in railroad s, t_urnpikes, -and other improvements.
By Mr. Sacksteder, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act to increase the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in
Ballard county, and to regulate appeals from their courts.
By sameAn act to require ·the clerk of the Wolfe circuit court to index and
cross-index certain judgment and 01·der-books iii his office.
By sameAn act to legalize the official actions of William W. White, deputy
clerk of the Clay eircuit court.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said l:ii1ls being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles the1·eof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
di rected to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of Jesse Clark, of Bath county.
Which was read the first time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, Louisa Clark, wife of Jesse Clark, obtained a divorce at the
March term , 1873, of the Bath circuit court, and the said Jesse Clark
is desirous of marrying again before tho expi ration of one year, and has
made all necessary arrangements to do so, under tbe belief he had the
right to marry again at any time after the decree of divorce therefor.
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly qf the Commonwealth nf Kentucky, That Jesse Cla.rk, of Bath county, be, and he is hereby, permiLted
to marr_y, by proper license, at any ti me after the passage of this act.
§ 2. This aot shall take effect fro.m its passage.
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Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Chrisman, were as follows., viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereiVm. A. Allen,
Josiah H . Combs,
J. L. Nall,
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad, John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv . Baker,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W . Bascom, M . Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J. R. Sanders,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
C. D. Foote,
C. C. Scales,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson,· Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
T. J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon, ·
J. Guthrie Coke,
T. J. Megibben ,
Mordecai Williams-27
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
Church H. Blakey,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
W. B. NI. Brooks,
E. A. Graves,
William Sellers,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
C. M. Clay,jr.
Wm. J. McElroy,
F. A. Wilson ,
R. D. Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
W. A. Morin,
J. N . Woods,
J.E .. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-26.
Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 5, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they liad
concu rred in an amendment proposed by the Honse to a bill, which
orignated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled ''A n act to incorporate the Kentucky and Great Eastern Railway Qompany."
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of S. H. Piles, late sheriff of Livingston
county.
An act to submit to the qualified voters of Meade county the question of removal of the county seat.
An act to «;rnm pensate assessors for maki11g an enumeration of the
qualified voters of the State.
That they had passed bills, w hich originated in !he House of R ep·
resentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Benevolent Society of _C olored People o~
Millville, in Woodford county.
An act tp prevent the sale of intoxicating liquors in the Murphysville precinct, in Mason county.
/
An act for the benefit of Mrs. V. W. Fishback.
An act for the benefit of S. H. Piles, late sheriff of Livingston
county.
An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors at Cropper's Depot, in Shelhy county.
An ac t to amend an act, entitled, ''An act to incorporate Lo st Fork
and Otter Creek Turnpike Road Company, in Madii!on county," approved March Hi,· lBfi!>.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile and a half of \Vest Bend, Powell county .
. An act for the benefit of the Kiddville and Montgomery Turnpike
Road Company.
An act for the benefit of William Little, curator of the estate of
Robert 0. Moore, deceased.
An act to cause a head and foot-stone to be erected over the grave
of Henry Mo1·ton (of color).
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An act for the benefit ·of school district No. 28, in Clinton county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors in the town of Clayville."
An act to incorporate the Colored Baptist Church, of Lancaster.
An act to amend an act, e~titled "An act to prohibit the sale of
spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in Morgantown, or within one
half mile of the corporate limits therf;lof," approved February 28,
1872.

An act to amend the charter of the Eastern Kentucky Railway
Company.
An act to further define the duties of Commonwealth· and county
attorneys.
An act for the benefit of the tax-payers ·of Carter county.
An act to prohibit and punish persons guilty of intimidating voters.
An act for the benefit of the Hillsboro and Mouth of Fox and the
Tilton an<l Day's Mill Turnpike Company.
An act for the benefit of R. T. McGlauling.
An act affixing penalties and forfeitures upon corporations and
persons exercising corporate powers that are required tq give bonds
and have failed to do so.
An act to provide for the payment of conveying prisoners to the
House of Reform.
' An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of S. W.
Thompson and his sureties, late clerk of the Scott circuit court."
With amendments to the last four-named bills.
And that they had passed b_ills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act concerning the various charitable institutions in this
Commonwealth.
2. An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts concerning the management of the Wilderness Turnpike Road.
3 .. An act for the benefit of Jno. M. Martin, sheriff of Jefferson
county.
4. An , act for the benefit of G. T. Strong, sheriff of Breathitt
county.
5. An act to exempt secretaries, assistant secretaries, superintendents, assistant superintendents, and depot agents of railroads, from.
jury service.
6. An act repealing the charter of St. Matthews and_Go.ose_Creek.
Turnpike Road Company.
99-H.

R.
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7-_ An act to· amen'tii'. tlie chai'ter•ot>the·· Sh'elf>yvi.'lle au<l Louisville
Tfrrnpi·k'e•Tfoad Company !
8. An act for the benefit oFBrowder H1sti'tu'te·; in· Logan county·.
9. ~h··act to ·am·entl a-n · act incorp·orating the Williamstown Odd
Fellows' lialf 'Comp·any.
10'. Ah act i to· incorporate-· the J.Joursville, ·winchester, and Ironatrd Ooal Reg-ion'·Raihvay Comp'a ny.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second I
tfm·e.
The rule of the House find constitutional provision as to the secoi1d ·
reading' o'f ' said 1biHJ ·befog d-isp'en-setl '\>Vith1;
Ordered, That they be referred-the -lst to the Comm-it.tee on Char• ·
itable Institutions ; the 2d',' 6th', and-'7th to the Committee on Internal
Imp'rbvem:ent; th'e 3li 'anti ;4th\ tb'the' Co-mm:Htee-·on- Ways and Means;
tli'e' 5th' to th'e Committee· on' tne · J b:dfoiary•; the S'th to the CQmmi.ttee
on Education; the 9th to the' Oorntn~tte·e' on ·CoPp'orate ln stil'utions;
and the 10th to the Comr:riittee 0·11"1iailro-ads.
A'· m1essa:ge "vas ' received fro tn.. the Gcnr'e rnor by Mr . .Botts, A1,,:i:a:tailt iS'e'creta11y. of State', ari•rio·uncii:lg ·thlat the, Governor had app1·oved
a.nd signed enrolled hills, which originated in the House of Repre·senta'tives; of the .fo'Hcnv.i:n'g titles; viz,:
A.n act to incorporate the town of Hanson, in Ho-pkins COL1111ty.
An act to pi·o:ie·c t th'e owners· of breeding arid ' trainfo;g farm s and
stables:
An act to amend tlie' cl'iart·ei' of' the Win·chester Cemetery Company.
Ah a'c t to am'en·c'.l' an · a-ct, entitled 1" Ab act to amend the charter of
the Big Sandy Valley Railroad Company."
.Ah act to authoi-ize d ie· appointment of' an ~dtlitiona:l ·examiner to
~ake depositions 'in'·and· fo'r Fioyd county:
· An act ' to" ame'nd a'll'' act· inct>rpoi'atitrg the Concord and Tollsboro
Turnpike Road Company.
An ·act for"th;e Heneift'o( the Iron· Works Turnprke Road ·oompa-ny.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 62, in Shelby ·county.
Ari· a'c't to amena' the orikirlal . and !amended a:cts incorporating the
to\io-ii of Ead1n'gton.
An act to provide for organizing and establishing a system of public' sc'hcfb1's ·ib'. W'ihcheste'r'.'
An act to incorporate the Union Agricultural' and Mechanical Association, near Fort Jefferson, in Ballard county.
0
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An act for the bene.fit .of .co.m.mon sc~ol ,districts . Nos .. ?:0, and 73,
in vVarren county.
An act providing for copyj:ng, ,t he s1;1rveys,.1plats, ~ndi -cert;iJicates of
land in Warren county.
An act to amend an act, entitled-"An,act to -prevent . the -destruction offish in the Kentucky river and its tribut.aries,".tapproved,J.\farch
13,11872.
Mr. Phelps moved to reconside1· the vote, by w;h\ch ,t he HiQ,use,,Qn
yeste1•day, adopted a reso\ution ,,provJ~~~g-·for,,an ,a4journr.ne.nt of the
House each day at 11 o clock, P. M.
A message was ,also received from the Senate, announcing that
they had passed a bill, whi~h originated in .the House of R~pi·esentati ves, entitled
An act for the benefit of Charles JC Old.h am, sheriff of Ma,dison
county,
With an amendment the1·eto.
Said amendment was taken up and concurred in.
A message was , received fro,m .the Senate, announc~9_g , that ~th~y
had appointed -a committee ,of ce.nfor.ence ,on their pai't, .to i act Jn
conjunction with the committee appointed ·by the House, in · r~ga:td
to the ,disagreement of the two .Houses in :1:·espect to the .am~ndment
proposed by 'the Ho.use to chapter,21:l, .title "Courts," ;of: ,the, proposed
Revision of the -Statutes.
And also that they had adopted of the ,proposed Revision of the
Statutes the following chaptet·i;i,. v..lz:
Cha pte1· 82, -title " Peddlers."
Chapter' 83, title "Penitentiary."
Chapter 84, title "Poor and,P,Qor-houl;les."
Chapter 85, title "Port-wardens."
Chapter 86,-tiitle "Pi&li>lic .,Arms 1~n_d_;Apcoutre,ments."
Chapter 87, title "Public Buildings, ;$ta-te cand <Jounty."
Chapter 68, title" Landlord·and Tenant."
Chapter 69, title "Liens· in FQ.vo! .of J.V.(tlchanics, Laborers, and Ma.te,rial .Men."
Chapter 70, title "Ljm_itatio,n9; of Actio11.13."
Chapter 71, title "Lost Records, .&c., how S?pplied."
Chapter 7_3, title" Mll,ster Commissioners, Receivers, and other ,O.om. missioners. in Equity."
Chapter 74, title "Mills."
Chapter_75, title "Militia."
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Chapter 76, title" Names May be Changed."
Chapter 77, title" Notary Public."
· Chapter 78, title " Occupying Claimants."
Chapter 79, title "Office and Officer."
Chapter 80, title "Partnerships."
. Chapter 81, title "Patrols." ·
Mr. Graves moved to suspend the rules to enable him to offer the
following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That Senate bill, entitled " An act concerning the various
charitable institutions in this Commonwealth," be ·referred to the
Committee on Charitabte Institutions, and that they be directed to report to this House on Wednesday next, at 10 o'clock, A . .M.
Objections being made thereto, the question was then taken thereon,
and decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being taken thereon, under the rule, were as
follows, viz:
.
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
John Rowan ,
Joseph P. Foree,
- John P. Rowlett,
A. S. Arnold,
W.W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Clinton Griffith,
James W ·. Snyder,
• J. C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
W. B. M. Brnoks,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Cadisle,
William J. McElroy, T. W. _Varnon,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
Georg·e Carte1·,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
C. H., Webb,
G. M. Clay, jr.,
W. A. Morin, ·
J.M. White,
J.E. Cosson,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Wi!Jiams,
W .. H. Evans,
John W. Og·ilvie,
F. A. Wilson,
James B.. Fitzpatrick, Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods-47.
Manlius T. Flippin,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, B. E. Cassilly,
Thomas M. Johnson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J. Guthrie Coke,
Jonas D. Wilson,
John A. Bell,
William·G. Conrad,
J.M. Wright-IL
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wal.t er Ev.ans,
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on E11rollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which ol"iginated in the
.Senate, of the following titles, viz :
.An act to in'corporate the Dalli3.sbnrg Cemetery Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled "Ap. act ' to regulate the civil
jurisdiction of the police court in the city of Hickman, Fulton
county," approved February 9, 1872;
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An act for the benefit of the Big Sandy Telegraph Company;
An act for the benefit of common school dist1·ict No. I, in Alle n
county;
· An act to incorporate the O"'7enton and Sparta Telegraph Company;
An act to incorporate the Rockcastle Railway Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Kentucky and Great Eastern Rail way Company;"
An act for the benefit of the administrator of Asa Gilbert, late sheriff
of Clay county;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre sentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the St. Bernard Transportation Coll).pany;
An act to incorporate the Exchange Bank of Sharpsburg;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Clay
Ffre and Marine Insurance Company, of Newport," approved March
10, 1856;

An act to facilitate the collection of delinquent taxes in Owen
county;
An act to incorporate the Williamsburg Geologi?al and Mining
Company;
_
An act for the benefit of Martha A. Hightower, a pauper lunatic;
An act for the benefit of Sallie Sandet·s;
An act for the benefit of Mildred Broadus, a pauper idiot of Lincoln county;
An act for the benefit of W. R. Stringer, of Livingston county;
An act fol' the benefit of John Pinke1·ton, of Carter county;
An act f9r the benefit of .Mrs. Elizabeth J. Spradlin, of Floyd
county;
An act to · amend· an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the .Mt.
Sterling Water-works Company;"
An act to amend the charte1· of the South Kentucky Fair Ground
Association;
An act to amend the charter of the Webster Coal Company, apprnved March ·o, 1867, and amendments thereto, apprnved March
20, 1871;

An act to establish a colored free school at Bowling Green;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
01·de1·ed, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
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The House, according to ouler,, 1•esHmed the consideration .of. the
report foom the · Se,n-ate of their ,ac.tion an the repot't of the joint
committee on the report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statut~s,
v ii:
Chapter 63, title ''Lands;"
Chapter 64, t,itle "Lands, Processioning 0f;"
Chaptet· 65, tible " -La1uls W•est of the Tennessee River ;"
Chapt e1· 67, title " Legislatuil'e ;"
'Which were ,adQ.pted ,without ,anaeudment.
Chapter 68, "title Lancllord and Tenant," being under conside1;atipn,
.Mr. Blakey offered the following.,amendment thereto,, viz :
Amend sec.t ian 5, , of article 6, by adding the1ieto the following
words : "The prope1-ty of -the lessee exempt from execution shall
not be exempt from the payment of rent, unless 'the lessee notifies the
lessor, iu w1·iting, that he has ·no property subject- to execution."
The question was then taken on the adoption -of said amendment,
autl it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays · being required ' thereon by Messrs. W . Evans
and Blakey, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative,, wereA. C. Armstrong,
James B. Fitzpatt·ick, Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus1 W. Bascom, •Thomas,M. ,Johnson, John Rowan,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J ..Jones,
J.M. Wright- 11.
J. Guthrie Coke,
.Lew.is-Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (lVI'Ci·eary)W ~lter· E~ans,
Joh,n W. Ogilvie,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
vVm. A. Allen,
W.W. Ayers,
"Man:liu's'T. Flippin, ' John' P. Rowlett,
· G. W .Jil3ailey,
C., D.,· Foote, ·
·,Samuel M.' Sande,rs,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
James W . Snyder,
James Garnett,
Harry I. 'fodd,
S . C ..,Bell,
J . C. S. Blackbui·n,
E. A. Graves,
L. W . Trafton,
W m. F. Bond,
C. P. Gray,
T. W. Varnon ,
W .' B.' M. Bt"Ooks,
. J : ,S .l Lawson,
J. L. ,Waring,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
J. J. McAfee,
C.H. Webb,
Geo1·ge Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . .M. White,
.B. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElroy, Morde(?ai Williams,
James S. ©hl'isman, '• M. E. McKenzie,
F. ,A. 1 Wilson,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wils~n,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
William G. Com·ad, J. L. .Nall,
J '. ,N. ,Woods-46.
R. D. Cook,
Said chapter was then adopted without amendmeht.
Chapter 69, title "Liens in FaY,or of l\'lechanics, Laborers, and Material Men," being under consideration,
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, Mr. Graves, offered the following amendment thereto, viz:
Amend section 1, in line 5, by adding after tbe word" owner" the
words," or by the consent of the hnsband of a marriec!. woman, who
owns such property."
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendmen
proposed by Mr. Graves, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messt·s. Graves and
Garnett, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Manlius T. Flippin,
C. C. Scales,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph P. Foree,
James W. Snyder,
W. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
Harry I! T1odd,
Alpheus W. Bascom, T. J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bcrn'd,
J. J . McAfee,
J. N. Woods,
James S. Chrisman,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-20.
R. D. Cook,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (iVI'Creary)William G. Conrad,
W. A . .Morin,
Wm. A. Allen,
"\iValter 1Evans,
J. L. NaU,
Georg~, W. t\ ndersen,. C. D. Foote,
Ju.Jian N. Phelps,
John A. Bell,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
S. C. Bell,
0. P. Gray,
John Rowan ,
J. C. S. Blackburn,·
Th'omas 'M; Johnson; L. W. Trafton;
Church H. Blakey,
J: S. Lawf.'on,
J. L. Waring,
W. B. l\lI . Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
Wm. J. McElroy,
J.M. White, .
1._;eorge Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
0. M. Claydr.,
T. J : Megibben,
Jonas D. Wilson-34.
J. Gnthrie Coke,
Mr. Blakey offered an amendment to the same section, which was
r<·J ,, cted .
Sa id chapter was then adopted without amendment.
Cl1aptet· 66, title" La..ws," being .under considerntion,
Ii!.·. Flippin offered. an amendment.thereto, which was rejected.
,'\ rnendments were offered by- Messrs. Jones, W. Evans,· and Garnr• t, which were adopted.
S I id chapter, as a'mended, was then a-dopted. ,
(Jii apter 70, title "Limitation of Actions;: befog under considerat i ~ lf l '
Mr. 1.Yi'igbt offered an amendau~nt tbe-reto, which was adopte.d.
h1 i,t.,·!: npter, a_s amended, was ·adop,ted.
A:Jcl .hL:11 the House adjourned.
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MONDAY, APRIL 7, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled· bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the foilowing titles, viz :
An act to further amend the charter of the Christian County Bank.
An act for the benefit of R. L. Ewell, clerk of the Laurel county
court.
An act for the benefit of _the Minerva and Beazley's Creek Turnpike Road Company, in Mason county.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 42, in Allen
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to incorporate the Fulton County Agricultural Society," approved January 18th, 1867.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within two miles of Mercer Station, in Muhlenburg county.
An act to change the name of the Trayser Piano-forte Company,
of Maysville.
An act for the relief of the sheriff of Trigg county.
An act to amend th·e charter of the J effe1·son a°ud Brownsboro and
Harrod's Creek ·and · Sand Hill Turnpike Road Companies and
branches.
· An act to 'amend the cha1·ter of the Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel Road Company.
That they had concuned in the amendments.proposed by the House
to bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz ·:
· An act to charter Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington Railway
Company.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the Hoqse of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Thos. M. Purnell.
An act to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors in the city of Covington.
An act for the protection of bee-keepers in this Commonwealth.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
' 1
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And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Deposit Bank of Henderson."
2. An act for the benefit of the Tuckahoe Ridge Turnpike Road
Company, in Mason county.
3. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
German Evangelical St. 'Paul Church, of Paducah," and to revive the
act approved 26th January, 1869, named therein.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a sec<;>nd
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That they be referred-the 1st to the Co'mmittee on Banks;
the 2d to the Committee on Internal Improvement; and the 3d to the
Committee on Religion.
·
A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they had passed bills ·of the following titles, viz :
. .An act to amend the charter of, and to authorize the city of, Mayfield, to subscribe and pay for stock in the Cail'O and Tennessee
River Railroad Company.
' An act to amend the charter of the Farmers' Bank of Kentucky.
The rule of the House requiring the r13ference of said bills to a
committee being dispensed with,
Said bills were taken up and read the first time, and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional prov1s10n as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and ·that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Williams, from the Committee on Education, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of common school district No. I, in Laurel
county,
Reported the same with an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
100-H. R,

•
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The rule of the House and constitutional p;·ovision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as ·
aforesaid.
Mr. Wright, from the Committee on Military Affairs, who originated the same, reported
A bill to amend an act to pay military claims audited by the
Quarter-Master General.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be. read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and coustitnti?nal provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bailey then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was passed.
Mr. W. Evans then moved to lay the motion of Mr. Bailey on the
table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requirnd thereon by _Messrs. Bailey and
S. C. Bell, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
J.E. Gosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. 0. Armstrong,
\Valter Evans,
John Rowan,
A. S . Arnold,
0. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
E._Polk Johnson,
0. 0. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas M. John so n, Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Church H. Blakey,
G. W. Little,
T . W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. J. McAfee,
J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. W ebb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
W. A. Morin,
J. 1\tl. White,
George Carter,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
C . .M. Clay, jr.,
John W . Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad, -Julian N. Phelps,
J.M . Wright-39 .
Those who voted in the negative, were:_
G. W. Bailey,
0. P. Gray,
J. S. Taylor,
S. 0, Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
0. W. Threlkeld,
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' Cook,
R. D.
William J. McElroy, F. A . Wilson,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
J. N. Woods-14.
E . .A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom was
refe1Ted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to change the time of holding the Grant county and quarterly courts,
Rep orted the same with an amendment thereto, which was adopted.
Ordered, 'f.h a t said bill, as amended, be read a thfrd time.
The rule of the Ho use and constitutional provision as to the third
re ading of said bili being d_ispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
Bills were reported by the severnl committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to authorize the holding of special chancery courts in the
co unty of Rockcastle .
.
By M r. F. A . Wilson, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to limit the jurisdiction of the police judge of the town of
Dickson, in Webster county.
By Mr. Williams, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entitled "An aet giving the trustees of the
comm,on school district in Catlettsburg the right to levy a tax for two
years, to build a school-house in said district," approved March 5th,
1872 , and to establish and maintain a public school in the town of
Catlettsburg.
By Mr. Blakey , from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Henderson Water-works Company.
By Mr. Morin, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in the county
of Jessamine.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Bethel Academy, in the county of Jessamine.
By Mr. Trafton, froin the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend th e charter of the city of Covington.
By Mr. J. A. Ilell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to provide for the construction and completion of turnpike
roads in Scott county.
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By sameA bill to amend an act to charter the town of Prestonville, in Carroll county.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entiled "An act to establish a system of
common schools in the town of Corydon, in Henderson county."
By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to exempt certain lands within the coq,orate limits of the
town of Greenup from municipal taxation.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Jos. W. Winlock.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Religion. A bill to authorize a vote upon the sale of liquor in Highland, Lincoln county.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the qommittee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill resubmitting an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors in Morgantown, or within one half mUe o~ the cor. porate limits thereof, approved February 28, 1872.
By Mr. Scales, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the North Kentucky Bridge Connecting Railway and Construction Comp!'iny .
. By sameA bill to incorporate the Transit Railway Company.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule .of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
'
Orde1·ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
·a foresaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the foll_owing titles, were reported with~
-out amendment, by the i,everal committees to whom they had been
.referred, viz :
Sy Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesAn act to prevent cattle, horses, sheep, mules, and jennets from
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running loose on the public -highways within a radius of two miles
of the Dry Ridge, in Grant county.
By Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act to incorporate the Woolen Manufacturing Company.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of Browder Institute, in Logan county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to authorize Mary Boyd to er~ct cattle-stops across John's
creek, in Pike county.
By same. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to empower county
courts to take stock in turnpike roads in this Commonwealth," approved March ~, 1808.
Ordered, That said bills· be read a third t-ime.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said _bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof b·e as
aforesaid.
Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of F. K. Beaven, sheriff of Marion county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read d. second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Foote offered an amendment thereto.
Mr. J. R. Sanders moved to lay the bill and proposed amendment
on the table.
And the question being taken on said motion, .it was decided in
the negative.
M1·. Clay offered an amendment to the amendment proposed by
Mr. Foote.
· Mr. Garnett offered a substitute for the bill and proposed amendments.
On motion of Mr. Garnett, said bill and proposed amendments
were recommitted to the Committee o~ Ways and Means.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Potter.
The House took up the motion heretofore made to reconsider the
vote by which the House passed a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Henry H. Moody, of Green county.
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And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in
the negative.
And the Clerk \Vas directed to report said bill to the Senate as
passed by the House.
A messag_e was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had receded from their disagreement to the amendment proposed by
the House to chapte1· 7, title "Auditor," of the proposed Revision of
the Statutes.
That the.y had receded from their disagreement to the amendment
proposed by the House to chapter 60, title "Interest and Usury," of
the said proposed Revision.
That they had receded from their disagreement to the 1st and 2d
amendments proposed by the House to chapter 55, title "lnclosures
and Certain Trespasses," and insist on thei1· disagreement to the
3d amendment to said chapter proposed by the House, of said proposed Revision.
That they had concurred in the 2d, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th,
13th, 14th, 16th, and 17th amendments proposed by the House to
chapter 30, title "Crimes and Punishments," of said proposed Revision, and bad disagreed to all the other amendments proposed by
the House to said chapter.
And having taken further action on the report of the joint committee on the report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statutes,
had also adopted the following chapters thereof, viz :
Chapter 88, title" Public Printing and Binding."
Chapter 89, title "Register."
Chapter 91, title " Salaries."
Chapter 92, title "Salt and Saltpetre-Works and Water Pipes."
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill uniting the offices of Adjutant General and Quarter-Maste1·
O,eneral,
Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
The question was theo. taken, "Shall the bill be engrossed and
read a third time, the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
The House, according to order, resumed the consideration of the
report from the Senate of their action on the report of the joint
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committee on the report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statutes.
The following chapte1!s of said report were each adopte d without
am endment, viz :
Chapter 71, title" Lost Records, &c., how Supplied ."
Chapter 73, title " Master Commission ers, Receivers, and other Commi ssione rs in Equ ity."
Chapter 74, title " Mills."
Chapter 75, t itle "Militia."
Chapt er 76, title "Names May be Changed."
Chapter 77, title" Notary Public."
Chapter 78, title "09cupying Claimants."
Chapter 80, title "Partnerships."
Chapter 82, title" Peddlers."
Chapter 83, title" Penitentiary."
Chapter 84, title "Poor and Poor-houses.''.
Chapter 85, ti tle "Port-wa1·dens."
Chapter 86, title" P ublic Arms and Accoutrements."
Chapter 87, title" Public Buildings, State and County."
Chapter 88, title" Public Printing and Binding."
Chapter 92, title "Salt, Saltpetre-works, a nd Water-pipes.
' Chapter 7!J, title "Office and Officer," being under consideration ,
Mr . "\¥. Evans offered an amendment thereto, which was rejected.
Said chapter was then ad opted without amendment .
Chapter 81, title "Patrols," being under consideration,
The question was taken on the adoption thereof, and it was' decided in the affi rmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Bascom and
Graves, were as follows, viz:

'r .

Th ose who voted in the affirm ative, wereA. S . Arnold,
James Garnett, _
John P . Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray, .
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnso n,
J. S . Taylor,
S. C. Bell ,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T . J . Jon es,
L. W . Trafton,
JamP s S. Chrisman, J. S. Lawso n,
T. W. Varnon,
C . M. Clay, jr.,
J. J. McAfee,
C. H. Webb,
Willi am G. Conrad,
Bryan S . McClure,
J. M. White,
C. D. Foote.,
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams-29
Joseph P. Foree,
W. A. Morin,
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Those who voted in the negative, were)V m. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. U. Armstrong,
G. W. Little,
J. R. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
G. W. Bailey,
J. L. Nall,
J. L. Waring,
Church H. Blakey,
John W . Ogilvie,
F. A. Wilson,
George Carter,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
Walter Evans,
John Rowan,
J.M. Wright-25.
·Manlius T. Flippin,
The House then took up chapter 89, title" Register," of said report.
Amendments were offered thereto by Messrs. Graves and Garnett,
which were adopted.
·
Said chapter, as amended, was then adopted.
At five minutes past one o'clock, P. M., Mr. E. Polk Johnson moved
that the House do now adjourn for this sitting.
The yeas and nays being requir"ed thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Blakey, were as follows, _viz: ·
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W '. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F . Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay,jr.
J. S . Lawson, ·
L . W. Trafton,
R. D. Cook,
G. W. Little,
J. L. Waring,
J.E. Cosson,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
Walter Evans,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
C. D. Foote,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
Joseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
J.M. Wright-29.
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
·
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Nall,
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
J. S. Taylor,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
T. W. Varnon,
Church H. Blakey,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H. W ebb;-20.
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. J. McElroy,
·
And no quorum being present and voting thereon, the Speaker declared the House. to be adjourned until 7½ o'clock, P. M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again reassembled.
Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill amending an act, approved January 24th, 1871, entitled" An
act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to the
road laws in Greenup county."
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By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the town of Berea.
By sameA bill to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
Stanford Female College.
By Mr. Coke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to provide for notic~ before a toll-gate or gates on turnpike
roads shall be thrown.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispens~d with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforeRaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionAn act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the German Evangelical St. Paul Church, of Paducah," and to revive the act
approved 26th January, 1869, named therein.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Oakland Cemetery Company.
By sameAn act to incorporate ihe Christian Church at Warsaw.
By Mr. Coke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act in relation to the fees of officers in certain cases.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bilhi being dispensed with,
Resvlved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Coke, from the Committee on the Judicia~y, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of licensed tavern-keepers,
101-H.
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- Reported the same without amendment, and with an expression of
opinion that the same ought not to pass.
The question was then taken, 1' Shall said bill be read a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding? "
and it was decided in ·the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Coke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
:An act to require attachments to be noted of record in the office of
the county clerk of Jefferson county,
Reported the same without amendment.
The further consideration of saiµ bill was cut off by the arrival of
the hour ro·r taking up a special order.
The House then, according to order, took up and proceeded to con sider fu1·ther a bill, and the substitute (by way of amendment) proposed therefor by Mr. Brown, entitled
A bill to establish in this Commonwealth a uniform system of com mon scho.ols for the education of children of African descent.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
proposed by Mr. Brown 1 and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Goodloe, were as -follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWilliam Brown,
Wm.' C. Goodloe-2.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
A. C. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, . J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. _Bascom, C. D. Foote,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
James Garnett,
Samuel M . Sanders,'
Church H . BJakey,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F . Bond,
Clintoi;i Griffith,
James W., Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, · E. Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
Rob'ert fvr. Carlisle, , Thomas M. Johnson , C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
J . .S. Lawson,
Har-ry I. Todd,
~e1;1.1jge· Garter,.
G. W. Litt~e,.
.
L. \y. Trafton,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
C. lYI. Clay,jr.,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
:T> Guthrie 1 Colre;
W. A. Morin:,
C.R. Webb;
\
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
Morµecai Williams,
William G. Conrad, ~:•J;.. Nall, ,. .
F. A .. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wils~n,
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J . E. Oosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. W oodf:1,
Hiram S. Powell,
J . .l\L Wright-60.
Walter Evans,
The substitute proposed by Mr. Brown for said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assemb.ly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the CommissionerA of Common Schools in the several counties in the
Commonwealth, and the Tru stees of Common Schools in the seve ral school
districts, or other officers having authority in the premises, shall. be, and
they are hereby, authorized and required to establish within their respect ive jurisd ictions one or more separate Achools for colored children, when
t he whole numbe1· of such children, by enume1·ation, exceed·s twenty-five,
so as to afford thetn, as for as praoticable, under all the ci-r cum stances, the
a dvantages and privileges of a common school education; and all such
schools so established for colored children shall be under the control and
management of the Board of Education or oLher school officers who have
in charge the ed uca tional interests of the schools for whiLe children.
·!§ 2. That where the average attendance of colored childt·en at any
schoo l herein provided for s hall be less than twenty for three consecutive
months, the Tru stees having such school in charge may discontinue the
same for any period of time, at their discretion, not to exceed six months
for a ny one period : Provided, however, That at least one common school
fo r the education of colored children shall be kept open for not less than
t hree conse..:utive monLh s in every year in each county in the Commonwealth, wherein, by en·umeration, Lhe colored population reaches one thousand, and the averag,e attenda,nce of pupils for any one month is fifteen_
§ 3. That for the , maintenance and support of schools for colored
children, purch}tse of grounds for school purposes, and the erection· of suita ble buildings thereon for lik e purposes, any of the resources of, the common school fund of the Commonwealth shall be applied, share and share
u.li ke, in proportion to the number of the cbildl·en of the respective races
w ho are between the ago of six and twenty, the same as fqr common
Reboots for white children; and no distinction or di scrimination of any
ki nd in the establishment, maintenance, and control th ereof, shall be qiade
by any person whatever between common S()hools for white and colore4
c hildren, except that the schools for each class shall be separate.
· '.
§ 4. That tlie prop erty owned by persons of African descent in this
Co mmonwealth shall be taxed for common school purp0ses at the sam,e
rate that the property of white persons is t axed, the taxes· collected in the
same manner, and paid into the common school fund.
§ 5. That all the provisions of the common school laws for the establishment, control, and support of the common schools for white children,
s hall apply equally to common schools for colored children, excepting
on ly th~ limita tion f+S to separate schools bereippefore provided for.
·
§ 6. That all acts and parts of acts in conflict with any of the foregoin!J
provisions be, and th e same arc hereby, repealed.
§ 7. This act shall take effect from anti after itR passage.

Mr. Griffit'f! th,eq. offered an a[Jlendment to said bill.
I:
•
I
Mr. T. ,M. Johnson offered a~ amendment to the. ~mendmen.t proposed by Mr. Griffith.
Mr. Goodloe then ·moved to lay said bill and proposed amendments
'
'
(
. .
on the taple,
'
'
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And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Goodloe, it wa s
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Scales and
Goodloe, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWilliam Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Samuel M. Sanders-5.
William G. Conrad,
Thomas M. John son,
Those who voted in the negative, were' Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. 0. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W . Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sackstede1·,
John A. Bell,
0. D. Foote,
C. 0. Scales,
S . 0. Bell,
Jose.ph P. Foree,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
James Garnett,
J. ~- Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
0. P. Gray,
0. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
J . S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
G. W , Little,
.T. L. Waring,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Bryan S. McClure,
0. H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke, ·
William J. McElroy, Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
W. A. Morin,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
J . L . Nall,
J. N. ·woods,
J.E. 0osson,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-54.
At twenty-five minutes past ten o' clock, P. M., Mr. Brown moved
that the House do now adjourn.
And the question being _taken on the motion of Mr. Brown, it \Va s
decided in the negative, no quorum voting thereon.
The yeas and nays b13ing required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
J. R. Sanders, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-"'
I
W.W. Ayers,
J.E. 0osson,
Thomas M. Johnson ,
William Brown,
Walter Evans,
William J. McElroy,
J. Guthrie Coke,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Harry I. Todd,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. N. W oods-13.
R. D. Cook,
Those wlio voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
0. D. Foote,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
.Joseph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Basc0m, Jamf's Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel 'M . Sanders,
. S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
0. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawspn,
0. W. Threlkeld,

•
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L W. Trafton,
Bryan S. McClure,
George ·carter,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. Mynhier,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Waring,
J. L. Nall,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
J.M. Wright-37.
Julian N. Phelps,
W. H. Evans,
M: Woods Ferguson,
Mr. E. Polk Johnson then moved a call of the House:
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in
the affirmative.
The yeas and nays "being required thereon, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames B. Fitzpatrick, John -W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
Julian N. Phelps,
Alp he us W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
James Garnett,
John A . Bell,
J. R. Sanders,
C. P. Gray,
S. C. Bell,
Samuel .M. Sanders,
Clinton Griffith,
Church H . Blakey,
C. C. Scales,
E. Polk Johnson,
William Brown,
J. S. Taylor,
Thos. lVI. Johnson,
John S. Carpenter,
Harry I. Todd,
J. S. Lawson,
George Carter,
L. W. Trafton,
Bryan S . McClure,
C. lVl. Clay,jr.,
T. W. Varnon-31.
Wm. Mynhier,
R . D. Cook,
M. Woods Ferguson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. W. Threlkeld,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm. J. McE!roy,
Jonas D. Wilson-8.
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
The Clerk proceeded then t<;> call the roll of members, but whilst
proceeding therewith, a quorum havin~ appeared, on motion of Mr.
Foote, all further proceedings under the call of the House were suspended.
And then, on motion of Mr. Goodloe, the further consideration of
the pending bill and proposed amendments was postponed to, and
made special order of the day for, Wednesday, the 9th inst., at 8
o'clock, P. M.
·
And then the Hoµse adjourned .

•
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' 1873.
TUESDAY, APRIL 8,

A message was received from the Senate, anno_uncing that they
had passe,d bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Maysville Cha_ir Company.
An act to incorpo1·ate the town of Pryo1,-sbnrg, in Graves county.
An act to incorporate the Lou_isville and Highland Turnpike Road
Company, in Jeffer.son county.
An act to incorporate the town of Peak's Mill, in Franklin county.
An act to incorporate .the Rothrock Coal and Mining Company, of
Muhlenburg county.
An act to define and enla1·ge the boundaries of the town of Ashland.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quick's Run, and Concord Turnpike Road Company," approved December 17, 1867.
An act amending an a.ct, entitled "An a.c t to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quincy, and Sprii;igville Tu,rnpike Road Company," approved
Feb1·uary 18, 1860.
An act to incorporate the Hillsboro and Plummer's Landing Turnpike Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one the acts in regard to the town of Columbia."
An act for the benefit of J . B. Evans, of Monroe county.
An act pro'\\iding for trnnscribing the _plat:1, ;urveys, and certificates
of land lying in Magoffin county.
An act to incorporate the Oakland fron Company.
An act to establish a 's chool dist1;ict from parts of Fayette and Madison counties.
An act to incorporate the Eastern Kentucky Coal, Iron, Lumber,
Land, and Manufacturing Company.
An act for tbe benefit of Montgomery, Clark, and Bath counties.
With an amendment to the last two named bills.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
l. An act to incorporate the Pickett Tobacco Warehouse, of Louisville.
2. An act to provide for the transfer of certain causes from the
Graves circuit court t o the McCracken court of common pleas.

,.
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3. An act to incorporate the Nicholasville Building and Accumulating Fund Association.
,
4. An act for the benefit of Thos. D. Grundy, sheriff of McCracken
county.
5. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Elizabethtown and Paducah Railroad Company," approved
February 28th, 1873. ·
6. An act to amend the charter of the town of ·N icholasville.
7. An act to incorporate the Mt. Sterling Hote'l Company.
8. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Booneville, in Owsley county," approved March 1st, 1847.
Which bills were read the first'fime and ordered to be read a secon d
time. ·
· The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st, 7th·, and 8th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 2d to the Committee on Circuit
Courts; the 3d and 6th to the Committee on the Judrciary; the 4th to
the Committee on Ways and Means; and the 5th to the Committee
on Railroads.
M1·. Rowlett, from tlie Committee on Enrollments, reported that
•
· ~he committee had examin ed enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senat.e, of the following titles, viz :
An act to provide a private secretary for the Governor;
An act to amend section sixteen of an act, entitled " An act to
. amend an act to incorporate the town of Smith's Grove;"
An act to legalize the official actions of William W. White, deputy
clerk of the Clay eircuit court;
An act to re_quire the clerk of the Wolfe circuit court to index and
cross-index certain judgmeqt and order-books in his office;
An act to provide for · the leasing of the interest of the State in
the Louisville and Nashville Turnpike Road, on the north side of
Barren river, in the county of Warren;
An act to amend chapter 28 of the Revised Statutea, title " Crimes
and Punishments;"
An a-ct to increase the jurisdiction of justices of the . peace in
Ballard county, and to regulate appeals from their courts;
An act to prevent live stock of all kinds from running· at 11'rge in
Mason and Fleming counties;
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Central West Kentucky Agric!]ltural and Mechanical Association , in
Graves county," approved February 25, 1860;
An act to repeal an act, entitled 1" An a_ct for the benefit of the
German Evangelical St. Paul Church of Paducah," and to revive
the act approved 26th January, 1869, named therein;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz_:
An act for the benefit of school district No. 28, in Clinton county;
An act to amend the charter of the Eastern Kentucky Rail way
Company;
An act to further define the duties of Commonwealth and county
attorneys;
An act to prohibit and punish persons guilty of intimidating voters;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
01·dered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Arnold moved to reconside1· the vote by which the House, on
yesterday, passed a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the town of Berea.
Mr. Phelps, on leave of the House, withdrew the m9tion heretofore made by him, to reconsider the vote by which the House adopte~
a resolution to continue its sessions until 11 o'clock at night.
Mr. Cat·d well, from the Committee on Ways and Means, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of the following titles, viz:
A bill for the benefit of W. S. Allen, late sheriff of Breathitt
county, and his securities.
A bill for the benefit of John Gibbs, of Wolfe county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule or the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed \'l'ith,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
r ead ing of said bills being dispensed with, and the sam_e being engrossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
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Mr. McElroy, from the Committee on Enrollments, reportedl that
the committee had exami'ned an enrolled bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of c ·ovington;
And also enTolle<l bills, which origilrated in the House of Representatives, of the fo'llowing titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Charles K. Oldham, sheriff of Madison ·
county;
An act to SUf}'press the selling or giving to minors spirit11ous, vinous,
or malt liquors in the city of Covi·ngton;
An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors at Cropper's Depot, in Shelby county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr .. McElroy inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, en titled
An act to amend an act, entitled "A_n act to incorporate the Deposit Bank of Henderson,"
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the 1st, 2d, and 3d amendments proposed by the
House to chapter 66, title" Laws," of the proposed Revision of the
Statutes; that they had disagreed to the amendment proposed by
the House to chap,ter 62, title ;, J urie!', Grand and Petit," and to the
amen dment proposed by the House to chapter 70, title "Limitation
of Actions," of the said proposed Revision.
The House t ook up and proceeded to consider so much of the
report from the Senate of their action on the rep~rt of the joint
committee on the report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statutes,
as is embraced in chapter 91, title" Salaries."
Mr. Gray offered the following amendment, viz:
Strike out the 14th line, which reads as follows, viz: "second
clerk of Register, seven hundred dollars."
102-u.

R,

93
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And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Gray, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and Gray, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
0. P. Gray,
J. S. TaY,lor,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. J. McElrny,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
John W . Ogilvie,
Jonas D . Wilson-20.
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,

ha
of
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Those who voted in the negative, were-

I

Mr. Speaker (M'Creary)C . M. Clay, jr.,
Wm. A. Allen,
J. Guthrie Coke,
A . 0. Armstrong,
William G. c_onrad,
A. S. Arnold,
R. L. Cooper,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M . Woods Ferguson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
J9hn A. Bell,
Jpseph P. Foree,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
Thomas P . Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
John S. Carpenter,
W. A. Morin,
George Carter,
Wm. Mynhier,
B. E.· Cassilly,
J. L . Nall,

b
p
b

F

E. A. Robertson,
J. R. Sanders,
C. C. Scales,
James W. Snyder,
Harry I. Todd,
L. W. Trafton,
T. W. Varnon,
J. L. Waring,
C.H. Webb,
Mordecai Williams,
J. N. Woods,
J.M. Wright-38.

Mr. Blakey offered the following amendment, viz:
Strike out the wordd "two thousand," and insert in line 12 the
following: "fifteen hundred."

I

I

#

Line 12 reads as follows, viz :
"Register of Land Office, two thousand dollars."
The question being taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Bla,key, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Blakey and
Threlkeld, were as follows, yiz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
Samuel M. Sandera,
A. C. Arms~rong,
W. H . Evans,
J. S. Taylor,
W.W . Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
G. W. Bailey,
Bryan S . McClure,
J.M. White,
S. C. Bell,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Church H. Blakey,
E . A. Robertson,
J. N. Woods-20.
Robert M. Carli~re,
John Rowan,

it'
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Those who voted in the negative, were· Mr.Speaker (M'Creary}William G Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
A. S. Arnold,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
Alpheus W. Bascom, · J. E. Go sson,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Walter Evans,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
M. Woods Ferguson, James W. Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, C. D. Foote,
Harry I. Todd,
·John S. Carpenter,
E . Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L . Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S. Lawson,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. McElroy, F. A. Wilson, ·
J. Guthrie Coke,
W. A. Morin,
J. M. Wright-35 .
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
The 15th line read s as follows, viz: "Adjutant General, five hundred dollars."
Mr. Ogilvie _moved to strike .from the 15th line the words" five
hundred," and' insert in lieu thereof the words "two hundred and fifty
· ·
·
'
- dollars."
Mr. Wright offered as a substitute for 15th line, and for the amend-,
ment proposed by Mr. Ogilvie, the following, viz:
15. Adjutant General, two hundred and fifty dollars per year; but
when any part of the militia are called into actual service by the Governor, he shall receive the same pay, in addition, as a commissioned
officer of the militia for and during the time any pat·t of the militia
remain in actual service .
And the question being taken on the substitute proposed by Mr.
·wright, it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Cooper then offered the following amendment as a substitute
fo r line 15, and for the amendment proposed by Mr. Ogilvie, viz:
Make line 15th read as foHows, viz: "Adjutant General, twelve
hundred dollars."
And the question being taken on the amendment (substitute) proposed by Mr. Cooper, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays 'b eing required thereon by Messrs. Ogilvie and
Griffith, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
George W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong_,
M. Woods Fet·guson, J. P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John· A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
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Harry I. Todd,
J. J. McAfee,
John S. Carpenter,
George Carter,
William J. McElrny, T. W. Varnon,
W. A. Morin,
· J. L. Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
Mordecai Williams-41
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. L. Nall,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Those who voted in the negative, wereC. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. A. AJ.len,
Joseph P. Foree,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
L. W. Trafton,
C.H. Webb,
E. Polk Johnson,
R. Tarv ..Baker,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
J.M. White,
F. A. Wihon,
Robert M. Carlisle,
G. W. Little,
Bryan S. McClure,
Jonas D. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. N. Wood s,
R. D. Cook,
John W. Og ilvie,
J. E. Cosson,
John Rowan,
J. lVl. Wright-25.
W. H. Evans,
Line 15, as amended, was then adopted.
Mr. McElrny offered the following amendment, viz:
Strike out the 18th line, which reads as follows: "second clerk of
Quarter-Master General one thousand dolla1·s."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElrny and
Bailey, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in tl:,ie affirmative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
Samuel M. Sanders, ,
G. W. Bailey,
W. H. Evans,
J. S. Taylor,
R. Tarv. Baker,
T. J. Jones,
C.H. Webb,
:S. C. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
R. D. Cook,
W'illiam J. M0Elroy, Jonas D. Wilson-15 .
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)William G. Coiuad, J. L . Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
George W. Amlerson, J .E. Cosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
M . Woods Ferg,uson, E. A. Robertson,
-A. S. Arnold,
C. D Foote,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Jo se ph P. Foree,
J R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Church H Blakey,
·Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johp,wn,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J .. S. Lawson,
T . W. Va.r,non,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Mori n,
J. N. Woods,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. Wright-46.
J. Guthrie C~ke,
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Mr. Webb offered the following amendment, viz:
In line 29, strike out the words" fifteen hundred," and insert in
lieu thereof the words'' seven hundred and fifty."
Lines 2S and 29 read as follows, viz:
"The judge of the court of common pleas of the county of Warren, fifteen hundred dollars ."
And the question being taken on the adoption thereof, it was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. Blakey then moved to reconsider the vote by which the amendment proposed by Mr. Webb '":as adopted.
And tlre question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. 13Iakey and
W. Evans, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(McCreary)J . Guthrie Coke, r
W. A. Morin,
Wm. A. Allen,
William G . Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
George W. Anderson, R. D. Cook,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. U. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
Frank Sack!'iteder,
A. S. Arnold,
J. E. Gosson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. BPI!,
M . ,voods Ferguson, T. W. Varnon,
Church H . Blakey,
C. D. Foote,
.T. L . Waring,
William F. Bond,
Joseph P. Foree,
Mordecai Williams,
William Brown,
, C. P. Gray,
F. A. Wilson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. Polk' Johnson,
J. N. Woods,
John S Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
J. M. Wright-38.
B. E. Ca:ssilly,
William J. McElroy,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,·
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas M. Jphnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jone s,
James W. Snyder,
Thomas P. Gardwell, G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
W. H. Evans,
Wm . Mynhier,
J.M. White-23.
James Garnett,
John W. Ogilvie,
And so said vote was reconsidered.
The question was then again taken on the adoptfrm of the amend:
ment proposed by Mr. Webb, and it was decided in the negative.
T-he yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Webb and
Garnett, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted ~n the affirmative, wereS. C. Bell,
G. W. Little,
Samuel M. Sanders,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
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J. S. Taylpr,
J. E. Gosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
John W . Ogilvie,
L. W. Trafton,
\V. H. Evans,
0. H. Webb,
James Garnett,
' E. A. Robertson,
J.M. White-19.
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
Thomas M. Johnson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0reary)B. E. 0assilly,
William J. McElroy,
Wm. A. Allen,
0 . M. Olay, jr.,
W. A . Morin,
George W. Anderson, J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
A. 0. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad,
J. P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
R. D. Cook,
Frank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
R. L. Cooper,
0. 0. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
0. W. Threlkeld,
John A. Bell,
M. Woods Ferguson, Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
0. D. Foote,
T. W. Varnon,
Wm. F. Bond,
Joseph P. Foree,
J . L. Waring,
· \Villiam Brown,
0. P. Gray,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E. Polk Johnson,
F. A. Wilson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Jones,
J. N. Woods,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. La'\>vson,
J.M. Wright-42.
And so said amendment was rejected.
Said chapter, as amended, was then adopted.
The hour of 2 o'clock, P. M., having arrived, the House, under the
rule heretofore adopted, took a recess until 7½ o'clock, P . .M.
At 7½ o'clock, P . M., the Ho.use again reassembled.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz:
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionAn act to incorporate the Grand Division of Sons of Temperance.
By. Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on 0or-porate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Ohio and Red River Packet Company.
Ordered, That said bills be read :3- third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
,
Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to incorporate the Forrest Hill Building and Loan Association, of West Covington.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
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The rule of the House and conetitutional provision as to the second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
· Ordered, That said bill be. engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being e ngrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title the1·eof be a s
aforesaid.
The House then took up the amendments proposed by the Senate
to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the
following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of R. T. McGlauling.
An act to incorporate the Eastern Kentucky Coal, Iron, Lumber,
Land, and Manufacturing Company.
An act to incorporate the American Industrial College.
An act affixing penalties and fol"feitures · upon corporations and
persons exercising corporate powers that are required to give bond s
and have failed to do so.
An act to provide for the payment of conveying prisoners to the
House of Reform. ,
An act for the protection of bee-keepers in this Commonwealth.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of S. W.
Thompson and his sureties, late clerk of the Scott circuit court."
Said amendments were severally concurred in, _and the title of the
last named bill changed so as to read :
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of S. W.
Thompson and his sureties, late clerk of the Scott county court.'·'
The House took up and proceeded to consider further a bill, and
the amendments proposed thereto by Mr. Davidson, entitle::!
A bill for the benefit of W . W. Smith.
The question was the11 taken on the motion heretofore mad e by
Mr. S. M. Sanders to lay said bill (as amended, by the adoption of
the amendment proposed by Mr. Garnett) and the pending amendment thereto on the table, and it was decided in the negative. ·
The amendment proposed by Mr. Davidson was then rejected.
Ordered, . That said bill, as amended, _b e engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
changed so as to read:
An act for the benefit of W. W. Smith, J. D. Royse, and C. H.
Jones.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Hampton,
White, and Flippin.
The House then, according to order, took up for consideration a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of marrie'd· women in this Commonwealth.
Ordered, That said' bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the v_ote by which the
House rejected a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of S. M. Goble, of Carter county.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of _the Common-wealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Acconnts be, and is hereby, authorized to draw
his warrant on the •rreas ury in favor of S. M. Gob le for $250, pay for
taking care of Bird Gob le (co lored), a pauper lunatic, from the 10th day
of October, 1871, until the 10th! day of January, 1873, by order of the

county court of Carter county.
§ 2. 'l'his act shall take etfect from its passage.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
affi rmative..
The question wa3 then again taken on the passage of said bill, and
it was decided in_the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were~
Mr. Spe11.kP.r (M'Oreary)J. E. 09sson,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. A. A.lien,
Walter Evan s,
E. A. Robertson,
George vV. Anderso n, W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
A. 0 : Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, . J. P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
-G. W. Bailey,
0. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
William Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Good loe, J. S. Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
0. P. Gray,
0. W. Threlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trafton,
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William Brown,
Thomas P. Cardwell,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J ohn S. Carpenter,
George Carter,
B. E. Cassilly,
J . Guthrie Coke,
William G. Conrad,
R. D~ Cook,
· R. L. Cooper,

Thomas M. Johnson,
G. W. Little,
J . J. McAfee,
Bryan. S. McClure,
William J. McEiroy,
T . J. Megibben,
W. A. Morin,
John W. Ogilvie,
Julian N. Phelps,
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T. W. Varnon,
J. L. Waring,
C.H. Webb,
J.M. White,
Mordecai Williams,
F. A. Wilson,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. N. Woods,
J.M. Wright-64.

In the negative-none.
Resolved. That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
The House took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to
a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of Montgomery, Clark, and Bath counties.
· Said amendment was concurred in, and the title of said bill was
t hereby changed so as to re.ad:
An act authorizing the counties of Montgomery, Clark, and Bath
to sell a part or all of the stock owned by such counties, or either of
them.
The House then took up th~ motion heretofore made to reconsider
tlle vote by which the House rejected a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Sanford Goin.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by tlte General Assembly of the Commonwealth q.f .
Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts is Qereby directed to
d raw his warrant upon the Treasury in favor of Sanford Goin, of
F ranklin county, for seven hundred and ten dollars and forty-seven
ce nts , for ice furnished for State officers, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. This act to take effect from and after its passage.
And the question being taken on· said motion, it was decided in the .
affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Threlkeld, the vo~e by which said bill was
_ ordered to be read a third time, was also reconsidered.
Mr. McAfee then offered the followjng amendment to said bill,
viz :
Strike out the words "seven hundred and te~ dollar~ and forty- '
seve n cents," and insert in Heu thereof "three hundred dollars."
Which was adopted.
Ordered, That' said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
103-H.
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The rule of the · House and constitutional provision as to the thirc!
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed .
. The question was then taken on the passage of sa:id bill, as
amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision -of the Constitution, were as foUows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(lWCreary)R. D. Cook,
J.P. Sacksteder,
George W. Anderson-, R. L·. Cooper,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
J. R. Sanders,
A. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson,· James W. Snyder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, J. S . Taylor,
John A. Bell,
0. D. Foote,
0. W. Threlkeld,
J. P. Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, L. W. Trafton,
William Brown,
C·. P. Gray,
T. W. Varnon,
',l\homas P. Cardwell; Clinton Griffith,
J. L . Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. H. Webb,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
George Carter,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson, ,
B. E. Cassilly,
W. A. M'oriri,
Jonas D. Wilson ,
J. Guthrie Coke,
John y.T. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
·J.M. Wright-53 .
William G. Conrad,
Hiram S. Powell,
Th<;>se who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
J.E. Co~son,
Wm. Mynhier,
W.W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
· G. W. Bailey,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
Samuel M. Sanders,
James S. Chrisman.
Wm. J. McElroy,
J.M. White-14.
R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. W. Evans then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was passed.
.
Mr. Baker moved to lay the m.0tion of Mr. Evans on the table.
And the question -·being taken on the motion of -Mr. Baker, it was
decided in the affirmative ..
- The yeas and nays being required there en · by Messrs. Cosson a nd
.
Cooper; w~re 'as follows, viz ·:
Those who voted in the affirmative; were'M-r:.Spe:aker (M 10reary)R: D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.P. Sacksteder,
George W. Anderson, Walter Evans,
W. H. Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
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James B. Fitzpatrick, -JamesiW. Snyder,
Alp he us W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
·
C . .W. Threlkeld,
J ohn A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm . F. Bond,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, L . W. Trafton,
W illiam Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
·T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, .E . Polk Johnson, .
J. L. Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A . Wilson,
B. E. Cassilly,
W. A. Morin,
Jonas D. Wilson,
!John W . Ogilvie,
.T . Guthrie Coke,
J. ·N. Woods,
J osiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-46.
W illiam G. Conrad,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW m. A. Allen,
James Garnett,
Wm. ~ynhier,
C. P. Gray,
S . C. Bell,
E. A. Robertson,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, John ~owan,
G. W. Little, .
George Carter,
William Sellers,
J ames S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
. O. H. Webb,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm.iJ. McElroy,
J .. M . .White-,-19.
J . E. Gosson,
At forty-five minutes past nine o'clock, P. M,, Mr. Goodloe moved
t hat the House do now adjourn.
And the question ,being take? thereon, it was deci.ded in the negative.
The yeas -and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom anµ
McClure, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
James Garnett,
John· Rowan,
S . C. Bell,
Wm .. Cassius Goodloe,.J. R. Sanders,
William Brown,
E. Polk Johnson,
· James W. Snyder,
J ohn S. Carpenter,
Thomas M. Johns9n, T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
G. W. Little,
J. L. Waring,
J osiah H . Combs,
Bryan S . McClure,
J. M. tWhite,
R. D. Cook;
;william J. MqElr~y, F. A. Wilson,
J. E. Cosf,,on,
W. A. .1\forin,
}on.as D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods-30.
T.hose who voted in the neg'ative, wereMr. Speaker (M'!JrearJi)R. L. Cooper,
.J.P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
,James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
'J. S. Taylor,
Alpheus W. Bas(?o~, ·C. D. Foote,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
J. J. McAfee,
Church H. Bl~key,
•C.H. Webb,
Wm. F. Bond,
·T . .J . Megibben,
Wm. Mynhier-,
Mardecai Williams·,
Robert M. parlisle,
J. M ; Wright-25.
E. A. Rob~t·tson,
George Carter,
B. E. Cassilly,
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The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to exempt the wage s of
laborers, who are bona fide housekeepers of this Commonwealth
with ·a family, from attachment or garnishee, not exceeding fifty
dollars,"
On motion of Mr. W. Evans, said bill was laid on the table.
The House then took _up the motion heretofore made by Mr. Gravei;:,
to reconsider the vote by which the House passed a bill from the
Senate, entitled
An act to authorize sales and conveyances by trustees under. a "
power.
Mr. Coke moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Coke, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The House took up the motion heretofore made, to reconsider th e
vote by which the House disagreed to a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the ben1:1fit of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum.
On motion of Mr. Bascom,
Ordered, That the con sideration thereof be postponed to, and mad e
special order of the day for, Friday, the 11th inst·., at 8 o'clock, P. lVI.
The House took up and proceeded to consider fu1'. ther a bill, entitled
A bill to define the offense of petit larceny, arid to provide for and
fix its punishment.
Mr. Bascom moved to lay said biiI on the table.
And. the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in
the affirmative .
.The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foote and
Garnett, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M' Creary)J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm. Mynhier,
George W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Arm strong,
M. Woods Ferguson, Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. Powell,
Alph~us W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson, .
John A. Bell,
· James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J. S. Taylor,
Church J,I. Blakey,
E. Polk John son,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W. Li_ttle,
C.H. Webb,
Robert· M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, F. A : Wilson,

I
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Jonas D. Wilson,
J.M. Wright-43.

James S . Chrisman,
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
W'illiam Sellers,
R. D. Cook,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, J . L. Waring,
J.E . Cosson,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J. N. Woods-II.
Walter Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of tl}e Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Tbat all larceny shall be denominated petit larceny, except in cases where
the property stolen shall exceed in value twenty_dollars in gold coin.
§ 2. That hereafter the punishment of the offense of p etit larceny shall
be a fine of not exceeding one hund_red dollars, or imp1;jsonmen t in the
county jail not exceeding thirty days, or both such fine and imprisonment
may be inflicted for said offense, at the discretion of the court oi: jury
trying the offender. ,Such imprisonment may be in the work-house of
any county o_r city which bas one, instead of' in the county jail.
§ 3. Punishment by the infliction of lashes for petit larceny is hereby
abolished.
~ 4. That hereafter the judges of the several county courts, and the
judge of the city court of Louisville, shall have jurisdiction to try and
punish any person charged with petit larceny committed within their several counties, or in said city of Louisville.
§ 5. No indictment for petit larceny shall be necessary; but all warrants
of arrest therefor shall be on a written affidavit, to be filed in the cause.
§ 6. All laws in regard to bail, pending the trial of the cause and continuances of the same, shall be observed by the judge.
§ 7. Persons accused of the offen1:1e of petit larceny, and arrested on said
charge, shall be entitled to trial by a jury, should one be demanded by the'
accused ; otherwise the trial may be by the judge, who may then determine the gui lt or innocence of the accused, and fix his punishment as
herein prescribed; and if on the trial the proof should show that any
other offense had been committed by tbe accused instead of petit larceny,
the i-aid judge may hold to bail as in examining courts.
§ 8. The accused shall, on conviction, have the right to appeal to the
circuit court from the judgment of such judge: Provided, The fine inflicted be twenty dollars or over, or -i f there be over five day.s' imprison ment adjudged, which appeal shall be allowed on his executing bond with
good surety before the clerk of the circuit court of the county in the
amount of the judgment; and if there be imprisonment as a part of such
judgment, then by adding to the amount of the fine and costs five dollars
for each day's imprisonment i'nflicted by such judgment; said bond to be
conditioned as other appeal bonds, and it shall operate as a supersedeas of
the judgment, and in the circuit court shall be tried as other appeals. Appeals to tb-e Court of Appeals shall be allowed as in other causes where the
:fine in the circuit court is :fifty dollars or over, whether sucb excess be in flicted in a money fine or in imprisonment; and a judgment for twenty
days' imprisonment shall, under this section, be deemed equivalent in determining the right of appeal to the Court of Appeals to fifty dollars.
~ 9. Al l laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed ·; but rio statute
in regard to· horse-stealing shall be deemed. in conflict herewith .
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§ 10. All indictments now pending in any court in this Common wealth,
charging any person or persons with larceny, shall still be tri ed on such
ind ictmen ts in said courts ; bu t on the t1·i al th e accused sh all have t he benefit of tb e 1st, 2d, and 3d sectioris of this act.
§ 11. Tbis act to take effect from its passage .
. The House then took up for fort.h er consideration a bill, and the
a mendments proposed thereto, entitled
A bill to suppress the selling or giving to minoi;s spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors.
On m0tion of Mr. Garnett, said bill and proposed amendments
w ere latd on the table.
The House took up ·and proceeded to consider further a bill, entitled
A bjll to rep.ea! an act, entitled'' An act to authori~e Life_Insurance
Companies to make special deposits of securities in the Insurance
Departipent."
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said.bill being dispensed with,
1
On motion of Mr. Goodloe, said bill was -~ecommitted to the Committee on Insurance.
:
'

.

l\'fr. 1Foote, by leave of the House,. withdrew the motion heretofore
made by him to reconsider the vote by which the House rejected a
bill, ~ntttled
A bill to suppr.~ss the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors ~n the county of Kenton.
,t\i,d t~en the ijouse adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, a_n nouncing that they
had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of Repr~sent atives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the circuit court clerk of Butler county to mak e
a general cross-index.
'
An act to increase the civil jurisdiction of the quarterly and justi~es' courts of Barren county.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the ·House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for tlie benefit of William Cook's heirs.
An act to incorporate the Henderson Water-works Company.
An act to incorporate the town of Hickory Grove, in Graves county .
An act to prohibit partnerships to practice law between circuit,
Chancery, and criminal court clerks and county court clerks.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1: An act to provide for the' registration of bonds and obligations
issued by countfes, districts, municipal corporations, and other corporations.
.
2. An act to authorize the making of an abstract book for th e
counties of Kenton, Campbell, and Boon.e.
3. An act to amend section fourteen (14) of article five (5) of the
charter of the city of Hopkinsville, passed March 5, 1870.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
¾ime.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision a~ to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st and 2d to the Committee
on the Judiciary, and the 3d to the Committee on Co!porate Institutions.
Mr. T. M. Johnson presented the petition of sundry citizens of
Campbellsville, prayin1g the repeal of all laws now in· forc'e prohibiting the trustees of said town, within the discretion of the qualified
voters of said town, from gra~ting ~offee-house license.
Which was received, th·e reading dispensed with, ·and referred to
the Committee on Religion.
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Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, wer~ reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz:
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate ,lnstitutionsAn act to incorporate the town of Lynnville, in Graves county.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit o( R. G. Scott, of Rowan county.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend the charter of the town of Danville.
By Mr. Baker, from the Committee ~n Circuit CourtsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time for
holding the circuit courts in the fifth judicial district," approved January 13, 1872.
By Mr. Graves, from the Committee on vyays and MeansAn act to amend ' an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Wm.
H . Miller and others, sureties of Q. C. Shanks, late sheriff of Ohio
county," approved February 3, 1870.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the same committeeAn act for the benefit of J. W. Bradburn, of Hardin county, and
others.
By Mr. Mo1;in, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of school district No. 30, in Butler county.
With an amendment to the last named bill, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bills (the last as amended) be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid .
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Ayer", from the Committee on ReligionA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous or vinous liquors in Nicholas county .
·
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
Cairo, in Henderson county/'
I
By same- · .
A bill to change the boundary line of the town of Clinton, in
Hickman county.
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Which bills were'read the first' time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to tne second
reading of said bills being dispensed with, ·
Ordered, That said hills be engrossed and read a third' time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision' as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed' with, and the same being eng rossed ,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and th~t the titles thereof be as
afore,mid.
M1·. Rowlett, from the Comm'fttee on Enrollments, reported that
t he committee had examined enrolled Lills, which originat1ed in die
Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to charter Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington Raffway
Company;
An act to incorporate the Sodom Turnpike Road Company, in ,
Scott county;
And also enrolled hills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Benevolent· Society of Colored People of
Millville, in Woodford county;
An act for the benefit of Thos. 'M. Purnell;
An act to amend an act incorporating the Cincinnati, Covington,
and Cumberland Gap Rai.lroad Company, approved 11th March," 1'867;
An act to prevent the sa1e of intoxicating liquors in the Murphysville precinct, in Ma~on county;
An act for the benefit of Mrs. V. W. Fishback;
An act
the benefit of S. H. Piles, late sheriff of Livingsto.n
county;
An act to amend an act, entitled," An act to incorporate Lost Fork
and Otter Creek Turnpike Road Company, in Madison county," approved March 16, 1869;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile and a ,half of West Bend, Powell county;
An act for the benefit of the Kiddville and Montgomery Turnpike
Road Company;
,
A.n ,act .for. the benefit of William Uttle, .c urator of th.e es.t ate .o!
Robert C. Moore, deceased;

for
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An act to· cause a head and foot-stone to be erected over the grave
of Henry Morton (of color) ;
· An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to prohibit the sale of in, toxicating liquors in the towil' of Clayville;"
An act to incorporate the Colored Baptist Church, of Lancaster;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of
spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in Morgantown, or within one
half mile .of the corporate limits thereof," approved February 28,
1872;

An act for the benefit of the tax-payers of Carter county;
An act for the benefit of the Hillsboro and Mouth of Fox and the
Tilton anrl Day's Mill Turnpih Company; .
And had found the same truly enrolled .
. Where1:1pon the Speaker afli'xed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
. Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz :
· On motion of Mr. Carlise. 1. A bill for the benefit of Kenton county.
On motion of Mr. S. M. Sand~rs, 2. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common school district No. 16, in Larue county."
On motion of Mr. Speaker McCreary3. A bill regulating roads in .the Kirksville district of Madison
county.
Ordered, That the Committee on County Courts prepare and
· b~ing in the 1st; the Committee on Education the 2d; and the Committee on the Judiciary the 3d .
. .Mr. Foree, from the Committee on the Penitentiary, to· whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
. An act to pay for th.e erection of a stable for use of Penitentiary,
' Reported the same without amendment.
· Ordered, That said bill be read a third time .
. Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
" WHEREAS, 'l'he ext.ension of the walls of the Penitentiary, and the
erection of buildings i-n the space thereby inclosed, as provided for by act
of ·the Gen.era! .A.rsem~iy of 1872, to . provide .for the erection of a prison
for females, &c., approved March 2d, 1872, necessitated the removal of the
stable belongin_g to the Penitentiary, and used by J. W. South, Lessee and
Keep~r, and compelled him to erect a stable, which ho has done, on ground
pertaining or belonging to the Penitentiary; and _wh_ereas, th erQ remains,
unexpended, of the appropriationR for the construction of a block of warehouses for the use of the Penitentiary, approved March· 13th, 1871, the
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sum of $4,762 34, and of the appropriation to provide· for the erection of
a prison for females, &c., approved March 2d, 1872, about the sum of
$2,909 45 ; therefore,
§ 1. B e it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That J. W . South, L essee and Keeper of the Penitentiary, be paid by tlie
Treasurer of the State, on th e warrant of the Auditor, the sum of eighteen
hundred and fifty -eight dollars and seventy-six c~nts, for the erection of
t his stable, out of these unexpen-ded sums.
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.

The question was then taken on the passage-of said biH, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson, Manlius T. Fl1ppin,
Hiram S. Powell,
C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold, ·
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
W. W. 'Aye1·s,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J.- P. Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
R. Tarv. Baker,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk John son,
C. C. Scales,
Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
Chm·ch I.L Blakey,
W. B. M. Brooks, ·
T. J . Jones,
James W. Snyder,
Thomas P . Cardwell, _J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld.,
John S . Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
William J . McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
T. J. Megibben,
C.H. Webb,
William G. Conrad,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
J . E . Cosson,
· Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-76.
Walter Evans,
In the negative-none.
Reso~ved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. G1·iffi.th, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act providing compensation for the services of W. R. Bradley,
in the defense of the action of the State of Missouri against the State
of Kentucky, for the recovery of Wolf Island,
Reported the same without amendment.
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On motion of Mr. Chrisman,
O1·dered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on the
Judiciary, with instru~tions to report the same on Friday, the 11th
inst., at 1,0 o'clock, A. M.
The House took up an unfinished rep-ort of a former day, viz : a
_bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to require attachments to be noted of record in the office
of th~ county clerk .of Jefferson county.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House _a nd constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed w~th,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An .act for the benefit of, and relief of, persons who h-ave paid tax
on income from United States bonds, imposed by an act passed and
approved March 8, 1867,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then 1·ead a third time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, An act w:as passed and approved March 8th, 1867, entitled
"An act to tax income on United States bonds," and by said act a tax of
five (5) per cent. was imposed on inco,me derive.d from United States bonds
against all tax-payers owning and d eriving income from United States
bonds in this State; and whereas, said tax so imposed and collected was
assessed and c9llected as a separate tax, and the records of the Auditor's
office will show a complete list of the names of all persons from whom
said tax was collected, and the amount paid by .each tax-payer; and
whereas, the Court ·of Appeals of' this State, in the -case of ·the .Bank of
Kentucky against the Commonwealth, decided and declared sai_d act of
March 8th, '1867, illegal an<l unconstitutional; therefore,
§ 1. :fJe it enacte~ by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That all taxes assessed and collected of tax-payers in this State, under
said act of March 8th, 1867, and en.titled "An act to tax income on United
States bonds," shall be refunded and paid back to each and every person
from whom the same 1was eollected; and the Auditor of Public ,Accounts
is hereby directed, upon the presentation to him of the tax receipts, or
other satisfactory evidence showing the payment of said tax under said
act of March· 8th, 1867, by any per11on frpm 1w hom &aid ta_x was col1lected,
shall draw his w.arrant upon the Treasur~r in favor of s,uch person for th e
, amount of tax so paid, and in ·conformity to, and correspon_di,ng with, the
name ·of sucb person, a-nd amount of tax .paid by -s uch person,.as sbow111
and evidenced by the r ecords of the Audi~or's office; or in qas,e of ,t he
death of any person from whom said tax was collected, the warrant shall
be drawn by the Auditor in !favor of the personal representativses of such
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deceased person, and which warrant shall be paid out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. That said act, passed and approved March 8th, 1867, and entitled
·"An act to tax income on United States bonds," be, an.d the same is hereby, repealed.
§ 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
Mr. Threlkeld moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Sha:ll the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Graves then moved to reconsider the vote by which the previou s
question was ordered.
And the question 'heing taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, jt was
decided in the ·negative.
The main question, "Shall the bill pass?" was then taken, and
it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the _C onstitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W . Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote.,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
James Garnett,
William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
W. B . .M:. Brooks,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. '£odd,
John S . Carpenter,
T. J. Jones,
L. W'. Trafton,
George Cart.er,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly, ·
G. W . Little,
J. L. Waring.,
James S. Chrisman,
J. J . McAfee,
C.H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke,
T. J. Megibben,
Morde.c ai Williams,
William G. Conrad,
J. L . Nall, .
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nun~n,
'J. N. W-0ods,
R. L. -Cooper,
Ifohn W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J.E. Cosson,
Lewis Potter,
J. M. Wright-56.
Joseph M. Davidson_, Hiram S. Powell,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
William J. McElroy,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas M. Johnson, Wm. Mynhier,
Church IL Blakey,
Br:Yan S. McClur-e,
J. S. Taylor-IO.
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Resolved, That the title of said ~ill .be -as aforesai,d.
Mr. W. Evans then ma,yed to reconsider the vote by whieh .s~id
bill was passed.
Mr. Foree moved to lay the motion of Mr. Evans on the table.
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And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Foree, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Baker, were as follows, viz:

11
:I!

:i

Those who voted in the affirmative, were.
A. S . Arnold,
W. H. Evans, .
E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C; D. Foote,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
• Joseph P. Foree,
C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
Wm. F . Bond,
Clinton Gl'iffith,
Jam es. W . Snyder,
W . B. M. ·Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
B. E. Cassilly,
G. W. Little,
L. W. Trafton,
James S . Chrisman,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon, .
C. M. Cl ay, jr.,
T. J. Megibben,
J. L . Waring,
J. Guth1·ie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
S . H. Woolfolk,
J.E . Cosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. W!'ight-49.
Walter Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)George Carter,
William -J . McElroy,
Wm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
Wm. Mynhier,
W.R. Bates,
C. P .. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb-17.
Robert M . Carlisle,
On motion of Mr. Potter, leave was given to bring in a bill, entitled
A bill to legalize the a_c tion of the Warren county court in borrowing seven thousand dollars, for .bridge purposes, of Warren College.
· Ordered, That the Committee on County Courts prepare and bring
in said bill.
Mi·. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill to incorporate the Columbia Christian College.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
t ime.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the sec. on d reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Ogilvie, from the joint committee of conference on the disagreement of the two Houses in rega1·d to the amendment proposed
by the House to chapter 29, title " Cou!'ts," of the proposed Revision
of the Statutes, proposing to increase the jurisdiction of justices of
the peace in certain cases to one hundred dollars, made a report,
recommending that the House do recede from its said proposed
amendment.
And the question being taken on concurring in said report, it was
decided in the affirmative.
And so the House receded from its said proposed amendment.
On motion of Mr. Foote,
Ordered, That a committee be appointed by the House, to act in
conjunction with such committee as may be appointed by the Senate,
to wait upon the Governor, and request him to retur_n to the Senate,
un signed, an enrolled bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following title, viz:
An act to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinou s,
or malt liquo!'s in the city of Covington.
And the1·eupon the Speaker appointed upon said committee Messrs.
Ft>ote, F. Sacksteder, and Carlisle, who, after a time, returned, and.
reported that they had discharged their duty, and had returned said
bill to the Senate.
Proceeding further with the consideration of the report from the
Senate in regard to the prQposed Revision of the Statutes, the House
took up the disagreement of the Senate to the 1st amendment proposed by the House to chapter 30, title "Crimes and Punishments."
Said amendment reads as follows, viz:
Amend section 3, of article-, by adding thereto these words: "But
the Governor shall have the power, in his discretion, to commute the
sentence of death, in cases of persons convicted of murder, to confinement in the Penitentiary during the life of the person so convicted."
' Mr. Cooper moved that the House do recede from its said proposed_
amendment.
_ And the q_uestion being taken qn the motion of Mr. Cooper, it was
decided in the affirmative.
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· The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. T. M. Johnson and Foote, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, V\ ereMr. Speaker(M'Cre-ary)William G. Conrad, E. A. Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
John Rowan,
Ge01·ge W. Anderson, E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
A. C. Armstrong,
T. J. Jones,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold, ·
G. W. Little,
J . R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, William J. M0Ekoy, C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Megibben,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,
W. A. Morin,
T. W. Varnon,
B. E. Cassilly,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. L. Waring,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Julian N. Phelps,
F. A. Wilson-35.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
J. L. Nall,
R. 'l'arv. Haker,
W. H. Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
:S. C. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
Church H Blakey,
Joseph P. Foree,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Thomas P. Cardwell, James Garnett,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
C. P. Gray,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpente1·,
Clinton Griffith,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman, E. Polk John:;on,
Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
Thomas M. Johnson, Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
J. S. Lawson,
J. N. Woods-32.
J. E. Cosson,
-Bryan S. McClure,
The House took up also the disagreement of the Senate to the third
amendment proposed by the House to the same chapter.
Mr. ~- Polk Johnson moved that the House do insist upon said proposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Jobnson, it was
·d ecided in the negative.
Mr. W. Evans moved that the House do recede therefrom.
And the question being taken on the motion of ]\fr. Evans, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The House took up also the disagreement of the Senate to the 4th '
. amendment proposed by the House t0 said chapter.
Mr. Chrisman moved that the House do recede from their said proposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Chrisman, it
was decided in the negative:
Mr. Garnett moved that the House do insist thereon:
And the questi'on being taken on the motion of Mr, Garnett, it was
decided in the affirmative . ..
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The House also took up the disagreement of the Senate to the 5th
amendment proposed by the House to said chapter.
Mr. Garnett moved that the House do insist upon its said proposed
amendment.
Ancl the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Garnett, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The House also took up the disagreement of the Senate to the 6th
amendment proposed by the House to said chapter.
Mt·. Garnett moved that the House do .insist upon its said proposed
amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Garnett, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The House also took up the disagreement of the Senate to the 15th
amendment proposed by the House to said chapter.
Mr. W. Evans moved that the House do insist upon its said proposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The House also took up the disagreement of the Senate to the 18th
amendment proposed by the House to i,,aid chapter.
Mr. W. Evans moved that the House do insist upon its said proposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The House also took up the disagreement of the Senate to the
amendment proposed by the House to chapter 62, title" Juries, Grand
and Petit," of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Arnold moved that the House do recede from its said proposed,
amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Arnold, it was
decided in the affirmative.
Th~ House also took up the disagreement of the Senate to the
amendment proposed by the House to chapter 70, title "Limitation.
of Actions," of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Garnett moved that the House do recede from its said proposed a,mendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Garnett,it was
decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Coke, from· the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled'
: A bill providing for the appointment of commissioners to represent Kentucky at the International Exposition at Vienna,
, Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. S. M. Sanders moved to lay said bill on the table.
·. And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Sanders, it was
,
decided in the negative.
:. The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. S. M. Sanders
and Chrisman, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, we1·eWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
Bryan S. McClure,
G-. W. Bailey,
Walter Evans,
Wm. Mynhier,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
Lewis Potter,
.
Alpheu_s W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel .M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Church H . Blakey,
C. P. Gray,
J . S. ·Taylor,
T,homas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
J!,obert M. Carlisle,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Jones,
S. H. Woolfolk-24.
..
'fhose who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)C. D. Foote,
J. P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
A . S. Arnold,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
W. B. M. ~rook~,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
John S. C11rpenter,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
B. _E . Cassilly,
a. M. Clay, jr.,
William J. McElroy, J . L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
T. J. Megibben,
C. H. Webb,
R. D. Cook,
J., L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
a,. L . Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Cosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
J . M. Wright-37.
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Ro.bertson,
· The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of
the hour for taking a recess.
·· .And then, under the rule, the House took a recess until 7½ o'clock,
p·: M.
,
At 7½ o'clock, F. M., the House again reassembled.
· "Mr. W . Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the .same, reported bills of the fol- .
lowing titles, ,~iz :·
,
" A bill for the benefit of tumpike district No. 2, in Henry county.
A bill to legalize a certain survey made in the name of William
Day, in Morgan county.
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A bill to authorize a portion of Jamestown magisterial district, in
Campbell county, to purchase the Newport and Dayt?n Turnpike•
and to bridge Taylor's creek.
·
A bill to legalize a certain survey _made in the name of D. P. Mo~ley and J. H. Amyx, in Morgan county.
'
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule or th·e House and constitutional _provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed wit~,
Orde1·ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as. to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the sa_m e lieing en~
grossed,
Rtsolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was recom- ·
mitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorp"orate the . Kentucky and Southeast~rn Railway
Company,
.
Reported the same with amendments thereto.
· On motion of Mr. Clay,
Ordered, That the consideration of said bill and proposed amendments be ·postponed to, and made speciai order of the day for, Thursday, the 10th inst., at 8 o' clock, P. M.
The House then took up and proceeded to consider further a bill,
a nd the amendments proposed thereto, entitled
A bill to establish in this Commonwealth a uniform system of common schools for the education of child1·en of African descent.
Mr. Scales moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Griffith, and it was decided in the negative.
The am~ndment proposed by Mr. T. M. Johnson, is to strike out
the 5th subsection of section 2 of said bill.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by M1·. T. M. Johnson, and it was decided in the affi1·mative.
The yeas a~d nays being required thereon by Messrs. T. M. Johnson and S. M. Sanders, were as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)James B. Fitzpatrick, John W. Ogilvie,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. D. Foote,
Julian N. Phelps,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John Rowan,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J. P. Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
.
George M. Jessee,
Frank Sacksteder,
Church H Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brook_s,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. M0Elroy, C. H. Webb,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk-40.
R. L. Cooper,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, C. C. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
William Sellers,
G. W. Little,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
T. W. Varnon,
William G. Conrad,
Hiram S. Powell,
Jonas D. Wilson,
E. A. Robertson,
J. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
J.E. Cosson,
John P. Rowlett,
J.M. Wright-22.
Walter Evans,
The question was then taken on ordering said bill, as amended, to
be engrossed and read a third time-the yeas and nays being called
thereon-but before the roll could be called, the hour of 11 o'clock,
P. M., arrived, and then, under the rule, the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 1'873.
Mr. Cook presented the petition of sundry citiz~ns- of Laurel
cou nty, praying the passage of an act for the benefit of Jolin H .
Carrier, late jaile1· of said county.
W hich was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate sales ma de
unde r decrees of the Barren circuit court."
And that they had passed bills, which originated in the House of
Representa tives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the Lexington and W inchester
Turnpike Company.
An act to incorporate the Moore and Noland Turnpike Road Co mpany.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Lincoln and Boyle Turnpike Road Company ."
Leave w as given to bring in the following bills, viz :
On motion of Mr. Nunan1. A bill for the benefit of A. J·. Cocanaugher, late sheriff of Washington county, for the year 1872.
On motion of Mr. E. Polk Johnson2. A bill regulating proceedings under writs " de lunatico inqufrendo," in Jefferson county.
On motion of Mr. Phelps3. A bill for the relief of the inmates of the Penitentiary.
On motion of Mr. Sellers4. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the protection of
sheep in this Commonwealth," approved January 31, 1865.
Ordered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances preparn and bring in the 1st; the Committee on Codes of Practice the
2d; the Co mmittee on the Penitentiary the 3d; and the Commi ttee
on Codes of Practice the 4th.
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At his request,
Ordered, That Mr. Clay be disc.barged from further service, as one
of the committee of conference on the part of the House, to take
into consideration the matter of disagreement between the two
Houses in relation to the amendments proposed by the House to
chapter 19, title " Common Schools," of the proposed Revision of
the Statutes.
And thereupon Mr. Beckham was appointed in his place.
Mr. McElroy, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported thaf
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, .o f the follqwing titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Oakland Cemetery Company;
An act in relation to the fees of officers in certain cases;
An act to incorporate ih~ Christian Qhurch at Warsaw;
An act for the benefit of married women in this Commonwealth;
An act to incorporate. the Ohio ~nd Red River Packet Company;
An act_ to authorize Ma1·y Boyd to erect cattie-stops across John's
creek, in Pike county;
An act to incorporate the Grand Division of' Sons of Temperance;
An act to incorporate the Woolen Manufacturing Company;
An act to al!lend an act, e~titled "An act to empower county
courts to take stock in tu!'Q.pike roads in this Commonwealth," approved March .s, 1808;
An act for the benefit of Browder Institute, in _Logan county;
An act to amend an act, entitled ."An act to incorporate the Deposit Bank of Henderson ; "
An act to amend the charter of, and to authorize the city of, Mayfield, to subscribe and pay for ~tock in the Cairo and Tennessee
River Railroad Company;
An act to amend the charter of the Farmers' Bank of Kentucky;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of W~l)iam Cook's heirs;
An act to incorporate the Maysville Ohair Company;
An act to i~c,orporate the tow~ of Hickory .Grove, in Graves county;
An act' tq inc~orpo1:ate the town of P1·yorsburg, in .Grnves county;
An act to amend an act, enti0ed "An a.ct for the benefit of S. W.
Thompson and his sureties, late clerk of the Scott county court;"
An act to incorporate the town of Peak's Mill, in Franklin county;
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An act to incorporate the Rothrock Coal and Mining Company, of
Muhlenburg county;
An act for the benefit of R. T. McGlauling;
An act authorizing the counties of Montgomery, Clark, and Bath
to sell a part or all of the stock owned by such counties, or either of
them;
An act affixing penalties and forfeitures upon corporations and
persons exercising corporate powers that are required to give bonds
and have failed to do so;
An act to define and enl~rge the boundaries of the town of Ashland;
An act amending an act, entitled" An act to inco1·porate the Vanceburg, Quincy, and Springville Turnpil~e Road Company," approved
February 18, 1869;
An act to prohibit partnerships to practice law between cfrcuit,
chancery, and criminal court clerks and county court clerks;
An act to provide for the payment of conveying prisoners to the
House of Refo1·m;
An act to incorporate the Hillsboro and Plummer's Landing Turnpike Company;
An act for the protection of bee-keepers in this Commonwealth;
An act for the benefit of J. B. Evans, of Monroe county;
An act providing for transcribing the plats, surveys, and certificates
of land lying in Magoffin county;
An act to establish a school district from part:i of Fayette and Madison counties ;
And had found the same truly enrolied.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr . .McElroy inform the Senate thereof.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were dit-ected
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. And,erson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Crab Orchard Salts Manufacturing Company, at Crab Orchard Springs.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill for the benefit of the Paducah and North Eastern Railroad
Company.
· Which bills were read·the first time and 9rdered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision a·s to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
said bills being dispensed with, and the same being enThat said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
'

On motion of Mr. Potter, leave was given to bring in a hill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
Orde1·ed, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions pt·epare
a nd bring in said bill.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
re ferred, viz:
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the -P ickett Tobacco Warehouse Company.
·By sameAn act to charter the Southern Land and Construction Company.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to incorporate the Tug River Coal Railroad Company.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act to incorporate the Henderson Library Association.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision a s to the third
re ading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
afo resaid.
A me ssage was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock,
Secretary of State, announcing that the Govemor had approve_d
a nd signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Represe n_tatives, of the following titles, viz:
-A. n a ct to establish a colored free school at Bowling Green.
An act to facilitate the collection of delinquent taxes in Owen
coun,tyAn act for the benefit of Sallie Sanders.
A, n act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Clay
F ire and Marine Insurance Company, of Newport," approved March
10, 1856.
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An act to amend the charter of the Webster Coal Company, approved March 9, 1867, and amendments thereto, approved March
20, 1871.
An, act to incorporate the Williamsburg Geological and Mining
Company.
,, An act for the benefit of Martha A. Highto~er, a pauper lunatic.
An act to amend the charter of. the South Kentucky Fair Grnund
Asi,ociation.
An act for the benefit of John Pinkerton, of Carter county.
An act for the benefit of W. R . Stringer, of Livingston county.
An act for the benefit of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Spraqlin, of Floyd
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Mt.
Sterling Water-works Company."
An act for the benefit of Mildred Broadus, a pauper idiot of Lincoln county.
An act for the benefit of Thos. M. Purnell.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors in the town of Clayville."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of
spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in Morgantown, or within one
half mile of the corporate limits thereof," approved February 281
1872.

· An act for the benefit of the Hillsboro and Mouth of Fox and the
Tilton anrl Day's Mill Turnpike Company.
An act for the benefit of Mrs. V. W. Fishback.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within one mile and a half of West Bend, Powell county.
An act for the benefit of the Kiddville and Montg.omery Turnpike
Road Company.
An act for the benefit of William Little, curator of the estate of
Robert C. Moore, deceased.
An act to cause a head and foot-stone to be erected over the grave
of Hen·ry Morton (of color).
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Lost Fork
and Otter Creek Turnpike Road Company, in Madison county," approved March 16, 1869.
An act to incorporate the Benevolent Society of Colored People of
Millville, in Woodford coµnty.
'
106-H,
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An ,act to incorporate the United Colored Baptist Church, of Lancaster.
An act to prevent the sale of intoxicating liquors in the MurphysviHe precinct, in Mason county.
An act for the benefit of S. H. Piles, late sheriff of Livingston
county.
An act to prohibit and punish persons guilty of intimidating voters.
An act to amend the charter of the Eastern Kentucky Railway
Company.
An act for the benefit of Chatle:1 K. Oldham, sheriff of Madison
county.
. ·
An act to prohibit the S!3-le of intoxicating liquors at Cropper's Depot, in Shelby county.
·
An act for the benefit of school district No. 28, in Clinton county.
An act to further define the duties of Commonwealth and county
attorneys.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they had
appointed a committee of, cpnference, to act with the committee a ppointed by the House, on the subject of the disagreement of t he t wo
Houses with regard to the 3d amendment proposed by the Honse to
chapter 55, title "Inclosures and Certain Trespasses," of the proposed Revisio,n of the Statutes. .
Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to ,prepare.and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal Improvement - .
A bill to empower the county court of .Mercer county to make sub,scription to capital stock in turnpike roads in Mercer county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpornte the P aducah, Blandville, and Columbus Gravel Road Company."
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of school
district No. 16, in Larue county."
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of commo n
schools in Bracken county."
By Mr._Trafton, from the Committee on County Cou,rtsA bill to authorize the county court of Harrison to appropriate
money towards building a bridge on the Cynthi_a na and Ashbro ok's
Mills Turnpike Road.
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Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a th.ird time.
The rule of the House and conRtitutional provision as to the thii·d
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
R esolved, .That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Waring, from the Committee ·on Railroads, to w hom was referred a bill from the S e nate, entitled
An act providing for the collection of railroad tax in the county of
Montgomery,
Reported the same without amendment.
01·de1·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being .dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock, Sec_retary of State, which was taken up a_nd read as follows, viz :
EXECUTIVE OFFICE, FRAN'KFORT,

April 9, 1873 . .

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of R epresentatives :
As the Geiiera l Assembly bas by a lato act made an appropriation for
a further prosecuti on of a Geological Survey of the State, I feel it my
duty to communicate to you some information which I have recently
received, and deem of very great importance to t,he interests of that
e nterprise. . I am g ratified to learn that the valuable maps and illust1:ations w'hi ch were designed to accompany the fourth volume of the Geo·logical Survey of Kentucky, issued in 1861, but which, for the want of
an adequate appropriation at that time, were n ot published, have been
carefu lly preserved, and can be still obtained for publication.
'.I.'he importance of' these documents, not only in completing the value
of the text already published, but also in greatly facilitating the f'urthe1·
p rosecuti on of th e work, will be clearly apparent from t he following
d escriptive schedule:
1st. A stratigraphical section with colored rock strata of the great east and
west base line, extending over 300 miles from the Ohio ri ver, near Uniontown ~n the west, ,to the Virginia line. The cost of surveying this line
consumed about one ha lf of the appropri a tion mad e by the Legislature.
'. rhe work was a n ecessary preliminary to a proper Geological Survey,
inasmuch. as, at that time, no accurate Geograp hical and· Topogrwp·bical ·
Survey of the State bad been made. This base line was accura.toly
measured, leveled by barometrical. observation, and marked by the felling
of trees, &c. lt will ,b e indispensable in the continuance of t he survey.
'
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2d. A large map, :five feet long, of the secondary base line, with a carefull y worked up geological section from Greenupsburg to Clinton coµnty.
This fine map and section embodies the results of the labors of Mr. Jos.
Leslie, and bis assistants of the Geological Survey, for two years in our
valuable Eastern coal-field, and the loss or want of it would entail the
cost and labor of a new survey of that region.
3d. A map of the outlines of the Western coal -fields of Kentucky, &c.
4th. A map of Eastern Kentucky, showing the Western out-crop of its
coal -field.
5th. Four plates of Kentucky coal plants, by M. Lesquereaux, to illus.t rate
his report in the fourth volume of the report of the Geological Survey.
6th. Comparative sections (colored) of Kentucky coal measures with those of

Great Britain.

n

I

.

7th. Plan of Bell's ooal-mine, in Crittenden county. There were also
plant:l of other coal-mines prepared, which, perhaps, with proper effort,
might be recovered.
.
The maps and illustrations above referred to were in the bands of the
Public Printer of the State, in order to accompany the Fourth Report of
-the Geological Survey; but when it was found that the appropriation
made by the State was not sufficie nt to defray the expense of their
r epublication, .they were returned to Dr. Peter, in whose cuE>tody they
had been placed by the late Dr. D. D. Owen, the Chief Geologist of the
Survey, except the map of the secondary base line, which was returned
to its author, Mr. Leslie, by whom, I learn, it has been carefully preserved.
·
These gentlemen, I am informed, are both willing and anxious to sm·render the1:,e documents to the State, if adequate appropriation be made
for their publication. The cost of engraving and publishing;- 5,000 copies
of each of the first two maps mentioned above will be prob!lbly from ten
to twelve hundred dollars; a small sum will pay tho expense of publishing
the others. The entire cost of the whole will not exceed, probably, three
thousand dollars.
·
It seems to me a very unwise economy to make appropriations of
public money for a great enterprise, and then permit some of the most
valuable results of its labors to be lost for want of a small additional and
necessary expenditure. The Jlolitical agitation, the excited condition of
the country in 1861, might excuse such action then; but now that the
importance of the subject has awakened attention again, and you have
appropriated means for resuming the work of a Geological Survey, I
trust . you will not hesitate to add a sum necessary to secu1re to the interests of . industry and science the important contributions al.ready
achieved, especially when the further prosecution of the survey will be
so greatly aided thereby.
1 respectfully submit the subject to your consideration, and recommend
that you make an appropriation s~fficient to publish 5,000 copies of the
maps and illustrations above mentipned, in a suitable form, to accompany
the report of the fourth volume of the Geological Survey.
So highly do I estimate the value of these documents .to the State, that
should you deem it not advisable to make an additional supply of ~oney,
I would recommend most respectfully that a portion of the sum which
you have already appropriated for prosecuting the survey be set aside,
and applied for their publication.
P. H. L_ESLIE.
On motion of Mr. Foote, said message was referre_d ·to the Committee on Ways and Means, with ·authority t_o report thereon' at
pleasure.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House to chapter
89, ti1le " Register," of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
That they had concurred in the report of the joint committee of
conference in relation to the disagreement of the two Houses on the
amendment proposed by the House to ·chapter 29, title '!Courts," of
said proposed Revision.
And that they had adopted of said proposed Revision the following additional chapters, viz:
Chapter 90, title "Roads and Pass ways."
Chapter 93, title " Secretary of State."
Chapter 94, title "Sergeant."
Chapter 95, title "Sheriffs."
A message was also received from the ;senate, announcing that
they had disagreed to the amendment proposed by the House to
chapter 91, title "Salaries," of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
M1·. Gray then moved that the House do recede from its said proposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Gray, it was
dec ided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Ogilvie and·
Bascom, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
J. E . Oosson,
Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
G. W . Bailey,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
0. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
E . Polk Johnson,
0. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson,- L . W. Trafton,
W . B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
William Brown,
Wm. J. McElroy,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
1
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk-42.
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, M. Woods Fe-rguson, E. A. Robertson ,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
Alphe us W. B_a scom, James Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N_. Beckham,
.E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
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' ers,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
J . R. Sand
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
Samuel M . Sanders,
George Carter,
C. C. :3cales,
T. J. Megibben,
B. E. Cassilly,
W. A. Morin,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman.
Wm. My nhier,
T . W. Varn on,
R. L. Cooper,
·
J. L . Nall ,
J. L. Waring-31.
Joseph M. Davidson,
The House took up the further report of the Senate of their action
in regard to the prnposed Revision of the Statutes .
. Chapter 90, title " Roads and Passways," being under consideration, amendments were offered thereto by Messrs. Graves, Powell,
and E. Polk Johnson, which were r~jected.
Said chapte-r was then adopted without amendment.
Chapter 93, title "Secretary of State;"
Chapter 94, title "Sergeant;"
Were each adopted without amendment.
To chapter 95, title "Sheriffs," Mr. Blakey offered an amendm ent,
which was rejected.
And then said chapter was adopted without amendment.
The House took up an unfinished order of yesterday, viz:
A bill providing for the appointment of commissioners to represent Kentucky at the International Exposition at Vienna,
Mr. Griffith offered an amendment thereto.
Mr. W. Evans moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be no w
put? " it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Garnett then moved to reconsider the vote by which the mai n
question was ordered.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Garnett, it was
decided in the aflinnative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evans
and Threlkeld, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Creary) C. D. Foote,
J. L. Nall,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P . Foree,
Mat. Nunan,
W.W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Julian N. Phelps,
R . Tarv. Baker,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, Lewis Potter, ·
Alpheus W: Bascom, C. P . Gray,
Hiram S . Powell,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, Frank Sacksteder;
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
J. R. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
G. W. Little,
James W. Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
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Bryan S. McClure,
James S . Chrisman,
T. W. ·Varnon,
Wm. J. McElroy,
R. D. Cook,
J . L. Waring,
T . J. Megibben,
R. L. Cooper,
J.M. Wright-40.
W. H. Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, were-.
Wm. A. Allen,
J . E. Cosson,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph M . Davidson,.. John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
Walter Evans,
William Sellers,
John S. -Carpenter,
E. A. Graves,
J. S . Taylor,
George Carter,
M. E . McKenzie,
C. W . Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
J . C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D . Wilson-21.
The further consideration of said bill and proposed amendment
was cut off by the arrival of the hour for taking a recess.
And then, under the rule, the House took a recess until 7½ o'clock,
P.M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M ., the House again reassembled.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock, Secretary of State, which was taken up and read as follows, viz:
STATE OF KENTUCKY, EXECU'rIVE DEPARTMENT,
l
FRANKFORT, April 10, 1873.j
G entlemen of the House of Representatives :
After a careful examination of a bill originating in your honorable
body, entitled "An act to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railroad Company," I feel constrained to return it, with my reasons for withholding approval.
'l'he bill proposes to authorize any county, city, town, or election
district, having authority to subscribe to the capital stock of said company,
to purchase, take, hold, and sell the bonds of the company, which may be
secured by either a first or second mortgage, and to issuti to the company,
in discharge or in payment of such bonds so purchased, the bonds of the
county, city, town, or election district so purchasing the bonds of the
company; provided, that the question shall be first submitted to a vote
of the qun.lified voters of such county, city, town, or election district; and
if a majority of "all those voting," shall be in favor of the purchase being mnJe, the county court shall, in behalf of the county, or in behalf of
the election dhitrict, or the mayor and council shall, on behalf of the city,
or the board of trustees shall, on behalf of the town , complete the
purchase, acco1·ding to the terms agreed upon, and issue the necessary
bonds, and levy and collect a tax upon the people suffieient to pay the in terest and principal thereof. It further provides that any proposition of
taxation, in favor of the railroad company, may be submitted to the voters
of a county, city, town, or election district, through or near which the
road may be located. In other words, it authorizes a voting majority to
create and impose, upon the countiee and other localiti es mentioned, an
itnlimited amount of indebtedness, for tbe payment of which the county
courtl:l, and city and town authorities, are required to issue their bonds,·
-which are to be exchanged for the bonds of the railroad company, upon
just such terms as may be agreed upon. Tbns the property of these counties
and districts may be mortgaged to the railroad company for an indefinite
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length of time, the mortgaged debt to be honored every six months by
taxes collected from the people. But the bill gives no direction as to the
<lisnoRal of the bonds purchased by such taxation. Should any dividends
ever be paid on them, it makes no provision for the distribution of tho
money thus accruing among the tax-payers, or its application, even, to
any public use: Let it be conceded that majorities may vote upon minorities, however reluctant, subf!criptions of stock in railroad corporations,
provided that some compensation, in the form of stock certificates and
dividends, be secured t.) them, still I must regard it as a monstrous pe!!version of popular suffrage, and a grievous infringement of the ves ted
rights of the citizen, that a majority should ·be tlmpowered to compel him
to incur a debt which may impoverish him, in order to supply a fund for
setting up a broker's office in the purchase of railroad bonds, or to embark, against his will, in · any similar speculittion; especially when the
terms upon which it is to be conducted are left to the discretion of that
majority, as is the case in the bill under consideration.
I h_a'l'e, upon former occasions, felt it to be my duty to refuse my assent
t9 bills cont1\ining substantially the provisions of this bill, in respect to
the constitutional power of the Legislature to levy and collect taxes, or to
authorize any subordinate agency to levy and collect taxes for any other
than public purposes. I have rnain-tained that railroad companies arc
private corporations, artificial persons, created. for private gain and emol ument, and that the Legislature can no more impose a tax upon the people,
to build up and sustain the fortunes of such artificial person, than it can
that -of a natural person. The taxing power, for public purposes, is broad
and plenary; but · nowhere in the Constitution of the State, nor in the
, theory or principles of the government, can a power be found to authorize the taxation of the people for private or mere specu lative purpos·es.
This bill not only allows counties to engage in the purchase of railroad
bonds, but cities, towns, and even voting districts in counties, are clothed
with that power. Counties are civil divisions of the State, made for convenience of local government, and have a character of permanency; but
voting districts, in their very nature, are subject to frequent changes in
their boundaries, and, in fact, may be abolished altogether, or absorbed in
other districts. The policy (even admitting tile constitutional right) of
levying and collecting a tax in one or more · voting districts of a county,
different from that which is levied and collected in the other districts of
,the ·same county, is of very doubtful propriety; so doubtful, that, in my
judgment, it ought not to be resorted to except in the most urgent necessity. But I do not rest my objections to this bill upon this ground ulone.
Upon a mere question of policy or expediency, I would be strongly inclined to defer to the judgment of the Legislature. A more serious objection to it is, that it authorizes the property of a citizen to be taken, and
that, too, for a pri'l'ate use, witbout any adequate compensation. In what
way will the tax-payer find any remuneration for the sums of money exacted from him, year after year, under the provisions of this bill? It may
be said that the bonds of the re,ilroad company, received in exchange for
the, county; city, town, or district, would afford ample remuneration; that
a thousand dollar bond of the corporation would be equal in value to a
thousand dollar bond of the county, city, town, or district, given in exchange for it. ThiA may or may not be the cuse. The ·bill, however, contains a provision which, it seems to me, will effectually preclude such
equi.v alence in the value of the bonds. After providing that the railroad ,
bonds shall be received in exchange for the county, city, town, or district
bonds, upon suc_h 'terms as the majority may agree to, the eighth section ex-
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presi,ly allows the raifroad company to release its sub~cribed· stock by
paying to th e subscribers such advances as they may have made ; thus
yfolding and giving up the ver.y assets, perhaps, upen the credit of which
a majority of the popular vote was induced to grant tlie bonds of .the loca lity, and using, it may be, the peop.le's money to refund· to sub~crioers
the sum A advanced by them. But whether this be so or not, it does not
alter the nature of the proposition, nor the effect of the transaction, in a
constitutional point of view. The question is, can the Legi slature impose
taxus for any such purpose, or can it authorize a majority, by a vote, to
fasten such a tax, for su·ch a purpose, upon the minority? Ours is not a
mere popular government, controlled in all matters by the voice of majorities. It is a co nstitutional government, and the rights _o f property are
protected and Aecured as well against mere majorities as against the govern ment itself, except in the proper exercise of the taxing power or the
right of eminent domain; and whether asRerted in the one or the otpeimode, it must be doni, for public, in contradistin9tion to private, uses and
purposes. If the Legislature cannot constitutionally impose a tax upon
a voting di strict in any county, to be expended in the purchase o.f railroad .or other bonds, or if it cannot authorize the county court of any
county to issue the bonds of certain voting districts in sunh county, and
t lYe sale or exchange thereof for the bonds of a private corporation, it
cannot authorize a majority of the voters of such district to do so. It is a
question of power, in regard to which I scarcely feel any doubt; and beli ev in g th at no such right is vested in the General Assembly, I deem it
my duty, and do now most respectfully return to your honorable bodythe bill, with· these, my reasons for its disappeoval.
P. H. LESLIE.

The bill referred to in said message reads as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the South Kentucky R ailroad
CO!J! pany," approved March 15th, 1871, be, and the same is, amended as
fo llows : Any county, ci'ty, or town, or election district or districts, .now
havin g authority to subscribe to tl) e capital stock of the.said South Ken~
tncky Railroad Company, may purchase, take, and hold and sell the bonds
of th e said r a ilroad company issued by said' company, and secured by a
first or second mortgage of the said railroad, with its appurtenances a nd
fran chises1 ; and may issue and delfoer to the said company, in exchange or
in payment for th~ir said· bonds, the bonds of such county, city, or town,
e le0ti on distl'ict 01· districts, upon such term s and conditions as may b.e
agreed upon by and betwee n said company and s uch city or town, election
distri c,t oe districts; the question of the purchase of the bonds of the
company; upon the te1·ms and conditions proposed, to .be subm1tted to the
qualified voters of such county, city, or town, election disteict <;>r districts,
at an el'ection which may be ordered by the proper officers, not oftener
than once in any on-e year, to be held therein, in the manner presceibed
in the said act to which this is an amendment, in respect to subscription&
of stock in said railroad company; .;rnd if a majol'ity of all those voting
on suoli ct uestion Bhall be in favor of purchasfag of Aaid company, upon
the tierms and conditions proposed, the county court of sunh county (in
all eases of such vote in the county, election district or districts), and the·
mayor and council of such city, and the board of trustees of such town
(in all cases of such vote in the city or town), shall have full power antl
107-H. R,
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authority, and it shall be their dutr, to issue the bonds of such county, city,
o;· town, election district or districts, in the same manner and with the
same effect as prescrib13d in said act in respect to bonds to be issued in
payment for stock in i-aid company; and it shall be the duty of the county
court of such county, the city council of such city, ancl the board of trustees of such town, to cause to be levied and collected a tax sufficient to
pay the semi-annual interest on th_e bonds issued, with the costs of collection, on all the real and personal property in sa id county, city, or town,
election district or districts, subj ect to taxation under the revenue laws of
this State, including the amount owned by residents of such county, city,
or-town, or election district or districts, which ought to be given in under
the eqnalization lawe.
§ 2 That in c_ase any election district or districts shall subscribe to the
capital stock of said company, or vote to purchase the bonds of said company, the county court of the county, embracing such district or districts,
shall cause to be levied and collected a tax sufficient to pay the sem i-annual interest on the bonds issued, with the costs of collection, on all the
real estate and personal property in such district or districts, as provided
in said act in respect to county subscriptions to stock in said eompuny.
· § -3. In case ot' any county, city, or town, or election district or disti·icts, shall subscribe to the capital stock of said company, and issne bond-s
u'nder the provisions of the charter of the South Kentucky Railroad Company, or shall issue bonds under this amendment, the connty court of
si.1ch county, the city council of such city, and the board of trustees of
such town, shall h1.1ve power to levy and collect a tax on all estate und
property taxable under said charter, to provide a sinking fund for the
paymen t of the principal of the bonds on maturity. ·
§ 4. All bonds of any county, city, or town_, election district or districts,
as well as all bonds of said railroad company, shall be negotiable and payable to bearer in the city of New York, at not more than thirty years from
their date, and shall bear interest at a rate not greater than ten per cent.
per annum, payable semi-annually in the city of New York.
§ 5._ That the said South Kentucky Railroad Company may construct
th eit'. railroad from the city of Henderson, into or through the count., of
McCracken !-- or any other county .west of the Tennessee riv er, and to any
p9int in or near the line of the 8tate of 'l'ennessee.
· § 6. It shall be lawful for the county court of any county through
which it is }Jroposed to build said South Kentucky Railroad, or the ~ity
council of any city, or the board of trustees of any town, through or near
which it is proposed to build said railroad, to submit any proposiUon of
the Son th Kentucky Railroad Company for ta xation, dii·ectly or indirectly
ih. conjunction with other propositions, to the voters oj' any such county,
city, or town, or election district or districts, at anf one election held
therein.
:·-' § 7. The board of directors of the South Kentucky Railroad Company
shall have power to elect a vice president of said company, either from
limong themselves or. other stockholders, and to prescribe bis duties, and
allow htm reasonable compens;i.tion fol' hi s eervices.
1
§ 8. 'rhe said railroad company shall have power to bu ild , own, ·and
o'perate a line of telegraph along the route of their said railroad, and to
:release the subscription of any stock in their company heretofore sub~ci·ibed, with the assent of the sµbs<:ribe rs, and refund all payments made
on such subscriptions, with interest.
§ 9. This act shall take effect from its passage.
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The question was then taken," Shall the bill pass, the objections
of the Governor to the contrary notwithstanding?" and it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a p1·0vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
In the affirmative_:__none.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
George W. Anderson, Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
W. W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Julian N. Phelps,
G. W. Bailey,
C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheue W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckham,
James Garnett,
J. P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
E Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders, ·
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. C, Scales,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carli:,le,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter, _ Bryan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
B. E . Cassilly,
M. E. Md(enzie,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
Mo1·de.cai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
J.C. Moorman,
S. H . Woolfolk,
William G. Conrad, , W. A. Morin,
J.M. Wright-64.
And so said bill was rejected.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed (with -' an amendment) a bill, which originated in ihe
House of Representatives, entitled
An act to supprnss the selling or_giving to minors spirituous, vinous_,
01· malt liquors in the city of Covington.
The House then, according to order, took up ·for consideration a
motion to reconsider the vote by which the House disagreed to a bill
from the Senate, entitled
.A'.n act to further provide for the completion of the unfi nisbe_d
apartments in the building known as, the Fire-proof Offices, in the
city of Frankfort.
Mr. Graves moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requi,red thereon by Messrs. Todd and
Foree, were as follows, viz:
.
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Thoee who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker_(M'Creary)J. E. Cosson,
J. C. Moorman, .
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
J. L Nall,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
:S. C. Bell,
E. A . .Graves,
Sat:Irnel M. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
William Brown,
Thomas M. Johnson, .J. S. Taylor,
Robert NI. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Ca,rpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
.C.H. Webb,
B. E . CassiUy, ·
William J. M~Elroy, Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H . Combs,
M. E. McKenzie,
S. H. Woolfolk-33 .
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D . Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Fore_e,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bona,
E. Polk John,:mn,
C. C. Scales,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
George Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman, · T. J. Megibben,
L. W. Trafton, ,
William G. Conrad, W. A. Morin,
J: L. Waring,
R. D. Cook, ·
Wm . .Mynhier,
Mordecai Will.iams-34
R. L. Cooper,
The question was then· taken on the motion to reconsider the vote
~y which said v-ote was disagreed to, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and
Mynhier, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affinnative, wer-eGe~rge W. Anderson, R_- L. Cooper,
W. A. Morin,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, Wm. Mynhier,
James B. Fitzpat1·ic'k, Mat. Nunan,
A. S. Arnold,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. 'Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
J ohn A. Bel,l,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Q. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E. Polk Johnson,
J. L Waring,
George Cart.er,
.G. W. Little,
Mordecai Williams,
J . .M. Wright-32.
William G. -Conrad,, J. J.. _McAfee,,
R. D. Cook,
·
T. J; !Vfegibben,
Those who voted in the n~gative_, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
'Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
G. W. B.ailey,
-E. 4-. Grav-~~,
S'amuel M. Sanders,
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C. P. Gray,
W. N. Beckham,
William Sellers,
Thomas M: Johnson, James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Brown,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William J. McElroy, .L. W. Trafton,
Robert M. Carlisle,
John S Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
J. C. Moorman,
B. E. Cassilly,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
James S. Chrisman,
Jo siah H. Combs,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. W oolfolk-41.
J. E. Cossc:m,
Julian N. Phelps,
Said bill reads as follows_, viz:
.
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the sum of sixty thousand dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated, out of any money in the 'l'reasury nQt otherwise app1~opriated,
to be paid in current .funds, for the purpose of completing all of t'tte unfini shed apartments in the building-known as the .Fire-proof Offices, in the
city of Frankfort.
·
§ 2. The sum o.f money horeby appropriated, or such less sum as shall
b e necessary to accomplish the objects herein contemplated, shall be exp ond ed by the Governor aind two Commissioners, to be appointed by the
Governor and confirmed by the Senate, VfhO shall make such contracts, or
cause such work to be done, as shall be necessary to complete all of the
unfinis hed apartments in said building: Provided, 'l'hat the Governor shall
hav o power and authority to fill any vacancy which may occur in said
commi ssion.
§ 3. 'l'hat all certificates for work done u'nder provisions of thiA act, to
th e Auditor, for his warrant upon the Treasurer, shall be sig_n.e.d by the
Governor.
§ 4. That this act shall take effect from its passage.

The House then, according to order, took_up and proceeded to consider further a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Kentucky and Southeastern Railway
Company.
On motion of Mir. Davidson,
Ordered, That said bill be prirrtejl, and that the further consideration thereof -be postponed to, and made special order qf the day for,
Tuesday, 15th inst., at 8 o'clock, P. M.
The House then took up and proceeded to consider tiurther a bill,
entitled
A bill to erect a monument over the grav,e of E. L. Van Winkle,
late Secl'et~ry ef S.t ate..
.
Oi·dered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bHI being engrossed, was then r-e·ad a . thitd time as foHows,
viz:
WHEREAS, Ep,hraim L. Van Win~le, .l ate . S-ecr-eta1·y of State, departed
this Jifo whilst in the service of the S-tate, and his remains now lie in' the
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ce·m etery, near this city, without slab or other thin g marking his restingplace; therefore, ·
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'rtrnt a sum not exceedi ng five hundred doll ars be, and the same is bet·eby,
appropriated, to 1erect a sui table monument over his g r ave, with appropriate inscriptions thereon, und er the supervi sion of the Governor of th is
State; a nd the .Aud itor of Pnblic .Accounts is hereby directed to draw his
warrant on the Treasurer of this State in favor of P.H. Leslie for said
sum .
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.

I,
I

The qu estion was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the negative, not having received the majority required
by the Constitution. ·
The yeas and nay s ~eing required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M' Creary)Joseph M. Davidson, W. A. Morin,
George W. Anderson, Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
A. S. Arnold ,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Jo se ph P. Foree,
J. P . Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Basco m, James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
W B. M. Brooks,
C. P . Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
John S . Carpenter,
Clinton Griffith,
L . W. Trafton ,
Jam es S. Chrisman,
E. Polk John son,
T. W. Varnon,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. S. Lawson ,
J. L. Waring,
R. D . Cook,
G. W. Little,
Mordecai William;;,,
R. L. Cooper,
J. J. McAfee,
J. N. Wood s,
J. ~. Cosson, •
T . J . Megibben,
J. M. Wright-39.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
A. C. Armstrong,
Bryan S. -McClm·e,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
William J. McElroy, James W . Snyd er,
S. C. Bell,
J.C . Moorman,
J. S. Taylor,
· Thomas P . Cardwell, Wm. Mynhier,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Julian N. Phelps,
C. H. Webb,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
Jonas D. Wilson-21.
And so said bill was rejected.
At quarter past ten o'clock, P. M., Mr. Goodloe moved that the
House do now adjourn.
And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
negative.
The yeas· and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
J. A. Bell, were as follows, viz:
Thoi!e who voted in the affirmative, wereA. S. Arnold;
G. W. Little,.
Julian N. Phelps,
S. C. Bell,
William J. McElroy, J. R. Sanders,

,
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James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
C. C. Scales,
J.E. Cosson,
J.C. Moorman,
James W . Snyder-12.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Wm. A. Allen,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Frank Sacksteder,
George W. Anderson, C. D. Foote,
Samuel M. Sanders,
A. C. Armstro ng,
Joseph P . Foree,
William Sellers,
R. Tarv. Baker,
James Garnett,
J . S. Taylor,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
L . W. Trafton,
W. B. lYI. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S . Lawson,
J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S . McClure,
C.H. Webb,
George Carter,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H . Woolfolk,
. Joseph M. Davidson, E . A. Rob.ertson,
J.M. Wright-42.
The House took up from the orders of the day and proceeded to
consider further a bill, entitled
A bill to establish in this Commonwealth a uniform system of common schools fo1· the education of children of African descent.
The question was then taken on ordering said bill, as amended, to
be engrossed and read a third time, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmatirn, wereMr.Speaker (lYI'Creary) Walter Evans,
J. L. Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,
George W.' Anderson , James B. Fitzpatrick, Jul_ian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arno ld,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
E. A . Robertson,
W. N . Beckham,
Wm . Cassi us Goodloe, John Rowan,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
J. P. Sacksteder,
S. 0. Bell,
0. P. Gray,
Frank Sacksteder,
Church H . Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
1 W. B. M. Brooks,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. 8cales,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E. Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert lVI. Carlisle,
Thomas .M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lav<rson,
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
G. W , Little,
L. W .. Trafton,
B. E. 0assilly,
Bryan S.-McClure,
J. L. Waring,
James~ - Chrisman,
William J :McEiroy, 0. H . Webb,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E :McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
T. J. Megibhen,
S . H . Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-62 .
. Joseph M. Davidson, W. A. Morin,

/
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Those who voted in the negative, wereJ.E. Gosson,
William Sellers-4.
William Brown, ,
Mr. Bascom then moved to reconsider the vete by which said bill
was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
.,,.
At forty-five minutes past ten o'clock, P. M., Mr. W. Ev.ans ~o ved
that the House do now adjourn.
Pending the consideration of said motion, the hour of 11 o'clock;
P. M ., arrived, and then, under the rul'e, the House adjourned.

R. Tarv. Baker,

FRIDAY, APRIL 11, 1873.
A m~ssage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in, the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
1
German Evangelical St. Paul Church of Paducah," and ·to revive
the act approved 26th January, 1869, named therein.
An act fo1· the benefit of common school dist1·ict No . 1, in Allen
county.
An act to incorporate the Owenton and Sparta Telegraph Company.
An act to incorporate the Dallasburg Cemetery Company.
. An act for the benefit of the administrator of Asa Gilbert, fate sheriff
of Clay county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the civil
jurisdicti<:>n of the police court in the city of Hickman, Fulton
county," appi·oved February 9, 1872.
An act for the benefft of the Big Sandy Telegraph Company .
An act to a1nend an act, entitled '' An act to incorparate the Ken tucky and Great Eastern Railway C'ompany."

'
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An act to incorporate the Sodom Turnpike Road Company, in
Scott county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
An act for the prntection of counties, cities, &c., subscl'ibing stock
in railroad s, turnpikes, and other imprnvements.
An act to prevent live stock of all kinds from running at large in
Mason and Fleming counties.
An act to provide a private secretary for the Governor.
An act to amend section sixteen of an act, entitled" An act to
amend an act to incorporate the town of Smith's Grove."
An act to 1·equire the clerk of the Wolfe circuit cou1·t to index and
cross-index certain judgment and o'i;der-books in his o~ce.
An act to provide for the leasing of the interest of the State in
the Louisville and Nashville Turnpike Road, on the north side of
Barren river, in the county of Warren.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Central West Kentucky Agricultural and Mechanical Association, in
Graves county," approved February 25, 1860.
An act to legalize the official actions of William W. White, deputy
clerk of the Clay eircuit court.
That they had concurred in the amendments proposed by the House
to bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz: ·
An act to authorize sales and conveyances by trustees under a
power.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. I, Lawrence
county .
An act to change the time of holding the Grant county quarterly
·court.
That they had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend an act to provide for the organization and regulation of incorporated companies, except banking, insurance, and
railroad companies, approved March 15, 1870.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate Valley Lodge, No. 511, A. Y. M., in Jefferson county.
An act to change the time of holding the circuit, fcriminal, and
ch ancery courts in the fourth judicial district.
108-H.
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An act to incorporate the Falls City Club, of the city of Louisville.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the location and erection of the-Third Lunatic Asylum ."
An act to incorporate Olay Lodge, No. 1, Knights of Pythias.
An act to . change the time of holding the circuit courts in the thirteenth j Qdicial district.
An act to prescribe and regulate the rates of ferriage upon the Ohio
river for boats plying to and from the corpor~te limits of the town of
Greenup.
An act to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Boyd
County Navigation, Manufacturing, and Improvement Company," approved Februa1:y 8th, 1871.
An act to authorize the holding of special chancery courts i,n the
county of Rockcastle.
An act to limit the jurisdiction. of the police judge of the trnwn of
Dixon, in Webster eounty.
An act to ·amend an act, ent~tled. "An ad giving the trustees of the
common school district in Catlettsburg the right to levy _a tax for two
years, to build a school-house in said district," approved March -5 th,
1872, and to establish and maintain a public school in the town of
Catlettsburg.
· An act to exempt certain lands wit:hin the corporate limits of the
town of Greenup from municipal taxation.
An act for the benefit of Jos. W. Winlock.
An act amending an act, approved January 24th, 1871, entitled "An
act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to the
road laws in Greenup county."
An act to incorporate the Crab Orchard Salts Manufacturing Company, at Crab Orchard Springs.
An act to incorporate the Owensboro Building and Loan Association .
An act in regard to certain streets in the city of Louisville.
An ,act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and make into
one the several acts relating to the charter and amendments thereto
of the town of Mt. Sterling," approved March 18, 1871.·
An act to authorize the sheriff and master commissioner of Fayette
-county to advertise sales of real and personal property in said
county~
With amendments to the l'a st four· named bills.
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And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act to i,ncorporate the Hendersen Building and Loan Association .
2. An act to incorporate the Central Club.
3. An act to incorporate the Lockport Odd Fellows' and Masonic
Building Company.
4. An act to amend the charter of the town of Loekport, in Henry
county.
5. An act for the benefit of Perry .Jeffer-son, sheriff of' Mason county.
Which bills were 1·ead the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That they be referred-the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th to the
Committee on Corporate Institutions, and the 5th to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they had [:Jassed a bill, entitled
An act exem(ilting the county ef Hart from erecting fire-proof
vaults in said county.
The rule requiring the reference of Paid bill to a committee being
suspended, said bill was taken up, read the first time, and ordered to
be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to -the second reading of said bill being dispensed with, ..
Ordered, That said bill be .r ead a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision .as to the third
reading ·of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being eQgrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Card well1. The petition of sundry citizens of Breathitt county, asking the
passage of an act to .incorporate the Troublesome Creek Lumber and
Mining Company.
By same2, The petition of sundry citizens of Breathitt county, asking the
passage of an act to incorporate ,the Quicksand Creek Lumber and
Mining Company.
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By Mr. Davidson3 . The petition of citizens of Pike county, asking the passage of
an act to declare the Swinge Gat F0rk of Big creek, in said county,
a navigable stream.
By Mr. Coke4. The petition of citizens of Louisville, praying the repeal of the
charter of the Short Route Railway Transfer Company.
Which we,,e received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st and 2d to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 3d to
the Committee on Propositions ~nd Grievances; and the 4th to the
Committee on Railroads.
The House then took u·p the amendments proposed by the Senate
to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the
_following titles, viz :
An act to suppress the selling or giving to mino1·s spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors in the city of Covington.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and make
into one the several acts relating to the charter and amendments
thereto of the town of Mount ,Sterling," approved March 18th, 1871.
Said amendments were severally concurred in, and the title of the
last named bill changed so as to read:
An act to amend a_n act, entitled "An act to .amend and make into
one the severnl acts relating to the charter and amendments thereto
of the town of Mt. Sterling," approved March 18, 1871, and to repeal
chapter 262.
Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
recommitted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act providing compensation for the services of W.R. Bradley,
in the defense of the action of the State of Missouri against the State
of Kentucky, for the recovery of Wolf Island,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz :
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ke'Y!tucky,

That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, directed to
draw his warrant on the Treasurer in favor of W . .R. B1·adley for the sum
of fifteen hundred dollars, payable out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated; which sum, when paid, shall be in full satisfaction .of all claims of said Bradley against the Commonwealth for his
services and expenses in :fiuding witnesses, taking depositions, and making
maps and plats for the 8tate of K'entucky in her defense of the action
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brought against her in the Supreme Court of the United States by tho
State of Missouri for the recovery of Wulf Island.
§ 2. Tbis act shall take effeot from its passage .
. The question was t~en taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required the1·eon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, we1·e as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker (M'0reary) Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
W m. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
George W. Anderson, C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
A. S . Arnold,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowl ett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P . Gray,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
S . 0. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
0. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. J. McElroy,
T. W. Varnon,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M . E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
John S . Carpenter,
T. J. Megibben,
0. H. Webb,
B. E . 0assilly,
J. C. Moorman,
Mordecai Williams,
James S . Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
J. N. Woods,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J . L. Nall,
S. H . Woolfolk,
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan, .
J.M. Wright-56.
Joseph M. Davidson, John W . Ogilvie,
Those who voted in the negative, wereG. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
James W . Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W. Little,
J . S Taylor,
Josiah H. Combs,
Bryan S. McClure,
0. W . Threlkeld,
J. E . 0osson,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson-14.
W. H . Evans,
William Sellers,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrplled !,ills, which 01·iginat_ed in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Louisville and Highland Turnpike Road
Company, in Jefferson county;
. An act to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors in the city of Covington;
An act to incorporate the Eastern Kentucky Coal, Iron, Lumber,
Land, and Manufacturing Company;
An act to amend the charte1· of the Lexington and Winchester
Turnpike Company;
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Ordered, That a committee of conference on the part of the House,
consisting of Messrs. W. Evans, T. M. Johnson, and Davidson, be appointed, to act with such committee as may be appointed on the matter of disagreement between the two Houses _in rega1·d to the 4th and
18th amendments proposed by the House to said chapter.
Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was
refe rred the message of the Governor relating to the publication of
certain maps, &c., reported the following resolution, viz:
Resolverl by the General .Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That
his Excellency, the Governor of this" Commonwealth, be empowered to
contract with tbe Public Printer, or any other person, for the publishing
of certain valuable maps and illustrations, which were designed to accom pany the fourth volume of the Geological Survey of Kentucky, issued in
1861; and he shall cause to be published from three to five thousand copies
of said maps and illustrations, at a ~ost not to exceed three thousand dollars; and upon presentation of the bill fol" publishing said maps and ill ustrations, after being signed by the Governor, the Auditol" is hereby directed
to draw his wanant on the Treasurer for the amount of same, out 0£ any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.

The rnle requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolution was taken up and twice 1·ead.
The question was then taken on the adoption thereof, but having
failed to receive a constitutional majority, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, W. H. Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S . Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
C. D. Foote,
W. L Reeves,
AJpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
John P . Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
W . B. M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W . Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
William J . .lVIcElroy, L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W . Varnon,
· B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
J. L . Waring,
James S. Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
C.H. Webb,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm . Mynhier,
Mordecai William,s,
R. D. Cook,
J. L. Nall,
J. N . Woods,
J.E. Cosson,
Mat . Nunan,
S. H . Woolfolk-4~.
Joseph M. Davidson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Wm .. A. Allen,
0. P . Gray,
E . A. Robertson,
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W.W. Ayers,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
G. W. Bailey,
T . J . Jones,
J. R. Sanders,
S. 0. Bell,
G. W . Little,
Samuel M. Sande1·s,
Church H. Blakey,
J. J. McAfee,
William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J . S. Taylor,
Jo siah H. Combs,
J. C. Moorman,
0 . W. Thrnlkeld,
W illiam G. Conrad,
Julian N . Phelps,
Jonas D. vVilson-27.
And so said resolution was rejected.
Mr. Little then moved to reconsider the vote by which said resolution was rejected.
.
Mr. Rowlett, from thejoint committee of conference,·with resp~Qt
the disagreement of the two Houses in regard to the amendment pr~.p osed by the House to chapter 55, title "Inclosures and Certain Trespasses," of the proposed Revision of the Statutes, made a reporE,
recommending that the House do recede from its said proposed
amendment.
And the question being taken on . receding from said propqsed
ame ndment, it was decided in the affirmati~e.
Mr Griffith moved to recon sider the vote by ""hich the House receded from its proposed amendment to chapter 91, title "Salaries/'
of the proposed Revision of the Statutes, as reported from the Senat,~.
Mr. Goodloe moved to lay the motion of Mr. Griffith on the table,.
And the question being t aken on the motion of Mr. Goodloe,-it was
decided in the negative.
,
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodloe and
Bascom, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm . A. Allen,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Lewis Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
Thomas M . Johnson, John Rowan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
G. W. Little,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. 0. Moorman,
J. S. Taylor,
W. B. M . Brooks,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
J . E . Oosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-24.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Oreary) M. Woods Ferguson, Wm. Mynhier,
George W. Anderson, James B . Fitzpatrick, J. L. Nall,
A. 0. Armstrong,
0. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
J . P. Sacksteder,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A . Graves,
John A. Bell,
0. P . Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
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C. W. Threlkeld,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
Chut"ch H .. Blakey,
E. Polk John:;on,
L. W. Trafton,
Rob ert M. Carlisle,
J. S . Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
John S . Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
James S. Chrisman,
William J. M~Elroy, J. L. Waring,
Mordecai Williams-41
William G . Conrad,
T. J. Megibben,
Joseph M. Davidson, W. A. Morin,
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Griffith to reconsider said vote, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then again taken on the motion to rece:le from
said proposed amendment, and it was decided ·in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cosson and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker (M'Creary)Clinton Griffith,
John Rowan,
Wm. A. Allen,
E. Polk Johnson,
vVilliam Sellers,
W. W . Ayers,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
R. -Tarv. Baker,
G. W , Little,
C. W . Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S . McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. C. Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
Thom as P. Cardwell, Mat. Nunan,
C.H. Webb,
R. D. Cook,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Lewis Potter,
J. M. Wrigh~-32.
C. P. Gray,
W. L. Reeves,
Th(?se who voted in the negative, wereWm. Mynhier,
George W. Anderson, J. Guthrie Coke, .
· A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Comad,
J. L Nall,
A. S. Arnold,
Jose ph M. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James B. Fitzpatrick, J. P. Sacl~stede1·,
W . N. Beckham,
C. D. Foote,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M . Sanders,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
Hany I. Todd,
· J. L. Waring,
J ohn S . Carpenter,
J. J McAfee,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, Mordecat Will iams,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J. Megibben,
S. H . W oolfolk-38.
James 8 . Chrisman,
W. A. Morin,
Mr. Bascom then moved that the Ho use do insist upon its said pmposed amendment.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bascom, it was
d ecided in the affirmative.
· The Ho.use then resumed the consideration of an unfiniehed report
of a former day, viz : ·
S. C. Bell,
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A bill providin g for the appointment of commissioners to represent K entucky at th e Internation al Exposition at Vienna.
M r. Goodlo e offer ed an am endment to the ame ndm ent proposed
by Mr . Griffith, which wa s r ejected.
T he ame ndm e nt proposed by Mr. Griffith was also rej ecl;e d.
Mr. Graves then moved to strike out the second section of the bill.
Mr. Foote th e n offe red the following as a substitute for the amendment pro posed by M r. Gr a ves , viz :
St1·ike o ut th e words" three commissioners," in the 2d Rection , a nd
in sert in lie u there of the words "two commis'sion ers ;" and strike
out of the sa me section. the words "two thousand," and in sert in
lieu thereof t he words " five hundred."
And the q uestion being taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Foote, it w as decid ed in the negative .
T he yeas and n ays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and
F itzpatrick, w ere as follows, viz:
Those who v oted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M' Cre a ry)Jos eph M . Davidson, W. L. Reeves,
W m. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D . Foote,
C. C. ScAles,
W . N . Beckh a m,
E . P olk Johnson,
James W . Snyder,
John A. Be ll,
J. S . Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W m . F. Bo nd,
T. J . Me gibben,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J.C. Moorman,
J . L. Waring,
Jo hn S . Ca rpenter,
J. L. Nall ,
Mordecai Williams;
B. E. Cassilly,
Lewis Potter,
J. M. Wright-27.
Tho se who voted in the negative, were-'vV. W. Ayers,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Julian N . Phelps,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Po well,
G . W. Bailey,
E. A. Robertson,
Alphe ns Vof . Bascom, James Garnett,
S . C. Bell,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, John Rowan,
Church H . Blakey,
E. A. Graves,
John P. Rowlett,
Thomas P. Cardwell, C. P. Gray,
Frank Sac;ksteder,
Robert M . Carli;;le,
G. W. Little,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Geo rge Carter,
J. J. McAfee,
J . S . Taylor,
James S . Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
J. Guthrie Cok e,
William J. McElroy, L. W. Trafton ,
William G . Conrad,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. N. Woods,
J.E. Gosso n,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H . Woolfolk-38.
Walter Ev ans,
John W . Ogilvie,
Mr. W . Evans then moved to lay the said bill and proposed amendme nt o n the table.
An d th e question being taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it wal!l
decid ed in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evans
and Foree, were as follows, viz : ·
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. bonrad, John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayer;;,
J.E. Cosson,
Julian N . Phelps,
G. W. Bailey,
Walter Evani:i,
Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W. Bascom, W. H. Evans,
E . A. Robertson,
S. 0. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
Church H. Blakey,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sander:S,
Wm. F. Bond,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S : Taylor,
W._,B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, l\!J. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
James S. Chrisman,
J. 0. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Jos1ah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. W oolfolk-33.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(l\.1'Creary)C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
George W. Anaerson, Jame;; Garnett,
W. L. Reeves,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John P. Rowlett,
A. S. Arnold,
0. P. Gray, ·
Fr.ank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Clinton Griffith,
,0. 0. -.Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johni:;on,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
John S. Carpente1·, . G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
J. J. lVIcAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
B: E. Oassilly,
Wm. J. McElroy,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
T. J. Megibben,
C. H. Webb,
R. D. Cook,
W. A. Morin,
Mordecai Williams,
Joseph M. Davidson, J. L. NaH,
J. N. Woods,
M. Woods Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,
J. M. Wright-43.
James B. Fitzpatrick,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Graves, viz: to strike . out 2d section, and it was
dedded in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Foree, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
M. E. McKenzie,
W. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
C. W. Threlkeld,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Thomas M. Johnson, T. W . Varnon,
Thomas P. Ca1·dwell, Bryan S. McClure,
0. H. Webb-13.
J. E. Oosson,
Those who voted in the negative, were·Mr. Speaker(M'Oreary)Walter Evans, ·
Hiram S. Powell,
A. 0. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
G. W. Bailey,
James B. Fitzpatrick, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D . Foote,
John Rowan,
W: N. Beckham,
J aqies Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
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Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank S acksteder,
John A . Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
Chui·ch H. Blakey,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk John son,
Wi1liam Sellers,
J. S. Lawson,
.lames W. Snyder,
W . B . M. Brooks,
G. W. Little,
J . S. Taylor,
Rob ert M . Cal'lisle,
J. C. Moorman,
Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
Y.l. A. Morin,
L. W. Trafton,
George Carter,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. L. Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. L Nall.
Mordecai Williams,
Jame s S. Chri sman,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
J. Gllthrie Coke,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
J. M. Wright-55.
R. D . Cook,
Joseph M. Davidson,
Ml'. Wright then offered the following substitute for said bill, by
way of amendment thereto, viz :
~ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
K entuclcy, That the Governor of this Commonwealth be, and he is
hereby , authorized and empowered to appoint three citizens, and
such assistants as be may think proper, of Kentucky, as Commission e rs, to attend the Exposition at Vienna, Au stria, and take charge
of the interests of this State, and promote, in every way that is necessary and prop er, a full representation thereof of our minerals, arts,
products, and manufactures.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage .
,
Mr. Graves then offered the following amendment to the substitute
proposed, viz:
"Add th e reto: Provided, however, That no one appointed by the
Governor shall be puid, and that the Governor shall state on the
face of the commission appointing any such Commissioner, that he
shall have no claim again st the Common wealth of Kentucky for any
services· claimed to have been rendered.
Mr. Bascom then moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Sh~ll the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative:
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Griffith and
Davidson, were as follows, viz :
•
Those who voted in the affirmative, were· Mr. Speaker(McCreary)J ames S. Chrisman, . 1 Wm. Mynhier,
Wm. A. Allen,
Josiah H . Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
George W . Anderson, William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
A. U. Armstl'ong,
J. E. Cosson,
E. A. Robertson ,
A. S. Arnold,
W. H. Evans,
John P. Rowlett,
W. W. Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frank ·Sa:cksteder,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
Alpheus W . Bascom, 0. p,- Gray,
C. 0. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
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John A. Bell, ·
Thomas M. John son, J. S. T aylor, ·
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
0. W. Threlkeld,
Church H . Blakey,
Bryan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
W. B. lVL Brooks,
William J . McElroy, J. L. W a ring, ·
Robert M. Oarli;; Je,
M. E. Mc I( e nzie,
Mordecai W illi ams,
John S . Carpenter,
T. J . Megibben,
Jonas D. W ilson,
George Carter,
J . 0. Moorman,
J. M. Wright-48.
Those who voted in the negative, w ereR. Tarv. Baker,
JAmes Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
R . D. Cook,
Wm. Cassiu s Goodloe, W. L. Reeves,
Joseph M. Davidson, Clinton Griffith,
Willi am Seiters,
Walter Evans,
·
G. W. Little,
Harry L Todd,
Joseph P. Foree,
Mat. Nunan,
T. W . Varnon-15.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed qy Mr. Graves to the · substitute proposed by Mr. Wright,
and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Ayers, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm . A. Allen,
W. B. lVI. Brooks,
E. A. Graves,
W . W. Ayers,
Thomas P . Cardwell, G. W . Littl e,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
G . W. Bailey,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Jo siah H. Combs,
William J. McElroy,
W. N. Beckham,
J. E. Go ss on,
Wm. Mynh ie1·,
S. C. Bell,
Walter Evans,
Lewi s Potter,
Church H . Blakey,
W . H. Evans,
William Seiter;;,
Wm. F. Bond,
Jo se ph P. Foree,
S. H. Woolfolk-24.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (lVI'Oreary)Olinton Griffith,
J. R. Sand ers,
George W. Anderson, E. Polk Johnson,
Samuel lVI. Sanders,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Thomas M. Johnson, 0. 0. Scales,
A. S. Arnold,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. E. McKe nzie,
J . S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
T . J . Megibben,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. C. Moorman,
Harry J. Todd,
John S . Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
L. W. Trafton,
William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
T. W. Varnon,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S . Pow ell,
J. L. Waring,
M. Woods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
C.H. Webb,
C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
Mordecai "W i lli ams,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
Jonas D. 'W ilson,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
J. M . Wright-43.
· C. P. Gray,
The question was being taken on the adoption of the substitu te
proposed by Mr. Wright, and on which the yeas and nays were called
by Messrs. W. Evans and Bell, but before the roll could be called,
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the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M., arrived, at which hour, under the rule,
the H ou se took a recess until 7½ o'clock, P. M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M ., the House again a sse mbled.
Leave of absence , indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Baker, Scales,
an d Cooper.
On motion of Mr . Nunan, leave w·as given to bring in a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize any constable of Washington county to execute
final process from certain courts.
Ordered, That the Committee on ·Court of Appeals prepare and
bring in said bill.
The }louse t ook up the motion to reconsider the vote by which the
House passed a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to legaliz e the proceedings of the president and directors of
the Danv ill e and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company.
The question was then taken on said motion, and it was decided in
the affirmative. ·
On motion of Mr. ·Varnon, the vote by which said bill was ord ered
to be re ad a third time , was also recon sidered.
Mr. Varnon th en offered an amendment to said bill, which was
adopted .
. Ordered, That said bill, as amen ded, be read a third ti.me.
The rule of the H ouse and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispense d with,
Resolved, That _sa id bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
afo resaid.
Mr . Cassilly, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to
whom was referred a bill from the S en ate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Cane Run Road
Company,
Reported the same w ith a substitute (by way of amend ment) th erefor, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. E. Polk Johnson then moved· to recomidet· the vote by which
said bill was passed.
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The House then, according to order, took up for consideration the
motion to reconsider the vote by which the House disagreed to a bill
from the Senate-, entitled
An act for the benefit of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum.
Mr. Graves moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, it was
dec ided in the negative.
The yeas and nl:).ys being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Mynhier, were as follows, viz:

I

I ,
I

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAyers,
C. P . Gray,
W . L . Reeves,
G. W . Bai ley,
Bryan S. McClure,
John Rowan,
W. N . Beckham,
William J. McElroy, John P. Rowlett,
S. C. Bell,
J. C. Mo01·man,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm . Mynhier,
William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Mat. Nun a n,
J. S. Taylor,
George Carter,
John W . Ogilvie,
C. W. Threlkeld ,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. ' Wilson,
C. D. Foote,
Lewis Pott:et·,
J . N : Woods,
E . A. Graves,
Hiram S . Powell,
S. H. Woolfolk- 30 .

·w. W .

Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)John S. Carpenter,
George M. Jessee,
Wm . A. Allen,
B . E . Cas,:illy,
Thomas M. Johnson,
George W. Andereon, J. Guthrie Coke,
J. S. Lawson,
A. C. Ar mstro ng,
Josiah H. Combs,
G. W. Little,
A. S. Arnold,
William G . Conrad,
M. E. McKenzie,
Alp he us W. Bascom, R. D. Cook,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell,
J . E . Cosson,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
Joseph M. David son, Samuel M. Sanders,
\V. B . M. Brnoka,
Walter Evans,
James W. Snyder,
William Brown,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Harry I. Todd-32.
Thomas P . Cardwell, Joseph P. Foree,
On motion of Mr. W. Evans,
Ordered, That the further consideration of said motion be postponed to, and made special order of the day for, ·Wednesday, the
16th inst., at 7½ o'clock, P . .lVI.
The House then resumed the con sideration of an unfinished report
of a former day, viz:
A bill providing for the appointment of Commissioners to reprnsent Ke ntucky at the International Exposition at Vienna.
The taking of the question was resumed and completed, on the
adopti on of the substitute proposed by Mr. Wright, and i,t was decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays required thereon, as before stated, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Thomas M. Johnson,
George W. Anderson, Joseph M Davidson, J. S. Lawson,
A .. C. Armstrong,
M . Woods Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,
A. S. Arnold,
James B. Fitzpatrick, Hiram S. Powell,
John A. Bell,
C. D. Foote,
W. L. Reeves-16 .
B. E. Cassilly,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Pottei·,
W.W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
James Garnett,
John Rowan,
R . Tarv. Baker,
E. A. G1·aves, ,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
George M . Jessee,
William S ellers,
Church H. Blakey,
G. W. Little,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S . Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. J. McElroy,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods, ·
J.E. Gosson,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk-43.
Walter Evans,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was then read a third time as follows,
viz:
WHEREAS, A Grand International Exposition, for the display of the
manufactures, arts, and products of the whole country, will be held in
Vienna, Austria, commencing in May, 1873, in which all the nation s of
the civilized world are manifesting an interest, and to which delegates
have already been appointed from nearly all the leading powers of Europt3,
and from many States of this Union; and whereas, the United States
Government has been duly invited to make such arrangements as are
right and proper to promote t.he success of this grand exhibition, and the
, Governor of this Commonwealth has r eceived communications, asking
the co-operation of the General Assembly and the people of Kentucky in
securing a proper representation there of our minerals, arts, products, and ·
mam~factures, whereby the whole of .Europe may know and understand
the wealth and resources of our State, and duly appreciate the advantages
which Kentucky presents to the industrious immigrant, and to the capitalist seeking investment; therefore,
,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That,' the Governor of this Commonwealth be, and he is be.reby, authorized and empowered to appoint three citizens of Kentucky as Commissioni"rs to attend said Exposition at Vieµna, and take charge of the
interests of this State, and promote, in every way that is necessary and
proper, a full representation there of our minerals, arts, products, and
manufactures.
110-H. R.
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§ 2. Th at when the Commissi<;mers shall have pe1:formed the duties
herein set forth, th ey shall present, to the Governor of this Commonwealth, vouchers showing ~he necessary expense of each in going to said
Exposition and attending to the aforesa-id duties, and returning to Kentucky; and thereupon the Governor shall direct the Auditor to draw his
war1;ant on the Treasurer for such sum for each as he may think right
and proper : Provided, Th e sum allowed to pay the expenses of each Com~
mission er shall not exceed the sum of two thou1;1and dollars.
§ 3. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of sai~ bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requiJied thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Cveary)B. E. Cassilly,
Mat. Nunan,
George W. Anderson, Joseph M. Davidson, Hiram S. Powel'l,
A. C. Armstrong,
M. Woods Fergneon, W. L. Reeves,
W. N. Beckham,
James B. Fitzpatrick, J.P. Sackstede.r,
John A. Bell, ·
C. D. Foote,
J. R. Sanders,
William Brpwt_1,
Clinton Griffith,
;Harry I. Todd,
John S. Carpenter,
J. S. Lawson,
J.M. Wright-21.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
J.E. Cosson,
John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
G. W. Bailey_,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
S. -C. Bell,
James Garnett,
John Rowan,
Church H. Blakey,
E. A. Graves,
John P . Rowlett,
Wm. F . Bond,
C. 1\ Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
George M. Jessee,
William SeUers,
Thomas P. Cardwel_l, Thomas M. Johnso n, James W . Snyder, .
Robert M. CarliEle,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
Georg.e Carter,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
James S. Chrism~n,
William J. McElroy, L. W : Trafton,
Josiah H. Combs,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Wi-Hiam G . Conrad,
J.C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk-45.
And so said bill was rejected.
l\{r . .Graves moved to reconsider the vote by which the House _rejected a bil'l, entitled
A bill to erect a monument over the grave of E. L. Van Winkle,
late Secretary of State.
¥r. W. Evans, from the ,Corpmittee on die Judiciary, to who,m was
re(er.r..e.d !'I- biJl fro,!Jl _the Sen!'l,te, entitled
A11. ,~e.t for the benefit .of B. Otter, of Edmonson coanty_,,
Re.por.ted the same without amendment, and with the expression of
opinion ,that said bill ought not to pass.
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The question was then taken, "ShaH said bill be read a third time,
the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding'?"
and it was decided in the negative.
· And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. W. Evan s, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent deer-driving
in the counties of Estill, Jackson, Perry, Harlan, Butler, Grayson, and
Edmonson," approved March 28th, 1872,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Blakey then offered ,an amendment to said bill, which was rejected.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third ti'me.
The rule of the House and constitutional provi sio ti as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with-, and the same being engrossed.
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
BHls were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An· act to amend the chal'ter of
the Dan yille and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company," approved
February 24, 1870.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one the
several acts in relation to the town of Fran1k.fort, and for other purposes."
By sameA 15Hl to incorporate the Lancats tef Building and 1..oan Associa tion.
By sameA bill to ameud an ac·t, entitled" An act to reduce i'n'to orie the
several acts in regard to the town of Lancaster, and for other purposes," approved Mar-oh 9, 1867.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the i:.ame committeeA .bill to incorporate Ash~r Lo·d ge, No. &31, of Free and Accepted
Masons.
By Mr. W. Evans, from the Comm.i ttee on the Judiciairy-'A bill to amend an act, ··en-t itled "An act to inootpora1te the Lex,i'ng- ·
ingtoa Building and Acoumulatmg Fund Association."
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Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The. rule of the_House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles th~reof be as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they ,had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. Anderson, fro·m th!'l Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled " An act to amend and reduce into
one th!;) several acts in relation to the city of Frankfort," approved
March 16, 1869.
By Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act to provide for the registration of bonds and obligations
issued by counties, districts, municipal corporations, and other corporations.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles -thereof be as
aforesaid.
~r. Reeves, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported without an expression of
opinion thereon,
A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Public
Library of Kentucky."
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being 'dispensed with,
Mr. Brooks moved to lay said bill on the ~able.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Brooks, it was
.decided in the negative .
.Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.

.
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Mr. E. Polk Johnson then moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on the Revised Statutes.
And on this question the yeas and nays were called by l\'Iesm, . \Y.
Evans and E . Polk Johnson, but before the calling of the roll could
be completed, the hour of 11 o'clock, P. M., arrived, when, und er t he
rule heretofore adopted, the House adjourned.

SATURDAY, APRIL 12, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which ol'iginated i-n the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
.
An act to incorpornte the Immigration Association of Kentucky.
An act for _the benefit of common school district No. 1, in the county
of Jessamine.
An act for the benefit of Bethel Academy, in the county of Jessamine.
An act to provide for the construction and completion of turnpike
roads in Scott county.
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
Sta nford F emale College.
An act for the benefit of turnpike district No. 2, in Henry county·
An· act for the benefit of school district No. 59, in Hart county.
An act to incorporate the Columbia Christian College.
An act to au t.horize any constable of Washington county to execute final process from certain cou~ts.
An act to amend an act, en tiled "An act to establish a system of
common schools in the town of Corydon, in Henderson county."
With an amendment to the last named bill.
Th at they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
R esolution i'n relation to the final adjournment of this General
Assembly.
And that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the town of Norton, in Hopkins county.
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Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
'
time.
The rule of the House and con stitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, Thait said bill be referred to the Committee on Corpora te
Institutions.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Nall and Morin.
Ordered, That Mr. Griffith be appointed on the joint committee of
conference on the part of the House, in the place of Mr. Goodloe, in
regard to the disagre e ment between the two Houses as to th e am endment proposed by the House to chapter 19, title "Common Schools,"
of the proposed Revision of the Statutes.
A message was received from the Se nate, announcing that they h a d
appointed a committee of conference on their part, to act in conjunction with the committee appointed by the Hou se, in regard to
the disagreement of the two Houses as to the 18th amendment propo sed by the House to chapter 30, title " Crimes and Punishments,"
of the proposed Revision of the Statutes-.
And that they had receded from their disagreement to the 4 th
amendment prop·q sed by the House to the same ch-apter.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Sellers!. A bill for the benefit of' school district No. 17, in Garrard county.
On motion of Mr. Coke2. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville Stock and Bond Board."
On motion of Mr. Davidson3. A bill to amend an act, entitled " An act to amend the charter
of the Big Sandy Railway Company," approved March 27th, 1873 .
Ordered, That the Committee 'On Education prep·are and bring in
the 1st; the Committee on Banks the 2d; and the Committee 011
Railroads the 3d.
A message was received from the Senate, anno1rncing that they had
adopted chapter 96, title "Revenue and Taxation," of the propo sed
Revision of the Statutes.
Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts, who were directed to prepare and bring in the sari1e, reported
A bill for the benefit of C. B. Wickliffe, sheriff of Muhlenburg
county.
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Which bill was r.ead the first time and ,ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional ,provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Or_dered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on Ways
on Means.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they had
adopted the following ehapters of the proposed Revision of the Statutes, viz :
Chapter 97, title "Small-pox."
Chapter 98, title "Sureties and Co-obligors."
Chapter 99, title " Surveyors."
·c hapter 100, title " Tre~sury War.rant Claims."
Chapter 101, title" Taverns, Tippling-houses, &c."
Chapter 102, title" Master and Apprentice."
Chapter 103, title "Strays."
Chapter 104, title" Seal of the Commonwealth and of the Secretary ·of State."
Chapter 105, title "Towns."
Chapter 106, title ." Treasurer."
Chapter 107, title" Turnpike, Gravel, and Plank Roads."
Chapter 108, title" Vagrants."
Chapter 109, title" Weights and Measures."
Chapter ll0, title" WiLls."
.
Chapter ll I, title" Library of the Commonwealth, and Librarian."
Said chapters were taken up, considered, and severally adopted
without amendment.
Mr. W. Evans, from the joint committee of conference, with re. spect to the disagreement of the two Houses in regard to the 18th
amendment pro.posed by the House to chapter 30, title" Crimes and
Punishments," of the proposed Revision of the Statutes," made a
i·eport, which was adopted.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to authorize the United States to condemn land in the city
of Covington as a site for i-ts public buildings.
TQe rule requiring its reference to a committee being suspended,
said bill was taken up, read the fi_rst time, and ordered to be read a
seconµ ti1_ne.

J
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time~
The rule of the House _and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
•
Resowed, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
refened, viz:
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionAn act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors at
Island Station, 01· within two miles thereof, in McLean county.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of school district No. I, of Metcalfe county.
By Mr. Brooks, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to amend an a<;t, entitled "An act to incorporate the Princeton, Marion, and Ohio River Railroad Company," approved March
28, 1872.

By Mr. J. D. Wilson, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend the charter of the Shelbyville and Louisville
Turnpike ,Road Company.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend section 14 of article 5 of the charter of the city
of Hopkinsville, passed March 5, 1870.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Central Club.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Henderson Building and Loan Association.
By Mr. J. D. Wilson, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act repealing the charter of the St. Mathews and Goose Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
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Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on Education, to whom was
refe1Ted a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to authorize the truste~E!
of school district No. 2, in Hickman county, to_levy and collect a tax
for school purposes,"
Reported the same with a substitute therefor (by way of amendment), which was adopted.
Ordered, That said biiI, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House · and constitutional provision as to the thir.d
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, · That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
changed so as to read :
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the second,
school district in Hickman counfy to levy and collect a tax for school
purposes."
Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on Education, to whom We.(,
refened a bill. from the Seri ate, entitled
An act to charter the public schools of Falmouth, and district No.
I, in Pendleton county,
Reported the same with an amendment, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the thil'4
reading of said bill being disp_ensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be a~
aforesaid.
Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of John M. Martin, sheriff of Jefferson county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. G~aves offered a substitute (by way of amendment)Jor said bill.
Mr. Gray offered an amendment to the amendment (;mbstitute),
which was adopted.
The amendment (substitute) proposed by Mr. Graves, as amended,
was then adopted.
On motion of Mr. Carpenter, said bill and amendment was recom-:
mitted to the Committee on Ways and Means.
Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to prepare and bring' in the same, of the following titles, viz :
111-H.
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By Mr. Foote, from the Committee on 'C ounty CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Kenton
county."
By Mr. Trafton, from the same committeeA bill to establish an additional justices' district in Shelby county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Spencer King, sheriff of Bell county .
By Mr. Anderson, from the Con'lmittee on Corporate Instituti onsA bill to establish and incorporate the toVl'n of Stroud City, in
Muhlenburg county.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of common school district No . 34, in Bracken
county.
By sameA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common
school district No. 31, in Bullitt county," approved March 15, 1871.
By sameA bill repealing an act in regard to common schools in Carrollto n,
in Carroll county.
By Mr. J. R. Sanders, from a select committeeA bill _to prohibit toe submission of the question of tax ation for
railroad purposes in the county of Henry.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of Henry C. Fitzpatrick, collector of the revenue for Floyd county for the year 1870.
· By sameA bill to define th-e boundary line between the counties of Clay
and Perry.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Commit.tee on Corporate Institutio nsA bill to amend section 191 of act revising the charter of th-e city
of Paducah, Kentucky, approved March the 27th,.1872 .
.By sameA bill to amend section 153, title "City Tax Collector," of an act
revising the ch·arter of the city of Paducah, Kentucky, approved
M~rc~ the 27th, 1872.
By Mr. Jessee, from a select committeeA bill repealing an act preventing the setting of nets, seining, &c. ,
in the streams, or parts of streams, in the counties of Trimble and
Carroll.
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By Mr. Beckham, from the Committee on Court of AppealsA bill to authorize any constable of Washington county to execute
fin al process from certain courts.
By M1·. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill fo r the benefit of common school district No . 3, Fra nklin
coun ty .
By Mr. F oote, from the Committee on County. CourtsA bill to authorize the Garrard county cou~t ~o appropri~te money,,
to aid in b uilding a hospital for small-pox patients, and to levy a t ax
therefo r.
Which bills were read the fi.rst time and ordered to be r~ad a iie,c ond
time .
The rule o( ~he House and constitution,3il provision 3:s to, the second
1·ead in g of said bills being dis1:1.ensed with,
01·der·ed, That said bills be engrossed an~. read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third,
readi,ng of sa_id bill!;! being dispensed with., a~d the same beiQg engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
a fo,resaid.
And then the House adjourned .
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MONDAY, APRIL 14, 1873.
I.

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of W: W. Smith, J. D. Royse, and C. H.
Jones.
· An act to incorporate Mount Olivet Encampment, No. 55, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, of Greenville.
i That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
. An act to amend an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous and in toxicating liquors in Rockcastle county, approved March the 1st, 1870.
· An act to charter the Dozier Mountain Coal Company.
An act to regulate the pay of the members of the court of claims
of Todd county.
An act in relation to persons convicted of penal offenses in Union
county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spil·ituous or intoxicating liquors at
Mercer's Station, in Muhlenburg county.
An act to incorporate the Mt. Sterling Gas-light Company.
An act in relation to the sheriff of _Calloway county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
An act to authorize a vote upon the sale of liquor in Highland,
Lincoln county.
An act to amend an act to charter the town of Prestonville, in
Carroll county.
An act to incorporate the Forest Hill Building and Loan Association, of West Covington.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Cairo; in Henderson county."
An act for the benefit of the Paducah and Northeastern Railroad
Company.
· An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of school
district No. 16, in Larue county."
An act to amend the charter of the city of Bowling Green.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one the several acts concerning the town of Madisonville," approved
February 13th, 1873.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of common
schools in Bracken county."
An act for the benefit of John W. Duncan, colleetor of the revenue
due from Wayne county for the years 1863 and. I 864.
,:
An act for the benefit of Henry C. Fitzpatrick, collector of the
revenue for Floyd county for the year 1870.
An act for the protection of sheep in Bracken county.
An act to amend the charter of the Newport and Dayton Street
Railway Company.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act amending an act, approved February 6, l 873, entitled
"An act partitioning the Fairfield and Samuels' Depot Turnpike
Road, and out of the same incorporating the Fairfield and Cox's
Creek Turnpike Road Company, and the Samuels' Depot and Cox's
Creek Turnpike Road Company."
2. An act to prohibit the retail of spit-ituous, vinous, or malt
liquors in the towns of Hudsonville, Constantine, and Cross Roads,
in Breckinridge county, or in any part of said county, within six
miles of either of said towns.
3. An act for the benefit of Simon Humphrey, late sheriff of Nelson county.
4. An act for the benefit of' Thos. P. Cardwell and William
Sp encer, of B1·eathitt county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
1
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 2d to the Committee on Religion; the 3d
to the Committee on the J udicia,ry; and the 4th to the Committee
on County Courts.

•

Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Fitzpatrick.
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. McClure- .
1. The petition of sundry citizens of Russell county, asking that
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the-Caney Fork of Wolf creek, in said county, be declared a navigable stream.
By Mr. Mynhier2. The petition of sundry citizens of Menifee county-, praying for
the passage of an act to define the boundary line between Rowan
and Menifee counties.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Internal Improvement, and the 2d to the
I
Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
On motion of Mr. Taylor,
Orde1·ed, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking to with- •
draw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House ~f
a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "AQ act to change the tii;ne for
holding the circuit courts in the fifth judicial district," approved January 13_, 1872.
Said ·message having been delivered to the Senate, said bill was
returned to the Hou_se and laid on the Clerk's table.
And thereupon a message was received from the Senate, asking
to withdraw from the House their announcem,en.t of the pai:;sage of
said -bill, ,vhich was g~anted, and said biH returned to the Senl;l,te.
A message was received: from the Governor by Mr. Craddock,
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had_ approved
and signed enrolled bills, whiQh origin~ted in the House of Representatives, of the f.ollowing titles, viz:
An act to, 11imend an act, entitled" An act to amend a,nd reduc~ il_1to
one the acts in regard to the town of Columbia."
An act affixing pe~a\ties and for(ei~urE!s up.on Q0l'po1·ations and
persons exercisin~ corporate powers that are required to give bonds
and have failed to, do so.
An act to define and enlarge the bo,undaries of the tewn_of Ashla1_1d.
A~ act to incorp,orate the town of Pryors_b~rg, in Graves coq.nty.
An act for the benefit of William Cook's heirs.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act f~r the-benefit
S. W.
Thompson and his sureties, late cle;k of the Scott co~nty court."
An act to prohibit partnershies to practice law between circuit,
chancery, and· criminal court clerks and counti court clerks.
An act for the protection of bee-keepers in this Commonwealth.
An act to incorpor~te the town of Peak's Mill, in Fra.nklin county.
An act to incorporate the Maysville Chair Company.

~r
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· An act to incorporate the Hillsboro and Plummer's Landing Turn- ,
pike Company.
An act for the benefit of J. B. Evans, of Monroe county.
An act providing for transcribing the plats, surveys, and certificates
of land lying in Magoffin county.
An act to provide for the payment of conveying prisoners to the
House of Reform.
An act foi: the benefit of R. T. McGlauling.
An act authorizing the counties of Montgomery, Clark, and Bath
t o sell a part or all of the stock owned by such counties, or either of
them.
An act to incorporate the town of Hickory Grove, in Graves county.
An act to establish a school district from parts of Fayette and Madison counties.
An act to incorporate the Louisville and Highland Turnpike Road
Company, in Jefferson county.
An act to incorporate the Moore and Noland Turnpike Road Company .
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Lincoln and Boyle Turnpike Road Company."
An act to incorporate the Rothrock Coal and Mining Company, of
Muhlenburg county.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz:
By Mr. J. D. Wilson, .from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to repeal the fourth section of an act, entitled "An act to
incorporate the Lee County Lumbering, Mining, and Manufacturing
Company."
By Mr. Grnves, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act to amend an act, approved March 28, 1872, authorizing
sheriffs to sell real estate to pay revenue tax.
By Mr. Waring, frnm the Committee on RailroadsAn ' act to incorporate the Harlan County Mining and Railroad
Company.
By Mr. ·-Conrad, from the Committee on Intemal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the Dry Ridge, Knoxville, and DeMossville Turnpike Road Company.
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Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were ·reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. McKenzie, frqm the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of A. J. Cocanaugher, late sheriff of Washington county.
By sameA bill defining- the boundary line between the counties of Clay and
Bell.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to declare the Lower Long Branch of Grassy Creek, in Morgan county, a navigable stream, from its mouth to opposite the
school-house, on the lands of Jackson Goodpasture.
By sameA bill to declare the Rockhouse Fork of Licking river a navigable
stream.
By sameA bill to declare the State Road Fork of Licking river, in Magoffin
county, a navigable stream, from its mouth to John Q. A. Bailey's
mill.
By Mr. Arnold, from the same committeeA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to declare certain lakes
and creeks in Ballard county navigable."
·which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of th~ House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third,
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resulved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
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A message was received from the Senate, asking leave ·to withdraw
from the House the annou:icement of their disagreement to a bill,
which originated in the House of Representatives, ~ntitled
An act to incorporate Mount Olivet Encampment, No. · 55, lndepe'ndent Order of Odd Fellows, of Greenville.
Which was granted, and said bill delivered to the Senate messenger.
And announcing also that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time for
holding the circuit courts in the fifth judicial district," approved
January 13, 1872.
· Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be refe1Ted to · the Committee on Circuit
Courts.
A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted the following additional ehapters ~f the proposed Revision of the Statutes, viz :
Chapter 112, title "Fees."
Chapter 113, title "Revenue Agent."
Chapter 114, title "Sinking Fund."
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Robertson!. A bill to give validity to the last will and testament of James
J. Andrews, deceased, late of Fleming county.
On motion of Mr. McClure- .
2. A bill declaring so much of Wolf creek a navigable stream as
lies between the mouth of Dick's Branch and Wolf creek, in Russell
county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Internal Improvement prepare
and brii:i-g in the 2d, and a select committee, consisting of Messrs.
Wright, Chrisman, and Bascom, the 1st.
On motion of Mr. Moorman, leave was given to bring in a bill,
entitled·
A bill for the benefit of Jerry Millard, of Muhlenburg county.
Oi·dered, That the Committee on Education prepare and bring in
said bill.
112-H.

R.
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The House resumed the consideration of the report from the Senate of their action upon the proposed Revision of the Statutes, and
took up
Chapter 96, title" Revenue and Taxation."
M1·. W. Evans offered the following amendment thereto, viz:
Amend section I of article I by adding thereto these words : But
the twenty cents hereby directed to be collected for the support of
common schools shall not be colleqted on the property owned by
persons of African descent, unless and until a system of common
schools is provided for the children of such persons in this State;
and. when such schools are provided for such children, said twenty
cents tax shall be collecte~ on the prope1·ty of such persons, and
applied to the system of schools so established.
The question was taken on the adoption of the amendment proposed QY Mr. Evans, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messl's. W. Evans
and Brown, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereR. D. Cook,
W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
J.E. Cosson,
G. W . Little,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods-9.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. D. Foote,
Hiram S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
E. A. Graves,
W. L. Reeves,
G. W. Bailey,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
W. W. Baldwin,
Clinton Griffith,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. Polk Johnson,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Law1:1on,
C. W. Threlkeld,
vVilliam .Brown,
Bryan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
W.W. Bush,
W~. J, McElroy,
T. W. Varnon,
Georg~ Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
James S. 'Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
C. H. Webb,
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
Mordecai Williams-44
Joseph M Davidso!l, Julian N. Phelps,
Mr. Gravea offered the following amendment, viz:
Amend section 3 of article I, in line 18, by insertinO' after the
words "U nite!1 Stat_c_3s ~on_ds," these words: "except the interest
arising on said bonds, which shall be liable -under ·the residuary
clause of this act."
The ·question being taken on the adoption of said amendment, .it
was dedided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Griffith, were as follaws, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Clinton Griffith,
Julian :r-f. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
'fhomas M. Jo-hnson, E. A. Robertson,
G. W. Bailey,
T. J. Jones,
John Rowan,
. W. W. Baldwin,
G. W. Little,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Bryan S . .McClure,
James W. l-3nyder-,
Church H. Blakey,
William J. McElroy, J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,
J.C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
E. A. Graves,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk-28.
C. P. Gray,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. S. Arnold,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J.E. Cosson,
W. L. Reeves,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph M. Davidson, Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
C. D. Foote,
L. W. Trafton,
W.W. Bush,
E. Polk Johnson,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
J. S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. J. McAfee,
Mordecai Williams,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
Jonas D. Wilson-27.
I
Other amendments were offered by .Mr. Graves, which were rejected.
Mr. "Cook offered the following amendmen.t, viz:
In article 2, in ~ection :i5, in line 14, strike out all after the words
"fifty cents," in lines 14, 15, 16, and 17.
The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment proposed by Mr. Cook, it was decid.ed in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Mynhier,
and Cook, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
R. D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. C. Bell,
J.E. Casson,
Mat. Nunan,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Joseph M. Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
George Carter,
W. I-I. Evans,
William Sellers,
James S. Chrisman,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
Josiah H. Combs,
B1·yan S. McClure,
Jonas D. Wilson-IS.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
A. S . Arnold,
T. J. Jones,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. W. Ayers,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
J. J. McAfee,
James W. -Shyde1·,
Alpheus W. Bascom, William J. McElroy, C. W. ThreJkeld,
John A. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
Harry rI. q'odtl,
Church H. Blakey,
J. C. Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
William G. Conrad, John W; Ogilvie,
J. L. Waring,
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C.H. Webb,
Julian N. Phelps,
John W. Dyer,
Mordecai Williams,
Lewis Potter,
C. D. Foote,
J. N. Woods,
W. L. Reeves,
E. A. Graves,
E. A. ·Robertson,
S. H. Woolfolk-37.
C. P. Gray,
E. Polk J9hnson,
Mr. Little then moved to reconsider the vote by .which said amendment was rejected.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Little, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The question .was then again taken o·n' the adoption of the amendment proposed by Mr. Cook, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requi,red thereon by Messrs. Powell and
Cook, were as follows, viz :
. Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong, W. H. Evans,
Samuel M. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
Wm. Mynhier,
James S. Chrisman,
Mat. Nunan,
, T. W. Varnon,
Josiah H. Combs,,
Julian N. Phelps,
M_o rdecai Williams,
R. D. ·cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Casson,
W. L. Reeves,
J. N. Woods-29.
Joseph M. Davidson, Frank Sacksteder,
Those who voted in the negative, were...___,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. P. Gray,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. S. Arnold,
E. Polk Johnson,
Lewis Potte1·,
W.W. Baldwin,
Thomas M. Johnson, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, T. J. Jones,
John Rowan,
John A. Bell,.
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
J. J. McAfee,
L W. Trafton,
William G. Conrad,
William J. McElroy, J. L. Waring,
John W. Dyer,
M. E. McKenzie,
S. H . Woolfolk,
C. D. Foote,
J.C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-28.
E. A. Graves,
And so said amendment was adopted.
Mr. McKenzie offered an amendment, which was -rejected.
The further consideration of said report was cut off by the arrival
of the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M., when, under the rule, the House took
a recess ~ntil 7½ o'clock, P. M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again reassembled.
Bills from the Senate, of the following .titles, were reported with-o ut amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
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By Mr. Cardwell, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act for the benefit of C. H. Hanks and· Samuel Spradlin, of
Wolfe county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of G. T. Strong, sheriff of Breathitt county.
By Mr. Graves, from the same committeeAn act for the benefit of Jno. M. Martin, sheriff of Jefferson county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of Perry Jefferson, sheriff of Mason county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend the-charter of the Eminen'c e and Fox Run Turnpike Road Company.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
·
' R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof_be as
aforesaid:
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mt·. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 17, in Garrard county.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend the charter of the Bryantsville and Cane Run
Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Wright, from a select committeeA bill to give validity to the last will j\nd 'testament of James J.
Andrews, deceased, late of Fleming county.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill declaring all that part of Caney Fork of Wolf creek, in
Russell county, a navigable stream, that lies between Dick's Branch
and Wolf creek.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill fixing the time for the jailers of Cumberland and Clinton
counties to enter upon the duties of their offices.
i
By sameA bill for the benefit of Nels on Durham, late sheriff of Bell county.
By Mr. Goodloe, from the Committee on the LibraryA bill to incorporate the Spinpza Society, of Fayette county.

- -~--:,-
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By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to declare the Swinge Cat Fork of Big creek, in Pike county,
a navigable stream, for a distance of four miles from its mouth '.
By Mr. Bush, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Simpson County Agricultural and Mechanical Association," approved January 27, 1868.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time ,
The rlille of the House and constitutio.nal provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills b.e engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the Ho.use and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engross~d,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles_thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and Mean~, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of sundry sheriffs of this Commonwealth.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Jones mov~d to,' ame.nd said b,ill by striking out the words" one
hundred and twenty," before the word" days," and inserting ill lieu
thereof the word "sixty."
Mr. McAfe,e then mcived to lay. said bill apd proposed amendment
o,n the ta,b le.
And t~e question being taken on the motion of.Mr. McAfee, it was
decid_ed in the l).egative.
The yeas and _n ays being required thereon ·by Messrs. Mcafee and
,Foree, were as follo'!l7s, viz. :
Those wqo voted in the affirm1'1,tive, were·G. W. Bailey,
J.E. Cosson,
W. L. Reeves,
Alpheus w: Bascom 1 Joseph P. Foree,,
E. A. Robertson,
William G. Conrad,
Wm. J. MicElroy,
L. W. Trafton-9.
These who votedi in the neg,ative, were_Mr.Speaker-(M'0reary}W. H: Evan£,.
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
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A. C. Armstrong,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, John Rowan,
A. S. Arnold,
E. A. Gr!\ves,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gi,-ay,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel 1\:1;. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Wi.lliam Selli;irs,
Thomas M. John son, James W. S_nyder,
S. C. Bell,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. -Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
T homas P. Cardwell, G. w. Little,
HralTY I. Todd,
J ohn S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
Bry_a,n S. Mc.Clure,
C. H. Webb,
James S. Chrism an,
M . E. McKenzie, ·
Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. C. Moorman, .
J~·nas D. Wilson,
R . D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. N. Woods,
R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. Wright...,.... 53.
Joseph lVI. Davidsoi:i, John W . Ogilvie,
The question was then· taken on the adoption o~ the 3:~en.dme~t
proposed by Mr. Jones, and it was d!,3cid{ld in, t}:i.~ affirmative .
Mr. Davidson offered the fol19wing amendment to ~aid bill, viz:
Ad<l to section 2 these words : Propided, Tbat the provisions of
th is act also apply to the counties of Floyd, Johnson, Lincoln, Whitley, Peri:y, Harlan, Letcher, Pike, Hancock,· Morgan, Elliott, Bourbo n, Jackson, Mahle11burg, Todd, Larue, Ro,ckcastle, Pendleton, Bell,
K nox, l\1enifee, Bath, Metcalfe, Rowan, Livingston, Marshafl, Green,
Brecki nridge, Clark, Montgomery, Wolfe, Owsley, Lee, Powell, Webster, Magoffin, Ganard, Nelson, Ohio_, Casey, Russell, and Nfohola~.
Mr. W. Evans then moved to recommit said bill and proposed
amendment to the Committee oµ Ways an-d Meanf?.
And t_h e question being tak~n on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the n egative.
The yeas and nays being required there~n by Messl'i:\ . .(.)avidso~
and Foree, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Spe3:ker(M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
J. J. McAfee,
J. ~- C~sson,
Bryan S. McClure,
A. S. ArQold,
W.W. Baldwin,
John W. Dyer,
Willia~ J. M,cElroy,
Alph_e us W . Bascom, Walter Ev.ans,
W. L. Re!,3ves,
W . N. Beck.ham, · ·· Joseph P. F~ree,
E . 4-. 'R,q~(;lrtsoq,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gr1'1,y,
John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
Samuel iy.l. Saqders,
Church H. Blakey,
Tho!Uas M. Johnson, C. W- Threlkeld,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Jones, .
L. W. Tr~'ftpn,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J. S. Lawson,
S. H. Woo!fol'k-31.
WUHaro G. C~ptad,
Those who voted in the negative, were:Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woqds Ferguson, · Frank S~cksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
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James W. Snyder,
W. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
J. S. Taylor,
G. W. Bailey,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon,
W.W. Bush,
J.C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. N unan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N .. Woods,
Julian N. Phelps,
R. D. Cook,
J. lVI. Wright-35.
Joseph M. Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
W. JI. Evans,
J . P. Sacksteder,
The amendment proposed by Mr. Davidson was the!1 adopted.
·ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed; Mr. Wright moved that it be read a third
time this day.
And the question being taken on the mo.tion of Mr. Wright, it '\-Vas
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. S. M. Sanders and Foree, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wernA. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
J. P. Sacksteder,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
W. H. Evans,
William Sellers,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
John A. BeJl,
E. A. Graves,
J. S. Taylor,
S. C. BeJl,
G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
J. C. Moorman,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Mynhier,
T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
C.H. Webb,
George Carter,
John W. Ogilvie,
Mordecai Williams,
Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N . Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-38.
Joseph M. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. Polk Johnson,
· William J. McElroy,
W.W. Baldwin,
Thomas M. Johnson, W. L. Reeves ,
Alpheus yv. Bascom, T. J. Jones,
John Rowan,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
William G; Conrad, J. J. McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
R. L. Cooper, ·
Bryan S. McClure,
J. N. Woods-19. ,
Joseph P. Foree,
Mr. Wright, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred ·a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend chapter 102, entitled "Treasury Warrant Claims,"
of the Revised Statutes,
Reported' the same without amendment.
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Amendments were then offered to said bill by Messrs. Davidson
and Williams, whicp. were adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said hill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to
whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts concerning
the management of the Wilderness· Turnpike Road,
Reported the same with a substitute (by way of amendment) therefor.
On motion of Mr. Cook,
Ordered, That the consideration of said bill and , proposed substit ute be postponed to, and made special order of the day for, V'v ednesday, the 16th inst., at 8 o'clock, P. M.
The House then resumed the consideration of an unfinished report
1
of a former day, viz :
.
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Public
Library of Kentucky."
The _taking of the question on the motion to recommit said bill to
the Committee on Revised Statutes being resumed and completed, it
w as decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon, as before stated, wern
as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM1·. Speaker(M'Creary)W. W. Bush,
J. J. McAfee,
W m. A. Allen,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Frank Sacksteder,
· George W. Anderson, Joseph M. Davidson, J. R. Sanders,
A . S. Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, Harry I. Todd, .
W .W. Baldwin,
James B. Fitzpatrick, L. W. Trafton,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B . M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
Mordecai Williams,
W illiam Brown,
Thomas M. Johnson, J.M. Wright-24.
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, W. L. Reeves,
E. A. Graves,
E. A. Robertson,
J ohn A. Bell,
S. C. Bell,
0. P. Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
J. P. Sacksteder,
T homas P. Cardwell, G. W. Little,
Samuel M. Sanders,
J ohn S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Sellers,
B. E. Cassilly,
William J. McElroy, James W. Snyder,
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J. S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
M·. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Josiah H . Combs, .
J. C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
R . D . Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Gosson,
Mat. Nunan,
J . N. Woods,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H . Woolfolk-4;1.
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
-Mr. Davidson then moved that the further consideration of said
bi:ll be postponed to, and made spec~al or~er o_f the <;lay for, the 3d
day of May, 1873, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
And the q1,1estion bei~g taken on the rp.otio.n of Mr ... Davi~son, it
was decided in the negati_',': e.
The yeas and nays being reqqired thereon by Messrs. Davidso,n and
Ferguson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, werl;)---;
]}1r. Speaker(M'Creary)Joseph M. Davidson, Fra~k Sacksteder,
Wm. A. Allen,
M. Woods Ferguson, Harry I. Todd,
A. C. Armstrong,
Clinton Griffith,
· L . W. Trafton,
A. S. Arnold,
E. Polk John:;on,
'I' . W. Varnon ,
W . W. Baldvvin,
Thomas 1\X. John~on, Mp,rciecl:\i Williams,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J. J. McAfee,
J. M,. Wri~~t~.19,.
W. W· ,&ush,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
Julia,n N . Ph.elps,
Joh_n A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Hiram S. Powell,
IS. C. Bell,
E. A: Graves,
W. L. Reeves,
Church H Blakey,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
William Brown,
J. S . La,_wson,
J. ·P. Sackstecier,
Thomas P. Cardwell, G. W. Little,
Sam1iel M. Sanders,
John S . Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Sellers,
Josiah H. Combs,
William J . MµEluoy:, J. S. Taylor,
R. D. Cook,
M. E. Mc~enzie,
C. W- Th!ielkeld,
Wm. JV.(ynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
J . E. Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Wo,ods,
John W. Ogilvte,
S. H. Woolf.olk:--37.
W alter EV-1:\!1!3,
W. H . Evans,
Mr. Woo.lfolk tµen moved the previous qRe&tiqn.
And upon th-is the yeas and nays were called by Messrs. Davidson
and T. M. Johnson.
Th'e yeas and nays were taken., but before the result was announced, Mr. D,avids<?n, being present, asked to be excu·s ed from
voting thereof!-.
On the motion of M,r, DavidsQn to be excused from YQtin'g the
ye as and nays wer~ ~!:l,lled by Messrs. Bush and: Wright, but before
the call could be completed·, the hour of 11 o' clo'Clt, f. M., arrived,
when, under the rule heretofore adopted, the House adjourned .
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TUESDAY, APRIL 15, 1873.
Mr. Nunan presented the pet.ition ·of sundry citizens of school district No. 29, in Washington county, praying the passage of an act
to allow the trustees of said district to draw the amount of the school
fund due said district for the year 1873., and to· allow the sa me to be
applied to the. support of common schools. in said, distJ,"ict for the year
1874 .

Wl;iich was received, the t·eading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Education.
A m_e sslge was received from the Senate, announcing th at they
had received . official iuformatiqn from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrQlled bills, ~hich originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend chapter 28 of the R evised Statutes, title" Crimes
an<l Punishments."
An act for 'the benefit of married women. in this Co.mmonwealth.
An act to incorporate the Woolen Manufacturing Company.
An ac.t to authorize M~ry Bo,yd to e1·ect cattle-stops across John's
creek , in Pike county.
An act in 1·elation to the fees 0f o-fficers in certain cases.
An act to ame nd an act, entitled "An act to empewer county
courts to take stqck in tumpike roads in this C.ommonwealth," ap proved March S, 1808.
A.n act to incorporate the Ohio and Red River Packet Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Depo.sit Bank of Henderson."
An act to incorporate the Grand Division of Sons of T emperance.
An act to incorporate il\e Christian Church at Warsaw.
An act to incorpgrate the Oakland Cemetery Company.
4n act for the benefit of Browder In,stitu.te, in Logan county.
An act to amencl the ·charter Qf the Farme1,s' Bank ef K entucky.
An act ~o ~mend the. ch~·ter of, aµd to author~ze the city of, l\fayfi eld, to subscribe and pay f~>.r s\ock in the Cairo an<l. T ennessee
River R ailroad Company.'
That they had. concurred.in 'the amenq.ment proposed by the House
to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled

'
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An act to legalize the proceedings of the pr.e sident and directors of
the Danville and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company.
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
.
An act to change the county line of Pulaski and Rockcastle counties. ·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the city of Dayton," approved
, 1873.
An act to provide for notice before a toll-gate or gates on turnpike
roads shall be thrown open.
An act to amend .an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one the
several acts in regard to the town of Lancaster, and for other purposes," approved March 9, 1867.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House. of Representatives, of the following titles, .viz:
An act for the benefit of Sanfot·d Goin, of Franklin county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liq uo1·s in
Lincoln county, and to take a vote on the same.
An act for the benefit of A. Portwood, sheriff of Anderson county.
An act for the benefit of Joseph E. Ratliff, sheriff of Pike county for
the year 1871.
An act to incorporate Mount Olivet Encampment, No. 55, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, of Greenville.
An act to incorporate a steam fel'l'y company at the head of Island
No. 1, on the Mississippi rive1·, in Ballard county.
An act for the protection of property on Tennessee river.
An act res~bmitting an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous',
or malt liquors· in Morgantow·n, or within one half mile of the cor- ·
porate limits thereof, approved February 28, 1872.
A n act to prohibit the sale of spirituous or vinous liquors in Nicholas county.
An act to change the bound~ry line of the town of Clinton, in
Hickman county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act. to incorporate the Paducah, Blandville, and Columbus Gravel Road Compa_n y."
An act to authorize the county court <1f Harrison to appropriate
money towards building a bridge on the -Qynthiana and Ash brook's
Mills Turnpike Road.
An act to incorporate Asher Lodge, N~ .. 531, of 'Free and Accepted
Masons.

I
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An ,act to regulate the taking up
of prnperty found adrift upon certain rivers in this Commonwealth,"
approved March 22d, 1873.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the LexingtoR Building and Accumulatmg Fund Association."
An apt to establish and incorporate the town of Stroud City, in
Muhlenburg county.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 3, Franklin
county.
An act to authorize the Garrard county court to appropriate money
to aid in building a hospital for small-pox patients, and to levy a tax
therefor.
An act .to pay expenses for certain s~rvices rendered by . the Sergeant-at-Arms of House of RepreRentatives.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act to extend the' time of signing the bill of exceptions in
the ca:se of Carlisle Hunt's heirs against Elisha Long and Elizabeth
Gray, in Gre~nup circuit court.
2. An act· to incorporate the Mayslick and Mill Creek Turnpike
Road Company, in Mason county.
3. An act to prevent the destruc~ion of fish in Green and Barren
rivers.
4. An act for the benefit of C. B. Wickliffe, sheriff of Muhlenburg
county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordei'ed to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That . they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on the
Judiciary; the 2d and 3d to the Committee on Internal Improvement;
and the 4th to the Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on Enrollments, .reported that the
committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
.An act for the benefit'l.nd relief of persons who have paid tax on
income from United States bonds, imposed by an act passed and approved March 8, 1867,
An act for the benefit of R. F. Scott, of Rowan county;
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An act to authorize sales . and conveyances by trustees under a
power;
An §I-Ct for the benefit of school district No. 30, in Butler county;
An act for the benefit of J. W. Bradburn, of Hardin county, and
others;
An act to amend _ an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
.into one the several acts in relation to the city of Frankfort," approved Mat·ch 16, 1869;
An act to legalize the proceedings of the president and dire·c tors
of the Danville and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company ;
An act to charter the Sou them Land and Construction Company;
An act to incorporate the Tug River Coal Railroad Company;
An act to pay for the erection of a stable for use of Penitentiary;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Wm.
H. Miller and others, sureties of Q. C. Shanks, late sheriff of Ohio
county," approved February 3, 1870;
An act to incorporate the town of Lynnville, in Graves county;
An act to change the time of holding the Grant .county quarterly
court;
An act to prevent c:attle, horses, iiheep, mules, and jennets from
running loose on the public highways within a radius of two miles
of the Dry Ridge, in Grant county;
· An act to incorporate the Henderson Library Association;
An act to provide for the registration of bonds and . obligations
issued by counties, districts, municipal corporations, and· other corporations;
An act to require attachments to be noted of record in the office
of the county clerk of Jeffe1·son county;
~
An act providing for the coiJection of railroad tax in the county of
Montgomery;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Danville;
An act providing compensation fot· the services of W. R. B·r adley,
in the defense of the action of the State of Missouri against the State
of Kentucky, for the recovery of Wolf Island;
An act to incorporate the Pickett Tobacco Warehouse, of Louisville;
An act exempting the county of ' Hart lltom e·r ecting fit-e-proof
vaults in said county;
And also enrolled bills? which originated in the Ho.use of Repre.,
sentatives, of the folJowing titfes, viz:
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An act to . incorporate Valley Lodge, No. 511, A. Y. M., in Jefferson county;
An act to change the time of holding the circuit, criminal, and
chancery courts in the twelfth judicial district;
I
An act to incorporate the Falls City Club, of the city of Louisville;
A n act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the location and erection of the Third Lunatic Asylum;"
An act to incorporate Clay Lodge, No. I, Knights of Pythias;
An act to amend an act, entitled "A~ act to amend· and make into
one the several acts i·elating to thetcharter and amendments thereto
of the town of Mt. Sterling," approved March 18, 1871, and to repeal
chapter 262;
•
An act to incorporate the American Industrial College;
An ·act to change the time of holding the circuit courts in the thirteen th judicial district ;
An act to incorporate the Oakland Iron Company;
An act to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Boyd
County Navigation, Manufacturing, and Improvement Company," approved February 8th, 1871;
An act to incorporate the Immigration As~ociation of Kentucky;
An act to authorize the ·holding of special chancery courts in the
county of Rockcastle;
·
An act to limit the jurisdiction of the police judge of the town of
Dixon, in Webster county;
An act to incorporate the Henderson Water-works Company;
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in the county
of Jessamine;
An act for the benefit of Bethel Academy, in the county of Jessamine;
_A n act to provide for the construction and completion of turnpike
roads in Scott county;
An act to exempt certain lands within the corporate limits of the
town of G1·eenup from municipal taxation;
An act for the benefit of Jos. W. Winlock;
An act amending ao act, approved January 24th, 1871, entitled " A n
act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to the
road laws in Greenup co.u nty;"
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
Stanford Fema1e Co1lege;

' I
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An act· to incorporate the Columbia Christian College;
An act for the benefit of turnpike district No . 2, in Henry county;
An act to empower the cpunty court of Mercer county to make
subscription to capital stock in turnpike roads· in Mercer county;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 59, in Hart county·;
An act to authorize any constable of Washington county to exec
cute final process from certain courts;
Arid had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed-his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Reeves inform the S_enate thereof.
Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend the Revised Statutes, chapter 43, article 2, and
section 4.
By sameA bill to legalize the action of the Warren county court in borrowing seven thousand dollars for bridge purposes of Warren county.
By Mr. J. D. Wils?n, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Eminence and Mulberry Turnpike Road Company."
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time'.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with~
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third. time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being en.gro ssed,
·
·
R esulved, T~at said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
- bad passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act repealing an act in regard to common schools in Carrollton,
in Carroll county.
Bills from the S enate,' of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
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By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act amending an act, approved February 6, 1873, entitled "An
act partitioning the Fairfield and Samuels' Depot Turnpike Road,
and out of the same incorporating the Fairfield and Cox's Creek
Turnpike Road Company, and the Samuels' Depot and Cox's Creek
Turnpike Road Company."
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit o.f Simon Humphrey, la.te she1·iff of Nelson
county .
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pas!;,, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. McElroy moved to reconsider the votes by which the House
passed bills from the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An' act for the benefit of John M. Martin, sheriff of Jefferson county.
An act for the benefit of G. T. Strnng, sheriff of Breathitt county.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Trafton!. A bill to amend an act! entitled "An act to incorporate the
South Kentucky Railroad Company."
On motion of Mr. McClure2. A bill fo1· the benefit of Stephen Richardson, of Russell county.
On motion of Mr. Oarpenter3. A bill for the benefit of the\ Presbyterian Orphanis' Home
Society, of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Anderson4. A bill to incorpornte the Louisville Locomotive and Oar Company.
Ordered, That the Committee on Railroads prepare and bring in
the I st; the Oorp.mittee on Claims the 2d; and the Committee on
Corporate Institutions the 3d and 4th.
On motion of Mr. Carter,
Ordered, That a committee, consisting of Messrs . Carter, Brown,
and Arnold, be appointed, to act in conjunction with such committee
as m·ay be appointed by the Senate, to wait upon the Governor, anlf
request him to return, unsigned, to the Sen.ate, in which it originated,
An act to incorporate the Rockcastle Railway Company.
113-H.
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On motion of Mr. Cooper,
Ordered, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking leave to
withdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage of a bill by
the House, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend· the charter of the city of Maysville.
Said message having been delivered to the Senate, said bill was
returned to t~e House and laid on the Clerk's table.
Thereupon Mr. Cooper moved to rpconsider the vote by which said
bill was passed.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cooper then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was ordered to be read a third time.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cooper offered an amendment to said bill, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw
from the House the annou~10ement of their passage of a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Kentucky and Southeastern Railway
Company .
Which was granted, and said ~ill delivered to the Senate messenger.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had appointed' a committee, to act in conjunction with such· committee as may be appointed by the, House, to wait upon the Governor, and request him to return, unsigned, to the Senate, chapter 88,
.t itle "Public Printing and Binding," of the proposed Revision of the
Statutes, and requesting the appointment of such committee on the
part of the House.
Said request being agreed to, the Speaker thereupon appointed on
said committee Messrs. Clay, Reeves, and Graves.
After a time Mr. Clay, from said committee,, reported that the joint
committee had discharged the duty assigned them, and had returned
said chapter to the Senate. ·

I
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And thereupon a message was received from the Senate, announcing that they had reconsidered the vote adopting said chapter, and
had amended, and then, as amended, readopted the same.
Said chapter was then taken up by the House, the vote by which
it was adopted reconsidered, the amendment of the Senate concurred in, and said chapter, as amended, adopted.
Mr. Ogilvie moved to suspend the rules to enable him to offer a
joint resolution.
Mr. W. Evans having objected, the yeas and nays were, under the
rule, taken on said motion, and resulted as follows, viz:
I

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(Mc0i-eary)John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S . Powell,
George W. Anderson, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, W. L. Reeves,
A. U., Armstrnng,
E. A. Graves,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
0. P. Gray,
John Rowan,
W. W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Thomas M. Johnson, Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
T. J. Jones,
Sam.u el M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
G. W. Little,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S . .McClure,
0. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
T. J. Megibben,
0. H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
J . 0. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
0. M. 0lay,jr.,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad, J. L . Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. M. Wright-55.
Joseph lVI. Davidson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereR. D: Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
William Sellers-4.
Walter Evans,
Having received the requisite number of votes, under the rule, Mr.
Ogilvie read and laid on the table the following preamble and joint
I
resolutions, viq; :
WHEREAS, Tbe recent Congress of the Un°ited States have, by a law,
inct·eased the salary of the President to the sum of $50,000, and their
own salaries to $7,500, per annum, and · against the universal remonstrances of the public press, and against the' entreaties of the people of
the United States. for retrenchment of expenditures and reform of corruption and official plunder; and believing it to be the duty of the Representatives of the sovereign people of this Commonwealth to i-ebuke
official corruption or mismanagement in whatever department it may
exist,: therefore, be it
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Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That the action of the recent Congress of the United States in increasing
the salary of the President to fifty thousand dollars per annum, and increasing their own salarie's to Eleven thousand five hundred dollars per
annum, and thereby donating each of themselves five thousand dollars,
for which they have rendered no services, is highly reprehensible, nnd
should be disapptoved by their tax-ridden constituency.
2. Resolved, That.the people of this Commonwealth highly approve and
commend the course of their Representatives in both Houses of said Congress who refused to vote for said law.
3. Resolved, That such members of the Senate and Rouse of Representatives of the Kentucky delegation as sat silenLly by and did not cast their
votes, are alike the subject of our condemnation.
The rule requiring joint resolutions to lie one day on the table
being suspended, said resolutions were taken up,
Mr. W. Evans then offered the following substitute for said preamble and resolutions, by way of amendment thereto, viz:
WHEREAS, In providing for the increase of _
t he salaries of certain officers, the Congress of the United States recentiy incorporated a clause in
the bill for that purpose, providing th at the members of the last Congress
should also receive the benefit of such increase, thereby filching from the
Treasury the sum of about five thousand dollars each; therefore,
-R esolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That
all members of the late Congress who, unless necessarily absent, fai led to
oppose and vote against said clause, should receive the severest censure of
the whole people of this Union, and in our opinion are no longer worthy
of the confidence of the people,

Mr. Davidson moved to refer the resolutions and substitute to the
Committee on Federal Relations, with instructions to.report thereon
at 8 o'clock, P. M,, this day .
. And the question being taken · on the motion of Mr. Davidson, it
was decided in the negative, not having received t~e requisite number of votes under the rule.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Goodloe, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)C. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
Wm . A. Allen,
Clinton Griffith,
W. L. Reeves,
George vV. Anderson, Thomas M. Johnson, E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Baldwin,
T . J. Jones,
John Rowan,
_A.lpheus W. Bascom, J. S. Lawson,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N . Beckham,
J. J. McAfee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Bryan S . McClure,
James W. Snyder,
S . C. Bell,
William J. McElroy, William Tai-lton,
Wm. F. Bond,
M . E. McKenzie,
J. S. Taylor,
W.W. Bush,
T. J. Megibben,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
Harry I. road,

-
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William G. Conrad,
Joseph M. Davidson,
M. Woods Ferguson,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Graves,

Wm. Mynhier,
J. L.- Nall,
John W. Ogilvie,
Julian N. Phelps,
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T. W. Varnon,
J. L. Waring,
S. H . Woolfolk,
J.M. Wright-46.

Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W. Ayers,
R. L . Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
G. W. Bailey,
J.E. Cosson,
Hiram S. Powell,
William Brown,
John W. Dyer,
William Sellers,
Thomas P . Cardwell, Walter Evans,
C.H. Webb,
John S. Carpenter,
W. H. Evans,
Jonas D. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. N. Woods-19.
R. D. Cook,
Mr. Cooper then moved to refer said resolutions and proposed
amendment to the Committee on the Judiciary.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
· The yeas and nays being requfred thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Foree, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were_:_
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad, W . L. Reeves,
W. W. Baldwin,
R. L. Coope1·,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
John P. Rowlett,
W . N. Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J. McElroy, Har.ry I. Todd,
W.W. Bush,
T. J Megibben,
T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
J.C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-29.
James S. Chrisman,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Crnary)W. H. Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
·wm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
John W. Ogilvie, .
A. C. Armstrong,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, E . A. Robertson,
W. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W . Snyder,
William Brown,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H. Webb,
R. D. Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Cosson,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. N. Woods,
Josep h M. Davidson, J. L . Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk-37.
Walter Ev~ns,
Mr. Evans moved the previous question .

•
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And the question be~ng taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bush then moved to reconsider the vote by which the main
question was ordered.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Bush, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas a~d nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
W. Evans, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Ci-eary)George Carter,
J. O. Moorman,
Wm. A. Allen,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad,
W. L. Reeves,
A. 0. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Baldwin,
Joseph M. Davidson, John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
Wm . F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
W.W. Bush,
William J. McElroy, .T. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
T. J. Megibben,
S. H. Woolfolk-36.
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. W . Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Lewis Potter,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
William Brown,
Bryan S. McClure,
William Sellers,
R. D. Cook,
J. L. Nall,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J . E. Gosson,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
J ; N. Woods,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-21.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
(substitute) offered by Mr. Brown, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evans
and Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereThomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
R. D . Cook,
G. W. Little,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J.E. Cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. Wright-13.
vV. I-I. Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, werel\fr.Speaker (l\1'Creary)James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. M. Olay, jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
George ·w. Anderson, William G. Conrad, Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
R. L. 'Cooper,
Lewis Potter,

,.
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W.W. Ayers,
Joseph M. Davidson, W. L. Reeves,
G. W. Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
W.W . Baldwin,
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
John P . Rowlett, '
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
Frank Saclistede1·,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
S . C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S . Taylor,
Wm . F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
Wm. J. McElroy,
Harry I. 'todd,
W.W. Bush,
T. J. Megibben,
L. W . Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
J.C. Moorman,
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk-48.
Mr. Bush then offered the following amendment, viz:
Add thereto :
Resolved, In our judgment, that the President of the United 'States
deserves the censme of the people for approving the bill increasing
his own salary and the salary of members of Congress.
Mr. W. Evans then moved· to refer the resolutions and proposed
amendment to the Committee on Appropriations.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Evans, it was
decided in the negative.
.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Evans and
Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, ,vereWilliam Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods-7.
Walter Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Crea1·y)iVI. Woods Ferguson, Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
. Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell ,
George W. Anderson, E. A. Graves,
W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. P. Gray,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
J. P . Stt.cksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas M. Johnson, Frank Sacksted er,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J. S. Lawson,
John A. Bell,
G. W. Little,
James W. Snyder,
~- C. Bell, _
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
W.W. Bush,
William J. M0Elroy, C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J. Megibben,
L. W. Trafton,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
J.C. Mo~rman,
T. W. Varnon,
William G. Conrad, Wm. Mynhier,
C.H. Webb,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-49 .
John W. Dyer,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Bush, and it was decided in the affirmative.

'
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bush and
Varnon, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0reary) William G. 0onrnd,
John W. Ogilvie,
Wm . A. Allen,
Thomas H. Corbett, Julian N. Phelps,
George W. Anderson, Joseph M. David[>on, W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
E. A. Robertsop.,
A. S. Arnold,
E . A. Graves,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
0. P . Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey.
Clinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas M. Johnson, Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
T . J. Jone::i,
James W . Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
J. S . La,wson,
J. S . Taylor,
W.W . Bush,
Bryan S. McClure,
0. W . Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
M . E. McKenzie,.
T. W. Varnon,
George Carter,
T . J. Megibben,
0. H. Webb,
Jame s S. Chrisman,
J. 0. Moorman,
S. H Woolfolk-43.
C. M. Olay, jt·.,
Wm. Mynhier,
Those who voted in the negfltive, wereW. N. Beckham,
W . H. Eva!)s,
Hiram S . Powell,
William Brown,
M. Woods Fergu son, Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
G. W. Little,
J . N. Woods,
J .E. Gosson,
J . L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-17.
vValter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
Mr. Chrisman then offered an amendment, which was adopted.
Said preamble and resolutions, as amended, were again read as
follows, viz i
WHEREAS, The recent Congress of the United States have, by a Jaw,
increased the salary of the President to the sum of $50,000, and their
own sa laries to $7,500, per annum, and against the univeri,al r emonstrances of the public press, and again st the entreaties of the people of
the United States for retrenchment 0f expenditures and reform of uorrupt ion and official pJunder; and believing it to be the duty of the Representativ es of the sovereign people ot thi s Commonwealth to r ebuke.
offic ial corruption or mismanagement in whatever department it may
exist; therefore,
1. Be it resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'l'hat t he action of the recent Congress of the United States in increasing
tbe salary of the President to fifty tllousand dollars per annum, and increasing their own salaries to seven tbousand five hundred dollars per
annum, and thereby donating eaoh of themselves five thousand dollars for
which they have rendered no services, i~ highly repceh en sible, and should
be disapproved hy their tax-ridden constituency.
2. Resolved, 'l'hat the people of this Commonwealth highly approve and
com men d the course of their Representatives i'n both Houses of said Congress who voted against said law.
3. R esolved, That such members of the Senate and House of Representatives of the Kentucky delegation as sat silently by, and did not
cal'lt their votes, are alike the subject of our condemnation.
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4. Resolved, That, in our judgment, the President of the United Staies
deserves the censure of the people for approving the bill increasing his
own salary and the salary of members of Congress.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said preamble
and resolutions, ~nd it was decided in the affirmative. _
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bush and
Varnon, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)James S . Chrisman,
Wm. A. Allen,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, ,
A. S. Arnold, \;
Joseph P. Foree,
W.W. Aye1·s,
E. A. Graves,
G. W. Bailey,
C. P. Gray,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clinton Griffith,
W. N. Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson,
John A. Bell,
J. S . Lawson,
S. C. Bell, ·
Bryan S. McClure,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J. McElroy,
W.W. Bush,
M. E . McKenzie,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Megibben,
· John S. Carpenter,
J . C. Moorman,
George Carter,
Wm . Mynhier,

J. L. Nall,
John W . Ogilvie,
Julian N . Phelps,
W . L. Reeves,
E. A. Robertson,
John Rowan,
Frank Sacksteder,
Samuel M. Sanders,
James W. Snyder,
J. S : Taylor,
C. W. Threlkeld,
L. W. Trafton,
C.H. Webb,
J.M. White,
S. H. Woolfolk-47.

Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam Brown,
· W . H. Evans,
R. D. Cook,
M. Woods Ferguson,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,
J.E. Gosson,
Mat. Nunan,
John W,. Dyer,
Hiram S. Po\\'ell,
Walter Evans,
William Sellers,
And, so said preamble and resolutions were

Harry I. Todd,
J. L. Waring,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. N. Woods,
J.M. Wright-17.
adopted.

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had appointed a committee, to act in conjunction with such committee as may be appointed by the House, to wait upon the Governor, and request him to return, unsigned, to the House, a bill, which
ol'iginated in the Senate, e_ntitled
An act to charter Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington Railway
Company,
And requesting the appointment of a committee on the part of the
House.
114-H.

R,
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The House having agreed thereto, thereupon the !3peaker appointed on said committee Messrs. Threlkeld, Ayers, and Allen.
And after a time, Mr. Threlkeld reported that the committee had
discharged the duty assigned them, and returned and laid said bill on
the Clerk's table.
On motion of Mr. Threlkeld,
Ordered, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking to withdraw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House of
said bill.
.M:1·. W. Evans, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in a bill for the removal of the Seat of Government,
made the following report, viz :

To the House of Representatives :
Tbe committee appointed by your honorable body, with instructions to
bring in a bill for the removal of the Seat of Government, having given
the subject their most careful consideration, offer the following report:
It ie believed by your committee that there is a growing demand by
tbe people of the State for a removal of' their Capital. The city of Frankfort is inconveniently located, and this inconvenience is more particularly
felt, now that railroads and steamboats are the principal means of travel,
the great lines of which point to other cities; but, aside from this accidental disadvantage, in the city named as the SeRt of Government, and its
generally regarded unsuitableness, there is a practical question involved
in tbe fact that tho p1·esent public buildings here are as discreditnble to
our great Commonwealth as they are inadequate to the pressing demands ·
of public busi11ess.
'.l..'HE GOVERNOR'S "MANSION," situated under the shadow of the Penitentiary, in an exceeding ly uninviting locality, is old and poorly adapted
to the wants of the family of the first officer of the State. No private
citizen of affiuence and generous taste would consent to reside in that
structure, which, with a remarkable abuse of language, we call the "Governor's Mansion," and in which we condemn that functionary to live with
his family.
THE STATE RousE is far too small, and is altogether insufficient. In it
are crowded tbe Public Library, the Register of the Laud Office, the
Coart of' Appeals, and the two Rouses of the General Assembly, when,
if its internal structure were properly regulated, it would not more than
afford convenient room and facilities for your honorable body. One of
the mo~t i mportant, aud indeed indispensable, labors of the members of .a
legiskitive assembly, is that performed by committees. The regular
Standing Committees of tbe House of .Representatives are twenty-nine
in .number, many of which meet on a majority of tbe legislative days of
a -session. Their work is most important, because, by the very necessity
of things, t1i.ose committees must determine the disposition tbe House
shall make of many of the bills brought before it. Yet thero is not a
single committ.ee-room in the Capitol, and those important bodies are
,compelled 0to·,m?.f:lt in the rooms of members, or in corners of the Rall
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of the House, or at such other equally inconvenient places as may be
found. We believe there is a common sentiment that the public buildings are totally insufficient, and that more -commodious and creditable
ones should be erected as soon as possible; and that being so, now is the
most favorn.ble time to heed the demand we have alluded to for a removal of the Seat of Government, as every one acquainted with the
facts knows that those buildings can be erected as ch eaply in any other
desirable locality as in Frankfort. We might also a<ld, that the present
State House is old. It is exceed ingly poorly ventilated, and is so moist
011 the in-door surfaces of its walls, that it is most unwholesome to those
who stay in it. The Pnblic Librarian, even in summer, bas frequently to
build large fires in the library rooms to preserve the books from injury ,
·
from that moisture.
In any good Capitol of this State, the Court of Appeals ought, besides
their court-room, to have rooms or offices for each of the Judges, communicating with the Public Library and the office of the Clerk of the
· Court. There ought to be a larger, more commodiuus1 and better ventilated Hall for each House of the General Assembly, and such committeerooms as are necessary, besides all the other public offices. Before
proceeding further, we wonld call especial attention to the fact that the
whole real estitte of the State in Frankfort _is not worth exceeding
$300,000, giving to it a most liberal valuation; and all ·this property the
State would still own after removing the Capital. We call attention to
this statement, in view of what hereafter follows in this report, in regard
to the offer by the city of Louisville of $500,000, as a bonus to the State
to indu ce the removal of the Capital to that city, a proposiUon which
strikes your committee as offering an apparent profit of some $150,000
to the State, though the value of her Frankfort property sho uld be destroyed, after allowing all the expenses likely to attend the mere r emoval
of the archives of the Govemment to the latter city, although that
apparent profit might all be consume<l 'in other incidental expensessuch as the erection of better buildings than we now have.
· While your committee did not in any way seek, authorize, invite, or
request anything , like competitive bidding!! from any city or locality
desiring to secnre the location of the Capital in their mids·t, still, as the
city of Louisville, through a large delegation of her most prominent,
wealthy, and representative citizens, did offer to donate to the State the
sum of one half million dollars, on condition that the Capital should be
removed to that city, and extended to your committee an invitation to
' visit the city, and consider its adaptability to the purpose suggested,
we did not feel at libel'ty to decline doing so.
· Your committee visited the ·c ity of Louisville in February, and carefully examined the court-house and the new city hall, either of which,
we we1·e informed by the citizens alluded to, could be obtained for a term
of as many as five years, for the use of the State, so as to give time for
the erection of new and ample buildings for the.State. We were also
shown several very eligible and beautiful sites for the erection of all such
buildings, and which could be obtained for the purpose.
While the elegant new city hall ' is not entirely suitable for even a temporary Capitol, the court-house is, it having been originally designed .as
such. It is sufficiently large. It is conveniently located. It is a most
substantial structure, and its dimensions a.re fully shown in the accom- .
panying map, which is made a part of this report. It, with some slight
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alterations, and the necessary refurnishing and painting, would afford
ample and suitable rooms for the whole State Government, and leavo the
most abundant accommodations for each Honse of the General Assembly
and all their committees, giving a eeparate room to each of the more
im portant of those committees. lt has gas a.nd water thro_ughout, and is
easily and most comfortably heated with steam. The heating apparatus
is so well arranged that the whole building, in all its various apartments,
can be kept entirely comfortable at a cost of not exceeding $800 per year.
The building is worth probably $1,500,000. It is almost absolutely fire}Jroof; and in its ample walls the archives of tho State, and all the public
property placed therein, would be as entirely safe as human foresight
could make it.
Louisville, while•not a very large, is a most beautiful and grow in g city;
one that the State feels justly proud of. It is our commercial metropolis.
It is that point to which all the most im_portant interests of the State
gravitate. lt is the city our people visit, and it would be there tlrny
could most conveniently transact the business they have with t he, 'L1tle
officers. The citizen, usually, when he gets there on his way to Frankfort, feels that his journey ought to be complete, and it is like beginning
an entirely new and useless one to start to Frankfort; and it is true that
the greatest number of the people of the State, in going to their Capital,
are compelled to come either through Louisville or to pass within a few
miles of it; and, in the opinion of your committee, that city is the one in
which the vast majority of the citizens of the State wish the Capital to
be located. Louisville, through her city government, bas proposed, as
before stated, to give the $500,000 alluded to, dependent, of course, upon
being authorized to do BO by legisla.tive .enactment; and of the passage Of
such a law, as requested by said city government, your committee can
entertain no doubt whatever, and we make a part of this report a certified
copy of the ordinance of said city government on the subject.

To General Council City of Louisville:
Your committee, to whom was referred the resolution upon the subject
of remoying the State Capital to this city, submit the following- report:
The people of the city of Louisville have, with singular unanimity,
expressed an earnest desire that the State Capital should be located at
this place. The reasons why this should be done are so manifest, and
baye been so often presented, that it is not deemed necessary at this time
to say more than merely suggest-1st. The accessibility of our city from all parts of the Staie.
2d. Its capacity to accommodate all the _requirements of a State Capital.
3d. The fact th11:t there is not a county in the State unrepresented here
in some branch of business, so that we are doubly bound to every section
of the State by ties of blood and commercial intercourse.
For these and many other reasons, your committt:ie unanimously recom· mend the adoption ot the following resolution:
Resolved by the General Council of the Oity of Louisville, That for the purpose of induci.ng the removal of the State Capital to the city of Louisvi lle,
the Mayor be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, for and on
behalf of the city of Louisville, to offer to the State of Kentucky the
su_m of fi.ve hundred thousand dollars and the temporary use of the courthouse or city hall ; and if the above offer is deemed practicable and reasonable by the General Assembly, we respectfully solicit the passage of
such acts as will warrr.nt the city authorities in making the appropriation
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of th e snrnA indicated, and as may tend to facilitate and apcomplish th e
location of the Seat of Government at Louisville,
B. F . GUTHRIE,
H. S. MOSS,
W . B. HAMILTON,
J. C.L,IFFORD,
WM. KAYE,
Joint Finance Committee.
CHAS . R. LONG, P. B. 0.
J . M . v AuoHAN, o. B . a.
THOMAS L. BARRET, P.B. A .
o uvER LucAs, a. B . A.
Approved February 4th, 1873.
CHARLES D. JACOB, Mayor .
.T he citizens herein before mentioned also expressed the most conpdent
belief that the city of Louisville and the county of Jefferson (tho latter
of which owns a small in terest, perhaps one twentieth, in the court-house
a nd lot) , would deed in fee simple the court-house and lot to the State,
or else lease it for five years, rent free; and, in addition to the lease, give
tbe $500,000 above named, in order to secure the location of the Seat of
Governm ent thet·e, though these last propositions did not come to your
commi t tee in such authoritative form as to authorize them to do more
t ha n in fo rm the Honse of them. Under these circumstances, your comm ittee expt·ess the most confident conviction that it would be of the
gr eatest importance and benefit to the State to accept such offer of the
cour t- house, either in fee simple or a lease; and the $500,000 in money, if
evor a uthoritatively made, for the removal of' the Capital, if made on
t hose tel'ms, besides being desirable in itself, would be a paying business
.transaction for the State, and she could still sell or use her Frankfort
p roperty as she saw fit, and could still maintain and keep her Penitent ia ry in said last named city.
However, your comm ittee do not think the propositions above alluded
to in r eference to the Qourt-house are sufficiently authoritative just now
fo r definit e action, and a majority do not think the proposition to give
8500,000 alone would make it advisable to remove th\l Capital, and th ey
t het'cfor e ask to be discqarged from the further consideration of the order
to brin'g in the bill aforesaid; but three members of the committee,
Messrs. Evans, Baldwin , and Carpenter, agreeing to the foregoing r eport,
except as to the last clause thereof, believing that tbe Capital of the
Stat e ought to be removed to the city of Louisville, bonus or no bonus,
but believing that the $500,000 ought to· be accepted if voluntarily offered,
and that the Legislat.µre would ce1:tainly authorize the city of Louisville
to make the donation, beg leave to offer the accompanying "Act for the
removal of the Seat of Government" as their minority report on the subiect .
A ll of which is respectfully submitted.
W,..LTER EV ANS,
JOHNS. CARPENTER,
W . W. BALDWIN,
W . N. BECKHAM,
CLIN'l'ON GRIFFITH,
JAMES S. CHRISMA.N".
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On motion of Mr. Evans,
Ordered, That said report be printed, and placed in the orders of
the day.
The House then resumed the con sideration of the report from the
Senate of their action on the report of the joint committee on the
report of the Commissioners to R evise the Statutes, and took up
Chapter 96, title "Revenue and Taxation."
Mr. Wright offered an amendment thereto, which was adopted .
Mr. Griffith offered an amendment to said chapter.
Mr. Arnold offered an amendment to the amendment proposed by
Mr . Griffith. ,
Mr. Webb offered a substitute for the original section reported
from the Senate, and for the amendments proposed by Messrs.
Griffith and ,,Arnold.
Mr. Todd then offered an amendment to the substitute propoeed by
Mr. Webb.
Pending the consideration thereof, the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M.,
arrived, when, under the rule, the House took a recess until 7½
o'clock, P. M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again reassembled.
- Mr. F. Sackst_eder, from the Committee on Bank~, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the incorporated bankl:l of the county of
Jefferson,
Rep orted the same without amendment.
Mr. J. P. Sacksteder offered the following amendment to said bill,
viz:
S trike out the 5th section thereof.
Said section reads as follows, viz:
§ 5. That no bank or banks shall have the right hereund er, or
otherwise, to consolidate with a1iy bank located or situated in a different county; but only those banks locate·d in the same county shall
have the right to consolidate. The provisions of this act shall app ly
only to the county of Jefferson : Provided further, Before a ny consolidation under this act shall be lawful, each stockholder w ithholding consent 'to such cons.iidation shall be paid the high est market
value of his stock at the time of such consolidation.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Sacksteder, it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, T hat said bill, ~s amended, be read a third time.
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Said bill, as amended, was then read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That from and after the passage of this act it sha ll and may be lawful
for any one or more of the incorporated banking institutions of this State,
upon the written consent thereto first had of a majority in_interest of the
stockholde1·s in such bank or banks, to be converted into a National bank
c!r banks, under the provisions of the act of Congress of the United States,
en titled ''An act to provide a National currency, secured by a pledge of
United StateR bonds, and to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof," and the amendments thereto, and other laws of the United
States pertinent thereto now existing, or which may be hereafter enacted.
§ 2. It shall be lawful for any two or more of the incorporated banks
of this State to consolidate and form one bank, under such name, and on
such teems, as may be agreed upon between the contracting parties; the
consent of a majority in interest of the stockholders in the banks severally so consolidating being first had thereto in writing.
§ 3. 'l'hat it shall be lawtul for any of the banking in stitutions of this
8tate, incorporated by the laws thereof, to subscribe for, purchase, and
liold capi t al stock in any of the banking institutions in this State now
organized, or which may be hereafter organized under the said National
currency act, and known as National B:1n ks; and such stonk may be held
as an asset, and as part of tbe capital of such State banks.
§ 4. That nothing herein shall be construed in any way whateve1·, directly or indirectly, to exempt the capital stock of any bank tfl.king ad.
vantage of tbe provisions of this act from such or any taxation, as they
aro now liable and bound for; and. advantage can be taken of this act
upon tbis express cond it ion only. A failure or refusal ·to comply with, or
an attempt to evade this section, shall forfeit any rights or privileges acquired beeennder.
§ 5. That no bank or banks shall have the right hereund er, or oth er·
wise, to consolidate with any bank located or situated in a different
county; but only those banks located in tbe same county shall have the
right to consolidate. The provisions of thiA act shall apply only to the
county of Jefferson: Provided further, Before any consolidation under this
act shall be lawful, each stockholder withholding bis consent to such consolidation shall be paid the highest market value of bis stock at the time
of snch consolidation.
§ 6. '.1:bis act shall take effect from its passage, and remain in force for
tweive (12) rnontbs from the approval hereof by the Governor, and no
longer.

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, as
amended, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
Gray, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were...cWm. A. Allen ,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. H. Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
A. S. Arnold,
John A. Bell,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sackst'eder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E. A. Graves,
Harry I. Todd,
ioh1i S. Carpenter,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. L. Waring,
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Jonas D. Wilson,
G . W . Little,
George Cartj:!r,
J. N. W oods,
T. J. Megibben,
J osiah H. Combs,
J. M. Wright-28.
Julian N. Phelps,
W illiam G. Conrad,
R . D. Cook,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJ . L. Nall,
Mr.Speaker (M'Creary)C. P. Gray,
John W. Ogilvie ,
George W. Anderson, Clinton Griffith,
Lewis Potter,
George M. Jessee,
A. C. Armstrong,
W . W. Ayer:3,
Thomas .lVI. Johnson, E. A. Robel'tson ,
John ·Rowan,
G. W . Bailey,
T. J . Jones,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J . S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
S . C. Bell,
J. J . McAfee,
J. ·s. Taylor,
w ·m. F . Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
Robert M. Carliele,
William J. McElroy, C. W . Threlkeld,
L. W. Trafton,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W. Varnon ,
R. L. Cooper,
J . C. Moorman,
S. H. Woolfolk-36.
John W . Dyer,
Wm. Mynhier,
And so said bill was disagreed to .
Mr. E. Polk John son , by leave of the House, withdrew the motion
made by him to reconsider the vote by which the House passed a bill
from the Senate, entitled
An a;t to amend the charter of the Louisville and Cane Run Road
Company.
The Speaker laid before tbe House the following response of the
Auditor to a resolution adopted by the House in relation to the uncollected back taxes of Jefferson county, viz:
STATE OF KENT.U CKY,
}
O FFICE AUDITOR PUBLIC ACCOUNTS,
FRANKFORT, April 14th, 1873.

HoN . JAMES B. McCREARY, Speaker of House of R epresentatives:
Sm : I ha.ve the honor to submit this, my response, to the following
resolution adopted by the House of Representatives:
R esolved, That t,he Audito1· of Public Accounts be directed to report to
the House·
1st. The amo unt of " back taxes" due the State from J efl'erson countv.
2d. The amount of taxes that will go into the hands of the agent who
will be appointed collector of back taxes for J efferson county, un der tho
act passed at the presen t session of tb e General Aaso mbly, entitl ed ''An
act to a uthorize tbe judge of the J efferson county court to appoint a collector of back taxes for Jefferson coun ty."
3d. 'l' he amount of sai d -agent's commi ssions for collecting said back
taxes- that is, the amount th e agent will receive for colle<Jting .
4th. What necessity there is, if any, for the special act for collecting
the back taxes in said county in a different mode from that of colleeting
similar taxes in the oth er counties of this State; and the necessity, if any,
for releasing the interest a nd damages on the back taxes in said county,
and not releasing on similar taxes in other counti es of this Commonwealth."

·I
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'fbe amount of "back taxes'.' due the State from Jefferson county from
1835 to 1869? inclusive, is as follows:
·

·I

Original taxes. . . . . . . . . . .
.
Interest at Io per cent. . . . . . . . . .

$37,436 23
35,083 38

Making . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Add agc:nt's commissions at 30 per cent. :

$72,519 61
21,755 88

Total to be collected . . . . . .

$94,275 49

It is pr.oper that I should state, in this connection, that the tax li st
from 1835 to 1865 bas been repeatedly sent to and listed with the "Agen~
for the Commonwealth" for Jefferson county, an<;l returned as often with
the report that all had beP.n collected that could be collected. It is f11,ir to
presume, therefore, thi\t not more than one half due the State will ever
be collected, if that much.
I will also remark, that the delinquent lists of 1870 and 1871 are still in
the hands of the sheriff of Jefferson county, not having been returned by
him; so that I can make no estimate of the amount that will pass into the
bands of the newly appointed· collector of said county for those y ears ; and
in r egard to the delinquents of 1872, I have to say, that I presume the list
fot· that year will be very small, if anything, iriasmuch as the act of
March 28, 1872, to amend thEl reventrn laws, prohibits the return of real
estate delinquent. The sheriff of Jefferson county not having closed his
acco trnt for that. year, and no delinquents returned, I cannot estimate,
with any accuracy, what amount of taxes will be due the State by delinquent tax-payers fQt' 187~..
Tbere is no special reason which I can assign why tlrn "back taxes"
due from Jefferson county should be collected differently from those due
from other counties, or why the damages imposed by law on delinquent
t ax-payers in that county ~honld be released, and simi lar . taxes not released in other counties, unless the fact that not less than tht·ee fifths
of the whole amount of the "back ta,xes" due t he State are owing from
J efferson county is a r eason for it. My opinioq is, that if sound po~icy,
a nd the best interests of the State, demand that a special collector. of
"back taxes" be appornted for Jefferson county, that the law ought
to be extended and made applicable to each and every county in the
State.
1
I have long since been deepl_y impressed with the conviction that the
Jaw r equiring the Auditor to list and relist for collection, with the sheriffs,
the delinquent lists returned by them, did not work to the best in.t erest
of the State; and as some e'Vidence of th<'! c9rrectness of this . opinion,
I will state, that thet·e must be now due the State several hundred thousan d dollars of delinqu ent, or "back taxes," which can never be collected. I have made no acuurate calculation of the amount of the
uncollectable "back taxes " due the State,, but I am satisfied that this
estimate of that class qf taxes is not exaggerated. Thelaw under which
delinquent taxes are required to be listed with sheriffs has been in force.
almm,t, from. the organization of th.e .State Government,)rnd we see the
result~_ of its operation by the heavy losses which the State bas sustained .
,
It is a very difficult 11).atter to get sheriffs to take the ne·cessary interest_
in the collection of taxes cny.ing by delinquents that they )lave one~ .
returned ·delinquent, to enable them to make the money. Having re115-H,

R,
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turned them delinquent once they a1·e very apt to return them delinquent
again-there being no increased r.ompensation allowed them for such
collecting.
Thus it goes on in regard to delinquent lands until they are declared
forfeited, when the law requires the .A·uditoi· to list them with an agent, to
be appointed by himself, who is instructed to advertise and sell them.
I have found it exceeding-l y difficult to get competent and responsible
men to accept the posibion of agents for the sale of forfeited lands in
many counties, and in some counties I have not been able to get agents
at all. The compensation allowed ageuts for their services is so inadequate, and the difficulty in obtaining purchasers for the lands offered for
sale, combined, renders the present system of collecting "hack taxes" on
forfeited land s very difficult, and in many cases utterly impracticable.
I am clearly of' the opinion that it is to the interest of not only -th e
State, but delinquent tax-payers, that all delinquent li sts should be
placed in the hands of special agents, instead of the sheriffs, the compensation for collecting increased, and the damages imposed by law
diminished.
. ·
In other words, I am satisfied if the act authorizing the appointment of
a collector of" back taxes" for Jefferson county were made a general
law, it would greatly promote the interests of the Commonwealth, and
at the same time redound to the interest of delinquent tax-payers.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
D. HOWARD SMITH, Auditor.
On motion of Mr. Todd,
Ordered, That the Public Printer pt·int the usual number of said
response for the use _of the House.
Mr. Chrisman moved to reconsider the vote by which the House
adopted joint resolutions, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
Resolutions in relation to certain acts of the Congress of the United
States.
The House then, according to order, resumed the consideration of
a bi)l, entitled
A n act for the benefit of Whitley county.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was then read a third time as follows ,

viz: .
WHEREAS, It bas been made known to this General Assembly that the
county of Whitley bas a good and safe jail, which requires no guard to
prevent the escape of pr)soners C?nfined therein; and w·hereas, it bas been
further shown, that, durrn!s the time John Owens was.confined in the jail
of said county, charged with the murder of James L1enallen, the county
judge of said county bad reasons to believe that an attempt would be
made to rescue said Owens; and whereas, the county judge aforesaid, in
order to prevent said anticipa_ted rescue, ordered · a strong guard to be
placed over said jail; and w hereas, the anticipated rescue of said Owens
was actually attempted on the night of the 21st of May, 1870, by a party

•
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of about twenty-eig ht armed men ; and wh ereas, the r escue of said Owens
was only preven tcd by th e serv ices of said g uard ; a nd whereas, said court
has paid tb e claims of said gua rd, amounting in th e aggregate to the sum
of o ne t housand a nd nin ety-nin e doll ars, t ho pay ment of w hi ch claims
was a ha rdship upon said eoun ty, a nd oug ht, under the circumstances, t o
have been a charg e upon t he State; th erefor e,
§ 1. B e it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
T hat th e sum of $549 50, on e ha lf of t he above am oun t, be refunded to
t he said coun ty courL of said coun ty, antl that th e sheriff of said county
is hereby directed t o pay t he said sum of money to the coun ty court a fo resaid out of th e revenue due from said county for the year 1872; and th e
A uditor of Public A cco unts is her eby directed to credit said sheriff w it h
t he said sum of $549 50, upon his presenti ng 'the r eceipt of t he cou nty
judge of said county for th e amount aforesaid.
§ 2. This act shall_be in force from and after its passage.

The ques tion was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
· was ~ecided in the negative, not i·eceiving a constitutional m ajority.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

•

I

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge VV. Ande1·son, J.E . Cosson,
Julian N . Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S . Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
W m. F. Bond,
W. H. Evans,
J.P. S a cksteder,
W . B. M. Brooks,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
W illiam Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P . Card well, Clinton Griffith,
T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W . Little,
J. L. Wa1·ing,
. C. M. Clay,jr.,
J . J. McAfee,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H . Combs,
Wm . Mynhier,
J . N. W oods,
W illia m G. Conrad, J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-35.
Mat. Nunan,
R. D. Cook,
Those who voted in the negative, were- •
T. J. Megibben,
Mr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph M . D11vidson, J . C. Moorman,
W. W. Ayers,
E. A. Graves, '
John W. Ogilvie,
G. W . Bailey,
C. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell-,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
S . C. Bell,
T. J . Jon es, _
John P . Rowlett,
W.W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
George Carter,
Wm . J. McElroy,
L. W. Trafton,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E . McKenzie,
S . H . Woolfolk-33.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Davidson then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
wa s rejected.
I
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Flippin and
Foote.
l
Mr. Anderson moved to reconsider the vote by which the House
disagreed to a bill from the Senate, entitled
•
An act for the benefit oft.he i~corporated banks of Jefferson county.
The House then resumed ihe consideration of an unfinished order
of a former clay, viz:
· A bill to establish in thi~ Commonwealth a uniform system of common schools for the education of children of African descent.
Mr. Bascom offered :the following amendment to said bill, viz :

§ 22. Tbat the annual tax of twenty cents on eacb one- hundred dollars
in value of the property owned or hel-d by all persqns of Afriean descent,
and the capitation tax _o f one dollar on each male citize_n of African descent, between tbe ages of twenty:one and sixty years, ~s berei\n provided
for in subsections one and· two of section two, shall not_ pe levied or collected until tbe· officers appointed by the county judge of each county
shall have opened a poll on tbe last Saturday in Jun e, 1873, in tbe various
precincts in their r espective counties, and taken the sense of tbe voters of
African descent of this Commonwealth upon the propriety and expediency
of imposing said capitation tax and said tax of twenty cents_on eacb on e
hundred dollars in value of the property owned- or held by afl persons of
African descent, and the same shall · have been voted for by _a majority of
tbe voters who shall vote at said election.
§ 23. That it shall be the duty of the officers conducting said . election
to propound to each voter the question , "Ar!:) you for or against levying
a capitation tax of one dollar on eacb male citizen of African descent between tbe ages of twenty-one and sixty years, and a tax of twenty cents
on each one hundred dollars in value of the property owned by all persons
of African descent, to raise a common school fund for their benefit in Ken tucky," and the vote' shall be recorded in tbe affirmative or negative, as
tbe case may be.
.
§ 24. Tl:iat it shall be the duty of the sheriff and other officers to make
out a correct list of the votes taken under this act; and tbo county judges
and clerks of the several counties shall compa1·e and examine said lists of
their respective counties, and certify the result to the Secretary of State
witbin sixty days after the date of said election.
·
'
§ 25. If it appea~s that a majority of the votes cast under the provisions of this act ·are cast in the affirmative, i.t shall be .tbe duty of the Secretary of State to repoi;t the same as soon as practicable to the Governor
who· sball thereupon issue bis proclamation declaring the result. And
annually thereafter the tax provided for in subsections one and two of
section . two of this act shall be levied and collected by the officers who
collect all other taxes in this Commonwealth; and the same shall be used
only for the education of persons of African dt:iscent.
§ 26. This acrt shall take effect from its passage.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by M;t·. Bascom, it was decided in the affi~mative. · '
required thereon by Messrs.
Brown and
' The yeas and nays being
I
.
W. Evans, were as follows, viz : .
·
·

I
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Those who voted in the ~ffirmative, wereMr .Speaker(M'Orea1·y)C. M. Clay, jr., J. L. Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
John W. Ogilvie,
George W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S . Arnold,
· M. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
W.W .. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
W. L . Reeves,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A . Graves,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W . Bascom, C. P. Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Tho.mas M . Johnson, Frank Sacli:steder,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
Sa_muel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S T1;1,ylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
Wm . J. McElroy,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
lVI. E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Ca1)isle,
T. J. Megibben,
L. W . Trafton,
George Carter,
J. C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
James S. C_hrism!1n,
Wm . Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk-48.
• Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. ,Armstrong,
. William G. Cqnrad,
J. J. McAfee,
William Brown,
J.E. ·cosson,
Mat. Nunan,
John S. Carpenter,
Walter Evans,
T . W. Varnon,
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J .M . Wright-12.
Mr. W. Evans then offered the following amendment to said bill,
viz :
§ 2. The school fund shall be known as the African School Fund, and
sha ll consist of the money arising from the following sources: 1st. All
the taxes paid on _a ll ass~ssE)d property of colored persons in this State fo1·
State revenue purposes, and also an add itional tax on such assessed .property of twenty cents on the one hundred dollars; 2d. A capitation tax of
one dollar on each male citizen of African descent, beLween the ages of
twenty and fifty years, which tax shall be f:l~Sessed against such persons and collected ai:s other taxes; 3d. All taxes levied on dog,s owned or
kept by any colored person; all fines and forfeitures imposed by and recovered under any existing law, or under any law hereafter enacted, unless otherwise provided ip such future Jaw; a)l of any sum of money that
the State may hereafter collect on what is known _as the war claim of the
State against the United States Government, and 'one half of any tium of
money that the said United States Government may donate to the State
o( Kentucky for educational purposes, unlesR otherwise provided for by
said Government. All t4e money paid into the Treasury from the sources
above enumerated shall be paid out annually for the benefit of the colored
school children, under the saru regulu.tions and in the same manner as
the school fund for the white children is paid; but · the pro rata annual
distribution therefrom shall not exceed the pro rata annual distribution to
white children under the common school law of this State.
And the question being taken on the adopti_?n of the amendment
propo~~d by Mr . Evans, it was decid.e d in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brow~ and
W. Evans, were as follows, viz:

•

I

\
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wei·eThomas P. Cardwell, Walter Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
John S. Qarpenter,
W. H. Evans,
Hiram S . Powell,
Josiah H . Combs,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Jonas D. Wilson ,
R . D. Cook,
G.· W. Little, .
J. N. Woods-~3.
J. E. Cosson,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJohn W. Ogilvie,
Mr. Speaker(M'Creary)George Carter,
Wm. A. Allen,
James S. Chrisman,
Julian N . Phelps,
George W . Anderson, C. M. Clay, jr.,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad,
W. L. Reeves,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
R. L. Cooper,
W.W. Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S . Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Chm·ch H. Blakey,
Bryan S . McClure,
Harry J:Todd,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J. McElroy, L. W. Trnfton,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J Megibben,
·T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
J. C. Moorman,
S. H. Woolfolk,
W.W. Bush,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. M. Wright- 50.
Robert M. Carlisle,
J . L. Nall,
Mr. Armstrong then offered the following amendment to said bill ,
which was adopted, viz:
Amend by striking out all after the word "Commissioner," in line
8 of section 8.
Mr. Armstrong also offered the following am endment to said bill,
which was adopted, viz :
Amend by striking out the word "four," in line 3 of section 18, ·
and inserting in lieu thereof the word " eight."
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
Said bill, as amended,· was then read a third time as follo"v.s, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the. CommonwerJ.lth of Kentucky,

T hat there shall be througbont, t he State of Kentncky a uni fo r m system
of common schools for the education of the children of citizens of African descent.
§ 2. The school fund shall bt3 known as the African School Fund, and
shall consist of the following provisions, viz:
1. .A.n annual tax of twenty cents on each pne hundred dollars in value
of the property owned or held by persons of African descen t.
2. A capitation of one dollar on each male citizen of African descent
between t he ages of twenty-one and sixty years.
·
3. All taxes levied on dogs owned or kept by any color ed person.·
4. A ll fines and forfe itures assessed against any colored person by existing laws in aid of the common schools, shall hereafter be paid in to the
African School Fund.
·
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§ 3. The revenue arising annually from the resources provided by this
act s hall constitute the sum to be distributed each year by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, as now provided by the common school law.
§ 4. The assessor of each county shall keep a separate column in his
book, showing the enlistment of capitation and taxable property of all
colored citizens of African descent therein subject to taxation by the provisions of this act.
§ 5. 'fhe sheriff of each county shall be allowed :five per cent. of th e
taxes collected and paid into the Treasury by him for the African School
Fund.
§ 6. The sheriff shall appropriate the taxes, or any part thereof, collected from any colored citizon, to whatever fund said colored citizen may
designate, in all cases where he is not able to pay the entire tax as~essed
against him for State. county, school, and municipal ptrrposes.
§ 7. 'l'he Auditor shall koep a separate account for the African School
.Fund, which shall constitute a basis for the Superintendent's annual pro
rata distribution to th e colored children of this Commonwealth.
§ 8. The Superintendent shall, on or before the :first day of September,
1873, and on the same day of each year thereafter, ascertain and estimate,
as near as may be, the revenue that may accrue from all sources during
the school year, the pro ra.ta share thereof each colored pupil will be entitled to according to the whole number of colored children between the
ages of six and twenty years in the State, and the proportion thereof
each county and each district will be eaLitled to according to the whole
number of such children residing in .mch county and district respectively,
as s hown by the returns of the county commissioner.
§ 9. 'l'he county commissioner shall be responsible on his official bond
for the proper distribution of whatever porti on of the African School Fund
may come into his possession, and may receive such .additional compensation for bis services under this act as the court of claims may allow.
§ 10. The commissioner may lay off the county into suitable districts, .
most convenient to the greatest number of colored children in each county,
so that no district 1:1hall contain more than one hundred nor less than
twenty colored children of pupil age.
§ 11. In counties where there . are not a sufficient number of colored
children to form various schools, a single school may be organized and
taught in the locality in which the greatest number of colored children
reside, and all the colo1·ed children in the county shall have the privilege
. of attending said school.
·
§ 12. Three colored trustees may be elected by the qualified colored
voters in each district, where said voters · are competent ' to bold and conduct an election according to the common sc.hool law; but in all cases
whero said voters are not qualified,· the commissioner s hall appoint three
colored trustees.
§ 13. The trustees shall have the power to provide a suitable schoolhouse, employ a teacher, cause a school to be taught in their respective
districts for the benefit of the colored children therein, and they shall
· notify their parents that it is their privilege to send their children to said
school free of charge. They shall also report to the commissioner the
length of time said school was taught by a qualified teach er , not less than
three months in each year, except where there are not more than twenty
·c olored children in a tlistrict, then the ·school may be taught for a less
time than three months, with the consent of the commissioner.
§ 14. The county commissioner shall employ a suitable person to take
the census of each district at the proper time, and pay said person a rea-
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soriablo compe.n sation out of the ft;nd s . that may be appropriated to said
district, if the . trustees are not competent; he shall also report to the
Superintendent the census of each district, and the African schools taught
in his county that are entitled to the pro rata amount due each district
reported to him.
.
.
§ 15. No person shall be deemed qualified to teach an African common
school unless such person shall first hav e obtained a certificate from the
commissioner testifying that he is qualified to teach the simple elements
of a plain English education.
.
§ .16. 'l'be teacher of each African. common school shall teach .six hours
each day, keep a register of the school, and within ten days after the close
of the ,session shall r epo1·t to the commissioner the highest, lowest, and
average number of pupils in attendance during the session.
,
§- 17. The- colored teachers may organize a Teachers' Connty Institute
or State Association for themselves.
§ 18. No school-ho nse erected for an African school° shall be located
nearer than one half mile -bf a school -house erected for white children,
except' in cities and towns, where it shall not be nearer than eight hundred feet.
§ 19. The State Board of Education shall prescribe a course of stndy,
and adopt rules for the government of the African common schools.
§ 20. '.rhe Superintendent shall mitke a digest of the school laws which
may be applicable under the provisions of this act to the government of
African common schools, and distribute the same to the commissioners for
the use of the trustees.
§ 21. The provisions· or' any law on the subject of common schools for
t he white race in this Commonwealth, so far as the same may be compatib le and not inconsisten t with the purpose of this act, shall be, and the
same are hereby, .made applicable to the conduct, management, government, and gener~l control of the common schools for the education of the
children of African descent.
!:§ 22. That the annual tax of twenty cents on each one hundred dollars
in value of the property owned or held by all persons of African descent,
and the capitation tax of one dollar on ea.ch inale citizen of Afric:an descent between the ages of twenty-one and sixty years, as herein provided
for in subsections one and two ot ~ection two, shall not be levi ed or collected until the officers appointed by the county judge of each county
shall have opened a poll on the last Saturday in June, 1873, in the various
precincts in th\)ir respective counties, and taken the _sense of the voters
of African descent ·of this Commonwealth upon the propriety and expediency of imposing said capitation tax and said tax of twenty cents on
each one hundred dollars in value of the prop erty owned or held by all
persons of African descent, and the same shall have been voted for by a
majority of the v9ters who shall vote at said election.
§ 23. That it Ehall be the duty of the officers conducting said eleotion
to propound to each voter the question, "Are you for or against levying
a capitation tax of one dollar on each male citizen of African descent between the ages of twenty-one and sixty years, and a tax of twenty cents
on each one hundred dollars in value of the property owned qy all persons of African descent, to r_aise a common scb<ml fund for their benefit in
Kentucky?_" and the vote shall be recorded in the affirmative or negative,
as the case may be.
.
.
.
§ 24. That it shall be the duty of the sheriff and other officers to make_
out a correct list of the_votes taken under this act,. and the county judges
and clerks of the several counties shall compare and examine said lists of
/
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their respective counties, and certify the result to the Secretary of State
within sixty days after the date of said election.
·
§ 25. If it appears that a majority of the votes cast under the provisions of this act are cast in the affirmative, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of' State to report the same as soon as practicable to the Governor,
who shall th ereupon issue hi8 proclamation declaring the result. And
an n 11ally th ereafter the tax provided for in subsections one and two of
section ~wo of this act. shall be levied and collected by the officers who
co ll ect all othe1· taxes in this Commonwealth; and the same, shall be used
only for t,he education· of persons of African descent.
§ 26. This act shall take effect from its passage.
· The .question was then taken on the passage of· said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
Th e yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. Evans
and Cook, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the ~ffirmative, wereM1·. Speake1· (M' Creary)R. D. Cook,
J. L . Nall,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
Mat. Nunan,
George W. Anderson, J. E. Casson,
John W •. Ogilvie,
Joseph M. Davidson, Julian N. Phelps,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold,
John
Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
·
W . W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
G. W. Bailey,
W. H. Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
W.W. Baldwin,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
Alph eus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
S . C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J . R. Sanders,.
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders, ,
Wm. F. Bond,
George M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylor,
W. BM. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
W. W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
Thom as P. Ca1·dwell, G. W. Little,
L. W. Trafton,
Rubert'M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
John S . Carpenter,
Wi"lliam J. McE!roy, Jonas D . Wilson,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. N. Woods,
James S. Chrisman,
T. J . Megibben,
S. H. Woolfolk,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-GS.
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam Brown,
William G. Conrad-2.
R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Gray moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
·Mr. Foree moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Foree, il was
decided in the affirmative.

,v.
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Mr. McElroy moved to suspend the rules to enable him to offer the
following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That the ·rule of the Ho'use requfring a seven eighths vote
to suspend the regular order of business be, and the same is hereby,
rescinded.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. McElroy, it
was decided . in the negative, the requisite number not having voted
therefor.
The yeas and nays being taken thereon, under the rul,e, were · as
follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Joseph M. Davidson, Mat. Nun an,
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
John W . Ogilvie,
A . C. Armstrong,
W. H . Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Josep h P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
W . N . Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
W. L. Reeves,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
E. A . Robertson,
S. C. Bell,
"Clinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder,
Church H. Blakey,
George M. Jessee,
J. R. Sanders,
W. B. M . Bt·ooks,
Thomas M. John son, Samuel M. -Sanders ,
W.W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S . Taylor,
John S. Carpenter,
· G. W. Little,
C. W . Thre lkeld,
George Carter,
- Bt·yan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
J ames S . Chrisman, -,villiam J. McElroy, L . W. Trafton,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
M. E. McKenzie,
T. W . Varnon,
J osiah H. Combs,
J. C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H . Woolfolk-50.
J. L. Nall,
R. L. Cooper,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W . Anderson , J.E. Cosson,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe,
Wm . F . Bond,
Walter Evans,
John P . Rowlett,
William Brown,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.M. Wright-IO.
Thomas P. Cardwell,
The House took up the amendments proposed by the Senate to
bills, which ori ginated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to pay expenses for certain services r endered by the Ser' geant-at-Arms-of House of Representatives.
An act to amend the -e-harter of the Newport and Dayton Street
Railway Company .
An ,act to amend· an· act, entitled "An act. to establish a system of
common schools in the town of Corydon, in Henderson county."
Said amendments •weTe severally concurt•ed in .
., The ·House took up · also the· amendments. proposed by the Senate
to a bill, which originated in the House of ·Representatives, entitled
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An act for the protection of sheep in Bracken county.
Said amendments were concurred in, and the title of said bill
changed so as to read:
An act to impose an additional tax on dogs in Bracken county.
And then the House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 1873.
A messag·e was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated. in the House of Representatives,
of the following, titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Lewis Plummer, jailer of Lewis county.
An act for the benefit -of James Hogg, committee of Nancy Frazier,
a paupe1· idiot, now of Rowa·n county.
An act for the benefit of-S. M . Goble, of Carter county.
An a~t for the benefit of William .-R. Williams, of Elliott county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Kenton
county."
An act to amend section 191 of act revising the charter of the city
of Paducah, Kentucky, approved March the 27th, 1872·.
An act to .amend section 153, title "City Tax Collector," of an· act
revising the charter of the city of Paducah, Kentucky, approved
March the 27th, 1872.
An act for the benefit of A . J. Cocanaugher,, late sheriff of Washington county.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "A_n act to amend the charter of
the Danville and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company," approved
Febrnary 24, 1870.
An act. to incorporate the Lancaster Building and, Loan Association.
With an, amendment to the last named bill.
Andi that they had1passed bills of th-e ,following tit1es, viz:
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to empower county,
;
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courts to take stock in turnpike roads in this Commonwealth," ap proved March 9, 1868.
2. An act to incorporate the Calhoun and Rockport Packet Company . .
3. An act for the benefit of school district No. 27, in Ballard county.
4. An act to appropriate money for the payment of a claim due
Henry Dressman, of the city of Covington.
5. An act to appropriate money for the payment of a claim of
Henry Woods, of the city of Covington.
6>. An act to appropriate money fot· the payment of taxes due from
the State to the city of Covington.
7. An act to prohibit the running of logs, wood, or other lumber,
loose, down Licking river.
8. An act to incorporate the Falmouth Turnpike Road Company,
in Pendleton county.
9. An act for the benefit of Wm. T. Moore.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a .second
time .
. The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second r.e ading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, '.That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on County
Courts; the 2d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 3d
to the Con;imittee on Education; the 4th, 5th, and 6th to the Committee on Claims; the 7th to the Committee on the Judiciary; the
8th to the Committee on Internal Improvement; and the 9th to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
On motion of Mr. Cardwell, leave was given to bring ~n a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of A. C. Boyd, school commissioner of Wolfe
C(!Un ty .
Ordered, That the Committee on Education prepare and bring in
said bill.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors at
Island Station, or within two miles thereof, in McLean county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Princeton, Marion, and Ohio River Railroad Company," approved March
28, 1872;
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An act for the benefit of school district No. 1, in Metcalfe county;
An act repealing the charter of the St. Mathe\ys and Goose Creek
Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend the charter of the Shelbyville and Louisville
Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend section 14 of article 5 of the charter of the city
of Hopkinsville, passed March 5, 1870;
An act to authorize the United States to condemn land in the city
oi Covington as a site for its public buildings;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous and intoxicating liquors in Rockcastle county, approved March the 1st, 1870;
An act to regulate the pay of the members of the court of claims
'o f Todd county;
An act to prohibit the . sale of spirituous or intoxicating liquors at
Mercer's Station, in Muhlenburg county;
An act to prescribe and regulate the rates of ferriage upon the Ohio
river for boats plying to and from the corporate limits of the town of
Greenup;
An act in relation to the sheriff of Calloway county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act giving the trustees of the
common school district in Catlettsburg the right to levy a tax for two
years, to build a school-house in said district," approved March 5th,
1872, and to establish and maintain a public school in tlie town of
Catlettsburg;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington;
· An act to authorize a vote upon the sale of liquor in Highland,
Lincoln county;
•
An act to amend an act to charter th~ town of Prestonville, in
Carroll county;
An act to incorporate the Forest Hill Building and Loan Association, of West Covington;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Cairo, in Henderson county;"
An act to incorporate the Crab Orchard Salts Manufacturing Company, at Crab Orchard Springs;
,
An act for the benefit of the Paducah and Northeastern Railroad
Company;
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of school
district No. 16, in Logan county;"
1
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of common
schools in Bracken county;"
An act to amend the charter of the city of_ Bowling Green;
An act for the benefit of John W. Duncan, collector of the revenue
due from Wayne county for the years 1863 and 1864;
An act for the benefit of Henry C. Fitzpatrick, collector of the
revenue for Floyd county for the year 1870;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
, Ordered, That Mr; Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
The messsage, as order":d on yesterday, being delivered to the Senate, a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to cha:·ter Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington Railway
Company,
Was returned and laid upon the table of the Clerk of the House. ·
And thereupon Mr. Threlkeld moved to reconsider the vote by
· which said bill was passed.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted chapte1· - , title "To Adopt the General Statutes," of
the proposed Revision .of the Statutes.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Rep11esentatives, ·
entitled
An act for the benefit of M. T. Lowery, of Jessamine county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz -: .
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a new
charter fo1· the city of Louisville," approved March 3, 1870.
An act to amend · an act, entitled "An act establishing a new
charter for the city of Louisville," approved the 3d day· of March,
1870.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be--read a second ·
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the·s·econd •
reading of said bills ·being- dispensed with,
Ordei-ed, That said bills be refened to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
'
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that theyhad passed a bill, entitled
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An act to incorporate the Transylvania Street Railroad Company.
The rule requiring its reference to a committee being suspended,
said bill was taken up, read the first time, and ordered to be read a
second time.
·
The rule of the House ~nd constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed ·w ith,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
1
Mr. Wright moved the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That ·the regular order of business be suspended until the
counties have been called once, on which call each member may have one
bill, local to bis county or city, reported; but this suspension shall not
· inter fe re with any special order, or with the revision of the Statutes, as
ordered by the Honse, or the orders of the day.
Which was adopted.

)
I

Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on Education, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the stockholders of the Bath Seminary, in
Bath county,
Reported the same without amendment, and with the expression
of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
The que stion wa-s then taken on ordedng said bill to be read a
third time, the opinion of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?'; and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Robertson, from the Committee on Religion, to whom was recommitted a bill, en titled
A bill to amend an act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors
in the county of Bullitt, approved March 21, 1871,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title ther~of be as
aforesaid.
Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom leave
was referred· to bring in a bill, entitled
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A bill to reduce into one all the acts relating to the city of Owensboro,
Asked to be discharged from the consideration thereof.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
And thereupon Mr. Evans, from said committee, reported the bill
with the title aforesaid.
Which bill -was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed.
·
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
Mr. Threlkeld then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was passed .
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without .amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
,
By Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on Education:.__
An act for the benefit of the school trustees of Powell cotinty for
the school year ending 30th June, 1872.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionAn act to prohibit the retail of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in the towns of Hudsonville, Constantine, and Cross Roads, in Breckinridge county, or in any part of said county, within six miles of either
of said towns.
·
By Mr . J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to authorize the election of police judge and town marshal
in the town of Brown8ville, in Edmonson county.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on Re~igionAn act for the benefit of the Baptist Church of Bedford, in Trimble county.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee· on Corporate institutionsAn act to amend an act incorporating the Williamstown Odd Fellows' Hall Company.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision · as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, .and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Leave .was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Blakey1. A bill in relation to condemning mill seats.
On motion of Mr. J. R. Sanders2. A bill allowing the erection of public warehouses in Carroll
county.
On motion of Mr. F. Sacksteder3. A bill to encourage foreign immigrntion in this State.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the 1st; a select committee, consisting of Messrs. Jessee, Taylor,
and S. M. Sanders, the 2d; and a select committee, consisting of
Messrs. F. Sacksteder, Blakey, E. Polk Johnson, Carpenter, and Beckham, the 3d.
.
Mr. Reeves, frnm the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to extend the time of signing the bill of exceptions in
the case of Carlisle Hunt's heirs against Elisha Long and Elizabeth
Gray, in Greenup circuit court,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
· Bills were reported by the several committees ¾ho were directed;
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA hill to incorporate the town of Anderson City.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of James A. Allen, jailer of Bourbon county.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions~
A bill to charter the Lyon Ir.on Mining Company.
By sameA bill to amen~ the charter of the town of Crofto~, in Christian•
county.
117-H.
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By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to repeal an act to amend the charter of the Winchester and
Red River Turnpike Road Company, approved March 20, 1872.
By sameA bill to amend an act to incorporate the Commonwealth Printing
Company.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of Benjamin Stumbough and others, of Johnson county.
Which bills were.read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to. the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with, .
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
readin~ of said bills be"ing dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforeAaid.
The House then resumed the consideration of the report from the
Senate of their action on the report of the joint committee on th e
report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statutes.
Chapter 96, title" Revenue and Taxation," being U"(> for consideration, the a~endment proposed by Mr. Todd to the substitute offered
by Mr. Webb, was rejected.
Mr. Blakey offered an amendment to the said substitute, which
was adopted.
The substitute for section 8, article 8, proposed by Mr. Webb, as
amended; reads as follows, viz:
§ 8. That the sheriff or collector of the State revenue in each county of
this Commonwealth shall, on the first day of October, and eve ry ninety
days thereafter, under oath, report to the Auditor of Public Accounts the
(t!l10unt of taxes htJ has collected, and- pay the same over immediately,
and shall acco unt for and pay all taxes lor which he is bound into the
Sta'te 'J.'reasury by the first day of April in each year; and upon his failure to do so, be and bis sureties shall be liable therefor, and shall be proceeded against at th e firFlt term of the Franklin circuit court. Any person
or persons failing to pay their taxes by the first day of April in the year
folio.wing the assessment for such taxes, shall pay five per cent. additional
on the tax.so due and unpaid. The Auditor in hiA settlement with the
sheriff shall charge him with the five per cent. accruing under the provisions of this act.
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The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute,
as amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Foree and .
Waring, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)W. H. Evans,
John P . Rowlett,
Wm. A. Allen,
M . Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
George W. Anderson, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
W . W. Ayers,
Clinton Gl'iffith,
J. R. Sanders,
G. W. Bailey,
E. Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, T. J. Jones, .
· James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,.
J . J. McAfee,
J. S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
S. 0. Bell,
J . C. Moorrp.an,
Harry I. Todd,
Church H. Blakey,
Mat. Nunan,
L. W. Trafton,
William Brown,
John W. Ogilvie,
C. H . Webb,
W. W. 'Bush,
Julian N. Phelps,
Mordecai Williams,
Thomas P. ·Oa1·dwell, Lewis Potter,
Jonas D . Wilson,
John S. Carpenter,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
W. L. Reeves,
S. H. Woolfolk,
John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
J.M. Wright-4fl.
Walter Evans,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
R. L. Cooper,
Wm. J. McElroy,
A . S. Arnold,
Joseph M . D11vidson, T. J. Megibben,
Wm. F . Bond, _
Joseph P . Foree,
Wm. Mynhier,
W. B. M. Brooks,
James Garnett,
J. L. Nall,
Robert M. Oal'lisle,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
James S . Chrisman,
Thomas M. Johnson, T . W. Varnon,
C. lVI. Olay,jr.,
.
J. S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring-23.
William G. Conrad,
Bryan S . McClure,
Mr. Clay then offered the following amendment viz:
In article 2, section 8, strike out the word "bull," wherever it ap pear::1 in said section.
The question was taken on the adoption thereof, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required .thereon by Messrs. Clay and
Powell, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
A . S . Arnold,
lVI. Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Hiram S. Powell,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P . Gray,
W . L. Reeves,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
E . A . Robertson,
S. C. Bell,
J. S. Lawson,
J. P . Sacksteder,
John S. Carpenter,
G. W. Little,
T. W . Varnon,
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George Carter,
T. J. Megibben,
J.M. Wright-26.
C. lVI. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
John Rowan,
W. W Ayer,,,
W. H. Evans,
Samuel M. Sande1·s,
W. B. lVI. Brooks;
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
William Brown,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
W.W. Bush,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
C.H. Webb,
William G. Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk-31.
J. E. Gosson,
Mr. Cook offered an amendment to said chapter, which was rejected.
Said chapter, as amended, was then a_d opted.
The House then took up also chapter 112, title "Fees."
Amendments thereto were offered by Messrs . Gray, Bascom, Blakey ,
and Cook, which we1·e severnlly rejected.
Said chapter was then adopted without amendment.
The House then took up
Chapter 113, title "Revenue Agent."
Chapter 114, title "Sinking Fund."
Each of said chapte1·s were adopted without amendment.
The hour of 2 o'clock, P. M., having arrived, the House then, unde r
the rule, took a recess until 7½ o'clock, P. M.
At 7½ o'clock, P-. M., the House again assembled.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported with out amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz:
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act for the bene'fit of H. C. Parish, of Barren county.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee o,n Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Lockport Odd Fellows' and Masonic
Building Company.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the same committeeAn act to incorporate the town of Norton, in Hopkins county.
Ordered, That said· bills be read a third· time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
, to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Scuffietown Fence Company," approved 21st March, 1872. ·
Ry lVfr. Lawson, from the Committee on ReligionA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale of
spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in Campbellsville," approved March
21, 1871.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the town of Hagga1·d, in Peny county.
By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesA bill to prevent trespass upon inclosed lands in Hanison county.
By .M.r. Clay, from the Committee on RaihoadsA bill to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railr<>ad Company .
By Mr. Johnson, from the Committee on Codes of PracticeA bill in relation to inquests of lunacy in Jefferson county.
By M1·. Ander,,on, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to 'incorporate the Grand Lodge of the American Protestant
A ssociation of Kentucky.
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts.
A bill for the benefit of John F. King, sheriff of Knox county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill for the benefit of the Hodgenville and Elizabethtown Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to establish tram-tracks or rail-ways to navigable streams
and railroads in Rockcastle. county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That .said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid ..
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Reprnsentatives,
entitled
An act to repeal an act to amend the charter of the town of Harrodsburg, approved February 17, 1872.
Said amendment was taken up and concurred in, and the title of
said bill changed so as to read:
An act in relation to granting license for the sale of liquors in the
town of Harrodsburg.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was gra nted Mr. Cosson.
Mr. T. M. Johnson, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of T. J. Phillips, jailer of Hardin county.
Which bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, T. J . Phillips, jailer of H ar din county, has been compelled
to furnish diet and lodging to three pauper lunatics during the year 1872,
making in all three hundred and fifty-eight days; and whereas, the Auditor refused to pay the account presented by said jail er, for the r eason
that part of the account was created before the passage of the general
law authorizing pay at the rate of $200 per year, and for the further
r eason that no formal inquest was held over two of said pauper lun atics
(Green Merrill and Henry Sharp); and whereas, it seems that said two
paupers were so wild and ungovernable it was 'dee1:ned impracticable to
bold an inquest, and it appears that the said lunatics were committed by
order of the county court of Hardin county; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is directed, to draw hjs
warrant upon the Treasury in favor of said T. J. Phillips for the sqm of
one hundred and ninety-six dollars and thi1·ty-seven cents, payable out, of
any money in the Treasury not otherwiso appropria,ted.
·
§ 2. This act to take effect and be in force from and after its passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the sec·ond
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
· The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
'The question was then taken on the passage thereof, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
·
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (iVI'Creary)J oseph M. Davidson, . Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
John W. Dyer,
Hirnm S. Powell,
George W . Anderson, Walter Evans,
W . L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H . Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S . Arnold,
M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
W.W . Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J.P. Sacksteder,
G. W . Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
J . R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W . Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
Wrri.. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W . B. M. Brooks,
G. W . Little,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
Bryan S. McClure,
L. W. Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McElroy, T. W. Varnon,
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
George Carter;
T. J. Megibben,
J. lVI. White,
James S . Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J . L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah B . Combs, .
Mat. Nunan,
J . N. Woods,
William G. Conrad,
John W . Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. D. Cook,
Julian N . Phelps,
J.M. Wright-07.
R. L. Cooper,
In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. W . Evans, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorpornte the Nicholasville Building and Accumulating
Fund Association,
Reported the same with an amendment, which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provisio·n as ~o the third
reading of said _bill being disp.ensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.
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THURSltiAY, APRIL 17, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that th ey had
concurred in the amendments proposed by the House to bills, which
originated in t\}e State, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the city of Maysville.
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Cane Run Ro ad
Company.
An act to amend an act to authorize the trustees of school di strict
No. 2, in Hickman county, to levy and collect a tax for school purposes.
An act to charter the public schools of Falmouth, and district N o.
I , in Pendleton county.
An act to amend chapter 102, entitled" Treasury Warrant Claims,"
of the Revised Statutes.
That they had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
_
An act for the benefit of Jesse Clark, of Bath county.
That they had passed bills, which originate;l in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the town of LivermQre, in McLe an
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent deer-driving
in the counties of Estill, Jackson, Perry, Harlan, Butler, Grayson, and
Edmonson," approved March 28th, 1872.
An act for the benefit of Thos. H. Curd, Geo. W. Nell, and W. J.
Page.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one the
several acts in relation to the town of Frankfort, a~d fQr other purposes."
An act to prohibit the submission of the question of taxation for
railroad pu~poses in the county of Henry.
An act to legalize the action of the Warren county court in borrowing seven thousand dollars for bridge purposes, of Warren county.
An act to incorporate the Tradewater Navigation and Manufac•
turing Company.
. With an amendment to the last named bill.
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And that they had passed bills of the following tit1es, viz:"
I. An act for the 1 beiiefit of Alexander Cook an<l S'a rah Cook, of
Trimble county.
2. An act for the· benefit of tlie five inferior clerks i'n the Atidifor's
Office.
3. An' act for tlie prdtection of the proprietors and Ie·ssees of the'
Newport and· Cincinnati Ferry.
4. An-act to direct the appropriation of the road tax arid' labor in
scliool district No. 12~ in Kenton courity.·
5. An act to' prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liqu·ors;
or the mixture of either·, in Jeffersontown precinct; in Jefferson
county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House· and constitutional provision as to: the·
second reading of said bills being di:3pensed with,
Ordered, That they be referre'd~the 1st to the Committee on the
Judiciary; the 2d to the Committee on Claims; the 3d to the Committee on Propositions an<;l Grievances; the 4th to the Committee on
County Courts; and the 5th to the Committee on Rel1gion.
U'n- motion of Mr. Armstron·g,
Oi·dered, That a message be sent to the Senate, asking to with.:
draw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House of
a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the school trustees of Powell county for
the school year ending 30tli June, 1872.
The message having been delivered' to the Senate, saf'd bill w·a s
returned and'· laid on the· Clerk's table of the Hou·s e.
And thereupon Mr. Armstrong moved to reconsider the vote- by
which said bill was passed.
Mr. Grifff.th, from the joint committee of conference on the dis~
agreement between· the two Houses in regard' to the amendment
proposed by the House to chapter 19, title n Common Schools," of
the proposed Revi·s ion of the Statutes as re'poi-ted from the Senate~
rept!rfed 1.ha't• the saitl-joint' committee were· unable to agree upon'
a report thereon.
Oti motion of Mr. Graves, said committee was discharged from
fur.t hier action tn'e I'eon.
118-H.· R.
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On motion o.f Mr. Graves,
Ordered, That a committee, on the part of the House, be appointed, to act in conjunction with such committee as may be app ointed by. the Senate for the same purpose, in regard to the\ disagreement between the two Hou ~es with respect to the amendments
proposed by the House to chapter 19, title "Common Schools," of
the proposed Revision of the Statutes, as reported from the Senate.
And th~reupon Messrs. Graves, T. M Johnson, and Garnett were
appointed on said committee, who were . instructed to inform the
Senate of their appointment, and request the appointment of a cotnmittee on the part of the Senate for same purpose.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled" An .act for the benefit of W. E.
Duncan, late sheriff of Warren county, and his sureties," approved
February 6, 1873.
Which hill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be 1·eferred to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that, still
insisting on their disagreement to the amendments proposed by the
House to chapter 19, title "Common Schools," of the proposed -Revl.sion of the Statutes, as reported from the Senate, they had appoint~d a committee of conference thereon, to act with such committee as is appointed by the House, consisting of same Senators as
he1'. eto.fore announced to the House.
On motion of Mr. Davidson,
O~·dered, That a message be sent .to the Senate, asking to withdrliw therefrom the announcement of the passage by the House of
a bi)l, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to in~orporate the Rockcastle Railway Company.
~aid messa;ge h~ving been delivered to the ~enate, said bill was returned to the House and laid on the Clerk's table.
'_1.'he House, accordi~g \o order, resumed the consideration of the
report from the Senate of their action on the repor,t of the joint
committee on the report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statutes.
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Chapter -, title '' To Adopt the General Statutes,"
Being under consideration, Mr. Varnon offered an amendment,
which was rejected.
Amendments were offered thereto by Me·ssrs. Scales, Threlkeld,
McElroy, and Graves, which were rejected.
Mr. Garnett proposed the following amendment, viz:
In article 2, section 1, strike out the words" Magna Charta," in 2d
and 3d lines, and insert in lieu thereof the wo.rds "Declaration of
Independence."
M1·. Graves offered the following as a substitute for the amendment
proposed by Mr. Garnett, viz:
Add after the words " Magna Charta," the words "and Declaratipn of Independence."
.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the substitute
proposed by Mr. Graves, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Garnett and
McClure, were as follows, viz:
Those who yoted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. D. Cook,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph lVI. Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, W. H. Evans,
W. N. Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. A. Graves,
James W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
U. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trafton,
W. W. Bush,
T. J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Megibben,
J. L. Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle, . Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
John S Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,,
George Carter,
B. E. 0assilly,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk-46.
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Those who voted in the· negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
J. C. Moorman,
A. S. Arnold,
James Garnett,
W. L Reeves,
G. W. Bailey,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders, ..
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, C. C. Scales,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William G. Qonrad,
William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
R. L. Coope1·,
M. E. McKenzie,
Mordecai Williams-24
Mr. Chrisman offered the following amendment, viz:
In section l of article 2, line 12, strike out the words" a syllabus."
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The question w~s taken on th.e adc;>p.tion therec;if, and it ,w as de.cided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereori by Messrs. Varnon and
-Chrisman, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the .affirma,tive, wereMr. Speaker(M'Oreary~R. L. Cooper,
cC, W. Threlkeld,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Ev1;1,ns,
';['. W. Varnon,
Alpheus W. Basc9m, . James Garnett_,
C.H. Webb,
S. C. Bell,
W. L. Reeves,·
F. A. W~lson,-14.
James S. Chrisman, J. S. T11;ylor,
Those who voted in the negative, were,George W. Anderson, M;. Woods Ferguson, Julian N. ·Phelps,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Lewis Potter,,
A. C. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold,
E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
·W. W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
W. N. Bec~h,a,m_,
()H1,1ton Gr~ffith,
Jolin Rowan,
John A. Bell)
_E. Pplk Johns9,n,
.J.P. Sacksteder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, Frank Sacksteder,
William Brown,
T. J. Jones,
J. R. Sandel's,
W.W. Bush,
J. S. LawE!o,n.
Samuel M. Sanders,
Thomas P. CardweH, Bryan S. McClure,
C. C. Sc~les,
Robert M. ,Carlisle,
William J. McEh:oy, James W. Snyder,
John s..C.arpenter;
M. E. McKenzie, · Harry J. T,odd,
.George Carter,
T. J Megibbim,
L. W. T1rnfton.,
B. E_. C.assilly,
J. C. Moorni~n,
J. L. }Va.ring,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Wm. _M ynhier,
J.M. Whiie,
William G. Cont~d, J. L Nall,
· Mordecai Willi1;1,rns,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Dyer,
John W. Ogilv_ie,
S. H. Woolfolk-55.
W. H. Ev.~ins,
Mr. B~1:1com off~red the fol,Iowing 4mendment, -yi~:
In section 1 of article 2, strike out the ,name of "William John·
son," and make remainder of section conform thereto.
And the q),l,estion being take,n on t.l.ie a<;l,option of said ,amendQtent,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and .nays b.eing re_g_uire_d there.on _b y J.Vle.s.srs. Bascom and
Goodloe, w:e,r,e .as follows, viz :
ThQse who voted in the affirmative, wereW. W. Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Hiram S. Powell,
C. W. _T hrelkeld-7.
Alpheus W. iBa,s_co_m, J. S. Lawson,
John Vf. _Dyer,
Those who voted i,n the ne,gative, were---,,;Mr. Speal}:er (¥',yreary )R. L. .<;J_oppe_r,, .
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
J<>seph M. Dav1dso,n, ~e~is _P otter,
_Ge!?r~~ W. Anderson_, Walter Evans,
, E. A. Robertson,
A. ·C. Armstrong,
W: H. Evans,
!Toho Ro-wan,
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M. Woods Ferguson, J . P. Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
W. N. Beckha,rp,
Jii,mes GaFnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
James W . Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E . Polk Johnson,
J. S. Taylor,
·W. W. ,Bush,
Thomas M. Johnson, -Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J . Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
Robert M. Cal'lisle,
Bryan S . McClure,
J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. McElroy, C.H. Webb,
George Carter,
J. C. Moor-man,
J . M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
William G.,Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H . Woolfolk-57.
R. D. Cook,
Mr. McElroy offered the following amendment, viz:
In section 1, ar.ti~le 2, in the 15th line, strike out the word "ten,"
and insert the word "seven."
And the question being taken on the ,adoption thereof, it was decided in the n~gative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McE_lroy and
Chrisman, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted Ju the affii;m~tive, w,ereMr. Speaker(M'Greary)James S. Chr-himan,
T. J. Me_gibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. C1)0_1,{,
Wm ! Mynhier,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. P. Gray,
John W. Ogilvie,
W.W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
Julian N. Phelps,
Alp_heus W. Ba~com, Thomas M. Joh_nspn, Lewis Potter,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
Hiram S. Powell,
Thomas P. Cl;lrdwell, J. S. iawson,
C. C. Scales,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
John S. Carpenter,
William J. ¥c;Elr.oy, Jonas D. Wilson,
George Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. N. Woods-30.
Those -w.ho voted in the nega~ive, wereGeorge W. Anderson, John W . Dyer,
.J. R. Sanders,
A. S. Ar1,1old,
W. _H . Evans,
Sa_muel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, James W. Snyder,
John A. Bell,
E. A. Graves, ·
J. •S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk John:son,
Ha11ry I. Todd,
W. 8. M. Brooks,
J.C. Moormap,
L. W. Trafton,
William Brown,
J. L. Nall,
T. W. Varnon,
W.W. Bush,
Mat. Nunan,
J. L. Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
W. L. Reeves,
J.M. White,
C. M. Clay, jr.
E. A. Robertson,
!F. A. Wilson,
William G.. Conrad, J. P . Sackst"'de1;,
S. _H . Woolfolk-34.
:a,. L . Cooper,
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Mr. Scales offered the following amendment, viz:
In section 2, article 2, in lines 3 and 4, strike out the words " either
by private contract or."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
'
it was dec'ided
in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Scales and
Brown, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.lVIr. Speaker (M'0reary)James S. Chrisman,
W. L. Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
0. M. Olay, jr.,
J.P. Sacksteder,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. S. Arnold,
R. D. Cook,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
0. 0. Scales,
W. N. Beckham,
W. H. Evans,
J. S. Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
M. Woods Ferguson, · 0. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
0. P. Gray,
L . W. Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
0. H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, J. M. White,
John S. Carpenter,
T . J. Megibben,
J. N. Woods,
George Carter,
Mat. Nunan,
S. ~- Woolfolk-41.
B. E. 0assilly,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, E. A. Graves,
Julian N. Phelps,
W.W. Ayers, .
Clinton Gl'iffith,
E. A. Robertson,
John A. Bell, ·
E. Polk Johnson,
John Rowan,
S. 0. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. R. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
W. W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
R. L. Cooper,
J. 0. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
Joseph M. Davidson, J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
Walter Evans,
John W. Ogilvie,
F. A. Wilson-28.
James Garnett,
Amendments were offered by Messrs. Scales, F. A. Wilson, and
Varnon, which were adopted.
Mr. F. A. Wilson offered the following amendment, viz :
Strike out section 2 of article 2.
And the question being taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Wilson, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Chrisman
and McElrny, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMT.Speaker (M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
W. L. Reeves,
George W. Anderson, Joseph M. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
A: 0. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
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W. N. Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
Wm. F. Bond,
E Polk John son,
James W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
. Thomas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
J. C. Moorman,
Harry I. Todd,
W.W. Bush,
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W. Varnon,
. Robert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Nall,
J. L. Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. White,
Julian N. Phelps,
F. A. '\Yilson-44.
George Carter,
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
Hiram S. Powell,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
John P . Rowlett,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clin.t on Griffith,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
J. S Taylor,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. S . Lawson, ,
L. W. Trafton,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S. McClure,
C.H. Webb,
R. D. Cook,
Wm. J. McEiroy,
Jonas De Wilson,
W. H . Evans,
T. J. Megibben,
J. N. Woods,
James Garnett,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. Woolfolk-27.
Mr. Todd offered the following amendment, viz :
Sirike out of 6th section of article 2 all after the word" law," in
the 2d line.
And the question being taken on the adoption .of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess.rs. Graves and
Gray, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
W. L. Reeves,
Alpheus W. Bascom, William G. Conrad, E. A. Robertson,
Frank Sacksteder,
W . N. Beckham,
R. L. Cooper,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
E. Polk Johnson,
L. W. Trafton,·
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W . Varnon,
John S. Ca1·penter,
Georg e Carter,
J. L. Nall,
J. L. Waring,
John W. Ogilvie,
C. H. Webb-28.
B. E . Cassilly,
James S. Chrisman,
· Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
George W. Anderson, C. P . Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
Church H. Blakey,
William J. McElroy, J.M. White,
W.W. Bush,
M. E. McKenzie,
l\fordecai Williams,
Robert M. Cariisle,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
J.C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
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Joseph M. Davidson·, Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps;
S. H. Woolfolk,
Walter Evans,
Lewis· Potter,
J.M. Wright-32.
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
Mr. W. Evans offered an amendment, which was adopted:
Mr. S . M. Sanders then moved to recons'ide·r the vote by which Mr.
Evans' amendment -was adopted.
And the question being taken thereon, it was·decided in the negative.
Mr. Gl'iffith, from the Committee on Claims, who originated the
same, reported
A bill to appropriate money.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second'
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said ~ill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be printed, and that the same be postponed
to, and made special order of the day for, to-morrow, at 8 o'clock,
P.M.
The hour of 2 o'cfock', P. M·., having arrived', the House then, under
the rule heretofore adopted, took a recess till 7½ o'clock, P. M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again assembled.
Mr. Todd moved to suspend the rules, and allow him to offer the
follcrwing resolution, ·dz :
Resolved, That the late rule adopted, and known as the seveneighths rule, be,--antl the same is hereby, rescin·ded.
Objections being made thereto, under the rule, the yeas and· nays ·
.were called, and resulted as follows, viz :
Those who votedrin the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Crea:ry)William G. Conrad\
Julian N·. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
Lewis Potter,
George W. Anderson~ R. L. Cooper,
Hiram S. PoweU,
John W. Dyer,
W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
G. W . Bailey,
M. Woods Ferguson, John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. A. Gra,ves,·
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,.
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,.
George M. Jessee,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
Church H. Bl'a key,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
W. B M. Brooks,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
Willia:m Brown,
G. W. Little,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W.W. Bush,
J. J. McAfee, .
Harry I. Todd,,
T. W. Varnorl,
Thoµias P. Cardwell~ Bryan S. McClure,
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William J . McElroy, J . L. Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle,
John S . Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
T. J. Megibben,
George Carter,
Mordecai Williams,
Wm. Mynhier,
B. E. Oas.silly,
Jonas D . Wilson,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N . Woods,
.James S. Chrisman,
0 . 1\'.{. Clay,jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. W oolfolk-64.
Josiah H. Combs,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW alter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J . M . Wright-4.
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,
The requisite number having voted to su~pend the rule, the same
was taken up and read.
Mr. Chrisman offered the following substitute, by way of amendment, to said resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the following rule, viz: "Resolved, Tbat the following
rule sball be a standing rule of this House during the remainder of this
session ,of the General Assembly: The regular order of business in this
Rouse shall not be suspended or interrupted unless the same shall be
ordered by a vote of seven-eigbtbs of tbe memberA voting, and upon such
question the yeas and nays shall be called: Provided, That the yeas and
nays may not be call ed wben the rules are unanimously suspended," is
hereby rescinded, and the general rules adopted at tbe beginning of the
regular session for the regulation of business shall be in force for the
remainder of the session.
The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment as
proposed by Mt·. Chrisman, it was decided in the affirmative.
The resolution, as amended, was then adopted.
Mr. Chrisman moved to reconsider the vote by which said resolution, as amended, was adopted.
Mr. Arnold moved to lay the motion of Mr . Chrisman on the table.
,And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Arnold, it was_
decided in the affirmative.
The House then, according to order, resumed the consideration of
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts concerning
the management of the Wilderness Turnpike Road,
And the amendment ( substitute) proposed thereto by the committee.
Mr. Speaker McCrea1·y offered amendments to the ame ndments ·
proposed by the committee, which were adopted.
Said substitute, as amended, was then adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as t o the third;
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
119- H.
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
,,
On motion of Mr. Jessee, the Committee on Charitable Institutions
are directed to report to the House at 12 o'clock, M., to-morrow, a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act concerning the various charitable institutions in this Commonwealth.
The House took up the amendments proposed by t.he Senate to
bills, which originated in the · House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Tradewater Navigation and Manufacturing Company.
An act to incorporate the Owensboro Building and Loan Association.
An act to authorize the sheriff and master commissioner of Fayette
county to advertise sales of real and personal property in said
county.
An act in regard to certain streets in the city of Louisville.
An act to incorpornte the Lancaster Building and Loan Association.
Said amendments were severally concurred in.
The House then took up the following joint resolution from the
Senate, entitled
Resolution in relation to the final adjournment of this General
Assembly.
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when they adjoum on Friday, the 18th day of April, 1873, th~y
will adjourn sine die.

Mr. Arn.old moved to amend Baid resolution by striking out the
words "Friday, the 18th day of April, 1873," and inserting in lieu
there.of .the w:o.rds " Tuesday, the 22d day of April, I 873, at 12 o'clock,
M."

Mr. D.a:vidson offered an amendment to the amendment proposed
by Mr. Ar.nold.
Mr, C.a.11lisle offered a substitute for the Senate resolution and the
proposed ·amendments, which was rejected.
Mr. Davidson, by consent of the House, withdrew his proposed
amendment.
'llhe question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
_proposed ~y Mr. Arnold, and it was decided in the affirmative.
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The resolution, as amended, reads as follows, viz:
R esolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That when they adjourn on Tuesday, the 22d day of April, 1873, at
12 o'clock, M ., they will adjourn sine die.
Said resolution, as amended, was then adopted.
M1·. W. Evans moved to reconsider the vote by which said resolution, as amended, was adopted.
Mr. Graves moved to lay the motion of Mr. W. Evans on the table.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Graves, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
Reeves, were as follow s, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)C. M . Clay,jr.,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
Jo siah H . Combs,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad,
W. L. Reeves,
John Rowan,
A. S . Arnold,
R. D. Cook,
W.W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
W. H. Evans,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, James W. Snyder,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
J. S. Taylor,
John A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
C. W. Threlkeld,
S. C. Bell,
G. W. Little,
T. W. Varnon,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. M. White,
William Brown,
Wm. J. McElroy,
Mordecai Williams,
W.W. Bush,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Wm. Mynhier,
J. N. Woods,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Nall,
S . H. Woolfolk,
George Carter,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-49.
James S. Chrisman,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, J. R . Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
William Sellers,
B. E. Cassilly,
George M. Jessee,
Harry I. Todd,
R. L. Cooper,
Thomas M. Johnson, L. W. Trafton,
Joseph M. Davidson, J . S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring-17.
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
Mr. Davidson moved to reconside~ the vote by which the House
passed a bill from the Senate, entitled ~
- An act to incorporate the Rockcastle Railway Company.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Davidson, it
was decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Davidson, the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be read a third time was also reconsidered.
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Mr. Davidson then offe1·ed an amemlment to said bill, which was
adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third ·
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved; That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. F. Sacksteder, from the Committee on Banks, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
A bill for the benefit of the Bank of Louisville.
Which bill was read the fit-st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House.and constitutional proYision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on Banks.
Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on Education, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville,
·Reported the same without amendment.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That section 88 of an act, entitled "An act establishing a new charter for the city of Louisville," be amended so as to read as follows: Section 88. No person shall be eligible as a trustee of said schools who bas
not attained the age of 30 years, and is not the owner of real estate or a
hou sekeeper, who is not a citizen of the United States, a competent voter,
and a bona fide resident of the ward for which he may be chosen, or who
has not been a resident of the Commonwealth of Kentucky for 5 years,
and of the city of Louisville 3 years, next preceding his election; and if,
after election, any member of said board of trustees should move out of
the ward for which he was chosen, or become a candidate for, or accept
any office, the holding or discharging of which would render him ineligible, his seat shall thereby be vacated, and the vacaI\CY snpp1ied as hereinbefore provided.

I

The question was then taken· on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requi1·ed thereon by Messrs. J.P. Sack,steder and Wright, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
J. L. Nall,
iGeorge W. Anderson, IJ. P. Gray,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
Clinton Griffith,
John W. Ogilvie,
Alpheus W. Bascom, George M. Jessee,
Lewis Potter,
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John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
E. A. Robertson ,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, John Rowan,
W.W. Bush,
J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
B. E. 0assilly,
G. W. Little,
J. S . Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
Bryan S . McClure,
0 . W . Threlkeld,
0. M. Clay, jr.
M . E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
R. L. Cooper,
T. J. Megibben,
L. W. Trafton,
lVI. Woods Fergu son, Wm. Mynhier,
Mordecai Williams-36
Those who voted in the negative, were~
W. N . Beckham,
R. D. Cook,
Frank Sacksteder,
Church H . Blakey,
John W. Dyer,
William Sellers,
William Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. L. Waring,
Thomas P. 0arq well, Hiram S. Powell,
J. N . Woods,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J. M. Wright-16.
John S . Carpenter,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as afot·esaid.
The House then took up the motion heretofore made to reconsider
the vote by which the House passed a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to sharter Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington Railway
Company.
The question was then taken on reconsidering said vote, and it
was decided in the affi.rm~tive.
On motion of Mr. Threlkeld, the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be read a third time was also reconsidered.
Mr. Threlkeld then offered an amendment to said bill, which was
adopted.
Or·dered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of . the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the Falmouth Turnpike Road Company, in
Pendleton county.
By Mr. A1·mstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of George W. Sewall, common school commissioner of Breathitt county.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a new
charter for the city of L_?uisville," approved March 3, 1870.
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By sameAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act establishing a new
charter for the city of Louisville," approved the 3d day of March,
1870.
By Mr. McClure, from the Committee on ReligionAn act authorizing druggists to sell spirituous liquors by retail in
the town of West Liberty.
By Mr. Ogilvie, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the Mayslick and Mill Creek Turnpike Road
Company, in Mason county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of the Tuckahoe Ridge Turnpike Road, in
Mason county.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Southwest Kentucky Immigration and
Real Estate Company.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of school district No. 27, in Ballard county.
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts.
An act fo1· the benefit of William Paul, William Dayton, and Milton Humble, of Robertson county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend the charter and laws of the town of Bellevue, in
Campbell county.
By Mr. Graves, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of W. E.
Duncan, late sheriff of Warren county, .and hi,i sureties," approved
February 6, 1873·.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to incorporate the Mountain Railroad, Mining, and Manufacturing Company.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee 011: Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Calhoun and Rockport P acket Company.
With. amendments to the last two named bills, which were adopted.
Ordered, That said bills, the last two named as amended, be read
a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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'Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to prepare and bl'ing in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Louisville Locomotive and Car Company.
By Mr. Brown, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill for the benefit of Andrew J. McCampbell, late sheriff of
Jessamine county.
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Kentucky Central Park Association, of
Boyle county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville Orphans' Home Society," approved February 26, 1849.
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an a0t to incorporate the Massie's Mill Turnpike
Road Company," approved March 7, 1868.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Gobrias Terry, Ben. T. Perkins, sr., and
S. H. Perkins .
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to incorporate the town of Cherry Hill, in Trigg county.
By Mr. Gray, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 29, in Washington
county.
By Mr. Anderson, from tlie Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Williamsburg, in Whitley county."
By sameA bill to amend an act to authorize the voters of the town of Clinton to vote upon the proposition as to whether ardent spirits shall be
sold within the corporate limits of said town, and to prohibit the
sale of same.
Which hills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule or the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said b·ills being dispensed with, and the same being en- .
grossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforeAaid.
And then the House adjourned.

FRIDAY, APRIL- 18, 1873.
A message was recei'ved from the Senate, announcing that they had
concurred in the amendment proposed by the House to a bill, which
originated in the State, entitled
An act to incorporate the Nicholasville Building and Accumulating
Fund Association.
That they had passed bills, which originated in' the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to regulate and create the office of county treasurer in th~
counties of Perry and Harlan.
An act fot· the benefit of W. S. Allen, late sheriff of Breathitt
county, and his securities.
An act to legalize a certain survey made in the name of William
Day, ~n Morgan county.
An act to authorize a portion of Jamestown magisterial district, in
Campbell county, to purchase the Newport and Dayton Turnpike,
and to bridge Taylor's creek.
An act to legalize a certain survey made in the name of D. P. Mosley and J, ·H. Amyx, in Morgan county.
An act for the benefit of Spencer King, sheriff of Dell county.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common school district No. 31, in Bullitt county," approved March 15,
1871.
An act to regulate official advertisements of sales of sheriffs and_.
master commissioners in the county of Jessamine.
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An act for the benefit 9f school district No. ~ 7, in Garrard county.
An act for the be_nefit of-Nelson Durham, late sheriff 9f BeU county.
· An act to incorporate the Spinoza Society, of Fayette county. ·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Simpson County Agricultural and Mechanical Association," approved January 27, 18613.
An act for the benefit of T. J. Phillips,jailer of .Hardin county.
An act for the benefit of the Hodgenville and Elizabethtown Turnpike Road Company.
An act to give validity to the last will and ~estament of James J.
Andrews, deceased, late of Fleming county.
·
With ·a substitute, by way of amendment, to the last named bill.
And that they had pa~sed bills of the following tiqes, viz :
I. An act to incorporate the W rightson Printing Company.
2. An act for the benefit of common school district .No. l,·in Pendleton county.
3. An act for the benefit of school district No. 21, in Carroll county.
4. An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of co~mon school district No. 1, in Allen county."
5. An act for the _b enefit of Silas H. Hammon,ds, common school
commissioner of Powell county.
6. An act to require all corporations, created by or under a,ny law
of this Commonwealth, to keep their chief office within its li~its.
, -;. An act to change and fix the times of holding the Estill county
quarterly courts.
·8. An act for the benefit of Trimble county, in voting sµbscription
of stock to railroads.
9. An act to change the time of holding elections for directors of
the Bank of New Castle.
10. An act for the benefit of Wells, Mitchell & Co.
l I. An act to provide for the compensation of E. I. Bullock, G. W.
I
'
Craddock, and J. M. Nesbitt, for services before the joint committee
on the Revision of the Statutes.
12. An act to amend section 2 of an act, entitled" An act to authorize .M. B. Goble to erect a boom across Blain creek, in Lawrence
county," approved March 18, 1870.
' '
13. An act to establish an additional justices' district in Bath
county.
14. An act for the benefit of T. J. Srµith and others.
120-H.
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15. An act for the benefit of the city of Lexington.
16. An act extending further time to the county of Boyle in which
to provide fire-proof vaults fot· county records.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to · the
· second reading of said bills being dispense d with,
Ordei·ed, That they be referred-the 1st and 6th to the Committee
on Corpornte Institutions, the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th to the Committee
on Education; the 7th, 13th, and 16th to the Committee on County
Courts; the 8th to the Committee on Railroads; the 9th and 10th to
the Committee on Banks; the 11th to the Committee on Claims; the .
·. 12th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; and the 14th
and 15th to the Committee ori the Judiciary.
A me~sage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted joint resolutions, entitled
Resolutions in regard to the State of Louisiana.
lVIr. Beckham, from the committee heretofore raised to report upon
th e collection of the claims of the State of Kentucky dgainst the
United States Governrl}.ent, made the following report, viz:
Your Committee respectfully report, that, acting under a resolution of
the House of March 21st, they have made a full investigation of the
matters connected with the collection of the "Kentucky War Claims."
They have had submitted to them the sworn statements o{ a number
of witnesses, who possessed peculiar advantages for obtaining such information as the Committee sought.
From the statements of the Board of Commissioners of the Sinking
Fund, they find that Gen. Hewitt, Quarter-Master General of the State,
was directed by them, und(";r authority of acts of the General Assembly,
approved March 10th, 1870, and March 22d, 1871, to proceed to Washington and 'l}ndertake and prosecute the collection of the claims of the
State of Kentucky against the United States Government.
By authority of said acts, before referred to, they directed General
H ewitt to secure the services of such persons ·as might be necessary to
expedite and secure said .collections.
Your Committee is of opinion, in view of all the difficulties, as shown
by the proof, attending th~ collection of any, claim against the Government, however just it may be, that the "kind and character of services
rendered by these parties " were such as the exigencies of the cases demanded, .and that the money used was wisely and judiciously expended.
In this opinion they are strengthened by the happy result which followed.
From the statements of all the witnesses, your Committee is of the
opinion, that, in the collection of said claims, the State of Kentucky has
been peculiarly fortunate ; since the per centage of cost for said collection amounts to but a fraction over seven per centum upon the gross
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amount collected, while no other State claim, so far as your Committee
is informed, has been collected for less than ten per centum.
The State of Pennsylvania, for the collection of claims amounting in
the aggregate to over three millions of dollars, paid ten per centum upon
the aggregate amount collected.
Maryland paid (30) thirty per centum on the first ten thousand collected, and contracted to pay (20) twenty per centum on all sums over
that amount which might be collected.
The testimony further shows, that the collection has been made by
Gen. Hewitt at a much lower rate than it would have been made had the
very lowest proposals of other parties offering to collect the same been
accepted.
One of the claims of the State was known as the "Scott and Triplett
Gun Claim," and amounted to the sum of ($146,000) one hundred and
forty-six thousand dollars. It was for guns purchased by the State,· to
arm her State forces, for service in the field during the late war: The
agent of the State had made two ineffectual efforts to collect it, but
failed, and had finally withdrawn the claim from the Department at
Washington.
·
The Sinking Fund Commissioners, thinking the claim against the
Government to be wholly worthless, ordered Gen. Hewitt to sell the
guns for whatever sum he could get.
He offered said guns to various parties at !iums ranging from ($ 15)
fifteen dollars down to ($2 50) two dollars and fifty cents, without being
able to effect a sale. Had he sold them at the lowest sum for which he
offered them, the sum received would have amounted to but ($12,500)
twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
'When Gen. Hewitt went to Washington, the lowest offer made by any
one to coiled the "Scott and Triplett Gun Claim" was (33 _½) thirtythree and one third per centum on the whole amount of that particular
claim collected, and that only upon condition that the remainder of the
claims of the State be placed in the hands of the same party at ( 1 5)
fifteen per centum.
No claim agent would take the Scott and Triplett claim at any price,
alo~e, but only in conjunction with the other claims, as stated above.
The proof shows that Gen. Hewitt collected said claim at _the cost of
about (18) eighteen per centum of the whole amount-one hundred and
forty-six thousand dollars-thereby saving to the State (15) fifteen per
cent., the difference between the cost of collection by him and the lowest
offer made by others.
The rate for the collection of the whole · amount collected has been
stated in this report at seven per centum; but exclusive of this claim,
which was considered as wholly w9rthless, and the collection of which
surprised every one familiar with it, the total cost of collection has been
less than five per centum, which amount, in view of the high rates paid
by other States, is remarkably low.
All the witnesses testify to the zeal, energy, and industry of General
Hewitt in overcoming the almost insurmountable difficulties which met
him at every step in the prosecution of these claims. Those difficulties
are so numerous, and the objections of Department officials so often
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wholly unexp& ted, that the most delicate tact and the soundest discrimination in the selection of assistants are necessary to conduct to a
successful issue any claim, even though it should not meet with the
extraordinary opposition which was encountered in the prosecution of
the Kentucky War Claim.
The ·strongest proof of Gen. Hewitt's fidelity to the State, and of the
ability with which he performed the difficult and delicate duties assigned
him, is to be found in the substantial fruits of his labors which the State
has reaped, in the sum of about eight hundred and fifty thousand dollars collected by him and paid into the Treasury.
Your Committee desires to reiterate the opinion, that, in the collection
of these claims, the strictest economy has been practiced, and they point
to the results achieved as evidence of the fact that the sums paid have
been for services which resulted largely to the benefit of the Commonwealth.
It is proper to say, that nearly one half of the amount expended by
Gen. Hewitt was expended in the collection of the Scott and Triplett Guf\
Claim; and to add, that subsequent collections have been made with a
constantly diminishing expenditure; and it is the opinion of Gen. Hewitt,
that the claims yet pending against the General Government (amounting
to more than orie half million dollars) can be collected at a less cost than
has attended any of the collections already made.
W. N. BECKHAM, Cha£rman,
CHURCH H. BLAKEY,
E . POLK JOHNSON,
J. M. WRIGHT.

,order_ed, That the Public Printer print five hundred copies of said
. report for the use of the House, and that the consideration of tl· e
same be postponed to, and made special order of the day for, IO
o'clock, A. lVI., to-morrow.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted the report of the special committee of the Senate, to
whom was referred the special message of the Governor in relation
to the anomalous condition of affairs in the State of Louisiana,
which was laid before the House.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titlt:s, viz:
Ari act to amerid the ch·arter of the Louisville and Cane Run Turnpike Road Company;
An act to incorporate the Harlan County Mining and Railroad'
Company;
. An act to repeal the fourth sect'ion of an act, entitled "An act to
i_~ ~orp~rate the Lee County Lumbering, Mining, and Manufacturing
Company;"
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An act for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in Lawrence county;
An act to amend· chapter 102, entitled" Treasury Warr ant Claims,"
of the Revised Statutes ;
An act amending an act, approved February 6, 1873, entitled" An
act partitioning the Fairfield and Samuels' Depot Turnpike Road,
and out of the same incorporating the Fairfield and Cox's Creek
Turnpike Road Company, and the Samuels' Depot and Cox's Creek
Turnpike Road Company;"
An _act for the benefit of Perry Jefferson, sheriff of Mason county;
An act for the benefit of Simon Humphrey, late sheriff of Nelson
county;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Sanford Goin, of Franklin county;
An- act for the benefit of Lewis Plummer, jailer of Lewis county;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Livermore, in McLean
county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent deer-d1·iving
in the counties of Estill, Jackson, Perry, Harlan, Butler, Grayson, and
Edmonson," approved March 28th, 1872;
An act in relation to persons convicted of penal offenses in Union
county;
An act for the benefit of .Tames Hogg, committee of Nancy Frazier,
a pauper idiot, now of Rowan county;
An act for the benefit of S. M. Goble, of Carter county;
An act to incorporate the .Mt. Sterling Gas-light Company;
An act for the benefit of William R. Williams, of Elliott _county;
An act for the benefit of M ; T. Lowery, of Jessamine county;
An act to repeal an act to amend the charter of the town of Harrodsburg, approved Febmary 17, I 872;
•
An act to pay expenses for certain services rendered by the Sergeant-at-Arms of House of Representatives;
An act for the benefit of Thos. H. Curd, Geo. W. Nell, and W. J.
Page;
. An act to change the boundary line of the town of Clinton, in
Hickman county;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Danville and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company," appro.ved
February 24, 1870;
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An act to amend ·an_act, entitled "An act to reduce into one the
. several ac·ts in relation to the town of Frankfort, and for other purposes;"
An act to amend an·: act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Kenton
coupty;"
An act to prohibit the submission of the question of taxation for
railroad purposes in the county of Henry;
An act to amend section 191 of act revising the charter of the city
of Paducah, Kentucky, approved March the 27th, 1872;
An act to amend section 153, title "City Tax Collector," of an act
revising the charter of the city of Paducah, Kentucky, approved
March the 27th, 1872;
An act repealing an act preventing the setting of nets, seining, &c.,
in the streams, or parts of streams, in the counties of Trimble and
Carroll;
An act for the benefit of A. J. Cocanaugher, late sheriff of Washington county;
An act to legalize the action of the Warren county court in borrowing seven thousand dollars for bridge purposes, of Warren county;
And had found the same trnly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That M1·. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock,
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved
and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
·
An act to incorporate the town of Lynnville, in Graves county.
An act to empower the county court of Mercer · county to make
subscription to capital stock in turnpike roads in Mercer county.
An act to incorporate the Falls City Club, of the city of Louisville.
An act to authorize any constable of Washington county to exe.cute final process from certain courts.
.
An act to incorporate Olay Lodge, No . .I, Knights of Pythias.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and make into
one the several acts relating to the charter and amendments thereto
of the town of Mt. Sterling," approved March 18, 1871, and to repeal
chapter 262.
An act to incorporate the American Industrial College.
An act to change the time of holding the circuit courts in the thirteenth judicial district.
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An act to exempt certain lands within the corv.orate li"mits of the
town of Greenup from municipal taxation.
An act fo1· the benefit of Jos. W. Winlock.
An act amending an act, approved January 24th, 1871, entitled "An ·
act to amend and reduce into one the several-acts in relation to the
road laws in Greenup county."
.
An act to provide for the construction and completion of turnpike
roads in Scott county.
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
Stanford Female College.
An act to incorporate the Immigration Association of Kentucky .
An act for the benefit of school district No . 59, in Hart county.
An act to incorporate Valley Lodge, No. 511, A . Y. M., in Jefferson county.
An act for the benefit of Bethel Academy, in the county of Jessamine.
An act to incorporate the Columbia Christian College.
An act to change the time of holding the circuit, criminal, and
chancery courts in the twelfth judicial district.
An act to incorporate the Oakland Iron Company.
An act to incorporate the Henderson Water-works Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prnvide for the location and erection of the Third Lunatic Asylum."
An act to authorize the holding of special chancery courts in the
county of Rockcastle.
.
An act to limit the jurisdiction of the police judge of the town of
Dixon, in Webster county.
An act for the benefit of turnpike district No. 2, in Henry county.
An act in relation to the shel'iff of Calloway county.
An act to incorporate the Forest Hill Building and Loan Association, of W est Covington.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Bowling Green.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the ber;i.efit of school
district No. 16, in Larue county."
An act for the benefit of the Paducah and Northeastern Railroad
Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An as.:t for the benefit of common
schools in Bracken county."
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous or intoxicating liquors at
Mercer's Station, in .lVIuhlenburg county.
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An act to prescribe and regulate the rates of ferriage upon the Ohio
river for boats plying to and from the corporate limits of the town of
Greenup.
An act for the benefit of John W. Duncan, collector of the revenue
due from Wayne county for the years 18(;3 and 1864.
An act for the benefit of Henry C. Fitzpatrick, collector of the
revenue for Floyd county for the year 1870.
An act to incorporate the Crab Orchard Salts Manufacturing Company, at Crab Orchard Springs.
An act to regulate the pay of the members of the court of claims
of Todd county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Cairo, in Henderson county."
An act to authorize a vote upon the sale of liquor in Highland,
~incoln county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
An act to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to incorpornte the Boyd
County Navigation, Manufacturing, and Impro_v ement Company," approved February 8th, 1871.
An act to amend an act to charter the town of Prestonville, in
Carroll county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An a0t giving the trustees of the
common school district in Catlettsburg the right to levy a tax for two
years, to build a school-house in said district," approved March 5th,
1872, and to establ_ish and maintain a public school in the town of
Catlettsburg.
Bills from the Senate, of the following 'titles, were reported without amendment, _b y the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz:
By Mr. McAfee, from the Committee on Military AffairsAn act for the benefit of Wm. T. Moore.
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of Alexander Cook and Sarah Cook, of Trimble county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Rtsolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
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Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to prepat·e and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Taylor, from a select committeeA bill allowing the erection of public warehouses in Carroll county.
By Mr. J. A. Bell, from the Com~ittee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill for the benefit of the town of Clinton.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Cumberland Valley Mining Company.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on the PenitentiaryA bill in relation to the convicts of the Penitentih.ry. ,
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to he read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Mr. Todd offered an amendment to the last named bill, which was
adopted.
Oi·dered, That said bills, the last named as amended, be engrossed
and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
· Mr. Graves, from the joint' committee of conference on the disagreement of the two Hquses, with regard to the amendments proposed by the House to chapter 19, title "Common Schools," of the
proposed Revision of the Statutes, as reported by the Sena,te, made
a report, which was taken up and adopted.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that· the
Senate had also ~dopted said report.
The House then took up and proceeded to consid~r still further the
repo1·t from the Senate of their action on the report of the joint com•
mittee on the report of the Commissioners to Revise the Statutes.
Cµapter - , title "To Adopt the General Statutes,"
Being up for consideration, Mr. Powell moved to reconsider the
vote by which the House, on yesterday, rejected the amendment proposed "to strike out of article 2, section 6, all thereof, beginning at
line 3, to the end of said section."
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Mr. Graves moved to lay the motion to reconsider said vote on the
table.
And the question being ta½en on the mot.ion of l\fr. Graves, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Graves and
lVIcElroy, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr~Speaker(H'Creary)Thomas 1\1. Johnson, John P. Rowlett,
A. S. Arnold,
T. J. Jones,
James W. Snyder,
W. W. Ayers,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S . Taylor,
G. W. Bailey,
Wm. J. McElroy ,
T . W. Varnon,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Megibben,
Mordecai Williams,
John W. Dyer,
J. C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
Walter Evans,
John "\V. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
·w. H . Evans,
John Rowan,
S. H. ,voolfolk-25.
E. A. G1·aves,
· 'J'hose who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Josiah H. Combs,
W. L. Reeves,
R. Tarv. Baker,
William G. Conrad,
E. A. Robertson,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W . Bascom, R. D. Cook,
W. N. Beckham ,
Joseph M. Davidson, C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
1\1. Woods Ferguson, C. W. Threlkeld ,
W. B. 1\1. Bl'Ooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
, Harry I. Todd,
William Bl'Own,
J. S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring,
J ohn S. Carpenter,
J. L. Nall,
C.H. Webb,
George Carter,
Mat. Nunan,
J. 1\1. White,
B. E. Cassi.lly,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson-32.
C. M, Clay,jr.,
Hiram S. Powell,
The question was then taken on the motion to reconsider said vote,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
· The questio n was then again taken on the adoption of the ame nd ment aforesaid, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElroy and
Graves, wer.e as follows, viz:
·
Those who voted in the affirmative,· wereGeorge W. Anderson, ,v. H. Evans,
E. A. Robe1;tson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Wo :.ids Ferguson , J.P. Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foi·ee,
· Frank Sacksteder,
1
B; NI. Brooks;·
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
Thomas P. Cardwell, E. Polk Johnson,
William Sellers,
John S. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
C. 'vv. Threlkeld,
Wm. Mynhier,
Hany I. Todd,
B. E. Cassilly,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L Nall,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad, Mat. Nunan,
J. M. White,
R. D. Cook,
~Julian N. Phelps,
J. M. Wright-32.
R. L. Cooper1
Hiram S. Powell,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)'Walter Evans, ·
John Rowan,
Wm'. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
·A. S. Arnold,
0 . P. Gray,
Samuel J\L Sanders,
W. W. Ayers,
Clinton Griffith,
James W. Snyder,
G. W. Bailey,
Thomas lVL Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
T. W. Varnon,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson.
0. H. Webb,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure, . Mordecai Williams,
.M. E. McKenzie,
F. A. Wilson,
Rob ert M. Carlisle,
James S. Chrisman,
J. 0 . 1\foorman,
J . N . W ()ods,
Joseph M. Davidson, John W. Ogilvie,
S. H. W odfolk-35.
John -,.y. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the chapter as
amended, and it was d6ci<led in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by ,Messrs. Goodloe and
Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affimiative, wereMr.Speal,cer (M' 0reary)R. L. Cooper,
W. L . Re eves,
Wm. A. Allen,
J o;;eph .M. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
John Rowan,
George vV. Anderson, John W. Dyer,
A. C. Armstrong,
M. \·' 7 oo·ds Ferguson, John P Rowlett,
A. S . Arnold,
Joseph P. Foree,
J.P. Sacksteder,
'\V. "'VV. Ayers,
James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
G. W. Bailey,
E. A. Graves,
J. R. Sanders,
Alph1,us W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
Samuel lVI. ·sanders,
W. N . Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jones,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
J. S. Lawson,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J. J. .McAfee,
L. W. Trafton,
W.W. Bush,
Bryan S. McClure,
T. W. Varnon,
Thomas P. 0a1·dwell, M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle,
": . J. Megibben,
J.M. \Vhite,
· John S. Carpe.n ter,
J. C.)Vfoorman,
Mordecai Williams,
Wm. Mynhiet·,
F. A. Wilson,
George Carter,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
James S. Chrisman,
J0hn Vv. Ogilvie,
S . H. Woolfolk,
C. M. Clay, jr:,
Julian N . Phelps,
J.M. Wright-68.
William G. Conrad,
Lewis Potter,
/

Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam Brown,
'\V. H. Evans,
Hiram S. Powell,
Josiah H. Combs,
Vtlm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
RD . Cook,
Wm. J. McElroy,
C.H. Webb,
'\,Valte1· Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson-12.
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Mr. Reeves, from ~he Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to prohibit the running of log~, wood, 01· other lumber,
loose, down Licking river,
Reported the same without amendment.
The considerl:!,tion of said bill was cut off by the arrival of the
•hour for taking up a special orde1·.
According to order, Mr. W. Evans, from the Committe~ on Charitable Institutions, to whom was refered a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act concerning the various charitable institutions in this Commonwealth,
Reported the same with a substitute therefor by way of amendment.
Mr. Beckham then moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmativ.e.
Th~ yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Baker and
Brown, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen, ·
E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
A. C. Armstrong, ·
C . .P. Gray,
John P. Rowlett,
A. S . Arnold,
Clinton Griffith,
J. P. Sacksteder,
.
T. J. Jones,
G. W. Bailey,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J. S. Lawson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
J. J . McAfee,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell, ,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
W. W. Bush,
William J. McElroy, J. S. Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Megibben,
L. W. Trafton,
J. C. Moorrrian,
George Carter,
C.H. Webb,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. M;. White,
C. M. Clay, jr. 1
J. L. Nall,
Mordecai Williams,
vVilliam G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potte1·,
S. H. Woolfolk-47.
Joseph P. Foree,
Hiram S. Powell,
. Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)B. E . Cassilly,
W. L . Reeves,
George W. Anderson, Josiah H. Combs,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
R. L. Cooper,
Frank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans, ·
C. C.- Scales,
John A. Bell,
W. H. Evans,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
M. Woods Ferguson, Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, T. W. Varnon,
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William Brown,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. L. Waring,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. N. Woods,
John S. Carpenter,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-30.
But before said ordei: could be executed, the hour of 2 o' clock, P.
M., arrived, when, under the rule, the House to~k a recess until 7½
o'clock, P. M.
At 7½ o'clock, P. M., the House again assembled.
On motion, Mess1·s. Blackburn and White were permitted to J"ecord
their votes on the resolutions offered by Mr. Ogilvie, in regard to the
action of the last Congress of the United States in voting to increase
their own and the salaries of other officers. They each voted in the
affirmative on the adoption of the resolutions as amended, and the
Clerk was dfrected tq insert their votes on the yeas and nays called
thereon.
Mr. Blackburn was also permitted to record his vote on the qu estion to adopt chapter - , title " To Adopt the General Statutes,"
which he did, in the affirmative.
The House then, according to order, resumed the consideration of
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act concerning the various charitable institutions in this Commonwealth.
, By consent of the House, Mr. Varnon was permitted to offer the
following amendment to the original bili, viz :
Amend section 1, line 2, by adding the following words: "except
the Kentucky Asylum at Danville, for the Tuition of the Deaf and
Dumb."
Amend section 2, by striking out all after the word "Asylum," in
10th line, down to and including" Dumb," in the 13th line.
Amend section 11, in line 8, by striking out the words " for the
Kentucky Asylum for the Bducation of the Deaf and Dumb."
A mend same section, by striking out in line 17 the following w ords:
"and the Steward of the Kentucky Asylum for the Education of the
Deaf and Dumb."
Mr. J. P. Sacksteder moved to reconsider the vote by which the
previous question was ordered.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Sacksteder, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
E. Polk Johnson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, '" ereMr. Speaker(lVI'Creary)R. L. Cooper·,
W. L. Reeves,
George W. Anderson, Joseph lVI. Davidson, J. P. Sacksteder,
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M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
Joseph P. Foree,
J . R. Sanders,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, 0. 0. :Scales,
E. Polk J ohnson ,
. C. W. Threlkeld,
Thom as M. Johnson, J . L. Waring- 23.
T. J . lvlegibben,

R. Tarv. Baker,
John A. Bell,
J. C. S . Blackburn,
W"illiam Brown,
B. E . Cassilly,
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Those who voted in the negative, ,vereWm. A. Allen,
John _vV. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
'A . 8. Arnold,
vValter Evan s,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. W . Ayers,
vV . H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
Alp he us W. Bascom, E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray ,
John P . Rowlett,
S. C. Bell,
Clin to n GL'iffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
T. J. Jon e,;,
William Sellers,
v-m. F . Bond,
J. S . Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
W. B M. B:-ooks,
G. W . Little,
J . S . Taylor,
W . \V . Bush,
J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd ,
L . W. Trafton,
T homas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
R"oert M. 0arlh;le,
William J. McElroy, T . W. Varnon,
John S . 0 arpen:ter,
M. E. McKen zie,
Q. H . Webb,
Gecrge Carter,
J. C. Moorman,
.T. M. W hite,
J ames S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
F . A. vVilson,
0. M . Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D . Wilson,
J osi ah H . Combs,
Mat. Nunan ,
J. N. Woods,
Willia m G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvi e,
S . H. Woolfolk-56.
R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phel ps,
The substitute proposed by t he cc, mmittee for Lhe bill from the
f:-e n ate reads as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it ena.cted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken tuc.i:_;, T hat the State House of Reform fo r J uvenile Delinquen ts i1:1
hereby reorga nize·d and re~established, and shall ~e named and styl ed
the T hird Lunatic Asylum of Kentuca:y ; by which name it is hereby
de lared a body -politic and corp or ate; and by i .; may s ue and be
sued., co ntract .and be contrr,.cted with; ai1d have irnd u,:;e a common
se ai, w hich it may altei· at pleasure; u.nd sh all have all oth er righ ts
and ,)nvileges incident to cor~::orations 1i ecessary t o carry -out the
obj ects and purposes fot· which the saia. aflylum is reorganized and
r-e-eoi:&bl ished.
'
§ 2. It shall' be the d uty of t he Gove rnor, as soon a s may be aftet·
t h e passa ge of tbis act, to nomin ate allll a ppoint, subject t o t he ap prnv al of t he Senate, t,> whom :;uch nominatio11s shall be reported ,
five ciiscrect business men of the county in which said a sylum is
located, as a board of commissione1·s for said a sy lum, each of whom
shall hold office for four years, and u ntil his successor is qualified.
Said board of commissioners, and their successors in office, shall
evel' be trnstees of the State to see t hat t he said as)' lum and all its
appurts1u. nces are faithfully used and applied as m ay be dir ected
by law.
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§ 3. The board of commissionel's ,;;f said asylum, anti_thei, su cces':l01·s in office, are hereby authorized and empowered to recei v e by
gift, devise , or otherwise, lands, money, and other property fe r the
benefit of the State, in aid and ful'thflrnnce of the objects and purposes of said asylum, and the sa me to retain, use, and apply to the
benefit o the said asylum.
§ 4. That all the fu nds and effects of said a,,ylum shall be under
the management a nd control of said board of commissioners, a nd
their successors in office, as tru stee s of the State, in and for the purposes aforesa id, subject to the rules and ccnditions herein specified;
and as such trustee s they are a u1horized and empowere d, from and
after the 30th day of April, 1873, to take possession of a 11 lands,
buildings, papers, bonds, stocks, imprnve ments, and effects belonging
to said · House of Reform for J Llv enile ::Jelinquents, wherever they
may be found , and of whatev er they may consist, ihe ti tle to all of
which is now fransfened to and vested in them; and th ey sha ll so
hold, retain, nrnn age, and apply the same as may be best cabulated
to build up and sustain the interest of said asylum, and secure the
objects and purposes to which it is henceforth to be devoted: Provided , however, That the said board of commissioners, .and thai :· successors in office , shall be governed in every instance by such restl'ictions a;,d conditi ons as may acr,ompany any grant of aid by the
Legislature, or a gift or bestowment by any person, subj ect, however, to the control of the General Assembly .
§ 5. That said board of commmissioners, and their successm·s in
office , and also the board of managers of each of the Lunatic Asylums of this S tate , shall ke ep 1:1 tru e and correct account of all their
proceedings and acts as a board, and cause to be kept by their secretary and treasurer a true and complete record of all mon eys received
and disbursed by them, showi ng from w he nce derived and for w!tat
expended,. also of b onds or bills rec ei vable or payable, and of all
other accounts and prnceedi ngs incident to the management of said
asylums, all of' which shall he open at any time subject to the in sp ection of the public .and of any co mmittee or commission er appointed
by the Legislatu.l'e for the examination of the same; and it sh all be
the duty of the board of commissio ners, for the time being, of e ach
and every of said asylums, to prese nt ·to the Governor a nn ually , an :i
he to lay efcre the Ge neral Assembly, w ithin the first week of their
sess ion, a statement of th e funds an d. the receip ts and the exp endi tur es and condition of their r e~pective institutions, and of the number of the inm ates recei ved a nd cal'ed for therein during th e year
immediately preceding, and the parts of t 1e State from whence they
came, distinguishing betwee n those who have been supported gratuitously and others.
§ 6. That the boards of commissioners or managers, and their successors in office, of each of said asyluml:!, separately and sever ally,
shall h a ve t he power, and s uch power is hereby vested in th em, to
appoint one of their own number president or chairman of their
·respective boards ; a nd th ey may also appoint such other officers,
including steward, matron , tre asur1:r, and assi::itant physician , not
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other,vise provitled for, as they may deem necessary for tlj.e efficient
and successful management of their respective asylums, and to remove any of them at pleasure, and fill their places with others, and
to make such by-laws and such rules and regulations as they may
deem necessat·y for the government and _interest of their respective
asylums, not inconsistent, however, with the provisions of this act,
nor in violation of the Constitution and laws of this State: Provided,
·That the action of all of said · boards of commissioners or managers,
and their successors in office, as to the various matters referred to in
this section, shall be subject to the control of the ,General Assembly.
The salaries of such officers may be fixed by said commissioners,
subject to the limitations of this act.
§ 7. The Superintendent of said Third Lunatic Asylum of Kentucky shall be appointed by the board of commissioners thereof, and
shall have the 'same powers and duties as are now by law conferred
and imposed on the Superintendent of the Eastern Lunatic A~ylum
at Lexington. His salary shall be fixed by th~ board at not exceeding two thousand dollars per year. No person shall be appointed
such Superintendent unless he be a competent physician. He sh.a ll,
in addition to his pay, be furnished the support and maintenance
allowed the Superintendents of the other asylums, and shall reside
in the asylum or in a house c9ntiguous thereto.
§ 8. It shall be unlawful for any of t.he aforesaid boards of commissioners or managers to meet and transact business, unless a majority of such board be present, ·nor shall the proceedings then be
authoritative or binding until they have been found correctly recorded
and i;igned by the pre8ident, and countersigned by the secretary; and
if any member or members of said boards of commissioners or managers shall die, resign, refuse to act, or remove from the county, and
a vacancy shall thereby occur in any of 1:.1aid boards, such vacancy
or vacancies shall be filled by the Governor; but no person· shall be
appointed as a member of any of said boards who is not at the time
a r esident of the county in which such asylum is located.
_ § 9. That each commissioner and manager, and every other officer
of any asylum, shall, before entering upon the duties of his or her
office, take an oath before some notary public, or other officer authoriz_ed to administer oaths, that he or she will well and truly discharge the duties of his or her trust.
§ 10. That the treasurers of each and every of said lunatic asylums, before he shall act as such, and before he receives any money
or other means belonging to the asylum of which he may be treasurer, shall execute covenant to the Commonwealth of Kentucky in
such sums, and with such sm·eties as may be required and appl'Oved
by the Governor and the board of managers or commissioners which
appointed him, for the faithful discharge of his duties, and for the
sate-keeping of all money and other means which may come to his
hands as such . treasurer. It shall be his duty to keep all funds coming to him by virtue of his office deposited in aome incorporated
bank of the State separately from his own money. It shall be unlawful for the treasurer of any of said asylums to appropriate to
his own use any portion of such money or other means so coming
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to him, or to · lo a n the same . to any other person for any purpo se
whatev er, or to pay out or disbnrse any of said money or other
mean s in liquidation of' any bond, bill, promi ssory note, open account,
or any other character of claim against the asylum, in whole or in
part, except upon the warrant of the president, counter:;;igned by the
sec retary ; and for any violation of this section by the treasurer, he
and his su reti es are hereby made liable on his offi cial bond for th.e
full amount of the s um or s ums so unlawfully appropriated, loaned,
or disbursed, with ten pet· cent. damages, recoverabl e by action or
information on proper proof shown before any court of comp ete nt
jurisdiction in this Commonwealth; and in addition to s uch liability,
he may be indicted and punish ed for embezzlement, or other crime or
offense committed in violating- the provi sions of thi s section.
§ 11. That the board of commissioners of said Third Lunatic Asylum of Kentucky shall meet at said asylum buildings at least one
time in each month, for the tran saction of busines~, and oftener, if
the business and interest of the asylum shall require it; and it shall
he unl awful for the president of said bo a rd of commissioners to iss ue
his warrant on the treasu re r for the pay ment or liquidation, in whol e
or in part, of any bond, bill, promissory note, op e n account, or any
other character of claim, until the sa me has been first submitted to
the board of commissioners, and approved by said board, and by
them directe d to be pRid by an order on their books, the record of
which shall- be approved and signed, and counteraigned as aforesaid;
and when the p resi dent of said boards shall i::isue his warrant on the
trea::,urer for the liquidation ot· paym ent of any claim or demand
whatever thus ordered t.o be pai~l, he shall cauae the number, date,
and amount of sai d warrant to be e nte red by the secretary on a
separate book to be kept for that purpo;;e; and· whenever said president shall receive any monei or other mean s for the use and be nefit
of said asylum, he s hall cau :5e the same to be entered by the secretary in rnid separate book, but on a differe nt page, s howing th e
amount of money, the character, and amount of means, and when
and from whom rece iv ed; and when the pt·esident shall have cau sed
t he entries to be thus made, he shall deposit said money and other
mean::i and effects with the treas urer, and take his receipts therefor,
and pt·eaerve s uch recei pt:i a;i vouchers. No money shall be paid out
by the treasurer, except upon the watTant of the president, countersigned by the secretary a s a fore aa id.
§ 12. That from and after the passage of this act, the asylum
named in the tir::it sec tion of this act as the Thi1·d Lunatic Asylum
of Kentucky, stlfdl he, a nd the same is here l y, set apart and devoted
to the reception, care, and treatment of that class of lunatics afflicted
with chronic mania or epilepsy, and als·o colored lunatics, as provided
in section 24 of this act; and the Eastern Lunatic Asylum at Lexington, and the Western Lunatic Asylum at Hopkinsville, shall be,
and the same are her eby, set apart and devoted to the reception ,
care, and treatment of that class of lunatics afflicted with acute
mania; and the Governor is hereby authorized and empowered to
122-H. R,
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cause all the lunatics in the State to be located and provided for in
conformity with this section, and at as early a day a.s practicable
after the first day of May, 1873.
§ 13. That no treasurer appointed under this act shall be a member
of the board of c'omrnissio·ners.
§ 14. That the secretary and treasurer of each of the asylums of
this State, shall make to the Governor quarterly a separate report
of the financial condition of their asylums.
§ 15. It shall be the duty of the treasurer, under the order of the
boar<l of managers or commissioners of each of t4e asylums of th e
State, to receive from and receipt to the treasurer of the State for
all moneys appropriated to their respective asylums.
§ 16. That all laws so far as they conflict with the provisions of
this act, are hereby repealed; but no law not in conflict herewith is
to be in any way affected by this act.
' § 17 . ,That the pay of the steward, matron, asi,istant phy sician, and
treasurer of the Third Lunatic Asylum aforesaid, shall not exceed
the pay of similar officers of the Western Lunatic Asylum.
§ 18. The board of commissioners of said Third Lunatic Asylum
shall cause to be employed all neces1rnry hands for the labor of said
asylum, and to provide for the payment of their wages out of the
moneys belonging to said asylum.
§ 19. It shall be the duty of the board of managers or board of
commissioners and the Superintendents of each of the Lunatic Asylums of this State, to report quarterly to the Governor and Auditor
of Public Accounts a full statement, showing the number of l11natics
in their respective asylums, disting'Uit1hing the number of paup e r and
pay patients , and also showing all money received ,and expended for
th eir respective asylums, for what the same was expended, and to
whom paid, and the amounts paid to each creditor of the asylum.
Such report shall give each item of such expenditures, ,vhat was
purchased and paid for, and to whom. Said officers of said asylum
shall also in said report make a clear, and as nearly as may be, corJ
rect statement of the products of the farm connected with and · under
the control of said asylum since the last preceding report, and to
what use the sa me was put; and if any part thereof had been sold,
state to whom, at what price, and what disposition was made of the
money received for the same. Said reports shall be in lieu of the
reports now required by law, except the report rnquire<l by the fifth
and thirteenth sections of this act, and sha ll be filed and preserved
in the office of the Audito1· for the inspection of the public. All
accounts, bill:i, and notes paid, and all receipts for money paid out
on account of said at1ylums; shall accompany 'Said 1·eportt1.
§ 20. ThP,re is he reby appropriated to the city of Louisville, payable t_o the mayor of said city, the sum of nine thousand dollars,
payable out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, that sum being the amount (with three per cent. interest to
date), of money donat~d to the State by said city for the House of
1<.eform fo1· Juvenil e Delinquents, in conBideration of its being located
where it now is, and inasmnch as this General Assembly has changed
the objects and purposes of said institution without the consent of
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eaid city, the appropriation aforesaid is made to reimburse the said
city the amount expended, and the Auditor is directed to draw his
warrant for the sum aforesaid on the demand of the mayor of said
city of Louisvll!e.
§21. The act, entitled "An act to provide for the location and
erection of the Third Lunatic Asylum, and the enlargement of the
Western Lun.a tic Asylum," approved February 5, 1873, so far as the
same provides for the expenditure of the sum of two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars for the erection of such Third Asylum, be, and
the same is hereby, repealed; but so· much of the fifty thousand dollars therein appropriated for the purpose of building accommodations for colored lunatics as may be necessary shall be applied by
the board of commissioners of the Third Lunatic Asylum of Kentucky and the building committee of said House of Reform w.ho are
now acting as such, to the fitting up and furnishing of one of the
houses or buildings already erected near Anchorage, in Jeffei·scin
county, for the reception of such lunatics in the State as are of
A(rican descent; and so much of said fifty thousand as may be
necessary, they shall expend in the fitting up and furnishing of the
oth er buildings, at the location of said House of Reform, for the
reception of lunatics, as provided for in the 11th section of this act; 1
and the Auditor is directed to pay to said board of commissioners
and building committee such portions of said appropriation for the
purposf\s aforesaid as they may re_port to him under oath are necessary: Provided, That said building committee may proceed to expend, as now provided by law, the money heretofore appropriated to
said House of Reform; but they shall conform 'to this section in the
arrangement of said building: Provided also, That the juvenile delinquents already confined in said House of Reform shall remain
Lthere until otherwi~e provided for by law; but they shall b e kept
separate from the lunatics: And provided further, That all colored
lunatics confined in the ae:ylum at Lexington shall remain there;
and nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent the sending of
other colored lunatics to that a sy lum, when there is room for them,
under exi--ting laws on that subject. ·
§ 22. There is hereby appropriated, for the support of pauper
lunatics, and the payment of all expenses and salaries of all officers
in the Third Lunatic Asylum of Kentucky, until otherwise regulated
by law, the sum of two hundred dollars annually for each lunatic so
confined in said asylum, said sum to be paid quarterly out of the
Treasu ry on the warrant of the Auditor of Public Accounts, which
warrant shall be drawn on the report of the Superintendent and
board of commissioners of said asylum, showing the number of
pauper lunatics in :said asylum at the same dates as money is now
paid to the Westt:rn Lunatic A~ylum for the same purpose, viz: in
the months of January, April, July, and October .
§ 22. This act shall be in force from and after its pa;;sage.
The question was taken on the adoption thereof, anci it was de-.
cided in the negative.
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The yeas and· nays being· required thereon by Messrs. T. M. Johnson and Ferguson, were as ·follows, viz:
Those ·who voted in the affirmative, "'ereMr: Speaker (lVI'Creary) Walte1· Ev1rn; ,
J. P. Sacksteder,
George W. ,Ande_rson, M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Thomas M. Johnson, J . R. Sanders, .
John A. Bell,
J. S. 1Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Robert M. Cadisle,
T. J . Megibben,
T. W. Varnon,
·R. L. Coope1;,
W. L ..Reeves,
J. L. Waring-20.
· Joseph M. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
R. D-. Cpok,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. c.·Armstrong, ,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
W. W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, -Hiram S. Powell,
W. N. Beckhai:n,
·E. A. Graves,
John Rowan,
S : C. Bell,
. C. P.. Gray,
John P . Rowlett,
Church H. Blakey,
Clinton Griffith; ·
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm. F .. Bond,
· E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
W. B . M. Brooks, ·
T . .J. Jonei:,, ·
William Sellers,
Wi'lliam Brown,
G. W. Little, ·
J. ::;, Taylor,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. J. McAfee,
Harry I. Todd,
John~- Carpenter,
Bryan S. ·McClure,
L . W. Trafton,
George Carter,
William J. McElroy, C. H. Webb,
B. E. Gassilly,.
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. White,
James S. Chris(Ilan,
J. C. Moorman,
F. A. Wils-on,
C. M. Clay, jr., ·
· Wm. Mynhier,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
S. H. Woolfolk-53 .
William G. Conrad,
.Mat. Nunan,
The question wa~ then taken on the amendments proposed by Mr,
Yarno~ to the Senate bill, and it was decided in.the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
£).Goper, were as follows, viz :
. Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr ..Speaker(M'Creary)Joseph M. Davidson, John P. Rowlett,
Geo.r_ge W. Anderson, Walter Evans, ·
· J. P. Sacksteder,
A. ~C. Armstrong,
Jose.ph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
A\pheus W .. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
John A. Be.II,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
W. B. }\,J. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W . Snyder,
Willi1:1,m Brown,
Tl:romas M. Johnson, C. W. Threlkeld,
Robe11t.M. Cal'lisle, . J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Johri S.. Carpenter,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
George .Carter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L . Waring,
B-. -E. Ca,ssilly,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M . .Ol!!y,jr.,
E. A. Robertson,
J. N. Woods-37 .

.R. L. ,Co.~,per,
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Thosl'l who voted in the negative;.wereW m. A. Allen,
E. A. Graves,
Lewis Potter,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray, ·
Hiram S. Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
T. J. Jones,
W. L Reeves,
W. N. Beckham,
G. W. Little,
John Rowan,
S. C. Bell,
Bryan S. McClut)e,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Wm. F. Bond,
William J . McElroy, William Sellers,
James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
J. S. Taylor,··
Josiah H. Combs,
Wm. Mynhier,
Harry 1:-Todd,
William G. Conrad,
J. L. Nall,
C.H. Webb,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
J. M .. White,
John W. Dyer,
John W. ·ogilvi"e,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. Woolfolk-.,.36.
And so said amendments were adopted.
The question was then taken on order ing said bill, as amended, to
be read a third time, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon ~i Messrs. Brown and
Bascom; were as follows, viz ·:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were·
Mr.Speaker (M'Creary)John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
Hirnm S. Powell,
A. S. Arnold,
M. Wo.ods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
vV. W. Ayers,
Joseph P. Foree,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckham,
E. A. Graves,
Jolin P. Rowlett,
John ·A. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J. P .. Sackstedei·,
S. C. Bell, ·
_Clinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder, .
. Wm. F. Bortd,
T. J. Jones,
. Samuel M. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
G. W. Little,
. · William Sellers,
William Brnwn,
J. J. McAfee,
James· w. Snyder,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
J. S Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Wm. J. McElroy,
· C. W . Threlkeid,
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
George Carter,
T. J. Megibben,
L·. W. Trafton,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. C. Moorman,
·J. lVI. White,
James S. Chrisman,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Josiah H. Corribs,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad,
John W. Ogilvie, .
S. H. Wo·olfolk-59.
R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Those who voted in the negative, ·wereGeorge W. Anderson, Joseph M. Davidso_9'; Thomas M. Johnson.
A. C. Armstrong,
Walter Evans,
J. S. Lawson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders-13.
R. L. Cooper,
Said bill, as amended, was then read a third time as follows, viz:
§ r. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, That the official term Gf all officers of the several charitable
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institutions, except the Kentucky Asylum at Danville for the Tuition of
the Deaf and Dumb, including the State House of Reform for Juvenile
Delinquents, ,in this State, shall end on the first day of May, 1873, and
the offices 'therein be vacated by th e present incumbents; and, on the
passage of this act, the Governor shall proceed to nominate, and by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint some suitable and
skillful persons to fill the same, subject to the limitations, restrictions,
_ and qualifications hereinafter named.
§ 2. That said institutions, including the State House of Reform for
Juvenile Delinquents, are hereby reorganized and re-established in the
manner and words following, to-wit: Hereafter the L1matic Asylum now
known and styled the Eastern Lunatic Asylum, shall be named and
styled the First Kentucky Lunatic Asylum; and the Asylum now known
and styled the Western Lunatic Asylum, shall be named and styled the
Second K entucky Lunatic Asylum; and the institution now known and
styled the Institution for the Education and Training of Feeble-minded
Childi·en, shall be named and styled the Third Kentucky Lunatic Asylum; and the institution now known as the State House of Reform for
Juvenile D elinquents, shall be named and styled as the Fourth Kentucky
Lunatic Asylum; and the institution now named and styled the Kentucky
Institution for the Education of the Blind, shall be named and styled the
Kentucky Asylum for the Education of the Blind.
§ 3. It shall be the duty of the Governor, as soon as may be after the
passage of this act, to nominate, and, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate, appoint nine discreet business men as a Board of Commissioners for each and every of the Asylums named in, and established
by, the second section of this act; and said Boards of Commissiorn:rs,
and their successors in office, when they shall have been appointed, shall
be, and they are hereby, separately and severally, constituted and appointed, and declared to be, a Board of Commissioners, and a body-politic and corporate, for the benefit of the State, by the name and style of
the Board of Commissioners of the respective Asylums ·for which they
may be appointed; and by such name and style shall have perpetual succession, and may contract and be contracted with, sue and be sued, plead
and be impleaded, answer and defend, in all courts and places whatsoever; may have and use a common seal, and the same may break, alter,
or renew at pleasure; and shall have all other rights and privileges incident to corporations necessary to carry out the objects and purposes for
which their respective Asylums are established.
§ 4. That the Board of Commissioners, and their successors in office,
.of each and every of said Asylums, are hereby authorized and empowered to receive, by gift, devise, or otherwise, lands, money, and other
. ·property, for the benefit of the State, in aid and furtherance of the objects
·and purposes of said Asylums, and the same to retain, use, and apply to
the benefit of the respective Asylums.
§ 5. That all the funds and effects of each and every of said Asylums
.shall be under the management and control of its Board of Commis.sioners and their successors in office, as Trustees for the State, in aid and
furtherance of the objects of said institution, subject to the rules and
conditions herein specified; and as s!-1ch they are hereby authorized and
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empowered, from and after the 30th day of April, 1873, to take possecsion of all buildings, books, papers, bonds, stocks, lands, improvements,
and effects belonging to their respective Asylums, wherever they may be
found, or in whatever they may consist, and to hold, retain, and so manage, use,' and apply the same as may be best calculated, in their judgment, to build up and sustain the interests of their respective Asylums,
and secure the objects for ·which they were established: Provided, /zowever, That the Board of Commissioners, and their successors in office,
of each and every of said Asylums, shall be governed, in every instance,
by such restrictions as may accompany any grant of aid by the Legislature : And provided furt!ter, That whenever the Board of Commissioners,
or their successors in office, of any of said Asylums, shall receive from
private individuals any donation or grant, for any specified purpose, the
same shall be sacredly set apart and _applied to the purpose so specified
by the donor or grantor, and to no other-subject, however, to the control of the State over said institutions, its officers, and affairs.
§ 6. That said Board of Commissioners, and their successors in office,
of each and every of said Asylums, shall keep cl; true and complete
record of all their proceedings and acts as a board, and cause to be kept
by their secretary and treasurer a •true and complete record of all moneys
received and disbursed, from whence derived, and for ,v.hat expended, of
bonds receivable and bonds payable, and of all other accounts and proceedings incident to the management of said Asylums, all of which s4all
be open at-any ~time subject to the inspection of any committee or commissioner appointed by the, Legislature for the examination of the same;
and it shall be the duty of the Board of Commissioners, for the time
being, of each and every of said Asylums, to present to the Governor
annually, and he to lay before the General Assembly, within the first week
of their session, a statement of the funds, and the receipts and expenditures, and condition of their respective institutions, and of the names and
number of the inmates received and cared for therein during the year
immediately preceding, and the parts of the State from whence they came,
distinguishing between those having been supported gratuitously and
others.
§ 7. That the Board of Commissioners, and their successors in office,
of each and every of said Asylums, separately and severally, shall have
the power, and it is hereby vested in them, to appoint one of their own
number president of their respective boards; and may also appoint a secretary, treasurer, and all other inferior officers, not otherwise provided for
in this act, as they may deem necessary for the efficient and successful
management of their respective institutions, and to remove any of them
at pleasure, and fill their places with others ; and to make such by-1?-ws,
and to adopt such rules and regulations, as they may deem necessary for
the government and interests of their respective Asylums, not inconsistent, however, with the provisions of this act, nor in viol~tion of the
Constitution and laws of this State : Provided, That the action of all of
said Boards of Commissioners, and their successors in office, as to the
various matters referred to in this section, shall be subject to the control
of the General Assembly of this Commonwealth.
§ 8. That the Board of Commissioners of each and every of said Asylums, at their first meeting, which shall be held at their respectJe-e
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Asylums on the first day of May, I 873, shall divide, by lot, their respective Boards of Commissioners into three classes; three Commissioners
shall be allotted to each class ; and the seats of the first class shall 1be
vacated at the expiration of two years, and those of the second class
· vacated at the expiration of four years, and those of the third class
·vacated at the expiration of six years from the date of their appointment;
and whenever a vacancy shall occur in said Boards of Commissioners, as
provided in this section, such vacancy shall be filled by the Governor,
with the advice and consent of the Senate.
§ 9. It shall be unlawful for any of tl1e aforesaid Boards of Commissioners, or their successors in office, to meet and transact business, unless
a majority of the members of such board be present and concur in the
proceedings ; nor shall the proceedings then be binding and authoritative
until they shall have been first approved and signed by the president, and
countersigned by the secretary-; and if any member or members of any
of said Boards of Commissioners, or of their successors in office, should ·
die, resign, refuse to act, or remove from the State, and a vacancy thereby shall occur in any of said boards, such vacancy or vacancies shall be
filled as provided by section eight of this act; but -no p erson shall be
appointed as a member of any of said Boards of Commissioners who is
not, at the time, a resident of the county in which the Asylum is located.
§ Io. That each commissioner, and every oth er officer of said Asylum
appointed under this act, shall, before entering upon the duties of his or
her office, take an oath before some notary public, 0r other officer authorized to administer oaths, that he or she will well and truly discharge
the duties of his or her trust.
§ I I. That hereafter the Governor, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate, shall appoint, for each of the Asylums hereinafter named,
the following named officers or agents, to-wit: for the First Kentucky
Lunatic Asylum, a Medical Superintendent, a First and Second Assistant Physician, and a Steward ; for the Second Kentucky Lunatic Asylum, a skillful Medical Superintendent, one Assistant Physician, and a
Steward; for the Third and Fourth Kentucky Lunatic Asylums, each, a
skillful Medical Superintendent, one Assistant Physician, and a Steward;
and for the Kentucky Asylum for the Education of the Blind, a Superintendent, an attendant Physician, and a Steward, all of whom 's hall live
in or near the Asylum for which they shall be appointed. There shall
also be a Matron at each of said Asylums, appointed by the Board of
Commissioners thereof, who, together with all other officers appointed
· under this act, shall receive for their services, annually, such compensation as now provided by law: Provided, ftowever, That . the Stewards of
the First and Second Lunatic Asylums, established by this act, shall each
receive, annually, the sum of one thousand dollars; and the Stewards of
the Third and Fourth Lunatic Asylums, each, the sum of seven hundred .
dollars, annually; and of the Kentucky Asylum for the Education of the
Blind, the sum of five hundred dollars, annually. The salaries of all
officers appointed under this act shall be paid out of the annual appropriations by the State for the support and maintenance of said Asylums:
Provided fartlter, That the Governor may remove · any of said officers,
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except the Matrons, at any time, for cause deemed sufficient by him, and,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint others in stead.
§ 12. That the Treasurer of each and every of said Asylums, before
he shall act as such, and before he receives any money or other means
belonging to said Asylum, shall execute a covenant to the Commonwealth of Kentucky, in such sum, and with such sureties, as may be required and approved by the Governor and the county judge of his county,
for the safe-keeping and disbursement of all money and other means
. which may be placed in his hands by the Board of Commissioners appointing him, its agents, or other officers, or by the State. It shall be
unlawful for the treasurer of any of said Asylums to appropriate any
portion of said money or other means to his own use, or to loan the
same to any other person, for any purpose whatever, or to pay out or
disburse any of said money or other means in liquidation of any bond,
bill, promissory note, open account, or any other character of claim
against the Asylum, in whole or in part, except upon the warrant of the
president, countersigned by the secreta1y; and for any violation of this
provision by the treasurer, .he and his sureties are hereby made liable on
his official bond for the full amount of the sum or sums so unlawfully
appropriated, loaned, or disbursed, with ten per cent. damages, recoverable on proper proof shown, before any court of competent jurisdiction
in this Commonwealth.
§ 1.3. That the several Boards of Commissioners appointed under this
act shall meet at their respective Asylum buildings at least once in each
month for the transaction of business, and oftener if the interest and bus- .
iness of the Institution shall require it. And it shall be unlawful for the
President of any Board of Commissioners appointed under this act to
issue his warrant on the treasurer for the payment or liquidation, in
whole or in part, of any bond, bill, promissory note, open account, or
any other character of claim brought against tl1e Asylum for which he
is acting, until the same shall have been first submitted to the Board of
Commissioners of which he is president, and adjudged by said Board to
be right, and directed to be paid by an order entered upon the books of
the secretary, ~pproved and signed by the president, and countersigned
by the secretary; and whenever the President of any of said Boards of
Commissioners shall issue his warrant on the treasurer for the liquidation of any claim whatever thus ordered to be paid, he shall cause the
number, date, and amount of said warrant to be entered by the secreta1y
in a separate book to be kept for that purpose; and whenever said president shall receive any · money or other means for the use and benefit of
said Asylum, he shall cause the same to be entered by the secretary in
said separate book; but on a different page, stating the amount of money,
the character and amount of means, and when and from whom received ;
and' ~hen the president shall have caused the entry to be thus made, he
shall deposit Scj,id money and other means (bonds, bills, promissoty notes,
or other convertible means) with the treasurer, and take his receipt therefor, and preserve the same as a voucher.
§ 14. It shall be the duty of the stewards to be appointed under this
act to purchase and furnish to their respective Asylums all needed and
required supplies, of every description. Said supplies shall be bought
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where they can be bought cheapest; due regard, however, shall be paid
in all cases to the quality as well as the price of said supplies. Said supplies shall be paid for out of the annual appropriations made by the State
for the support and maintenance of said . A ~ylums; but it shall not be
lawful for said stewards, or any one of them, to check or draw on the
treasurer of any of said Asylums to pay for said supplies, in whole or in
part; but it shall be the duty of each and every of said stewards, when
purchasing any supplies, to cause to be made out by the seller an itemized bill or account of the same against the Asylum represented by said
steward, setting forth separately the date of the purchase, and the name
and price of each article purchased; and said bill or account, when so
made out, in the name of the seller, shall be presented by the steward so
purchasing to the Board of Commissioners; and when a majority of the
whole number of said board shall adjudge the same to be right, and
direct the same to be paid, by an order entered upon the book of the
secretary of said board, and signed by the president and countersig ned
by the s·e cretary, it shall then be the duty of the President of said Board
of Commissioners to issue his warrant upon the treasurer for the payment
of the same, but not before. The true intent and meaning of this provision is hereby declared to be, that no account or claim, of any character
or description whatever, brought against any of the Asylums established
by this act, either by the officers thereof or by any other person or persons, shall be paid, in whole or in part, until the same shall have been
first submitted to the Board of Commissioners of the Asylum against
which the account may be presented or the claim preferred, and declared
by a majority of said Board of Commissioners to be just and right, and
directed to be paid, by an order entered upon the book of the secretary
of said board, signed by the president and countersigned by the secretary. It shall be the duty of said stewards, of each and every of them,
whenever the president of their respective boards shall issue a warrant on
the treasurer in payment of any supplies purchased by tlfem, or either of
them, to carefully enter, in a book to be kept for · the purpose, the number, date, and amount of said warrant, and the name of the person to
whom the same was issued. The said stewards shall also take possession of the farm and garden attached to their respecti~e Asylums, and
superintend and control the cultivation and management of the same.
They shall, each and every of them, within the first week after entering
upon their duties, take a complete inventory of all the crop, of every
description, on hand, of all live stock, cattle, horses, hogs, and other
stock, of all farming utensils, wagons, carts, and of all other effects
attaching and properly belonging to the farm and garden, and keep, preserve, and account for the same. They shall, each of them, superintend
and control the cultivation of the farm and garden attached to their
respective Asylums. Each and every of the stewards appointed under
this act shall be responsible for all the stock and products of the farm
and garden placed in his hands and under his control. Nothing on the
farm or garden, or under his control, shall be taken therefrom without
his knowledge and consent; but whenever the President of the Board of
Commissioners shall apply to the steward to furnish, from the farm or
garden, ,supplies -for the Asylum for which such steward may be acting;
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it shall be the duty of the steward to do so, taking the receipt of said
president for the same, specifying the amount of such supplies, and their
market value, which receipt shall be entered upon the books of the secretary and on the books of the steward furni shing the supplies, and filed
in his office, and safely kept by him as a voucher. If any stock or produce be sold for cash, by any steward, off the farm or garden placed in
his hands or under his care, the same shall be paid over by him to the
treasurer, and the treasurer's receipt taken for the same, specifying for
what stock or produce said money was received, and to whom sold; and
said treasurer's receipt" shall be recorded in the books of the secretary of
the board, and in the books also of the steward, and filed and safely kept
in the office of said steward as a voucher : Provided, lzowever, That it shall
not be lawful for any steward appointed under this act to sell any number
of the stock, or any portion of the products of the farm or garden, for
cash, or on credit, without the advice and consent of the Board of Commiss10ners. It shall be the cluty of the steward of each and every of the
Asylums named in, and established by, this act, to keep a full and complete record of all their official acts and proceedings, which shall be open
at any time to the inspection of any committee or commissioner appointed by the General Assembly to examine the same It shall be the
duty of each of said stewards to report to the Governor monthly a
statement, in writing, of his official ads to date, the condition of the farm
and garden, and the number, character, and condition of the stock under
his care and control.
§ 15. That from and after the passage of this act, the two Asylums
named in, and established by, the second section of this act as the Third
Kentucky Lunatic Asylum and the Fourth Kentucky Lunatic Asylum,
shall be, and the same are hereby, set apart and devoted to the reception,
care, and treatment of that class of lunatics afflicted with chronic mania
or epilepsy; and the two Asylums named in, and established by, said
second section of this act as the First Kentucky Lunatic Asylum and
the Second Kentucky Lunatic Asylum, shall be, and the same are hereby, set apart and devoted to the reception, care, and treatment of that
class of lunatics afflicted with acute mania; and the Governor is hereby
authorized and empowered to cause all the lunatics in the State to be
located and provided for in conformity with this section, and at as early
a day as practicable after the first day of May, 1873: Provided, !towever,
·1·hat colored lunatics shall remain in the Asylum where they now are,
and be provided for as heretofore, and the juvenile delinquents at the
House of Reform remain thereat; and any other person or persons hereafter convicted and sentenced to confinement in said House of Reform
shall be received in, and remain ther~at, until otherwise provided by law:
Provided fwrtlter, That the Institution now known and used as a school
for Feeble-minded Children shall not be taken or used as a Lunatic Asylum, as provided by this act, until the Institution now known as the
Eastern Lunatic Asylum, Western Lunatic Asylum, and House of Reform for Juvenile Delinquents, shall be filled with their full capacity, and
necessity shall arise for more room to accommodate lunatics, which
necessity shall be certified to the Governor by a majority of the Superintendents of the several Lunatic Asylums; and the Governor shall
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thereupon proceed to carry out the provision~ of this act, so far as the
same applies to the said Feeble-minded Institute.
§ 16. That no secreta1y or treasurer appointed under this act shall be
a member of the Board of Commissioners.
§ 17. That the secretary and treasurer of each and every of the Asylums established by this act shall make to the Governor, quarterly, a separate report of the financial condition of their Asylums.
§ 18. It shall be the duty of the treas urer, under the order of the
Board of Commissioners of each and every of said Asylums, to receive
from, and receipt to, the treasurer of the State for all moneys appropriated to the use of their respective Asylums.
§ 19. That the terms of all officers provided for in this -act, other than
the Commissioners, shall be four years.
§ 20. That from and after the first day of May, 1873 , the children in
the Institution now styled the Kentucky Institution for the Education
and Training of F eeble-minded Children, shall be returned to their
parents, if living and suitable to take charge of them; if not, to their
guardians or committees, at the expense of the State ; such as have
neither parent, guardian, nor committee, shall, unless some suitable relative apply for them, be returned to the county from which they were
sent to said Institution; and the county court shall appoint a committee
for such feeble-minded child or person, giving preference to the next of
kin, if a suitable person; and said committee shall procure a suitable
home for such feeble-minded child or person.
§ 2 I. That the parent, guardia_n, or committee, as the case may be,
shall be allowed for each pauper feeble-minded child or person the sum
of seventy-five dollars per annum, to be paid in equal semi-annual installments out of the State Treasury for the support of each of said pauper
feeble-minded children or persons, upon the order of the Circuit Court,
certified to the Auditqr of Public Accounts, as now provided by law in
case of idiot claims, which sum shall be paid by the parent, guardian, or
committee to the person taking care of and supporting the feeble-minded
child or person.
§ 22. It shall be the duty of the county court to see that the money
drawn under the· provisions of this act is faithfully applied to the ·s upport
and comfort of said feeble-minded children or persons, and to remove
the guardian or committee for a failure to discharge his duty, and to
change the custody of such chjldren or persons, if not properly cared
for.
§ 23. That the Governor is requested, as soon after the passage of this
act as may be convenient, to cause copies of the same to be mailed to
each county judge of the counties to which any feeble-minded child is
to be returned.
·
§ 24. That an act, entitled "An act to provide for the location and erection of the _T hird Lunatic Asylum, and the enlargement of the W estern
Lunatic Asylum," approved February 5th, 1873, be, and the same is
hereby, repealed.
§ 2 5. That all acts or parts of acts in conflict with the provisions of
this act, be, and the same are hereby, repealed.
§ 26. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
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The question was then taken · on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and' nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereHiram S . Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
John Rowan,
A. 0. Armstrong,
H. . L. Cooper,
John P. Rowlett,
A. S. Arnold,
John W. Dyer,
J. P . Sacksted er,
W.W. Ayers,
W. H. Evans,
W. N. Beckham,
M Woods Ferguson, Samuel M. Sanders,
C. C. Scales,
S. 0. Bell,
E. A. Graves,
Willia1n Sellers,
Church H. Blakey,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Tf\ylor,
W. B. M. Brnoks,
T. J. Jones,
0. W. Threlke ld,
W.W. B'ush ,
G. W. Little,
Harry I. Todd,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, L. W. Trafton,
T . W. Varnon,
John 8. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. H. Webb,
George Carter,
J . C. Moorman,
J . M. White,
B. E . Cassilly,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wil son,
James S: Chri sman,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wil son,
C. M . Olay, jr.,
Mat. Nun an,
J . N. Wood s,
Josiah H. Combs,
John W . Ogilvie,
S. H . Woolfclk-57.
William G. Conrad,
Juliap N . Phelps,
Those who Yoted in the negative, wereQ:eorge W. Anderson, Jo::1e ph M. Davidson, T. J Megibben,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
W. L. Reev e::J,
Alphens W. Bascom, vVm. Cassius Goodloe, E . A. Rob ertson,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk John::Jon,
Frank Sackste<le1·,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. R. Sanders,
William Brown,
J . S. Lawson,
J. L. Waring--20.
R. L. Cooper,
J. J . McAfee,
R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Beckham moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
Mr. Chrisman moved to lay the motion of Mr. Beckham on the table.
And the question being taken on the mot.ion of Mr. Chrisman, it
was decided in the affirmative .
The House then, according to order, took up for consideration a
bill, entitled
A bill to appropriate money.
Mr. Blackburn moved to strike out the fifth section of said hill.
And the question being, taken on the motion of Mr. Blackburn, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And pending the further consideration of said bill, the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 19, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they had
concurred in the amendment proposed by the House to a resolution,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
Resolution in relation to the final adjournment of this General
Assembly.
That they had concurred in the am endments proposed by the House
to a bill, which originated in the Se nate, entitled
An act concerning the various charitable institutions in this Commonw ealth.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information. from the Governor that he had
approved and sig ned enro ll ed billo1, " '. hich originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the town of Danville.
An act to change the time of holding the Grant county quarterly
court.
An act for the benefit of R. G. Scott, of Rowan county.
An act to prevent cattle, horses, sheP-p, mules, and jennets from ·
running loo se on the public highways within a radius of two miles
of the Dry Ridge, in Grant county.
An act providing for the collection of railroad tax in the county of
Montgomery.
An act to charter the Southern Land and Construction Company,
An act to provide for the regi stration of bonds and obligations
iss ued by counties, districts, municipal corporations, and other corporations.
An act fo1· the benefit of J. W. Bradburn, of Hardin county, and
others.
An act for the ben efit of school district No. 30, in Butler county.
An act to incorporate the Henderson Library As;;,ociation.
An act to legalize the proceedings of the president and dit-ector1:1
of the Danville and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company.
An act to require attachments to be noted of record in the office
of the county clerk of Jefferson county.
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An act providing compensation for the services of W. R. Bradley,
in the defense of the action of t!-ie State of Missouri against the State
of Kentucky, for the recovery of Wolf Island.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts in relation to the city of Frankfort," approved March 16, 18U9.
An act exempting the county of Hart from erecting fire-proof
vaults in said county.
An act to incorpl'irate the Tug Rivet· Coal Railroad Company.
An act to pay for the erection of a stable for use of Pe,nitentiary.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or m!l,lt liquors at
Island Station, or within two mile s thereof, in McLean county.
An act to amend section 14 of article 5 of the charter of the city
, of Hopkinsville\ passed March 5, 1870.
An act to authorize the United States to condemn land in the_city
of Covington as a site for its public buildings.
An act re,pealing the charter of the St. Mathews and Goose Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend the charter of _the Shelbyville and Louisville
Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of school district No. I, in Metcalfe county.
An act for the ben efit and relief of persons who have paid tax on
income from United States bond s, imposed by an act passed and a~proved Marnh 8, 1867.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Represe ntatives, of the following titl es, viz:
An act for the benefit of James A. Allen) jailer of Bourbon county.
An act to charter the Lyon Iron Mining Company.
An a<?t to rep eal . an act to amend the charter of the Winchester
and Red River Turnpike Road Company, approved March 20th, 1872.
An act for the be nefit of Benjamin Stumbo ugh and others, of
Johnson county.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Commonwealth Printing Company .
An act to prevent trespass upon inclosecl lands in Hat'l'ison county.
An act in relation to inquests of lunacy in Jefferson county.
An act to establish tram-track s or rail-ways to navigable streams
and railroads in Rockcastle county .
An act to incorporate the Louisville Locomotive and Car Company.
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An act to incorporate the Kentucky Central Park Association, of
Boyle county.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Massie's Mill Turnpike Road Company, approved March 7th, 1868.
An act for the benefit of Gobrias Terry, Ben. T. Perkins, sr.,
ancl S. H. Perkins .
An act to amend an act to a uthoriz e the voters of the town of
Clinton to vote upon the propositio n as to whether ardent spirits
shall be sold within the corporate limits of said town, and to prohibit
the sa le of same .
·
An act for th e benefit of Andrew J. McCampbell, late sheriff of
Jessa mine county.
·An act to amend an act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors
in the county of Bullitt, approved March 21st, 1871.
An act to incorporate the South and Wes t Bankin g Company.
An act for th e ben~fit of school distri ct No . 7, in Marion county.
An act to estab li sh schools for the education of children of citizens of African descent, in McCracken county.
A n act to am end an act, entitled "A n act to incorporate th e
Clayville Male a nd Female Academy."
A n act for the organization of public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county.
An act to prohibit the sale of liquors in the town of Eminence,
Hen ry county .
An act to ame nd an act, entitled '~An act to cause good schoolhouses to be erected in the Eighth and N inth Congressional Districts ."
A n act to amend the charter of the Nicholasville and Jessamin e
County Turnpike Road Company. ·
An act to declare the lower Long Branch of Grassy cre ek, in Morgan county, a navigable stream, from its mouth to opposite the
school-hou::;e on the lan ds of Jackson Goodpasture.
An act to declare th e State Road Fork of Licking river, in Magoffin
county, a n av iga ble stream, from its mouth to John Q. O'Baley's
mill.
An act defining the boundary line between the counties of Clay
and Bell.
An act to amend the charter of the Bryantsville and Cane Run
Turnpike Road Company.
An act fixing the time for the jailers of Cumberland and Clinton counties to enter upon the duties of their offices.
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An act to declare Swinge Cat Fork of Big creek, in Pike county,
a navigable stream for a di stance of four miles from its mouth.
An act declaring all that part of Caney Fork of Wolf creek, in
Russell county, a navigable stream, that lies between Dick's Branch
and Wolf creek.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Eminence and Mulbeny Turnpike Road Company."
An act to incorporate the town of Anderson City.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Scuffletown Fence Company," approved 21st March, 1872.
An act to incorporate the Cumberland Valley Mining Company.
An act to allow the erection of public warehouses in Carroll county.
An act for the benefit of common school district No 34, in Bracken:
county.
An act to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railroad
Company.
An act to pay military claims audited by the Quarter-Master General.
An act for the benefit of John F. King, sheriff of Knox county.
An act to amend the Revised Statutes, chapter 43, article 2, section 4 .
An act to amend the charter of Russellville.
With amendments to the last five named bills.
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
Ari act to incorporate the town of Haggard, in Perry county .
. An act to establish and maintain a public school in district No. 1,
in Pulaski county.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act to amend the charter of the city of Ludlow.
2. An act to amend the charter of the Lenni Mining Company.
3. An act to incorporate the Lambert Mining Company.
4. An act for the benefit of John J. Macklin, late sheriff of Kenton
county.
5 . An act to authorize· the clerk of the Jefferson county court to
make an index and cross-index of sai,t county.
6. An act to protect graveyards and cemeteries.
7. An act for the benefit of the judge of the Warren court of common pleas.
123-H.

R.
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8. An act to incorporate the Good Templars Aid Society, ~'f Franklin county.
9. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act authorizing E. H.
Smith and others to close an alley in Williamstown, Grant county."
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
tim e.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 8th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 4th to the Committee on Ways
and Means; the 5th to the Committee on County Courts; the 6th to
the Committee on Religion; the 7th to the Committee on the Judiciary; and the 9th to the Committee on County Courts.
Un motion of Mr. Anderson, leave was given to bring in a bill,
entitled
A bill in regard to certain streets in A. L. Campbell's western extension of Louisville.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in the same.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were repo1·ted without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
r e ferred, viz:
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of common schools in Perry county.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to establish an additional justices' district in Bath county.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionAn act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, or
th e mixture of either, in Jeffersontown precinct, in Jeffe1·son county.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate Confederate City, in Rowan county.
By Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on BanksAn act for the benefit of Wells, Mitchell & Co.
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsA n act to change and fi x the time of holding the Estill county quarterly courts.
By sameAn act to exempt the counties of Estill and Lee from the provisions of section 14, chapter 67, of the Civil Code of Practice.
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By Mr. Blackburn, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Clarksville and Princeton Railroad Company," approved March
25th, 1872.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Carter.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which the
House passed a bill trom the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the school trustees of Powell county for
the school year ending June 30th, 1872.
·And the question being taken on said motion, it was decided in the
affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.·Speaker(M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
W. L. Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph M. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W. Dyer,
John P. Rowlett,
A. S . Arnold,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. H. Evans,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W . Bascom, lVI. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
C. D. Foote,
Samuel M. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, C. C. Scales,
S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
·William Sellers,
Wm. F. Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas iVI. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
William J. McElroy, L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
J. C. Moorman,
Joseph T. Tucker,
B. E. Cassilly,
Wm. Mynhier,
T. W. Varnon,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
J . L. Waring,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
J. _M. White,
Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conra:d,
Lewis Potter,
J.M. Wright-62.
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,

In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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A message was received from the Senate , announcing that they
had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
An act to authorize sureties for costs to obtain a release from
further liability.
An act to incorporate the Danville Gas-light Company.
The rule requiring their reference to a committee being suspended,
said bills were taken up, read the first time, and ot·dered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision ~s to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the Committee on Codes of Practice, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. J.P. SackstederAn act to further amend an act, entitled "An act for the be nefit
of the estate of Thomas H. Crawford, deceased," approved January
13th, 1872.
By Mr. VarnonAn act to amend section 519 of the Civil Code of Practice.
Which hills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
.time.
The rule or the House and constitutional pro vision as to the second
ireading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde,-ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
"The rule of the House arid constitutional provision as to the third
1r,e-ading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being en-

.grossed,
R esolved, That· said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
.afor.esaid.
A ,message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
,had ,passed a bill, entitled
.An ae.t to fix and determine the boundary line between the States
,of Jndiaoa and Kentucky, above and near Evansville .
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The rule requiring the reference thereof to a co.m mittee being
suspended, said bill was taken up, read the first titl).e, and ordered to
be read a second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
·
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
, Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, Difficulty has arisen between the owners of land in Indiana and Kentucky in regard to the boundary line between said
States, and said difficulty involves the title to large tracts of land at
or near the line between Green River I::iland and the State of Indiana;
therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commo11,wea_ltlt of Kentucky, That the Governor of the State be, and he is hereby, empowered ancl directed to select a commissioner, who shall be a resident
of Kentucky, and a practical surveyor, who i,hall act with a similar
person selected by the Governor ol the State . of Indiana and such.
persons so selected shall make a survey of the line dividing said
States, beginning at the · head of the island known as Green River
Island, opposite, or nearly so, from the mouth of Green river i· running thence in a direction down the Ohio river to the lowet· end of
said island, upon a line dividing said island and the State of Kentucky from the State of Indiana. Said commiseioners shall consult
the surveys originally made by the United States Government, if there
be more than one, and they be not inconsistent with each other, and
said commissioners shall be governed in running said line by such
s urvey or surveys made by the Government of the United States.
Within ten days after such survey, said commissioners shall reduce
said survey to writing, causing the metes and bounds and landmarks
to be particularlY, described, and sign the same and acknowledge the
same before any officer authorized to take acknowledgments of deeds,
and duplicates of such written statement of survey, signed and acknowledged by the commissioners, shall be filed in the office of the
clerk of the Henderson county court, in the auditor's office of Vanderburgh and Warrick counties, Indiana; and s9ch written statement,
or a copy duly certified by the clerk of the said Henderson county
court, shall be conclusive evidence of the said line dividing said
island, so called, from said State of Indiana, in any of the courts of
this State.
§ 2. The commissioner to be appointed under this act shall report
to the Governor, in writing, the result of the survey, together with a
plat of the same. When said survey shall have been completed, the
commissioner shall file his account with the Governor, and when the
same shall be examined and approved by him, the Aud_itor of Public
Accounts is hereby authorized to drnw his warrant on the Treasury
for said amount. in favor of the commissioner appointed: Provided,.
lwwevei·, Said amount shall not exceed the sum of two hundred and
fifty dollars.
§ 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from its passage.
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and
it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Julian N. Phelps,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
John W . Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. W. Ayers,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson, 1
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. D. Foote,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. ll. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
Church H . Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
J . S . Taylor,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
William Brown,
J . S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,'
T. W. Varnon,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. C. Moorman,
J. L . Waring,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. lVI. White,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J. Guthrie Coke,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-55.
William G. Conrad,
In the negative, J. J. McAfee-1.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
The House took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to a
bill, which originated in the House, entitled
An act to amend the charter of Russellville.
Said amendment was concurred in.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred ·in the adoption of the 1st and 4th, and disagreed to
the 2d, 3d, and 5th amendments proposed by the House to chapter
- , title '' To adopt the General Statutes," of the proposed Revision
-of the Statutes.
Mr. Trafton, by consent of the House, withdrew the motion heretofore entered by him to reconsider the vote by which the House
,p assed a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the relief of the stockholders of the Evansville, Hen,derson, and Nashville Railroad Company.
And the Clerk was directed to report said bill to the Senate as
:,p assed by the House.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
ihad disagreed to the third, and had concurred in the 1st, 2d, and 4th .
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amendments proposed by the House to the report from the Senate of
their action on chapter 96, title "Revenue and Taxation," of the
proposed Revision of the Statutes, with an amendment' to the said
4th amendment.
The House then took up said message .
On motion of Mr. Davidson, the House receded from its said 3d
proposed amendment, and concurred in the amendment proposed by
the Senate to the said 4th amendment as proposed by the House.
Mr. Chrisman, with the consent of the House, withdrew the motion
heretofore made by him to reconsidet· the vote by which the House
adopted joint resolutions, entitled
Reso!utions in relation to certain acts of the Congress of the United
States.
The House then took up the report from the Senate of their disagreement to the 2d, 3d, and 5th amendments proposed by the House
to chapter - , title "To Adopt the General Statutes," of the proposed Revision of the Statutes, as reported from the Senate.
Mr. McElroy moved that the House do recede from its said proposed amendments.
And tpe question being taken on the motion of Mr. McElroy, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElroy and
Graves, ·were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. A . Allen,
E. A. Graves,
Julian N. Phelps,
A . C. Armstrong,
0. P. Gray,
Lewis Potter,
vV. W. Ayers,
T. J. Jones,
Hiram S . Powell,
Alpheus W. Bascom, J. S. Lawson,
John Rowan,
S . 0. Bell,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
Wm . F. Bond,
William J. McElroy, J. S. Taylor,
John S. Carpenter,
J. 0. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
B. E. 0assilly,
J. L. Nall,
Jonas D. Wilson,
James S. Chrisman,
Mat. Nunan,
J. N. Woods,
0. M. Olay, jr.,
John W. Ogilvie,
J.M. Wright-31.
R. D. 0aok,
Those who, voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'0reary)William G. Conrad,
Wm. Mynhier,
W. L. Reeves,
A . S. Arnold,
R. L . Cooper,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph M. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
W. N. Beckham,
John W. Dyer,
John P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
Church H. Blakey,
C. D. Foote,
0. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. ];lrooks,
Joseph P. Foree,
Harry I. Todd,
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Clinton Griffith,
T. W. Varnon,
William Brown,
.T. L . Waring,
E. Polk John so n,
W.W. Bush,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson , J.M. White,
J. J. McAfee,
S. H. W oolfolk-37.
Robert M. Carlisle,
J . Guthrie Coke,
Mr. Blackburn then moved that the House do insist upon its said
proposed amendments.
And the question- being taken on the motion of Mr. :Blackburn, it
was decided in the affirmativ e.
. On motion of Mr. Blackburn,
Ordered, That a committee of conference be appointed on the disagreement of the two Houses in regard to the 2d, 3d, and 5th amendments proposed by the House to chapter - , title "To Adopt the
Ge neral Statutes."
And thereupon the Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs.
Blackburn, Reeves, and Threlkeld, who were directed to inform the
Se nate of their appointment, and to request the Senate to appoint
a similar committee on their part.
Mr. Foree offered the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That the thanks of this House are due, and are hereby
tendered, to the member from the 5th distl'ict of Louisville, Hon. J.
M. Wright, for the unusually arduous dutie s voluntarily performed
by him on the joint committee on the Revision of the Statutes.
Which was adopted.
The House then resumed the fu1·ther consideration of a bill, entitled
A bill to appropriate money.
Mr. Waring moved to reconsider the vote by which the House
struck out the 5th section of said bill.
The 5th section thereof reads as follows, viz :
§ 5. To such members of the Senate and House of Representatives
as have acted as Speakers pro tem., each, five dollars per day, in addition to their per diem pay as members, for th e time they have acted
as such Speaker pro tem., respectively, the time to be certified to th~
Aud itor by the respective Chief Clerks of the S enate and . House of
Representatives .
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. Waring, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and n!lYI:! being requii-ed thereon by Messrs. Mynhie1· and
Gray , were as follows, viz : ·
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker (¥'0reary)Josiah H. Combs,
Julian N. Phelps,
George W. Anderson, William G. Conrad,
Hiram S. Powell,
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R. L. Cooper,
E . A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph M. Davidson, John Rowan:,
W.W . Ayers,
John W. Dyer,
John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Alpheu s W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
C. D. Foote,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
E Polk Johnson,
C. W . Threlkeld,
Wm. F. Bond,
T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brook13,
L. vV. Trafton,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawson,
J. J. McAfee,
T. W. Varnon,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. L. Waring,
Wm. Mynhier,
John S. Carpenter,
J. L. Nall,
J.M. White,
B. E . Cassilly,
S. H. W oolfolk;-46.
John W. Ogilvie,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Those who voted in the negative, were·w m. A. Allen,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell, .
Bryan S . McClure,
Jam es W. Snyder,
William Brown,
Wm. J. McElroy,
J. S Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
J.C. Moorman,
Jonas D . Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Samuel M. Sanders, J. N. Woods-15.
The question was then taken on the motion made by Mr. Blackburn to strike out said section, and it was decided in the negative._
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Mynhier and
Bell, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
Thomas M. Johnson, J.P. Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
J. J McAfee,
Samuel M. Sand-ers,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
William Brown,
William J . McElroy, J. S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
E. A. Graves,
Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
C. P. Gray,
W. L Reeves,
S. H. Woolfolk--21.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
George W. Anderson, R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. S. Arnold,
Joseph M. Davidson, Julian N . Phelps,
W.W. Ayers,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Po.well,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. Woods Ferguson, John Rowan,
W . N. Beckham,
C. D : Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
John A. Bell,
Joseph P. Foree,
Frank Sacksteder,
Wm. F. Bond,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
W. B. M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, T. J. Jones,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M . Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
John S . Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
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J.M. White,
J. M. Wright-46.

Amendments were offered by Messrs. Armstrong, W. Evans, Davidson, and Cooper, which were adopted.
Amendments were offered by Messrs. McElroy1 Waring, Todd,
Mynhier, and Sellers, which were rejected.
Mr . .lVIcElrny moved to strike out the 11th section of said bill.
Said section reads as follows, viz :
§ 11. To D. D. Sublett, two dollars per day during the present session (in addition to his regular per diem pay as Sergeant-at-Arms of
the Senate), for his extra services performed in waiting on the Committee on the Revision of the Statutes.
And the question being taken on the motion of Mr. McElroy, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. McElroy and
Brown, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
W. N. Beckham,
S. C. Bell,
William Brown,
Robert M. Carlisle,
B. E .•Cassilly,
R. D. Cook,
Joseph P. Foree,

Thomas M. Johnson,
Bryan S. McClure,
William J. McElroy,
Mat. Nunan,
Joq.n vV. Ogilvie,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. L. Reeves,
Samuel M. Sanders,

William Sellers,
J . S. Taylor,
C.H. Webb,
J.M. White,
Jonas D. Wilson,
J. N. Woods,
S. H. Woolfolk-23.

Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
A. S . Arnold,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Alpheus W. Bascom,
John A. Bell,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Wm. F. Rond ,
W. B. .lVI. Brooks,
Thomas P. Cardwell,
John S. Carpenter,
James S . Chrisman,
C. M. Clay, jr.
William G. ·Conrad,

R. L. Cooper,
J. C. Moorman,
Joseph M. Davidson, Wm. Mynhier,
John W. Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
Walter Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
M. Woods Fergneon, Lewis Potter,
C. D. Foote,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
E . Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
T. J. Jones,
L. W. Trafton,
J. S. Lawson,
T. W. Varnon,
J. J . McAfee,
.T. L. Waring,
M. E. McKenzie,
J.M. Wright-39.

Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill being engrossed, was then read a third time as follows,
viz:
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§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'l'hat the following sums of money are hereby appropriated to the following named persons, .to be paid by the Treasurer, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwiRe appropriated, upon the warrant of the Auditor,
viz:
·
§ 2. To the Speakers of the Senate and House of Represe ntatives, each,
ten dollars per day during the present adjourned sesRion.
§ 3. To the principal Clerks of the Senate and House of Representatives, each, ten dollars per day during the present adjourned sess ion, and
the same for such time as may be necessary, not exceed ing ten days after
the adjournment, for preparing the acts for publication.
§ 4. 'l'o the First Assistant Clerks of the Senate and House of Repre- .
sentatives, ten dollars, each, per day, during th e present adjourned session.
§ 5. To snob members of the Senate and House of Representativ es as
hav e acted as Speakers pro tem., each, five dollars per day, in addition to
their per diem pay as members, for the time they have acted as such
Speakers pro tem., respectively; the time to be certified to the Auditor by
the respective Chief Clerks of the Senate and House of Representatives.
§ 6. To R. G. Burton and William T. Marshall, Clerks of the Committee
on Enrollments, eight dollars, eacb, per day, during the present adjourned
session.
.
§ 7. 'ro William H. Miller, Secon1 Assistant Clerk of the House of
Representatives, eight dollars per da.y from the 15th day of January,
1873, to the 16th day of April, 1873, inclusive.
§ 8. To the Sergeant-at-Arms of the Senate and House of Representatives, each, eight dollars per day during the present adjourned session.
§ 9. 'l'o the Doo1'-keepers of the Senate and House of Representatives,
each, eight doll ars per day during the present adjollrned session.
§ 10. To Isaac Wingate, jr., ten dollars per day, for his services as Clerk
of the Joint Committee on the Revision of ·the Statutes, the number of
day s to be certified to the Auditor by the chairm an of said committee.
§ 11. To D. D. Sublett, two dollars per day during the present sess ion
(in acl<l ition to bis regular per diem pay as Sergeant-at-Arms of the Senate), for bis extra services performed in waiting .on the Committee on the
Revision of the Statutes.
§ 12. To the Ministers of the Gospel of Frankfort who have opened the
Senato and House of Representatives with prayer durin g the present adjourned session , three hundred dollars, to be drawn and d-i stributed among
them by R. A. Thomson , Se1·geant-at-Arms of tho House of Representatives.
§ 13. To D. D. Sublett, for the ben efit of J. W. Conley, three dollars per
day; and for the benefit of Lewis Harris, three dollars por day, during
the present adjourned session, for their services as porters of the Senate.
§ 14. To R. A. Thomson, for the benefit of John Walsh, three dollars
per day; for the benefit of Alexander Burns, three doJJars per day; and
for the benefit of Robert Duvall, three dollars per day, each, during the
preseut adjourned session; and to Lewis Halleck, twenty -five dollars for
pre.serving and supplying to members of the General Assembly copies of
bills and docum ents printed by its order.
§ 15. 'l'o the Pages of the Senate and House of Representatives, three
dollars per day, each, during the time they have respectiv ely acted during
the present adjourned session.
.
§ 16. To G. B. Crittenden, for the benefit of Robert Loomis, three dollars
per day during the present adjourned session, for waiting on th~ "back
capitol," and three dollars per day for the benefit of John Henry Morton,
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during the present adjourned session, for his services in sawing and wheelin~ wood.
§17. To Reading & Dehoney, ninety dollars and fifteen cents, for articles
furnished General Assembly.
§ 18. To S. C. Bull, nineteen dollars and forty cents, for· articles furnished House -of Representatives.
§ 19. To Gray & Rodman, twenty-eight dollars and ninety-five cents,
for articles furnished Senate.
§ 20. To Rodman & Bro., fifty-_two dollars and fifty cents, for articles
furnished the General Assembly.
§ 21. To John L. Sneed, twenty-five dollars, James M. Lobban, twentyfive dolla1·s, and R. A. Thomson, twenty-five dollars, and Lewis Harris,
five dollars, for their services on the Electoral College, 1872.
§ 22. To Philip Selbert, ten dollars, for repairing clock Senate and House
of Representatives.
.
§ 2::S. 'ro G. W. Miller, twelve dollars and eighty-five cents, for articles
furnished General Assembly.
§ 24. To L . 'robin. twenty-seven dollars and fifteen cents, for articles
furnished Houf;e of Representatives.
§ 25. To L. B. Marshall, twenty-three dollars and five cents, for articles
furnished General Assembly.
§ 26. 'fo L. Hermann, four dollars 'and eighty-fi ve cents, for articles
furnished House of Representatives.
~ 27. To J. · W. Sout.h, twenty-nine dollars aud twE_
mty-five cents, for
articles furnished General Assembly.
§ 28. 'l'o A. B. Recd, one hundred and fifty dollars, for articles furnished
and carpenter work done for the Senate and House of Representatives
during the present adjourned session.
§ 29. 'l'o William R. Watson, Ass istant Librarian, three dollars per day
during the present adjourned session, for extra services in the Library.
§ 30. To Wm. H. Stanley, seven hundred and ninety-one dollars and
twenty cents, for papers furnished the Senate and House of Representatives during the present adjourned session.
§ 31. To the Louisville Courier-Journal Printing Company, four hundred and eighty-seven dollars and tbfrty-four cents, for papers furnished
Senate and House of RepreAentatives du1'ing the present session.
§ 32. To the Louisville Ledger Printing Company, two hundred and
seventy-two dollars, for Ledgers furnis.hed .General Assembly during the
present session.
.
§ 33. To Major & Johnston, five hundred and fifty dollars, for Daily
Yeoman furnished General Assembly during tbe present session.
§ 34. To publishel'S Carlisle Mercury, four dollars, for four copies of
Mercury furnished Genernl Assembly present adj ourned session; and four
dollars for,four copies of said papers to General Assembly ltt last session.
§ 35. To publi shers Maysville Bulletin, four dollars ancl fifty cents, for
J)apers furnished General Assembly present adjourned session.
·
§ 36. 'l'o Nancy Morton, seven dollars, for washing towels for House of
Representatives during present adjourned session .
§ 37. To Letitia Harris, five dollars, for washing towels for Senate during
present adjourned Aession.
§ 38. To A. G. Talbott, sixteen dollars, for expenses to viAiting Blind
Asylum and committee.
§ 39. To Jobn L. Moore, three dollars, for carpet furnished Senate.
§ 40. To publishers Paducah Tobacco Pln.nt, ten dollars, for papers fur- ·
nished General Assembly present session.
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§ 41. To publisher Mayfield Democrat, eight dollars, for papers furnished
General Assembly.
§ 42. 'l'o the publisl?ers Hickman Cou rier, eight dollars, for papers furni shed Ge neral Assembly.
§ 43. To the publishers Columbus Dispatch, eight dollars, for papers
furni shed General A~scmbl.y.
§ 44. To the publishers Paducah Kentuckian, twelve dollars, for papers
furnished Gene.rnl A8s_e mbly.
§ 45. To John Griffin, sixteen dollars, for repairs done to gas-pipes for
Senate Cham bcr and House of Representatives.
§ 46. To Sanford Goin, eighty dollars, for ice furnished Senate and
Rouse of Representatives during present session.
§ 47. To publishers Owensboro Monitor, ten dollars, for papers furnished
Senate an.d House of Representatives.
48. To publishers Owensboro Shield, five dollars, for papers furnished
General Assembly.
§ 49. 'l'o publishers Bowling Green Democrat, four dollars and fifty
cen ts, for papers furnished during present General Assembly.
§ 50. To publishers Green River Pantagraph, four dollars and fifty
cents, for papers furnished General Assembly· during present session.
§ 51. 'ro Graham· Hughes, three dollars per day during the present adjourn ed session, for his services as Clet'k of Enrollments and assistance to
the Clerks of the House of Representatives.
§ 52. To Major & Johnston, three dollars and fifty cents, for printing
done for Eleetoral College, 1872.
§ 53. To the pl'incipal Olet·ks of the Senate and House of Representatives, such sums as they may each certify to the Auditor as paid by them
for enrolling bills and t·esolutions at the present adjourned session.
§ 54. To J. G. Hatchitt, postmaster, seven dollars and fifty-five cents,
for postage present session.
l§ 55. To the publishers Murray Gazette, two dollurs, for papers fur.
nish ed present session.
§ 56. To the publish ers of the Big Sandy Herald, ten dollars and fifty
cents, for papers furnished General Assembly.
§ 57. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the. affirmative, wereWm. A. Allen,
0. M . Clay, jr.,
Julian N. Phelps,
George W. Anderson, Josiah H. Combs,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
R. L. Cooper,
John P. Rowlett,
R . Tarv. Baker,
Joseph M. Davidson, J. P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus vV. Bascom, John W. Dyer,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Walter Evans,
J. R. Sanders,
M. Woods Ferguson, C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
C. D . Foote,
James vV. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
Joseph P. F o11ee,
J. S. Taylor,
J . C . S. Blackburn,
Wm . Cassius G oodloe, C . W. Threlkeld,
Church H . Blakey,
Clinton Griffith,
Harry I. Todd,
Wm . F. Bond,
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W. B. M. Brooks,
E. Polk Johnson,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson,
J. S . Lawson ,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J . C. Moorman,
John S. Carpenter,
Wm . Mynhier,
B. E . Cassilly 1
J. L Nall,
James S. Chrisman,
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L. W. Trafton,
T. W. Varnon,
J. L. Waring,
J.M. White,
S. H. Woolfolk,
J.M. Wright-54.

Those who voted in the negative, wereWi"lliam Brown,
Bryan S. McClure,
Samuel M. Sanders,
R. D. Cook,
William J . McElroy, William Sellers,
W. H. Evans,
M. E. McKenzie,
Jonas D. Wilson-I I.
E. A. Grnves,
Mat. Nunan,
Resolved. That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of H. C. Parish, of Barren county;
An act to amend an act, approved March 28, 1872, authorizing
sheriffs to sell real estate to pay revenue tax;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville ;
An act to authorize the election of police judge and town marshal
in the town of Brownsville, in Edmonson county;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to authorize the tru stees
of school district No. 2, in Hickman county, to levy and collect a tax
for school purposes; "
An act for the benefit of C. M. Hanks and Samuel Spradlin, of
Wolfe county;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Maysville;
An act to incorporate the Dry Ridge, Knoxville, and DeMossville
Turnpike Road Company;
An act for the benefit of the Baptist Church of Bedford , in Trimble county;
An act to charter the public schools of Falmouth, and district No.
1, in Pendleton county;
An act to amend an act incorporating the Williamstown Odd Fellows' Hall Company;
An act to incorporate the Nicholasville Building and Accumulating
Fund Association;
An act to incorporate the Hend,erson Building and Loan Association;
An act to incorporate the Central Club;
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An act to incorporate the Lockport Odd Fellows' and Masonic
Building Company;
An act to. incorporllte the town of Norton, in Hopkins county;
An act to prohibit the retail of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in the towns of Hudsonville, Constantine, and Cross Roads, in Breckinridge county, or in any part of said county, within six miles of either
of said towns;
,
An act to extend the time of signing the bill of exceptions in
the case of Carlisle Hunt's heirs against Elisha Long and Elizabeth
Gray, in Greenup circuit court;
An act to incorporate the Transylvania Street Railroad Company;
An act for the relief of the stockholders of the Evansville, Henderson, and Nashville Railroad Company;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in Lincoln county, and to take a vote on the same;
An act for the benefit of A. Portwood, sheriff of Anderson county;
An act for the benefit of Joseph T. Ratliffe, sheriff of Pike county,
for the year 1871;
An act to charter the Dozie1· Mountain Coal Company;
An act to incorporate the Mt. Olive Encampment, No. 55, Independent Order of Od<l Fellows, at Greenville;
An act to incorpornte a Steam Ferry Company at the head of
Island No. I, on the Mississippi river, in Ballard county;
An act to amend the charte1· of the Newport and. Dayton Street
Railway Company;
An act to impose an additional tax on dogs in Bracken co-unty;
An act for the protection of property on Tennessee river;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to establish and maintain a system of public schools in the town of Corydon, in Henderson county;"
An act to resubmit , an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors in Morgantown, or within one half mile of
the corporate limits thereof, approved February 28th, 1872;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituou~ or vinous liquors in
Nicholas county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Paducah, Bland ville, and Columbus Gravel Road Company;"
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An act to authorize the county court of Harrison county to appropriate money towards building a bridge on the Cynthiana and
Ashbrook's Mills Turnpike Road;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the taking
up of prnperty found adrift upon certain rive~s in this Commonwealth," approved March 22d~ 1873;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the town of Madisonville,"
· approved F ebruary 13th, 1873 ;
An act to incorporate Asher Lodge, No. 531, of Free and Accepted Ma11ons;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to i~corporate the
Lexington Building and Accumulating Fund Association;"
An act to establish and incorporate the town of Stroud City, in
Muhlenburg county ;
An act repealing an act in regard to comm~n schools in Carrollton,
in Carroll county;
An act for the benefit of school district No . 3, in Franklin county;
An act to authorize the Garrard county court to appropriate
money to aid in building a hospital for small-pox patients, and to
levy a tax therefor ;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Grnves read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz :
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Quarter-Master General be, and is hereby, instructed to
prepare such forms and blanks a~ may be necessary for the preparation of military claims, and furnish the same to citizens of Kentucky
who may apply to him with the purpose of putting in proper form
any claim they may have against the United States Government for
property taken or used dming the war of the rebellion; that it shall
be the duty of the Quarter-Master General to give such advice and
instruction as may be nece~sary to the perfecting of such claims, and
when the same shall have been filed with him, he shall, so far as he
can without interference with bis duties in connection with the war
claim, file said claims on behalf of the claimants in the prope1· departments at \IV asbingto·n, and press their settlement.
Pending the consideration thereof, the House adjourned.
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MONDAY, APRIL 21, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to. bills, which originated in the House of Representa tives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to re peal an act, entitled "An act relating to school district
No. 14,, in Simpson county."
An act to regulate official sales of real and personal property, and
of settlement of estates in the counties of Pendleton, Lewis, Bracken ,
and Hickman.
An act for the benefit of Merrill Hardin, of Garrard county.
An act to 1·egulate the jurisdiction of the circuit court and court
of common pleas of Union and Henderson counties.
An act for the benefit of Mary Carter, a minor, of Lyon county.
An act to add Graves county to the common pleas district in the
first judicial di strict, and to provide for chancery terms of said common pleas court in said county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Crofton; in Christian
county.
That they had passe d bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Mount Sterling and Carter County Mining and Manufacturing Company.
An act for the benefit of J. J. Wood, late sheriff of Clinton county.
An act for the benefit of Henry H. Moody, of Green county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the town of Lancaster."
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An_ act to declare certain
lakes and creeks in Ballard county navigable."
An act to decla1·e Rock House Fork of Licking river a navigable
stream.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale
of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquo1·s in Campbellsville," approved
March 21st, 1871.
·
An act to incorporate the Grand Lodge of the American Protestant Association of Kentucky.
124-H R,
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville Orphans' Home Society," approved February 20th, I 859 .
An act for the benefit of school district No. 29, in Washington
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Williamsburg, in Whitley county."
An act for the benefit of the town of Clinton·.
An act for the benefit of John Gibbs, of Wolfe county.
An act in relation to the convicts of the Penitentiary.
An act to incorporate the Minett Orphan Asylum of the city of
Louisville.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
1. An act to prevent collecting officers from gambling.
2. An act concerning the town of Burksville.
3. An act to amend the charter of the city of. Covington.
4. An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to ·be read a secon<l
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, T,hat they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on the
Judiciary; the 2d to the Committee on Religion, and the 3d and 4th
to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Mr.- Carlisle offered the following resolutions, viz:
Resolved, That the Clerk do now proceed to call the several counties and legislative districts in their regular order, and that each
member be permitted to call'up for passage two bills, local to his
county, city, or legislative district; and if any bill so called up shall
meet with opposition and elicit discussion, the same shall be passed
into the orders of the day, and the member who called up the same
shall have the right to take up another local bill in lieu thereof.
Resolved, That after the call of the counties and legislative districts is completed, the House will not consider any other bills, but
will receive and act upon repo1·ts from conference committees, and
amendrrie·nts proposed by the Senate to bills already passed by the
House.
· flesolved, Tha~ if re.ports from conference committees, or amendments from the S'e nate, shall be received during the call of the counttes, tlie call ·shall' tie suspended for the purpose of considering such
reports and amendments, and messages from the Governor, and rep'Orts a-nd resolutions from ,the Senate.
Which were adopted.
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Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Blackburn!. A bill for the benefit of the city of Lexington.
On motion of Mr. Sellers,.
2. A bill for the ·benefit of R. F. Scott, sheriff of Gai:rard county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Education prepare a.n d bring in
the 1st, and the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the 2d.
Mr. Blackburn, from the committee on conference, to whom was
referred the disagreement of the two Houses on chapter-, of the
proposed Revision of the Statutes, entitled " To ·adopt the General
. Statutes," presented the following report, viz:
The undet·signed, appointed .a committee of conference by the two
Houses on the disagreement of the two Houses on cha:pter - , by
Revision, entitled" To Adopt the General Statutes," recommend-that
the Senate· recede from its disagreement to the amendment proposed
by the House, No. 5, and recede also from its disagreement to amendment No. 2, striking out section 2 of article 2, and in lieu of section
5 of article 11, original bill, report the following as a substitute:
The Public Printer is directed to print in one volume, ready for
distribution by September 1st, 1873, four thousand copies of the Genernl Statutes, at the rate of printing now established by law, not 1
however, to exceed one dollar per volume of one thousand page!\;
which shall be received by the Secretary of State, and by him held
and distributed as follows : To each person or officer entitled to one
under the provisions of the chapter on laws, to the Asylum of Deaf
and Dumb, to each Lunatic Asylum, Asylum for the Blind, the Feeble-minded Institute, the House of Reform, one copy each ; the S~cretary of the Department of State of the United States, the Executive
of each State and Territory within the United States, three copies
each; to the Public Library at Louisville, two copies; to the Law
School at Louisville, two copies.
We propose the following additional section to said chapter, viz:
§ 10. The Public Binder shall bind in good law sheep each volume
of the General Statutes as it comes from the Printer; and he shall
receive as compensation therefor at the rates now fixed by ·1aw, not
exceeding, however, the sum of sixty cents per volume.
JO. C. S. BLAQKBURN,
C. W: THRELKELD,
W. L. REEVES,
K. F. PRICHARD,
JAMES F. CLAY,
THOS. F. HARGIS.
The question was taken upon the adoption of said report, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amend~ent, by the several co'inmittees to whom they had been
referred, viz:

•
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By Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAn act to provide for the transfer of certain causes from the Graves
circuit court to the McCracken court of common pleas.
By same.An act to authorize the clerk of the Allen circuit court to make a
cross~index to suits and causes on file in said office.
~y Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on EducationAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in Allen county."
. By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts.
An act extending further time to the county of Boyle in which .
to provide fire-proof vaults for county records.
By sameAn act for the benefit of Thomas P . Cardwell and Wm. Spencer, of
Breathitt county.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act for the benefit of 0. M. Hanks, jailer of Wolfe county.
By Mr. Ayers, from the Committee on ReligionAn act to protect graveyards and cemeteries.
By Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of school district No. 21, in Carroll county.
By Mr. Blackburn, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act for the benefit of Trimble county in voting subscl'iption of
stock to railroads.
By Mr . Blakey, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Frankfor~ True Friend Society.
By sameAn act to incorporate Mayfield Lodge, No. 151, I. 0. 0 . F.
By Mt·. F. A . Wilson, from the Committee on County 0ourtsAa act to repeal an act, entitled "An act authorizing E. H. Smith
.and others to close an alley in Williamstown, Grant county."
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Elizabethtown Building and Loan Asso·,ci;ation.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on Railroads.
An act to {l,mend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
,t he Elizabethtown and Paducah Railroad Company," approved Febll'uary 28th, 1873.
·
~y Mr. M_ynhier, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions.An act.to incorporate the Lambert Mining Company.

•
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Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be 1·ead a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutiona_l provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and tha,t the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bascom, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was recommitted a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of the Bank _of Louisville,
Reported the same without amendment .
Ordered, That said bill be ,engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. Garnett, from the Committee on the JudiciaTyA bill to amend an act to incorporate the town of Glenville, in
Adair county.
By Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill to pay Clinton county for keeping Louisa Eldridge, · a
pauper lunatic of this Commonwealth.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of J. N. Culton, late sheriff of Jackson
county.
By Mr. Carpenter, from the Committee on EducationA bill to provide for the education of colored children in Garrard
county.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to legalize the action of the Greenup county court of levy
and claims.
By Mr. Armstrong, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 35, in Henry county.
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Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the eecond
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resulved, That _said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
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' moved to reconsider the vote by which a bill this
Mr. W. E"vans
day passed the House, entitled
A bill to amend an act to fncorporate the town of Glenville, in
Adair county. '
The House took up the following bills, which were amended in
the Senate, viz :
An act authorizing the county court of claims of Fleming county
to carry into effect the bequest of J. J. Andrews, deceased, to the
p oor of Fleming county.
An act to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railway Company.
The question was taken on the adoption of said amendments, and
they were concurred in.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which a
bill was rejected, entitled·
An act for the benefit of John Haly.
And the question being taken there-on, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

Those who voted in the affirmative, were.A. C. Armstrong,
R. D. Cook,
M. E. McKenzie,
A. ·S. Arnold,
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
R. Tarv. Baker,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
Alp,heus W. Bascem, Walter Evans,
J.P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
M. Woods Ferguson, Frank Sacksteder,
.J. 0. S. Blackburn,
Joseph P. Foree,
J. R . Sanders,
W. B. M. lilrooks,
James Garnett,
Samuel M. Sanclers,,
"William Brown,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, 0. W. Threlkeld,
'Thomas P. Cardwell, 0. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
.John S . Carpenter;
Otinton Griffith,
L. W. Trafton,
.B. E. Cassilly,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. L. Waring,
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J. Guthrie Coke,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. N. Woods,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. S. Lawson,
J.M. Wright-41.
William G. Conrad,
G. W. Little,
Those who ;voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)T. J. Jones,
John Rowan,
Wm. A. Allen,
· Bryan S. McClure,
William Sellers,
W. W. Ayers,
J. C. Moorman,
James W. Snyder,
S. C. Bell,
John W. Ogilvie,
J. S. Taylor,
Church H. Blakey,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. White,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Lewis Potter,
Jonas D. Wilson,
W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
S . H. W oolfolk-21.
Mr. Baker, from the Committee on Circuit Courts, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled '·An act to change the time for
holding the circuit courts in the fifth judicial district," approved January 13, 1872,
Reported the same with a substitute, by way of amendment, which ·
was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
·
Resolved, That· sajd bill dt> pass, and tp.at the titie thereof be as
aforesaid . .
Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
to whom was referred leave, reported
A bill for the benefit of H. B. Wiseman, former sheriff of Estill
county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Hou!le and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional' provision-as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed.
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pt·ovision of the Constitution, wer,e a:s , follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Lewis, Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph fy.1. Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
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A. C. Armstrong,
A. S. Arnold,
W.W. Ayers,
G. W. Bailey,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Alpheus W. Bascom,
W. N. Beckham,
S. C. Bell,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
W . B. M. Brooks,
William Brown,
Thomas P. Cardwell,
Robert M. Carlisle,
John S. Carpenter,
B. E. Cassilly,
James S. Chrisman,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Josiah H. Combs,
William G. Conrad,
R. D. Cook,

John W. Dyer,
W. L. Reeves,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
M . Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sackste<ler,
Joseph P. Foree,
Fran·k Sacksteder,
James Garnett,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, William Sellers,
C. P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
E . Polk John.,on,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
J. s : Lawson,
L. W. Trafton,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring,
William J. McElroy, .C.H. Webb,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. M. White,
T. J . Megibben,
F. A. Wilson,
J . C. Moorman,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. N. Woods,
J. L. Nall,
S . H Woolfolk,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. Wright-67.
Julian N. Phelps,
In the negative, none.
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Said bill reads as follows, viz :
§ I. Be it enacted by tlie General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That further time, until the next court of claims of Estill county, be, and the same is hereby, allowed H. B. Wiseman, former sheriff
of Estill county, to make out and return an additio·n al delinquent
list of revenue and county levy for the year 1872; and the Auditor
of Public Accounts is hereby directed to draw his warrant in favor
of said Wiseman for the amount of delinquent revenue pl·operty
certified to him by the Estill county court, to be paid out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.
A message was received from the Senate by Messrs. Talbott and
Burton, asking leave to withdraw from the Governor a bill, which
originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Danville and Hustonville Turnpike Road Company," approved
Febru_ary 24, 1870.
Which was granted.
The Chair appointed Messrs. Waring, Samuel M. Sanders, and
Frank Sacksteder a committee to withdraw the same.
The same committee, Messrs. Talbott and Burton, asked, obtained
leave, and withdrew from the House a bill, which origi:nated in the
House of Representatives, entitled

- - -- - -- -
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An act to incorporate the Mt. Sterling and Carter County Mining
and Manufacturing Company.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock, Secretary of State, which was . taken up and read as follows, viz :
STATE OF KENTUCKY, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
I
FRANKFORT, April 19, 1873.\
Gentlemen of the House of Representatives:
I herewith respectfully return to you a bill, which originated in
your honorable body, entitled '' An act to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous, vinous, or malt liqu_ors in the city of Covington," with the reasons for withholding my approval.
The first section of the bill entirely repeals, so far as applicable to
the city of Covington, the general laws on the subject. The succeeding sections provide a special legislation for the city of Covington,
which greatly, and I think most unwisely, remits and relaxes the
wholesome restraints and penalties by which tile general law seeks
to protect the youth of our State, against the snares and enticements
of a wide-spread and most calamitous vice-a vice · so prevalent and
so baneful to society as to justify stringent laws for its suppression
in the interests of public morals. The general law provides that
"no person shall sell, give, loan, procure for, or furnish to any minor,
any spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, or any mixture of either, with. out the written consent of the father of such person, if living, or of
the mother or guardian, if the father be dead."
The scope and force of this prohibition are greatly lessened in the
bill under consideration, which only forbids selling or' giving to minors in the city of Covington, leaving it lawful of course to procure
for, loan, or furnish it to them. It also changes and lessens the penalty to be inflicted upon the offender. In lieu of a fine of fifty dollars and costs, including an attorney's fee of twenty dollars for each
offense, it prescribes a fine of five dollars and costs, including an
attorney's fee of five dollars for the first offense, and only the same
penalty each for any numbe1· of offenses as against all persons, except the vendor or his servant; and as either of those may be convicted of a second or third offense in selling or giving to the same
youth, the penalty is increased; but the · shrewd salesman may sell
or give to any number of children his liquors again and again without incuning any greater fine, provided that he does not sell or·give
to any one for selling or giving to whom he has been before convicted.
Moreover, by the general law the parents, guardian, or any one
entitled to the services of the minor who has been supplied with
liquor contrary to the statute, shall · be entitled by civil action on the
bond of any licensed vendor, to recover against him and his securities one hundred dollars in damages and costs, including an attorney's
fee of twenty-five dollars; and ~uch may be the recovery for each
separate offense. The justice of this provision is manifest, and tends
much to the repression of a great wrong, and affords some compensation to those who have been deprived of the services of a minor
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by a violation of law, as well as inflicting a just punishment on
those who have debauched him. No such provi sions are in the bill
under consideration. Why shall the liquor dealers of Covington,
above· all others in the State, be exempt from such restraints and
penalties? The State has quite as much interest in the welfare of
the youth of Covington as of any other city or county within its
territory, and owes to them an equal duty of protection . I think it
unwise to grant special and exclusive legislation to any particular
locality, giving to it privileges not shared by the whole Commonwealth. Very exceptional and. urgent circumstances and reasons
must exist to justify such enactments. I know of no reason, and
none is even alleged in the bill, why· the law of the State on this
subject should not be uniform, or why its provisions should be relaxed or repealed in the present case. On the· contrary, should the
present bill become a law, the Legislature will probably be applied
to by other cities and towns claiming· similar or even entire exemption from the operations of a law, the restrictions of which are perhaps peculiarly needed in those very localities.
The existing law on this subject is eminently wise and just, and
believing it contains no provision which is not wholesome and beneficent to the community, and proper to be universally enforced, I am
constrained to withhold approval, and most respectfully return the
Bill.
·
P. H. LESLIE.
The bill returned reads as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the act, entitled "An act to suppress the selling, giving,
or furni shing spirituous, vinous, or malt Iiq.uors to minor,;," approved
March 22d, 187 1, be, and the same is hereby, repealed, so far as it
applied to the city of Covington, also the acts therein referred to .
§ ~- That hereafter it shall be unlawful for any person., the keeper,
or servant of said keeper, of any saloon, coffee-house, or other place
where spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, or a mixture thereof, is
kept for sale by any licensed vendor the1·eof; or any other person, to
sell or give to any minor any of the foregoing liquids, or a mixture
thereof, without the consent of their parent, or if he or they be dead,
without the consent of their guardian. It shall also be unlawful for
any minor over the age of eighteen years to p,u rch.ase or receive any
of said liquids, or a mixture thereof; and any person ov~r the age
of eighteen yea1·s. who shall violate any or all of the provisions of
this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and subject to such fines
and penalties as are hereinafter set forth ..
§ 3. That for the first offense any persons violating any of the
provisions of this act, upon conviction t~er.eof by any competent
tribunal, he or she shall be fined five dollars, together with the costs
thereof, in.e luding an attorney's fee of five dollars.
§ 4. That for the second offense by the vendor thereof, or his or
•· their servants, afte1· having been convicted of the first offense with
the same minor, he or she shall be fined and imprisoned, in discretion of the court, either one or both, the fine not to excee.d fifty dol-
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lars, and the imprisonment not to exceed thirty days in the county
jiril, together with the costs and an attorney's fee of ten dollars.
§ 5. That for the third offense by the vendor thereof, or his or theilservants, with the same minor, after having been convicted of the
first and second offense, he or she shall be fined, not exceeding one
hundred dollars, or imprisoned in the county jail, not to exceed sixty
days, or both, in discretion of the court, together with the costs and
an attorney's fee of twenty dollars, and shall be deprived of his or
their license, and any license thereafter issued to him or her shall be
void: Provided, That n.o thing herein shall make void any bond given
by said vendor.
§ 6. That for the violation of section three of this act, any court
having the jurisdiction of a justice of the peace shall have jurisd~ction to try the same.
§ 7. That the vendors· shall be liable under this act for any violation thereof by any person in his employ, or acting for him or her
by his or her knowledge and consent; and the person so employed or
acting shall also be liable to the same fines and penalties, and may
be prosecuted in the same manner and modes: Provided, That the
provisions of this act shall only apply to the city of Covington.
§ 8. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
The question was then taken, "Shall the bill pass, the objections
of the Governor to the contrary notwithstanding?" and it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pui·suance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereR. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, J. R. Sanders,
William Brown,
C. D. Foote,
William Sellers,
B. E. Cassilly,
Frank Sacksteder,
J. M. Wright-IO.
Josiah H. Combs,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robe1·tson,
A. S. Arnold,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
C. P. Gray,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, E. Polk Johnson,
Samuel M. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
:S. C. Bell,
T. J. Jones,
J. S. Taylor,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
Bryan S. McClure, .
C. W. Threlkeld,
Church H. Blakey,
M. E. McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
J.C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
J. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
S. H. W oolfolk-49.
R. L. Cooper,
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that th~y
had passed ·bills, which originated in the House of Represent~tives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the North Kentucky B1·idge Connecting Railway and Construction Company.
An act to incorporate the Transit Railway Company.
An act to establish in this Commonwealth a uniform system of common schools for the education of children of African descent.
An act _to appropriate mo~ey.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
That they had passed bills arid adopted resolutions of the following titles, viz :
1. An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act to legalize the proceedings of the president anc;l directors of the Danville and Hustonville
Turnpike Road Company," approved April 16th, 1873.
2. An act to amend an act, entitled "Ap act to amend the charter
of the Jefferson and Brownsboro Turnpike Road Company"
3. An act for the benefit ·of the Fourth Kentucky Lunatic Asylum.
4. An act to regulate the sde of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in Marshall county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with, the 3d bilJ, was referred
to the Committee on Charitable Institutions, and the 4th was referred
to the Committee on Religion.
The rule of the Honse and constitutional provision as to the thfrd
reading of the 1st and 2d bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
The resolutions -adopted by the Senate are of the following titles,
viz:
I. Resolntion to print synopsis of acts.
2. Resolution to print and distribute pamphlet edition of Public
Acts.
The question was taken on the concurrence of the first resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Walter Evans offernd the following amendment to the second
resolution, viz:
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Resolved, That no part of the General Statutes shall be printed in
said pamphlet.
Which was adopted.
The resolution, as amended, was concurred in.
The Hou'se then took up the amendments -of the Senate to the bill,
which originated in the House, entitled
An act to appropriate money.
The question being taken thereon, the first, second, third, and sixth
were concurred in, and the fourth and fifth were disagreed to.
The yeas and nays being required by Messrs. Brown and Chrisman
on the sixth amendment, viz: on striking out $272, and inserting
$367 50, pay to Louisville Ledger for papers furnished members,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Those who voted in the .affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(McCreary)Joseph M. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, J.P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, 0. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
C. C. Scales,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
Thomas P. Card well, J. S. Lawson,
J. -S. Taylor,
John S. Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W . Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E . McKenzie,
Harry I. Todd,
James S . Chrisman,
J. C. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad, John W. Ogilvie,
F. A. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. W oolfolk-45.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
William Sellers,
Church H Blakey,
W. H. Evans,
J.M. White,
W. B. M. Brook,i,
Wm. Cas,iius Goodloe,Jonas D. Wilson,
William Hrown,
Mat. Nuna!},
J. N. Woods,
Rubert M. Carlisle,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. M. Wright-15.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the compensation of E. I. Bullock, G. W.
Craddock, and J. M. Nesbitt, for se1·vices before the Joint Committee
on the Revision of the Statutes,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts is authorized and directed
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·. to draw ·h is warrant on the Treasurer in favor of E. I. Bullock, G.
W. Craddock, and James M. Nesbitt, Commissioners to Revise the
Statutes, for ten dollars per day, each, for the number of days they
were actually in attendance before the joint committee of the two
Houses during the sitting of said committee at the present session of
the General Astsembly.
§ 2. Before either of the Commissioners mentioned in the foregoing
section shall be entitled to the warrant provided for in said section,
he shall file an affidavit with the Auditor, stating the number of days
he w,as actually in attendance before the sairl joint committee.
§ 3. This act shall take effect on its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
John W. Ogilvie,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
A. S. Arnold,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers,
M. Woods Ferguson, John Rowan,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
John P. Rowlett,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
J. P. Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
J . R. Sanders,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Gdffi.th,
Samuel M. Sanders,
Church H. Blakey,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyd,er,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpenter,
T. J. Megibben,
J. L. Waring,
B. E. Cassilly,
J.C. Moorman,
F. A. Wilson,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Wm. Mynhier,
S. H. Woolfolk,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L. Nall,
.J.M. Wright-55.
William G. Conrad,
Those who voted in the negative, were1
Wm. A. ·Allen,
Bryan S. ·McClure,
William Sellers,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. White,
W. H. Evans,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson-9.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, anno·u ncing that they
had refused to recede from their amendmen.ts to the bill from the
House, entitled
An act to appropriate. money.
On motion, the Chair appointed Messrs. Chrisman, Ferguson, ·a nd
Baker a committee of conference, to act in conjunction with a simi-
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lar committee on the part of the Senate, in relation to their disagreement to said apprnpriation bill.
Mr. Chrisman, from the committee of conference, made the following report, viz:
_
The joint_committee of conference recommend the adoption of the
following resolution in relation to the general appropriation bill, viz:
Resolved, That the Senate amendment to section 13 be adopted by
inserting fifty dollars instead of one hu-ndred dollars, and amendment
to section 14 be adopted by inserting twelve dollars and fifty cents
instead of twenty-five dollars.
J. S. CHRISMAN,
R. A. BURTON.
Which was adopted.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the reports of the committees of conference on the
following bills, viz:
An act to adopt the General Statutes.
An act to appropriate money.
And had passed a resolution in relation to adjournment of the
General Assembly, passed 21st April, 1873 . .
That they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to a-:l.opt the General Statutes.
The House then took up the bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to adopt the General Statutes.
Which hill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
ARTICLE

I.

Of the General Statutes and their effect.
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That this and the following chapters, from chapter 1 to chapter
- , inclusive, shall constitute and be known as the General Statutes
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and shall be designated and
cited by the words "The General Statutes," adding the number of
the chapter and section when necessary, and as such are adopted,
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and shall becoine the law of the land, to take effect on the first day
of December, 1873, except such parts thereof as to which a different
provision is expressly made therein.
·
§ 2. That all statutes of a genernl nature in force when the General
Statutes take effect, and which are repugnant thereto, are hereby
repealed, except as follows, viz :
I. All statutes of Vit·ginia or of this Commonwealth in relation to
former appropriation of the vacant lands of this Commonwealth.
2. All statutes of a merely local relation to any county, city, or
town, or relating to the powers, privileges, and franchi ses of any
corporation; all statutes in relation to the Institution for the Education of the Blind, at Louisville, the American Printing House for the
Blind, Banks, the Internal Improvement System, Insurance, and the
Insurance Bureau.
3. All statutes in relation to any court, and the proceedings therein,
in the city of Louisville and county of Jefferson, or of any city, town,
or police court, and the officers thereof, and all statutes regulating
the terms thereof.
4. The provisions of the Codes of Practice in civil and criminal
· cases, so far as the same are consistent with the General Statutes.
§ 3. The adoption of the General Statutes and the repeal of existing laws therein provided for shall not affect any offense or act committed or done, or any penall.y or forfeiture incurred, or auy right
established, accrued,· or accruing, before the General Statutes take
effect, or any proceeding or act confhmed, or any suit or proceeding
in any civil action, before the repeal takes effect; but the proceedings therein shall thereafter conform as far as practicable to the provisions of the General Statutes; but when a punishment, penalty, or
forfeiture is mitigated by the provisions of the General Statutes, such
provisions may be extended and applied to any sentence or judgment
pronounced alter said repeal, not· shall such repeal affect any suit or
prosecution pending at the time it takes effect for an offense committed or for the recovery of a penalty or forfeiture incurred under
any of the provisions of a law repealed, except that th!) proceedings
therein shall, when necessary, conform to the provisions of the General Statutes.
§ 4. When a limitation, or period of time, prescribed in any of the
acts repealed for acquiring a right or barring a remedy, or for any
other purpose, has begun to run, and the same, or a similar limitation, is prescribed in the General Statutes, the time of limitation
shall continue to run, and shall have the like effect as if t,he whole
period had begun and ended under the operations of the Genet·al
· Statutes.
§ 5. The provisions of the General Statutes, so far as they are the
same as those of existing laws, shall be construed as a continuation
of such laws, and not as new enactments.
§ 6. The enrolled chapters of the General Statutes shall be deposited, and forever kept, in the office of the Secretary of State, which
shall be an authentic record of such laws.
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II.
Editing and Publication.
§ I. Edward I. Bullock, of the county of Hickman, and William
Johnson, of the county of Nelson, are hereby appointed Commissioners, who Ehall edit and superintend the publication of the Gene ral Statutes of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, as also an accurate
copy of Magna Charta, the Constitution of the United States, the
Acts of Congress upon the subject of removal of suits from the
State Courts to the Courts of the United States, and upon the subject
of naturalization; the act of Virginia concerning the erection of the
district of l(entucky into a State, known as "The Compact with
Virginia;" the first, the second, and the present Constitution of Kentucky ; and all thP. Public Acts of the present session of the General
Assembly. They shall also prepare suitable head notes to the several
chflpters, and marginal notes to the several sections, with marginal
references to previous legislation as revised and compiled in the General Statutes, and a syllabus to the Decisions of the Court of Appeals construing such st&tutes, and shall also prepare a full and
accurate index to the whole, pointing to the several sections therein.
The Commissioners shall be allowed ten clollars per day for th ei r
services. The compensation of the Commissioners shall be for the
time only in which they are actually employed, and upon their certificate the Auditor shall draw his warrant upon the Treasurer. If
the Commissioners, or either of them, shall refuse to act, or a vacancy
shall occur, the Governor shall appoint another or others in his or
their place.
§ 2. Before any paper shall be used in the publication of the book,
a sa mple thereof shall be submitted to the ~ecretary of State and the
Commissioners, and by them approved. The work of binding shall,
in point of execution and material, be at least equal to the binding of
:::itanton's Revised Statutes.
§ 3. As often as any form of the General Statutes shall be put in
type, a proof-sheet thereof shall be furni shed to the Commissioners,
who shall carefully examine and compare the same with the original
rolls and acts, and make all necessary corrections therein; and when
snch comparison and corrections are fully made, and said statutes
printed, the Secretary of State and the Commissioners shall certify
that the same have been examined and compared with the original
rolls and acts, and that the same are true and correct copies thereof,
and shall deposit a copy of said General Statutes so printed and certified in the Secretary's office, which shall be cone! usi ve evidence of
the verity thereof. Such certi fie ate shall be printed in each copy of
the General Statutes, which shall entitle the book to be read in evidence.
§ 4. The Public Printer is directed to print, in one volume, ready
fol' distribution by September the 1st, 1873, four thousand copies of
the General Statutes, at the rate of printing now established by law,
not, however, to exceed one dollar per volume of one thousand
pages, which shall be received by the Secretary of State, and by him
ARTICLE
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held and distributed as follows: To each person or officer entitled to
one under the provisions of the chapter on Laws; to the Asylum of
the Deaf and Dumb, to each Lunatic Asylum, Asylum for the Blind,
the Feeble-minded Institute, the House of Reform, one copy each ;
the Secretary of the Department of State of the United States, the
Executive of each State and Territory within the United States, three
copies each; to the Public Library of Louisville, two copies; to the
Law 8chool at Louisville, two copies: Provided, That in the event.
the Public Printer or Binder does not agree to print and bind the
Genera l Statutes at the prices herein stated, then the Secretary of
State is hereby directed to have either the printing 01· binding, or
·. both, done by the lowest bidder. The Public Binder shall bind, in
good law sheep, each vo.lume of the General Statutes, as it comes
from the p1·inter, and he shall receive as compensation therefor at
the rates now fixed by law, not exceeding, however, the sum of sixty
cents per volume.
'
§ 5. Those copies remaining shall be retained by the Secretary of
State to supply such deficiency as may occur, or be distributed as
hereafter directed by law: Provided, however, That the Secretary of
State is &uthorized to sell copies of the General Statutes, at not less
than cost price, to such persons as may wish to purchase. The
money arising from such sale shall be paid quarterly into the Public
Treasury.
§ 6. The acts of the present General Assembly, so far as they may
be inconsistent with, or repugnant to, any provision of the General
Statutes, shall be considered the law of the land.
§ 7. The Librarian shall, if not provided for in the contract, procure and furnish all paper and stationery required for the editing and
publishing the General Statutes.
§ 8. No person shall copyright the General Statutes adopted by
this chapter unless by consent of the General Assembly.
§ 9. The General Statutes hereby adopted shall not be published
in the Session Acts of the present session ·of the General Assembly .
The yea3 and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those ·who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (lVI'C1·eary)William G. Conrad,
Hiram S . Powell,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. L. Cooper,
·.w. L. Reeves,
A. C. Armstrong,
Joseph .!VI. Davidson, E. A. Robertson,
A. S . Arnold,
John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
W.W. Ayers,
M. WoodR Ferguson, John P . Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P . Foree,
J. P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
Samuel M . Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Scales,
J. 0. S. Blackburn, • Thomas M. Johnson, James W. Snyder,
Church H. Blakey,
J. S. Lawson,
J. S . Taylor,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Wm. J. McElroy,
Harry I. Todd,
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Thomas P. Cardwell, M . E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
T. J. Megjbben,
Robert M . Carlisle,.
J. L. Waring,
J . C. Moorman,
John S. Carpenter,
C.H. Webb,
Wm . Mynhier,
B. E . Cassilly,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
· J. Guthrie Coke,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. W oolfolk-64.
JQsiah H. Combs,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWilliam Brown,
W. H. Evans,
Wi,l liam ,Sellers,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan·,
Jonas D. Wilson-7.
Walter Evans,
Mr. Blackburn moved to reconsider the vote by which the report
was adopted from the committee of conference on the bill, entitled
An act to adop·t the General Statutes.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Blackbum moved to add the following addition to the fourth
section of the -conference report, viz:
Provided, That in the event th.e Public Printer or Binder does not
agree to print and bind the General Statutes at the price herein
stated, then the Secretary of State is ·hereby directed to have either
the printing or binding, or both, done by the lowest bidder.
Which was adopted.
The House then took up the motion to reconsider the vote by
which the bill from the Senate was rejected, entitled
An act to pay the expenses of D. R. Haggard, State agent, sent to
Missouri after Cutter and Taylor, charged with forgery.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:

§ 1. Be it enacted by the Genei-al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuclcy, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is, directed to
draw his warrant upon the Treasury for two hundr~d and eightythree dollars, ~n favor of D. R. Haggard, for money expended by him
in the pursuit of Norman Cutter and John M. Taylor, of Missouri ,
charged with the crime of forgery.
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.
The yeas and nays being r.equired thereon in' pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Walter Evans,
E . A. Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
A. C. Armstrong,
M . Woods Ferguson, J. P. Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. D. Foote,
Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
C. P. Gray,
Samuel M. Sanders,
S. C. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
C. C. Scales,
_J. C. S . Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
William Sellers,
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas M. Johnson, Jame s W. Snyder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
T. J. Jones,
J. S . Taylor,
William Brown,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W . Threlkeld,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E . McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
John S. Carpe1)ter,
J.C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
,.,.
B. E . Cassilly,
J. L . Nall,
J.M. White,
James S. Chrisman,
Mat. Nunan,
F . A. Wilson,
J . Guthrie Coke,
John W. Ogilvie,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. N. Woods,
R. D. Cook,
Lewis Potter,
S. H. Woolfolk,
R. L. Cooper,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. M. Wright-62.
Joseph M. Davidson,. W. L. Reeves,
In the negative-none.
The House then took up the Sen_ate amendments to bills which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
An act for the benefit o_f John F. King, sheriff of Knox county.
An act to amend section 519 of the Civil Code of Practice.
Which were concurred in.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
,t.o prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. J.P. Sacksteder, from the Committee on Codes of PracticeA bill to amend section 101 of the Civil Code of Practice .
:;J3y Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time of
iho1ding the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judicial district," approved April-, 1873.
B~ sameA bill for the benefit of William Tinsley, late sheriff of Knox
-counity.
By sameA hill to authorize the town marshal of New Liberty to appoint
a dep.ut_y.
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By sameA bill to prevent the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
the first magisterial district, in Todd county.
· By sameA bill for the benefit of the police judge of the town of Leesburg,
in Harrison county:
By Mr. Mynhier, from the same committeeA bill to authorize the county court of Breathitt to submit to
the voters of said county the question of voting a tax for the purpose of having a survey made through said county for a railroad.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill declaring certain portions of Round Stone ·c reek, in Rockcastle county, a navi:gable stream.
By Mr. ·Garnett, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to increase the jurisdiction of justices of the peace of
Logan county.
By Mr. Reeves, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of E. M. Flack, late sheriff of Todd county.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to create and regulate
the office of county treasurer of Floyd county," approved March
21st, 1871.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Prestonsburg Academy and Normal School Building Joint Stock Company;" approved March 29th, 1873.
By Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on EducationA bill to regulate the manufacturing, storing, keeping, and transporting nitro-glycerin, in Mason county.
By Mr. Griffith, from a select committeeA bill to incorporate the Mercer County Medical Society,_in Mercer
county.
By Mr. Scales, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the town of Versailles," approved March 6, 1868.
By Mr. McKenzie, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of R. F. Scott, sheriff of Garrard county.
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By Mr. Clay, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the selling,
giving, or loaning intoxicating liquors in the village of Aaron's Run,
or within a radius of two miles from the center thereof."
By Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on BanksA bill to amend an act to incorporate the Louisville Stock and
Bond Boat·d.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House · and constitutional prnvision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had been
referred, viz :
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee' on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend the charter of the city of Ludlow.
By sameAn act to incorporate the Good Templars Aid Society, of Franklin
county.
By Mr. Coke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act to exempt secretaries, assistant secretaries, superintendents,
assistant superintendents, and depot agents of railroads, from jury
service.
By Mr. Potter, from the Committee on Agriculture and ManufacturesAn act ~o amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Marion
County Agricultural and Mechanical and Stock Association," aplProved January 16th, 1868.
By Mr. Megibben, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act for the benefit of C. B. Wickliffe, sheriff of Muhlenburg
-county.
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By Mr. Cooper, from the Committee on EdncationAn act for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in Pendleton coup.ty.
By Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to incorporate the Falmouth Turnpike Road Compan y , in
Pendleton county. ,
By Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of T. J . Smith and others.
By Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Banks~
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Greensburg Deposit Bank," approved March 18, 1872.
By Mr. Brown ; from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAn act to authorize the clerk of the J efferson county court to make
an index and cross-index of sahl county.
By Mr. Davidson, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to amend section 4 of an act, entitled "An act to authorize
M. B. Goble to erect a ooom across Blain creek, in Lawrence coun ty,"
a pproved March 18th, 1870.
By Mr. Scales, from the same committeeAn act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
By sameAn act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
By Mr. Mynhier, from the Committee on County Courts-An act for the benefit of Joseph Durban, of Lee county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed "'ith,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and th!l.t the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported with
amendments, by th~ seve1·al committees to whom they had been referred, viz :
By Mr. W. Evans, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act to authorize the making of· an abstract book for the count~es of Kenton, Campbell, and Boone.
By Mr. Waring, from the Committee on Raikoads_'._
An act to incorporate the Louisville, Winchester, and Iron and
Coal Region Railway Company.
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The question was taken on the adoption of said amendments, and
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bills, as amended, be read a third time ..
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
lVlr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom
was referred Sen~te bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of John J . Macklin, late sheriff of Kenton
county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of K entucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be in structed to draw his
warrant on the Treasurer for two hundred and twenty-one dollars
and ten cents, in favor of John J. Macklin, fo1·mer sheriff of Kenton
county, the said amount being for five p er cent. penalties on taxes
collected on or before the first day of April, 1872, and paid into the
State Treasury by said Macklin, no portion of which was collected
by said Macklin from tax-payers .
§ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm . A. Allen,
Joseph M Davidson, Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrnng,
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S . Powell,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
vV. N. Beckham, · M. Woods Ferguson, John P. Rowlett,
S. C. Bell,
James Garnett,
J . P. Sacksteder,
Church H . Blakey,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
W . B M. Brooks,
C. P . Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
William Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
C . C. Scales,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson, William Sellers,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S . Lawson,
J. S. Taylor,
John S . Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E . Cassilly,
William J. McElrny, Harry I. Todd,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
T. J. Megibben,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. C. Moorman,
C.H. Webb,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L . Nall,
F. A. Wilson,
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R. D. Cook,
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Mat. Nunan,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Julian N . Phelps,
J. N. Woods-57.
In the negative, none.
Mr. Trafton, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom was
referred leave, reported
A bill for the benefit of H. W. Scott, late sheriff of Daviess county.
Which bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and constitutional'prnvision as to the second
reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
Said bill was then read a third time as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That H. W. :::lcott, late sheriff of Daviess county, be allowed
ninety days from the 31st day of March, 1873, to return to the Auditor of Public Accounts his delinquent list and exonerations; and the
Auditor is directed to refund to said Scott such amount as may be
found due him when said list and exonerations are returned as herein provided.
§ 2. This act shall be in force and effect from its passage.
The question was then -taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
,
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of .the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, werel\1r. Speaker(M'Creary)Walter Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. Woods Ferguson, John Rowan,
Alpheus W. Bascom, James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
W. N. Beckham,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, J.P. Sacksteder,
S. C. Bell,
C. P. Gray,
Frank Sacksteder,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
William Brown,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, C. C. Scales, ·
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
William Sellers,
John S . Carpenter,
Bryan S. McClure,
James W. Snyder,
B. E . Cassilly,
William J. lVIcElroy, J. S. Taylor,
James S. Chrisman,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
T. J. Megibben,
Harry I. Todd,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J.C. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
Josiah H. Combs,
J. L . Nall,
J. L. Waring,
William G. Conrad,
Mat. Nunan,
F. A. Wilson,
R. D . Cook,
Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
Joseph M. Davidson, Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods-56.
John W. Dyer,
Hiram S. Powell,
In the negative-none.
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Resolved, That the title of said. bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Reeves, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was refened a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the judge of the Wanen court of common
pleas,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
[ For bill--see Acts present session .]
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and
it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Todd and
Reeves, wern as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(McCreary)M. Woods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
Wm. A. Allen,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W. N. Beckham,
Clinton Griffith,
J. P. Sacksteder,
J . C. S. Blackburn,
E. Polk Johnson,
Frank Sackstedet·,
Thomas P. Card well, J. S. Lawf'on,
J. R. Sanders,
Robert M. Carlisle,
-Wm. J. McElroy,
C. C. Scales,
B. E. Cassilly,
M. E. McKenzie,
J. S. Taylor,
C. M. Clay,jr.,
T. J. Megibben,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. Guthrie Coke,
J. C. Moorman,
L. W. Trafton,
R. D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson, ·
R. L. Cooper,
J. L. Nall,
J. N. Woods-38.
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
, Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
E. A. Graves,
William Sellers,
Alpheus W. Bascom, C. P. Gray,
Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. L. Waring,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClure,
C. H. W ebb-14.
Joseph M. Davidson, Hiram S. Powell,
Mr. McKenzie, from the Committee on Ways and Mea!1s, to whom
was refen:ed a bill from the Senate, entitled
·
An act for the benefit of the Louisville Board of Trade,
Reported the same without amendment.
Orde1·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
[For bill-see Acts present session.]
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by _Messrs. Todd and
Baker, were as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'0reary)R. L. Cooper,
W. L. Reeves,
A. 0. Armstrong,
Joseph M. Davidson, E . A. Robertson,
R. Tarv. Baker,
John W. Dyer,
John Rowan,
W. N. Beckham,
W. H. Evans,
John· P. Rowlett,
J . 0 . S. Blackburn,
M. Woods Ferguson, J . P. Sacksteder,
W . B. M . Brooks, ·
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
William Brown,
Clinton Griffith,
J. R. Sanders,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Lawso n,
0 . 0. Scales,
John S. Carpenter,
M. E. McKenzie,
William Sellers,
B. E. 0assilly,
T . J. Megibben,
James W. Snyder,
0. M. Cl1:1y, jr.
J. 0. Moorman,
0. W. Threlkeld,
J . Guthrie Coke,
J. L. Nall,
L. W. Trafton,
Josiah H. Combs,
Mat. Nunan,
C.H. Webb,
William G. Conrad, Julian N. Phelps,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. D. Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. N. W oods-45.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
Jo seph P. Foree,
William J .. McElroy,
Lewis Potter,
Alpheus W . Bascom, 0. P. Gray,
ti. 0. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson, Harry I. Todd,
Robert M. Carlisle,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. L. Waring-12.
Resolved. That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which ol'iginated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to amend section 101 of the Civil Code of Practice.
With an amendment thereto, which was concurred in.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to appropriate money for the payment of a claim due
Henry Dressman, of the city of Covington,
Reported the same, amending title by striking out " Covington,"
and inserting '' .Kenton county."
Which amendment was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of said bill being dispen sed with,
Resolved, That said bill, as amended, do pass, and that the title
thereof be as amended.
Mr. Griffith, from the Committee on Claims, reported Senate bill,
entitled
An act direllting the Auditor to pay certain guard claims in Powell
county,
With an ame_ndment, which was adopt_ed.
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Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.

The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
reading of s_aid bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
On motion, Mr. James S. Chrisman obtained leave of absence fol'
the remainder of the session.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock, Secretary of State, which was taken up and read as follows, viz:
STATE OF KENTUCKY, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
I
FRANKFORT, April 22, 1873.\

.Gentlemen of the S enate and House of Representatives:
1 herewith, at the request of the Governor of the Commonwealth of
Virginia, lay before you a communication from him, transmitting a copy
of joint resolutions adopted by the General Assembly of Virginia, expressing their concurrence in the Governor's recommendation of the assumption ,of the debts 0f the several States by the Federal Government,
together with the me3sage of the Governor making such recommendation,
to which your attention is respectfully invited.

P. H. LESLIE.
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS,
-}
RICHMOND, April 7th, 1873.
Sm: I have the honor to tran smit h erewith a copy of the joint r esolutions adopted by the General Assembly of Virginia on the 26th <l ay of
March, 1873, together with a copy of the message 1·eferred to, with the
request that you communicate the same to the Legislature of' your State,
whose concurrence in said resolutions is respectfully solicited in compliance therewith.
I have the honor to be your Excellency's obedient servant,
. G. C. WALKER,
Governor of Virginia.
His Excellency PRESTON H. LESLIE, Governor of Kentucky.
JOINT RESOLUTIONS expressing the concurrence of the General Assembly of Virginia.
in the Governor's recommendation of the assumption of the debts of the several States
by the Federal Government. (Agreed to March 26, 1873.)

WHEREAS, 'l'he Governor of Virginia has transmitted to the General
Assembly his special message, recommen ding the assumption and paypay of the existing debts of all the States by the United States Government; therefore,
1. Resolved by the General Assembly of Virginia, That it concurs in the
said recommendation of the Governor as wise, just, and expedient.
2. Resolved, That the Governor be requested to transmi t copies of these
resolutions, together with the message, to the General Assembly uf each
of the States, and request their concurrence therein, and that our Sena-
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tors and Representatives in Congress be requested to give this matter
their earnest attention .
A copy:
J. BELL BIGGER,
C. H. D. & K. of R . of Va.

third

1./
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I

EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS, :RICHMOND, February 17, 1873.
Gentlemen of the S enate and House of D elegates :
Th e unsettltid condition of our own State finances and the want of certain stati stical information detened me from laying before you, in my
last annual message, some suggestio ns upon a subject of the highest imJ)ortance to the whole country, and especially to the peop le of Virginia.
And while the causes for that delay have not been entirely removed, yet
the magnitude of the questions involved, and the growing necessity for
their early solution, render a longer postponement of their consideration
both unwise and impolitic.
'11 he present condition of the country and of public sentiment justifies
th e opinion that th e opportune moment bas arrived when the real merits
of the subject to which I refer may be candidly and impartially discu ssed,
and wise and patriotic conclusions reached.
This subject embodies two propositions, distinct in character, but harmoniou s in the results sought to be obtained. They are, first, the assump tion and payment by the United States Government of all the present
leg1;1,l indebtedness of the several States; and second, to prevent the recurr ence of a necessity for similar action het·eafter, the solemn a~reement by
and between the States to abstain from contracting any debts in tt1e
future except such as may be found necessary to the legitimate and effectiv e execution of th eir governmental functions, or as may be required by
sudden and great emergencies.
The former of these propositions must be accomplished by an act of
Congress, while th e latter can be achieved only through an amendment
to the Federal Constitution, which will require the concurrence of three
fourths of all the States. I am aware that grave objections may be urged
to both of these propositions; but the immense advantages which would
accrue from the ir adoption appear to me to far outwei g h them in importance. They may be opposed because of the great inequality in the
amount of the debts of the several States, and the consequent unequal
di stribution of benefits and burthens which might flow from their adopti on . But this difference is more apparent than real, especially if the
present market value of State securities be taken as the basis of computation. And further, while some of the States owe large debts and others
comparatively little or nothing, y et, ·w hen the amount which each State
contributes to the Federal revenu es, and the great impetus which relief
from a large proportion of State taxation would give to commerce, ma·nu factures, and production of all kinds, and everywhet·e throughout the country, are taken into consideration, it will be found that this objection
dwindles to little importa nce. And these considerations, to some extent,
apply to another and more potent objection which may be raised, viz: the
increase of the national debt which the assumption of the State debt
would cause, and the deleterious effect upon our national credit which
might be thereby produced.
Let us examine this objection carefully, and ascertain if it bas any substantial foundation. The debts of the several ·States reckoned at par at
the beginning of the present year, and the amount of the Sinking Fund
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or assets avail abl e for the r eduction of the principal, as ascertain ed from
their Executives or ch ief fin anci al officers, were as follows:
TOTAL DEBT.

AMOUNT OF
SINKING FUND
AND ASSETS .

CoNT!NGFJNT
LI ABIL ITY.

------- --·- ------1----------- -------- --------*Alabama. ____ _ $8 , 478,0 18 00 --------------- 8,480,000 00
Arkansas __ ___ _
6,545,000 00 --------------- 6,900,000 00
California ____ _
3,372,500 00 --------------- 1 ,600 ,000 00
Connecticut __ _
6 , 459,000 00
Delaware _____ _
352,000 00
1,110
,000 Oll
00 ______________
---- -----------_
1 ,288,697
*Flori da _____ _
Not known.
Georgia ______ _
8 I 186 l 500 00 ---- ----- ------ 3,208,000 00
Ill iuois _______ _
635,000 00
l, 732 1467 18
858,717 57
Indiana ______ _
4,650,8 30 37
ll2,391 48
Iowa. ________ _
300 ,000 00
Knnsas _______ _
1 ,336,675 00
135 , 627 34
Kentucky ____ _ Sinking fund exceeds amount of Stiite debt.
L ouisiana ____ _ 24,093,407 90 ---------- ----- 5,483,602 47
Maine ____ ___ _
9,345,098 40
1,0 20,247 04
Ma ryland ____ _ 10;911,678 75
5,013,606 56
31 6,000 00
Massachusetts __ 27 ,692 , 704 00 10,464 ,274 08
llI ich igan _____ _
1, 763,292 78
419,773 23
Minnesota ____ _
250,000 60 ------- ---- ---2, 276 ,000 00
Miss issippi_ ___ _
2,670,618 68
100,oou oo
Missouri _____ _ 18,747,ooo oo
221 , 000 oo
3,000,000 00
*N ebrn3ka ____ _
247,300,00
Nevada __ ____ _
660,000 00
35,779 83
35,843 2"7
'~N. Hampsh ire_
438,369 00
New Jersey ___ _
2,696,300 00
1, 260,044 35
New York_ ___ _ 36,574,206 40 11,187,480 56
100,000 00
36,68 1, 467 15
tN' th Carolinii_
Ohio _________ _ 12,547,571 40
200,000 00
*'Oregon _____ __
106,683 00
Pennsvlvani>\ __ 27,22 7 ,820 00 10, 902,228 46
Rhode" Island __
2,627,600 00
*S'th Carolin!\_
7,665,909 00
T ennessee ____ _ 31,586,322 08 10 ,618, 939 89
1 'fexas _______ _
2,289,716 87
253, 315 69
Vermont _____ _
498,500 00
167,36 1 00
Virginia ____ }
44
000,000
00
Sinking fund & assets deducted.
1
Ws't Virgin ia,
Wisconsin ___ _
2,252,057 0()

Probably.

Recognized as legal.

________ ,_______,____ ___ --------,

T<>tal _____ $345 ,032, 109 96 $5 2,736,959 51 $32 ,508 1 163 31
[ NoTE.-Early in January last I nddressed I\ ci rcular note to the Governor of en.ch State,
requestin g a stiitement of the exact Rmount or its' debt, the amount of its S inking Fund
applicab le to t he reduction of the debt, together with the amou nt and cha.meter of its contingent liability. The above statement is mnde up from the responses which have tie P.n
received from most of the States, and the others, marked with an t f, from the Census of
1870 and other public documents. As to th ese latter Stlltes, cha.ages may hnve occurred in
the amounts since 1870, but it is more th a n probable that the actual &mounts will be found
to be conside.rably less than those given a hovA. The contingent liabili ties genernlly consist
of indorsements of railroRd bonds whicll are snfe and sec ure, and hence do not properly
enter in to nny estimate of the actual indebtedness of th e S ta tes. All educationa l funds
invested in State bonds are incluned in the actual debts. The debt of Virginia a nd West
Virgin in. is the A.mount of the principal of tbe debt a nd interest to January lst, 1873, afte r
deduct ing assets and funds properly ap plicable to its reduction, the same never having been
apportioned between the two States. North Carolina bas assets of tbe nominal value (with
interest) of $ Z6,555,500, and the amount of her debt, as given above, includes her old a nd,
new debt and unpaid interest. As to whether the State debts shall be paid at their par or
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market vulue, RS well as the ascertainment of the exnct and proper amounts thereof after
the deduction of assets, are matters of prnctical detail to be provided for by act of Congress.]

From this statement it appeat·R that the total indebtedness of all the
States, after deducting the assets which should be appli ed to their liquidation, amounts to the sum of $'.::l92,295,150 45. And this sum would be
further reduced by several millions if that portion of the debt of North
Carolina and some other States, claimed to have been fraudulentlv contracted, be thrown out of the calculation. But to be entirely safe, take
as a round sum $300,000,000 (counting all bonds, fraudulent as well as
the unquestioned, at p&.r, for I propose to answer this obj ection even in its
most questionable form) as the total of State indebtedness, and we lrnve
the utmost possible increase of the national debt whi ch the assumption of
the State debts by the General Government would cau se. This sum, at
five per centum interest, the rate at which the Governm ent is now funding
its public debt, would annually require $15,000,000 to meet the accruing
interest thereon, and to this extent, and no more, would the burthens of
the Federal Treasury be increased.
.
But could this comparatively small sum cause any embarrassment or
necess itate any increase of Federal taxation, or affect prejudicially our
national credit? Why the present revenues of the General Government
are sufficient to meet all its current expenses, includin g the interest upon
the public debt, and leave a balance of nearly $100,000,000 to be applied
to the payment of the principal of the public debt, and that, too, in advance of its maturity.
Without stopping here to discuss the wisdom of a financial policy which
taxes the depressed and disordered energies and industries of a people just
commencing to recover from the disastrous effects of a gigantic civil 'Yar,
to anticipate the payment of the debt which it neeessitated before it is
required by the terms of the bond, it is sufficient, for our present purpose,
to note that the only change which tlie payment of th e interest upon the
total debt of the States would necessitate in the present financial policy
of the Federal Government, would be simply the decrease for a brief
period by the sum of' 815,000,000 of the amount of the national debt
which might otherwise be annually paid. In oth er words, inst ead of
annually paying as now $100,000,000 of the principal of the public debt,
we should pay but $85,000,000, the balance of $15,000,000 being applied to
the payment 'of the interest npon the debt of t,he States assumed. The
assumption and payment of the debts of the States by the Federal Government would not, therefore, necessitate any increase of na tional taxation beyond what is now imposed, nor any increase of the revenues of the
Government. If the t a x -payers of the nation would not be adversely
affected, could the public credit suffer? I think not. The foct that we
should be able, wi.t hout any increase of taxation, not only to pay the current expenses of the Government, together with the intet·est upon the
whole debt thus increa;,ed, as well as to annually set aside, for a sinking
fund, the amount required by law, but also, in addition to all this, to have
left a surplus of $85·,000,000 to be applied to the reduction of the principal
of the public debt, would fully sustain our national credit at its present
high standard. Public credit is based upon the ability and disposition of
the State or nation, to meet its obligations, and both of these we have
already conclusively established t.o the entire satisfaction of the financial
wodd. During the last seven years we have not only promptly met all
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otu obligations matured and maturing, but we have also paid more than
$500,000,000 of the principal of the national debt. And these astonishing
results have been achieved during a period wben a depreciated paper currency unaettled val.ues and deranged businefls generally, while the devastation and destruction of the late war, and the consequent poverty and
suffering prevailed over one thi1·d of the Union, and from which we have
but r ece ntly begun to substantial ly recover. And our astonishment and
admiration is increased when we rem ember another important fact, that
during all this time we have been grad nally reducing taxation until today our internal taxation is less than one third of the amount collected
seven years ago. lf, during such a period, we have accomplished results
like. these, surely the confidence ot' our public creditors could not be
shaken by our assumption of so comparatively small an annual li abil ity
as $15,000,000. Not only could no harm come to our national credit from
the assumption ·of the ·state- debts by the .Federal Government, but no
injury could result therefrom to the tax-payers, the people of the United
States.
Another objection which will be urged to the second proposition is, that
the adoption of the constitutional amendment proposed will be another
step towards centralization, anothe1· movement for the concentration of all
power in the General Government. But it rnny be successfu lly answered
that this amendment would confer no new or additional power upon the
Federal Government. That it would be an encroachment, pro tanto, upon
State sovereignty cannot be denied, but it must be remembered that it
would be the volunta1·y surrender of' a power by the States, the exercise
of which has heretofore in most, in stances resulted disastrously. Its exercise has bankrupted some States, diE1honored others, and in few, if any,
have the benefits conferred been at all commensurate with the evi ls entailed. Pennsylvania ~nd Mississippi, Maryland and Illinoi s, in the past,
and .Minnesota, together with many of the Southern States, in the present,
are prominent witnesses of the unwise exercise of this power. If ever
useful or essential, the day for its exercie.e in the way of "State aid to
pnblic imp1·ovement" has passed. When ever a State steps beyond the
sphere of its legitimate governmental duties and enters the domain of private enterprise, substantial failure has been the almost unvarying result.
So uniformly has this been the experi ence of the past that of' late the tide
of public sentiment hai;: been setting strongly in the opposite direction,
and we find incorporated in \Jll.l.ny of the recently formed State Constitutions an absolute prohibition from tbe contraction of any debt" except to
meet casual deficits in tbe revenue, to redeem a previous liability of the
State, eo suppt·ess insurrection, repel in vasion, or defend the State in time
of war." Such is th e wise provi sion of onr State Constitution, and this is
about the scope of the p1·oposed amendment to the Federal Constitution .
Had a like clause been incorporated in the fondamental law of every
Southern State much of tbe wrong and disgrace which has transpired in
some of them would never have occurred, and in none of them would the
blighting curse of even partial repudiation obtained any countenance. If,
then, the experience of both the past and the present unite in the condemnation of the unlimited exercise of this power, why not curtail it,
especially if any substantial good can be accomplished thereby?
If States have found it necessarv and wise to make such a law unto
themselves, why not extend the s phere of its beneficence, and by the
united voluntary action of all tbe States make it tbe public, the fundamental law of the nation? I confess to an implicit faith in the doctrine
of "States' rights," as I understand it, but I fail to discover anything det0
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rimental to the true interests or sovereign rights of the States in the voluntary curtailment of their power to harm themselves. If the adoption
of the amendment proposed tended to aggrandize the powers of the Federal Govern moot, it might be objectionable, for if the prevailing latitudinarian construction of these powers be correct, then they are too great
already. But it would not. It would surrender no useful or necessary
powet· of the States, and confer no additional authority upon the .F ederal
Government. In its full scope and meaning it amounts simply to a guar anty that if the States are relieved from their present burthens no more '
unnecessary debts will be contracted in the future; and this guaranty
ought to be given as a protection not only to the General Government,
but to the States themselves. If all the States voluntarily unite for the
purpose of liquidating all their indebtedness through the agency of the
Federal Government, then that government, as well as that of each State,
should have the highest assuranc:e that no condition of affairs could again
arise which might render such action necessarr.
I have thus briefly noticed the chief objections which can be urged to
the adoption of the two propositions mentioned, and I truEt have demonstrated that they are not only not insuperable, but are rather of little
serious importance when carefully and dispassionately examined.
Let us now briefly consider some of the advantages which would accrue
from their adoption . The enhancement of American credit would be one
of the most obvious as well as most important results. Every State bondholder would probably become a national creditor, and the diffusion of
the ownership of the public debt among the people wou ld enhance its
popularity and increase its security and value; and the day would not be
far distant when our national debt would be owned by American citizens,
just as the debt of England is owned by Englishmen.
Why is it that we are paying upon our national debt a rate of interest
fully two per centum higher than English Oonsols bear? It is not
because our debt is larger or our resources less, for the truth is our debt
is but little more than half, while our resources are superior to those of
England. Besides, England has reached her maturity, while America is
yet in the full vigor of youth, annually developing her strength in wealth
and population with a rapidity never before equaled in the world 's
history. As I have ~hown, we demonstrated our ability to successfully
cope with our debt before the nation had begun to recuperate from the
exhaustion of the most gigantic and destructive war of modern times,
and that, too, when that debt was larger than the addition of the total
indebtedness of the States would now make it.
With these incontestible facts 'before the world, why is it that our
national credit does not command a higher value than any other? It is
because (among other reasons) of the competition it ev.e rywhere meets
with· American State credit, and because State credit has suffered and
been tarnished by the unwise and suicidal course of many States in failing to protect it. The dishonor of American State credit must, of necessity, exercise a dept·essing influence upon American national credit. The
people gf the States constitute the nation, and when, if ever, they become
demoralized and dishonest, these elements inevitably l:ltamp themselves
upon the national character. When the fountain becomes impure the
stream will be foul. Who can estimate the unfavorable effects upon
American credit, State and National, produced by the failure of Mississippi and others to protect theirs? Why, it is more than probable that,
measured by the depression and consequent discount upon our securities,
126-H.
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caused thereby, we have paid several times over the dishonored debts of
those States. It is true, and be it said to their honor, that all of these
States, except Mississippi, taught by experience that "honesty is the best
poliey," long since removed, as far as possible, the stain of repudiation,
by redeeming their dishonored obligations; but the shock which American credit received has never been forgotten, and never will be while the
power remains to repeat it. In fact, its repetition is being enacted in
other States to-day, and who can foresee its extent or limitation? The
alarming attitude of a portion of the people of several of the States upon
the subject of State ind ebtedness should awaken the gravest apprehensions of every patriot and statesman. The disease which afflicts a portion
of the body-politic is contagious, and may extend its ravages to the whole.
If the solemn cbligations of States can be repudiated, why cannot those
of the nation in like manner, and for like causes, be set aside? There is
danget· ahead, unless an effective remedy be applied. The adoption of
the two propositions above named would prove a inost effectual means to
the accomplishment of the end desired. It would at once secure the
withdrawal of all State credits from the money markets, both foreign and
domestic, and would leave our national securities to free untrammel_e d
competition with those of other nations. The only American public securities which would be known upon the market would be our national
bonds, ~nd this alone would largely enhance their position and strength.
The constitutional prohibition upon the States from again incurring extravagant expenditures, in aid of what are popularly styled "public improvements," would be a guaranty not only to th e people, but to capitalists,
that the disastrous consequences to public credit thereby caused in the
past as well as the present would not again occur. Again, as the people
are relieved from State taxation, in a corresponding degree will their
ability t9 respond to national requirements increase. And this is tru e
even should there be no increase of prosperity. But who can doubt that
the permanent removal of all the burthens of State indebtedness from the
people would stimulate and enhance their prosperity in an increased and
increasing ratio? Not only would the burthens of national taxation
diminish as prosperity increased, but national credit would rise and
st.rengthen as its basis was broadened and fortified by the universal thrift
of the people . . But not alone in these respects would our national credit
be benefited. The extinction of State indebtedness ·and its interdiction
for the future, wou ld place our national credit upon so firm and enduring
a basis, that in a few years our whole debt might be funded into new
bonds, bearing no higher rate of interest than the public debt of England.
The ann ual interest which might thus be saved would soon extinguish the
entire State indebtedness assumed by the government. The reduction of
the rate of interest upon our public debt, is "a consummation devoutly to
be wished," not only beca use it wou ld secure a corresponding r ed uction in
tariffs and taxation, but for the more potent reason, that until that shall
be accomplished, high rates of interest must prevail upon all other credits. So long as the government is a borrower in the market at a high
rate of interest, so long will money command a higher rate of interest upon
all other securities. You may fill your statute books with the most rigid
usury laws, you may solemnly decree it a capital offense to take more
than a given rate of interest for the loan of money, yet so long as tbtl
government is a borrower at a higher rate, that, and not your statutory
rate, will control. The price of money, like that of' every other commodity, is controlled by a higher than statute law-the great law of supply
and demand. When the supply exceeds the demand, money will be cheap;
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but when the demand exceeds the supply, high rates of interest will obtain. When the demands of the government are so much in excess of the
supply as to compel it to pay a high rate of interest, all other demands
will be supplied, if supplied at all, at just so much higher rates as the
securities offo1·ed are considered inferior or less desirable than those of
the government. The rates of interest upon all securities, both public
and private, are too high in this country. They ought to be, and must
be reduced, or financial disaster will sooner or later inevitably overtake
us. But the true, if not the only feasible mode of compassing this end,
is to begin with our public securities. Reduce the rate of interest upon
them, and all others will follow in their wake. How this commencement
may be successfully made, and how the end desired can be the most surely
and speedily attained, l have, I trust, partially, at least, if not fully and
successfully, demonstrated.
ln discussing the advantages to our national credit, which would accrue
from the action proposed, I have necessarily anticipated some of the benfits which would resuit therefrom to the people of the States. A high
national credit is a great blessing of itself, and one participated in by all
of the people. So likewise are low taxes, tariffs, and rates of interest, all
of which may be approximated through the instrumentalities mentioned .
But one of the principal, as well as more immediate advantages which
relief from the great incubus of State debt will secure to the people, will
be found in the almost universal revival and increase of the productive
industl'ies of the country. The entire body-politic will be reinvigorated.
and imbued with new life and new energy, aud our industrial and financial interests will gravitate towards a sounder and healthier basis. The
wealth of the country will be emp loyed in the development of its resources.
rather than in speculating upon its necessities, and mining, manufactur~
ing, and commercial enterpriseR, will be successfully inaugurated everywhere. Freedom from heavy local taxation and protection against it in
the future will pro.e one of the highest inducements for immigration and
the influx of capital. Especially will these results be realized in the
Southern States. The losses in values to the people of these , States by
the late war were pl'obably equal to, if not greater than, the present total
amount of the national debt, and they flmerged from the fearful ordeal
stripped of nearly all their possessions save their desolated lands. But
their debts remained,· and have since been largely added to, both by unpaid interest and the creation of new debt, until to'.day some of them are
forced into a condition of dishonor in consequence of their inability to
meet all their liabilities. And while they have partially recovered from
the social difficulties, political embarrassments, and corrupt and demoralizing influences which compassed them about and still further sapped their
substance and paralyzed their efforts, they have not regained their prosperity, and debt and taxation still· weigh heavily upon them. But, notwithstanding their depressed and impoverished condition, they are com}Jelled to contribute their full quota to the national revenue in due
proportion with the prosperous N 01·th, and that, too, without reali2ling in
a corresponding degree the advantages of large governmental disbursements in the;1· midst. The State of Virginia alone annually pays into
the Federal Treasury a sum more than three times larger than the
amount of both the interest upon her public debt and the entir.e. djs.burse,
ments of the government within her borders.
When all these facts and figures are carefully considered, some reasonable estimate can be formeu of the wisdom, the necessity, a-µd the jrust.ice~
of the action proposed, as well as the immediate and a.llllP§t i~estimable
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advantages which would accrue to these States in particular, and to a
large extent to the whole country, by their prompt r eli ef from the oppressive burtbens of State debts. While the revival of prosperity throughout
the South would be of more immediate consequence to her citizens, its
ben eficial effects would be shared in by the people of the whole country.
No one section of our country can retrograde or advance without its
influence for good or ill being felt by all of the others. It is true that the
States owing the larger debts would at fit·st be the greater beneficiaries,
y~t each succeeding year would lessen the differences and tend to equalize
the advantages, and all, at all times, would realize the good effeqts of
assured credit, reduced taxation, low rates of interest, renewed and \rninvigorated industry and prosperity, and universal advancement and development. I know of no measure which could be d-evised of more general
advantage to the people, or more beneficial to their interests and well
being, nor one which would tend in an equal degree to unite and harmonize
the whole country, and obliterate the last vestiges of sectional differences and
antagonisms. '1.'o the people of our own State it would afford especial
and additional relief. It would lessen the-burthens of our State taxation
by at least two thirds in amount, and with proper legi slation the real
estate of the Commonwealth mi ght, in a brief period, be relieved from the
remainder. It would · banish from our legislative halls, and from our
loc!),l politics that troublesome, if not dangerous subject, the" Stato debt,"
and confer upon us all the benefits which the most favored could realize . .
If the General Assembly should concur with me in these propositions,
I would respectfullyrecommend that prompt action be taken to invite the
co -operation of onr sister States in their support, and that oU:r Representatives in both Houses of Congress be requested to use their best efforts to
secure the necessary action on the part of the N aiional Legislature.
It is proper, perhaps, that I should add, that since ibis paper has been
in course of preparation, some discu ssion bas occ~rred upon a propusition
th at the United States Government, and not the State of Virginia, in
reality owes our debt contracted prior to 1861, for the r eason that the
disruption of the State, and the destruction of values by the war, was the
act of that government, and because of the magnificent domain which
Virginia, at an early qay, ceded to the .Federal Government. While there
may be some equity in the latter reason, as to the former, it is sufficient
to say that, even if it ever possessed any force, it is now too late· to question our liability for that debt, after the same bas been recognized by four
different Legislatures, affirmed by our Supreme Court of Appeals, and
sanctioned by the _p eople tbem!;lelves, in the adoption of our present Oonstitudon, all of which bas occurred since the war. 1 have also within a
few days observed some newspaper paragraphs indicating that an attempt
Vi'.as to be made to induce tbe Federal Government to assume and pay the
ante bell'/,/m debts r,f the Southern States; but every reason which can be
urged in favor of such a plan, applies with far greater force to the propositions above suggested, while the many additional reasons which may
be urged in favor of the latter do not apply to the former, and more objections exist to the former than can be urged io the latter.
GILBERT 0. WALKER.
Ordered, That said message and accompanying documents be referred to the Committee on Federal Relations.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock,
·Secr~tary of State, announcing that ~e had signed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Kenton county."
An act to amend section 191 of act revising the charter of the
city of Paducah, Kentucky, approved March 27th, 1872.
An act to legalize the action of the Warren county court in borrowing seven thousan'd dolla'rs for bridge purposes of Warren county.
An act for the benefit of S. M. Goble, of Carter county.
An act for the benefit of James Hogg, committee of Nancy Frazer,
a pauper idiot, now of Rowan county.
An act for the benefit of Wm. R. Williams, of Elliott county.
An act to amend section 153, title "City Tax Collector," of an
act revising the charter of the city of Paducah, Kentucky, app1·oved
March 27th, 1872.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent de'er-driving
in the counties of. Estill; Jackson, Perry, Harlan, Butler, Grayson, and
Edmonson," approved March 28th, 1872.
An act to amend the charter of -the town of Livermore, in McLean
county.
An act repealing an act in regard to common schools in Carrollton,
in Carroll county.
An act to amend the charter of the Newport and Dayton Street
Railway Company.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 3, in Franklin county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to · incorporate the
Lexington Building and Accumulating Fund Assoc'iation.''
An act to amend an ,act to, prohibit the sale of spirituous and intoxicating liquors in Rockcastle county, approved March 1st, 1870.
An act for the benefit of Lewis Plummet·, jailer of Lewis county.
An act for the benefit of A. J. Cocanaughe1·, late sheriff of Washington county.
An~act in relation to granting-license- for the sale of liquors in the
town of Harrodsbu1:g.
An act to prohibit the -sale of spirituous or vinous liquors in
Nicholas county.
An act to resubmit an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors in Morgantown, or within one half mile of
the corporate limits thereof, approved February 28th, 1872.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the town of Madisonville,"
approved February 13th, 1873.
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An act for the protection of property on Tennessee river.
An act to impose ati additional tax on dogs in Bracken county.
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to establish and maintain a system of public schools in the town of Corydon, in Henderson county."
~
Ari act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Paducah, Blandville, and Columbus Gravel Road Company."
An act to authorize the county court of Harrison county to appropriate money towards building a b1·idge on the Cynthiana and
Ashbrook's Mills Turnpike Road.
An act to incorporate Asher Lodge, No. 531, of Free and Accepted Masons.
An act to incorporate a Steam Feny Company at the head of
Island No.• 1, on the Mississippi river, in Ballard county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in Lincoln. county, and to take a vote on the same.
An act to incorporate the Mt. Olive Encampment, No. 55, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, at Greenville.
An act to authorize the Garrard county court to appropriate
money to aid in building a hospital for small-pox patients, and to
levy a tax therefor.
An act for the benefit of Joseph T. Ratliffe, sheriff of Pike county,
for the yea1: 1871.
An act for the benefit of A. Portwood, sheriff of Anderson county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the taking
up of property found adrift upon certain rivers in this Commonwealth," approved March 22d, 1873 .
An act to tstablish and incorporate the town of Stroud City, in
Muhl p burg county.
An act to incorporate the Mount Sterling Gas-light Company.
An act for the benefit of Thos. H . Curd, Geo. W . Nell, and W.
J. Page.
An act repealing an act preventing the setting of nets, seining,
&c., in the streams, or parts of streams, in the counties of Trimble _
and Carroll.
An act to change the boundary line . of the town of Clinton, in
Hickman county.
An act in relation to persons convicted of penal offenses in Union
rcounty.
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An act to pay expenses for certain services rende1·ed by the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House of Representatives.
An act to amend an act, erititled "An· act to reduce into one the
several acts in relation to the city of Frankfort, and for other purposes."
,
An act to prohibit the submission of the question of taxation
for railroad purposes in the county of Henry.
An act for the benefit of Sanford Goin, of Franklin county.
An act to charter the Dozier Mountain Coal Company.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to charter Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington Railway
Company;
An act to amend the charter and laws of the town of Bellevue, in
Campbell county;
An act for the benefit of the school trustees of Powell county for ·
the school year ending 30th June, 1872;
An act concerning the various charitable institutions in this Commonwealth;
An act to amend the charter of the Eminence and Fox Run Turnpike Road Company;
An act for the benefit of George W. Sewall, common school commissioner of Breathitt county.
An act to incorporate the Rockcastle Railway Company;
An act for the benefit of William Paul, William Dayton, and Milton Humble, of Robertson county;
An ~ct authorizing druggists to sell spirituous liquors by retail in
the town of West Liberty ;
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts concerning
the management of the Wilderness Turnpike Road;
An act to incorporate the Mountain Railroad, Mining, and Manufacturing .Company;
An act to incorporate the Southwest Kentucky Immigration and
Real Estate Company;
.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Deposit Bank of Henderson; "
An act for the benefit of Thomas P. Cardwell and Wm. Spencer, of
Breathitt county;
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An act to incorporate the Mayslick and Mill Creek Turnpike Road
bompany, in Mason county;
An act to incorporate the Calhoun and Rockport Packet Company;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 27, in Ballard county;
An act to incorporate the Falmouth Turnpike Road Company, in
Pendleton county;
An . act for the benefit of Alexander Cook and Sarah Cook, of T1·imble county;
An act for the benefit of Wm. T. Moore;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a new
charter for the city of Louisville;" approved March 3, 1870;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act establishing a new
charter for the city of Louisville," approved the 3d day of March,_
18_70;
An act to establish an additional justices' district in Bath county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of W. E.
Duncan, late sheriff of Warren county, and · hit1 sureties," approved
February 6, 1873;
An act to fix and determine the boundary line between the States
of Indiana and Kentucky, above and near Evansville;
An act to protect graveyards and cemeteries ;
An act to adopt the General Sta~utes;
Resolution in relation to the final adjournment of this General
Assembly;
And also enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the foliowi~g titles, viz :
An act to amend an act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors
in the county of Bullitt, approved March 21st, I 871;
An act to incorporate the Tradewater Navigation, Mi_ning, and
Manufacturing Company;
. An act to regulate and create the, office of county treasurer in the
counties of Perry and Harlan;
An act to incorporate the Owensboro Buildin~ and Loan As_sociation ;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 7, in Marion county;
An act to establish schools for the education of children of citizens of African descent, in McCracken county;
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to incorporate the
Clayville Male and Female Academy;"
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An act in regard to cer_tain streets in the city of Louisville;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to cause good schoolhouses to be erected in the Eighth and Ninth Congressional Districts;"
An act to authorize the sheriff and master commissioner of Fayette
county to advertise sales of real and personal property in said
county;
An act to amend the charter of Russellville ;
An act fot· the benefit of W. S. Allen, late sheriff of Breathitt
county, and his securities;
An act to legalize a certain survey made in . the name of William
Day, in Morgan county;
An act to authorize a portion of Jamestown mag~sterial district, in
Campbell county, to purchase the Newport and Dayton Turnpike,
and to bridge Taylor's creek;
An act to legalize a certain survey made in the name of D. P. Mosley and J. H. Amyx, in Morgan county;
_An act to regulate official advertisements of sales of sheriffs and
master commissioners in the county of Jessamine;
An act to incorporate the Lancaster Building and Loan Associa~
tion;
An act for the benefit of Spencer King, sheriff of Bell county;
An act for the benefit of common school district No 34, in Bracken
county;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common school district No. 31, in Bullitt county," approved March 15,
1871_;

An act to declare the lower Long Branch of Grassy creek, in Morgan county, a navigable stream, from its mouth to opposite the
school-h~use on the lands of Jackson Goodpasture;
An act to declare the State Road Fork .o f Licking river, in Magoffin
county, a navigable stream, from its mouth to John Q. A. Baley's
mill;
An act defining the boundary line between the counties of Clay
and Bell;
An act for the benefit of school district No . 17, in Garrard county;
An act to amend the charter of the Bryantsville and Cane Run
Turnpike Road Company;
An act declaring all that pat·.~ of_Caney Fork of Wolf creek, in
·Russell county, a navigable stream, that lies between Dick's Branch
and Wolf creek;
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An act fixing the time for the jailers of Cumberland and Clinton counties to enter upon the duties of their offices;
An act for the benefit of Nelson Durham, late sheriff of Bell county;
An act to incorporate the Spinoza Society, of Fayette county; ·
An act to declare Swinge Cat Fork of Big creek, in Pike county,
a navigable stream for a distance of four miles from its mouth;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Simpson County Agricultural and Mechanical Association," approved Jan1
•
uary 27, 1868;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Eminence and Mulberry Turnpike Road Company;"
An act for the benefit of James A. Allen, jailer of Bourbon county;
An act to repeal an act to amend the charter of the Winchester
and Red River Turnpike Road Company, approved March 20th, 1872;
An act to amend an act tu incorporate the Commonwealth Printing Company;
An act for the benefit of T. J. Phillips, jailer of Hardin county;
An ac,t in relation to inquests of lunacy in Jefferson county;
An act for the benefit of Andrew J. McCampbell, late sheriff of
Jessamine county;
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Massie's Mill Turnpike Road Company, approved March 7th, 1868;
An act for the benefit of Gobrias Terry, Ben. T. Perkins, sr.,
and S. H. Perkins;
An act to amend an act to authorize the voters of the town of
Clinton to vote upon the proposition as to whether ardent spirits
shall be sold within the corporate limits of said town, and to prohibit
the sale of same ;
An act to allow the erection of public warehouses in Carroll county;
An adt to incorporate the Cumberland Valley Mining Company;
An act to incorporate the South and West Banking Company ;
An act to incorporate the Minett Orphan Asylum of the city of
Louisville ;
An act for the benefit of J. J. Wood, late sheriff of Clinton county;
An act for the benefit of Henry H. Moody, of Green county;
An act for the organization of public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the town of Lancaster;"
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' town of Eminence,
An act_to prohibit the sale of liquors in the
Henry county;
An act to declare Rock House Fork of Licking river a navigable
stream;
An act to establish tram-tracks or rail-ways to navigable streams
and railroads in Rockcastle county ;
An act to prevent trespass upon inclosed lands in Harrison county;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale
of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in Campbellsville," approved
March 21st, 1871;
An act to incorporate the Louisville Locomotive and Car Company;
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Central Park Association, of
Boyle county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville Orphans' ·Home Society," approved February 26th, 1859;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 29, in Washington
county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
VVhereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, APRIL 22, 1873.
The House took up the ·resolution from the Senate in relation to
extending the ses1:1ion of the present General Assembly.
Mr. Wright moved to strike out "Thursday," and insert in lieu
thereof " seven o'clock, A. M., on Wednesday, 23d instant."
Mr. Blackburn moved to amend by inserting" seven o'clock, A.
M., Thursday, 24th in,stant."
The question was then taken upon Mr. Blackburn's am_e ndment,
arid it was decided in the negative.
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The question was then taken upon Mr. Wright's amendment, and
it was decided in the negative.
,
Mr. Bascom moved to lay the resolution on the table.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
Scales, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJ.C. S. Blackburn,
B. E. Cassilly,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J.P. Sacksteder,
J. L. Waring-8.
Church H. Blakey,
Thomas P. Cardwell, J. S. Taylor,
Those who voted in the negative, were~
Mr. Speaker(M'Creary)R. L. Cooper,
Lewis Potter,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
Hiram -S. Powell,
George W. Anderson, W. H. Evans,
E. A. Robertson,
A. S. Arnold,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
W.W. Ayers,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
R. Tarv. Baker,
C. P. Gray,
J. R. Sanders,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
C. C. Scales, .
John A. Bell,
E . Polk Johnson,
William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
Thomas M. Johnson,. James W. Snyder,
Wm. F. Bond,
Bryan S. McClure,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
William J. McE]roy, C.H. Webb,
William Brown,
T. J. Megibben,
F. A. Wi-lson,
C. M. Clay,jr.
J.C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
William G. Conrad, J. L. Nall,
J.M. Wright-45.
R. D . Cook,
·Julian N. Phelps,
Mr. Blackburn moved to reconsider the vote in relation to the final
adjournment of this General Assembly.
Mr. E. Polk Johnson moved to lay the motion on the table.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bascom moved to suspend the rule of the House to take up
Senate liill, entitled
An act to prohibit the running of logs, wood, or other lumber,
loose, down Licking river,
And the question being taken _thereon, it was decided in the negative.
The yea,s. and nays, being required thereon by Messrs. Bascom and
Ev.ans, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)Ciinton Griffith,
Frank Sacksteder,
Wm. A. Allen,
George M. Jessee,
J . R. Sanders,
W.W. Ayers,
J. S. Lawson, ·
Wi'lliam Sellers,
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Alpheus W. Bascom,
John S. Carpenter,
Josiah H . Combs,
R. D. Cook,
R. L. Cooper,
M. Woods Ferguson,
Joseph P. Foree,

Bryan S. McClure,
M. E. McKenzie,
Wm. Mynhier,
J. L . Nall,
E. A. Robertson,
J . P. Sacksteder,
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C. W, Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
J. L. Waring,
J.M. White,
F . A . Wilson,
S. H. W oolfolk-28.

Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W . Anderson, J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
A. S. Arnold,
John W. Dyer,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Walter Evans,
W. L. Reeves,
W. N . Beckham,
W. H. Evans,
John Rowan,
John A. Bell,
James Garnett,
John P. Rowlett,
S. 0. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Samuel M. Sanders,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
C. P. GTay,
0. C. Scales,
Wm. F . Bond,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W . Snyder,
W. B. M . Brooks,
Thomas lVI. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
William Brown,
William J. McElroy, Jonas D . Wilson,
Robert .lVI. Carlisle,
T . J. Megibben,
J. N. Woods,
B. E. Cassilly,
J.C. Moorman,
J.M. Wright-40.
0. M. Clay, jr.,
The House took up a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the town of Lockport, in Henry ·
county.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and constitutional provision as to the third
1·eading of said bill b eing dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and ·that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Brown offered the following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That it shall be a standing rule of this House, from now
until the final adjournment of the General Assembly, to meet each
morning at 10 o'clock, and adjourn at 12 o'clock, meridian, and that
night sessions shall be dispensed with for the remainder of the session.
The rule of the House being suspended, said resolution was then
adopted.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Blackburn
and Bascom, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary) William G. Conrad,
T. J. Megibben,
Wm. A. Allen,
R. D. Cook,
J. 0 . Moorman ,
George W. Anderson, ,¥alter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
R. Tarv. Baker,
W . H. Evans,
W. L . Reeves,
John A. Bell,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
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Clinton Griffith,
S. C. Bell,
James W. Snyder,
E . Polk Johnson,
Harry I. Todd,
W. B. M. Brooks,
Bryan S. McClm·e,
Jonas D. Wilson,
William Brown,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Wm. J. McElroy,
J. N. Woods-28.
J. Guthrie Coke,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. C. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, E. A. Robertson,
W.W. Ayers, ,
Joseph P. Foree,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. ·Bascom, James Garnett,·
J . R . Sandet·s,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
C. P . Gray,
C. C. Scales,
Thomas P. Cardwell, George M. Jessee,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. S. Lawson,
C. W. Threlkeld,
Josiah H. Combs,
M. E . McKenzie,
J. L. Waring,
R L . Cooper,
Wm. Mynhier,
C. H. Webb,
John W. Dyer,
J. L. Nall,
F. A. Wilson-27.
Mr. W. Evans asked and obtained leave to withdraw his motion to
reconsider the vote by which the House passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act to incorporate the town of Glenville, in
Adair county.
Mr. Dyer moved for a committee on the part of the House, to ask
leave to withdraw from the Senate the resolutions adopted by the
·House, entitled
Resolutions in relation to the action of members of Congress in
voting for an increase of the salary of the President of the United
States and of their own pay.
And tqe question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Brown and
Bascom, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW . N. Beckham,
T. J. Megibben,
C. C. Scales,
J.C . S. ~ackburn,
J. ~- Moorman,
C. W. Threlkeld,
W . B. M. Brooks,
Juhan N. Phelps,
Harry I. Todd,
B. E. Cassilly,
Lewis Potter,
J. L. Waring,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Hiram S. Powell,
Jonas D. Wilson,
R. L. Cooper,
J. R. Sanders,
J.M. Wright-19.
John W. Dyer,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(McCreary)R. D. Cook,
Bryan S. McClure,
Wm. A. Allen,
Walter Evans,
Wm. Mynhier,
George W. Anderson, W. H. Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
A. C. Armstrong,
M. Woods Ferguson, W. L. Reeves,
R. Tarv. Baker,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
John A. Bell,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
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S. C. Bell,
George M. Jessee,
L. W. Trafton,
William .Brown,
E. Polk Johnson,
J. M. White,
Thomas P. Cardwell, Thomas M. Johnson, F. A. Wilson,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. S. ~wson,
J. N. W oods-33.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of the magistrates of Hardin county.
An act to establish an additional justices' district in Shelby county.
An act to incorporate the town of Cherry Hill, in Trigg county.
That they had passed bills and adopted a resolution, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of R. B. Lovel, late sheriff of Lewis county.
An act for the benefit of Mrs. Margaret Decker.
An act for the benefit of John J. Macklin, late sheriff of Kenton
county.
An act for the benefit of J. N. Culton, late sheriff of Jackson county.
An act for the benefit of the Bank of Louisville .
An act to further amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of
the estate of Thos. H. Crawford, deceased," approved January 13th,
1872.

An act to provide for the education of colored children in Garrard
county.
An act for the benefit of H. B. W~seman, forme r sheriff of Estill
county.
An act to legalize the actions of the Greenup county court of levy
and claims.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 35, in Henry county.
An act to amend section 101 of the Civil Code of Practice.
Resolution appropriating money for the making out certain maps
connected with the Geological Survey.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information from the Governot· that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated
in the Senate, of the foUowing titles, viz :
An act to protect graveyards and cemeteries .
• An act to incorporate the Minett Orphan Asylum, of the city of
Louisville.
An act con.cerning the various charitable institutions in this Commonwealth.
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An act to incorporate the Calhoon and Rockport Packet Company.
An act to incorporate the Southwest Kentucky Immigration and
Real E state Company.
,,
An act to incorporate the Falmouth Turnpike Road Company, in
Pendleton county.
An act to amend the charter and laws of the town of Bellevue, in
Campbell county .
An act to establish an additional justices' district in Bath county.
An act to fix and determine the boundary line between the States
of Indiana and Kentucky, above and near Evansville.
An act for the benefit of Wm. T. Moore.
An act for the benefit of Alexander Cook and Sarah Cook, of Trimble
county.
An act for the benefit of Thomas P. Cardwell and William
Spencer, of Breathitt county.
An act ·to amend the charter of the Eminence and Fox Run Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of George W. Sewall, common school commissione1· of Breathitt county.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 27, in Ballard county.
An act to incorporate the Mayslick and Mill C1·eek Turnpike Road
Company, in Mason county .
An act for the benefit of William Paull, Wm. Dayton, and Milton
Humble, of Robertson county.
An act for the benefit of the Tuckahoe Ridge Turnpike Road Company, in Mason county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to establish a new charter
for the city of Louisville," approved March 3d, 1870.
An ~ct to amend an act, entitled" An act establishing a new charter
for ~he city of Louisville," approved the 3d day of March, 1870.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of W. E.
Duncan, late sheriff of Warren county, and his sureties," approved
February 6th, 1873.
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts concerning
the management of the Wilderness Turnpike Road.
An act to charter the Ohio Ri~er, .0 wen ton, and Lexington Railway Company.
An a.ct to incorporate the Mountain Railroad, Mining, and Manufacturing Company.
An act to incorporate the Rockcastle Railway Company.
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An act for the benefit of the school trustees of Powell county for
the school year ending June 30th, 1872 .
An act to adopt the General Statutes.
An act to.charter the public schools of Falmouth and district No.
1, in Pendleton county.
An act to incorporate the Dry Ridge, Knoxville, and Demossville
_Turnpike Road CompanY,.
Resolution in relation to the final adjournment of this General
Assembly.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to pay the expenses of D. R. Haggard, State agent, sent to
Missouri after Cutter and Taylor, charged with forgery;
An act to exempt the counties of Estill and Lee from the provisions of section 14, chapter 67, of the Civil Code of Practice;
An act for the benefit of common schools in Perry county;
An act to authorize the clerk of the Allen circuit court to make a
cross-index to suits and causes on file in said office;
An act I to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the cha~ter of
the Clarksville and Pril).ceton Railroad Company," approved March
25th, 1872;
An act directing the Auditor to pay certain guard claims in Powell ·
county;
An act to incorporate the Elizabethtown Building and Loan Association;
An act for the benefit of the Louisville Board of Trade;
An act to amend an act, entitled ''An act to change the time for
holding the circuit courts in the· fifth judicia_l district," approved January 13, 1872;
·
An act for the benefit of C. M. Hanks, jailer of Wolfe county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Elizabethtown and Paducah Railroad Company," approved February 28th, 1873;
An act to pr~hibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, or
the mixture of either, in Jeffersontown precinct, in Jefferson county;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 21, in Carroll county;
An act to amend an act, entitled '.' An act for the benefit of common
school district No. I, in Allen county;"
127-H. R.
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An act to change and fix the time of holding the Estill county quarterly courts;
An act for the benefit of Trimble county in voting subscription of
stock to railroads ;
An act for the benefit of Wells, Mitchell & Co;
An act to provide for the compensation of E. I. Bullock, G. W.
Craddock, and J. M. Nesbitt, for services b!=lfore the Joint Committee
on the Revision of the Statutes;
·
An act extending further time to the county of Boyle in which
to provide fire-proof vaults for county records;
An act to authorize sureties for costs to obtain a release from
further liability ;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act authorizing E. H. Smith
and others to close an alley in Williamstown, Grant county;"
An act to incorporate the Danville Gas-light Company;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to legalize the proceedings of the president and directors of the Danville and Hustonville
Turnpike Road Company," approved April 16th, 1873;
Re_solution to print synopsis of acts;
And also enrolled bills, which originated .in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to appropriate money;
An act to incorporate the Mount Sterling and Carter County Mining and Manufacturing Company;
An act to in.corporate the North Kentucky Bridge Connecting Railway and Construction Company ;
An act to incorporate the '.fransit Railway Company ;
An a.,ct for the benefit of John Gibbs, of Wolfe county;
An act authorizing the county court of claims of Fleming county
to carry into effect the bequest of J. J. Andrews, deceased, to the
poor of Fleming county;
An act to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railroad
Company;
An act to incorporate the Grand Lodge of the Ame11ican Protestant Association of Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of John F. King, sheriff of Knox county;
An aQt to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Williamsburg, in Whitley c_ounty ;"
An act for the benefit of the town of Clinton;
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An act in relation to the convicts of the Penitentiary;
An act to amend section 619 of the Civil Code of Practice;
An act to amend section 101 of the Civil Code of Practice;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock, ·
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled _bills, which originated in the- House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the sale
of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in Campbellsville," approved
March 21st, 1871;
An act to declare Rock House Fork of Licking river a navigable
stream.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the town of Lancaster."
"
An act to prevent trespass
upon inclosed lands in Harrison county.
An act to charter the Lyon Iron Mining Company.
An act to establish tram-tracks or rail-ways to navigable streaml!I
and railroads in Rockcastle county.
An act to prohibit the sale of liquors in the town of Eminence,
Henry county.
An act for the benefit of Benjamin Stumbough and others, of
Johnson county.
An act to authorize a portion of Jamestown magisterial district,
in Campbell county, to purchase the Newport and Dayton Turnpike,
and to bridge Taylor's creek.
An act to incorporate the Spinoza Society, of Fayette county.
An act to regulate and create the office of county treasurer in the
counties of Pel'l'y and Harlan.
An act to incorporate the Lancaster Building and Loan Association.
An act to amend the charter· of Russellville.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Eminence and Mulberry Turnpike Road Company."
An act defining the boundary line between the counties of Clay
and Bell.
An act to amend the charter of the Bryantsville and Cane Run
Turnpike Road Company.
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An act fixing the time for the jailers of Cumberland and Clinton counties to enter upon the duties of their offices.
An act to declare Swinge Cat Fork of Big creek, in Pike county,
a navigable stream for a distance of four miles from its mouth.
An act to declare the State Road Fork of Licking river, in Magoffin
county, a navigable stream, from its ~outh to John Q. A. Baley's
mill.
An act declaring all that part of Caney Fork of Wolf creek, in
Russell county, a navigable stream, that lies between Dick's Branch
and Wolf creek.
An act to amend the charter of the Nicholasville and Jessamine
County Turnpike Road Company.
An act tc;> declare the lower Long Branch of Grassy creek, in Morgan county, a navigable stream, from its mouth to opposite the
I
school-house on the lands of Jackson Goodpasture.
An act to authorize the sheriff and master commissioner of Fayette
county to advertise sales of real and personal property in said
county.
An act for the benefit of Andrew J. McCamp~ell, late sheriff of
' Jessamine county.
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to incorporate the
Clayville Male and Female Academy."
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Central Pa1·k Association, of
Boyle county.
An act in regard to certain streets in the city of Louisville.
1
An act to incorporate the town of Anderson City.
An act to incorporate the Owensboro Building and Loan Association.
An ~ct for the benefit of school district No. 29, in Washington
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville Orphans' Home Society," approved February 26th, 1859.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to declare certain
lakes and creeks in Ballard county navigable."
An act to legalize a certain survey made in the name of D. P. Mosley and J. H. Amyx, in Morgan county.
An act to legalize a certain survey made in the name of William
Day, in Morgan county.
An act for the benefit of W. S. Allen, late sheriff of Breathitt
-0ounty, and his se~urities.
0
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An act for the benefit of T. J. Phillips,jailer of Hardin county.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 17, in Garrard county.
An act to amend an act to authorize the voters of the town of
Clinton to vote upon the proposition as to whether ardent spirits
shall be sold within ·the corporate limits of said town, and to prohibit
the sale of same .
An act to allow the erection of public warehouses in Carroll county .
An act to amend an act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors
in the county of Bullitt, ;:i.pproved Ma.rch 21st, 1871.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 7, i1:1 Marion county.
An act in relation to inquests of lunacy in Jefferson county.
An · act to amend an act to incorporate the Massie's Mill Turnpike Road Company, approved March 7th, 1868.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Commonwealth Printing Company.
An act for the benefit of common school district No 34, in Bracken
county.
An act to repeal an act to amend the charter of the Winchester
and Red River Turnpik~ Road Company, approved March 20th, 1872.
An act to .incorporate the Louisville Locomotive and Car Company.
An act . for the organization of public schools in the town of
Clayville, in Webster county. '
An act to establish schools for the education of children of citizens of African descent, in McCracken county.
An act for the benefit of James A. Allen, jailer of Bourbon county.
An act for the benefit of Gobrias Terry, Ben. T. Perkins, sr.,
and S. H. Perkins.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to cause good schoolhouses to be erected in the Eighth and Ninth Congressional Districts."
An act to incorporate the Cumberland Valley Mining Company·
An act for the benefit of Spencer King, sheriff of Bell county.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of common school district No. 31, in Bullitt county," approved March 15,
1871.
An act to regulate official advertisem~nts of sales of sheriffs and
master commissioners in the county of Jessamine.
An act for the benefit of the Hodgenville and Elizabethtown .
Turnpike Road Company.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Simpson County Agricultural and Mechanical Association," approved January 27,_1868.
An act for the benefit of Nelson Durham, late sheriff of Bell county.
An act for the benefit of J. J. Wood, late sheriff of Clinton county.
An act to incorporate the Tradewater Navigation, Mining, and
Manufactu.r ing Company .
An act to adopt the General Statutes.
An act to incorporate the South a_n d West. Banking Company.
An act for the b.enefit of common school district No. 1, in the
county of Jessamine.
An act to incorporate the Eastern Kentucky Coal, Iron, Lumber, ·
Land, and Manufacturing Company.
An act to appropriate money.
And then the House adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23, 187;:!.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had pas.sed bills and concurred in the adoption of a resolution, which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
- An act to pay Clinton county for keeping Louisa Eldridge, a
pauper lunatic of this Commonwealth.
An act to amend an act to incorporute the town of Glenville, in
Adair county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time of
,holding the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judi·cial district," approved April-, 1873.
An act for the benefit of William Tinsley, late sheriff of Knox
-county.
An act declaring certain portions of Round Stone creek, in Rock•castle county, a navigable stream.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create and regulate
the office of cou nty treasurer of Floyd county," ap.p roved March
21st, 187 I.
An act to amend an- act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Prestonsburg Academy and Normal School Building Joint Stock Company;" approved March 29th, 1873.
An act to regulate the manufacturing, storing, keeping, and transporting nitro-glycerin, in Mason county.
An act to incorporate the Mercer County Medical Society, in Mercer
county.
An act for the benefit of E. M. Flack, late sheriff of Todd county.
An ·act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the town of Versailles," approved March 6_, 1868.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Louisville Stock and
Bond Board.
·
An act for the benefit of R. F . Scott, sheriff of Garrard county.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the selling,
giving, or loaning intoxicating liquors in the village of Aaron's Run,
or within a radius of two miles from the center thereof."
An act to prevent the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquor·s in '
the first magisterial district, in Todd county.
An act for the benefit of the police judge of lthe town of Leesburg,
in Harrison county.
An act to authorize the county court of Breathitt to submit to
the voters of said county the question of voting a tax for the purpose of ·having a survey made through said county for a railroad.
Resolution providing for the removal of the remains of General
C. H . Fry, Col. Theodore O'Hara, and Adjutant George N. Cardwell.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act to repeal an act, entitled· " An act to amend the charter
of the New Castle and Eminence Turnpike Road," approved March 9,
1872.
2. An act for the - benefit of Wash Johnson, assessor of Laurel
county.
3. An act for the benefit of Wm. Lovelace & Co., of Laurel
county.
Which bills were read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
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The rule of. the House and coRstitutional provision as to the second
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That they be referred-the 1st to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 2d to the Committee on County Courts,
and the 3d to the Committee on Circuit Courts.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Joseph Durban, of Lee county;
An act to incorporate Mayfield Lodge, No. 15_1, I. 0. 0. F.;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Greensburg Deposit Bank," approved March 18, 1872;
·
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Marion
County Agricultural and Mechanical and Stock Association," approved January 16th, 1868;
An act to incorporate the Frankfort True Friend Society;
An act to exempt secretaries, assistant secretaries, superintendents,
assistant superintendents, and depot agents of railroads, from jury
service;
An act to provide for the transfer of certain causes from the Graves
circuit court to the McCracken court of common pleas ;
An act to authorize the making of an abstract book for the counties of Kenton, Campbell, and Boone;
An act to appropriate money for the payment of a claim due
Henry Dressman, of the city of Covington ;
_ An act to amend an a.ct, entitled "An act to e~power county
courts to take stock in turnpike roads in this Commonwealth," ap1
proved March !lth, 1868;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Lockport, in Henry
county;
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 1, in Pendleton county;
An act to amend section 2 of an act, entitled "An act to authorize
.M. B. Goble to erect a boom across Blain creek, in Lawrence county,"
approved March l~th, 1870;
An act for the benefit of T. J. Smith and others;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Ludlow;
An act to incorporate the Lambert Mining Company;
An act for the benefit of John J. Macklin, former sheriff of Kenton
'
county;
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An act for the benefit of the judge of the Warren court of common
pleas;
An act to incorporate the Good Templars Aid Society, of Franklin
county;
An act to authorize the clerk of the Jefferson county court to make
an index and cross-index of sahl county ;
An act to amend the charter of the 'city of Covington ;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington ;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Jefferson and Brownsboro Turnpike Road Company;"
And also enrolled bills, which ol'iginated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of R. B. Lovel, late sheriff of Lewis county;
An act for the benefit of Mrs. Margaret Decker;
An act for the benefit of the Bank of Louisville;
An _act to further amend an act, entitled "An act fo r the benefit
of the estate of Thomas H. Crawford, deceased," approved January

.

13th, 1872;

An act for the benefit of J. N. Culton, late sheriff of Jackson
county;
An act to provide for the education of colored children in Garrard
county;
An act for the benefit of H. B. Wiseman, former sheriff of Estill
county;
An act to legalize the action of the Greenup county court of levy
and claims,
An act for the benefit of school district No. 35, in Henry county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Bascom moved to dispense with the rule, in order to take up a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to prohibit t.he running of logs, wood, and other lumber,
loose, down Licking river.
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. ·Bascom and
Olay, were as follows, viz:

I I
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Those who vote!! in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (M'Creary)E. Polk Johnson,
J. R. Sanders,
Wm. A. Allen,
Thomas iVl. Johnson, William Sellers,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
A. C. Armstrnng,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Bryan S. McClure,
J. S . Taylor,
W. N . Beckham,
William J. McElroy, George M. Thomas,
S. C. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
William Brown,
Wm. Mynhier,
Harry I. Todd,
B. E. Cassilly,
J. L. Nall,
L. W. Trafton,
R. D . Cook,
Hiram S. Powell,
J. L. Waring,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
J. M. White,
James Garnett,
J.P. Sacksteder,
F . A. Wilson,
Frank Sacksteder,
S. H. Woolfolk-37.
Clinton Griffith,
George M. Jessee,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGeorge W . Anderson, William G. Conrad,
Julian N. Phelps,
R. Tarv . Baker,
Walter Evans,
Lewis Potter,
John A. Bell,
Wm . Cassius Goodloe, W . L. Reeves,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
C. P. Gray,
John P . Rowlett,
Robert M. Carlisle,
T. J. Megibben,
C. C. Scales,
C. M. Clay, jr.
J. C. Moorman,
J. N. Woods,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Mat. Nunan,
J.M. Wright-21.
Mt·. McElroy moved to suspend the rule, to take up a bill from the
Senate , entitled
An act for the benefit of the Fourth Kentucky Lunatic Asylum .
And the question being taken thereon, it was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJulian N . Phelps,
_Mr. Speaker (M'Creary)Joseph P. Foree,
Wm. A. Allen,
James Garnett,
Lewis Potter,
A. C. Armstrong,
C. P. Gray,
E. A. Robertson,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Clinton Griffith,
J. P . Sacksteder,
W. N. Beckham,
George M. Jessee,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
E. Polk Johnson,
James W. Snyder,
Bryan S. McClure,
J. S. Taylor, ·
S. C. Bell,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
William J. McElroy, George M. Thomas,
Robert M. Carlisle,
M. E. McKenzie,
C. W. Threlkeld,
B. E. Cassilly,
T. J . Megibben,
Harry I. Todd,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
J. C. Moorman,
J . L . Waring,
R. D. Cook,
Wm. Mynhier,
F. A. Wilson,
-John W. Dyer,
J, L . Nall,
· J. N. Woods,
S . H. Woolfolk-42.
M. Woods Fei·guson, Mat. Nunan,
Those who voted in the negative, wer~George W. Anderson, Walter Evans,
J. S . Lawson,
R. Tat·v. Baker,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
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Thomas M. Johnson , C. C. Scales-IO.
William Brown,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Thereupon Mr. Robertson, from the Committee o~ Charitable In-·
stitutions, reported a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the Fourth Kentucky Lunatic Asylum.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the sum of fifteen thousand dollars, or so much thereof
as may be necessary, be, and the same is hereby, appropriated, out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the
use and benefit of the Fourth Kentucky Lunatic Asylum, to be applied · by the Commissioners of said Asylum in procuring and erecting a suitable apparatus for heating said Asylum building, and preparing the rooms therein for the reception of the inmates.
§ 2. The inmates of said Asylum shall receive the same annual
allowance as is made to the lunatics in the First and Second Lunatic
Asylums.
§ 3. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative, not having received a constitutional
majority.
,
The yea:i and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)George M. Jessee,
J.P. Sacksteder,
Wm. A. Allen,
E . Polk Johnson,
Frank Sacksteder,
A. V. Armstrong,
J. S. Lawson,
J. R. Sanders,
Alpheus W . Bascom, Bryan S . McClure,
C. C. Scales,
John A. Bell,
William J. McElroy, William Sellers,
S. C. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
James W. Snyder,
J. C. S. Blackburn,
T. J. Megibben,
J. S. Taylor,
Robert M. Carlisle,
J. C. Moorman,
George M. Thomas,
B. E. Cai,silly,
Wm. Mynhier,
C. W. Threlkeld,
C. M . Clay, jr.,
J. L Nall,
Harry I. Todd,
R. D. Cook,
Mat. Nunan,
L. W. Trafton,
John W. Dyer,
Julian N. Phelps,
J. L. Waring,
W. H . Evans,
Lewis Potter,
J.M. White,
M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
F. A. Wilson,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
J. N. Woods,
James Garnett,
John P. Ro·wlett,
S. H. Woolfolk-49.
C. P. Gray,
Those who voted in the negative, were.
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,
George W. Anderson, William Brown,
R. Tarv . Baker,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Thos. M. Johnson-8.
W. N. Beckham,
Walter Evans,
Mr. Beckham thereupon moved to reconsider the vote by which
said .bill was rejected.
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At half-past 11 o'clock, A. M., J\fr. W. Evans moved to adjourn.
After the roll was called, and the names of Messrs. W. Evans
Coke, and Brown having been passed on, each asking to be excused•
The question was taken on excusing Walte1· Evans from voting on
the adjournment, and it was decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Thomas M.
Johnson and Coke , were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereGeorge W. Anderson, M. Woods Ferguson, Hiram S. Powell,
C. C. Scales,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Joseph P. Foree,
J. S. Lawson,
James W. Snyder,
William Brown,
C. W. Threlkeld,
J. L. Nall,
J. Guthrie Coke,
Julian N. Phelps,
J.M. Wright-17.
R. D. Cook,
Lewis Potter,
John W. Dyer,
.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'Creary)Clinton Griffith,
J. R . Sanders,
Wm. A. Allen,
George M. Jessee,
William Sellers,
W.W. Baldwin,
Thomas M. Johnson, J. S. Taylor,
W. N. Beckham,
Bryan S. McClure,
George lVI. Thomas,
John A. Bell,
William J. McElroy, Harry I. Todd,
S. C. Bell,
M. E. McKenzie,
L. W. Trafton,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
J.C. Moorman,
J. L. Waring,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Wm. Mynhier,
J.M. White,
W. H : Evans,
Mat. Nunan,
F. A. Wilson,
James Garnett,
E. A. Robertson,
J. N . Woods,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, Frank Sacksteder,
S. H . Woolfolk-34.
C. P. Gray,
The name of Mr. Evans was· then recorded in the list of yeas.
The question was then taken on excusing Mr. Coke from voting on
the adjournment, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Evans and
Brown, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (lVI'Creary)Clinton Griffith,
John P. Rowlett,
George W. Anderson, J. S. Lawson,
, Frank Sacksteder,
Alpheus W. Bascom, M. E. McKenzie,
J. R. Sanders,
John A. Bell,
J. C. Moorman,
C. C. Scales,
J.C. S. Blackburn,
J. L. Nall,
James W. Snyder,
C. M. Clay, jr.,
Mat. Nunan,
J. S. Taylor,
R. D. Cook,
Julian N . Phelps,
L. W . Trafton,
M . Woods Ferguson, Lewis Potter,
J. N. Woods,
Joseph P. Foree,
E. A. Robertson,
S. H . Woolfolk-28.
James Garnett,
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. A. Allen,
C. P. Gray,
William Sellers,
A. C. Armstrong,
Bryan S. McClure,
George M. Thomas,
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William J. McElroy,
T. J. Megibben,
Wm. Mynhier,
Hiram S. Powell,
W. L. Reeves,

0. W. Threlkeld,
Harry I. Todd,
J. L. Waring,
J.M. White,
F. A. Wilson-22.
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W. N. Beckham,
S. C. Bell,
John VI. Dyer,
W. H. Evans,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe,
Mr. Coke was excused from voting on the adjournment.
.
The question was then taken on excusing Mr. Brown from votfog
on the adjournment, and ft was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Evans and
Baker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, we,reGeorge W. Anderson, R. D. Cook,
T. J. Megibben,
Alpheus W. Bascom, Walter Evans,
J. R. Sanders,
S. 0. Bell,
0 . P. Gray,
James W. Snyder,
J. 0. S. Blackburn,
Clinton Griffith,
J. S. Taylor,
B. E. 0assilly,
E . Polk Johnson,
F. A. Wilson,
J, Guthrie Coke,
J. S. ,Lawson,
J. M. Wright-IS.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker(M'0reary)Bryan S. McClure,
E. A. Robertson,
Wm. A. Allen,
William J. McEll'Oy, John P. Rowlett,
R. Tarv. Baker,
M. E. McKenzie,
William Sellers,
John A. Bell,
J. C. Moorman,
George M. Thomas,
John W. Dyer,
Wm. Mynhier,
0. W. Threlkeld,
W. H. Evans,
J. L. Nall,
Harry I. Todd,
M. Woods Ferguson, Mat. Nunan,
L. W. Trafton,
Joseph P . Foree,
Lewis Potter,
J. L. Waring,
James Garnett,
Hiram S. Powell,
J.M. White,
Wm. Cassius Goodloe, W. L. Reeve·s,
J. N. Woods-31.
Thomas M. Johnson,
Mr. Brown then voted in the affirmative.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., being the hour fixed by a resolution
of the House for regular adjournment, the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1873.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of the incorporated banks in Jefferson county.
The Speakpr having retired from, and Mr. Garnett being called to
the Chair, thereupon Mr. E. P. Johnson offered the following resolution, which was unanimously adopted, viz:
Resolved, That the heartfelt thanks of this House are due, and are
hereby tendered, to Hon. James B. McCreary, our Speaker, for the
manly, just, and upright discharge of his onerous duties in that
capacity, and that we will ever cherish the remembrance . of his
unifo1·m courtesy to each of us, both in his social and official capacity.
Bills from the Senate, of the following titles, were reported without amendment, by the several committees to whom they had · been
referred, viz:
By Mr. Anderson, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the New Castle and Eminence Turnpike Road," approved March 91
1872.

By Mr. Bond, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act for the benefit of Wash Johnson, assessor of Laurel county.
By Mr. Ferguson, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act for the benefit of Wm. Lovelace & Co., of Laurel county.
By Mr. Griffith, from the Committe.e on Claims·
An act to appropriate money for the payment of a claim due 'rhos.
Woods, of the city of Covington.
By sameAn act to appropriate money for the payment of taxes due from
the State to the city of Covington.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rµle of the House and constitutional provision _a s to the third
reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That · said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rowlett, from the Committee on Enrollments,·reported that the
committee had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the Senate, of the fol~owing titles, viz :
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An act to incorporate the Louisville, Winchester, Iron and Coal
Region Railway Comp_any;
An act for the benefit of C. B. Wickliffe, sheriff of Muhlenburg
county;
An act for the benefit of Wash Johnson, assessor of Laurel county;
An act for the benefit of William Lovelace & Co., of Laurel county;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the New Castle and Eminence Turnpike Road," approved March 9,
1872;
An act to appropriate money for the payment of a claim due Thos.
Woods, of the city of Covington ;
An act to appropriate money for the_ payment of taxes due from
the State to the city of Covington i
Resolution to print and· distribute pamphlet edition of Public Acts;
And also enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to incorporate the town of Glenville, in
Adair county;
An act to pay Clinton county for keeping Louisa Eldridge, a pauper lunatic of this Commonwealth;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time of
holding the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judicial
district," approved April-, 1873;
An act for the benefit of William Tinsley, late sheriff of Knox
county;
An act declaring certain portions of Roundstone creek, in Rockcastle county, a navigable stream;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create and regulate
the office of county treasurer of Floyd county," approved March 21,
1871;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Prestonsburg Academy and Normal School Building Joint .Stock Company," approved March 29, 1873;
An act to regulate the manufacturing, storing, keeping, and transporting nitro-glycerin, in Mason county;
An act to incorporate the Mercer County Medical Society, in Mercer county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the town of Versailles," approved March 6th, 1868;
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An act for the benefit of E. M. Flack, late sheriff of Todd county;
An act to ~mend an act to incorporate th;e Louisville Stock and
Bond. Board;
An act for the benefit of R. F. Scott, sheriff of Garrard county;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the selling,
giving, or loaning intoxicating liquors in the village of Aaron's Run,
or within a radius of two miles from the center thereof;
An act to prevent the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
the first magisterial district, of Todd county;
An act for the benefit of the police judge of the town of Leesburg,
in Harrison county ;
An act to authorize the county court of Breathitt to submit to the
voters of said county the question of voting a tax for the purpose
of having a survey made through said county for a railroad ;
Resolution providing for the removal of the remains of General
C. H. Fry, Colonel Theodore O'Hara, and Adjutant George N. Cardwell;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Rowlett inform the Senate thereof.
On motion of Mr. Coke, the· following is· insert'ed in the Journal of
the House, viz :
A preamble and resolution were introduced into the Senate yesterday, reciting that a member of the Judiciary Committee of this House
had suppressed a bill, entitled "An act for the registrati.on of voters
in certain towns in this Commonwealth," in contravention of the
action of the committee, and declaring it to be the sense of the General Assembly that said membe1· should be required to report said
bill.
In vie~ of said preamble and resolution, the Judiciary Committee
of this House, waiving any expression of opinion as to ·the utter
want of taste in the said preamble and resolution, do hereby decla1·e
in the most positive and emphatic manner that the charge in said
preamble is entirely unfounded, and unjust to every member of the
committee, several of whom have, at different times, had said bill in
their possession.
JAMES GARNETT,
J. GUTHRIE COKE,
W. L. REEVES,
R. TARVIN BAKER,
WALTER EV ANS,
JOHN P. SACKSTEDER.
April 21st, 1873.
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Mr. Threlkeld, offered the following resolution, which was unani-'
111ously adopted, viz·: ·
Resolved, That the than ks of this House are hereby tendered to the
Clerk and ae~istant Clerks, as also the Sergeant-at-Arms, Doorkeeper, and pages, .and other officers and employees thereof, for thei1·
efficient and faithful services in the discharge of theit· respective
duties.
I
Mr. Garnett moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved b,1/ t/ze General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That Isaac Wingate, Clerk of the Revision Committee on the Revision of the Statutes, be directed to deposit with the Assistant Secretary of State the Journals of said committee, and that said Secretary
be directed to preserve the same as part of the archives of the State.
Which was taken up and adopted.
Said resolution being communicated to the Senate, a message was
received therefrom, announcing that they had concUl'red in the adoption thereof.
Mr. Scales moved the foliowing resolution, viz:
R esolved, That the thanks of ·this House are tendered to W. T.
Marshall., for the faithful and efficient performance of his duties as
Enrnlling Clerk.
Which was _adopted.
Mr. Todd moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, directed
to draw his . warrant on the Treasury in favor of W . H. Stanley, for
the sum of fifteen dollars, p1;1,yable out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise apprnpriated, for papers furnished General Assembly
. since the making up of the general appropriation bill for present
session. This re:;;olution shall take effect from its passage.
Which was taken up and adopted.
Said resolution having been communicated to the Senate, a message was received therefrom, anno.uncing that they had concurred in
the adoption thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, announ_cing that they
had received official information from the Governor that he had
approved and signed enrolled bills_ and a resolution, which originated
in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the election of police judge and town marshal
in the town of Brownsville, in Edmonson county.
An act for the benefit of C. M. Hanks and Samuel Spradlin, of
Wotfe county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Maysville. ·
An act to inc·orporate the town of Norton, in Hopkins county.
128-H. ll..
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- An act to incorporate the Transy lvania Street Railro.ad Company.
An act to incorporate the Harlan County Mining and Railroad
Company.
An act for the relief of the stockholders of the Evansville, Henderso n, and Nashville Railroad Company.
An act amending an act, approved February 6, 1873, entitled "An
act partitioning the Fairfield and Samuels' Depot Turnpike Road,
and out of the same i,n corporating the Fairfield and Cox 's Creek
Turnpike Road Company, and the Samuels' Depot and Cox';; Creek
Turnpike Road Company."
An act for the benefit of common school district No.· l, in Lawrence county.
An act to repeal the fourth section of an act, entitled "An act to
incorporate the Lee County Lumbering, Mining, and Manufacturing
Company ."
,
An act to amend chapter 102, entitled" Treasury Wa1·rant Claims,"
Qf the Revised Statutes.
An act to amend the charte1· of the Eminepce and Fox Ru.n Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Cane Run Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of Simon Humphrey, la'te sheriff of Nelson
county.
An act for the benefit of Perry Jefferson, sheriff of Mason county.
An act to amend an act, enti tied "An act for the benefit of Wm.
H. Miller and others, sureties of Q. C. Shanks, late sheriff of Ohio
county," approved February 3, 1870.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Princeton, Marion, and Ohio River RaHroad Company ," approved March
28, 1872.

An act to extend the time of signin_g the bill of exceptions in
the case of Carlisle Hunt's heirs against Elisha Long and Elizabeth
Gray, in Greenup c,ircuit court.
An act to incorporate the Nicholasville Building and Accumulating
Fund Association.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to au~horize the trustees
of school district No. 2, in Hickman county, to levy and collect a tax
ifor school purposes."
An act to incorporate the Central Club.
An act to prohibit the retail of spfrituous, vinous, or malt liquors
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in the towns of Hudsonville, Constantine, and Cross Roads, in Breckinriclge county, or in any part of said county, within six miles of either
of said towns.
An act to incorporate the Lockport Odd Fellows' and Masonic
Building Company.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
An act for the benefit of the Baptist Church of Bedford, in Trimble county.
· An act to amend an act incorporating the Williamstown Odd Fellows' Hall Company.
An act for the benefit of H. C. Parish, of Barren county.
An act to amend an act, approved March 28, 1872, authorizing
sheriffs to sell real estate to pay revenue tax.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the cha1·ter of
the Clarksville and Princeton Railroad Company," approved March
25th, 1872.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act authorizing E. H. Smith
and others to close an alley in Williamstown, Grant county."
An act extending further time to the county of Boyle in which
to provide fire-proof vaults for county records.
An act for the benefit of Tl'imble county in voting subscription of
stock to railroads.
An act to pay the expenses of D. R. Haggard, State agent, sent to
Missouri after Cutter and Taylor, charged with 'forgery.
·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter· of
the Elizabethtown and Paducah Railrnad Company," approved February 28th, 1873.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 21, in Carroll county.
An act to incorporate Confederate City, in Rowan county.
An act to authorize sureties for costs to obtain a release from
further liability.
An act to exempt the counties of Estill and Lee from the provisions of section 14, chapter 67, of the Civil Code of Practice.
An act to change and fix the time of holding the Estill county quarterly courts.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, or
the mixture_of either, in Jeffersontown precinct, in Jeffetson county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit
common
school district No. 1, in Allen county."
An act to incorpQrate the Danville Gas-light Company.
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An act directing the Auditor to pay certain guard claims in Powell
county.
An act to incorporate the Elizabethtown Building and Loan Association.
An act to authorize the clerk of the Allen circuit court to make a
cross-index to suits and causes on file in said office.
An act for the benefit of C. M. H~nks, jailer of Wolfe county.
An act to provide for the compensation of E. I. Bullock, G. W.
Craddock, and J. M . Nesbitt, for services before the Joint Committee
on the Revision of the Statutes.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to legalize the proceedings of the president and directors of the Danville and Hustonville
Turnpike Road Company," approved April 16th, 1873.
An act to exempt secretal'ies, assistant secretaries, superintendents,
assistant superintendents, and depot agents of railroads, from jury
service.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Marion
County Agricultural and Mechanical and Stock Association," approved January
16th, 1868.
\
An act for the benefit of Joseph Durban, of Lee county.
An act for the benefit of the judge of the Warren com·t of common
pleas.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incot·porate the Greensburg Deposit Bank," approved March 18, 1872. ·
An act for the benefit of common school ,district No. 1, in' Pendleton county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to empower county
com·ts to take stock in turnpike roads in this Commonwealth," approved March gth, 1868.
An act to appropriate money fot· the payment of a claim due
Henry Dressman, of the city of Covington.
· An act to authorize the making of an abstract boo1{ for the counties of Kenton, Campbell, and Boone.
· An act to incorporate the Frankfort True Friend Society.
An act to provide for the transfer of certain causes from the Graves
circuit court to the McCracken court of common pleas.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
An act t·o incorporate Mayfield Lodge, No. 151, I. 0. 0. F.
An act to amend an . / act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Jeffepson and Brownsboro Turnpike Road..Company."
An act to amend the c~arter of the city of Covington.
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An act to incorp.orate the Lambert Mining Company.
An act to amend section 4 of an act, entitled "An act to authorize
M. B. Goble to erect a boom across Blain creek, in Lawrence county,"
approved March 18th, 1870.
An act to authorize the clerk of the Jefferson circuit court to make
an ind ex and cross-index of saii'l county.
An act to incorporate the Goo<J Templars Aid Society, of Franklin
county.
An act to amend the charter of the to,vn of Lockport, in Henry
county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Ludlow.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time for
holding the circuit comts in the fifth judicial district," approved January 13, 1872.
An act for the benefit of the Louisville Board of Trade.
Resolution to print synopsis of acts.
A message was received from the Governor by Mr. Craddock,
Secretary of State, announcing that the Governor had approved
and signed emolled bills and resolutions, which orig'-inated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An · act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Williamsburg, in Whitley county."
An act' to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railway Company.
An act to incorporate the Grand Lodge of the American Protestant Association of Kentucky.
An act for .the ben efit of the town of Clinton.
An act for the benefit of John Gibbs, of Wolfe county.
An act in relation to the convicts of the Penitentiary. ·
An act to amend section 519 of· the Civil Code of Practice.
An act to amend section 101 of the Civil Code of Practice.
An act for the benefit of John F. King, sheriff of Knox county.
An act to provide for the education of colored children in Garrard
county.
. An act for the benefit of R. B. Lovel, late sheriff of Lewis county.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 38, in Henry county.
An act for the benefit of Mrs. Margaret Decke1·.
An ~ct for the benefit of H . B. Wiseman, former sheriff of Estill
county.
An·act for the benefit of J. N. Culton, late sheriff of Jackson county.
An act for the benefit of the ,Bank of L ouisville.
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An act to further amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of
the estate of T. H. Crawford, deceased," approved January 13th, 1872.
An act for the benefit of J. J. Macklin, late sheriff of Kenton county.
An act authorizing the county court of claims of Fleming county
to carry into effect the bequest of J. J. Andrews, deceased, to the
poor of Fleming county.
An act to incorporate the Mount Sterling and Carter County Mining and Manufactul'ing Company.
An act to legalize the actions of the Greenup county court of levy
and claims.
An act for the benefit of C. B. Wickliffe, she1·iff of Muhlenbm·g
county.
- An act to authorize sales and conveyances by trustee under a power.
An act to incorporate the Henderson Building and Loan Association.
An act for the benefit of Wash Johnson, assessor of LaUl'el county.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the New Castle and Eminence Turnpike Road," approved March 9,
1872.

An act to appropriate money for the payment of taxes due from
the State to the city of Covington.
An act to appropriate money for the payment of a claim of Thos.
Woods, of the city of Covington.
An act to regulate the manufacturing, storing, keeping, and transporting nitro-glycerin, in Mason county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create and regulate
the office of county treasurer of Floyd county," approved March
21st, 1871.
I
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Prestonsburg Academy and Normal School Building Joint Stock Company;" approved March 29th, 1873.
An act to ameno an act to incorporate the Louisville Stock and
Bond Board.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the town of Versailles," approved March 6, 1868.
An act to authorize the county court of Breathitt to submit to
the voters of said county the question of voting a tax for the purpose of having a survey made through said county for a railroad.
An act for the benefit-of R. F. Scott, sheriff of Garrard county.
An act to repeal- an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the selling,
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giving, or loaning intoxicating liquors in the village of Aaron's Run,
or within a radius 0°f two miles from the center thereof."
An act to pay Clinton county for keeping Louisa Eldridge, a
pauper lunatic of this Commonwealth.
An act for the bep.efit of the police judge of the town of Leesburg,
in Harrison county.
An act for the benefit of E. M. Flack, late sheriff of Todd county.
An act to incorporate the Mercer County Medical Society, in Mercer ·
county.
An act to prevent the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
the first magisterial district, in Todd county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to. change the time of
holcting the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judicial district," approved April-, 1873.
An act for the benefit of Wm . Tinsley, late s~eriff of Knox county. '
An act declaring certain portions of Round. Stone creek, in Rockcastle county, a navigable stream.
An act to incorporate the Transit Railway Company.
An act to incorporate the North Kentucky Bridge Connecting Railway and Construction Company .
'
Resolution to print and distribute pamphlet edition of Public Acts.
Resolution for the benefit of Wm. H. Stanley.
Resolution providing for the removal of the remains of Genet·al
C.H. Fry, Col. Theodore O'Hara, and Adjutant George N. Cardwell .
On motion of Mr. Blackburn, a committee, consisting of Messrs.
Blackburn, Baker, and E. Polk Johnson, were appointed to wait
upon the Governor, and inform him that this General Assembly
was now ready to adjourn, and asking if he had any further communication which he desired to make to this General A -se mbly; and
that they be directed to inform - the Senate of their appointment, and
request t.he appointment of a similar committee on their part.
Having communicated this message to the Senate, and a similar
committee having been appointed on their part, after a time, Mr.
Johnson reported that they had discharged the duty assigned them,
and were informed by the Governor that he had no further communication to make to eit.her House.
In the Journal of March 13, 1873, it was entered that Mr. Speaker
McCreary moved to reconsider the vo'te by which this House passed
"A bill for the benefit of ~he Silver Creek and Wal nut Meadow
Turnpike Road Company." The Journal is corrected, so fat· as to,
state that the motio.n to reconsider was made by Mr. Griffith.
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On motion of Mr. Gray,
Ordered, That a committee, consisting of Mes~rs. Gray, Evans; and
T. _lVI. Johnson, be appointed to wait upon the Senate, and infor.m
them that this House, having completed the business before them ,
were now ready, under ·the joint resolution heretofore adopted, to
adjourn without day.
This message being communicated to the Senate, a me~sage was
received therefrom that they were al so ready to adjourn sine die.
And thereupon Mr. Speaker McCreary delivered the following address, viz .:
Gentlemen of the House of' R epresentatives :
Our work is done. We separate, many of us, to-day, forever.
ljenceforth the pleasures, toils, and associations of this session live
alone in memory, and your deeds as Representatives becom e a part
of Kentucky's history. From the people you come, and back to the
people you now go, to answer for your acts in the councils of the
State .
The parting hour is a sad one, no matter whether it be upon the
battle-field or in legislative hall s, or amid th e quiet avocations of
civil life; yet the sRdness of this separation is gilded by the prospect
of a reunion with our loved ones at home, and consoled, I trust, also,
with the con sciousness that, po matter what may have been your
avocations heretofore-no matter from what sect ion each of you
may have come, or to what polit.ical party each may have b elongedyou have with harmony, friendship, and energy, labo red to pl'Omote
the prosperity, maintain the dignity, and preserve the liberty of the
people you represent.
I believe the Commonwealth has been benefited by your legislation. Day and night you have, with unwavering fidelity and zeal,
performed the arduous duties of this session. You have made ample
provisions for the comfort and main'tenance of all unfortunate persons who are properly objects of charity; and you have .authorized
a geological su1;vey that will be of inestimable value towards developing;\ our mineral re sources, and thereby adding- materially to the
wealth of this State; and you have made such appropriations as
you deemed wise and just. Yet your economy has been strict and
.rigid, and the Journals will show that you have appropriated Jes!>
~oney out of the Treasury than any similar body for many years.
In addition to t,he u sual routine of legislation, you have, by the
Revision of the Statutes of Kentucky, accomplished a work much
,needed, and placed in easy reach of every citizen a copy of the Jaws
that regulate his life, liberty, and property; and in my opinion, when
.these · statutes are examined and understood, they will constit.ute a
monument to your er-edit, upon which you may faithfully rely for a
.good verdict from the people . · Though you have enacted many local
lll.w::;, thi::; is not your fault, but the fault of the Constitution that
.allows such acts; and when called upon by your constituents for
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local legislation, you would have be e n faithless representatives if
you had not compli ed w ith th eir r equ ests.
The grand e ur a nd greatness of every State de pends chiefly on its
/ fin ancial, educati on a l, and in te rnal improveme nt interests; and I am
gratified to be able to state th a t the financi a l interests of our State
a re in as good condition as thofie of any other State in the Union;
and that you have shown your appreciation of the wants of a p eople
who have voluntarily imposed up o n th e mselv es a tax for educational
purposes, that ann u a lly yields ne a rly on e million of dollars, by adopt1 ing a com mon school l aw that, it is b elieved, will redound to the
good of the who le country, a nd inaugurate an educational era in
which the p rinciples o f civil and r eligiou s lib erty will be more deeply
riveted in th e hearts of a fr ee, intellige nt, and virtuous people.
To the internal improv eme nt in terests of th e State you hav e paid
sp ecial atte ntion . Hailroa<!ls are co nstructed, or ar e being proj ected,
through alm ost every sec tion , and the mu sic of whizzing trains,
ladened with rich p roducts, miirnrals, and manufactures, will ere
long mingle everywhere with the glad acc lamations of our thrifty,
in dustrious, a nd progressive citizens. We part in the midst of times
that are ominous of great changes and g rand events. The most
thoughtful st ude nt of history cannot tell what is to be the end or the
effect of the great inno vatio ns now going on all over the world.
Old systems are bein g broken up; dynasties are falling; the empire
of yeste rd ay is the republic of to-d ay, and new id eas and new l a nd~
marks a re sp rin g ing up on every sid e; no one can foretell the fate
of our State or our Nati on; but as Vergniaud, when condem n ed to
death, in the very hour of his exit poured his last libation to liberty,
and exclaimed , " if this wine was my blood I "',ould quaff it to the
republic;" so I hop e that, no matter what may he your futur e, each
of you will e \'er be found upholding with ,your intellect, e nergy, and
life, if necessary, the freedom of the p eople, their con stitutional
rights, and the welfare of the republic.
On this occasion I again thank you for your uniform courtesy and
kindn ess to me, and for the sup port and approval with which you
have always sustained and e ncouraged me during my entire admini,itration as your prei,iding officer. Throughout my life I will cherish
th e friendship and preserve the memories so in separably connected
with you a ll; and no mfltte r what my destiny or yours may be-no
matter if life's revolving years roll on until the allurements and
bl andis hments of the world lo se their c harm, and ambition, with its
· hopes and fears and unc ertainties, grows dim and dull-no matter
how confused are life's contests or peacefu l its purs uits- I will al ways
rejoice in your s ucc ess and happin ess, and love to remember that
throughout all my varied responsibilitjes and duties, no Represen tative has eve r felt sufficiently aggrieved to app eal from my decision.
And now, with ~y whqle h eart w ishing you .a safe and speedy return
to your families and con stitue nts, and tru sting that the
Divinity that sh Rpes ou1· ends,
Rough hew th em as we will,

will bless you and yours forever, I pronounce the Ho~l.Se of Representativef! of Kentucky adjourned sine die.
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Asylums, ll)nstern and Western Lunatic, Superintendents of requested to report number of lunatics who have been refuse:l aamission for want of room______ 109
Eastern Rnd Westl'rn Lunatic, resolution requiring them to furni sh certain
information ______________________________________________________ 137
Fourth Kentucky Lunatic, bill for the benefit of the ________________ 1148, 1194
Minett Orphan, of the city of Louisville, act to i[jcorpornte the, 158, 1138, 1178,
1183

· Third Lunatic, act to provide for the location R!!d erection of the, and the
enlargement of the Western Lunatic Asylum, 87, 119, 123, 135 1 151 1 174 1
180, 253, 284, 311

Third Lunatic, net to amend act to provide for the location and erection of
the------------------------------------·--------- 559, 986 1 1031, 1095
Western Lunatic, receipts and disbursements of-------------·-------·--- 116
Western Lunatic, response of Superintendent of, to a Bouse resolution of inquiry ______________________________________ ·-··--· _________ ----·-- 140
Western Lunatic, response of ton Hou2e resolution of inq11iry:..____________ 204
Western Lunatic, receipts nnd expenrlitures of the_______________________ 517
Attachmen t--see Wages of l!lhorers.
Attachment or gnrnishee.:_see Wages of laborers.
Attachments to be noted of record in the office of the county clerk of J efferson \
county _________________ ..• __________________________ 885, 930, 956, 1030, 1118
Attorneys, Commonwealth and county, act to further define tbe duties of, 847, 913, 936,
970

Attorneys, county-see lt'ees.
Auburn Building and Loan-see Association.
Auditor of Public Accounts, act for the benefit of the ______________ 758, 792, 797, 835
communication from, in r_e gard to per diem of Doorkeeper __________________________________________

708

Jetter of, in regard to clerk's salaries in his office______ 468
-sell Powell county.
Auditor's Agent, act to continue the office of_ _______________________________ 122, 164
Auditor's Office, 11ct to promote public service in the __________________________ 416, 469
-see Clerks.
, Augusta-see Qity of Augusta.
Augusta Lodge-see Lodge.
Augusta and Mount Olivet-see Road, turnpike.
Back taxes in J efferso n county, r.esponse of Auditor to a rrsolutiun of inquiry in reg11rd to ___________________ .--------------------------·-------------------- 1048
Bagdad and Harrisonville-see Road, turnpike.
Bailey, James P., late sheriff of Lincoln county, act for the benefit of, 258, 776, 797, 835
~aker, A. Q., late sheriff of Boone county, act for the benefit of_ __________ 91, 121 1 323
Baker, R. Tar~., nominated for U.S. Senator-----------------------------Ballard circuit court-see Court, circuit, and court of common pleas.

160, 169

INDEX.
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135
178
203
1000
109
137
l194
1178,
1183
174,
311
1095
116
140
204
517

335

'
708

68

64
69
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Ballard connty, act to repeal net to declare certain lakes and creeks in navigable, 1016, 113'1,,
· 1188

act to declare certai n lakes and creeks in navigable __ 144, 200 1 237 1 273
-see Carpenter, James W.
-see Justices of tbe peace.
-see Lockhart, Richnrd W.
-see School district.
-see Shrodes, Henry M.
Ballard county court-see Court, county, of Ballard.
Ballard quarterly court-see Court, quarterly, of Ballard.
Ballew, Thomas, of Pulaski county, act for the benefit of_ ______ U9, 406, 472, 508, 525
Banking comp:tnies, net. to provide for tbe organizRtion and regulRtion or, and to repeal various charters ____ _________________ 277, 308, 343, 416 1 6?3, 697, 721 1 801
Banking Company-see Merchants'.
-set> Merchants' Bnnking Company.
Banking and Warehouse Company-see Russellville.
Bank of J.shland, bill to amend act to amend the charter of the, and
Bank of Shelbyville ______ -------------- ________________
Barren County, bill to charter the ____________________ 287,
Christian County, Rct to amend act to in corporate the ________
Christian County, bill to further amend the charter of the ____
Citizens', of Paris, act incorporating the ___________________
Deposit, of Cynthiana, 11ct to incorporate the ______________ :._

incorporate the
350, 510, 535 1 569
330, 398, 420, 504
146,
777,
417 1
406 1

177 1
800,
430 1
487,

203,
873,
471,
597 1

246
920
504
718

Deposit, of Henderson, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 921, 937, 966 1 1027,
1175

Excb,rnge and Deposit, of Owingsville, act to incorporate tbe _______ 395 1 408, 439
Exchange, of Sharpsburg, act to incorporate the __________________ 685, 872, 917
Farmers', of Kentucky, bill to amend the charter of the __________ 921 1 966 1 10-27
Farmers', of Kentucky, act for the benefit of the _____________ 277, 328 1 677 1 697
First German Savings, of Louisville, act to amend act to incorporate the, 327 1 423

I

457 I
German Insurn.nce, art to amend act to incorporate the _______ 145, l '17, 203,
Glasgow Deposit, bill to amend the charter of the ___________ 368, 408 1 471 1
Greenup Exchange, act to incorporate the ___________________ 520 1 592 1 598,

504
246
504
634

Greensburg Deposit, bill to amend act to incorporate the ___ 523, 1159 1 1192, 1204
of Lagrange, bill to incorporate the ______________ 253 1 543 1 567 1 594 1 599 1 729
Logan County, act to incorp?rnte the ____________________ .:,_ 521 1 549, 585 1 603
of Louisville, net for the be.nefit of the, __________ 1084 1 1141 1 1183 1 1193, 1205
of Mudisonville, act to Incorporate the _____________________ 520, 593 1 598 1 719
Manufacturers', net to amend the chuter of the _____________ 582 1 694 1 756 1 795
of Mayfield, bill to amend "ct to incorporate the ____________ 177 1 277, 295, 323
Merche.nts', of Kentucky, bill to nmend the charter of the ____ 350, 405 1 439 1 5()9
of Newcastle, bill to change the time of holding elections for directors of the, 1089
Riverton Savings, act to incorporate the------------------- 172, 201, 247, 336
of Trenlon, in Todd co unty, act to amend act to incorporate the, 529, 592 1 658 1 721
of Union County, act to rr-enact act to amend e.n a.ct to incorporate the, 79 1 177,
203, 246
Bank and Warehouse Company-see Tobacco.
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Bank, Western German Savings, of Louisville, bill to amend act to incorporate the__ 263
Winchester Savings, act to incorporate the __________________ 417, 487, 517, 547
Banks, incorporated, of the county of Jefferson, act for the benefit of the, 777, 1046, 1052,
1198
Baptist Church at Elkton-see Church.
Baptist Femfl.le College of Liberty Association-see Association.
B!l.p tists' Orpha ns' Home-see Louisville.
Bfl.rcle.y, Hugh, jr., of Logan county, bill for the benefit of_ _________ 349, 647, 718 1 765
Barbourville-see Town.
Bardstown-see C,ourt, police.
Barren circuit court-see Court, circuit, of Barren.
Bardstown and Green River-see Road, turnpike.
Barren county, bill for the protection of litig1rnts in _________ ____ ____ ____________

327

-see Bush, W. P.
-see Cave City precinct.
-see Courts, quarterly, and justices'.
-see Elli~, John.
-see Eva.us, Jos. W.
-sre Parrish, H. C.
-see School district.
-see Urania dist,rict.
Barren County Ba nk-see Bank.
Barren river-see Fish.
Barrett, John P., late sheriff of Ohio county, bill for the benefit of ________ 415, 533, 565
Birds e.nd game-see Bullitt county.
Bates, W.R., expl11nation of amendment offered by__________________ ____________ 384
Bath county, bill to establish an additional justices' district in ____ 1089, 1122, 1176, 1184
-see Cl ark, Jesse.
-see school district.
-see Montgomery county.
Bath Iron Company, act to incorporate the __________________ --- ________ 274, 390, 425
Bath Seminary--see Seminary.
Beargrass Club-see Louisville Club.
Beaven, K. F., sheriff of Marion county, bill for the heneflt of_ ____________ ____ ____

925

Beaver Dam-see Town.
Beckham, W. N., added to the committee on the question of the removal of the capital ____________________________ ____________ ________________ ______ · _______

374

Beckha m, W. N., added to the Committee on Immigration and Labor_______________

366

Bedford-soe Church, Baptist.
Beech Fork of Se.It river, in Nelson county, act to protect the navigation of_________ 296
Be~-keepers in this Commonwealth, net for the protection of_ ___ 880, 920, 943,967, 1Cl4
Bell City--see Town.
Bell co11~ty-see Josh Bell county.
-see Line.
Bellis, Wm .,je.iler of Estill county, act for the benefit of_ _______ __________ 207, 237, 287
Bell MineCoe.l a.ad Tre.nsporte.tion Company, act to incorporate the________________ 390
BeU-Point-see Town.
Bellview-see Town.

Benevolent Society of Colored People-see Society.

18

--

263

517, 547
16, 1052,
1198
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Berea-see Town.
Bethel Academy-see Academy.
Big Creek-see Swinge Oat Fork.
Big Sandy Highway Bridge Company, act to amend act to incorporate the, 602 1 659 1 720 1
749

18, 765

327

Big Sandy Telegraph Company, bill for the benefit of the ____________ 377, 885,917, 984
Big Sandy Valley-see Railroad Company.
Bills nndisposed of last session-see Resolution.
Birds in Garrard county, act to prevent the killing of_ ___________327, 377, 427 1 457·, 504
Black, Dr., resolution In regard to--------------------------------------------Blackburn, J. 0. S., elected Speaker

pro tem.___________________________________

859
666

Blain creek-see Goble, M. B.
Blakey and Wright appointed on special committee to inquire into exp,mditures for
collection of Kentucky military claims ____________________.__________________

887

Blandvi!le-see Town.
Blandvillo and Cairo-see Road, turnpike.
Blankenship, Miss, of Cumberland county, act for the benefit of____________________ 557
Blind Asylum-see Institution for the Blind.
Blind children and yout.h of the State, act for the benefit of the __________ 85 1 121 1 13._f)
Board of Trade-see Louisville.
Board of Trustees-see Church, M. E.
Boaz, W. N ., bill to legalize the nets of, as deputy clerk of the Graves county court, 272,
565

452, 485, 537

384
184

Bond, peraor.s and corporations that are required to give-see Corporations.
Bonds and obligations-see Registration.
Bonds, United States, resolution to refund tax p,Lid on____________________________ 164
. Boone Bridge Company, act to amend the charter of the ____________ 274 1 364 1 385 1 421

ll5

,5

Boone county-see Abstract book.
-see Breeding fornis.
-see Judge, police.
-see Stock scales.
-see Voshell, Leonidas H.
Boone county court-see Oonrt, county, of. Boone.
Boone Mining and Manufacturing Company, bill to amend act to amend act to incorporate the------------------------------------------------------- 687, 739 1 779
Booneville-see Town.
Bourbon county, bill to authorize to build a court-house ____________ 158, 200, 23i, 273
-see Clintonville precinct.
Bourbon county court-see Hibler, Geo. M.
Bourbon Female College-see College.
Bowen, D. M.-see Dudley, A. W.
Bowling Green-see City.
-see Schools, colored public.
-see School, colored free.
Bowling Green and Madisonville-see Railroad Company.
Bowman, A. 0., late sheriff of Breathitt county, net for the benefit of__ 350 1 510, 547, 581
Boyd, Mary, bill to authorize to erect cattle-stops across John 's creek, in Pike county, 872 1
925 1 966, 102'Z
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Boyd County Navigation, Manufacturing, and Improvem ent Company, act to amen d
act to incorporate the-------------------------------------- 896, 986 1 1031 1 1096
Boyle county, bill to in crease tbe county levy of_ ___ -------- ------ ------ 5 I 8, 5·90 1 629
act extending further time to, in which to provide fire-proof vaults, 1090,
114 0, 1186, 1203

- see Offi cial sales.
Bradburn, J. W., of Hardin county, net for the benefit of_ _________ 804 1 952 1 1030 1 1118
Bradl ey, W. R., act providing compensation for the services ot; in the defense of the
action of the State of Missouri against the State of Kentu cky for the recovery of
Wolf Islan d __________________________________________ 897, 955, 988, 1030 1119
1

Bracken county-see School ~, common.
-see School district.
-see Official sales.
-see Sheep.
Bracken and Mason counties-see Academy.
Breathitt county, bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in ____ 162 1 220, 2H, 287
-see Cardwell, T. P.
-see Clay and Breathitt counties.
-see Hays, Gabe.
-see Line.
-see School district.
-see Sewell, Geo. W.
-see War creek.
Breathitt county court-see Court, county, of Breathitt.
Breathitt and Powell counties, act to repeal act to prohibit the s,t!e of liquors in ____ ~09
Breckinridge county-see Roads.
Breeding farms, and training fKrms and stablts, in Boone county, bill for the benefit
of the proprietors of_ _________________ __________ -,--·--- __________·----________ 248
Breeding and training farms and stables, act to protect the owners of, 248, 440, 480, 792,
800, 873, 914

Bridge Company-see Big Sandy Highway.
-see Boone.
-see Newport and Cincinnati.
Bridge Connecting Railway and Construction Company-see North Kentucky.
Bridges, N~lson, of Kenton county, act for the benefit of _____________________ 521, 590
Bridges-see Turnpike roi.ds and bridges.
Broadus, Mildred, of Lincoln county, bill for the benefit of·__________ 763 1 884 1 917, 969
Broadway an d Dunkirk Railway Company-see Rai1road Company.
Brooksville-see Town.
Brothers' Lodge-see Lodge.
IBrough, James, and Oscar McKenzie, of Morgan county, act for the benefit of, 276, 390, 426,
457, 504

!Browder Institute, in Logan county, bill for the benefit of_ _________ 914, 925, 966, 1027
Brown, Wm., appeared and took his seat ______ . -------------------------------- 128
Brown, Wm., ndd ed to the Comm!Uees on Privileges and Elections and County Oourts, 14.2
·iBrownsYille-see Town.
Jilryfuit,vi-11~ and Cane Run-see Road, turnpike.
iBulfalo Furnace Oompany, act to incorpornte the _______________ :_ __ 54'1>, 677, 761, 7H
Bull Creek-see Middle Creek.
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Bullitt county, bill to protect birds and game in ___________________ 518, 590 1 629, 639

. 03]' 1096
5·90, 629
Its, 1090,
186, 1203

act to amend act to prohibit ~he sale of liquors in, 1063, 1120 1 1176, 1189
-see School di,trict.
Bullock, lt. I., letter of, in reg1ml to priutiog Revision of the Statute Laws_________ 103
Bullock, E. I., report of ________________________ __.:__ ---~ ________________ -- ---- 116

030, 1118

Bullock, E. I., G. W. Craddock, aud J. M. Nesbitt, bill to provide for the co_mpensation
of, for services before the Joint Committee on tbe Revision of the Statutes, 1089, 1149,

· the

·1186, I 204

Y of

Bulls-see Keepers.
Bureau -see Insurance Bur~au.
-seo Statistical Bureau.
Burksville-see Town.
Busb, W. P ., of Barren county, bill for the benefit of------------------------ 596, 603
Butler-see Town.
Butler circuit court-see Olerk.
Butler county court-see Court, county, of Bntler.
Butler county-see Deer-driving.
-see Kininmoutb, A. H.
-see Roads.
-see School district.
-see Worley, Samnel.
Bybee, F. G., late marshal of Glasgow, act for the benefit of ________________ H2, 223

030, 1119

24 7, 287

\

/;09

it
248

, 792,
3, 914

590

969

26,
504
27
28

42

H

Cabin Creek-see Roads, turnpike.
Uabin Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester-see Roads, turnpike.
C11iro-see Town.
Cairo and Ship Island-see Railroad Company.
Cairo and Tennessee River-see Railroad Company.
Caldwell county-see Line.
Calhoun-see Town.
Calhoun, J . C., late sheriff of McCracken county, act for the benefit of, 725, 747, 780, 836
Calhoun and Rockport Packet Company, hill to incorpor&te the __ 1060, 1086, 1176, 1184
Call of the House _____________________________________________________ 3, 278, 933
Calloway county-see Curd, Charles E.
-see Sheriff.
Calvert City-see Town .
Campbell county-see Abstrnct hook.
-see Jamestown magisterial district.
-see School commissioner.
-see Sch.ool district.
Campbellsville-see Town.
Cane Creek Bridge-see Road, State.
Caney Fork of Wolf creek, in Russell county, act declaring a navigable stream, 1021,
1121, 1177, 1188

Capital; minority report of joiut committee on removal of_______________________ 225
Capital, majority report of joint committee on removal of________________________ 190
report on removal of __________.____ ____ ______ ________ ____ ____ ________ _ 1042
-see Fire-proof Offices.
-see Lexin11:ton.
removal of-see Resolution, joint.
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Cardwell, Adjutant Geo. N.-see Resolution, joint.
Cardwell, S. C., and Daniel Moore, of Mercer county, net for the benefit of, 208, 333, 362,
378

Cardwell, T. P., of Breathitt county, bill for the benefit of_ _________ 364, 510, 635, 669
Cardwell, Thomas P., and Wm. Spencer, of BrP.athitt county, bill for the -benefit of, 1013,
1140, 1175, 1184

Carlisle-see Resolution, joint.
--see Town.
Carlisle and Jackstown-see Roads, turnpike.
Car Manufacturing Company-see Hopkinsville.
Carpenter, James W ., of Ballard county, act for the benefit of_ ________________ 609, 738
Carroll county, act to nllow the erection of public warehouses in, 1097, 1121, 1178, 1189
-see School district.
-see Trimble county.
Carrollton-see Schools, common.
Carrollton and Eagle Creek-see Rolld&, turnpike.
Carter, Mary A., of Lyon county, act for the benefit of---------------------- 543, 1137
Carter circuit court-see Clerk.
Carter county, act for the benefit of the tax-payers of __________________ 847, 913, 954
-see Goble, S. M.
-see Miners' Union.
-see N etbercutt, Stephen.
-see Pinkerton, John.
-see Ratcliff, John T.
-see Steam mills.
Carter county court-see Court, county, of Carter.
Casey county-see Adair.
Caseyville Coal and Transportation Company, act to incorporate the __ 265, 323, 363, 379
Catlettsburg-see School, common
-see Town.
Catlettsburg Normal-see AC'ademy.
Cave City precinct, Barren county, act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in, 66, 105,
128, 151, 246

Oaverna-see Town.
CeC'ilian-see College.
Cemeteries-see Graveyards and cemeteries.
Cemeteries, national-see Resolution.
Cemetery, St. Augustine, near Lebanon, bill to amend act to incorporate, 725, 747, 780,
836

St. Louis, of Henderson, bill to estl\blish the ______________ 87, 114, 121 1 130
Cemetery Company, Alexan,iria, in Campbell county, act to incorpomte the, 686, 738,
779, 835

,.

Dallasbnrg, bill to incorporate the _____________ 271, 881 1 916, 984;
Hustonville, act to charter the ________________ 644, 669, 756, 795
'Oakland, 'bill to incorpornte the ______________ 263, 929, 966 1 1027
Owenton, bill to charter the __________________ 324, 648, 718, 765
Richmond, act to amend act to incorporate the __ 265, 287, 305, 335
Shelbyville, act to amend net to incorporate the, 221, 253, 285, 314
Winchester, act to amend the charter of th_e ____ 786, 818, 873, 914

INDEX.
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33, 362,

Ventennial Oel1>bration at Phill\delphia, use of Ball of House granted to friends of, 170, 1 '11
Oentrnl Olub, bill to incorporate the ___________________________ 987, 1008 1 1134, 1202

378
35, 569

Central Kentucky Col\l l\od Mining Company, act to incorporate the ______ 505, 667, 778
Ceotml 'University, bill to incorporate tbe _________________________ 365 1 510 1 536, 569

f, 1013,

Centml West Kentucky Agricultural and Mechanical-see Association.
Chair Company-see Maysville.
Chalyheate and Sulphur Springs Company-see Webster county.
Chamberland, Wm., of Russell county, act for the benefit of ________ 613 1 776, 805, 835
(Jhaoey, Pauline J., an idiot of Graves county, act for the benefit of, 520 1 591 1 630, 640
Charitable institutions in this Common wealth, bill concerning the various, 913; 916, 1082,

i, 1184

9, 738

1100, 1101, 1118, 1175, 1183

1189

I

i
1137

I

I

, 954

!

-see Grounds.
Charters-see Banking companies.
Cbnttaroi-see Rnilroad Oompany.
Cherry Bill-see Town,
Chiltlren-see Blind children.
Christian Church-see Church.
Christinn county-see Williams, R. W.
Christian County Bank-see Bank.
Christian connty oourt-see Court, county, of Ohri9tian.
Churchill, J, E.,jailer or Calloway county, bill for the benefit of __________________

179

Church, Baptist, of Bedford, in Trimble county, bill for the b~nefit of the, 818, 1064 1 1134,
1203

Buptist, at Elkton, Todd county, act to ·incorporale the __ 646 1 707, 747, 779, 836
Bnptist, of Midway, in Woodford county, act for the benefit of the, 395 1 500 1 536,
556

Christian, in the town of Ghent, in Carroll county, act to incorporate the, 368 1
379

408., 439, 503

Christian, of Warsaw, bill to incorporate the ______________ 431 1 929, 966 1 1027
German Evangolico.l St. Paul, of Puduco.b, act for the benefit of the, 221 1 271 1
285, 312, 314

105,
246

German Evangelical St. Paul, of Paducah, bill to repeal act for the benefit of
the,&c, ______________________________________________ 921, 929 9R6, 984
1

Harmony, in Garrard county, net to prevent the sale of liquors near·, 221 1 271, 295,
305

Bouse for Females and Infirmary for the Sick, bill to amend act to incorporate
the __________________________________________________ 129,264,284,322

0,
6

Lancaster Presbyterian, act to amend act to incorporate the trustees of the, 610,
694 I 737 1 751

0

M. E., act to incorporate the board of trustees of the Annual Conference of
the __________________________________________________ 082, 677,756,794

,
5

M. E., South, of Cloverport, act to authorize the trustees of to sell certain property ______________________________________________________ 543 555,585

~

1

Mount Zion, in Clark county, act to prohibit the sale of liquors within one
mile of_ _______________________________________________ 610 694 737, 751
1

1

Pleasant Grove, in Carter county, act to prohibit the so.le of liquors within
one and a half miles of. _______________________________ 221, 312, 341 367
1

b

Salem, in Cumberland county, act to prohibit t-be Pale of liquors within one
mile of ________________________________________________ 219, 247, 28'T
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Church, Second Presbyterian, of the city of Louisville, bill to amend act to incorporate the ____________________________________________ .:__ 324, 511, 546, 581
Stoner Mouth Presbyterian, in Bourbon county, act for the benefit of tbe, 518,
590, 629, 639

United Colored Baptist, of Lancaster, bill to incorporate the, 843, 913, 1154, 970
Cin ci nnati, Covington, und Cumberland Gap-see Railroad Comp,rny.
Cincinnati Southern Railway-see Rnilro;id Company.
Citizens' Bank-see Bank.
Citizens of foreign birth-see Municipal elections.
Citizens' Passenger Railway Company, of Louisville-see Railroad Company.
City of Augusta, in Bracken county, act to amend act to amend the charter of th e , 518,
659, 719, 748

Bowling Green, act to amend the charter of the ____________ 528, 549, 585, 603
Bowling Green, bill to amend the charter of the ____ _____ 990, 1012, 1062, 1095
Columbus, act to change the boundary line of the_ __________ 223, 510, 535, 569
Covington, act to amend the charter of _______________ 263, 404, 423, 508, 537
act to amend the charter of the ____________ 670, 903, 920, 937, 985
act to suppl'ess the selling or giving liquol'B to minors in, 687, 920, 937,
959,979,988,989, 1145

bill to amend the charter of the _______ 923, 1012, 1061 1 1096, 1204
bill to authorize the United St11.tes to condemn land as II site for its
public briiidings ______________________________ 1007, 1061, 1119
act to amend the charter of the _____________ 1138, 1159, 11n, 1204
act to amend the charter of the _______ 1138, 1159, 1186, 1193, 1204
act to appropriate money for the paym en t of taxes due from the
State to the ____ ._________________________ 1060, 1198, 1199, 1206
-se~ School board.
Cynthiana, bill to amend act to incorporate the ________ 265, 334, 347, 385, 421
Dayton, bill to amend the charter of the _________________________ 88, 90, 130
Doyton, bill to amend act to amend the chal'ter of the ________________ 519, 1028
Frank:fort, act authorizing the Council of to make a subscription to the La wrenceburg sufferers _______________________ _____ , _______ 681, 736
petition of merchants of-----------------·---------------~----- 708
act to amend act to amend und reduce into one the several acts in
relation to the ______ 729, 1003, 1004 1030, 1072, 1094, lll9, 1175
-see Resolution, joint, in regard to sale of coal.
Hickman, act to authorize the to subscribe and pay for stock in the Mississippi
River Levee Company ________________________________ 334, 611, 656, 729
Hickman-see Court, police.
Hopkinsville, act to amend the cbnrter of the ______ ________ 312, 688, 736, 765
act to amend section 14, article 5, of the charter of, 951, 1008, 1061,
Lexington, resolutions of Board of Council of the _____________ __________

1119
194

act to amend the charter of the ______ 105, 186, 197, 210, 217, 245
act for the benefit of_________ ------------ --·- --------- -------- 1090
Louisville, bill to authorize the mayor of, to subscribe for ndditional stock in
the Elizabethtown and Pttducah Railrol,d Company, 344, 348, 362,
422

bill to amend the charter of the ______ --------------·- 351, 376, 425
act to amend the i;harter of the _________ 399, 495 1 1084, 1134, 1203

INDEX.
3, 581
518,
,, 639
I

970

City of Louisville, net in rPg:ud to certain streets in the ____ 724 1 986, 1082 1 1177, 1188
Louisville, net for the benefit of the ________ 351 1 377, 421, 514, 517, 536, 556
Louisville, bill to amend net to establish a new charter for the, 1062, 1085 1 1176,
1184
Louisville, bill to nmend act to esbtblish a new charter for the 1 1062 1 1086 1 1176,
1184
Luuisville-see Assessor's ngenl.
Ludlow, bill to amend the charter

518,
748
603
1095
669
637
985
137,

145
204

19
204
!04

'06
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the ____ __________ 1121 1 1158, 1192, 1205

Mnyfield, bill to incorpomte the ______ -------------------- 523, 724, 755, 803
Mnyfield 1 bill to amend the charter of, and to authorize to subscribe stock in
the Cairo and Tennessee River Railroad Company ____________ 921 1 966 1 1027
Maysville, bill to amend the charter of the, 600 1 648 1 718 1 832 1 1034 1 1072 1
1134 I _1201
Newport, bill to amend act to authorize the to supply itself with pure water,
&c. - ---------- ---- -------- --- - -- -- ---- -------- ------ 287 > 427 I 429, 458
Owensboro, bill to reduce into one nil nets relating to the---------------··- 1064
Paducah, nci to amend section 153, title '•City Tax Collector," of act revising
the charter of ___________________·_________________ 1010 1059, 1094, 1173
1

Paducah, act to repeal the 202d, 203d, 204th, 205th, 206th, and 207tll sections
of the charter of_ _________ ·----------------------~ ---- 52.7, 591 1 630 1 639
Paducah, act legalizing oral testimony in certain cases in ____ 276 1 287 1 306 1 335
Pndncah, act to facilitate the collection of tnxes in the ______ 276 1 333 1 385 1 421
Pnducnh, act to amend the charter of the ___________ ________ ____ 274 277, 285
1

Pf\ducah, net to legalize certain acts of the common council of the, 274, 277, 285 1
304
I
Paducah, net to amend section 191 of act revising the charter of, 1010 1 1069,
1094, 1173
Paducah-see Resolution, joint.
Vanceburg, act in relation to the------------------------- 283 1 677, 755 1 795
Claims-see Drnssmi.n, Henry.
-see ·woods, Henry.
Claims of the State of Kentucky ag-ainst the United States Government, report of committee on the collection of the---------------------------------------------- 1090
Clark, Jesse, of Bath county, act for the benefit of ___________________________ 910 1 1072
Clark county-see Montgomery county.
Clark and Montgomery-see Roads, turnpike.
Clarksville ur.d Princeton-see Railroad Company.
Clay, C. M., excused from service on a certain special committee ___________________
Clay circuit court-see White, Wm. W.
Clny and Breathitt counties, bill providing for the collection of the revenue tax and
county levy fo r the years 1872 and 1873 _____________________________ 361, 394
Clay county-see Line.
- see Morgnn, Wilson.
-see Scllool district.
Clay Fire and Marine-see Insurance Company.
Clay, George-see Hatten, J. F.
Clay Lodge-'-see Lodge.
Clayville-see Schools, public.
-see Town.

'743
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Clayvill e Male and Female-see Academy.
Clark county-see. Devary, Marcus.
Clelland, W. E., late sheriff of Mercer county, act for the benefit of, 406, 555, 592, 598,
657, 721, 72 4 , 766, 803

Clerk of the Allen circuit court, bill to authorize the to make a crnss-index to suits, 459,
1140, 1185, 1204

Clerks in the Auditor's Office, act for the benefit of the five inferior ________________ 1073
Clerk of the Butler circuit court, bill to 11uthorize to make a cross-index, 368, 458, 505 1
951

of the Carter .circuit court, act authorizing the to procure general cross-index
books, &c. ______________ ---------------------·-- - ______ 276, 407, 439, 503
of Cumberland county co1.1rt, bill to amend act to authorize tho to procure books
and indexes for transcribing the mutilated records of the surveyor's office___ 872
of the Harrison circuit court, act ,to require to index certain cases . ______ 282, 376
of the Jefferson circuit court, bill to authorize the to mRke an index, 1121, 1159,
1193, 1205

of Jefferson county-see AltflChments.
of the Jefferson county court-see Thruston, Chas. M.
chief, of the Land Office, act to iacre11se the salary of the _______________ 416, 467
of the Laurel county court-see Ewell, R. S.
of the Lewis county court, act authoriiing the lo make out a new cross-index to
d~eds ------------------------------------------------ 159, 201, 264, 305
of the Lewis circuit court-see Con rt, county, of Lewis.
of the county courts of Lewis, Clark, Montgomery, &c., act to repeal so much
of act for the benefit of, as applies to the counties of Cumberland, Clinton,
Adai r, Russell, and Todd _______________________________ 651, 695, 757, 796
of the Loui sville chancery court, act lo a.mead act to require the to make a
cross-index to suits, &c. -------------------------------- 221, 253·, 285, 304
of the circuit court of Madison county, act to authorize the to procure indexbooks, &c. __________ _: _________________________________ 395, 458, 536, 556
of the Morgan county court-see Morgan county.
of the Nelson circuit court, net to autborize the to index deed-books in his
office-------------------~------------------------ 646, 707, 722, 756, 795
of the Nelson county court, act to am end act authorizing the to make i ndex to
deeds_------------------------------------------------------------ 253
of the Scot_t circuit court-see Thompson, S. W.
Second Assistant, resolution directing Chief Clerk lo appoint________________
58
of the Whitley county court, act to provide for indexing certain books belonging to the office of the------------------------------------------- 395, 458
of the Wolfe circuit court, bill to require the to index and cross-index certain
judgment and order-books _______ ------------ ___________ 334, 910, 935, 985
for jeint committee on revision or the Statutes-see Resolution, joint.
of county court-see Delinquent tax lists.
Clerks-see Partnerships to practice law.
Cle~ks' salaries, letter of Auditor in regard to___________________________________ 468
Cloverport-see Church, M. E., South.
Club-see Central Club.
-see Falls City Club.
Clinton-see Town.
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Olin ton connty-slle Court of claims.
-see Eldridge, LouisA..
-see Jailers.
-see Jones, Samuel.
-see Schools, Common.
-see School district.
Clinton-see Town.
Clintonville precinct, Bourbon county, act to prohibit the sale of liquors io, 222, 311, 331,
366

Ooal, sale of, in Frankfort-see Resolution, joint.
Conl Company-see D~zier Mountain.
-see Fleming.
-see Highland-see Pomeroy.
-see Slate Ford.
-see St. BeroRrd.
-see St. Chules.
-see Webster.
Oonl descending Kentucky river to FrRnkfort-see Resolution, joint.
Coal nnd Iron Company-see :1-Iuhlenburg.
CoR.1 1 Iron, Lumber, Lo.nd, and Manufacturing Company-see Eastern Kentucky.
Coal, Iron, Mining, Lumbering, and ManufR.Cturiog Compnny, in Morgan county-see Rush
Branch.
Ooal and Lumber Compnny-see Frankfort.
Ooal and Mining Company-see Central Kentucky.
-see Hecla.
-see Rothrock.
Coal Mining Compnny-see Victor.
Ooal and Mining Company-see Wilson.
Coal Mining and Manufacturing Compnny-see Diamond.
Coal, S1tlt, nod Transfer Company-see Maysville.
Coal nod Transportation Company-see Bell Miue.
-see Caseyville.
C,ocannugher, A. J., late sheriff of Washington county, act for the benefit of, 1016, 10591
1094, 1173
Code of Practice, Civil, bill to amend sections 24, 29, nod 827, of the, regulating the
jurisdiction e.od pleadings of quarterly courts and justices ot the
pence----------------------------------------------- 173, 595
Civil, net a.mending title 5 of the ______________________________ 155
0

Civil, bill to amend section 621 of the __ ~----- ---- 335 1 396 1 424 1
Civil, act to amend section 328 or the _________________ 156, 171,
Civil, act to amend section 142 of the ____ ________ ______________
Oivll, a.ct to amend act to a.mend chapter 15 1 title 10, of the __ 156,
Oivil, net to amend section 82 of the __________________ 156, 171,
Civil, bill to a.mend section 77 of the _____________ 312, 392, 424,
Civil, bill amentling section 894 of the __________ . ____ ---------Civil, act to amend section 646 of the ___ ..,______ ------------ 395,
Civil, a.ct to repeal 2d section of act to ftmend chapter 3, article 11
section 825, of the ________________________ 159, 201, 218,

458
245
156
347
245
550

537
537
246
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Code of Practice, Civil, net amending sections 87 and 450 of the ______________ 156 1 173
Civil, bill to Rmend sect.ion 665, title 13, of the, on evidence_______ 365
Civil, net to amend section 519 of the ________ 1124 1 1156, 1187 , 1205
Civil, net to amend section 101 of the __ 1156 1 1163 1 1183 1 1187, 1205
Civil, act to exempt the counties of Estill and Lee from tbe provisions of section 14 1 chapter 67 1 of the _____________ 1122, ll85, 1203
Cold Spring-see Scbool district.
Collector of back taxes-see Judge.
College, Agricultural and Mecbanical of Kentucky, report of Board of Visitors of___ 793
Alexander, in the town of Burksville, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 335,
397, 424, 458
American Industrial, act to incorpornte the ________ 833 1 884 1 943, 1031 1 1094
Bourbon Female, act to amend act to incorporate the _______ 686, 739, 779, 837
Cecilhm, in Hardin county, bill to amend act to incorporate, 324 1 689 1 736 1 764
Columbia Christian, act to incorporate the _____________ 958, 1005 1 103Z 1 1095
Company-see Logrm Female.
Henry Female, and Henry Mnle Academy, act in relation to the settlements
of the trustees of the ______________________ 398, 411 1 592, 626, 657, 722
Bill-see Town.
Jeffol'Son, at Jeffersontown, act to amend the charter of ____ 251, 287, 305, 335
Lebanon Femnle, act to amend the charter of the. ____ 635, 669 , 697, 756, 7-96
Louisville Medical, bill for the benefit of the ______________ 670 1 689 1 736 1 764
of Pharmacy-see Lo~isville.
Stanford Female, act to amend nnd reduce into one the several acts relating
to---------------------------------------------- 929 1 1005 1 1031 1 1095
Collecting officers--see Gambling.
Collier ~lining and Manufacturing Company, net to incorporate the __ 266 1 323, 341 1 367
Collins' History of ~entncky, resolution in reg1<rd to ____________________________ 315
Colored people-see Schools, free, in Hancock county.
Columbia-see Town. ·
Columbia CJhristi:m-see College.
• Columbus-see Uity of Columbus.
Columbus p,nd Milburn Gravel and Plank-see Roads
Commissioners to Revise the Statute Laws, report of------------------------~----- 67
90
Committee on Revision of Statutes appointed____________________________________
Commonwealth Attorney-see Attorneys.
Commonwealth of Kentucky-see Interests.
Commonwealth Printing lilompany, net to amend act to incorporate !,he, 1066 1 1119 1 !178 ·,
1189
Concealed deadly weapons-see Wenpons.
Confederate City-see Row_an county.
Congress-see Representatives.
Congressional Districts, 8th and 9th-see School-houses.
Conkin, John C., late clerk of the Monroe county court, act for tllP. benefit of____ 405 1 472
Constantine-sec Town, Hustonville.
Constable-see Washington county.
Contractors-see Railroad contractors.
Oonvent of Sisters of Mercy-see St. Catherine's.
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Convention to amend Constitution, resolution to submit to the people the propriety of
calling a______________________ __________________ _______________________ ____ 167
Convicts-see Penitentiary.
Concord and Tollsboro-see Road, turnpike.
Cook, Alexander, and Sarah Cook, of Trimble county, bill for the benefit of, 1073 1 1096,
1176, 1184
Cook, Willi9.m 1 act for the benefit of the heirs of _________ 453 1 487, 813 1 951, 966, 1014
Cooper, George W., of Logan county, act for the beucfitof_ __________ 258 1 458,547, 567
Cooper, John E., of Morgan county, bill to authorize to build a mill-dam across Licking river, in Morgnn counnt.y ______________ ------------------------------ 364, 531
Corporations and persons exercising corporate powers that are required to give bonds
and have fa il ed to do so, act affixing penalties and forfeitures upon, 787 1 913 1 943 1 967,
1014
Corporations created by or under any law of this Commonwealth, bill to require all to
keep their chief office within its limits--------------------------------------- 1089
Corydo_n-see Schools, common.
-see Schools, public.
Costs-see Sureties.
Counties, cities, &c.-see Stock in railro ads, &c.
County of Josh Bell-see Josh Bell.
County judges-see Judges, county,
County levy-see Bvyle county.
County sent-see Mende county.
Courts in the 7th judicial district, bill to change the time of holding, 159 1 262 1 285, 30-!
Court, of Appeals-see Janitor.
Courts, circuit-see Records.
in the 5th judicial district, bill to amend act to change the time of
holding ________ ____ _ ______ 708 1 952 1 1014 1 1017 1 1143 1 1185, 1205
in the 9th judicial district, bill to change the time of holding the, 472 1
570, 607, 633
in the 10th judicial district, act to ameC1d act fixing the time of holding
the terms of the __________________ ______________ 686 776, 797, 835
1

in the 10th jud-icial district, act to fix the time of holding, 283, 324, 341 1
367
in the 11th judicial district, net to change the time of holding_______ 144
in the 13th judicial district, act to change the time of holding., 880, 986,
1031 , 1094
in the 15th judicial district, bill to regulate the time of holding, 202, 282,
305, 323
criminnl, and chancery, in the 4th judicia l district, act to change the
time of holding the.------------------------------------------ 985
criminal, and chance ry, in the 12th judicial district, uct to change the
time of holding the -------------------------- 545 1 908, 1031, 1095
chancery, nod criminal, in the 12th judicial district, act to amend act
to chauge the time of holding the ____________ ll56 1 1190, 1199, 1207
of Balhud, act to authorize the transfer of canses pending in the, to the
court of common pleas-------------------------- 473 1 523 1 517 1 · 567
nnd court of common plens, of Union and Henderson c.ounties, act to
regulate the jurisdiction of the __________________ 528 1 592, 640 1 1137
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Courts, circuit, of Barren, act to amend act to re.iznlate snles made under decrees of
the ___________________________________________ 307, 376, 710 , 965
of Garrard, act to fix the time of holding the __ ·____________ 726, 776, 806
of Graves, bill to provide for the transfer of certnin causes from the, to
tbe McCracken court of common pleas _________ 934, 1140, 1192, 1204
of Hart, act to change and fix the time of holding the, 253, 526, 538, 584,
618

of Hickm1rn, net to transfer the equity causes from to the Hickman court
of common plens ____ ·· ---- ____________________________ 520 549, 566
1

in the counties of Nicholas and Mason, bill to regulate the time of holding ___________________________________________ 171 282 305 375
1

1

1

of Wolfe, bill 11nthorizing the to allow certain guard claims, 670 1 70 9 1 728
Courts, chancery, in the. county of Roc·kcnstle, act to authorize the holding of special, 923 1
986 , I031, 1095

Conrt, county, of Anderson, act to authorize the to issue hoods for the relief of citizens of Lawrenceburg __ ._________________________ 678, 681, · 779 836
1

or

B,diard, net to authorize the to increase the taxes to pay olf debts
of county _____________________ ---- ·· ____________ 276, 333, 385, 42 1
of Boone, bill leg1tlizin g ce rtain proceedings of the __________________ 459

of Bourbon-see Hib ler, Geo. M.
of Breathitt, net lei nutborize, to submit the question of having a survey
made for a railroad _________________________ 1157 1191, 1200, 1206
1

of B11 llitt-see Rufer, Charles.
of Butler, act authorizing the to establish a ferry on Green river, near
Morgantown ____________________________ ____ _____________ 518, 668
of Butler, bill authorizing the to estnblish a ferry on Green river, in
sa id cuunty __________________________ 601, 650, 719 737, 749 1 750
1

of Cart.er, act to authorize the to levy a tnx for bridge purposes, 543, 592,
635' , 660

of Cbristi11n, bill to amend uct to authorize the to iss ue bonds for tbe
purpose of building II court-house, &c, __________________ 459, 526, 565
of Cumberland, hill authorizing the to ch11nge the name of Sarah C.
Shey ________________________________ ---------·---____________

297

of Cumberland, bill tn 11utborize the to establish ferries across Onmherland river_ ________ ··--------------------------- 324, 570, 607, 633
of Edmonson, ti.ct to empower to levy an ad valorem tax and issu e
borlds to b.=ild a court-house _____________________ 258 1 323 1 341 1 367
of Garrard, act to 11uthorize the to appropriate money to 11id in building
a small-pox hospital_ ________________________ 1011 1029, 1136 , 1174
1

of Garrard, act for the henefit of, &c. ________________ 158 1 200, 237, 273
of Garrard, act to legalize certain proceedings of the __ 158, 201 1 217, 246
of Grant, and other counties, act to 11utborize the to submit a vote of
tax to provide the right of way for railroads ______________________ 104
of Grant, act to authorize the to sell the poor-house farm, 568, 612, 657, 729
of Grayson, bill to empower the to levy AD additional tax to build a
new jail_ ________________________ ______________ 377, 510, 536, 569
of Harrison, act to amend act authorizing the to appropriate money to
build a bridge across main Licking at Clayville ____ 544, 592, 658, 722
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Court, county, of Harrison, act to au~horize the to appropriate money towards building a bridge on the Cyothil\oa and Ash brook's Mills T11ropike Road, 970,
1028, 1136, 1174

of Hickman, act to authorize the to issue bonds for brirlges, and to
raise a sinking fond to pay same ____________________________ 713, 797 .
of J efferson, act to repeal act requiring the to appoint a measurer of
tan-bark ________________________________________________ 645', 659
of J essamine, bill to change the time of holding the __ 523, 625, 665, 729
of Knox, bill author izing the to gul\rantee the right of way through
said county to the first railroad_________________________________ 334
of Laurel, act to en>\ble the to levy a tax to buil~ a new.jail, 645, 694, 756,
796

of Larue, act to legalize cert.nin orders and proceedings of the, 283, 363,
379

of Lewis, act for the benefit of the _______________________ 283, 509, 536
of Lewis, act authorizing the to levy an additional tax to pay off debts
of the county ___________ _______________________ 326, 697, 755, 795
of Lewis, act authorizing the to levy a tax to repair jail, 326, 376, 421,
426, 677

of Lewis, act authorizing the to make allowance to the cl~rk of the
Lewis circuit court _---------------------------- 367, 458, 547, 567
of Lincoln, bill to authorize the to establish a work-house in connection with the poor-house ________ ____ __________ ______ ______ _____ 603
and quarterly, of Lee, bill to ch,rnge the time of holding the __________ 872
of Marshall, bill authorizing the to issue bonds and levy a tax to build
bridges ________________________________________ 619, 689, 736, 765
of Mercer, act to )egBlize certain acts of the _________ 545, 592, 658 1 722
of Mercer, act to empower the to make subscription to capital stock in
turnpike roads ____________________________________ 970, 1032, 1094
of Metcalfe, act to legalize the proceedings of the ____ 28ii, 376, 421, 426
of Owen, bill legalizing certain proceedings of the ____ ~------------- 459
of Pendleton, act to·authorize the to sell the poor-house property, 158, 201,
237, 274

of Pike, bill to authorize the to issue bonds for court-house, 335, 511, 547,
581

of Pnlnski, act to authorize the to sell grounds, levy taxes, &c., to build
a court-house __________________________________ 158, 200 237, 274
1

of Scott and Franklin, act to authorize the to compel peraons to keep
stock off the public roads _________________________ 635, 669 , 737, 758
of Shelby, act to amend act to authorize the to issue bonds for the benefit of turnpike roads ____________________________ 520 591, 629 640
1

1

of Spencer, act empowering the to sell the old circuit and county court
clerk's offices ____ ------------------- ____________ 518, 590, 629, 639
of Warren, act to legalize the action of the in borrowing money for
bridge purposes ____ ___________________ ---:--- 1032, 1072, 1094, 1173
of Warren, act to legalize and amend an act to authorize the to levy a.
tax and issue bonds for bridge purposes _________ ------------ 79 1 129

130-n . .a.
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Court", county, of Warren, act to authorize the to em_Ploy counsel_ _____________ 282 1 458
of Washington, act to authorize the to levy tuxes, &c., 282, 333, 363, 379
of Washington, act to legalize cert,,in proceedings of the, 529, 592, 635,
660
of Whitley, bill for the benefit of____________ ____ --- ------ ________ 789
of Whitley, bill to authorize £be lo issue bonds ___ ____ 28 2, 312, 331, 366
of Whitley, act to authorize the to in crease taxes for county purposes, 646,
695, 756, 795
of Whitley, act to authorize the to sell certain lands ______ 336, 349, 385,
422
Courts, county, act to amend act concerning ____ ______ ___ _ ___ _ --- ~-- ____ __________ 300

bill to amend act to empower to take stock io fu rn pike roads, 897, 925,
966, 1027
bill to amend a ct to empower to take stock in tu rnp ike roads, 1059, 1192,
1204
Court-house-see Bourbon county.
Courts, justices, poli ce, &c., in Frankfort-see Jurots.
Courts, justices' and quarterly-see Jurors.
,Court of levy and claims of Gree nup county, bill to leg1tlize t he action of the , 1141,
1183, 1193, 1206
Court, levy, or court of claims, of Magoffin county, bill to increase the county levy, 275,
333, 363, 379
Court, Louisv ille Chancery-see Interpreter.
Court of claims of Clinton county, bill for t.h e ben efit of_ _____ -- - --- 283, 334, 363, 379
of Henry county, bill to enable the Lo pay coun ty indebtedn ess, 726, !:104,
S73
of Oldh a m conntjj', bill to authorize tbe to levy tax for the erection
of a new jaiL _________________________ ___ ______ 283, 334, 363, 379
of claims of Shelby county, bill to empower to le vy a u additiont.l tax , 725,
766, 806, 835
in Todd county, bill to .regulate the p1ty of members of \he, 646, 1012,
1061, 1096
Court of-common pleas in Crittenden county, bill to repeRl act to cr eate tbe _______ 515
- see Graves connty.
J etl'e1·son-see Jnterprnter.
Court, .police, of Bardstown, bill in relation to tbe arredt of d ean ke n persons in the
local jur!sdiction of the _____________ ---------------- - - -- ____ 4fi9, 526, 565
police., in tbe city of Hickman, bill to amend act to regul ate the civil jurisdict10n of tbe __________________________________ ______ ____ 377, 885, 916, 984
.Court, quartenly1 in Ballard county, act to establish tbe _______ __________ 276, 667, 755
and justices', of Barren county, act to increase the civil jurisdiction
,Of the-------·------------------------- - --- ____________ 604 1 951
, ,of Estill, bill to change and fix the time of holding the, 1089, 1122,
1186, 1203
,of Grant, bill to change the time of holding the, 792, 923, 985, 1030,
1118
of Jessamine, bill to provide for a March term of tbe __ 611, 547, 569
of Lee, act to change the time of holding tbe __ ___ 283, 334, 363, 378
,in Menifee county, act to change the time of holding __ 618 1 629, 639
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Court., quarterly, in Metcalfe county, act to change the time of holding the__________
of Trimble, bill to change the time of holding the September term
of the ______________ ---- ---- ____·____ ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ·
Covington Iron Company, bill to incorporate the_________________________________
Covington Mining and Manufacturing Company, act to incorporate the _____ 544, 677,
Covin gton Printing Compnny, act to incorpornte the--------------- 327, 376, 425,
Cowen, Samuel, jailer of Boone county, act for the benefit of_ _______ 345, 407, 425 1

590
804
555
"778
454
454

Cox Lodge- see ·Lodge.
Crab Orchnrd-see Town.
Crab Orcha-rd and Crew's Knob-see Roads, turnpike.
Orab Orchard Salts Manufacturing Company, act to incorporate the, 967, 986, 1061 1 1096
Craddock, G. W.-see Bnllock, E. I.
Crawford, Thos. H., f\ct to further Rmend act for the benefit of the estate of, 1124, 1183,
1193, 1206
Cream Cheese Company-see Woodford.
Crimes and Punishments-see Revised Stntutes.
OritLenden county, act to prohibit the Sf\le of spirituous liquors in, 519, 747, 772, 797, 837
~see Court of common pleas.
-see Line.
Crocus Creek-see Fish.
Crofton-see Town.
Cropp er's Depot--see Town.
Croes Roads-see Town, Hustonville.
Cruelty to animals-see Society._
Cult.on, J. N., late sher iff of Jackson connty, act for the benefit of, 1141, 1183; 11931 1205
Cumberland county-see Blnnkenship, Miss.
- see Clerk.
-see Jail ers.
Cumberland county court-see Court, county, of Cumberland.
Cumberland and Ohio-see Railroad Company.
Cumberland river-sec Fish.
Cumberland Valley Mining Company, a.ct to incorporate the ____ 1097, 1121, 1178, 1189
Cummins, Wm., late sheriff of Whitley county, a.ct for the benefit of Lhe sureties of, 336 1
349 ,· 385, 422
Curd, Charles E., of Calloway county, act for the benefit of _____________ 518, 548, 566
Curd, Thomas H., Geo. W. Nell, and W. J. Page, a.ct for the benefit of, 909, 1072, 1093 1
1174
Curry, J.M., late sheriff of Pendleton county, and his sureties, act for the benefit of, 142,
163, 323
Outler, Mrs. M. H. T., and Mrs. M. V. Longley, use of Hall of House granted to, 197, 204
Cynthian11,--see City of Cynthiana..
-see Town.
Da.11 9'.sburg-see Cemetery Company,
DaniE•} Boone Lodge-see Lodge,
Danville-see Town.
Danville Gas-light Company, bill to incorporate the __________________ 1124, 1186 1 1203
Danville and Hust_o nville-see Road, turnpike,
Danville Theological Seminary-see Seminary.

'
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Daviess county, bill for the 1:ienefit of ________________ ------------ 324, 350, 394, 430
Daviess County Agricultural and Mechanical-see Association.
49
Davis, Garrett, message of Governor in relation to, referred to a select committee ___ ~
Davis, Garrett, resolutions on the death of_ ___________________ ------------------ 138
Davis, Amos, sheriff of Morgan county, act for the benefit of_ _______ 645, 669, 720, 750
Day, Wm., in Morgan county, act to legalize a certain su r,ey made in the name of, 962,
1088, 1177, 1188

Dayton, Wm.-see Paull, Wm.
Dayton-see City.
Dayton and Bell view Gas-light Company, in Campbell county, bill to incorporate the, 519 1
567, 699, 623

D~aderick, W.W., resolntion to attend the nuptial ceremonies of------------------ 604
_Deadly weapons-see Weapons.
Deaf and Dumb-see Institution.
Debt-see Homesteads.
Decker, Mrs. Margaret, bill for the benefit of_ ________ : __________ 625, 1183, 11 93 1 1205
Decoursey Station, Taylor Road, and Bank Lick Short-line-see Road, turnpike.
Deer-driving in the counties of Estill, Jackson, Perry, Harlan, Butler, Grayson, and
Edmonson, bill to amend act to prevent_ _________ 626, 637, 1003, 1072 1 1093, 1173
De Hart, John, of Elliott county, act for the benefit of_ ______________ 90 1 256 1 284, 322
Delinquent taxes-see Nelson county.
--see Owen county.
- see Taxes.
Del inquent tax lists, bill to require to be recorded in the county court clerk's office__ 838
-see l\larion county.
Deposit Bank of Cynthiana-see Bank.
Deposit Bank of Henderson-see Bank.
Depositio ns by express, bill to legalize the forw11rding of__________________________ 157
Devary, Marcus, of Clark county, bill for the benefit of_ _____________ 205, 364, 394 1 426
Diamond Coal Mining and Manufacturing Company, hill to amend the charter of the, 266,
287, 306, 335

Ditto, A._H., committee of Polly Miller, of Henry county, act for the benefit of, 669, 709,
765, 803

Divisiim No. 129, bill to empower to convey Jot_ __________________ 284, 376, 425, 454
Dixon-see Judge, police, of the town of . .
Dix river-see Fish. ~
Dogs in Brncken county, act to impose an 11dditional tax on ___________ 105~, 1135 , 1174
Door-keepers, communication from Auditor in regard to per diem of______________
708
Downey, Solomon, of Henry county, bill for the benefit of_ _________ 67 1, 707, 766, 795
Dozier Mountllin Coal Company, act to charter the ______________ 610, 1012, 1136, 1175
Drake's creek-see Fish.
Dressman, Henry, of, the city of Covington, act to appropriate money for the payment of a clllim due _________ ---------------------------- 1060 1 1163, 1192, 1204
.. Dry Ridge, in Grant county, act to prevent eattle, &c., from running loose on the
highways within two miles of------------------------------- 792, 924 1 1030 1 1118
Dry Ridge, Knoxville, and Demo;sville-see Road, turnpike.
Druggists-see Town, West Lib erty.
Druggists, prescription-see Prescription druggists.
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Dudley, A. W., and D. i\1. Bowen, citizens of Franklin county, act for the benefit of, 209,
271, 295, 304

Dulaney-see Town.
Duncan, John W ., sheriff of Wayne county, BCt for tbe benefit of, 646, 739, 779, 836, 1013
Duncan, John W ., collector of the revenue due from Wayne county, act for the benefit
of ________________________________________________________ . ____ 990 , 1062, 1096
Duncan W. E., late sheriff of Warren county, and his sureties, hill for the benefit of, 201,
256, 285, 322

Duncan, W. E., sheriff of Warren county, bill to amend act for the benefit of, 1074, 1086.
1176, 1184

Durban, Joseph, of Lee county, bill for the benefit of_ __________ 441, 1159, 1192, 1204
Durham, Nelson, sheriff of Bell connty, act for the benefit of_ ___ 1021, 1089, 1178, 1190
Earlington-see Town.
Eastern Lunatic Asylum-see Asylum.
Eastern Kentucky Coal, Iron, Lumber, Land, and Manufacturing Company, act to
iucorporate the ________ ----~-__________________________ 786, 934, 943, 989, 1190
Eastern Kentucky Railway Company-see Railroad Company.
East Kentucky Normal-see Academy.
Eclipse Woolen Mills, bill to incorporate the ______________________ 324, 397, 438, 509
Exchange Bank of Sharpsburg-see Bank.
Edmonson county-see Deer-driving.
-see 0tter, J.B.
-see. Shackelford, 0. P.
- see Oourt, count-y, of Edmonson.
Edwards, Nancy, an idiot of Lawrence county, bill for tbe benefit of, 324, 542, 584, 619
Eggleston, H. W., -of Kenton county, act for the benefit of_ _________ 644, 669, 720, 750
Eldridge, Louisa, a p>tuper lunatic, bill to pay Clinton county for keeping, 1141, 1190,
1199 I 1207

Election-see Representatives to Congress.
Election days-see Liquors, spirituous.
Elections-see Municipal elections.
Elizabethtown-see Town.
Elizabethtown Building and Loan-see Association.
Elizabethtown and Mi'ddle Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Eliz,,bethtown and Paducah-see Railroad Company.
Elizabethtown arid Paducah Railroad Company-see City of Louisville.
Elkton-see Town.
Elliott county, act for the ben efi t of_ _____________________________ 528, 591, 63(), 639
-see DeHart, John.
-see Sublett, George.
-see Williams, Wm. R.
Ellis, John, of Barren county, act for the benefit of--------------------------- 96, 398
Elrod, H. B., and Jan e Elrod, of Warren county, bill to repeal all laws heretofore
enacted adopting John Elrod as heir-at-law of _____________________________ 459, 838
Eminence-see Tqw n.
Eminence and Fox Run--see Roads, turnpike.
Eminence and Mulberry-see Roads, turnpike.
Encampment--see Mount Olive.
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Enterprise Improveme nt and Manufacturing Oompany, act to mcorporate the, 283, 440 ,
485, 525
Estill county, bill to authorize the sale of the poor-house farm in ____ 297 1 724 1 766 1 803
-see Oode of Practice.
-see Court, quarterly, of Estill.
-see Deer-driving.
-see Line.
-see _Raney, Andrew.
Estill and Lee counties, bill to exemp t from the provisions of section 14, chapter 67,
of the Revised Statutes ___________ ____ _______________ _______________________ 303
Eustache, Pierre Victor, late of McCracken county, bill for the benefit of the kindred
of__________ ____________ ___ ____________ ________ ________ 459 ' 724 , 755, 803 , 898
1

Evans, Joseph W., of Barren county, bill fo r the benefit oL___ ____________________ 605
Evans, J.B., of Monroe cou uty, act fo r th e benefit of____ __________ 880 1 934, 967, 1015
Evansville, Henderson, and Nashville-see Railroad Compa·ny.
Evansville and Henderson Railroad Packet Company, act to in corporate the, 688, 739,
780, 835
Evidence- see Code of Practice, Civil.
Ewell, John, jailer of McCracken county, bill for the benefit of______ 272, 301 1 331, 375
Ewell, R. L., clerk of the Laurel county court, bill for the benefit of, 201, 839 , 897 , 920
Examiner to take depositions in and for Floyd county, act to author ize the appointment of an additional ______ _______ _: ______ ---------- -------------- ______ 787, 874
Eiaminer-see Floyd county.
Exchang e and Deposit Bank-see Bank.
Execution laws of this Commonwealth, bill to amend the_________ __________ ______ 792
Explosive substances, bill to regulate the making, storing, and tran spor tation of_____ 187
Express-see Depositions.
Fairfield a.nd Samuels Depot-see Road, turnpike .
Falmouth-see Road, turnpike.
- see Schools, public.
Falmouth a.nd Claysville-see Road, turnpike.
Falls City Club of the city of Louisville, act to incorporate the ____ _544, 986 1 1031 1 1094
Falls of Rough-see Town.
Farley, J.C., of McCracken county, bill for the benefit of_ _______________ 487 1 763 1 796
Farmers' Bank-see Bank.
Farrar, John L., of MdCracken county, act for the benefit of_ ____ 172, 201 , 214 1 237, 274
Farris, s.·s., sheriff of Barren county, act for the benefit of _________ 518, 650 1 718 1 749
Fayette COl!,nty, bill to create a board of registration for__________________________ 906
-see J ailer.
-see Roads, public.
- see School district.
-see Sheriff.
F eeble-minded Children-see In stitution.
Fees of county attorneys, act to ameI\d act to fix the ---- ------------------------- 128
Fees of officers in certain cases, bill in relation to the ______ _______ 399 1 929 1 966 1 1027
Fence Company-see Henderson Horseshoe Bend Fence Company.
- see Scuffietown.
Fern Leaf voting precinct, in Mason county, bill establishing a justices' district in, &c., 527,
590
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Ferriage upon the Ohio river for bonts plying to and from the coqiorate limits of the
town of Greenup, act to prescribe and regulate the rates of ______ 880, 986, 1061, 1096
Ferries-see Court, county, of Cumberland.
Ferry-see Court, county, of Butle.r.
Ferry-see Newport nod Cincinnati.
Ferry Company-see Stenm Ferry Company.
Ferry on Green river-see Court, county, of Butl er.
Ficklin, James, sheriff of Bfttb county, bill for the benefit of ____ 207, 738 , 792, 805, 835
Ficklin, James G., late sheriff of Bath county, bill for the benefit of_ ________________ 601
Fir~ extinguishers-see Penitentiary.
Fire-proof Offices, resolution req uestin g Commissioners to report whether a settlement
hns been effected with John Hnly ----------------------- 239, 331
act to further provide for the completion of the unfinished apartments in the .building known as t:ie ____________________ 909 1 979
-see Governor.
-see Resolution, joiut.
Fire-proof vaults-see Boyle county.
-see Hart county.
First German Savings Bank-see Bank.
]fishback, Mrs. V. W., net for the ben efit of_ ______________ .:. _________ 726, 912, 953, 969
Fish in Barren river and its tributaries, act to prohibit the destruction of, 272, 542, 584,
619
Fish in Crocus creek, in Cumberland county, act to prevent the wanton destruction
of____________________ _______________________ ________________ 262,542,584,619
Fish in Cumberland river and its tributaries, above the falls of said river, bill to prevent the destruction of---------------------------~----------- 521, 591, 630, 639
Fish in Dix river a nd Hanging Fork, bill to amend act to prevent the destruction of, 159,
262, 285
Fish in Green and Barren rivers, act to prevent the destruction of________________ 1029
Fish in Kentucky ri ve r nnd its tributaries, bill to amend act to prevent the destruction
of .._____________________________________________ -------- ---- 535, 872, 887, 915
Fish in Salt river, ·in Anderson county, bill to prevent the destruction of, 517, 650, 718,
749
Fish in Sulphur Fork of Drake's creek, on the line between Allen and Simpson
counties, act to protect_ ________ ------------------------------ 617, 590, 629, 639
Fisherville and Buck Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Fishing-see Trimble an d Carroll counties.
Fitchburg-see Town.
Fitzpatrick, Henq C., collector of .\he revenue of Floyd coanty, bill for the benefit of, 602 1
668, 720, 739, 749, 1062
Fitzpatrick, Henry C., collector for Floyd county, bill for the benefit of __ 1010, 1013, 1096 .
Fitzpatrick, Wm. H., sheriff of Floyd county, bill for the benefit or, 205, 739 1 749 1 778, ,
837
Flack, E. M., late sheriff of Todd county, bill for the benefit of__ 1157, 1191, 1200, 1207
Fleming Coal Comp any, bill to incorporate the ____________________ 266, 333, 363, 397
Fleming county, act for the benefit of_ ___________________________ 158, 200, 217, 274
a.ct for tbe benefit oL ________________________________ 158, 200 314
1

-see Andrews, James J.
-see Sheep.
-see Stock, live.
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Florence voting district, Boone county-see Judge, police.
Floyd county, bill nuthorizing an additional examiner in---------------- 334, 818, 914
-see Fitzpatrick, Henry 0.
-see Sprndlin, Mrs. Elizabeth J.
- see Treasurer, county.
Foote, 0. D., allowed to record his vote in the affirnrn.tive on the fox sc11.lp bill------ 288
Foote, 0. D., excused from further service on the Joiut Committee on the Revision of
the St1ttu tes. ___________________________________________________ -------- ____ 751
Forest Hill Building and Loan-see Associntion.
Foxes- see Rewards.
Fox Creek and Washington Uounty-see Road, turnpike.
Fox Run and B11llskin-see Road, turnpike
Franco-American of Mutual Assistance-see Soci ety.
Frankfort-see Jurors.
message of Governor, trans':llitting proceedings of a meeting of the citizens
of_________________________ _____ __________ ________________________ 362
Frankfort Coal and Lumber Company, act to incorporate the __________________ 144, 200
Frankfort and Flat Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Frankfort Lumber, Brick, and Implement Manufacturing Company, bill to amend the
charter of the ______ ___ ___.:_ _______ --------------------------- 312, 611, 656, 729
Frankfort True Friend-see Society.
Franklin-see Town.
Franklin county-see Court, county, of Scott.
-see Goin, Sanford.
-see Line.
-see School district.
Frazer, James N., late sheriff of Harrison county, act for the benefit of, 252, 376, 401, 423
Frazer, N1rncy-see Hogg, James.
Freeman, J . T., of Whitley county, act for the benefit of_ ____________ 557, 677, 719, 750
Free Stone Company-see Mount Sterling.
Frenchburg-see Town.
Fry, Gen. C. H.-see Resolution, joint.
Fulton county, veto of act to construct a levee on the Mississippi river in______ ____
51
Fulton County Agricultural Society-see Society.
Furgeson, J. W., !Rte sheriff of Calloway county, bill for the benefit of_ ________ 144, 187
Furnace Company-see Buffalo.
Furniture Manufacturing Company-see Southwestern.
Ga.Ila.tin county-see Morrow,· R. H.
- see Sheep.
Gambling, bill to prevent collecting officers from _________ ________________________ 1138
·Garland, James R., of Lewis county, act for the benefit of ___________ 284, 609, 536, 556
Garnett and Bates excused from service on spec ial committee______________________ 887
·Garnettsville district, in Meade county, act to allow the voters of to vote for or against
the sale of liquors iii said district_ _____________________________ 64.6, 695, 756, 796
·Garnishee-see Wages of laborers.
Garrard circuit court-see Court, circuit, of Garrard.
•Garrard county, act to a.mend act for the benefit of the citizens of_ ____ 635, 707, 767, 796
a;.t for the education of colored children in _____ 1141, 1183, 1193, 1206
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Garre.rd county-see Birds.
-see Hardin, Merrill.
-see Roads, turnpike.
-see School district.
Garrard county court-see Court, county, of Garrard.
Gas-light Company-see Danville.
-see Dayton and Bellview.
-see Mount Sterling.
General Associd.tion of Colored Baptists-see Association.
General Statutes, act to adopt the ______________________ 1151 1 1155, 1176, 1185 1 1190
Geological Survey and Mineralogical Survey of the State, act to provide for a, 96 1 143 1
348, 351, 432, 659, 736, 750

Geological and Mining Company-see Wiliie.mshurg.
Geological Survey-see Governor, message of.
Georgetown-see Town.
Georgetown and Paris-see Roads, turnpike.
German Evangelical St. Paul-see Church.
German Insurance Bank-see Bank.
Germantown-;-see Academy.
- see Town.
Gibbs, John, of Wolfe county, act for tbe benefit of_ _____ .:, ______ 936, 1138 1 J 186 1 1205
Gilbert, Asa, late sheriff of Clay county, bill for the benefit of ______ 766 1 881 1 917, 984
Giilem, Geo. P., sheriff of Logan county, act for the benefit of ______ 727, 747, 780 1 836
Glasgow-see Town.
Glasgow Deposit Bank-see Bank.
Glasgow Junction precinct, in Barren county, act to prohibit the sale of liquors in 1 221 1
271, 295 I 304

Glasgow Railroad-see Railroad Company.
Glenville-see Town.
Goble, M. B., bill to amend section two of act to authorize to erect a boom across
Blain creek, in Lawrence county-------------------------- 1089, 1159 1 1192 1
Goble, S. M., of Carter county, act for the benefit of_ __ 737, 757 1 944, 1059 1 J 093 1
Goodhart, Mrs. Be.rthea, of McCracken county, bill for the benefit of_______________
Good Templars' Aid-see Society.
Goshen, Oldhamsburg, and Sligo-see Road, turnpike.
Governor, committee appointed to wait on----------------------------------- 4 1
letter of, in regard to fire-proof offices ------------------------------transmitting copy of proceedings of a meeting of the citizens of
Frankfort _______________ ________________________________
rfgu 1ar message of______________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

f'
'

1205
1173
369

1207
331
362

5

regular message of ordered to be printed______________________________
45
regular message of referred to appropriate committees__________________
46
messRge of, in regard to affairs in Louisiana____________________________ 849
in regnrd to maps, &c., belonging to the Geological Survey____ 971
transmitting resolutions of the Legislature, and message from
the Governor of Virginia ________________________ ------ _ 1164
vetoing bill to aid in the construction of a levee on the Mississippi river, in Fulton county----------------------------

51
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Governor, message of, vetoing bill to amend 1Lct ineorporatiog the Goshen, Oldhamsburg, and Sligo Turnpike CompRny_________________ ______

55

vetoing act to incorporate the Cairo and Tenneesee River Rnilron,d Company _____________.___________________ ---- ----

460

vetoing act to incorpornte the Muhlenburg Coal and Iron Company __________ . ______________________________________

477

vetoing acts to amend act to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quick'_s
Run, and Concord Turnpike Road Company; net 1Lmending
act incorpornting the Vanceburg, Salt Lick, Tollsboro, and
Maysville Turnpike Ro ad Compnny; an act to amend the act
incorporating the Cabin Creek Turnpike. RolLd Company; an
act amending act to incorporate the Vanceburg, Quincy, and
Springville Turnpike Road Company ____________ 490, 596, 671
vetoing ne t to amend act incorporating the Concord and Tollsb_oro Turnpike Road Company _______________________ 506, 674
vetoing act. to amend the- articles ot' incorporation of the People's Building and Loan Association of Louisville_________ 701
vetoing act to author ize certain counties to purchase land for
a ri ght of way and depot. grounds, and lease the same to the
trustees of the Cincinnati Southern Railway______________ 806
vetoing act to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railroad Con1pnny _________ _______________________________ _ 975
vetoing act to suppress the selling or giving to minors spirituous liquors in the city of Covington _____________________ 1145
Governor-see Secretary, private.
Goin, Sanford, of Frnnklin county, bill for the benefit of_ ___ 416, 945, 1028, 1093·, 1175
Grand Division of the Sons of Temperance, net to incorporate the __ 884, 942, 966, 1027
Grand Lodge of the American Protestant Association of Kentnrky, net to incorporate
the -- -----------•-------------------------------------- 1069, 1137, 1186, 1205
Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order of United Workmen of Kentucky, act to incorporate the ____________________________ ------------------- 266, ·307, 313, 331, 366
Grant county-see Dry Ridge.
-see Schools, commo n.
Grant county court-see Court, county, of Grant.
Grant quarterly court- see Court, quarterly, o-f Grant.
Grassy creek-see· L1>wer Long 'Branch.
Graves county, bill to add to the common pleas district in the 1st judicial district, &c., 570,
600, 629 , 1137
- see Boaz, W. N.
-see Chaney, Pauline J.
-see Pecantet, ·Mary Ann.
--see Seminary .fund.
-see Walker, S. A.
Graveyards and cemeteries; .hill to protect---------- -'--- ------ 1121, 1140, 1176, 1183
849
Gray, John Thorn pson, report
Gray, W. M., of !l'rigg county, bill for the benefit of _______________ 206, 245, 285, 314

of_ ___ --------___________________________ ________

Grayson county-see Deer-driving.
-see Morris, Marshall.
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Gmyson county court-see Court, county, of Gmyson.
Gree n, John W., late sheriff of Owen county, ac t for the benent of________________
Green, Wm., of the county of Montgomery, act for the benefit of_ ___ 205 1 407, 424,
Green and Barren rivers-see Fish.
Gree n county- see Moody, Henry H.
Greensburg-see Town.
Greensburg Deposit Bank-see Bank.
Greensburg Lodge-see Lodge.
Greenup-see Ferriage.
Gr~enup-see Town.
Grnenup county, act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in _____ 544 1 765, 797,
- see Court of levy and claims.
-see Hunt's heirs.
-see Jon es, Levi.
-see School district No. 6.
Greenup Exchange Bank-see Bank.
Gree nwell, Linus, of Nelson county, bill authorizing to erect a fish.dam across th e
Beech Fork of Salt river------------------------------------- 528, 591, 630,
Gro\rnds of the charitable institutions of the State, act relating to the_ _________ _ 85,

91
454

837

639
121

Grnmbly, John, of Todd county, act for the benefit oL---~--------------·-------- 651
Grundy, 'l'hos. D., sheriff of l\foCre.cken county, act for the benefit of-------~------ 935
GuRrd clai"ms-see Court, circuit, of Wolfe.
- see Powell county.
Guthrie City anil Franklin-see Railroad Company.
Guyl en o. Mining and Manufacturing Compnny, bill to incorporate the, 266 1 323, 363, 379
HaggBrd, D. R., State Agent sent to Missouri after Cutter and Taylor, act to pay the
expenses of ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _ _______ ____ ________________ 680, 1155 1185, 1203
HnggBrd-see Town.
H,dy, Jobn, resolution requesting Commissioners to erect fire-proof offices to report
whether settlement bas been effected with------------------------------------ 239
H,.Iy, .John, bill for the benefit of_ ____________________________________ 637, 650, 1142
Hllmmond, Silas H., of Powe-II county, bill for the benefit of _____________________ 1089

I

I

Hancock county-see School district.
-see Schools, free, for the colored people.
Hanging Fork-see Fish.
Hanks, C. M., jailer of Wolfe county, act for the benefit of, 804 1 1021, 1134 , 1140, 1185,
1204
Hanks, C. M., and Samuel Spradlin, of Wolfe county, act for the benefit of, 555, 1134, 1201
Hanson-see Tow.n. ·
Hardin, Merrill, of Garre.rd county, bill for the benefit oL---------~--------- 515, 113'7
Hardin county-see Magistrates.
- see Roads, public.
Bardinsville-see Town.
HFL rdy, Arnold S., bill for the bAnefit of_ ____________________________________ 725, 805
Hardy, Arnold S., jRiler of .Marion county, bill for the benefit of __________ 761 1 776, 835
Harlan county-see Deer-driving.
-see Line.
-see Treasurer.
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Harlan County Mining and Railroad Company, act to incorporate the, 364, 1015, 1092 1
1202
Harmony Church-see Church.
Harney, Ben. M., report of, of survey of Sa.It river__________ ____ _________________
92
Harrisburg Seminary-see Seminary.
Harrison Academy-see Academy.
Harrison circuit court-see Clerk.
Harrison county, act to prevent trespass upon inclosed lands in ·- 1069, 1119, 1179, 1187
act for the benefit oL ___________.______________________________ 237
-see Assessor.
-see School district.
Harrison county court--see Court, county, of Harrison.
Harrodsburg-see Town.
Harrodsburg and Bnton Rouge-see Roads, turnpike.
Hart circuit court--see Court, circuit, of Hart.
Hart county, bill exempting from erecting fire-proof vanlts ____________ 987, 1030, 1119
-see Perry, Peter.
-see Rio Bridge.
-see School district:
Hartford Seminary-see Seminary.
Hatten, J. F., committee of George Clay, of Lawrence county, act for the benefit of, 521,
668, 719, 749
Hawesville-see Judge, police.
-see School buildings.
Hnys, Gabe, of the county of Breathitt, act for the benefit of_ _______ 601 1 668, 720, 749
Head and foot-stone-see Morton, Henry.
Headquarters-see Town.
Headquarters and Steel's Run-see Road, turnpike.
Hecla Coal and Mining Company, bill to incorporate the ____________ 537, 648 1 '!18, 76 5
Henry county, bill detaching sundry citizens of, and adding them to the county of
Oldham----------------------------------------------------- 515
act for the benefit of turnpike district No. 2, in ____ 962, 1005, 1032, 1095
act to prohibit the submission of the question of taxation for railroad
purposes in -------------------------------- 1010, 1072, 1094, 1175
-see Court of claims.
-see Downey, Solomon.
- ee Jones, Squire.
-see Pollard Wm.
-see Roads, turnpike.
-see School district,
Henry Female College-see College.
Henderson-see Schools, public.
Henderson Building and Loan-see Association.
Henderson ·county-see Court, circuit.
Henderson Horseshoe Bend Fence Company, act to amend act to incorporate the, 274, 398,
425, 454
Henderson Library-see Association.
Henderson Water-works Company, act to incorporate the _________ 923, 951, 1031, 1095
Herndon, Belleville H., bill for the benefit oL ____________ ,,. ________ 669, 723, 755 1 803

I
~
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Hewitt, Fayette-see Claims of the State of Kentucky.
Hibler, George M., circuit clerk of said county, act to authorize the county court of
Bourbon to pay, for continuing index to suits----------- ------ -- 647, 738, '179, 837
Hickman-see Court, police.
- see Town.
Hickman circuit court---see Court, circnit, of Hickman.
Hickman county, act to authorize the to rn-ise a sinking fund __________________ 687, 747
bill for the benefit of_ ___ _________________________________ 710, 793

92

.87
!37

-see Offic ial sales.
-see School district.
Hickman county court--see Court, county, of HickmA.n.
Hickory Grove-see Town.
Highland Coal CompA.ny, of Hopkins count;, bill to incorporate the _______ 509 1 526, 566
Highland-see Town.
Highland Racing Park-see Association .
Hightower, Martirn A., 'act for tbe benefit of_ _____________ ____ ___ ___ 726 884 917, 969
1
1
Hill, John, of Madison county, act fo r the benefit of_ ________________ 252 1 323, 341 1 379

[9

Hillsboro and Mouth of Fox-see Road, turnpike.
Hillsboro and Plummer's Landing Company, bill to incorporate the _____ _______ 873, 967
Hillsboro and Plummer's Landing-see Road, turnpike.
Hobbs, N. E., of Mercer county, act for tbe benefit of_ ___ _____________ ________ 302, 376
Hodge, S., resolution for the benefit of---------------------~---------- - 149, 262, 286
Hodgenville and Elizabethtown- see Road, turnpike.
Hogg, James W., late sheriff of Letcher county, act for the benefit of_ __________ 205 1 253
Hogg, James, committee of Nancy Frazer, of Rowan county, act for the benefit of, 688 1
1059, 1093, 1173
Homesteads from sale for debt, bill to amend act to exempt_ _____________ 158 1 369 , 428
Hopkinsville-see City .
Hopk insville Car Manufacturing Company, bill to incorporate the ____ 223, 276, 295, 323
Hotel Company-see Louisville.
- see Mount Sterling.
House of Reform for Juvenile Delinquents, act to provide for the payment of conveying prisoners to the, 847, 913 1 943 1 967 , 1015
annual report of_______________________ 115
-see Resolution in regA.rd to converting
the into a Lunatic Asylum.
House of R~fuge-see Louisville.
Howard, C. L., late sheriff of Harlan county, act for the benefit oL_ 520, 591 1 629, 639
How land Coal and Iron Works-see Key's Creek Mining and Manufucturing Company.
Hubble, Wm.-see Pa.nil, Wm .
Hughes, E.W., of Logan county, bill for the benefit of_ _______ ____ 245 1 255 1 277, 347
Humphreys, J ohn S., act for the benefit oL ___________________ ____ 179, 223, 247, 274

I

I

I

•

Humphrey, Simon, late sheriff of Nelson county, act for the benefit of, 179, 253, 263,
295, 305
Humphrey, Simon, lnte sheriff of Nelson county, bill for the benefit of, 1013 , 1033, 1093,
1202
Hunley, John H., committee of Henry Yarbro, net for the benefit of, 520 1 668, 719, . 751
Hunt's, Carlisle, heirs, vs. Elisha Long and Eliz1tbeth Gmy, in Greenup cir~nit conrt,
act -to extend tbe time of signing the bill of exceptions in the case of, 1029, 1065, 11351
1202
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Husband and Wife-see Revised Statutes.
Hustonville-sea Cemetery Company.
- see Town.
Illumin ating oils, act to amend net to regul11te ~he sale and storage of, 327, 377, 426,
439, 503

act to amend title of act to amend act to regulate the storage of, 487,
542, 584, 6 18

I mmigratio n Association-see Association.
I mproveme nt and Mnnufncturing 'Company-see Enterprise.
I ncome on U. S. Bonds- see Tax.
Incorporated compstn ies, except banking, insurance, and railroad companies, net respecti ng companies orga nized under an act to pro vide for the organ ization and
regulation of ________ ______ ______ ____ ______ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ 364
Iucorpornted compnni es, except banking, insurance, and rnilroad companies, bill to
nm end act to provide for the organization and r egulntion of __ ____ __________ 881, 985
[ndexing records-see Records.
Ind iana- see Lin e, boundary.
Industrial Exposi Li on-see Lou isvi Ile.
I nfirmary for the Sick-see Churcb House fo r FemaleE.
Inqu ests of lunacy-see J effe rson cou nty.
lnstitu1ion for the Ed ucation of the Blind, bill for the benefit of the, 441 , 664, 606, 633,
receipts an d expe nditures of the______ ___ 28 9
r epo rt of ____ ____________ ____ _________ 115
Institution for t.he Educat-ion of the Deaf an d Dumb, annu al report of_____________
receipts and expenditures of tbe,
lqstitution for Feeble-minded Children, report of rece ipts and expe nditures of th e ,
Superinten dent of requested to furnish certain information______________________
report of___ _____ _______________________

116
289
380
138

I 52

reports of committee Rppointed to investi gate
charges against Superintendent of, 695, 766,
832, 859

r esolution to appoint committee to investigate truth of rumors in regard to one of
the inmates of the ___________ 150, 6£15, 766
Institute-see Browder Iusti tute.
- see Kendrick Institute.
Inspec tors of Pe~i tentiary, report of_ _____ _____ ------ ________ ------- -------____
Insurance Bllreau, RCt to amend act to estl\blish an ---------------------------- - Ins urance Com mi ssioner, response of to a resolution of inquiry in regard to Hope,

40

572

Globe, and Kentucky Insurance Oompanies ----------------------------------73
Insurance companies, li fe, bill to repeal &ct to authorize to m11ke special deposits of
securities in the Insurance Departttient_ ____ ______________________________ 677, 950
Insurance Company, Olay Fire and Marine, of Newport, bill to amend act to incorporate the ________ __________________________ 686, 884 , 917, 968
Jlferchants', act to amend act incorporating the __ 365 1 642 1 684, 619
Insurance, resolution in regard to the expediency of the State mon(lpolizing ________ 267
Interest and usury-see Revi sed Statutes.
Interests of the Uo_mmonwealth of Kentucky in certain cases, bill to protect the, 336, 423
457, 603
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Intern ational Exposition at Vi enna, bill providing for the a~pointment of commissioners to represe nt Kentucky at tbe ____________________ 328, 832, 962, 974, 975, 1000

26,

Interpreter for the uiuisv ille chancery court and the Jefferson court of common pleas,
act to provide for an-------.----------------------------- 396 , f>OO, 598, 657, 721

603

Irish Building and Loan-see Association.

37,

Iron Company-see Ba th.
- see Covington.
-see Oakland.
- see Tyg,irt Valley.

518

64

I,

9

6

5

Iron Mining Company-see Lyon.
Iron an d Mining Company-see Riverton.
Iron Works-see Norton.
-see Roads, turnpike.
Island Statio n-see Town.
Ivy Lodge-see Lod ge.
J ackson, LPv i, presiding jndge of the Laurel county court, act for the benefit of____

155

Jackson county-see Deer-driving.
-see Li ne.
Jacks- see Keepers.
Jail , J efferso n co un ty, bi ll prescl'ibing SRnitnry regulations for the _____________ 578, 59:i
Jail er of Boone county-see Cowen, Samuel.
Bourbon county-see All en, J ames A.
C,dloway county- see Churchill , J. E.
Cumberland county- see Pa ull, Wm. E.
Estill co unty-see Bellis, Wm .
,
Fayette county, bill for Lh e benefit of the _________________ 593, 625, 718, 765
Fayette county, act to authorize the to appoint an additional deputy jailer, 610,
66 8 , 720, 750

Franklin county-see Lawler, R. W.
Bardin county-see Philips, T. J.
B nrrison county-see Webb, !san e N.
Hopkins county-see Sisk, Barney.
Lowreoce county, act for the benefit of the _______________ 283 1 376, 421 , 426
Lewis county-see Plummer, Lewis.
Livingston county-see Leper, T. A.
Marion county-see Hi,rdy, Arnold S.
llfoCrncke n county-see Ewell, John.
Trigg county-see J eff~raoo, W. H.
Wolfe co unty-see Hanks, 0. 111.
Jailers, net to allow compensation for k eeping piiuper lun atics __ -- ----.. - ---- ______ 121
Jail ers of· Cumberland and Clinton counties, act fixing the time for the to enter upon
the duties of their offices---------------------------------- 1021, 1120, 1178, 1188
Jnm estowo magisterial district, in Campbell connty, act to authorize a portion of to
purcbase the Newport and Dayton turnpike, &c. _______________ 963, 1088, 1177, 1187
Janitor of the Court of Appeiils, bill for the benefit of the__________________ ______ 272
Jefferson, W. H., jai ler of Trigg county, act for the benefit of ________ 206 1 245, 285 1 304
J effersou, Perry, sheriff of Mason county, bill for the benefit of_ ___ 987, 1021, 1093, 1202
J efferson, Dr. T. B., of Trigg county, act for the benefit of ___________ 206 1 245, 285_ , 304
Jefferson e.nd Brownsboro-see Road, turnpike.
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Jefferson College-see College.
Jefferson county, response of Auditor to a resolution of inquiry in regard to back
taxes in __________________________________________ ________ 1048
net to prevent Jive stock of all kinds from running at largA in______ 651
act in relation to inquests of lunacy in _________ 1069, 1119, 1178, 1189
act to create an additional voting place in __________ 405, 415, 439 1 503
bill to amend act to establish an additional voting precinct in, 394, 399,
422, 430
- see Banks, incorporated.
-see Jail.
- see School district.
Jefferson county court-see Court, coucty, of Jefferson.
-see Clerk.
-see Judge.
Jefferson Sonthern Pond Draining Company, bill to amend the charter of the, 402 1 439,
503
Jeffersontown precinct, in Jefferson county, bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous,
vinous, or mnlt liquora in _________ ________________________ 1073, 1122 1 1185 1 1203
Jessamine county-see Advertisement of snles.
'
-aee Lowery, M. T.
-see School district.
-see Schools, common.
- see Scott, Mary.
Jessamine county <>ourt-see Court, county, of Jessamine.
Jessamine quRrterly court-see Court, quRrterly, of Jessamine.
Johnson, Elizabeth M., act for the benefit. of __________________ 159 1 201 1 264 1 • 295 1 305

Johnson, E. Polk, paired off with Mr. Tucker··---------------------------------- 311
Johnson, Wa~h, of Laurel county, bill for the benefit of ________ 1191, 1198, ll!l9 1 1206
Jobcson county-see Schools1 common.
-see Stumbough, Benjamin.
Jones, C. H.-see Smith, W. W.
Jones, Levi, of Greenup county, act for the benefit of ______________ 205 1 303, 331 1 36'1
Jones, Samuel, committee of Wm. Jones, of Clinton county, act for the benefit of, 521,
691, 630, 639
Jones, Squire, of Henry county, act for the benefit of the heirs of_________, _____ 570, 619
JordRn, E. F., of Allen county, bill for the benefit of ---------------------------- 297
Josh Bell, Rct to a end ac.t creating the county of_ __________ ,_______ 158, 200 1 237, 273
Journal of House correcteq ---- ______________________________ _:_ _____ ____ ______ 120 7
Journal o(Revision Committee directed to be deposited with Secretary of State. ____ 1201
Judge, county,
Metcalfe, act to authorize the to sell and convey tbe poor-house farm, 527,
591, 630, 639
of the Jefferson county court, act to authorize the to appoint a collector of
back taxes for Jefferson county _______________________________ 396, 39'1, 421

or

of the Owen county court, bill authorizing the to convey the Owen County
Seminary ___________________________________________________________ 334
police, and justices of the peace, bill to increase the jurisdiction of, in the
voting district of Florence, in the county of Boone _____·____ ..;____________

15'1

police, of the town of Dixon, in Webster county, act to limit the jurisdiction
of the ____________________ ------------------ ________ 923, 986, 1031; 1095

INDEX.
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Judge, police, of the town of Hawesville, act to repeal act for the benefit of the_____ 512
police, of the town of Leesburg, in Harrison county, net for the benefit of, 1167,
1191, 1200, 1207
presiding, of the Laurel county conrt--see J ackson , Levi.
of the Warren court of common pleas, bill for the benefit of the, 1121 1 1162, 1193,
1204
of the Wolfe com1ty court-see Knsh, Levi.
Judges, county, bill to amend act to amend the law in relation to ___ 459,_ 688 1 736, 764
Judicial district, 5th-see Courts, circuit.
7th-see Courts.
9th-see Courts, circuit.
10th-see Courts, circuit.
11th-see Courts, circuit.
12th-see Court., circuit.
13th-see Courts, circuit.
15th-see Courts, circuit.
Judicial districts-see Resolution, joint.
Juries- see Prescription druggi sts.
-see Un~ertakers.
Jurisdiction-see Judge, police.
Jurors in justices' and quarterly courts in this Commonwealth, bill to pay ______ ,:___

380 .

Jurors in quarterly, police, and justices' courts in the city of Frankfort, bill to allow
compensation to ------ ________________ ·--- ----·---- ------ ------ ____ _--------

369

Justices' courts~see Jurors.
Justices' district--see Bath county.
-see Shelby county.
Justices of the peace in BRllard county, act to increase the jurisdiction of and to regulate appeals from their courts ______________________________________ 678, 910, 936
Justices of the peace-- see Logan county.
Jury service, act to exempt certain railroad officials from ________ 913; 1 i5B, 1192, l.204
Kash, Levi, judge of the Wolfe county and qua.r terly courts, bill to repeal act for the
benefit of___________________________________________________ 601, 738, 7~8, 837
Kavanaugh, Mrs. Russell, bill for the benefit of--------------------------------- 733
Keepers of licensed stud-horses, j acks, and bulls, act f'or the benefit of, 669, '188, 8-03, . 8371
887
I

Kendrick Institute, in Wayne county, hill to authorize the sale and conveyance of tile
property of the ______________________ ------ _________ ----~- ___ _, 726, 766, 806, 835
Kenton county, hill to suppress the giving or selling liquors to minors in ________ 615, 950
bill to amend fLCt for the benefit of_ ____________ 1010, ,1059,,, 1.09.4 , , ll 73.
-see Abstract book.
-sae Bridges, Nelson.
-see Eggleston, H. W.
-see School ilistrict.
Kentucky Central Park-see Associo.tion.
Kentucky and G,·eat Eastern Railway C_o mpany-see Railroad Company •.
Kentucky-see Line, boundary.
Kentucky Masonic Relief-see Association.
Kentucky river.-see Fish.

131-H.
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Kentucky River Navigation Company-see Resolution , joint.
Kentucky Society-see Society.
Kentucky and Sot1theastern Railwny Company-see Railroad Company.
Kentucky and Southern-see Railroad Company.
·
Key's Creek .Mining and .Manufncturing Company, act for the benefit of the, and to
incorporate same under the name of Howland Coal and Iron Works, 265, 323, 3631 378
391, 623, 698, 718, 794

Kiddville and .Montgomery-see Road, turnpike.
King, John F., sheriff of Knox county, act for the benefit of, 1069 1 1121 1 1156, 1]86,
1205

King, Spencer, sheriff of Bell county, act for the benefit of _____ 1010, 1088, 1177, 1189
Kininmouth, A.H., of Bt:tler county, bill for the benefit of_ ________ 377, ,636 , 718 1 765
Kirk , J. H., late sheriff of Marion county, net for the benefit of _______________ 144, 181
Kirtley, Charles, assignee of James M. Dorhnm, of RockcRstle county, act for the
benefit of ____________________________________ ~-- ------------ 205, 333, 362, 379
Knights of Pythias-see Lodge.
Knox county, bill for the ben efit of_ _______________ ____ ______________ 654

1

678, 696

Knox county court-see Court, county, of Knox.
Laboring Man 's Lonn and Aid AssociaLion-see Association.
Lafferty, J:ohn A., late sheriff of Harri so n counLy, act fur the benefit of, 544; 739 1 778,
836

L(lgrange-see Bank of Lagrange.
Lagrange and Shelbyville-see Ronds, turnpike.
Lakes and creeks-see B,11lard county.
Lambert Mining Company, bill to ii,corporate the _____________ 1121, 1140, 1192, 1205
Lancaster-see Town.
Lancaster Building nod Lo11n-ste Association.
Lancaster Presbyterian-see Church.
Lands-see ~fRgoffin county.
Land and Construction Company-see Southern.
Land Office-see Clerk, cl1ief.
Larceny -see Petit larceny .
Larue county-see School district.
Larue county court-see Court, county, of Larue.
Laurel county- see Johnson, Wasl.J.
-see Qnve!Rce, Wm ., & Co .
.:_see School district.
Laurel county court-see Court, county, of Laurel.
Lawler, R. W., j fliler of Franklin county, bill for the benefit of __________ 669, 762, 796
Lawlessness in this Corumonw~altb, bill to suppress, 651 1 787, 820,. 825 1 863 1 870, 897 1
935

L • '"!'lessness-s_ee Revised Stallltes.
Lawren ceburg sufferers-see Oity of Frankfort.
1'1.wrenCHllurg-see R~solution, joint.
,Lawrence county-see Edw11rds1 NRncy.
-see J ailer.
-see School district.
-see Upper Twin Brnncb .

/
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Laws-see Public Acts.
Lead, Iron, Salt, and Oil Miniu,g and Manufacturing Company-see Tug rork.
Lebanon-s~e Town.
Lebanqn Fem!lle-see College.
Lebllnon and Po_pe's Creek-see Roads, turnpike.
Lebanon Wooden-w11.re Manufacturing Comp11.ny:, act to cbuter _the __ 39_5, 430, 485, 525
Ledger- see Louisville Daily Ledger.
Lee, Lewis S., late sheriff of Balle.rd county, act for tbe benefit of------------- 144, 200
Lee county, act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in ________ 221 1 364, 426, 457, 603
-see Code of Practice.
-see Durban, ·Jose,ph.
-see Estill and Lee co1_mties.
-see Line.
Lee county co urt-see Court, county, of Lee.
Lee County Lumbering! Mining, and Manufacturing Company, bill to repeal tl;ie 4th
section of act to incorporate tbe _____ a------:----------------- 487, 1015, 1092 1 1202
Lee quarterly court-see Court, quarterly, of Lee.
Leesburg-see Judge, police.
Lenni Mining Company, bill to ameQd the char_ter of the---------.,----------.-,----- 112i
Leper, T. A., jailer of Livingston county, uc~ for the benefit oL--------,---- 511, 535, 569
Letch er county-see Liue.
-see Schoo I district.
Levee on the Mississippi river, in Fulton cou.,ty, veto of a,ct to construct a ____ 51, 326
Lewis county, act in relation to the assessment and col!cction of turnpike taxes in, 326,
6_67 ,· 718, 75i
act in relation to the county. levy fo, and the coll~ction. 9f the _~an;ie, 326,
376., 421, 426
act for the benefit of -----------------------------s·------------- 556
-see Garland, James R.
-see Official sales.
- see Vanceburg election precii:ict.
Lewis county court-see Clerk.
-see Court, county, of Lewis.
Lewis and Mason counties, act to amend act t~ build a turnpike road in ___ 297, 331, 367
Lexington -see City.
resolution of city council of______________________________________ 194
Lexington Building and Accumulating Fund-see Association.
Lex ington and Newtown-see Ron.d, turnpike.
Lexingto n and Winchester-see Road, turnpike.
Liberty AssociRtion-see Association.
Librarian ordered to furnish stationery, &c., to Joint Committee on Revision of the
Statutes-see Resolution, joint.
Liceosed t11vern-keepers--see Tavern-keepers.
Licking river, bill to prohibit the running of logs loose down ___ 1060, 1100, 1180, 1193
- see Rock House Fork.
-see State Road
_ .
L1~n rn favor of res.I estate agents in certn.in loc~lities, act to cre!l,te a ________ 610, 667
Life. Insure.nee Companies-see [nsurance.

Fo7,

Lillard, Margaret S., guardian of Charles V. Lillard, act for the benefit

of..----._ 2011 1

375
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Lincoln county, act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in, 218, 905; 1028, 1135 ,
1174
-see Broadus, Mildred.
-see Official sales.
Lincoln and Boyle-see Road, Turnpike.
Lincoln county-see Walls, ~ - G.
Line, boundary, between the counties of Clay and Bell, act defi ning the, 1016, 1120 1 11 'l'l,
1187
between the counties of Clay and Jackso n, net to defin e the, 519, 590, 629, 639, 651
between the counties of Clay and Perry, act to define the ____________________ 1010
between the counties of Crittenden and Caldwell, act to provide for defining and
re-ma rking the ___________________________ : ______________ 610 668, 737
1

750
1

between Estill and Lee counties, bill to l~cateand. define the ____ 297, 724, 755 1 803
between the counties of Franklin and Woodford, act to direct the running and
marking the _______________________________________ 529, 593, 598, 658, 722
between the counties of Harlan and Bell, act defi ning the ______ 521, 650, 719, 750
between the counties of Letcher and Harlan, act to repeal act to ch ange the, 601,
694, 737, 750
between the counties of MRgoffin and Breathitt, bill to define the-:--- 459, 602, 620
of Pulaski and Rockcastle counties, act to change the------------------ 726, 1028
boundary, between the counties of Rockcastle 1.mci Jackson, act to defi ne the, 635,
. 669, 720, 749
boundary, between the States of Iniliana and Kentucky, above and near Evansville, bill to fix and determine the ___________________________ 11'24, 11 76, 1184

i

l

I

Liquors on the Sabbath day , act to prohibit the sale of---------- .- ------------ 187, 236
Liquors, spirituous, bill to prohibit the sale or giving of, on election days, 83, 89, 882,
906
act to re-enact act to regulate the sale of_ _____ _: ____________ 395, 472
to officers an d soldiers, bill to amend act" to prohibit the sale or gift
of ________________________________________________ _______
or other intoxicating, bill to regulate the sale of________________
-see Breathitt county.
-see Breathitt and Powell counties.
-see Bullitt county.
-see Gave City precinct.
- se Church.
-se_e Church, Harmony.
-see Church, Pleasant Grove.
-see Church, Salem .
-see City of Covington.
- see Clintonville precinct, Bou-rbon county.
-see Crittenden county.
-see Falls of Rough.
-see Garnettsville district.
-see Glasgow Junction.precinct.
-see Greenup county.
\
-see J elfersontown precinct.
-see Kenton county.

157
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Liquord, spirituous- see LP.e county.
-seo Lincoln county.
- see Marshall county.
-see Minors.
-see Monroe county .
-Murphysville precinct.
-see Nelson county.
-see Nicholt1s county.
-see RockcRstle county.
-see Todd county.
- see To wn, C>tmpbellsville.
-see Tovrn, Cropper's Depot.
-see Town, Eminence.
-see Trigg Furnace.
-see To wn, Glasgow.
-se, Town, HMrodsburg.
-see Town, Hendquarters, NicholA.S county.
- see Town, Highl and .
-see Town, !; land Station.
- see Town, Mercer Station .
-see Town, Mercer's Station:
-see Town, Morgan to wn.
-see. Town, Powersville, Bracken county.
-see Town, Prestonsbu-rg.
-see Town, Tompkinsville.
-see Town, West Bend.
-see Wo lfe county.
List of Representati ves_________________________ ______________ _______________

,, .

..
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Litigaa ts--see Barren cou nty.
Little, William, curator of the estate of Robert -E. Moore, deqeased, act for the benefit QL-----:------------- --- ---- ---- -------- ----------------- 787; 912, 953, 969
Little Benson and Lane's Mill-see Roads, turnpike.
LivermorP.-see Town.
Livery stable-keepers in this Common.wealth, act to amend act for the protection of,
the ____ ________________ -------------··------------ 236, 651, 669 , 697 ,, 767, 796
Li vingston county-see Assessor.
-see School District.
-see SLringer, W.R.
Lockhart; Richard W. and Lizzie B., of Ballt1rd county, act for the benefit of, 327, 548,
566

Lockport-see Town.
Lockport Odd Fellows' and Masonic Building Company, bill to incorporate the, 987 , 1068,
11 35 , 1203

Locomotive and Car Company-see Louisville.
Lodge, Asher, No. 531, F. A. M., act to incorporate ___________ _ 1003, 1028, 1136, ll74
A,1gusta, No. BO, F. A. M., act to amend act to in corporate ____ 266, 287, 306, 335
Brothers', No. 132, I. 0. ,o. F:, of Owensboro, act to incorporate, 625, 738, 778 , 836
Clay, No. 1, Knights of Pythias, act to incorporate _________ 688, 986, 1031 1 1094
Cox, No. 4.64, A, Y. M., bill to incorporate __________________________________ 334

INDEX.
Lodge, Daniel Boone, No. 2, Knights of Pythias, in Louisville, act t o incorporate, 645, 738 1
778, 836

Greensburg, F. A. Y. M., bill to incorporate .------------------ 334 1 688, 737, 765
Ivy, No. 21, Knights of Pythias, bill to incorporate ___________ _253, 688 1 736 1 748
Mayfield, No. 151 1 I. 0. 0 . F., bill of incorporation for _____ 459, 1140, 1192 1 1204
Phantom, No. 15, Knights of Pythias, act to incorporate, 266 1 323 1 624 1 740 1 n2,
797, 837

Strangers' Rest, N~. 13,I. 0. 0 . F., bill to incorporate the _____ 139 1 264, 295 1 311
Valley, No. 511, A. Y. M., in Jefferson county, act to incorporate, 505, 985, 1031,
1095

I

I

I!

Walton, No. 183, I. 0. 0. F., act to incorporate-------·----- 266, 324, 363 1 378
Ij,ogan c~unty, act to increase the jurisdiction or justices of the peace of_ ___________ 1157
-see Barclay, Hugh.
-see Cooper, Geo. W.
-see Hugh es, E. W.
-see School district.
Logan County Bank-see Bank.
Logan Female College Company, bill to amend the charter of the ___-; 529 1 568, 599, 623
Logs, loose-see Licking river.
Loudon, Joana, remonstrance of______________________'-----------'-------------- 764
Lost Ford and Otter Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Lottery-sea Public Library.
-see Resolution, joint.
Lottery policy-see Resolution.
Louisiana, message of Governor in regard to affairs of" - -----~'---~---------------- ·849
letter of Governor of_ _______________ _: ____ ~ ____________________ .:_____ 853
-see Resolutions, joint.
llouisville Baptists' Orphans' Home, act to 11mend the charter of the __ 544, 592 1 658 1 7'22
Louisville Board of Trade, bill for the benefit of the ____________ 581 1 1162 1 1185, 1205
Louisville and CJane Rirn-&ee Roads, turnpike.
J!Jouisville ch'auce·ry court-see Clerk.
-see Interpreter.
Louisville, Cincinnnti, and Lexington-see Railroad Company. '
LouisvilJ-e Club, of the city of Louisville, bill to an~bo·rize the -to change its name to tpe B~argtass Club __ -'--"'------------------------------------ 223 1 264 1 285 1 323
Louisville Coal Field and Atlanta-see Railroad Company.
Louisville College of Pharmacy, nct to incorporate the __ .!.-'--------- 129 1 256 1 284, 322
Louisville Dai1y Ledger, act in relation to the ____--~---------------- 84, 156, 163, 245
.·Louisville,··Harrod's Creek,. and Wilstport Railway Company~see Railro'ad Company-.
liouisville and Highland-see Road, turnpike. ·
_Louisville Hotel Company, act to incorpori,.te the _______________________ 383, 385; 421
f.oujsville House of Refuge, bill to amend the charter of the __________________ 645, NO
act in relation to the punishment of persons aiding in the
escape of inmates from the ______ 645 1 , 740 1 773, 797, 837
Louisville Ind·ustrial Exposition, bill for the benefit of the, and to amend the charter
tbereoL.:. .::. __ .;. ______________________________ ---"·---- --~- 568, 648, 738, 767, 803
l>ouisville Locomotive and Car Company, act to incorporate the, 1087, 1119, 1179, 1189
Louisville Medical-see College.
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Louisville and Nashville-see Railr,oad Company.
- see Road, turnpike.
Louisville Orphans' Home-see Society.
Louisville Rolling Mill Company, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 440 1 511 1 536, 569
Louisville Stock and Bond Board, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 301, 330, 376, 421
bill to amend act to incorporate the, 1158, 1191, 1200,
1206
Louisville, Winchester, and Iron ·and Coal Region Railway Company-see Railroad
Company.
-see Bflnk of Louisville.
-see Schools, public.
Love!, L. B., late sheriff of Lewis county, act for the benefit of_ ________ 284, 1183 1 ,1193
Love!, R. B., Ia.te sheriff of Lew is county, act authorizing the to list uncollected fee
bills ---------------- -------------- ---- -----------'---- 159 I 633 I 718 I 748 I 1205
Lovelace, William, & Co., of Laurel county, bill for the benefit of_ _____ 1191, 1198, 1199
Lovelaceville-see Town.
Lower Long Branch, of Grassy creek, in Morgan county, bill to declare a navigable
stream _________________________ ~--- ____________ ___ _: ____ 1016, 1120, 11 77, 1188
Lowery, M. T., of Jessamine county, act for the benefit of_ ____________ 789 1 1062 1 ·1093
Ludlow-see City of Ludlow.
Lumber, Brick, and Implement Manufacturing Company-see Frankfort.
Lumbering, Mining, and Manufacturing Company-see Lee county.
Lynnville-see Town.
Lyon county!.-see Carter, Mary A.
-see School district.
Lyon Iron Mining Company, act to charter the __________________ ____ 1065 1 1119 1 1187
Maclien, Hoo. Willis B., elected United States Senator __________________ , _____ 160 1 169
Macklin, John J., late sheriff of Kenton county, act for the benefit of_ _____ 710 1 776, 814
Macklin, John J ., former sheriff of Kenton county, bill for the benefit of, 1121, 1160,
.
1183, 1192, 1206
Madison circuit court-see Clerk.
Madison county-see Bill, John.
-see School di strict.
-see Stagner, Sally,
:Madisonville-see Bank of Madisonville.
.-see Town.
Magistrates of Hardin county, bill for th~ benefit of the ____________________ 610, 1183
Magoffin county, act providing for transcribing the plats, surveys, and certificates of
land lying in ________________________________ 880, 934, 967, 1015
1

ll

I

I

-see Adams, Wm., & Son.
-see Court, levy, or court of claims.
-see Line.
Making explos·:ve substances-see Explosive substanc~s.
Ma~ufacturers' Bank-see Bank.
Manufacturing Company-see Woolen.
Marshall, Lewis F., sheriff of Ballard county, bill for the benefit of__ 343 1 423 1 457, 503
Maps-see Resolution, joint.
Marble Oity Mining and Manufacturing Company, bill to amend act-to incorporate the, 274,
364, 394, . 503

I:
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Marion-see Town .
Marion county, bill to provide for the collection of delinquent tax lists in ___ ____ 570 1 667
-see School district.
Marion County Agricultural and Mechanical and Stock-see Association .
Married women in this Commonwealth, act for th e benefit of__ 500, 909 1 944 1 966, 1027
Marshal of Glasgow-see Bybee, F. G.
Marshall-see Town.
Marshall, W. T ., resolution of thanks to ____________ ------------------------ ____ 1201
Marshall county, act to regul ate Lhe sale of liquors in ____ __________________________ 1148
Marshall county court-see Court, county, of M11rshall.
Martin, John M., sheriff of J efferson county, act for the benefit of, 913, 1009, 1021 1 1033
Ma:tin county, bill to amend act to amend act for the benefit of_ _____ 179, 187 1 203, 246
Mason county-see Courts, circuit.
-'-See Fern Leaf voting precinct.
-see Lewis and Mason counties.
-see Murphysville precinct.
-see Nitro-glycerin.
-see Stock, Ii ve.
Masonic Templ e Company of Owensboro, bill to incorporate the _____ 519, 590 1 719, 749
Massi e's Mill-see Road, turnpike.·
Mayfield-see Bank of Mayfi eld.
-see City of Mayfield.
Mayfield L0dge-see Lodge.
Maysv ille-see City of Maysville.
J\faysville Chair. Company, bill to incorporate the ________ ·------ -- 545, 934, 966, Hll4
M1tys,•ille Coal, Salt, and Transfer Company, l,ill to incorporate the ___ 647 1 669, 756 1 794
Maysville, Flemingsburg Coal and Iron Region Railway Company-see Railroad Company.
Maysv il e and Lexington-see Railroad Company.
- MnJ·s ville Manufacturing-see Association.
Mnyslick and Mill Creek-see Road, turnpike.
, McCampbell, Andrew J ., late sheriff of J essa mine county, act for the benefit of, 1087, 1120,
l l 78, 1188

McCampbell, J ames A., portion of Governor's mesaage in regard to referred to a se lect
comm ittee ____________ _· ___________________ ___• _____ ____ ______ ______ ____ __

49

McC1tmpbell, J ames A., resolutions on the death of---- ------------------ ---- - --- 113
McClure, Bryan S., added to the Committee on Religion_____________ _____________ 225
McCreary, James B., xcused from voting on Cincinnati Southern Railway bill______ 359
McCreary, Speaker, returned and resumed the Chair_ ______________ :._______________ 707
McCreary, J ames B., resolution of thanks to________________ ____________________ ll 98
McC reary, J ames B., valedictory of_ _______________________________.____________ 1208
McCracken county-see Eustache, Pierre Victor.
--see Farley, J.C.
-see Farrar, John L.
-see Goodhart, Mrs. Barthea.
- see Schools.
-see Wallace, Elisha.
McCracken court of common pleas- see Court, circuit, of Graves.
McGlauling, R. T., act for the benefit of_ ___________________ 730, 913, 943j 967, 1015
McKenzie, Oscar-see Brough, James.
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Meade county-see Garnettsville district.
act to submit to the qualified voters of, the question of removal of the
county seat __________________ ____ _______________ _____ ____ 725

912
1

Measurer of tan-bark-see Court, county, of J efferson .
Mechanics' Loan and Building- see Association.
Memorial of American Woman Suffrage Association ______________________._______

195

Memorial of Anton S?ntng ____________ ----------------------------.---- ---- ---Memorial of D. B. Sherrod _____________ _______ _____ ------ ____ --------________

366
254

Menifee county-see Court, quarterly.
-see Wills, Jnmes W.
Mercer county-see Cardwell, S. C.
- see Hobbs, N. E.
-see Proctor, Scotta .P.
-see School distr ict.
Mercer county court-see Court, cou nty, of Mercer.
Mercer County Medical-see Society.
Mercer Station- see Town.
Mercer's Station, Muhlenburg co unty-see Town.
Merchants' Bnnk-see Bank.
Merchants' Banking Company of Caverna, act'to incorporate the, 79, 144 1 173 1 200 1 237 ,
336
Merchftols' Insurance Company- see Insurance Company.
Message, regular, of tbe Governor ____ ____ ____________ ________ ____ ____ ____ _____
5
Metcnl fe county-see Court, quarterly.
-see.Judge, county, of Metcalfe.
-see School district.
Metcalfe co unty·court-see Court, county, of Metcalfe.
Middleburg and Liberty-see Road, turn pike.
I
Middle creek and Bull creek, in Floyd county, act to declare navigable streams , 519 1 591 1
629, 639
Miii tary Olaims, list of _____________ ------ -------- __________________ __________ 649
-see Qu,irter-M.aster General.
Miller, Polly-see Ditto, A. B .
Miller, Wm . B., and others, sureties of Q. C. Shanks, late sheriff of Ohio county, bill
to amend act for tbe benefit of_ __ ______ ________ ____ __________ 748, 952 1 1030 1202
1

.,

Millersburg Academy-see Academy.
Mills-see Tolls.
Minerva and Bensley's Creek- see Road, tu rnp ike.
Minett Orphan Asylum-see Asylum.
Min ing a nd Manufacturing Company_:see Boo ne.
- see Collier.
-eee Covington.
-see Guylena.
- see Key's Creek.
- see Marble City.
- see Mount Sterling and Carter County.
Mining Company-see Cumberland Valley.
- see Lambert.
-see Leoni.
-see Muhlenburg.
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Mining and Railroad Company-see Harlan County.
Ministers of Frankfort invited to open the sessions of the Hou9e with prayer________
48
Miners' Union of Boyd and Carter counties, act to incorporate the ____ 643, 659, 737, 750
Minors, bill to suppress the selling or giving spirituous liquors to, 219, 304, 341, 343 1
4~1, 416, 427, 950

Minors carrying deadly weapons, resolution in regard to _·----------- ---- ________ 267
Minors-see Kenton county.
Mississippi River Levee Cumpany-see City of Hickman
Money, bill to appropriate, 1080, 1117, 1128, 1131 1 1148, 1149, 1150 1 1151 1 .1186, 1190
Monroe county, a.ct to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in ______ 527, 591, 634, 660
Monroe county court-see Conklin, John C.
Monroe county-see Ev·ans, J.B.
Monticello-see Town.
Montgomery, Clark, and Be.th counties, act for the benefit of __ 787, 934 1 945 1 967, 1015
Montgomery county-see Gree;, William.
-see Railrond tax.
Monurnent-see Van Winkle, E. L.
Moody, Henry H., of Green cou~ty, a.ct for the benefit of ____ 610 1 623, 925, 1137, 1178
Moore and N ole.nd-see Road, turnpike.
Moore, 0. G., late sheriff of Edmonson county, act for tbe benefitoL_ 405, 410, 425, 454
Moore, Robert E.-see Little, William.
_Moore, Wm. T., bill for the benefit of__________________________ ,1060, 1096, 1176, 1184
Morgl\n, Wilson, former sheriff of Olay connty, and his sureties, a.ct for tb·e benefit of, 88,
161, 174, 203, 314

Morgan, Wilson, late sheriff of Clay count.y, act for the benefit of____ 519, 739, 778, 836
Morgan couuty, act to provide for the transcribing in the county court clerk's office
the original survey, plats, &c., of_ ___________ ____ 527°, 691, 634, 660
bill to legalize certain orders and the so.le of the poor-bonse prc>perty of, 818
- see Cooper, John E.
- see Day, Wm.
-see Oakley, Johnson V.
Morganfield-see School, public.
Morgantown-see Town.
:Morris, Me.rshe.11, of Grayson county, bill for t~e benefit of_ _____ ____ 139, 256, 284, 322
Morrow, R.H., ·sheriff of· Gallatin county, a.ct for ·the benefit of_ _____ 205, 407, 439, 503
Morton, Henry (of color), a.ct to cause a. head and foot-stone to be erected over the
grave :of_ ___ ---- ._ ___ ----------~------··---______________ 790, 793, 912, 954, 969
Mosley, D. P ., and J. H. Amyx, in Morgan county, a.ct to legalize a certain survey
made in the name of ______________________________________ 963, 1088, 1177, 1188

•

Mountain Re.ilroe.d, Mining, and Manufacturing (fompe.ny, bill to incorporate the, 792,
1086, 1175, 1184

Monnt Freedom and Jesse.mine County-see Road, turnpike.
Mount Olive Encampment, No. 55, I. 0. 0. F., at Greenville, act to incorporate the, 645,
1012, 1017, 1028, 1135, 1174

MouDt Sterling-see Town. ,
Mount Sterling and C11rter.Oounty Mining and Manufacturing Compe.~y, act to incorporate the .. _________ .; ______________________________ 686, 1137 , 1145, 1186, 1206
Mount Sterling Free Stone Company, act to incorporate the _____.___ 283, 390, 426, 504
Mount Sterling Gas-light Company, act to incorp'.lre.te the ______ 787, 1012, 1093, 1174

;
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Mount Sterling Hotel Compllny, bill to incorporate the--------------------- ----- 935
Mount Sterling Water-works Company, act to incorporate the _____________ 283, 334, 394
act to amend act to incorporate the, 786, 884, 91 7,
969
Mount Vernon-see Seminary property.
Mount Zion Church-see Church.
Muhlenburg Coal and Iron Company, act to incorporate the ____ 266, 323, 363, 477, 607
Muhl_enburg Mining Company, act to incorporate the _______________ 645 , 765, 805, 835
Munday's Landing and Harrodsburg-see Road, tnrnpi-ke.
Municipal elections, bill for the benefit of citizens of foreign birth in______________ 391
Murphysville precinct, in Mason county, act to prevent the sale of intoxicating liquors
in __ ' ------------------------------------------------------ 725, 912, 953 1 970
Murrny, Eli H., act for the benefit of_ ______________ ___ ~-------- 221, 253 1 285, 314
7
Murr11.y, Eli H., act to amend act for the benefit of. _________ _______ 406 1 415 1 425, 454
Murray Male a nd Female Institute-see School district No. 35, Calloway county.
Napier, M. S., act for the bi,nefit of------------------------------ 206, 364, 394 1 426
National Pi'pe Contract Com'pany, bill to incorpor_a te the----------- 3'64, 405, 438, 504
National Prison Reform Congress, messag.e of Governor transmitting reports of Commissioners to the ______________________ ---------- ---- -------- ---- ------- -- 849
Nntion11.l Prison Reform Congress-see R_esolution, joint,
Nuvigable stream-see Wolf river.
Navigation and Manufacturing Company-see Tradewatcr.
Na-vigation, Manufacturing, and Improvement Oompany-see Boyq, County.
Negro children, education of-see Garrard county.
Negroes-see Penitentiary.
Negro schools-see_Schools, common.
Nell , Geo.-W.-see Uurd, Thos. H.
Nelson circuit court-see Clerk.
Nel,ou county, bill to prohibit tb'e sale of spirituous liquors in ________________ 527 1 747

1

I

l
•

aot in relation to the collection of delinquent taxes that may be owing
the ____________________ ---------------------------- 303 1 526 1
-see Beech Fork of Salt river.
-see Greenwell, Linus.
Nelson county court-see Clerk.
Neshitt, J. M.-see Bullock, E. I.
Net hercutt, Stephen, of Carter county, bill for the benefit of ________ 206 1 364 1 394 1
Nev!lda and Dixville-see Road, turnpike.
Newcnstle-sce Bank of Newcastle .
-see Schools.
Neivcnstie and Eininence....:See Road, turnpike.
New Liberty-see Town.
New Liberty. Branch-see Road, turnpike.
New Liberty 11.ild Owenton-see Road, turnpike.
Newport-see City of Newport.
-see Schools, common.
Newport and 'Cincinnati Bridge Company, bill to further amend the charter of the, 647,
720,
Newport and Cincinnati Ferry, act for the protection of the proprietors and lessees of

565

426

650,
748

the __ • ___ · __ - --------------------------------------------------------- 1073
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Newport and Dayton Street Railway Oompnny-see Railroad Oompany.
Newport Street_Rai lway Oomp,1ny-see Railroad Oompany.
Newspnper-see Louisville Dai ly Ledg~r.
Nickell , A. W., lnle sheriff of Johnso·n county, bill to re-ennct an net for the ben efit
of_ ____________________ __________________ _______ ---··---- ____ 619, 69 1, 629, 639
Nicholas county, a bill to prohibit the sale of spi rituous liquors in, 952, 1028 1 11 35 1 1173
-see Courts; circuit.
-see School district.
-see Sheep.
Nicholas and Mnson counties-see Courts, circuit.
Nicbolasville-see Town.
Nicholasville Buildiug and Accumulating F,rnd-see Association.
Nicholasv ille and Jessamin e County-see Road, turnpike.
Nicholasville and Kentucky Riv er- see Road, turnpike.
Nitro-glycerin, .act to regulate the manufactu ring, storing; keeping, and transporting,
in Mason county---------- -------------------- ~--------- 1167, 1191 1 1199 , 1206
Normal School Joint Stock Company-see Prestonsburg Academy.
North Kentucky Bridge Connecting Railway and Construction Ccimpany,-nct to incor porate tbe ____________ :_~-- -------------- ____ _____________ 924, 1148, 1186 , 120 7
Norton-see Town.
Norton Iron Works, bill for tbe benefit of, an d to reincorporate th e __ 223 1 250, 285, 322
Oakla nd Cemetery Company- see Oemetery Company.
Oakland Iron ~ompany, act to incorporate the ___________________ 896 1 934 , 103 1, 1095
Oakley, Johnson V., of Morgan county, act for the benefit of_ _______ 687, 776, 797 , 835
Oak Ridge-see Road, turnpike.
Odd Fellows' HRll Oompany-see Williamstown.
Odd Fellows' Temple- sec ~ssociation .
Odd Fellows' an d Masonic Bnilding Oompany-see Lockport.
Office-see Corporations.
Officers-see Fees.
Officers, collecting-see Gambling. ·
Official sales of real and personal prop erty in the county of Bracken, act to regulate , 685,
804

in Boyle an d Lincoln counties, hill to amend act in relation to, 334, 688, 736
765'

of real and person al property, and of settl ements of estates, bill to regulate.i the counties of P endleton, Lewis, Bracken, and Hickman , 283, 407,
424, 1137

in Trigg county, act to regulate --------------------------- 395, 648 , 666
O'Hara, Col. Th eodore- see Resolution, joint.
Ohio county, net to authorize the poor-house commissioners of to sell the old poorhouse ____ ____ ______ ________ ____ ______ ____ ______ 708, 724, 76 5 , 803
-'-see Armendt, Henry F.
Ohio river-see Ferringe.
Ohio River, Owenton, and Lexington Rnilwny Company-see Rnilrond Company.
Ohio and Red River Packet Company, bill to incorporate the _______ 695, ·!!42, 966, 1027
Oils--see Illumin ating Oils.
Oldham, Charles K ., sheriff of Madison county, act for the benefit of, 417, 915, 937, 970
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Oldham county-see Court of claims.
-see Henry county.
Oral testimony-see City of Paduc11h.
Ornngeburg and Tollsboro-see Roads, turnpike.
Orphans' Home-see Louisville Baptists'.
Orphans' Homf!-see Society, Louisville.
Otter, J.B., of Edmonson county, bill for the benefit -of_ _______________ ______ 272, 1002
Overton, Jeremiah, an idiot of Wayne county, act for _the benefit of_ __ 529 1 668 1 719 1 749
Owen county-act to facilitate the collection of delinquent taxes in ___ 725, 897, 917 ,_968
Owen county court-see Court, county, of Owen.
-see Judge.
Owensboro-see Masonic Temple Company.
-sec City of Owensboro.
-see Schools, public.
Owensboro Building and Loan-see Association.
Owensboro Masonic Mutual Relief-see Association.
Owensboro and Russellville-see Railroad Company.
Owenton-see Cemetery Company.
Owenton High School-see School.
Owenton nnd Ross Mill-see Road, turnpike.
Owenton and Sparta Telegrnph Company, bill to incorporate the ______ 523, 881, 917, 984
Owenton and Steel's Run-see Road, turnpike.
Owingsv ille Depot--see Road, turnpike.
Packet Compnn;r-see Calhoon and Rockport.
-see Evansville nod Henderson Railroad.
-see Ohio a.nu Red River.
Paducah-see City of Paducah.
Paducah, Benton, and Murrny Grnvel- see Road Company .
Paducah, Blandville, and Columbus Grnvel-see Road Company.
Paducah Germanica Musical-see Socfety.
·
Paducah and Northeastern-see Railroad Company.
Paducah and Tennessee-see Railroad Company.
Page, W. J.-see Curd, Thos. H.
Paint Lick anti. High Point--see Road, turnpike.
Paradise-see Town.
Paris HRrmoni~see Society.
Parrish, H. C., of Barren county, bill for the benefit of---------------~-- ----- ______ 32~
Parrish, H, C., of Barren county, act for the benefit of_ _______________ 1068, 1134, 1203
Partnerships to practice law between circuit, chancMy, and criminal court clerks,
act to prohibit ____ ----------------------------------------- 841, 951, 967, l 014
Paull, Wm. E., jailer of Cumberland county, bill for the benefit oL __ 377, 612, 657, 729
Paull, Wm., Wm. Dayton, and Wm. Hubble, of Robertson county, bill fot' the benefit of----------------------------------------------~----- 740 1 1086, . 1175, 118!
Pauper lumitics-see Jailers.
Pawnbrokers, net to tax ____________ ----------------------------- 91, 223, 247, 214
Peak's Mill-see Town.
Pearce, John, of Trimble county, bill for the benefit of___________________________ 763
Pecantet, Mary Ann, of Graves cQunty, bill for the benefit of the heirs of, 162, 511, 646,
581
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Peddlers, 11ct to further amend the law in relation to __________ 370, 378, 408 1 537, 666
Pe~berton, John H., of Wbitley county, act for the benefit of------ 667 1 677 1 719, · 750
Penal offenses-see Union county.
P enalti es a nd forfeitures-see Corporations.
Pendleton coun ty-see Official sales.
-see School district.
-see Schools, common.
Pendleton county court-see Court, county, of Pendleton.
Peni tent.iary, report of Inspectors of ________ - --- - ____ ---- ---- ---- ------ -------for negroes, resolution in relation to bnilding a _______________________
bill authorizing the purchase of fire extinguishers for use in the ____ _:.__

40
88
248

bill to pay for the erection of stable for tbe nse of·------------ ---- - 557
act to pay for the erection of a Btable for the nse of the, 792, 954, 1030, ll l 9
aC" t in relation to the convicts of the ___ ___ _______ 1097, 1138, 1187, 120 5
People's Building and Lo•n Association-;-see Association .
P erkins , Ben. T.-see Terry, Gobrias.
Perry, P eter, committee of John Pe.rry, of Hart county, act for the ?enefit of, 710 , 776 ,
797 , 83 5

Perry coun ty- see Lit:1e.
-see Schools, common.
- see Treasurer, county.
Perry'"ille- sec Town.
· Peti tion of justices of the .Fleming county court-------- - ------------- ---------of tbe court of cl aims of Fleming county ___________ ____________________
of ci tizens of the town of Crofton, U)lristian county___________________ ___
of J nmes Wi \Is ____________ ·____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ ____ _
of
of
of
of'

49
49
50
~O

stockholders in the New Liberty Bran ch Turnpike Road Company______
stockholders in the New Liberty and Owen Turnpike Road Company____
cit izQns of Shelby county__________________________________________
L. W. Wright --------------------- ________ ____________ ______ ____

50
50
50

of citizens o( GallRtin county____________________ _____________________

60

of
of
of
or

·ill zens
c·i tizens
citi zens
citizens

of
or
of
of

the town of PowPrsville, Brac!ten county__________________ _
Anderson county________ ____________ ____________________
Mercer and Anderson counties____________________________
Gn.rrard county ________ ____ ____ _____________ ____ ________

50

64
64
64
77

of citizens of Ohio and Daviess counties __________ __ ____________ ..,_______

86

of citizr ns o1f Garrard co.unty ________ __________________ -------,-------of ci I izen• of l!;dmo:iaon cou[\ty ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ __________ _

I 04

of
of
of
of

citizens
cit izecs
c.itizens
ci ti,;ens

of
of
of
of

of
of
of
of
of
or
of

c}tizens ot
citizens of
ci'tizens of
citizt>ns of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of

90

Mason county___________________________________________ 104
PulRski countv _________________________ ___ _:_____________ I 04
Harlan county ________ __________________________________ 104
Nelson county _________._________________________________ 104
Pendleton county------------~-------------------------Glasgow Junction precinct_______________________________
Nicholas county -------------- __________ ---------------Hart county ________ ----------------------------------Floyd county------------------------------------------Mercer county-------------------,.----------------------the city of Dayton ----------- ---------------------- 139,

120
120

129
129

129
129

140
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Petition of citizens of Lincoln co:qnt.y ____________________________·____________ _
of colored citizens of HRncock co,rnty _________________________________ _
of citizens of the town of Lewisport_ ________ _, ________________________ _
of citizens of· Clnrk connty ____ -------- ______________________________ _
of citizens of the town of South Carrollton ____________________________ _
of Elijah WallRcP. Rnd others ________________________________________ _
of school district No. 17, in P endleton county __________________________ _
of John D. Gilpin __________________________________________________ _
of citizens of Johnson county __________________ _______________ :,_ ______ _
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

citizens of school district No. 59, in Bn.th county _____________________ _
citizens of the town of Portsmouth, Ohio __________________________ _
citizens of Greenup Rad Lewis counties _____________________________ _
citizens of the District of BigblRnds, Campbell county ________________ _
citizens of CRmphell county ______ ,______ ---------~-··-- _____________ _
cir,izens of Trigg county __________________________________________ _
citizens of Sh elby county _________________________________________ _
ci tizene of Ken ton cou n Ly __________________ _______________________ _
Board of Tru stees of Georgetown __________________________________ _

of
of
of
of
of

citizens of Mason county---------------------· ___________________ _
citizens of J P!ferson rou n ty ---r ____________ _______________________ _
citizens of Clintonvi Ile preci nct, Bonrbon coun1y _____________________ _
the Trustees of the Male and Female Seminary in Stanford ____ _______ _
S. M. Goble _____________________________________________________ _

of John Pinkerton ________________ ____ ________________________ ----.-of the county judge and justices of Carter county ______________________ _
of Samuel Cowan ___________________________________________________ _
of L. H. Voshell_ ________________ .----- -----------------------------of citizens of Boone county _________________ _________________________ _
of citizens of Qu m her It, nd county ______________________ -:--- ____ ----··- _
of citizens of Glnrk county __________________________________________ _
of citizens of Bell City, CrittPnden countY------·-------·----~---------of citizens of Cold Spring school district, in Campliell county ____________ _
of citiz10ns of Lewis county _____ ---------------------- ____ ---- ____ 254,
of citizens of Gal'rnrd county ________________ _________________________ _
of citizens of- LR wrPnce county _______________________________________ _
-of Jam es T. Baker, assessor of Cumberland county _ ____________ _________ _
of citizens of the town of Olive Hill __________________________________ _
of citizens of th e town of CRseyville _____________________ ~-----------of James W. Hopper_ ___ _________ _________________________ ____________ _
of tbe citizens of tbe town of Aaron's Run ________________________ ____ _
of citizens of Washington county-~~--------~ __________________________ _
of citizens of. Garrard county _______________________________________ _
of citizens of Jackson county _____ ·----------- __ ·----- _______________ _
_of
of
of
of
of

citizens of the town of Greenup-----------------------------------citizens or Pendleton county _________ ------------------------ -----citizens of Maysville Rnrl vicinity----------------------------------members of .the bar of the city of Glasgow--------------------------trustees of the Dan ville Theological Scminar.y ______________ _______ __ _

149
149
149
149
162
162
162
162
163
170
170
171
1 7'1
177
178
186
186
186
203
213
214
224
224 ,
224
224
224
224
224
224
224
254
254
255
263
263
263
272
272
28 1
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
296

!I
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Petitfon of citizens of Henderson county _________ ____ -------------------------- 306
of citizens of Peak's Mill precinct, Franklin county_________________ 306, 342
of trnstees of the town of Parndise____________________________________ 306
of school di strict No. 2, Hickman cou n ty -----------------'--- ----- - ----of citizens of the bar of Ken tucky ____ ___ ,,____ ________________ _________

306
306

of citizens of tile town of Hardyville ____________ -----··---------------of citizens of the city of Covington ____________ ____________________ ~---

314
314

of citizens residing on Licking river----------------------------------of John Rush and wife ' ____________________________________________ ..;__

324
325

of citizens of Bracken county ________________ _________________________

332

of
of
of
of
of
of

citizens of Shelby county------------------------------------------ 342
school board of the city of Covington - -------- ---------------------- 349
Ben Chapeze and others--'-------- -----'- ------------.-----:.__________ 349
citizens of the town of Tompkinsville . ------------------------------ 365
citizens of Casey co unty -------,------------- ----------------------- 365
citizens of Greenup county ________________________________________ _ 365

of citizens of J ackson county----------------------------------------of citizens of Kenton county _________________________________________

365
365

of citizens of the city of Cynthiana, ____ :-------- -------- -------------- -of th e officers of the Middlebu rg and Liberty Turnpike Road Company, and

365

of the county judge of Casey county------------ --------------------of citizens of Pulaski county ________________________________________ .:,_

378
378

of Wm. Watson and others ________________________ ____________ ________

390

of.citizens of
of citizens of
of citizens of
of citizens of

the town of Edmonto n-------------- ------------- ------ -- the town of Canmer _______________________________·______
Anderson county________________________________________
the city of Covington__________________ ________________

390
390
399
408

citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens· of

the town of Cairo ------------------ -------------------- .
Harrod's Creek precinct, J efferson county - --- -------·--- ---school district No. 47, in Shelby county____________________
Pendleton county ___________________________ .:, __ ,._________
Highland precinct, Lincoln cou nty ________________________ :_

408
42 2
422
422
431

of
of
of
of
of

of the stockholders of the Stamping Ground and Lecompt's Turn pike Road
Company _____________________________________________________ 44
of
of
of
of
of
of

citizens of school district No. 62, in Shelby county____________________
citizens 9f Greenup county_________________________________________
officers of the Boyle county court_____________ ______________________
citizens or Todd county ____________________ _______________________
citizens of district No. 2, Cumberland county ______________________ ..:__
citizens of Pendleton county ____ .:,___________________________________

452
452
452
464
464
464

of citizens of the town of Campbellsburg________________________________
of citizens of school di strict No. 62, in Shelby county____________________

464
472

of
of
of
of
of
of

472
472
486
486
486
486

citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of

Clay county-------------------------------------------Murpbysville precinct, Mason county______________________
Cropper's Depot, Shelby county--------------------------Mayfield Creek Valley, in Ballard county ________·__________
Sharpsburg precinct, Bath county__________________________
Rockcastle coumy ___________________________________ .,___
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Petition of colored citizens of city of Louisville_________________________________

486

of citizens of Nelso n county . -- ---------------- -------------------- ---of J ames F. Robin son-----------------------------------------------of Nelson Durham, sheriff of Bell county_______________________________

499
499
499

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

citizens of Bracken county ________ --------------------------------- 49 9
Wash Johnson, assessor of Laurel co1rnty - ------------------- -------- 510
citizens of th e town of Cloverpo rt___________________________ ________ 510
citizens of - - - co unty, pray in g for a voting precinct on Ql!arry Switch, 523
citizens of Green up county.------- ____ -------------- ---- __________·_ 523
officers of Uniontown ______ ________ -- ---- ---- ---------- -------- - --- 538
citizens of Li vi ngston conn ty ____________________ ---- ---- ________ ___ 549
citizens of Clay county:____________ ____________________ ______ ______ 549
attorneys of the Garra.rd criunty bar____ ________ _____________________ 549
citizens of the town of Monticello___________________________________ 550

of
of
of
of

citizens of sch ool district No. 62, Shelby county ---------------- -----citizens of RockcA.stle and Laurel counties____ ____ ____________________
citizens of the town of Berea_ ______________ ________________________
members of tbe Brooksville bar, Bracken county _____________ ,________

550:
556
656
594

of citizens of Scott county ----------------'---------- - ---------------- 694
of cit!zens of Columbia., AdA.ir coun ty __________________________________ 594
of John B. Grever, of Russell county___________________________ ________

594

of citizens of Pewee VA.lley, Oldham co unty---------- --------------- --of citizens of Ohio county---- ------------ ---- -----------------------of citizens of Anderson City _________________ :_________________ ________

625
634
634

of Timothy Sullivan ____ -------------------------------------------of citizens of Laurel county ______ ____________ ------------ - -----------of citizens of th e Forks of Elkhorn precinct, Franklin county_____________

649
649
659

of
of
of
of
of

the trustees of the town of Canton ---------- --------- ----- ---------citizens of Mago ffin coun ty----------------------------------------citizens of Mercer Station, Muhtenburg county-----------------------citizens of Clark and Powell countie~-------------------------------citizens of N icbolas conn ty ____________ ------ ------ _____ ____________

659
677
617
693
693

o_f school district No. 34, in Garra.rd county ---------------------------of citizens of the city of Louisville____ ____________________ ____________

693
693

of citizens of Whitley county---------------------------- ------------of merchants of Frnnkfort_ _________________ -------- -------- ____ ____ __
of P . M. Doughty ________ ____________________________________________

708
708

of
of
of
of

citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of

Greenup county_________________________________________
Anderson county_________________________________________
Campbell county · _______________ -----------------------the town of Campbellsville_____________________________

of
of
of
of

citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of

Laurel county----------------------------------------Breathitt county______________________________________
Pike conn ty _______________________________ -------- ____
the city of Louisville ________________________________;____

727
727

833
833

951

965
987
988

988

of citizens of Russell county--------------------------------------- 1013
of citizens of Meni fee county---------------------------------------- 1013
of citizens of school district No. 29, in Washington county .. ___________ 1027 •

132-H.
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Petit larceny, hill to define the offense of, and to provide for and fix its punishment, 515,
948

Phantom Lodge-see Lodge.
Phillips, T. J., jailer of Hardin county, a.ct for the benefit of·--- 1070, 1089, ll78, , 1189
Pia.no-forte Manufacturing Company-see Trayser.
Pickering, M.A., late sheriff of Caldwell county, and his deputy, bill for the benefit
of ___ _ -------------------------------------- ---- -------------- 129, 256 1 284
Pickett Tobacco Warobouse Company, bill to incorporate the __ __________ 934 1 968, 1030
Pike cou~ty-see Boyd, Mary.
-see Scott, John.
Pike county court-see Court, county, of Pike.
Piles, S. H., late sheriff of Livingston county, a.ct for the· benefit of, 258 1 726, 912 1 953,
970

Pinkerton, John, of Carter county, a.ct for the benefit of ______ ______ 763, 884, 917, 969
Pipe Contract Company-see National.
Pleasant Grove Church-see Church.
Plewman, Polly-see Walters, James.
Plummer, Lewis, jailer of Lewis county, act for the benefit of, 157, 757, 1059, 1093, 1173
Pollard, Wm., committee of Eliza Pollard, of Henry county, bill for the benefit of, 669, 709,
755, 803

Pomeroy Coal Company, bill to incorporate the ____________________ 390 1 Gil, 657, 729
Pond creek, Pike county-see Varney, Wm. A.
Pond Draining Company-see Jefferson Southern.
Poor-house farm-see Estill, county.
-see Grant county.
-see Webster county.
Poor-house property-see Morgan county.
- see Ohio county.
Porters for the public offices, a.ct to amend the lnw in relation to ____ 215, 253, 285, 304
Poi:twood, A., sheriff of Anderson county, act for the benefit of __ 517, 1028 , 1135, 1174
Powell county, bill directing the Auditor to pay certain guard claims in, 568, 734, 768,
1163 , 1185, 1204

-see Breathitt and Powell counties.
-see Hammond, Silas H.
-see School trustees.
Powersville-see Town.
Practice law-see Partnerships.
Prescription druggists, bill to exempt from serving on juries_____________________ 215
Press Printing Company, act to incorporate _______________________ 646, 677, 720, 748
Prestonsburg-~ee Town.
Prestonsburg Academy an<! Norma.I School Joint Stock Company, act to incorporate
the------------------------------------------------------- 625, 776, 805, 834
Prestonsburg Academy and Normn,J School Building Joint Stock Company, act to
amend a.ct to incorporate the ______________________________ 1157, 1191 ll99 1206
1

1

Prestonville, Carroll county-see Town.
Price, D:L., resolution for the benefit oL--------------------------------- 316, 774
Princeton, Marion, and Ohio River-see Railroad Company.
Printing ·Company-see Commonwealth.
-see Covington.
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Printing Company-see Press Printing Company.
-see Wrightson.
Prin tin g report of Commissioners to revise the Statute Laws, resolution to inquire
into the cost of__________ ____________ ______________________________________
Printing House for the Blind, American, rnport of_________________________ ______

80
367

- see memorial of D. B. Sherrod.
Prison ers- see Hou se of Reform .
Prison Reform Congress-see Resolution, joint.
Private Secretary--see Secretary.
Prichard, K. F., report of. ---------------------------------_:- ---- -------------- 849
Proctor, Scotta P., of Mercer county, act for the benefit of ______________ ___ .:__ 368 1 398
7
Property-see Tenn essee river.
Property found adrift upon certain rivers in this Commonwealth, act to regulate the
taking up of ____ __________________ __________________________ 602 633 720 751
1

1

1

Property found adrift upon certain rivers in this Commonwealth, act to amend act to
regulate the taking up of_ ___ ---- ------- ----------- --------- 990 1 1029, 1136,
Pryorsburg-see Town.
• Public Acts, resolution to print pnmphlet edition of_ ________________ 1148, 1199 1
Public Lihrary, resolution declaring it . tb e sense of the Ho use that al,! laws authorizin g the, to distribute gifts by lottery ought to be repealed__________ ____________
Public Library of Kentucky, bill to amend section 7 of act to incorporate the_____
bill to amend act to incorporate the __________________
bill to amend act to incorporate the ____________ 1004 1
Public
Public
Public
Public

ll 74

1207
136
219
534
1025

Offices- see Porters.
Printer, resolution directing him to print regular message of Governor_______
Printer, response of in regard to printing revision of the Statute Laws ______
Printer di rected to print report of Commissioners to Revise the Statute Laws,
78,
response of Insurance Commiss\oner to a House resolu tion of inquiry _______________________ 73 74
1

45
100
73,
103
1

75

bi ll to amend the charter of the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington Rai lroad Comprny __________
78
bill and amendments to provide for the erection and
location of the Third Lunatic Asylum___________
87
repo rt of survey of Salt river____________________
96
annual report of Eastern Lunatic Asylum ______ 105 1 115
reports of Institution for the Blind and House of Reform ____ ____ ________ ____ ____ ____ ________ ____ 115
report of recei pts and disbursements of Western Lunatic Asy !um _____________ ---- ------'-----____ 116
report of In,titution for t he Education of the Deaf
and Dumb _______________________________ H6, 138
speeches delivered on the occasion of the death of
Hon. GMrett Davis _____________ ___________ _ 138
bill to o.m eud the revenue laws-----------------bill to increase the r~venue ---------------------bill to protect the interest of the State in turnpike
roads and bridges ____________ ----------------

143
143
144
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Public Printer directed to print bill to incorporate the Merchants' Banking Company
of Caverna ___________________________________

144

st,md ing committees ______ ______ ____ ____ ________

151

report of Institution for Feebl e-minded Cbildren____
bill to subj ect rnilroads to the payment of local and
municipal taxes ____ ______ ___ ___ ______________

154

to amend tb e city charter of Lexington____________
majority report on removal of the Capital---------·
miuority report on rem oval of the Capital_________
bill to increase the salaries of the Superintenden t of
Public Instruction nnd his clerk________________
bill to provide for the organi zation of banking companies, &c. ____________ ---·- ____ ____ ____ ______ _

157
186
194
235

247
277

bill for the benefi_t of the FRrmers' Bank of Kentucky,
receipts and expenditures of the Institution for the

278

Blind-· -------------------~---------- - -----receipts and expenditures of the Institution for the

289

Deaf and Dumb ____ -------------------------bill to prohibit selling liquor to minors____________
bill to amend chapter 53 of the R e~ ised Sta tutes, title
"Interest and Usury"----------------------___
report of A.merican Printing House for the Blind___
receipts and expenditures of the Institution for Feebleminded Uh ii dren ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ __

289·
343
362
367
380

bill and substitute to amend act to incorporate the
Cumberland and Ohio Railroad Company________ 427
message vetoing act to incorporate Muhlenburg Coal
and Iron Company_ _________________________ __ 480
bill to define the offense of petit larceny________ ___ 515
accounts of the Western Lunatic Asy lum____ ______ 517
response of Quarter-Mnster General to a House resolution of inquiry-------------------------- --- 650
bill to establish a system of common schools for the
education of chil dren of African descent ________ 662
reports of committee appointed to investigate chBrges
against Superinten dent of Feeble-minded Insti tute, 6!l6
bill to suppress law lessness in this Commonweal th__ 788
report of Board of Vis itors to the Agricultural and
Mecha ni cal Coll ege -------------------------- - 793
report of the Boerd of Visitors of the Agricultural
an d Mechanical College ________________________ 820
substitute for African school bill__________________ 832
message of Governor in regnrd to Louisiana affairs__ 857
b ill to inc·orporate tbe Kentucky and Southeastern
Rai 1way Company____ __________________ ______ 981
report on removal of the CapitaL ________________ 1046
response of Auditor in regard to back taxes in J efferson county ___________________________________ 1050
bill to appropriate money ________ ________________ 1080
report on collection of the Kentucky war claim ____ 109a
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Pulaski Agricultural and Mechanical-see Association.
Pulaski county, act for the benefit of_ ____________________________ 528, 591 , 630, 639
-see Ballew, Thomas.
-see Line.
-see School, public.
Pulaski county court---see Court, county, of Pulaski.
Purnell, Thomas M., act for the benefit of_ _______ ---------- : ------ 540, 920, 953, 969
Quarles, J. T., bill for the benefit of_ ___ ----------------________________________ 804
Quarry Company-see White Stone.
Quarter-Master General, act to amend act to pay military claims audited by the, 922, 1121
of this Commonwealth, bill for the benefit of the __________ 472
response of to a House resolution of inquiry____________ 649
- see Adjutant Ger.era!.
-see Resolution, joint.
Quorum, none present_ ___________ . ___________ -------------- ____ -··------____ 4, 280
Ragan, Charles G., sheriff of Montgomery county, bill for the benefit of, 177, 350, 394,
430

, Rail~oad Company, Big Sandy Valley, act to amend the charter of the, 743 1 744, 780 1
795

Big Sandy Valley, act to amend act to amend the charter of the, 84 7,
857, 874, 914

Bowling GreeD and Madisonville, act to amend act to incorporate
the ____________________________ 454, 465, 495, 509, 547, 567
Broadway and Dunkirk, ac.t to amend the charter of the, 505, 537, 566
Cairo and TeDnessee River, act to incorpor.. te the, 313 1 398, 425, 460,
540, 585, 619

Cairo and Ship Island, act to incorporate the _________ io5, 458, 547
Cairo and Tennessee River, bill to amend act to incorporate th e__ 777
Chataroi, bill to incorporate the, 105, 404, 423, 438, 514, 550, 552,
569, 583, 594, 606, 633

Cbataroi, bill to repeal section 17 of act to incorporate the, 843, 861 ,
887

Cincinnati, Covington, aDd Cumberland Gap, act to amen d act incorporating th e ---------------------·- 696, 818, 838, 953, 99 1
CinciDnati Southern, act to amend act to authorize the trustees of
the to acquire the right of way, &c. _________ 172, 281, 285, 304
Cincinnati SoutherD, act to authorize certain counties to levy a
tax and pay for right of way and depot grounds for, 354, 651, 662,
696, 736, 806

Citizens' Passenger, of Louisville, bill to amend the charter of the, 364,
501, 535, 569

Clarksville and Princeton, bill to amend act to amend the charter
of the _____________ ____________________ 509, 1123, 1185, 1203
Cumberland and Ohio, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 245, 427,
464, 474, 488, 555, 569, 606, 633

Eastern Kentucky, act to amend the charter of the, 847, 913, 936, 970
Elizabethtown and Paducah, hill to amend the charter of the , 380,
453, 485, 537
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Railroad Company, Elizabethtown and Paducnh, act to amend the chn.rter of the, 687, '739 ,
780, 834

Elizabethtown and Paducah, bill to amend act to amend the charter of the __________________________ ____ 935, 1140, 1185, 1203
Evansville, Henderson, and N11shville, bill for the relief of tbe
stockholders of the ______ 324, 540, 552 , 557, 1126, 1135, 1202
Glnsgow, act for the benefit of the ________ 546, 640, 739, '77 8, 835
Guthrie City aud lrranklin, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 459 ,
706

Kentucky and Great Eastern, bill to amPnd act to amend act to
incorporate the-- -,--------- -- ------ ---- 695, '789, 912, 917, 984
Kentucky and Southeastern, bill to in corporate the, 804, 862 , 874 ,
~06 , 963, 981, 1034

Kentucky and Southern, act to amend act to in corpornte the, 453, 487,
508, 525

Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexi ngton, act to amend the charter
of the ____________ ____ ________________ _ 'T B, 105 161 , 171
1

246
1

Louisville Coal Field and Atlanta, bill to incorporate the _______ 28'T
Loui sville, Harrod's Creek and Westport, act for the benefit of the, 423,
424, _439

Louisville and Nashville, act to amend the charter of the, 543, 692,
658, 722

Louisville, Winch es ter, and Iron and Coal Region, bill to in corporate the ___________ ________________________ 914 , 1159, 1199
Maysville, Flemingsburg Coal an d Iron Region, bill to amend act
to incorporate the _______________________ ___ 334, 398 424, 504
1

Mays ville and Lexington, NorthPrn Division, bill for the benefit
of the ____________________________________ 324, 452, 484, 503
Newport and Dayton Street, act to amend the charter of the, 787, 8 18,
857, 1013, 1058, 11 36, 1173

Newport Street, bill to amend the charter of the, 263, 405, 438, 509
Ohio R iver, Owenton, an d Lexington, bill to charter the, 297, 908,
920, 953, 1041, 1062, 1085, 1175, 1184

Owensboro and Russellville, act to amend Rct to charter the, 396, 440
471

Owensboro and Russellville, act to Rmend act to charter the, 72'T, 740,
,

780, 836

Paducah an d Northeastern, act for the benefit of the, 96'T, 1012, 1061,
1095

Paducah and Tennessee, bill to re-enact and amend the charter of
the--------------------------------- 21 3, 453, 48'T, 646, 681
Princeton, Marion, and Ohio River, bill to amen d act to in corporate the ______________________ _________ 804, 1008, I 060, 1202
Richmond, Irvin e, an d Three Forks, bill to incorporate the, 287, 404,
468 , 485, 53 7

Rockcastle, bill to incorporate the, 695, 861, 91 7, 1033, 10'74, 1083,
ll'T 5,· J 184

Shelbyville, act to amend act to amend the charter of the, 405, 440,
471, 604
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Railroad Company, South Kentucky, act to a.mend the charter of. the, 582, 804, 888, 975
South Kentucky, act to a.mend the charter of the, 1069, 1121, 1142,
1186, 1205
Spring Station, bill to incorporate the .••.•.•••• 324, 452, 546, 58 1
Spri:ig Station, bill to amend the charter of the , 581, 612, 657, 729
Transit, a.ct to incorporate the ......•.•••••• 924, 11 48 , 11 86 , 1207
Trnn sylva.n ia Street, bill to incorporate the •• • •.•• 10 63 , 1135, 1202
Tug River Coal, bill to incorporate the . .••••• 678 , 968, 1030 1 1119
Railroad companies of this Commonwealth, net to authorize to issue and sell mortgage
bonds, &c ....•.•.........••....••••••. •••.•.••.••..•....•.••••••••• •••. 364, 50 l
Railroad contrac tors, bill for th e benefit of. ••••••••••••••••..••••• 187, 453 , 464, 774
Railroad, Mining, and Man ufacturing Company-see Mountain.
Railroad officials-see Jury service.
Railrpad purposes-see Henry county.
Railroad tax in the county of Montgomery, bill providing for the coll ection of the, 453,
487, _508, 525, 1030
Railroad tax in the county of Montgomery, act providing for the collection of, 884, 971,
1118
Railroads of this Commonwealth, bi!! to subject the to the payme nt of local and
municipal taxes········-······· ······ ·· ··· · ······· ····· 157, 286 , 296, 302, 309
Railway Transfer Company-see _Short Route.
Raney, Andrew, of Estill county, bill for the benefit oL.•••••••••.••••.. 377, 611 1 657
92
Randolph, A. W., report of, of survey of Salt river.......... ....................
Ratcliff, John T., and Samuel P. Ratcliff, of Carter county, act for the benefit of, 688, 736,
764
Ratli ffe, Joseph E., sheriff of Pike county, act for the benefit of.. 521, 1028, 1135, 1174
Real estnte agents-see Lien.
Rebeckah Benevolent-see Society.
Recess - see Resolution, joint.
Records of circuit co urts, crim in nl courts, chancery courts, courts of common pleas,
and co un ty courts, act to provide for indexing certain ••••••••..•••••••••••• 264, 335
Registration-see Fayette county.
Registrntion of hoods and obligations issued by counties, districts, &c., act to provide
for the •.•• •••••• .••• •••••• ••.•.• •••• •••••• • ..• •.....•.•• 951, 1004, 1030, 1118
Regi_stration of voters in certain towns in this Commonwealth, act for the .••.•••.•• 1200
Remonstrance of citizens of the town of Franklin .•..•...••...••..• ••••. •••••- .
86
citizens of Garrard county ....... ....................... . ..... 120
citizens of the city of Dayton·················-······-········ 140
citizens of Lincoln county ••••..• _ ............................. 149
citizens of the town of Lewisport.............................. 149
citizens of Eastern Kentucky •• ~........... .•••••••••••••••••• 162
citizens of Daviess and Hancock counties....................... 162
citizens of Cumberland county......... ....................... 162
citizens of Glasgow J unction...... ............................ 214
citizens
citizens
citizens
citizens
citizens

of
of
of
of
of

Ohio county········ ····················· ····-····Owensboro··························-·············
P eak's Mill precinct, Franklin county·-:········ -····Washingtou county ••·-·······-·······--·- - · · 342,
the city of Cynthiana ·····-·--- ··············- -···

•

306
314
332
349
366
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Remonst,rance of ci tizens of Greenup county-------------------------------- -citizens of Trigg county---- ---------------------------------citizens of Morg,m county ________________ ---------- - - -- -----citi ze ns
citizens
citizens
citizens

of
of
of
of

366
399
399

the town of Spottsville ----------------------------Gatrard county ____________ ---------------------- -the town of Headquarters, Nicholas county _____________
Morgan county ____ ____________________ ____ ______ __

400
422
423
464

citizens of Can mer, Hart county ________ ----------------------citizens of Pendleton county ---- -------- -------- -------------citizens of Bath county _______________________________________

464
464
486

citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of
citizens of

486
486
499
499
500
523

the city of Covington---- - ------------------- - ----the town of Headquarters___________________________
Morgan county_____________________________________
Laurel and Rock9astle counties______________________
the town of Portsmouth, Ohio_______________________
Shel by coun_ty _ ____ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________

citizens of school district No. 2, in Hickman county _________ __ __ 579
7
citizens of Loui sville _____________________________________ 727, 728
J oana Louden __________________________________ · ___________ 764
Representative district-see Resolution.
Representative an d Senatorial districts, report of JudiciRry Committee on__________ 214
Representittives lo tile Congress of the United States, act amending act fixing the
time for tbe election in this Stiite of ------------------------------------- 213, 281
R epresentatives, list of_ __ ____________ ·--_____________________________________ l 210
R esignation of E. F. Wnide ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ _______ 547
Resolution !tllowin g Chief Clerk to ap?oint f\ second assistant clerk _______ ._________
appoint ing committee to wait on s ~nate______________________________

58
4

cal ling on commissioners to erect fire-proof offices for certain information_
calling on Comm issioners for revision of the Statutes for certain information ____ ________ ____________________________________________ 391

239
400
1

dec-la riog it the sense of. the House that the report of the Commissioners to
revise the S tatutes should b~ Rbandoned____ ____________ _________ ____
declnring it the sense of the House that revision of the Statutes shall be
completed during this session, and providing for a recess _____________
decl a ring it the sense of the House that all laws iiuthorizing the Public
Librnry o~ Kentucky to distribute gifts ought to be repealed__ _________
dec]Rring that motions to reconsider shall have precedence of all others, 585 1
declaring a resolution offered by Mr. E. A. Graves a censure on the House,
desigoutiog grouod for leave of absence______________________________

703
589
136
597
389
631

designa ting future order of business--------------------------- 1138, 11 81
design ati ng hours of mee-ting, and order of business _______________ 650, 551
directing Public Printer to print standing committees__________________ 161
directing Cl erk to call the roll of the House each day Rt 10 o'clock______ G6-!
directing Auditor to report to House amount of back taxes due from Jefferson county ______ ______________________________________________ 664
directing Pub)ic Printer to print addresses delivered on the occasion of
the death of Hon. Garrett Davis_________________________________ 138
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Resolution directing Committee on the Judiciary to inquire what legislation is
necessal'y to secure a reapport ionment of the State into Rep rese ntative
and Senatorial Districts ---- -------------- -------------------- 108 , 214
directing Committee on Revised Statutes to bring in a bill supplemental to
the red fox sca lp law _____________~------------------------- ------ 386
directing special committee to prepare a bill looking to the removal of the
Capita] _________ • __________ _________ • _______________ ____ ____ 194, 205
directing Committee on th e Jud iciary to inqui re into the propriety of submitting to the p~ople the propriety of callin g a convention to 11.mend the
Cons ti tu tion ____ ________ ---- ---- ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ ______ __
fix in g
fixing
fixing
fixing
fixing
fix ing

day after which 110 new le1we or resolution shall be introduced____
day after which no leaves sbRll be granted________ ______________
hour at which Revision.of the Statutes shall be taken up__________
time after which no new business shall be introduced _______ 7 _ ____
time for considering Revision of the Statutes each day ___________
time for reporting locnl bills _______________________________ 585 ,

16 'l
'103
631
704
631
665
587

granting Hall of House to Mrs. M. H. T. Cutler nod Mrs. M. V. Longley__ 197
granting use of Hall of House to fri en ds of Centennial Celebration at Philadelphia ____ ______ ________________________ ____ ____ __________ 170, 171
in regnrd to Collins' History of Kentucky - --- ---- ------------ -------in regard to nbseo tees____ ____ ______________________________________

315
279

in regard to order of business _________ -------------- ·-------------- 418
in regard to minors carrying deadly weapons________ ______ ____________ 26 7
inquiring by what authority the United States Government is now occupying as nlltional cemeteries the private property of citizens of this State ,
instructing Committee on Banks to report value of' stock of the Bank of
Louisv ille ____ ____ ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ 631
instructing Committee on Military Affairs to report what changes are necessary 1n the military laws ----- ---------------------------------- 135
instructing Committee on the Judi ciary to report by what law tho lottery
known as "policy" is carried on in this Commonwealth_________ ______ 131
inviting the ministers of Frankfort to open the sessions of the House with
prayer---- ----------------------------- -------------------- ---48
Resol ution, join t, appointing a joint committee for certain purposes __ 120, 280 1 29 5 1 323
to appoint committee to visit House of Reform__________________ 43'1
to appoint committee to visit State House of Reform and Institution
for the Education and Training of Feeble-mi nded Children, 459, 497,
536

authorizing the creation of an additional standing co mmittee , 487 , 662
authorizing the publication of certain mnps, &c., pertnining to the
geological survey ____ ________________________________ 992, 1183
in relation to the revision of the Statute Laws - -- ------ 581, 663, 7 74
concerning State Library _______________________ 127 , 224, 280, 428
granting conrnnt to the U.S. Governme nt to purchase ground in
the ci ty of Paducah on which to erect pnbl~c buildings, 379, 429 1 471
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Resolution, joint, declaring that no motion for final adjournment will be entertained
until after the passage of hills fo1· the education of the children
of the State, the supprPssion of lawlessness; and for the promotion or immigrntion _-:---------------------------------- 587, 624
declaring th11.t no motion to adjourn finally will• be entertained tmtil after the ado~tion of the report of the Committee on the Revision of the Statutes______________________________________ 585
de_cl a ring that Revision of the Statutes was prematurely ordered __ 386
directing Public Printer to furnish 300 cop ies of report of Commissioners on Revision of the. Statute Laws ______ _ 103, 139, 151, 163
dirccti ng the firing of a nation,d salute ____ __ ______ _________ 431, 48!\
direc ting journal of Revision Committee to be deposited •with Secretary of State------ -----.- a--------- --- ------ -------- ---- 1201
directing LibrariRn to purchase certain books ___________________ 416
directing Committee on Ch11ritable Institutions to inquire into the
expediency of converting the State House of Reform into a State
Luna tic Asy !um __________ -'---------_______________________
83
extendiag the day for final adjournment_ ______________.,_ __ 1151, 1179
fixing day for election of United States Senator, 89 1 90, 114 1 l,n, 130
fixing day to adjourn sine die, 298, 403 , 483, 585, 703 1 708, 843,
848, 1005, 1118
fixin g day for adjonrnment _____________________ 326, 338, 403, 408
fixing tl me to adjourn sine die------- 58, 386, 743, 1082, 1176, 1185
for the relief of the sufferers of Lawrenceburg and Carlisle by the
1ate fire ------ ______ ___________ __________ • ____ ____ ____ ____ 695
for the re.lief of the sufferers by tbe Lawrenceburg fire _______ 675, 681
in regard to Federal interference in th e affairs of Louisiana, 1090, J092,
in regard to enrolling uf the chapters of the Revision of tbe Statutes-------------------------------------------- 848, 873 1 874
in regard to absent members--- ------------------------------ 317
in regard to tax oo per~on s descending tbe Kentucky river to Frankfort with coal_ ___ -------- - ------- ____ ----------___________ 498
in regard to the fire-proof offices ---- ---- --------- ---------- ---- 297
in relRtion to the 100th ann iv er sary of the Indrpendence of the
United Colonies of North Americ11 _____________ 667, 800, 801 , 862
in relation to certain acts of the Congress of the United States, 1050, 1127
in relation to the duties of tbe Commissioners on the Revision of
the Statutes _____ ------------------------------------------ 415
in relation to the action of members of Congress in voting for an
increase of the salary of the President of the United States and
of their own pny __________ ____________________ 1035 1101, 1182
1

in rehi.tion to lan d to be acquired by the United States in the city
of Covington for the erectio n of a public building ____ 390 1 428, 471
in rela~ion to the completion of the public buildings known as the
fire-proof offices _____________________________ 379, 499, 507, 536
in relation to the enrolling of tbe chllpters of the Revised Statutes,
when acted on by tbe two Houses ________________________ 792, 849
in relation to printing revision of the Statutes:______________ 630, 634
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Resolution, joint, in relation to the dishursement of the funds of the State in support
of the several charitable in stitutions . ____________________ 459, 498
in relation to the Joint Committee on Revision of tbe Statutes, 177, 203,
245
in relation to the appointment of a clerk for the Joint CommitteA
on the Rev ision of the Statutes _________________________ 151, 167

.

in relation to the Commissioners on the Rev ised Statutes_ 114, 128, 151
instrncting Quarter-Master General to prepare blanks for military
claims________ ________________ ____ ____ ____ · __ ____ ____ ____ 1136
instructing Senators and Representatives in Congress in regard to
pensioning certain soldiers _______________________'.,_ ______ 417, 498
instructing joint committee to select location for a temporary
11sylurn for the insane ____ ______________________________ 484, 663
making certain inquiries of the Auditor _______________ 338 , 428, 471
of inquiry in relation to the le11sing of the locks and dams on the
Ke n tncky river________________________________________ 441 ,' 599
providing for removal of the rernnins of Gen. C. H. Fry and Col.
Theodore O'Hara, and Adjutant Geo. N.' Cardwell, 631, 641, 1191,
1200, 1207
providing for R recess __________ ________________ 484, 587,, 624, 703
regulating sale of cor.l in the city of Frankfort__________________
to appoint joint committee on the revision of the Statute Laws, 73,
86, 90, 91,
to appoint committee to inquire into the management of the Kentucky River Navigation Company ____ \43, 473, 522, 581, 583,

291
78,
130
600

to appoint d<1legates to National Prison .3efo rm Congress, 116, 120, 121,
130
to discharge Commissioners on Revision of the Statutes ------ 291, 315
to divid e the State into 24 judicial districts ____________ 298, 389, 838
in relation to the title of the public property at Frankfort, and the
propriety of removing the seat of government from said city, 77, 84,
91, 130
to take recess until the 13th day of May ____________________ 484, 624
-see Hodge, S.
-see McCampbell, James A.
-see P enitentiary for negroes.
- see Price, D. L.
-see P11blic Acts.
- see S1Llute.
-see Stan ley, W. T.
-see Synopsis of Acts.
Resolution limiting time of speaking on revision of the Statutes___________________

665

of thanks to W. T. Marshall ---------------------------------------- 1201
of thanks to J. M. Wright------------------------------------------ 1128
of thanks to officers of the House __________________________ ·-------- 1201
of thanks to James B. McCreary ____________ ------------------------- 1198
O'l tbe death of Hon. Garrett Davis----------------~----------------138
ordering regular message of Governor to be printed____________________
45
prescribing character of business after March 4th----------------------

484
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Resolution prescribing hours of meeting ___ :_ ____________ _____________ ----~--- .- --prescribing order of bnsi ness ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
providing for afternoon sessions______________________________________
pi·ovidi ug for eve ning sessions____________ ________ _________ __________
referring Governor's messRge to appropriate committees ________________
regretting the resignation of E. F. Waide______________ _______________
regulating tbe sessfr,ns of the House _______________________ ______ 730,

484
513
587
598
46
548
915

requesting Quarter-i\faster General to report names of persons who h ave
filed military claims ____ ------------------------------____________ 631
requesting Superintendents of Etlstern and Western Lunatic .Asylums to
repo rt number of lunatics who have been refused admission for want of
room __________________________________________________________ _ 109
requiring general school Jaw to be reported _______________________ 268, 280
requiring Clerk to record names of members not voting on a call of yeas
and nays--------------------------------------------------- 268,
requiring the Superintendents of the Eastern and Western Lunatic Asylums
to furnish certain information-------------------------------·----- _
requiring the Superlntendent of the Iastitntion for the Education and
Trainin g of Feeble-Minded Children to furnish certain information ____
"specifying hours of meeting __________ ------------------··-----------Specifying order of basin ess ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ _
to
to
to
to

adjourn from Saturday until Monday-----------------------------11dopt rules to govern House in acting upon revision of the Statutes____
attend the nuptial ceremonies of W.W. Deaderick__________________
•
appoint committee to report all the fncts connected with the collection
of the claims of Kentucky against the General Government _______ 735,
to appoint committee to ivquire into the extent of the fire at Lawrenceburg __________________________________________________________ _

I•

290
137
138
385
38 7
435
671
604
887
670

to hold night sessions _____________________________________ 484, 903, 936
to inqniro into the cost of printing report of Commissioners to Revise the
Statute Laws _______ · ----------------------------------------___
to inquire into the expediency of the State monopolizing all business of
insu ranee __________ · __________________________ -··-- ____ ____ ____ __

80
26 7

to recommit bills of last session undisposed of to the several CODJmittees, 48, 50
to refund tax paid on U. S, bonds___________________________________ 164
to rescind B\ven-eigbths rule ________________________________________ 1080
to suspend order of business---------------------------------------- 1063
-see In stitution for Feeble-Minded Children.
-see Rule.
Revenue, bill to in crease the __________ __________________________ 143, 341, 346, 626

I

r

Re,enu e laws, bill to amend the ---- ---- ---- ------------------------ ____ _____ 122
Re~enue laws of thi s Commom~el\lth, bill to amenrl ~he, 143___ 174, 581, 598, 657, 722
Revised Statutes, act to amend article 25, chapter 28, of tbe______ ________________ 399
bill to nmend chapter 28, title Crimes and Punishments, of tbe ____ 214
act to amend cha pter 28 of the, title "Crimes and Punishments," 651,
787, 820, 825, 838, 863, 871, 897, 936, 1027
bill to amend chapter 32, article 8, section 2, of the______________ 201

act to amend ch11.pter· 43, article 2, section 4, of the·-·--·-- 1032, 1121

INDEX.
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Revised Statutes, bill to amend chapter 47 of the, title "Husband and Wife," 324, 743,
765, 778 , 836
bill to amend chapter ·53 of the, t itle " I nterest and Usury"- - - 359 , 597
bill to amend chapter 102 of the, title" Treasury Warrant Cin i ms," 792 ,
1024, 1072, 1093 , 1202
bill to amend chapter 28 of the, title "Crimes and Punishments" ___ 838
bill to amend chap ter 105 of t he, title " Weights 11.nd Measures" - - 20 1
act to amend.section 1, article 26, chapter 27, of the _____ 308, 347 , 537
bill to amend section 5, article 2, chapter 83, of the __________ 281 , 290
bill to amend section 33 1 chapter 24, of the------- --------- :- - --- 43 1
-see Esti ll and Lee· counties.
- see Sheriffs.
99
Revision of the Statute Laws, report of committee in regatd to printing of the ______
report of the Comm issioners on the ______________ 67 , 116
Revisio n of the Statutes, respouse of the Comm iss ioners on the to a House resolution
of inquiry ___ ______ __________ _______ ------ ____ ---- ________ -- --- - ------ ____

400

Re\"ision of Statute Laws, ;hapter1 . Actions in Certain Cases All owed ____________ - ---- - ------- ---~---- ---- 607
2 . Advertisements ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _________ ___ ____ __ __ 60 7
3. Arbitrations and A.wards ____ ____ __________________ -- ---- ------------ 60 7
4 . Asy lum for the Tu ition of the Deaf and Dumb ____ ____ ____ ____________ _ 60 7
5. Attorney Genera!____________ ____________________________ ___________ 60 7
6. A ttomeys ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ _ ______ ____ __ 60 7
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
H.
15.
16 .
17.
18.
19.

Auditor ---- - - -- - ----- ----------- - ----- ---- 607, 626 1 642, 926 1 899 , 768
Bastardy ____________________________ ________ _______ _______ ____ 607, 654
Bounda ry ____________ ________________ __________________________ 607 , 654
Cattle, Horses, and Dogs _____________ ____________ ________________ 607 , 654
Causes of Action which Survive _____________ _____ _____ __________._ 607, 655
Cbamperiy and Maintena nce ____ ______________ _____ ________ ______ 607, 655
Change of Venue ________ __________ ______________ ~-------------- 607, 655
Charitable Institutions and Religious Societies _____________ _________ 607, 655
Citizens, Expatriatio n, and Aliens - - - - ------------ ------ - --------- 607, 655
Cla ims upor:: the Treasu ry __________ 607, 655, 665, 675, 683, 715 , 735 , 745
Cler ks _____________ ________________ ____________________________ 607, 715

Comll'.! issioners of Foreign Deeds ---- -------- ---------------- ----- 607, 715
Common Schools, 670, 715 , 737, 146, 75 1 , 754, 784, 793, 966, 1006, 1073,
10 74, 109 7
20. Oon fess ion of J udgment. ___________________________ _________ ____ ____ 754
Constables ____________ _____________ ______ _________ ____________ _____ 754
21.
22. Construction of Statutes _____ ____ ------ ------ - --- -------------- -- - --- 754
Contracts ____________________ ____ ___ _________ ______ _______ _________ 755
23 .
24 . Oon tri bu tion ____ ____ ____ ___ _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ _ ____ 755
Conveyances _____________________ _________________ _________________ 755
25.

•

26.
27.
28 .
29 .
30 .
3 1.

Coroners _____ ____________ _________ ·- - - - ---- ------------ - ----------Costs _________________ _• ________________ ________ ________ _______ ____

755
755

(,1oun ty Levy ______ _________ ___ ________ ______ _____________________ . __

755

Courts ____ __________ ____________ 767, 769 , 772, 797, 959, 973, 814, 915
Crimes and Punishments, 874, 888, 898 1 90 1 1 903, 926, 959, 991, 10_06, 100 7
Curre ncy ________ ____ __________________________________- --··---- 781 782
1
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Revision of Statute LBWS, cbapter32. Descent, Distr ibu tion, Exempt Property, and Adoption _______________ 781, 782
Dueling ____ ------------ ---------------- - ---------------------Election•-- -- -------------------------------- ------------ - 816,
Elisor ________ ________ __ __ ________________________---- ---- ____ _
Escapes ________________________ ________ ____ ___________________
37 . Escheats and Escbeators ______________________________________ ____
38 . Evidence ______________ ________ ___ _____________________________
39. Executions ___________________________________________ 816, 781,

33.
34.
35.
36.

781,
781,
78 1 ,
781,

782
782
783
783

781, 783
781, 783
797 , 799

40. Executors and Administrators ________________ ---- ____ - ----------- 781, 799
41. Feeble-minded Children______________________________________ 816, 781 , 799
42. Ferries ________________________________________________________ 767, 770
43. Foreign Corporations____________ ______________ __________________ 767, 771
44. Fraudulent Conveyances and Devises_.:. __________________:-- ---- ---- 767, 771
45 . Fugitives from Justi ce ____________ ____ ___________________________ 767, 771
46 . Game and Small Birds-------- ---------- -------- ----------- 767 1 771 1 793
47. Gaming ________ ------------------ _____ ------------------. _____ 767, 781
48. Guardian and Ward-------------- ------ ------------------------ 768, 781
49. Guards, Pub Iic______ ______ ____ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ _ 768, 781
50.
51.
52.
53.

Heirs an d Devisees ____ ---------------- ________ ------ ---------- Ho! idBys ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ___ _ ______ ____
Husband and W ife ____________________ ____________________ 816
1
Idiots and Lunatics _____ ________ ________ ________________ ________

768,
768 ,
781,
816,

781
7 82
874
781

54. Impeachment -----------,- ---- ______________ --------- ___________ 817, 781
55. In closures and Certa in Trespasses , 81 7, 781, 817, ' 833, 874, 900, 926, 970,
993
56. Incorpornted Companies ________________________________________ _ 781, 841
57. Injuries to Personal Property----------------- ---------- ---------- 781, 84 1
58. Insolv ent Debtors _____________________ ______________________ 781, 842, 874
59. Inspection ________________ ____________________________________ _
781, 842
60. Interest and Usury ________________ ________ _______ 781 842 , 874, 900, 926
1
61. J ails and J ailers ________________________ ____________ ________ 78 1 , 842, 874
62. Juries, Grnnd and Petit_ ___ _____________ ______ ________ 888, 903, 937, 961
63. Lands ____________________________________ ____________________ _
888, 918
64 . Lands, Processioning of ____ ________________________ ____________ _ 888 , 918
65. Lands West qf the Tenn essee River_ _____ ____ ____________________ _ 888, 918
66. Laws ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ______ ____ ____ 888 , 919, 937
67. J-P.gislatu re ___________________________________________________ _
888 , 918
68 . Landlord and Tenant ___________________________________ _______ _ 915, 918
69. Liens in favor of Mechanics, LRborers, and Material Men ________ ___ _ 915, 918
70 . Limitation of Actions _________________________________ 915, 919, 93 7, 961

71. Lost Records, &c., How Supplied ____ ---------------------------- - 915, 927
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Master Commissioner, Receivers, and Other Commissioners in Equity_ 915, 927
Mills ______________________ --------------______________________ 915 , 9 27

Militia-------------------------------------------------------- 915 ,
Names may be Changed ____________________ .:. ____________________ 916
1
77. Notary Public __________________________________________________ 916,
78. Occupying Claimants-------------------------· _________________ 916,

927
927
92 7
927
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Revision of Statute Ln.ws, cbapter79. Office an d Officer_ ___ ________ ________ -··------ __________________ _ 916, 927
80. Partnerships---- ---- ---- --------------- ------ -~-------- -------- 916, 9~7
81. Patrols________ ______________________________________ __________ 916, 92 7
82.
83.
84.
85.

Peddlers _____ ·--------------------------------------- --------- Penitentiary __________________ -------------------- ---- -------- Poor and Poor-houses ____________________ ____________ ___________
Port-wardens __________________________________________________

915 1
915,
915,
915,

927
927
!l27
92 7

86. Public Arms and Accoutrements _________ __________________________ 915, 927
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.

Public Buildings, State and County-- - ~- ------------ -------- ------ 915 1 927
Public Printing and Binding ________________________________ 926, 927, 1034
Register_ ____ __ __________ __________________ -----.------ ____ 926, 928, 973
Roads and Passways ____ ____ ____ ___ _________________ ____________ 973, 974
Salaries ________________ __________________ ______ 926, 937, 942, 973, 993

92. Salt and Saltpetre Works and Wnter-plt>es _________________________ 926, 927
93. Secretary of State ____ ____________ __________________ __ ____ ------ 973, 97 4
94. Sergeant-------- ---------------- ------------------------------ 973, 974
95 . Sheri Ifs ______ · ___________________________ --··- ____ ____ ______ ____ 973 , 97 4
96. Revenue nnd Taxation ______ _________ _______ 1006, 101 8, 1046, 1066, 1127
97. Small-pox ___ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ______ ____ ____ ______ ______ l 007
98. Su reties nnd Co-o bligors ____________________ _: ___________________ ---- - 100 7
99.
100.
101.
102.
10 3 .

Surveyors--------------------- ---------- ------------------------ -Treasury Warrant Claims________ ____________________ ______________ __
Taverns, Tippling-1,Jouses, &c. ______ ______ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Master and .Apprentice _____ _______ ~--- ____ ______ ______ ____ __________
Strays ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

ioo7
l 007

1007
100 7
l 00 7

104 . Seal of the Commonwealth and of the Secretary of Stnte ________________ 1007
105. Towns __ ____ ____ ____________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _______ ____ ____ ___ 1007
106. Treasurer ________ ____ ___________ _________ ________________________ __ 1007
107. Turnpike, Gravel, and Plank Roads----------------- - ----------------- 100'7
108. Vagrants ______ ___________ _____ ________ _________ _________ _______ ___ 100'7
109. Weigh ts and Measures ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ ______ 100'7
110. Wills ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ __ _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ l OO'T
111. Library of tLe Commonwealth and Librarian-------- ---- - ----- ------·-- J 00'T
112. Fees _________________________________________________ _ ______ 1017, 1068
113. Revenue .Agent_ ________________________ _______________ ________ 101 'T, 1068
114. Sinking Fund ________________________________________ ________ 1017 1068
1

115 . To Adopt the General Statutes, 1062, 1075 1 109'7, 11 01 1 1126 1 1127 1 11 28 1
1139
Rewards for killing wolves, red foxes, grey foxes, a nd wild cats, act a uthorizing, 252, 259,
303, . 331, 366
Rllwards for killing wolves, red foxes, grey foxes, nod wild cats, act to repeal act
authorizing ____ ______ __________________ _______________________ --L----- 88 2, 892
Rhea, A.G., nominated for U.S. Senator______________________________ ____ _____
Ricbmond-,-see Cemetery Company.
Richmond, Irvine, and 'l'hree Forks- see Railroad Company.
Rio Bridge, in Hart county, act to allow the State agent at to make necessary improve-

160

ments------------ - ----------------------------·--- ---- ------ 520 , 591 , 630, 639
R iver Transportation Company, bill to incorporate the ______________ 324 , 511, 547 , 581.
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Riverton Iron and Mining Company, act to amend act incorpora ting the, 172, 201, 218,
246

Riverton Savings-see Bank.
Road, Col nm bus and Milburn Gravel and Pl ank, bi!! to incorporate th e, 265, 548, 58!:i, 603
Road Company, Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel, bill to amend tile charter of
the---------------------------- -----~-------- 766, 844, 887, 920
PRducah, Blnndvill e, and Columbus Gravel, act to amend act to incorporate the _________________ _____________ 970, 1028, 1135, 1174
Road laws of tbis Commou~ealth, bill to amend the _________________________ 391, 505
Road la ws of Greenup county, act amending an act to amend and reduce into one the
several acts in relRtion to the ______________ ------ ______ _____ 928, 986, 1031, 1095
Road, State, at Cane Creek Bridge, between Milburn and Columbus, act to
the change of the------------------------------------------- 72 6 ,
Road, turnpike, Antioch and Burdett's Mill---------------------- 610,
Augusta Rnd Mount Olivet_ ______________________ 726,
Bngdnd and Harri sonville ________________________ 275,

authorize
776,
669,
776,
376,

806,
737,
806,
421,

834
750
834
426

Bardstown and Green River----------·----------- 64, 142, 163, 245
Bl andvill e and Cairo ____________________________ 609, 668, 720, 750
Bryantsville and Cane Rnn -------------------------- 159, 342, 1021
Bryantsville and Cane Run __________________ 1021, 1120, 1177, 1187
Cabin Creek __________________________ 275, 398, 425, 490, 596, 671
Cabin Creek----------------------------------- 726, 776', 806, 834
Cabin Creek,Sand Hill,and Manchester, 326, 667, 718, 728, 740, 762,
805, 835

Carlisle and Jackstown __________________________ 537, 648, 718, 765
Carrollton Rnd Engl e Creek ___________________________ 667, 736, 750
Cla1·k and Montgomery. ____________ ---··----·· ---- 145, 200, 237, 273
Concord and Tollsboro ________________ 275, 376, 485, 506, 596, 674
Concord and Tollsboro -------------------------- 126, 818, 873, 914
Crab Orch ard a~d Crew's Knob ________________________ 569, 872, 888
Danville and Hustonville, 619, 723, 999, 1003, 1028, 1030, 1059, 1093,
1118, 1144

Danville and Hustonville------------------··------- 1148,, 1186, 1204
Decoursey Station, Taylor Road, and Ba nk Lick Short-line, 272, 405,
438, 503

Dry R(dge, Knoxville, find Domossville _________ 792, 1015, 1134,. 1185
Elizabethtown and Middle Creek -------------· ___ 520, 591, 719, 749
Emin ence and Fox Run _______________ _ 660, 1021, 1175, 1184, 1202
Eminence and Mulberry _____________________ 1032, 1121, 1178, 1187
Fairfield and Cox's Creek_ _______________________ 120, 142, 163, 311
Fairfield a nd Samuels Depot _____________________ 120, 142, 163 1 311
Fa irfi eld nnd Samuels Depot _________________ 1013, 1033, 1093, 1202
F almouth ____________________________ 1060, 1085, 1159, 1-176, 1184
Falmouth and Cl aysville ____________________ _____ 725, 776, 805, 834
Fisherville and Buck Creek ______________________ 646, 707, 756, 796
Fox Creek and Washington CountY--,------------ 685, 739, 779, 836
Fox Run and Bullskin ___________________________ 145, 200, 237, 314
Frankfort and Flat Creek ________________________ 275, 364, 394, 426
ll
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Road, turnpike, Georgetown and Paris ___________________________ 660 1 724, 767 1 803
Goshen, Oldhamsburg, and Sligo________________________________
55
Harrodsburg nnd Baton Rouge--------·-----------. 145, 213 1 237 1 314
Harrod's Cyeek and Sand Hill-see Jefferson and Brownsboro.
Headquarters and Steele's Run ___________________ 626 1 594, 607, 633
Hillsboro nnd Mouth of Fox, and Tilton and Day's Mill, 873, 913, 954,
969

Hillsboro and Plummer's Landing __________________________ 934, 1015
Hodgenville and Elizabethtown------------------ 594, 668, 719, 750
Hodgenville a.nd Elizabethtown _____________________ 1069, 1089, 1189
Iron Works------------------------------------ 368, 407, 439, 503
Iron Works_ __________ ____________ ____________ 545, 817, 873, 914
J efferson and Brownsboro, and Hnrrod's Creek and Sand Hill, 660, 848 1
887 , 920

J efl'erson and Brownsb0ro____ ____ __ ____ ________ ____ 1148, 1193, 1204
Kiddville and Montgomery _______________________ 786, 912, 953, 969
Lagmnge and t:ihelbyville ________________________ 377., 511, 547, 581
Lebanon a.nd Pope's Creek _______________________ 570, 707, 778, 836
Lexington and Newtown------------------------ 708, 724, 767, 803
Lexington and Winchester ____________________________ 887, 965, 989
Lincoln and Boyle ________________________ ______ 880, 965, 990, 1015
Little Benson and Lane's Mill ____________________ 686, 739, 779, 836
Lost Fork and Otter Creek. ______________________ 786, 912, · 953, 969
Louisville and Cane Run __________ 213, 999, 1048, 1072, 1092, 1202
Louisville 1tnd Highland ________________________ 601, 934, 989, 1015
Louisville and Nashville ___________________ ______ 440, 885, 935, 985
Massie's Mill ____ ________________ ·___________ 1087, 1120, 1178, 1189
Mayslick and Mill Creek ____________________ 1029, 1086, 1176, 1184
Middleburg and Liberty _________________________ 519, 590, 629, 640
Minerva and Beazley's Creek_ ____________________ 708, 881, 898, 920
Moore and Nolnnd _____________________________ 880, 965, 990, 1015
Mount Freedom· and Jessamine Couuty ____________ 377, 689, 736, 76-!
Munday's Landing and Harrodsb urg ______________ 145, 213, 237, 273
Nevada and Dixville ____________________________ 145, 245, 285, 314
New Castle and Emin ence ___________________ 1191, 1198, 1199, 1206
New Liberty Branch _______________________ 528, 5_9 3, 598, 657, 721
New Liberty and Owenton _________________ :- 528, 593, 598, 657, 721
Nicholasville and Jessamine County __________________ 990, 1120, 1188
Nicholasville and Kentucky Ri~er ________________ 687, 739, 779, 836
Oak Ridge ____________ c________________________ 635, 707, 767, 795
Orangeb;irg nnd Tollsboro _______________________ 313, 407, 485,
Owenton and Ross Mill __________________________ 105, 142 163,
1
Owenton and Steel's Run______________________________________
Owingsville Depot_ _____________________________ 459, 611, 657,
.Paint Lick and High Point_ _____________________ 327, 407, 439 1
Rodger's Mill and Hinkston Bridge _______________ 518, 590, 666,
Salt Lick, Esculapia, and Mount Carmel_ __________ 275, 376, 425,
Scboolsville Branch _____________________________ 368, 408 , 439,
Shelbyville a nd Louisville _______________________ 687 1 739, 779,

504
245
377
729
503
722
454
503
836
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Road, turnpike, Shelbyville and Louisvill e ____________________ 914, 1008, 1061, 1119
Si lver Creek and Walnut Meadow ____________________ 645 , 647, 1207
S impsonv ill e and Buck Cnek __:'.______ ____________ 645, 707, 756, 796
Sodom ----------------------------------. ----- 777, 9 10, 953 , 985
Springfield an d Chnplin ___ _______________________ 629, 592, 635 , 660
Stamping Ground and Lecompt's Run _____________ 487, 543, 584, 619
St. Mntthews and Goose Creek ________________ 913, 1008, 1061, 1119
Tuckahoe Ridge _____________________________ ______ 92 1, 1086, 1184
Twelve Mile and Californ ia ______________________ 519, 590, 719,
Union nnd Richwood ________________ ____________ 266 407, 439 ,
1
Vanceburg, Quick's Run, an d Concord ___ 275 1 376, 425, 490, 596,
Vanceburg, Qu ick's Run, a nd Concord __________________ 820, 934,

749
503
671
99 0

Vanceburg, Qu in cy, aud Springville _____ 275, 376, 425, 490, 596 , 671
Vanceburg, Quincy, and· Springville ____________________ 820, 934, 96 7
Vanceburg, Salt Lick, Toll sboro, and Maysv ille, 275, 398, 425 , 490 ,
596, 671

V1mcehurg, Salt Lick, Tollsbo ro, and Maysvi ll e_____ 687, 739, 77 9 , 835
W est Point and Elizabethtown------------ -------- ---- 274 , 42 1, 426
Wilderness--------------- ------------ 913, 1025, 108 1, 1175 1 11 84
Willisburg, Thompsonville, and Pleasant Run _____ _ 646, 707, 756, 795
W incheste r and Muddy Creek ____________________ 395 , 430 , 4 71, 504
Winchester an d ~fuddy Creek ____________________ 727, 77 6, 806 , 834
Winchester and Red Rh•er Iron Works-see Schoolsville Branch.
Winchester and Red R iver_ __________________ 1066, 1119, 1178, 1189
-see Turnpike road and bridges.
Roads and bridges for Ohio county-see Superintendent.
Roads in Breckinit·dge county, act in relation to ___________________ 145, 213, 285, 304
Roads of Butler county, bi ll to amend act to provide for th e improv ement of the, 518, 59 0,
629, 639

Roads, public, act to exempt certain persons in Fayette and Scott counties from work
on __________________ __________________ _____________________ 687, 739, 779, 836
Roads, public, in Hardin county, net concerning the ____ _______ 520, 592, 598, 719, 74 9
Roads, t urnpike, in Garrard county, in which said count.y owns stock, ac t in regard
to _______._______: ______ ____ _____________ ____ 544, 668, 756, 795
in Henry count.y, act for the benefit of the unfini shed_ 544, 668, 719, 750
in - Sc~tt county, act to provide for the construction and completion
of_____ ______________________ _____________ 923, 1005, 1031,
1095

-see Toll-gates.
Roberts, F. M., net for the benefit of_ _______________ ___________________________ _

206

Robinson, Joseph, late sheri ff of Franklin coun ty, bill for the ben efit of, 105, 250, 284 ,
323

Rockcastle county, act to establish trnm-tracks or railways to navigable streams and
rail roads in ____________________________ 1069 , 1119 , 11 79, 1187
act for the benefit of_ _________________________ 558, 738, 778, 837
act to amend act to prohibit the sale of liquors in, 52 1, 694 , 1012,
-see courts, chancery.
-;-Se e Kirtley, Charles.
-see Line.

106_1, 1173

~
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Ror.kcRstle county- see Round Stone creek.
Rockcastle Railway Company -see Railroad company.
Rock House Fork of Licking river, act to declare a navigable stream, 1016, 1137, 1179,
11 87
Rodgers, Alice, act for the henefit of ____ ------ ____ ---------- --- ------------ 645, 738
Rodgers' Mill and Hinkston Bridge-see Rand, turnpike.
Rolling Mill Company-see Louisville.
Rothrock Coal and Mining Company, in Muhlenburg county, act to incorporate the, 725,
934, 967, 1015
Round Stone Creek, in Rockcastle county, act declaring certain portions of navigable, 1157,
1190, 1199, 1207
ac~ to repeal act declaring a navigable
stream ________________ 205, 271, 295, 305
Rowan county-see Scott; R. G.
Rowlett, John P., excused from serving on committee ____________ ________________

92

Royse, J . D.-s~e Smith, W. W.
Rufer, Charles, bill authorizing the county court of Bull itt county to grant a tavern
license to _______________ · ----··---------------------------------------- 287, 297
Rule requiring a seven eighths vote to suspend, resolution to rP.scind _______________ 1058
Ru le, resolution to rescind seven eigh tbs________________________________________ 1080
Rush, Mary F., of Union county, act for the benefit of_ _______________________ 646, 707
Rush Branch Coal, Iron, Mining, Lumbering, and Manufacturing Oompflny, in Morgan
county, act to incorpornte the _____________________________ ____ 275, 333, 385, 421
Russell county-see Obamber_land, Wm.
Russellville-see Town.
Russell ville Banking-and Warehouse Oomp11ny, act to incorporate the, 521, 549, 585,
Sabhath day-see Liquors.
Sflcksteder, Frank, Bppeared find took his seat ____________ ___________ ___________
Sacksreder, Frnnk, added to the Committees on Insurance and Banks ______________
Salaries-see Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Salary-see Clerk, chief, of the Land Office.
Salem Church-see Church.
Sales and conveyances-see Trustees.
SaleH of real and personnl property in Fayette county- see Sheriff.
Salt Lick, Esculapia, and Mount Carmel-see Road, turnpike .
Salt ri\'er, survey of by A. W. Randolph----- -----·--- -------- ------ --__________
Salt river in Anderson county-see Fish.
Salts Manufacturing Company-see Orab Orchard.
Salute, national, resolution direct in g the firing of a on the 8th of January ___ 47, 90 1
Salute on the 22d February-see Resolution, joint.
Salyer, Samuel, of Magoffin county, bill to nuthorize to adopt John P. Siner as a legal
heir-at-law ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____________ 500, 652, 736,

623
758
766

92

139
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Sanders, Sallie, act fo r the ben efit of----------------------------- 730, 884 , 917, 968
Scalps-see Rewards.
School bill, resolution requiring lo be reported ______ _.: ________ .,. __________ ____ 268, 280
School board of the city of Covington, bill to amend act incorporating, 222, 333, 363, 379
School buildings in district No. 1, in the town of Hawesville, act to provide for the
erection of _________________________ ____ -------------------- 582, 668, 778, 837
School, colored free, at Bowling Green, act to establish a____________ 84 7, 884 , 91 7, 968
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Schools, color ed public, of Bowling Green, act for the ben efit of_ ____ 258, 323, 341, 367
School Commissioner of Campbell county, act to authorize the to redistrict the school
districts of said county, &c. ____________________ ___ ________ ____ 686, 739, 779, 835
Schools, common, for the education of children of Africfl.n descent, bill to establish fl.
uniform system of_ _____ 662, 710, 832, 930, 963, 983, 1052, 1148
for the benefit of the colored people of Catlettsburg and vicinity,
act to estab.lish a-------------------------- - - 686, 765, 797, 837
in Bracken county, act for the benefit of_ _________ 527, 568, 699, 623
in Bracken county, bill to amend act fo r the benefit of, 970, 1013, 1062,
1095
in Carrollton, 11ct to repeal act in regard to ___ 1010, 1032, 1136, 1173
in Clinton count,Y., act to amend act for the benefit of, 222, 500, 547, 667
in the town of Corydon, in Henderson county, bill to amend act
to establish a systerfl of_ ___ ________ ___ ____ 924, 1005, 1058, 1174
in Grant fl.nd Pendleton countiP.s, bill providing for levying a tax in
aid of _________________ ___________________ _________ ___ ___ _

792

in
of
in
in

625
749
835
779

J essamine county, net for the benefit of ___ 251, 334,
Johnson county, net for the benefit of the ______ 610,
Kenton county, bill for the benefit of ____ ______ 678,
Kentucky, act for the benefit of ___________ _________

426,
668 ,
739,
67ts,

457,
720,
779,
739,

in Newport, Campbell county, net to continue in force act for the
benefit of______________ _____________________ 368, 430, 457, 503
of Perry county, bill for the benefit of ____ __________ 312, 1122, 1185
School district No . 42, in Allen county, bill for the benefit of_ ______ 440, 881, 897, 920
No. 1, in Allen county, bill for the benefit of_ _______ 440, 88 1, 917, 984
No . 1, in Allen county, bill to amend 11ct for the benefit of, 1089, 1140 1185,
1203
No. 5, in Ballard cot1nty, act for the benefit of_ ______ 582, 684, 600, 603
No. 5, in Ballard county, act for the benefit of ___ ____ 239, 27 l, 295, 805
No. 27, in Ballard county, bill for the ben efit of, 1060, 1086, 1176, 1184
No. 45, in Ballard county, bill for the benefit of_ ____ . 671, 738, 779, 837
No. 5, in Barren county, act for the benefit of_ ______ 582, 668, 719 , 749
No. 59, of Bath county, act for the benefit of_ _______ 239, 271, 285, 31 -l
No.34,inBrackencounty,actforthebenefitof, 1010, 1121, 1177, 11 89
No. 5, in Breathitt county, bill to establish the boundary of ________ 459
No. 3 , in Bullitt county, act to repeal act for the benefit of, 1010, 10 88,
1177, 11 89
No. 30, in Butler county, bill for th e benfit of _____ 549, 952, 1030, ll 18
No . 35, in Calloway county, bill in relation to the Murray Male and
Ferne.le Institute in---- - --------- ---------- ____ 239, 271, 296, 304
Cold Spring, in Campbell county, act for the benefit of, 519, 567, 599,
642, 66 2 , 669, 689, 756, 795
No. 44, in Campbell county, act for the benefit of_ ___ 610, 668, 720, 750
No. 21, in Carroll county, bill for the benefit of__ 1089, 1140, 1185, 1203
in Ce.tletts~urg, act to amend act giving the trnstees of, the right to
levy a tax, &c. _______________ ____ ____________ 923, 986, 1061, 109 6
No. 47, in Clay county, act for the benefit of_ _______ 251, 333, 363, 378
in Clinton county, act to create a new __________ _________ 251 1 333, 379

-I

I
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School district No. 28, in Clinton county, act for the benefit of, 800, 801, 880, 913, 936,
970
No. 3, in Franklin county, act for the benefit of, lOll, 1029, 1136, 1173
No. 5, in Garrard county, act for the benefit of_ __________ 144, 333, 362
No. 17, in Garrard county, act for the benefit oL 1021, 1089, 1177, 1189
No. 34, in Garrard county, act for the benefit of _____ 743 1 776, 806, 834
No. 6, in Greenup county, act for the benefit oL __________ 417, 440, 471
No. 59, in Hart con,nty, act for the benefit of _____ 990, 1005, 1032, 1095
No 8, in Harrison county, act for the benefit of_ _____ 240, 271, 295, 305
in Hancock county, act for the benefit of various ____ 222 1 287, 305 1 314
No. 35, in Henry county, act for the benefit of_ __ 1141, 1183, 1193, 1205
No. 2, in Hickman county, act to repeal act to authorize the trustees
of, to levy and collect a tax' for school purposes, 43 1, 1009, 1072, 1134,
1202
Nos. JO and 47, in Jefferson county, act for the benefit of, 222, 334 1 385,
424, 454
No . 1, in the county of Jessamine, act for the benefit of, 923 1 J 005, 1031,
1190
No. 12, in Kenton county, bill to direct the n.ppropriation of the road

l.
I

tax and labor in-------------------------------------------~- 1073
No. 19 1 in Kenton county, bill for the benefit of_ _____ 253 1 510, 546, 581
No.16,inLarue county,actforthebenefitof_ ______ 251,430, 471 1 504
No. 16, in Larue county, act to amend act for the benefit of, 970, 1012,
1061, 1095
No. 24, in Larue county, act for the benefit of__ 544, 669 1 697, 756 1 795
No . 4.7, in Larue couuty, bill for the benefit of_ ______ 487, 648, 718, 765
No. 1, in Laurel count.y, act for the benefit of_____________________ 921

·1

No . 1, in Lawrence county, bill for the benefit oL __ 555, 985 i 1093, 1202
No. 1, in Letcher county, act for the benefit of_ ___________ 251, 323, 341

·'

Nos. 5 and 28, in Livingston county, act for the benefit of, 251, 334, 347,
385, 421
No. 16, iri Logan county, a.ct to amend act for the benefit oL ________ 1062
No. 2, in Lyon county, act for the benefit of ______________________ 644
Nos. 22 and 73, io. Madison county, act for the benefit of, 239 1 333, 363,
379
of the county of Madison, act to provide for the redistricting the, 621, 668,
699, 623
No. 7, in Marion county, act for the benefit of_ ___ 645, 1120, 1176, 1189
No. 46, in Mercer county, act for the benefit of_ _____ 726, 765, 805 1 835
No. I, Metcalfe county, bill for the benefit oL ____ 549 1 1008 1 1061, 1119
No. 4, in Nicholas county, bill for the ben efit of _____ 537, 648, 718, 765
No. 1, in Pendleton county, bill for the benefit of, 1089, 1159, 1192 1 1204
No . 17, in Pendleton county, act for the benefit of_ _________ __ _ 545, 667

I'

i
·l

No. 62, in Shelby county, act for the benefit of_ _____ 800, 818, 874, 914
No. 14, in Simpson county, act to repeal act relating to ________ 283, 1137
Urania, in Barren county, act to organize ___________ 518, 739, 778, 835
Nos. 70 and 73, in Warren county, act for the benefit of__ 872 1 888 1 915
No. 75, in Wanen county, act for the benefit of-------------------

646
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School district No. 29, in Washington county, act for the benefit of, 1087, 1138 1 1179,
1188
No. 12, in Woodford county, act to amend act for the benefit of, 239, 271,
295, 304
from parts of Fayette nod Madison counties, bill to establish a, 909, 934,
967, 1015
Schools for tbe educa.tion of children of. African descent, in McCracken count.y, act to
establish ___________ _____________________________________ 645, 1120, 1176, 11 89
Schools, fre e, for tbe colored people in Hancock county, act to eslablish, 252, 333,· 363, 378
School-houses to be ercclcd in the 8th a nd 9th Congressional Districts, act · to Rmend
act to cause good _________________________________________ 801 1120, l 177, ll89
1

School-houses to he erected in the 8th and 9th Congressional Districts, act
act to cause good ________ : __________ 239 247, 271, 295 1 305, 334,
1
School, MorgRnfi eld public, bill to orga nize the _________________________
School, Owenton High, bill to charter the ____ _______________ 114 1 238,

to amend
347, 385, 421
528, 591, 778
338, 340, 37 8

School trustees of Powell county, bill for Lhe benefit of the 651, 1064, 1073 1 11 23 1 l l7fi,
11 85
Schools in tbe town of New C•slle, Henry county, act for Lhe benefit of, 398, 411, 592, 626
Schools, p:iblic, in the town of Clayville, in Webster county, act for the organization
of--~------------ - --------- ------------ 395 1 430, 547, 571 , 583
in the town of Clayville, act for Lhe orgnnization of tbe, 6,16 1 1120, 11 78,
1!89
of Falmouth, nnd district No. 1, in Pendlet.on cou nty, bill to charter
the----- ---- ------------ ----------- 818, 1009, 1072, 11 34, 1185
in tbe city of Henderson, :i.ct to amend act to organize and establi sh
a system of_______ ----------------------- ---- 520, 548, 585 , 603
in the t<>wn of Corydon, act to amend act to establish and mainta in
ii My stem of _____ ________ ___________________________________ l 135
of Louisville, bill for the ben efit of tbe _______ 213, 238, 256, 258, 28 7
in the city of Owrnsboro, iict to amend net to organize and establish
ii system o_f ------------------------------- ____ 395, 430, 457, 503
in district No . 1, in Pulaski county, act to estRb lish and maintain a, 646 1
1121
in Winchester, act to provide for orgnnizing and establishing a sys-·
tem of. _________________________________ 686, 747, 773, 898, 914
Schoolsville Branch-see Road, turnpike.
Schwartz, Theodore, & Co., bill to authorize thn Auditor to allow certain tax credits
claimed by---------- ____ ------__________________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______

509

Sc~ tt, H. W., J.. te she riff of Driviess county, bill for tbe benefit of_ ________________ llSl
Scott, J. G., sheriff of Metcalfe county, a~t for t::ie benefit of ________ 630, 691, 630, 639
Scott, John, of Pike county, bill for the benefit of_ _________________ 254, 724 1 765, 835
Scott,
Scott,
Scolt,
Scott,

Mary, of J essa mine county, bilJ for the benefit of the heirs of-------~------- 731
R. F., sheriff of Garrard county, act for tbe benefit of_ ________ 601 , 774 1 797 1 834
R. F., sheriff of Giirrard county, act for the benefit of ____ 11 57, 1191; 1200, 1206
R. G., of Rowan county, bill for the bene fit of_ ____________ 262 1 962 1 1029, 1118

Scott county-see Roads, public.
-see Road, turnpike.
-see Trespasses.
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Scott county court-see Court, county, of Scott and Franklin.
Scnffletown F ence Compnny, act to amend :l.Ct to incorporate tbe. ______ 726, 1069, 1121
Sea t of Government, removRI of-see Resolution , joint.
mnjority report of joint committee on rpmovRI of_____________ 190
minority report of joint committee on remov al of. _____ ---- ~--- 225
report on removal of_______________________________________ 1042
Second Presbyterian-see Church .
S ecretary, private, of tbe Governor, act to provide a _______________ 886 , 903 1 935, 985
Seminary, Batb, in Batb coun ty, bill for tbe benefit of the stockholders of the_ 390, 1063
Seminary, Danville TbeologicRI, act to exempt th e property of the from taxation, 582, 659,
719, 749
fund in Graves county, act in rel at ion to the___________________________ 570
H,irrisburg, act to amend tbe charter of the _____ ________ 261, 333, 363, 378
Hnrtford, of Ohio county, bill to amend 1tct to create the, 549, 648 1 718, 765
prop erty, in the town of Mount Vernon , Rockcastle county, act to authorize the sale and conveyance of tbe ___________________ 521 1 568, 599, 623
Stanford Male and Fe.male, act to authorize the trustees of to sell lands, 544 ,
592, 635, 660

Senatorial districts-see Resolution .
Senator ial nod Represent1ttive districts, report of Jndi cinry Comm:ttee .in regard to__ 214
Se nato r, U.S., d"Y for election of-see Resolution, joint.
Willis B. Machen elected - -------- ------ ------ --- ---------- 160, 169
Sergennt-A.t-Arm s of the House, act to pay expenses for certain services rendered by
the----------------------------------------------- 732, 1029 , 1058, 1093 , 117 5
Sewell, Geo. W., of Breathit county, bill for tbe benefit of_ ______ 670, 1085 , 1175 1 11 84
Shackelford, 0. P., tax co llectot· for Edmonson county, act for the benefit of, 528, 655 ,
568, 599, 623

Shanks, Q. C.-see Miller, Wm. H.
Sha rp, Richard-see Clerk, chief, of the L,rnd Offic e.
Sheep in th is Commoowe,,ltb, act to repeal A.Ct to a mend net for the protection of____ 251
Sheep in Brnckeo county, ar.t for the protection of ____________________ 880, 101 3, 1059
Sheep in the counties of GallaLin, Nicholas, and Fleming, act to rep eal act for the
protec tion of-- - --------------------- ---- --------------------- 64, 155, 171, 245
Shey, Sarah C.-see Court, county, of C11mberl 1rnd.
Shelby county, act to establish an additional justices' district in------- ------ 1010 1 1183
-see Court of claims.
-see School district.
Shelby county court-see Court, co unty, of Shelby.
Shelbyville-see Cemetery Company.
-see Railroad Company .
-see Town.
Shelbyville, B,ink of-see Bank of Ash!A.nd.
Shelbyville and Louisville-see Road, turnpike.
Sheriffs to sell real estate to pay revenue taxes, bill to nmend act authorizing, 365, 101 5,
1134, 1203

Sheriffs of this Commonwealth, bill for the benefit of sundry---------------------- 1022
Sheriff, act amending act to amend the Revised Statutes in regard to filling VA.caocies
in the office of---------------------------------------------- 307, 440, 47 1 1 504
Sheriff of Calloway county, act in relation to the _______________ 886, 1012, 1061, 1095
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Sheriff and master commissioner of Fayette county, act to authorize the to advertise
sales of real and personal property in said county ________ 862, 986, I 082, 1177, 1188
Sheriffs and master commissioners in the county of J essamine-see Advertisements of
official sales of.
Sheriff of Trigg county, bill for tbe relief of tbe _____________ _____ 804 , 819, 887, .920
Sheriffs, acts in regard to, in the counties ofAnderson ________________ , --------- _____ --------- -------- 517, 11 35, 117 4
Ballard ------------------------------------ 144, 200, 343 1 423, 457, 503
Barren--------- ---------------------------- ---------- 518, 650, 718 1 749
Batb ______________________ _______ ______ ____ 207, 601, 738, 792, 805, 835
Bell------------ - ------- --- ---- 1010, 102 1, 1089, 1177 , 1178, 11 89 1 1190
Boone ________________ ______________________________________ 91, 121, 323
Breathilt ___________ 350, 510 1 547, 581 1 913, 936 1 1021 1 1033 1 1177, 1188
Caldwell ______ ______ ____________ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ 129, 256 , ~84
Calloway_______________________________________________________ 144 , 18 7
Clay __________ 88, 161, 174 , 314, 519, 739, 766, 778, 836 , 88 1, 917, 984
Clinton ______________________ ______________________ 371, 1137, 1178 11 90
1
Crittenden _______:_ ____________________________________ 406 , 567, 599, 623
Daviess __________ ________________ ______________ __________ . _ ____ ____ 1161
Edmonso n _________________ _ ___ ______________________ 405, 410 , 425 , 454
7

Estill -------------------------------------------- 11 43, 11 83, 11 93, 1205
Floy_d ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __________ ____ ____ 205, 739, 7 78 , 83 7
Franklin--------------------------------------------- 105, 250 1 284, 323
Gallatin __ ____ ____ ____ ______ ______ ____ ________ ____ ____ __ ____ ___ 407 , 603
Garrard __ 601, 651 1 739, 774, 779, 797 1 834 1 835, 11 57, 1191, 1200, 1206
Hancock ________________ ______________________________ 406, 415, 454, 457
Harlan ____________ _______________________ __ · ____ ____ 520 591, 629 639
1
1
Harrison __________________________ 252 , 376 , 401 , 423 644, 739 , 778, 836
1
Hart _____ ___ ____________________ --·--______________________ 520 , 667, 74~
Jackson ------- --- ------ ------------ --- ---- - ----- - 1141 1 11 83, 11 93 , 1205
J efferson------------------------------------------ 913 1 1009 , 1021 1 1033
Jessamine ________________________________________ 1087 1120 1178 1188
1
1
1
J obnson ________ . _______________ --. _______ _______________ ··--- ___ 519 , 59 1
Kenton ______________ ______________ 710, 776 814 1121 1183 11 92 1206
1

1

1

1

1

Knox ------------------------ - ------ 1069 1 11 56, 11 90 1 11 99 1 1205 1 1207
Letcher ________________________________________________________ 205 253
1

Lewis _______________________________ 159 284 633 718, 11 83 , 1193 1205
1
1
1
1
Lincoln ______________________________________________ 258 776, 797, 835
1
Livingston ____________________________________________ 258 726 912 970
1

1

1

Logan--------------------------- - - ------------------ 726, 747, 780, 836
Madison -------------- ·-------:---- --------------------- 417, 915 1 937 , 970
Magoffin ____ ____ ______ _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 459, 656
Marion ______ --------------------------------------------- 144, 187, 925
Mason _____________________________________________ 987, 1021, 1093, 1202
McCracken-------------------------------------- 725, 747, 780, 836 , 935
1fercer ______________ ________ 406, 555, 592, 098 , 657 721, 724, 766, 803
1
Metcal fe _____________________________________________ 530, 591 630, 639
1

Montgomery ____ __________________ 177, 187, 250, 284

1

322 , 350 394 1 805
1

..
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Sheriffs, acts in regard to, in the counties ofMorgan ---------------------------------------------- 645, 669, 720, 750
Mublenburg -------------------------------- 1006, 1029, 11 58 1 1199, 1206
Nelson ___________________ 179, 253, 263, 295, 305, 1013, 1033, 1093, 1202
Ohio ________________________________ ____ ____ ____ ____ 415 , 533, 565, 1202

..

Owen ---------- ------------------------------ ____ 91, 262, 648, 717, 765
Pend leto n--------------------------------------------- ---- 142, 163 , 323
Pike ________________ ______ ________________________ 521, 1028, 1135, 1174
Todd ____________ ____ __ _____ ________ ____ ___________ 1157, 1191, 1200, 1207
Union ______________________________________________________________ 646
Warren---------------------------- 201, 256, 285, 322 , 1074, 1086, 1184
Washington _____________________________________________ 1016, 1059, 1094
Wayne ______ ________________________ _________ ________ 646, 739 779, 836
1
Whitley _______ ______________ _________ ____________ ____ 336, 349, 385 , 422
Sherrod, D. B ., memorial of____ ____ ____ ______________________ _________________
Short Route Railway Transfer Company, bill to incorporate the _________ _:: 364, 398,
bill to amend act to incorporate the _______
Shrodes, Henry M., forme r justice of the peace of Ballard county, act for the benefit
of _______ --·· ____ ---- ____________ ------ ________ _______ ________ -------· 158,

254
424
568
200

S ilver Creek and Walnut Meadow-see Roads, turopike.
Simpson county-see School district.
Simpson County Agricultural and Mechanical- see Association.
Simpsonville aod Buck Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Siner, John P.-see Salyer, Samuel.
Sinking F un d, act to amend act to tax railroads, &c., in aid of the, 505, 555, 598, 657, 722
Sisk, Barney, jailer of Hopkins county, act for the benefit of. _______ 614, 776, 805 , 834
S late Ford Coal Company, act to incorporate the __________ _____________ 364, 397, 504
Slavin, John L., former sheriff of Garrard county, act for t!:!..e benefit of, 651 1 739 1 779,
835
Smith , E. H., and others, bill to repeal act nuthorizing to close A.n alley in Williamstow n ___________________________________________________ 1122 1140, 1186 1203
1

1

Smith, Misses Virginia and Lizzie, act for the benefit of ____________ 144, 187, 203, 246
Smith, 'I'. J ., a nd others, hill for th e ben efit of_ _____ ____ _____ _________ 1089, 1159 , 1192

..

Smith, W.W., J. D. Royse, and C.H. Jones, act for the benefit of. _______ 604 , 943 , 101 2
Smith's Grove-see Town,
Sodom-see Road, turnpike.
Society, Benevolent, of Colored P eople of Millville, in Woodford county, act to incorporate the------------ ---- --- ----- -------- 506, 804, 857 , 912, 953, 969
Franco-American of Mutual Assistance of the city of Paducah, act to incorporate the-------------- ------------------ 266 1 323, 330, 500, 547, 567
Frankfort True Friend, bill to incorporate the _________ 777, 1140 1 1192, 1204
Fulton County Agricultural, bill to amend act to incorporate the __ 459, 881, 92 0
Good Templars' Aid, of Franklin county, bill to incorporate the, 1122, 1158,
1193, 1205
Kentucky, for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, bill to incorporate, 459, 647,
718, 748

134-H.
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Society, Loui sville Orphans' Home, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 593

647, 718·
1

7

765
1179,

Lou isvi lle Orph a ns ' Home, act to amend act to incorpornte the, 1087, 1138
7

1188
i\lercer Oounty Medical, net to incorpornte the ________ 1157 1191, 1199, 1207
7
Paducnb Germanica Mu sical, act to incorporate tbe __________________ 645 738
]:'11 ri s liltrmonic, act to in corporate the ___________________ 686 739, 779,7 835
7

R<·ueckah Benevolent, of Covington, net to amend act to incorporate tbe, 542, 689,
747, 778, 836
1089, 1178, 1187

Spinozn, of Ftt.vette county, net to incorporate the _____ 1021
1

St. Jose ph 's Cntbolic Benevolent, of Frankfort, >let to incorpornte the, 274, 308,
· 312, 541, 667, 755, 795
St. Patrick's Benevolent, of Paris, act to incnrpornte the ____ 505 776, 805, 834
7
Un ion Li ternry, of the Ag ri cultural and Mecbnnical Coll ege of Kentucky , ne t
to incorporate and aid tbe ____________ __ _____________ ________ 75 90, 139
7

Washiugto n County Agricu ltura l, act for the benefit of the ___ 145 200, 237, 273
7
Soldi ers-see Liquors, spirit uous.
Son s <,f Tempe rance- see Grand Division.
Son tag, An ton, memorial of__________________ ______ ____________________________

366

Son tlt Rev. John F., report of_ ______ _____ ------------------------------ - -----South Oarrollton -~ee Town.

849

Sout h Ken&ncky-see Rnilroll d Company.
Sou th Kentucky F,iir Gr"und-see Association.
Sout h a nd West B,rnking Company, act to incorporate the ____________ 1120 1178, 1190
7
Sou thern Land nod Construction Company, bill to charte r the _~--- 766, 968, 1030, 1118
Sou(b1Ves tern l<'urn itnre Manufacturing Company, act to amend act to inroroorate the, 368,
399, 425, 454
.Sou t hwest Kentucky fmmigmtion and Rea l EstRte Company, bill to incorporate ,be, 897,

:Spencer, Wm.-see Cnrdwell, Tbos. P.

1086, 1175, 1184

·SpetH:er county rourt-see Oourt, county, of Spencer.
Sp itw~n Society-see Society.
Spradl in, Samuel-see Banks, C. M.
Sp rndl i-n, Mrs. Elizabeth J., of Floyd cnunty, act for tbe benefit of___ 763, 884 917, 969
7
Sp1·i11 gfield and Chaplin-see Road, turnpike.
Sp rin g St-ation Railwny Company-see Railroad Oompnny.
Spriugville-;-see ?own.
Stau le-keepers-see Livery stable-keepers.
Stable-see P-en itentiary.
Stitg ner, Sally, of Mndison county, act for tbe benefit of_ ___________ 327 364 394, 426·
7
7
Stamping Gr-ound nod Lecompt's Run-see Road, turnpike.
Stanford l!'emale ·Oollege-see College.
Stanf'ord Male aGd Female- see Seminary.
Stanley, Wm . B., resolution for tbe benefit of_ _____________________________ 1201 1207
.Stantonville-see Town.
1
·State Li-brary-see Resolution, joint.
.State Road Fork.of Licking riv er, in Magoffin county, act to declare the a navigabl e
stream---------------------------··------------------ 1016, 1120, 1177, 1188

l
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18·,

Stationery, act in relation to _______________________________________ 65, 84, 90, 130

765

Statistical Burenu, porLion of Governor's message in regar d to referred to a select committee________ ____ ________________________ ________________________________

179,
188

49

Statute laws-sPe Resolution, joint.
Statute laws-see 'Revision of the Statute Jaws.
Steam Ferry Company at the head of Island No. l, on the Mississippi river, in Ballnrd
county,· act to incnrpornte a ---- - -------------------------- 671, 1028, 1135, 1174
Stearn mi ll s in Carter county, act authori zin g the to take on e sixth of all the grain
gro und at said mills for toll_ ________________ ____________________________ 602, 667

207

738
835
;0 9,

336

Stock-see Dry Ridge.
Stock and Bond Bo,u·d-see Louisv ille.
Stock in corporntions-se~ Warren county.
Stock, live- see J effe rso n county .
Stock of all ki nd s from rnnning at large in Mason and Fleming counties, bill to pre-

l87

/8,

795

:34
39
73

vent ----- ------ -- ------------------------ ----------------- 740, 885, 935, 985
Stock off th e pnbl, c roatis-see Conrt, county, of Scott.
Stocks in ra il roads, turnpikes, a nd other improvements, bill for the protection of counties, cities, &c., subscribing ----------------------------------·------ 695 910, 985
Stock in turnpike rot1.ds- see Courts, county.
S tock scales in Boone co unty, act to require the owners of to have and keep test

66
49

weigb ta -------- ---- ---- ---~------------------------------- 252, 271, 296, 305
Stock to railronds-see Tri mble county.
Stoner Mouth Presbyterian-see Church.
Storing explosive subs tances- see Explosive substances.
Strangers' Res t Lodge- see LodgP..
Street Railw,,y and Transfer Company- see Ashland and Catlettsburg.
Stringer, W. R., of Livingston county, act for the benefit of_________ 759, 884, 917, 969
Strong, G. T., sberiffof Breathitt county, bill for the benefi t of_ ________ 913, 1021 , 1033
Stroud City-see Town.
St. Augustine-see Cemetery.
St. Bernard Cot1 l Company, net to amend the charter of the _________ 145, 200, 237, 273
St. Bernard 'rran sportntion Company, act to incorporate tbe ____ 432, 443, 820, 837, 917
St. Catherine's Convent of S isters of Mercy, bill to incorporate the __ 312, 543, 58"4, 619
St. Charles Coal Company, act to incorpornte the _________________ 427, 500, 505, 547

•I

St. Joseph's Catholic Benevolent-see Society.
St. Louis Cemetery Company- see Cemetery Company.
St. Matthews ntid Goose Creek-see Road, turnpike .
St. Patrick's Benevole11t-see Society.
Stud horses-see Keepers.
Stumbough, · Benj nmin, and others, of Johnson county, act for the benefit of, 1066, 1119,
1187

Sublett, George, of Elliott county, act for the benefit of_ ___________ 679, 776, 805, 834
Sulphur Fork-see Fish.
Superintendent of Public Instruction and bis clerk, act to increase the salaries of the, 247,
292., 4 72, 508, 525

Superintendent of roads and bridges for Ohio county, bill concerning the appointment
of a ---------------------------------------------------··--- 651, 724, 767, 803
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Sureties for costs, bill to author-ize to obtain a release from further liability, 1124, 1186,
1203
Survey-see Geological anrl mineralogical survey.
Surveys, plats, and certificates of land-see Warren county.
Swinge Cat Fork of Big Creek, in Pike county, act _to declare a navigable stream, 1022,
1121, 1178, 1188
Synopsis of Acts, resolution, joi~t, to print_ ________________ _________ 1148, 1186, 1205

I1·

Tavern-keepers, bill for the benefit of licensed---------------------~-------- 213 1 929
Tavern license-see Vanceburg election precinct.
Tax-see Pawnbrokers.
Tax credits-see Schwartz, Theodor~, & Co.
Tax lists-see Delinquent tax lists.
Tax on income on United States bonds, bill for the benefit and relief of persons who
have paid ____________________________________________ 223, 839, 956, 1029, 1119
Tax-payers-see Carter county.
Taxes, delinquent, in th,e State of Kentucky, bill to change the manner of collect.i'ng
the __________________ ---- ____ ··--- ____ ____ ____ __ ____ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

213

Taxes due from the State-see City of Covington.
Taxes, local and municipal--see Railroads.
Taylor, Gip, and Nace Waller, former sheriffs of Ut!ion county, act for the benefit of, 646,
738
Taylor, G. W., sheriff of Hancock county, act for the benefit of_ _____ 406, 415 1 425 1 454
Taylor, G. W., sheriff of Hancock county, and his sureties, act for the b.enefit of, 41)6, 415,
426, 457, 504
Telegraph Company-see Big Sandy.
-see Owenton and Sparta.
Tennessee river, act for the protection of property on ____________ 885, 1028, 1135, 117:!
Terry, Gobrias, Ben T. Perkins, and S. H. Perkins, act for the benefit of, 1087, 1120 1 11 78,
1189
Test weights-see Stock scales.
Thanks, resolution of, to J1tmes B. McCreary------------------------------------ Jl98
to officers of the House-----··---------------------------- 1201
Third Lunatic Asylum-see Asylum.
Thompson, S. W., late clerk of the Scott circuit court, act to amend act for the benefit of-------------------~----------------------------- 601, 913 1 943, 966, 1014
Thruston, Charles M., clerk of the Jefferson county court, bill for the benefit of, 261, 307,
331, 375
Thurman, L. R., f\Ct for the benefit of---------------------------- 172, 201, 237, 273
Tilton and Day's Mill-see Road, turnpike, Hillsboro Bnd Mouth of Fox.
Tinsley, Wm., late sheriff of Knox county, act for the benefit of 1156, 1190, 1199 1 1207
Title to public property in Frankfort, report on_________________________________ 190
Title to public property in Erankfort-see Resolation, joint.
Tobacco Bank and Warehouse Company of Covington, act to incorporate the , 549, 612,
657, 729
Tobacco We.rehouse Company-see Pickett.
Todd county, act to prevent the s·ale of liquors in the first magisterial district of, 1157,
~
11 91 , 1200, 1207
-see Court of claims.
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Todd county-see Grumbly, John.
Toll-gates on turnpike roads, act to provide for notice before shall be thrown open, 929,
1028

Toll of grain-see Steam mills in Carter county.
Tolls to be taken by owners of water and horse-mills, bill to fix the rnte of________ 350
Tompkinsville-see Town.
Town, Aaron's Ru,n, act to repeal act to prohibit the sale of liquors in, 1158, 1191, 1200,
1206

Adairsville, act to amend the charter of-------------------- 313, 430, 457, 503
Anderson City, act to incorporate the. _______________________ 1065, 1121, 1188
Ashland, act empowering the bo11rd of trustees of the to purchase lands and establish a park ________________________________ ________ 431, 6ll , 657, 729
Ashland, act to en large and define the hounclaries of the ____ 820, 934, 967, 1014
Barbourv ill e, bill authorizing the trnstees of the to grant land to railroad for
depot------------ -------------------------------------------------- 297
Beaver Dam, bill to incorporate the _____________________________ 708 1 723, 755
Bell City, act to amend act to incorporate ____________________ 417, 440 1 471, 504
Bell Point, in Frr.nklin county, act for the benefit of the ___________ 272, 583, 634
Bellvie w, bill lo amen d lhe charter and laws of the _____ __ 593, 10.86 1 1175, 1184
Berea, bill to incorporn.te the _______________________________________ 929, 936
Bland ville, act to amencl act to amend and reduce into one the se,eral acts incorporn.ting the _____________________________________________ 518, 548, 566
Booneville, bill to nmend act to incorporate the____________________________ 935
Brooksville, in Bracken county, act to amend the charter of the, 602 1 740, 773 ,
796, 834

Brownsville, bill to authorize the election of police judge and marshal in the, 408,
1064, 1134, 1201

Burksville, bill concerning the---------------------------------------- 1138
Butler, act to prohibit the sale of sp irituous liquors in _______ 546, 677, 719, 749
Cairo, in Henderson county, net to amend act to incorporate the, 952, 1012, 1061 ,
1096

C11lhoun, bill to Rmend act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in
relation to the___________________________ ___________________ 509, 526, 566
Calvert City, in Marshall county, net to amend act incorporating the, 245, 276, 295,
311

Cn.mphellsville, act to repeal act to prohibit the sale of liquors in, 10691 1137, 1179,
ll87

Carlisle, bill to amend the charter of the ____ ____________ ____ 245 1 276, 295, 311
Catlettsburg, act to amen d the charter of the ________________ 610, 633, 720, 749
Cavern11, act to prohibit the sale of sp il'ituous liquors in ______ 348 1 500 1 536, 556
Cherry Hill , act to incorporate the _________________________________ 1087, 1183
Cliiyville, act to amend act to prohibit the s,ile of liquors in the, 805, 913, 954, 969
-see Schools, public.
Clinton, bill to amend act to authorize the v(lters of to vote upon the prop.
osition whether ardent spirits shall he sold within the limits of, 1087, 1120, 1178,
1189

Cl inton, in Hickman county, act to change the boundary line of the, 952, 1028,
1093, 1174
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Town, Clinton, act to autho rize the voters of, to vote upon the question whether
liquors shall he sold within the corpor1;1te limits of_ ___ 687, 748 , 762, 805, 835
Clinton, net for the benefit of the ___________________ ,_ __ . 1097, 1138, 1186, 1205
College Hill, in Madison county, net to incorporate the _______ 543, 692, 719, 794
Columbia, act to amend act to amend and redu ce into one the acts in regard to
the ___________________________________________ : __,___ 880, 934, 990, I 014
Columbia, act to authorize the trustees of to sell and convey part of J etferson
alley ____________ ·------------------------------------ 625, 669, 720, 749
Confederate City, in Rowan county, bi II to incorporate __________ 884, 1122, 1203
Crab Orchard, act to amend the charter incorporating the _____ 644, 707, 756, 794
Crorton, in Christian connty, act to incorporate the, 144, 253, 264, 295, 305, 1137
Orofton, act to llmend the charter of the ________________________ ________ __ 1065
Cropper's Depot, in Shelby county, act to prohibit the sale of liquors at, 777, 912,
937, 970
Cynthiana, bill to amend the charter of the _________________ 670, 723, 767, 803
Danville, bill to amend and reduce into one the several acts in rel ation to, 473, 542,
584, 618
Da nville, act to amend the charter of the ____ ____________ 884, 952, 1030, 1118
Dulaney, bill to incorporate the-~--------------------- 84, 143, 161, 163, 323
E arlington, act to amend the original and amen_d ed acts incorporating the, 687, 804 ,
873 , 914
Elizabethtown , act to amend the charter of the _______________ 626, 669, 720, 748
Elkton, bill to repeal all laws incorporating the __________________________ _ 633
Emir.ence, bill for the benefit of' the. _________________ ------ _____________ _ 633
Eminence, act to prohibit the sale of liqu ors in ____ _______ 726, 1120, 1179, 1187
Falls of Rough, bill to repeal act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors a t
the------------------------------------------------------------ 516, 694
Fitchburg, act to amend the charter of the·---~---------------------------- 218
Franklin, act for the benefit of the ______ ________________ ____ 79, 104, 121, 130
Frenchburg, act to a meud the charter ·of the __________ 601, 740, 772, 797, 837
Georgetown and Monticello, act to increase the powers of the corporate nuthorities of the__________________________________________________ ____ 328, 430
Georgetown, act to amend the charter of the _____________ ___ 265, 303, 331, 367
Georgetown, act for the benefit of the ______________________ 144, 200, 237, 274
Germantown, act to amend the charter of the·------- - --~--- 610, 668, 720, 749
Glasgow, act amendat(ll'y of. the charter of the _____ ,_______ __ 17 2, 201, 218, 246
Glasgow, act to prevent the selling or giving spirituous liquors in the on the
Sa bbath day ____________________________________ ______ 367, 407, 439,
504
Glenville, act to amend act to incorporate the _____ 1141, 1142, 1182, 1190, 1199
Greensburg, bill to 11.mend act incorporating the ____ _________ 223, 264, 284, 323
Greensburg, biil for the benefit of the ------ ____ ____ ______________ ____ ____ 500
Greenup, act to exemp~ certain lnnds within the limits of, from municipal taxation ________________________________________________ 921, 986, 1031, I 095
Haggard, act to incorporate the ---------- _________________________ 1069, 1121
Hanson, in Hopkins county, act to incorporate the ______ 621, 707, 772, 805 , 914
Hardinsville, Shelby county, act to repeal act to establish an institution of
learning in the ________________________________________ 725, 766, 806, 835

•
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Town, Harrodsb urg, act to change a part of t he eastern bo undary of the, 545, 592, 658,
722
Harrodsburg, bill to repeal act to prohibit the granting of license for the sale
of liquors in the _________ ---- ---------------------------- ________ 880, 886
Harrodsb urg, act to repeal act to amend the ch a rter of __________ 891 1 1070, 1093
Harrodsburg, act in relation to gra nting a li cense for the sale of s pirituous
liquors in the ____ _____________________________________________ 1070 1173
1

Hawesville-see Judge, pol ice.
Headquarters, Nicholas county, act to prohibit the saie of liquors in, 222, 271, 295,
304
Headquarters, Nicholas county, act to repe1tl act to pr_o hibit the sale of liquors
in __________________________________ _______________________ ________ 399
High land, Lincoln county, act to a uthorize a vote uron the sale of liquor in, 924,
.
1012, 1061, 1096
Hickman, bill to ame nd act to amend and reduce into one the severRI acts respecting the _______________________________ ____________ 377, 612, 657, 729
Hickory Grove, in Graves county, act to incorporate the _____ 570, 951 1 966, 1015
Hudso nville, Constantine, and Cross Roads, bill to prohibit the sale of liquors
in-------------------- ---- ----------------------- 1013, 1064, 1135 1 1202
Islan d Station, act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in , 549, 1008, 1060,
1119
Lancaster, act to amend act to amend the charter of the ___ 686, 1137, 1178, 1187
Lancaster, act to amend act to reduce i nto one the severa l acts in regard to the, 1003,
1208
Lebanon, act to a mend the charter of the ______________ 282 1 334, 347, 363, 379
Livermore, in McLean county, M t to a mend the .charter of the, 274, 527, 1072, 1093,
1173
Lockport, in Hen ry county, bill to amend the charter of the, 987, 11 81, 1192, 1205
Lovelaceville, act to extend the corporate limits of --·------------- 517, 548, 566
Lynnvill e, in Graves county, bill to incorpomte the ________ 766, 952, 1030, 1094
Madisonville, act to amend and reduce into one the several acts co~cerning tbe, 264 1
282, 305, 367
Madisonville, act to ame nd net to ame nd and reduce inLo one the several acts
concerning the _____________________________________ 990, 1013, 11 36, 1173
Marion, act to extend th~ streets and alleys in _______________ 417, 440, 471, 504
Mnrion , ac t to amend the charter of the ____ ~--- - ------ 528, 747, 772, 797, 837
Mnrsball, in Bath county, act to amend act to incorp.orate the , 35 1 1 440, 471, 504
Mercer Station, bill to prohibit the sale of liquors within two . mil es of, 814, 819,
887 , 920, 1012, 1061, }095
Mercer's Station, Mublenburg county, bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous
liquors
725

at__________________________________________________ _____ ____

Monticello-see Georgetow n and Monticello.
Monticello, act to amend the cha,-ter of the, and to regulate the traffic in liquors
in ________________ ·- --------------- ------------------ 611, 633, 720, 748
Monticello, act to en large the corporate lim its of the _________ 529, 592, 635, 660
Morgantown, act to amend act to prohibit the sale of liquors in, 843, 913, 934,
969
M!)rgantown, act to resubmit an act to prohibit the sale of liquors in, 924, 10 28,
1135, 1173.
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Town, Mount Sterling, bill for the benefit of the marshal of ________ 351 1 440, 471, 504
Mount Sterling, act to fix th e boundary of tb e town of-:------ 610 1 668 1 737 1 750
Mount Sterling, a.ct to amend act to amend and make into one the several acts
relating to the charter and amendments of_________ 787 1 986, 988, 1031, 1094
New Liberty, act to autbocize tbe marshal of to appoint a deputy ____________ 1156
Nicholasville, bill to rep eal act amending the charter of __ ---- 669, 689 1 736 1 764
Nichohisville, bill to amend the charter of the_____________________ ________ 935
Norton, in Hopkins county, bill to incorporate the _______ 1005, 1068 1 11 35 1 1201
Pnrndise, net to extend the limits of the ____________________ 645, 707, 756 1 796
Peak's Mill, in Franklin county, a.ct to incorporate the _______ 610 1 934, 966, 1014
Perryville, act to amend act to reduce into one the several acts concerning the, 368,
399, 425, 454

Powersville, Bracken county, act to prohibit the sale of liquors in the, 222, 312,
331, 366

Prestonsburg, bill to define the boundary line of the, and to regulate the sale
of spirituous liquors in _________________________________ 335 611, 656, 729
1

Prestonville, in Carroll county, act to amend act to charter the, 924 1 1012, 1061,
1096

Pryorsburg, in Graves county, act to incorporate the ________ 570, 934, 966, 1014
Russellville, a.ct to authorize the trustees of to 1,ppoint an inspector and weigher
of coal _______________________________________________ 644, 669 720 750
1

1

Russellville, act to amend the cha.rt er of __ _________ 886, 1121, 1126, 117'7, 1187
Shelbyville, bill to a.mend and reduce into on e tbe ~evera.l acts in relation to the, 472,
648, 718, 765

Smith's Grove, bill to amend section 16 of net to amend act to incorporate the, 272 1
896, 936, 985

South Carrollton, a.ct in relation lo the. ____________________ 205, 271, 305, 335
Springville, in G,eenup county, a.ct to incorporate the, 265 1 303 1 341, 378, 391,
393, 486, 525

Stantonville, in Mason county, a.ct to incorpornte the ___________________ 266, 308
Stroud City, a.ct to establish and incorporate the ___ _____ 1010, 1029 1 1136 1 1174
Tompkinsville, act to prohibit the selling of spiri~uous liquors within one mile
of_______________________________________________ 417, 600, 525, 547, 667
Versailles, act to amend a.ct to amend and reduce into one tbe sevAral acts concerning the-----,..----------~--------------------- 1157, 1191, 1199 1 1206
"
West Bend, act to prohibit
the sale of liquors within one mile and a half of, 786,
912, 953, 969

West Liberty,,bill authorizing druggists to sell liquors by retail in the, 748, 1086,
1176

West Point, in Hardin county, a.ct toe.mend the charter of the, 274, 303 1 331, 367,
.

376

Williamsburg, in Whitley county, act to amend act to incorporate the 1 266 1 303,
331, 367

Williamsburg, act to amend act to incorporate the ___________ 646 1 707 1 767, 796
Williamsburg, act to amend act to incorporate the _______ 1087, 11 38 1 1186, 1205
Winchester, act to amend act authorizing the sale of certain alleys in the, 146 1 187,
203, 246
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Town, Woodville, act to amend and reduce into one· all previous acts incorporatin g the, 265,
376, 425, 495, 507

Tradewater Navigation and Manufacturing Company, act to incorporate the, 275, 298,
325, 1072, 1082, 1176, 1190

Training farms-see Breeding and training farms .
Tram-tracks-see Rockcastle co unty.
Transit Rn.ilway Company-se11 Railroad Company.
Transportation Company-see River.
I
-see St. Bernard.
Transylvania. Street-see Railroad Company.
Trayser Piano-forte Ma nufacturing Company, bill to change the name of the, 600 1 844,
887, 920

Treasurer, county, of Floyd county, act to amen d act to create and regulate the office
of -------------------- ---- -------- ---- 1157, 11 91, 1199, 1206
for the ·count.ies of Perry and Harlan, act to create and regulate the
office of_ ____ ___________________________ 520, 1088 1176, 1187
1

Treasury Warrant Claims-see Revised Statutes.
Trenton-see B,ink of Trenton.
Trespasses in Scott and Woodford counties, act to amend act to pre.eat nod punish
certain ___ ___ ________________________ __ ____________ __ ______ _ 538, 591, 634

660
1

Tresp,1ss on inclosed lan ds- see Harrison county.
Troublesome Creek-see Williams, John.
Tri~g county- see Gray, W. M.
- see J efferson, T. B.
-see Official sales.
- see Sheriff.
Trigg Furnace, Trigg county, net to prohibit the sale of spirituo us liquors near, 529, 694,
767, 768

Trim ble county, bill for the benefit of, in voting subscription of stock to railroads, 1089,
1140 I 1186 J 1203

- see Cook, .Alexander.
- see Pearce, John.
Trimble and Carroll co unti es,_act rrpealing act preventing th e setting of nets, &c., in
tbe streams in_________________________________ ___ _________ ____ 1010, 1094, 11 74
Trimble qu arterly court-see Court, quarterly, of Trimble.
Trustee, bill to authorize sales and conveyances by, under a power, 342, 691, 695 1 948,
985, 1030, 1206

Tu cke.hoe Ridge-see Road, turnpike.
Tucker, Emily S., an idiot of Wayne county, act for the bene fit of_ __ 205, 271, 295, 305
Tucker, Tbos. T., paired off with E. P olk J ohnson_______________________________ 311
T ug Fork Lead, Iron, Salt, and Oil Mining and Manufacturing Company, bill to amend
th e charter of the __ _: ___________ ____ __________ ____ ____________ 201 264, 284 322
1

1

Tu g River Coal-see Railroad Company.
Turnpike district-see Henry county.
Turnpik e road-see Lew is and Mason counties.
Turnpike roRds nod bridges, bill to protect the interest of the Stale in ________;._ 143, 236
Turnpi ke taxes-see Lewis county.
Twelve Mile .and Cali fornia-see Road, turnpike.
Tygart- Valley Iron Company, act to amen d the charter of the _______ 172, 201 1 218, 246
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Undertakers, act to exempt from serving on juries_____ ____ ____ 179, 206 1 333, 362, 378
Unfinished business of last sess ion-see Resolution.
Union Agricultural and Mec lrnnical-see Association.
·
Union and Ric!1wood-see Road, turnpike.
Uoion county, act iu relation to persons convicttd of penal offenses in, 687, 1012, 1093 ,
1174
Union county- eee B,ink.
- sec Court, circuit.
-see Rusli, Mary F.
Union Literary Societ_y-see Society.
Union-see Miners' Union.
United Colored Baptist, of Lancaster-see Cburcb.
United States-SP.O City of Covington .
United States bonds, resolution to refund tnx paid on -------------------- -------- 164
United S tates bonds-see Tax.
United States Senator, Will is B. Machen elected ____________________________ 160, 169
University-see Central University.
Upper Twin Bruoch, in Lawrence county, bill Lo declare a navigable stream, 245, 277,
295, 311

Urania-see School district.
Urania district, in Barren county, act to repeal act to organize ______ ______________ 307
Valedictory address of Speaker McCreary_ _____________________________________ 1208
Valley Lodge-see Lodge.
Vanceburg-see City of Vanceburg.
Vanceburg election preciµct, io Lewis county, act in relation to granting tavern license
in tbe _____________________________________________________ 283, 667, 718, 751
Vancebnrg Male and Female-see Academy.
Vanceburg, Quick's Run, and Concord-see Road, turnpike.
Vfmcebnrg, Quincy, and Springville-see Road, tqrnpike .
Vanceburg, Salt Lick, Tollsboro, and Maysville-see Road, tnrnpike.
Van Winkle, E. L., bill to erect a monument over the grave of_ _______,__ 909, 98 1, 1002
Varney, William A., bill to antho~ize the to erect a mill-dam across Pond Crnek, in
Pike countY-----------------~------------------- ---------·--- 335, 602, 657, 729
Versailles-see Town .
Veto of act to amend the articles of incorporation of the People's Building and Loan
Association of the city .M Louisville ____ _ ____________ ________ ________ ____ ____ 701
Veto of an act to lease !,rnd for depot grounds to OincinunLi Southern RRi'lway______ 806
Veto of act to amend the charter of the South Kentucky Railroad Company________ 975
Veto of act to amend act incorporating the Concord and Tollsboro '£urnpike Road
Company _________ . _________ ____ ____ ______ __ _ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ 506 , 67 4
Veto of act to suppress tb e sellin g_ or giving to minors epiritnous, vioons, or malt
liquors in the city of Covington _____________________________ -=--- ____________ 1145
Veto of act to amend act in corporating the Goshen, Oldhamsburg, and Sligo Turnpike Company-------------------- ---------------------------------------Veto of act to aid in the construction of a levee on the Mississippi river, in Fulton

55

county __ · ------------------------------------------------------------ 51, 325
Veto of act to incorpomte the Mublenburg Ooal and Iron Company________________ 477
Veto of four turnpike l'Ond cht1rters in Lewis county ____________________ 490, 596, 671
Veto of act to incorporate the Cairo and Tennessee River Railroad Company_______

460
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Victor Coal Mining Company, act to incorporate the ____ ___________ 265, 364, 394, 426
Vienna-see International Exposition.
Virginia-see Welford, Horace.
Virginia, message and resolutions from the Governor of-------------------------- 1164
Voshell, Leonidas H., of Boc>ne county, bill for the benefit of________ 686, 776, 797, 835
Voters of the State-see Assessors.
Voters, qualified, bill to wohibit ari d punish persons gui lty of intimidating, 857, 913, 936,
970
Voters, registration of, in certain towns of this Commonwealth, act fo r the _________ 1200
Voting precinct-see J efferso n county.
Wages of laborers who are bona fide housekeepers, bill to repeal act to exemp t from
attachment or garn is bee ____ ________ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____________ ____ ____ 652
WRges ot IRborers, bill to repeal act to exempt from Rttacbment or garnishee ____ 373 , 948
Waide, E. F., res ign ation of______________________ ______________________ ______ 547
Walker, R. N., late sheriff of Crittenden county, bill for the benefit of, 406, 567, 599, 623
Walker, S. A., of GrRves county, bill for the benefit of _____________ 258, 333, 363, 379
Wallace, Elisha, of McCrncken ·county, bill to authorize the to build a dam and erect
a saw and grist mill on Clarke's river ____________________________________ 527, 590
Waller, Nace-see Taylor, Gip .
Walls, E.G., committee of Sarah Jane Wa lls, an idiot of Lincoln county, act fo~ the
benefit of___________________________________________________ 544, 592, 600, 623
Walters, J ames, committee of Polly Plewman, of Estill county, act for the benefit of, 611,
656, 729
Walton Lodge-see Lodge.
War claim-see Clnims of the State of Kentucky.
War creek, in Breathitt county, act to declare a na,,igabl e stream _________ 668, 719, 750
Warehouses, public-see Carroll county.
Warren county, net providing
copying the surveys, plats, and certificates of land
in ____ _______________________________________ 725, . 804, 888, 915

for

bill to provide for the representation of, in corporations wlierein· said
county may hold stock.____ ·--------__________________________ 723
act for th e benefit of_ ________________________ 80, 525, 567, 599, 623
-see Elrod, John.
-see School districts.
Warren county court-see Court, county, of Wnrren.
W iuren court of common pleas-see Judge.
Washington coun ty, act to aut!Jorize any constabl e of to execute fimll process from
certain courts __________________________ 1005 , lOll, 1032, 1094
-see School district.
Washington County Agricultural-see Society.
Washington county court--see Court, county, of Washington.
Water-works Compn.ny---s'ee Henderson.
-see Mount Sterling.
Wayne county-see Duncan, Johu W.
-see Ov erton, Jeremiah.
-see Tucker, Emily S.
Weapons, concealed deadly, bill to more effectually suppress and prohibit the wearing
or carrying of____________________________________

218

bill to prohibit the carrying of----------------------- 349
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Webb, Isaac N., jailer of Harrison county, act for the benefit of----- 205, 271,
Webster Ooal Oompany, act to amend the charter of the--,-- ~--- ---· 843, 884,
Webster county, act authorizing the sale of the poor-house· fl\rm in __ 529, 592,
Webster Oonnty Ohalybeate and Sulphur Springs Ooll'.\pany, act to in corporate

295, 305
917, 969
658, 72 l

tbe, 145,
223, 285, 314

Weights and Measures-see Revised Statutes.
Welford, Horace, deceased, of Virginia, act for the· benefit of the heirs of, 520, 567, 599,
p23

Wells, Mitchell & Oo., bill for the benefit of _________________________ 1089, 11 22, 1186
West Bend-see Town.
Western Lunatic Asylum-see Asylum.
Western German Savings Bank-see Bank.
West Liberty-see Town.
W es t Point- see Town.
West Point aud Elizabethtown-see Road, turnpike.
White Stone Quarry Company, act to amend act to incorporate the ___ 145, 200, 237, 273
White, Wm. W., dep uty clerk of tbe Olay circuit court, bill to legalize th e official
I\Ctions of_ ___ ----------------------------------------------- 334, 910, 935, 985
Whitley c~unty, _bill for the benefit of_ ____________________________________ 903, 1050
- see Freeman, J. T.
- see Pemberton, John H.
Whitley county court--see Olerk.
- see Oourt, co:mty, of Whitley.
Whitney, John W., Jetter of.___________________________________________________

135

Wickliffe, 0. B., sheriff of Muhlenhurg county, bill for the benefit of, 1006, 1029, 11 58,
1199, 1206

Wilderness-see Road, turnpike.
Willi ams, R. W., of Christian county, bill for the benefit of_ ________ 206, 253, 285, 3 14
Williams, R. H., sheriff of Owen connty, and bis sureties, act for the benefit of, 262, 648,
I

717 1 765

Williams, John, bill to permit to erec~ a mHI.dam across Troubl esome Creek, in Perry
countY-----~----------------------------------------------- 602, 668, · 720, 749
Willi ams, Wm. R., of l!;lliott county, bill for the benefit of_ ______ 788, 1059 , 1093, 1173
Williamsburg- see Town.
Williamsburg Geological and Mining Company, bill to in corporate the, 726, 884, 917, 969
Willi amstown-see Smtth, E. H.
Williamstown Odd Fellows' Hall Company, act to amend act incorporating tl.ie, 914, 1064,
1134, 1203

Willisburg, Thompsonville, nnd Pleasant Run-see Road, turnpike.
Wills, James W., sr., of Menifee county, bill for the benefit of _______ 610, 677, 720, 750
Wil so n Con! and Mining Company, act to incorporate the ________________ 312, 453, 5.:6
Wini:hester-see Cemetery Company.
--see Schools, public.
- see Town.
Winchester Building and Accumulating Fund- eee Association.
Winchester and Muddy Creek-see Ro ad, turnpike.
Winchester and Red River-see Road, turnpike.
Winchester Savings ·B ank-see Bank.
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Winlock, Jos. W., bill for the benefit of ________________________ 924, 986, 1031, 1095
Wiseman, H._B., former sheriff of Estill county, bill for the benefit of, 11 43, 1183, 11 93,
1205
Wolf c·reek-see Caney Fork.
Wolf Island-see Bradley, W . R.
Wolf river, bill declaring a navigable stream ____________ ____ 519, 592, 698, 657, 722
Wolfe circuit court-see Clerk.
Wolfe county, act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in~------------------------ 272
- see Gibbs, John.
Wolves-see Rewards.
Woman Suffrage Association, memorial of _______
195
Women-see Married women.
Wood, J. J., late sheriff of Clinton county, bill for the benefit of, 371, 1137 , 1178, 11 90
Wooden Ware Manufacturing Company-see Lebanon.
Woodford county-see Line.
-see School district.
- see Trespasses.
Woodford Cream Cheese Company, bill for the benefit of the ________ 395, 4.40, 4. 71 , 504
Woolen Manufacturing Company, act to incorporate the ___________ 884, 925, 966, 1027
Woolen Mills-see Eclipse.
Woods, J . N., added to Committee on Religion________ ________ ____________ ______
Woods, J. N., resolution in regard to______________________________________ _____

92
773

Woods, Thos., of the city of Covington, act to appropriate money for the payme~t of
a claim of---------------------------------------- ------ 1060, 1198, 1199, 1206
Woodville- see Town.
World's Fair Association-see Association.
Worley, Samuel, of Butler county, act for the benefit of_ ___________ 549 1 760, 773, 777
Wright, J.M., added to the Committee on Revision of the Statutes________________ 766
Wright, J. M., resolu tion of thanks to _________________________ ________ __________ 1128
Wrightson Printin g Company, act to incorporate tbe ____________ ____ _________ ____ 1089
Yarbro, Henry- see Hunley, John M.
Yens and nays, resolution requiring Clerk to record names of members not voting on
a call of______________________________________________________________ 268 , 290
Yocum, Levi, sheriff elect of Montgomery county, act for the benefit of, 187, 250 1 284,
322
Young Men's Real Estate, Building, and Accumulating-see Association.
Young Men's Savings-see Association.

